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Sri Anand Swarup Misra deserves the highest commendation for his

book on Nana Saheb Peshwa, That he should have found time in the
midst of his arduous duties—I believe he is one of the

most hard-working and conscientious officers in the

Secretariat— speaks volumes for his scholarly habits. We
still remember the literaiy work done by officers of the

Indian Civil Seiwice in the old days
; it is good to find that

the tradition still survives.

o
r

The book deals with one of the most important periods

in Indian history. The first Indian War of Independence,

the Indian “Mutiny”, as it used to be called, was a
momentous event in India’s chequered political

,

history. It ended in the British Crown assuming the

government of the country. But this was merely one

of the many changes brought about by the war and its

aftermath. The social, economic and cultural life of the
k countxy, no less than the political, owes a great deal to the

forces liberated by that gi'eat revolutionary upsurge, even though it

seemingly ended in the complete collapse of the nation’s attempt to throw
off the foreign yoke.

Amongst the persons who played a prominent role in that drama was
Nana Saheb. Scion of a great house, he possessed many of the virtues

which had distinguished his ancestors, the old Peshwas ; but he was also

heir to those weaknesses which had brought about the downfall of the

Maratha empire. He created a brilliant circle of light round himself for

a brief period and then suddenly disappeared from the scene like a

will-o’-the-wisp, leaving behind a tradition which is still alive. There is

a mystery surrounding his death which has made him a legendary figure.

It is this person whom Sri Misra has chosen as the hero of his book. It is

needless to say that the history of Nana Saheb is the history of that noble

struggle for liberty.

I am not a historian. It is not, therefore, within my competence to

give an opinion, with any pretence to authority, about the value of the

book as a contribution to Indian history. I can only say that as a layman

it appeals to me as very interesting reading, and has added considerably

to my knowledge of those events. I have been able to glance through

only some portions of the typescript, but even this cursory reading is

sufficient to justify my offering my sincere congratulations to the author.

Nainx Tal : 1

May 25, 1960 j
( SAMPURKANAI^ )
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A pci!>on's lo^c for his coinitiy is a better thing than

the kingtlom of Solomon. A thorn of the native land

is preferable and more pleasing than hyacinth and sweet

basil of other lands.



Pliblishe/s Note

In June 1960, the Government having seen the manuscript of the
present book suggested that it would be an excellent supplement to the
litevature which the Information Department had been publishing about
the First War of Independence. It was added that the publication of the
work might be undertaken by the Department, if the author was agreeable
to this suggestion.

On examination, the book was found suitable for publication by the
Information Department. Government accordingly decided to publish it

subject to the author's consent which was given readily and without
reservation. The book is accordingly being published by the Information
Department.

Uttar Pradesh played a memorable role in the 1857 struggle for
liberty. Almost all the big cities in the State raised the banner of freedom
after the first shots had been fired at Meerut. Most of the top leaders of
the I'evolt—^Nana Saheb, Rani Laxmi Bai, Tatya Tope, Begum Hazrat
Mahal, Rana Beni Madhav Singh, to name a few—belonged to Uttar Pradesh
where the struggle had been most fierce and sustained. It was, therefore,

in the fitness of things that the State Government had decided, some years
ago, that the Information Department should publish a series of books
dealing with the part played by this Pradesh in the movement of 1857.

Accordingly, the Department has already brought out five volumes of the
book enfi'tfed Freedom Struggle in Uttar Pradesh, besides the biogra-

phical sketches of prominent leaders of the revolt, in Hindi. The present

work is the latest addition to that literature.

In publishing this book the State Government do not accept any
responsibility for the statements and comments contained in it. The
description of facts, the narrative of events and the expression of views

are the entire responsibility of the author himself. The publication of the

work by this Department should not, therefore, be taken to imply that the

State Govexmment subscribe to them in any manner or degree.

The book has been published in the form in which it was compiled

by the author who has also assisted in its printing and get-up. It is to be

hoped that it will be found useful and instructive by all those who are

interested in history and biography, and particularly in the events of the

freedom struggle of the Nation.

1 APARAJITA PRASAD SINGH,
Information Department,

y ^ ^ ^

Uttar Pradesh,
j Director of Information.
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Anthorns Note

The author is not a historian. His career has been in the Civil

service of the Uttar Pradesh Government. In the course of his ‘official

duties, however, he had an opportunity of studying the incidents which
took place at Kanpur during the “mutiny’*. The occasion had arisen some
months before the proclamation of Independence on August 15, 1947.

The question was about the transfer of the Kanpur Memorial Well Garden
fx'om the control of a private Society to the State Government, the
object being to put the Garden to a purpose of general public utility. At
that time, the entry of the general public to the Memorial Well Garden
was restricted, and an intending visitor had to obtain a pass from the

Society’s Secretary. It was felt by the public of Kanpur as well as by the

Government that such restrictions were incompatible with the dignity

of the people in free India. It was felt also, both by the Society and the

Government, that it might not be possible to protect the angel and the

other constructions in the Memorial from destruction by members of the

public who were vehemently opposed to the very existence of this un-

pleasant reminder of British rule. Eventually, it was decided, with

mutual agreement between the Society and the Government, that the

angel, the stone-screen enclosing the Memorial Well and the grave-stones

in the premises, be removed to the compound of All-Souls’ Church, and
that the entire Garden, with the exception of a residential bungalow, be

made over to the State Government to be used as a public park for the

citizens of Kanpur.

It was in this context that the author had an opportunity of going

into the history of the Memorial Well and of the other matters connected

with the “mutiny” at Kanpur. Then it was that the author conceived

the idea of writing a book on Nana Saheb. This idea gained stability

from the impressive personality of Sri B. N. Jha, of the Indian Civil

Service, who, at that time, was the Chief Secretary to the Government of

Uttar Pradesh.^ In that capacity he was in charge of the work relating

to the transfer of the Memorial Well Garden.

Since then the author had been reading books on the “mutiny” and

collecting material. In order further to get into the spirit of the events

of 1857, the author occasionally went to reside at Bithoor where the ex-

Peshwa Baji Rao had lived in exile and where Nana Saheb had been

brought up and had lived as his adopted son. In that town had also

resided the famous General of those days, Tatya Tope, whose nephew,

Sri Narain Rao Tope, a political pensioner, still lives in the improvised

mansion of the great hero.

It was the belief of the author, a belief which had been created by the

study of the available material, and which has now become a conviction,

that Nana Saheb was a person of honour and respectability, brought up

*-Sn Jha is now the Home Secretar) to the Government of India.
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in the traditional ways as the adopted son of one who had once been the

ruler of large territories in India. Nana Saheb, or Nana Eao, as he is

occasionally called, possessed all the nobility of Indian character and was,

for that reason, held in affection and esteem by his countrymen. The

English officers and the European gentry of Kanpur, particularly their

womenfolk, were greatly attached to him prior to the out-break, and

even some time thereafter. It is the fm’ther conviction of the author that

this gentle prince has been unjustly accused of crimes which, by reason of

his birth, his up-bringing and the traditions of the House of Peshwas, he

was incapable of doing.

Many characters in Indian history have suffered at the hands of

historians—Maharaja Jai Chand of Kannauj, Shivaji the Great, Tipu

Sultan, to mention a few names. But no person and his character have

been so grossly and uniformly misrepresented as Nana Saheb. In the

other cases, well-meaning authors have been careful in not omitting to put

streaks of silver lining in what appeared to them to be dark clouds, but
it is Nana Saheb alone who stands condemned through and through, and
most unjustly so. But apart from the question of retrieving his character
and his good name the study of Nana Saheb’s life from other aspects too
is a worthwhile topic. And with that study are related the main events
of the “mutiny” ; so also many matters incidental thereto. Again, in
order to see the “mutiny” in its proper perspective it is necessary to go
further back into the history of India in order to provide the necessary
context to the revolutionary upsurge of 1857. So an effort to cover these
matters, with Nana Saheb as the central figure, has been made.

Of all literary arts, the writing of history is the most difficult,
because it demands not only style but diligent research into small matters
and a sound judgment. Judged by this standard, the present work
would perhaps be a poor attempt at history-telling. But with trust in the
indulgence of kind readers interested in the dramatic events of 1857 the
author, claiming no proficiency as a student of history, has, in all humility
ventured to produce this book for whatever it is worth. And so it is
that, as a lover of history, you have in your hands an amateur’s humble
contribution to an unforgettable phase of our history.

Lucknow : 1

Independence Bay, mi. ] ANAND SWARUP MISRA
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NOTE
The nuthor is grateful to the Government of

Uttar Pradesh in the Information Department for
publishing this work- Bnt it is to he clearly

understood that the matter, vieius and
comments in the book are entirely

the responsibility of the author,

and that Governmeiit are

in no way concerned
zvith aziy of them-

AUGUST^ 1961 ] [ A. S. MISRA
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THE ^VORLD IS A GARDEN AVHICH IS IRRIGATED BV \VEALTH—^VEALTH
IS A THING THE SOLE PROTECTION OF ^VHICH IS LAW—LAAV IS A POLICY

WHICH IS DEFENDED BY THE KING—THE KING IS LIKE A CITY AVHICII

IS BROUGHT INTO BEING BY THE ARMY—THE ARMY IS DEPENDENT ON
WEALTH—^VEALTH COMES FROM THE SUBJECFS—SUBJECTS’ LO^'ALTV'

DEPENDS ON JUSTICE—JUSTICE IS THE PIVOT OF THE ARRANGEMENT
OF THE ^VORLD.

Aristotle's dcscril)tioii

of the arrangement

of the world

[ xxvi
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PART ONE

THE BACKGROUPsED AND CAUSES

(Chaptej's 1 to 14)
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’* Rcincinbei , I cannot have anv atiacks on ni) Indian empire/’ said

King Gcoigc to Maliainia Gandhi, explaining that a rebellion could not

be tolerated and had to be put down. I his was on the occasion of the

Round Table Confeieiicc in H)3I, when Gandhiji had gone to meet the

King at the lluckingham Palace at the ) 0)al in\itation. The King’s

rcmaik created an awkwaid moment loi his disiinguishetl guest, but with

his characteristic courtesy and firmness Mahatmaji icplied that, having

accepted His ^fajesty's hospitality, he could not enter into a delicate

political argument with His Majesty.

Earlier, to the King’s first question, “ ^Vhy did you bovcoii my son,”

Gandhiji had leplicd :
” Not your son. Your Majesty, but the oflicial

icprescntative of the Tliitish Ciown.”

So also was the AVar of 18r>7 a fight against the rule of a foreign

power—a rule whidi had cieatcd the tyranny of the East India Companv.

It was not a conflict against individual Englishmen, many of whom were

kindly treated by their Indian captors. Nana S\!Jfb ton had acted likewise

on more than one occasion.

[
Nwiii

]



CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTORY

A. TliE VERDICT ON NANA SAHEB

B. THE PURPOSE OF THE BOOK

C. A HESTORLAN^S TASK

D. ARRANGEMENT AND APOLOGY

History rtmst from time to time be re-ioritten^ not became many new

facts have been discovered, but became new aspects come hito vieiv,

because the participant in the progress of an age is Jed to standpoints

from which the past can be regarded and judged in a novel manner’^

—Goethe.

A. THE VERDICT ON NANA SAKSB

The history of the Indian Mutiny is

largely a record of “ what man has made of

man’^*. At the same time it has a peculiar

fascination over the minds of readers all

over the world. This is so because the

stoiy of the revolt contains a whole series

of dramatic events—and drama has a

natural appeal to the human mind. And

yet another reason is embodied in the poet s

verse :
“ Our sweetest songs are those that

tell of saddest thought

No name in the annals of the “ Mutiny

is more well-known in the countries ®

world than the name of Nana Saheb. T e

Rani of Jhansi is of course known in our

own country, but her name is not ^

well-known abroad. Not so with Nana

Saheb, In England particularly, during

the time of the insurrection, the nan^ o

Nana Saheb, who was often called the Nana,

was a dreaded name for children in English

homes.

And no name in the whole history of

India was, and probably still is, more detes-

table to Englishmen than the name of the

Nana. The British officials in India, both

military and civil, regarded him as the

blackest criminal in history. His head car-

ried a reward of one lakh of nipees with a

free pardon for any mutinous or disloyal

acts of the person who could produce him

before the authorities. Tireless efforts were

made to apprehend him, but he had passed

beyond the reach of British authority.

Now and then this person or that person

was arrested on suspicion of being the Nana,

only to be released on disproof of identity.

British writers who do not as a ,nile

indulge in unrestrained language have not

•And much it Sieved my heart to think

What man has made of mzn—Wordstvorth.

fP. B. Shelley in Ode to Skylark.



NANA SAIltU PESinVA
[CHAP. 1

hesitated to use vulgar adjectives with his

name. Indeed, no name in Indian history

has been so greatly and spitefully maligned

as the name of Nana Saheb. There are of

course a few magnanimous authors who

have said words of sympathy for this un-

fortunate prince, but most of them have

painted him in the darkest. of colours.

The reasons are not far to seek. It was

the common belief of the people both in

India and in England that Nana Saheb had

firstly resorted to an act of grave treachery

against the inmates of the Kanpur “ Fort ”

during the uprising of June 1857 and that

subsequently in July he had got murdered

in cold blood about 200 English women and

children who were prisoners in his hands

after he had captured Kanpur. So much
was said and written against Nana’s doings

that even his own countrymen came to

believe as true the grave allegations about

him. The members of the general public

during the days of the British used to asso-

ciate Nana Saheb directly with the massa-

cre of British evacuees at the Sattichaura

Ghat at Kanpur and then with the butch-

ery of women and children at Beebeeghax.

It did not occur to his countrymen that the

accusations might not be true. They took
the thing for granted just as they erro-

neously believed in the “ Black-hole ” story

made out against the ill-fated Nawab Siraj-

ud-daula of Bengal.

It is true that the British historians have
not light-heartedly attributed evil things
to the Nana. The records of the “ Mutiny "

do contain some circumstantial evidence
on which their judgment could have been
founded.. Prom, this point of view it would
be unfair to accuse those authors of any
ulterior motives. But to accept, without
the most searching examination, the authen-
ticity of these accounts of his conduct,
would be most unfair to Nana Saheb and his
co-fighters in the freedom struggle, a strug-
gle in which were laid the seeds of the
Independence which materialized in 1947.

It is to be remembered here that Na,na

Saheb could not be captured by the British

who, on such capture, would have put him

on some sort of trial. He would then have

got an opportunity of making known his

own version of the unfortunate incidents

mth which his name has been unjustly asso-

ciated. Any judgment formed thus would

have carried weight, or at any rate greater

weight than the present one-sided versions

about him. The view has been expressed

that no court could have held him guilty.

As for Nana Saheb himself he has left a

declaration clearing himself of the alleged

guilt of having ordered the massacre of

English women and children who were priso-

ners in the hands of the rebels at Beebee-

ghar.

It was only after the achievement of

Independence that serious thought was
given by Indian writers about the possibility

of Nana Saheb being innocent of the atroci-

ties connected with his name. In particular,

the noted historian Dr. Surendra Nath Sen
has questioned the validity of the theory of
Nana Saheb’s hand in the Sattichaura Ghat
and in Beebeeghar, At the same time, how-
ever, Dr. Sen has held him morally respon-
sible for these happenings. This view has
been endorsed by the late Maulana Abul
Kalam Azad in his Foreword (written in
his capacity as Union Minister of Educa-
tion) to Dr. Sen’s book “Eighteen Fifty-
seven ’’, But the question of moral respon-
sibility is a complex question

; at any rate,
a debatable one. For one thing, the impli-
cation and the extent of moral responsibi-
lity are not an accepted proposition in all
cases. For, in a sense, all Indians must
share the moral responsibility for the theft
by a misguided student of the pages of some
valuable book of a public library in a foreign
country. In the same sense all Germans,
or the German nation as a whole, must share
the responsibility for the war started by
Hitler. So again, every American citizen
must share the moral responsibility for the
dropping of atomic bombs by the American
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Air Force at Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
And similarly every British citizen must
also share that responsibility because
America and England were fighting as allies

against Japan.

The point is that the question of moral

responsibility is a vague and indeterminate

one and so it would not be fair to consider

that question with reference to Nana Saheb
particularly when allowance is made for

the troublesome times in which he lived.

For one thing, it could be argued that the

moral responsibility for all the atrocities

committed on both sides during the
“ Mutiny ” rested with the British who forc-

ed the greased cartridges on unwilling

soldiers, an act which directly caused the

dreadful acts following the uprising. Such
an argument would be in line with the pro-

paganda of the British who held the Indian

National Congress responsible for the dis-

turbances during the “Movements” of

Mahatma Gandhi. A book was actually

published by the Government of India

entitled “Congress Responsibility for the

Disturbances” in which an attempt was
made to prove that the entire responsibility

for the stern and on occasions inhuman
measures adopted by the British Govern-

ment in suppressing the nationalist move-

ment for independence rested with the

Congress who had created an urge for free-

dom in the hearts of the Indian people. No
Indian would be prepared to accept this

theory ;
for the same reason it would not be

right to fix moral responsibility on Nana
Saheb, if he could be absolved, as shown

later in this book, of any direct responsi-
bility for the occurrences.

Accepted history condemns many other
figures of greater rank and power at various
stages of Indian history. We have, for ins-

tance, the case of Maharaja Jai Chand of
Kannauj whom history describes as a traitor

to the country. There are also cases of
Rajput princes collaborating with the Moghal
emperors in extending and consolidating the
latter’s possessions in India. We have then
the later rulers of India, both Hindu and
Muslim, who pi’oved themselves powerless
to check the tide of British expansion. These
personalities have been painted in dark
colours in the history as we read it. The
veteran historian, G. S. Sardesai, has sug-
gested that all that has so far been written
ought not be taken at its face value vdthout
a careful investigation which might tell us
many things unknown before. In his view,
therefore, a search of fresh materials is

likely to disclose some relieving featoes
even in the mistakes and failures of these
men. He feelingly adds : “Shall we judge
and condemn them without going into all

the evidence ? Even the lowest criminal is

given a chance to defend himself. May not
some kindred spirits rise to clear them of

the stigma ? I appeal for workers and trust

they will not be found wanting. ”*

This humble effort on the life of Nana
Saheb might perhaps fulfil a part of the
hope, although a very insignificant part, of

the veteran historian who is held in high
esteem for his researches in Maratha
history.

B. THE PURPOSE OP THE BOOK

The purpose of this book is not to excite

feelings of ill-will towards the British people.

Nothing good is ever gained by ill-feelings,

whether between individuals or between

nations. On the contrary, a person who

harbours ill-feelings towards another does

injury to himself by making his own life

miserable. The great tragedies in the lives

of nations can be traced to the creation and
nursing of ill-will against other peoples.

^Sardesai in The Main Currents of Maratha History, 1949 edition, p. 185.
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At the same time, there is no intention to

hold a brief either for the British or for the

Indian people for the happenings in one of

the greatest tragedies of history. Nor,

indeed, is it possible, from a purely objective

point of view, to defend the action of one

party to the conflict against the other. If

Indians committed atrocities on British men,

women and children—about which English

historians have written in profusion—there

are, on record, events which show that an

equally barbarous, if not worse, treatment

was meted out by the British to the Indians.

Thus, if there is justification for atrocities

on the one side, there would be found equal

justification for similar atrocities on the

other. But actually there is no justification

in favour of either party.

All the same, it must be stated that the

happenings which did take place were the

inevitable consequences of the times and of

the conditions which then prevailed. If the

Indian sepoys killed the English that was
only a logical consequence of the attempt

to free the country of foreign rule. This

meant, according to the conditions of the

time, that a war had to be waged and that

war had to be a total war of annihilation of

the British in India. There could have been
no point, keeping the main purpose in view,

in letting European civilians go anywhere
they liked and thus enable them to organize

an attack on the Indians. Then, if the
British civilians had to be billed, there was
again no point, keeping the main objective

in view, to leave English women to the
mercy of evil-minded men. In the first

place, there was the question of the safe
lodgment of these ladies, then the question
of preventing them from falling into the
hands of undesirable elements in society,

the question of preventing them from moles-
tation, criminal assault, and ah the things
that would have followed from the hands
of an enraged population—enraged because
of the grave risk to religion being in danger.
And religion a hundred years before was a
matter of importance as great as life and

death itself. So there was no altex'native

to finishing the women-folk too, and so on.

Indian history is full of instances where the

own near and dear ones have killed their

women in order to prevent them from being

disgraced by the enemy.

In saying all this, it is not intended to say

that whatever the Indians did was good and

pious and should have been done. After

all, a man was born in India so many years

afterwards who found a better and a civilized

method of freeing the country of British

rule. Thus Mahatma Gandhi, by his mes-

sage of love and non-violence, was able to

get freedom for the country without the

shedding of a drop of English blood.

Through him, independence came gracefully,

gracefully for the Indians who obtained it

by non-violent means and gracefully also

for the British who withdrew without vio-

lence or bloodshed.

On the part of the British too, there were
compelling circumstances which made them
resort to cruel deeds on many occasions.

Having established an empire in India by
force of arms and the sacrifice of men and
material for a long period of years the Eng-
lish people, a himdred years before, could
not be expected to leave their bag and bag-
gage and peacefully retire to England.
This was a psychological impossibility. And
in order to maintain their empire or to

reconquer it, they had to adopt the means
which they thought were the only means
available in the circumstances. The num-
ber of Englishmen in India was small and
so they thought that by doing acts which
would strike terror in the hearts of the
people, they would be able to meet the
menace of the revolution. It was appa-
rently with this end in view that they com-
mitted acts which did strike terror in Indian
hearts. But having said so much, it ought
to be added that whatever may have been
the circumstances, the actions of the British
too caimot be justified at the bar of
humanity.
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There is also the question about the falli-

bility of human judgment. Actions which
were good from the view-point of Indians

were evil from the \dew-point of the English
and vice versa. The Indians have sung
praises, and rightly so, of the Indian

martyrs who lost their lives in the struggle

for independence in 1857. Likewise, the

British have filled their books with praise

for the Englishmen who saved their empire.

But neither on the Indian side nor on the

British side, is there any unanimity of

opinion. On the one hand we find English

historians praising Clive, Warren Hastings

and Dalhousie for the great services which
they rendered to the English nation

; on

the other hand, historians, also English, do

not hesitate to condemn the actions of these

very people. The trial of Warren Hastings

is a classic example. He was extolled as

the builder of the British empire in India

and yet, after his retirement, the eminent

English ' statesmen, Edmund Burke and

others of his way of thinking, brought

Hastings to trial before the House of Lords

for his doings in India. Likewise, there

is no unanimity amongst Indian historians

regarding the incidents of 1857.

Anything done to create ill-feelings in the

Indian mind against the British (or against

any other country) would also be improper

from another point of view. The British

left the country with good grace and

sovereign India is a member of the Common-
-wealth of Nations. There are bonds of

friendship between Indian and English

peoples. There are many Indians who, on

their visit to England, make it a point to

call on English officers who had, at one time,

been serving in India, There are Englishmen^

who are still remitting pensions to the

persons who were in their private employ

in India. The author personally knows of an

English officer now in England who never

fails to send a cheerful Christmas and new
year’s message to a pei’son who used to be his

orderly peon.

These are good things to remember and
to reflect upon. It would be a pity if any-
thing is done to replace these feelings by
feelings of bitterness.

Of course, we must do all that is possible

to retrieve the reputation of the Indian

martyrs whose character has been mis-

represented by some of the English writers

or by the officers of the British Government
of that time. In many instances the dark
picture of Indian patriots painted by them
is not founded on proved facts

;
in many

others there is such a great exaggeration of

truth that it virtually borders on falsehood.

This is more so in the case of Nana Saheb
than for any other figure of the great revolt.

Books have been written by Indian

authors, both in Hindi and English, in

which an attempt has been made to justify

the actions of Indians and to condemn, in

bitter and even imbecoming language, the

deeds of the British. Some of these were
written before the achievement of Indepen-

dence, others later. In the books written

after India became a sovereign coimtry this

bitterness was hardly called for. A new
chapter in the history of the country has

now begun and, though the facts of history

cannot be obliterated or suppressed nor is

it necessary to do so, there can be no reason

for ill-will now towards the British people

as a nation. If the English are to be blamed
for having created an empire in India, then

from one point of view our own countrymen

themselves can be blamed for having

allowed that empire to be created. For a

people to enslave another people is a sin
;

it is a greater sin for a people to allow

themselves to be enslaved. And there is

also the point that if the British had not

•Sir William Christie, late of the I. C. S., is one of them. He belonged to the U. P. cadre of the service and in his

later as Finance SecretaiT and then as Chief Secretary. At the time of the transfer of power he

rvas Chief Commissioner of Delhi and retired from that office..
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conquered India the other nations of

Europe, notably the French, who had their

foothold in India, would have conquered

the country on account of the same weak-

nesses in our political and social life which

enabled the British to occupy our land.

So the best policy now, when the British

have liquidated their Indian empire, is to let

bygones be bygones and not to let the Indian

citizen be filled with any hate or ill-will

towards the outgoing power. Nonethe-

less, let those interested in history have the

historical facts before them—^facts which

are presented in an objective manner and

in accordance with the historian’s code of

conduct which has been stated by our

renowned historian. Dr. Ram Prasad

Tripathi, in the following words :

"Nationalism is egoistic and prevents

the visualisation of facts as they are and

distorts the truth. History should be

vieiaed in the totality of Tcnowledge, in

the perspective of the globe".

C. A mSTOEIAN’S TASK

" The history of the world.

With all its volumes vast,

Hath but one page.”

“One page.” The poet could as well have

said “ one sentence ”. Once a king in his

curiosity to know all about the past com-

manded the learned men of his court to write

about it. The king remained forgetful of

his order for many years until one day he

sent for the learned men who said that they

had completed the work in sixty volumes.

The king was pleased but having neither the

time nor the patience to read them, ordered

the writers to compress the work in three

volumes. After many more years of labour

the learned men produced the three-volume
book before their royal master. But by this

time the king had grown feeble and sick

and so desired that a single volume would
do. By the time this was achieved the king
had grown very old and his sight was almost
gone. So he asked the chief scholar to state
in one sentence the summary of all that had
been written. After some hesitation the
scholar informed the king that the gist
of the whole matter was that many genera-
tions of men had been born, had toiled and
loved, had suffered and died. The king was
annoyed as he thought that he could easily
have said that much himself. What the
lung did to the scholar, who too had now the
weight of years over him, is not material
to the point, but the scholar was stating the

truth that the history of the world can be

compressed in a single sentence.

Also material is the lamentation of the

king over the shortness of human life and
the length of history.

But the king’s grief was not justified

because life is not too short nor history too

long either. We can well satisfy our curio-

sity by reading big or small works of a long
line of devotees of Icnowledge according to

the amount of time at our disposal, our
ability and the degree of our craze for the
past.

However that may be, man will ever
have a craze for knowing the past and so
people will continue to read history and
historians will continue to write about
bygone days. Your own deep interest in

the past is the reason why this book is in
your hands to-day.

All the same, a historian’s task is far
from easy. His work has been the subject
of taunting comments. Napoleon used to
say that history was “a fable agreed upon”.
This is also what the Roman emperor, Pilate,
used to say in slightly different words. Sir
Robert Walpole went to the length of saying
that “all history is a lie”. Henry Ford in a
joking remark said that “history is just
bunk”. Lord Chesterfield thought that “his-
tory is only a confused heap of facts”.
Lastly, according to Thomas Wright
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“history is nothing more than legend and
romance”.

But these definitions of history have been

made in a light-hearted vein. Real history

is something entirely different and serves

a great purpose, namely the purpose of

revealing the past with a view to instruct-

ing the present. A historian has to proceed,

by analysis, to collect and arrange a mass of

details in a living picture. He tries to

separate fiction from falsification.

The existence of critics of history adds

to the task of the historian. This is, how-
ever, to the good because the historian takes

care not to tread on cheap ground, but to

build his edifice on solid foundations and
adorn it with an impressive design. In the

words of Leibaiz, a historian has to rely on

'Testimony” just as in physics one has to

rely on experiment, in law on authority and

in mathematics on genius. A good historian

should consult authors who have spoken of

the events, the archives in which unpublish-

ed documents are to be found, private letters,

and even tradition. He has to gather pro-

babilities from every source and then com-

pare these probabilities and weigh and

discuss them before deciding. ^

In the case of the history of India,

and more particularly the history of the

“Mutiny”, the difficulties of presenting an

altogether true account are greater because

during the British period. India did not,

with a few notable exceptions, produce any-

one ready to take the trouble and the odium

of writing a true history of her past,

especially the past connected with British

administration. True, English writers have

written remarkable books on Indian history,

but these in their very nature cannot be

expected to give an altogether objective

account although the authors were men of

honour and did not intentionally misre-
present facts and circumstances. But they
did not have a living faith in the customs,
manners and languages of the people of
India and could not fully understand their

social institutions and do justice to their

motives and comprehend their peculiar

situations. It was for these reasons that the
late Professor Huxley thought that the
works on Indian history written by English
authors are not “trustworthy”. In the
words of Professor Goldwin Smith “each
nation, in the main, writes its own history

best
; it best knows its own lands, its own

institutions, the relative importance of its

own events, the characters of its own great

men. But each nation has its peculiarities

of view, its prejudices, its self-love, which
require to be corrected by the impartial or

even hostile view of others”, f

Another difficulty arises from the fact

that the records of the East India Company
on which the history of British rule in India

is largely based are not altogether authentic.

Writes Grant Duff in his History of the

3Iarathas : “Many services performed with-

out any great degree of exertion or ability

have, in consequence of their results, been
extravagantly praised and given a tone to

Indian despatches which prejudices sober

judgment”. State papers concerning India

presented to the British Parliament were

altered to suit the temporary views of poli-

tical warfare or abridged out of a mistaken

regard for the tender feelings of survivors.J

Even private letters are not altogether

trustworthy, for men some times pose arti-

ficiality even in their familiar correspon-

dence.

Faced with these difficulties, the task of

the historian writing about the “Mutiny” is

an arduous one for it is not easy “to

the

•From Major Basu*s “Rise of the Christian Power in India", Volume I.

fGoldwin Smith's "Lectures on the Study of History", second edition, .pp. 37-38.

IThis w.'js stated by Peter Cunningham who, in 1853 published Captain Joseph Cunningham s

: Sikhs The statement was made in the advertisement to the second edition of the book.

“Histoiy of
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separate the true from the false, the certain

from the uncertain and the doubtful from

that which cannot be accepted”.^ Take the

history of any country and it will be found

that on many incidents of popular interest

there is more than one account each violent-

ly differing from the other and all based

on testimony which cannot prima facie be

questioned. We have the classic example

of how Princess Victoria received the news

that was brought to her in the early morn-

ing of June 20, 1837, that, her uncle King

William IV having yielded his last breath a

few hours before, she was now to wear the

Crown of England. Here are the several

versions ;

L/ytion Stracliey^s version—^King William

died in the early hours of Jime 20, 1837, at

Windsor. Immediately after, the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury and Lord Conyngham,

the Lord Chamberlain, drove post-haste

from Windsor to Kensington Palace where

the Princess was. living with her mother,

the Duchess of Kent. Covering the distance

in about two hours they an-ived at 5 o’clock,

and it was only with considerable difficulty

that they gained admittance. At six the

Duchess woke up her daughter and told her

that the Archbishop and the Lord
Chamberlain wished to see her. She got

out of bed, put on her dressing-gown, and
went, alone, into the room where the mes-
sengers were standing. The Lord Chamber-
lain fell on his knees and officially announc-
ed the death of the King

; the Archbishop
added some personal details. Looking at
the bending, murmuring dignitaries before
her, she knew that she was Queen of

England.t (Here Strachey’s account ends.)

According to Greville—On the basis of
information which Greville received from

the Lord Chamberlain himself, this is what

happened ; “On the morning of the King’s

death, the Archbishop of Canterbury and

Lord Conyngham arrived at Kensington at

five o’clock and immediately desired to see

‘the Queen’. They were ushered into

an apartment, and in a few minutes the

door opened and she came in, wrapped in a

dressing-gown, and with slippers on her

naked feet. Conyngham, in a few words,

told her their errand, and as soon as he

uttered the words ‘Your Majesty’, she

instantly put out her hand to him, intimat-

ing that he was to kiss hands before he

proceeded. He dropped on one knee, kissed

her hand, and then went on to teU her of the

late King’s death. She presented her hand
to the Archbishop, who likeudse kissed it,

and when he had done so, addressed to her

a sort of pastoral charge, which she received

graciously, and then retired.” (Greville’s

Memoirs.)

Version of Miss Wynn, a lady on the

personal staff of the Prhicess—The Arch-
bishop of Canterbury and the Lord
Chamberlain reached Kensington Palace
at about five

; they knocked, they rang, they
thumped for a considerable time before
they coiild rouse the porter at the gates

;

they were again kept waiting in the court-
yard, then turned into one of the lower
rooms, where they seemed forgotten by
everybody. They rang the bell, desired that
the attendant of the Princess Victoria
might be sent to inform Her Royal High-
ness that they requested an audience on
business of importance

; after another
delay, and another ringing to inquire the
cause, the attendant was summoned, who
stated that the Princess was in such a sweet
sleep she could not ventirre to disturb her.
Then they said, “We are come to the Queen

•The Maxims and Reflections of Goethe, no. 453.

IQucen Victoria. 1935 edition, pp. 40—41.
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on business of State, and even her sleep must
give way to that. It did

;
and, to prove

that she did not keep them waiting, in a

few minutes she came into the room in a

loose white night-gown and shawl, her

night-cap. thrown off, and her hair falling

upon her shoulders, her feet in slippers, tears

in her eyes, but perfectly collected and
dignified.”*

According to Victorians owyi Journal—”I was
awoke at 6 o’clock by Mama, who told me
that the Archbishop of Canterbury and. Lord
Conyngham were here and wished to see me,

I got out of bed and went into my sitting

room (only in my dressing gown) and alone,

and saw them. Lord Conyngham (the Lord
Chamberlain) then acquainted me that my
poor Uncle, the King, was no more, and

consequently that I am Queen.”

According to BishoT) Fulford’s account—
When the Princess had received the Lord

Chamberlain’s announcement of the King’s

death, she looked towards the Archbishop

and observed, “I ask your prayers on my
.behalf”.

According to several successive writers,

on hearing of the King’s death, the Arch-

bishop and the Queen forthwith knelt and

offered an entreaty to the Almighty, the

manner of the prayer having been set forth

differently by different writers.

It will be observed that the several ver-

sions differ from each other on certain vital

points. The first is about the offering of

prayers. Writing in 1893 (when the Queen

was still reigning), John Jeaffreson, after

referring to the various accounts on this

point, observes that the probability is that

the Archbishop merely assured his Sovereign

that his own prayers and the prayers of all

the priests in the kingdom would ascend to

heaven in her behalf, and followed up this

assurance with a few words of counsel and
benediction. * He goes on to add that “such
an address would seem ‘a sort of pastoral

charge’ to the Marquis (the Lord Cham-
berlain), who, after an interval of a few
days, told Mr. Greville what he could re-

member of the intennew”.t Jeaffreson also

questions the account of other \vriters that

the Archbishop and the Queen forthwith

knelt and offered prayers in the manner des-

cribed by those writers.

The other point is about the nakedness of

the Queen’s feet.' Greville’s account says

that . her slippers were on naked feet.

Jeaffreson thinks that the greater probabi-

lity is that the Queen had put on stockings

of a colour identical to the colour of the skin

of her feet. He draws the conclusion that

the Lord Chamberlain (from whom Greville

drew his account) was “misled on this point

by the colour of the stockings worn by the

young Queen”. • He adds that “the Princess

could not, even in the hurry of the moment,

have' omitted to clothe her- feet in the

customary way”.

Similarly, there is the dispute about the

gown which the Princess >was wearing

—

whether it was a night-gown or a dress-

ing-gown. The difference between the two

is important—a . night-gown is a loose,

informal apparel worn during sleep, while

a dressing-gown is a dress more elegant and

formal resembling a loose morning robe.

As against the account of Miss Wynn, it

has been suggested by others that she

appeared before the visitors in a suitable

morning costume. Miss Wynn’s account of

the Princess’s night-cap being thrown off

and her hair ' falling ' upon her shoulders

•Diaries of a Lady of Quality.

fVictoria, Volume I, page 65.
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has also been doubted. Writes John

Jeaffreson : ‘‘The notion that she ran in

upon them in the v/ild undress of Miss Wynn’s

story may be dismissed with a smile,”

D. ARRANGEMENT APOLOGY

The book is divided into four parts :

Part I deals with the Background and

Causes^ comprising Chapters 1—14 ;

Part H, the Revolt and its Suppression,

comprising Chapters 15—40 ;

Part m, the Consequences, comprising

Chapters 41—51 ;

Part IV, the Appendices.

There are seven Appendices, A to G, in

which, besides the glossary and the biblio-

graphy, certain matters of general interest,

such as sketches of some notable Indians

and Europeans of the time, a son*s revenge,

and rebel Europeans, have been narrated.

The story of the “Mutiny” is but a link in

the chain of India’s long history. In order

to present the narrative of the great up-

rising in its proper setting, a running survey

of India’s history from ancient times has

been given in the first part of the book.

Then again, even though the first war for

Independence, as the “Mutiny” really was,

was lost in 1857, it was won in 1947. For
this reason, a summary account of the

period between 1857—^1947 has been
included in the third part in Chapter 49,

entitled “Growth of Nationalism
; Mahatma

Gandhi shows the way”.

The first part also gives a somewhat detailed

account of the Peshwas of Poona in Chapter

5, and for two reasons. Of the many factors

which contributed to the rebellion of 1857,

one was the desire of the people to replace

British rule by indigenous rule. With all

the good things which may have been asso-

ciated with foreign rule and with all the evils

inherent in self-rule, the people, after having
tasted the fruits of foreign rule, were now
desirous of the return of indigenous adminis-
tration The question was to find an insti-

tution which would take up the reins of

government on the passing of the British,

The Rajputs had spent themselves up by the

beginning of the 18th century and could not

come up to fill the void. Before the British

established their supremacy there were only

two powers in India competing for supre-

macy, namely the Court of Delhi and the

Peshwas of Poona, The Court of Delhi had,

however, already gone into decadence and the

Peshwas were the only power in India with

whom the British had to contest for supre-

macy. The empire of India had really been

lost to the British, not by the Court of Delhi,

but by the Peshwas of Poona. In the natural

order of things, therefore, the restoration of

Peshwaship in one form or the other under
the nominal aegis and titular headship of the

Court of Delhi was a feasible possibility. In

the context of this position the restoration

of Peshwaship was a dominant motive which
filled the minds of the leaders of the revolt.

As the restored Peshwaship was intended
to function under the Emperor of Delhi who
was to be a constitutional head, the Muslims
also endorsed this course of action.

The Peshwaship was to be restored in the
person of Nana Saheb who was the eldest
surviving representative of the line of
Peshwas. But after the recapture of Kanpur
by the British, Nana Saheb lost the threads of
the revolt which now came under the leader-
ship of Rao Saheb, his nephew, who was for-
mally proclaimed Peshwa on the occupation
of Gwalior by Rani Lakshmi Bai of Jhansi
and the other leaders of the revolt.

It may also be mentioned that in the begin-
ning all leaders of the revolt were agreed
that the indigenous rulers were to adminis-
ter the various parts of the country as gov-
ernors under the suzerainty of the surviving
descendant of the Moghal line, the Emperor
Bahadur Shah. Difficulties, however, arose
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at a later stage on the fall of Delhi in Sep-

tember 1857 and the consequent capture of

the Emperor by the British. There was now
none to take the place of Bahadur Shah and

the leaders of the revolt had to supply the

place by another sovereign. At that moment
the restoration of Peshwaship as a sovereign

power in the country was the only possibility

and offered a fairly good alternative to the

restoration of the Kingship of Delhi. So this

now became the new objective. It was in

pursuance of it that Rao Saheb was pro-

claimed Peshwa at Gwalior in June 1858.

Another reason for a more detailed account

of the Peshwas of Poona is their fascinating

and instructive history. How after Shivaji,

his later successor, Sahuji, became only a

titular ruler with the real power vesting in

his Minister, Balaji Vishwanath, the first

Peshwa, and how the subsequent Peshwas

became the virtual kings of the large empire

ruling in the name of the descendants of the

great Shivaji, is an interesting story.

Besides, at least two of the Peshwas, Baji

Rao I, the second Peshwa, and Sawai Madhav

Rao Ballar, the fourth Peshwa, were rulers

of great distinction, being reckoned amongst

the most illustrious figures of Indian history.

In these circumstances, a somewhat longish

chapter has been devoted to the Peshwas of

Poona, giving an account of their history

and administration in order that the upris-

ing could be seen in its broader context.

The author’s a'pology

Any work on history, like any piece of art,

is bound to remain a sub-standard one. But
so long as a historian in writing his story

subdues his personality and tries to view the

events as objective facts, he will have reason

to congratulate himself, for it is impossible

for any one to eliminate his personality alto-

gether, The author of the present work
claims nothing more. If he receives the for-

bearance of the thoughtful reader, he would
feel rightly justified in having undertaken

this venture.

And though not a professional historian, the

author derives some satisfaction from the

fact that amateur historians too have written

good and interesting histories. Some critics

of professional historians have gone to the

length of sajdng that amateurs have some-
thing useful to say about history, apart

from writing it better. The author of the

present work would much hesitate to sub-

scribe to that view, and must leave it to the

kind reader to judge whether this work
fulfils his expectations about the perfor-

mance of an amateur writer.

1 lone mij countrij beiiGr lhan my jamily

,

builloiro humamiij beitoi’ ihan my country,

FENELON.

^Also known a*? Madhav Rao I.
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A. THE UNIQUENESS OF INDIA

—Kaubas in "Kumar Samhhava”

In this verse Kalidas describes in pictures-

que language how the king of the mountains,

the Himalaya, is situated in the direction of

the heavenly gods, the northern side of

India, penetrating the oceans on the east

and the west, and poised like a pair of scales

trying to weigh the earth. In language

equaUy picturesque the Simon Commission

thus described the situation of India : “The
central mass of Asia throws out to the west,

beyond the Urals, the sub-continent which

we call Europe, and to the south, beyond

the higher barrier of the Himalayas, the

sub-continent which we call India.”

Our sub-continent is a vast country with an
area of about 13,63,000 square miles, mea-

suring about 2,000 miles from north to

south and some 1,800 miles from east to

west. Its land frontier is approximately

9,400 miles long and the coast line measures
about 3,500 miles. In area the country is

about fifteen times bigger than Great
Britain which together with Ireland is about
the size of Uttar Pradesh. By another
method of comparison, India is only a little

smaller than the whole of continental

Europe without the Soviet Union. Compar-
ed to Japan it is eight times bigger than that

country. There are only six countries in

the world which are larger than India, so

our country takes its place as the seventh
largest country in the world.
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The States comprising: India are bigger

than some of the important coimtries of

the world. Thus the State of Bombay* is

much bigger than Japan or Germany,
being only a little smaller than France. The
State of Uttar Pradesh is only slightly

smaller than Italy. The smallest Indian

State of West Bengal is twice the size of

Denmark and thrice the size of Belgium.

Bihar is bigger than Greece, Punjab is more
than one and a half times greater than Ire-

land and the State of Madras equals the

area of England.

With a population of 36,12,00,000 India

contains over 15 per cent, of the world's

inhabitants (2,40,00,00,000) which means
that every seventh person in the world is an
Indian. Only the population of China is

greater than that of India, which is more
than two and a half times more populous

than the United States of America. In fact

the three States of Uttar Pradesh, Bombay*
and Bihar contain almost as many human
beings as inhabit the United States.

Taking Indian States, Uttar Pradesh almost

equals Germany in population ;
Bombay® has

more inhabitants than France or Italy.

Denmark is only twice as populous as the

city of Calcutta.

We can also remind ourselves that our

country is one of the largest, most popu-

lous and richest countries of the world.

The largest irrigation work and the longest

mileage of canals in the world exist in India.

India is also the largest producer of oil-

seeds, ground-nut and tea in the world. It

is the largest peninsula and has the longest

railway platform (Sonepur in Bihar) in the

world.

In the Himalaya we have the highest

mountain range with the highest peak in

the world and in architecture our country is

the proud possessor of the most magnificent

and beautiful edifice, the Taj Mahal, one of

the seven wonders of the world.

Our foz'm of government is sovereign demo-
cracy in the widest sense of that expres-
sion. We have a written constitution which
in wisdom and excellence is reputed to be
one of the best-drafted constitutions in

the world. As the Head of the State there
is the President of India acting on the
advice of the Union Cabinet headed by the
Prime Minister who is the leader of the
political party commanding a majority vote
in the House of the People. Untouchability
has been abolished and the Constitution gua-
rantees to the people certain rights which
are fimdamental to the well-being of society,

such as the right to liberty, the right to

equality, the right of free expression of

opinion, the right to worship and the free

exercise of religious practice. Every adult

has the right to vote, and the protection

and promotion of the interests of the minori-

ties and of weaker sections of the population

has been particularly safeguarded. Finally,

the rule of the law finds the freest expres-

sion as the basic concept of our Constitution.

India has led the world in music and the

other fine arts and is the inventor of the

wheel, the very basis of all civilization.

Ancient India also achieved excellence in

the practical subjects of medicine and sur-

gery, applied chemistry and pharmacy, metal-

lurgy and dyeing, besides architecture, sculp-

ture, 'painting and the numerous handicrafts.

In the ancient commercial world, it enjoyed

a virtual monopoly with the Roman empire

as her principal customer. The culture of

India was also carried to far-off lands beyond

her sea and land frontiers. This was possible

because India was supreme in her marine.

Speaking about Indian ships, the French

writer, F. B. Solvyns, in his Les Hindous

(1811) has written : “In ancient times the

’•Now reorganwed into the two States of Maharashtra and Gujarat.
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Indians excelled in the art of constructing

vessels, and the present Hindus can, in this

respect, still offer models to Europe, so much
so that the English, attentive to everything

which relates to naval architecture, have

borrowed from the Hindus many improve-

ments which they have adapted with success

to their own shipping. The Indian vessels

unite elegance and utility, and are models of

patience and fine workmanship."

The credit for the invention of the numerals

of arithmetic and the decimal system also

belongs to India.

India has also been the land of famous pro-

phets and saints, men of letters, mathemati-
cians and scientists, politicians and adminis-

trators, generals and rulers. In India have
also flourished some of the greatest thinkers

of the world—^the Lord Buddha of old and
the Mahatma of our own times.

B. OUTLINE OP INDIAN HISTORY

CHART OP INDIAN HISTORY.

periods

Pre-historic Historic—Indus Valley

f3000 to 1500 B. c.)

Ancient Medieval Modern

Vedic . / R'g-Vedic (1500-1000 B. c.)

\ Later Vedic (1000-600 B.c.)

ANCIENT
1500 B.c.—^A.D. 1200

-!

I Post-Vedic

1 • Sutra and Epic Age
2. Buddha Period

3. Maurya Period

4. Sung, Kanva and Andhra
5. Kushanas

6. Nagas and Vakatakas
7. Gupta Period

8. Harsha Period

9. Rajputs

MEDIEVAL
1200—1707

Prithviraj’s death in 1192)MoghulPeriod (ending with Aurangzeb’s death in 1707)

MODERN
1707 to date

r Marathas and Sikhs
•

' )
[1757 (Plassey)—1947]

>. Independent Sovereignty (a. d. 1950)
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INDIAN CHRONOIOGY

3000 B.C. .

.

Indus Valley Civilization.

1500 B.C. Vedic Civilization.

563 to 483 B.C. Birth and death of Buddha;

540 to 468 B.C. . . Traditional dates of birth and death of Mahavira.

326 B.C. .

.

Alexander’s invasion of India.

324 B.C. .

.

Rise of Maurya Dynasty.

305 B.C. .. Seleucus Nicator defeated by Chandra Gupta Maurya.

273 to 232 B.C. . . Reign ofAshok.

A.D. 320 to 500 Gupta Dynasty ; Golden Age of Indian Art, Science and Literature.

A.D. 450 to 457 Hun invasions.

A.D. 480 to 490 Break-up of Gupta Empire.

A.D. 711 .. . . Arab conquest of Sind by Mohd. Bin Qasim.

A.D. 735 .. . . First Parsi Settlement in India.

A.D. 1000 to 1026 . . Muslim invasions of India by MabiSiud of Ghazni.

A.D. 1192 .. . . Defeat and death of Prithviraj, the last Rajput King of Delhi.

A.D. \\92\o 1290 Ralem ‘NotA India : Slave Rings.

A. D. 1320 to 1414 . . Tughlak Sultans of Delhi.

A.D. 1398 .. , . Invasion of Taimur.

A.D. 1451 to 1526 Lodi Sultans of Delhi.

A.D. 1469 .

.

Birth of Guru Nanak.

A.D. 1498 .

.

, . Vasco da Gama reaches Calicut.

A.D. 1526 .. Establishment of Moghal Empire by Babar.

A.D. 1556 to 1605 .. Reign of Akbar.

A.D. 1597 .

.

. . Death of Rana Pratap.

A.D. 1600 .. East India Company founded under Royal Charter.

A.D. 1612 ..
First English Factory at Surat.

A.D. 1627 .

.

Birth of Shivaji.

A.D. 1658 .

.

. . Coronation of Aurangzeb.

A.D. 1675 ..
Execution of Guru Tegh Bahadur, 10th Guru of the Sikhs.
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A.D. 1680 .

.

, . Death of Shivaji.

A.D. 1707 .

.

. . Death of Aurangzeb.

A.D. 1739 .

.

. , Nadir Shah sacks Delhi,

A.D. 1757 .

.

. . Battle of Plassey.

A.D. 1761 .. . . Third Battle of Panipat.

A.D. 1765' .. Grant of Diwani of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa to the East India Company.

A.D. 1774 to 1785 Warren Hastings, Governor-General of India.

A.D. 1792 .. Ranjit Singh establishes a Sikh Empire.

A.D. 1799 .

.

Death of Tipu Sultan, Partition of Mysore,

A.D. 1829 .

.

Prohibition of Sati.

A.D. 1839 .

.

Death of Ranjit Singh.

A.D. 1853 .. Opening of Railways and Telegraphs.

A.D. 1856 Annexation of Avadh by British,

A.D. 1857 .. Indian ‘Mutiny^

A.D. 1858 .. • • Transfer of India from Company to the Crown.

A.D. 1869 .

.

Birth of Mahatma Gandhi.

A.D. 1885 .. . . First Meeting of the Indian National Congress.

A.D. 1905 .. Partition of Bengal.

A.D. 1911 .. Partition of Bengal revoked.

A.D. 1914 .. . . Gandhi returns to India from South Africa.

A.D. 1919 .. '

’

a3°th Apr'nx
Reforms : Jalianwala Bagh Massacre at Amritsar

A.D. 1920 .

.

. . Non-cooperation Movement in India started by Mahatma Gandhi.
A.D. 1930 to 1934 .. CrvilDisobedience Movement-First Session of the Round Table Con-

A.D. 1935 .

.

• • Government of India Act, 1935.

A.D. 1937 .

.

of:^ovinces”
^^o'^'incial Autonomy. Congress Ministries in majority

A.D. 1942 .

.

•• Cripps Mission-Quit India Movement.
A.D. 1946 .

.

Prime MhhSer°.“
Government with Jawaharlal Nehru as

A.D. 1947 .

.

Skislan.
India becomes independent. Kashmir attacked by
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A.D, 1948 ’ /. Martyrdom x)f Mahatma Gandhi (January 30)—India appeals to United
. Nations to stop aggression by Pakistan in,Kashmir (January 2).

A.D. 1949 . . . . India’s New Constitution passed into law.

A.D. 1950 . . . . India becomes Republic (26th January).

A.D.. 1952 .... ... ' First general- election in independent India,

. - GENERAL .SURVEY.

Indus Civilization

Recent researches and ^ the excavations

carried out in 1921 at Mohenjo-daro in Sind

and Harappa in the Punjab have taken us

back to what is now being called the “Indus

Valley Civilization’’ which flourished between

3000 and 1500 B. C. ‘ The ' centres of this

civilization were in well-planned* cities'having

elaborate systems of drainage, commodious

and * comfortable ' houses, ’ granaries,

public baths and places of worship.' The use

of cotton was known. Wheat and barley crops

were raised and domestic animals kept.

There were pottery-makers, carpenters,

black-smithsj stone-cutters, jewellers, ivory-

cutters, all practising a highly developed art.

Trade was at a high pitch and commerce

was conducted between' distant regions. The

material prosperity of the people left nothing

to be desired:
' '

How this great civilization disappeared is

still a matter of research though some scho-

lars have put the theory that the Aryans who

appeared in the Indus Valley with military

equipment brought about its destruction.

Vedic Civilization

Races of the same stock which were called

the Aryan stock migrated' in distant ages

from Central Asia to establish themselves in

the west in the sub-continent of Europe, and

in the * south in the ‘sub-continent of "India,

Doubts are still attached as to the precise

places whence these immigrants came and

how they absorbed themselves in their new
re’^ions. In the case of India these Aryan
invaders intermingled with the pre-Aryan
inhabitants. The infiltration of the Aryans
took place over a long span of time, which,

however, has not yet been definitely estab-

lished. One view is that the Aryan settle-

ment in the area we now call the Punjab was
completed by the middle of the second

millennium B. C,

Civilization of almost equal antiquity in

certain other parts of the world, particularly

the ancient river-valley civilizations of Egypt
and Mesopotamia have ^ passed completely

away and so have the* ancient civilizations of

our own country. But in the case of India,

there has remained on until today unchanged
concepts of the outlook on life and of

social tedition with characteristics of its

own. The rules of life laid down in the

ancient Vedas still run through the lives

and the thoughts of the greater part of the

population of India “with a persistence and

authority undreamed of in the western

world”.^

All the same, the migration of the Aryans

is a matter of conjecture and nothing

definite has yet been established.

The Rigveda was composed while the

ATyans were still in the Punjab. Scholars

differ about the age -of the treatise. Tilafc

and Jacobi have, on astronomical grouhds,

suggested 6000 and -4000 B. c. respectively ;

Max Muller would go only up to about 1000

B. c. as the period when the Rigveda was

composed. -

.

Report of the Indian Statutory Commission; 1930, Volume 1, Survey.
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During the Rigveda, society was grouped

with families (Kulas—^ ) which in

their turn, grew into larger units to form

distinct units, a community mainly rural in

nature. There was some sort of rough clas-

sification into three categories, viz., the

nobles and warriors, priests and saints, arti-

sans and cultivators. Such a division had

been coming on from the time of the original

inhabitants of the country, namely, the

Dravidians and the pre-Dravidians. During

the age of Rigveda, farming was done in a

skilful manner, the art of domesticating

animals was fully developed, trade was
flourishing with knowledge of maritime

navigation. The religious practices consis-

ted of worship of the powers of nature,

sacrificial rituals in the form of performance

of yajnas.

With the expansion of the Aryans over

North India, which was completed by
1000 B. c., came the later Vedas—the books

known as the Brahmanas, followed by the

Upnishads during the next 500 years.

Marked changes took place in the sphere

of politics, society and religion. In the

social organisation the caste system was
strengthened and the original inhabitants

were assimilated in the social structure. The
beginnings of the story of Mahabharat are

traced to this period.

Jainism and Buddhism

We then come to the next stage when about

the middle of the 6th centmy B. C., two new
faiths were founded ; Jainism by Lord
Mahavir and Buddhism by Lord Buddha.

These movements were a sort of reactions

against the traditional religion of the
Aryans which in the course of time had fal-

len into abuse in the form of beliefs in super-

stitions, spirits, incantations and witch-
craft coupled with great stress on the sacri-

ficial side. The two creeds of Jainism and
Buddhism wholly rejected the authority of

the Vedas and absolutely condemned nnimal

saciifice, though both shared the Vedic

theory of the trans-migration of souls;

Jainism laid stress on the unity of the uni-

ver.=3ality of life and held that even inani-

mate objects were endowed with conscious-

ness or soul. The aim of life was defined

as the development of all the good and latent

qualities of the human soul. Intermediation

and forgiveness as the attributes of a divine

master were unacceptable to the Jains, for

Jainism was indifferent to God as under-

stood in the other religions. Mahavir carried

the doctrine of non-violence to the

limit, prescribing asceticism for salvation.

He emphasized the point that it was the
soul Vifhich must bear the consequences of

its karma and must seek its salvation there-

from through several births.

Buddhism too was a revolt against the
excesses which had crept in the traditional

Vedic religion. But Buddha advised the
middle path between the Vedas and the
Jainism and discouraged all mortification of
the flesh as much as indulgence in sensual
pleasiue.

As one* of the greatest thinkers, Buddha
drew out a scientific plan of life and beha-
viour, propounding four “ TRUTHS ”

:

(a) that suffering is inseparable from
existence

;

(b) that suffering is bom out of desire and
unfulfilled desires lead to rebirth

;

(c) that rebirth ceases with cessation of
desires and when that happens, the
highest good nikvan is attained

; and
(d) that the way to get rid of desire is to

practise punty in deed, word and
thought and the observance of the
ten commands and the pursuit of the
EIGHTFOLD PATH.

He then proceeded to define the ten com-m^ds which included abstention from
doing evil things, e.g. killing, stealing,
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telling lies, speaking ill of others, profane

language, covetousness and hatred. Acquisi-

tion of knowledge was also stressed. As for

the “Eightfold Path”, this comprised eight

rightful things, viz., right belief, right

thought, right speech, right action, right

means of livelihood, right execution, right

remembrance and right meditation.

Foreign Invasions :

Magadh Kingdom •

Chandra Gupta Maurya and Ashok

The first invasion of India which has been

historically established took place about

518 B.c. when the Persian Emperor Darius

annexed portions of the Indus Valley to his

empire. The conquered territories were

famous for their riches. The imperial

army of Persia included an Indian contingent

and this contingent aided the Persian

imperial army in its attack on Greece in

480 B.c. But the Persian conquest of the

Indus territories was short-lived and within

a few generations it came to an end.

Persian culture, however, left its mark on

India. Simultaneously, Indian ideas of

religion and civilization foxmd their way
round the East Mediterranean.

During this time, the Nanda djmasty with

its headquarters in Magadh began to grow

in power and was, as a result of foreign

threats, able to unite the country into a

single state in North India with a consider-

able part of the south included in it. It was

at this time that Alexander the Great invad-

ed India in 326 B.c. The conqueror could

not make much headway in India and re-

treated after stiff resistance.

The Nanda dynasty v/as replaced by a new

dynasty founded by Chandra Gupta Maurya,

with whom a new national movement start-

ed. He was a powerful monarch and had

for his Minister, the famous Chanakya or

Kautilj^a who is recognised as the author

of the great Artha Shastra. This book is

the first treatise on political theory and

U9

practice, and is held, even to this day, as a
learned work. Chandra Gupta soon became
master of North India and by defeating

Seleucus, the General, who succeeded
Alexander, made him surrender in 305 B.c.

the provinces of Kabul, Kandhar and
Baluchistan. During Chandra Gupta’s time,

India attained great heights in fine arts,

military organization and the art of

government.

Ashok, the grand-son of Chandra Gupta
Maurya, completed whatever was left of the
task of his grand-father and won for him-
self a name amongst the great rulers and
organisers. He went to war in Kalinga after

some years of his accession, but was
disturbed in the peace of his mind. It was
then that the influence of Buddha played on
him and he foimd solace in the tenets of

non-violence and the “Middle Path” taught
by that great preceptor. He was so much
at one with the teachings of the Lord that

he made it his mission to propagate human-
ism and avoidance of war. In India, the

creed of Buddha, which was previously more
of a theoretical sect, became a living force.

His missionaries spread to the length and
breadth of his empire. Foreign coxmtries

were also covered and the ambassadors
of the new thought were preaching their

gospel in Central Asia, Ceylon and Greece.

To propagate his message of love and light,

he had inscriptions written on stone pillars

which were erected throughout his king-

dom. These pillars are still regarded as

pieces of rare excellence.

On Ashoka’s death, the country was left in

disruption as none of his successors could

take charge of such a far-flung kingdom
and maintain it effectively. There were

internal revolts from chieftains and local

Governors and also foreign invasions.

Foreign Invasions again

:

The Sungas—The Kalingas

The internal weakness to which we have

referred tempted the foreigners again to
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profit by incursions into India. Amongst
these mention may be made of the Greeks,

the Scythians, the Parthians and the Yueh-

chis who, in turn, came and settled in parts

of the country. Resistance was organised

under the leadership mainly of the Sungas
and the Kalingas but the incomers could

not be entirely expelled.

The foreign races had their infiuence on
Indian civilization, particularly religion and
arts. But the Indian way of Itfe had also its

influence on foreigners and in this way a
sort of mixed civilization came into being.

Christianity also caihe to India during this

period and the first Indian church was
founded in the first century A. D.

The Greek influence on India had its effect

on Indian trade and commerce. Indian tra-

ders carried their arts and science to

Alexandria. Indian embassies were also

established in Rome and elsewhere. Exports
from India were greater than imports, so

that large payments in gold were received.

The main exports were spices, steel, ivory
and cotton goods, variety of medicinal
plants, furs and gems.

The period of which we are speaking
extends for about 500 years between 200 b.c.

and A.D. 300.

Foreign influences on India gave rise to a
sort of renaissance in which the basic con-
cept of Aryan culture was, of course, main-
tained. Prakrit language was replaced by
Sanski'it. The period also saw the produc-
tion of master-pieces of learning such as
the Manu Smriti, Yajnavalkya Smriti, the
Sutras and the Mimansas, to mention a few.
The literature of Sankhya Yoga and
Vedanta also flourished and some of the
Pm-anas too came to be written. But the
most notable addition was the Bhagv/ad
Gita which was separated from the volu-
minous Mahabharat and given its own
entity. Buddhist art also did not lag
behind in attaining a high degi’ee of accom-
plishment.

, The Gupta ’Period

We now arrive at what is accepted by all

historians as the golden period of Indian

history. This was the age of the Gupta
dynasty of Pataliputra. In a.d. 400, the

Gupta Kings, who were able administrators

and capable generals, united a large part of

North India. Samudra Gupta consolidated
the country in the north and also gave atten-

tion to the south. His son Chandra Gupta
n, Vikramaditya, threw out the foreigners
out of India and advanced even beyond the
Indus. The later Guptas, notably Skanda
Gupta, Yasho Dharman and’ Baladitya,
successfully met the invasions of the Huns.
Samudra Gupta himself had, apart from
territorial consolidation, acquired accompli-
shments in fine arts too. The view is held
by some historians that Kalidas belonged to
the age of the Guptas. There was a cultural
revival on an unprecedented scale, and lite-
rature, art and science were greatly deve-
loped. The rtvo great epics, the Ramayana
and the Mahabharata, were finally edited
during this period'; the major portion of the
Puranas was also completed. Painting and
sculpture almost reached perfection. Some
of the f^ous paintings of Ajanta belong to
this period and so also the sculptures of
Sarnath and Mathura. The art of coinage
and metallurgy was at its zenith—the iron
pillar at Mehrauli near Delhi is the finest
extant specimen of the art of metallurgy at
that time.

\ .
or incua was not confined to

the boundaries of the country.
, Indian ideas

Of life and philosophy which had even pre-
viously reached foreign lands received great
stimulus during this period, vdth the foSda-

Karsh Yarddian and subsegue:

disintegratk

1200 w
laracterised by disunity and dissensic
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NARRO^V LANE, MOHENJO-DARO
The city ot MohenjO‘daTO ^vas divided into blocks bounded
by straight streets 30 feet -wide. The blocks were sub-
divided by lanes, and both lanes and streets carried
brick-lined drains equipped ^vith manholes to facilitate

cleaning. The houses Avere of court-yard plan, with "bride

staircases to upper storeys or flat roofs.

AVOMAN AND CHILD, AJANTA
The finest of the caves of Ajanta were done during tkGupta period-A.,,. 320 to 480-the golden age oE India

he Ajanta paintings “represent the climax twhtch genuine Indian art has attained. Everrthin.i i
these pictures, ftom the composition as a rvhole to\h
smallest pearl or flower, testifies to the depth of insigicoupled with the greatest technical skill"-AxcL jfa

noted Danish artist.
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PAMIR
ASOKA’S EMPIRE

Asoka, who reigned from 273 to 23^®- o^Ma proper,
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THE POEM IN STONE

"No building in India has so often been draun and

photographed as this* , the Taj Mahal “The monii

ment come)s a high idea of the task and skill of the

Indian architects of that age”. So urote Jamfs Ecrgusson

moie than two generations ago Commenced in 1630 it

took 22 leais to complete at a cost of two to three croics

of rupees The Emperor Shahjahan constructed it for

the internment of the remains of his consort who died

at the birth of her fourteenth child When this

mausoleum rvas being built in India, the architects of

cathedrals in Germany had to lea\e thcir work unfinished,

and Ccntial Europe had sunk into misei-) and porert)—

a

most pitiable srnchionism in histoi)

+ + +

IRON PILLAR, DI I HI

Lnginceis hare not ret been able to answer the question

how was It possible l,f>00 )cnis ago, to foige such an

immense piece of non, and how could it be made

absolulch i listless Standing before the mosque Kuwwat-

ul Islam (Might of Islam) at Mchrauli, Delhi, the pillar

cauies a Sanskrit inscuption marking it as a incmonal

elected b) King Chandra when he conquered Bengal On
Its capita! is the effigr of Cnnida the piincc of buds’*,

which suggests tint oiignralU there was a temple of

Loul \ ishnu beloic whicli the pill ii stood

+ + +

I
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following the fall of the Gupta dynasty.

Before the disintegration started, Harsh
Vardhan (a.d. 606—64:7)—a powerful king
—^was on the throne of India, with his ^eat

at Kannauj, though he had no control of the

southern regions. Harsh Vardhan was him-
self a scholar and a patron of * learning, and
his philanthropy and toleration are well

knowTi. The celebrated historian Ban Bhatt
has written an interesting account of his

reign. The famous Chinese traveller,

Hiuen-Tsang, visited India during this

pex'iod. After Hai'sh Vardhan, there ceased

to be any central power in the North as also

in the South. There were contests for

supremacy between several dynasties with-

out any conclusive result.

With 'Political instability, art and cul-

ture began to decline but even in this

situation the declining art left its pieces of

architecture at Khajuraho and elsewhere.

In. the Southern regions; however, the

position was retrieved during the age of the

Imperial Cholas (a.d. 850—^1200) which was
the golden age of Tamil culture. The finest

specimens, of temples, art and architecture

of Southern India are attributed to this

period. In religion and literature great

strides were made. The systems of Vedanta

philosophy were developed and some great

figures in Southern literature flourished.

With this age ended the spirit of ancient

India and foimdations were laid for a new
stage in Indian history with the advent of

political Islam in the country.

Mtislirti Invasions

:

' Prithvi Raj and Jai Ghand :

It was in A.n. 711 that the Arabs invaded

India, establishing themselves in Sind and

Multan. Earlier,, India had trade relations

wdth the Arab world with interchange of

arts and science. The kings of Kannauj

and .Chittor prevented the further progress

of the invaders. But between 1000 and

1026, Mahmood of Ghazni several times

attacked India, but left no marks of perma-
nent conquest. The country was, however,
completely weakened, militarily and econo-
mically. This facilitated the attacks of

Mohammad Ghori, 160 years afterwards.

There were at that time internal disputes

between the rulers of India, particularly

between Prithvi Raj, who was holding the
throne of Delhi, and Jai Chand, the ruler of

a large part of the country wth his seat at

Kannauj. A great battle was fought at

Thaneshwar with Mohammad Ghori in 1192
resulting in his decisive victory over Prithvi

Raj. Taken prisoner, Prithvi Raj was later

put to death. But Mohammad Ghori had
no intention of sitting on the throne of

Delhi. So he appointed his General—Qutb-
uddin—as his Viceroy and thus in 1206
Muslim rule was established in North India.

Snltanate Period (1206—1526)

Qutbuddin had originally been a slave, so

his dynasty came to be known as the Slave

Dynasty of Delhi, It was followed by the

Khiljis, the Tughlaks, the Syeds and the
Lodis. The regime of these dynasties begin-

ning with the Slave D3masty is known as

the Sultanate Period of Indian history.

Iltutmish and Balban of the Slave Dynasty
consolidated their rule over North India.

Then came the Khilji dynasty in 1290. Sultan

Alauddin Khilji of this d5masty was the

first Muslim who. carried arms to the South
in 1311. He over-ran Devagiri, Warangal,
Dwarasamudra and Madura. On the extinc-

tion of the Khilji dynasty came the Tughlaks

amongst whom the greatest monarch was
Mohammad Tughlak. With his death dis-

integration set in rapidly and independent

kingdoms were founded.

During this period the Rajputs continued

their heroic resistance against the sway of

the Muslim rulers for a period of 400 years.

In the South, the Vijaynagar kingdom re-

asserted itself and continued to hold its own

against the Sultans for over 200 years from

1336.
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The Muslim conquest, though foreign in

origin, did not mark any violent change in

the Indian way of life. The Muslims had

made India their homeland and did not owe

allegiance to any outside country. After

battles had been fought and peace restored,

there came into being mutual harmony and

toleration between the conquerors and the

conquered. There was a blending of Indian

and Islamic traditions which was marked in

architecture particularly and in other fine

arts in general. In the south traditional

Indian architecture, however, continued to

prevail and can still be seen in the edifices

raised during the period. Kabir, Ramanand,

Namadeo, Gyaneshwar, Mirabai, Nanak,

Chandi Das and Vidyapati Thakur are the

famous names who contributed to the Ehakti

movement and to Indian literature connect-

ed with it. Music and painting also

flourished.

Moghdls (1526—1707)
Babar, the founder of the Moghal dynasty

won the battle of Panipat against Sultan

Ibrahim Lodi in 1526. His successors,

Humayun, Akbar, Jahangir, Shahjahan and
Aurangzeb have left their permanent marks
on history and culture. Almost the whole
of India from the Himalayas to Kanya
Kumari gradually came under their sway.
During the time of Akbar the Great, who,
besides being a soldier and statesman, was a
patron of art and learning, fine arts received

great impetus. The great literary figure

Tulsi Das, flourished during the period.

Akbar’s buildings at Patehpur-Sikri are an
example of the blending of the Saracenic
style of architecture, but above all his tole-

rance and catholicity in every branch of life

were proverbial. He was regarded as a
national monarch.
Jahangir and Shahjahan, able rulers, also

made their contribution to art and literature

and to the blending of a harmonious social

life amongst the various commimities. Shah-
jahan was the greatest builder amongst the
rulers of India. One of the seven wonders
of the world—^the Taj Mahal—was built by
him and so also the famous Peacock throne.

With Aurangzeb the Moghal empire reached

the finality of its territorial expansion. He
conquered the Muslim kingdoms of Bijapur

and Golkunda in the South and his rule ex-

tended right up to the river Kaveri. With

his death, the empire rapidly declined

bringing in its wake the Marathas and the

Sikhs and finally the British found their

way to establish their own empire.

Marathas and Sikhs (1627—1818)

The successors of Aurangzeb were weak and

inefficient. During this period, India was
subjected to loot and devastation by Nadir

Shah and his successor, Ahmad Shah Abdali.

The Marathas grew in power after being

organised by SMvaji (1627—80). The
Peshwas who were the political successors

of Shivaji extended their dominions both in

the south and in the north with their head-

quarters at Poona. They controlled the

titular Moghal kings of Delhi and imder
their authority collected chauth in the terri-

tories which formerly belonged to the Delhi

throne. They had established themselves on
good foundations to build up a national

monarchy. It was during this supremacy of

the Peshwas that Ahmad Shah Abdali made
his last and the most powerful attack on
India and the third great battle of Panipat
was fought in 1761 between the Marathas
and the Abdali Shah. The Marathas lost

heavily, but Abdali did not desire to dominate
all India. He left the country as a dejected
conqueror. Under the great Mahadaji
Scindia and the Peshwa Madhav Rao I, the
Marathas were able to re-establish the
authority which they had lost by the defeat
at Panipat. They would have succeeded in
formally establishing a strong central
national government but for the strength
which the East India Company had been
gaining in India, coupled with internal dis-
putes among the Marathas. These dissen-
sions occurred following the death in 1772
of Madhav Rao I, the greatest Peshwa and
one of the most remarkable rulers in history
who died of a long and severe illness at the
young age of 28.
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The religious revival of the 15th and the

16th centui’ies brought into existence, under
the leadership of Guru Nanak, the powerful

Sikh community in the Punjab, It started

as a religious sect but was soon transform-

ed into a military brotherhood under Guru
Govind Singh. The Sikhs forged themselves

into a imited and powerful community as a

result of the persecution at the hands of

the intolerant Aurangzeb, They were also

able to increase their military strength and
to improve their financial resources in the

wake of the disorder and confusion which
followed the invasions of Nadir Shah and

Ahmad Shah Abdali. Thus, tlie Sikhs be-

came a powerful factor in tlie political set-up

of the country, achieving great success

under the famous Maharaja Ranjit Singh.

The British

The East India Company (1612—1858)

So long India had been the subject of inva-

sions by foreign kings and generals through

the northern land route. But tales of the

wealth and prosperity of the country had

reached the ears of European nations and,

taking the sea route, they set out to have

a share in Indian resources. The first Euro-

pean nation to set foot on Indian soil was

a party of Portuguese adventurers under the

leadership of Vasco de Gama who set anchor

at Stxrat in May 1498. Then followed other

nations, the Dutch, the Danes, the French

and the English, all aiming to secure com-

mercial relations with India. Eventually,

the other nations were eliminated. The

French, with whom the English had a grim

struggle, were defeated leaving the British

as the sole European nation trading with

India and with establishments on Indian

soil. This was in 1760 when the French

were finally done up at the battle of Wandi-

wash. Gradually, the British began to

acquire territorial power and with the defeat

of the Bengal Nawab Sirajuddaula at

Plassey in 1757, Clive laid
^

tions of British political pow€

The East India Company extended its sway
over the whole of the Gangetic plain as far
as Kanpur v/ithin twenty years of the
victory at Plassey. The Marathas were
finally liquidated in 1818 when Baji Rao, the
last Peshwa, made over his kingdom to the
British in return for an annual pension of

8 lakhs. For some time Hyder Ali and
Tipu Sultan had been harassing the British

but with the fall of Tipu Sultan at the battle

of Seringapatam in 1799 was settled the

British supremacy almost completely in the

South.

By 1849, the Sikhs had also been subjugated

and in 1852 lower Burma came under British

suzerainty. These territorial acquisitions,

coupled with subsidiary alliances with the

rulers of the Indian States who had adopt-

ed the easier course of advantage, complet-

ed the British control over India. But v/hile

the Company's government was popular in

certain respects, it was unpopular in several

others and civil rebellion and military muti-

nies, which occurred every now and then,

were the symptoms of Indian disaffection

towards this new power.

The last but one Governor-General of the

Company, Lrord Dalhousie, aggravated the

discontent by his Doctrine of Lapse applied

to Indian princes and also of dispossession

of big land-holders, particularly in Avadh,
Lord Canning, who succeeded the outgoing

Governor-General in 1856, would by his

generous government have smothered
Indian feelings, but before he could formally

apply himself to his work the great revolt of

1857 broke out resulting in the liquidation

of the East India Company and the assump-
tion of direct rule by the Crown of England
in 1858.

Under the British Crown (1858—^1947)

After the ‘"mutiny" had been practically

suppressed, the British Parliament passed

the Government of India Act, 1858, by which

the East India Company was superseded
1 . T%- fj-f- I- A. •!. t ——
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country directly through Parliament and

officers appointed by the Crown. Queen

Victoria then issued her famous proclama-

tion to the princes and the people of India.

After the assumption of direct rale by the

Crown, the territories which had been con-

quered and annexed by the East India Com-

pany and subsequently by the Crown in

India were, in course of time, formed into

provinces under the administration of Gov-

ernors or Lieutenant Governors, and, in the

case of comparatively smaller areas, in the

charge of Chief Commissioners. At the same

time the Indian States which had accepted

the protection of the British were left to the

rule of the Princes, the British Crown, as the

paramoimt power, retaining the authority of

over-all supervision. Control over the

princely States was exercised directly by
the Governor-General in his capacity of

Viceroy or Crown Representative, and this

position continued right up to the achieve-

ment of Independence.

India, under the British Crown, made pro-

gress materially. Railways began to be

constructed and telegraph lines were extend-

ed. Cotton mills were started with steam
power which had now been introduced into

India. With the opening of the Suez Canal
the distance between India and England
was greatly reduced. English was intro-

duced as the medium of instruction in edu-
cational institutions. Local self-governing

institutions were established. Social reforms
were also undertaken. But with all these
things, good as they were in their own Way,
indigenous industries and handicrafts suffer-

ed a great set-back. This was because the
British had to bring in their piece-goods
into India and that could not be done until
Indian handicrafts were suppressed. This
was the new order of things.

During the first fifty years of Crown
administration, there were great revivals in
social, religious and political spheres. There
came into being an organization in Bengal
Imown as the Brahmo Samaj which advo-

cated a programme of social reform and

the adoption of constitutional methods for

political matters. In Maharashtra, Justice

Mahadev Ranade founded the Prarthana

Samaj on the lines^of the Brahmo Samaj,

These organizations were the logical off-

shoots of the western impact on the Indian

ways of life and thought.

Different in outlook from these organizar

tions were founded the Arya Samaj by

Swami Dayanand Saraswati (1824—83)

and the mission founded by Swami Ram
Krishna Paramhansa (1834—86) and

known, after his name. The Arya Samaj

worked against caste restrictions, child-mar-

riage, prohibition of sea voyage ;
at the

same time it encouraged education amongst

women and the re-marriage of widows. The
Ram Krishna Mission preached faith in the

inherent truth of all religions, including

Islam and ,Christianity. Swami Ram
Krishna’s great disciple, Swami Vivekanand
(1863—^1902) spread the teachings of

Ram Krishna throughout India. He also

cari'ied the mission of India to foreign

countries notably England and the United
States of America.

It was not long after the “Mutiny” that the

spirit of freedom began to recur. The move-
ment for self-government was started and
in 1885 the Indian National Congress was
founded, ironical as it may seem, by a
British civilian, Mr. Allen O. Hume. The
1880’s saw the growth of this movement
under the leadership of Hume, Surendra
Nath Banerjee, Bipin Chandra Pal, Dadahhai
Naoroji, Pheroz Shah Mehta, to mention only
a few of the great personalities of the period.

These were succeeded by Lokmanya Tilak,

Gopal Krishna Gokhale, Lala Lajpat Rai, and
the versatile Annie Besant. The partition
of Bengal, undertaken during the Viceroy-
alty of Lord Curzon, gave a great
impetus to the national movement and there
came in its wake constitutional agitation,

economic boycott and terrorism. The British
then began to apprehend real danger to their
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Indian empire. Then came the first World

War in which India also took a prominent

part in the expectation of receiving self-

government. The reforms introduced in the

Government of India, after the close of the

war, by the Government of India Act, 1919,

were based on the announced policy of

tlie British Government for the increasing

association of Indians in every branch of the

administration and for the gradual develop-

ment of self-governing institutions with a

view to the progressive realization of res-

ponsible government in British India as an

integral part of the Empire.*

These reforms wex’e, however, half-hearted

measures and failed to satisfy Indian aspira-

tions. It was at this moment that Mahatma

Gandhi, who had to his credit outstanding

political work for Indians in South Africa,

appeared on the scene. He introduced his

first non-violent technique in Indian politics

in the form of the non-co-operation move-

ment of 1920. This was followed by other

movements of a similar character under

different names imtil, as a result of t e

recommendations of the Simon Commission,

the reforms of 1935 embodied in the Govern

ment of India Act of 1935 were broug

into being in April 1937. The Congress,

while opposed to the scheme of a Federa ion

of India with the association of

States as provided for in that Act, eci e

to try the reforms in the provinces. s a

result of the sweeping victory t

Congress at the polls, the Congress

governments in the various provinces

ran them with credit and success.

Congress had not long

provinces when the Second
^^^re

ke out in 1939. Indian opinion

ted by the Congress was

ig a party to this conflict, but the British

)inet had already °
followed

war with the Germans. T
India”

Civil Disobedience and the Q

movements under the leadership of Mahatma
Gandhi. On the military side, Neta Subhas

Chandra Bose managed to escape from

confinement and raised the Indian National

x\rmy in South East Asia. During the pro-

gress of the v/ar, the British Cabinet made

strenuous efforts to obtain the goodwill of

India in the prosecution of war and for this

purpose sent Missions to India, first under

the leadership of tlie renowned British

statesman and member of the British

Cabinet, Sir Stafford Cripps, and later with

Lord Pethick Laivrence, the Secretary of

State for India, at the head of another

Mission.

Eventually, the British decided to hand

over complete sovereign power to Indian

hands and for this purpose they appointed

one of the greatest figures of modern

England, Admiral Lord Louis Mountbatten,

to the Viceroyalty of India. He was to fina-

lize the scheme and to arrange for the actual

transfer of sovereignty. The British people

and their Parliament were very sincere about

Indian aspirations and little time was taken

by Parliament in passing the Indian Inde-

pendence Act, 1947, by virtue of which,
_

on

August 15, 1947, India attained the position

of a sovereign Dominion with right to frame

her own Constitution. At the same time

came into being another Dominion under the

name of Pakistan.

With the enforcement of the Independence

Act, there lapsed the suzerainty of the

British Crown over the Indian Princes and

there lapsed also all treaties between the

Crown and the Rulers of Indian States. In

the result, the British paramountcy over the

Indian States ceased and they became an

integral part of the country.

ahatma Gandhi declined any ofiice mder

e new dispensation and Pandit Jawaharlal

ehru who had been in the Interim Indian

ibinet which had been formed pending

cf. the preamble to the Government of India Act, 1919.
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the actual transfer of power, became, on

August 15, 194.7, the first Prime Minister

of Independent India. No time was lost

to set-up a Constituent Assembly to frame

a Constitution for free India with

Dr. Rajendra Prasad as the President of

that Assembly,

Sovereignty

After about two years of deliberations, the

Constitution of India saw its birth on Janu-

ary 26, 1950, securing to the people of India,

justice, liberty and equality and aiming to

promote among the citizens fraternity,

assuring the dignity of the individual and

the unity of the Nation,* On that historic

day was inaugurated the Sovereign Republic

of India with feelings of unprecedented re-

joicing in every home and hearth through-

out the length and breadth of India. The
veteran statesman and patriot, Dr. Rajendra

Prasad, was sworn in as the first President

of the Republic and Pandit Jawaharlal

Nehru, the first Prime Minister, with a team
of seasoned statesmen as associates in the

Cabinet of India. Mahatma Gandhi’s poli-

tical mission was now fulfilled.

SOME SPECIAL P^ATURES.

In her long and chequered history it had
been the ambition of rulers from ancient

times to unite India into a political entity

under a central paramount power. But this

ambition largely remained unfulfilled,

though several of the rulers of the old were
able to attain it to a limited extent. It is

said that only twice in the early history of

India, political unity was nearly attained

—

first by Ashok in the third centxuy B, C.

and later by Samudra Gupta who, in the 4th

century A. D. held sway over almost the

whole of India from the Ganga to the
Tamil country.

In early times the seat of paramount power
was in Northern India, that is to say, the

country north of the Narbada river. South-

ern India, that is the portion south of the

Narbada remained almost secluded not only

from the rest of India, but from the rest of

the civilized world. The people there were

populous and prosperous, of Dravidian stock,

in no way inferior in culture to their Aryan
compatriots in the north. It was only very

rarely when sovereigns of the north led

their armies to the south and even then these

were no more than sporadic combats. For
these reasons the knowledge of history of

the southern kingdoms during the long
period from 600 b. c. to A. n, 900 is meagre.

When speaking of the good things of
British rule in India historians have given
credit for the fact that it was the British

who laid solid foundations for the com-
plete imity of India which they achieved in
1818 during the Governor-Generalship of
Lord Hastings when the Marathas, under
Peshwa Baji Rao II, were defeated and
their dominions incorporated in British
territory.

But though India had been lacking in
political unity, her social and cultural unity
was remarkable. This unity is in keeping
with the geographical entity of the country
encircled by seas and moimtains. The Indian
civilization has features marking it out as
separate from the civilizations of all the
other regions of the world, but there is a
peculiar oneness in the social, religious and
intellectual aspects of the life of the people
of our large sub-continent.

In spite of the countless vicissitudes
through which the people of India have
passed since the dawn of history, the men
and women have preserved the basic con-
cepts of a true and formidable spirit.

Our forefathers lost many a battle and lost
many men. They have occasionally been
over-powered by numerically inferior

•Pieamble to the Constitution of India.
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hordes
;

they lost their territories, they lost is their unconquerable spirit which is

lost their wealth, but what they have not all that matters.

C. CULTURAL HERITAGE

As we have seen, India is the seat of the

oldest -civilization in the world, the Indus

Valley civilization. The culture of India

is vast and varied deriving, itself from innu-

merable impacts of philosophy and reli-

gion, history and tradition. The influence

of this culture has been so deep-rooted in

the lives of our men and women that it has

sustained the community in all the miseries

and misfortunes through which the coimtry

has passed. At the same time the people

have not been impervious to the good influ-

ence of new cultures, notably the Islamic

culture. But there has been a harmonious

synthesis of the basic factors of a varied

cultural life and the marks of this composite

culture can still be prominently seen in the

lives and ways and the expression of even

the illiterate men and women in rural India.

In his whirlwind tours of the country on

the eve of the general elections for Provin-

cial Assemblies in 1936-37, Pandit Jawahar-

lal Nehru was astonished by the impress of

ancient times on some of the men and women
he saw. Writing about them he says : “T

looked at their faces and their figures and

watched their movements. . . . Some
times, as I was passing along a country road

or through a village, I would start with

surprise on seeing a fine type of a man or a

beautiful woman who reminded me of some

fresco of ancient times. And I wondered

how the type endured and continued through

ages, in spite of all the horror and misery

that India had gone through.” He saw

poverty and crushed lives and the many evils

arising from that cause. There was a per-

vading spirit of resignation, an attitude to

accept things as they were. “But there

was”, he adds, “also a mellowness and a

gentleness, the cultural heritage of thou-
sands of years which no amount of mis-
fortune had been able to rub off”.=^

While on this subject, it should also be
added that it is a misconception to suppose
that in our ancient culture and traditions

there was lack of nationalism. “The founda-
tions of nationalism were”, writes Dr. Radha
Kumud Mukerjee, “well and truly laid in

the very earliest period of our history in the

people’s possession of a fixed and defined

territory followed by their gradual realiza-

tion of it as their common motherland,
claiming their homage and service. This
realization was consciously stimulated by
an appropriate literature, religious as well as

secular, which evoked a widespread feeling

of reverence for the country”.t If the

famous lines of Sir Walter Scott :

“Breathes there the man with soul so dead,

Who never to himself hath said.

This is my own, my native land,”

are a lofty expression of the patriotic urge

in English literature, an equally ennobling

idea has been versified in the well-known

lines :

mkPr I

Foreign eulogy

The famous German scholar and orientalist,

Professor Maxmuller spoke thus about India’s

greatness in a lecture delivered in 1882 at

the University of Cambridge : “If we were

to look over the whole world to find out

the country most richly endowed with all

the wealth, power and beauty that nature

•Discovery of Intlia, pp. 45-46.

•f-Nationalism in Indian Culture, p. 96.
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can bestow—in some parts a very paradise on

earth—I should point to India. If I were

asked under what sky the human mind has

most fully developed some of its choicest

gifts, has most deeply pondered over the

greatest problems of life, and has found

solutions of some of them which well deserve

the attention even of those who have studied

Plato and Kant—^I should point to India.

And if I were to ask myself from what lite-

rature we here in Europe, we who have been

nurtured almost exclusively on the thoughts

of Greeks and Romans, and of one Semitic

race, the Jewish, may draw the corrective

which is most wanted in order to make our

inner life more perfect, more comprehensive,

more universal, in fact more truly human a

life, not for this life only, but a transfigured

and eternal life—again I should point to

India.”

We have also the great Remain Rolland

writing in our own time about the greatness

of India : “If there is one place on the face

of the earth where all the dreams of living

D. INDIAN

We may have lost the goodness of our

culture, the lofty traditions of our ancient

civilization ; we may have forgotten our

superior knowledge of arts and sciences ;

we may even have lost the high morals of

our forefathers, but there is one thing which
we have not lost and which is still our most
valuable asset. This is the spirit of Indian
womanhood and all the ideals that are asso-

ciated with .it. This is the one redeeming
feature of our society and the master-cure
for all the maladies found in our midst.

Our mothers, sisters and daughters still

cherish the ideals of ancient womanhood and
live up to them. >

India’s pride in her women is so well foimd-

ed and is so universally known as to make

men have found a home from the very earliest

days when man began the dream of existence,

it is India.”

Speaking in the House of Commons while

introducing the Bill for the transfer from

the East India Company to the Crown of the

government of Her Majesty’s Indian

Dominions, Prime Minister Lord Palmerston

paid this tribute to the antiquity of the

Indian people ; “It is perhaps one of the

most extraordinary facts in the history of

mankind that these British Islands should

have acquired such an extensive dominion in

a remote part of the globe as that which we
exercise over the continent of India. It is

indeed remarkable that those regions in

which science and art may be said to have

first dawned upon mankind should now be
subject to the rule of a people inhabiting

islands which, at a time when these eastern

regions enjoyed as high a civilization and as

great prosperity as that age could offer, were
in a state of utter barbarism.”*

WOMANHOOD

it superfluous to dwell on it at any length.

All that need be mentioned are a few stray

instances of the purity, the chivalry and
the devotion to high ideals of the' daughters
of our country—ideals which have placed
Indian womanhood on the highest pedestal.

We have the virtuous Savitri who would not
change the choice she had made of her life-

companion even when told by seers of .the

future that he was destined to die before a
year was out. She remained steadfast to
Satyavan, the son of a king in exile without
any material possessions whatever

; he had
only his moral fibre to recommend him to the
choice of that undaunted lady. The story is
long and we would content ourselves only by

•Viscount Palmerston, House of Commons, Febmavy 12> 1858.
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quoting her answer to the entreaties of her

father to change her mind :

Prrfuftsft^ ,
\3 0 0^9
W ^ I

^fTFf # 11*

We have the example of the mother Sita

who, through all the adversities and mis-

fortunes, never wavered in her faith in the

goodness of Rama. When, by order of

Rama, she was carried and left all alone in

a lonely forest, her only request to the

departing Lakshman was to convey the

following message to Rama :

^ TT^TT

f^^nrPr i

lit

—KALiDAS^ Raghuvanshay 14—61.

Panna made the sacrifice of her infant son

to save the infant Prince of Mewar, As a

foster mother and nurse she had been en-

trusted with the care of Prince Udai Singh,

the posthumous son of Maharana Sanga.

One day she learnt that the usurper king of

Mewar was coming at night to slay the

Prince. She had no means of resistance but

she was steadfast in her determination to

save his life at any cost. She made secret

arrangements to have the Prince taken away

to a place of safety. When the usurer

entered her room at night and enquired

about Prince Udai, the faithful nurse point-

ed to the cradle where, in place of the

prince, she had placed her own son. Ins-

tantly, in her presence the child was killed.

She held her mother’s heart in restraint and
let not a sob fall from her eyes or a sliriek

escape from her lips lest the murderer’s
suspicion be roused. The infant Prince was
thus saved to become the ruler of Mewar in

due course. The example of devotion and
patriotism set by this humble lady in the
16th century is unparalleled in world his-

tory. She is remembered with veneration in

every Indian house.

The women of Maharashtra have been
particularly noted for their sagacity com-
bined with piety and have, by the firmness

of their character, exercised a healthy in-

fluence in the upper strata of Maharashtrian
society. “The phenomenal success which
the Peshwas attained in their careers is in

no small measure due to the development of

character and enterprise so rigidly enforced

particularly by the ladies in the domestic

life of the Peshwa’s palace and its surround-

ings”.! Of Maharashtrian ladies, the one

who has left a permanent mark on Indian

history and society is Ahalya Bai Holkar
(1735-95). She was married to the heir-

apparent of Malhar Rao Holkar of Indore,

but became a widow at the age of 20. Malhar
Rao and her only son died successively in

1766 and 1767 and Ahalya Bai succeeded to

the administration which she carried on

with great distinction till her death, A fit-

ting tribute has been paid to her by Sir John
Malcolm, who knew about Maratha affairs

more than any other Englishman, in these

words : “The success of Ahalya Bai in the

internal administration of her dominions was
altogether wonderful .... In the most
sober view that can be taken of her charac-

ter, she certainly appears, within her limited

sphere, to have been one of the purest and

most exemplary rulers that ever existed.”

S'lvtrrl «:nid • Whether of long years or of short life, endowed with virtues or without them, I have once chosen

him as my lord* and cannot choose another now. First the mind is made up, then expression is given in words, then

comes the action : my detennination is unchangeable.

+A. from me ask the King (Rama) ^vhether, having accepted before all my purity after the ordeal of the fire,

his action ^ now giving me up on account of the fear of popular denouncement, is in conformity with the scriptures

and his family tradiiions oi against them.

JSardesai Vol. IT, pp. 51-52.
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Of the numerous works of public utility

constructed fay her, mention may be made of

the road from Calcutta to Varanasi and the

famous bathing ghat at Varanasi.

Princess Zebunnisa, the daughter of

Aurangzeb, was a lady of great refinement

and pei’sonal qualities. She lived up to a

woman’s age but died unmarried. Her

lofty character is best illustrated by a small

incident of her life. Aurangzeb had given

her as a gift a precious Chinese mirror of

great aitistic beauty. One evening, sitting

in her garden, the Princess asked her maid

to fetch the mirror. After a while, the maid
returned sobbing and terror-stricken. The
Princess asked her the reason to which she

replied :

Whereupon the Princess observed with pro-

found composure :

Another woman ruler of remarkable capa-

city was Chand Bibi of Bijapur (1547—^99)

.

With her military genius and administrative

skill were combined scholastic attainments.

She had a deep knowledge of Arabic and

Persian and fluently spoke several languages

of the Deccan. Scholars received her patro-

nage and foreigners her kindly help. Her
end was tragic, but her greatness never in

doubt. Lavish tributes have been paid to

her by India’s historians.

The Rajput ladies stand in a class by them-

selves for chivalry and fearlessness. There

has also been a great saint among them, the

celebrated Mira Bai who flourished in the

16th century. ' As one of the foremost expo-

nents of the Bhakti cult, she sang in praise

of Lord Krishna in Brijbhasha mixed with

Rajasthani. In the history of Indian

thought Mira Bai occupies a sacred place for

her deep devotion and her enchanting poetry.

Her songs, coming out of her dedicated heart,

are tender and inspiring. There is a contro-

versy about the particulars of her birth and

marriage, but according to Todd she was the

Queen of Rana Kumbha of Mewar to whom
she was wedded in 1513. She is said to be

the authoress of Rag-Govind and Gita-

Govind of Jayadeva. She is also credited

with having erected a temple to Lord Krishna

in Mewar. Much legend, has grown round

her name.

In the struggle of 1857 too, two great ladies

had distinguished themselves—the Rani of

Jhansi and Begum Hazrat Mahal of Lucknow.
Their detailed account appears elsewhere in

these pages.

Coming to pur own times, mention need only
be made of the remarkable part which
Indian women played in the struggle for
freedom. In Mahatma Gandhi’s time, civil

disobedience,movement started in April 1930.

After most of the menfolk had been put in

jails and Government repression was at its

height, the women of India, belonging to all

classes of society, to, poor and rich families,

came out of their houses and continued fhe
struggle with a determination which excited
praise as well as wonder. In thousands, they
defied lathi charges and their organizational
capacity caused surprise even to the Govern-
ment. Writing about them Pandit Jawahar-
lal Nehru in his Discovery of India says :

“Never can I forget the thrill that came to us
in Naini prison when news of this reached us,
the enormous pride in the women of India
that filled us. We could hardly talk about
all this among ourselves for our hearts were
full and our eyes were dim with tears.”

*“By accident the Chinese looking-glass ' has been broken.”

(In basic, the mirror had fallen down on the marble floor),

(••Very nice, iiKiced ! Tlie paraphenialin for looking into one’'; features in sclf-clation lias been Iirokcn
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The learned author then goes on to refer to

the “Resolution of Remembrance” which was
passed at innumerable public meetings all

over India on January 26, 1931, a day which
was being observed for several years past as
the anniversary of “India's Independence
Day” which was yet to come. These meet-
ings were held in spite of the Government
ban and had been organized by Pandit Moti
Lai Nehru from his sick bed in which he was
to die ten days latei\ The part of the reso-

lution which relates to the women of India

has been quoted with just pride by the

learned author :

“We record our homage and deep admira-

tion for the womenhood of India,

who, in the hour of peril for the mother-

land, forsook the shelter of their homes
and, with unfailing courage and endur-

ance, stood shoulder to shoulder in the

front line of India's national army, to

share with them the sacrifices and tri-

umphs of the struggle . . .

We ought not to forget also the name of the

great lady who died in February 1936 and

whose name has been somewhat eclipsed

in the turmoil of succeeding years. In the

veil of obscurity, she silently suffered many
vicissitudes in her life of devotion to a cause.

She will ever be remembered as one of the

most sincere workers, away from the lime-

light of publicity and public applause. This

was the wholesome Kamala Nehru, the

affectionate wife of our Prime Minister.

She made her name particularly in her work

at Allahabad during the Civil Disobedience

Movement when every male worker was in

jail. She carried on the movement in the

city with the zeal of a fanatic and, though

inexperienced, made up the deficiency by

her fire and energy. In the words of

Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru : “Within a few

months, she became the pride of Allahabad.”

For a true tribute to her memory we need

only turn to the second chapter of the Dis-

covert/ of India* A few excerpts, which

many a reader would remember, are repro-

duced here.

Writing about her at Badenweiler (Germany)
where he was with the ailing Kamala,
the author writes : “She became a symbol of
Indian women, or of woman herself. Some
times she grew curiously mixed up with my
ideas of India, that land of ours which was
so dear to us, with all her faults and weak-
nesses, and so elusive and full of mystery.
I had been and was a most unsatisfactory

person to marry. Kamala and I were unlike

each other in some ways, and yet in some
other ways very alike. We did not comple-
ment each other. Our very strength became
a weakness in our relations to each other.

There could either be complete understand-
ing, a perfect union of minds, or difiiculties.

Neither of us could live a humdrum domestic

life, accepting things as they were,”

The author has then described an incident

of great pathos which took place in 1934. He
was at his father’s house at Allahabad, the

celebrated Anand Bhawan. The police came
to arrest Pandit Nehru on a warrant from
Calcutta. “Kamala went up to our room to

collect some clothes for me. I followed her
to say good-bye to her. Suddenly, she clung

to me and, fainting, collapsed. This was
unusual for her as we had trained ourselves

to take this jail-going lightly and cheerfully

and to make as little fuss about it as possible.

Was it some premonition she had that this

was our last more or less usual meeting ?”

Though she died at the prime of her life,

things about Kamala would fill a book which

is yet to be written. Her iUness had been

long and physical suffering acute, but till the

end she remained steadfast and cheerful in

her mental condition. She had now been

taken to a sanitorium near Lausanne in

Switzerland where the end came on a Feb-

ruary morning. Her husband and daughter

were at her side. For cremation, she was
taken to the crematorium in Lausanne.

“Within a few minutes that fair body and

that lovely face, which used to smile so often

and so well, were reduced to ashes. A small

urn contained the mortal remains of one who
had been so vital, so bright and so full of life,”



CHAPTER THREE

EIGHTEEN FIFTY-SEVEN ; ITS PLACE IN HISTORY

A. UNPRECEDENTED ATROdTIES

B. DRAMATIC NATURE OP EVENTS

C. IT LAID THE FOUNDATION OF FUTURE INDEPENDENCE

"And much it grieved my heart to think,

What man has made of man”

—^William Wordsworth.

A. UNPRECEDENTED ATROCITIES

An Indian boy leading a blind and aged man
approached a British military officer and

throwing himself at the latter’s feet asked

for protection. The officer drew his revolver

and snapped it at the boy’s head. Again he

pulled the trigger—again the cap missed ;

again he pulled and once more the weapon
refused its task. The fourth time—^thrice

had he time to relent—the officer succeeded

and the boy’s life-blood flowed at his feet.

So records William H. Russell in “My Diary

in India in the year 1858-59’’, Vol. II, p. 402.

This happened at Lucknow, during the

fighting for the relief of the Residency in

which the English were held in siege. The
boy so murdered in cold blood and in such
tragic circumstances belonged to a Kashmiri
family, and neither he nor his blind com-
panion had given any cause for offence

whatever.

In the morning following the massacre of

English women and children at Bibighar

(Kanpur) the dead bodies were cast into a
nearby well. Two small children, who had
escaped death the previous evening, ran

round the horrible well in an attempt to

escape, but were soon caught by the sweepers

(or the executioners) and thrown alive in the

well in the presence of a vast multitude of

on-lookers none of whom did anything in

overt protest.

Again at Lucknow a most horrible case of

torture and killing took place. In revenge
for the death of a popular British officer of a
Sikh regiment, an Indian sepoy was seized by
the legs and an attempt made to tear him
in two. When this failed, he was dragged
along by the legs

; as if this cruel operation

was insufficient, was stabbed in the face with
bayonets. He writhed in pain “as his captors
dug the sharp bayonets into his lacerated
and trampled body, while his blood, trickling

down dyed the white sand over which he
was being dragged. But the worst was yet
to come : while still alive, though faint and
feeble from his many wounds, he was delibe-
rately placed upon a small fire of dry sticks,

which had been improvised for the purpose,
and there held down, in spite of his dying
struggles which, becoming weaker and more
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feeble every moment, were, from their very
faintness and futile desperation, cruel to

behold. Once dm’ing this frightful

operation, the wretched victim, maddened by
pain, managed to break away from his tor-

mentors and, already horribly burnt, fled

a short distance, but he was immediately

brought back and placed upon the fire, and
there held till life was extinct.*

At Jhansi women threw themselves into

wells to escape the possibilityf of dishonour.

Some men too jumped into wells ; those who
were not instantly drowned, were shot

through the head as soon as they bobbed out

of water for breath ;
others were hauled out

to be killed. Many women stood in front of

their husbands and sons to protect them
from the bullets of British soldiers, only to

die a heroic death along with those

whom they sought to shield.$

Sita Ram, a subedar in the Company’s army
remained loyal, but his sepoy-son rebelled

during the ‘mutiny’. He was sentenced to

death and the father was put in command of

the shooting squad. However, at the last

moment, a considerate ofiicer exempted him

from performing this most inhuman duty.§

At Bibighar again, the cruel executioners had

himg by the neck, in a most tormenting

manner, a child on a hook which they had

found fixed to a wall. The child died a pain-

ful death probably in the presence of the

women who were themselves dying of their

wounds and so could render no help to the
struggling baby.

Such were the ghastly atrocities that were
committed by both sides during the dark
days of 1857 and 1858. Seldom in recorded
history had man ceased to be man so com-
pletely ; never did he so cruelly excel the
devil in his dark deeds. Neither during the
French Revolution, nor in Nadir Shah’s
plunder of Delhi, nor in the atrocities of

Chenghez Khan or Kublai Khan nor in the
mass massacres of Taimur, nor during the
regime of Nero, who fiddled while Rome
burnt, is thei’e a record of such abhorrent
deeds of cruelty as were committed by both
the sides during the mutiny. Fearful atro-

cities were committed on women and
children, the aged and the infirm, in the

aftermath of Partition, but these fade into

insignificance before the horrors of 1857.

Even in the dark ages man was perhaps not
so barbarous as he turned himself to be in

1857. Indeed, Indians as well as Englishmen
never debased themselves so completely and
sunk so low into savagery as they did during

the dark days of this great upheaval.

At the same time one must hasten to add that

in both camps there were people who
denoimced these inhmnanities. There were
also many ennobling acts of kindness and
chivalry in the midst of barbarities like

streaks of light in a dark cloud. To these a

reference has been made later in these pages.

B. DRAMATIC NATURE OF EVENTS

Another feature which distinguishes the

Indian rebellion from any other military

action in world history is that its events

depict themselves as a series of immortal

dramas. It has been suggested that “not

one single element that goes to make up a

world drama or a great world epic is want-

ing. Scene succeeds scene with dramatic

swiftness : figures heroic who would not have

done despite to an Homeric stage
;

figures

• Majendie, quoted by Dr. Sen in " Eighteen FiCty-Seven ", pp. 415-16.

t It must be stated to the credit of the British soldiers that actually they treated the unfortunate women and

children with kindness.

+Vishnu Godse’s “Majha Pravas”.

§Dr. Sen» "Eighteen Fifty'Seven", page 6.
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tragic and pathetic such as only the genius

of a Shakespeare could adequately present

;

figures half-divine and wholly daemonic

such as only a Milton could have called up

from the vasty deep of his almost inspired

imagination ;
all these move across the

stage.’’"'

An EInglishman had conceived the idea of

writing an epic on the events of the revolt.

This gentleman was making a tour of India

in search of historic and pre-historic anti-

quities. His idea was to write the story of

the ‘Mutiny’ in verse and to make it a work

comparable to the ancient epics of India.

He was further thinking of composing his

work to cover both the ancient and the

modem history of India, but was overtaken

by death before the completion of his task.f

C. FOUNDATIONS

In Indian history the importance of 1857

lies in the fact that it laid the foundations of

the future independence of India. Though,

for the time, the people were laid low both

morally and physically, their spirit was
imbroken and within two decades the spirit

of freedom again began to re-assert itself.

How this unconquered spirit shaped the

future destiny of India, we shall see in a
later chapter ;

suffice it here to say that in

spite of the ruthlessness and cruelty meted
out to hundreds of thousands of our country-

men, they did not die in vain.

Those of the sepoys who had mutinied,

suffered for the love of their own form of

faith and worship sacrificing themselves for

their principles. The innocent persons who
were mercilessly put to death in the venge-
ance of the conqueror paid the price of their

life for being the citizens of a subject nation.

And what shall we say of the women and
children who were roasted alive in mass-fires
caused by British soldiers in villages

; those

On account of its dramatic side, and so tragi-

cally dramatic it is, the story of the ‘Mutiny’

has an interest of its own throughout the

world. To the people of India and the

people of England, it has a special interest

—

to the Indian because of the supreme spirit

exhibited in it to obtain freedom from

bondage, to the Englishman on account of

the halo of achievement that surrounds it

and the lesson that it teaches.

The number of books that have been written

on the ‘Mutiny’, the mass of published

documents coupled with a larger volume of

unpublished records, far exceed the literature

on any other single subject of world history.

Wherever English language is read and
written, the story of the ‘Mutiny’ finds a pro-

minent place.

? INDEPENDENCE

trying to escape having met their doom by
the bullets of the surroimding troops.

Their blood too was not shed in vain. The
blood of the warrior killed in action conse-

crates the field of battle, but the blood of

the innocent rises to heaven where God
receives it to send it back for divine retri-

bution.

Neao approach to old problem

From another point of view, the uprising of
1857 has no parallel in Indian history. It

was a new and bold approach to an old
problem. History records that invaders
from the north came and established their

kingdoms in India. Resistance to them
had been of varying degrees and kinds, but in
course of time the conquered reconciled

themselves to the new situation. Another
invader came and the same story was re-
peated. But history does not record that
before 1857 there had been such a mass up-
rising of a whole army aided by a whole
people against an alien rule. In the past

• Oswcll s Sketches of Rulers of India, volume I, p. xxiii of Introduction.
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there had been wars between rulers, but the

‘Mutiny’ was a war between the ruler and the

people fighting en masse.

In this respect neither Indian history nor

world history offers any parallel to the

Indian rebellion. The world over, there had
of course been great and frightful wars, but

these were fought between sovereign

nations in open fields of battle or between

different rulers. There had also been in-

ternal revolutions like that in France. In

contrast, the ‘Mutiny’ of 1857 was entirely a

new method of ejecting a foreign power.

Here a subject race had taken up arms

against a powerful alien ruler firmly estab-

lished in the country’s soil. And the failure

of the attempt does not belittle the lofty

endeavour.

Viewed in this light, the year 1857 is of great

significance in the history of our country.

Its very failure had its bright side—it de-

monstrated the futility of brute force and

led to the evolution, not long afterwards, by

the Father of the Nation, of the technique of

non-violence by which our freedom was won.

In spite of crime, cruelty, violence and strife which are deplorably prevalent

in life, there is a fundamental goodness in the human heart—deep down

in every man there is a yearning to sympathise and share in others’

sorrows and lend a helping hand to those stricken by distress, disease or

calamity. It is this earnestness which fosters benevolence and brotherliness.
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EAST INDIA COMPANY

A. CHART OP THE EAST INDIA COMPANY

B. THE LURE OP INDIA

C. CONPUCT BETWEEN EUROPEAN NATIONS

D. POUNDATION OP EAST INDIA COMPANY

E. THE COMPANY AS EMPIRE-BUILDER

P. PAULTS IN THE COMPANY’S RULE

'' The story of the rise and progress of the British poioer in India possesses

peculiar fascination for it lays hare the defects in the character

of the native races which made their siibjugation possible ; it indicates

the trusting and faithful nature, the impressionable character, the

passionate appreciation of great qualities, which formed alike the

strength and weakness of those races—their strength after they had been

conquered, their loeakness during the struggled

—Col. Malleson in Decisive Battles in India.

A. CHART OF THE EAST INDIA COMPANY

{This chart shows the constitutional development of the Company]

EAST INDIA COMPANY
Established in 1600

by

the Charter granted by Queen Elizabeth. A fund was subscribed amounting to
£ 30,133 consisting of 101 shares, subscription of individuals varying from £ 100
to £ 3,000. The Queen herself was a share-holder. The Charter which was to
run for 15 years was signed by the Queen herself on January 1, 1600. The
Company’s name was “THE GOVERNORAND COMPANY OF MERCHANTS
OF LONDON TRADING INTO THE EAST INDIES.” The Company was to
be run

I

Governor

I

To be elected annually by the share-holders

Committeemen
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1600—1612

Period of separate voyages

1613

Joint Stock Company

Capital raised for several voyages, but balance-sheet drawn for individual voyages.

1628

Presented a Memorial for its monopoly

1635

A new Company formed entitled Courten’s Association.
The King was a secret partner of the Company.
The Company did not accomplish anything.

1641

Petition before the Long Parliament for getting back its monopoly.

1647

Emergence of the Parliament as the supreme power
and acknowledgment of Company’s monopoly rights.

1657

Cromwell’s decision to allow only one Company to carry

on India-trade on a tmited and permanent joint-stock

1661—1683

Company got the right of coinage, command of forts,

troops and power to form alliances and make war and
peace and to administer justice in its settlements.

1690

Parliament resolved to charter a new Company

1691 ,
.

Dowgate Association started

1693

New Charter granted to the old Company

1694

House of Commons’ Resolution upholding that every

subject of England had an equal right to trade with

India and the East unless prohibited by Act of Parliament.
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1698

BiU passed that those who would subscribe to the State loan of two million pounds would form

the General Society Trading to the East Indies. Old Company given time up to 1701 to wind

up its affairs. One-fourth of the capital secured in the name of the Treasurer of the old Company

vested in the new Company which received a Royal Charter by an Act of Parliament.

New Company unsound. Old Company gets its existence but not the monopoly.

1702

Union of both the Companies

() Capital and dead stock of both going to the United Company.

() Both Companies had their Court of Directors for their separate affairs.

(c) Supreme Court of Managers for the United Company, thus ;

UNITED COMPANY

Supreme Court of Managers

Court of^Directors Court of Directors
{Old Company) {New Company)

This arrangement did not work well.

1708

GODOLPHIN’S AWARD DELIVERED

AND ACCEPTED (SEPTEMBER 29)

By it, the old Company surrendered its Charter and
merged with the new Company.

The amalgamated body was called :

THE UNITED EAST INDIA COMPANY

I

In England

had

A Court of Proprietors

(Consisting of share-holders who held
shares of more than £ 500 as the
supreme body to give decisions.)

AND
A Court of Directors

(who were selected from the Court
of Proprietors for day-to-day adminis-
tration of the Company.)
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Governor,

BOMBAY
I

REPRESENTED
in India

by

1

Governor,

> MADRAS

Each assisted by a Council consisting of three members

Governor,

CALCUTTA
!

1773

Regulating Act passed making

CHANGES IN ENGLAND

ffl) Only those who held a stock of £1,000 for 12 months
at least could vote in the Court of Proprietors

(6) Directors were to hold office for four years instead of one

AND

CHANGES IN INDIA

Bengal Governor

beca me
GOVERNOR-GENERAL OF BENGAL

assisted bv four Councillors

fto hold oSBce for 5 years'^

!

BOMBAY MAI)RAS
I 1

Under the Governor-General of Bengal

All to be chosen by the Company.

The Regulating Act was meant to bring Parliamentary supervision

over the Company in its activities both in India and England.

PITT’S INDIA ACT

(178 4)

CREATED
IN ENGLAND

A BOARD OF CONTROL

“to superintend, direct and control all acts, operations and concerns

which in any wise relate to the civil or military government or

revenues of the British territorial possessions in the East Indies

with access to Company’s records, with power to censure Directors’

correspondence, and issue direct communication to India-posted

officers and recall any servant of the Company from India.
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CONSISTING
of

A PRESIDENT AND FIVE COMMISSIONERS

faDDoinfed by the King and holding office as honoraiy rnembers, and without

TiatronsiECi during his pleasure, comprising Chancellor of Exchequer, Secretary

of State, and four Privy CounciUors)

THE COMPANY NOW CONSISTED OF

IN ENGLAND
controlled by the Board
of Control appointed by
the King

COURT OF
proprietors

SECRET
COMMITTEE

(A body to elect Directors

and receive dividends)

COURT OP
directors

(To look after the commercial side of

the Company and its management)

consisting

of
three members from amongst
the Directors, viz,

(i) Chairman ;

(ii) Deputy Chairman, and
(iii) Senior Director

(responsible to transmit secret

orders of the Board of Control
to India-posted officers without
informing the other DirectorsO

and

IN INDIA
1

GOVERNOR-GENERAL IN COUNCIL

Governor of Bombay
Presidency

Governor of Madras
Presidency

with three Councillors including the Presidency
Commander-in-Chief

Notes—(n) All to be appointed by the Court of Directors, but could be recalled by the
Crown, or the Directors. The Governor-General to be appointed by the Crown.

(Jb) Only covenanted servants of the Company to become Councillors,

c) Special courts created in England to try offences committed by the British
personnel in India.

d) It was declared that to pursue schemes of conquest in India was contrary to
the wish, the honour and the policy of the English nation and aggressive wars

' were forbidden except with the consent of the Home authorities.
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1786

AMENDMENT ACT
(uMc/e no important change)

1788

DECLAIUTORY ACT

requiring the Company to lay yearly before Parliament, its
annual Balance-Sheet. Board empowered to send Royal
troops to India and debit the expenses to the Company

1793

Charter of the Company renewed for 20 years

18 08—12

INVESTIGATION COMMITTEE

appointed by the House ofCommons

1813

RENEWAL OF CHARTER FOR 20 YEARS

(a) Monopoly withdrawn.

(h) Rupees one lahh to be set apart yearly

for education among Indian youth.

(c) Anglican Cburch established—a regular

Bishop appointed at Calcutta.

1833

RENEWAL OF THE CHARTER FOR 20 YEARS

(a) Mercantile character withdrawn ; no trade permitted. To carry on
government only.

(b) Company divested of its Merchant Fleet.

(c) Law Member added to Governor-General’s Council for codifying

Indian laws.

(d) Designation of Governor-General of Bengal changed to Governor-

General of India in Council.

(e) Principle recognised that interests of Indians to be preferred to those

of Europeans. Also Indians to be employed in all services.

1853

renewal OF CHARTER FOR

AN INDEFINITE PERIOD

without any substantial modification.
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organization of company from 1853

till TRANSFER OF RULE TO CROWN

IN ENGLAND

COURT OF PROPRIETORS I

AND
COURT OF DIRECTORS

(Controlled by the Board of

Control. Also called
^
Com-

missioners for the Affairs of

India. Chancellor of Ex-

chequer ex-officio PRESIDENT.

^SECRET COMMITTEE

AND IN INDIA

governor-general in council

COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF

[With three Councillors and a
Law Member]

GOVERNOR OF BOMBAY GOVERNOR OF MADRAS

Each with a Council,

Notes—(1) Appointments in India made by the Directors. ' No concurrence of Crown
necessary for appointments. Crown could » however, recall any employee
of the Company if it so desired,

(2) Under the new scheme, the control of the British Cabinet and, through it,

of Parliament, over the affairs of India was greatly extended. The Board
of Control was a semi-Cabinet body and had effective functions of super-
intendence and control. The President of the Board (an office held
ex-ttffich by the Chancellor of Exchequer) was particularly vested with
large powers. Recruitment to the superior services in India was made
through open competition—the powers of patronage which were previously
in the hands of the Court of Directors were now lost.
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B. THE LURE OF INDIA

India^ with its riches, had always a great
fascination for other countries. The un-
explored opportunities, which this vast sub-

continent of plenty and prosperity contain-

ed led people to an irresistible urge of making
their way to India. It was this urge which
for centuries brought conquerors through
the Khyber Pass. It was again the same
urge—el dorado^ ‘The land of gold”— which
attracted the Europeans too. The Euro-
peans, as traders, came on the western

shores of India, Vasco da Gama having
reached Calicut in 1498,

India saw the advent, the rise, the consoli-

dation and the downfall of the Moghul
empire on the one hand and her conquest by
English traders, on the other, the processes

taking shape simultaneously, between the

period 1526 to 1858. Both the powers had
gradually subjugated India and ruled over

her for long.

This chapter briefly deals with the advent of

the European traders, the rivalries between

the different European trading companies,

who aspired to colonize India, the supremacy

of the English Company over its rivals,

and the rise of the English East India Com-
pany from traders to empire-builders until

its extinction in 1858 as a direct result of the

1857 rebellion. It was trade through which

people of one nation came in contact with

other nations, * and trade played a vital role

in the British conquest of India.

In those days, trade between one country

and another was done only through imdeve-

loped land routes. It was fraught with

grave risks, apart from the inherent troubles

and the high costs involved in transport.

There were, for instance, highway robbers

to be encountered, tolls to be paid. Apart

from the fact that the land route presented

these hazards, it was the triumph of the

Turks at Constantinople in 1453 that drove
Europeans to seek new routes to the East^
particularly India.

The European nations were now keen to dis-

cover a sea-route to India—a route which
would provide a safe channel of transport.

Although efforts were made by several

nations, the credit of pioneering the first

route by sea to India goes to Portugal.

Vasco da Gama, after going round the Cape
of Good Hope, landed at Calicut on May 22,

1498. He was received warmly by the local

ruler, the Zamorin, a Hindu king, but it was
not until the end of 1510 when Alfonso de
Albuquerque* captured the port of Goa from
the Bijapur Sultanate that the Portuguese
got a foothold in the country.

Between 1498 and 1510, the Portuguese had
their base at Cochin and Cannanore. But
there always existed the threat of hostilities

from the Zamorin who did not like the

Portuguese trade policy inasmuch as the

latter wanted to exterminate the Muslim
traders from whom the Zamorin derived con-

siderable revenue, Albuquerque was the

first European, after Alexander the Great,

who saw the possibility of controlling the

affairs of India from overseas and he realized

that, for the fulfilment of his vision, a secure

base was indispensable. So he selected Goa,

an island with an excellent harbour, for his

headquarters. In course of time, the

Portuguese, on account of their superior

oceanic strategy (the coastal defence of

Indians being unequal to them) , established

their factories all along the Indian sea coast

from Din (off the Kathiawar coast) to

Hugh in Bengal. But they did not try to

penetrate into the country as their English

contemporaries later did.

The steps taken by Albuquerque to

strengthen Portuguese hold on India included

•Albuquerque came to India in 1503 as Commnnder of a squadron. In 1509. he was appointed Goventor of

Poitugucse Affairs in fnefia.
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marriages between the European settlers

and Indians, employment of Indians in civil

and military establishments, and opening

of schools on western lines. The practice of

sati was banned. Proselytising activities,

which brought the Portuguese in great

opposition, were feverishly undertaken.

Missions were led to the Court of Akbar by

Jesuit Fathers and they continued to have

their hold on the Moghal Court till they were

ousted by the diplomatic English.

The supremacy of the Portuguese power

was, however, limited and short-lived. Its

downfall was due to their proselytising acti-

vities, faulty government, corruption, the

absorption of Portugal by Spain in 1580 and

the challenge which they received from the

other European nations, such as the Dutch,

the French and the English in India itself.

The Portuguese had also not the ability to

fight an organised Moghal empire.

C. CONFLICT BETWEEN EUROPEAN NATIONS

The first to challenge the Portuguese oceanic

supremacy were the Dutch. It was Pope

Alexander VI who had assigned to the

Portuguese, a Roman Catholic nation, the

hemisphere east of the Azores, as a result of

which the Portuguese claimed themselves to

be the “Lords of the Sea” and thought them-

selves to be “justified in confiscating the

goods of all those who navigate the sea with-

out their permission”. The Portuguese King
also assumed the title of “Lord of the Navi-

gation, Conquest and Commerce of Ethiopia,

Arabia, Persia and India”. The Protestant

Dutch who had bitter memories of their

sufferings under the political and religious

tyranny of the Hapsburg rulers of Spain did

not respect the Pope’s decree.

In 1602, Holland sponsored a Dutch East
India Company to carry on trade, build forts,

enter into treaties with local princes and to

malce war or peace, generally with the object

of overthrowing the Portuguese supremacy.
On November 11, 1604, a treaty was made
between the Zamorin and the Dutch against
the Portuguese. Yet, the main develop-

ment of Dutch trade took place on the eastern
coast where they found a friendlier reception
than their opponents, the Portuguese, had.
The Dutch fortified Calicut and made it the
headquarters of their Governor in India.

During a period of almost 170 years the
Dutch held a number of places, but they were
primarily traders with no ambition to
colonise. They showed tolerance to Indian

religion and though they offered formidable

resistance to the English in eastern coasts,

they were rather content with only trade

exploitation of India. Except that by elimi-

nating the Portuguese they indirectly helped

the English to gain ground in India, the

period of their stay is not marked by any
territorial conquests. They suffered a crush-

ing defeat at the hands of the English in 1759

and were finally eliminated in 1825. The
Dutch example of supplanting the Portuguese

in India did not remain confined to them.

And several other European nations partici-

pated in the early endeavours over oriental

trade, especially Indian trade, and founded
“East India Companies” of their own.
Thus, the Danes started their Danish East
India Company and in 1620 and 1755 estab-

lished factories at Tranquebar and Seram-
pore. They, however, wound up their opera-
tions in 1825 by selling their interest to the
British for Rs.12,50,000. The Flemish, under
the aegis of the Emperor of Austria, floated
the Ostend Company in 1723 with their chief
settlement at Banki Bazar on Hugli, three
miles north of Barrackpore. In 1731 was
started a Swedish Company. It were, how-
ever, the British and the French who really
had a combat for the domination of the
country.

The desire to have oriental trade germinated
in the French during the reign of Francis I
(1515—47),. when some merchants sailed
from France with two ships to trade on the
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Eastern seas. This venture proved futile

and so also several others during successive

periods. It was finally in 1664 that a State-

controlled Company was formed for render-

ing Prance “commercial and opulent”*

This French East India Company sent its first

expedition to reach Surat in 1668. Here the

first French factory was built. The English

East India Company too had its establish-

ment at Surat.

Thus the French dreamed of building up a

trade empire in India since 1527, but it was
only after a century and a half that they

arrived in India and put up their first factory

at Surat, although they were the first to

aspire for a dominion in India.

After the establishment of the Surat factory

ill 1668 the foundations of Pondicherry were

laid by Francis Martin in 1674. Later came
Dupleix in 1731 and within ten years became
the Governor of Pondicherry in 1741. In
1746, he captured Madras. Between
1746—48, the French were at war with the
English. Subsequent wars followed and
with the victory of the English at Wandiwash
in 1760 the French became a power of no
consequence.

After drawn-out power conflicts between the

Portuguese and the Dutch, between the

Portuguese and the English, between the

Dutch and the English and finally between
the French and the English, for dominion
over the affairs of India, it was only the

British who were able to hold their own in

this country. How their ventures started

and developed may now be studied.

D. FOUNDATION OF THE EAST INDIA COMPANY

It was during the reign of Akbar that the

first Englishman, Jesuit Father Thomas

Stevens from Oxford, set foot on Indian soil

in 1579. He was followed by a batch of

English traders in 1583, led by merchant

John Newberry. They were sent by the

Merchant Adventurers to report on what

could be bought and sold in Asia. They

arrived with a letter from Queen Elizabeth

for the Emperor, but failed to receive a

formal audience for, to the Indian Sovereign,

England and her Queen were matters of

little significance.

One of the party, Ralph Fitch, returned to

England in 1591 after collecting much usefxil

information on the possibilities of trade with

India, Burma and Siam.

The information recorded by Fitch led to

the formation of an association in 1599 under

the auspices of Merchant Adventurers.

However, because of political considerations

not to break peace with Spain and Portugal,

the association's petition for “a warrant to

fit out three ships, and export bullion, and

also for a charter of privileges” was not

acceded to, although, as an alternative, an

embassy in the person of John Mildenhall

was sent with a letter from the Queen to

the Emperor Akbar, but he could reach Agra
only in 1603 via the land route—^Kandhar

—

and succeeded in obtaining a firman from
him. He had brought with him 29 horses,

each worth £60, for the Emperor.

The regular progress of English trade with

India actually began on the signing by
Queen Elizabeth on January 1, 1600, of the

Royal Charter starting the English East
India Company under the title of “The
Governor and Company of Merchants of

London Trading into the East Indies”. The
Company was monopolistic in character.

It had exclusive privileges to Eastern trade

vis-a-vis the other English merchants on the

one hand, and to obtain exclusive privileges

for itself from oriental governments on the

other. It had also the uncontested right to

execute schemes to oust other rival mer-

cantile interests from the Eastern theatre.

The Queen herself was one of the share-

holders.

After the grant of the Royal Charter, the

Company sent Captain- Hawkins who arrived
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at Surat in 1608 with a letter from King

James I asking for the grant of trade faci-

lities from the Emperor. With his know-

ledge of Persian and Turkish,' Hawkins gain-

ed close access to Jehangir. But the oppo-

sition from the Jesuits at the court proved

formidable and he could not succeed in his

mission, although he was received kindly by

the King and his gifts valued at 25,000 gold

pieces were accepted. He was, however,

appointed to be a Commander (Mansabdar)

of 400 with an annual salary of Rs.30,000

(not actually drawn) and was married to the

daughter of an Armenian Christian. He
went back home in 1611.

In 1615 came Sir Thomas Roe, the accredit-

ed ambassador of the King of England. In

the meanwhile in 1613 the Portuguese had

offended the Emperor’s power over the sea

by seizing some imperial ships, imprison-

ing many Muslims and plundering the car-

goes, resulting in the Emperor and the

Portuguese coming on war-footing with each

other. Sir Thomas Roe returned to England
in 1619 and though he failed to obtain the

formal treaty of monopoly to buy cheap in

India and thus oust other European nations,

he secured considerable concessions by means
of an Imperial firman and laid the founda-
tion for the Companys trade. By then the

English had already established their settle-

ments in 1611 at Masulipatam and in 1613
at Surat. By this firman the English
merchants were given liberty to trade freely

;

they were allowed to live in rented houses
on the shore, to govern themselves and
could bear arms when moving in the city.

Normal dues were to be paid by them.
Before Sir Thomas left, the Company had
established factories at Smat, Agra, Ahme-
dabad and Broach, which were governed by
the President and the Coimcil of the Surat
Factory. Surat became the depot for cotton,

muslin, saltpetre, indigo and dye-stuffs

which were collected from all parts of the
country.

With the capture of Ormuz in 1622, the
English became masters of the situation

and they were now regarded by the Moghals

as pilgrim-voyage-insurers.

Simultaneously, the English opened a fac-

tory in 1613 at Masulipatam on the eastern

coast. Due to Dutch rivalry, it was abandon-

ed temporarily in 1628, but in 1632, after

having obtained the “golden firman” from the

Sultan of Golconda, the English regained

their position. In 1639-40 a factory was

founded in Madras which was also provided

with a fort named Fort St. George.

Madras was raised to the rank of presidency

in 1652, and in 1658 all the English fac-

tories in Bengal and the Coromandel Coast

were placed under its charge. Thus Madras
with a fort was the first Presidency town of

the English.

The fort of St. George was preceded by the

establishment of a factory in 1633 at Bala-

sore and at Hugli in 1651 'with subordinate

agencies at Kasim Bazar and Patna in

Bengal. It was during this period that the

English Surgeon, Boughton, secured great

infiuence by his sm-gical skill in the Moghal
Court at Agra and later in Bengal. A
favourite daughter of Shah Jahan was seve-

rely burnt at Agra in 1640. The Court
physicians were unable to cure her. The
Emperor despatched a messenger to Surat
desiring the. services of one of the English
doctors. Mr. Gabriel Boughton was selec-

ted for the mission. By his skilful treat-

ment, the princess was cured. On Shah
Jahan asking hiin to name a reward, the
patriotic Boughton requested that the East
India Company might be allowed to trade
in Bengal, free of duty, to establish factories
in the province and also that the Company’s
ships be allowed to come up the Hugli. This
was granted by an imperial firman.
Mr. Boughton carried it himself to Bengal
arriving at Raj Mahal where Shah Shuja,
second son of Shah Jahan, held his court as
the Viceroy of Bengal. At that time, one
of Shah Shuja^s ladies was lying seriously
ilL Boughton succeeded in curing her too.
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Shah Shuja out of gratitude gave all aid to

Boughton for establishing the English trade

in Bengal on a permanent basis.

Thus, during the first half of the 17th cen-

tury (1611—^1652) the English East India

Company had their factories at a few places

on the Western Coast, a fort at Madras, and
were having duty-free trade in Bengal.

This marks the fii*st stage of their trading

career.

Before that time the trade of Bengal was in

the hands of the Portuguese who, a few years

previously, had incurred the Emperor’s dis-

pleasm-e for carrying on traffic in slaves and

defying the Nawab of Bengal. Shah Jahan

had then sent an army against them. The
Portuguese settlement at Hugh v/as destroy-

ed, their ships burnt, and numbers of them
sent to Agra as prisoners. On the destruc-

tion of the Portuguese the English were

anxious to get the trade in their own hands.

They applied for, and obtained, permission

to trade in Bengal. But they had to pay

heavy duties and their ships were obliged to

anchor near Kedgeri and not allowed to come

up the Hugh. Boughton had now changed

the entire aspect. Large fortunes were made
by every one connected with the Company.

But the ambition to rule India had not yet

entered the English mind.

In 1667 was married King Charles n to the

Catherine of Braganza, and Bombay was

presented to the King in dowry by the Portu-

guese. The King leased out the tovm to the

Company in 1668 on a token annual rent of

£10. ; The conspicuous position of the place

enabled its possessor to control the whole

-coastal trading of the region. Also, being

outside the limits of the Moghal empire, it

could be easily fortified and defended. In

1687 it was raised to the Pi’esidency status.

In Bengal the Company' obtained certain

trade concessions in the matter of duty, but

there were occasional disputes between the

employees of the Company and the Governor

of Bengal resulting in the seizure of the

Company’s goods every now and then.
Thinking that the power of Delhi was getting
weak, the Company tried in 1686 to seize
Hugh by force. The attempt, however,
failed. Neither could the Company retain
Hugli nor could it build a fortified settle-

ment in Saugor at the mouth of the Hugli
or at Chittagong. The English were com-
pletely driven away from these places and
took shelter at Chutanuttee, later known as
Calcutta, and Job Charnock, who had
managed to escape from the Imperial on-
slaught, opened negotiations for permission
to build a factory at the site, which he finally

got. In 1690 Charnock ultimately settled at

Calcutta and this was followed the next year
by an Imperial order from the Delhi Court
permitting the English to carry on their

trade in Bengal on a token yearly pa3Tnent

to the Impex’ial treasury. In 1696 they
secured permission to fortify their factory.

In 1700, Calcutta was made a separate Presi-

dency after having been under the Presi-

dency of Madras for 42 years. The fort at

Calcutta was named after King William and
became known as Port William.

Thus, by the end of the 17th century, the

English East India Company had three

Presidencies functioning in India, indepen-

dent of each other, vis. Bombay, Madras

and Calcutta, all the three at strategic points

and at oceanic openings. The Indian powers

of those days were weak in maritime

strength and the fact that the English

had now three centres on sea openings lent

them, in course of time, a great superiority

over their Indian counterparts, because they

could always get reinforcements through the

sea-route and this had a vital effect on the

futime course of Indian history.

The disintegration of the Moghul empire

was in a gradual process. It was particular-

ly marked after 1723 which favoured the

expansion of the English Company. The

growth of Maratha power and the invasions

of Nadir Shah and Ahmed Shah Abdali

coupled with the bid for power of Imperial
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Viceroys and Governors all made for the

expansion of the British power in India.

Sirajuddaula succeeded to the Nawabship of

Bengal in 1756 and made things difficult for

the English. He seized the English factory

at Kasimbazar and later captured Calcutta

and Fort William, driving the English out

of town to take refuge on boats. Fort

William was retrieved by Clive in January

1757. The Nawab’s endeavours to secure

French mediation did not succeed. He then

marched on Calcutta and rejected the terms

offered by Clive. However, a night attack

on his camp unnerved him. He concluded

a treaty with the Company by which it was
restored to its original holdings. The Eng-
lish were permitted to fortify Calcutta as

they liked. They could now coin rupees to

be accepted all over Bengal. Clive prudent-

ly thought that a simultaneous combat with

the Nawab and the French, now that hostili-

ties had broken between France and England,

would be beyond his management.

Clive captured Chandernagar, a French pos-

session, in March 1757, giving a crushing

blow to the French prestige in India and to

the hopes of Sirajuddaula to fall back for

E. THE COMPANY

As purely a trading Company, it should not
normally have been necessary for it to

interfere in the internal administration of
the country. There was, however, the fact

that the nature of the Company’s enterprise

compelled its servants to provide themselves
with troops and fortified places. King
Charles H had also conferred on the Com-
pany the right to wage war with local

powers, if need arose. All the same, these
delegated powers of sovereignty were exer-
cised with restraint. Now, in 1759 Clive

managed to obtain from the Emperor Shah
Alam a grant of sovereign authority over
Bengal, a proposal which had the approval
of the authorities' in England. In the result,

disputes arose between the Compiany and
Mir Jafar who as a puppet of the Company

aid upon the French. This was followed by

the famous plot in which banker Omichand

(Amir Chand) was involved to dethrone

Sirajuddaula and make Mir Jafar the Nawab
instead. Mir Jafar was playing a tool in

the hands of Clive and was prepared to pay

any price for the coveted Nawabi of Bengal.

The treaty with Mir Jafar was followed by
the battle of Plassey (June, 1757) in which

the English came out victorious. Sirajud-

daula was captured and later mimdered by
Miran, the son of Mir Jafar. The way was
now open to Mir Jafar who was proclaimed

the Subedar of Bengal.

The treachery and conspiracy was com-

pleted. Mir Jafar, the puppet Nawab,
signed a treaty with the Company, which

gave the Company, (a) the right to trade in

Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, (b) the Zemin-
dari rights over the 24:-Parganas, and (c) a

total sum of Rs.l,77,00,000 for the redress

of the Company, for the maintenance of its

forces and for the relief of the English, the

Hindus and the Muslims of Calcutta, the

money to be disposed of according to the

wishes of Clive and other high officers of the

Company.

3 EMPIRE-BUILDER

was powerless to check the Company’s ser-

vants in their career of enrichment. In 1760
he was replaced by Nawab Mir Qasim, an
able and energetic person, who sought to
introduce reforms in the administration and
urged on the Company to stop private trade
by its servants which they were carrying
on without payment of duty. This was not
accepted because the Company’s servants,'
whose emoluments were meagre, were able
to derive fortunes from this source of income.
In justice to the Indian traders the Nawab
thereupon cancelled the duties levied on
their trade also. The Company imjustly
demanded their re-imposition. The Nawab
refused to oblige and in the chain of inci-
dents the English captured Patna in 1763,
but it was recaptured by the Nawab the same
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day.- Other pitched battles followed, but

Mir Qasim was defeated and, after putting

to death certain British prisoners held by

him and some of his own high officers, fled

to Avadh. Mir Jafar was now restored,

but war was not yet over for Mir Qasim en-

listed the support of Shujauddaula, the

Nawab Vazir of Avadh who was joined by

the Emperor. Then took place in October

1764 the well-known battle of Buxar in

which the combined forces with the Nawab
were defeated after stubborn resistance.

In spite of this victory, the Company recog-

nised the gravity of the situation which had

arisen on account of the misgovernment of

Bengal and sent back Clive (now Lord Clive)

to inaugurate reforms. Clive no longer con-

templated to exercise the sovereignty of

the Company because the battle of Buxar

had impressed upon him the danger lest “the

natives, left without European allies, would

find in their own resources means of carry-

ing on war against us in a much more

soldierly manner than they ever thought

of when their reliance on European allies

encouraged their natural indolence”. Clive,

therefore, only took half-hearted measures

and in the process induced the Emperor,

who, after Buxar, had accepted a position of

dependence on the Company, to grant to the

latter the Dewani (right of collecting the

revenue) of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa in

return for an annual grant of Rs.26 lakhs

and the assignment of the districts of

Allahabad and Kora which the Nawab of,

Avadh was required to surrender.

After Buxar, Mir Jafar who had been res-

tored as Nawab was now dead and his

successor was a minor. ' There was how dual

administration in Bengal, the Company

collecting the revenue and carrying on civil

jurisdiction connected with it, while the

military and police jurisdiction was in the

hands of the Nawab through a Deputy

nominated by the Company. The cultivators

were subjected to excessive taxation and

Parliament tacitly connived at thp m’s-

government by requiring, in 1767, an annual
pasunent of £4,00,000 from the Company as
the price of permission to remain in posses-

sion of the territories acquired by it in India.

To the misery of Bengal was' added the

terrible famine of 1770 which reduced
Bengal’s population by one-third. In order

to make some reform a new office of

Governor-General was created to replace the

office of Governor of Bengal and this fimc-

tionary exercised some authority over the

administrations of Madras and Bombay
which hitherto were being carried on inde-

pendently, that is to say, all the three Pre-

sidencies of Bengal, Madras and Bombay,
were previously almost autonomous units of

government subject to the control of the

Directors in England. Warren Hastings

then Governor of Bengal was the first to fill

the office of Governor-General in 1774.

In spite of many difficulties Warren Hastings

(1774—1785) devoted himself to the task

of assuring the foundation of British

dominion in India. Though he was averse

to projects of conquest, he designed the

establishment of British influence through-

out India. In respect of the administration

of Bengal he assumed full responsibility and

impressed on his subordinates that they

owed a duty to the people whose aifairs

they administered and that this duty was
paramoimt to all private interest. He estab-

lished proper civil and criminal courts and

was the first to recognise claims of Hindu

and Muslim law in the administration of civil

justice. He also made reforms in the rela-

tionship between zamindars and tenants in-

tended to save the latter from excessive

exactions to which they had hitherto been

subjected. In thus forwarding the interests

of British power and restoring the Com-

pany’s finances, he sometimes adopted un-

worthy methods, possibly against his

inherent inclinations, and as the only alter-

natives to meet the difficulties which the

members of his Council were placing in his

way. His eri'ors involved him in a long and
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memorable impeachment at the bar of

British Parliament. The trial, which lasted

from 1788 to 1795 and which resulted in his

honoui’able acquittal, was made famous by

the burning eloquence of Burke and Sheridan,

which reminded the world that the principle

of British rule, even in the remotest land,

must rest on impartial justice and that the

exercise of sovereign power is justified only

in so far as it aimed at the good of the

subjects.

Apart from his impeachment so well-known

to the world and Macaulay’s essay on him,

and the incidents of Nand Kumar, Chet Singh

and the Begums of Avadh, which tarnish his

memory, Hastings is also remembered for

his love of oriental literature. He knew
Persian and Arabic and could speak

Hindustani fluently. He founded the

famous Calcutta Madrasa in 1781 and on the

establishment of the Asiatic Society, he

rendered invaluable assistance to William

Jones who translated many Sanskrit works
into English. This Society is even to-day

serving the cause of oriental learning. To
many Sanskrit scholars whom he established

in Calcutta, his assistance was valuable and
regular. He also got the first atlas made
of Bengal through Major Rennell who is

known as the father of modern Indian

geography.

Lord Cornwallis and Sir John Shore who
followed Warren Hastings mostly devoted

themselves to internal reforms with little

interference with Indian rulers. It was
during the governor-generalship of Lord
Wellesley (1798—1805) that further terri-

torial gains were made and Indian rulers

brought into alliance with the Company.
The territories of Arcot, Tanjore and the
Karnatak, and some valuable territories of

the Nawab of Avadh (now included in the

State of Uttar Pradesh) came under the

Company’s direct rule. Tipu Sultan was
attacked^ and slain in 1799 and the kingdom
of Mysore was restored to a member of the

family of the original ruler whom Hyder Ali

had displaced. At the time of Lord

Wellesley’s recall in 1805 the Marathas were

the only competing power for the sovereignty

of India, although in 1802-3 he had
succeeded in imposing certain terms on the

Peshwa of Poona, the Raja of Eerar and
Nagpur and the Scindhia of Gwalior.

Then came Lord Minto who, like Cornwallis,

devoted himself to internal reforms. The
question of admission of missionaries into

India was also raised and hotly debated in

his time and though Minto held strong views

against missionary activities, the appoint-

ment of a Bishop of Calcutta and three Arch-

deacons paid from Indian funds was
sanctioned.

After Minto, came again the period of

annexation in which Lord Hastings
(1813—1823) added large territories to

British India. Between 1817—^19, the
Bhonsla Raja of Nagpur and Berar was
ovei'thrown and part of his territory

annexed. The Peshwa of Poona was also

liquidated and his large territories were
taken over by the Company. The Scindhia
of Gwalior and the Holkar of Indore, though
left in the enjoyment of their states, were
brought under British control. The Com-
pany’s power within the major part of India
was now paramount.

Lord William Bentinck’s governor-general-
ship (1828—1835) was marked by certain
social reforms of which the abolition of Sati
was the most notable. Indians were ad-
mitted into the public service in larger
numbers, both in the executive side and to
judicial offices as subordinate judges.
Revenue administration was also improved.
It was during Bentinck’s time that, at the
instance of Lord Macaulay, English replaced
Persian as the official and literary language
of the Indian Government.

The completion of British hold on India was,
however, destined to be done by Lord
Dalhousie (1848—56) although Sind had
been taken over without justification in 1843
by Lord Ellenborough. Lord Dalhousie
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added enormous territories to the Com-
pany's jurisdiction by his annexations of the

Punjab, Avadh, Nagpur and several minor

principalities, such as Jhansi, Satara and
Sambhalpur. The whole of India was now
imder the sway of the British who from insig-

nificant begiimings created a vast empire for

themselves, thus fulfilling the English

proverb, ''give an Englishman an inch and

he will ask for an ell”.

In the fullness of all these achievements

the Company's end was soon to be spelt

during Lord Dalhousie's successor, the Earl

of Canning (1856—62). But this must be

left for a later chapter.

P. FAULTS IN THE COMPANY'S RULE

There are proofs that the East India Com-
pany did not govern well. Immediately

prior to the renewal of the Company’s

Charter in 1853, a tract was brought out by

the India Reform Society, London, entitled

"The Government of India since 1834”. This

Society had been founded in March 1853

and had, from time to time, issued tracts on

Indian subjects for the enlightenment of the

people of England.

In its first tract the Society analysed the

administration of the Company under

various heads and drew the conclusion that

the Company’s administration was far from

satisfactory. In making this analysis the

Society applied some of the tests of good

government to the administration of India

as carried on since 1833, when the Charter

Act, 1833, had been passed. These tests

were classified imder such headings as

'Peace’, 'Finances’, 'Material improvements’,

‘Condition of the people’, 'Law and justice’,

'Police’, ‘Education’, 'Public employment of

the natives’, 'Popular contentment’, 'Home

control’. Analysing the position under

each of these heads, the Society sought to

prove that the Company had ill-administered

the country. The following are some

excerpts from the tract :

P€ac€-Now since 1834, the Government of India as

established in the preceding year has, out of the nineteen

years that have passed, been for hfteen of them in a

state of war Applying then the test of

peace to the last 20 years, what opportunity, what

means, what chances can a Government, occupied more

or less with war for fifteen of those years, have had of

%vorking out the improvement and the happiness of the

natives ?

ElnonCCS—Pecuniary prosperity is the second ^eat test

of good government everywhere. In England, a deficit m

the Treasury is the most heinous of all government
offences. , . . Turn to India and %vhat during the

last fourteen years do we find ? Deficit—deficit-deficit.

Condition of the Peop/r—But it is on India as a

whole that attention must be fixed ; and how sad the

condition of the cultivator is in Bengal, with a popula-

tion of 40 millions how far tvorse it is in Madras with

its 22 millions and how bad it is in Bombay with its

10 millions, the evidence thus briefly produced..
will give some general idea of. It is not merely culti-

vation that is depressed : it is society itself that is

being gradually destroyed. The race of native gentry has

already almost everywhere disappeared ; and a new
danger has arisen—that in another generation or two,

the cultivators will not be worth having as subjects. For

moral debasement is the inevitable consequence of physi-

cal depression. This prospect may be deemed 'satis-

factory ' by the persons responsible for it. But to India

it is ruin and destruction ; to England it is danger

and disgrace.

Latv and Justice—Tor fifteen years has the criminal

law, as administered by the Company's courts, been

condemned by Government Itself.

Police—IE there be little or no criminal law, there is,

hmvever, a police. But it has, we quote the declaration

of 1,252 British and other Christian inhabitants of

Calaitta and Lower Bengal in their petition to the

House of Commons, *not only failed to effect the pre-

vention of crimes, the apprehension of offenders and the

protection of life ami property, but it has become the

engine of oppression and a great cause of the corrup-

tion of the people. *
, . . Tried then by the tests of

law, justice and crime, the legislation of 1833 has not

resulted in the improvement and happiness of the native

of India.

Education—hut this is well known that, whereas in

Hindoo times every village community had its school, our

destruction of village societies or municipalities has

deprived the natives of their schools, such as they were,

and has substituted nothing in their stead. . . In

short, out of these 22 millions of people, the Indian

Government yearly educates 160

!

Public Employment of the Naiives-ln our earlier

[ndian career, natives were employed in the most impor-

ant and confidential posts of our Government. Our regi-

nents were officered by natives ; in many places we had

lative agents and representatives;
:

[ladually this use of native ability was displaced, and

•very post of profit, of trust, of value, transferred, at

noraious addition to the cost of Government to

inglishman. until at last it became part and pared of our

established policy. . . . The legislation of 1833, how-

;ver, attempted to remedy this monstrous injustice by
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enacting that none should be excluded from any office by

reason of religion^ place of birth, descent, or colour.

According to Mr. Campbell, ‘this provision was a mere
flourish of trumpets and of no practical effect whatever
as far as the natites are concerned.* . . . But in

India a people ‘learned in all the arts of polished

life, tvhen wc were yet in the woods, are pros-

cribed as a race of incompetent, helpless incapablcs and
condemned to everlasting inferiority in lands which their

forefathers made famous.

Popular conteutinent^Axc then the people of India
content with the working of the legislation of 1833 r

It would be strange if they rrere ; and they arc not.

They do not rebel : they do not resist : they do not
rise against the Indian Government: .... for,

under the British rule, the power of the Government is

too strong and w’cll-organised for a successful resort to

these violent modes of manifesting public opinion. But
now that the opportunity has arisen—no^v that there
is a chance of improvement, they petition Parliament.
And what say their petitions? That they are happy
and prosperous? That they arc satished jvhk the
results of the Act of I83S ? . . . The very reverse
, . . They complain that salt, the only condiment for
their tasteless rice, and without rvhich neither they nor
their cattle can live, is a Government monopoly. They
complain that * the cost of each tool or implement of
their trades, nay of their very knives, is frequently
exceeded six times over by the moturjha (tax) under
which the use of them is permitted. They complain that
the Government is forcing drunkenness on them, * vice

*

forbidden by Hindu and Mohammedan laiv.

Hopjc Co«/ro/-*Thc Act of 1833 was proposed as a substi-

tute for a constitution. It was then argued by

Mr. Macaulay that if the people of India could not

be entrusted safely with popular rights and privileges,

there would at least be a constituency at Home bound
by their own interests to ivatch over and protect them

;

a constituency which, to use his exact ^vords, *shall feel

any disorder in the finances of India as the disorder of

their own household affairs. *
. . , Despite Indian

deficits, English dividends of ten and a half per cent

have been regularly maintained and * ^vell and truly

paid’. And thus India
^

has lost that English security

foi good government which Mr. Macaulay announced
it was a design of the Act of 1833 to establish. ... It

was after the passing of the Act of 1833 that the Company
deliberately took the step which had for its object the

annexation of all the native slates of India by any means—
fair or foul—WJthin their power.

It was no wonder then that the people

should have risen against the Company in

1S57 in an effort to restore indigenous self-

rule in the country. And though the

rebellion was suppressed the Company was
also superseded. The Crown then became

the owner of the Indian empire, the old order

thus yielding place to new, not in substance,

but in form.

"I can enjoy my f, tends, my bottle and all the necessaries of life for £W0.
Besides, when I get acquainted with the trade of this part of India,

I shall make much g, eater advantages as I shall always be able to

command a capilaV. So wiote Major jamrs rcnnell, appointed Suneyor-
General of Bengal in 1164 at the age of 22 on an allowance of £900
and perquisites of £1,000 a year, m thirteen years he amassed a fortune
nnd retired at the age of 35.
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THE PESHWAS OF POONA

A. GENERAL SURVEY :

TABLE OF PESHWAS.
NARRATIVE.

B. SmVAJI AND HIS SUCCESSORS :

TABLE OP SHIVAJI^'S LINE.

SHIVAJI.

SHAMBHAJI.
RAJA RAM.
SHAHUJI.

,
LATER SUCCESSORS.

KOLHAPUR BRANCH.

C. BALAJI VISHWANATH, FIRST PESHWA
D. BAJT RAO I, SECOND PESHWA
E. BALAJI BAJI RAO, THIRD PESHWA
P. MADHAV RAO I, FOURTH PESHWA
G. NARAIN RAO, FIFTH PESHWA -

H. RAGHUNATH RAO, SIXTH PESHWA
I. MADHAV RAO II, SEVENTH PESHWA
J. CHIMNAJI APPA, EIGHTH PESHWA

,

K, BAJI RAO II, THE LAST PESHWA
ANNEXURE : POONA AND THE SHANIWAR PALACE

*'The Marathcts produced rulers and statesmen^ soldiers and generals^ judges

and financiers^ poets and writers ; among them not a feio women also

have distinguished themselves. They fought and conqiveredj and often

suffered terrible reverses tohich they bore coolly and patiently. Their

careers have, not been stained by black deeds of cruelty or treachery.

They treated opponents like true warriors with comideration and res-

pect. We can find in Maratha history such brilliant names in various

.
professions as and very many others^ who have illumined

Maratha history with unforgettable achievements and cleverly handled

all the varied concerns of a nation in poxper. For the most part they

dealt moderately with outsiders and gave India inspiration and hope^

driving away the gloom lohich had overcome all^ by supplying, as it

were, a practical lesson that even mighty kings could with success be

resisted in their evil actions.^^

G. S. Sardesai.*

<fMain Currents nf Maratha History (1949 edition), pages ISl—Sg.
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Note—0£ the various causes o£ the rebellion o£ 1857 one \vas the liquidation o£ the

Peshwaship of Poona in 1818 and the subsequent annexation by the British of the surviving

principalities of Maratha chiefs. These chiefs \vcre the nilers of Jhansi (in the north),

Satara, Kolaba, Tanjore and the large Maratha State of Nagpur (in the south). These

annexations took, place betv'een the years 1840 and 1855, mostly during the Governor-

Generalship of Lord Dalhousie, As a result, feelings of rancour were caused in the minds

of many people, parliculaily the Marathas, and these bitter feelings were exhibited by

some prominent members of that community, such as the Rani of Jhansi, the Nana Saheb,

the Rao Saheb and Tatya Tope of Bithoor, Narain Rao and Madhav Rao’J* of Karvi (Banda)

to mention a feu examples. They seized the chance offered by 1857 in the last faint effort

for the resusatation of the Maratha power, and took a prominent part in the uprising.

A description of the rule of the Peshwas of Poona, as a preliminary^ to the life of

Nana Saheb and the events of the great revolt is, therefore, being given in this chapter

and in the next chapter (The last Peshwa Baji Rao II). Likewise, in chapter 8 (Baji

Rao in exile at Bithoor) is being gi\cn an account of Baji Rao's life after he had ceased

to be Peshwa.

A—GENERAL SURVEY

TABLE OF PESHWAS figure in brackets after the name is the year

The Roman figure before a name indicates of accession. The figures below the names
the chronological order of Peshwas. The are the years of birth and death.

L BALAJI VISHWANATH (1713)
(1660—1720)

II. Baji Rao I (1720)
(1700—1740)

Chimnaji Appa
(1703—1740)

IIL Balaji Baji Rao (1740)—Gopika Bai

'

(1721—1761)
VI. Raghunath Rao (Raghoba Dada)

(1773, deposed 1774)
[1734—1783]

1

j—
I

I

^ r

lSted°)
Vlll.ChimnWppa

176l/ag?dl7).
1

lDtedp243 Peposedin (1784-18^3)
at panipat,

1761, aged 17).
1818 and territory

incorporated
in British India].

VII.MadhavRaoII(l774)' Vinayak Rao
(1774—1795) [Died 1853]

I

Nana Saheb(adopted)
Boml823.Dateof
deathuncertain.

[Took notable part in
“Mutiny”]

Narayan Rao (adopted)
Died 1860.
[Took part in

‘‘Mutiny’*]

Madhav Rao (adopted)
Died 191 3.

[Took part in

“Mutiny”]
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NARRATIVE

After the death of Shivaji in 1680, his do-

minions came into the hands of his son and

successor, Shambhaji. Most of the posses-

sions of Shambhaji were wrested from him

by Aurangzeb, who took him prisoner and

later put him to death. Afterwards, his

son Shahuji was also captured and kept in

long captivity in Aurangzeb's camp in the

Deccan. On the death of Aurangzeb in

1707, Shahuji, regaining his freedom, return-

ed to his home-land. He fmmd opposition

in his cousin and his aunt, but eventually

succeeded in recovering his rights through

the ability of his minister, Balaji Vishwanath.

But Shahuji was no more than a nominal

head of the Marathas. He established himseK

at Satara and later his successors became

the titular Rajas of Satara. The real autho-

rity amongst the Marathas remained with

Balaji Vishwanath who was styled as the

Peshwa or the first minister. Like other

offices under the Maratha rule, the office of

Peshwa also became hereditary and was held

by persons belonging to the family of Balaji

Vishwanath.

After the death of Shahuji in 1749, the

Chhatrapatis* of Satara were gradually re-

duced to the position of hostages in the hands

of the Peshwas who held them almost pri-

soners in the fort of Satara. The Chhatra-

pati received allowance for himself and his

family from the Peshwas but these allowan-

ces were also gradually curtailed and fur-

ther restrictions on their liberty were im-

posed. He had no duty to perform except

to bestow the official robes of Peshwaship

whenever a new Peshwa was installed.

The Peshwas exercised sovereign powers and

were Kings in the parlance of political

science. The Peshwa made war and peace

himself (concluding treaties in his name)

only reporting the accomplished fact to the

sleeping nominal head at Satara as a raei’e

form. Even that fonn came to be dropped
after 1772, though the continuity of the

tradition v;as respected on the accession

of a new Peshwa by soliciting the robes

of his office from the “Chhatrapati”, the

Raja of Satara.f

On the death of Balaji Vishwanath in 1720,

the succession devolved on his son Bajee

Rao, Imown in histoiy as Bajee Rao I. He
held the office for 20 years and proved to be
a ruler of exceptional ability with the added
qualities of a great general. He had three

sons, Balaji Bajee Rao, Raghimath Rao (or

Raghoba) and Shamsher Bahadur, the last

being an illegitimate son by a Muslim lady.

Bajee Rao died in 1740 on the bank of the

Narbada while marching with his army to

Northern India.

Balaji Bajee Rao, the eldest son of Bajee

Rao, then succeeded to the office of Peshwa.

He was commonly called Nana Saheb, but

he is different from the Nana Saheb of

1857. The late Peshwa’s dominions included

territories in Bundelkhand also and these

went to his third son, Shamsher Bahadur,

whose descendants became the titular

Nawabs of Banda. The Nawab of Banda
took a prominent part in the “Mutiny”.

Raghoba, the second son of Bajee Rao,

became the commander of the Peshwa’s

armies.

On the death of Balaji Baji Rao in 1761 the

kingdom passed to his second surviving

son, Madhav Rao, then aged 17. During

his minority, his uncle, Raghoba, acted as

regent. Madhav Rao was a ruler of great

ability, but his career was cut short at the

early age of 28 when he died of a malignant

disease in 1772 without leaving a male issue.

But before his death he had, with the concur-

rence of his ministers and the nobles of his

court, nominated his younger brother,

Narain Rao, to the Peshwa’s musnad.

•The title ot Chhatrapati descended from Shivaji to his successors.

•jSardcsai’s "New History of the Marathas” (fitst edition. 1918) Volume III, page 13, footnote.
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At the time of his succession Narain Rao

was a mere boy of 17. He was unable to

manage the affairs of the kingdom
_

and

there were both ' discontent and intrigues

amongst his people. Apprehensions about

an attempt on his life were rife, but
^

the

young prince neither showed any uneasiness

nor took even the most elementary precau-

tions' for his personal safety. His Ministers

also were, for reasons of their ov/n, culpably

in<hfferent to protect the life of their master.

Tlie conspiracy which was being hatched for

some time against' this rmfortimate head of

a large and powerful kingdom culminated

in a cruel and cold-blooded murder in August

1773, after a rule of some nine months only.

This foul deed, which has blackened the

pages of Maratha history more than any

other occurrence, makes one hang his head

in shame. It also sowed the seeds of disrup-

tion of the Maratha Kingdom which in conse-

quence began to decline and ultimately went

into the hands of the British in 1818.

The assassination of Peshwa Narain Rao was
followed by disputes over the succession.

Raghoba, who in the position of regent to

Madhav Rao, had acquired a position of

power and influence made endeavours to

secure the Peshwaship for himself and
succeeded in proclaiming himself as the

holder of that office. Against him was the
party of Ministers and influential noblemen
who believed that he had a hand in the
murder. This party was in favom of the
widow of the deceased, by name Ganga Bai,

who gave birth to a posthumous son, Madhav
Rao Narayan. Raghoba, on his part,

entered into negotiations with the British
and concluded -mth them treaties for the
consolidation of his power and rank. How-
ever,' the succession of evefats in the south in-

volving the Marathas, the Nizam, the Rflja
of Berar and Haider Ali obliged the British
to abandon the cause of Raghoba. Therefore
in a subsequent treaty between the Marathas
representing the young Peshwa Madhav
Rao Narayan (who had been put on the
gaddi by the Ministers of his father) and the

Company, it was pro'vided that Raghoba

shall receive only a monthly pension of

Rs.25,000 from the Peshwa. This was the

treaty of Salbai concluded in 1782.

Raghoba died a few months afterwards.

Peshwa Madhav Rao Narayan (or Madhav
Rao H) died in 1795 at the young age of 21.

In a moment of desperation or in sick body

and delirious mind, whatever it was, the

young monarch jumped from a balcony of the

palace in the coimt-yard below, was severely

injured and died two days later. The ques-

tion of succession- again became a compli-

cated matter and doubts arose about the

continuance of the Marathas as the supreme
power in South India. Eventually, however,

Bajee Rao, the son of Raghoba, was install-

ed as Peshwa. He is known in history as

Bajee Rao H.

As a result of disputed with the East India

Company which resulted in the virtual defeat

of Bajee Rao’s army, he had to surrender
his dominions to the Company in return for
an annual allowance of Rs. 8 lakhs. This
was in May 1818. The surrender was made
by Bajee Rao in the terms demanded by the
Company because he had been reduced to
extremities and had . no alternative but to
place himself at the generosity of 'the

British.

One of the conditions imposed by these terms
was that the ex-Peshwa would settle down
either at Varanasi or at “ any other sacred
place ,in Hindostan, that the Governor
General may, at his request, fix for his
residence ”, Bajee Rao chose Bithoor, near
Kanpur, and lived there in great pomp and
show with the aid of his pension. There was
also settled with him at Bithoor a large
retinue of followers and dependdnts. • A
jagir was assigned to him at Bithoor and all
persons residing 'within it were exempted
from the jurisdiction of the civil and criminal
courts of the Company,

Bajee Rao died in 1851 without lea'ving any
male heir of his body. The institution of
Peshwaship had already ended in 1818 on his
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surrender to the British
;
now on his death

the title of Peshwa, though not formally

recognised by the British Government, also

came to an end. By his will, Bajee Rao had
bequeathed all his property to his adopted

son, Dhondu Pant Nana, popularly known
as Nana Saheb and the Company recognised

him as Bajee Rao's heir in respect of personal

property. But Bajee Rao’s pension was not

continued to Nana Saheb nor was he allowed

to succeed to his adoptive father’s privileges,

including immunity from process of British

courts. The jagir at Bithoor, however,
remained with Nana Saheb, but the residents

of the jagiVj including Nana Saheb himself
and the surviving members of Bajee Rao’s
family, became subject to the jurisdiction of

British courts both in civil and criminal

matters. These incidents were some of the
factors which influenced the course of events
of 1857 and which have been described in

later chapters.

B--5HIVAJI AND HIS SUCCESSORS

TABLE OF SmVAn’s LtNE

SHAHAJI
(1594—1664)

SHIVAJI
'1627—1680)
Crowned
Chhatrapali—1674).

Yesu Bai—Shambhaji
(1657—1689)

Crowned 1680.

RajaRam—TaraBa i

(1670—1700)
Crowned 1689.

Shahuji I. .

(1682—1749)
(Crowned 1708).

r(1696-1727)

1 1
Crowned 1700.

Shivaji II. Deposed 1708.

I J
(Shahu taking

Lhis place).

1 r(l727—1777)
Ram Raja (^Crowned 1750.

Shahu n. r (1763—1808)
(adopted) (^Crowned 1777.

f(1793—1847) ShahjiAppa r(1805—184S)
PratapSinh ( Crowned 1808*

^
Saheb Clnstalledl839.

\ Deposed 1839 by British. (On his dying
childless

Satara Raj was
confiscated by

British).

In 1817 he joined Baji Rao II in the latteris war a^inst the British and fell into British hands in February

1818. In anticipation of Baji Rao*s surrender, the British re-installed him at Satara in April, 1818.
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SHIVAJI

The history of the Peshwas is part of the

history of Marathas which really begins

with Shivaji. WTien Shivaji was bom in

April, 1627, the throne of Delhi was about to

pass from Jahangir to Shahjahan with his

headquarters at Agra. The Mughal empire

was then in its ascendancy, with the whole of

the northern India, together with Kabul and

Kandhar, under its sway. But the

Emperor’s sovereignty in the South had

never been fully acknowledged.

Shivaji’s father, Shahaji, was originally a

soldier in the army of Ahmadnagar.

Gradually, his capabilities enabled him to

achieve distinction and acquire a large jagir

in that State, including the jagir near about

Poona. After the annexation of Ahmad-
nagar by Shahjahan, he took up service under

the Bijapur State in 1636. His fame gi’ew

here also and he acquired an extensive fief

in the Karnatic while still retaining his old

jagir of Poona. In the Karnatic he settled

down with his second wife, leaving Shivaji

and his mother, Jijabai, under an able

guardian who also looked after his Poona
jagir.

Shivaji began his early career with the small

territory round Poona, the original holding
of Shahaji. Without consulting his father
and while still a boy, he began in 1646 to

make raids in Bijapur territory acquiring
several forts and building new ones. He
soon came to possess a considerable estate
protected by a chain of hill-forts. The
Bijapur Government, suspecting that Shahaji
was a privy to the adventures of his son, put
him in confinement for four years. Shahaji
made representations to the Emperor Shah-
jahan whereupon the ruler of Bijapur, Adil
Shah Ali H, restored him to his lands in the
Karnatic under fear of the Emperor’s
displeasure.

Shivaji was now extending his conquests in
the Deccan and in the course of his opera-
tions came in conflict (1657) with Aurangzeb
who was his father’s viceroy in the Deccan

in charge of the four provinces of Ahmad-

nagar, Khandesh, Berar and Telangana. In

1659, after Aurangzeb had returned to Agra

on account of the Emperor’s illness, the

Sultan of Bijapur sent a large army under

the noted general, Afzal IGian, to secure

Shivaji, dead or alive. Then occurred the

well-kno\vn duel between Shivaji and Afzal

Khan in which the latter was killed.

A year later came the episode of Shaista

Khan, the general whom Aurangzeb had

sent to the Deccan as his viceroy. He gained

some important initial successes over

Shivaji and occupied Poona. Here he was
surprised by Shivaji who, during a night,

raided the abode of Shaista Khan. The
general’s three fingers were chopped off and

his son killed, along with some others. It

was by sheer luck that he himself succeeded

in escaping death.

Shaista Khan was recalled
;

his place was
taken by the Emperor’s son, Prince Muazzam,
who was later reinforced by Aiuangzeb’s
great general and diplomat. Raja Jai Singh
of Jaipur. Shivaji, imable to withstand
their powerful attack, made a treaty in 1665
surrendering a number of forts and extensive

lands. Shivaji faithfully fulfilled the terms
of this treaty and also actively joined the

Imperial army in the Bijapur campaign
(1666) with 9,000 troops. Aurangzeb, im-
pz’essed by this, sent him a letter of praise,

a robe of honour and a jewelled dagger.

At^ the persuasion of Raja Jai Singh,
Shivaji now went to Agra to meet the
Emperor in person. There, events took a
turn different from that which Shivaji had
expected. Aurangzeb was annoyed and
Shivaji was kept under suiweillance from
which he managed to make the escape so
famous in history. After an absence of
nine months and many adventures, Shivaji
returned to his homeland in December, 1666.

For three years after his return, Shivaji
remained at peace with the Mughals conso-
lidating his territories and organizing
his administration. He received from
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Aurangzeb the title of Raja and a jagir in

Berar. For reasons into which we need not

go hostilities between the parties were
renewed in 1670 and Shivaji reconquered his

lost forts and territories.

Shivaji, now in a position of great power,

decided to proclaim himself as an independent

sovereign with the style of “Chhatrapati”,

ruling by his own right. The coronation

took place in June, 1674, This made a

striking impression on the masses and drew
round Shivaji, now Chhatrapati, air the

varied elements of the Maratha State and

provided a focus for their loyalties to a

formal Head of State. The chief priest who
officiated at the ceremony was Gaga Bhatt

and it is said that he it was who had

suggested that Shivaji should be formally

crowned as king. His argument was that

as '‘Shivaji had subdued four Badshahis,

possessed 75,000 cavalry, infantry, forts and

strongholds, but no throne, the Maratha

Raja should be crowned Chhatrapati”.

The ceremony of crowning was most ela-

borate and gorgeous. Assembled at it

were 50,000 learned Brahmans besides holy

men, sanyasis and many others who for four

months were fed and maintained. At the

end of the ceremony, money, ornaments and

clothes were bestowed to everyone. Each

one of his eight Pradhans received a cash

reward of Rs.3,50,000 and robes, an elephant

and a horse. The total expenditure was of

the order of rupees five crores.

The representatives of the East India Com-

pany were also present and were shown great

courtesy and consideration. They were

greatly impressed by the grandeur of the

whole affair.

With the crown on his head, Shivaji was now

a formally abhishikta Raja which secured to

him the privileges and sanctions of royalty

and the veneration due to a regularly

crowned monarch. After the coronation he

annomiced his policy of administering speedy
and impartial justice to all according to

established traditions and thus bringing the
blessings of God on the ruled and the ruler.

Shivaji’s life is full of many daring
exploits and adventures which read more like

a page from a novel than a page of history.

During his whole life-time he was engaged
in building up and extending his dominions.
He had little time to consolidate them. His
conquests were scattered in outl3dng
regions and part of his territory included

only c/tawfft-paying areas, that is, areas
which he did' not himself administer, but
from the rulers of which he levied chauth
contributions. His dominions were thus a
sort of fluctuating and fluid area. This area
which lay on the western coast of India

roimd about Poona included 240 forts of

which Shivaji himself had built 111. His
annual revenue from his possessions and
from the chauth was assessed at Rs.7 crores,

but the actual realisation was much less.

He also collected large amounts of treasime

and other valuable articles, the value of

which has not been computed.*

Though Shivaji was mostly occupied in war-
fare, both defensive and offensive, and in

collecting funds for his troops, he also

evolved, and this is proof of his great

genius, certain broad principles of adminis-

tration which were followed by his officers.

Of these, mention may be made of the

following :

(a) Services rendered were to be paid

in cash and not by grant of land, except

in the case of shrines, both Hindu and
Muslim. Shivaji was so greatly averse

to this system that he declined to give a

jagfr to one of his sons-in-law who had
earned recognition by his good services

and to whom he sent this letter

:

"Our Maratha government does not

allow grants of land to anybody. But
recognizing your good work for the

‘Sardesai, Volume 1, pages 271—72.
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State and in addition the family relation-

ship we bear with your house, we will

think of bestowing the Dabhol Desh-

mukhi* on the son of our affectionate

daughter, Raj Kuwar, when she gets

one.t

(b) Merit was to be the criterion for

choosing servants of the State. Shivaji

recognized no hereditary officers.

(This principle was followed by Shivaji’s

successors for sometime, but later an
exception was made in the case of the
Prime Minister, the Peshwa, whose
office became hereditary on account of

the good services rendered by the first

and the second Peshwas.)

(c) Revenue was not to be collected

through zamindars, but through the
Government agency.

(d) Equal opportunity was given in

the public service to all castes.

(e) Expenditure v/as to be so budgeted as
to lay by some surplus every year.

Space does not permit even a passing
account of the organization of Shivaji’s
army, navy and military establishment, the
rules of conduct which he laid down for his
soldiers and the methods of carrying on war-
fare, the building of forts and all other
matters connected with State-craft. Suffice
it to say that in all the departments of
State Shivaji looked to the minutest details
and gave comprehensive instructions. But
while he was so scrupulous in these matters
he was averse 'to pomp and show. “The
camp of Shivaji was without pomp, without
women ; there were no baggages, only two
tents, but of simple cloth, coarse and very
scanty, one for him and the other for his
Prime Minister”, so writes the French
Envoy Germain who visited Shivaji’s camp
in July, 1677.t

With an attractive personality, Shivaji was
a man of extraordinary abilities combining
in him the qualities of a remarkable leader

of. men, a great military genius, a master
strategist, an administrator of rare wisdom
and foresight, a devout patriot and above
all a man full of spiritual fervour and fear

of God, with a high reputation for the purity

of his life. He was much in advance of the
times in which he lived. “Like the first

Napoleon, Shivaji in his time was a great
organiser and a builder of civil institutions.

These institutions deserve special study
because they display an originality and
breadth of conception which he could not
have derived from the system of Govern-
ment then prevalent under Mabomedan or
Hindu rule.” (Justice Ranade in Rise of
the Maratha Power) . He constituted a
regular Board of Administration known as
the Ashta Pradhan consisting of eight
functionaries whose designations in Persian
and Sanskrit were as follows ;

(1) Peshwa or Mukhya Pradhan, tlie

Prime Minister, who was next to the
Kiing, was the head of both the civil and
the military administration.

(2) Muzmudar or Amatya, Revenue
Minister.

(3) Surnis or Sachiva, Finance Minister.

(4) Waqe Navis or Mantri, Personal
Adviser, Home Member or Chief
Secretary.

(5) Sarnaubat or Senapati, Commander-
in-Chief.

(6) Dabir or Sumant, Foreign Minister.

(7) Nyayadhish, Chief Justice.

(8) Panditrao, Minister for Religion.

The first four had their seats on the
right side below the throne, the last four on

•Ah office of importance under Shivaji.

fSardcsai, Volume I, page 273.

JSardesai, Volume I, page 279.
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the left. The salary .of the Peshwa was

about .Rs.52,000 a year, of the Revenue

Minister about Rs.42,000. The last six drew

Rs.35,000.*

These functionaries had specific duties

assigned to them, but in keeping with the

practice of the rulers of those days, the

ultimate decision in matters of importance

rested with Shivaji himself who over-ruled

them not unoften. It was only when he was

away from headquailers that the Peshwa had

some autonomous authority and a voice in

day-to-day matters.

He was intensely religious, with no tinge

of bigotry in him, and this gave a sublime

spirituality to his character. In this trait

was perhaps to be found the reason which

prevented him in his career of conquest from

perpetrating those atrocities with v/hich the

name of many a conqueror or warrior'is asso-

ciated in world’s history. Never in his horn’

of triumph did he allow his men to dishonour

women or desecrate places of worship, what-

ever be the creed to which they appertained.

His behaviour to the vanquished was far

above the standards of the day when there

was nothing like the Geneva Conventions, t

and even his Muslim opponents acknowledged

his good treatment of women and children

who fell into his hands. His personal life

was free from those irregularities which

except for his great opponent Aurangzeb

were almost the custom of the great

of those times.

Shivaji was a man of great catholicity.

Though devoted to the religion of Vedas,

he was not against any other religion and

in fact greatly respected Muslim institutions

and never allowed a mosque to be destroyed.

He used to respect the holy Qoran whenever

copies came in his possession during his

conquests—^these he returned with due

reverence to the proper persons. Many
Muslim shrines were the objects of his

bounty—^they received grants from him.

Amongst his oiBcials, several Muslims

occupied important positions. In his imme-

diate personal establishment also there were

those who professed Islam. Thus, Hiroji

Farzand was a trusted personal servant of

his. This man had later helped Shivaji in

escaping from Aurangzeb’s custody at great

risk to his own life. He slept in Shivaji’s

bed, after the latter had escaped, so as to

avoid suspicion until Shivaji had passed

beyond the Emperor’s reach. Had Farzand

been caught while in bed, he would have been

tortured to death as a privy to the plot. He,

however, managed to escape after some

hom’S.

One of the great contributions which Shivaji

made to Indian nationhood was the crea-

tion of the Mai’atha people with a new life

and it was this life which enabled them to

bring almost the whole country under a

single government of the Peshwas of Poona

for a hundred years.

At the age of 53, Shivaji died in 1680 with-

out nominating a successor. He left two

sons, Shambhaji and Raja Ram. None of

them had the qualities which distinguished

their father and there was a great set-back

to Maratha affairs on Shivaji’s death. Even-

tually, however, Shambhaji succeeded to his

dominions and was crowned “Chhatrapati”.

His administration had many defects and

many a people who had flourished during

the time of his father could not carry on

with him. He even went to the extent of

humiliating them, thus causing dissensions

.•Sardesai, Volumeil, pages 215.
^ .oMkhpd at Geneva on August 12, 1949, W

i'At present there are four Geneva Conventions whkh were Protection Victims of War

'Diplomatic Conference for the Establishment of
v,ith (a) the tTOunded and

war^
tind^^ at which 63 Governments were

of warand (d) proteetton of
was

wrecked members of armed forces, (c) treatment of p , , of the original Geneva C
, .

These Conventions (in 429 articles) are the ^^^ua dcvcloprnem combatants, «s

established in 1864 by the International
outsidrthe hostility

time it was considered evident that civilians would r
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in the State. While this trouble was going

on internally, Aurangzeb found that with

the departure of Shivaji his opportunity for

crushing the Marathas and extending his

sway over the Deccan had come. He himself

proceeded to accomplish this task and even-

tually was able to capture Shambhaji whom
he put to a cruel death. Afterwards he suc-

ceeded in capturing Shambhaji’s wife and

his son Shahuji who were kept prisoners

in his encampments in the Deccan for a long

time.

SHAMBHAJI

As already stated Shivaji did not nominate

his successor when he died in 1680. Of his

two sons, Shambhaji was the elder being 22

years old and Raja Ram, the younger, who
was running his tenth year. Normally,

Shambhaji should have received the succes-

sion, but the snag arose from the fact that

Shambhaji had incurred the extreme dis-

pleasure of his father sometime before the

latter’s death. Shivaji had lost all trust in

him and actually kept him confined in a fort

away from his capital. The death of Shivaji

had taken place at Raigad, the capital of his

kingdom. Raja Ram and his mother,
Soyara Bai, were with him. Raja Ram had
the full affections of his father, and Soyara
Bai who was Shambhaji’s step-mother had
been carefully making contrivances to

ensure that her son should succeed to the
kingdom in preference to the legitimate claim
of Shambhaji. She now found an opportu-
nity and with the help of Shivaji’s confiden-

tial secretary placed Raja Ram on the
throne immediately on the conclusion of the
moiuning period.

In the meanwhile, Shambhaji in his confine-

ment learnt about his father’s death and the
accession of Raja Ram. Shambhaji managed
to escape and with the help of some sup-
porters and a force of 20,000 men marched
on Raigad. Meeting with no resistance he
occupied the capital in June, 1680. In the
following July he assumed his father’s title

of Chhatrapati. Raja Ram and his mother

were kept in confinement. But the formal

coronation ceremony did not take place until

January, 1681.

A few months after the coronation, there

arrived at Shambhaji’s court the young

Prince Akbar after raising an unsuccessful

revolt against his father, the Emperor
Am’angzeb. This Prince was greatly loved

by the Emperor and had been deputed by

him in 1679 to fight against the rulers of

Rajputana. The Prince was unable to sub-

due the Rajputs and was himself exposed to

heavy odds and suffered terrible losses. With
no alternative he made peace with them and
asked the Emperor to confirm the terms.

Upon this Aurangzeb got enraged and sent

a harsh letter to Akbar scolding him in

severe terms. The father’s rebuke touched

the heart of the young Prince to the degree

of making him openly revolt. The famous
Durga Das sided with the Prince who now
proclaimed himself as Emperor of Hindus-
tan in January 1681. Aurangzeb found
himself in a very difficult position being in

danger of capture by Akbar and the valiant

Rajputs who were helping him vsdth all their

resources and who was now marching at the
head of the Rajput army to hold his father.

The old Emperor, however, was able to

make effective plans to meet the threat and
succeeded in defeating the Prince who along
with Durga Das fled towards the south, the
other directions of escape being blocked.

Prince Akbar now proceeded to take shelter

in the court of Shambhaji. It was in these

unusual circumstances that Aurangzeb’s
son joined Shambhaji; the son of Aurangzeb’s
bitterest enemy. Now both began to make
preparations for the down-fall of the
Emperor. In this connection a letter sent
by Akbar to Shambhaji on May 9, 1681,
will be found interesting : “Since his com-
ing to the throne, my father, the Emperor
Aurangzeb, has formed the deliberate reso-
lution of putting down the Hindus. This
is whole sole cause of his war against the
Rajputs. While in the eyes of God all men
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are His equal children and deserve impartial

protection from the ruler, I became convinced
that by such extreme measures, my father

would lose his hold on the country and deci-

ded to oppose him in this disastrous move.
I am, therefore, coming to you as a friend,

as your kingdom is out of the Emperor’s
reach. The valiant Durga Das Rathor
accompanies me. Please do not entertain

any false suspicion about my intentions.

If by the grace of God I succeed in my
endeavour to depose my father, I shall re-

main only the nominal master and shall let

you exercise all the powers. We shall full3'’

co-operate in putting down the Emperor.

More when we meet in person.”^

Leaving this episode here, a brief account

ought now to be given of Shambhaji’s

actions on gaining power. For various

reasons Shambhaji was disliked by eveiyonc

ever since the days of his father. This

proved a great handicap when he became
the ruler, for it was only at the point

of the sword that he could have his orders

obeyed. He had no good friend or well-

wisher to advise him in matters of adminis-

tration. To make matters worse an

unsuccessful attempt to poison him was made
in August 1681. Thereupon he put to death

all those whom he suspected as having a

hand in the plot, including his step-mother

Soyara Bai. He had many persons of the

side of Soyara Bai’s father also mercilessly

slaughtered. For three months during

August to October 1681 he continued to take

vengeance and perpetrate cruel deeds. The

entire atmosphere about him became charged

with suspicion. His servants and others

round him began to hate him inwardly and

none had any real sympathy for him. He
continued to be possessed by the fury which

the plot to poison him had caused and he

could not, till he lived, get the better of his

inflamed feelings. It was in this state of

mind that he was eventually captured by

Aurangzeb who had him put to a humiliating
and cruel death in 1689.

Hamng become distrustful of the able
officers of his father, he could not find any-
one to help him in the affairs of his kingdom.
In the end, he found an adviser in a person
belonging to North India, named Kavi
Kalash who had come to the court of his

father to be employed in teaching Sanskrit
to young Shambhaji. Though he was a
scholar and poet of repute, Kavi Kalash
had no administrative capacities and was
foreigner to the country of the Marathas.
The result was mal-administration under an
incapable ruler and a more incapable

minister.

Now, v/liile Prince Akbar and Shambhaji
were making plans for an attack on the

Emperor, Aurangzeb was not sitting idle.

He had already been thinking of bringing

the whole of the Indian continent under his

swaj/' and this meant the subjugation of the

Deccan which his ancestors had been trjdng

unsuccessfullj’' to conquer. Shivaji v/as now
dead and Aurangzeb was confident of having

an easy conquest of the south. V/liile he was

thinking on these lines. Prince Akbar’s

rebellion took place and, as we have seen, the

rebel Prince was now collaborating with

Shambhaji to overthrow the Emperor. So

it was that, after having sent an advance

pai-ty under his second son, Azam Shah,

Aurangzeb stalled for the Deccan in Sep-

tember 1681 and finally took up his resi-

dence at Aurangabad in the following

March. In the beginning Aurangzeb had to

face great difficulties and discomfiture

and at one time was in imminent danger of

being overpowered by the Marathas. His

troops were also panicky no less than his

generals who at all times feared some

sudden attack on their camp. For quite a

time the Emperor was in the loss of the

presence of his mind and did not know how

to extricate himself from the situation.

*Saidesai, Volume 1, pages 293—0.
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Eventually, he was able to muster courage

and infuse his generals with a spirit of

adventure and self-reliance. He occupied

himself both against the Marathas and the

kingdoms of Bijapur and Golcunda.

In the meanwhile, there was estrangement

between King Shambhaji and Prince Akbar,

the latter having now discovered that he was
in the company of a shaky and intemperate

ruler wholly different from his famous

father, the great Shivaji. Prince Akbar
was also seized of the fear of capture by his

father and the fate that would then await

him. In disgust he gave up all his plans and

became a wanderer. And ultimately he

found his way to Iran, reaching there in

1688 to die in 1704, broken-hearted. Aurang-
zeb had been in correspondence with him
promising forgiveness, and earnestly desir-

ing him to return. But the unfortimate

Prince preferred exile and tribulations to

accepting the entreaties of his father for

whom he had neither love nor respect. He
also ignored the implorations of his sister

and friends.

As for Durga Das, he was now left with no
hope of standing against Aurangzeb’s might
and so after having said good-bye to Akbar
in 1687, when Akbar took the British

steamer at Rajapur in February of that

year for his voyage to Ispahan in Iran, re-

turned to JocUipur. He took with him
Akbar's son, Buland Akbar, and his daughter
Safiat-un-nisa. While organizing the Raj-

puts, the chivalrous Durga Das bestowed
great care and solicitude for the young prince

and the princess whom he regarded as a
sacred trust. He employed a Muslim theolo-

gian to instruct them in their own faith.

When Aurangzeb came to know about the

flight of Akbar to Iran he effected a recon-

ciliation with Durga Das in 1696. Durga
Das met the Emperor at Brahmapuri and

handed the princess to him. History pre-

serves the following dialogue between the

grand-father and the grand-daughter :

‘^Aurangzeb : As you have passed your life

among non-Muslims, you

must be altogether ignorant

of our faith. So you must
at once start the study of

Qoran.

^‘Safiat : You are wong, grand papa.

The revered Durga Das not

only provided for all my
physical comforts, but also

employed a Muslim lady

to teach me religion. I

know all the Qoran by heart.

“Aurangzeb : Oh, how good of Durga Das.

How do you think I should

rev/ard him for all his

services ?

“Safiat : Ask Ishwar Das* about it and
he will tell you.“t

Afterwards Prince Buland Akbar was also

restored by Durga Das to the Emperor.
Durga Das lived long after the death of
Aurangzeb. He is famous in Rajputana for
his chivalry and organisation of the Rajputs.
Durga Das himself received singular honours
from the successors of Aurangzeb. The
name of Durga Das—“the flower of Rajput
chivalry”—is a house-hold word amongst
Rajputs who in their prayer for the valour
of their sons desire that they should be as
brave as Durga Das.

Shambhaji had many engagements with the
troops of Aurangzeb y/ho had laid a net-work
to capture him.

^ His losses were severe and
his fate was sealed in 1687 with the loss of
his Commander-In-Chief, Hambir Rao, who
fell fighting. He was also deserted by most
of his followers' and was now virtually
surrounded by swarms of Moghal parties'
Shambhaji's only support now was Kavi

•Tilts Islus^r Das was a trusted agent of Anrangzeb anu naa ueen deputed to act as an intermediary between th^Erapcrcir and Durga Das. He has written a full history of Aurangzeb's life in the Deccan.
^ octnecn the

•Sardesai, Volume 1, pages 311—312.
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Kalash. Through the treachery of some
of his own servants news of Shambhaji’s

movements now began to reach Aurangzeb.

Suddenly on a night in February 1689,

Shambhaji and Kavi Kalash were captured

by Sheikh Nizam and immediately taken

to the Emperor’s camp. By his orders the

captives were subjected to great ridicule.

They were dressed as buffoons in long fool’s

caps with bells round them, were mounted
on camels and paraded to the view of

thousands of spectators.

Next day, Aurangzeb sent a message to

Shambhaji promising to spare his life on
certain conditions which included the surren-

der of his forts and the disclosure of his

treasures and" the names of those Muslim
nobles and generals of the Emperor who had

helped him. But Shambhaji was full of

bitterness at the public humiliation done to

him. He was already an embittered man
on account of the intrigues in his own family

and court which had resulted in the attempt

at poisoning and in consequence of which he

had taken atrocious vengeance on all and

sundry. He was thus in no mood of reason,

and driven to desperation, not only declined

the Emperor’s offer, but also abused him.

In order to insult the Emperor further he

asked for one of Aimangzeb’s daughters as

the price of his friendship ! No one dared to

convey the words of the prisoner to the

Emperor ;
only vague hints of the purport of

what he had said were conveyed to Aurang-

zeb who could not tolerate this open insult.

And he had him blinded the same night.

The next day,the tongue of Ka"vi Kalash was

cut out as he too had taken part in the abuse.

Both were tortured and humiliated for a

fortnight after which they were put to a

cruel death on March 11, 1689, at the banks

of river Bhima—^their limbs were cut and

thrown to dogs. Their severed heads,

stuffed with straw, were exhibited in the

principal towns of the Deccan.

Writes Sardesai : “Thus perished the second
Maratha Chhatrapati, accomplishing by his

death, as the sequel will show, the task of

destro5dng Aurangzeb’s hopes and conquests
which his own short life had in vain tried

to bring about. The fearless manner in

which he met his end imited and steeled the
heart of the Maratha nation as nothing else

would have done and nerved them to avenge
the death of their sovereign.”*

RAJA RAM

At the time of Shambhaji’s capture. Raja
Ram, aged 19, was in nominal confinement

at the fort of Raigad. He was proclaimed
King on February 9, 1689, that is a week
after Shambhaji had been captm’ed. There-

upon, Aurangzeb ordered one of his com-
manders to proceed to Raigad to captmre the

new Maratha King. There was little hope of

that fort resisting the strong army of

Aurangzeb and the saintly Yesu Bai,

Shambhaji’s widowed queen and a "wise and
patriotic lady, suggested that Raja Ram with
his wives (Tara Bai, Rajas Bai and Ambika
Bai) should secretly escape from the fort.

This was done and Yesu Bai, with her son
Shahuji, stayed back in the fort so as to

avoid suspicion on the part of the besiegers.

After Raja Ram’s escape the Marathas
began to harass the Moghal detachments
here and there and one night raided the

Emperor’s whole camp at Koragaon. They
cut the ropes of the royal tent causing the

huge cloth edifice to come down in a crash

killing the inmates. It was by sheer luck

that Aurangzeb, who was not then in that

tent, escaped being crushed to death along

with other inmates, though it was at first

supposed that he too had been killed.

In the meanwhile it was eight months that

the siege of Raigad was in progress without

any hope of its being captured, such was its

natural defence and the strength of its

fortification which Shivaji himself had
ingeniously devised in its construction. It

Sardesai, Volume I, page 316.
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officer defending tlie fort opened tlie

gates on promise of reward from the Mughal

general. Yesu Bai, widow of Shambhaji,

with her young son, Shahu, was captured and

taken to the Emperor.

The Marathas under Raja Ram continued to

fight the Mughal army, but without any

decisive results ;
sometimes the Mughals

were routed and dispersed and at others the

Marathas. The Mughals were completely

tired of their inconvenient life in the Deccan

camps and more than once Aurangzeb was

approached to return to Agra or Delhi

after making up with the Marathas. But

Aurangzeb in his obstinacy preferred all the

trials and tribulations which he shared with

others rather than leave the task unfinished.

Then when the odds were seriously against

him and the Marathas were becoming
triumphant, a sudden blow was received by
the Marathas in the death of King Raja Ram,
His delicate constitution could not stand
the hardship of camp life and he died on
March 2, 1700 at the age of 30. One of his

wives, Ambika Bai, became sati on hearing of

her husband’s death.

Raja Ram had died a month after establish-

ing his new capital at Satara. He had to
leave Satara which was invested by the
Mughals and went to Singhgad where
death overtook him. His widow, Tara Bai,
now had her young son, then four years old,

proclaimed as Chhatrapati under the style
of Shivaji H. In his name she carried on
the administration with ability and rare
power of organization. She continued the
wars ^ against Aurangzeb, causing him
severe losses. In the words of Sardesai :

“She deserves all the credit for the Maratha
nation’s emerging successful out ' of the
dreadful war with power to control the
destiny of India during the eighteenth
-century. The great ability of Tara Bai is

attested to even by Muslim writers. She

constantly moved from fort to fort directing

operations and inspiring her followers,”*

SHAHUJI

Reverting now to the captivity of Shahuji

and his mother, Yesu Bai, in Aurangzeb’s

camp, it should first be stated that at the

time of capture at Raigad in November 1689

he was only 7 years of age, his mother

running in her 30th year. They remained

in captivity for 17 long years, with them

being about 200 men and women who had

been captured with them. Among these

was Rani Sakwar Bai, the sole surviving

widow of Shivaji. The captives all through

were in constant fear of their future at the

hands of Aurangzeb who used to blind an

enemy, convert him to his faith or imprison

him for life. Young Shahuji had constantly

to undergo privation and hardships attending

the camp life, in addition to being a closely-

watched prisoner.

Aurangzeb could not solve the problem
which had been created by Shahuji having
become his prisoner. He ffid not know how
to deal with him or what to do with him.

He certainly did not entertain the idea of

putting him to death as he feared that such

a course would cause still greater bitterness

in the hearts of the Marathas than had been
caused by the cruelty which he had adopted
in taking the life of his father, Shambhaji.
Moreover, the young Prince, his mother and
followers were all innocent and had per-
sonally done him no harm. He, therefore,
decided merely to hold him imder captivity
and to use him as an instrument to crush
the Marathas. He gave him the title of
Raja and bestowed on him the dignity of
the Commander of 7,000 troops. As for his
personal comforts, the task was passed on
to Aurangzeb’s daughter, Zinat-un-Nisa
Begum, who was in charge of the Emperor’s
domestic affairs in the Deccan. She was now
a lady in her 47th year, xm-married and kind-
hearted, Shahuji and his mother received

•Sardesai, Volume I, page 361.
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the tender treatment of this pious lady and

between them they developed homely love

and affection.

The tent of Shahu and his mother used to

be pitched near Zinat-un-Nisa’s own tent

which in its turn adjoined the Emperor’s.

For their followers, a separate tent was
pitched at a distance.

But while the rigours of camp were thus

softened for Shahuji by the benevolence of

Zinat-un-Nisa, he could receive no education

nor could attain accomplishments belong-

ing to a free Prince. Within the limits of

the camp he used to do riding and practising

swordsmanship. He obtained no knowledge

of the Hindu scriptmes ; on the other hand

he knew more about Muslim mythology than

about his own. He also developed a tender

temperament, God-fearing and always keen

to avoid vicious things. He was allowed

freely to participate in the camp life which

was quite varied and interesting with plenty

of thrilling experiences now and then.

While all this was going on the Emperor

was still pondering on the course of action he

should adopt regarding Shahuji. In the

monsoon months of 1703 the Emperor was

encamping at Poona and there his mind was

seriously agitated. In that condition he

issued orders for Shahuji’s conversion

to Islam and a day was fixed for the pur-

pose. Distressed at this, Shahuji and his

mother began to starve themselves and

begged the magnanimity of the Begum

Saheba, the kind-hearted Zinat-un-Nisa, to

plead with the Emperor for the cancellation

of the order. Aurangzeb 37ielded to spare

Shahuji on the condition that two promi-

nent youths offered themselves for conver-

sion in his place, meaning that his order

once issued must have its course. There-

upon, Shahuji was able to
_

persuade two

young men, his companions in captivity, to

offer themselves for the sacrifice. Their

conversion was accordingly done and these

youths, who were the sons of Shivaji s

Senapati, Pratap Rao Gujar, were given the

names of Abdul Rahim and Abdul Rehman

in place of their original names of Khandoji
and Jagjiwan respectively. Their self-

sacrifice is a unique record of loyalty and
devotion to their master.

Shortly afterwards in November 1703,

Aurangzeb found two suitable brides from
respectable Maratha families to whom
Shahu was. married with due ceremony in

the camp. The Emperor now showed deep

interest in the affairs of Shahuji and began

to think of releasing him to take Jiis right-

ful place on the Maratha throne, but for

certain reasons his project did not materia-

lise.

Before he could settle the affairs of Shahu,

Aurangzeb, now old and infirm, died in Feb-

ruary 1707 while still in the Deccan. Though

the ruler of a mighty empire and a remark-

able figure in history, he died a completely

broken down man. The tragic account of his

last days can be read in other works.

Aurangzeb’s funeral rites were performed

at Ahmadnagar by his second surviving son,

Azam Shah. On March 5, Azam Shah pro-

claimed himself Emperor and started on the

journey to the north with all his camp.

Simultaneously, from Lahore started his

elder brother, Shah Alam, to contest the

throne. During the march, Shahu detached

himself from Azam Shah’s camp in Malwa

in May 1707, it being a matter of contro-

versy amongst the historians whether he

obtained Azam Shah’s permission to leave

(leaving a small party, including his mother

and udfe, as hostages in case he took a

hostile attitude on return home) or whether

he slipped away surreptitiously. It is said

that the terms of release, which prior to his

actual quitting the camp were under dis-

cussion with Azam Shah, were that he was

to rule his territories as a vassal of the

Emperor, that he was to serve that empire

with troops when so called upon and that he

could collect chaiith and sardeshmuhhi from

the six Mughal provinces of the south.

These terms were, however, incorporated in

formal sanads granted to Shahu many
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years afterwards in 1719 by the Emperor

Mohammad Shah.

As for Azam Shah himself he was killed in

the battle for succession with Shah Alam

in June 1707 at Agi’a. The latter now

became emperor assuming the title of

Bahadur Shah. He died in February 1712.

Shahu was welcomed in his homeland as the

legitimate claimant to Shivaji’s throne.

With the help of his supporters, he collected

troops and in August 1707, went to Ahmad-
nagar with hopes of proceeding to the

Maharashtra capital at Satara. But Tara

Bai repudiated the claims of Shahu, saying

that he had no right to the throne because

the kingdom of his late father had been lost

by him on his capture by Aurangzeb and
that the present territories were a new
acquisition made by her husband Raja Ram
and which had now descended to her son

Shivaji H who had been crowned a few
years ago. Tara Bai actually marched with
a powerful army against Shahu who now
retired towards Poona, and at Khed was
confronted with Tai'a Bai’s army ready for

attack. Shahu knew that he could not
stand the onslaught of this army and look
to diplomatic means to win over the suppor-
ters of Tara Bai. His charming personality

and purity of heart brought several influ-

ential adherents of Tara Bai to his side.

The battle which thereafter took place was
but a sham contest and soon the field was in
the hands of Shahu;

Shahu then proceeded to Satara which he
entered in December 1707, within seven
months of his leaving the Mughal camp.
The coronation ceremory was soon perform-
ed in the coming January. It was with great
moderation that Shahu began his long
reign of forty years. He led a life of sim-
plicity and piety with good-will towards all

and these qualities are to this day associated
with his name in the whole of Maharashtra.

The events of Shahuji’s reign are part of the

history of the earlier Peshwas and will be

briefly touched upon in the sections relating

to them.

LATER SUCCESSORS.

Shahuji was succeeded by Ram Raja who
died in 1777 after having adopted a son who
now succeeded him in the name of Shahu H.

He took up his office with strong hopes of

serving the Maratha State and improving

his own lot as a ruler. He was, however,'

soon disillusioned and foxmd that he was
looked upon by the Peshwa's Government
as a costly appendage ; reduction was also

made in the allowances which he received

from Poona. The terms between him and
the Peshwa were greatly embittered.

On his death in 1808, King Shahu n was
succeeded by his son Pratap Sinh. He was
a minor at the time and his mother acted as

his regent and guardian. But both of them
failed to receive the good graces of the
Peshwa and continued to suffer the rigours
of their life. In 1817, Bajee Rao took Bang
Pratap Sinh along with him in his running
fight with the British. On his severe
defeat in February 1818, Bajee Rao managed
to escape capture, but Pratap Sinh fell into
British hands.

In the meanwhile the fort of Satara had also
been captured by the British. In a diplo-
matic move to undo Bajee Rao, the British
announced that, after Bajee Rao had been
liquidated, Pratap Sinh would be reinstalled
at Satara. Accordingly, just before his
surrender the British put Pratap Sinh as
the Raja of Satara on April 10, 1818. In the
beginning the administration was for
some two and a half years carried on by
Capt. Grant^ as the Resident and his guar-
dian. In 1822 he was invested with the
powers of administration.

The territory tmder his rule was small
equalling the present district of Satara.

•This was the future historian who, under the name of Graut Duff, wrote the famous History o£ Maratbas.
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He administered it with great ability as

proof of which may be mentioned the fact

that with a net revenue of only Rs.l4 lakhs

a year, he spent, during the twenty years

of his administration, not less than Rs.40

lakhs on works of public utility alone. He
delighted in helping the poor and the

oppressed and faithfully observed his

religious duties.

Possessed of a sharp intellect and imcommon
address, Pratap Sinh was an impressive

personality with the British who made him

a member of the Royal Asiatic Society of

England. The Governors of Bombay used

to pay visits to Pratap Sinh and often com-

plimented him on his progressive rule. The

authorities of the East India Company in

England sent for presentation to him a

jewelled sword and a certificate in 1835,

but these remained imdelivered as the rela-

tions between him and the Governor of

Bombay had in the meanwhile become

strained. In the result, he was charged with

sedition for attempting to overthrow the

British Government and was deposed in

September 1839 without being given an

opportunity to explain things. He was

sent to live at Varanasi where he died in

October 1847.

After deposing Pratap Sinh, the British

put his younger brother Shahji Appa Saheb

in his place. He died childless in April 1848

whereupon the British annexed the Satara

Raj. The annexation of Satara was one of

the predisposing causes of the revolt of 1857.

KOLHAPUR BRANCH

This branch of the Chhatrapatis started

from Shambhaji IT, a son of Raja Ram by
his junior queen. Rajas Bai, the senior queen
being Tara Bai. Before his death, Shahu
had left a deed giving the Peshwa supreme
power in the State with certain reserva-

tions. The Peshwa was to perpetuate the

name of the Raja of Satara and to preserve

the dignity of the house of Shivaji through
his descendants. He was also required to

regard the Kolhapur State as independent

and recognise the existing rights of the

Jagirdars with whom he could enter into

necessary arrangements.

In 1714 Rajas Bai contrived to put Tara Bai

and her son Shivaji in confinement and to

place her own son Shambhaji in the Chhatra-

pati’s seat with the title of Shambhaji n.

Shambhaji established his seat at Kolhapur.

There were thus rivalries between

Shambhaji n and Shahuji, but this declined

as time passed. A fight, however, took place

between the two rulers in which Shambhaji

was defeated. But in his magnanimity,

Shahu gave generous terms to Shambhaji by
the treaty of Wama in 1731 which formed

the foundation charter of the house of

Kolhapur.

While Satara had been confiscated as we
have already seen the Chhatrapatis of

Kolhapur managed to maintain their princi-

pality until the achievement of Indian

independence when Kolhapur was merged in

the State of Bombay.

C—BALAJI VISHWANATH

FIRST PESHWA*

Born, Died, Peshwa,

About 1660. 1720. 1713 till death.

Amongst those who had heen helpful to

Shahuji in occupying the throne at Satara,

Balaji Vishwanath was one. This gentle-

man was now appointed to the post of Sena

Karte (Organiser of Forces), a new office

which overlapped the office of Commander-

in-Chief. In that capacity, Balaji did

yeoman’s service by organising things and
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creating loyalty amongst the population for

the new chief. His efficiency was remark-

able and Shahu made him the Peshwa or the

Prime Minister within a few years. In this

capacity Balaji changed the whole charac-

ter of Government which in course of time

eclipsed the personality of Chhatrapati him-

self. Shahuji was by nature ease-loving, but

without the vices of luxury and neither dash

nor ambition to command. Balaji Peshwa

fitted admirably into his natural tempera-

ment and the Chhatrapati left things almost

entirely to the Peshwa who gradually became

the de facto ruler of the Marathas.

Little is known of the early life and career

of this famous figm’e of Indian history who
founded a powerful 'ruling dynasty. His

ancestors were Deshmukhs of Shrivardhan

on the West Coast in the territory of

Nizamshahi Kings of Ahmadnagar and, after

its extinction, of the Emperor of Delhi. The
family belonged to a special class (Chitpa-

wan) of Maharashtra Brahmans reputed for

their uncommon intelligence and piety. Balaji

started his career as a clerk imder the

Marathas during the time of Shambhaji.

For twelve years, 1695—^1707, he was
Sarsubah of the districts of Poona and
Daulatabad. It has been suggested that when
Aurangzeb was conducting his campaigns
in the Deccan, Balaji became acquainted

with many Mughal ofiicers and had also

possibly come to the notice of the Begum
Zinat-un-Nisa, the Emperor’s daughter.

Also, that he had, with the approval of the
Begum, established contact with the captive

Shahu and conveyed to him news of the

outside world. It is also probable that he
was consulted by the Emperor in selecting

brides for Shahu. It was thus that Balaji

had come to gain the favour of the future

Chhatrapati. In 1773, Shahu was being
harassed by Kanhoji Angre, a powerful

chief on the Western Coast and the head of

a navy. He captured several forts belong-

ing to Shahu and began to extend help to

Tarabai. Shahu then sent against Kanhoji

his Peshwa Bahiro Pant who was seized.

Shahu then asked Balaji to proceed against

Angre saying that if he succeeded he would

be made Peshwa. Balaji then replied that his

mission would be really effective if he went as

the accredited Peshwa with powers to decide

important issues at the spot. He added

that Kanhoji should be made to know that

although he had captvmed one Peshwa, an-

other had taken his place and that the King’s

government goes on uninterrupted. Shahu,

impressed by this irrefutable argument,

immediately ordered preparations for the

necessaiy ceremonies to be made and on

November 17, 1713, made Balaji Vishwanath
his Peshwa. This marks the beginning of the

transfer of power from the Chhatrapati to

the Peshwa. In due course, other high

posts were also given to the nominees of the

new Peshwa.

Balaji, with the halo of Peshwaship now
round him, backed by his own personal

talents, was able to win over Kanhoji Angre
to Shahu’s loyalty.

The Peshwa performed a singular service for
his King. This was the release from confine-

ment at Delhi of Yesu Bai, the mother of

King Shahu and his wife and brother. As
we have read, these persons had, at the time
of Shahu’s release from the Mughal camp
in May 1707, been retained as hostages for
Shahu’s good behaviour and were taken with
him to Delhi by Azam Shah, the second son
of Axmangaeb, who on his father's death was
returning to Delhi with the whole Mughal
camp. Since then, Shahu had been unsuc-
cessfully trying to secure the release of these
captives, but things had made little progress.
An opportunity to secure this object arose
when, during the time of Emperor Farrukh-
siyar, Syed Husain Ali was appointed to the
Emperor’s government of the Deccan. This
Husain Ali was one of the two famous Syed
brothers (the other being Syed Abdullah)
who are known in Mughal history as king-
makers. After some struggle, Husain Ali
was able to enlist Maratha support in favoim
of the Delhi throne and certain terms and
conditions were drawn up and approved by
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Husain Ali subject to ratification by the
Emperor. These conditions related to the
autonomy of Shivaji’s dominions now in the
hands of Shahu, the right to collect chauth
and sardeshmukhi by the Marathas in the six

Mughal subas of the south, the payment of

an annual tribute of ten lakhs to tlie Emperor
and, most important of ail, the release of

Shahu’s mothex', wife, brother and othei^

detained at the Delhi court.

Husain Ali had promised that he would, in

due course, get the Emperor’s ratification

to these terms and the issue, of sanads over

the Imperial seal. This was in 1718. But
before the ti’eaty could be taken to Delhi,

the Emperor, who had been informed of its

terms, signified his disapproval. Things came
to a head at the Delhi coxiit where Syed

Afadxillah, finding his position threatened,

asked his brother, Husain Ali, to return to

the capital at once. Husain Ali thereupon

asked Shahu to send with him a Maratha

ejqxedition to Delhi—^this was agi'eed to and

Peshwa Balaji headed the party. Reaching

Delhi in February 1719 Husain Ali found

things in confusion. There was alarm

amongst the population of Delhi due to the

presence of troops belonging to Rajput

rulers and Muslim grandees. Eventually,

there was a Palace revolution resulting in

the deposition of Parrukbsiyar* and the plac-

ing on the throne of two Shahzadas in quick

succession by the Syed brothers. In this

revolution the Syed brothers received the

help of the Maratha troops who had accom-

panied the expedition. The revolution over,

the Syed brothers prepared formal sanads

in favour of Shahu and after their ratifica-

tion under the Imperial seal handed them to

Peshwa Balaji Vishwanath. To him were

also, delivered Shahu’s mother and the rest

of the party who had been confined at Delhi

for nearly twelve years now. This was in

March 1719.

[71

On March 20, 1719, Balaji left Delhi, reach-
ing Satara in July. He was accorded a grand
welcome by Shahu who was greatly pleased
by the success of the expedition and was
overjoyed at meeting his mother and wife
after twelve years of separation. At a big
darbar Shahu eulogised the services of bis

Peshwa.

During his stay at Delhi for a month
Balaji received from the Syed brothers the
expenses of his troops and a large number of

presents of dresses and other valuable arti-

cles. It is stated that Balaji paid a sum of

Rs.30 lakhs into Shahu’s treasury, being the

saving of the amounts he had received from
the Syed brothers.

Balaji Vishwanath did not live long after-

wards to enjoy the prestige and reputation

which he had gained among the Marathas

by his devotion, talents and perseverance.

He died a sudden death on April 2, 1720, at

an age estimated to be in the neighbourhood

of sixty.

As foxmder of the Peshwa d3masty, Balaji

Vishwanath had qualities of his own. He
was an entirely self-taught man with no

claims to high ancestry in statesmanship.

In his frequent contacts with the Mughals

during the Deccan campaigns of Aurangzeb

he had learned a good deal about

Mughal diplomacy and etiquette. He rose

to be a statesman of a high order with a
“ calm, comprehensive and commanding in-

tellect, an imaginative and aspiring disposi-

tion, an aptitude for ruling rude natmre by

moral force, a genius for diplomatic

combination, a mastery of finance.”!

His success as an organiser and statesman

was due in no small measure to his devoted

wife, Radhabai, a shrewd lady who, during

her widowhood of 33 -years, came to be uni-

versally revered. She had a great influence

•He was put to death two months after his arrest and deposition.

fSir Richard Temple quoted by Sardesai in Volume II, page 61.
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dui’ing the time of tlie Peshwaship of her

•son Baji Rao I and grandson Balaji Baji

Rao.

His further asset was his charming person-

ality with handsome features and a very fair

complexion, a trait which was inherited

from him by the later Peshwas.

His achievement principally lay in restor-

ing peace and plenty to the Maratha terri-

tory. He was able to achieve this by his

ardent desire for the prosperity of the com-

mon man and to secure its fulfilment he did

not spare any of his powers of head and

heart. He was looked upon as a great bene-

factor.

D.—BAJI RAO I

SECOND PESHWA

Born, Died. Peshtua,

1700. 1740. 1720 nil death.

On his death, the Peshwa Balaji Vishwanath

had left two sons, the elder Baji Rao, aged 19,

and the younger, Chimnaji Appa, Baji Rao
had been associated with his father in his

expedition to Delhi and in other undertakings

and shown an adventurous spirit and youthful

vigour. Shahu had been impressed by these

qualities and appointed him his Peshwa in

preference to many a veteran of merit and
experience. He silenced opposition to his

choice by tactful means and invested Baji

Rao with the robes of Peshwaship on April

17, 1720, a fortnight after his father’s death.

In a special durbar he announced that if Baji

Rao did not prove his worth a fresh appoint-

ment would be made adding that in view of

his gratitude to the late Peshwa he had no
alternative but to give a trial to the deceased

Minister’s son.

Baji Rao, on his part, was full of promise.

He had all the assets needed for the office.

His robust and hardy constitution added
impression to his handsome features and
a very fair complexion which, coupled with

courteous manners and smart and intelligent

appearance, left nothing to be desired in the

make-up of this extraordinary personality.

Men and women thronged to watch him as

a fairy personality whenever he had occasion

to pass riding through the cities of Aurang-
abad, Burhanpur, Ujjain and Jaipur.

Added to these, he also excelled in the qua-

lities of valour, statesmanship, learning and
accoimts. No wonder then that by the time

he was thirty his name had become
renowned throughout India.

On entering his office, Baji Rao chose for

his assistance officers of his own age avoid-

ing at the same time the susceptibilities of

elder courtiers of King Shahu. His most
sincere collaborator was his own younger
brother, Chimnaji Appa. Amongst themsel-
ves they spared no pains to satisfy their

King and to further his interests in the
fashion he desired. The two brothers were
most deeply attached to each other and there
never occurred any clash of ideas between
them. Later, Baji Rao’s son, Balaji alias

Nana Saheb, when he grew up, assisted in

the court work at Satara relieving Chimnaji
for outside work.

The rescue of Chhatrasal, the famous
Bundela chief, is one of the highlights of
Baji Rao’s military skill. Chhatrasal had
established .his capital at Panna. The
Bundelas were against the Mughals since the
days of Aurangzeb. Mohammad Khan
Bangesh, who later founded the house of the
Nawabs of Farrukhabad, was the Mughal
Subedar of Allahabad. There were disputes
between him and Chhatrasal resulting in fre-
quent conflicts. In one of them Chhatrasal
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was greatly hard-pressed and would have

been annihilated but for Baji Rao coming

to his aid at the critical time. Chhatrasal

had sent a message to Baji Rao who was then

at Devgad. This message has been immor-

talised in a Hindi couplet which reads :

^rV ^ ^ ^ <'"

Witli a force of 25,000 horse-men Baji Rao

hastened to Chhatrasal’s succour. He inflic-

ted a cnishing blow on the Bangesh who had

a force of 20,000 well-equipped troops at his

owm command and to whose assistance his

son was heading with an army of 30,000.

Baji Rao prevented a meeting between the

troops of the father and the son and inflicted

a severe defeat on the son. A large amount

of booty fell into the hands of Baji Rao.

Mohammad IChan himself was under siege

and, with no hope to save himself, surrender-

ed. He gave an undertaking never to return

to Bundelkhand or embarrass Chhatrasal in

any way.

Chhatrasal showed deep gratitude to Baji

Rao and honoured him in a darbar. He also

assigned a large jagir in Bundelkhand to Baji

Rao. A dancing girl, Mastani, was, it is said,

presented by Chhatrasal to Baji Rao in accor-

dance with the traditional usage. A refer-

ence to this lady, who was considered the

foremost beauty of her time, has been made

later in this chapter.

During the year 1733—35 Maharaja Sawai

Jai Singh of Jaipur had conducted offensive

operations on behalf of the Emperor against

the Marathas. He was aided by several

Mughal chiefs, but the result was inconclu-

sive. The Maharaja was a shrewd person

and, having observed things from close

quarters, had come to the conclusion that it

was futile to try to subdue the Marathas by

force of arms. He, therefore, advocated

direct negotiations with the Peshwa himself

by the Emperor and with the latter’s permis-

sion invited Baji Rao to Delhi. Baji Rao
reached Udaipur in February 1735 having

left Poona in the preceding Diwali. During

the journey through Rajputana Baji Rao v/as

v/elcomed with extraordinary joy and respect.

Prom all quarters presents and tributes v/ere

offered to him. At Udaipur itself he was

honoured by the Maharana in a grand open

durbar.

The Maharana had made the seating arrange-

ment at the durbar in such a way that both

tlie guest and the host would take their seats

side by side. Baji Rao, thereupon, in confor-

mity with the magnanimity of his heart, dec-

lined to accept the position of equality with

the descendant of the godly Maharana

Pratap and preferred to occupy a seat at a

lower level.

All necessaiy preliminaries for Baji Rao’s

visit to the Emperor had been completed

and the tentative terms of a treaty of peace

and good-v>nll were drawn up. But at the

nick of time the Emperor changed his mind

and the projected meeting did not materia-

lise.

ome idea of the great influence which Baji

Lao exercised throughout India can be had

rom the loving welcome which his mother,

Ladha Bai, received from all quarters during

k’ pilgrimage of Northern India from Febru-

ry 1735 to June 1736. Conditions were dis-

urbed and fears v/ere entertained about the

eaceful conclusion of the pilgrimage. How-

ver as soon as it became known that Radha

5ai was setting out on her pilgrimage, invita-

ions poured into Poona from Rajput princes

,nd Mughal officials in North India request-

ng Baji Rao to send the lady to visit the

hrmes in their estates. With these favour-

ble auspices she started with a large follow-

ng her son-in-law, Abaji Naik, being in-

harge of the arrangements. The Emperor

~
, 1 • fieht with the Crocodile, the same is my plight today. The

•The plight in which the Elephant ^v^as honour, O I Baji Rao.

Bundela Chi^E is at the point of losing the wager, sate ni
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himself provided a thousand troops of his

personal body-guard to accompany the party

during the period of their stay beyond the

Narmada. Mohammad Ifhan Eangesh,

whom Baji Rao had defeated a few years

back in Eundelkhand, also magnanimously

came forward to welcome the lady when she

passed through his jurisdiction. He sent his

Dewan to meet her at the Yamuna, and her

party, on crossing the river, received an

affectionate welcome from the Bangesh. He
was moved by the letter which Baji Rao had

addressed to him about the care of his

mother. He treated the revered lady with

the respect and affection due to a mother,

and said so. His officials throughout his

territory had orders to give due reception

to the party everywhere.

Of the places visited by the lady mention

may be made of Nathdwara, Mathura,

Vrindaban, Kurukshetra, Prayag, Varanasi,

Gaya, Saugor and Jaipur. She stayed at

the last-named place for as long as three

months at the special request of the ruler,

Sawai Jai Singh, who insisted that she

should stay in his capital till the Dasehra

which was an event of special celebration

there. Maharaja Jai Singh had deputed an
officer with a strong guard to escort her

throughout the journey. The Maharaja is

said to have acted “exactly like a son to the

lady, escorting her with a strong guard and
personally entertaining her within his own
capital and supplying all her needs and
comforts in minutest detail”.* She also

received a fitting welcome from the Rana of

IJdaipTir who had specially sent an agent to

Poona for the purpose in advance.

This successful conclusion of the pilgrimage
without any incident during a period of

unrest is in itself a tribute to the personality

of the Peshwa Baji Rao and points to the
great awe in which his name was held in

North India.

In the life of this great man was introduced

some time in 1730 a lady of rare beauty and

refinement, hy name Mastani. She was

presented to him as a mark of reverence and

gratefulness by Chbatrasal, the King of

Bundelkhand, when Baji Rao had saved him
from destruction at the hands of Mohammad
Khan Bangesh. Mastani was a dancing girl

skilled in riding and handling the sword. In

addition, she excelled in dance and music.

She is said to have been the offspring of a
Hindu father and a Muslim mother.

Baji Rao was greatly attached to Mastani

and provided her with separate apartments
in the palace with the other ladies of his

household. One of the gates in the boun-
dary of the palace through which she used
to pass was named after her. He treated

her as a regular member of his household.

At the annual Ganpati celebrations at the
palace she used to come out and give public
performance in music and dance.

Baji Rao constantly craved her company and
derived inspiration from her in the crowded
events of his life. She accompanied him in
most of his military campaigns and rode side
by side with him. She on her part was also
wholly devoted to Baji Rao, dressing and
living in Hindu fashion and looking after
Baji Rao’s comforts in minute details. A
son, named Shamsher Bahadur, was bom to
her in 1734 and who later became the Nawab
of Banda.

But the presence of Mastani wrecked the
domestic life of Baji Rao. The Peshwa
belonged to an orthodox Brahman family and
the presence of a Muslim lady in Baji Rao’s
household was inwardly resented by one and
all. Baji Rao had issues from his regular
wife and the show of special favours to a
Muslim mistress could not naturally be liked
by the members of his household. Matters
came to a head when occasion arose for the
performance of the sacred-thread ceremony
of the Peshwa’s son and the marriage of his

'i^Hingne Daftar, Fart I, page 19.
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tiei^liew. The family priests showed disincli-

nation to take part in the ceremonies if

Mastani was present. In the meanwhile,

however, Baji Rao had to leave Poona in

1739 for a military campaign and during

his absence Mastani was suddenly seized and
kept in confinement. When the news reach-

ed Baji Rao his heart was broken. For one

thing, he did not think it proper to return to

Poona and free her by force as that would
have completely outraged the Maharashtra
society and public opinion against him which
Baji Rao could not dare to face. On the

other hand, the thought that he was power-

less to help Mastani in her troubles caused

him unbearable agony. In this condition

he was suddenly seized with high fever,

the first and the last ailment of his life. He
died within two days at Raver on the south

bank of Narbada on April 28, 1740, at the

age of 40.

Mastani, it is said, ended her life in the palace

of Poona immediately on hearing of Baji

Rao’s death. Doubts have been expressed

whether she died by suicide or by shock, but

the fact remains that, as in her devotion in

life to the Peshwa, she died in the spirit of

a sati when her protector was no more.

The twenty years of his Peshwaship were

full of activity and he knew not a moment of

rest. He made tireless journeys across the
country from Seringapatam to Delhi, from
Ahmedabad to Hyderabad in military cam-
paigns and diplomatic moves. He brought
about a revolution in the character of the
Maratha State and along with it a re-align-

ment of political power in the countrJ^ The
centre of gravity was now at the court of

Satara and not at Delhi.

In his military achievements he was next only

to Shivaji. He succeeded in twenty years

to spread the Maratha net-work in all

directions, including the war on the

Portuguese and the capture of the port of

Bassein from them in a campaign for over

two years. The Portuguese power was
practically destroyed having been reduced to

the possession of the small spots of Goa,

Daman and Diu.

As a great general and unsurpassed rider,

Baji Rao introduced technique in the art of

warfare which stood in good stead to the

Maratha nation. Sir Richard Temple has

paid him a high tribute in words which are

quoted :
“ He died, as he lived, in camp

under canvas among his men and he is

remembered among the Marathas as a fight-

ing Peshwa, as the incarnation of Hindu
energy

E—BAI/AJI BAJI RAO

THIRD PESHWA

Born. Died. Peshwa.

1721. 1761. 1740 till death.

Baji Rao was succeeded by his eldest son

who became the third Peshwa under the

name of Balaji Baji Rao, popularly called

Nana Saheb. (He is different from the Nana

Saheb of 1857) . He left Poona for Satara

to receive the robes of Peshwaship from

King Shahu and was invested on June 25,

1740. He was then 18% years old, i.e. about

a year younger than his father when he had

taken over that post.

On becoming Peshwa, Balaji Rao received

from Maharaja Shahu the revenues of thirty

villages to cover his emoluments. He also

Oriental Experience, page 390.
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received Ws “ instrument of instructions ” in

these words : “Baji Rao served the State

loyally on the lines laid down by his father

and expanded the Maratha dominions by

many a heroic deed. When Nadir Shah

devastated Delhi, Baji Rao was despatched to

restore the Emperor to his seat, but was cut

off by fate in the midst of his life. You are

his son and must carry to completion his

half-finished work by extending the Maratha

prestige to the frontier of Attock

Though young in years, Balaji Rao had

gained some experience of state affairs

durmg the time of his father. He had also

learnt a good deal from his imcle, the good

Chimnaji Appa, who had moulded his per-

sonality, and wth whom he had been

associated in administrative work and
diplomacy. He had none of the dashing

temperament of his father, nor his qualities

of military leadership. But he had a natural

gift of tact, a commanding appearance, a
sweet temper, all of which together helped

him in achieving success. He had already

been married in 1730 to Gopika Bai, then

aged seven.

His Prime Ministership lasted for 21 years.

The first nine years ending with the death of

Maharaja Shahu in 1749 marked the first

phase of his career, the next twelve years

forming the second phase when he acted

as the practical head of the Maratha
Government.

During his regime Balaji Rao led four

expeditions, the first to DholiJur (1740-41),

the second to Bengal (1741-43) ,
the third to

Bhilsa (1744-45) and the last to Newai
(1747-48 ) , all in northern India. Thereafter,

he did not personally lead any expedition

leaving the task to his military chiefs.

Apart from State affairs, the Peshwa Balaji

Rao had also to take cai’e of the intrigues

that were going on amongst Shahu’s two
quarrelsome queens who were in the habit of

interfering with the administration and
causing worry to their husband. Until

1740, a certain lady had been carrying on the

affairs of the palace with great capability,

looking after the personal comfort of the

King and exercising an affectionate control

over the intemperate queens. A void was

created by her death at the end of 1740

when the royal household fell into utter

confusion. Shahu began to feel helpless

and did not allow the Peshwa to leave his

side in his ill-health as he feared that some

sudden tragedy might overtake him. The
queens were constantly demanding large

sums of money and always causing other

troubles.

In this condition the saintly Shahu felt very

miserable, declined to take medicine and
neglected his health. He was deprived of

the relish of life and often cried out in grief :

“ These two ladies will starve me to death
Such was the difficult situation with which
the Peshwa was faced and it goes to his

credit that he handled things with tact and
foresight. He satisfied the two queens by
conceding their demands to the utmost.
But many external matters needed the
Peshwa’s presence elsewhere and in the
interest of the State he wanted to leave

Satara. Shahu, however, was worried about
the debts he owed to bankers who were
harassing him. As a devout Hindu it was
his keen desire to clear his liabilities before
his death which he saw approaching. He
felt that if he died in debt he would be doom-
ed in the next life. The Peshwa wanted a
few months to arrange for funds, but in the
meanwhile his opponents so poisoned the
ears of Shahu that in a moment of disgust
and wholly against his will he yielded to
opposition and sent a message to the Peshwa
that he had been deprived of his office, that
he need not henceforth wait upon His High-
ness. This was in February 1747.

The faithful Peshwa accepted this verbal
order with perfect calm. He did not for a
moment think of rebelling against his master,
as another person in his place might have
done according to the standards of be-
haviour prevailing at the time. He sent



BAJI RAO I

srxoND rrsHWA

Remembered as the fighting Peshwa, Baji Rao hj/jo-

duced icchuiqiie in ihe art of xcaifaie and extended (be

Matalha snlyrcmacy in ail diieclio7is, including the liquid

dation of the Po) tuguese paiec).

BALAJI BAJI RAO
THIRD PLSHWA

In a moment of imbalajice. King Shahit deffrived Balaji

of his office. The faithful Peshwa accepted the veibal

oidei xrith peifect calm and letiniied the insignia of

his office to the Palace. Aftei tivo months, Shahu, on

becoming TC'Comnnccd of the Peshzoa's sinceiity, called

him bach. Poi this pinfwse he personally xvent to the

tent xvhich the Peshiva had quietly pitched ncai Satara,

expecting to leceive a call ftom his royal master.
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MADHAV RAO 1

FOURTH PESHWA

[By courtesy of Chiirashala Press, Poona.]

lu his love }o) justice lie paid compenwtion to the }yots foi the loss caused by the mmch of

iioops. He vnJertooh toms to make petsoval enqutues into the ^netfances of his subjects

and took prompt mcosmes to iediess them. As a )cmm liable administtafor and fearless ^enaal
he more than made good the loss mhich the Mcnalhn piesligc had suffeted on the disaster

of Panipat, Oylng in the. full bloom of youth, the fiist Madhav Rao has left behind the
icjmtntion of being one of the finest chauic(e)s that the Indian nationality has produced.
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XARAIX RAO
I inn x’l'SHWA

[B\ couilcsN c)i C liilKishala IMess, IVjoua.]

H/v asutssiiiaiion, hr had hern ou thr ^addi o?f/\ jot

a frw mouths, is a dnik chaptc) ni the histoty of the

Peshirns: His mntho irrut mad irith g}tr(~h(} fust

son was hiKrd in the battle of Panifmt, the secofjd

died as the ntlnii;, P('^hwa at 28, and he the hist, iia\

slain by hiu’d assassiyis, Foi a whole yeai she xeait

about begi^ing fiom door to dooj

.

RAGHUNATH RAO
SIXTH PLSHWV

A great geneial and a greater philanthiolnst, Raghunath

Rao had a sad cjid for he could never get over the

J}iickings of his conscience following tlie mmdei of the

luling Pesinea Xaiani Rao, his nephew, whom he loved,

but against vdiom he teas led to conspire.



MADHAV RAO II

SEVENIH rrSHWA

[11% coulter of Chill ashala Ihcss. Poona.]

Bccomiuj^ Pcshica jiom the voy clay of liis bhth, he xi'os

htought uj) (IS the s(n>ioii) of the Mioatha einjhie. Bui

hrfote he uuts 22 he jumped to his death fjom the palace

balcony in a state of deliiium ot, as another vnsion has

it, of acute disgust.

I

BAJI RAO II

IHE LAST PESHWA

The second Bajt Kuo leas a man of paits and perseve-
rance, but his f} lends and advisers, who were loxo-rate

men, b) ought about his min. Passing the empire of the
Pesinvas to the Biitish in 1818 he lived in exile at Dithoor
as a pensioner of the East India Company, dying a feio

yeens before the ^'Mutiny" and leaving NANA SAHEB
as fus adopted son and successor.
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back to the Court all the insignia of his

office. The news of this instantly spread
about and confusion arose all round. His
Highness wanted to put another person in

Balaji Rao^s place and even made some px’e-

liminary arrangements, but these failed to

materialise. After two months the ailing

sovereign, convinced of the sincere loyalty

of the Peshwa, re-invested him. For this

purpose he personally went to the tent which
the Peshwa had quietly pitched near Satara

expecting to receive a call from his master,

Shahu’s time was now approaching. He was
losing strength day by day, but until the end

his mental capacity was unimpaired. Two
months before his death he issued two far-

mans to the Peshwa. In the first he refer-

red to the question of a successor adding

‘‘whoever becomes the Chhatrapati will

not interfere with your management”. In

the second he wrote ; “Balaji Pandit Pradhan

is commanded. We feel confident you will

carry out the responsibility of the Raj. You

have my blessing and my palm is laid on your

head. Whoever comes as Chhatrapati will

continue you in the office of the minister.

If he does not, my cmrse be on him. Do pre-

serve the State.”

The dying monarch had always felt embar-

rassed about his successor. A son born to

him long ago had died in infancy. Several

daughters bom thereafter were alive.

There were various suggestions about a

successor, but ultimately, and against the

adyice of the Peshwa, he nominated Ram
Raja to succeed him.

Shahu died on December 15, 1749 and one of

his queens, Sakwar Bai became Sati>

Shahu was a person belonging to a special

category of his own. He lived a simple and

frugal life free from personal blemishes of
everj^ kind. He wore plain white garments
in private life as well as when appearing in

public. He always carried a bare head even
during hunt, regardless of sim or rain. His
retinue was always small. But though liv-

ing an ascetic’s life himself, he always re-

joiced ill making others happy, without re-

gard to race, religion or sect. He was
equally broad-heaited in his religious out-

look, He was highly benevolent in his dis-

position so much so that he even let go un-

punished persons who made attempts on his

own life. It was said of him that he rightly

deserved the title of ajata-shatm (enemy-

less).

He made little distinction between the rich

and the poor amongst his subjects. Even
the poor invited him on their marriage

celebrations and he never hesitated to join

them and help them in need. He strove to

advance the interests of his subjects. He
has been styled piinyasliloke (of pious

memory) by several contemporary writers.

His constant care was bestowed towards the

security, dignity and honour of the Maratha

State. After breakfast he busied himself

with office work which was considerable.

But he was patient in passing orders after

careful study and patient hearing of the

petitions submitted. This took him until the

evening when at light-time a full court was
held. He enjoyed sound health during his

long reign of 40 years, except during the last

three years of his life, and this enabled him

to devote so much care and attention to

matters of State,

Above all he had a kind heart which enabled

him to win opponents to his side. In his

humility he adopted a generous and selfless

*n is on record that he made no distinction Huidu
Bassefn he ordered

gifts

tiiat

conferring inams and

the utmost care be taken of
'him as a son^during his captivity in Aurangzeb’s camp had sent Shahu

afoW EmperoVand hfs said that in his devotion to that lady, whom he always respected as his own

mother, he worshipped it faithfully during his life.
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policy and had the following noble motto

engraved on his official seal ;

m ;

^ RN<l'51t'4 TTW I

*
c\

Though not endowed with any special qua-

lities of the mind Shahu was a rare judge

of men and never failed to pick up the right

person for the job. He also trusted those

v/hom he appointed and so it came to be that

the Peshwas under him became the real admi-

nistrators and trustees of his dominions.

As we have already seen, Shahu had nomina-

ted Ram Raja to succeed him as Chhatrapati.

Ram Raja had been declared by Tara Bai to

be the posthumous child of her son, Shivaji

n. She had given out the story that his

birth and subsequent life were kept secret

for fear of foul play against the boy’s life.

If the above story was true, he was the

nearest heir in the great Shivaji’s family to

succeed the dead Shahu. So he was brought

from obscurity and placed on the throne in

January 1750.

Tara Bai, now 75 years of age, began to

conduct State affairs in the name of Ram
Raja. Soon, however, quarrels arose be-

tween the two and Tara Bai succeeded in

keeping the new Chhatrapati in confinement

at the fort of Satara. Contrary to her

earlier story she now gave out that Ram Raja
was not really her grandson

;
that he was an

impostor. This created a social crisis of the

first order. The two fathers-in-law of Ram
Raja who had married their daughters to him
on his becoming the Chhatrapati and thus

believing in his high birth, began to curse

their lot at the shameful insinuation that he
belonged to some low family. The Peshwa
could see no way to resolve these social issues

and left Satara for Poona.

Thinking over the matter at Poona, the

Peshwa summoned influential people for

discussion and invited to it the Chhatrapati

himself and Tara Bai. After long discus-

sions, a settlement was at last reached and

was endorsed by the Chhatrapati. Accord-

ing to this arrangement, the supreme power
which, in the last years of Shahu, had come
in a de facto manner to the Peshwa, was now
formally transferred to him. Ram Raja
himself, with no more than ordinary brains,

contented himself by becoming a mere figure-

head in his exalted position. The seat of

Government was also at the same time trans-

ferred from Satara to Poona. This silent

revolution which made the Peshwa and his

successors the de facto and de jure rulers of

Maharashtra was peacefully and silently

effected in August 1750 through the skill,

patience and perseverance of Balaji Rao.

It must, at the same time, be added in fair-

ness to the Peshwa Balaji Rao that earlier

he had done everything possible to sustain
the new Chhatrapati’s power and to make
him an effective ruler, but Ram Raja was
without nerve, without initiative and of a
wavering mind. To this were added the
complications arising from his grand-
mother’s greed for power and her consequen-
tial intrigues.

The battle of Panipat was the most impor-
tant as well as the most tragic event of the
regime of Peshwa Balaji Rao, A bitter
struggle had arisen, after the death of Maha-
raja Shahu, between Ahmad Shah Abdali,
the ruler of Afghanistan, and the Marathas
and between them, they contested for supre-
macy at the Court of Delhi. The struggle,
which was long-drawn, culminated in the
disastrous defeat of the Marathas at the
third battle of Panipat in January 1761.

Ahmad Shah Abdali (born in 1724)
succeeded Iran’s Nadir Shah after the latter
had been assassinated in 1747. He was a
lieutenant of Nadir Shab whose service he
had entered at the early age of 13 and had
been with him in his expedition to Delhi in

•An insignificant person like me is no more than a part of the nll-pervading divine power.
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1739. On usurping the kingdom of Nadir
Shah, he organized his affairs and secured

his position, establishing himself at Kabul.

He was an able and adventurous general

greedy for conquest. But his desire for

conquest had but a limited scope. He never

had a design on the croum of Delhi or to

extend his immediate dominions beyond the

limits of Afghanistan, his home country.

He intended to have, under his control, only

the Punjab which adjoined his kingdom and
from which he expected a regular and sub-

stantial revenue for the upkeep of bis troops

which were too great a liability on the

slender resources of his ovm poor country.

But in order to hold the Punjab, it was neces-

sary for him to have control over the Com’t

of Delhi. The treasures of Delhi and other

adjoining places of India also lured him to

plunder. In fulfilment of these objects, he

led several invasions into the Punjab and in

one of them plundered Delhi and Mathura.

The Marathas, who had obtained the control

of the Punjab and who had also established

influence at the Court of Delhi, were un-ner-

ved by the campaigns of the Shah and right-

ly felt that their southern dominions would

not always be safe with a strong and inde-

pendent central authority at Delhi. Thej'^

too were, therefore, anxious to continue their

control of Delhi. This was the bone of con-

tention between the two.

So the Marathas made elaborate prepai’a-

tions to meet the future attacks of the Shah.

But the Shah, who had the Pathans of

Afghanistan as his subjects, found support-

ers amongst the Indian Pathans who had

always regarded the Mughals as usurpers

of the Pathan power in India, a power which

had its hold in the country prior to the

defeat by Babar of Ibrahim Lodi at the

first battle of Panipat.

The rise of Abdali led these Indian Pathans

to entertain hopes of a Pathan revival in

India. They offered help to the Shah in his
Indian campaigns and invited him to come to
their help.

It was in this background that Ahmad Shah
left Kabul for Ins last and bitterest cam-
paigns in India. The Marathas on their

paid, made elaborate preparations to meet
him. The Peshwa himself supervised the
selection of commanders and equipment.
Though he himself did not lead the army, he
sent his eldest son, Vishwas Rao, aged 17,

with Sadashiva Bhau, the Peshwa’s cousin

and the Commander-in-Chief of this large

army, with Vishwas Rao, representing the

Peshwa, as the nominal Supreme Com-
mander.

Some encoiinters betv/een the parties had
taken place earlier in the Pmijab and else-

where, but the final plan was set for the field

of Panipat.

Due to certain strategic complications the

opposing armies, pitched against each other

with a distance of a fev/ miles in between,

did not come to gi’ips for some two months.

Both were in difficulties about the food-supply

but the Marathas had almost begun to

staiwe. In this critical situation, Bhau

Sahib was now left with no alternative but

to give fight whatever the consequences.

He set out with his entire army and camp-

followers in the eai'ly morning of January

14, 1761, to attack the Shah’s position. After

a march till nine o’clock in the forenoon,

the contest began at that hour.

The fighting troops were approximately

1,00,000* on each side. On the Maratha

side there were, in addition, about 1,50,000

camp-followers, non-combatants and others.

The Shah too had his camp-followers.

The battle of Panipat was fought and finished

in the brief space of six houp on a single

day The mopping up operations, however,

continued a little longer. The actual fighting

..r. hnfl. sides taken together was in the neighbourhood o£

•According to another estimate the number o£ combata

one lakh only.
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began at about 9 o’clock in the morning.

The Marathas fought vigorously and caused

havoc in Abdali’s army. This grim struggle

went on in favour of the Marathas for the

first few hours. In the centre of the battle

dreadful combat was taking place with

Sadashiva Bhau and Vishwas Rao on the one

hand and the Shah’s Minister on the other.

Before the onslaught of the former, the

Shah’s army was broken up. There was a

regular flight amongst the latter’s soldiers

and the situation was about to turn complete-

ly in favour of the Marathas,

When Abdali saw this grave position, he

rushed a reserve of 13,000 troops into the

thick of battle. He also called back those

who were fleeing on pain of cutting them
down. The Marathas had by now become
exhausted by strenuous fighting for over five

hours, their physical strength having been

previously snapped in the difiicult camp life

in which they had not been receiving ade-

quate food. Fmther, before day-break they

had marched from their camp to the field

of battle several miles distant, without food

and water. The Shah chose this moment for

throwing in the fresh reserve in the battle.

The situation was now completely changed

against the Marathas. The battle was
terrific and Vishwas Rao, riding on his horse

in the thick of battle, was hit by a bullet and
fell fighting at 3 o’clock in the afternoon.

Bhau Sahib was unnerved by his nephew’s

death. In half an hour the Marathas lost

their strength as a result of Bhau Sahib

taking his dead nephew on an elephant and
plunging himself in the thick of action in

which he was slain. A general flight com-
menced and the day was lost. The major
portion of the vast army with their families

and camp followers was annihilated.

The pursuit of the defeated army continued

during the night and until the morning. The
next day a rough count of the dead was

made and they numbered 28,000, In addi-

tion, coimtless corpses were found in the

vast plain of Panipat and the jimgles around.

Some 35,000 Marathas had been taken

prisoner and killed in cold-blood. It has

been estimated that 75,000 Marathas were

killed, some 22,000 saving their lives by pay-

ing ransom.* The dead bodies of Vishwas

Rao and Sadashiv Bhau were recovered and

were allowed to be given proper fimeral.

It is on record that the dead body of the

I’emarkably handsome Vishwas Rao had
lost none of its nobility—^the heir apparent

of a great ruler, by dying a soldier’s death,

had lustre added to his features.

The following are excerpts from an account

of the battle which the Shah himself wrote :

‘*The flame o£ fighting blazed up and raged on all sides.

The enemy too distinguished themselves and fought so
well that it was beyond the capacity of other races.

Gradually the fighting passed from the exchange of
cannon and rochet-fire to the discharge of muskets,
from which it proceeded to the stage of combat with
swords, daggers and knives. They grasped each other
by the neck. These dauntless blood shedders (the
Marathas) did not fall short in fighting and doing
glorious deeds. Suddenly, the breeze of victory began
to blow and as tvilled by the Divine Lord, the wretched
Deccanis suffered utter defeat. Vishwas Rao and tlie

Bhau who had been fighting in front of my Wazier were
slain and many other sardai-s also on their side fell ....
Forty to fifty thousand troopers and infantry-men of the
enemy became as grass before our pitiless swords. All
the enemy's artillery, elephants and property have been
seized by ray men.”

The Shah offered devout prayers on the next
day of the battle at the shrine of a Muslim
saint in the village of Panipat. He then
proceeded to Delhi where he took up resi-

dence in the Royal Palace on January 29.

There he held regular courts in the Dewan-
e- Khas after the fashion of the Mughal
emperors. But he had no peace of mind
because his troops were heading to open
rebellion on account of the non-receipt of pay
for the eighteen months of their stay in
India. Their greed for plunder also remain-
ed unsatisfied, because there was little

plunder this time. The Shah made endea-
vours to raise funds from Emperor Shah
Alam’s Minister, but the latter was helpless.

•Sardesai, Vol. 1I» p. 443.
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The only way out of the difficulty for the

Shah now was to return to his country for

which his troops were clamouring. So he
suddenly left Delhi on March 20, reaching

Afghanistan in the following May.

Ahmad Shah had never any designs of sit-

ting on the throne of Delhi—all he wanted
was a regular source of income from the

Punjab, without, in anjnvay, interfering

Avith the Imperial Court at Delhi or the rights

of the Marathas in Northern India. It was
on his failure to achieve this object that he

felt obliged to fight the dreadful battle of

Panipat.

It was in these circumstances that even

after his victory at Panipat the Shah was
anxious to secure the goodwill of the

Marathas and to that end WTotfe a personal

letter to the Peshwa stating ;

“There is no reason why there should exist any ill-

fecUug between you and us; true you have lost your

son and brother in the unfortunate fight ; but it was

entirely provoked by Bhau Sahib and we could not

act otherwise than wc did in scIC-dcfcncc. However*
we arc deeply sorr)' for these losses. We readily leave to

you the subject ot the imperial mana{;cmcnt of Delhi,

provided you allow us to hold tlic Punjab up to the river

Sutlej anti yupport Shah Alarn as the Kmperor. You
must forget the regrettable events that have taken place

and entertain a lasting friendship towards us which

wc arc anxiously soliciting."

As a further gesture of his goodwill the Shah

sent, in accompaniment of this letter, the

customary dresses which reached the Peshwa

in Malwa in February 1761. But for various

reasons, the final treaty of peace took some

two years to materialise.

The treaty was finalised at Poona in Febru-

ary 1763, in the presence of the Shah’s agents

who had come specifically for this purpose.

On behalf of the Marathas, the document

Was signed by Peshwa Madhav Rao I who had

uow succeeded his father on the latter s

death in 1761. The sad memories of Panipat

Were finally effaced by this instrument

which was sent back to the Shah at Kabul

with dresses and an elephant as presents
from the Peshwa.*

Peshwa Ealaji Rao was completely shaken
by the disaster of Panipat. He had plans
to join liis generals at Delhi to give a imited
battle to the Shah. He was at Malwa,
anxiously waiting news from Panipat where
the opposing forces had pitched camps for
some time. He was getting anxious day by
day and on January 18, wi'ote to Bhau Sahib
advising him to hold Abdali until he himself
arrived when the combined armies would
easily crush the Shah. At Bhilsa, he inter-

cepted, on January 24, a letter v/hich a
banker’s agent was bringing from Panipat.

The letter indicated by metaphors that

something serious had happened to the

Maratha army at Panipat :

“ Two pearls cHssolvcd, twentyTivc gold mohui*s have
been lost, and of the silver and copper the total cannot
be cast up.’j

These were the figurative words which told

their own tale.

Further details reached the Peshwa showing

how previous to the actual engagement on

the fateful day, the Maratha army had been

starved for days for want of food and water

and how on that day they clamorously

rushed forth to their doom. The Peshwa’s

heart was literally broken. His physical

frame was ruined and his mental condition

was miserable. It was decided that he should

now immediately return to Poona where he

arrived in early June. There, his condition

fast deteriorated and he also lost the balance

of his mind. On June 23, 1761, he died.

Though the loss suffered in the battle by the

Marathas was enormous in men and material

their spirits were unbroken. The leaders of

the State with the exception of the Peshwa,

were left unnerved. If anything, the

tragedy of Panipat infused new vigour and

•Sardesai, Vol. II, pp. 47-48.
. ^ "twenty-five" to the top commanders being

,

1“T,vo pearls" obviously referred to Vtshts-as Rao and Bhau

killed, with no count of the troops 'svho had perished.
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moral courage in them. Major Evans Bell

has significantly observed :
“ The battle of

Panipat was a triumph and a glory for the

Marathas. They fought in the cause of

‘ India for the Indians *, while the great

Mohammedan princes of Delhi, of Avadh
and the Deccan stood aside, intriguing and

trimming. And though the Marathas were

defeated, the victorious Afghans r*etired and

never again interfered in the affairs of

India.’^^

The great set-back which the Maratha
power had received by the loss of Panipat

was now left to be retrieved by the dead
Peshwa’s second surviving son Madhav Rao,
the most capable administrator of the house
of the Peshwas and whose accoimt follows

in the next section.

F—PESHWA MADHAV RAO I

THE FOURTH PESHWA

Born, Died, Peshxva,

1745. 1772. 1761 till death.

At the time of the death of his father,

Madhav Rao was but 16 years of age.

After the obsequies of the dead Peshwa were
over, he received the robes of office from
the Chhatrapati at Satara on July 20, 1761,

and began to conduct the administration

under the regency of his imcle Raghunath
Rao. But the latter was never well-disposed

towards the new Peshwa because on the

death of Balaji Rao he himself was an
aspirant for that office. However, finding no
support whatever he reluctantly acquiesced

in the new Peshwa^s claim. There was,

however, a large body of able officers loyal

to the Peshwa and on the top of them all

he had his mother, Gopika Bai, to guide him.

Dissensions soon arose between these well-

wishers of the Maratha State on the one
hand and Raghunath Rao as regent on the

other. Raghunath Rao began to have his

own way by ignoring the young Peshwa who
was not a person to yield in matters of

principle.

The first task which Peshwa Madhav Rao
had to face was the attack by Nizam Ali

of Hyderabad. With a force of 60,000 men
Nizam Ali marched towards Poona with the

intention of capturing the nerve centre of

Maratha power. This was in November
1761. In defence, the Peshwa and his
uncle arranged with difficulty to raise

70,000 troops to finance which the Peshwa
and his family melted personal ornaments
and utensils of gold and silver to mint
money. Several actions were fought but
Nizam Ali’s march to Poona could be halted
only when he was at a distance of one day’s
march from that town. Here Nizam Ali
suffered desertions and was surrounded by
the Maratha forces in sucii a manner that
retreat became impossible. He then begged
for terms of peace. Raghunath Rao, from
purely selfish motives, accepted Nizam All’s
light offer of territory worth rupees forty
lakhs. The extraordinary concession shown
by Raghunath Rao to Nizam Ali was
severely criticised by prominent Maratha
officers and sardars who accused Raghu-
nath Rao .of having reached a secret
understanding with Nizam Ali with a view
to securing the Pcshwaship for himself at
some opportune date in the future.

Soon after, the young Peshwa was involved
in a civil war with his uncle. Earlier, he
had sought on bended knees the help and
co-operation of his uncle, but in his ambition

Sardcsai, Vol. II, p. 455.
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for power Raghunath Rao was adamant.

He put forward tlie demand that a separate

jagir of rupees ten lakhs a year be granted

to him in addition to five important forts.

This could not be accepted and at one time

the young Peshwa began to think of putting

his uncle in confinement. On becoming

aware of this Raghunath Rao left Poona in

August 1762. He thereafter gathered a

considerable following and collected a force

of 50,000. The Peshwa decided to meet the

challenge in the open field. He headed his

troops to meet his uncle’s force and at a dis-

tance of 30 miles from Poona a severe

battle was fought on November 7, 1762, but

without any decisive result. On Novem-

ber 12, the Peshwa’s army was

surrounded by his uncle. The Peshwa thei’e-

upon decided to surrender and fearlessly

rode into his uncle’s camp for the purpose.

He completely humbled himself before his

uncle and placed on his own head the shoes

of his uncle. Thus peace was concluded

between the Peshwa and his uncle, the latter

declaring that he was not after power or

state.

There was then the contest with Nizam Ali

which continued until 1763 when he was

finally defeated and surrendered territory

worth Rs.82 lakhs by the treaty of Auranga-

bad concluded in September 1763. From the

time of Asaf Jah Nizam-ul-Mulk the rulers of

Hyderabad had been intent on breaking the

Maratha power, but had failed. So also

failed Nizam Ali. The Marathas, though

occupied in internal troubles, proved their

superiority. The defeat of Nizam Ali was

principally due to the Peshwa’s own capabili-

ties which were exhibited throughout the

campaign. In the final battle the Nizam had

been completely humbled with a loss of

12,000' troops and material in considerable

quantities. This victory established the

young Peshwa’s reputation both as a military

general and as a sound administrator. His

people applauded him and he won a place

amongst the hearts of all.

The disaster of Pajiipat had been a severe

blow to Maratlia prestige, but this victory

over the Nizam retrieved the position and
throughout India the people’s faith in

Maratha power was restored. The national

revival was now fully on its way. The
Peshwa was now entirely his own master

as the regency of Raghimath Rao had been

completely finished.

The Peshwa had also to lead an expedition to

Carnatic to put down Hyder Ali of Mysore
who had occupied some Maratha territories

and was threatening some others. In this

campaign Hyder Ali was defeated and a

treaty was concluded in March 1765.

The Peshwa now diverted his attention to the

revival of the Maratha power in the north.

After Panipat, the Maratha dominion in the

north consisting of Delhi, Agra, the Doab,

Eundelkhand and Malwa became greatly dis-

turbed. The Rajputs, with Maharaja Madho
Singh of Jaipm" at their head, were the

powerful opponents of the Marathas, But
they were severely defeated by Malhar Rao
Holkar in November 1761 and this restored

Maratha prestige in the north to a consider-

able extent. But the British were able to

acquire ascendency in Bengal and Bihar

where the Emperor Shah Alam, the Nawab
Wazir of Avadh and the Nawab of Bengal

were quickly put down during the three years

following Panipat. The Emperor was now
living at Allahabad in the territories of the

Nawab of Avadh and the British collected

the revenues of Bengal and Bihar on behalf

of the Nawab. Subsequently, Shah Alam
came in the protection of the British after

the battle of Baxar fought in October 1764,

Soon after, Clive obtained from Shah Alam
the Dewani of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa,

that is to say the power of collecting revenue

and disposing it off without any intermediary.

It was under this state of affairs that

Peshwa Madhav Rao sent an expedition to

take possession of Delhi. It consisted of

50,000 troops led by the able generals, inclu-

ding Mahadji Scindhia.
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The expedition had started in 1769 and in

February 1771 the Marathas were able to

capture Delhi. Mahadji Scindhia placed

Prince Jawan Bakht (Emperor Shah Alam’s

son, the Emperor being at Allahabad) on
the throne. Shah Alam who was never

happy at Allahabad under the protection

of the British and was keen to be restored

to Delhi now started for Delhi entering the

capital in January 1772. In this way the

Emperor was detached from alliance with
the British who, in spite of the Emperor’s
pressure, had not been able to restore him
to Delhi. With the restoration of Shah
Alam to his hereditary throne under the

protection of the Marathas, the disgrace of

Panipat was now wiped off and Peshwa
Madhav Rao rightly felt comforted in hav-
ing been able to achieve this object.

Meanwhile, Raghunath Rao, who could not
yet reconcile himself to the rising greatness
of his nephew, continued to give trouble.

The Peshwa foimd that his authority was
being imdermined by some of his sardars dis-

obe3dng his orders and seeking the protection

of his imcle who had considerable influence

amongst the Maratha sardars and who was
also in the possession of several forts. So
far the Peshwa had been showing great
forbearance in his dealings with his uncle
whom he tried to keep contented to the
farthest possible extent. He now determin-
ed to have the matter settled once and for all

and demanded complete surrender by per-
sonal negotiation or a decision by arms.
Eventually, he marched on Raghunath Rao
who, in his turn, had collected a considerable
force, but could not withstand the attack.

Having no alternative he surrendered to the
Peshwa. He was brought to Poona as a
prisoner and kept closely confined in the
palace. This was in June 1768 after an
intermittent contest of seven years commenc-
ing from June 1761. In his confinement he
was given all personal comforts and facilities.

He maintained a large establishment of
pandits, musicians and retainers.

It has been suggested by historians that the

rapid decline of the Maratha State after the

death of Madhav Rao in 1772 was primarily

the result of intrigues of Raghimath Rao dur-

ing the Peshwaship of Madhav Rao and sub-

sequently after his death. The Peshwa
Madhav Rao himself was greatly handicapped
in his projects by the domestic feuds which
Raghunath Rao had created during the
seven years preceding his confinement.

The Peshwa was now struck with an incur-

able disease which caused him great physi-

cal pain. He bore his troubles patiently

with his inborn courage and did not desist

from his hard attention to public matters.
But towards the end of 1770 he broke down
while proceeding on a campaign to the
Carnatic. He returned to Poona and sub-
jected himself to intensive treatment of
various kinds. His trouble was tubercxfiosis

of the intestines for which there was in
those days no known means of treatment.
The disease at times caused acute pain in the
stomach of the patient. To the regular
treatment was added the performance of
religious rites to invoke the favour of the
gods. Large charities were also given and
for this purpose the Peshwa was twice
weighed against gold and the precious metal
was assigned to the poor. A European
physician, probably from Goa, also tried his
remedies but in vain.

Some two months prior to his approaching
end, the Peshwa executed a sort of will in
September 1772. It provided for the due
payment of all his debts and contained cer-
tain directions for the future administration
of the State. He expressed an ardent desire
that the holy places of Prayag and Varanasi
should be released from Muslim control in
fulfilment of the wishes of his ancestors.
It also contained directions for the perfor-
mance of his fimeral rites at which he
desired two lakhs of Brahmans to be fed and
granted daksJihia.

The awareness of the approaching end did
not disturb the composure of mind of this
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extraordinary prince who was going to die

at the early age of 28. As days went by,

his pain increased to such an extent that he

asked his attendants to finish his life. He
lost all appetite for food, but forced himself

to take something to prevent others about

him going empty stomach.

Mention may be made of an incident which

raises the character of the Peshwa to a very

high pitch. Having lost hope of recovery

he began to destroy a stock of secret papers

he had about him. One of his Ministers

humbly questioned the propriety of this

action, whereupon the Peshwa asked him to

take out a certain bundle from a chest near-

by, to read its contents and say whether

it should be preserved or destroyed. The
Minister's surprise knew no bounds when
he found that the papers related to his own
intrigues. The Peshwa had never given him
any occasion even to suspect that he was
holding proofs against the Minister’s guilt.

The dying Peshwa also made arrangements

for a successor. His wife, who was living,

had borne him no issue. He nominated his

yoiLnger brother, Narayan Rao, to succeed

him. The successipn was approved by all

the principal officers including his uncle.

Though nearing his end in the fullness of

youth, the Peshwa felt no disappointments.

This was so because of the thought that, in

the space of eleven years, he had fulfilled the

task of his life. He called the famous Ram
Shastri, his Chief Justice, to his side and

spoke parting words to him. He repeated

this with other members of his Court. And
then the end came peacefully on November

18, 1772, in the morning.

Rama Bai, the Peshwa’s wife, then 26 years

of age, became sati. At the time of her

marriage she was only about 7 years. She

was handsome and healthy and was fond

of visiting holy places. Pious and devoted

to her husband, she never interfered with

affairs outside the palace. The Peshwa him-
self was as much devoutedly attached to his

wife as the latter like a true Hindu wife was
attached to him.

She had performed austerities subjecting
herself to severe physical privations in the
hope of aiding the patient’s recovery.

During their life-time the two were a loving

pair and now when the husband had gone
Rama Bai had nothing in the world to look
to. Her decision to follow her husband was
entirely spontaneous. She walked in a
procession to a distance of half a mile with
mommers playing funeral music. Then, at

the place where the corpse had been placed

on the bank of the river, she stood calmly
and cheerfully like the incarnation of a
goddess and distributed all the ornaments
which she had put on before starting. She
blessed one and all in the mournful assem-
blage. Her appearance was serene and
hopeful as if she was about to embark on a
journey of pilgrimage.

The departing Rama Bai then mounted the
ftmeral pyre and was consumed to ashes
with the dead body of her husbdnd. People
were filled with awe and reverence. They
believed her to be a goddess incarnate. The
holy place of her immolation at Theur"^' near
Poona was marked by a small memorial
stone which was erected in her pious memory
and which can still be seen today.

According to the traditions of those days
special sanctity was attached to a lady who
became sati. In the case of Rama Bai the

sanctity was all the greater because her
life had been one of self-denial and nobility.

She was also the wife of a renowned ruler

equally noble and respected. The place

where the memorial stone stands is still a
place of veneration. It is visited by people

throughout the year.

The Peshwa occupied the office for eleven

years of which the first two were spent under

*The village of Theur at which the Peshwa spent the last days of his illness is regarded by the Marathas as one of

the most classic spots in their historic land.
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the regency of his uncle who allowed him no

opportunity of freedom in State work. The
last two years were taken in fighting a

malignant and painful disease. But in the

brief space of seven years of active life, he
achieved great tasks which make him an out-

standing figure in Indian history.

Peshwa Madhav Rao is regarded as the

greatest of all Peshwas. He was thoroughly

honest and his diplomacy was always an open
secret. All knew that he kept no mental
reservations. He was a lover of impartial

justice and the welfare of his subjects was his

predominating care. His attention to the
details of his administration has been greatly

admired. He scrutinised the statements
showing the number of his attendants and
their pay. He conducted enquiries about
the construction of imauthorised buildings in

Poona and enquired about the arrangements
made for the supply of fodder to cattle.

Such small items of expenditure as Rs.1-8 for
lamp-oil supplied to clerks find place in his
daily accounts.

He was particularly keen about the clean-
liness of his administration. To that end
he used to examine minutely all cases of
embezzlements. He had special agents for
bringing corrupt employees to book. The
officers whose duty it was to inspect' military
equipment often took bribes to certify that
there were no deficiencies. On receiving
complaints, the Peshwa used to send his own
trusted men to make enquiries and the
dishonest officials were brought to punish-
ment. In this respect he was far above
his contemporaries in rooting out corruption
in the services.

In his love of justice and fair play he paid
compensation to the ryots for the loss
caused by the march of troops. He would
not allow his subjects to be molested.
During his tours he personally enquired
into their grievances and took prompt
measures to remove them. He drew up a

flset of clear rules about the duties of some
of the more important executive officers.

Although during the seven years of his

active life he was troubled by the intrigues

of his uncle, which took much of his time,

he was able to place the State affairs on
a firm footing.

The Mughal Emperor came under Maratha
protection and was restored to his seat at
Delhi although the British opposed the
undertaking. Madhav Rao retrieved the
loss of Maratha prestige which had been
caused on accoimt of the disaster of Panipat.
The various elements in the Maratha Con-
federacy were brought to loyalty. Internal
harmony such as was never witnessed before
or after him was seen in the Mai-atha State
of his period. Haider Ali of Mysore had
been dealt udth and so was the Nizam of
Hyderabad. Little was left to be achieved
for the consolidation of Maratha power.
But for the failure of proper successors to
this great ruler, the British could not have
been able to establish themselves in India
in supersession of the Maratha power.
Peshwa Madhav Rao was at once an
administrator, a general and, a statesman.
In all these roles he excelled. He organized
a special branch for the manufacture of fire-
arms and ammunition in which the Maratha
army was deficient, and personally super-
vised the arrangements. In warfare he often
showed unexampled valour. His brief
career is truly astonishing for its grand
achievements at so youthful an age.

Tributes to his ability and character have
also flown from foreign pens'. Kincaid
records that Madhav Rao triumphed singly
oyer all domestic and foreign enemies, that
his “every department was quickened by his
supervision, his industry and his example”.
He concludes with the poignant words : "and
the only fault that the harshest critic can
find- in this admirable ruler is that he
shortened a life precious to his people bv
nis arduous and incessant

•History- of Mamilia People.
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Sir Richard Temple compliments him by say-

ing that this youthful genius "is for ever to

be revered as the model prince, ‘the flos

regum’ and as one of the finest characters

that the Hindu nationality has ever pro-

duced.’’*'

G—NARAIN RAO
THE FIFTH PESHWA

Born. Murdered, Pcshxva.

1755. August 1773 Dccr. 1772 till death.

Narain Rao succeeded his elder brother,

Peshwa Madhav Rao, in 1772 when he was
only 17 years of age. He had been nomina-

ted by the late Peshwa with the

concui'rence of the whole court and in the

presence of the family deity as witness. On
December 13 of the same year he received

the robes of office from the Raja of Satara

to whom he had proceeded with Raghunath
Rao, his uncle, and Sakharam Bapu and
other high officials. At first Raghunath Rao
was unwilling to go except on condition of

receiving an independent fief of Rs.25 lakhs

annually for himself and his family. He
was, however, ultimately prevailed upon to

withdraw the demand which he did with

good grace.

The young Peshwa now began to run the

administration on the advice of Sakharam
Bapu and Nana Fadnavis t to whose care

the late Peshwa had commended Narain

Rao. These were the tried and able mem-
bers of the court and had well-served the

deceased Peshwa, It is said that Madhav
Rao had also beseeched Raghunath Rao to

take care of his loving nephew. And it is

on record that for a time in the beginning

the nephew and the uncle pulled on well

together.

During Narain Rao’s regime there were
no external difficulties facing the Maratha
State. But for various reasons Narain Rao
had become unpopular within his own domi-

nions. For one thing, in his immature age
he was incapable of controlling the policies

of the administration. There were also the

intrigues of the court arising from the fact

that his uncle had some claims to the

mus7jad and had some supporters and
sympathisers. The treasury was also empty,

his predecessor having drained it all by
paying off his debts and had not been able to

recoup it on account of his long illness.

His Gardi sepoysj numbering about 5,000

were in arrears of pay and dissatisfied on
that account. He had also caused annoyance
to the powerful Prabhu caste by formally

depriving them of the Kshatriya status

which they unjustifiably claimed to possess,

but interference with which had been

judiciously avoided by the earlier Peshwas.

But Narain Rao, probably on the unwise

counsel of his minister, now forced them
under severe penalties to adopt the practices

prescribed for the Shudras who had no right

to chant the Vedic hymns and to perform

the other orthodox practices. Thus he lost

all the sympathies of this influential commu-
nity who in their resentment joined in the

•Sir Richard Temple, Oriental Experience, p, 396.

fThis name is variously spelt at Nana Fadnavis, Nana Pliadnavis, Nana Fadnis, Nana Phadnis.

JThe corps of these sepoys ^vas composed mostly of Pathans, Afayssinians, Arabs, Rajputs and Purbias each drawing

Rs.8 to Rs.l5 as pay.. They were stationed at Poona and were no'i>r employed on police duty about the city and the

palace. They were mercenary soldiers with no personal attachment to the ruler—Sardesai, volume TIT, pages 15-16.
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secret plot which ultimately culminated in his

murder.

Added to these was his impatient and

irritable nature. He sometimes acted

rashly upon the information conveyed to him

by petty and irresponsible persons,

and then he could not restrain himself by

showing open disrespect to his ministers and

other elderly officials who in consequence

became somewhat indifferent. His freakish

nature was the cause of his having once

removed, according to local tradition, the

turban from the head of Nana Fadnavis with

a stick. During the previous regime of

Peshwa Madhav Rao, Shakharam Bapu, an

old and trusted functionary of the State, was

for some two years in the charge of train-

ing Narain Rao in the affairs of the adminis-

tration, but the character and the perfor-

mance of duties by Narain Rao had not

satisfied Madhav Rao who often expressed

fears about his future.

But Narain Rao’s chief trouble arose from

his uncle Raghunath Rao who had not

been able to reconcile himself to the succes-

sion of his nephew. Raghunath Rao had
not the courage to protest openly against the

nomination of Narain Rao by the d3dng
Madhav Rao, but he bore a deep grudge

against Narain Rao. On account of his

objectionable antecedents Raghoba, as he

was popularly called, used to be kept by
Madhav Rao under bouse arrest and in this

respect Raghoba fared no better under the

new regime. Before dying Madhav Rao had
left written instructions that Raghoba was
to continue in confinement to keep him from
doing mischief. These instructions were
not only carried out, but even tightened as

a result of an unsuccessful attempt of

Raghoba to escape, coupled with certain

plots which he was found to be laying

against the sovereign. Thus, he was not

allowed to go out of his room and in conse-

quence had to give up his practice of stand-

ing in the open and gazing long at the sun
as part of his prayers. The necessities of

life were
'

provided to him in a small area

and at the same time a drastic cut was made

in his expenditure. On a later plan to

effect escape becoming known to the Peshwa,

Raghunath Rao was now confined in the

Peshwa’s own palace with restrictions about

persons visiting him and the withdrawal of

his own personal servants. These rigours

greatly exasperated him and increased his

bitterness towards his nephew although the

relations between the uncle and the nephew
were at first cordial. This is borne out by
the fact that in February 1773, when Narain

Rao had been on the gaddi for some three

months, the marriage of Durgabai, Raghu-
nath Rao’s daughter, was celebrated with
great pomp and rejoicing with Narain Rao
himself taking prominent part in the

arrangements.

All these factors contributed to the suc-

cess of the conspiracy by which the young
Peshwa was brutally done to death on
August 30, 1773. It appears that the
original plan was to seize the person of the
Peshwa, to put him in confinement and then
to enthrone Raghoba as the person next in
the line of succession. But certain things
happened which led the conspirators to sus-
pect that their plan had leaked out
and they took precipitate action some
days in advance. Further, for the sake of
their greater security, as they thought, they
decided to finish their intended victim
instead of effecting his seizure as originally
intended. On the morning of the day of his
murder Narain Rao had ridden on horse-
back to pay a return visit to a revered dig-
nitary who was camping on the out-
skirts of Poona. During the conversation
this gentleman warned the Peshwa about the
rumours concerning the danger to his life.

On the return journey the Peshwa told
Haripant Phadke, who was accompanying
him, about what he had heard from the
gentleman visited and directed Phadke to
take the necessary steps immediately. The
latter assured the Peshwa that, after ful-
filling an earlier engagement with a friend,
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he would at once do the needful. Reaching
the Palace the Peshwa had his meal where-

after, according to custom, he retired to his

bed-room for the afternoon slumber.

In the meanwhile Tulya Pawar, the chief

conspirator and a servant of Raghoba, hav-

ing somehow got scent that the Peshwa had
been forewarned set out to put his plan into

immediate execution. About five hundred
Gardis, headed by their four chiefs, instantly

rushed into the palace after killing the

guards at the gate and began to demand the

arrears of their pay. The clerks on duty at

the palace and the Peshwa’s personal ser-

vants implored the insurgents not to raise a

clamour advising them that their grievance

would be listened to in office and that they

should not disturb their master’s sleep.

Upon this these faithful men were at once

killed. The leaders of the insurgents then

rushed to the Peshwa’s room upstairs with

drawn swords. The ladies of the palace

cried in horror at the deafening shouts of

the mutineers but there was no one to help.

Narain Rao, awakened from repose, ran

entirely unarmed, into the room of his aunt

Parvati Bai who told him to run to his uncle

to seek his protection. He then rushed to

the room where Raghunath Rao was doing

his worship, threw himself into his arms
asking him to save his life adding that he,

his uncle, could become the Peshwa if his

own life was spared. Raghunath Rao beg-

ged Sumer Singh, who had pursued the

Peshwa with drawn sword, not to harm his

nephew. Upon this Sumer Singh replied * I

have not gone thus far to ensure my own
destruction’, and asked Raghunath Rao to

leave the Peshwa else he, Raghunath Rao,

too would be killed. Then, according to

one version, Sumer Singh pulled the Peshwa

away from his uncle and Tulya Pawar drag-

ged him out violently and Sumer Singh

hacked him to pieces. Along with the

Peshwa also perished his faithful personal

servant, Chapaji Tilekar, who fell upon his

master’s body to save him. He, along with
some maid servants, was cruelly cut to

pieces.

Another version is that Raghunath
Rao disengaged himself from his nephew
and got out on the terrace. Narayan Rao
attempted to follow him, but Tulya Pawar
seized him by the leg and pulled him down.
As Narayan Rao fell, Chapaji Tilekar came
in and, though unarmed, rushed to his

master. Narayan Rao clasped his arms
round Chapaji’s neck and Sumer Singh and
Tulya slew them with their swords.t

Shortly afterwards an old and trusted man
on palace duty, by name Naroba Naik, came
forth and began to censure Raghimath Rao
for allowing so foul a deed to take place in

his presence. Thereupon he too was cut

down.

Thus, the mutiny which had started at

about one o’clock in the afternoon completed

a horrible tragedy in the brief space of half

an hour in which the young and innocent

Peshwa was brutally killed in his own palace

and in the view of his own near and dear.

With him perished, all in cold blood, ten

more faithful persons. That the commander
of the palace guard, Kharak Singh, instead

of pi’otecting his master, should have joined

the mutineers, added to the horror of the

tragedy. The departed Peshwa had been

in office for less than nine months.

The Gardis, who were now in full posses-

sion of the palace and the enclosure-wall

plundered the rooms and surrounded

Raghunath Rao with di’awn swords. Confu-

sion prevailed in the whole town and the

officers of the State did not know what to

do. Eventually some officials, accompanied
with influential* citizens, gained admittance.

It was only after the clamouring Gardis had
been pacified as regards their arrears of pay

Sardesai, volume III, page 26.

'\Poona Gazetteer, page 407.
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with the help of some bankers that about

midnight the dead bodies were allowed to

be removed for the performance of funeral

rites. Just before this, Raghunath Rao had

been proclaimed by the Gardis as the master

of the State. The mangled parts of the

Peshwa’s body were collected and carried

away by Trimbakrao Mama for cremation.

Sardesai in his monumental workf has

expressed great surprise at the fact

which has now been established by the mass

of documentary evidence since accumulated,

that Narayan Rao utterly neglected to take,

or was incapable of taking, the most ordi-

nary precautions for self-protection. For a

ruler of his position these would have been

easy.. The learned author, in his sorrow,

is only able to add that Narayan Rao posses-

sed a sour temper which often turned his

best friends into enemies.J

The Peshwa's mother, Gopika Bai, who
was at Nasik went mad with grief. The

eldest of her three sons, Vishwas Rao, when
only 17 years of age, had been killed in the

battle of Panipat
;

the second son, Peshwa
Madhav Rao had died at the early age of 28,

and now her only surviving son was no

more. She renounced all comforts of life

and with a bowl made of a half coconut-shell

went begging from door to door. She re-

gained her mind after over a year when the

ministers of the State were able to drive

away Raghunath Rao from Poona and when
the late Peshwa^s wife, Gangabai, gave
birth to a son.

H_RAGHUNATH RAO
THE sixth peshwa

Born, Died. Peshwa.

1734. 17B3. Octr. 1773 to Feb. 1774.

Raghunath Rao now proclaimed himself

Peshwa. He experienced some diificulty

and delay in obtaining the robes of office

from the Chhatrapati of Satara. When
eventually he secured them on October 10,

1773, he performed his inauguration uncere-

moniously on October 31 at Alegaon and
not in a full darbar at Poona. But he had
no support of the ministers of the State nor
of the influential people of Poona who
strongly suspected him of directing his

nephew’s murder. Sakharam Bapu did not
join the new administration

; he felt so

severe a shock that he left the city in shame
that he was unable to fulfil the pledge he had
given to Madhava Rao to protect Narain
Rao, Nana Fadnavis also withdrew himself

and in any case Raghunath Rao had no liking

for him. Unaided by old ministers, Raghu-
nath Rao began the administration with
people of his own choice who, like Raghunath
Rao himself, were by no means popular.

But as there was no other male member in

the Peshwa’s family, most people acquiesced
in the new regime out of sheer necessity,

though the suspicion against Raghunath
Rao almost amounted to a belief. He was,
by all and sundry, hated at heart.

Enquiry by Ram SJiastri.

At this time a man of great learning and
strong character was the head of the
Maratha judiciary. Ram Shastri, in the
capacity of the Chief Justice of the State,

started • an enquiry into the affair, little

withstanding the opposition of Raghunath
Rao who was now the de facto ruler. Ram
Shastri’s findings after an investigation of
six weeks were

—

(a) that Raghunath Rao was the main
culprit

;

{&) that, in addition about fifty persons
(49 males and one female servant) were

JNew History of Marathas, volume III, page 23.
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also responsible for the crime. The
total of 49 was made up of 13 Gardis

(8 Hindus and 5 Muslims)
,
26 Brahmans

(mostly clerks, who had acted as agents

in settling the details of the plot and its

final execution), 3 Prabhus who had
taken a prominent part in the plot and
7 Marathas.

The finding made no mention of Raghunath
Rao’s wife, Anandi Bai, though the general

belief was that she too was equally respon-

sible with her husband. She was said to be

an ambitious lady then in her 25th year.

In the course of the enquiry Ram Shastri

came across a paper purporting to be from
Raghunath Rao to Sumer Singh giving him
authority to slay Narain Rao. Raghunath
Rao admitted that he had given the order,

but took the plea that his order was to

seize Narain Rao, not to slay him. "A close

examination of the paper showed that the

word 'dharave* ( seize) had been

changed to ‘maraue^ ( kill). The
general belief was that the change was made
by Anandi Bai. It was also believed that

their servant, Tulaji Pawar, had taken part

in the murder under her orders. Anandi

Bai on her part stoutly denied that she had
any hand in the affair and as the paper does

not now exist the question who made the

change will ever remain an unsolved mystery.

Sardesai has suggested’^ the possibility that

when the Gardi chiefs undertook the venture

(of seizing Narain Rao) they discovered that

in the process of arrest it was quite possible

that the Peshwa might come to be slain if he

on his part offered armed resistance. There-

upon they represented this difficulty through

the mediators and were absolved by Raghu-

nath Rao from any responsibility for murder

if the Peshwa came by his death in the course

of the encounter. Hence came this change
in the material word of the contract by
which the perpetrators were to receive a
large sum^* as reward from Raghunath Rao.

The punishments.

When Raghunath Rao confessed his share
in the murder, he asked Ram Shastri what
atonement he could make. *‘The sacrifice of

your life is the only atonemenP’ boldly replied

the Shastri. He refused to stay in Poona if

Raghunath Rao was at the head of the
affairs, left the city and spent the rest of his

life in retirement in his native village near
Wait. According to Sardesai, Ram Shastri

approached Raghunath Rao for the execu-

tion of the decrees he had passed, where-
upon the latter urged that the murder
was a private personal affair and that

the Shastri had no concern with it.

But the eminent judge fearlessly told him
that he was himself found to be the chief

culprit and as such deserved the capital

punishment. But Raghunath Rao dismissed
him from his position. Ram Shastri then
retired to his native village. He exhibited

the strength of his character again when a
year afterwards (when Raghunath Rao was
gone) the Government of the ministers re-

quested him to come back to his post and
he declined to accept it tmtil they gave him a
written promise on oath that they would
never interfere with his duties and that they
would faithfully execute whatever decrees

he passed in his judicial capacity.$

With Ram Shastri's declaration that Raghu-
nath Rao was the chief offender, the court

and the public refused to accept him as the

legal head of the State. Consequently, he
was deposed, but could not be captured,

having fled Poona within less than three

months of his tenure, remaining a fugitive

Sardesai, volume III, page 25.

•The amount is believed to have been five lakhs of rupees. According to Sardesai, this amount was eventually

paid by Raghunath Rao and in addition another sum of three lakhs in lieu of the three forts which the chief conspira-

tors had wanted for their safe lesort—Sardesai, volume HI. page 29.

'\Poom Gazetteer, page 408.

JSardesai, volume III, pages 31-32.
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from justice for eight long years. The

Maratha Government engaged themselves in

a difficult and costly war for that period with

the British in order to secure the person of

Raghunath Rao and to save the State from

aggression by the British with whom
Raghunath Rao was constantly intriguing.

This war from 1774 to 1782, is known as the

First Maratha War. He was ultimately

secured and suitably dealt with after which

he soon died.

Of the other offenders, Tulaji Pawar and

Kharak Singh were ultimately secured in

1780 to be put to torturous death. Earlier

in 1775, Mohammad Yusuf was captured from

his concealment in the jungles and suffered

the death penalty. Smner Singh did not live

to receive the punishment having died in 1774.

The other offenders suffered varying periods

of imprisonment. It is to be noted that

Raghunath Rao shielded the principal offen-

ders for a long time with all his power.

They followed him during the wars in which

he was engaged with the Maratha Durbar

and faithfully served him. Later being

unable to protect them further he recommen-
ded them to the shelter of the neighbouring

powers. But as we have seen they were

ultimately brought to Poona to take their

sentences.

The credit for bringing all these criminals to

justice belongs firstly to the renowned Ram
Shastri who laid down an example of unparal-

leled judicial daring by conducting investi-

gations against a ruler in power and pro-

nouncing his decree of condemnation on his

very face. Nana Padnavis, the famous Poona
Minister must also share the praise, for it

was he who in the course of eight long years

full of incessant labour and great difficulties

succeeded in bringing
,

all the offenders to

book.

The end of Raghunath Rao,

Having engaged, with the help of the British

and other helpers, in imsuccessfiil fighting

with Poona Government and fleeing as fugi-

tive from place to place for eight long years,

Raghunath Rao in his piteous misery and

yet deeper agony reconciled himself to his

fate. He had suffered reverse after reverse

and was ultimately forsaken by the British

though for a long time they declined to

surrender his person to Poona. Frustrated

in every way he finally and unequivocally

surrendered himself and his family to the

Poona authorities about the middle of July

1783. He I’enounced all claims of ruler of the

Marathas and ceased to style himself as Pant
Pradhan or Peshwa, acknowledging the

young Peshwa Madhav Rao H in that posi-

tion. He took up residence at Kopargaon
where he erected large buildings. But he
soon died a broken-hearted man in

December, 1783, at the age of 48. His wife
Anandi Bai and her son Baji Rao (later

Peshwa Baji Rao H) simvived him. She
died in 1794 having suffered practical impri-
sonment throughout the remaining years of
her life which was full of misery and
indignity.

Shortly before his death Raghunath Rao
went to Nasik to pay his respects to his
sister-in-law, Gopika Bai (widow of Peshwa
Balaji Bajirao and mother of the late
Peshwa Narain Rao) . Revered by the whole
Maharashtra she was now living a pious life

of solitude near Nasik. Before going into
her presence Raghunath Rao performed,
at her instance but after some hesitation, the
rites of penance in the presence of a body
of priests. He then loudly declared that he
did instigate the confinement of his nephew
although he never meant to have him slain.*
On the conclusion of the ceremony he paid
his respects to the lady and craved her bless-
ings for his salvation which the pious lady
lovingly bestowed on him. It was evidently
these blessings which, after the death of
Peshwa Madhav Rao Narain, enabled Raghu-

•This version w.Ti corroboraled by the evidence of Mohammad Yusuf who said that "there
tion to murder the Peshwa. Their object ^vas only to put him in confinement".

was no plot or inten-
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Hath Rao’s son, Baji Rao, becoming the
Peshwa after many vicissitudes.

Of the character and doings of Raghunath
Rao, Indian historians, including the eminent
Major Basu and the veteran Sardesai, have,

with one voice, spoken in terms of unequivo-

cal condemnation. British writers, on the

other hand, have written appreciatively

about his character. There is of course no
doubt that Raghunath Rao had his failings,

but with them he must have possessed some
virtue by which he was able to attract to his

side many Maratha nobles and sardars,

known for their ability and patriotism, in

spite of the dishonoim attached to his name
on account of his proved complicity in the

murder of his nephew. Sardesai has not

attempted to investigate the reasons which
brought a large following and adequate

funds to Raghunath Rao for years together

even after the murder of Narain Rao. This

is a matter for research by students of

history. The present author has, however.

been able to discover at least one quality
which was a great asset of Raghunath Rao
apart from his piety, outward though some
may call it, and his love of religious cere-
monies on a grand scale. And this quality
was his extraordinary munificence and an
unsatiable desire for charity-giving. This
trait of his character endeared him to many,
and the famous Hindi poet Padmakar has
immortalized it in a verse of great rhythm
and poetic beauty :

^ TO

HTcf gro TO flT,

^ 'JVW'r 527 fTfsT? W,

5TO5T JP fert f%TO ^ I

XUTO TO,

^ 31% tq TO 3T,

TO nlfc ttoh ^ nhr ^'1,

fnPt 3 3 {33 nl5 3 33K 3T »

I—SAWAI MADHAV RAO NARAYAN
( MADHAV RAO H )

THE SEVENTH PESHWA

liorij. Died. PesJnua.

1774. 1795. Fiom birth till death.

Ganga Bai, the widow of Peshwa Narayan
Rao, gave birth to a posthumous son on April

18, 1774, some seven and a half months after

her husband’s murder. All the remaining

hopes of Raghunath Rao to continue as the

Peshwa were now shattered. There was

great joy amongst the populace who believed

that the great Peshwa Madhav Rao who had

died in the fullness of youth at 28 had taken

a new birth in the child to fulfil the pro-

gramme of good government which his

premature death had interrupted. Nana

Fadnavis, who received congratulations from

all quarters, showed his gratefulness to the

Almighty by the distribution of presents and

offerings to various shrines.

This child was now proclaimed Peshwa by
the Council of Administration which had
already been formed at Poona and which had
formally de-recognized Raghunath Rao,

declaring him as usurper some four months
after Ram Shastri had pronounced the ver-

dict on his guilt in October 1773. This

Council is known as BarhJiais (twelve

comrades) . The new Peshwa when only 40

days old was invested with the usual robes

of office obtained from Chhatrapati, and was
given the style and title of Srimant Sawai
Madhav Rao Narayan, Pant Pradhan. The
name was adopted from the name of his

celebrated uncle, Peshwa Madhav Rao, who
was supposed to have taken re-birth in him.
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The Council of BarWiais was later dissolved

and the administration was largely in the

hands of Nana Fadnavis who acted as the

Prime Minister.

The child Peshwa was brought up with

great care and fondness. The court, the

people and the personal servants were all

irresistibly drawn towards him and this was

but natural on accoimt of his posthumous

birth coupled with the sympathies that had

been roused by the tragic end of his father at

the hands of hired ruffians. The direct res-

ponsibility for the child’s protection and

health devolved on Nana Fadnavis, the

senior minister of the realm, and he spared

no pains in the faithful discharge of his duty.

He allowed nothing to be done in respect of

the child without his own knowledge and

sanction. As an instance of the abundant

precautions taken for the child’s well-being

mention may be made of the fact that after

much enquiry about the type of milk that

would best agree vnth the child, a particular

breed of goats was procured with great diffi-

culty. At the age of three the child was
deprived of the affection and care of his

mother who died in 1777. But loving

servants and officials tried to fill the gap as

best as possible.

An event of great importance that took place

in Sawai Madhav Rao’s regime was the

Maratha success in the battle of Kharda^
which took place on March 11-12, 1795,

between Nawab Nizam Ali of Hyderabad and
the Maratha Government. The Peshwa was
present at the battle. The Maratha force

consisted of 84,000 horses, 38,000 foot with

182 guns, the Nizam having 45,000 horses,

44,000 foot and 108 guns. The Nawab on
being defeated accepted the terms of the

victors which took some days to settle.

Arriving back at Poona on May 1, the
Peshwa received an unprecedented welcome

and a grand ovation. Gold flowers were

showered upon him when he marched in pro-

cession through the brilliantly illuminated

city.f

The young Peshwa died the same year in

October at the age of 21 without leaving any

male issue. Whether he killed himself or

whether his death was accidental has not so

far been established. But the facts may be

briefly narrated. From about the middle of

September he was having some fever. On
the day of Dasehra which fell on October 22
he headed the customary procession on an
elephant. He swooned during the ride and
was immediately brought back to the palace.

The abnormal strain had its consequence on
his delicate constitution. Suddenly leaving

his bed in the morning of October 25 he pro-

ceeded to the balcony in a' state of fever and
possibly delirium and fell down the not very
high railings of those days into the water-
fountain on the ground floor. He was injured
in the thigh, two of his front teeth were
broken and he lost consciousness. Medical
attention was at once given and regaining
consciousness he opened his eyes. But his
end was come and he peacefully died with
the setting sun of October 27.

The sad end of this prince, who became a
ruler on the very day of his birth and who
was so fondly and tenderly brought up, proves
once again how death does not miss its

appointed time. There must have been many
servants attending the sick monarch, and yet
death made its stealthy way to its victim,

dodging the attendants, made him quit his
bed in an instant and carried him in the next
to the balcony and the ground below. For
how else one is to explain that, as the deli-

rious patient walked into the balcony, there
was none to hold him back. All that was
done to save him was that a servant merely
made ” a sign for him to go back^.f

•Kharda is 150 miles east of Poona.
•j-Sardesai, volume III, page 301.

‘ He says that on the morning of the fateful day the Pesh^va '‘suddenly left his bpd and
Tvalkcd m the balcony, but a senant made a sign for him to go back. At this he fell dou-n the railines ••

(volume III. page 30G). From the description it appears that this servant u’as not one of the attendants ®but sompmiscellaneous employee working on the ground floor below.
'
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Explanations of the fatal incident have been

attempted. It is said that the Peshwa took

his own life in disgust. But the description

of the happening leading to the disgust

leaves much room for doubt in its possibility.

The happening x'efers to the correspondence,

intended to secure a personal meeting, which

Bajee Rao was having with the Peshwa.

Bajee Rao was then confined at Junnar with

one Balwant Rao Nagnath as the guardian

and through whom the correspondence

passed. This was being done without the

knowledge of Nana Fadnavis for if he had
known he would never have allowed it. The
Peshwa’s letter witten in his own hand and
telling Bajee Rao how happy he would be in

arranging a visit was intercepted with Nag-
nath at Poona whereupon the Nana imme-
diately put him in confinement. The Peshwa
first denied having written the letter, but on
Nana showing him the piece he hung

down his head. Later, the Peshwa asked
the Nana to release Balwant Rao who was
innocent and who, the Peshwa pleaded,

should not be punished for what he, the

Peshwa himself, had done on his own res-

ponsibility. Nana not only declined these

entreaties but went to the length of reproving

his royal master. This gave the young man
a mental shock from which he never recover-

ed. He lost his cheer, grew sullen and down-
cast day by day and ultimately ended his

life by suicide.

Peshwa Sawai Mahdav Rao was well and
affectionately served by his ministers, sar-

dars and other high dignitaries. Of these the

one of particular interest to the reader was
Ram Shastri, the Chief Justice, who had been
recalled to his post after the end of Raghu-
nath Rao’s regime and who continued to

preside at the Peshwa*s judiciary imtil his

death in October 1789.

J—CHIMNAJI APPA

THE EIGHTH PESHWA

Died^

1784. 1830. June to Ocir» 1796.

On the death of Sawai Madhav Rao Narain
struggles and intrigues began among the

Ministers as to- the person to be put on the

vacant gaddi. Nana Fadnavis the principal

Minister was the moving figure in the

drama that followed.

The only surviving male members of the

Peshwa family were now the three sons of

Raghunath Rao. The eldest of these was
Amrit Rao, who had been adopted by Raghu-

nath Rao when no heir to his body had been

born, and Bajee Rao (20 years) and Chimnaji

Appa (11 years), the two natural sons bom
subsequently. Nana Fadnavis had no lik-

ing for any of these on the ground that they

were the sons of one who was regarded as

a murderer. The Nana’s original plan was

to make Yashoda Bai, the Peshwa’s widow,

then only 15 years of age, adopt a son of his

choice and for this purpose he brought many
a youngster into Poona. But this plan did

not materialize as others thought that when
there were eligible male members in the

family of the Peshwas the bringing in of a
new family was wholly uncalled for. This

meant that the eldest natural son

ought to be chosen. But for reasons of his

own Nana Fadnavis thought of giving the

viasnad to Bajee Kao's younger brother,

Chimnaji Appa, but this could not be possible

in the normal course of things because

Bajee Rao was in every way eligible and
could not be allowed to be superseded by his

younger brother who had no claim in the life-

time of Bajee Rao. To meet the difficulty

Nana Fadnavis hit upon a novel plan by
which Chimnaji Appa was to be adopted as

son by the late Peshwa’s widow; the adoption
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creating a better right in favour of Chiranaji requisitioned from the Chhatrapati and the

who could then claim the succession as the investiture took place on June 2 in a grand

son of the late Peshwa, thus excluding the style in open darb'ar. The Peshwa’s seat

more remote Bajee Rao. This was intended which had remained vacant for seven months

to serve a two-fold purpose
:

^
was now filled.

(a) it would automatically exclude Bajee But Chimnaji Appa was not destined to

Rao whom the Nana disliked most ; occupy that seat for long. For many

(b) it would facilitate the repayment of the Nana Fadnavis now began to doubt

loans which the Nana had taken in the the correctness of his move in not supporting

name of the late Peshwa from several Bajeee Rao. So he decided to rectify the

bankers, because the adopted son would supposed error and this again resulted in a

be obliged, according to time-honoured series of intrigues in which the Nana was

practice and having the sanction of the for a time under a cloud and had to leave

shastras, to discharge the debts of his Poona. He protected himself in the mountain

father ; such an obligation would not fastness of Mahad and from there carried

necessarily attach to an heir who sue- on his secret moves. Others, who too desired

ceeded not by the right of son-ship, but to undo Chimanji’s succession, were not
as a remote collateral. wanting. Chimnaji himself was a Peshwa

This plan, however, did not find favour with name, the real power vesting else-

a section of the court who were supporting where. On October 27, 1796, he was taken

Bajee Rao. It seems there was no hurry to prisoner. The news of his contemplated

fill the vacancy so the game of intrigue arrest reached one of his powerful suppor-

went on for some time between the parties. who taking the young prince out of

In the end Nana Fadnavis out-witted the palace mounted him on his own horse and
others and Chimnaji Appa was forced against hastily fled Poona. He was pursued and
his will into a palanquin on May 12, 1796, captured along with Chimnaji who was made
and conveyed to the Shaniwar Palace, the prisoner. Thus, the poor Chimnaji, who was
residence of the Peshwa, there to be adopted made Peshwa against his own wishes, was
by the little Yashoda Bai on May 25 with out of that office within the space of five

due ceremony. The robes of office were soon months.

K—BAJI RAO n
THE LAST PESHWA

Baji Rao, the ex-Peshwa’s elder brother,' to be a sovereign ruling power making room
was now to wear the robe and to become for the British. In this respect his Peshwa-
known in history as Baji Rao It. It was ship is important and needs separate treat-
during his regime that the Marathas ceased ment in a fresh chapter which follows.
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ANNEXURE

POONA AND THE SHANIWAR PALACE

The seat o£ the Peshwas was Poona. When Shahu, on

lelease from the Mughal canip in 1707, came back to his

home country, he established his headquarters at Satara

from where the administration was conducted. But his

Prime Minister, the first Peshwa Balaji Vishwanath, had

his old residence at Poona where the members of his

family resided. The Peshwa himself was almost constant-

ly busy with his campaigns and had no fixed abode any-

where. But as the capital of the kingdom was at Satara,

he stayed there -when not engaged elsewhere. It ^vas the

second Peshwa Baji Rao I who built a regular residence

for himself at Poona and this was the famous Shaniwar

Palace an account of which appears later in this annexure.

Since the construction of this palace, Baji Rao used to

stay at Poona conducting state affairs from there and

going to Satara only as occasion required. This was

possible because Maharaja Shahu had left the affairs of

the kingdom almost entirely into the hands of the Peshwa.

After the death of Shahu in 1749 the^ domestic disputes

between his successor, King Ram Raja, and his ^nd-
mothcr, Tara Bai, made it difficult for the administration

to be properly carried on from Satara. As Ram Raja was

merely a figure-head and as power now completely vest-

ed in the Peshu’a, he formally and completely transferred

the headquarters of the administration from Satara to

Poona. This ivas during the Peshwaship of Balaji Baji

Rao and from that time Poona became the capital town

and the nerve-centre of the Maratha empire.

Poona la>s no claim to antiquity. Its history dates back

only to the seventh century and according to local tradi-

tion it was only a small hamlet in 613. It was in the time

of Ala-ud-din Khilji, the Delhi Emperor, that the place

began to develop, when in 1290 it u^as occupied by the

Emperor’s troops. In 1595 Poona formed part of the jagir

of Maloji Bhonsle, the grand-father of Shivaji the Great,

The name Poona is of Sanskrit origin and has been formed

from “punyapur” (cleanser) and probably refers to the

holy meeting of the rivers Mutha and Mula close to

which it is built. Its religious position also does not

appear to have an ancient origin because the earliest

known remains in the neighbourhood are believed to

belong to the seventh century.

The city is situated south-east of Bombay at a distance of

119 miles on the right bank of the Mutha river. The

other river, Mula, also flows by, joining the Mutha on the

north. There is yet a third river, Bahiroha, tributary to

the other two. The city is mostly surrounded by uplands

anthills except on the south-west. The three rivers

constitute the chief beauty of Poona.

During the Ume of the Peshwas and even considerably

thereafter Poona was built in an irregular fashion wiA

Su^twrinain streets and many broVen and natroiv-wind-

ing^lanes The roads though well-hcpt and clean were

na^ow with side-gutters which at places were covered

Sr^onr slabs. The overhanging irregular wood work

in the buildings, the sharp turns and windings and the

varim irsitf and style of houses m^ade some of the

streets picturesque. Trees planted at the road sides, or

Sr^hangingSrom some garden

gave many of the streets greenness and shade.

The third Peshwa Balaji Baji Rao (1740—1761) had
decided to build a wall round the whole city. The story is

told (hat King Ram Raja (1749—1777) of Satara ordered
the work to be stopped because in his opinion only villages
should be ^v ailed and not large towns with powerful
masters. There is, however, anotlier version about the
stoppage of the work, namely that which is mentioned
by Grant Duff, According to it, the Peshwa, on reconsi-
deration, decided that the walls might be a danger because
their strength might tempt the Head of the State to stand
a siege in the city instead of retiring to the strong hill fort
of Purandhar.

Poona has been famous for its flowers. In 1885 there were
89 flower-sellers or phoolmalis. The shops are arranged
on wooden boards covered with a wet cloth. The flowers
and garlands remaining undisposed of after the day’s
sale arc sold to perfumers who extract essence from them.
In and about that year, the flower supply of Poona was so
great that large quantities were sent to Bombay. As
many as 1,000 garlands and 3,000 nosegays could be had
at a few hours’ notice,

Poona attained great importance during the regime of
Peshwa Madhav Rao I, ivhen India looked to that city

as a model of administrative perfection. The city then
was under the able governorship of Naro Appaji who
earned a unique reputation for efficiency, justice and
tranquillity in the city affairs for half a century.

The presentation of betel leaf is the traditional practice in
India for showing respect or favour. This practice was
scrupulously followed in the court of the Peshwas. A
large consumption of betel leaf in Poona was thus
inevitable. But these had mostly to be imported. The
average imports in or about 1885 amounted to 60,500

maunds valued at Rs 3,23,000. Exports averaged 37300
maunds valued at Rs 2,00,000. This meant that the con-

sumption of betel leaf in Poona itself was 23,000 maunds
valued at Rs.l ,23,000, Before being used, the leaves are
cured. Poona is known as having the best-cured leaves

in the South. To remove the harshness and bitterness

of the fresh leaves, they are kept closely packed till the
sap dries. The leaves then grow soft ^rith a shining

ydlo'W.

Among the markets of Poona, the cloth market is

particularly important. In 1885 cloth was chiefly brought
from Na^ur, Ahmedabad, Dhanvar, and Sholapur.

Cloth from Bombay mills was also brought along with
European piece-goods. During the time of the Peshivas

there ^vere spedal shops for the sale of variegated doth
of which Hindu women make their bodices. In those

days a doth merchant’s shop generally consisted of an
outer or show room and an inner room used as a godoivn.

The shops were scnipulously dean and cushions spread

round the foot of the walls for customers to sit on and
lean against. The goods were kept in the shelves along

the walls. The shop front used to be shaded by red

curtains which kept off the glare and the dust and
caused a mellow red light which showed articles, spedally

coloured goods, lo advantage. The leading cloth mer-

chants of Poona rvere men of capital.
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Poona of 1885 had a fair number of newspapers. As

many as 9 newspapers ivere published, 2 of which were

English dailies, 1 Anglo-Hindustani bhweekly and 6

weeklies {1 English, 1 Anglo-Hindustani and 4 Marathi).

During the time of the last Peshwa, Baji Uao II, tlie officer

who was in charge of the police at Poona used to be paid

a lump sum of Rs.9,000 a month to cover the pay of his

subordinates, namely, constables, horse-patrols and other

cmplo)ees. He was ansAverable for the amount of property

plundered whenever the Peshtv’a thought proper to call

on him, that is to say, he had to make good the value of

the property plundered. Still, his appointment was

reckoned lucrative as the pay of his establishment tvas

very low and both he and they derived much pro6t from
unavowed exactions. With all these drawbacks, how-
ever, the city police has been described as good.

Murders and robberies attended Arith violence and alarm
were rare and complaints of the insecurity of property

wcic never heard.

The earliest available records shoAV that in 1780 Poona
had a population of 1,50,000 persons. It fell considerably

in the first eight years (1796—1804) of the reign of the

last Peshwa Baji Rao II. This was due mainly to the

depredations of Daulat Rao Scindia, and his fathor.in-

law, Sarzarao Ghatge, and YashAvant Rao Holkar and
later to the great famine of 1803. At the beginning of

the British rule in 1818, it contained about 1,30,000 souls,

Poona had no railway station until 1858, that is a year
after the great

‘

‘‘mutiny’*. With the opening of the

station in that year Poona has been making progress

all round.

In the city of Poona and its environs, there are many
objects of historical importance, mainly palaces and
mansions.

Poona acquired fame as a centre of learning from the
time of the PeshAvas Avho patronised men of letters.

Balaji Baji Rao, the third PeshAva, in particular, spent
vast sums in attracting to Poona learned scholars and
famous poets from all parts of the country. The other
PeshAvas had also not lagged behind. Baji Rao II, Avith

all his faults, has at least the credit of assisting by
monetary a^rards all kinds of scholars aWio used to
flock to Poona during his regime.

THE SHANIWAR PALACE

This palace was built at Poona as a personal residence
by the second PeshAva, Bajee Rao I. As in the case of
the Avards of Poona, the palace Avas named after the
sixth day of the week. It Avas regarded at that time
as the finest modern mansion in the Deccan. It Avas
a huge but imposing building in an enclosure of four-
and-a*half acres.

The site Avas cliosen under a peculiar superstition. The
story is told and believed in Maharashtra that Bajee Rao,
Avhen out riding, saAv a hare turn on a dog at this spot.
Believing that a house built on such a site could never
be taken, he chose the place for the building.

When the palace Avas under construction, Maharaja Shahu
told the PcsbAva not to put the main entrance to the
north, as that Avould mean a Avar Avith Delhi, the Mughal
capital, of Avhosc ruler Shahu ahvays considered him-
self a vassal.f In deference to the royal Avishes, the

construction of the gate Avas stopped and it was not

completed till Shahu ’s death (1749) by the third

PeshAva, Balaji Rao.

The palace Avas enclosed by a fortified Avail, 200 yards

long. 150 yards Avidc and rising to a height of 20 feet.

Of the five gatcAvays, one Avas knoAVn as the Mastani Gate,

after Bajee Rao’s Muslim mistress avUo had separate

apartments in the building. This gate Avas named
after her because she used to pass through it.

The huge Avooden doors of the gates Avere thick-set

Avith iron spikes to Avard off attack by elephants in any
possible insurrection. The palace ivas a six-storeyed

building Avith four large courts or chauks and several

smaller courts. The courts Averc called either from the

objects for Avhich they Avere built or the persons Avho

occupied them. Thus, one court Avas called PakAvan

Chauk or the SAA'cet-meat Court; 5avitri Bai’s Chauk xvas

another name after a lady of the Peshxva’s family.

The halls or diwan-khanas derived their names from the
decoration in them or from the use to Avhich they Avere

put. One Avas called the Kachehry DcAvan-Khana or the
Audience Hall Avhere statesmen and other dignitaries were
received. This Avas also called Ganesh Mahal as an image
of that god—AVho Avas the family deity of the PeshAvas—Avas
installed in it.

Another Avas called Hasti-Danti DeAvan-Khana or the
Ivory Hall because it had an ivory ceiling. A third
was called Arsi Mahal because its Avails and ceilings Avere

all covered Avith mirrors.

The pillars separating the main halls Avere of Avood-cut-
in-the-cypress pattern and Avere joined together on the
top by thick cuspated arches. Ceilings Avere covered Avith

wooden dressery in different patterns. The Avood-Avork
Avas painted Avith figures of trees and men or scenes
from the Pura^ms in enamel and gold. The stone-Avork
inside the court Avas finely chiselled and polished.

Most of the important chauks had central fountains.
It Avas on one of these that the Peshwa Madhav Rao II
fell from an upper storey of the palace, broke bis legs
and teeth and died after two days.

All round the palace thick iron chains Averc hung to Avard
off lightning and evil spirits. From a cistern in the palace
Avater Avas raised to the sixth storey and from there

carried to the various parts of the palace. There is a story
that during the construction of the building, no one
except a mason thought of the Avater arrangements to be
made. This skilful person stealthily built a’ duct in the
Avail and made a reservoir hear the Ganesh Gate. After
the completion of the structure, the Peshwa, Avbile arrang-
ing to bring Avatcr from an aqueduct into the palace,
found no Avay to do so except by pulling doAvn a part of
the enclosure Avail Avith the building on It. The mason
then mme forward and shoAved his secret construction.
For his foresight he received a village in rcAvard.

The palace Avas destroyed by fire during the British regime
in March-April,1827. The fire raged for about a fortnight.
In spite of all efforts, almost the Avhole of the palace Avas
destroyed. Among the parts saved Avas the Mirror Hall
Avhich Avas later removed. All that noAv remains of it arc
portions of the enclosure Avail.

(These descriptions of Poom and the Shaniwar Palace
are mainly based on the Poona Gazetteer.)

fThis is not strange because although Shahu had been kept captive by Aurangzeb, the latter treated him with con-

if” n? i**®
.long years o£ his captivity. After the Jeath of Au4ngreb his ^on, Amm ShahVmSerhim mtake charge of his dominions. It Avas in gratitude for these things that Shahu owed sincere allegiance to Delhi.



CHAPTER SIX

THE LAST PESHWA, BAJI RAO II

A. UNPOPULAR RULE.

B. END OF AN EMPIRE

ANNEXURE : hORD VALENTIA MEETS THE PESHWA

Bom: 1775. Ruled: 1796-1818. Died: 1851.

“ He was more sinned against than sinnmg/^

A. UNPOPULAR RULE

CHIMNAJI's place in the Shaniwar Palace

was, on December 6, 1796, taken by Baji Rao.

After his investiture with the robes of office

on the previous day, he marched in procession

through the city of Poona to take his abode

in the ancestral residence of the Peshwas.

He is known in history as Baji Rao H, the

first Baji Rao being his grand-father and the

second Peshwa (1720—40).

The regime of Peshwa Baji Rao n was an

eventful one culminating, as it did, in the dis-

solution of the great Maratha empire. But

space permits us to deal here only with some

of the principal events of his reign.

On becoming Peshwa, Baji Rao set free all

those advisers and associates of his father

who had been punished with imprisonment

during the last regime. He brought them

near his person and spent lavishly on his

favourites, all unworthy men. The result

was maladministration and discontent among

the people. But Baji Rao was indifferent to

these, busying himself in prayers, worship,

religious rites, personal comforts and the

enjoyment of a youthful life. He shared

these with his friend and benefactor the

Scindia Daulat Rao who was only six years

yotmger.

Notwithstanding these failings, which were
common to him and his contemporaries, Baji

Rao would have become a successful ruler

and would not have lost his kingdom in 1818
had he put faith in Nana Padnavis, the able

Prime Minister of his predecessor and on
whose death in 1800 '‘departed all the

wisdom and moderation of the Maratha
Grovemment”.’*' Baji Rao's devotion to God
and .religion was supplemented by perse-

verance, learning and eloquence and these

stood him in good stead during the time he
occupied the gaddi. He was let down by his

advisers who had neither character nor
ability nor a standing in society^ Not that

Baji Rao did not realize the worthiness of

the Nana and the unworthiness of those on
whose counsel he acted, but he was a victim

•These were the words used by the British Resident at Poona, Colonel Palmer, in his report to the Governor

General. Grant Duff, the historian of the Marathas has thus written about him ; **Nana Padnavis was certainly a

great statesman. His principal defects originated in the want of personal courage and in an ambition not always

restrained by principles. His life was entirely public. In private he was a man of strict veracity, human, frugal and

charitable. His whole time was regulated with the strictest order, and the business personally transacted by him
almost exceeds credibility. Nana doubtless shines out as the last genius produced by the Maratha nation”. At the

time of his death he was 58 years.
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of circumstances. The greatest circum-

stance against him was that he was the son

of parents who were believed to be the

murderers of their nephew, the young

Feshwa Narayan Rao.

Of the other circumstances mention may be

made of the fact that for his elevation to

Peshwaship, Baji Rao was imder great obli-

gation to Daulat Rao Scindia, a youth with

no principles but with great power and

influence. On this friend Baji Rao
depended for advice in all important matters.

But even this would not have been so dis-

gustful had not the Scindia been under the

influence of the vicious Sharza Rao Ghatge

alius Sakharam or Tuljoji who had contrived

to give his beautiful daughter, Baiza Bai,

in marriage to him. This Sharza Rao is

regarded as the most evil person in

Maratha history.* He had influence on Baji

Rao too. Under the spell of these two, Baji

Rao was persuaded to do many foul things

which ultimately brought his own downfall.

It was primarily due to the instigation of

these persons, coupled with his own dislike

for Nana Fadnavis, as the principal opponent

of his late father, that Baji Rao had Nana
Fadnavis arrested and confined at the end
of the year 1797 believing him to be the chief

cause of his troubles.

The Scindia was demanding from Baji Rao
money for his troops to which the latter’s

answer was that he was so poor that he had
no oil for the lamps of his palace, no betel

leaves
; not even rice for daily food. So he

gave written permission to Scindia to seize

Nana and take his treasure, estimated at

several crores, by force and whatever else

could be obtained from Nana’s followers

and partizans.t Scindia and Sharza Rao

exploited this order in the most ruthless

manner.

The divine law of retribution has its own
course and it was not long before Baji Rao

was overtaken by it.

In October, 1802, the Peshwa Baji Rao fled

Poona on the defeat of the combined forces

of his own and Daulat Rao Scindia at the

hands of Yashwant Rao Holkar in the great

battle of Hadapsarl which is also known as

the battle of Poona. It was fought on the

eve of the Diwali festival and resulted in the

enormous loss of 6,000 killed and 4,000

wounded on the side of the Peshwa and 5,000

killed and wounded on Yashwant Rao’s side.

The victory was entirely due to the valour

of Yashwant Rao who though numerically

much inferior guided and encoimaged his

devoted men by racing about on his horse

fearlessly in the thick of the battle.

The cause of this tragic war was personal

animosity between the Scindia and Yashwant
Rao Holkar. On his death at the camp of

Poona in 1797, Tukoji Rao Holkar left four
sons, Kashi Rao, the eldest, but an idiot,

Malhar Rao, Vithoji and Yashwant Rao, the
youngest and illegitimate. With the con-

trivance of Daulat Rao Scindia, Kashi Rao
secured the succession to which he was
legally entitled, but to which the three
younger brothers were unitedly opposed.

The latter forming a separate group laid

plans of capturing Kashi Rao and putting in

Malhar Rao in his place. On becoming
aware of this Daulat Rao sent his men to

capture Malhar Rao who was attacked and
killed in an unguarded moment a month
after his father’s death. He had kept awake
through the whole of the expiring night to

•Sliarza Rao let loose a veritable hell in Poona and its neighbourhood after getting Nana Fadnavis confined.
The people were subjected to indescribable atrocities to disgorge all their wealth. While this cruel plunder was going
on the marriage oE Baiza Bai was solemnized trith pomp the like of which had never before been seen in Poona. Some
days after the marriage which took place in February, 1798, Sharza Rao took up his residence in Nana’s house and there
»n the very room of Nana's daily worship goats were slaughtered every day. The populace of Poona looked upon this
roan as the god of death incarnate—Sardesai, volume HI, pages ?3—S7.

^

jSardesai, volume HI, page 33S.

tHadapsar is a village near Poona and the battle was fought on the plains of this and two other villages.
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{Uy couitc^y of CJnhashala Press, Poona)

The second Biji R.^o nas a iiilci of keen intellect and lefincd manncis. He cvcelled in

the ait of eloquence and in the atliihutcs of kingship, but the antecedents of his father,

coupled nith his own uni^oithy ad\iscis, spelt his ruin,

A man of learning himself, he pationi/cd scholais who wcic attiactcd to his court to benefit

by his bouniN. It ^^as to a laige measuic due to his munificence that Poona earned

the leputation as a scat of learning—a leputalion Axhich suivhes to this day.
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(Ij% coin((S) of Cliit}(isfialn Puss, Poona)

fht 1 CHOU tied slafcMiiaii uith uhose dcatli in 1800

the Maiatha Go\ciiimcnt lost all its nisclom He nas

)8 at the time of his death and had Ined a strictl\

icgulaicd life lian^actiiig pci^oiialK a stupendous

amount of puljlic (msincss If Fcshu»i Baji Rao had

condncicd his aflaiis accoiding to the adticc of this foic-

sightcd nll^l^tcl tlic couisc of Maiatha histon, and

consetjuentU of Indian histon , ^^ouUl ha%c been different

But undei the influence of mcious adiiscis Baji Rao

ignoicd the rsana and uas e\cn pinN to his nialticatment

Houcaci, the di\inc letiibvition look long in oici taking

ilie Feshua who paid foi his sms in ISIS uhen

the liiiiish seized Ins kingdom

'S-V

B\PU GOlvHVLi:

1\

-r ..

On being pursued b\ Biitish aimies almost all his gcncials

relations and adheicnls dcscited the Fcsliua Baji Rao,

bin not the gallant Bapii Gokhale He remained faithful

to Ins niastei until his last bieath uhen he u.is killed

in the battle of Ashta \ftci the death of this faithful

commander B131 Rao lost all hope of 1 eg lining his

position He nltim itcl) dch\cicd himself to Geneial

M drolm m the inoining of June 3, 1818
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\ ISHR \MU M G \ \n \ POON V

(U) colltU^^ of lihishnUtl Uidh of huhtt)

I’csinva Baji Kao uas a uilci of acsrJicuc nstcs uitli piuiuilar Io\e fot electing bnilclingi>

This palace uas one of the in in\ nngnihtcnt buildings constiuctcd b\ him Tiadition nas

It that Baji Rio named it aftci his ja\ount(. giidcnci, \ishiam On the dcpauiiie of

Baji Rao fiom Poona in 1818, the io\al buddings fell into neglect, and toda^ on!) then sfta)

remnants icminU the Msitor of the excellence of the ouginal siiuctuics This impicssne

facade is all that icm iins of llie beautiful palace

100 C
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meet the attack of which news had reached

him. At dawn he imdressed himself and
went to sleep feeling that the intended

attack had been put off. It was in this

•unguarded state that Scindia's men fell upon
him.

On their brother’s death, Vithoji and
Yashwant Rao took to a life of brigandage.

Each collected a large and separate follow-

ing and devastated the territories of the

Scindia and the Peshwa in retaliation. Both
worked in separate areas. Vithoji became
a terror to Baji Rao. Having devastated

large tracts of the Poona kingdom by
plunder and fire he proclaimed himself as an
agent of Amrit Rao and declared that Baji

Rao was incompetent and worthless. He
caused great havoc in the Peshwa’s domains ;

‘‘there hardly remained a sign of Baji Rao’s

rule beyond the limits of his capital”,

writes Sardesai,* adding that “reports of the

prevailing misery poured into his ears daily

from all quarters”.

Ultimately in April, 1801, Vithoji Holkar

was captured and brought in chains before

Baji Rao who in a fit of insane rage and on

the wicked advice of one of his ministers

ordered that he be punished by being

trampled by an elephant—^this was usually

the punishment in those days for high

treason.f The prisoner was tied to the feet

of an elephant, dragged about in the palace

compoimd and killed with horrid cruelty.

For twenty-four hours thereafter the dead

body was exhibited and only then was it

allowed to be removed for the performance

of funeral rites.

Though the punishment was not undeserved

according to the standards of those days,

several members of the Peshwa’s court had

pleaded against this form of punishment, but

in view of the anarchy and chaos which
this outlaw had created and the misery which
he had brought on his innocent victims, the
Peshwa’s rage for vengeance was hard to

soften. He even became unmindful of the
consequences which his order might provoke
on the part of the dashing Yashwant Rao
and the other members of the House of
Holkar.

And such consequences were not long in
coming. Yashwant Rao who had been
waging a bloody war against the Scindia in

the latter’s domains and in which there
was fearful slaughter on both sides, now
turned towards Poona. He first appealed
to the Peshwa as the common master of

the two to intervene adding that he,

Yashwant Rao, would forget the tragic fate

which his brother had met at the Peshwa’s
hands. He had several grievances against
the Scindia, the foremost of which was the
release of his nephew, Khande Rao Holkar,
whom Scindia was holding as a prisoner.J
Under the influence of the Scindia, with
whom Baji Rao was very friendly on
account of the assistance he had received

from the former in getting the Peshwa’s
musnad, Baji Rao remained indifferent to the

entreaties of Yashwant Rao who showed
respect towards the Peshwa and whom he
intended to do no harm. Baji Rao not only

did not listen to Yashwant Rao, he went
further and ordered, on the advice of one of

his ministers and the Scindia, the confisca-

tion of the whole estate of the Holkars.

This exasperated Yashwant Rao to the

utmost limit. The results were the battle

of Hadapsar already described and the

defeat of the Peshwa Baji Rao and his flight.

Baji Rao now sought the protection and the

help of the British. For this purpose he

•Volume HI, page 366.

tS. R. Sharma’s Makwg of Modern India (1951), page 292. foot-note.

JKhande Rao ’^vas the posthumous son of Malhar Rao. When the latter was slain by Daulat Rao Sdndia's men,

his wife, Jiji Bai, was in a state of pregnancy. She was removed to a place of safety in Poona. The son bom to her

was this Khande Rao. He too with her mother was later secured by Sdndia who kept them in confinement.
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eventually reached the port of Eassein,

a Maratha out-post near Bombay, in Decem-

ber 1802. On the last day of that month

he made a treaty with the Company’s

Govenunent. This is known as the Treaty

of Eassein which, amongst others, contained

the stipulation that the British shall protect

Baji Rao’s territory as their own and that

for this purpose the Company shall perma-

nently station in the dominions of Baji Rao
a subsidiary force of not less than 6,000

regular infantry to be paid for by the latter

by the cession to the British of districts

carrying a revenue of Rs.26 lakhs a year.

After this treaty, the British began to make
elaborate preparations to march to Poona
for restoring Baji Rao to the Shaniwar

Palace. Colonel Wellesley, the brother of

the Governor General Lord Wellesley, was
put in charge of the mission and the early

months of 1803.were devoted by the two bro-

thers to settling perfect plans to this end.

They succeeded in mobilizing 60,000 troops,

a niunber far exceeding any put in the field

on any previous occasion in India. Colonel

Wellesley then began his advance on Poona
after issuing the following appeal :

“The Peshwa Baji Rao has sought the friendship and
protection of the Company's Government, It is at his invi-

tation that ive are entering the Maratha country as

friends. We have no desire to harm or hate anybody.
We call upon Mamlatdars and all officials to join us

cordially. We are stationing our guards to see that no
damage is done to any peaceful member of society.

Whatever provision of grain and other articles is needed
for us, rvill be strictly paid for according to current rates.”

At the same time the foresighted Colonel

sent an assurance to Yashwant Rao Holkar
at Poona that, if he refrained from interfer-

ing with the arrangements for restoring

Baji Rao, the British would not disturb him.

Earlier in January the Colonel had thus

written to Yashwant Rao : “Baji Rao by
solemn agreement has accepted our armed
protection, and we are bound in duty to up-

hold it. In doing so the Governor General is

intensely anxious to effect a reconciliation

between Baji Rao and you. You have often

expressed yom’ readiness to remain loyal to

Baji Rao. Now is the time for you to prove

your bona fides by at once leaving Poona

v/ith your forces and going back to your

jurisdiction. If you do so, the Governor

General will get all your grievances redressed

by Baji Rao. You have all along been

friendly to the British power. Do preserve

that sentiment by quitting Poona. If you

don't do so, there is every chance of our

relations being disturbed”.

The Governor General too hdd proclamations

issued in his name announcing the special

advantages from the Company’s Government
to the general masses. Men serving the

Indian Chiefs were told that if they joined

the British army they would be treated with

respect and attention without any distinction

on racial grounds and with a guarantee about

emoluments. Copies of these proclamations

were widely distributed. At the same time
military as well as civil officers were told to

avoid harm or molestation being caused to

the general populace from the field armies.

These diplomatic moves proved . very
effectual. Yashwant Rao Holkar knew that

he coidd not withstand the onslaught of such
a large British force as had been mobilized.

He preferred discretion to valour. On
February 25, he went to the Shaniwar Palace
to receive the robes of departure from Baji

Rao’s wife who had been left behind when
the Peshwa fled Poona, and from the wife
of Amrit Rao. Then he quietly left the city.

He was compelled to take this course on
account of his failure to organize an effective

confederacy against British arms. More-
over, he had become very unpopular on
account of the third degree methods which
he had followed for four months in extract-

ing money from the residents of Poona by
plunder causing untold misery to the people.

By these means he was able to collect fifty

lakhs though he actually needed twice the
amount for his troops and administrative

expenses.
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The British plan was that Colonel Wellesley

should advance upon Poona and there be

ready to receive Baji Rao who would start

from Bassein in the company of Colonel

Close who had been the Resident at Poona

before Baji Rao’s flight. The plan succeeded

admirably. Entering Poona on April 20,

1803, he visited the Shaniwar Palace two

days later and noted its defence arrange-

ments. He then sent message to Colonel

Close at Bassein who, taking Baji Rao with

him, started for Poona. On May 13, 1803,

the Peshwa entered his capital and regained

his seat amid gun salutes and shouts of

joy. The event was announced by the

British throughout India and gims were fired

at Calcutta, Surat and other important towns.

Thus was established the supremacy of

B. END OP

With the British Subsidiary Force to protect

him from external as well as internal dangers,

Baji Rao was now enabled to live a

life of ease. The British representative

was there to appropriate to himself the

political functions of the head of the

Maratha State, and Baji Rao was reduced

to the position of a mere figurehead with a

private establishment at the Palace. He
held no durbars, received no visitors and

called no conferences. He was quiet and

happy with his routine of baths and prayers.

During the four monsoon months each year

he performed religious rites with the aid of

eminent priests who were fed with extra-

ordinary punctiliousness. He was defied

by his subjects except when a British force

was actually at his back.* He was not

settled even in the cotmtry five miles from

Poona.

From the very beginning of his rule Baji

Rao had the handicap of being the son of

a person who was believed to be a wicked

man and the murderer of his own nephew.

British methods and diplomacy. After an
exile of six and a half months the Peshwa
was re-seated on the musnad of Poona
against what previously looked like heavy
odds, without the firing of a musket or the

movement of a sword.

Lord Valentia, a well-known traveller, had
come out to India in the beginning of the

19th century. He visited Poona in 1803 to

gain first-hand knowledge of the Peshwa's
court and the manner in which he lived and
ruled. In his book of Travels, Lord
Valentia has left a graphic account of his

meeting with the Peshwa Baji Rao H. It

gives an insight into the royal customs and
manners of the Peshwas, and for the interest

of the curious reader the description is

reproduced in the Annexure to this chapter.

^ EMPIRE

Added to this were his own shortcomings.

In the result, he could secure no worthy
ministers, nor faithful servants, nor could

he distinguish between the loyal and the

disloyal ones. Under advice from General

(as he now v/as) Wellesley he adopted

the foolish course of inviting people to

dinners and then making them take an oath

of loyalty in the presence of the deity—

a

practice which alienated the sympathies of

even those who had some interest in him.

Although the Treaty of Bassein had
restored his possessions, Baji Rao was never

happy with the consequences, for he was
now like a bird in a cage, a golden cage

though. He had thought that the British

would punish Yashwant Rao Holkar, but

this did not fit into the general network

of their programme. His other expectations

too remained unfulfilled. Not only that,

there were frequent frictions between him

and the British who found it difficult to

deal with him. Gradually the friendly

•Sardesai, volume III, pages 393-94.
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terms between the two gave place to rancour

and bitterness.

Thus, for some years, things went on to the

discomfiture both of the Peshwa and the

British. Then took place an incident which

caused great estrangement between the

parties. This was the murder, within the

Peshwa’s territory, of Gangadhar Shastri,

a high officer of the Gaikwar of Baroda

with whom the British were in Subsidiary

Alliance. The Baroda Darbar owed a debt

of some three crores to the Poona Govern-

ment and it was to settle this question and

the disputed accounts relating to it that

Gangadhar Shastri had been deputed to the

Poona Court. The deputation had been

sponsored by the British Government who
had a Resident at Bai’oda and who, to

overcome the Shastri’s reluctance to go,

gave him a special guarantee of safety.

Gangadhar Shastri arrived at Poona in

January, 1814, and after some days was, in

February, presented to the Peshwa to whom
he delivered the presents he had brought.

Negotiations on the subject of the debt were

commenced in March, but the progress was,

as was to be expected in a case involving

such a large amount, very slow with little

hope of a settlement acceptable to the

creditor and the debtor. A whole year

went by without any common ground of dis-

cussion being discovered.

Gangadhar made use of his long stay at

Poona in performing the sacred thread

ceremony of his son with great pomp and
show, the Peshwa being present in person.

The boy’s marriage with the sister of Baji

Rao’s wife had also been settled and large-

scale preparations for its performance at

Nasik were made at the instance of Baji

Rao who had settled the match. At the

last moment, when everything was ready and
the guests on the bride’s side had arrived,

the Shastri suddenly declined to celebrate

the marriage for reasons which are not

wholly explicable. However, the Peshwa
bore this insult with a show of outward calm.

While all 'this had happened on the one

hand, and his mission had almost reached

the stage of final failime on the other,

Gangadhar Shastri was murdered at

Pandharpim. To this place he had gone

from Nasik accompanied by the Peshwa
and Trimbakji Dengle, a favourite officer of

the Peshwa, for the pimpose of offering

woi’ship to the famous temple of Vithhalji.

On the evening of July 20, 1815, he went to

the temple for a final bow to the deity at

the repeated invitation of Trimbakji who
had arrived there earlier—^both of them were
staying at different places. Night had now
fffily set in and while returning from the

temple with a few unarmed men who were
with him, Gangadhar Shastri was attacked

by a band of armed men. They hacked
him to pieces after he had reached barely
a few paces from the temple door.

Whether the foul deed had been done at the
instigation of Baji Rao or with his con-
nivance or whether he had no hand in it,

are matters which, together with the efforts

made by the British to secure the person
of Trimbakji, who was believed to have
plotted the murder, are matters which must
be left to be studied elsewhere. Suffice it

here to say that the relations between the
British, who had guaranteed the murdered
man’s personal safety, and the Peshwa Baji
Rao became much strained.

The result was that the Peshwa began to
make secret preparations for war for which
the British were more than prepared.
They delivered an ultimatum to the Peshwa
for the apprehension and surrender of
Trimbakji within a month’s time and, as a
guarantee against failure, obtained, under
threat of occupying Poona, the possession of
four Maratha forts in April, 1817. He was
in no position to withstand a British attack,
and as a result of further pressure the
Peshwa was made to sign a treaty at Poona
on 13th June following. By this treaty,
Trimbakji was declared to be the murderer
of Gangadhar Shastri, all the Peshwa’s
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territory outside Maharashtra was ceded to

the British, the Peshwa was compelled to

wihtdraw his vakils from other States and

prohibited from keeping any correspondence

with them. Thus, within fourteen years of

Baji Rao’s restoration, was extinguished

the overlordship of the Poona Govern-

ment over the Indian Chiefs, resulting in the

final and open dissolution of the Maratha

Confederacy.

This treaty had been signed by Baji Rao
under extreme pressure and with a sense

of bitter wrong. So he determined to fight

the British after making the adequate

preparations. Hostilities were ultimately

opened on November 5, 1817, on which the

famous battle of Kirkee was fought. The

result was undecisive because Baji Rao

failed to follow up the fight although

heavily re-inforced. After an indecision of

several days Baji Rao took, against the

entreaties of his advisers, the precipitate

action of leaving Poona and retreating to

Purandhar taking his family, and whatever

treasure he could, with him. The British

were masters of the situation now
;
the

Shaniwar Palace was occupied with the aid

of only 25 troops who hoisted the British flag

on it on November 17. The city of Poona

with all State treasure fell, without

any opposition, into the hands of the British

who had annoimced that, in the event of

resistance from the Peshwa’s troops, the city

would be bombarded. Guards were posted

at various places, the normal business was

resumed and the British officers opened

an office in the Peshwa’s palace to conduct

the administration.

In this quiet manner, the Maratha empire,

whose head was now a fugitive from his

capital, virtually passed to the British who

now had only to exact a formal deed of

abdication in the following June.

For seven months from now till May, 1818,

Peshwa Baji Rao was flying from place to

place, enduring what Sardesai has called

“a running siege by the British forces”. On
the way, he was joined by his loyal General,

the gallant Bapu Gokhale, who had turned
to protect his master and who fought many
actions with the British. The decisive battle

was fought on February 19, 1818, at Ashta
(south-west of Mhow) where he was over-

taken, while hurrying vdth his master
towards Purandhar, by the forces under
General Smith. Fighting bravely, he met a
soldier’s death.^ Baji Rao did not wait for

the result of the action and hurriedly made
his way off with his wife and three ladies

riding with him in male attire. One crore

worth of treasure fell into British hands.

The British supported their armed strength

by clever diplomacy. In order to induce his

subordinates to give up their allegiance to

the Peshwa, the Governor General caused a
proclamation to be issued on February 11,

1818, stating the British case against the

Peshwa and his regime. This instrument of

diplomacy would bear reproduction :

“Since the assumption of the Government by Baji Rao,
sedition and rebellion prevailed in various shapes.

His authority was not at any time established in the

country subject to his rule. When Holkar was in a
state of lebellion, he abandoned the country and
pusillanimously lepaiied to Bassein where he formed
an alliance with the British Government and, being
joined by the troops of the Hon’ble Company, was
by them re-established in his government. The
prosperity of the country revived under the
Company’s protection.

“In conformity ^vith the principles of equity, it was the
wish of the Company’s Government to settle his

dispute with the Gaikivad's Government and the
latter dispatched their agent Gangadhar Shastri to

Poona under the Company’s guarantee. This Shastri

was assassinated by a public officer of Baji Rao on the
consecrated ground of Pandharpui. The Company's
Government demanded the surrender of the murderer
Trimbakji; and a large army had to be assembled
before he was put into our possession.

“Subsequently, Baji Rao despatched letters to foreign

chieftains urging them to put their armies in a state

of preparation, the object of 'vvbich was to plunge the
Company’s Goveinmcnt into a state of war and

•In a note to Elphinstone (the Governor of Bombay), General Smith wrote about Bapu Gokhale as having "really

fouaht like a soldiei”. railiei. the valiant Gokhale had stoutly braved the death of his only son, Govinc! Rao.

who bad succumbed to exhaustion in t)ecembcr, 1817-Sardcsai. volume III, page 492,
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expose it to injury. He made declarations, and

reiterated them in various shapes, that he owed his

political existence, as well as the happiness and

tranquillity he enjoyed, to the Company’s Govern-

ment. In consideration of them, a fresli treaty was

concluded in order to maintain his sovereignty, but

to deprive him of the means of exciting disturbances.

“Thereafter, the Company’s Government determined to

adopt measures for the suppression of the Pindaris,

^yh^ch Baji Rao acknowledged as highly beneficial to

him and in w'hich he offered his hearty co-operation.

Under this cloak he remitted his treasure to foreign

chiefs for objects hostile to the Company’s interests.

Then he suddenly equipped his army and attacked

the Company’s troops, plundered and burnt the

residence and cantonments of the British representative.

Two British officers were put to death in the vicinity of

Talegaon. The Peshwa recalled to his presence the

murderer of Gangadhar Shastri, Trirabakji Denglc.

“I'he Company’s Government are satisfied that Baji Rao
is unfit to rule over his empire. Measures are in

progress to deprive him of all public authority. A
light force has been despatched in his pursuit. In

a short period nothing will remain connected with
Baji Rao, and measures will be adopted for the

enlargement of the Raja of Satara who will be
established in a principality for the maintenance
of his own rank and the dignity of those of his court.

In prosecution of these measures. His Highness’s

flag has been displayed in the fort of Satara and
satisfactory assurances given to his adherents. The
Maharaja will administer the territories that will

belong to him.

“In the territories reserved to the Hon’ble Company,
their authority ^viU be established 'without prejudice
to the watans, inams and alloivances. Every individual
ivill be secured from tyranny and oppression.

“Those who arc in service of Baji Rao should withdraw
from it and retire to their habitations within two
months ; the failure to do this will ruin them. The
public officers who are in the employ of Baji Rao
should report and return to their homes ; they should
afford no assistance to Baji Rao nor make payments
of revenue to him. The watans and lands of all

public officers tvho afforded aid to Baji Rao
will be forfeited. Dated llt/i February, 1818
5th Rabilakharr '

This proclamation was a master-stroke of

diplomacy and statesmanship. Taking
advantage of the offer, a large portion of

Baji Rao’s followers left him. The British

army was now in his pursuit. His fate was
completely sealed.

Baji Rao fled from place to place, fighting

actions, suffering defeat and being all the

time relentlessly pursued by the Company’s

troops. His miserable condition has been

graphically described in a contemporary

Marathi ballad of which the following is the

English rendering :

The Shriraant, brought up in the delicacies of the palace.

Is now roaming through the forests

;

Under the blazing sun he seeks

His path through thorns and brambles

;

He lends and tethers his own horse

;

He spreads his thin scarf on rough ground

;

And uses it .as a bed during the night.

He eats his rice from a ivooden bowl,-

One day before sunset, another day late after midnight ;

At every stage his favourite servants drop out.

Never, oh never, has such a fate

Fallen on any of Balaji Vishwanath’s House

;

Elephants, horses, camels, treasure,

All are being left behind.

What a fate has Baji Rao to bear in life;

As he journeys on, he addresses

To each, with tears in his eyes,

The words : “This is our last visit.

Be kind, and meet us if wc live.

Nowhere in his large territories nor in the

territories of the confederates of the empire

could he get asylum. He was reduced to ex-

tremities. So long he had bravely faced

his hardships and had preferred them to

abject surrender. He was now deserted by
nearly all his chiefs, except the chief of

Vinchur, Yithhal Narsing Vinchurkar,* and
even by his own brother. The very members
of his family, he is reported to have said

sorrowfully, had been forgetful of the ties

of blood. The physical suffering augmented
with mental agony at last broke his spirits.

His able and faithful commahder, Bapu
Gokhale, had, as we have seen already,

fallen fighting. So having lost heart and
all hope of ever regaining his position, the

miserable Peshwa sued for peace. He metf
General Malcolm who was in charge of the
military operations against him and whom
he had known. He told the General in

pathetic words that he could now turn to no

‘>10 remained constantly loyal to Baji Rao, refusing to desert liini to the last and take advantage of British offers,
with the result that he was utterly ruined. He later met Governor Elphinstone and asked for the redress of his
miseries, urging that his conduct in remaining lopl to his master deserved rather to be rewarded than censured.
Elphinstone appreciated this argument and gave him a small jagir which the family still holds—Sardesai, volume III"
page 58. • • '

•

+Thc meeting took place' in the Peshwa’s camp in the village of Khcri,
'
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other friend except Malcolm from whom he

expected to receive protection and relief.

General Malcolm had no doubt a friendly

heart towards Baji Rao, but he had to act

within the bounds of the policy approved

by the Governor General, So General

Malcolm sent this mild but firm reply':

“I am indeed your true friend, but I should

ill perform the offices of friendship, if I

should inspire you with false hopes. It is

now time for you to exercise all the fortitude

and the courage that you possess and bear

misfortunes with manly resignation. It

has been decided you cannot remain a

sovereign, your residence in any part of the

Deccan is an impossibility. The tribe to

which your Highness belongs has been cele-

brated in all ages for courage. Brahman
women have burnt themselves upon the

funeral piles of their husbands. Men have

thrown themselves from precipices to pro-

pitiate their deity. You are called upon

for no such effort. The sacrifice demanded

from you is the resignation of power which

you do not possess and which you can never

hope to regain, and your abandonment of

the country which has been the scene of

your misfortunes. This is all that you

sacrifice and in return you are offered a safe

asylmn and liberal provision for yourself”.

Baji Rao made an unsuccessful attempt for

some modification of these terms, but

Malcolm was resolute and in the morning of

June 2, 1818, sent an ultimatum to Baji

Rao to make up his mind within 24 hours

adding that if he failed to take advantage

of the terms offered, the operations against

him would be renewed and in that event no

further negotiations would be entertained.

The force with Baji Rao now consisted of

a bare 2,000 cavalry, 800 infantry and 2 guns.

Even over this small body he had lost

authority and feared open disobedience.

So with a gloomy heart and despondent

spirit the wavering Peshwa surrendered

himself to General Malcolm. He arrived at

the latter’s camp on the morning of June 3,

1818.

The terms on which Baji Rao surrendered

to the British are noteworthy in that they

not only uprooted a once famous ruling

family, but also put an end to the adminis-

tration of a large territory by Indians by
incorporating the great Maratha State in

the dominions of the East India Company,
The terms, known as Propositions to Baji

Rao delivered by General Malcolm, are as

follows :

Propositions to Baji Rao

(June 1,* 1818)

First

:

That he shall resign for himself

and successors all right, title and
claim over the Government of

Poona or to any sovereign power
whatever.

Second : That Baji Rao shall immediately

come with his family and a small

number of adherents and attendants

to the camp of Brigadier-General

Malcolm where he shall be received

with honour and respect, and
escorted safe to the city of Benaras,

or .any other sacred place in

Hindustan that the Governor-

General may, at his request, fix for

his residence.

Third : On account of the peace of the

Deccan, and the advanced state of

the season, Baji Rao must
proceed to Hindustan without one

day’s delay, but Brigadier-General

Malcolm engages that any part of

his family that may be left behind

shall be sent to him as early as

possible, and every facility given to

render their journey speedy and

convenient.

•It appeals that though the document carried this date (having been written out late at night that day), .it was

actually delivered at day-break on June 2.
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Fourth : That Baji Rao shall, on his volun-

tarily agreeing to this arrangement,

receive a liberal pension from the

Company’s Government for the

support of himself and his family.

The amount of his pension will be

fixed by the Governor General.

Brigadier-General Malcolm takes

upon himself to engage that it shall

not be less than eight lakhs of

rupees per annum.

Fifth : If Baji Rao, by a complete and

ready fulfilment of this Agreement,

shows that he reposes entire con-

fidence in the British Government,

his requests in favour of his prin-

cipal jagirdars and old adherents,

who have been ruined by their

attachment to him, will meet with

liberal attention
;

his representa-

tions also in favour of Brahmans of

venerable character, and of religious

establishments founded or support-

ed by his family, will be treated

with regard.

Sixth : The above propositions must not

only be accepted by Baji Rao, but

he must personally come into

Brigadier-General Malcolm’s camp
within twenty-four hours of this

period, or else hostilities will be
recommenced, and no further nego-

tiations will be entered into with
him.*

The surrender took place in General

Malcolm’s Camp at Mhow, the Peshwa being

accompanied by his family and immediate
adherents. Before coming over, the Peshwa
felt somewhat shy of guards and sentries in

the camp, and Malcolm again showed
gentlemanly behaviour in sending a
Lieutenant, by name Low, to meet the dis-

tinguished comer in advance. And thus by
10 o’clock, one who had been a monarch of

a great and powerful kingdom was now an

ordinary citizen craving at once the indul-

gence and the magnanimity of the very

people against whom he had drawn his

sword. He was no more Srimant^ nor Pant

Pradhan nor PESHWA, nor His Highness

—

but simply Maharaja Baji Rao.

The Governor General, Lord Hastings, first

took exception to the large amount of

pension that Malcolm had promised, but the

latter put forward good reasons to justify

the amount. And in due course the pension

as well as the other terms of the agreement

were approved and formally sanctioned by
the Governor General.

Baji Rao’s abdication left the Company
master of a territory which in 1815 was
yielding a net revenue of Rs.97 lakhs.

Out of this territory the British set apart

lands worth Rs.23 lakhs for the Chhatra-
pati of Satara. After defraying Baji Rao’s
annual pension of Rs.8 lakhs and other
charges, a net revenue of Rs.62 lakhs came
into the hands of the British Government.
The British also confiscated lands of the
Peshwa’s sardars and dependents which
added an annual income of Rs.25 lakhs.

After accounting for administrative expenses
there was a net saving of Rs.50 lakhs a
year to the Company’s Government. The
British at once proceeded to divide their con-
quered territory into four divisions.!

How the British dealt with and subdued the
other Maratha Chiefs—^the Scindhia, the
Holkar, the Bhonsla and the Gaikwar—are
matters which belong to the larger sphere
of Maratha history and so are outside the
scope of this work.

Peshwa Baji Rao died in exile at Bithoor
in 1851, at the age of 76. He left no male
heir of his body, but had adopted a son
named Dhondoo Pant Nana Saheb whose
name this book carries

^
and after whose

•AUcheson’s Treaties, Volume III, pages 70-71.

•fSardesai, \oIume II, page 509,
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death the family of Baji Rao became extinct.

Baji Rao’s younger brother, Chimnaji Appa,
was granted by the British an annuity of

Rs.2 lakhs. He retired to Varanasi in 1819
to die there in 1830. His line became extinct

after him.

Baji Rao’s adopted brother, Amrit Rao, had
settled at Kanu in the Banda district. His

descendants took an active part in the
rebellion of 1857. On accoimt of their youth
they were pardoned by the British. Their

offsprings are still surviving, . receiving a
pension from Government and continuing

the memory of the distinguished family .of

the Peshwas who acquired a permanent
place in the history of India.

ANNEXURE

LORD VALENTIA’S ACCOUNT OF HIS MEETING VTLTH PESHWA BAJI RAO H
IN OCTOBER, 1803^

(See page 103)

(Lord Valcntia was an English traveller who had come to see India. He visited Poona to

gain personal hnoudedge of the Court of the Peslnva. The East India Company provided

him with facilities for his tour. He ^vas putting up with Colonel Close^ the British Resident

at Poona. The ColonePs bungalow was on the other side ot the river.)

AT FOUR in the afternoon of the Mth of

October a deputation from the Court, the

highest compliment the Peshwa could pay,

came to the opposite side of the river from
the sangain and Lord Valentia, accompanied
by Colonel Close and their suites, set off.

At starting, a salute was fired. The
Peshwa’s Minister, for British Affairs and
the Under Minister, attended by a large

body of horse and some foot soldiers, led

the procession and were joined by an escort

of British infantry. In the place before

the palace were drawn out the Peshwa’s

cavalry and infantry guard, and his

elephants, by no means a splendid body.

Kettle-drums were beating, the servants

were all at their posts, and the crowd was
considerable.

Lord Valentia waited a few seconds at the

door till Sadashiv Mankeshwar, the

Minister, had come near. He then left his

slippers and, with Colonel Close support-

ing his left arm, stepped on the white cloth

with which the floor was covered. .He

This account has been taken from the Poom Gazetteer,

embraced the Minister and presented the

officers of his suite. The Peshwa entered

the room and stepped on his cushion or gaddi.

Lord Valentia hastened towards him
supported by the Colonel on his left and the

Minister on his right. His Highness con-

tinued standing and slightly embraced Lord
Valentia with his right hand. Lord
Valentia was next presented to the Peshwa’s

brother who was on the right and who also

embraced him. Lord Valentia then returned

and presented to the Peshwa the gentlemen

of his suite who were also embraced.

They then sat down. The Minister was next

to His Highness on the left, but

rather behind. Lord Valentia was near

to him. Next to Lord Valentia was Colonel

Close and then the other European gentle-

men. They had no chairs or cushions and

were not allowed ,to put out their feet, as

to show the sole was disrespectful. His

Highness wore no slippers.

The etiquette of the Court was silence and

when anything was said it was in a low

pp. 414—>19. It is based on Valentia's Travels, volume 11.
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whisper. Lord Valentia spoke to Colonel

Close who translated it to the Minister,

the Minister stretched himself out towards

His Highness on his knees with his hands

closed and raised, and, in a low voice,

reported what Lord Valentia had said.

By the same conveyance the answer was

returned. Lord Valentia first asked after

His Highness’s health and was told that he

was well and that he hoped Lord Valentia

had arrived in good health. Lord Valentia

then asked after the health of the Peshwa’s

brother. The message was carried across

the room, in front of the cushion, by
Anandrav. The answer was complimentary.

Then, through the Minister, His Highness

expressed a wish that the party might retire

into a more private place so that conversa-

tion might be freer. Lord Valentia imme-
diately arose and followed the Peshwa into

a very small room attended by Colonel Close,

the Minister of the State, the Under
Minister and the Minister of British

Affairs, His Highness seated himself on a

small Turkey carpet in the comer of the

room. He placed Lord Valentia next to

him on his left and the rest formed a part

of a circle in front of him. The Peshwa
then began a very interesting conversation

in which he considerably relaxed from his

etiquette, smiled, and frequently spoke
immediately from himself to Lord Valentia

and Colonel Close. With all the disadvant-

ages of interpretation. Lord Valentia could

perceive that the Peshwa gave a very elegant

turn to the expressions he used. Among
many other compliments, the Peshwa
expressed a wish to give Lord Valentia a fete

at his country house. To this Lord Valentia

with pleasure agreed. This fete had been
previously arranged and was to take place

after the Peshwa had honoured Lord
Valentia with a visit. On political subjects

the Peshwa spoke fully and clearly and
seemed much better informed than Lord
Valentia had reason to expect.

After about an hour the party returned to

the Darbar. Lord Valentia was so extre-

mely tired with his position that it was with

some difficulty he could rise, and for a few

minutes was obliged to rest against the

wall. No conversation passed after the

Peshwa was seated on the cushion. Betel

leaves were placed before him in a large

gold plate ; on the top was a gold box con-

taining a parcel of the same attar, rose-

water and spices were in the same linel

Anandrav, the Minister for British Affairs,

gave rose water, attar and spices to Colonel

Close ; to Lord Valentia he gave attar and
rose-water. The party then rose, and His

Highness with his own hand presented Lord
Valentia with a gold box filled with betel

leaves. The guests then made their saluta-

tions and retired, the Ministers attending

them to the door.

The Peshwa and his brother were in plain

white muslin dresses without a single jewel.

The Minister had some handsome flat

diamonds in his turban, a necklace of

emeralds and large pearls, and ear-rings of

gold from which hung the finest pearls

Lord Valentia had ever seen. They were
perfectly round and clear and were as large

as the pupil of the eye. The palace was
a fairly handsome building and was very
clean. The Darbar-room was large, and was
supported by handsomely carved wooden
pillars. The State cushion was of white
muslin richly embroidered in gold and
coloured silk. With the exception of a few
who carried, silver sticks, the Peshwa’s
attendants stood round outside of the pillars.

Peshwa’s Return Visit to Lord Valentia

ON THE 16th, to receive the Peshwa,
Colonel Close pitched a large tent in front
of his house, and two tents joined to it,

without sides, so that they formed one very
large room. The State cushion was sent
forward and placed in the centre as at the
Peshwa’s own Darbar. When the Peshwa
came in sight. Colonel Close moimted an

,
elephant and advanced to meet him. Lord
Valentia waited his approach at the door
of the tent. The Peshwa came close up.
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but did not dismount till the Minister, the

Under Minister and the Minister for British

Affairs had paid their compliments and had

presented to Lord Valentia the different

nobles and honourables who attended him.

They made their salutations and passed into

the tent. His Highness then descended from

his elephant along with his brother who
rode behind him. Lord Valentia made his

compliments and, leaving a space on his

right hand for the Peshwa to walk in,

moved into the tent. All seated them-

selves as at the Darbar.

After a few compliments and while the

dancing girls were singing and dancing, betel

leaf and attar were placed on the groimd

before His Highness and he ordered them

to be given to the- sardars and other

attendants. Lord Valentia then asked His

Highness to allow him to robe the Peshwa
and his brother. The Peshwa granted' leave

and the trays were brought forward and

laid before them. Lord Valentia rose and,

passing in front of the State cushion, began

with the Peshwa’s brother. A jewelled

crest and other ornaments were set in his

head-dress and a necklace of pearls with a

pendant of coloured jewels was fastened

round his neck. The Peshwa’s head-dress

and his neck were then adorned with jewels

and in addition his wrists were encircled

with diamond bracelets. He had a telescope,

and a sweetmeat box, ornamented with a

beautiful picture of the goddess Ganga.

His brother had a sweetmeat box with god
Indra painted on it. The figures were appro-

priate to their character.

Lord Valentia then gave betel leaves and
attar ; the attar was poured into Lord
Valentia’s hands, who gently rubbed it

down both the shoulders of the Peshwa ;

this was done at the Peshwa’s request, and
was the highest compliment. His Highness
was in such excellent humour that, though
it was a public visit of ceremony, he fre-

quently smiled and addressed himself to

Lord Valentia and to Colonel Close. The
Ministers did not receive the attar as it was
Lord Valentia’s wish that they should stay

after the rest were gone.

Lord Valentia mentioned to the Ministers

that a horse and elephant were at the gate

as presents to His Highness. These were
always given on State occasions, but with-

out being exhibited, as was the practice in

other courts.

It was nearly dark before the Peshwa left.

The Ministers stayed a short time and
received presents according to their rank,

the jewels being tied by Colonel Close’s

Indian Assistant. They then received betel-

leaves and attar from Lord Valentia’s hands
and departed.

The presents were provided by the East
India Company. His Highness’ were worth
about £1,200 (Rs.12,000), the others’

altogether nearly £800 (Rs.8,000).

(Then follows the description of the dinner party which the Peshwa gave at Hira Bagh, his

countiy residence, in honour of the distinguished guests. The folloiving are some parts of it.)

HIS HIGHNESS was in great spirits and

observed that his father had always wished

for the friendship of the English, but that it

had remained for him to reap the blessings

of it. The Peshwa then asked Lord

Valentia if he would procure for him an

Arab mare, and Colonel Close assured him

that he would try his best. The ceremony

at Lord Valentia’s entrance was the same

as on the former occasion and he was seated

in a similar situation.

The party soon had notice to move upstairs :

the Peshwa passing through a back door,

while the guests mounted by a narrow

staircase to a platform with two verandahs

one at each end. In the farther verandah, a

white cloth was spread with plantain leaves,

one for each of the English gentlemen
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present. On each leaf was a Brahman's

dinner—rice plain and sweet, pastry thin as

paper and rolled up, pastry cakes, bread and

peas pudding. Along one side was a row of

sweets like paints on a pallet ; on the other

were seven different kinds of curried vege-

tables. On one side of the leaf were rice-

milk, clarified butter, and some other liquids

in small plantain-leaf pans, which were all

excellent of their kind. The guests had
taken the precaution to bring spoons, knives

and forks which they used actively^ out of

respect to their host who soon joined the

party by seating himself on the cushion,

a little on the outside of the verandah.

When the guests had finished the Peshwa
retired and the guests soon followed. After

the guests had seated themselves below,

betel-leaf was laid at the Peshwa’s feet and
served. Lord Valentia's servant had placed

himself at the bottom of the line, and conse-

quently served first. They proceeded

upwards till they reached Lord Valentia,

where they stopped.

The presents were then brought in, again

beginning with Lord Valentia's servant.

They consisted of a pair of shawls, a piece of

brocade and a piece of cloth
; the whole set

worth about £20 (Rs.200) each. There was
no visible difference between these and others

presented to Messrs. Young, Sail, Murray and
Smith, ‘ The gentlemen’ of the establishment

were totally overlooked.’ Lord Valentia’s

presents were then brought forward which

consisted of the same articles and a piece of

muslin. There were also jewels in a tray.

All the presents were better than had ever

been given on a former occasion, the shawls
being new and good ones for this part of

India. A horse and elephant were at the

door. The horse was a fine animal and in

good condition, a most unusual circumstance

at Poona. The attar was given to Lord
Valentia and Colonel Close by the Minister,

The box of betel-leaf was delivered by His
Highness himself. After this was over, a
sword was given into the Peshwa's hands
and by him presented to Lord Valentia. It

was handsomely mounted in green and gold
and had a very fine blade. The sword was
not part of the real gifts of the ceremony
and Lord Valentia, therefore, valued it the
more, assured the Peshwa that he would
hand it down to his son and his son's son,
and kept it by him instead of delivering it to
his servant as he had done for the trays.

A few compliments passed at taking leave
and the Peshwa paid Lord Valentia the
unusual compliment of requesting to hear of
his welfare. The Minister attended the
party as far as the end of the carpet and
then took his leave. Lord Valentia’s party
returned through the town which was much
larger than he had expected and the market
much finer. There were several large
houses, three storeys high

; the temples were
insignificant

j
* the number of wretched

objectsf was small.

THE GREATEST EFFORTS OF A RACE HAVE ALWAYS BEEN TRACEABLE TO THE
LOVE OF PRAISE, AS ITS GREATEST CATASTROPHIES TO THE LOVE OF PLEASURE.

-Lord ^^acaulay, Histoiy of England, Chapter III.

•They ate quickly so that they could finish before the Peshwa came amongst them.
fPonr famine-stiickcn people.
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—^Lakshman to Ram in the Ramayana.

A. PESHWA BAJI RAO’S CHOICE OP BITHOOR.

IN MAY, 1818, Baji Rao n, the last Peshwa battle with the forces of the East India

of Poona, suffered a severe reverse in a Company commanded by Brigadier-General

•l have come back after leaving alone in the dense and large forest of Brahmavart the daughter of King Videh

(that is Seeta, the wife of Ram).
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Malcolm. Lest the Feshwa might recoup

himself or other developments unfavourable

to the British might take place, General

Malcolm hastened to make certain offers to

Baji Rao with a view to obtaining his

surrender. These offers were put in the form

of Propositions to Baji Rao in a note of

General Malcolm, dated June 1, 1818. One

of the propositions*^ was that if Baji Rao
resigned the sovereignty of the kingdom of

Poona he shall receive a pension of “not less

than eight lakhs of rupees per annum”.

Another proposition was :

‘‘That Baji Rao shall immediately come with his family

and a small number of his adherents and attendants

to the Camp of Brigadier-General Malcolm, where
he shall be received with honour and respect and
escorted safe to the city of Benares, or any other

sacred place in Hindustan that the Governor-General

may, at his request, fix for his residence.”

Accepting these terms, Baji Rao surrendered

his kingdom. But he did not wish to settle

at Varanasi which, though a place sacred to

Hindus, was a big city full of din and
clamour and the ex-monarch did not like to

pass the days of his exile in the lime-light

of publicity. He was in search of a quieter

place with moderate amenities, sacred and
with a salubrious climate, but not too much
in the interior. Such a place he found in

Brahmavart, commonly known as Bithoor,

Situation

Bithoor is a very ancient town situated on

the right bank of the Ganga in 26° 37' north
,

and 80° 16' east. It ’ is at the extreme

northern angle of the Kanpur tahsil at a

distance of 14 miles from the city of Kanpur
with which it is connected with a good
metalled road which takes off from the

Grand Trimk Road at Kalyanpur whence it

runs to a distance of seven miles to reach,

Bithoor. The road is now known as Nana
Saheb Feshwa Maeg. The place is also

connected by rail—a branch line of the

North-Eastern Railway takes off from the

main line at Mandhana junction and termi-

nates at Bithoor. The railway station is

known as Brahmavart, though the post-office

bears the name of Bithoor which is also the

, name of the town since a long period. At
the time of Baji Rao, however, the place was
connected with Kanpur only by road.

The branch railway line, known as the

Kanpur-Brahmavart line was opened on

November 10, 1885. Subedar Purushottam

Rao Tatyaf had contributed a sum of

Rs.88,000 towards the cost of the line which
until recently was known as “Subedar

Bithoor’s Line” (from Mandhana to

Brahmavart) . The Subedar Saheb had also

been given a free family pass for travelling

over the whole of the then B. B. and C. I.

(Bombay, Baroda and Central India)

Railway. At one time the authorities of the

old B. B. and C. I. Railway were thinking

of closing the line on account of the loss in

its maintenance, and orders to this effect had
already been passed, so it is said. The
Subedar Saheb, who was a man of great

influence and who at that time was in his

95th year, undertook the long journey to

Bombay to meet the Agent. By his per-

suasion the idea of closing the line was
given up.

Some time after the achievement of Indepen-
- dence (August 15, 1947) the Railway Board

decided to disassociate the name of the
Subedar family with this Line. The sign-

board at Mandhana announcing the line as
the Line of Subedar Saheb of Bithoor was
in consequence removed recently.

Just below Bithoor, the river Ganga is joined
by another small river which rises in the
Bilhaur tahsil of Kanpur and is known as
Non. This is not to be confused 'with the

•There were six propositions in all, forming a sort of unilateral agreement. These have already been quoted in the
cliapter iiaimediatcly preceding. ‘

‘ ^ ^
«

*fA brief account of the Subedar family of Bithoor appears in Chapter 30, Section B.
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river of the same name in the south of the

district.

Area and •population

Bithoor has a total area of 1,140 acres.

It comprises several mohallas of which

Bithoor Kalan, Bithoor Khurd, Najraganj

and Arazi Lashkar (or merely Lashkar)

are the more important. Arazi Lashkar

derives its name from the fact that this land

was assigned by the British Government

in revenue-free tenure to Baji Rao Peshwa

for the maintenance of his troops. Previous-

ly, the land of Arazi Lashkar was included

in the village of Ramel. It was acquired

by Gtovemment from the original holders for

assignment to Baji Rao. The original

owners of the land continued to receive

malikana even after the death of Baji Rao.

Eventually, the land was purchased by the

Subedar family of Bithoor whereafter the

pajnnent of malikana to the original holders

ceased.

The town of Bithoor proper covers an area

of 208 acres in all. In 1861 it was brought

under 'the operation of the Chaukidari Act,

1856, and subsequently the provisions of the

Village Sanitation Act, 1892, and section

34* of the Police Act, 1861, were put into

force. The local self-government of the

place is now in the hands of a Town Area

Committee of which the present president is

a member of the Subedar family of Bithoor.

The town has recently been provided with

electricity by the Kanpur Electric Supply

Administration. The Kanpur Corporation

proposes to include the town within its

jurisdiction and to take over the municipal

administration of the place.

The population of the town has also rapidly

declined. Before the "Mutiny” the total in

the year 1853 numbered 13,580, exclusive of

9,106 who lived in Ramel. It was reduced

to 8,322 by 1865 and in 1872 it declined

further to 7,768. It stood at only 5,760 in

1891. In the Census of 1951 the total for

the Town Area of Bithoor was 2,528.

There are many ganga putras in the town.

Their occupation is to take charge of the

pilgrims whom they put up in their own
houses or in dharmashalas. They live

mainly on the charity of the pilgrims.

Fairs and Markets

Three annual fairs are held in Bithoor.

The Ganga Ashnan Pair is held on the full-

moon (poornamashi) of Kartik coincidently

with the fairs at Batesar and Sonepur.

This is the most-largely attended fair in

the whole district. According to the figures

worked out in 1907, the number of persons

attending the fair was 80,000. During the

time of the Peshwa the figure was much
larger, being in the neighbourhood of one

lakh. During the time of the Peshwa
and until much afterwards, the fair lasted

for a week or ten days during which con-

siderable sales of cloth, toys, pedlary and
sweet-meats took place. Now, the fair lasts

for one, or two days only, but sales are

brisk and shop-keepers come from distant

places.

Another fair known as the Sankranti fair is

held on Poos Sudi 11. On Jeth Stidi 10

takes place the Jeth Dasehra fair which

too attracts a large number of persons.

A village market is held every Tuesday and

Saturday near the Railway Station in

Arazi Lashkar.

•Deals with punishment for certain offences on roads, etc. such as slaughtering of cattle, cruelty to animals,

obstructing passengers, throwing dirt into streets, indecent exposure of person, neglect to protect dangerous places such

as wells or dangerous structures.
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B. HISTORY

ANCIENT TRADITIONS

The town of Bithoor is a place of great

antiquity. It is here that Brahma, the god

of creation, performed the great horse

sacrifice for propagating the human race on

earth. The story is told in the Puranas

that the Lord Vishnu, after having created

the earth, asked Brahma to create human

beings to inhabit it. Thereupon, Brahma

brought certain saints into existence, but

they began to live a life of austerity and

would not propagate their race. On the

prayer of Brahma, the Lord Vishnu then

advised him to perform a yagna (sacrifice)

and to perform it at the most sacred place

on earth—^the forest of the name of

Utpalaranya ( ). So, Brahma
performed the yagna here after installing

the image of Lord Shiva and naming it

Brahmeshwar Mahadeva, On the completion

of the yagna Brahma created Swayam-
bhuva Manu and his wife, queen Satrupa,

through whom the world began to propagate.

At the place of the yagna, Brahma also

fixed a nail of the shoe of the sacrificial

horse. Legend has it that the nail which

is now seen embedded in one of the steps of

the Brahmeshwar Ghat in Bithoor is the

original nail which, along with the temple

of Brahmeshwar Mahadeva on the bank of

the Ganga, commemorates the exact place of

Brahma’s yagna. On the occasion of fairs

and other bathing days, bathers crowd to

worship this nail with offerings of money
and flowers.

On completion of the yagna, the forest of

Utpalaranya became known as Brahmavart
from which the popular name Bithoor has
been derived.

KINGS UTTANPADA AND DHRUVA

Brahmavart was for a long time ruled by

King Uttanpada. It was then a country

between the rivers Saraswati and Drishad-

vati(^). The remains of an old fort on the

right bank of the Ganga are even to-day

pointed out as the fort of Raja Uttanpada.

At this place his son, the celebrated Dhruva,

was bom(®). There is a temple known as

the Dhruva Temple, in the premises of the

fort. The main image here is of Lord
Shiva, but on a niche there is a small statue

in black stone of Dhruva too.

The big mound comprising the remains of

the fort is on a high cliff below which flows

the deep stream of the Ganga, The place

is a protected monument xmder the Ancient
Monuments Preservation Act, 1904, and
jurisdiction over it vests in the Union
Department of Archaeology. The moxmd
has a rocky strata (®) towards the side of the
river—^still a great portion of the area has
been gradually eroded and a temple of Sri

Hanuman situated right on the cliff is now
in imminent danger of being washed away.
It is to be hoped that the Director-General

of Archaeology will have something done for
the preservation of this ancient site in

proper manner.

THE RAMAYANA PERIOD

It is in Brahmavart that the sage, Valmiki,
the famous author of the Sanskrit Ramayan
known after his name, had his hermitage.
On that spot, which is on a high moimd,
there now stands an ancient temple known
as the Valmiki Temple. The temple was
renovated and added to by Peshwa Eaji
Rao n. In the premises of the temple there

(1) The identity o£ the rivers is not clear.

(2) N. L. Dey*s Geographical Dictionary of Ancient and Medieval India, pages 159 and 213.
(3) This might well be part of the buttress of the old fort.
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is a place called Seeta-Kxind which is said

to mark the spot where Mother Seeta had
disappeared in the bosom of the earth.

There is also a masonry building called

Seeta Rasoi (Seeta’s ICitchen), and an old

temple named Kapaseshwara, after another

name of Sri Rama. An old tower with

myriads of places for keeping earthen

lamps, which in the good old days used to

be lighted on the occasion of Dasehra, also

stands within the precincts of the temple.

Adjoining this tower there is a small

verandah in which hangs an enormous

brass-bell.

Tradition has it that it was in the area of

Brahmavart forest that Mother Seeta was,

in a pregnant state, left by Lakshman at the

bidding of Rama. The exact spot is marked

by the temple of Pariyar which is on the

opposite bank of the Ganga at a distance of

some six miles. It is said that in the olden

days the deep stream of the Ganga flowed

near that place. From here she was taken

in protection by sage Valmiki who had his

ashram (hermitage)* nearby. Two sons,

Lava and Kusha, were bom to her and these

grew up to be boys of great courage and

prowess.

When Rama performed the horse sacrifice,

the sacrificial horse was let loose, followed

by a large army. The kingdoms through
which the horse passed either accepted the

suzerainty of King Rama or, as a challenge,

caught hold of the horse whereupon a
battle followed. The horse passed through

the area of Brahmavart and these sons of

Rama tied it up. The inevitable battle then

followed in which the brave boys, fighting

alone and without knowing that they were

fighting their own father, defeated the army
of Rama. Eventually, however, the

identity of both the sides became known
and there was a happy meeting of Rama

and his sons. According to the Ramayana
of Valmiki, Lava and Kusha defeated the

armies of their father. Thereupon, Rama
himself went out to meet them in person,

recognized them as his sons and is reconciled

without fmther blood-shed to his loving wife,

Seeta. The other version is that Lava and
Kusha are defeated by the army of Rama
and are slain in battle. At this moment
Seeta, weeping for her sons, appears on the

scene and over the bodies of their fallen off-

springs a reconciliation takes place between
Seeta and the remorseful Rama. The sons

are then restored to life by their mother or

father or Valmiki or some other miraculous

personage.

Support to these traditions is provided by
the following facts and circumstances :

(1) The name 'Tariyar'' is said to have

been derived from parihar which in

Sanskrit means “left'\ It is said that

this name was given to the place from
the fact that Mother Seeta was left here.

(2) Bronze arrows and spear-heads of

enormous size have been found both in

the village of Ramel, near Bithoor, and
on the opposite bank of the Ganga near

Bangarmau. These are still on view in

a temple on the Brahmavart Ghat,

It is said that these were used in the

battle which took place here between

Rama and his two unrecognized sons,

Lava and Kusha : the arrows are said

to have been used by the latter by
whose name they are known,

(3) There is a village nearby of the name
of RameL It is said that this is a

corruption of ran-mel ( ) t that

is the place where, after the battle,

there was a reconciliation between Rama
and his sons.

•According to another account the hermitage of Valmiki is placed at Chitrakoot, in the district of Banda, no

mention being made of Bithoor.

j-This literally means reconciliation in the course of a battle.
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Little is known about Bithoor in medieval

times though until after the “mutiny” it

was one of the most ‘ancient sub-divisions

of the country. Tradition has it that it was

here that Indal, of Alhakhand legend, was

kidnapped.

DURING THE MUSLIM RULE

In the reign of Akbar the Great, a part of

Bithoor pargana was included in the Sarkar

of Kannauj belonging to the Suba of Agra.

Later, along with the district of Kanpur, it

fell into the hands of the Bangesh Nawab
of Farrukhabad in 1738 and remained in

his possession till 1754 when the Marathas

occupied the Lower Doab. The Marathas,

however, soon gave way again to the

Nawab in 1762 who held the district of

Kanpur until the close of 1771, when he was
again superseded by the Marathas. The
latter in turn were finally ejected in 1774-75

by Shuja-ud-Daula the Nawab Vazeer of

Avadh. It was then included in the terri-

tories administered by Mir Almas Ali Khan,
an mill (officer) of the Nawab-'Vazeer.

Almas Ali assigned* the village of Ramel
(near Bithoor) in revenue-free tenure to

Raja Bhagmal Jat, his maternal imcle, and
the lands were, until the abolition of zamin-
dari in 1952, held by the latter’s heirs.

Almas Ali Khan built a large mosque in

Bithoor which can still be seen standing

next to Lakshman Ghat. Raja Bhagmal
built a large Katra with a Baradari.

INCLUSION IN BRITISH TERRITORY

In 1801, Bithoor, along with the district of

Kanpur and other large territories, was
ceded to the East India Company by the
Nawab-Vazeer Shuja-ud-Daula under the

treaty! of November 10, 1801. The British

made Bithoor. the headquarters of the

Kanpur district in 1811, although the army
remained at Kanpur. Before that year

Bithoor was the headquarters of the

parganaj of that name. It continued to be

the headquarters of the district till 1819.

Between 1811 and 1819 two markets were

built and named as Collectorganj and

Russellganj. The latter derived its name
from Mr. Claude Russell, the. Judge, who
erected it in 1812. There are four other

bazars known by the names of Raja Bhagmal,

Biharigunj, Naubatgunj and Katra Bhagmal.

The departure of the district headquarters,

and with it of the judicial and the revenue

courts to Kanpur in 1819, would have given

a severe blow to the importance of the place

but for the fact that near about the same
time it became the seat of Peshwa Baji Rao
who, living like a monarch, maintained

a large retinue of dependants, sepoys and
servants.

PART DURING THE ^MUTINY\ ...

Bithoor played an important part in 1857.

Three well-known leaders of the insurgents,

viz. Nana Saheb, Tatya Tope and Rao Saheb,

belonged to this place. It was here that

Nana Saheb was crowned Peshwa after the

defeat of the British at Kanpur. A battle

between the forces of the Nana and
the British Government was also fought
here. The town was stormed by English

commanders more than once resulting in its

almost total destruction. They also did

everything possible to reduceg the place to

insignificance as a reprisal against Nana
Saheb. These and other events of import-

ance will be noticed at appropriate places in

other chapters.

•Statistical, Descriptive and Historical Account oE N. W. P., volume VI, page 216, foot-note.

•fA reference to this treaty has been made in Chapter 18, Section A, dealing with Kanpur.

tBithoor has long lost its individuality as a separate pargana, having been gradually cut up and its • villages
transferred to other parganas. Its complete annihilation was effected after the mutiny tvhen in 1860 it was divickd
between the parganas of Sheorajpur and Jajniau.

§In 1860 Bithoor ceased to exist as a separate pargana.
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PRESENT IMPORTANCE

The place is now important mainly as a

centre of pilgrimage. For some years past

it is, however, becoming popular with the

residents of Kanpur who go there in large

numbers for picnic, recreation, bathing or

sat-sang on Sundays and other holidays and

on important bathing days throughout the

year. Some pious-minded people have also

built ashrams of their ovm
;
of these the most

picturesque is the one built by Sri Shiva

Narain Tandon a political and social

worker and business-magnate of Kanpur.

His Ashram stands in the midst of a

beautifully laid-out garden on a high cliff of

the Ganga adjoining the P. W. D. inspection

house.

C. PESHWA’S TEMPLE AND TATYA TOPE’S MANSION

One of the vnves of Peshwa Baji Rao,

Saraswati Bai by name, was on her death

cremated in Arazi Lashkar on the bank of

the Ganga. On the spot where her mortal

remains were consigned to the fire her loving

husband erected a temple dedicated to

Lord Shiva and known as the temple of

Sri Saraswateshwar after the name of the

departed lady. The ashes of her body were

buried underneath the temple according to

traditional usage.

In front of the temple, the Peshwa also built

a bathing ghat of strong stone masonry.

The ghat is still intact and affords much con-

venience to the residents of the surrotmd-

ing villages as well as to pilgrims in tte

month of Sawan, a month during which

regular bathing in the Ganga is believed

to be of special piety. As Sawan falls

during the rainy season, the Ganga flows by

the ghat although in winter and summer

it recedes to a distance of one or two

furlongs from the ghat. The importance

' of this ghat lies in the fact that it is situated

at a place down-stream where there is no

other fucca ghat.

The temple itself is built in strong brick

masonry covered by a special kind of lime-

stone plaster which gives a shining colour

to the surface. It is said that in the not

distant past, the polish on the walls was so

bright that people used the wall as a looking

glass. The temple stands on a square plat-

form of stones which have been joined

together with molten lead to give strength

to the work. The floor inside the temple

was paved with white and black marble of

rare quality as can be seen from a few pieces

still left on the base of the central door-way.

The rest of the marble work was dismantled

some time after the reconquest of Bithoor

by the British during the “Mutiny”.

As a reprisal against Nana Saheb, the

British Government, on the re-establishment

of their authority, were determined to

remove from Bithoor all signs and places

belonging to, or associated with, the name
of Nana Saheb and his family. One of the

actions so taken was the blowing up of the

mansion of Baji Rao in which Nana Saheb

had been living. The English commanders
had also decided to blow up this temple,

which along with the ghat, carried the name
of the Peshwa, the temple being known as

Peshwa’s temple and the ghat as Maharaj*'

ghat.

The temple was, however, eventually saved

by the magnanimity of a Muslim nobleman

of Lucknow. He was one of those persons

whose interests were inter-religional and

who, like others, had been greatly impressed

by the imposing structure of this magnificent

temple. To the British authorities he put

the proposition that if the only motive in

destroying this place of worship was to erase

the name of Nana Saheb and his family, then

Reverential name of the Peslnva.



that object coxild be achieved by putting the

temple to auction—a process by which the

auction-purchaser would become the owner

of the temple, and then his own name would

be associated with it instead of the

Peshwa’s. The authorities accepted this pro-

posal and the temple was purchased by this

pious nobleman. The name of this broad-

hearted dignitary, who made no distinction

between a temple and a mosque, is known
amongst the residents of Bithoor as the

Nawab of Lucknow. His name is still taken

with worshipful remembrance by the elderly

people to whom this incident is Imown. This

is but proper because the noble Nawab and

his religion of Islam have rightly earned

the praise and reverence of a grateful people.

This is the mystery of this temple. How
nice it would be if the Government of inde-

pendent India could turn it into a national

monument ever to commemorate the name of

this follower of Islam and of the doctrine

of universal brother-hood preached by the

holy Prophet. In the alternative. Govern-

ment could constitute a Committee of devout

persons, including Muslim gentlemen, for the

maintenance of the temple and allot to it an

annual grant from Government funds.

Mansion of Tatya Tope

Near the above temple there is a mansion of

the famous warrior of 1857, Tatya Tope.

The original structure was destroyed by the

authorities after the “mutiny”, and the

present building was raised on the foimda-

tions of the old one. It is a kutchha house

in which now dwells the nephew of the great

General, Sri Narain Rao Tope, whom both

the Government of India and the Uttar

Pradesh Government are paidng pensions in

memory of the distinguished patriot. The
house has a room called ‘'^ram mandik” in

which images of the time of Tatya Tope can

still be seen. Sri Narain Rao has also in

his possession a number of original pictures

of Peshwa Baji Rao, Tatya Tope, and other

notable persons of 1857. Tourists visiting

Bithoor make it a point to go to this place

to have a talk with Sri Narain Rao about his

celebrated uncle.

D. OTHER THINGS OP INTEREST

THE GHATS.

Along the river bank, and for a considerable

distance, there is a series of masonry ghats.

These, together with the clusters of temples

and dwelling houses, which exist on the

bank, make a picturesque and imposing

sight. Most of the ghats are, however, in a
dilapidated condition. Only the Brahmavart
Ghat, which is of great antiquity, is main-

tained'in a state of good repair. The present

Ghat was built by Raja Hindu Singh of

Sanchedi. It is at this Ghat that the pilgrims

take bath and worship the nail of the horse’s

shoe which is fixed in the middle of the stair-

work and is surrounded by a small iron-

railing.

Adjoining the Brahmavart Ghat there is

another ghat, known as the Pathhar Ghat,

built in 1815 by Raja Tikait Rai, the cele-

brated Minister of King Ghaziuddin Hyder
of Avadhl It is built in an imposing style

with several chambers, in front to serve as

bathing rooms for women. Up above the
ghat there is a fine temple of red sand-
stone dedicated to Lord Shiva. On the rear
side are numerous verandahs and rooms
meant for shop-keepers who in those days
came from distant places on the occasion of

the annual fairs, particularly the Pooma-
mashi fair or the full-moon of Kartik. The
ghat and the surrounding structures had
fallen into disrepair

; .but some years ago, a
public subscription of Rs.4,500 was raised
and the ghat and the structures were
restored. Recently, the temple itself has
been renovated and repaired by a grant made
by the Government of Uttar Pradesh.

There are eight other ancient ghats, widely
separated from each other on the right bank
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of the Ganga. These are known as tirthas

and are thus situated :

(1) Cyan Tirth, near the temple of Valmiki.

Here the celebrated sage received

enlightenment.

(2) Janki Tirth, on the noilhern side of

Brahmeshwar Ghat.

(3) Lakshman Tirth is further on in the

same direction.

(4) Dhruva Tirth is below the Dhruva fort

still further towards the north.

(5) Shuka Tirth is further up the river

near Rishikul in old Bithoor.

(6) Ram Tirth is still up the river near the

place known as Khanderao after the

name of Mahatma Khanderao.

(7) Dashashwamedh Tirth, which is yet

further up the river.

(8) Gocharan Tirth is in Patakapur, a

suburb of Bithoor.

Of these eight tirthas or ghats only two

namely, Janki Tirth and Lakshman Tirth

are in existence, but their masonry work is

in a dilapidated condition. The others are

mounds of clay with no visible trace of

brick-work. Their location is pointed out

by local pandas and elderly people.

OTHER PLACES

There is a P. W. D. Inspection house and two

schools, one for boys, the other for girls.

The girls school was provided with a new

building in 1957. A Sanskrit Pathshala also

functions and is known after the name of

Janki Bai, a lady of the Subedar family. A
Training-citm-Production Centre has recently

been opened providing training in carpentry,

black-smithy, tailoring and leather-working.

The town has a good dispensary maintained

by the District Board. The old dispensary

was reconstructed in 1956 with the aid of a

donation from Seth Madan Lai of Kanpur
who has an ashram here and who also super-
vised the work of construction. An indoor
patients* ward, with accommodation for
beds has also been added. A maternity and
child-welfare centre constructed in 1957-58

—

again with the help of a donation from Seth
Madan Lai—completes the health-arrange-
ments of the tov/n.

There is no paucity of dharmashalas in

Bithoor. Several of them are near the
Railway Station which is at a distance of
about one mile from the main habitations

(now mostly of local pandas) in the vicinity

of the principal bathing centre at
Brahmeshwar Ghat. Apart from dharma-
shalas, there are several ashrams where
devout persons can put up.

CALIGRAPHY AND SWEET-MEATS

Bithoor was a flourishing town in the time

of Peshwa Baji Rao, as prosperous as it had
been in the earlier period. Until the turn of

the last century it was famous for its cali-

graphy in Devanagari character—it was full

of fandits renowned for this art.* It was
also famous for its sweet-meats. The 'peras

( ^ ) of Bithoor were so well renowned

that they were prized even at such distant

places as Bombay. But with the decline in

the importance of Bithoor since the

“mutiny** this trade has been ruined—only

a few elderly people know the names of the

celebrated sweet-meat makers of old whose

descendants ai’e now plying other less remu-

nerative trades.

LEGEND ABOUT SHIFTING OF DEEP STREAM

At the time when Peshwa Baji Rao came

to settle in Bithoor, the deep stream of the

Ganga was flowing, as now, below the

Brahmeshwar Ghat and below other ancient

and medieval ghats, which ran for several

miles to the north of the Brahmeshwar Ghat.

Baji Rao himself had built a ghat known

^Stntistical, nescriptivc and Historical Account of N. P., volume VI, page 217.
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as the Peshwa Ghat. Some time after Baji

Rao’s arrival the current shifted several

miles to the east and the deep stream was

flowing below Pariyar which lies in the

Unnao district on the left bank of the river.

To enable the Peshwa and his family to go

for bathing in the Ganga a passage used to

be constructed each year after the rains for

them to go to the river for bath and worship.

The Peshwa himself, his women-folk and

the immediate members of his family went on
palanquins. Nevertheless, to ward them off

from the gaze of the public the passage used

to be screened by tatties—these had to be
removed in the rainy season on account of

the flood water.

The shifting of the current to the Pariyar
side was then attributed by local people to

the wrath of the Ganga caused by the fact

that the elephants, horses and cattle of the
Peshwa were contaminating the holy water.
Old people of Bithoor and the neighbouring
villages still repeat this tale to which they
purport to give credence by the fact that
after the end of the Peshwa and his settle-

ment the Ganga came back to the original

position below the Brahmeshwar Ghat.*

THE SUBEDAR FAMILY OF BITHOOK

Ram Chandra Pant, the Subedar or manager

of Peshwa Baji Rao at Bithoor, was the

founder of this family. He had great

influence on the Peshwa. After the deaths

of the Peshwa and of Ram Chandra Pant,

Narain Rao, the Subedar’s son, and Nana
Saheb became on terms of ill-will against

each other. Government officers at Kanpur
took advantage of this to wean Narain Rao
to their side. In the inevitable circum-

stances of the situation, Subedar Narain

Rao used his influence with the Govermnent
to restrain them from completely destroying

the .town of Bithoor after British authority

had been re-established. His successors,

influential people as they were, held a place

of great impoi'tance in the town of Bithoor

and in the counsels of the Government.

An account of this family, whose members
are now numerous, appears in Chapter 30,

Section B.

qrzi
:

,

•This arcovim has been cnrroboTatcil bv Sii Brij Bahadur (.aced about 80 v/-ir.!N o...... . „ i i,
ici.leni ol sillago Ramcl neat Bithoor. His falhct u.as fo. some time in the employ oC ksinva niji^Rao

’ '
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Blow, blow, thou ‘Winter wind.

Thou art not so unkind.

As benefits forgot ;

Though thou the waters loarp.

Thy sting is not so sharp,

As a friend’s remembered not’’

—Shakespeare^ As You Like It.

HIS RETINUE

IT WAS to Bithoor then that the melancholy
Peshwa made his long and tedious journey.

He was accompanied by his wives and the

immediate members of his family. Also

with him was a long retinue of near relations,

faithful sardars and personal servants who,
during the Peshwa’s rule, were dependent
on his bounty and who had now no source of

livelihood to look to at Poona. On the dis-

bandment of the Maratha army a large

mass of professional soldiers also lost their

only source of earning ;
many of them, who

expressed a desire to follow the man who
had just ceased to be their master, were

taken in that sorrowful company. Such was
the spectacle of an uprooted sovereign

accompanied by his uprooted adherents,

leaving with heavy hearts the hearths and
homes of their ancestors and making their

tiresome way to a distant land to pass the

rest of their days in exile.

Baji Rao had surrendered to General

Malcolm on June 3, 1818. He crossed the

Narbada on June 12 and thereupon his

military following v;as disbanded. He pro-

ceeded to the north with a retinue of 600

hoi’semen and 200 footmen with Ramchandra
Pant Subedar and Baloba Salkade and other

dependents. Baji Rao had requested that

Lt. Low be permitted to accompany him and
this was granted. Time was taken in

settling the place of his retirement. He
slowly travelled via Ajmer and spent several
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months at Mathura. The British had
suggested that he could settle at Monghyr
or Gorakhpur

;
the religious Peshwa showed

preference for Varanasi. The final choice

fell on Bithoor where he arrived in February,

1819, to die in January 1851, after a long

but care-free exile of 32 years.

THE SHANIWAR BARA MANSION

The Peshwa built a large mansion here right

on the bank of the Ganga and at a stone’s

throw from the place where the railway

station was built afterwards. The building

was a two-storied one facing the north,

with the river flowing on its east. Situated

on a high cliff of the river it commanded an
imposing view. Adjacent to the main
building was constructed a 'pucca bathing

ghat and a large thakurdwara in which
images of Rama, Lakshman and Seeta were
installed—^this was a private place of

worship for the Peshwa and his family.

The mansion itself was a spacious one with
two large courtyards with verandahs all

round them, the inner one being reserved

entirely for women-folk. The rooms were
numerous and the thick walls that sur-

roimded them were hollow at many places on
accoimt of the secret chambers constructed

within them. These chambers were meant
primarily for storing valuables, but at times
of commotion served also as a hiding place

for the ladies and the children, the sick and
the infirm. The whole building was deco-

rated in grand style with large mirrors,

costly chandeliers and pieces of heavy
furniture after the fashion of those days.

But the ex-monarch found no comfort in

this magnificent mansion. , He complained
that it was too small for his needs

; that he
must have a much bigger house And he
did have it, for at another site covering

several acres a palatial building, befitting

the former ruler of a large kingdom, was
soon erected. This site was at some distance

from the river bank, but in the proximity of

the dwelling houses, tmlike the former
mansion which was situated in comparatively
secluded surroundings in Arazi Lashkar.

This mansion was named by Baji Rao as

Shaniwar Bara ^fr)t after the
name of Shaniwar Palace of the Peshwas
at Poona. The house was a grand structure.

It had extensive halls decorated with carpets
and tapestries. There were in it beautifully

carved mirrors, carved ivory works, valuable
china. Magnificent chandeliers lent further
ornament to the palace. Portraits of Baji
Rao’s ancestors, hxmg in the main hall and
at other prominent places added dignity to
the whole atmosphere of this splendorous
habitation.

An enclosure wall simrounded the vast area
within which were dug seven masonry wells
of enormous size and great depth. A big
temple added to the beauty of the place.
The whole thing, which was popularly
known as the Peshwa’s Bara, was a grand
spectacle in the midst of picturesque sur-
roundings with temples having high
minarets and big domes with natural scenery
besides. To all this the stately-flowing
Ganga lent a charm of its own.

All that now remains of this once famous
Bara are the wells which, though in a state
of decay, still give some idea of the grandeur
of the place. The whole edifice with the
appurtenant buildings was razed to the
ground by the British on the re-occupation of
Kanpur. * Even the temple of God was not
spared. After the gradual removal of the
debris, the land was divided into plots which
were leased out to farmers for cultivation.
But for the wells and the ruins of a haradari^
no sign remains of the palace. The wells
were preserved, firstly in the hope of finding

•Sardesai, volume HI, page 500.

fThe people of Maharashtra are fond of naming houses, roads and mohallas after theweek. In Poona, we still find areas earning the names of the days of the week.
names of the days of the
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treasure in them (which in fact was found
in a large quantity) and, secondly for pro-

viding irrigation to the fields.

The place is now recognized by the memorial

to Nana Saheb which was erected after

Independence on a part of the premises.

A description of this appears in Chapter 42,

Section F.

After the Peshwa had shifted to this new
dwelling, his Subedar requested that the

vacated house be given to him for his own
residence. The request was no sooner made
than granted and the Subedar, by name Ram
Chandra, lost no time in occupying it. This

building suffered no damage at the hands of

the British because the Subedar Narain Rao,

his son, had not joined in the uprising

for various reasons of his own. One of

these was that after the death of Baji Rao
serioiis personal differences had arisen

between Narain Rao and the Nana as a

result of which the former had probably

suffered some disgrace at the hands of the

new master.

Baji Rao also maintained a train of elephants,

camels and horses. The elephants had

costly howdas inlaid with gold and silver.

Their jhuls were of velvet richly embroi-

dered in gold. The horses and camels were

similarly ornamented.

BAJI RAO's JAGIR

The British Government granted to Baji Rao
a jagir in Bithoor for the residence of him-

self and his followers. The grant was made
subject to the pleasure of Government, that

is to say it coxdd be resumed if the Govern-

ment so wished.

This jagir was later excluded from the juris-

diction of the civil and criminal courts of

the Company. The residents living within
the jagir were thus not subject to the civil

and criminal law in force in British India

—

they were made subject to the administra-
tion of the Peshwa in civil as well as criminal
matters, subject to the control of the
Governor-General in Council.

It was further provided that every person
residing within the limits of the jagir was to

be regarded an adherent or retainer of Baji
Rao. If a question arose as to the right of

jurisdiction over a person claiming to be
considered such an adlierent or retainer or

not to be so considered, the question was to

be finally and conclusively decided by the

British Commissioner with Baji Rao. This

immunity extended only to crimes and
offences committed by the residents of the

jagir within the jagir itself—^for any crimes

committed outside it, an3rsvhere in British

territory, the offenders were subject to

British law and courts. Similarly, Indian

British subjects committing offences punish-

able imder certain Regulations within the

limits of the jagir were not exempt from the

jurisdiction of the Company’s comis.

Provision was also made regarding the

channel of communication with Baji Rao.

Any references or applications to him from

the officers of Government on matters con-

cerning their public duties were to be trans-

mitted through the Company’s Commissioner

with Baji Rao. Similarly, Baji Rao's

answer was to be sent to the officer making

the reference through the same channel.*

The British Government ceased to address

Baji Rao as Peshwa ; they also omitted the

honorific Pant Pradhanf from his style. He

was simply addressed as Maharaja Baji Rao

Bahadur. Baji Rao had reason to feel sore

on this change in his title and style.

•Regulation I of 1832.

fThis expression means Prime Miuister and was
treaties and engagements and formal documents.

suffixed to the name of all ruling Peshwas-it appears in all

The Peshwas attached special value to it.
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RAJA SHIVA PRASAD MEETS THE PESHWA

Raja Shiva Pi’asad, C.S.I.,$ of Varanasi has,

in- his autobiography entitled Sawan-i-Umri,

given an interesting account of his visit to

Peshwa Baji Rao at Bithoor. The Raja

Saheb was on his way from Delhi to Varanasi

on the 'pallci dak and reaching Kanpur he

felt' an irresistible desire to meet the Peshwa.

It was then known to every one, says Raja

Shiva Prasad, that at one time Baji Rao
was the master of three lac horsemen and

that the four Maharajas—^Bhonsla of

Nagpur, Gaekwad of Baroda, Holkar of

Indore and Scindhia of Gwalior—^were like

the four pillars of his throne. So, Raja
Shiva Prasad proceeded to Bithoor and there

with the help of a fanda was taken to the

residence of the Peshwa’s Diwan who lived

close to the Peshwa’s mansion. The Diwan
was then busy worshipping Lord Shiva

with a basketful of flowers, but he quickly

arranged an interview. The Raja Saheb was
wearing trousers, but as none could present

himself before the august presence of the ex-

monarch with that garment on, the Diwan
provided him with a dhoti (loin cloth).

On reaching before the Peshwa, he was told

to take his seat on a takht, the Peshwa
himself being seated on a swing (jhoola),

fastened with silken cords, and on which a
one-foot thick gadda was spread. The swing
was so situated that it was safe from the
touch of any one and was also at a distance

from the visitor. What conversation took
place between the two has not been recorded
by the Raja Saheb, but he was impressed
by the sight of some twenty-five chiming
clocks which decorated the walls. These
were very valuable ‘ pieces and had been,

from time to time, presented to Baji Rao by
British officers. But they were more for

decoration than for seeing the time, because

the Peshwa had a separate functionary whose

duty it was to keep the time and to

announce it at regular intervals.

LEGENDS ABOUT THE PESHWA

In the thakurdwara belonging to the old

Dubey family of Bithoor, tourists go to see an

image of God Ganapati. The image is of

exquisite beauty and is carved on a piece of

flawless white marble of moderate size. The
image originally belonged to Peshwa Baji

Rao and was installed in his private temple.

In the course of the sack of the Peshwa’s
Palace following the defeat of Nana Saheb,

the valuables were seized by the British,

and as for the temple it was blown up along

with the palace. But this beautiful image
escaped unscathed and was taken charge of

by the present owners. Since then it is being

treated as a sort of ‘protected’ image by the

Dubey family who offer daily worship to it

along with the main deities in the

thakurdwara.

Baji Rao was very fond of this image and it

is said that in the course of its worship he
used to make a daily offering of a gold

mohar at the feet of the deity.

An old Maharashtra lady of Bithoor has
informed the author that Baji Rao was now
and then harassed by the ghost of Peshwa
Narayan Rao who had been assassinated at

Poona, and in which shameful deed Baji

Rao’s father, Raghunath Rao, had a hand.
The lady said that the murdered Naray^
Rao had become, a brahma-rakshash who
used to trouble -Raghunath Rao while he
lived. On the latter’s death the ghost used
to haimt Baji Rao when at Poona and whom
he followed to Bithoor. The ghost used to

tRaja SInva Prasad belonged to a family nhich was connected with the well-known Tagat Seth of Murshidabad.A member of this family, by name Seth Dal Chand. on incurring the displeasure of the Nawab of Murshidabad, fled
to Varanasi and settled there under the protection of the British. Raja Shiva Prasad, bom in 1823, was the great
grandson of Seth Dal Chand. Tor many years he served as an inspector of schools and was, in 1883, appointed a
Member of the Viceroy s Council. He was a writer of repute and devoted himself to the popularization of Hindu-
stani. He received from the Butish Goiernraent the hereditaw title of Raja and the decoraUon of the Companion
of the Star of India. His death occurred in 1895-Pagc 125 of the Manual of Titles, Uttar Pradesh.
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appear only when Baji Rao was alone, and
this has been given as the reason for Baji

Rao’s contracting marriages even in old

age.*® In order to propitiate this ghost of

his cousin brother, Baji Rao had set apart

one room in his mansion in which were kept,

every night, all items of cooked food and
the things needed for a wash-up, such as a

bucket of water, a dhoti

y

a towel. The room
was then locked. On opening the room in

the morning it used to be found in such a

state as to lead to the inference that some one

had taken a bath and partaken of the food.

The author did not first take the old lady

seriously. Later, he was surprised to find

that an accoimt contained in the Poona
Gazetteer lends strong support to what the

lady had stated. It is there recorded that

Baji Rao “claimed great holiness and was
most careful to keep all religious rules and

ceremonies. Apparently to lay the ghost of

Narayan Rao Peshwa, whom his parents had

murdered and who seems to have haunted

him, Baji Rao planted several hundred

thousand trees about Poona, gave largesses

to Brahmans and religious establishments,

and was particularly generous to Vithoba’s

temple at Pandharpore. It was probably

Narayan Rao’s ghost that so often took him
to Pandharpore.”t

The 'Peshwa’s pension used to be disbursed

in instalments at' Bithoor. On one occasion

Baji Rao was on the bank’ of the Ganga per-

forming oblations and making offerings to

the sacred river. At that time arrived at

the Peshwa’s palace the officials of Grovern-

ment with an instalment of the pension. On

being told where the Peshwa was, they

hastened to the river bank with the bags of

coin laden in carts. Approaching him, they

said that his pension had come. The

Peshwa, thereupon, signed the acquittance

and directed his men to take the money.
And he also directed them to consign it to the
holy waters—saying that the money, having
come to the bank of the Ganga, could not

be taken back to his palace—the money had
become part of the offering, and so ought
to be offered to I^Iother Ganga. And the

order was caiTied out v/ithout demur. Such
was the story told to the author by an old

resident of Bithoor whose ancestor was in

the service of the Peshwa. This incident,

if true, is not surprising, because though

Baji Rao had lost his kingdom he had not lost

the princely heart within the physical frame

which for 22 years had sat on the masnad
of Poona.

HIS DEATH

The ex-ruler devoted himself to pious pur-

suits. This suited his religious temperament

which he had inherited from the earlier

Peshwas and a long line of orthodox

Brahmans of the Maharashtra school. Jn

any case he had nothing else to do. How-

ever that may be, his devotion to the worsliip

of God enabled him to forget his former

glory and power. He was nov/ left with no

outward regret or compunction for the loss

of his throne or the liquidation of the great

Maratha State of Shivaji’s creation,

Baji Rao’s predecessors had short lives

except the first Peshwa Balaji Vishwanath

who lived to the age of 60. Baji Rao I, the

second Peshwa, lived only for 40 years, the

third Peshwa Balaji Rao faired no better,

dying at the same age. The fourth Peshwa

Madhav Rao's illustrious life was cut short

at 27 years. Narayan Rao, the fifth Peshwa,

was only 18 at the time of his assassination,

and Madhav Rao II jumped down to die when

still a boy of 21. The eventful life of Baji

Rao's own father (Raghoba) came to a close

at 49 years. But Baji Rao himself lived to

II.. rlpvcn marriaKcs—six when he was Pcsiiwa at Poona
-

•Azimullah^s Diary states that Baji Rao liad connected eleven

Id five at Bithoor,
foot-note. Pandharpore is famous for the temple of

tBoinbay Gazetteer, Poona Volume, 7 ait 11, p‘^gc 2 -

i Vithhaiji.
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a ripe old age of 76. This was probably

because his ample pension made him care-

free and enabled him to live a life of ease.

In the third week of January, 1851, the

Maharaja was taken seriously ill, and died

on January 28. On the same day his funeral

obsequies were performed by Nana Saheb.

This fact had been reported by Colonel

Manson in a letter to Government, dated

January 31, 1851, in which he added “perfect

order and tranquillity had been kept since the

Maharaja’s death”.

The death of Baji Rao caused a gloom not

only in Bithoor, but outside also particularly

in Sangli, Kolhapur, Baroda, Satara, Nagpur,

Indore, Gwalior, Jhansi and Avadh, Tatya

Tope was so much grief-stricken that he

jumped into the Ganga to commit suicide.

He was rescued with great difficulty and
could recover himself only after a month.

The fimeral rites of Baji Rao were performed

by Nana Saheb with great show, and
thousands of Brahmans were fed.*

The Peshwas were deeply religious persons,

fond of Vedic ceremonies and Shastric

rituals. Stupendous ceremonies in confor-

mity with Brahamanical traditions were per-

formed on the death of a Peshwa and costly

gifts were given to Brahmans. These gifts

included five principal items, namely
elephants, horses, gold, jewels and land, and
went by the name of Tndhadans. Agreeably

to this custom, the funeral obsequies of Baji

Rao were performed much on the same scale

as in the case of his predecessors for Nana
Saheb spared no expense in giving colour

and impression to the death rites of his

adoptive father whom he held in great

reverence. But when it came to the question

of land it was found that the family did not

possess even a hiswa of land anywhere. The
departed Peshwa had, of course, been

assigned lands in Bithoor by the British

Government, but in them Nana Saheb

had only a life interest which meant that he

could not give them away. One Sardar

Raghunath Rao Vinchurkar,t a beneficiary

of the House of Peshwas, being at Bithoor at

the time, was pained to notice that the heir

to the ex-monarch had no land to donate on
the occasion. In his loyalty to the family

he suggested that as all the other mahadans
had been performed, the gift of land should
not be omitted, adding that out of his fifty-

two villages in the South the Nana should
present some land to the Brahmans to com-
plete the ceremony. He .argued that these
lands of his jagir and inam really belonged
to the Peshwa and so there should be no
hesitation in accepting the offer. The Nana,
being greatly touched by the Sardar’s deep
devotion to his family, could not restrain his

emotion and tears gushed forth from his

eyes.t

CHARACTER OF BAJI RAO

At Bithoor, Baji Rao lived a lotus-eater’s

life in the midst of faithful relations, sardars
and personal servants. Here at Bithoor, he
found full play for his religious practices of
which he had been fond like the other

Peshwas. His time was mostly spent in the

performance of religious rites on a grand
scale with the aid of priests adept in the
line. He also undertook pilgrimages to
Varanasi, Prayag and Gaya.

•Azimullah Khan*s Diaiy.

+He belonged to the family of Vithhal Narsinh, the Chief of Vinchur, who was one of the few Maratba
sardars who remained constantly loyal to the Peshwa. He refused to desert Baji Rao to the last and take
advantage of the British offers and was utterly ruined in consequence. He seas eventually cranted a iaair hv the British
Government as a lesult of the recommendation of Governor Elphinstone of Bombay who took ,,itv orhk
He urg^ on Elphinstone the argiiment that his conduct in remaining loyal to his master did not deserve censure, but
recognition. The thoughtful Englishman readily accepted this contention-Sardesai, Vol. HI, page 508.

iltilws Sangraha, Aitihnsik Sphuta Lekh, Part III, page 20.
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When occupying the Peshwa's gaddi at

Poona, Baji Rao was not behind his prede-

cessors in the practice of patronage to men
of learning. “Learned men fi’om all parts

of India were attracted to Poona and Baji Rao
spent some four lakhs of rupees among them

in charities. That munificence brought to

Poona a reputation as a centre of leai'ning

which has survived to our own times.f

Now at Bithoor, Baji Rao maintained this

practice and Bithoor soon became a place of

pilgrimage for scholars well-read in ancient

learning and for priests adept in the art of

performing religious ceremonies All this

gave an atmosphere of great piety to the

town of Bithoor. For this reason, coupled

with the Peshwa’s residence there, Bithoor

became renowned throughout the country.

Baji Rao himself was a man of learning, and

possessed the art of eloquence in which he

excelled. He also carried with him the

other accomplishments associated with the

high Brahmanieal house of Maharashtra to

which the Peshwa belonged. These held

him out ss an enlightened and highly cul-

tured personality.

Though lacking in courage, Baji Rao possess-

ed handsome features and a personality of his

ovm. It was this lack of courage, above all

things, which failed him at the critical

moment of his reign v/hen he shirked

from talang a bold and final decision by leav-

ing the place of action, to the dismay of his

generals and ministers. But for this weak-

ness, Baji Rao would not have met the fate

he did. He vras in other respects a persever-

ing personality. As observed by Elphinstone,

if Baji Rao “were less deficient in courage,

he would be ambitious, impervious, inflexible

and persevering.” Of bis perseverence, we

have seen its proof in the last preceding

chapter, when for several months he put up

with physical and mental sufferings of every

description, flying from place to place but

refusing to surrender.

—Bharavi, Kiratarjuniyam, 1—4-

tj. R, Sharma, page 294.
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PARENTAGE AND EARLY LIFE OF NANA SAHEB

A. BIRTH AND ADOPTION.

B. UP-BRINGING AND CHARACTER.

PERSONAL APPEARANCE.

ATTAINMENTS AND CHARACTER.

HIS FONDNESS FOR ENTERTAINING GUESTS.

OTHER HOBBIES.

C. THIS PICTURE AND THAT.

A. BIRTH AND ADOPTION

Mahadev or Madho Narain Rao=GanctA Bai

Bala Bhatt Govind Dhondu Pant Gangadhar Rao Mathura Bai Shyama Bai

or Baba Bhatt (Nana Saheb) or Bala Rao (daughter) (daughter)

(Bala Saheb)

THE 5TJLL name of Nana Saheb was nana
GOVIND DHONDU PANT. He came of a

Maharashtra family of the South, and it is

customary in these families to give the pet

name of ‘Nana’ (which in Marathi means

‘small’) * to children who are held in special

affection. Nana Saheb was an object of

particular affection to Peshwa Baji Rao who
had taken him as his adopted son. And he

then began to be known as NANA SAHEB,
a name which has become famous in modem
Indian history.

Nana Saheb was bom in village Venn in

Taluka Nastrapur in Maharashtra. This

village is situated in a valley of the Matheran

hills. The exact year of his birth is doubt-

ful, but it is one or the other of the years

1822, 1823 or 1824. According to the

records of the Government of the North
Western Provinces Nana Saheb’s age in 1858,

was 36 years, which would mean that he was
born in 1822. At the same time it is also

on record that it was at the age of three

years that he was adopted by Peshwa Baji
Rao at Bithoor. As the adoption took place

in 1827, his date of birth would come to 1824.

As shown in the geneological table above,
I^ana Saheb was the second amongst three
brothers and two sisters.

Peshwa Baji Rao H and Nana Saheb’s father,

Madho Narain, were brothers in gotra. In
1818 Peshwa Baji Rao, on being dis-possessed
of his kingdom, proceeded to live in Bithoor

•The word Nana is said to be a corruption of the Hindustani word nanhey ( ) meaning small fin aael
As Nana Saheb was the younger son in the family (the eld^t being Bala or Baba Bhatt), he was^affectionately calfed
A'ana. And on becoming a pnnce on adoption, the n-ord Saheb ivas added to show respect. Thus the name NANASAHEB is said to have been evolved.
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as a pensioner of the East India Company.
On Peshwa Baji Rao's departure from Poona,
the parents of Nana Saheb found themselves
in financial difficulties : so after some time
they followed the Peshwa to Bithoor and
lived there imder his patronage.

Adoption by Baji Rao

Peshwa Baji Rao was greatly attached to
Nana Salieb and, having no male issue of
his own body, took him as an adopted son.
It was in this way that Nana Saheb got into
the family of the Peshwa. His younger
brother Bala Saheb is also said to have been
taken in adoption* by Baji Rao. It is,

however, doubtful whether this adoption was
a I'egular and formal one because imder the
Hindu law adoption is not permissible if a
person has a male issue living, nor can he
adopt another son if one previously adopted
be living. The reason is that in the eyes of
law a single son is sufficient for the con-

tinuance of the line—and it is this object on
which the Hindu doctrine of adoption is
based. That is also the reason why simul-
taneous^ adoption of two sons is not legally
permissible. But whatever may have been
the actual position, Nana Saheb being the
elder son, was naturally treated by Baji Rao
as his principal and prime representative in
respect of personal property and, in con-
formity with the rule of primogeniture, as the
successor to his title and privileges as an
ex-ruler.

On adoption, the legal association of Nana
Saheb with his natural father and his family
came to^ an end

; in law he ceased to be the
son of his natural father, and became a son of
the Peshwa. acquiring all the attributes,
legal as well as religious, of a natural born
son. So, again in the eyes of law, he would
trace his ancestry to Balaji Vishwanath,
the first Peshwa of Poona. His geneological
table would then be as follows :

Geneology of Nana Saheb

Balaji Vishwanath

Baji Rao I

Raghunalh Rao or Raghoba
(Also called Raghoba Dada)

Maina Bai, Tai Bai and Saraswati Bai = Baji Rao 11

Isr Fes/iwa (Died 1720)

2nd Pes/tm (Died 1740)

6t/i Pes/iwa.f

9th PesJnva,% (Died 1851).

Kundoo Bai Kusuma Bai
(daughter) or Baya Bai

(daughter)

Dhondu Pant
or Nana Saheb
(adopted son)

Raghunath Rao
or Pandoo Rang
Rao {said to

be adopted son)

Rao Saheb

Gangadhar Rao
or Bala Saheb

{said to be
adopted son)

•In his will Baji Rao has described Bala Saheb as his adopted son. Similarly, he has described Pandoo Rang Rao
(Raghunath Rao) as his adopted son ; the latter died leaving a son, commonly known as Rao Saheb. But they
could not legally be his adopted sons along with Nana Salieb although he appears to have treated them as his sons.
(There is a confusion of names in the will.)

fThe 3rd Peshwa was Balaji Rao (elder brother of Raghoba) and the
^

4th and the 5th Peshwas were in
turn his elder and younger sons, Madhav Rao Ballal and Narain Rao. respectively. On the assassination of Narain
Rao, Raghoba declared himself as the 6th Peshwa though his claim was disputed by the Ministers of the Poona Daibar.

tThe 7th Peshwa was Madhava Rao Narain, the posthumous son of Narain Rao, the 5th Peshwa. He was bom
after Raghoba had, following the assassination of Narain Rao. declared himself Peshwa*. The 8th Peshwa was Chimnaji
Appa, younger brother of Baji Rao 11. He was on the gaddi for a few months only.
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B. UP-BRINGING AND CHARACTER

Though not born ‘with a silver spoon in his

mouth’, Nana Saheb was brought up in most

luxurious surroundings as the son of a

former ruler of a large territory in India.

Baji Rao’s pension of eight lakhs a year,

coupled with the wealth which he had

brought from Poona, enabled him to live like

a king with a large number of personal

servants and the usual complement of

courtiers. There were then the elephants

and horses and cows and cattle, besides an

ornamental army. As the heir-apparent of

the Peshwa, Nana Saheb had’ all attention

bestowed on him and, like the Indian princes

of the time, he made full use of the comforts

and enjoyments with which he was
surrounded.

Nana Saheb had amongst his play-mates,

Manu Bai, a girl of extraordinary parts, who
later became the celebrated Rani of Jhansi.

She too was said to have been adopted by
Baji Rao, but this could not have been

possible either under the Hindu law, or

under the Vedic rules, both of which
recognize only the institution of sonship and
not also the institution of ‘daughtership’.

The reason is not far to seek. A daughter

cannot propagate, the line .of her father

—

she is married into another family and pro-

pagates the. line of that family, and not of

the family of her birth. Another reason why
adoption of girls is not permitted or recog-

nized is that imder the Shastras it is only a
son (and not also a daughter) who can

perform the funeral obsequies of his father

and propitiate his soul and the souls of his

deceased ancestors by periodical offerings

of water and sesammn during the year. So
from the religious point of view the adoption

of a girl can serve no purpose, and hence

such adoption has no meaning.

Accordingly,, neither the Hindu law nor the

Hindu religion permits or recognizes the

adoption of a girl. It is of course another

matter for a person to treat a girl as his

daughter or to bring her up as such, but

this •will not create in the girl the legal

status of a daughter ;
consequently she will

have no claim whatever in the property of

the person who treats her as his daughter.

The case of an adopted son is different—^he

acquires, immediately on adoption, the legal

status of the son of the adoptive father and
becomes entitled to succeed to his property

in the same way as a. natural-bom son.

Pimther, he does not lose any of the attri-

butes of sonship on a son being bom of the

body of his adoptive father—in other

words the adopted son is in law a natural-

born son and continues so for ever.* In
point of seniority too, the adopted son shall

be treated as elder than the subsequently
bom natural son. Likewise, adoption is not
permissible for a person having a nattmal-

born son survi-ving.

There is no definite information about the
marriage of Nana Saheb. According to the
custom in the Peshwa’s family as well as the
general custom in those 'days, he must have
been married at an early age and this would
have been in the life-time of Maharaja Baji
Rao. In the Diary of Azimullah Khan,
however, it is recorded that Nana Saheb
was married, not much long before the
Mutiny, to a cousin of the Chief of Sangli
and that the ceremony had been performed
in grand style. This means that the wife of
his earlier marriage had died and that this
was his second marriage.

The drawing rooms of the Nana’s palace were
decorated with mirrors and chandeliers im-
ported from Birmingham. Also, a vast
store of gold and silver plate was at his
service on all occasions. He had an

•This rule about non.recognition of adoption of girls

raent records (e.g. Proceedings of the N. W. P. Government in " the Political Department
1864) that the two sisters of Nana Saheb had also been adopted by Baji Rao.

applies also to the statement*made in certain Govem-
for the month of June
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enormous stock of jewelleiy and costly

Kashmiri shawls.

Nana Saheb had a large retinue of several

hundreds, each receiving from him a salary

of Ks.4 a month and an annual supply of

clothes. Besides, they were provided ndth

swords, lances and match-locks. A part of

this retinue was provided with honses.

PERSONAL APPEARANCE

In the ‘descriptive roll’* of Nana Salieb, in

the possession of the then Grovernment of

the North-Western Provinces, he was des-

cribed as a person of fair complexion, five

feet eight inches in height with stout build

and a powerful appearance. His face was

mentioned as being flat and round with a

well-shaped straight nose, large round eyes,

regular teeth, black hair, a hairy breast,

and ring-marks on ears on which, before his

disappearance on the British reconquest of

the country, he used to wear a pair of gold

rings in the Maharashtrian style. The roll

further described him as having the fealTmes

of the Maratha strongly depicted in his

facial expression and as having a lancet

mark on one of his legs. It ended vuth the

remark that by having grown a beard since

his disappearance he presented a Moham-
madan-Iike appearance and that a servant

with a cut ear never left his side.

In the Diary of Azimullah Khan, Nana Saheb

has been described as a very handsome

person many times more handsome than

Azimullah Khan himself who was reputed

for his charming features.

An Englishman who had observed him

closely on many occasions says that, at the

time he saw him, he was really about twenty-

eight years of age, but he looked forty.

“His face was round ; his eyes, restless like

those of a tiger, were piercing and of great

lusire
;
his complexion was like that of any

Spaniard ;
his conversation was charac-

terised by a touch of humour.”

Sherer, who was appointed Collector of

Kanpur on the restoration of British

authority, has wnritten about the Nana’s

appearance. Sherer himself had never seen

him, but had heard about him from several

persons. One of these was Dr. J. N.

Tresidder, Civil Sm-geon of Kanpur, who

used to attend Nana Saheb professionally.

On the basis of the account of these peraons

Sherer has described Nana Saheb as being

betw'een 30 and 40 years of age at the time

of the Mutiny, “of middle height, stolid

features and increasing stoutness. He might

well have passed for the ordinary shop-

keeper of the bazar, had it not been for the

Maratha contour of his turban of which,

however, he did not affect a very pronounced

type”.t

According to Trevelyan, Nana Saheb was

about 36 years of age at the time of the

Mutiny. He had strongly-marked features

which vrith a sallow complexion gave them

a pleasing appearance. His head and

face according to Maratha custom, says

Trevelyan, were “shaven clean”. He was

rather fat in built.

ohn Lang had been Nana Saheb’s guest

fc Bithoor for some days. From his

ppearance and ways Lang concluded that

rana Saheb was “not a man of ability, nor

fool”. Mowbray Thomson described him

s “exceedingly corpulent, of sallow com-

lexion of middle height, with thoroughly

larked features, and like all Marathas

lean shaven on both head and face”.?

•This descriptive roll was circulated to Police
“"f

lak

North-Western Provinces in the Political Department for the montn oi
j

tSherer, Havelock's March on Kanpur.

tThomson, The Story of Kanpur.
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ATTAINMENTS AND CHARACTER

Nana Saheb had studied Sanskrit and had

imbibed its culture. He had also been

taught Persian and Urdu in which he was
proficient. Besides, he learnt the use of the

rifle and the sword, and was a keen horse-

rider.

His knowledge of English was scanty. But

on that account he was not wanting in

refinement and taste attributed to English-

men or to those well-versed in that language.

He subscribed,to all the leading Anglo-Indian

newspapers and had them read out to him in

the morning daily by Mr. Toddf who held

the post of English professor in his house-

hold. (This gentleman was previously

holding a post on the East India Rail Road
which was then under construction.) The
purchase of these newspapers was an exhi-

bition of the deep interest which Nana Saheb
took in the activities of the British Govern-
ment at home and abroad, in English
history, arts and customs and in the

Christian religion.f

On the question of annexation of Avadh,
Nana Saheb used to express the view that
a war would one day be the result. On the
other political issues of the time discussed
in the newspapers, he formed intelligent

opinions which he used to express fearlessly.

He was a sportsman too and had acquired
a mastery in the game of billiards. He
played the game admirably while yet slim
enough to bend over the table conveniently.

This game gave him an opportimity of meet-
ing on familiar terms the British military

officers stationed at Kanpur.J
,

Nana Saheb was also a great swimmer and

so were his brothers and the Rao Saheb,

his nephew. It is said that during the rains,

when the river was in full spate, they used

to swim across from one bank to the other

with the greatest ease.

Nana Saheb was a person of great piety and

orthodox disposition. He had special vene-

ration for the Ganga and would not enter

its water without first washing his feet and

hands. He would not scrub his body in the

stream nor pollute the holy water in any
other manner.** He would simply take a

dip in as gentle a manner as possible, as if

by doing otherwise he would be hurting the

river which he held in such great esteem.

In swimming too he would behave likewise.

This extreme respect towards the Ganga
gave rise to certain exaggerated accmmts
about him—one of these the author has

heard from' an old lady of Bithoor. She
said that mother Ganga was so pleased with

Nana Saheb that he could walk over the

water with his sandals on to the opposite

bank of the river. This, of course, was im-

possible if taken in its literal sense, but it

does point to a basic truth, namely the great

veneration- in which Nana Saheb held the

waters of the sacred river.

He was a “quiet, unostentatious young man,
not at all addicted

,

to any extravagant
habits’'.§ He was simple in his ways, but
liked wearing impressive dress and jewellery.

In darbar he used to dress '

' himself in

kimkhab and put on jewellery and a head-
dress studded with precious stones which
Englishmen were fond of admiring.

In the matter of religion he was orthodox,
but far from a bigot. §§ At least' ' on one
occasion he was seen accompanying a

fHe ^vas later killed during the up -rising at Kanpur.

JTrevelyan.

•As for example, by rubbing oil on the body and then
to any one, except to devout people, that he should not
bathing with soap.

entering the water for a bath. Now-a-days it does not occur
foul the 'tvater by washing dirty clothes in the river or

§Rajnikant Gupta, Sipahi Juddher Itihas, 5 Vols. (1886-1900), (Bengali), page 93.

§§John Lang, p. 116.
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I'egiment of Kanpur to Church on a Sunday,

He was riding in a beautiful phaeton drawn

by two splendid grey horses.!

In Azimullah lihan’s Diary it has been stated

that Nana Saheb used to regard any elderly

lady as his mother, and any lady equal in

his age as a sister. Similarly, he respected

elderly men as father and considered

persons of his own age as brother. He
used to entertain affectionate regard for all,

and was greatly loved by every one in tiuii.

An instance may here be quoted to show

what a great regard for the feelings of

others Nana Saheb always carried in his

heart. An European gentleman was

coming from Kanpur to visit him on the

phaeton which the Nana had placed at his

disposal. The gentleman had with him his

family which included a child. By ill-luck

the child died on the way to Bithoor in the

carriage. According to orthodox tradition,

this carriage had now become contaminated

by the touch of a dead body, and so it

could not be used by Nana Saheb and his

family, orthodox as they were. At first he

thought of giving it away to some one, but

dismissed the idea on the ground that that

course would hurt the feelings of the

aggrieved parents. The problem was what

to do with the conveyance which could in

no circumstances be retained by the family.

The only alternative left was to burn it,

and in spite of its great cost and beauty

Nana Saheb had it burnt without any

compunction.

HIS FONDNESS FOR ENTERTAINING GUESTS

Nana Saheb was fond of giving entertain-

ments to the English gentry of Kanpur,

and every now and then organised pa les

in the European style in his mansion at

Bithoor. Elaborate arrangements were

made, and dance and music provided after

sumptuous meals. On these occasions e

would di’ess himself in hmikhab and
Kashmir scarfs and wear a head-dress

studded with pearls and diamonds. He
would also carry the old Baji Rao’s State

sword which was valued at three lakhs of

rupees.! The same
,

sword, it is said, was,

until 1957, in the possession of Sri

Devi Dayalu Gupta, proprietor, Gupta

Shastralaya, Kanpur. On July 1 of that year

he presented it to the President of India

and it now fonns part of the National

Collection at New Delhi.

British officers wanting a change of climate

went from Kanpur to Bithoor as guests of

Nana Saheb who always received them with

affection. Others also frequently visited

him with their wives. At their departure,

he used to make presents to them. All this

generosity had naturally endeared him to

the British officers and gentry at Kanpur.

Many were imder his obligation on one

account or the other. They all praised him

with one voice for his hospitality and

goodness.

“Nothing could exceed the cordiality which

he constantly displayed in his inter-

course with our countrymen. The

persons in authority placed an implicit

confidence in his friendliness and good

faith, and the ensigns emphatically

pronounced him a capital fellow. He

had a nod or a kind word for every

sahib in the station ;
hunting-parties and

jewellery for the men, and picnics and

shawls for the ladies. If a sub-

altern’s wife required change of air,

the Rajah’s carriage was at the service

of the young couple and the European

apartments of Bithoor were put in order

to receive them. If a civilian had over-

worked himself in court, he had but to

speak the word, and the Rajah s

tTuker, The Chronicle of Private Henry Metcalfe, page 19.

tTrevelyan.
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elephants were sent on to the Oude

jungles.”*

But though Nana Saheh was profuse in

entertaining the English, he himself, on his

part, avoided return invitations from the

Eiu-opean officers of Kanpur, It is said that

he did so because the Government had not

continued to him the honour of guns being

fired in salute—a privilege which Eaji Rao

had enjoyed till his death. Another reason

perhaps lay in the orthodox manners and

customs of the Peshwa family.

OTHER HOBBIES

Animals were his special hobby, and people

from afar visiting Brahmavart used to go

and see his deer and gazelles, camels and
panthers.

Amongst the pets of Nana Saheb was a

wandaroo monkey (lion-tailed) which came
into the possession of the British after the

capture of Bithoor. It was kept for some
time in Kanpur and thereafter sent to

London to be kept in the Zoological Garden.

Mr. Sherer had occasion later on, when in

London, to go and see the monkey in the

Garden where he found it in order.

Another pet similarly taken at Bithoor was
a big squirrel, as big as a small rabbit.

It was a costly and beautiful animal which

remained with Sherer at Kanpur for some
time. To the great regret of Sherer, it died

after some time either because of imdue

excitement or perhaps change of food, for

ignorant of its habits Sherer could not give

it the food to which it was habituated.!

Amongst his other hobbies was the collection

of arms. He had all kinds of swords of

the best-tempered steel. Long-range rifles

and big guns of different sizes were included

in his collection of which he was justly

proud. Trevelyan says that Nana Saheb’s

armoury had a rare collection of arms and
fighting weapons of every age and country.

He had a large and excellent stable of horses,

elephants and camels. These were coming
on from the time of Maharaja Baji Rao.

Nana Saheb was particularly fond of

horses. It is said that none could excel

him in horsemanship. There was a good
collection of high-bred horses in his stables-

Nana Saheb also maintained in good state the

kennel left by Baji Rao and the menagerie
of pigeons, falcons, peacocks and apes. On
the sack of Bithoor an English soldier took

possession of a pair of thorough-bred
English bull-dogs belonging to Nana Saheb.

It was estimated that they would have
fetched a price of Rs.500 in Calcutta—quite a
substantial amount in those days.t

C. THIS PICTURE AND THAT

Ajodhya Prasad’s Portrait

There has been a good deal of confusion

about the true appearance and features of

Nana Saheb. This has been caused by the

fact that some time after the defeat of

Nana Saheb at Kanpur in July, 1857, a
picture was published in the Illustrated

London News purporting to be that of Nana
Saheb. This picture was not really his, but
of a wealthy contractor by name Ajodhya

Prasad or Jyotee Prasad. It was given out
by that paper as the pictime of Nana Saheb
under intriguing circumstances.

Nana Saheb’s na.me had become a household
word in England and the newspapers of
London were frantically trying to procure
his picture. But none could be foimd as
there did not, at that time, exist any
portrait of Nana Saheb in London. The
editor of the Illustrated London News,

•Trevelyan.

fShcrer, Havelock's March on Kanpur.
JGroom, fVith Havelock from Allahabad to Lucknow, pages 41-42,
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however, continued his hectic efforts and
sent out his artist to call on Indians of posi-

tion happening to be in London to try to get

a portrait of the Nana. In the course of his

efforts, the artist came across the picture

of Ajodhya Prasad which was in the posses-

sion of the well-known barrister, Mr. John
Lang. With great difficulty he procured it

for his paper. linowing well tliat the

picture was not of Nana Saheb, the editor

nevertheless published it as his picture with

a view to adding to the popularity of his

paper in having been the first in showing to

the English public the features and appear-

ance of Nana Saheb. No one either in

England or in India doubted the authenticity

of this picture until 1893 v/hen William

Porbes-Mitchell published his Reminiscences

of the Great Mutiny in which the real story

was told.

Ajodhya Prasad was a big banker and a

Commissariat contractor of Meerut. Many
years before the mutiny he had disputes vdth

the .East India Company about the settle-

ment of his dues on account of supplies made
to the army during the Second Sikh War.

Ajodhya Prasad’s claim was lakhs of

rupees in excess of the amount which the

Commissariat Department had worked out

as due to him. So the Commissariat officers

repudiated his claim. Not only that, they

also started a criminal case against him for

attempting to defraud Government by falsi-

fying accounts. A special Commission was

appointed by the Governor-General for the

trial, and the Judge Advocate-General was

put in charge of the prosecution. The

sittings were held at Meerut during 1851-52.

Wealthy as he was, Ajodhya Prasad engaged

the services of Mr. John Lang ;
for this

purpose he had sent his agent to England.

John Lang ably defended his client against

the legal might of the Government of India

who had built up a strong prwia facie case

against the accused. But the learned

barrister exposed the utter weakness of the

prosecution during the cross-examination of

high placed witnesses such as the Commis-

sary General, his Deputy and their Assistants
who contradicted each other and even them-
selves. In his able arguments, Mr. Lang
showed that Government had been most
unjust in prosecuting Ajodhya Prasad who
had rendered valuable assistance to the State
in their hour of need by supplying carriage
for the material of the army and ration for
the troops.

His arguments were so effective that the
Judge Advocate-General declared that he felt

ashamed to be connected with the case. In
the result, Ajodhya Prasad was honourably
acquitted. At the same time, a decree in

his favour for his entire claim was passed.

In his gratefulness to Mr. Lang, Ajodhya
Pi'assd gave him, in addition to the stipu-

lated fee, an honorarium of three lakhs of

rupees. At Mr. Lang’s asking, he also

presented him with his portrait painted by
a famous artist and encased in a jewelled

frame costing twenty-five thousand rupees.

In remembrance of this generosity and
affection of his client, Mr. Lang used to carry

this portrait with him wherever he went.

It was this portrait which the artist had

seen with Mr. Lang in London. He said that

it was just the thing he wanted. His point

was that any portrait of an Indian prince

could easily pass, amongst the people of

England, as the picture of Nana Saheb and

that, so long as the picture was impressive,

as this one was, it mattered little whether

it was really of Nana Saheb or of some

other person. But Mr. Lang declined to

part with it saying that he could not allow

the picture of his dear client to be passed

as that of Nana Saheb who was regarded in

England as “the arch assassin of the Indian

mutiny”. Mr. Lang was then assured that

the picture was really meant for the people

of England and that there was no likelihood

of the paper reaching Indian hands, much

less the hands of Ajodhya Prasad. Anyhow

the Illustrated London News was able to

procure the picture from Mr. Lang and

published it as that of Nana Saheb.
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It was in these circumstances that the

picture of Ajodhya Prasad was given out as

the picture of Nana Saheb in the pages of the

Illustrated London News, The picture of

Ajodhya Prasad was in the dress of a

Marwari banker, and those in India who had

known Nana Saheb were, on seeing it,

surprised to find that it did not resemble him

in the least and wondered how he had

allowed himself to be painted in the dress of

a Marwari. Those who had known Ajodhya

Prasad, but had not seen Nana Saheb,

declared that the Nana was quite like

Ajodhya Prasad. No one knew the mystery,

however.

Mr. Forbes-Mitchell had become aware of the

facts of the affair through Mr. Lang himself

whom he gave a promise of secrecy.

After both Mr. Lang and Ajodhya Prasad

had died, Mr. Porbes-Mitchell felt that he

would commit no breach of confidence in

making the story public and, so feeling, he

included it in his Reminiscences,

Still every body in India did not know about

the mystery because Mr. Forbes-Mitcheirs

book was not in much circulation here. In

many works, the picture of Ajodhya Prasad
was printed as the picture of Nana Saheb.

In ‘The History of the Revolt in India^

published in 1859 the following words were
printed below this picture : “Nana Saheb

—

painted by Beechy, the painter of the King
of Oudh, at Bithoor in the year 1850”. This

was all a fraudulent invention intended to

give a historical importance to the picture,

but it had its effect and no one doubted the

authenticity of the portrait.

In several other works also, this false

picture of Nana Saheb came to be published

even after the publication of Forbes-

Mitcheirs Reminiscences, This was appa-

rently because the latter book was known
to few in India. In Sri Sunder LaUs monu-
mental work Bharat Men Angrezi Raj^ the

same picture has been published.

In the memorial to Nana Saheb which was
raised by the U. P. Government at Bithoor
in 1957, a statue of Nana Saheb prepared on
the basis of the same picture was erected.

But the people of Bithoor and Kanpur who
knew of this, represented to the Govern-
ment that the statue was really of Ajodhya
Prasad. Thereupon, it has been removed
and replaced by another made out of the
authentic portrait of Nana Saheb.

Other Pictures

Apart from the portrait of Ajodhya Prasad,
several other spurious pictures of Nana
Saheb have, from time to time, been
published in the books and newspapers of
different parts of India. These, with their

brief descriptions, have been reproduced in

the plates for the curiosity of the inquisitive

reader.

At the same time there are several genuine
portraits of Nana Saheb—^genuine in the
sense that their source is true. One of them
appears as the frontispiece in this book ;

others have been given in separate plates in
this chapter.'

Our life is not the urn of roses and or lfj^vfs •

Eusr, wiirRrioRE this nnrr strifp, this pain our soue concfives?
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A. ARRANGEMENTS REGARDING SUCCESSION TO BAJI RAO

'STANDING INSTRUCTIONS OF LT. GOVERNOR

In. 1840 Baji Rao had so deteriorated in

health as to give rise to apprehensions

about his survival. To meet any untoward
incidents arising on his death, the Lieut.

Governor conveyed to Colonel Manson, the

Conunissioner with Baji Rao, instructions

about the measures to be adopted, on the

demise of His Highness, for the preservation

of the public peace and the security of his

property. The standing instructions were
that "on the actual demise of Baji Rao the

Commissioner was to seal up all places

supposed to contain treasure or valuable pro-

perty and to place adequate guards over

them”. These were contained in a letter

from the Government of the North-Western

Provinces, dated November 12, 1840.

Soon after, Baji Rao executed a will

bequeathing all his property and privileges to

his adopted son, Nana Saheb, who had then

attained the age of 25 years and was expected

to take charge of the property on the demise

of the Maharaja without the intervention of
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the Commissioner at Bithoor or the Civil

authorities at Kanpur. It was in the follow-

ing terms :

“This is written for the purpose of making known
to Her Majesty the Queen of England, the Honorable

the East India Company and to all men. That
Dhondoo Punt Nana, my eldest son, and Gungadhur
Rao, my youngest and third son, and Sada Shew Punt
Dada son of my secxjnd son Pandoo Rung Rao, my
grandson; these three are my sons and grandson.

After me, Dhandon (Dhondoo) Punt Nama (Nana),

my eldest son, Mookh Purdhan, shall inherit, and be

the sole master of the Guddee of Peishwa, the Dominions,

Wealth, Desh Mookhee, etc., Watum (family) possessions.

Treasure and all my real and personal property. And
he, Dhondoo Punt Nana and his Heirs shall inherit

the Rank of Peish^va, the Dominions, Wealth etc. and his

younger Brother Gungadhui Rao, and his nephew
Pundoo Rung Rao Sada Shew, and their children, as

it becomes a Brother, and to the servants and the

Ryuts, as it is proper, he shall alford due support and
maintenance. And Gungadhur Rao and Pundoo Rung
Rao, the servants, the Ryuts, etc. shall pay
obedience to Dhondoo Punt Nana, Mookh Purdhan
and continue to serve him with fidelity and be subject

unto him. And if I should hereafter beget a son of

my own body then he shall, as aforesaid be the

Mookh Purdhan and Heir to Guddee of Peishwa ; and
possess all the Dominions, Wealth, Desh Mookhee, etc.,

Watundaree, Treasure, and all my property, whatso-
ever; and his Heirs from generation to generation. And
shall provide, as is proper, for his brothers, servants and
Ryuts. And Dhondoo Punt Nana and all others shall

pay obedience to him and his Heirs. This Testament
I have written with my free will and pleasure, dated
4th Shuval Mittee Aghan Buddee 5th Sakeh as above,
according with 11th December, 1839.* After this, what
can be said more.”

This will materially altered the circumstances

under which the previous instructions had
been issued and so Colonel Manson wrote to

Government asking for instructions to be
followed on the Maharaja’s death in the

changed conditions. He was informed that

the existence of an heir of mature age named
in the ex-Peshwa’s will as successor to the
whole of his property rendered unnecessary
the precautions which had been laid down
earlier. It was explained that “on the
demise of Baji Rao the legal heir would
enter at once into possession of the property,

and it would be only necessary for lieut.

Colonel P. Manson to afford him all due
assistance in effecting this object and to aid

him, as far as might be requisite, in making

proper arrangements for the support of the

other branches of the family who were left

dependant on him imder the terms of the

will.”

government’s action on baji RAO's death

Colonel Manson reported immediately after

the event, the death of His Highness
Maharaja Baji Rao, to the Lieut. Governor
and asked for further instructions. He was
then asked to send a prompt report about the

amoimt of property left by the late Peshwa
and to furnish a list of the dependants for

whose support it was necessary that provi-

sion be made, together with any suggestions

that he might have to offer on the subject.

In the meanwhile, Subedar Ram Chandra
Pant, the late Peshwa’s manager, submitted
to Colonel Manson a communication regard-

ing the present position and future prospects

of the family and adherents of the Maharaja.
It was forwarded to Government by Colonel

Manson on February 10, 1851. With
reference to this conmnmication. Colonel

Manson was informed that the Lt. Governor
could make no recommendations to the

Governor-General on the subject without first

being in possession of particulars regarding
the number, age, rank and state of circum-
stances of the family and dependants of the
late Maharaja, which information he was
asked to furnish without delay. At the
same time Colonel Manson was cautioned
against holding out any hope for future
support from the British Government to any
of the retainers, and asked that oflicer to
use all the means in his power to induce
them speedily to disperse and to return to

the Deccan. As regards the claim of Nana
Saheb for the continuance of Baji Rao’s
jagir and his pension. Colonel Manson was
directed carefully to abstain from admitting
his right to inherit anything further than
the personal property of his adoptive father.

•The document was actually signed and sealed by the Maharaja on April 30, 1841, in the presence ot cerUin
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In the meanwhile, Colonel Manson pro-

ceeded on leave and his place was taken by
Mr. Morland, the Collector and Magistrate

of Kanpur, who submitted a detailed report

with a statement of the property left by the

ex-Peshwa and a list of his adherents,

together with an application from the Nana
praying that some portion of the lapsed

pension might be continued to him.

The report showed that of the retainers of

Baji Rao some had left Bithoor, others had

remained in the service of Nana Saheb,

while others of the class of pandits, etc.,

were expected soon to disperse.® There

remained a total of 30 individuals who were

apparently unprovided for and whose aggre-

gate salaries in Baji Rao’s time amounted
- to Rs.2,706 per mensem. In addition

there were 26 widows of his deceased

adherents who had always been maintained

by Baji Rao.

About the immediate members of Baji Rao’s

family the report mentioned the following,

apart from Nana Saheb, the heir :

Ganga Dhar Rao

Pandu Rung Rao

Maina Bai •

Tayee Bai

Yoga Bai

Koosooma Bai

Chemmuji Appa

second adopted son.

grand-son.

first widow,

second widow,

first daughter,

second daughter,

grand-nephew.

Ali the above had their separate establish-

ments, the support of which fell on Nana

Baheb, so stated Mr. Morland.
(

As regards the Peshwa’s property it was

estimated at 16 lakhs in Company’s paper

(Government Promissory Notes) yiel(hng

an annual income of Rs.80,000, besides

jewels and plate of the value of 11 lakhs plus

3 lakhs of rupees in gold. It was added in

the report that a greater part of the last item

was said to have been expended in the

payment of current debts.

After girtng these particulars Mr. Morland
recommended that a portion

PENSION. of Baji Rao s pension should

be continued for the support

of his family and adherents.

The case was then referred by the Local

Government to the Governor (3eneral in

Council, but in so doing the Lt. Governor

did not endorse Mr. Morland’s recommenda-

tion about the continuance of the pension.

He expressed the view : “The very liberal

alloivance enjoyed for so long a period by the

late Baji Rao should have enabled him to

make an ample provision for his family”.

He had left none but adopted sons and

the Lt. CSovemor did not think that these

had any claim for further support from

Government. He also observed that Baji

Rao was commonly supposed to have amassed

a much larger sum than stated in the report

and that the accounts of the treasure left by

him in gold and silver might be open to

some suspicion as they appear to have been

derived simply from the statement of the

present owner.

The Governor General agreed with the

Lt. (Sovernor and characterised as “un-

called for and unreasonable, the recommen-

dation of Mr. Morland for a continuance of

a portion of the pension to Nana Saheb.”

It was added that Baji Rao’s family had no

claim on the Government and that the

Governor-General did not consent to any

portion of public revenues being conferred

on them. In this connection the following

minute recorded by the Governor-General,

Lord Dalhousie, has become classic :

“In 33 years the Peshwa received the enormous sum of

more than two and a half millions sterling. He had

. j,. * r/»rMVing pensions from the Government of Bombay
•On the death of Baji Rao some of his

thrsub^tr^sury at Bithoor to the Sholapur treasury

applied for the transfer of the payment of their pensions
leavinff Bithoor. The transfers were sanctioned,

in the State of Bombay as these pensioners were now desirous b
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no charges to maintain, no sons* of his own and has

bequeathed 28 lakhs for his family. Those who remain

have no claim whatever on the consideration of the

British Government. They have no claim on its chanty,

because the income left to them is amply sufficient

for them.”*

Lord Dalhousie’s conclusion was endorsed

by the Directors of the Company who wrote

to the Goveriunent of India on May 19, 1852 :

“We entirely approve of the decision of the

Governor General that the adopted son and

dependants of Baji Rao have no claim upon

the British Government. The large pension

which the ex-Peshwa enjoyed during thirty-

three years afforded him the means of

making an abundant provision for his family

and dependants, and the property which he

is known, to h.a.ve left is amply sufficient for

their support.”

This was before Nana Saheb’s memorial had
reached the Court of Directors. Later, when
it came up, the Directors rejected it sum-
marily and asked the Government of India

to “inform the memorialist that the pension

of his adoptive father was not hereditary,

that he had no claim whatever to it and that

his application is wholly inadmissible.”

DISPUTE WITH BAJI RAO’S WIDOWS

Maina Bai and Tayee Bai, widows of Baji

Rao, complained to Government that Nana
Saheb had placed them under personal

restraint and was subjecting them to much
hardship and inconvenience. They also

complained of having been deprived of their

jewels, and further that Nana Saheb had held
forth serious threats to them in the event
of their not obeying his orders. The Baies
were not disposed to submit to this position

of obedience—on the contrary they disputed
the Nana’s right to exercise over them any
control whatever. They requested that the
management of the property and the affairs

of their late husband be placed in their own
hands and that Nana Saheb too be made
subject to their authority. On investigation

the complaint was found to be based on no

real grounds. It also appeared that the

Baies, having been instigated by a factious

party, were not willing to recognise the Nana
as the acknowledged heir to Baji Rao and
to submit to his authority. It was further

found that in order to maintain the necessary

authority in the palace Nana Saheb had
taken certain ' precautionary measures

necessitated by the discontent and dis-

affection on the part of the ladies in their

endeavour to have their own way inde-

pendently of the new head of the family.

In the result, the Baies were informed by
Government that Nana Saheb was the

adopted son and the legal heir of the ex-

Peshwa, and had been recognised as such by
the British Government

;
therefore they

should acknowledge him as the head of the

family and render to him the deference and
obedience which were due to him as such.

The ladies were further told that the investi-

gations made by the Government on their

complaints showed that they were suffering

no other restraint than that which was
inseparable from their position and rank,

and that they would be allowed every proper
indulgence if they only conformed themselves
to the reasonable wishes of Nana Saheb.

At the same time the Lt. Governor expressed
his concurrence in the view of Mr. Greathed,
who was now the Commissioner at

Bithoor, regarding the relations between the

widows and Nana Saheb, and authorised that

officer to make some declaration to induce
the ladies to submit themselves to Nana
Saheb and to live with him on amicable
terms. In his report to the Lt. Governor, on
which the above orders were passed, Mr.
Greathed had suggested that “it would
tend to the eventual happiness and comfort
of the widows if they were speedily made
sensible of the dependence in which they
were left by their husband’s will on the
bounty of his heir”.

Mr. Greathed went on also to suggest that

•Banerjce, Indian Constitutional Documents, Vol. I, p. 347, ‘Lord Dalhousie on Annexation of Indian States."
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in furtherance of the above object as well

as to prevent further misapprehensions he
be permitted to divest himself of the title

of Commissioner at Bithoor and to tender
to Government the seals^ of his office. He
added that until this was done it would not
be clearly imderstood by the ladies and the

other members of the ex-Peshwa*s house-
hold that separate jurisdiction, apart from
the constituted courts, had now, on the

death of that dignitary, ceased to exist in

Bithoor and that the members of the

Peshwa’s family must look for redress of

grievances to the ordinary tribunals of the

country. On this, the Lt. Governor informed
Mr. Greathed that the office pf the Com-
missioner at Bithoor had been abolished by
orders which had separately been passed
and in which it was also provided that the

transactions regarding the Peshwa's family

would thenceforth be conducted by the

Magistrate and Collector of Kanpur. At the

same time, the Lt. Governor suggested to

Mr. Greathed that it was desirable that

he himself should still ‘'maintain to a certain

extent the friendly deportment and confi-

dential intercourse which had till then been

observed towards the family by himself and
his predecessors, and to continue in a kind

spirit to offer them advice in their difficulties

and to maintain over them that influence

which might tend to save them from much
embarrassment.”

As regards the extension of the jurisdiction

of the ordinary courts of British India over

the members of the late Peshwa^s family, the

Lt. Governor took a considerate view of the

matter and advised Mr. Greathed that

though Government possessed no legal

authority to control the actions of these

persons, except through the ordinary course

of judicial proceedings, he, Mr. Greathed,

might still be able, in many respects, to

interpose his good offices for the reconcile-

ment of differences between the several
members of the family or for the
prudent management of their affairs. The
Lt. Governor felt confident that Mr, Greathed
would be able to act effectively and
vrith discretion in these matters “for the
good of the family whose falling fortunes

commanded both sjonpathy and respect”.

It was also decided that, until the affairs of
the family of Baji Rao were in some degree
settled, the Magistrate and Collector of

Kanpur should retain the title and functions

of officiating Commissioner, but that thei’e

was no necessity of keeping any longer a
permanent officer under that designation.

With the abolition of the post of Commis-
sioner, its establishment was allowed

gratuities, and then disbanded or incor-

porated in the Kanpur Collectorate.

Baji Rao’s widov/s had also probably a hand

in the filing of a claim against Nana Saheb

by Balwant Rao Athwale, the father of the

two widows and the grandfather of the

minor daughters of Baji Rao. The claim

was preferred with Government on behalf of

the daughters and the plea taken was that

in the absence of a natural-horn son to Baji

Rao, the daughters were the legal heirs of

his property according to Hindu law ; that

Nana Saheb as the adopted son had no right

to succeed the late Peshwa. Government,

however, did not entertain the claim and

Sri Athwale was informed that Nana Saheb

was the de jure and de facto head of the

Peshwa’s family.

A court case against Nana Saheb was also

filed, again at the instigation perhaps of the

dissatisfied widows, by young Chimnaji

Thatte, the grandson of Chimnaji Appa, Baji

Rao’s brother. The suit was for the recovery

from Nana Saheb of half of the property left

by Baji Rao. The action was ultimately

dismissed.

, rnmmissionevship, broken under the orders of the Lieut.
These seals were later, on the abolition of

. Rs 5 0 deposited into the Government treasury.
Governor and the sale proceeds of the bullion amountmgio ucj /
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B. NANA SAHEB’S EEPRESENTATIONS

DISCONTINUANCE OF PENSION

It had been the intention of the Government

of India that Baji Rao’s pension would cease

on his death. They had made it clear even

during the life time of Baji Rao that his heirs

would not be entitled to any portion of his

pension. This was the policy which they had

adopted in the case of the pension of

Chimnaji Appa* when he died at Varanasi

in 1830 and when his widow and daughter

were not given any portion of the former’s

pension. In these circumstances the discon-

tinuance of the pension on Baji Rao’s death

was not a matter of surprise. Still Nana
Sah-eb having faith in the generosity and
fairness of the British entertained hopes that

the decision would be reversed and at least

a portion of the pension would be continued

to him for the support of himself and those

others who constituted the family of the

Peshwa, namely the widows and the

daughters of Baji Rao.

He was disappointed in his hope. His
memorials to the Lt. Governor, then to the

Governor-General and finally to the Court of

Directors of the East India Company in

London were all in turn rejected. His last

effort to obtain redress by sending a per-

sonal representative, his Diwan, Azimvdlah
Khan, to plead his case in England also failed.

That the decision to discontinue the pension

was unjust will be evident from the circum-

stances now narrated. During his life-time,

Maharaja Baji Rao had preferred a request

to the Government of India that after his

death a -monetary provision be made by
Government for Nana Saheb whom he had
adopted as his son, the amount being suited

to his dignity and position as the son of an
ex-ruler. With the concurrence of the

Court of Directors the Governor-General

informed the Maharaja that the subject

would be considered at an appropriate

season.! It was in these circumstances that

Nana Saheb was led to entertain hopes of a

portion of Baji Rao’s pension being con-

tinued to him after the demise of his adoptive

father. The terms! offered by General

Malcolm at the time of Peshwa Baji Rao’s

surrender in 1818 strengthened the expecta-

tion inasmuch as they contained a stipulation

about the payment of pension to. Baji Rao
for the support of himself and his family.

Those terms also contained a clause that suit-

able provision would be made for the support

of Baji Rao’s adherents. Baji Rao too was
hopeful about this.

Nana Saheb made a full and reasoned-out

memorial to the Giovernor General against

the orders by which the pension had been

discontinued. The document, which is self-

explanatory, is reproduced in Anmxure I to

this chapter.

It will be seen that the principal argument
of Nana Saheb was that the pension stipu-

lated in the promise of General Malcolm was
of a hereditary character meant for the

support of the Peshwa and his family while
he lived, and after his death was to be
enjoyed by his successors who were to use
it for the support of the surviving members
of the Peshwa’s family, such as his widows
and daughters. The successors came in

because in the promise .of surrender it was
specifically provided that Baji Rao would
resign the sovereignty of his kingdom for
himself and his successors. But the
Governor General would not change the
order although it was neither sound nor
informed by equity and fairplay.

•Cliimnaji App.i wtis Baji Rao’s brother and had been granted a pension of Rs.2,00,000 per annum by the British
Govcmtacat^i ^

fThis question of a separate provision for Nana Saheb was distinct from the question of Baii Rao’s pension which
the Govemment had not intended to continue.

JTIicsc have been given in full in Chapter 5.
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Nana Saheb’s memorial to the Court of

Directors of the East India Company was
also unsuccessful. A copy of this memorial
is with Annexure II at the end of this chapter.

In the last resort, Nana Saheb sent his

Diwan, Azimullah Elhan, to London to plead

his case before the authorities there. This

mission also failed. It involved Nana Saheb

in an expenditure of several lakhs of

rupees. Quite substantial amounts were

said to have been paid to the olScials of the

Company to win their favour.

In his Diary, Azimullah Khan has made a

brief reference to his visit to England to

plead the cause of Nana Saheb. In London,

Azimullah Khan met Rangoji Bapu who had

gone there to plead a similar case of the

Maharaja of Satara, Azimullah Khan states

that he had an interview with Queen

Victoria. He adds that the ladies of high

family in England were greatly fascinated

by his personality.

That the discontinuance of the pension was
unfair was the opinion of many an English-

man at that time. They held that, whatever

might have been the legal aspects of the case,

equity demanded that a portion of the pension

should have been conceded to his family.

They saw force in the argument that the

pension had been granted to Baji Rao for

the support of himself and the family, and

the family had a legal claim to the pension

irrespective of whatever savings Baji Rao
might have effected in his life-time.

According to Azimullah Khan's Diary Nana
Saheb did not openly express his bitterness

towards the English on account of the

pension affair, but he is said to have made
secret preparations against the British and
for this purpose to have undertook, on

Azimullah Khan’s return to India, a tour

of the country in order to organise a revolt

^.gainst the Government. The Diary adds
that the tour was undertaken in the guise of

pilgrimage, the places visited being Varanasi,

Allaliabad, Batesar, Gaya, Janakpur, Paras-
nath, Jagannath Puri, Panchwati, Rame-
shwaram, Dwarka, Nasik, Abu, Ujjain,

Mathura, Sri Badi’lnath and Kamrup. Everj'-

whei’e great welcome was accorded to him.
By his personality and manners Nana Saheb
impressed eveiy one he met. The Diary
also states that during his tour Nana Saheb
secretly informed the people that a revolt

would be started on May 31, 1857, through-

out the country.

In the Diary it is stated also that diming

his tour Nana Saheb met the Maharaja of

Sangli who made a proposal for the marriage
of his niece to him. The proposal was
accepted and the marriage was celebrated

ivith great pomp and show. According to

the Diary, therefore, the marriage took place

shortly before the revolt of 1857.

SUCCESSION TO TITLE AND SEAL

As we have seen in Chapter 6 the Company’s
Government did not recognise the style and
title of Peshwa Baji Rao after his surrender

to General Malcolm. They styled him
simply as “His Highness the Maharaja Baji

Rao’’. The ex-monarch had to reconcile

himself to this Indignity also, and conse-

quently had his seals and the badges of his

servants cast accordingly. On the death of

Baji Rao, Nana Saheb as his son and

successor began to use the title of Maharaja

and had his own seals prepared in that style.

He also asked for the formal permission of

the Government to use for his personal

attendants badges bearing an inscription of

the purport that the attendants were his

servants. Declining the request the Govern-

ment informed him that “the Governor-

General in Council recognised no such person

as Maharaja Sreemunt Dhondoo Punt Nana
Saheb’’.

Upon this Nana Saheb made a well-reasoned

representation to the Governor-General seek-

ing reconsideration of the orders. Sound

reasons were given in it for the casting of

the badges with the title of Maharaja. This
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too was rejected. A copy of it appears in

Annexure III to this chapter.

fn the result, Nana Saheb was left with the

simple description of Sriman Nana Dhondu
Pant Bahadiur.

- JAGIR AS LIFE-INTEREST ONLY

In the Jagir of Baji Rao the British granted

only a life interest to Nana Saheb. This

was also unfair. As heir to Baji Rao, he

was entitled to a full and absolute interest in

the jagir lands with power of disposal

(sale, etc.), and not a limited interest for

life only which meant that he could not,

unlike a full owner, sell or otherwise dispose

of the property. The jagir was, however, to

continue to remain rent-free, but a proviso

was added that this would be so only if he
resided at Bithoor.

EXEMPTION PROM PROCESS OP COURT
WITHDRAWN

The Government lost no time in repealing

the Regulation* of 1832 by which Baji Rao
and his retinue and the other persons living

with him, within the limits of his jagir, had
been exempted from the authority of the
ordinary law courts. The repeal was done by
another Regulation which the Governor-
General in Council passed in February, 1852.
In the result Nana Saheb was reduced to the
status of a common subject of the Com-
pany—a position which at once exposed tiim

to the vexation of being dragged into law
courts. This is what actually happened
soon after.

SUPPLY OP AMMUNITION DISCONTINUED

During the time of Baji Rao an annual supply

of one thousand rounds of blank musket

cartridges used to be issued to his Subedar,

Ramchandra Pant. The supply was discon-

tinued on Baji Rao’s death imder the orders

of Lt. Governor although Mr. Morland, the

officiating Commissioner at Bithoor, had

explained that the supply in the past had

always been allowed to the Subedar for the

particular purpose of firing salutes on the

occasion of the birth anniversary of God
Hanuman and not for the special use of the

ex-Peshwa. This argument did hot find

favour with the Lt. Governor who explained

that the Subedar could only have received

the blank cartridges in virtue of his post in

the Peshwa’s household and that as that post

no longer existed there was no necessity for

the continuance of the indulgence.

AZIMULLAH KHAN

When Nana Saheb took the management of

the affairs of the family in his hands on the

death of Baji Rao he appointed AzimuUah
Khan as his Diwan. Azimullah Khan,

thereupon, took the vow that he would serve

Nana Saheb faithfully throughout his life.f

As already stated, Azimullah Khan was de-

puted by Nana Saheb to go and plead his

pension case before the authorities in

England.' ' He also took part in the up-rising

at Kanpur. Azimullah Khan was a man of

special parts and impressive personality ;
a

brief account of him and his Diary has been

given in Part IV, Appendix B.

“I see a My on thy brow.
With anguish moist and fever dew ;

And on thy cheeks a fading rose.
Fast withereih too.”

"

•Regulation I of 1832.

j-Aziinullah Khan's Diary.
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ANNEXUBE I

(Referred to at page 144)

Nana Saheb’s Memorial to the Governor General regarding Pension and Jagir

To

The Most Noble the Goxfcrnor General of India in

CounciL

The Memorial of Maharajah Sreemunt Dhondoo Punt
Nana Saheb, son and heir of the laic Maharaja
Bajee Rao Pcishwa Punt Purdhan Bahadoor.

Shcwcih,

That your Memorialist’s father was the sovereij^ of the

Mahralta empire and ^vas connected by the closest ties

of friendship with the East India Company’s Government.
He was one of the princes with whom the Company
entered into an alliance for the partition of the territories

of the Mysore principality. By a treaty with him dated

the 31st December, 1802, the Company acf^uircd territories

yielding an annual revenue of Twcnty-six Lacs and by
the subsequent treaty of the 13th June, 1817, territories

with an annual revenue of Thirty-four Lacs were ceded

to them. On the tinhappy rupture between him and

the Company, lie ceded to them the remains of his

empire, on the condition that a pension of not Icss^ than

Eight Lacs should be accorded, for the support of liimself

and family and a liberal provision made for his

adherents. By tliat act he placed the Company in the

position of arbiters of the destinies of India and gave the

strongest proof which could be afforded of his confidence

in their justice and liberality. ^Vhen the Peshwa had thus

denuded himself of sovereignty and power, the Marquis

of Hastings, acting upon the letter rather than the spmt
of the stipulations which had been entered into, under

date the 1st June, 1818, by Brigadier General Malcolm,

determined to limit the pension to the sum therein

specified. By this singular determination,
^

the actual

head of the Mahratta empire, 'who had previously made

great cessions, and at the time yielded up all that

remained to him, who had abdicated sovereignty to take

up the position of a dependent of the Company, was

placed on a footing with his adopted brother Imnit Rao,

for the latter though but a subject, formerly resigning

his pretensions to power and putting himself under

the protection of the dominant authority, recei\^d tor

himself and his adopted son a pension only less by one

Lac than that which was deemed adequate for i

sovereign of the Deccan.

2. That your Memorialist’s father received the territoiy

of Bithoor in the North Western Provinces, as a Jagneer,

in which, by Regulation 1 of 1832, he was penrutted to

exercise sovereignty over his adherents exempt
interference of the Company's Civil and Criminal .

An Officer of the Company was also placed with him, to

afford him the benefit of his aid and advice, and o

the medium of communication with the Government.

3- That your Memorialist’s father, having ?«ained an

advanced age without the probability of .

of his loins to perpetuate his name, and fulfil t^
of religion towards the names of
having for that purpose adopted your
other sons in accordance with the precepts of the ^ ^

was solicitous to enjoy the satisfaction of having s

to them a provision suitable to his dignity and station.

For that purpose a request was preferred by Iiim in
18-14, through the channel of the Commissioner to the
Supreme Government, and he iras informed that the
subject irould be considered at a proper season, and
that that resolution had been approved of by tlie Honor-
able the Court of Directors. Hence he was impressed
with the belief that his family would after his demise
obtain a suitable provision from the justice and
libeiality of the Company’s Government, which indeed
was pledged by the stipulations of 1818 to provide not

only for himself but for his family. Thus although

about the well-being, comfort, and dignity of their

families, Hindoo princes are more than ordinarily soli-

citous, yet your Memorialist’s father relied on the express

guarantee and subsequent implied promise of the

Company’s Government, for the fulfilment of that expec-

tation : and, with the exception of a sum of money
invested in the public securities and yielding an annual

income of 80,000 Rupees, devoted the whole of his revenue

to the maintenance of his slate, the comfort of his

house, and the support of his retainers.

4. That your Memorialist’s father died on the 28th

January, 1851 leaving, besides your Memorialist and other

adopted sons and their children, a large family and a

band of faithful adherents, ivith no other than the

resources just mentioned, not amounting to a truth (sic.)

of the allowance he received from the Company. The
inadequaq^ of the sum for the maintenance of the

family and establishment of a prince who was at the

head of Mahratta sovereigns, may be easily conceived.

But it is impossible for your Memorialist to express the

surprise and grief with which he learnt that the

Company’s stipulated allowance was to be at once and

wholly discontinued ; that the Peishwa’s family were to

be left dependent on their own trifling resources and that

even the sovereignty of the Jagheer of Bithoor, which had

been conceded to preserve his family and adherents

from the indignity of being summoned before the

Company’s Courts was to be resumed.

That your Memorialist on the 24th June, 1851

ibmitted a Memorial of the circumstances, through the

ommissioner, to the Lieutenant Governor of the North

^Testern Provinces, under whose orders that Officer had

een placed; but was informed that His Honor had

eterrnined, on the 3rd October last that the pension

3uld not be continued, and that the Jagheer only

ould be continued, to your Memorialist rent-free for

fe but that the residents therein would be made amen-

ble to the Company’s Courts. Whether those orders

-ere passed with the sanction of your Lordship in

nimril or not, your Memorialist is not aware. The

‘ssation of the allowance, immediately on the death of

ie Peishwa would seem to imply a foregone conclusion,

ut as your Memorialist’s father had been persuaded to

one for a continuance of the pension to his family and

le perpetuation of his state and dignity in your Merao-

ialist as will be seen from the subjoined translaUon

E his Will, and as your Memorialist has had no inti-

mation from the Supreme Government of the intention to

eat the family of one of the sovereign princes of
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India so differently from the usual course of the

liberal and generous policy of the Company’s Govern-

ment, it is incumbent on him to lay the features of

the case primarily before your Lordship in ‘ Council,

with a view to the consideration thereof in all its

bearings.

6.

That your Memorialist would fain believe that the

determination to withhold the pension granted by a

solemn pact, has been arrived at without due considera-

tion of the terms guaranteed by the Company. Those
terms clearly include the support of the family as ^vell

as of the Peishwa ; for the 4th article expressly states

"that Bajee Rao shall, on his voluntarily agreeing to

this arrangement, ' receive a liberal pension from the

Company’s Government for the support of himself and
family”. The Peishwa fulfilled all that had been
required from him, ceded his dominions to the Company,
and placed himself and his family in their hands. The
Company have in part performed their engagement, by
providing for his support during his life on the limited

scale fixed by Lord Hastings ; but they overlooked that

part which respects his family. The mention of his family

implies a provision for their support after his demise.

In any other case such mention was unnecessary as a
provision for the support of the prince necessarily included

the maintenance of his family. Even if there had been
no mention of the family in the stipulation between the
Peishwa and the Company, the nature and conditions of

the document Avould supply the omission. For while
the fonner, in the terms of first article, "resigned for

himself and successors all right, title, and claim over
the Government of Poonah,” how can it be supposed
by any liberal, any considerate mind, that the latter

are not bound to provide a suitable support not only
for himself but also for his successors, in all time to come
out of the revenues ^s’hich they derive in perpetuity from
the dominions ceded to them ? Your Memorialist accord-
ingly submits to the consideration of your Lordship in
Council, whether it is consistent wdth the justice and
liberality which ought to characterise sovereign states, to
withdraw from the family, immediately on the death
of its head, the support accorded under such circumstances,

7.

That your Memorialist is at a loss to account for
the difference between the treatment by the Company of
the descendants of other princes and that experienced
by the family of the Peish'wa represented by him. The
ruler of Mysore evinced the most implacable hostilities

toAvards the Company’s Government ; and your Memoria-
list’s father was one of the princes whose aid was evoked
by the Company to crush a relentless enemy. When that
Chieftain fell sword in hand, the Company, far from
^abandoning his progeny to their fate, have afforded an
asylum and a liberal support to more than one generation
of his descendants, without distinction between the legi-

timate and the illegitimate. With equal or even greater
liberality the Company delivered the dethroned Emperor
of Delhi from a dungeon, re-invested him with the
insignia of sovereignty and assigned to him a munificent
re\'cmie which is continued to his descendants to the
present day. Wherein is your Memorialist’s case
diffeicnt^ It is true that the Peishwa, after years of

amity with the British, during which he assigned to

them territorial revenues to the amount of half a
Crorc of Rupees, was unhappily engaged in war with
them by which he perilled his throne. . But as he was
not reduced to extremities and even if reduced closed

with the terms’ proposed to him by the British Com-
mander and ceded his rich' domains to place himself

and his family under the fostering care of the Company

;

and as the Company still profit by the revenues of his

licrcdiiar) possessions on what principle are his des-

cendants deprived of the pension included in those terms

and vestiges of sovereignty? Wherein are the claims

of his family to the favour and consideration of the

Company, less than those of the descendants of the

conquered (sic.) Mysorean or the captive Mogul?

8.

That your Memorialist claims the continuance of

the stipulated pension both for the family of the

Peishwa, and for himself, as the representative of that

prince. Your Lordship in Council is aware that the

Peishwa has left a family who are entitled to a suitable

support as such from the Company on the terms of the

stipulation and adopted, under the injunctions of the

Hindoo law, three sons of whom your Memorialist is

the eldest and, as such as well as by the Will already

alluded to, his successor to his dignity and rights. Your
Memorialist cannot suppose that Your Lordship in

Council is ignorant that by the Hindoo Law the

adopted son in no respect differs from the natural son.

But if any doubt exists. Your Memorialist begs leave to

refer to the authority of Mr, Sutherland : "The religious

ordinances of the Hindoos (he remarks) inculcate the

indispensable necessity that a man should be survived

by a male off-spring for performing his exequial rites

and other purposes. In consequence, on defect of real

legitimate issue, the affiliation under prescribed rules,

of a kinsman or other person is enjoined ; and an indi-

vidual thus regularly adopted acquires the filial rights

which attach to the real son.” "The adopted son”,

to use the isvords of another distinguished ’writer on
Hindoo law, "is to all’ intents and purposes a member
of the family of his adopting frither, and he succeeds
to his property, collaterally as well as lineally."

Your Memorialist, being reduced to great straits by the
measures which have been pursued towards him, solicits

the consideration of your Lordship in Council to his

claim to the continuance, first of the stipulated pension
to him and his successors, and secondly of the territory

of Bithoor in its present relations. Your Memorialist
trusts he will be favoured at an early date with the results

of your Lordship’s deliberations, as every day adds to

the distresses of his situation.

And Your Memorialist shall ever pray for the stability

and prosperity of the British Government in India.

Prior to the submission , of this formal
memorial, Nana Saheb had submitted a sort

of an informal memorandum to Mr. Morland,
the officiating Commissioner at Bithoor
regarding his pension. It is reproduced
below. Though there is some confusion
about the date, this is apparently the
memorial to which a reference has been made
in paragraph 5 of the above memorial.

YADASHT FROM SREEMUNT DHONDOO PUNT
NANA SAHEB ELDEST ADOPTED SON AND HEIR OF
SREEMUNT PUNT

,
PURDHAN MAHARAJA BAJI

RAO SAHEB BAHADUR DECEASED TO THE
ADDRESS OP EDWARD HENRY MORLAND,
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ESQUIRE, OFFICIATING COI^IMISSIONER, DATED

THE 19th JULY, 1851 :

States that after the demise of the late Maharajah,
Col. James Manson, late CommisMoncr, submitted a

report on the subject of the continuance of (he Jaghcer
and pension enjoyed by the late Maharajah to me as his

Heir and for a provision for the old adherents of the

deceased for the favourable con'jidci'ation of (he Hon'hlc

the Lieutt. Governor with copy of a ^adasht on the

subject, dated 7th Febmarys 1851. After 'udiich yon

required a list of the old adherents of the Maharajah,

and the property left by him and I was informed that

there was no hope of a provision for me from Govcni-

ment; such an intention on tlic part of the British

Government is incompatible with its known liberality

and munificence and dcscn’cs reconsideration because

after the decease of the Chiefs and Sirdars of Hindoostan

it has invariably been a custom with the British Govern-

ment to continue their possessions or pensions to their

Heirs and families, and there is no instance in which the

family of. any chief of this country was denied the fulfil-

ment of their expectations. Instance the stales of

Gw’alior, Indore, Bhurtporc, Nagporc, Benares, Rosdhan,

Kudawcah, Banda, Bhopaul, Barodah and besides this it

is knoivn to all the officers of the Britisli Government and

the whole world that my deceased ancestor, a period of

33 years ago, left Deccan, his native country, and

immense possessions and came and took up his abode at

Bithoor since 'when to the latest moment of his life he

conducted himself in a becoming manner and entirely to

the satisfaction of the British Govemment. The Chiefs oE

Gwalior and Nagporc and other states enumerated above

were the servants of the late Maharajah and lived under

his authority. To the HcirT> of these, the Bntisli

Government has continued and secured vast possessions ;

therefore how am I a son and Heir of the late Pcisnua

of the Deccan, and Hindoostan (which high office con-

tinued in his family for generations) considered umvortny

of the consideration and favour of the British Govern-

ment? Nay to the contrary I claim greater share ot

its consideration and liberality.

Formerly, some years ago it was decided by Goi^rninciU

and approved of by the Hon’blc the Court of Dircc o

that the question of provision for the family of the
Maharajah will be duly considered after his death. From
the pci u sal of the list of the property left by the

Maharajah forwarded to you witli tl\e lists of tliC servants

of the deceased, it must be apparent (o you that the

properly left by him is not such as to enable the
ivliolc of the members of his family to live with that

degree of respectability to which they have been, accus-

tomed. The income is indeed quite inadequate to the

expense and a greater reduction in the Establishment

than has already been elTccted by your advice is im-

possible and will icflect discredit on the family. Besides

the officers of the British Gmernment I have no other

supporter and as the late Maharajah, with his expiring

Incath, consigned me to the care of Col. Manson the

late Commr. with the firm hope of future provision

being made for bis family, I trust even this

circumstance gives me a title to the favourable consi-

deration of the British Goiernmcnt.

I therefore request you will have the kindness to forward

this Memorandum to the Hon’ble the Lieut. Governor

and the Most Noble the Governor General recommending

the continuance of the pension and Jagheer of the late

Maharajah to his family. 1 entertain sanguine hopes

from the liberality of the British Govemment that my
solicitation will meet with a favourable consideration

from these high and humane functionaries and that a

proi'ision suited to the rank of the late Maliarajah wm
be granted to me as no person having claims to the

consideration of Govemment has yet been denied I now

consider His Honor the Lieut. Governor and His Lord-

ship the Governor General in the room of my late

father the Maharajah on whom the duty of protecting

me and providing for my future support has now

devolved.

(Sd.) Dhondoo Punt Nana Saheb.

Free Translation

(Sd.) E. H. Morland,

Offichtiug Commissioner.

.
ANNEXURE II

(Referred to at page 145)

Nana Saheb’s Memorial regarding Pension and Jagir to tbe Court of

To The Honorable the Court of 0/ t/je

Ij}dta Company*

The Memorial of Maharajah Sreemunt
Nana Saheb, son and heir of the late J

Bajee Rao Peshwa Punt Purdhan Bahadoor.

Sheweth,

That your Memorialist's father died on the

L the nension which naayour Mcraoriaust's tamer aicu un ^

1851, in the full confidence that the pension .

‘

oeen accorded to him by the stipulations ente

between him and the British Indian Government, un

late the 1st June, 1818. would be continued to

Memorialist and his other adopted sons, B
. ^

lay the Govci-nmenl of the North ^N^estern Pio^nccs

.tSust a-Jjf the reL

Peishrra • and the Supreme Govemment though

to on the subjectAave not responded to that

but Itave contented themselves with dtrecung

^ .V mbiect should be brought before them through

med um of i^he Subordinate Government The
^ f „.,^ied by the local Governments is not only

““ nf^hne one^owards the numerous family of the

“iVa^id prtace, left almost entirely dependent upon the
deceased prince.

Company, but inconsistent

is due to the represemative of a long line
With ivhat IS o

Memonalist Jjierefore deems it

of
re to appeal to your Honorable Court

^ofmerely on tL gioifn^d of the faith of tiea.ies but
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o£ a bare regard to the advantages the East India

Company have derived from the last sovereign of the

Mahratta Empire, and your Memorialist for that purpose
begs to annex a copy of the Memorial addressed to the

Most Noble the Governor General of India and fonvarded
through the Government of the North 'Western Provinces.

2.

That your Memorialist -would fain believe that

the determination to withhold the pension granted by
a solemn pact, has been arrived at without due consi-

deration of the terms guaranteed by the Company.
It Would be contrary to the spirit of all treaties hitherto

concluded to attach a special meaning to one article of

the stipulations entered into, whilst another is inter-

preted and acted upon in its most liberal sense. Thus
Art. XIV of the treaty of the 13th June, 1817 stipulates

that His Highness Rao Pundit Purdhan Bahadoor for

himself and for his heirs and successors, hereby cedes to

the Honorable the East India Company all his rights

and territories in Malwa, which were secured to him
by the nth Article of the treaty and generally
all rights and pretensions of every denomination, which
he may possess in the country to the north of the river

Nurbudda, etc. By this treaty he ceded to the British

Government territories yielding an annual revenue of
Thirty four Lacs of Rupees. Now as the British

Government were particularly guarded to render the
cessation of these territories binding upon His Highness
the late Bajee Rao as ^vell as his heirs and successors
and in consideration of such cessation allowed him a
pension of Eight Lacs of Rupees per annum, it surely
could never have been intended that he should give
up and forsake on behalf of himself and his heirs
and descendants all and every claim to a perpetual
revenue of Thirty four Lacs capable of considerable
increase for a pension of less than one fourth of the
above, to be merely dra-wn during the time of his own
natural life. Moreover the pension had not been bestowed
upon His Highness the late Bajee Rao as a sort of
free gift on the part of the British Government, but
in virtue of a subsequent formally entered into and
ratified treaty, according to which the British Govern-
ment were put in possession of a large annual revenue,
a small portion only of which was paid to His Highness
in the shape of a pension for the support of himself
and family. Your Memorialist therefore submits that
the cessation of a perpetual revenue of Thirty four Lacs
of Rupees in consideration of an annual pension of
Eight Lacs of Rupees establishes a de facto presumption
that the payment of one is contingent upon the receipt
of the other, and hence, that as long as those receipts
continue, the payment of the pension is to follow.
The Peishwa fulfilled all that had been required from
him, ceded his dominions to the Company and placed
himself and his family in their hands. The Company
have in part only performed their engagements by pro-
viding for his support during his life, on the legitimate
scale fixed by Lord Hastings, but they overlook that
part ivhich respects his family. The mention of his
family implies a provision for their support after his
included the maintenance of his family. Even if there
had been no mention of the family in the stipulation
as provision for the support of the prince necessarily
between the Peishwa and the Company the nature and
conditions of the document would supply the omission.

demise. In any other case, such mention was unnecessary’,

3.

That your Memorialist is at a loss to account for the
difference between the treatment, by the Company, of
the descendants of other princes and that experienced
by the family of the Peishwa, represented by him. The
ruler of Mysore evinced the most implacable hostility
towards the Company’s Government and your

Memorialist’s father was one of the princes -whose aid
was evoked by the Company, to crush a relentless enemy,
'When that Chieftain fell, s-word in his hand, the
Company, far from abandoning his progeny to their fate,

have afforded an asylum and a liberal support to more
than one generation of his descendants, without ^dis-

tinction betivecn the legitimate and the illegitimate.

With equal or even greater liberality, the Company
delivered the dethroned Emperor of Delhi from a
dungeon, reinvested him with the insignia of sovereignty,
and assigned to him a munificent revenue which is

continued to his descendants to the
,
present day.

Wherein is your Memorialist’s case different? It is true
that the Peishwa after years of amity with the British
Indian Government, during which he assigned to them
territorial revenues to the amount of half a Crore of
Rupees, was unhappily engaged in war with them,
by which he perilled his throne. But as he was not
reduced to extremities and, even if reduced, closed with
the terms proposed to him by the British Commander,
and ceded his rich domains to place himself and his
family under the fostering care of the Company ; and
as the Company still profit by the revenues of his
hereditary possessions, on what principle are his des-
cendants deprived of the pension included in those
terms and the vestiges of sovereignty? Wherein are the
claims of his family to the favour and consideration
of the Company less than those of the descendants
of the conquered Mysorean or the captive Mogul?

4.^ That your Memorialist claims the continuance of the
stipulated pension both for the family of the Peishwa
and for himself as the representative of that prince.
Your Honorable Court is probably aware that the Peishwa
has left a family who are entitled to a suitable support
as such from the Company on the terms of the stipu-
lation, and that he adopted under the injunctions of
the Hindoo law, three sons of whom your Memorialist
is the eldest, and as such as well as by the Will
of the Peishwa his successor to his dignity and rights.
Your Memorialist cannot suppose that either the local
Governments, or your Honorable Court are ignorant that,
by the Hindoo law, the adopted son in no respect differs
from the^ natural son. But if any doubt exists, your
Memorialist begs leave to refer to the authority of
Mr. Sutherland. The religious ordinances of the Hindoos
(he remarks) inculcate the indispensable necessity that a
man

^

should be survived by a male offspring for per-
forming his ex6quial rites and other purposes. In con-
sequence, on defect of real legitimate issue, the afiiliation,
under prescribed rules, of a Kinsman, or other person,
IS enjoined

; and an individual, thus regularly adopted
a^u ires the filial rights which attach to the real son.
‘The adopted son,” to use the words of Sir William
MaCnaughten, another distinguished writer on the Hindoo
law, ‘is to all intents and purposes a member of the
family of his adopting father, and he succeeds to his
property, collaterally as well as lineally.”

stipulation entered into by the Company
With I^^t Rao, the adopted brother of the late Peishwa,
by ^vhich a provision was guaranteed to him and to
his adoj^ed son after him, the Company have acknow-
ledged the adopted son to be on the same footing with
the natural son. The same fact is established by the
recognition of the^ adopted sons of numerous sovereign
pnnees, as the rightful heirs of the latter, among
whom may be enumerated, as now reigning with the
concurrence of the Company

:

In Hindoostan

Rajah Jayagee Rao Scindia of Gwalior
Juswnnt Rao Holkar of Indore
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Bhugwunt Bahadoor Singh o£ Dhoulporc
Rajah Bccjoy Singh Bahadoor of Dattya
Ruglioojcc Bhoosla of Nagpore
Sewaee Biihvnnt Singh Bahadoor of Bhurtporc

In the Dcccaii

Punt Prithee Nidhcc of Kniar
Suchcckoo Punt of Bhorc
Naik Saheb Ncinhalkar of ShuUun
Diiphla of Jeet (sic.)

Rao Sahib Putwurdliun, janakhundee.

The same fact is evinced in the daily practice of the

Company’s Couus all over India, in decreeing to the

adopted sons of princes and zemindars and persons of

every grade, the estates of those panics to the exclusion

of other heirs of the blood. Indeed unless the British

Indian Government are prepared to abrogate the Hindoo
Sacred Code and to interdict tlie practice of the Hindoo
religion of both of tvhich adoption is a fundamental
feature, your Memorialist cannot understand with what
consistenq' his claim to the pension of the late Pcishwa

can be denied merely on the ground of his being an

adopted son,

6. That your Memorialist’s father, the late Bajcc Rao,

though fully aware of the respect shown by the British

Government to the obscrv'ancc of tlie pi‘cccpts of the

Shasters, and although fully cognizant that the loyally and

validity of adopting sons according to those precepts

had never been drawn into question, His late Highness

nevertheless in due deference to the British
^

Govern-

ment considered it bis duty to inform it of his intention

and for that reason fonvarded in 1844 a communication

through the Commissioner to the Supreme Govern-

ment at Calcutta. Had His late Highness determined

upon adopting a son merely for the sake of following

the custom of other princes, there would have been no

necessity %vha lever of gi^'ing any intimation thereof to

the British Government as the full and free ayercise o

all religious and domestic ceremonies and formalities pres-

cribed by the tenets of tlie Shasters has been guaranteed

to all the natives of the British Empire, It is there-

fore obvious that in making the Supreme Government

co^izant of the step in contemplation,
object was to obtain the concurrence of the

Government to a measure which according to

precepts of the Shasters, and their recognition on the pan
of the Government of India, would confer upon tnc

adopted son all those titles, privileges, and
enjoyed by His Highness, the late Bajce Rao himseit up

to the time of his decease. The only r^ly
been given to this intimation was that the _

Government would consider the subject at ^ P
season, and that resolution had been approved ot oy

the Honorable the Court of Directors,

subsequent notice taken of the subject, until the dece

of late Bajee Rao which melancholy eyeiU to p
on the 28th of January, 1851, since which period me
pension, up to that time regularly paid, had ^
been discontinued and even the Jagheer
was resumed by the British Government. N I c

Memorialist humbly submits that the
the British Government with regard fo the conti

or otherwise of the pension guaranteed by tue y

of the 13th June. 1817, must have been foroed long

before
.
His Highness the late Bajce have

how could it have happened that the made
been acted upon the moment his

*'^grefote, theknow to the British Government ? If, theretore,

British Government had come to the m
tnination o£ withholding the stipulated a

His Highness’s successor, it ^vouid have been an act of

justice to^s’a^ds the late prince to have given him timely

notice in order that he might have appealed to your
Honorable Court and if nccessarj" laid a true state-

ment of the real merits of the case before Her Britannic

Majesty's Government, No such intimation having been
given. His Highness was necessarily led to the surmize

that the British Government tacitly consented to extend

to his successor the privileges which the adoption of a

son in accordance 'irith the precepts of the Shasters

implies. His Highness was so deeply impressed with this

belief that he did not deem it necessaiy to make any

further reference to the British Government, and your

Memorialist leaves it to the knoTO justice of the

Honorable the Court of Directors to dedde whether or

not the reply to his first intimation and the subsequent

silence on the part of the Government justified the view

he had formed on this important subject.

7. That if the withholding of the pension proceeded

from the supposition that the late Peishwa had left

a sufficient provision for his family it ^vould be altogether

foreign to the question, and unprecedented in the annals

of the History of British India. The pension of Eight

Lacs of Rupees per annum had been agreed upon on

the part of the British Government to enable His

HiKhness the late Bajee Rao to support himself and

family ; it is immaterial to the British Government what

portion of that sum the late Prince actually expended,

nor has there been any agreement entered into yto

the effect that His Highness the late Bajee Rao should

be compelled to expend every fraction of an annual

allo^vance accorded to him by a special treaty m consi-

deration of his ceding to the British Government

territories yielding an annual and perpetual revenue of

Thirty four Lacs of Rupees. Nobody on earth had a

richt to control the expenditure of that pension and if

His Highness the late Bajee Rao had saved ^y^ry

^ction^of it, he would have been perfectly justified

in doing so. Your Memorialist would venture to ask.

whether^the British Government ever deign to enquire

in what manner the pension granted to ^ny of m
numerous retired servants is expended, or whether any of

?hem saves a portion and what portion of his pension,

and further more whether in the event ol it hemg

proved that the incumbents of such pensions had

Faved a large portion thereof, it would be considered a

^Sffident rSson for withholdirig the pension from the

children in the proportions stipulated by the covenant
cnilaren n

servant. And yet is a native

^^•nre the descendant of an ancient scion of

whTrdte upon the justice and liberality of the Bntish

^deserving of less consideration than its cove-

secants ? To disperse however any erroneous
nanted s

rnav exist on the part of the British
^pression t y Memorialist would
Government

observe that the pension of Eight

^“«^nf Rupeefstipulated for by the treaty of 18X7. was

^^f^^*vrlusi^ly for the support of His Highness the late

nnd his family, but also for the mamtenance
Bajee Rao . fjthful adherents who preferred
of a exile" Theix*
following the Ex

tjje British Government,
large number, fully knm

reduced resources

a“ther iSore if it be taken, into

f'rto the appearance which native Princes,
consideration the pp obliged to keep up
though

inav be easily imagined that the

to ensure resp
^ J Lacs of Rupees, granted

savings R^v^nue of Thirty four Lacs, could
out of an AnnuM e en

this heavy

upon th? llrnTed ^sources of the late Peshwa
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His Highness husbanded his resources with much care;

so as to be enabled to convert a portion of his annual
income in public securities, which at the time of his

deatli yielded an income of about Rs.80,000. Is then

the foresight and the economy on the part of His
Highness the late Bajee Rao to be regarded as an offence

deserving to be visited with the punishment of stopping

the pension for the support of his family guaranteed
by a formal treaty ?

8. That your Memorialist on the 24th of June, 1851,

submitted a memorial explaining his position and several

other circumstances connected therewith, through the

Commissioner to the Lieutenant Governor of the North
Western Provinces and that he ivas informed that His
Honor had determined on the 3rd October last tliat

the pension could not be continued but that the Jagheer
may be held by your Memorialist for life free of rent.

Your Memorialist %vould here beg to observe that as he
cannot be considered as placed under the direct orders

of the Lieutenant Governor of the North Western
Provinces, he must presume that the orders have been
passed under instruction .from the Supreme Government
of India. If so, this concession on the part of the
Supreme Government must be construed into an admission
of the justice of your Memorialist's claim upon the British

Government, If the claims of your Memorialist were
deserving of no consideration, there was no cause for

continuing to him for life the Jagheer rent-free ; if

on the other hand his claims were founded on data
and facts which in the eye of the law would be
admitted as at least prima facie evidence in his favour,
the continuation of the Jagheer alone could not be
expected to compensate for the loss of the pension,

9. That your Memorialist having nou" more fully

explained the nature of his claims and the grounds upon
which they are based, fully relies on the generosity and
liberality of your Honorable Court which he feels con-
fident after a consideration of all the circumstances of
the case will not withhold its support from your
Memorialist, '^vho without some adequate allowance is

wholly unalile to uphold the dignity of his family and
to support those now ivholly dependent upon him.

10. That your Memorialist considering his present
reduced circumstances is 'willing to come to any equitable
settlement with the British Government regarding his
claims, with a view of speedily adjusting them and that

your Memorialist is prepared to treat with the utmost
liberality consistent with the nature of his unfortunate

position and those dependent upon him.

Your Memorialist being plunged in extreme pecuniary

embarrassments by the measures which have been
pursued towards him by the local Governments, has em-
powered his minister to fonvard on his behalf this

Memorial to your Hon’ble Court and he solicits the

early consideration' to the subject ^vith a view to the

issue of orders to this country for the continuance first

of a pension to him and his successors ,and secondly

of the territory of Bithoor in its present relations.

The above memorial was submitted to the

Court of Directors through the Government
of India to whom the following letter was
addressed :

l

To

C. Allen Esq.,

Acting Secretary to the Government of India

in the Foreign Department,

Sir,

Seeing but little prospect of an immediate settle-

ment of the claim of Maharajah Sreemunt Hhondoo
Punt Nana Saheb to the pension stipulated to the late

Maharajah Bajee Rao Peishwa, and being alive to the

great distress experienced by my master in consequence,
I, beg that you will obtain the permission of the Most
Noble the Governor General of India in Council to

forward to the Honorable the Court of Directors, by
the earliest opportunities, the accompanying memorial
to them in triplicate.

I 'have the honour to be
Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

,
(Sd.) (ILLEGIBLE),

Minister of Maharajah
Sreemunt Dhondoo Punt

Nana Saheb.

. ANNEXURE III

{Referred to at page 146)

Nana Saheb’s Memorial to the Governor General regarding succession to Baji Rao’s Title and Seal

To
The Most Noble the Governor General of India in

Council in the Foreign Department,

The humble ^femorial of ^faharajah Sreemunt Dhondoo
Punt Nana Saheb, son and heir of the late
Maharajah Bajee Rao, Peishtva Punt Purdhan
Bahadoor,

Shmveth,

That your Memorialist is deeply grieved by a letter of
his agent Jwala Pershad Sahib, which solicited permis-
sion to use badges with a certain inscription, being

returned from the Foreign Office with an Office Memo-
randum, to the effect that “the Governor General in

Council recognised no such person as Maharajah
Sreemunt Dhondoo Punt Nana Saheb",

That youT’ Memorialist does not understand the cause
of the letter in question having been returned, as he
is not aware that his Agent has been guilty of any dis-

respect towards your Lordship in Council, beaiuse the

title of Maharajah, which .is applicable to your
Memorialist by the rules of Oriental Etiquette, was set

forth in several, former references to the same depart-

ment by his late Agent Raja Pecrajee Rao, without any
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objection having been taken thereto. On the contrary
it was presumable, from the circumstances of their

having been fons'ardcd to the Honorable the Court of

Directors without remark, that they were according to

rule. But if any circumstance in the address of the

present Agent was displeasing to ycur Lordship in

Council your Memorialist submits that it should have
been attributed to his not being conversant with the

form of ofiicial correspondence, and to no other cause, and
on the objectionable matter or form being pointed out
to him, he would have promptly conformed to any
directions regarding it which he might have received

from the Secretary’s Ofiicc.

S. That your Memorialist begs leave to state that the

reference in question was dictated by a natural desire

on his part "to do nothing inconsistent with his humble
situation as a dependent upon the British Govern-

ment ; and he therefore considered it to be incumbent
on him to apply for the permission of your Lordship

in Council to use badges for his personal attendants,

with a suitable inscription thereon adopted to show both

to the public officers and private persons that he had

received sucli permission.

4. That your Memorialist is not apprised that your

Lordship in Council has any objection to his using

the titles and which arc given to him by the aistom

of the countr)*, and employed by Inm accordingly as

the representative of a succession of sovereigns. M the

supreme and executive authority of thc^ Mahratta

powers (it is ^rell known to your Lordship in Council)

Balajec Vishwanath Pcisliwa left his dominions to hb
son, Bajee Rao First, who was succeeded by his

son Balajee Bajee Rao who was succeeded by his

sons Madho Rao and Narain Rao in succession, the

latter being succeeded by his son Sevayce Madho Rao.

On that prince dying ^vithout issue, he was succeeded

by Bajee Rao, the eldest great grandson of the first

Peishwa, and your Memorialist’s father, who ultimately

resigned his possessions to the East India Company for a

stipulated pecuniary provision for himself and his heirs.

That provision has not been continued by your Lordship’s

Government to your Memorialist, the heir and repre-

sentative of the Peishwa (though he still entertains

expectations of receiving justice; from the British

authorities), but your lordship in Council cannot (he

believes) feel dissatisfaction at his making use of the

title, which in Oriental countries as well as in the West,

is given to the descendants and representatives of

sovereign princes, even after they have abdicated the

throne of their fathers.

5. Your Memorialist acknowledges that his title is not

derived from the British Government, nor yet from

the Emperor of Delhi, from whom the East India

Company acquired the sovereignty over a portion of

Hindoostan. The Peishwas owed their dominions and

greatness to their own enterprise, and they have left to

your Memorialist, the last of the race, an empty title,

the assumption of which, in conformity to the usages of

nations, to the exclusion of all political pretensions,

and solely as a distinction of rank and descent, cannot,

he presumes to think, be displeasing to the present

rulers of India.

G. Under these circumstances, your Memorialist ventures

to hope that yovir Lordship in Council will deign to

look upon his humble situation .with the eye of

benignity, and afford him such marks of their kindness

and consideration as they arc wont to bestow on other

unfortunate princes. Such acts of liberality, while they

wUl cost your Lordship in Coundl nothing, will be to

him a source of consolation in his misfortune.

And your Memorialist will ever pray for the prosperity

of the British Government.

(Sd.) tSFcOHr

Agent of Maharajah Sreemunt Dhondoo
Punt Nana Saheb.

We look before and after,

And pine for what is not ;

Out siuceTest laughter,

With some pain is fraught :

, ,

»»».» «« mt ten of samot

—SHELLEY.
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THE EARLIER MUTINIES

A. VERDICT ON INDIANS.

B. EARLIER MUTINIES :

MUTINY AT VELLORE.

THE BARRACKPUR MUTINY

OTHER MUTINIES IN BENGAL AND MADRAS.

C. GENERAL CAUSES.

D. VERDICT AGAIN.

ANNEXURE : SANAD TO CHET SINGH'S DESCENDANT.

^^A country's struggle for freedom begins
"" from the moment her freedom is lost/^

—DR. BIDHAN CHANDRA ROY

A. VERDICT ON INDIANS

In dealing with the character of British rule

in India, Pt, Jawaharlal Nehru, in his

Discovery of India has observed : “India

as a nation and Indians as individuals were

subjected to insult, humiliation and con-

temptuous treatment ... .As an Indian I

am ashamed to write all this for the memory
of it hurts, and what hurts still more is the

fact that we submitted so long to this degra-

dation. I would have preferred any kind

of resistance to this, whatever the conse-

quences, rather than that our people should

endure this treatment". It is submitted

with great respect to the distinguished

statesman and learned author that it is not

correct to say that Indians submitted, for

any period of time, to the 'degradation' to

which he refers. There had been constant

opposition to British authority from the very

beginning. We have the case of Maharaja

Nand Kumar of Bengal who paid the penalty

of his life in resisting Warren Hastings,

He fought a fearless battle against the

powerful Governor-General in his own
Council where he accused Hastings of bribery

and misdemeanour. We have the case of

Maharaja Chet Singh of Varanasi who
resisted the diplomacy of the East India

Company and the threat of his own arrest by
Warren Hastings.^ It was only through a

•In rnemor)' of Maharaja’ Chet Singh the Uttar Pradesh Government granted a sanad and a token monetary aivard

to Kiinwar Vishwanath Singh, a descendant of the Maharaja, at a special ceremony^ at Varanasi on the Independence
Day, 1957. The sanad is reproduced in the Annexure to this chapter.
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miracle that Hastings' life was saved when
the Maharaja’s soldiers attacked the

Governor-General’s troops. Thei’e are other

instances too numerous to mention.

In this context it is also relevant to mention

that it was due to the open hostility and

frequent rebellions on the part of the Indian

people that the Governor-General had to pass

in 1804 a Regulation providing for the decla-

ration of martial law every now and then

(Regulationm of 1804).

There was also the mutiny at Velloz’e in 1806

and the mutiny at Barrackpur in 1824.

These earlier mutinies were to some extent

symptoms of the great 'mutiny’ of 1857.

One common cause of the mutinies of Vellore

and of 1857 was the belief of the Indian

sepoys that the British were out to deprive

them of the religion of their ancestors. And
strange, as it may seem, the mutiny at

Vellore was, as in 1857, preceded by the dis-

tribution of chapafis. These earlier

mutinies were a sort of fore-warning to the

unprecedented uprising of 1857, And had

the British in their wisdom learnt the lessons

of the earlier cases, '1857’ would not possibly

have occurred in that form. Jt would thus

be of some interest to give a brief account

of the earlier mutinies.

B. EARLIER MUTINIES

VELLORE MUTINY

Vellore is situated at a distance of 80 miles

from Madras. The fort there was garrisoned

by British and Indian troops. In that fort

were also living, in the protective custodj^ of

the British, two sons of Tipoo Sultan and

the other members of his family. They had

been placed there after the battle of Serin-

gapatam at which the brave Sultan fell fight-

ing at the head of his troops. The British

had kept the Sultan’s sons there in order to

prevent them from doing any harm to the

Company’s Government. They had of course

their own separate apartments, and the

necessary facilities as State prisoners had

been provided to them.

It was at this fort that the sepoys rose in

arms on the midnight between July 9 an

10, 1806, and killed many officers and

soldiers.

The immediate cause of the revolt was ^
order issued by the Madras Army Head-

quarters to the effect that the soldiers a

parade shall not appear with their caste

marks on their faces, that they shall no

grow beards -or flourish their moustaches.

Thus ran the order :

*Tt is ordered by the Regulations that a na *

shall not mark his face to denote his caste, or

rings when dressed in his nnifoim.

“And it is further directed that at all 'parades and upon

all duties every soldict of the battalion shall be clean-

sha\ed on I lie chin.

is diicctcd also that unifoimity, as far as is practicable,

be picbcivcd in regard to the quantity and shape of

the hair upon the upper lip."

These Regulations were applicable only to

the Madras Army—in the case of the Armies

of Bengal and Bombay their Commanders

had seen no need for such an order. This

regulating order had been passed in a some-

what rash way without consulting the Indian

officers (who would have advised against the

issuance of such regulations) ,
although the

sanction of the Madras Governor, Lord

William Bentinck, and the Commander-in-

Chief had been obtained. The sepoys, seeing

the other activities of the British, were

already apprehensive about the intentions of

Government in regard to their freedom of

religion. These regulations strengthened

their fear that the British were determined

to destroy their religion and make them

Christians.

2 o’clock on the night in question, the

3oys assembled at the main guard of the

ft and surrounded the residence of the

mmanding Officer who was awakened by a

id firing. He came out and, in his

ertions to quiet the disturbance, was

irtally wounded. For some hours the fort
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was in the possession of the insurgents. In

the meanwhile, news was carried to

Col. Gillespie, who was in command of a

cavalry at nearby Arcot, and who hastened

to the relief of the fort. He was soon able

to put down the mutineers whose leaders

were subjected to very severe pimishments.

During the night the sepoys had killed 30

of their European ofOcers arid over 80

British soldiers.

A Commission of Enquiry consisting of civil

and military officers was appointed to enquire

into the causes of this mutiny. The civil

officers attributed it to the regulations

already quoted and to certain military

measures of a similar nature. But the

military members regarded it as a conspiracy

in favour of the sons of Tipoo Sultan who
were, for that reason, removed from Vellore

to Bengal. The conclusion of the whole
Commission, however, was that the earlier

instructions about the head-dress* of the

sepoys and the new regulations regarding
their appearance on parade were the leading

causes of the insurrection.

The mutiny created a great sensation in

England. The authorities of the East India

Company relieved Lord William Eentinck
of the Governorship of Madras,^ removed the
Commander-in-Chief

,
and replaced Sir George

Barlow, the Governor-General^ (who was
expecting to be soon confirmed in that office)

,

by Lord Minto.

Lord Minto lost no time in removing the im-
pression that the authorities meant to

interfere with the religion or the customs of
the sepoys or of the people. To him belongs
the credit for discouraging the ‘invasion’ of
India by Christian missionaries. In a letter

of September, 1807, he wrote to the Chairman
of the East India Company ; “The only

successful engine of sedition in any part of

India must be that of persuading the people

that our Government entertains hostile and

systematic designs against their religion”.

Lady Minto, in her work on Lord Minto in

India, writes thus regarding the many books

printed in Indian languages by the Christian

Mission at Serampur : “Soon after Lord

Minto’s arrival some of these publications

attracted the attention of the Government
and, it being undenied that they were quoted

to offend the feelings of the native popula-

tion, containing, as they did, offensive attacks

on Hindu mythology and the Muslim Prophet,

the Secretary to the Governor-General

received instructions to communicate to the

Rev. Dr. Carey, the leading member of the

Mission at Serampiu’, a resolution arrived at

by the Governor-General in Council to place

their press imder regulations and to

suspend the practice of public preaching by
the nativesf in the native dialects at the seat

of Government.”

In the instructions referred to in the above
quotation the Government of India had
expressed strong disapproval to the preach-
ing of that kind, and had drawn attention to

the expressed pledge of the British Govern-
ment “to leave the native subjects of the

Company to the full, free and imdisturbed
exercise of their respective religions.”t

The people of India followed their religion

more than anything else. Lord Minto’s
directions to the Christian missionaries thus
reconciliated them to the Company’s Govern-
ment.

THE BARRACKPUR MUTINY

Eighteen years after the Vellore mutiny, a
mutiny took place in the Bengal Army in
1824. In that year war had broken out

•The leather cockade for the turban of sepoys had been introduced hv .

put any kind of leather over their heads and would never touch cow’s hide nf v would, not

to be made. Muslim sepoys also objected to it thinkine that it was made nf ^ i
.

cockade tvas supposed

eyes. ,

uiai H was made of pig-skin, a polluting substance in their

fThis refers to "native Christians”.

•IMinto in hidiaj page 05,
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between the British Government and Bui'ma.
The troops of the Madras Army had been
sent to Rangoon by sea and the 47th Native
Regiment of the Bengal Army stationed at

Barrackpur, near Calcutta, was also ordered
to proceed to Burma by sea. To this the

Hindu sepoys objected on the ground that

one of the conditions of their enlistment was
that they would not be required to cross

the sea. Their further objection was that

they would lose their caste if they set their

feet on a steamer—a consequence which they

would not suffer xmder any circumstances.

It was then proposed that they would go by
the land route, but rumour was spread that

after marching on land up to Chittagong

they would be forcibly required to px’oceed

by sea. In addition, there was also the diffi-

culty about carts and bullocks needed to

carry their kit. The Government tliemselves

had not been able to make transport arrange-

ments, because no animals were available

far and wide at any price. Nevertheless,

the sepoys were told to find their own
transport.

Earlier, the sepoys had submitted to the

Commander-in-Chief, Sir Edward Paget, a

memorial setting out their grievance in their

own faltering but effective language full of

sincerity. It ran : “The case of this. The

soubahdar major and havildar major told

the sepoys & Co., they were going to Rangoon

and would be embarked on boardship, and

he told all the sepoys that when the Company

Went to war they ought not to shrink.

After this, the soubahdar major and

havildar major sent for four men from each

company, and said, ‘those who wear the talcce

khoo ought not to cast it off. This also they

ought not to dp’. The sepoys replied that

they never could put their feet on boardship,

and that no person would forfeit his caste.

Por this reason all the sepoys swore by the

Ganges water and toolsee that they never

Would put their feet in a ship ;
and every

gentleman knows that when a Hindu takes

Ganges water and toolsee in bis hand, he

will sacrifice his life. In this way the

regiment & Co. pledged themselves. This
which is written is our representation. And
further, the soubahdar and havildar before
mentioned went to the Commanding Officer,

Colonel CartwTight, and stated that the
regiment was ready to march

; that all. the

sepoys had agreed (to march)
, whereas the

sepoys knew nothing of this circumstance.

Now, you are master of our lives
; what you

order we v/ill do ; but we will not go on
boardship, nor will we march for that pur-

pose. Formerly our name was good, but it

has now become bad ; our wish is, therefore,

that our names be effaced, and that every

man may return to his home.”

This representation was given no serious con-

sideration by the Commander-in-Chief or his

staff. On the other hand, the Commander-
in-Chief marched in person to Barrackpur to

see that the regiment obe5'-ed orders, how-

ever imreasonable the orders were and how-

ever well-founded were their objections on

the ground of caste. The regiment was
ordered to assemble at parade and, when
that was done, the Commander-in-Chief told

them that they had the alternative either of

proceeding to the front or laying down their

arms. The sepoys placed their religion above

everything else and would not burke any

sacrifice to save their caste. They did not

obey the Commander-in-Chief’s order

although they did not intend to offer any

armed resistance. Thereupon, two European

regiments, which had also been drilled on

the parade and behind which gxms had been

hidden, were ordered to open fire tearing the

sepoys to pieces by grape and musketry. As

the sepoys had been contemplating no attack

on the Europeans they had not even loaded

their muskets. Kaye has describes the

massacre in his own graphic words : "Sir

Edward Paget was a man of the very metal

to tread down insurrection with an iron heel

regardless both of causes and consequences.

Some attempt was made at explanation,

some attempt at conciliation, but it was feeble

and indifferent ;
perhaps not imderstood.

They (the sepoys) were told then that they
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must consent to march or to ground their

arms. Still not seeing the danger, for they

were not told that the artillery guns were

loaded with grape and the gunners ready to

fire (it is doubtful, indeed, whether they

knew that the guns were in the rear of the

European regiments), they refused to obey

the word ; and so the signal for slaughter

was given. The guns opened upon them.

The mutineers were soon in panic flight.

Throwing away their arms and accoutre-

ments, they made for the river. Some were
shot down, some were drowned. There was
no attempt at battle.* None had been con-

templated. The muskets, with which the

ground was strewn, were found to be
unloaded.''*

Those who escaped instant death were
captured and court-martialled. Many were
hanged. The name of the regiment was
afterwards struck out of the Army List.

Such was the result of the Barrackpur
mutiny. It forms one of the darkest
chapters in the history of the British rule

in India. Mr. Herbert Spencer condemned
the massacre in these words : “Down to our
own day continues the cunning despotism
which uses native soldiers to maintain and
extend native subjects—a despotism under
which, not many years since, a regiment of
sepoys was deliberately massacred for
refusing to march without proper clothing."

OTHER MUTINIES

Bengal Army

A mutiny took place in the Company's troops
with the Nawab of Avadh in 1764. In 1782
the 25th Regiment of the Bengal Army
refused to obey orders whereupon the leaders

were punished and the regiment disbanded.
A serious mutiny took place in 1825 in the
47th Bengal Native Infantry. There was
much bloodshed and severe punishments.
Their regiment was also disbanded. This
was followed in 1844 by the mutiny of the

34th Native Infantry. It occurred when
the regiment was ordered for service in

Sindh, but for several reasons the sepoys

refused to march. The regiment was dis-

banded.

Madras Army

Prior to the mutiny at Vellore, several other

mutinies had taken place in the Madras
Army, The first of these was in December
1780 at Tellichery. Of the leaders, one was
punished by being blown off from a gun,
and on two others one thousand lashes each
were inflicted in the presence of all the
troops. There was a serious mutiny at

Vizagapatam which also took place in the
same year and in which several European
officers were killed—^more would have been
killed had they not fled and hid themselves
in various places. The mutineers then
plundered the cantonment . and thereafter
marched off to Hyderabad to join service
under the opponents of the British.

There was again a mutiny in 1786 when
several battalions rose in arms following the
non-payment of the arrears of' their pay. It

was usual in the early days of the Company's
Government to keep Indian sepoys in arrears
while the British soldiers were alniost always
paid up-to-date. The excuse was want of
funds in the Company’s treasuries. But this
was not acceptable to the sepoys because
they could see that money was somehow
forthcoming for disbursement to the British
troops. The sepoys bore the resulting hard-
ships feeding themselves by selling their
belongings. It was only when they were
driven to desperation that they rose.
Ultimately they were pacified by payment
having been made through a loan raised
specifically for the purpose.

Clear orders of the Court of Directors existed
to the effect that the pay of soldiers ought
never be in arrears while there was a single
rupee in the treasury, that the soldiers must

Kaye. of the Sel)oy irnr, volume I, pages 2r>8-69.
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be paid in preference to any other azticle of

expenditure. But these instraclious were

now and then ignored leading to several

other mutinies.

Another mutiny occurred, this time at

Gantoor in 1797. On this occasion ,
the

sepoys refused to obey the orders for

march—orders which had been given with a

visv/ to the incorporation of these sepoys in

a new regiment under a re-organisation

scheme. The leaders were punished.

C. GENERAL CAUSES

A British officer, who had retired 25 years

prior to the revolt of 1857 and v/ho luiew the

Bengal Army well, asserted that all mutinies

were caused by some injustice or breach of

faith on the part of the Government.

“Almost all the mutinies of India, whether in

Bengal or- elsewhere, have been more or less

produced, or at least have had some sort of

initiative, from ourselves. There has

usually been some departure from contract,

some disregard of the feelings, health or

convenience of the native soldiers, when at

the same moment the utmost care was

lavished on a European regiment ;
some

unwise tampering with their religious views

or prejudices ;
some interference with their

pay or rights, or what they supposed to be

their rights.

The lesson dra\vn from the earlier mutinies

of the Bengal and the Madras Armies is that

though the sepoys were loyalt sud would

put up with hardships, they had the guts to

rise in arms notwithstanding the severe

punishments of shooting, hanging, life

transportation and flogging—^which were

meted out to the mutineers. Principles came

to be violated, including inroads into

religious practices and forced compliance

with unreasonable orders. The humble

sepoy always took courage and rose, facing

the consequences of failure about which he

had little doubt.

Good discipline of Bombay Army

Contrary to what happened from time to

time in the Bengal and the Madi-as Armies,

the Bombay Army had almost a clear record.

There had been only one or two incidents of

disobedience of orders, but no serious

mutinies had taken place. Even in 1857, the

Bombay regiments not only did not mutiny,

but took active part in suppressing the up-

rising in the Bengal Army. This was

because the Bombay Army had all along been

treated on a preferential footing in the

matter of salary and allowances and other

conveniences. Further, there was good

management within its ranks. Promotions

were available for higher ranks and merit

was the criterion for advancement. Persons

belonging to the scheduled castes were also

enlisted and promoted to higher ranks.

There was always a co-operative spirit

between man and man on the one hand and

the sepoys and their officers on the other.

Officers were considerate, exercising restraint

in imposing their authority. All this

brought about a much superior level of dis-

cipline and management in the Bombay Army

than was possible in the regiments of

Bengal or Madras.

•The Mutiny in Bengal Amy, p. 4. up-to-date or nearly so, the ‘native* amy,
t“It is worthy of remark that while the

^ several consecutive years, notwithstanding which, the

serving alien mastei's, was kept constantly , ..u exceptions, the numerous ofFei^ conveyed by the

extreme severity of the service, it steadily res
similar circumstances, is without parallel in the military'

emissaries of Hyder ’ and Tipoo. Such ndeli ), Madras Army.
history of any nation”-Col. Wilson in the Htstory of the
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D. VERDICT AGAIN

In these circumstances it would not be fair

to say that our own countrymen long sub-

mitted to degradation at the hands of the

British rulers. Weak though they were in

physical might, they offered resistance irres-

pective of the consequences. In this con-

nection it is relevant to refer to the view

which Pandit Nehru has, in another part of

his hook, expressed in contradiction of the

view quoted in the beginning of this chapter.

After quoting the poet’s verse :

We have then several instances of civil

rebellion against British authority, for

example the Bareilly rising of 1816, the Cole

out-break of 1831-32 and risings in Chhota

Nagpur and Palamau. Then again, Bengal

saw the Firazee disturbances, Malabar the

Moplah outbreaks and in Bihar there was

the Santhal insurrection. All these were

ruthlessly suppressed by the powerful army

of the British. But what the army could

not suppress was the spirit of India.

“The East bowed low before the blast

In patient, deep dfedaln •,

She let the legions thunder past,

And plunged in thought again.’’

the learned author thus comments on it :

“But it is not true that India has ever bowed
patiently before the blast or been indifferent

to the passage of foreign legions. Always
she has resisted them, often successfully,

sometimes unsuccessfully, and even when
she failed for the time being, she remembered
and prepared herself for the next attempt.
. . . She resisted, with considerable success,
Alexander’s legions and immediately after
his death drove out the Greek garrisons in the
north .... She fought the Huns for
generations and drove them out.”

Pt. Nehru then goes on to deal with othe
foreign invasions and ultimately, coming t

the British period, again observes : “Tf
British triumphed, but hardly had the
established themselves in the North when tl
great Mutiny broke out and developed ini
a war of independence, and nearly put a
end to British rule. The urge to freedor
to independence, has always been there, ar
the refusal to submit to alien domination

There are also the cases of young men of

Bewga.! taklwg to torrorisca ogaivst the.

injustice of the British rule in Bengal, parti-

cularly during the period following the parti-

tion of Bengal. There is here no intention to

defend the murders committed by youths

burning with the fire of patriotism ;
the point

is that, irrespective of the consequences,

Indians did defy British authority. Khudi

Ram Bose knew well that he could not escape

from the clutches of the C. I. D., even so he

did not hesitate to throw a bomb to register

the coimtry’s protest against what he con-

sidered to be a high-handed action, nor did

he hesitate to sacrifice his life in defence

of the self-respect of the nation.

Finally, there came the “movements” of

Mahatma Gandhi, demonstrating beyond

doubt that the spirit of our men and women

could not be crushed by lathis or bayonets

or by any form of repression, and that our

countrymen knew well how to suffer for a

grand cause.

All this disproves that Indians have taken

things lying down, that they did not resist

ill-treatment or that they did not rise against

insults to their national honour.
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ANNEXURE

S.^J'JAD GRANTED BY THE UTTAR PRADESH
GOVERNIvEENT TO KUNWAE VISHT7ANATH SINGH,

A DESCENDANT OF MAHARAJA CHET SINGH.

(Referred to in the foot-note at page 154)

551 H HHT rrn:^ ^ 5^ hew tflUXTIT nk UU hew

HH ^ 'ifUHH fen \ Hiff H H trqi Sfu^ tHW, mTCRH^ ^ HPMHtR ^TTHEp, H|raHT H,

?fen ERWHl sit t^riH HK Hh€ HREf ^ HHWTT *5?! HTR H Hmin 'flu 5> h1

^ f%HT HI I

H^T<T«n ^ 5W H HTHH tRt Hk H H5Pii ^
?oo? ^TO, TkiSTTH, tokriRR, ^cRTw, ^ HERRi^ Hlrfi' f (

^HHorat

;

;(v srm, 5ter hhg ^cvsg,

?£!^V3 I

HEUEfRI HTHH

EHH’THl' fsHklH I

The jiGojile fifliier qit/o u}) "their llbcTiles but under some

dolusion- DdmundBurke

5|)oech at Countij Meeting of Bucks, 1784.
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STATE or ENGLAND NEAR 1857

A. POLITICAL POSITION IN 1857.

B. SOAIE EARLIER EVENTS.

C. THE EAST INDIA COMPANY.

D. THE CRIMEAN WAR.

E. ECONOMIC CONDITIONS ;
ARTS AND SCIENCES.

ANNEXURE : NOTE ON FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE.

"Preserve with faithful attachment the acquisitions of our forefathers,

not tabulating them with vulgar pride, but accepting the legacy with

reverence, and holding no sacrifice too great to maintain it. Be sure that

in our national character, if we can keep it high and undefiled, still lies

our national strength. Count it no shame to acknowledge our imperial

mission, but on the contrary the greatest disgrace to be imtrue to it,

and cling humbly but fervently to the belief that so long as we are

worthy we may still remain one of the instruments through whom He
chooses to speak to mankind”—LORD CURZON in a speech on The True
Imperialism delivered at Birmingham in 1907.

A. POLITICAL POSITION IN 1857

Queen Victoria (reigned 1837—1901) was on
the throne of England with Lord Palmerston

as her Prime Minister in 1857. She had now
worn the crown for 20 years. Palmerston,

who had previously been Foreign Secretary

in an earlier Cabinet, had become Prime
Minister in 1855 on the .fall of Lord
Aberdeen’s Cabinet. Aberdeen had forfeited

the confidence of the House of Commons
because of the losses suffered by British

troops in the Crimean War for which he had
been held responsible.

With Queen Victoria as the sovereign,

England was now a constitutional monarchy

in the fullest meaning of that expression.

The Crown possessed influence, but not power
which rested in the Prime Minister with the

country behind him. The Queen was, of

course, consulted on all foreign affairs and
saw all foreign despatches, but intervened

only to avoid mistakes being made. Thus,

she made some changes in the Proclamation

issued in her name after the Indian rebellion

(see Chapter 41), and in 1861 she and the

Prince Consort suggested modifica-

tions in a despatch to the United States of

America. Her long reign had given the

Queen much greater experience than that of
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her ministers and so her influence was
accepted and respected. She acted as a link

between the different parts of the empire,

and made the Cro\\Ti, which some of her pre-

decessors, notably George (1820—^1830),

had brought into disrepute by their

selfishness and immorality, a popular institu-

tion at home and abroad.

Lord Palmerston was aged 70 years when
he first* became Prime Minister, but he was

full of cheer and confidence, was bold and

dashing, not unoften bordering on reckless-

ness in his public life. He was considered

the only man likely to finish the Crimean

War successfully. His inain policy was to

assert the honom' and the prestige of his

nation on all possible occasions.

In relation to the countries of continental

Europe, British policy had been somewhat

aggressive, and Great Britain was looked

upon as a power interfering in the affairs of

other nations. But as Britain generally

sought to support movements for liberty, her

moral prestige was high.

Some nine years before the Indian revolt,

the oppi’essed people of Europe had taken up

arms against their rulers. In February

,

1848, there was a revolution in Paris and the

French King, Louis Philippe, escaped to

England where he died two years later.

A Republic was established in Prance and
Louis Napoleon, a nephew of the great
Napoleon I, was elected -its Presidentf In
North Italy, the people rose against the
Austrian domination ; in Poland against
the Russians

; in Austria and Hungary
against the Habsburgs. Even in Berlin

there were riots in favour of a new consti-

tution, and one ruler after another had to

fly for his life.

Lord Palmerston, who was then Foreign

Secretary in Lord Peel’s Cabinet, played a

sort of dual game in these revolts~he

sympathised with the insurgents and helped

them even by having arms sent to them ; at

the same time, he welcomed as exiles in

England many of the fugitive monarchs.

Thus, Louis Philippe, King of France, came
to end his days in England. The Crown
Prince of Prussia also came, but he did not

stay long.

These popular revolts did not, however,

succeed except for a short time in France.

The up-risings were crushed everywhere and

the autocratic rulers were re-established.

The hopes of democratic government in

Europe were thus lost, but Britain gained in

prestige on account of its avowed sympathy

with popular aspirations in the' oppressed

coimtries.

B. SOME EARLIER EVENTS

The Napoleonic wars, in which England had

taken prominent part, had caused

content and distress in England. Wit

Napoleon’s final defeat at Waterloo in 1815,

there began a new era in the histoiy o

England. This era, which ran up to 18 ,

brought about changes in every sp ere o

life. In- foreign matters Britain hdd now

few troubles because, after the fall of

Napoleon, all countries were so exhausted

that for a while stagnation was visible in

every European country. But in England

itself important developments 'took place.

There were great changes in industry, and
much distz’ess amongst the working classes

which led to upheavals because of the failure

. . in when 75, dvinc in 1865, while still holding that office.

•He became Prime Minister ^
®^ Napoleon had all the Republican leaders seized, and sent into exile. He

tin a coup d*etat three wrs later, i-o r
Constitution, and a year later, in 1852, another plebiscite

then held a plebiscite which gave mm p . , dictator It was several years aftenvards that the Republic was
revived the monarchy when Louis became a virtual aici o .

again established in 1870.
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of Government to help the people. Not only

that, the Government also took to harsh

measures, so repressive as would have

caused a revolution had they been launched

in any other country. The roots of these

troubles were to be found firstly in the

distress caused by the wars with Napoleon

and secondly in the Industrial Revolution

which had started in Britain towards the

latter part of the eighteenth century and the

effects of which developed early in the

nineteenth century.

The post-war trouble consisted of decreased

trade and large-scale unemployment caused

by the cessation of war production, the de-

mobilised soldiers adding themselves to the

crowd of competitors wanting work. Things

were aggravated by the invention of

machinery and the setting up of factories

which meant the use of lesser manpower
and consequential imemployment. This

was, however, off-set to a certain extent by
the construction of roads, railways, ships and
factories. But, on the whole, the Industrial

Revolution had first created scarcity, and
it was only long afterwards that it brought

in an era of prosperity.

In this revolution the construction of

railways played a major part. Although
the first locomotive was made by George
Stephenson in 1814, there was much oppo-

sition to the laying of railway lines from
land-owners who objected to railway trafiic

across their estates. So, in 1818 Parliament

rejected the first Bill for the promotion of

a railway. It was only in 1825 that the first

railway was opened for traffic and it was
not until 1842 that the enterprising Queen
Victoria made her first train journey.

The laying of railways was carried out at

great speed and the land was covered with

a network of railway lines linking up
almost all the industrial districts by 1850.

The Industrial Revolution covered textile

industries, steel production, canals, roads,

railways and even agriculture and animal

husbandry.

The condition of the working classes had,

however, gone from bad to worse. They
lived in slums ; men, women and children had

to work for long hours in factories. The
poor people were also in distress due to

fiuctuations in the price of food, leading to

riots and revolts on the part of the popu-

lation and repression on the part of

Government.

In politics, there had been a great upheaval

caused by the introduction in Parliament of

the famous Reforms Bill in 1831, by Lord
Grey, the Prime Minister. The Bill roused

great tensions and there were serious riots

in many cities, including London. After a

great deal of controversy and bitterness,

the Bill was passed in 1832. It was then

hailed as the panacea for all evils and even

children went about shouting, the Reform
Bill has been passed. The Bill extended the

franchise with the result that the monopoly
of power possessed by the land-owning
aristocracy was broken by giving the vote

to the middle classes also. The number of

voters was doubled because the franchise,

which was previously limited to land-owners,

was now extended to house-holders. Still

the principle of adult franchise was far away,
since under the new law only one person
out of every 24 of the whole population had
a vote. This was because only the middle
classes had been enfranchised

; the working
classes had to wait for nearly 40 years more
for enfranchisement. The enfranchisement
of women came later still.

A reform of world-wide importance had also

been completed in 1833 through the efforts

of William Wilberforce, one of the most
enlightened philanthropists of any age.
This was the freedom given to slaves

throughout the British dominions. The
slave trade (under which men and women,
free in their own country, were, for the pur-

pose of making money, caught, sold and
transported into slavery) had been abolished
by Great Britain in 1807, and later in 1815
other European countries followed the
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example. But though tlie trade was prohi-

bited, persons who wei'e already slaves

remained so in South Africa and in the

British colonies of Jamaica. This %vas

because of an economic difficulty ;
the planta-

tion-owners and others could not nm their

estates profitably if slave-labourers were

freed. The situation was, however, met by a

Parliamentary grant of a large sum of money

as compensation to the owners of slaves and

under the Emancipation of the Slaves Act,

1833, all slave-children under six years of

age were made free and all children being

bom after the passing of the Act were also

to be free citizens. The rest of the slaves

were bound to be ‘apprentices’ to their

masters for a time, receiving wages, but in

1838 they were completely freed in all the

British dominions. In India also, the legal

recognition of slavery was prohibited in

1843 during the Governoz'-Generalship of

Lord Ellenborough.

C. THE EAST INDIA COMPANY

The British territories in India v/ere being

administered in trust for the English Crown

by the East India Company. The adminis-

tration was being done under the Govern-

ment of India Act, 1833, as amended by

the Act of 1853. These enactments had

been passed by Parliament to regulate the

powers and functions of the Company at

home and of the Governor-General and other

functionaries in India. The main feature of

the former Act was that the Company was

prohibited from engaging in trade and com-

merce, and became merely an agency for

administering British Indian territories.

The Company was required speedily to close

the commercial business by selling off

its merchandise at home and abroad an

to clear all debts relating to the commercial

branch of its affairs.

rhe administration under the above Acts was

io be carried on by the Governor-Genera an

Councillors, to be styled the Governor-

Seneral of India in Council. This bo y wa

now given the sole power to legislate or

whole of India in supersession

of issuing Regulations possessed
T,/^r-a^

Presidency Governments of Bengal, a

and Bombay under earlier charters

Parliament.

The Company at home
of India through the Court of Direotora

elected by the Court of Proprietors.

to enable the British Cabinet to have an

effective say in Indian matters there existed

a body formally Imovm as ‘Commissioners

'for the Affairs of India’ and popularly called

the Board of Control. It consisted of two

Ministers of the Crown, namely the

Chancellor of the Exchequer (who was also

cx-officio the President of the Board) and

a Secretai-y of State and four members of

the Privy Council nominated by the Crown.

The Commissioners exercised effective super-

vision over the Directors ; they had access

to all papers of the Company and no des-

patches could be sent without their approval.

These Commissioners were also empowered

to send urgent or secret orders through a

Secret Committee of the Directors. The

Board of Control thus virtually exercised

supreme authority in all important matters.

Till the passing of the Act of 1853, the

Directors possessed the power of patronage

in appointing and dismissing their own

servants, as distinguished from appoint-

ments made by, or with the approval of, the

Crown, or with the concurrence of the

Board of Control. This power was taken

away by the Act of 1853 which provided

for the holding of competitive examinations

for superior recruitments to the civil service.

Further particulars about the East India

Company will be found in Chapter 4.
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D. THE CRIMEAN WAR

Prior to Lord Palmerston becoming Prime

Minister there were party feuds . amongst

rival statesmen. These had arisen follow-

ing the dismissal of Lord Palmerston from

the Foreign Secretaryship in Lord John

Russell’s Cabinet in 1851. The dismissal was

the result of the noble Lord’s blustering

decisions on foreign affairs which he used to

take without reference to the Cabinet or the

Prime Minister. One of his acts was the

message of congi’atulations which, without

consulting the Cabinet or the Queen, he sent

to Louis Napoleon (nephew of the Great

Napoleon) on his success in overthrowing the

Second Republic and making himself dictator

of France. France had become a Republic

in 1848, and its overthrow had come as a

surprise to the English people
; so

Palmerston was accused of having acted

rashly and impolitically in sending the

objectionable message. Palmerston had also

committed a mistake earlier in having sent

the British fleet to seize Greek ships. As
a result of an internal affair in Greece,

a British subject doing business in Athens
was attacked by a mob which racked his

house. Having failed to obtain compensa-
tion from the Greek Government, he had
appealed to Lord Palmerston who had then
sent the fleet.

The action of Palmerston on each occasion

was erroneous, but he would not accept his

mistake. After his dismissal, he decided to

take revenge on his former colleagues. He
managed to bring about the defeat and
resignation of Lord John Russell from the

Prime Ministership, The Queen, however,
influenced a reconciliation between the
warring parties, and in the result a coalition

Government was formed under Lord
Aberdeen, under whom both Palmerston and
Russell, sinking their differences, joined the
Cabinet. Russell then became Foreign
Secretai’y and Palmerston Home Secretary.

The coalition, however, worked ill-together

and landed the country in the Crimean war

which British historians regard as the most

disastrous episode of the nation.

This war has, to some extent, been said to be

a contributory cause of the revolt in India,

Its incidents may, therefore, be briefly

noticed. The war was begun in 1854 by an

attack aimed at capturing Russia’s naval

port of Sebastapol by an expedition of the

French and the British, aided by a small

Turkish force. The causes of the war were

several, but the one with which we are

chiefly concerned was that Great Britain

was afraid of Russian influence in the

Balkans as threatening the route to India.

The British believed' that Russia had designs

on their Indian empire and that it was in

aid of that design that Russia meant to come
down into the Mediterranean, thus getting

control of the route of the British to India.

Russia, on her part, was trying to take

advantage of the declining power of the

Turkish empire over the Balkan countries.

Czar Nicholas I, the Emperor, was in favour

of an amicable division of the spoils in the

Balkans, he himself getting an access

to the Mediterranean," Great Britain taking

Egypt and Crete.

The Russian Government purported to act in

protection of all the Christian subjects of the

Turks. Both Great Britain and France saw
that the true motive of Russian policy was
to have political control of the Balkans. In

England
_
there was then the coalition

Government of Lord Aberdeen which, being

divided in its views, could give no clear lead

to the British Ambassador at Constantinople.

In the result, the Czar mistakenly thought

that Britain would do nothing and for that

reason there was no chance of war. The
Russians then occupied certain provinces

near the Danube and sank a Turkish Fleet.

Britain and France then declared war on

Russia. France was not directly, affected,

but the French King, Napoleon m, wished

to raise the prestige of his government and
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60 he asserted French influence in certain

holy places in the Balkans.

The events of the Crimean war are not of

interest here, but the war went on badly

both for the British and the French. The

allied troops suffered terribly during the

Russian winter—^November, 1854 to March,

1855—and thousands died in miserable con-

ditions, maiiy from wounds, many more by

cholera, fever and dysentery, and many from

lack of food and clothing. Lord Aberdeen,

who was thought to have mismanaged the

whole affair, resigned the Prime Ministership

making place for Lord Palmereton, who was

expected to prosecute the wmr vigorously.

This proved to be so, particularly on account

of the death of the Czar Nicholas ;
his

successor Alexander II being ready to nego-

tiate. The peace treaty was signed at Paris

in March, 1856.

One of the results of the Crimean war was
that British military prestige was greatly

undermined, and stories of British suffer-

ings and incompetence in that campaign

were rampant in India. This encouraged the

discontented sepoys and the civilian elements

in India to rise against British authority.

It is interesting to note in passing that the

battles fought during the siege of Sebastapol

were practically the last episode in the

‘old-fashioned’ warfare, that is to say before

the evolution of modem armies. It was fan-

tastic that smart young women went out to

see the operations as though they were

going to a picnic.

E. ECONOmC CONDITIONS ;
ARTS AND SCIENCES

In the field of economic life the fruits of the

Industrial Revolution had beg;un to be reaped.

The doctrine laid down by Adam Smith in his

Wealth of Nations (1776) that countries

gained by the free exchange of goods, had

begun to be applied to England’s trade. As

a result, duties on goods had been reduced

over a period of years and thereafter

during Gladstone’s Prime Ministership more

duties were abolished and Free Trade was

made the policy of Great Britain (1860)

.

Though the country was becoming wealthier,

the working classes were still facing har

ships for many years, There was much im-

smployment and a good deal of sweating y

hard task masters. Parents, forced by o

stress of -the times, allowed their children,

six or seven years old, to work in factories

for ten to fourteen hours a day under teyrm e

conditions. The Factory Act of 1866

brought some relief, but in textile factories

alone, by raising the minimum age o

employment to nine years, and reducing the

period of work to nine hours a day.

In the coal mines conditions were so

horrif3dng that the conscience of Parliament

and of the nation was startled on seeing the

report of the Royal Commission which

had been appointed to investigate the subject.

Children under 12 years worked for 16 hours

a day. Women and children alike acted as

beasts of burden, pulling tubs laden with

coal. The cold, the dampness, the foul air

and severe labour caused dreadful suffering

and ruined the lives, physically and morally,

of many of these women and children.t It

was then that the Collieries Act was passed in

1842 prohibiting the employment in the

underground mines of women and girls, and

of boys under ten. Even after this law,

boys under 10 years continued to be em-

ployed. The owners of mines had declared

that they could not run the undertakings

at a profit without child labour. They said

'
'

A ;r, 1R46 reduced the working hours to ten for women and

•This was the first Act. The second Ff ^'epeCed on this'class .of labour they could not remain open for

persons under 18 years. But as cZa bv the shortened period of work,

longer hours; consequently men also oenen r
^^26 edition),

tNew History of Great Britain by R. B. Mowat (Oxford), p.
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that children under eight years did not pull

the “tubs”, but sat opening the doors or

“traps” in them.*

Several years before 1857, there had been

violent labour riots at many places, the

result in one case was, according to the Duke
of Wellington, worse than he had ever seen

in a captured town. There was also much
discontent in the general life of English

society due to the high cost of living.

Charters were presented to Parliament seek-

ing reforms, largely political. The last of

these charters came in 1848 when political

revolutions were taking place in Europe.
It was a monster petition backed by large

deputations from all over the country and
purporting to have been signed by 55 lacs

of people,t The Government felt appre-
hensive, lest a revolution may take place in

England also, and elaborate military arrange-
ments were made to check the mammoth
procession. But to the good luck of
Government a torrential rain scattered the
crowds and no trouble arose. The fear of a
revolution having now died down the
working classes settled doum to find an out-
let for their energies in Trade Unionism and
Go-operation. From 1848 onwards the
energies of the nation were directed towards
achieving prosperity and everything began
to expand. Railways were being built and
steamships developed

; many companies
were floated to exploit the inventions which
gave impetus to production. Capital was in
great demand and the rate of interest rose
to 20 per cent.

The middle classes now grew more prosperous
with the nation’s general prosperity which
was witnessed in the Great Exhibition held
in London in 1851. It was an unique show,
for the exhibition was housed in a large
building made entirely of glass with iron
girders and pillars. For this reason it was
given the name of Crystal Palace. Even tall

trees were enclosed within its glass structure.

It was sponsored, planned and organised

by the Prince Consort who rightly believed

that art and commerce made people imder-

stand each other better and that, by
becoming prosperous through commerce and
refined through art, people would come to

live at peace with one another. The
exhibition was opened by Queen Victoria

in May, 1851, and lasted till October. People
from the Continent also flocked to visit it.

The English people rejoiced in the wealth
which the exhibition displayed.

Great Britain had trouble also in Ireland

which was then being ruled by the British

Cabinet through the Chief Secretary for
Ireland. He was a member of the Cabinet,
and acted as a sort of Viceroy in relation to
Irish affairs. In 1846, a great famine over-
took Ireland as a result of the total failure in

1845 of the crop of potatoes, the staple food
of the people who were then very poor.
Nearly 3,000 persons were dying each week in

work-houses alone. England could send no
corn because her own crops had been ruined
by rain, and corn could not be imported
because of the ban imposed by Corn Laws.
For a long time, agitation had been going on
in England for the repeal of these laws, but
the land-owmng classes were against it,

thinking that the repeal would ruin the
agriculture and injure the country. Event-
ually, however, the repeal was carried into
effect in 1846 by Lord Peel’s Government.
But the sufferings of the Irish people were
not substantially mitigated. In the four
years, 1845—49, the population of the
country decreased through deaths and
emigration by 17 lakhs (from 83 lakhs to
66 lakhs)

.

Arts and Sciences

In literature, art, science and industry the
English nation had taken great strides
towards the middle of the eighteenth century.
Among the poets it had produced Tennyson,

•The New Groundwork of British History by George Warner, Marten and Muir. p. 782, 1943 edition.
fOn later examination of the signatures, many tverc found to be forged,



“ Besides, it strikes the Queen that the inoie kindly we tieat Indian Princes whom we

have conquered, and the inoie consideration we show foi their biith and former grandcui,

the moic we siiali attach Indian Pn'nces and Go\eininents, and the inoiC ready will

they be to come under out lulc.”— 77?^ Queen to Loic! Dalhousie, 2n(l October, lb54.



VISCOUNT PALMERSTON
[The Qiieen^s Prime Minister during the Indian *Mutiny^)

It would be a proper thing that a day should be set apart for National Prayer and

Humiliation with reference to the present calamitous state of affairs in India ; and should

your Majesty approve. Viscount Palmerston would communicate on the subject with the

Archbishop ot Canterbury”.'~Prtimcrsto« to the Queen, 10th September, JSS7, {The Queen

sanctioned the pioposal with the significant modification that it should be called a day

of “pra>cr and in fet cession for our suifeiing countrymen, than of fast and humiliation/’)

m B



THE LADY OP THE LAMP
[From the statue by Arthur Walker in Waterloo Place, Londoii\

It is an irony that Horen cc Nightingale, the talented and saintly woman, ^vho dedicated

her long life to the alleviation of the sufferings of the sick and the ^wounded, received

no proper recognition fiom her counttyTOen. It was only when she had gro^vn old,

and had lost all kno^vledge of what went around her, that the ORDER OF MERIT
was bestowed upon her.

As she lay senile, the decoration Avas pinned to her breast. It is doubtful
whether she understood the ceremony, though her feeble voice was heard to say

;

*‘Too kind, too kind/’

168-C
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Wordsworth, Browning ; among historians

were George Grote (History of Greece

published in several volumes between 1846

and 1856), Macaulay (History of England) ;

prose-writers like John Ruskin, Newman ;

novelists in the persons of Charles Dickens,

Thackeray, the Bronte Sisters (Charlotte,

Emily and Anne) ,
Lord Lytton ;

amongst

philosophers were John Stuart Mill and

Herbert Spencer. There were famous

painters headed by Joseph Turner and well-

known sculptors such as Thomas Woolnor.

In science, Charles Darwin was working on

his Origin of Species (published in 1859)

and Simpson had already introduced the use

of chloroform in medical practice (1874)

.

Lister was working on the use of antiseptics

in surgery. In steel-making, a new process

was being experimented upon (Bessemer’s

Process perfected by the year 1859)

.

The process of building iron ships was also

developing. Previously, all ships, even

steamships, were made of wood ;
now iron

was found to be more suitable. The East

India Company possessed four iron ships in

1842, and the English Navy, itself having

none, borrowed these four iron ships from

the Company for use in the China War
(1840—42).* Even in 1854 the British

Navy had no iron ships, and in the Crimean

War the British fleet going to the Baltic con-

sisted of wooden sailing ships fitted with

steam engines to supplement the sails. Soon,

however, the British ship-building industry

took great strides, and it is remarkable

that by 1914, before the flrst World War,

Britain’s total shipping tonnage was equal

to the tonnage of all the other countries of
the world taken together.

Mail between India and England

The mail from India in those days took two
to three months to reach England. Con-
sequently the Government and the people of
England remained ignorant of the happen-
ings in India while the revolt was spreading
in all directions in northern India. Thus, on
June 11, 1857, more than 50 regiments of

Indian sepoys had mutinied, the whole of

Avadh was in the hands of the rebels and
the Europeans in Lucknow and Kanpur had
been under siege, but the British Cabinet
were unaware of all this and gave the follow-

ing reply to a question tabled in the House
of Commons : “There is now no reason for

anxiety as regards the late unrest in Bengal.

For, by the dexterity, firmness and quickness

of my honourable and noble friend. Lord
Canning, the seeds of unrest sown in the

army have been completely rooted out.”

Again, the unfortunate happenings at

Sattichaura Ghat, Kanpur, in which many
Europeans were killed, took place in the last

week of Jime, but to the question, “Is the

rumour about Kanpur true”, asked in the

House of Lords on August 14, 1857, the

following reply was given by the Cabinet’s

spokesman : “I have received a personal

letter from General Sir Patrick Grant that

the rumour about the massacre at Kanpur is

altogether untrue and is a vile fabrication.

A sepo’y first set up the rumom'. Not only is

his baseness discovered, but he has been

hanged for spreading the false rumour.”

.Xhp war was caused on account of China confiscating a large stock of opium exported from India and belonging
The war was cause

rh?na was forced to cede Hone Kong to Britain and to open five other ports to
to.British trade^ at Canton^^^^^^^^^^

i" "’Wch the French aided tfe British. As f result,

r,.rtain ritte a^d ports were opened to foreign trade. The immediate cause of the second war was the seizure by

Chinese authorities of a trading vessel fiying the Union Jack.
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annexure

Note on Floretice Nightingale

With all the suffering wUch the Crimea brought

upon the British and French troops, the war had

a bright side too. Thi^ was the emergence of

Florence Nightingale, the lady op the lamp^

and the creator of modern nursing in hospitals.

The graphic accounts of the miseries of the

soldiers in the trenches had been sent from

the field of battle by the famous war corres-

pondent of The Times, Sir William Russell,

and were published in English newspapers.

The reports roused at once the indignation

and the sjunpathy of the public. This was
but reasonable because due to incompetence

and corruption, the soldiers in the field were

without clothes and without medical care
;

there were no bandages, no beds, too few
doctors and only a few orderlies to look

after the wounded whose number ran to four

figures. It was then that this remarkable

lady, who was a mere girl then, volun-

teered to go to the front to relieve the

miseries of the wounded and to provide

solace to the dying. Her offer was accepted.

She then organised a corps of educated and
devoted girls and women with whom she

proceeded to the theatre of war. She
had to struggle against the War Office and
the army medical authorities to obtain

stores and comforts from England, but

with her tenacity and ability she overcame

all obstructions. She cleaned the hospitals

and provided the wounded with nurses,

with clean beds and clothes. In the result

the death rate amongst the wounded was
amazingly reduced

;
previously 420 out of

every 1,000 died—^this came down to 22 out

of every 1,000 after Miss Nightingale took

charge. But her work was most strenuous,

and she fell seriously ill. She bore it all

with cheerful courage and did not for a

moment think of going back.

On the conclusion of the war, she returned

home to continue her work in hospital

hygiene, army and civilian nursing and the

general improvement of the British health

service. She had gained immense prestige

in the Crimea, and this helped her to influence

the authorities to give ear to her schemes.

Nursing, which was previously the mono-
poly of males, was thrown open to women as

a skilled profession. For all that she did in

this line, Florence Nightingale is remem-
bered as the creator of modern nursing.-

Florence Nightingale’s work, first in the

Crimean war and thereafter in other spheres,

is a landmark in the history of mankind.

In 1910 her long and useful career came to

an end. By then the Crimean war ' had
almost become a subject of history, but
British hospitals became models for the

world.

It was an irony of fate that this great

woman, who lived a dedicated life for the

alleviation of human suffering, and who takes

her place amongst the noblest souls of the

world, received no proper honour from the

Government of her country. It was not
much before her death, and when she had
become almost senile, that the Order of Merit
was sent to her. Nevertheless, the hygiene
of hospitals and the comforts and solace

which nurses provide to the sick all over the
world are a living monument to the great
soul.

And there also stands to her memory one
of the most beautiful statues in London
with the inscription LADY OF THE LAMP.



CHAPTER THIRTEEN

STATE OF INDIA IN 1857

A. POLITICAL.

B. THE ARMY.

C. TRADE AND COMMERCE
; WORKS OF PUBLIC UTILITY.

D. AITO YET THE PEOPLE WERE UNHAPPY AND DISCONTENTED.

A. POLITICAL

When the rebellion broke out in May, 1857,
Lord Canning was the Governor-General of
India with headquarters divided, according
to season, between Calcutta and Simla. A
year earlier he had taken charge from Lord
Dalhousie who had retired after an eventful

career of seven years. When Lord Canning
became Governor-General, peace was reign-

ing practically all through India—^peace

which. Lord Dalhousie thought, he had
secured after many battles and reforms. A
sketch of Lord Canning's career in India

appears in Appendix C.

In 1857, as indeed during the subsequent

period of British rule right up to the achieve-

ment of Independence, India, though geogra-

phically, cultui’ally and economically a single

indivisible unit, had two political divisions,

namely, British India and the Indian States.

British India was governed directly by the

East India Company in accordance with the

statutes of Parliament. It was made up of

Regulation and non-Regulation provinces.

The old Provinces of Bengal, Madras,

Bombay and the North-Western Provinces

were the Regulation Provinces where a regu-

lated law in the form of Regulations of the

Governor-General-in-Council was applicable.

The new provinces, like the Punjab, Avadh
and Sind, were non-Regulation Pz’ovinces,

deriving their name from the fact that the

methods of administration there were not
circumscribed by the forms applicable in the
old provinces. The administration of each
of these provinces was in the hands of a
Governor, Lieutenant Governor or Chief

Commissioner acting under the direction and
control of the Govemor-General of India-in-

Council and through him of the authorities

in London.

The Indian States, under the personal rule

of Indian princes,, wer^ the other part of

political India. They were in subsidiary

alliance with, and under the paramountcy of,

the British. The States were distinguish-

able from the provinces of British India in

that the former, unlike the provinces, had
not been annexed by the British. These

States were of different categories having

been evolved by different processes. There

were, firstly, the old established States such

as those in Rajputana which were in existence

before the advent of foreign invaders from

the north. The other class consisted mainly

of the States with Muslim dynasties which

had been founded by the nobles or the
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viceroys of foreign conquerors. Thirdly,

were the newer States which the British

recognised during the final stages of their

consolidation of power.

In internal matters generally, these States

were autonomous, but in all external affairs,

and in certain important internal matters

also, they were under the authority of the

Company which had, by now, become the

sovereign power in India in place of the

Delhi Emperors who were merely titular

monarchs with jurisdiction confined to the

Delhi Port in which they lived.

According to another classification, these

States fell into two categories, namely, the

independent States and the dependent States.

The dependent States were those which were

created by the British for political or other

reasons or those which, though not so

created, owed their existence directly to

their recognition by the British. Examples
of these were Tonk, Satara and Mysore. In

addition, those States were also dependent

States which had been formerly dependent

on some other States which had been

annexed by the British, such as the prinici-

pality of Jhansi, which was previously

included in the domain of the Peshwa of

Poona and which had subsequently been

ceded to the British. Independent States

were those which did not fall in the category

of dependent States, that is to say, they

had an independent pre-existence, for

instance Gwalior and most of the States in

Rajputana.

Between the year 1818, when on the liquida-

tion of the Peshwaship of Poona the Maratha
empire was incorporated into British

India, and the year 1856, the Indian States

had completely acquiesced in the para-

mount position of the East India Company.

Those which asserted themselves against

British intervention had been annexed on one

ground or the other. These States were con-

trolled by a Resident for each of the bigger

States, while the smaller ones were grouped

together and included in the jurisdiction of

one Resident or the other.

These States constituted about 45 per cent, of

the total Indian territory. The number was
of the order of 500 tmits. The larger of these

were Kashmir, Hyderabad, Mysore,

Kolhapur, Baroda, Gwalior, Indore, Rewa,

the Rajputana States of Bikaner, Jaipur,

Jodhpur and Udaipur and the Punjab States

of Patiala and Kapurthala. About one-

third of the total number were tiny areas of

less than 10 square miles.

The administration of these States was in a

miserable condition. The London Times
thus described their situation in a leading

article in 1853 : “We have emancipated
these pale and ineffectual pageants of royalty

from the ordinary fate that awaits oriental

despotism .... This advantage (of

securing able and vigorous princes through
rebellion) we have taken away from the

inhabitants of the States of India still

governed by Native princes. It has been
well said that we give these princes power
without responsibility. Our hand of iron

maintains them on the throne despite their

imbecility, their vices and their crimes. The
result is, in most of the States, a chronic
anarchy, under which the revenues of the
States are dissipated between the merce-
naries of the camp and the minions of the
court. The heavy and arbitrary taxes levied

on the miserable raiyats serve only to feed
the meanest and the most degraded of

mankind. The theory seems in fact admitted
that the Government is not for the people,
but the people for the king, and that so
long as we secime the king his sinecure
royalty, we discharge all the duty that we,
as Sovereign of India, owe to his subjects
who are virtually otu’s.”

The rulers of Indian States—almost all

—

remained aloof from the rebellion of 1857.
Some of them actually gave effective

assistance to the British in suppressing it.

The role of these States was acknowledged
by Lord Canning when he gratefully said that



INDIA IN 1856

As at the end of British rule so in 1856, India was composed of British India under the direct administration of the East
India Company, and the Indian States, the rulers of which managed their affairs in accordance with the wishes of the

paramount power, the Company. The number of these States, some as big as H>derabad, many as tiny as a small town,
was about 500, covering about 45 per cent, of the total area of India.
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they had acted as “break-waters in, the storm

which would have swept over us in one great

wave”. The treaties made with the States

were maintained on the assumption of Indian

government by the Crown, while those who
had no treaties received sanads, guaranteeing

to them their status and the right to adopt

a son in the absence of a surviving male issue.

Apart from Indian States, the British had

also an ally in the independent kingdom of

Nepal under the virtual rule of its Prime

Minister and Commander-in-Chief—^the King

himself being merely a figure-head. At the

time of the Indian revolt, Maharaja Jang

Bahadur was the holder of that office and

had marched in person with his Gorkha

B. TE

Immediately before the rebellion, the East

India Company had three separate armies,

one in each Presidency. They were known
as the Bengal Army, the Bombay Army and

the Madras Army, after the name of the

Presidency to which each belonged. It was
only the Bengal Army which mutinied, the

other two remaining practically imaffected.

The total number of troops in all the three

armies was 2,38,000, made up of 2,00,000

Indian sepoys, the rest 38,000 being

Europeans. The Bengal Army itself con-

tained 1,51,000 combatants, made up of

1,28,000 Indians and 23,000 Europeans.*

Of the 23,000 European troops in the

Bengal Army, about 13,000 were in the

Punjab alone. The rest were interspersed

in various places so that, with the exception

of Dinapur (near Patna) ,
there were hardly

soldiers to assist the British in the relief

of Lucknow.

The Ameer of Afghanistan, the aged Dost
Mohammad, who had at one time been
dethroned by the British and was later by
them restored, had now foimd that

Afghanistan had little to gain by quarrels

with the British and more to gain by their

friendship. So he had now reconciled

himself to good feelings towards them. Soon
after Lord Canning’s arrival he had conclud-

ed a treaty of friendship with the Govern-
ment of India, and had come down in person

to the Khybar Pass to meet the British

envoys. On signing the treaty he remarked :

“Now I have made a treaty with the British

and I will keep it till death”. He kept
his promise during the rebellion.

ARMY

any European soldiers in the whole area

between Bengal and Meerut.

The Bengal Army had its own peculiarities

which distinguished it entirely from the

armies of Madras and Bombay. Brahmans
and Rajputs, the superior castes amongst
the Hindus, predominated in the Bengal
Army. Forty thousand of these men, that

is to say, nearly one-third of the whole,

belonged to Avadh, and a large number of

them were drawn from Brahman families

who had their peculiarities about food and
worship. With all its defects, such as

difficulties about messing, service overseas

and beyond the Indus, and laxity of disci-

pline, the Bengal Army had a meritorious

record of conquest for the Company.

There were in the Bengal Army, 7i Indian

infantry battalions, 10 regiments of cavalry

•On May 10, 1857, the date o£ the out-break at Meerut, the predse strength of the Bengal Army was

;

European officers and men .. .. 22,698

Indians .. .. .. 1,28,663

Total .. 1,51.361
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and 12 regiments of irregular cavalry and

17 batteries of artillery. In Avadh there

were 10 infantry battalions, 3 cavalry regi-

ments and 4 batteries of artillery. In the

Gwalior Contingent, there were 7 infantry

battalions, 2 cavalry regiments and 4
batteries.

Out of 74 regular regiments of the Bengal

Native Infantry, 45 actually mutinied, 20

were disarmed, three were disbanded. The
remaining six remained loyal. The map in

Chapter 17 shows the location of the various

imits of the Bengal Army and indicates the

regiments which rose in mutiny.

The Madras Army was smaller than the

Bengal Army. There were in it 52 infantry

battalions and 8 cavalry regiments with a

suitable proportion of artillery. The
Bombay Army was smaller still, consisting

of 24 battalions of infantry, 6 cavalry regi-

ments with the necessary complement of

guns.

The cost of the entire army of the Company
was as follows :

C. TRADE AND COMMERCE
;

It is a mistake to assume that India in the

past was primarily an agricultural country.

There was much industrial activity and it is

said that, before the British rule, India was
a foremost manufacturing country in the

world. She flourished in the trade of cotton

piece-goods which had a ready market in

Europe and other countries of the civilised

world. It was to buy her cotton fabrics that

the nations of Europe came to India. The
export of cotton goods was channelised

through the East India Company,

The position, however, changed by the

beginning of the nineteenth century by which
time the import of India’s cotton goods into

England was forbidden
;

on the contrary

England began to export machine-made

cotton goods to India. Thus India’s export

Number
ofmen

Per capita
Araoimt expendi-
spent ture

(
Rs. Rs.

European officers

and soldiers 51,316 5,66,81,100 - 1,104

Indian soldiers 2,64,204 4,13,41,250 156

Total 3,15,520 9,80,22,350 —
Costper capita calculated
on the whole army •• ••

Rs.
310

Apart from the glaring disparity in emolu-

ments, the European corps had the further

advantage that they took no part in the

rough ordinary duties of the service.

In addition to the Company’s army proper,

there were Subsidiary Forces, one for each
State or a group of States, which were main-
tained under the Company’s control within
the areas of the States for the ostensible

purpose of defending the ruler’s territories.

At the same time, this force was at the beck
and call of the British, should the ruler be
inclined to be refractory. The cost of these
forces was defrayed by the rulers.

WORKS OF PUBLIC UTILITY

trade in cotton to Europe through England,
and to England itself, came to an end. And
at the same time British goods were forced
on the country without paying any duty ;

the English manufacturer also employed the
arm of political injustice to strangle the
indigenous competitor whom he could not
have met on equal terms. The textile manu-
factures of India, which ' were world
famous and which were the mainstay of

Indian trade, were completely ruined. With
it were ruined also a large mass of indigenous
weavers, textile traders and financiers. This
position continued imtil the mutiny.

Pood-stuffs were selling cheap as compared
with the prices now prevailing. In March,
1857, for example, wheat was selling in the
North-Western Provinces at an average rate
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of 30 seers a rupee, barley and gram one

maund a rupee, rice at rates varying between

12 to 30 seers, sambhar salt 15 seers, ghee

3 seers and bhoosa 2 maunds a rupee.

(N. W. P. Gazette, March, 1857)

.

WorTcs of Piiblic Utility

The eight years of Lord Dalhousie (January,

1848—February, 1856) had brought many
changes for which, of all the Govemors-

General, he was the most-praised on the one

hand and the most-blamed on, the other. It

was said that he it was who made the British

the paramount power in the whole of the

Indian peninsula ; others say, he made the

Indian Mutiny. Leaving these blames and

praises aside, it must be conceded that works

of public utility were undertaken by him on

a grand scale. A new Department of Public

Works (in place of the old Military Board)

was created for the construction of public

buildings and roads. There were previously

no metalled roads in India, and in Europe

too metalled roads came only with the

Industrial Revolution. In the time of

Ashoka, routes connecting the bigger towns

existed
; these were lined with trees and,

at convenient places, there were places

for halt. Diming the Muslim rule this

practice was continued, but the surface of

the roads was still largely uh-metalled.

Lord Dalhousie undertook a programme of

metalling roads and building road bridges.

He also promoted works of irrigation and

the great Ganga Canal, which had begun in

1839, was completed in his time. Other
irrigation schemes were also taken up : some
of the old canals ' were ’ reconstructed' and
new ones started. He planned the scheme
of a net-work of railways, a beginning

having been made by the completion of the

Bombay-Thana line in 1853.

With the electric telegraph the name of

Lord Dalhousie is specially connected. In

England the first message sent by telegraph

was only in 1844 and it was very remark-

able, and does him real credit, that before

he left India in 1856 he had, within such a

short time, introduced the telegraph in this

country. The post office was also organised

and expanded. The first regular postage

system was introduced in India in 1766 by

Lord Clive, but it was originally meant for

official use only. It was expanded by Warren

Hastings to cover private letters also. Pre-

payment in cash had to be made at varying

rates according to distance and weight. But

postage stamps came to be introduced much

later, and it was Dalhousie who in 1854 in-

troduced the first all-India stamps and

cheap and uniform postal rates, including

the one-anna post. The stamps were first

printed in Calcutta, but from 1855 until

1925 they were obtained from England.

Education at the lower stages was being

imparted in Indian languages and other edu-

cational schemes were started. Prison

administration was also improved.

D. AND YET PEOPLE WERE UNHAPPY.

These works of public utility had their own

good features inasmuch as they laid the

foundation of future industrialization and

brought the science of technology to India.

The exports and imports of India had been

almost doubled. But though these things

brought some measure of prosperity the

masses in general were miserable with dis-

content prevailing almost everywhere.

Of the causes of this discontent mention may

be made of the bitter conduct of young

European officers towards Indians. This

was acknowledged by broad-minded

British statesmen as would be clear from the

following extract from a speech made on

June 7, 1858, in the House of Commons by

one Mr. Drummond, a parliamentarian with

genuine sympathy for the Indian people :

“Mr. Rees states, in his narrative, that the conduct of

many of our young officers towards the natives is cruel

and tyrannical ;
' while the London Quarterly declares
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that the behaviour of Europeans is marked by a high

degree of pride and insolence .... Now, if we are

proud of our aristocracy and mindful of their dignity,

how can we think that these things do not rankle in

the breasts of men who can trace up their hereditary

rank and their possessions to a period anterior to the time

of Alexander the Great? Are we so foolish as to

imagine that, because they do not retort and insult upon
the moment, they do not feel it ? We may depend upon
it that the Italian proverb is true in India as every-

where else—‘Vengeance sleeps long, but never dies*.

“The people of India having been subjected to such
treatment, is it surprising that they should hate us?
Mr. Eraser, a gentleman quoted by Mr, Norton, states that

the people generally are dissatisfied and that they have too

much cause to be so. He adds that there is disaffection

enough for half a dozen rebellions ....

“Now, the root of the whole evil is the doctrine that

India is a country to be exploited for the benefit of the

Civil Service. If we are going to look upon India as we
have looked upon it hitherto as a mere place of plunder
for English officials, we shall surely lose it, and shall

deserve to lose it.**

The great thinker, Herbert Spencer, in his

Social Statistics has also referred to the

causes of Indian discontent before the

mutiny era. He has recorded oh authority :

(a) that the vast fortimes acquired in the

inland trade by the Company’s officials

were obtained by the “most tyrannical

and oppressive conduct that was ever

known in any age or country”
;

(b) that the English compelled Indian

traders and artisans to buy and sell at

just what rates they pleased, on pain

of flogging or confinement

;

(c) that demands for the revenue were

exorbitant and inequitous ; the salt

monopoly and the pitiless t^ation

extracted from the poor ryots nearly

half the produce of the soil

;

(d) that the police authorities allowed, in

league with wealthy people, the machi-

nery of the law to be used for the pur-

poses of extortion

;

(e) that it was common with people in the

interior to run into woods at the sight

of an European ; that the so-called

European gentleman would ride his

elephant through the crops of im-

poverished peasants and would supply

himself with provisions from the

villagers without paying for them.

The masses were impoverished because

“generation after generation, the great aim
and object of the servants of the Company,
from the high civil and military functionaries

downwards, was to squeeze as large as

possible a fortune out of the country as
quickly as might be.”*

Nationalist feelings amongst Indians were
simply not tolerated. If anybody exhibited

a spirit of freedom, talked of independence
or the faults of British rule he was labelled

as anti-British and, not unoften, as rene-

gade traitor. If any sensible Englishman
asserted or made mention of liberty on the
part of Indians or ventured to sympathise
with the people of the East, he was at once
denounced as a white nigger. The majority
of the Englishmen “contended not merely
that the love of country, that the spirit of
liberty, as cherished by European races, is in

India wholly unknown, but that Asiatic
nations, and especially the nations of India,

have no right to judge what is best for
themselves

; no right to revolt against the
beneficence of a more civilised race of white
men, who woifld think and act for them and
deprive them, for their own good, of all

their most cherished rights and their most
valued possessions” (Sir John Kaye).

But we must now turn to the next chapter
for a more detailed discussion of the causes
of this general discontent.

•An unnamed English writer quoted by Basu, volume V.
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"If there be fuel frepared, it is hard to tell whence the spark shall come
that shall set it on fire. The matter of seditions is of two lands—much
poverty and much discontentment. It is certain, so many overthrovm

estates, so many votes for troubles .... The causes and motives

for sedition are innovations in religion, taxes, alteration of laws and

customs, breaking of privileges, general oppression, advancement of

unworthy persons, strangers, deaths, disbanded soldiers, factions grown

desperate ; and whatsoever in offending people joineth and knitteth them

in a common cause,"
> —^Bacon.

A. WORLD-WIDE SPIRIT OF LIBERTY.

As will be seen in Chapter 39, the revolt was

not only the mutiny of the Bengal Army,

but was also a struggle of the civil popula-

tion against foreign rule. There were

certain causes which prompted the soldiers

to mutiny ; there were certain other causes

which led the civil population to rise in

rebellion and assist the mutineers. In

addition, there were certain common
matters which caused dissatisfaction both

amongst the sepoys and the civilians. And
so it was that the army and the people
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made common cause in their fight against

the British,

It is significant to note here that the middle

of the nineteenth century (the ^ years

j_S21—1865, to be precise) was a period of

mass up-risings against foreign or dicta-

torial rule throughout Europe and in some

other pai-ts of the world. Thus, there was

the Greek war of independence against the

Turks who had been ruling that country

since 1460. The revolt, started in 1821, soon

became almost a war of extermination on

both sides. The struggle went on till 1832

when Greece became completely independent.

There was then the war between Belgium and
Holland following Belgium’s declaration of

separation from Holland in 1830. Belgium

had previously been imder Spain and then

under Austria. It was in 1815 that, by the

Congress of Vienna, it was joined to Holland

in the hope that the two countries would
make a strong buffer state between France

and Germany. The Belgians, however, did

not like their association with the Dutch.

There was a war which in 1839 brought

about an independent Belgium with its per-

petual neutrality guaranteed by Great

Britain and the other powerful nations of

Europe.

In Egypt, then a province of Turkey,

Mehemet Ali, the ruler, rose against the

Turkish Sultan in 1832. Eventually, he

made peace on the condition that he should

be the hereditary Pasha of Egypt.

There was also a rising in France in 1848

against the Emperor Louis Philippe, followed

by risings in Poland against the Russians,

in Hungary and Vienna against the

Habsburgs, in North Italy against the

Austrians, and in Germany for a new
Constitution.

There was also the American Civil War
(1861—65)—a struggle for liberty in a
different form. There had been domestic

quarrels between the American States in the

North and those in the South whereupon the

South declared that it would break away
(secede) from the Union. Civil War then
broke out, killing and crippling over a
million men.

The abolition of the slave trade and the
emancipation of slaves (1807—33) was
another sign of the pervading global move-

'

ment for freedom.

The peoples of the world at large were thus
charged with the spirit of liberty. India
was no exception to the general nationalist
assertions. The rebellion of 1857 was the
nation’s desire for freedom expressed in
unmis1:akable terms

; it was not, as some
English writers have suggested, the action
only of some disgruntled individuals.

B. WARNINGS,

Warnings, that the sepoys of the Bengal
Army were dissatisfied to the extent of rising

in open mutiny, had come on the surface

several months before the actual outbreak.

Experienced ofiicers took note of the brooding

symptoms and warned Government about the

possibility of a great upheaval in the Bengal
Army. These officers had opportunities of

judging from time to time, even some years

prior to 1857, that the Indian troops' had
serious grievances, that there was deficiency

in their discipline, that their spirit was not

very good, that they were headstrong in
urging their rights.' But Lord .Dalhousie
was incapable of heeding these warnings.
And he felt assured that he had been able to
usher in an era of peace and prosperity in
the country. Lord Canning, taking his
place in 1856, was a sober statesman and
the forebodings caused him anxiety. But
the. discontent amongst the sepoys, in the
houses of displaced Indian rulers and
amongst the masses was too deep to admit
of the application of a quick remedy.
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C. PT. JAWAHARLAL

The events of 1857 represented a combined

force of the serving soldiers on the one hand
and the civil population on the other, to oust

the alien rulers. Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru
has, in his Discovery of India, traced

the motive of the revolt to the growing dis-

content amongst the feudal chiefs and their

followers in the upper provinces. The
masses also shared this discontent and there

was a wide-spread and intense anti-British

feeling. The general masses of the people

were put to difficulties by the behaviour of

the officials of the East India Company as

well as by their ignorance of sound admi-

nistrative principles. They had lost their

balance of judgment on account of the

absolute power they enjoyed over vast

numbers of people with little check or

hindrance. Even the judicial system intro-

duced by the Company was of little benefit

to the people because of its complications

and of the ignorance of the judges of the

languages and the customs of the coimtry.

This, the learned author has observed, was
the position in the upper provinces where
the impact of the revolt was the greatest.

As for Bengal, it had compromised itself

to British rule. Being under that rule for

nearly a century the peasantry had been

‘devastated by famine and crushed by

D. DISSATISFACTION

Withdrawal of option about overseas service.

The sepoys of the Bengal Army had mostly

been enlisted on terms which did not compel

them to render service overseas. Due to

troubles which had earlier arisen by an

attempt to supersede this condition by the

army authorities, it was determined during

Lord Dalhousie’s time that the existing

rights should not be interfered with. This

directive had been scrupulously respected

since then. ' Lord Canning thought that,

while the existing sepoys could continue to

enjoy their contract, the future recruits

NEHRU ON CAUSES OF REVOLT:

economic burden’ ; . the new intelligentsia

hoped that progress would come through
English liberalism. More or less, the same
position obtained in western India, in

Madras and Bombay.

Classification of causes.

The causes of the revolt may now be dis-

cussed in some detail. This can conveniently

be done under the following bi’oad headings :

(a) Dissatisfaction of the Indian soldiers

of the Bengal Army ;

(&) Loss of moral hold on sepoys ;

(c) General discontent amongst the people

at large against the administration of

the East India Company ;

(d) Dissatisfaction amongst certain special

classes caused by ;

the Doctrine of Lapse, and

the Annexations
;

(e) Some miscellaneous contributory

causes :

The Crimea ;

Afghanistan ;

Others.

(/) The affair of the greased cartridges.

These have been dealt with in separate

sections that follow.

IN THE BENGAL ARMY.

need not be given any such option. A
general order was issued that new recruits

would have to render service overseas and

that if any one did not like this condition

he was free to refuse enlistment. But it

was also made clear that having once

enlisted, a sepoy would have to go overseas

or march to Afghanistan, if need arose.

The high-caste Hindu sepoys had in the

past also, objected to proceeding to Afghan-

istan where they could not eat according to

their religious belief, and had, under com-

pelling circumstances, to purchase food
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from Muslim shops, entirely against

their will.

The above order did not, of course, directly

affect the serving sepoys. At the same time,

they felt that it would mean the end of

a military career for their sons. The new
recruit had the choice either of foregoing

his paternal profession or to give up his

religion. The order had also its adverse

effect on the general population who began

to think that it was another step towards

the propagation of Christianity. After the

issue of this order, there was, as was to be

expected, a marked decline of new recruits

from high caste families.

Service in Afghanistan,

Another reason which added to the dis-

content amongst the sepoys of the Bengal

Army arose from the First Afghan War
(1839—42) in which the sepoys were taken

to Kabul. Under the terms of their enlist-

ment they were exempted from service over-

seas, but Kabul did not mean the crossing

of the sea and so they could not claim

exemption from the Afghanistan expedition.

At the same time, they were rightly appre-

hensive that by going into that far-off land

they would suffer expulsion from their caste

because in Afghanistan they could not

perform their daily ablutions and had to pur-

chase their food from Muslim shop-keepers.

So, on return home they foirnd themselves

excommunicated. Even their brother sepoys

refused to dine or smoke with them. None
of their family people or relations would
eat with them nor were they allowed even to

touch the cooking utensils of others. All

were looked down upon as out-castes and
treated accordingly.

Apprehensive of the same fate, many sepoys

who had not yet been required to march
beyond the Indus or to go to Afghanistan

obtained their discharge
;

many others

deserted. This gave rise to a general feeling

amongst the Hindu warrior-classes that an

Indian Government which would safeguard

their religion was to be preferred to foreign

rulers.

No avenues of promotion.

The Indian sepoys of the Army had few
chances of promotion. Not that they lacked

ability—^but the European officers, with their

attitude of superiority-complex, could not

tolerate Indians rising to officer-ranks. It

was only at an advanced age that one man
here and another there was promoted as

Subedar or to some such rank, s In their old

age, these Subedars lacked the fitness and
the energy of youth for their new responsi-

bilities. At the same time, the able men
amongst the sepoys laboured under a sense

of frustration. Thus, these factors contri-

buted to the loss of discipline too.

Other grievances of sepoys.

Amongst their other grievances one was that

their emoluments were a pittance as com-
pared to the pay and allowances of European
soldiers. Out of his meagre pay, a sepoy
on first recruitment had to spend a few
months' pay in giving illegal gratifications.

The amount to be so given was Rs.16, out of

which Rs.5 or Rs.6 went to the European
Sergeant of the regiment to which the recruit

was posted. This meant that for two or
three months the new recruit had to go with-
out pay which was Rs.7 a month. He had
to pay for his uniform, and after meeting
the cost of his ration-account with the regi-

mental bania (the amount was deducted from
his pay), he received on the pay-day a sum
not exceeding one rupee

; some times a few
annas only. The sowar received a higher
pay (from Rs.21 to Rs.30), but he too
fared no better, because of the many more
deductions. The sepoys had a further
grievance on account of the stoppage of the
batta (or additional) allowance for service
in far-off places which he used to receive
previously^

Senior Indian soldiers and havaldars were
often insulted by young European
officers, and more often rudely treated.
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Objectionable epithets were used by young
officers in their anger against Indian soldiers.

Even on the parade ground they were
subjected to the vilest abuse. On top of all

this, the sepoy did not get fair play if he
made a legitimate complaint to the Adjutant
against the regimental Sergeant. Each
Indian Company had a European Sergeant

and some of these men were in the habit of

abusing, and even striking, the sepoys on
flimsy grounds. The Adjutant took little

notice of the complaints.

The accretion of power gained by the Com-
pany was apparently the cause of this mal-
treatment

; in the earlier days there was
good imderstanding between the sepoys and
their British officers who used to treat them
with great kindness.

E. LOSS OF MORAL HOLD ON SEPOYS.

Lnociiry and extravagance of junior officers.

The extent to which the junior officers of

the Bengal Army took to improvidence and
luxury is illustrated by a case in which the

officer maintained a large retinue of personal

servants in direct violation of military dis-

cipline. He travelled in a palki instead of

on horse-back, and the team of his personal

servants included a khansama and khid-

matgarj a aardar-bearer and several bearers,

a servant for his pipe, another for his

umbrella, another for his bottle and so on

—

all doing the work which one single man
could do. European officers got themselves

shaved by the barber while still in bed half

awake, half asleep. This life of luxury

could not be lived within their legitimate

emoluments, so they freely and habitually

went in for loans. The debt was parti-

cularly heavy in the case of married officers.

The creditors were not only out-siders but

even the pay-havaldars of the army. In

addition to living such an expensive and

lavish life, these officers also spent a good

part of their pay in giving feasts, in gambling

on the race-course and at the- table. It was

not, therefore, surprising that the officers

should have lost their moral hold on the

sepoys. Also, the rank and file began to

look upon them as objects of contempt.

European officers^ harem.

Most of the military officers had taken Indian
women as their mistresses. It is said that
during the early days of the Company, this

practice exercised a healthy influence in the
regiment because through these ladies a
good amount of near contact was established

between the officers and the sepoys. In

course of time this practice became a source

of corruption. One form which this corrup-

tion took was that bribes were offered to

these mistresses to induce them to ask the

'sahibs' to show indulgence to the sepoys.

Mechanising sepoys sometimes introduced

their own female relations in the officers'

harem and this added to the prevailing

intrigue and corruption.

Good officers drafted to Civil,

Civil administration offered greater emolu-

ments and an easier life with a good deal of

power and authority. It was not illogical,

therefore, for promising as well as for expe-

rienced military officers to aspire for

transfer to civilian posts. But such transfers

adversely affected the army which gradually

became denuded of efficient officers. A
decline in morale was the inevitable result.

F DISCONTENT AMONGST THE MASSES.

Religious susceptibilities.

The activities of Christian missionaries in

India had been causing concern and un-

easiness both to sepoys and the civil popu-

lation. They feared, and their fears were

not altogether unfoimded, that the British

were out to Christianise India by various

means. The field of work of the missionaries
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was expanding in every direction with the

aid and encouragement of the Company’s

officers. The missionaries were running

Mission schools with the idea of popularising

Christianity. They were also doing their

work in hospitals and in jails. It was not,

therefore, unreasonable on the part of the

common people to entertain the fear that the

British, who professed the Christian faith,

wanted at once or gradually to convert

Indians to become followers of their own
religion.

The abolition of the practice of sati had been

decreed many years ago in the regime of

Lord William Bentinck (1829). This was
of course the right thing, but it troubled the

miind of the Hindus who thought that. the

English were out to destroy their traditions,

and the mind of the Muslims who feared

that if Hindu religion could be lightly treated,

Islam too was in danger. Then came,

during the earlier months of Lord

Canning’s Governor-Generalship, the Hindu

Widows Remarriage Act. The measure,

which had been formulated during .Lord

Dalhousie’s time, was enforced in the first

year of Lord Canning’s regime. This Act

lent some further support to the unfounded

rumours that Lord Canning had been sent to

India to convert Hindus and Muslims to

Christianity.

The Caste Disabilities Removal Act, 1850,

had also its place in creating apprehensions

about religion. This measure enabled

Hindus and Muslims, converted to

Christianity, to inherit their ancestral pro-

perty. Before the passing of this Act, such

converts were, under their -personal law,

excluded from inheritance. The Hindus and
Muslims regarded this measure as a conces-

sion to Christian converts. To the Ilindu,

the enactment was particularly offensive

because it enabled a convert into Christianity

to inherit the ancestral property without the

obligation of performing religious duties to

his deceased forefathers.

Of the other instances involving inroads into

the Indian religions, mention may be made
of the following :

(a) Temples, and shrines, falling in the

alignment of roads under construction,

. were pulled down. The people began to

think that this was yet another excuse

for destroying religious beliefs.

(b) In public hospitals, the time-honoured

custom of parda was disregarded.

There was the case of a large hospital

being built in Saharanpur and, on its

completion in 1850, a proclamation was
issued by the principal authorities of

the station saying that all sick men and
women, high or low, parda-nashin and
others, must resort to this hospital for

treatment. All Indian practitioners

were forbidden to prescribe or attend to

the sick. The people thought that this

was another method to take away the

dignity and honour of all.*

(c) During famines, helpless children were
taken to orphanages to be brought up as

Christians.

(d) On one occasion in 1855, the military

authorities banned a Moharram proces-
sion in a military cantonmentf from the
middle of the night of Saturday
(September 22) to the noon of the
following Sunday on account of the
latter day being the Christian Sabbath.
The order was, however, promptly can-
celled by the Governor-General, but
before this was done, it had already
excited bitter feelings amongst the local

Muslims. As a result, some serious

incidents took place in which a mur-
derous assault was made on a British

•I>r* Sen, Eighteen Fifty'Set>en, p. 13, fo6tnote.

•fCanionment of Bolarum near Hyderabad.
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Colonel who had snatched away the flags

of the processionists.

(e) In 1855 an order was issued by the

Railway authorities that in the railway

trains (which had come into existence

then) no caste distinction would be made
in the seating arrangements

; this

meant that Harijans, then regarded as

untouchables, could sit in proximity of

others. This gave rise to the belief that

the measure was a prelude to the aboli-

tion of the caste system.

Go7itempUioi(S treatment of hidians.

Almost every Englishman in India carried a

deep-rooted contempt for Indians. It is said

that even when an Englishman did some
kindness, he accompanied it by a con-

temptuous countenance. Even clergymen

were not better in this respect. Sir William

H. Russell, the noted writer, mentions 'racial

arrogance’ of the English employees of the

East India Company, including military

personnel, as the primary cause of the up-

rising. (Gradually, this treatment created a

corresponding hatred in the Indian mind

towards Englishmen in general. The small

fraction of the population which came in

direct contact with Englishmen, acting as

magistrates or tax-collectors, had unpleasant

experiences of the contact. The great majo-

rity, which never saw a Britisher was, how-

ever, filled with imcomplimentary stories

about him. Thus, between the English and

the Indian there was mutual hatred ;
this

also served to create a void ditch between

the ruler and the ruled. As the stories of

rudeness and discourtesy shown to Indians

gained wide currency, the English, as a

race, came to be regarded as foul people.

Thus, the insolence and the show of racial

superiority of the ruling race fomented,

against the British, an amount of discontent
and hatred which could not long remain
suppressed.

Eoccltision from higher apporntments.

This was another cause of the general discon-
tentment. On the executive side, the highest
office to which the ablest Indian could rise

was that of a deputy collector ; on the
judicial side, the post of sadar amin (civil

judge) was all that he could aspire for. The
highest classes of society, whose forefathers

had carried positions of independent control

as governors of provinces or commanders of
armies, felt the humiliation of their new
positions. The enlightened amongst the
English administrators had felt unhappy
about this, and as long back as 1818, Sir

Thomas Munro^ had written to the

Governor-General :

“Foreign conquerors have tieatcd the natives with
violence and often with great cruelty, but none has
treated them with so much scorn as none has
stigmatized the whole people as umvorthy of trust,

as incapable of honesty and as fit to he employed
only where ^vc cannot do without them. It seems to

be not only ungenerous, but impolitic to debase the
character of a people fallen under our domain.*"

Corrupt laio courts, corrupt police and petty

officers.

Bribes were rampant in the courts of the

Company. The law itself was good, and so

were the presiding officers. But the people

could not help the impression that the.illegal

gratification secured by their subordinates

was shared also by the judges and the

magistrates. The well-to-do people who
could afford bribes found law courts an

instrument of oppression because they were

able to establish a false claim through false

witnesses and fabricated documents. The

chief reason for the rebellion in one parti-

cular territory was said to have been that

acumen. Entering the Company’s
•Sir Thomas Munro was an officer of great understanding and administr,-itivc

sen’icc as military c.adet in 1780, he rose to become the Governor ot ftiaaras. ......w o.... ........ ....

died in 1827 H^waf rented for the broadness of his sympathies and the benevolence of hts character H.s

name is still taken wUh rwerence in the Madras districts where he served as Collector and ivhere people regard him

one of thdr JeatesrS «e several books on his life, but his mvn letters and minutes contain

UieTniest and tbe^mosi vivid record ot his life’s rrmk. Ft. .Tatraha.lal Nehru has freely drawn upon them m h.s

Discovery of /nefm.
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the people could not get justice in the courts

because they had no money to give bribes.

This brought in the ruin of many people

through the decrees falsely obtained against

them by their well-to-do adversaries.

Mr. Raihes, Judge of the Sadar Court, Agra,

frankly condemned the English system of

civil procedure which was deeply disliked by
the people, and rightly so.’*

The police and the petty officers of the Com-
pany were also notoriously corrupt.

Sales of Land,

“There is nothing amongst the agricultural

population that creates a greater hatred of

our rule than the facilities offered to the

most unprincipled class of money-lenders in

the world in oppressing an ignorant and
careless peasantry .... I found that no

class seemed to have acted with more vindic-

tiveness and hate against us as the smaller

class of land-holders whom the baniyas had
dispossessed through the medium of our

courts.“t Under the old system, if a land-

holder fell into arrears of revenue, he could

be seized and kept under duress until his

relations cleared the dues and secured his

release. Thus, for practical purposes, land

was inalienable. The Company’s Govern-
ment adopted the system of selling the

defaulter’s land. The result was that dis-

possession of land-holders became a thing of

everyday occurrence, particularly because the
Company’s officers assessed the revenue at

excessive figures which the land-holders

could not pay. So long as the zamindar
had family jewels and horses and cattle, he

G. DOCTRINE

“Are crowm and empire.

The government and safety of mankind,

Trifles of such light moment to he left

lAlce some rich toy, or ring, or fancied gem.

would sell them to retain the land of his

ancestors to which he was greatly attached,

not so much for financial reasons as for

reasons of sentiment and social status.

When done up, he had no alternative to

saving himself from ejectment. . This en-

raged an influential section of the society.

When the mutiny occurred, they found that

an opportunity for retrieving their position

had come and they threw themselves with

the general conflagration.

The new law for sales of land caused equal

hardship to the smaller peasant. Being in

chronic debt to the baniya, he lost his fields

to him in satisfaction of money-decrees.

Thus the zamindar and the peasant, both of

whom had suffered, joined together in a
common purpose to oust the British.

Other grounds of discontent.

Amongst these mention may be made of the

increased rates and taxes which the poor
people found it irksome to bear. In a procla-

mation issued, during the revolt, in the name
of the Hindus and the Muslims of Delhi to

the people of Hindustan, it was complained
that the British had increased the revenue
demand by some 50 per cent., the chaukidari

tax by several-fold
;

that road-toll at six

pies per head was being levied, that each cart

had to pay a tax of four to eight annas, so

that only those who could pay were per-

mitted to travel on the public roads. It

was added that the occupation of all respect-

able and learned men had gone, that the

people had been ruined and that millions

were destitute of the necessities of life.?

OF LAPSE.

Like pledge of parting friends ?

Can kings to thus.

And give away a people for a legacy

These lines enunciate in poetic language the

•Raite, Notes on the RafoH in the North-lVestern Protfhiccs of India, p. 7.

fRobertson, Dhiiict Duties during the Reifoit in the iV. U'. -P. o/ /nrfm jn 1857. pp. 1.35. 137,
^Foreign Secret Coiwillaiion^, no. H, April !in, 18*)S.
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principle on which a benevolent sovereign

power should act in its dealings with its

subordinate chieftains. It v/as this principle

which Lord Dalhousie invoiced in support

of his Doctrine of Lapse which became the

notorious policy of the Government of India

during his regime. One of the motives under-

lying this policy was no doubt the extension

of British territories, but there was also

something to
,
be said in favour of Lord

Dalhpusie's argument that ^'Government is

not designed for the profit of the princes but

for the welfare of the people”. Looked at

from the British standard, the administra-

tion of these princes, surroimded as they

were by a miscellaneous collection of court

intriguers, in the form of courtiers,

coiirtesans and hangers-on, was full of vice

and other degrading things. For themselves,

therefore, the British thought that annexa-

tion was the only remedy for the malady.

The Doctrine of Lapse centred round the

privilege of adoption. Every Hindu, under

his personal law, is entitled, in the absence

of a male heir of his body, to adopt a son

from another family—a son who would

perform the religious rites on death so that

the deceased may have an easy time in the

other world. The adopted son thus becomes

the spiritual persona of the adoptive father,

and succeeds to his property. In the case

of the Indian princes, the British Govern-

ment recognised this as a right so far as

the succession to private property was con-

cerned, blit it was not recognised as a right

for the succession to the gaddi. For the

latter purpose, it had been laid down that

where the government of the State was in

question, the consent of the British Govern-

ment as the paramount power was necessary

to confirm such an adoption. It was further

laid down that the paramount power had the

legal right to withhold its assent if it

thought fit to do so. In actual practice,

however, this consent was withheld in all

the cases which we now proceed to review.

Satara.

The principalitiy of Satara was the first to

fall a prey to the Doctrine of Lapse. The
territory of Satara had been carved out by
the British on the break-up of the Maratha
empire which followed the defeat of Baji
Rao n in 1818, The last ruler of Satara had
adopted a successor on his death-bed.

Lord Dalhousie refused to recognise this

adoption and incorporated the principality

in the British dominions.

JhansL

Then came the turn of Jhansi. Jhansi had
been ceded by Peshwa Baji Rao II to the

East India Company in 1817. In 1832, the

British created a local Subedar, by name
Sheo Ram Bhao, as the Raja of Jhansi. He
died childless a few years later. But the

British Government did not take over the

territory ; they allowed a grand-uncle to

succeed the deceased. This successor also

dying childless, the British put another Raja

in his place. This practice was, however,

reversed in 1853, when Raja Gangadhar Rao
died leaving.no natural heir, but having

adopted, before his death, a son accord-

ing to strict Shastric rites. Lord Dalhousie,

with the concurrence of the Home Govern-

ment, decided not to recognise the adoption,

the ostensible ground given being that

previous successions had only caused mis-

management and an oppressive rule over a

period of thirty years. But the old misrule,

whatever may have been its extent, could not

justly be pleaded on this occasion, because

there was an able woman in the person of

the widowed queen who could act as regent

during the minority of the adopted child.

Later, on his majority, the British could

have used their influence in fostering

good administration if the ruler himself was
unworthy. However, the Company took

possession of Jhansi in escheat, granting a
pension to the Rani. It is said, however,
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that she refused to draw the pension for

some time as a protest against this high-

handed action.

Nagpur.

This was another important State on which

the Doctrine of Lapse was applied. It was
conquered by the Poona Government in 1781.

In 1818, when the Peshwaship disappeared,

a portion of the old State was reconstituted

by the Marquis of Hastings aS a subordinate

Indian State. Its ruler died in 1853 with-

out a male heir or a legitimate daughter.

He had refrained from adopting an heir

during his life-time. After his death, one

of his widows did so. The question then

arose whether this adoption should be con-

sented to by the British. Lord Dalhousie

decided against the State being re-created

in an artificial manner. The argtiment was
that for the twenty years of his regime, the

deceased Raja had wholly mismanaged his

State and had left an unworthy name
behind. In this context it may be men-
tioned that the deceased Raja had succeeded

to the State when still a minor and so the

territory was’ administered for some twelve

years by the British Resident, Sir Richard
Jenkins, whose administration was so good
that it was called “the golden age of

Nagpur”. When he made over to the new
Raja, who had now attained majority, the
treasury was full

; a disciplined and well-

paid army was at service
; the system of

administration was excellent and the people

contented. Lord Dalhousie^s grief was that
all these things had been undone by the late

Raja. So the territory of Nagpur was incor-

porated in the Company’s dominions.

Lord Dalhousie, however, respected ,the

private rights of the family—^he had the per-

sonal effects of the late Raja realized and out

of them got created a fund, called The
Bhonsla Fund^ for the benefit of the family.

The widows were treated with great courtesy.

They and the other members of the family

were allowed adequate pensions. But the

way in which the Fund was formed brought

protests from the ladies of the family and

created an impression; in Berar and the

surrounding provinces, entirely unfavourable

to Government. In his characteristic

rhetoric, Kaye describes the proceedings

thus : “The livestock and deadstock of the

Bhonsla were sent to the hammer. It must
have been a great day for speculative cattle-

dealers at Seetabaldee when the royal

elephants, horses and bullocks were sold off

at the price of carrion
;

and a sad day,

indeed, in the royal household, when the

venerable Bankha Baee, with all the wisdom
and moderation of four-score well-spent years

upon her, was so stung by a sense of the

indignity offered to her that- she threatened

to fire the palace if the furniture were
removed. But the furniture wets removed,
and the jewels of the Bhonsla family, with a
few propitiatory exceptions, were sent to the

Calcutta market. And I have heard it said

that these seizures, these sales, created a
worse impression, not only in Berar, but in

the surrounding provinces, than the seizure

of the kingdom itself”.’^

The Nawab of Carnatic.

His domains Were similarly attached in 1855
when he died without leaving any natural

heir.

There .were some other 'lapses’, but they

were of lesser importance and need no

notice here.

The case of Nana Saheb.

This was also practically a case of lapse’,

though it did not come strictly within the

scope of the written doctrine. It was a
lapse’, not of territory, but of pension.

Till his death at Bithoor in 1851, Maharaja
Baji Rao was in receipt of an annual pension
of eight lakhs, granted by the Marquis of

Hastings when the Peshwa’s kingdom was

'Histoiy of Ihr Sepox War, Vot. I, pp. 83'84.
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brought under British administration. Eaji

Rao’s adopted son, Nana Saheb, considered

himself entitled at least to a paii: of the

pension, but he received nothing.

His several representations to the authorities

were of no avail. Nana Saheb entertained

a legitimate grievance against the Company’s
Government on this account.

H. ANNEXATION OF AVADH,

In addition to the application of the

Doctrine of Lapse, other reasons were

brought into service for the annexation of

the territories of several rulers. During the

time of Lord Dalhousie alone, territories

equal to nearly twice the area of England

and Wales were added to British India by the

conquest, and consequent annexation, of

the Punjab, Lower Burma and some outlying

tracts of Sikkim. But these latter annexa«

tions had really no effect on the coming

revolt—if anjrthing the Province of the

Punjab was regarded as ‘The saviour

province of India”, It was the annexation

of Avadh which really contributed, and con-

tributed in a large measure, to the great

revolt.

The kingdom of Avadh was annexed on the

alleged ground of misrule and tyranny on

the part of King Wajid Ali Shah. In 1847,

the Governor-General, Lord Hardinge, came

to Lucknow to» warn the King to reform his

administration within two years, failing

which the British would, he said, assume the

direct government of Avadh. Earlier warn-

ings, some in the form of personal advice

and some as threats, had been tendered to

him by previous Governors-General on their

visits to Lucknow. In 1851 and 1852 adverse

reports had been submitted to the Governor-

General by the Resident at Lucknow. In

the last report, the Resident had reported in

the sense that the State had been completely

delivered over to anarchy and the cruellest

form of oppression. Lord Dalhousie there-

upon va’ole to the Home Government that

immediate action was needed as things that

were happening were “already converting

our responsibility into guilt”. The Home
Government decided that the King should

be deposed and the State completely annexed.

This extreme measure Lord Dalhousie had

not recommended ;
he had suggested that

while the administration should be taken

over by the Company, the King himself may
remain a ruler though only in name. How-
ever, Dalhousie carried out the orders of the

Home Government without hesitation.

The kingdom of Avadh was the largest

territory annexed by Lord Dalhousie. It

was almost his last public act. Upon it, he

wrote this minute : “The British Govern-

ment woxdd be guilty in the sight of man and

God, if it would any longer aid in sustaining

in all its kindness an administration fraught

with suffering to millions. With this feel-

ing on my mind and in humble reliance on

the blessing of the Almighty, for millions of

His creatures will draw freedom from the

change, I approach the execution of this duty

oravely but calmly and altogether without

doubt”.
(

King Wajid Ali Shah now sought his way*

to reside at Calcutta as ordained by the

Company. There he passed the rest of his

1

j
jU > j a

•The welhknown couplet : >

of, 2- />• ^
urt f

Dar-0 diwar pe hasrat se nazar karte hain,
^

Kbush raho ahl c-watan ham to safar Urte ham,

... .. 1. n hea*A' heart, he was leaving the seat of his forefathers-*^

as composed and recited by Wajid All Shah when, wi

le aty of Lucknow which was so dear to him.
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days in melancholy surroundings as a

pensioner of the British Govermnent. Lord

Dalhousie put the administration of the new
territories under a Chief Commissioner, with

Sir James Outram, who was till now the

Resident at Lucknow, as the first holder of

the new office.

The big taluqdars were greatly agitated by
the annexation. Under the late King, they

had held positions of privilege which were

now undone. The annexation also shook

other princes and privileged classes ^ho had

previously not taken much notice of the

annexations (under the Doctrine of Lapse)

of Satara, Nagpur and Jhansi.

The annexation of Indian States had another

repercussion. The disbanded soldiers of the

ex-rulers’ armies were amongst the most dis-

affected persons who took a leading part in

the rebellion because they .had lost their

livelihood. In Avadh alone, some 50,000

men of the ex-King’s army
, had been dis-

banded and consequently left without means
of-support.

I. THE CRIMEA AND AFGHANISTAN.

Another cause of the revolt is traced to the

great loss in prestige which the British

people had suffered in' the Crimea and in

Afghanistan. The Crimean war, in which
the British troops met hea-yy reverses in

hilled and wounded and undenvent untold

misery, has been dealt with in Chapter 12,

relating to the State of England near 1857.

The Afghanistan affair may be briefly des-

cribed here.

It was the fear to their Indian empire which
prompted the British to hold Russia and to

that end they imdertook the fateful

Crimean War in 1854. Several years earlier,

the same apprehension caused the British

to interfere in the internal affairs of

Afghanistan, but with disastrous results.

Great Britain believed that Russia, with her
Asiatic empire, had designs on India and
that for that purpose the Russians meant to

to use the Afghans to disturb British rule

in India.' Britain, therefore, aimed at keep-

ing the Afghans friendly so as to checkmate
the Russian plans.

In 1838, Russian agents had appeared at

Kabul to negotiate with Dost Mohammad
who had usiuped power at Kabul. Lord
Auckland was then the Indian Governor-

General. With the approval of the Home
Government, he despatched from India an
army which captured Kandhar and Kabul

(1839), took Dost Mohammad captive and

put Shah Shuja, the rightful owner on the

throne. Until 1841, the Afghans remained
submissive. Then suddenly they took up
arms, murdered the British Agent and
captured all the military stores. The
British army was thus rendered completely

helpless. It had no alternative but to accept

the offer, made by Dost Mohammad’s son, of

a safe conduct out of Afghanistan. There
were about 6,000 souls, 4,500 soldiers (of

whom,about 700 were British, the remaining,

Indian sepoys)
, and the rest camp-followers.

All set off towards India, Thousands died

of the bitter cold and hunger on the way ,'

those who survived fell victims to the bullets

of the hiding Afghans. Out of this large

party, only a single person. Dr. Brydon,

succeeded in struggling on his pony to the

British garrison at Jalalabad, to tell the

tale of horror.

This total .disaster naturally gave a severe

blow to British prestige. The sepoys and

the disaffected elements in India began to

entertain hopes that the British who, before

this disaster and the subsequent Crimean

catastrophe, were considered invincible,

could easily be thrown out of India. The

British tried to retrieve their prestige in 1842

by sending armies to Afghanistan to restore

'Shah Shuja. In this venture they succeeded,

but no sooner did the British force depart
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from Kabul than the Afghans slew- Shah In the resuit the British.stood where they
Shuja and installed Dost Mohammad again. were prior to 1839.

J. OTHER CONTRIBUTORY CAUSES.

There is a general impression that the doings
of Lord Dalhousie had laid the foimdations

for the outbreak which occurred a year after

he left, India. But though certain acts of

Lord Dalhousie were unpopular, they were
not, .taken by themselves, enough to have
provoked a rebellion of this magnitude.

The ;truth is that his predecessors. Lord
William jBentinck, Lord Amherst, Lord
Auckland, Lord Ellenborough, had done

things which the orthodox people in the

country regarded as unwarranted inter-

ference in their cherished rights and privi-

leges of antiquity. So it was that when the

sepoys, after hearing of the accounts of

British disasters in the Crimea and in

Afghanistan, felt that the British could be

easily overthrown, they took the first oppor-

tunity of rising. And, as things would have

it, the greased cartridges ignited the

inflammable material,

Bahadur Shah : The miserable condition of

the Emperor Bahadur Shah and the royal

family at Delhi has, generally speaking, not

been adduced as a factor contributing to the

rebellion. This is perhaps correct, because

the* old King, who had come to the throne in

1837, had practically compromised himself

to the position of a mere pensioner, with all

his prerogatives and privileges having

been gradually taken away.- The practice of

the King receiving hazar from the Governor-

General and
.
the British Resident at his

Court had been abolished. Also were

ignored the time-honoured etiquettes of the

Royal Court;' The feeble Bahadur Shah now
ageing in years had neither money nor men.

He was a mere apology for sovereignty

without any of its real attributes.

All that was' now left to the old King were

his royal titles and his palace in the Delhi

Port. ' The British were manoeuvring to

deprive him of these too, but Bahadur Shah
would not willingly yield them even in the
face of a sentimental temptation. The
British offered to recognise (in preference to
the rightful claimant, the eldest son of the
King) his minor son, Jawan Balcht, born of
his young Queen Zinat Mahal, in his much
advanced age. The Emperor, however,
preferred his palace and titles. The British
in their turn did not wish to use force and
preferred to wait till the King passed away.
That event, in view of his old age, did not
seem far away.

As for the Princes of the royal family,

brought up in a care-free atmosphere, they
lived a life of ease and luxury which
Bahadur Shah’s pension enabled them to
enjoy. They had neither the time nor the
ability to think of taking up arms.

So, when the Meerut sepoys, after having
mutinied, reached Delhi and asked the
Emperor to assume command, he pleaded
poverty and infirmity. It was against his

inclination that the sepoys made him assume
the reins of the empire on the midnight of

May 11, 1857, with the firing of 21 guns.

The Royal Princes, Mirza Mughal, Mirza
Khizr Sultan and Mirza Abu Bakr, seized

this possible opportunity, come to them by
mere chance, of reviving the glories of the

House of Taimur.

Reforms : The English, no doubt, conqueied

India by the sword, but having done so, they

meant to mend the cotmtry in their own way
and, indeed, with some good intentions. For
this purpose they began to introduce all kinds

of reforms, some of which were all right.

But the Indian people, traditionally conser-

vative in their ways of life and thinking, dis-

liked these reforms, particularly because

they thought that they were motivated by
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the desire of the rulers to convert India into

Christianity.

Places of Worshi'p : Prior to 1839 the

Company's officers were, according to old

practice, looking after temples and mosques.

The cost of the management was, ’of course,

met out of the income derived from the

pilgrims, any balance left over being retained

by Government. The staunch believers in

Christianity in Ekigland were, however,

opposed to the association of the Company
in idolatrous establishments. Yielding to

the pressure of opinion at Home, the

Company left the management of Hindu and
Miislim shrines to their natural custodians.

This caused some dissatisfaction, particularly

when people found that Christian mis-

sionaries were supported and aided by the

Company and that the chaplains in the army
were in the pay of the Government.

Common messing : Yet another circumstance

which aroused suspicion in the Indian mind
was the introduction in 1835 of common
messing in jails. Prior to that, the convicts

were permitted to prepare their own food if

their caste rules prohibited them from taking
food prepared by others. The new regula-

tion particularly hit the high caste Hindus
because they had different sections amongst
themselves and one section could not take
the food prepared by another section. In
the result, quite a number of convicts on
release from prison found that they could
not be taken back into their caste. The
Muslims too were affected by prison regu-
lations, but in a different way. On being
sentenced to imprisonment, the Muslim
convict’s beard and ^ moustache were cut
immediately on his reaching the prison. The
Muslims took this as a profound insult to
their religion.

Centenary of Plassey : The year 1857 was
also the centenary of the battle of Plassey
which had laid the foundations of British
rule in India. There was an old prophecy
that the British rule would last for a
hundred years after Plassey. That date had

now come. This belief created a spirit of

excitement amongst the discontented Bengal

Army on the one hand and the people in

general on the other. Some even thought

that the wind whistling through the

telegraph wires was ‘bad-magic’.

Miscellaneous : Amongst other contributory

causes mention may be made of the loss of

the attraction which the Indian soldier had

learnt to value in the service of the Company
in the days when it had begun to acquire

political supremacy in India. With this

loss, his whole psychology towards his job

changed. The gradual development of this

state of his mind can' be briefly stated.

With the advent of the British, the martial

classes in Northern India were afforded an

opportxmity of service of a more stable

character under the East India Company.

With the decline of the central authority

at Delhi, which followed the death of

Aurangzeb, the ^country had divided itself

into many kingdoms, each anxious to assert

its sovereignty both against the neighbour-

ing rulers as well as against
,
the new

aspirants to power. This gave rise to

almost continuous war-fare, and the general

life was unsettled. The life of the common
soldier was no exception for, at the defeat

of his master, he was usually left to himself.

With the developing authority of the British

in Indian territories, the soldier found

greater stability of service under the East

India Company and, as there were no feelings

of nationalism binding the soldier to a

national and central authority in the country,

he naturally preferred the greater stability

which the East India Company were able to

provide. He served the Company, with devo-

tion and loyalty, and the consolidation of

British power in India was largely attributed

to the gallantry and sacrifice of the Indian

soldier who enabled the Company to extend

its dominions.

The British officers of the Company’s army
also treated the sepoy with consideration and
took care of his personal difficulties..
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Avenues of promotion were, of course,

limited because the commissioned posts were

all filled by British officers, and Indian

soldiers, even after long and meritorious

service, could not aspire to reach a rank

higher than that of Subedar. As against

this handicap in the Company’s service, the

soldiers in the army of an Indian ruler

could rise to high ranks because all the posts

were filled by Indians. Peace and content-

ment being
,
the characteristics of Indian

psychology, the ' sepoy under the Company

felt nonetheless happy because he was at

least assured of uninterrapted employment.

It was also the custom of British Army
officers to fraternise “with the Indian soldiers

under his command. This was so because

British officers had no other fields for recrea-

tion, no society, no commitments. It was

also their practice to marry Indian ladies

and to maintain their households more or

less in the Indian fashion. The Indian

soldier thus felt at home with his British

officers, and fought with zeal for their cause.

As British power became consolidated and

large tracts of rich territory were brought

K. THE AFFAIR OF THE

While the sepoys and the civilians were thus

so greatly disaffected for the reasons which

have been discussed, and most of which were

of long-standing, the occurrence of the revolt

would have been delayed if a serious ca.use

would not have provided the immediate

opportunity for a general conflagration. •

The opportunity came in the form of the

greased cartridge which lighted the accumu-

lated bundle of grievances in the Indian

Army, The greased cartridge was the com-

plement of the new Enfield rifle which was
found superior to the earlier makes and

which was finally introduced in India in 1856,

though it had been imported in the country

some years previously. The news about the

under the Company, the earlier uncertainties

of life for British personnel were lessened

a good deal. Consequently, it became the

practice for British residents in India to

bring their wives and daughters fi’om

England to live with them at their place of

duty. The practice of European officers

marrying Indian ladies began to decline in

consequence. British military officers now
had their own society, and gradually the

contacts which existed between the Indian

soldier and the British commander began to

snap. And vrith that also snapped the feel-

ings of cordiality and attachment which

the Indian soldiers used to entertain towards

British officers.

With the loosening of these bonds, . which

bound the officer and the soldier in a common

purpose, the Indian soldier began to lose

heart, and his affection for the British

officers and British rule began to decline.

This was the general psychology of the Indian

soldier when the story of the greased

cartridge spread from one end of the army

to the other.

GREASED CARTRIDGES.

grease being made of objectionable fat

started from Dumdum where there was a

training' centre for teaching the use of the

new rifle to Indian sepoys. There, a low

caste Jaskar taunted a high caste sepoy that

the cartridge, which had to be bitten by

teeth^ before being put in the rifle, was

smeared with the fat of cows and pigs.

This news soon spread amongst all the

sepoys serving in the Bengal Army. The

sepoys at Dumdum registered a disciplined

protest in January, 1857, after which the

matter was brought to the notice of the

Commander-in-Chief. Some half-started

measures were taken by the Government to

allay the sepoys' fears which were not

The cartridges were greased at one end to make them slip readily into the barrel of the new rifle.
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ill-founded because the grease, which had

been supplied by the military contractors at

Calcutta, did contain the fat of pigs and

cows. This was, of course, against the speci-

fication in the contract by which they were

to use mutton-fat only, but some of the

contractors used instead the fat of pigs and

bullocks in order to save a large sum on

the transaction. But nothing effective was
done to satisfy the sepoys, both Hindus and

Muslims, who began to fear that the British

were determined to deprive them of their

religion. This was because the military

authorities could not finally make up their

mind as to what should be the final solution

of the question.

Matters would have been mended had the

Government at once withdrawn the cause of

tension in its entirety. Instead of doing so,

"the Government resolved that the sepoys at

the depots should be allowed to use any
mixture they might think fit but that the

question of the state in which cartridges

should be issued under other circumstances,

and especially for service in the field, must
remain open for further consideration”.*

This was, as could have been expected, in-

effectual to check the growing excitement.

It is to be remembered, however, that though
the greased cartridge was the immediate
cause of the outbreak, the basic causes lay

elsewhere—they arose from the nation’s

desire to get rid of foreign rule, the bitter

flavour of which they had tasted for many
long years. Thus, in the words of Colonel

Malleson in his The Indian Mutiny of 1857 :

“The greased carnidge was nc\ci issued to a great body
of troops, if indeed to any. There ' must ha\ e been a
iatent motive power to make of an un>issued cartridge
a gnevance so intolerable as to rouse into revolt men
whose fathers and whose forefathers’ fathers have con-
tributed to the making of the British Empire in
India . . Circumstances had proved to me that
extraneous causes were at iiork to promote lU-feehng
and hatred, pot personal but national, in the minds
of men who for a century had been our truest and most
lo)al servants”

“The recent researches of Mr. Forrest rs the records of the
Government of India proix that the lubricating mixture used
IN PREPARING THF CARTRIDGES WAS ACTUALLY COMPOSED OF OBJEC-
TIONABLE INCREDIFNTS, COW'S FAT AND LARD, AND THAT INCREDIBLE
disregard of the soldier's religious PREJUDICES WAS DISPLAITD
IN THE MANUFACTURE OF THESE CARTRIDGES

”

—Lord Roberts, Forly-onc Years in India,

Mauin, The Indian Tnjjnre, \olume II, p. 127
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THE REVOLT AND ITS SUPPRESSION

(Chapters 15 to 40)



Tho59 ujho dQiiLj j^PGGdom lo oIHgps,

OosGPaQ it not for thamsGluGS.

Liberty is order ; liberty is strength. It is toiver and order
PREDOMINANT AND INVINCIBLE—IT DERIDES ALL OTHER SOURCES
OF STRENGTH. THE PROGRESS OF LIBERTY IS LIKE THE PROGRESS
OF THE STREAM—NO POIVER CAN ARREST IT IN ITS PASSAGE.



CHAPTER FIFTEEN

THE PLANNING AND THE PREPARATION : PART OF NANA SAHEB

A. WHETHER THE REVOLT WAS PRE-PLANNED :

TOURS OP NANA SAHEB.

B. BAIZA BAI PASSES HER PART TO NANA SAHEB,

C. PART OF BAHADUR SHAH, THE QUEEN OP AVADH
AND THE RANT OP JHANSI.

D. THE CHEQUE IN LONDON.

E. THE CHAPATI AFFAIR.

"In all countries and under all forms of Government, the dangers which
threaten the State, starting in the darJcness, make headway towards

success before they are clearly discovered by rulers of the land. Often,

so much time and space is gained, that the sloiv and complex action of

authority cannot overtake the mischief and intercept its further

progress/^

—

sir John kaye.’*^

A. WHETHER THE REVOLT WAS PRE-PLANNED :

TOURS OP NANA SAHEB.

The question whether the revolt was pre-

planned or whether it was merely a spon-

taneous rising of the sepoys in which certain

disaffected noblemen and disaffected sections

of the general population lent their active

assistance, has not yet been conclusively

answered. Two theories are in the field

—

one supports the existence of a well-

formulated scheme for the whole country,

while the other characterises it as a sudden

uprising. Dr. Sen in his Eighteen Fifty-

Seven endorses the latter view. So does

Maulana Abul Kalam Azad when he says in

his Foreword to that book that the uprising

was not the result of careful planning nor
were there any master-minds behind it—^the

outburst was created by the growing dis-

content of large numbers of people caused
by a hundred years of the Company’s rule,

for which the Indian people had developed
a distaste,

Nana Saheh^s tours.

In April, 1857, Nana Saheb had visited,

amongst other places, Lucknow also. This
visit was said to have been a prelude to the

Sepoy War in India, volume I, p, 509.
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wide-spread revolt which was being planned.

It has further been suggested that during

this visit Nana Saheb contacted, xmder the

pretext of seeing sights in Lucknow, the

discontented noblemen of Avadh. The

Chief Commissioner of Avadh, Sir Henry

Lawrence, on whom Nana Saheb had made
a courtesy call, was led to entertain sus-

picions about his intention. This visit has

been thus described by Martin Gubbins :

“I must here mention a visit which was
made to Lucknow, in April, by the Nana of

Bithoor, whose subsequent treachery and

atrocities have given him a pre-eminence in

infamy. He came over on pretence of seeing

the sights at Lucknow, accompanied by his

younger brother and a numerous retinue,

bringing letters of introduction from a
former Judge of Kanpur to Captain Hayes
and to myself. He visited me, and his

manner was arrogant and presuming. To
make a show of dignity and importance,

he brought six or seven followers with him
into the room, for whom chairs were
demanded. One of these men was his

notorious agent, Azimullah. His younger
brother was more pleasing in appearance and
demeanour. The Nana was introduced by
me to Sir Henry Lawrence, who received

him kindly, and ordered the authorities of

the city to show him every attention. I

subsequently met him parading through
Lucknow with a retinue more than usually

large. He had promised before leaving

Lucknow to make his final call on the
Wednesday. On the Monday, we received a
message from him that an urgent business
required his attendance at Kanpur, and he
left Lucknow accordingly. At the time his

conduct excited little attention
; but it was

otherwise when affairs had assumed the
aspect which they did at Kanpur, by the 20th
of May, His demeanour at Lucknow and
sudden departure to Kanpur appeared exceed-

ingly suspicious, and I brought it to the

notice, of Sir Henry Lawrence. The Chief

Commissioner concurred in my suspicions,

and by his authority I addressed Sir Hugh

Wheeler, cautioning him against the Nana,

and stating Sir Henry’s belief that he was
not to be depended on. The warning was
unhappily disregarded, and, on the 22nd of

May, a message was received stating that

‘two guns and three hundred men, cavalry

and infantry, furnished by the Maharaja of

Bithoor, came in this morning’.”

Nana Saheb’s tours, according to Azimullah

Khan’s Diary, covered Varanasi, Allahabad,

Baxar, Gaya, Janakpur, Parasnath, Jagan-

nath Puri, Panchvati, Rameshwaram,
Dwarka, Nasik, Abu, Ujjain, Mathura,

Badrinath and Kamrup. It is further stated

that great welcome was accorded to him
everywhere on account of his sweet perso-

nality, and that all whom he met were im-

pressed by his charms. In his tours, Nana
Saheb was accompanied also by Tatya Tope
and Rao Saheb, It is said that the first

place visited by him was Delhi where he

met the Emperor and his Queen, Begum
Zeenat Mahal, and discussed secret plans.

From Delhi he went to Ambala and after

visiting other centres came- to Lucknow in

the month of April, 1857, The party then

returned to Bithoor via Kalpi.

Nana Saheb is also said to have written

letters to several Indian rulers referring to

the unjust actions of the British, particularly

their attack on Indian religion and the treat-

ment of Indian rulers. He is also said to

have sent out numerous persons in the guise

of sadhus, faqirs and pilgrims. These men
contacted the, masses in bazars, melas and
other places, inciting them against the

Government. These men also entered the

Army cantonments in the guise of moulvis

and pandits to prepare the sepoys for

mutiny. In the Diary of Azimullah Khan
it is stated that during his tours Nana Saheb
secretly informed the people that the revolt

would start on May 31, 1857, throughout the

country.

The theory that Nana Saheb was the planner

of the scheme finds further support from the

information published by Sri K, M. Munshi,





Alleged seal of the Rani of Jhansi on tlic letter of Maich 1856

said to have been uviticn by hci to hci family piicst at

I’uii, which points to the Rani being engaged in the plan-

ning of the ic\olt. But this seal is cntirch chffcient from

the pio\ed design of her seal (see below) Ftn this reason,

coupled with the stvlc and tiie other ciicumstanccs of the

letter attiibuted to the Rani, doubts ha\(. been cxpicsscd

alM)ut its authenti(ii\
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the veteran statesman and the Kalapati of

the Bharatiya Vidya Bhawan, Bombay, and
a former Governor of Uttar Pradesh. The
information occurs in a letter, dated March
27, 1955, written in his capacity as Kulapati.
It was written from Lucknow when he was
Governor there. The letter was published in

the Book University Journal, volume I, no. 17,

imder the title The Portrait of an Aristocrat,

and contains an account of his grand-father
Narberam Munshi. That gentleman had for

sometime served in the British law courts
at Broach and Surat, but subsequently at the
early age of 32 had resigned his post in

protest against some action taken by the

authorities. He then settled down in his

home town of Broach in Gujarat to manage
his ancestral zamindari, and soon became the

“undisputed monarch of the Munshi
Heights”. In this context may be read the

following portion of Sri K. M. Munshi’s
letter :

*‘Onc morning in 1856, says the family tradition, grand-
father uas performing his puja in the little family
shrine when Nana Saheb, the leader of the Great
Revolt of 1857, came to see him in the guise of a
Sadhu, who was busy collecting money for the campaigii
he was planning. After a ^vhispered conversation it is

said that grandfather gave him RsJ5,000.

“This Incident was not a thing to be advertised ; it

was only mentioned in the family circle in whisper and
even as forty years later when I was a boy. It certainly
was not very safe to let it be known that a *'Munshi
of

^
the Heights” had helped the leader of the Anti-

British Revolt, but it shows what ostensibly pro-British
Indians felt about the new foreign ruler. This incident
came into my mind when people privately placed

E, BAIZA BAI PASSES HI

There is another story according to which
the conspiracy had been hatched by Maharani
Baiza Bai, the widowed queen of the ruler

of Gwalior, Daulat Rao Scindia, who had died

in 1827, without leaving a male issue. She

Was a remarkable lady, full of ambition.

In 1798, when in her llth year, she had been

married to Daulat Rao at,Poona. She came
of a high class family of Maharashtra and

was noted for her beauty. Since her

marriage, she took a hand in the manage-

thousands of rupees at the disposal of the Congress leaders
during the Bombay Saiyagraha of 1930.”

The above passage throws a new light on
the life of Nana Saheb, because the belief so

far has been that in 1856 Nana Saheb had
undertaken a pilgrimage, but there is no
suggestion in the published records that he
travelled in the guise of a sadhu. Indeed,

the available records say that he was accom-

panied by his friend and adviser, the cele-

brated Azimullah Khan, said to have been

the brain behind the revolt. British writers

have expressed some surprise that a

Brahman of Nana Saheb’s orthodoxy should

have been accompanied in his pilgrimage

by a Mohammedan. The published works

also enumerate the places he visited, but

there is no mention of Surat or Broach.

The tradition in the family of Sri K. M.

Munshi is thus a valuable piece of evi-

dence in the life of Nana Saheb. But as

the account of this incident in the ‘Kulapati’s

letter’ was a very brief one, the present

author wrote to Sri Munshi to inquire

whether further details about Nana Saheb’s

visit to his illustrious grand-father were

available. Sri Munshi was kind enough to

send a reply on September 4, 1958, in which

he stated : "This anecdote was handed down

to me by my father and his eldest brother

and sister who were adults when the incident

happened. There is nothing beyond what

I have stated in the Kulapati’s letter.”

PART TO NANA SAHEB.

ment of her husband’s State. She had many

children, but they all died in infancy. On

Daulat Rao’s death, a minor relative of his,

by name Jankoji Rao, Was installed as the

ruler with Maharani Baiza Bai as the

regent. It appears that Baiza Bai was inte-

rested in another boy whom she wanted to

be raised to the gaddi. To this end she

created intrigues which resulted in dis-

orders in the State. This led to her expul-

sion from Gwalior in 1833.
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Baiza Bai was dissatisfied with the British

Government and the story goes that in

about 1837, she secretly got into touch with

the principal princes of India with designs

against the British. In the meanwhile, how-

ever, in 1843, Jankoji Rao Scindia died

without issue and a minor named Jiyaji Rao,

in whom Baiza Bai was interested, was
raised to the gaddi. Having thus been satis-

fied she is said to have then withdrawn from

the conspiracy.

Maharani Baiza Bai lived to a ripe old age,

dying in 1863 after experiencing many vicis-

situdes of fortune. She had planned to

perform a grand yagna at Mathura in 1857

in which eight lakhs of rupees were meant
to be spent in charities and religious rites.

It was to take part in this that Vishnu Datt

Godse, a Brahman priest of Maharashtra, had
set out from his home near Poona a short

time before the outbreak of the ‘mutiny’. A
first-hand account of the happenings at

Jhansi, Gwalior and many other places has
been written by him in his famous Marathi
book Majha Pravas (My Journey). The
Maharani could not perform this yagna as

the revolt had broken out in the meanwhile.

The story further has it that, after Baiza

Bai had withdrawn from the intrigue, Nana
Saheb stepped into her shoes. On the advice

of one Dassa Baba, who was supposed to

possess some magical powers, Nana Saheb
got a small idol of lotus seeds prepared which
was then divided into small fragments.

These fragments were then placed in chapatis

which were distributed far and near. Dassa
Baba assured Nana Saheb that his influence

would prevail wherever the enchanted
chapatis were circulated. Further items in

the plan were a simultaneous night attack on
all military stations in India, the extermi-

nation of all English males (their women
and children were to be protected from
harm) ; the Ruler of Rewa was to talje hold

of Varanasi from where he was to attack

Bengal.

In this conspiracy the Maharaja of Mysore,

several other princes of the South and a
minister of the Hyderabad Darbar were said

to have been associated on account of the

influence of Dassa Baba who was said to be

the prime mover in this country-wide scheme
of extermination. The Baba had his head-

quarters in the Punjab, but he had sent one

of his disciples in the guise of a iairagi to

South India. The plan was said to have

been financed by Maharaja Gulab Singh of

Jammu and Seth Lachmi Chand of Mathma.

These particulars had been brought to the

notice of the Government by Sita Ram Baba,

an anchorite, who had been interrogated

for a week frgm January 18 to 25, 1858, by
the Judicial Commissioner of Mysore. The
Governor-General directed the matter to be

further enquired into, and for this purpose

a copy of Sita Ram’s statement was sent to

the Agents to the Governor-General in

Central India and Hyderabad and to the

Governments of the Punjab and Bombay.*
The result of the enquiry is not clearly

known
; so Sita Ram’s story cannot be said

to have been disproved even though his

account was possibly treated everywhere in

a light-hearted manner.

As against these versions, several historians

have held that Nana Saheb was a person of

ordinary brains and average capacities, and,

for that reason, could not have planned and

undertaken such a gigantic task as a country-

wide rebellion. Even in respect of the

Kanpur affair, writers have suggested that

he had been coerced into becoming the head

of the rebel troops. Or, if the theory is

correct that the troops who were on their

march to Delhi had been brought back from
Kalyanpur, even then it is suggested that

it was not Nana Saheb who so counselled

the sepoys, but his adviser Azimullah Khan

Foreign Secret Consultations, Nos. 344—46, May 28, 1858.
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and his co-workers. Their point is that
Nana Saheb had no brains for organisation.
For instance, Sherer writes that he was
“inanimate, incapable of original ideas, and
more elated perhaps with the present glory
of a himdred guns fired in his honoim, than
with any distinct idea of future dominion.”*^

In regard to the troops at Kanpur, Nanak
Chand in his Diary has recorded that before
the actual outbreak Nana Saheb had
tampered with the sepoys and won their
confidence after several secret conferences.
But this has been questioned by Sherer who
holds that Nana Saheb was not clearly in
league with the sepoys, for had that been
the case “it would not have been necessary

for him to pursue them down the road and
entreat them with lavish promises to
retum."t In his report on the events of
Kanpur, Mr. Thornhill, Commissioner,
,^lahabad Division, had also come to the
same conclusion by observing that "had any
understanding existed betv/een the Nana and
the troops, there would have been no object
in the march they made on the Delhi
road.”:!: Dr. Sen supports these conclu-
sions and observes that the logic of events
indicates that the sepoys felt tire need of
a leader of a high rank and played upon
the ambition and fear of the Nana who
then placed himself at their head after some
hesitation.

C. PART OP BAHADUR SHAH, THE QUEEN OP AVADH
AND THE RANI OP JHANSI.

It has been held by some writers that
Emperor Bahadiu’ Shah was in league with
Iran where he had sent his envoys. A pro-
clamation purporting to have come from the
Shah of Iran was actually found displayed
at the Jami Masjid during the uprising at
Delhi. Dr. Sen, however, attaches no im-
poifance to this occurrence, suggesting that
the proclamation could have easily been
fabricated by some dissatisfied individual.
In any case, this isolated incident does not,
in his opinion, prove the existence of a
conspiracy between the Emperor and the
Shah.

The Shah of Iran was not on good terms
with England. In Pebruary, 1857, a British
force imder the command of General Sir
James Outram had attacked and defeated
an Iranian army on the soil of that country.
A few months earlier in December, 1856, the
British army and navy had occupied certain

territories in Iran, including Eushire, The
Governor-General in Council was so much
gratified by this success that he ordered the

firing of a Royal Salute from the ramparts of

Port William at Calcutta and at every prin-

cipal military station in India “in honour of

the signal success which has attended the

first operation of the British Forces on the

Coast of Persia,”

There is little doubt that some contacts with

the Shah of Iran had been established by
the Princes of the royal family. These were
the grandsons of Mirza Sulaiman Shikoh, a
gi’andson of Shah Alam H. Sulaiman Shikoh

had taken refuge in the Court of the King of

Avadh and had embraced the Shia faith to

which the dynasty of the Lucknow Nawabs
belonged. They are said to have carried on

some secret correspondence with the Shah
of Iran in order to bring about an under-

standing between' the Emperor and the

Iranian ruler, who was the temporal head of

the Shia sect. One Sidi Kambar was said to

have gone to h:an with letters from the

Emperor. The Shah was not on friendly

terms with the British (who had opened a

campaign in Iran) and felt that disturbances

'Havelock's March on Kanpur,

fReport on Kanpur, dated January IS, 1859, page 8.

tParagraph 6 of his letter to Government, North-Western Provinces, no. 268, dated April 28, 1859.
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village chowkidar in Avadh would have

received his quota of chapaties and to have

made and passed on similar cakes to other

chowkidars within the radius of his travels.

The Magistrate tried to stop this process
;

still it passed along to the borders of the

Punjab.

There are other versions also about the

place of origin of these chapaties. It was
stated that they were originated by some
intriguers in the old court of Lucknow.

William Edwards of the Bengal Civil Service,

who was for some time Judge of Varanasi and

later Collector of Budaun, thought that they

possibly originated in Barrackpur. This is

what he writes in his “Personal Adventures

during the Indian Rebellion in Rohilkhand,

Futtehgarh and Oudh”, (London 1858) :

“The leaders and promoters of this great

rebellion, whoever they may have been, knew
well the inflammable condition, from these

causes, of the rural society in the North-

Western Provinces, and they therefore sent

among them the chapaties, as a kind of fiery

cross, to call them to action. The cakes

passed with the most amazing rapidity over

the length and breadth of the land.

Where they came from originally, it is im-

possible to say, but I believe Barrackpur
was the starting point, where large masses of

mutinous sepoys were congregated. The
chapaties entered my district from the

adjoining one of Shahjahanpur
; a village

watchman of that place giving to the watch-
man of the nearest Budaim village two of

the cakes, with an injunction to make six

fresh ones, retain two for his own, and
give the others to the watchman of the next
village, who would follow the same course,

and continue the manufacture and distribu-

tion. I truly believe that the rural popula-

tion of all classes, among whom these cakes

spread, were as ignorant as I was myself of

their real object
;
but it was clear they were

a secret sign to be on the alert, and the

minds of the people were through them kept
watchful and excited. As soon as the dis-

turbances broke out at Meerut and Delhi,

the cakes explained themselves, and the

people at once perceived what was expected

of them.”

Another version was that the first circula-

tion was made at the suggestion of a holy

saint who had told Raja Beni Madho Singh

of Shankergarh in Avadh that the people

would rise in rebellion after chapaties were

distributed and the person in whose name the

cakes were sent would rule over the whole

of India.

The authorities ordered inquiries to be made.

Nothing tangible, however, could be traced

as to their original object and they were

allowed to travel from village to village with

little or no hindrance. In the course of

the investigation, it was found that some 50

years back two similar occurrences had
taken place in Central India, one case being

of the distribution of sugar (1806) and the

other of the distribution of cocoanuts (1818)

.

On both occasions the authorities had been

perplexed, but no solution of the mystery

had been found. Nothing particular had

happened as a result of those distributions ;

it was thought to have been merely a mean-
ingless or accidental activity.

The distribution of chapaties on the present

occasion had no doubt perplexed the autho-

rities, but they were unable to connect it

with any political event—^past, present or

future. From the point of view of the

Government it was thought to be of no

significance. There had been a cholera

epidemic in certain districts some months
back and it was thought that the distribution

might possibly be a superstitious spell

against the disease. Others thought that it

arose from some other freak of supersti-

tion on the part of ignorant Indians.

But the whole country was filled with fore-

bodings of some impending calamity. Many
old Indian gentlemen looked at the chapati

affair with grave concern, but the authorities

did not care.
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The purpose of the circulation of chapaties

has not so far been clearly established.

Different people have put divergent inter~

pretations about the object of the

campaign. Sir Syed Ahmad Klian thought
that the circulation of chapaties was a talis-

man to ward off the cholera epidemic which
was prevailing at that time in the North
Western Provinces and other parts of

northern India.

The chapati campaign was wide-spread and
could not have been initiated and organised

by any ordinary person. There must have
been some dominating minds behind it, and
if this is accepted then the affair cannot be

lightly dismissed as being a meaningless pose.

Some have suggested that if any connection

existed between the chapaties and the sub-

sequent ‘mutiny’, it was only accidental.

Dr. Sen has closed the affair by remarking :

“A conspiracy is not conducted through
such an unintelligible and uncertain medium
of communication when it did not demand
much ingenuity to find a more effective

device. The Government would not have
failed to discover some evidence if chapaties

had a political motive behind them.”* But
this observation does not get at the root of

the matter. While it can be conceded that

the distribution of chapaties might have been

a crude way of informing the people of what

v/as to come and of enlisting their support,

it does not rule out the possibility that this

method, crude as it was, was adopted as an

effective procedure for securing the sympathy

of the people to the oncoming events.

“ But it is difficult to describe the wonderful secreci

WITH WHICH THE CONSPIRACY WAS CONDUCTED .... AND

THE CAUTION WITH WHICH EACH CROUP OF CONSPIRATORS

WORKED APART, CONCEALING THE CONTROLLING LINKS. AND

INSTRUCTING THEM WITH JUST SUFFICIENT INFORMATION

FOR THE PURPOSE IN VIEW. AND ALL THIS WAS EQUALLED

ONLY BY THE FIDELITY IVITH WHICH THEY ADHEI^ TO

EACH otmer.”-Georce Le Grand Jacob, Western India.

•Dr, Sen, pages 399—400.
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A. ANTECEDENTS OP MANGAL PANDEY

Thus the plans, as has been stated earlier,

were made by the sepoys and their leaders

for a general uprising all over the country on

May 31, 1857. Secret preparations were

afoot in all Indian regiments of the Bengal

Army and information was being secretly

disseminated through trusted messengers.

It is a matter of much significance and great

astonishment that, notwithstanding the

whispering campaign going on throughout

northern India for the contemplated uprising

and the distribution of loaves and lotus, the

British officers were completely ignorant

about it. After the restoration of the Com-
pany’s authority, it was, however, brought

out that one or two British officers had
suspected that a general rebellion was in the

offing and that it was scheduled to take place

on May 31, 1857.

The 'Mutiny’ actually broke out on May 10,

1857, that is twenty-one days in advance of

the scheduled date, the Meerut regiments

being the first to fire the shots. This was
caused by the self-sacrifice of Mangal Pandey.

Mangal Pandey, a Brahman by caste, was
a yoimg sepoy of the 34th* Native Infantry

stationed at Barraekpim. There were no

British troops there. He was an intensely

religious person and was regular in the obser-

vance of his worship and morning ablutions.

He had a good reputation, and the officers

of his regiment thought him to be an excel-

lent person.t In his subsequent trial, a

British Captain, who gave evidence for the

prosecution, candidly admitted that Mangal

Pandey’s conduct and character were good,

that apart from having received a warning

he had never before been pimished. He was

between 26 and 27 years of age and had put

in a service of some seven years.

The birth-place of Mangal Pandey was

village Surhurpur in tahsil Akbarpur of the

Faizabad district. His father’s name was

Divakar Pandey. Mangal was very robust

and very tall. It is said that one day when,

at Akbarpim, he was watching a regiment

of the Company marching on the road from

Varanasi to Lucknow, an officer impressed

by his physique asked him to join the army
to which the courageous youth at once

consented. It is also said that his real

nephew, Brijbhan Pandey, had also taken

•Some historians have taken Mangal Pandey to be a soldier oE 19th Native Infantry. But Kaye, Dr. Sen and
others have accepted him as a sepoy of 34th Native Infantry.

|Kayc speaks of him as "a man of good character, but of an excitable disposition".
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part in the rebellion, that after the re-estab- appeared along with Raja Debi Baltsh

lishment of British authority he had dis- Singh.*

B. THE INCIDENT

The incident in which Mangal Pandey was
involved took place in the afternoon of March

29, 1857, which was a Sunday. On that day,

there had been considerable excitement in

the regiment as a direct result of the arrival

of some European soldiers and there was

also a rumour that more would be soon com-

ing. The excitement arose from the idea

that the British troops were coming to assist

in the disarming of the 19th Native Infantiy

which was stationed at Berhampur and which

was being brought to Ban'ackpur for being

disarmed on accoimt of their refusal to bite

the greased cartjridges. The disarming was

to take place at Barrackpur on the morning

of Tuesday, March 31, in the presence of the

troops, Eimopean and Indian. This had

been publicly proclaimed to the whole Army
by a general order.

This circumstance, coupled with the story

of the greased cartridges as a result of which

the 19th Native Infantry was soon to be

disbanded, was the common talk amongst

Indian soldiers. Mangal Pandey’s mind was

excited by all this and he determined not to

wait for the fixed date which was far off. He
wore his uniform, took his musket and

came out of his barrack giving a call to his

co-sepoys to follow suit in case they did not

wish to bite the contaminated cartridges

and become infidels. He took his position at

a distance of some twenty yards from the

quarter-guard where Jamadar Ishwari

Pandey with his twenty sepoys was on gu^d
duty. Sergeant Major Hughson on seeing

this, ordered the sepoys to arrest him. But

none moved. Before an3d;hing further could

be done by Hughson, Mangal Pandey fired at

Mm. The Sergeant Major was wounded.

Just at tMs time came Ldeutenant

Baugh on his horse, but Mangal Pandey lost

no time in aiming at him too. The bullet

struck the horse, and brought the Lieutenant

on the groimd. But promptly he was on Ms
feet and the next moment there was a fight

with swords between Mangal Pandey and

the two officers. Mangal Pandey, a valiant

and powerful soldier, would have finished

both the officers but for the assistance of

Sheikh Paltoo who ran to intervene and

seized Mangal Pandey fay the waist. The

fatal blows at these officers were thus

averted, t

General Hearsay

In the meanwhile news was carried to Gene-

ral Hearsay, the officer commanding the

Presidency Division, and residing at the

station. He soon arrived at the scene

of occurrence. The General on horse-back

was accompanied by Ms two sons, both army

O'fficers. One of them, John Hearsay,

shouted, warning his father that Mangal

Pandey was aiming at him. ‘Tf I fall, John !

nish upon Mm and put him to death ,
said

the old Genera,! with cool composure.

Mangal Pandey was now left in no doubt

that Ms capture was imminent. In order

to save himself from being arrested and put

to indignities later, he made a bold attempt

to commit smcide. He placed the butt of

his musket on the ground, apphed its muzzle

to Ms breast and discharging it by the pres-

sure of Ms foot feU burnt and wounded to the

ground.

•Ainrit Lai Nagar*s Gadat Ke Phul (1957)» pages 74-75 and 79
tulwar fell heavily upon his assailants

:

tKaye: ‘‘But Mangal Pandey was a despaiate inan and the Grenadier Company, named

and he might have perhaps dispatched them both, if
. . Kinws’'

Sheikh Paltoo, had not seized the mutineer and averted his biows .
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Those present thought that the convulsing

and shivering Pandey was dying. No one

dared to approach, however, until the regi-

mental surgeon came, and he came promptly.

The wound was found to be not fatal, and

Mangal was at once removed to the hospital

where he soon recovered.

The influence of Mangal Pandey

It appears that Mangal Pandey was held in

esteem and affection by the sepoys for, at

great risk to their future, none moved to

capture him, except Sheikh Paltoo. Even

Sheikh Paltoo released him from his grasp

after a short time, although the reason for

this, the Sheikh said in his evidence, was that

he himself, becoming wounded, could no

longer hold his captive. It is also in evidence

that when Hughson and Baugh were engaged

with Mangal Pandey the sepoys of the

quarter-guard, in order to help him, beat

the two officers with the butt-ends of their

muskets, apart from a shot, which missed

the aim, fired at the two officers. Shouts

had also been raised that no one should

touch Mangal Pandey, that none should

even touch the hair of his sacred body.

C. COURT-MARTIAL AND END

Mangal Pandey was tried before a court-

martial on April 6. During the trial he re-

fused to give the names of other conspira-

tors, adding that he had no personal malice

against the British officers whom he had
shot.

The military court consisted of 15 members,
including the president, all Indians, drawn
from the army. Subedar Major Jawahar
Lai Tewari was the President. When asked
by the Judge-Advocate whether he had any
objection to the constitution of the court,

Mangal Pandey replied in the negative. The
charges against him were :

(i) that on March 29, 1857, he incited the

sepoys to mutiny by arriving with
arms at the parade ground, and that

he opposed his officers, and

(ii) that he wounded his officers Sergeant-

Major Hughson and Lieutenant Baugh,
by gun-shot and sword.

To the court’s query whether he pleaded

guilty or not Mangal Pandey pleaded not
guilty. Witnesses for the prosecution were
then produced and these included Sergeant-

Major Hughson, Lieutenant Baugh and
Havaldar Sheikh Paltoo. They described

the happenings and the part each had played.

On his part, Mangal Pandey did not produce

any witness in defence, nor cross-examined

any of the prosecution witnesses.

The court’s decision was pronounced the same
day in the evening. Having been found

g^lty of both the charges he was sentenced

to be hanged by the neck till dead. The
next day the sentence was, as required by

law, endorsed and confirmed by Major-

General Hearsay in his capacity as Officer

Commanding the Presidency Division.

The end

The execution was fixed for the next day,

April 8. But it is on record that no person

of Barrackpur was prepared to execute the

gallant soldier. Four executioners had to be

brought from Calcutta for the purpose.

Surroimded by soldiers, Mangal Pandey was

carried to the place where he was to die.

Walking through the ranks, he ascended the

scaffold with steady steps. He died repeat-

ing once more that he would not give out the

names of any of his comrades.*

The other person who was hanged a few

days later on April 11, in connection with

•Savarlvar.
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the incident, was Jamadar Ishwari Pandcy
in charge of duty at the quarter-guard. He
was condemned because he failed to check
Mangal Pandey from his mutinous conduct

although he had been carrying on his incite-

ment in front of the quarter-guard. As a
result of the rebellious conduct of Mangal
Pandey and the disloyalty of the sepoys, the

34th Native Infantry was disbanded early in

May 1857, on the grotmd that it could not be

trusted.

In course of time, the name Pandey became
a recognised distinction for the rebellious

sepoys throughout India.*

Causes of Excitement of Mangal Pandey

Kaye has accepted the version that “intoxi-

cated as he was by bhang, which is to the

sepoy what strong drink is to the European
soldier, he was no longer master of himself”.

Dr. Sen, however, has considered it unneces-

sary to take up this question because in any
case there was no antecedent conspiracy

and that Mangal Pandey had not taken

other sepoys into his confidence.

Doubts have, however, been raised about

Mangal Pandey being intoxicated ; he him-

self appears to have denied this. The

question would thus bear a little dis-

cussion and some examination. In the

first place, there is a basic difference

in the intoxication resulting from bhang

and that from wine. Bhang brings

a somewhat sober effect on the addict in

comparison to wine. It has often been heard

that under the influence of wine, people have

lost their balance of mind and committed

crimes, but it has rather been heard rarely,

if at all, that a person intoxicated by bhang,

has indulged in violent criminal deeds. The

effect of bhang is closely allied to that of

opium.

Had Mangal Pandey acted imder intoxication,

it is quite natural that, as soon as the incident

was over, or in any case v;hen he was back to

his senses, he would have lamented for what
he had done. There is no force of character
in a person acting under intoxication

; he
becomes apologetic, especially v/hen he knows
the fatal consequences of his imbalanced

action.

There is no evidence to show that Mangal
Pandey ever apologised for his action. Even
in his last message, he exhorted his country-

men to avenge the dishonour of the nation.

The veiy fact that he tried to commit suicide

proves that he was in his senses and that, in

order to avoid future humiliations which he

could very well visualize, he wanted to end

his life.

It is possible that Mangal Pandey might

have been used to taking bhang every day

in a small quantity as a tonic, though it is

still doubtful whether facilities could be

available in a regiment for preparing bhang

which involves a process and some time.

Even then, to say that, used as he was to

taking bhang every day, he should lose con-

trol of himself on that fatal day seems

unbelievable. In any case, it seems all the

more beyond credence that his fury should

have been especially directed towards his

British officers (against whom he bore no

personal grudge), and towards no other

person.

Thus, there is much doubt in the argument

that Mangal Pandey took arms in a state

of mental imbalance caused by intoxication.

In his evidence before the militaiy court

Sheikh Paltoo had stated that, though

Mangal Pandey used to take bhang, he could

not say whether at the time of the occurrence

he was actually intoxicated or not. This

lends strong support to the view that he was

not, because Sheikh Paltoo an Indian as he

was knew the behaviour of bhang-takers

and would have been left in no doubt if

Mangal Pandey had actually been under its

influence on that eventful afternoon.

•This name was the origin of the sepoys generally being called Pandeys Lord Roberts, Forty^one years in India,
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In fact, the excitement of Mangal Pandey

had its inspiration from other sources, viz, :

(a) the impending disbandment of 19th

Native Infantry on account of their

protest to use the greased cartridges ;

(b) the humilities which the sepoys of 19th

Native Infantry had undergone for the

protest
;

(c) the arrival of European troops on the

fateful day, and

id) the apprehension that more Europeans

would be arriving to replace the Indian

soldiers.

Movement gets a new turn

Be it as may, the lead given by Mangal
Pandey was followed by other regiments.

Accor^ng to Dr. Sen, "the attack made by
Mangal Pandey at Barrackpur, which in a
large measure was imitated by military

corps at Meerut, had given the sepoy-move-
ment a new turn”.

It has sometimes been said that by firing

shots before the appointed time, Mangal
Pandey caused harm to the whole mutiny.
But to assume that had the mutiny taken

place on 31st of May, 1857, the British autho-

rity would have been liquidated is too far-

fetched an expectation. In the first place,

there was no leadership for the movement

as a whole ; secondly, the fotmdations were

so weak and poor that any edifice erected on

them would have cnunbled on the first blow

received by it.

Further, it was also quite probable that, but

for a man of Mangal Pandey’s courage, who

could bell the cat, all the preparations would

have just remained mere “preparations”,

and 1857 would have remained an un-written

chapter of Indian history. There was also

the probability that by May 31, the British

would have become aware of the coming

events and would have crushed the move-

ment in the bud.

Thus Mangal Pandey fired the first bullet of

the 1857 movement. His self-sacrifice

gave the siren to the nation to take up arms

against an alien ruler, culminating in a

mass up-rising with no parallel in world

history. Though the effort failed in ite

immediate consequences, it succeeded in

laying the foundations of the Independence

to be won in 1917.

Here was fired the first shot during the
movement of 1857.” So runs the inscription on
the Memorial Column of BarracTtpur, near
Calcutta, where Mangal Pandey yieUed his last
breath. Within sight of it stands the old banyan
tree on lohich the gallant patriot was hanged.
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A. MEERUT RISES.

Between the martyrdom of Mangal Pandey
on April 8, 1857, and the progress of the

revolt following the uprising at Meerut, there

was an interval of a bare month. Before

mounting the gallows, Mangal Pandey had

warned his comrades to take a lesson from

his death. His regiment (the 34th) was later

disbanded at Barrackpur early in May, 1857.

The uniforms of the disbanded sepoys were

stripped from their bodies and they were

marched out of the Cantonment under an

escort of Europeans. Sepoys numbering

500 made their way mostly into Avadh where

they sowed the seeds of further unrest.

The order of disbandment was read out at

every military station. It was little realized

by the authorities then that, instead of dis-

crediting the disbanded soldiers in the eyes

of their brothers, the disgraced men would

be held as heroes for having sacrificed their

prospects for the sake of their religion.

In the wake of the court-martial of 85

troopers of a company of cavalry, the sepoys

now rose in arms at Meerut, the largest

military station in northern India. These

sepoys were part of a batch of 90 who, on

May 6, had been asked to use the greased

cartridges. The idea of the Commanding
Ofacer was to test if the sepoys really

objected to the cartridges. With the excep-

tion of five, all the sepoys refused to touch
the cartridges and proceeded to their

quarters. The Commander-in-Chief, to

whom a report of the occurrence was sent,

ordered the sepoys to be tried by court-

martial. The court found them guilty and
the sentence was pronounced at a parade
which was especially called for the purpose
on the morning of May 9. The olfending

sepoys were brought under the guard of

European soldiers, and all the Indian sepo3rs

were ordered to witness the scene. The
uniforms of the convicts were then torn oif,

their arms were snatched and they were all

handcuffed. They were then told that a
sentence of imprisonment with hard labour

for 10 years had been passed. Stripped of

their imiform and heavily ironed, they were
hurriedly marched to the jail and there

placed under a guard of sepoys.

The Indian sepoys who had been made to

witness the scene took to heart the insult

to which their colleagues had been subjected.

Nevertheless, they silently bore their anger
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at the parade. During the day, when they

went to the bazar, the womenfolk of the town

taunted them by saying, “your brothers are

in prison and you are lounging about here

killing flies ! Fie upon your life !”*^ This

had the effect of enraging the sepoys all the

more. They held several meetings during

the night. The question was whether they

should wait till May 31. Ultimately, it was
decided that the uprising should begin on

the next day which was a Sunday.

Messengers were then immediately des-

patched to Delhi with the word : “We will be

there on the 11th or 12th. Keep everything

ready.”t

The English officers had no information

about the secret meetings of the sepoys when
Sunday dawned on May 10. In fact they

thought that the troops were in an excellent

condition of discipline. They began the day

as usual and took little notice of the fact

that the domestic servants of some of the

officers suddenly absented themselves. The
plan which had been agreed upon in the secret

meetings was that when the officers were in

the church for the Sunday service in the

afternoon, the sepoys should rise and finish

all the English, civil and military, men and
women. Further, it was agreed that there-

after they should march to Delhi.

Towards the afternoon the English were
waiting for the tolling of the church bells

to get ready to the place of prayer. But in

the sepoy lines there was a great commotion
and all spoke of the injustice done to the

eighty-five troopers who had preferred to

leave the regiment rather than lose their

honour or their caste. The Indian servants

of the officers were whispering amongst
themselves about the incidents which would
take place in the coming night. Some of

them even warned their masters not to go to

church-service that evening. In order to calm
the sepoys the Commandant of the 11th

Indian Infantry, Colonel Finis, rode on horse-

back to address the sepoys, but there he was
immediately riddled with bullets and with

him also died one other European officer. In

the meanwhile, the 3rd Indian Cavalry pro-

ceeded to the jail, summoned a black-smith to

cut the iron chains of the prisoners and set

free their eighty-five comrades who joined

the mutineers of the 11th and the 20th

Infantry Regiments.

A state of utter lawlessness now prevailed

in the bazar and people crowded together in

eagerness for the coming plunder. Every-

where Englishmen began to be killed. The
buildings occupied by Europeans and other

buildings connected with the administration

were set on fire. There was everywhere the

cry maro firangion ho. The telegraph wires

to Delhi were cut and the Railway lines

began to be guarded. It was a dark night

and there was utter confusion amongst the

English. Some of them hid themselves in

stables, some passed the night under trees,

some on the third floor of their houses and

some in ditches. The Commissioner,
Mr. Greathed, who was hiding in his

bungalow, succeeded in escaping with the

help of a personal servant. Amongst the

Englishmen killed were Mrs. Chambers,
Dr. Christie, Veterinary Surgeon Phillips,

Capt. Taylor, Capt. MacDonald and
Lt. Henderson. Many women and children

died in the burning houses.

At Meerut there-were only two regiments of

Indian sepoys and one regiment of Indian

cavalry. As against these there was a com-
plete battalion and a regiment of Eimopeans
there. The whole of the artillery was also

in the hands of Europeans. In these cir-

cumstances the rebel sepoys had no chance of

success. For this reason the sepoys imme-
diately after revolting proceeded towards
Delhi. It was easy for the British officers

and soldiers who greatly out-numbered the

•J. C. ^Vilson quoted by Savarkar,

"l-Rcd J'amphlct.
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Indian sepoys to control the uprising, but the

civil and military officers had lost all their

morale and behaved, even according to

English writers, with cowardice. Colonel

Smith of the Indian cavalry ran away to save

his life on learning that his regiment had
arisen. The English army remained inactive

all night. This was probably due to the

fact that the English were completely unpre-

pared for this sudden and unprecedented

rising. There was also great confusion

because the citizens of Meerut had taken to

plundering and burning on all sides and the

English could not understand where the real

rising was. Anyhow, the European leader-

ship completely failed at Meerut and nobody
took the responsibility for a strong and

determined action. This was strange

because the number of British troops at

Meerut was more than sufficient to meet the

insurgents and if immediate action had been

taken, the mutiny would have been nipped in

the bud. The result was a dreadful fate to

most of the Em-opeans of the town.

In the morning the sepoys, terrified by their

own deeds, made way to their homes, but

the cavalry marched to Delhi to capture the

city and proclaim the aged Bahadur Shah as

the de facto ruler of India. The way in

which the sepoys organized their plan of

destroying the English at Meerut and then

marching to Delhi has been described as a

clever and well-organised plan. It has also

been recorded that the idea of taking hold

of Delhi on the first onslaught was an action

of great foresight because the captme of

Delhi meant the destruction of British

prestige.

In the midst of the horror that was being

committed some noble-hearted Indians were

giving proof of their benevolence by trying

to save the lives of Englishmen at the risk

of their own. The Commissioner, Mr.

Greathed, and his wife were saved through

the generosity, of such a one. The Com-
missioner having received some warnings of
the approaching danger had taken his wife
and some other ladies to the terrace-roof

of his house. The insurgents, after setting

fire to the ground floor, surrounded the
building. The hiding party was now to

perish either by fire or, if an attempt to
escape was made, by the sword. But they
were saved from certain destruction by one
of their employees.* He went to the
besiegers and having, with great tact and
imagination, gained their S3mipathy, told

them that the Commissioner had escaped
from the building. He added that they
would find him hiding behind a hay-stack
not far distant, if they would care to follow
him to the place. Believing him, the
besiegers left the burning building and
followed their informer. This gave time to
Mr. Greathed and his companions to descend
into an empty garden, but no sooner had
they left the terrace than the upper rooms
collapsed with a tremendous crash.f

Several other instances of courage and nobi-

lity at Meerut have been recorded by
European writers.

Many British authors have written wel-

coming the mutiny at Meerut. Their view
is, and correctly so, that if the uprising had
not first taken place at Meerut on May 10,

but would have taken the form of simul-

taneous uprisings all over the country on
Sunday, May 31, 1857, as had been planned,

the destruction of the British empire in

India was a certainty. The English would
have been quite unprepared on that day for

a countrywide rebellion, and would have thus

been annihilated in all parts of the country.

The rising at Meerut thus served as a warn-

ing to the authorities so that they were able

to prepare themselves as best as possible

for the onslaught at other stations. Thus,

•This man was the Commissioner’s jamadar svhose name is given in the report of Commissioner miliams as Gulab

Singh, as quoted by Kaye. Dr. Sen, hosvever, has given his name as Gulab Khan.

fMrs. Greathed's Narrative.
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J* C. Wilson in his Official Narrative

observes : ‘‘From this combined and simul-

taneous massacre on the 31st May, 1857,

we were humanly speaking saved by the frail

ones of the bazar. The mine had been pre-

pared and the train had been laid and it

was not intended to light the slow match for

another three weeks. The spark which fell

from the female lips ignited it at once and

the night of the 10th May saw the com-

mencement of the tragedy never before

witnessed since India passed under British

sway^'. Again, Malleson writes : ‘Tt is

certain however that if this sudden rising in

all parts of India had found the English

imprepared, but few of our people would

have escaped the swift destruction. It

would then have been a hard task for the

British nation to reconquer India or else

to suffer our eastern empire to pass into an
ignominious tradition.”

The premature outbreak at Meerut com-

B. ACTION AT

In a telegraphic message, dated May 11,

1857, the Lieutenant-Governor of the North-

Western Provinces had informed the

Governor-General at Calcutta of the rising at

Meerut. It ran : “Last night, at nine o’clock,

a telegraph message was received here by a
lady from her niece, sister of the post-master

at Meerut, to the following effect : ‘The

Cavalry have risen, setting fire to their own
houses, besides having killed and wounded
all European officers and soldiers they could

find near the Lines, If aunt intends starting

tomorrow evening, please detain her from
doing so, as the van has been prevented

from leaving the station*. No later message
has been received, and the communication by
telegram has been interrupted ; how, not

known. Any intelligence which may reach

will be sent on immediately.”

An official message from Meerut could not,

however, be sent, for in the meanwhile the

telegraph-wires had been cut by the

insurgents.

pletely disarranged the plan of the leaders

for a simultaneous mutiny and thus enabled

the British to reconquer one by one several

parts of the country which had become
independent of British authority. *

In memory of the martyrs of 1857, the

Uttar Pradesh Government have erected a
Victory Pillar at Meerut. This was done on
the occasion of the centenary of 1857.

With a marble facing, the pillar rises to a

height of 125 feet above ground level on a

circular platform feet high. It is 12

feet square at the bottom and 10 feet square

at the top which is surmounted by a saucer-

like petal. It stands on the Bhainsali

grounds in the centre of the city, off Delhi-

Mussoorie road. The inscription on the

pillar reads :

CALCUTTA

The authorities were so placid that even

after the Meerut rising they had no idea of

the seriousness of the trouble which was
brewing. The headquarters of the Govern-

ment of India, with Lord Canning as the

Governor-General, were at that ^ time at

Calcutta. At so advanced a date as May 25,

1857, the Home Secretary to the Govern-

ment of India, wrote : “There is perfect

peace within a radius of 600 miles from
Calcutta, Momentary and isolated danger

has passed and it is strongly hoped that in a

few days perfect peace and safety will reign

It was not until May ,31, that the Governor-
General and his advisers became aware of

the real danger. By about that time,

Kanpur, Jhansi, Allahabad, Varanasi and
other places had arisen. Telegraph wires

had been cut. The few railway lines that

had been laid were already destroyed, and
Englishmen killed in considerable numbers.

Lord Canning, the Governor-General, did

not lose composure after hearing of what





THE FIRST BRITISH VICTIM OF THE “MUTINY”

COLONEL FINNIS
r;ie\cnth Nathe Infantry, Meerut.

(riom the Ilhishated Loudon Neios of July 11, 1857)

The Indian soldicis at Meeiut mutinied on Ma) 10, 1857,

in the afternoon, rushing from their lines—armed and

fuiious, and firing olf their muskets. Colonel Finnis, and

seieral other European officers, rushed to the paiade

giound and attempted to pacify the insuigents At that

moment, while addressing them, the Colonel i\as filed

upon At fust his hoise was wounded, and immediate!)

afteiwards he himself was liteially riddled with bullets

1 he mutineers maichcd off to Delhi the same night, and

the nevt morning an English doctor, while iiding to his

hospital, through the chaiicd buildings—all naked and

desei ted—came acioss a dholee which he stopped and

asked the beaieis w'hat they earned ^ “The Colonel

Saheb”, the) answ^ered ; it iras the body of poor Colonel

rinnis, which had just been found where he fell, and was

being earned to the church )ard

Colonel 1 mnis, 54, was the eldest suiining brother of the

Loid Ma)oi of London, to w'hom the Goieinoi General

wnote a pcisonal letter of S)nipathy.
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had happened at Meerut and Delhi. The
fii’st step he took was to make arrangements

for the collection of as many European

troops in India as possible. For this purpose

he wrote to the Home authorities in England

also. At that time a British expedition

under Lord ' Elgin was proceeding via

Singapore to attack China. Lord Canning

sent an emissary to Lord Elgin to divert the

troops to India. Lord Elgin was of course

subject to the orders of the Home Govern-

ment in London and the Governor-Geiieral

was not sure whether he would heed a request

from the Government of India. But Lord
Canning wrote explaining the great emer-

gency which had arisen in India and implor-

ing Lord Elgin to divert troops to his aid.

Lord Canning added^ that he was ready to

bear the whole responsibility for the conse-

quences of the diversion of the troops. His

concluding words were significant : “But I

beg your Lordship to believe that, in saying

this, I am not influenced by any thought that

whatever may be the course for which your

Lordship’s wise judgment shall decide, you

will need any help from me in vindicating it

to Her Majesty’s Government”. In due

course, these troops did arrive in India.

Lord Canning also passed a law putting

restrictions on newspapers. This was done

on June 13 and was necessitated by the fact

that, soon after the revolt began, Indian

newspapers of Bengal had begun to write

articles openly sympathising with and

encouraging the revolutionaries.

It is not necessary to detail here the other

measures taken by the Governor-General

from time to time in suppressing the revolt.

These have been dealt with in another

chapter.

The English residents of Calcutta also

began to organize, early in June, a corps of

volunteers. European officers, shopkeepers

and clerks who were enrolled in the corps

began to learn drill and rifle-handling. In

about three weeks a brigade of volunteers

was formed. It was complete in itself with

cavalry, infantry and artillery. This brigade

was thought to be capable of protecting

Calcutta and was put on this duty. This

enabled the Governor-General to send pro-

fessional European soldiers to different parts
of the country where the 'mutiny’ was in

full swing.

On Jime 14, a great panic arose amongst
the English population at Calcutta, both

officials and non-officials. This has been

described in the Red Pamphlet (page 105)

as follows ; “All was panic, disorder and
dismay. The vilest reports were in circu-

lation. It was all too universally credited

that the Barrackpur brigade was in full

march on Calcutta, that the people in the

suburbs had already risen, that the King of

Avadh with his followers was plundering

Garden Reach. Those highest in office were
the first to give the alarm. There were
Secretaries to Government minning over to

Members of Council, loading their pistols,

barricading the doors, sleeping on sofas
;

Members of Council abandoning their houses

with their families and taking refuge on
board the ship

; crowds of lesser celebrities,

impelled by these examples, having hastily

collected their valuables, were rushing to

the Port only too happy to be permitted to

slip under the Fort guns. Horses, carriages,

palanquins, vehicles of every sort and kind

were put into requisition to convey panic-

stricken fugitives out of the reach of ima-

ginary cut-throats. In the suburbs, almost

every house belonging to the Christian popu-

lation was abandoned. Half-a-dozen deter-

mined fanatics could have burned down
three parts of the town”.

From the side of Government steps were
taken to disarm the Barrackpur brigade.

On June 13, the Nawab of Avadh and his

Minister, Ali Naqi Khan, were arrested and
their houses, including the zenana, were
searched. These two persons were incar-

cerated in the Calcutta Fort. It may be
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mentioned that Ali Naqi Khan had a hand took the form of revolts at various places in

in the secret organization which ultimately Northern India.

( .

C. PLACES AFFECTED ;
PSYCHOLOGY OF PRINCES

After the capture of Delhi by the nationalist

forces there was a complete lull for a fort-

night. Thereafter, a coimtry-wide con-

flagration broke out in Northern India. The
principal areas of the war extended roughly

from western Bihar to the eastern borders

of the Punjab. The tide of the revolt was
the strongest in the North-Western

Provinces, Avadh, Rohilkhand, Delhi and
parts of Bundelkhand, Central India and
Rajputana. In the North-Western Pro-

vinces, Kanpur was the chief theatre of war,

Lucknow in Avadh, Bareilly in Rohilkhand,

Jhansi in Bundelkhand, Shahabad in Bihar,

Gwalior in Central India.

In Bihar the rebellion was mostly confined

to Shahabad under the famed Babu
Kunwar Singh, one of the foremost

leaders of the revolt. According to Commis-
sioner Samuells, “in the districts of Bihar,

the great mass of the population believed

that our rule was at an end and they must
shift for themselves, and they proceeded to

loot”. The landlords of Bihar stood by the
British Government, and helped them with
men and money. There were, however, some
troubles in Gaya, Champaran, ChhotaNagpur
and Deoghar, but they were of much lesser

seriousness than the Shahabad rebellion.

The chiefs of Orissa too generally sided with
the British.

In Bengal the sepoys mutinied at many
places, but the local people had no sympathy
with them. On the other hand, the rebels

were chased and driven away to the forests

where they met their end at the hands of

the jungle tribes. Two noblemen of Dacca,

Kali Narayan Chaudhary and Agha Ghulam
Ali, are, however, said to have given financial

assistance to the rebellious regiments. The
citizens of Calcutta and the landlords of

Bengal denounced the mutineers.

In the Bombay Presidency the affected places

were Satara, Kolhapur, Nargimd and the

district of Sawantwadi. On the whole,

there was but a feeble demonstration of dis-

content in this Presidency, and Dr. Sen has

expressed surprise that the Peshwa's cause

should have found so little support in his

own home proifince.

There were no disturbances in the Presidency

of Madras
;
only some signs of restlessness

were observed in the army. The educated

people of the Presidency condemned the

rising in northern India.
,

Of all the places, the chief interest of the

rebellion centred round the four cities of

Kanpur, Lucknow, Delhi and Jhansi.

Separate chapters have been devoted to these

places.

A map has been given in this chapter show-

ing the location of the various units of the

Bengal Army and indicating the regiments

which rose in mutiny. There were 45 such

regiments out of a total of 74. Of the

remaining 29, 20 were disarmed, three were

disbanded and six remained loyal. <

Indian Princes

Barring a few chiefs of the Punjab, who un-

eqmvocally sided with and helped the

British, most of the Rulers of Indian States

adopted a double attitude. Inwardly they

wanted the British to be dethroned from

India, but they had doubts whether the

mutineers would succeed in driving away
the English. In this state of mind, they did

not join the rebels. They feared that, if the

English re-established themselves, their

States would be confiscated, that they would

be finished. At the same time they did not

join the British because they did not wish the

mutiny to fail.
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The undecided attitude of the Princes greatly

prejudiced the cause of the rebels. The
Rulers of Cutch, Gwalior, Indore and those

of the States of Bundelkhand and Rajputana
all behaved in this manner. It is to a large

extent due to the neutrality of these Indian

States that the British were able to recapture

their lost territories.

But the general population of the States was
enthusiastic towards the uprising and
showed extraordinary zeal for the end of the

British rule. Whenever the Chiefs of the

Indian States hesitated to join the revolu-

tion, the people tried to throw oif the yoke
even of their own Chief. Writes Malleson :

"Here too, as at Gwalior, as at Indore, it was
plainly shown that, when the fanaticism of
the oriental people is thoroughly roused, not
even their king, their Raja—^their father, as
all consider him, their God, as some delight

to style him—can bend them against their

convictions.”* The sepoys of the Rulers of

Jaipur and Jodhpur refused point blank to

raise their hands against their countrymen
who were fighting for the nation, even when
the Rulers asked them to do so.

D. CHRONOLOGY OF THE REBELLION

The following chronology shows the spread of the revolt at various places in the country ;

March 29, 1857

April 8 „

May 6 „

May 8 „

May 10 „

May 11

May 16 „

May 20

May 22 „

May 23 „

May 28 o „

May 30

May 31 „
(Sunday)

Mutiny of no. 34 (or no. 19) Indian Platoon in Barrackpur (Bengal). Bravery of
Mangal Pandey and his arrest.

Execution of Mangal Pandey.

Refusal of Indian soldiers of Meerut to bite greased cartridges.

Sentence on 85 Indian soliders in Meerut.

Mutiny of Indian soliders in Meerut. Capture of Meerut city by the revolutionary

soldiers. Advent of country-wide rebellion.

Capture of Delhi by the revolutionists. Administration in the hands of
Emperor Bahadur Shah.

Delhi absolutely free from British influence.

Aligarh free.

Mainpuri free. Atrocities on the revolutionary soldiers in Peshawar.

Etawah free.

Nasirabad in possession of the revolutionaries.

Beginning of the rebellion in Lucknow.

Day fixed by revolutionaries for country-wide revolution.

Rebellion in Bareilly, Shahjahanpur, Moradabad, Lucknow and several other

places ; capture of the cities and declaration of independence.

Fierce battle between revolutionaries and British near Delhi.

•Malleson’s Indian Mutiny, volume III, p. 172.
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June 1 1857 .. Declaration of independence in Budaun. '

June 3 » * • Declaration of independence by the revolutionaries in Azamgarh and Sitapur and
capture of the cities.

June 4 • Beginning of revolt in Kanpur. Revolt in Jhansi and Azamgarh also.

June 5 •• Declaration of independence in Kanpur. NANA SAHEB proclaimed as leader.

Jaunpur free.

June 6 ,> . • Capture of Allahabad by the revolutionaries.

June 7 5 > .• Siege of entrenchment begins at Kanpur,

June 8 j, . . Jhansi absolutely free.

Fierce battle between the revolutionaries and the British at Badli-ki-Sarai near

Delhi. Infantry at Gorakhpur attempts to seize the treasure.

June 9 » . * Declaration of independence in Faizabad and Sultanpur.

Rebellion of Indian soldiers in Jalandhar.

June 10 „ . . End of British rule in almost the whole of Avadh from May 30 to June 10.

Capture of Ludhiana by the revolutionaries.

June 12 „ .. The 17th Regiment at Basti plunders treasury of Opium Agent.

June 14 „ Rebellion in Gwalior.

Outbreak at Banda.

Entire city of Allahabad in arms against the British.

June 18 „ .. Atrocities of the British in Allahabad.

June 23 „ . . Centenary-day of Plassey.

Fierce battle in Delhi.

June 27 „ .. Surrender of entrenchment at Kanpur by General Wheeler.

British killed while embarking at Sattichaura Ghat.

June 28 „ . . Darbar of Nana Saheb in Kanpur.

June 29 „ . . Fierce battle near Iron Bridge in Lucknow. Defeat of the British.

Beginning of the rule by Begam Hazrat Mahal on behalf of Shahzada Biriis Qadar,
son of Wajid Ali Shah,

July 1 >, - • Nana Saheb’s accession as Peshwa at Bithoor.
Revolt at Indore.

July 3 n • • Revolt at Patna.

July 6 „ . . Capture of Agra by the revolutionaries. Declaration of independence.

July 9 j, •• Defeat of the British army in Delhi,

July 10 „ .• Defeat of Nana Saheb near Fatehpur(on Grand Trunk Road between Fatehpur
and Kanpur).

July 12 „ .. Atrocities by the British in Fatehpur.
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July 13 1857

July 16 „

July 17

July 25 „

July 27

July 29 „

July 31 „

August 5 „

August 14 „

September 14 „

September 18 „

September 20 „

September 23 „

September 25 „

October 29 „

November 9 „

November 13 „

November 26 „

December 1—6 „

March 6, 1858

March 14 „

March 15 „

March 22 „

March 24 „

March 26 „

Revolt at Kolhapur and its independence.

First battle of Kanpur. Bibighar tragedy in Kanpun

Capture of Kanpur by the British.

Mutiny of Indian soldiers at Danapur (Bihar). Declaration of independence.

Assumption of leadership by Babu Kunwar Singh. Capture of Arrah by the
revolutionaries.

Defeat of the British Army by the revolutionaries near Arrah.

Cruel murder of Indian soldiers at Ajnala (Punjab).

Kunwar Singh proclaims himself King of Shahabad (Bihar).

Capture of Jagdishpur—the capital of Kunwar Singh—by the British.

Kunwar Singh captures Robertsgunj (Mirzapur).

Entrance of General Wilson’s Army in Delhi after a tough fight.

Rebellion in Jabbalpur.

Arrest of Bahadur Shah ; capture of Delhi by the British. Cruel murder of
the Royal Princes.

Fierce battle between Havelock’s Army and the Revolutionary Army near
Alambagh (Lucknow).

Havelock’s entry into the Residency. He too became one of the besieged,

Tatya Tope arrives at Jalaun.

Capture of Kalpi by Tatya Tope.

Fierce battle near Lucknow from November 13 to November 25. Entry of the

British into the city.

With the aid of the Gwalior Contingent, Tatya Tope captures Kanpur after

three days’ tough fight. British force under Windham retires into entreneWent.
Kanpur again in possession of revolutionaries.

Attack on Kanpur by Sir Colin Campbell, the Commander-in-Chief. Capture
of the city by the British after six days’ tough fight.

Attack on Lucknow by the British continuously for nine days. Tough fight.

Capture of Lucknow by the British.

Entry of British Army in the Royal Palace at Lucknow.

Lord Canning’s Proclamation confiscating the proprietary rights of Avadh
taluqdars with certain exceptions.

Capture of Azamgarh by Kunwar Singh. Defeat of Colonel Milman.

Commencement of the battle in Jhansi. Fierce battle for eight days. Capture

of the f^ort by the British. Rani Laxmi Bai proceeds towards Kalpi.

Kunwar Singh occupies city of Azamgarh.
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April 6, 1858 .. Defeat of Lord Mark Kerr also by Kunwar Singh.

April 17 . Revolutionaries ousted out of Azamgarh city by Douglas.

April 22 „ . . Capture of Jagdishpur—his own capital—by Kunwar Singh.

April 23 . Total defeat of Captain Le Grand’s army near Jagdishpur.

April 24 or 26 „ . . Death of Babu Kunwar Singh.

May 2 „ Capture of Kalpi by the British.

June 1 5 , . . Capture of Gwalior by the revolutionaries led by Rani Laxmi Bai, Tatya Tope
and others.

June 5 „ , . Moulvi Ahmadullah Shah of Faizabad killed while fighting at the gate of the
Fort of Powain near Shahjahanpur,

June 17 5? •. Fierce battle between the revolutionaries and the British in Gwalior. Victory for the
valour of Rani Laxmi Bai.

June 18 ,5 • • Noble death of Rani Laxmi Bai on the field of battle. Capture of Gwalior by
the British.

September 3 „ . . Revolutionaries attack fort at Bansi.

November 1 „ ,, Queen Victoria’s Proclamation announcing the taking over of Indian administra-
tion by the British Crown.

January 6, 1859 Bala Rao enters Nepal.

April 7* „ .. Man Singh’s treachery leads to the arrest of Tatya Tope near Alwar.

April 18 „ Execution of Tatya Tope at Sipri (Madhya Pradesh).

February 5, 1860 Amar Singh’s (brother of Kunwar Singh) death in hospital.
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A. IMPORTANCE OP KANPUR AS A MILITARY STATION.

Prior to their coining into the possession of

the English, the district and the town of

Kanpur belonged to the King of Avadh.

Under a treaty with the Nawab of Avadh,

the British maintained a Subsidiary Force

for the help of the Nawab Wazir,' and this

force was stationed at the Cantonment of

Kanpur, The Nawab Wazir' used to pay an

annual sum to the Company for this force.

Later, certain territories, including the

district and town of Kanpur, belonging to the

Nawab, were ceded to the British in 1801-2

in commutation of the annual payment.

Kanpur was an important military station

in 1857, Situated on the bank of the
Ganga, which was navigable for small boats

throughout the year and for heavy craft in

the rainy season, the town had also become
a centre of commerce. In particular, it had
a flourishing leather industry. Within 50
miles of Lucknow and 100 miles of Allah-

abad, it commanded the highway to Avadh
on the one hand, and the Grand Tnmk Road;
which passed through it, on the other.

Realising its strategical importance, the
British had garrisoned it strongly.

•Through his intellect, a wise man can see before his ve^ eyes his impending misfortune caused by his outi evil

deeds ; so also can he foresee his good luck resulting from pious actions.
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Stationed at Kanpur in May, 1857, were :

(a) 1st 1
(&) 53rd [. Indian Infantry Regiments.

(c) 56th
j

'

. . .

(d) 2nd Light Cavalry (Indian).

(e) Artillery, consisting of six guns manned
by 61 European artillerymen and a few
Indians.

The total number of troops was within 3,000,

all Indians with the exception of about

300 Europeans.

The officer in command of the garrison was
Major-General Sir Hugh Wheeler, k.c.b.,

an officer who had put in more than 50

years’ meritorious service. He had seen

many battles, including those in Afghanistan

and the Punjab. Though now well over 70

years, his reputation as a soldier was high.

He was very popular amongst the sepoys

who were greatly attached to him.

The Collector of the district was Mr. C.

B. THE SIGNS

Prom the very beginning the position

at Kanpur was dangerous from the English-

man’s point of view because the temper of

the Indian troops, particularly of the cavalry,

was known to be uncertain. There were

also in the town a large number of fugitives

from Avadh ;
there were also criminals from

almost all parts of British India who had

collected in the town so as to be able quickly

to escape into Avadh territory (until 1856

Avadh had been imder Indian rule) beyond

the reach of the British Government. With

all these elements in, there was little surprise

that the city should have been full of

rumours and excitement. The position was
aggravated by the passage, in April, 1857,

of a party of the disbanded 19th Native

Infantry from Berhampur which filled the

G. Hillersdon. The munber of civilian

Europeans in Kanpur at that time has been
put at various figures, and it is not possible

to ascertain the exact number. The general

estimate puts the number at 750 souls,

including those connected with the Civil,

Railway, Canal and other Government
departments, as well as the women and
children of the 32nd Foot Regiment
(European) then stationed at Lucknow

;

these men while proceeding to Lucknow had
left back their families at Kanpur tempo-

rarily. The Indian population of Kanpim
was about one lakh persons.’^ Of these, as

many as 40,000 resided in the areas of the

Cantonment and Military bazar. It is said

that included amongst the latter was a
large number of disreputable characters

who had come over from the kingdom of

Avadh and from far-off places in the country

as fugitives from justice. These were,

according to official account, held in check to

the last by Sir George Parker, reputed to be

one of the ablest Cantonment Magistrates.

OP EXCITEMENT

local troops with tales about the new
cartridges though these had actually not

arrived at Kanpur.

The prevailing excitement was increased

when the news of the Meerut and the Delhi

happenings reached the people of Kanpur
on May 14, although the authorities them-

selves came to know of it only on the 18th.

On May 15, the city was greatly agitated at

the news of what had happened at Meerut

;

the Kanpur sepoys looked perturbed.

Several Europeans of the city had, with the

aid of their servants, got clothes of Indian

style sewn for themselves so that in an

emergency they could escape in the guise of

Indians. The more well-to-do amongst
them had arranged for boats to carry them
to Allahabad.

•The present population is about 9 lakhs. The expansion of Kanpur took place after 1857 and from the same
year Bithoor began to decline. A great many people of Bitboor gradually migrated to Kanpur.
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Much excitement was also caused by the

fact that the bodies of an Englishman and a
lady were seen floating down the Ganga one

day. These persons apparently belonged to

the party of Patehgarh fugitives who were
coming down the river from that town.

General Wheeler, believing in the attach-

ment of his sepoys, was calm. In any case,

he did not betray any outward signs of

anxiety. On the 18th he had actually sent

a message to the Governor-General that all

was quiet in his station. But on the 19th

he received a telegram from the Govern-

ment of India asking him to make prepara-

tions for accommodating a European force

at Kanpur which was expected to arrive

there to save the station in case of an

emergency. The message also asked

General Vi^eeler to make it known that such

a force was arriving. The experienced

General did not think that publication of this

news was at all desirable,' because that would

have warned the sepoys that their fidelity was
being suspected. But Wheeler expected to

hold on to the station and he did not, for a

moment, think of evacuating the large

European population to a place of safety

outside Kanpm\ So far the sepoys had

shown no signs of disaffection and the

General was cautious enough to do nothing

in a hasty manner to arouse their suspicion

and prompt them to take up arms.

On May 21, a zealous sepoy went about

warning his comrades “to keep a look out

as mischief was intended by the saheh logiie

and the 1st Company 6th Battalion

Artillery guns were made ready, the gunners

being on the point of firing upon the

Cavalry lines”. The offender was tried and

sentenced to death, but execution was held

over for fear of exciting the sepoys.

On the same day a rumour got currency

that the horses, arms and accoutrements of

the 2nd Cavaliy were to be taken away to

be made over to Europeans. The rumour
was baseless, but the cavalrymen enquired
of their brethren of the infantry whether
they could coimt on their support if an
attempt was made to disarm them.

Yet another cause of anger had been the
persistent rumour that the flour supplied to
the sepoys contained an admixture of the
bones of cows and pigs—a method by which
the Christian Government meant to destroy
the caste of both Hindus and Muslims. It

was said that this atta had been brought
from Roorkee.^' Colour to these rumours
was provided by the fact that about this

time a consignment of rotten atta was being
offered for sale in the city’s market at cheap
rates. The stuff smelt offensive on- baking
and people suspected that grounded bones
had been mixed in it. The suspicion was, on
investigation, found to be untrue, but it was
not easy to satisfy the over-credulous or to

stop those taking pleasure in spreading

rumours.

However, with all this excitement, events

moved slowly. On May 23, General Wheeler
telegraphed to Lucknow that it was almost
certain that the troops would mutiny that

very night. Many ladies of the town conse-

quently took refuge in St. John’s Churchf
which had been selected as a place of retreat

in case of alarm. Then on the 26th the

General again informed Lucknow that all

was well with his station.

Another incident which added to the excite-

ment of the sepoys was the action of a

young European ofiicer who, in a state of

drunkeimess, fired on a party of the 2nd
Cavalry doing patrol duty on the night of

June 2. He was court-martialled, but was
excused on the ground that he was intoxi-

cated when he did the objectionable act.

This left the sepoys unconvinced for they

knew that drunkenness is no excuse in law

unless drink had been administered to an

•Whether it came from Roorkee or elsewhere is not clear, but it had arrived for sale in boats.

fThis church was situated near the entrenchment.
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offender against his will, which was not so

in the present case. The sepoys were con-

firmed in their suspicion that the authorities

meant some mischief. The sepoys made no

secret of their perturbed feelings and some
even declared that their own firearms might
also be discharged by accident some day.

That the Europeans wei’e nervous about

C. NANA SAHEB CALLED

On May 26,* the Magistrate, Mr. Hillersdon,

felt that the help of Nana Saheb would be

valuable in meeting any disturbances that

might take place. The Magistrate had for

several days previously been in touch with

him on this topic and the official version

has it that Nana Saheb had, of his own
accord, “proffered offers of assistance in case

of an outbreak”.! He was in a position to

give such assistance because he had been

allowed by Government, after the death of

Maharaja Baji Rao, a retinue of 500 cavalry

and infantry men and three guns of small

calibre, all under his own absolute control.

On the point whether Nana Saheb was
himself keen to assist, or whether the

Magistrate wanted his help, there is some
uncertainty, but this much is clear that

on May 26, Mr. Hillersdon did actually ask
him to come to his aid. He did come with

200! armed retainers and two guns imder
the charge of Tatya Tope. He was then

allotted the task of guarding the treasury

which happened to be near his own Kanpur
residence at Nawabganj. Along with Nana
Saheb’s men, a company of the 53rd Native
Infantry was also put to protect the treasury.

According to Mowbray Thomson, one of the

survivors of Kanpur, the Magistrate invited

Nana Saheb to take charge of the treasury.

His account runs : “The resident Magistrate,

their position at Kanpur can be judged from

the fact that the birthday of Queen Victoria

was not celebrated. Every year in the past,

dance, music and dinner were arranged in

great pomp to celebrate the birthday and

guns used to be fired in salute. This year,

no such celebrations took place nor were the

guns fired.

TO AID BY MAGISTRATE.

Mr. Hillersdon, being greatly concerned for

the safety of the large amount of treasme

under his charge, more than a hundred

thousand pounds, after consultation with

Sir Hugh Wheeler, sent message to Bithoor

requesting the presence and the aid of Nana
Saheb : he came instantly, attended by his

body-guard, and engaged to send a force of

two hundred cavalry, four hundred infantry

and two gims to protect the revenue. The

treasury was at the distance of five miles

from the entrenchment, and it was thought

inexpedient to bring the revenue into the

former position
;
consequently it was placed

under the custody of the detachment from

Bithoor, together with a company of the

53rd Native Infantry, and Nana Saheb

himself resided in the civil lines of the

Cantonment. The relations we had always

sustained with this man had been of so

friendly a natme that not a suspicion of his

fidelity entered the minds of any of our

leaders
; his reinforcements considerably

allayed the feverish excitement caused by
our critical condition, and it was even pro-

posed that the ladies should be removed to

his residence at Bithoor, that they might be

in a place of safety.”

It is of interest to add that Mrs. Hillersdon

had implicit faith in Nana Saheb. On May
16, she wrote a letter to a friend in England

*According to the Kanpur Gazelictrf Nana Saheb came to Kanpur on May 22, with 200 men and two guns.
On the 26th he was given the charge o£ the treasury.

IShcrer’s Narrative, p. 4.

JTlic number o£ armed men that came has been given as 600 in Mowbray Thomson’s version. So the point about
numbers is very doubtiul.
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saying that if the troops mutinied, she and
her family would either go into the Canton-

ment or to Bithoor to the Nana Saheb who
was a great friend of her husband and who
possessed enormous wealth and influence ;

that all would be quite safe there. Two days

later she again wrote to say that her

husband had made all the necessary arrange-

ments for her and the children to go to

Bithoor, that he “will go there himself and,

with the aid of the rajah, to whose house

we are going, he will collect and head a

force of fifteen hundred fighting men, and

bring them into Kanpur to take the

insurgents by surprise. This is a plan of

their own, and is quite secret : for the object

of it is to come on to the mutineers

unawares.”

It was not strange on the part of the

Hillersdons and the European officers to have

so much confidence in the Nana ; the latter

had been on terms of the utmost cordiality

with the official circle of the station and few

indeed there had been who had not enjoyed

his hospitality at Bithoor in one form or the

other. It is to his great credit that he did

not allow his personal grievance against the

British Government to embitter his relations

with the gentlemen and the ladies at

Kanpur—^he rightly kept the two matters

separate. Even if he had planned the revolt

or had any previous understanding with

the sepoys at Kanpur, it is clear that he

intended to do no personal harm to the

Europeans at Kanpur. This is borne out

by the fact that the sepoys, after having

mutinied, did not molest their officers or

their families, but left them alone—contrary

to what happened at most of the other

stations.

Dr. Sen has held that there is no doubt

that, on hearing of the news about Meerut,

Nana Saheb did offer his hospitality and

protection to the English ladies by suggest-

ing to Mr. Hillersdon that his wife and the

other ladies could be sent to Bithoor, The
officer appears to have accepted the offer,

but the plan did not materialise because at

the last moment perhaps the ladies changed
their minds and preferred the shelter of the

entrenchment where they hoped to remain
on with their menfolk. But about Nana
Saheb volunteering to give armed assistance

of his own accord, Dr. Sen has preferred to

leave the question open. In his Personal

Narrative Shephard has stated that Nana
Saheb undertook to protect the treasury in

conjunction with his own sepoy-guard and
that his offer was accepted by the authorities.

“He accordingly removed to a bungalow
near the treasury and with about 500 armed
men in his employ, and two small gims, took
charge of the place”, adds Mr. Shephard.*
But as neither Mr. Shephard, who was an
Eurasian clerk in the Commissariat office,

nor Captain Mowbray Thomson, was dealing

with the matter in a critical way, their

statements do not carry the value of con-

clusive evidence, particularly when, as now,
doubts have been expressed on the question.

In Col. Williams’ enquiry mention has been
made of some witnesses testifying that after

Nana Saheb had taken over the protection

of the treasury, he secretly got into touch

with sepoy leaders with a view to inciting

them to mutiny. But the evidence was of

menial servants and could not be relied upon
to prove that Nana Saheb was actually incit-

ing the men. It was perhaps true that

Nana Saheb had some meetings with sepoy-

leaders, but on this score he was able to

satisfy Mr. Hillersdon that the object of the

meetings was to concert measures for pacify-

ing the troops who were determined to

mutiny. The possibility of Nana Saheb

having tampered with the sepoys has been

discounted by Sherer who holds that, if any-

thing, he was really in his inner heart a

well-wisher of the English. And there was
a motive in this, that is to say, according

Page 15.
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to Sherer, it was “a way of getting his

pension by putting the English under a great

obligation
;
and certainly he could not at

first come to any agreement with the sepoys ;

or at least he did not”. To play two opposite

roles requires cunning and artifice in a large

measure, and we have it on the evidence of

Sherer and others that, whatever may have

been the defects in the character of Nana
Saheb, he was neither artful nor cunning.

If anything, he was a simple sort of person

with only a grievance against Lord

Dalhousie and even with that grievance he

did not entertain inimical feelings towards

the English gentry of Kanpur, including

civil and military officers. This must be
said to his credit at all events.

I

A point that has been put against Nana Saheb
is that he is said to have had five lakh

pounds in deposit in English banks in 1856 ;

and further it is said that except for a siun

of £3,000, he gradually withdrew the deposits

by the time of the mutiny. Even if this

were a fact, it does not necessarily imply that

Nana Saheb was in league with the Kanpur
sepoys ; he might have made the with-

drawals as a prudent precaution thinking

that if the British were dislodged from the

coimtry his money in the English banks
would be lost.

D. THE ENTRENCHMENT

Some of the European officers under General

Wheeler were unwilling to entrust their wives

and children to the protection of Nana Saheb.

Under their pressure, the General began to

look out for a place where the Eiuopean

ladies and their children could take shelter.

An admirable place for this purpose would

have been the Magazine, but the General

discarded it, for reasons still imknown, in

preference to a block of buildings which

formed the old Dragoon hospital. It con-

sisted of two one-storied barracks, one of

which had only a thatched roof. A not

very deep trench and a mud wall four feet

high were thrown round the building. This

place was called, and has been known since,

as the ENTRENCHMENT. Prom the view-

point of military defence, it was a miserable

and practically useless shelter. During one

of the days when the mud-wall rmmd it was
being raised, Azimullah Khan passed by it

wth a European lieutenant, who had been a

great favourite at Bithoor, and asked the

latter, “IVhat do you call that place you

are making out in the plain ?” On the

lieutenant replying that he did not know,
Azimullah Khan suggested that it should be
called The Fort of Despair. The soldier

insisted that they shall call it The Fort of

Victory. Whereupon Azimullah Khan
nodded an incredulous assent.

General Wheeler has been greatly blamed
for having chosen this place in preference

to the Magazine which would have been a

much safer place of refuge. But it is easy to

be wise after the event. Having regard to

the actual circumstances of the moment,
General Wheeler must have had some valid

reasons for his choice. For instance, it has

been suggested that the General was pre-

paring for a temporary shelter only, be'cause

he had been assured by his spies that the

sepoys, if they did mutiny, would imme-
diately march for Delhi and had no intention

of molesting the English community of

Kanpur. Sir Hugh Wheeler also did not

like to be away from the sepoy lines where
it was arranged that the European officers

should sleep at night.^ It has been further

suggested that the General was providing

•It on record ihnt tlie European officers actuallv pitched their tents in the lines of their men and with their
families remained amonRst them during the night. They thus erinced. notwithstanding their alleged svaiit of con-
ndcuce in the men, a noble example of dcsotion to duty-Col. Williams’ Sympsh of the Evidence, p 3
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This place was the scene of the picliminaiy incidents at Kanpur. Aftei the Second Ca\ahy

Regiment had lisen, a pait of the infantiy icgimcnts also joined them. Shoitly after the

icbcllious infantiymcn had put on their unifoims and loaded their muskets, Colonel Ewait

came up to entieat them to be peaceful. But he was not hcaul, and the men of the ca\ahy

and the infantry maichcd off together towards the tieasury and tlie magazine in the

aica of Nawabganj.
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'IIic signal foi the stait of the mutin\ at Kanpur was given

hy Suhcdai 1 ika Singh of the Second Nati\e Ca\alr). Theie-

attci, tlie wJiole of his leginicnt dicw up on the load, and

this nas followed tlie lising of the Fiist Native Infantiy

on being pioiupted b> him. Lalci, Subedai Tfka Singh was

the moung spiiit in the opeiations against Geneial Whcclci’s

cniienchinent, ieici\uig fiom Nana Saheb the lank of Gencial.

NANHE NA^VAB

Mohammad Ali Klian, populaily known as Nanhe Nawab,

was the sou of Agha Mil, a fonner minister of the Avadh

kingdom. On losing his office the minister had settled

down at Kanpui. On account of higli birth, coupled U'ith his

own pcisonal qualities, Nanhe Nawab was held in high esteem

at Kanpui. He took piomincnt pait in the bombardment

of the cnticiichmcnl. firing the cannon with his own hands.

On the lestitiition of Ihitish pow'cr, he iras aiiestcd and tried,

but was e\cntuall> cleaicd of the murder of Eiiiopeans.

Tficicafici, he made his way to IMacca wheic he died.
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for a retreat in an emergency without

causing suspicion to the sepoys and that the

way in which the entrenchment was pre-

pared was a token of his confidence in them.

But perhaps there were other stronger

reasons why General Wheeler in his wisdom

did not consider the Magazine a safer place

for shelter. The General would have

known—and subsequent events proved this

—

that the mutineers would first of all attack

the Magazine, and from that point of view it

could not have been a safe place. Secondly,

there was the fear of the Magazine being

exploded by shots from the mutineers which

would have meant the instantaneous des-

truction of each and everyone of the refugees.

Curiously enough, however, no writer

appears to have seriously considered these

aspects of the question before blaming

General Wheeler for rejecting the Magazine

as a place for shelter.

The entrenchment was ordered to be stocked

with supplies for a month, but it is .reported

that the contractors had put in lesser

amounts than had been ordered. This was

on June 4. On the same day, a sum of rupees

one lakh was brought in from the treasury

which was now still left with nine lakhs in

cash. But somehow no steps were taken to

secure the ammunition and stores which were

lying in large quantities, both in the

Ordnance (main Magazine) and the regi-

mental magazines. This shows that no very

serious view was taken of the matters in

general.*

It is to this entrenchment that the European

ladies with their children went in hurriedly

at every alarm, only to return from it on the

alarm proving false. On the actual outbreak

almost the whole European and Anglo-
Indian population of Kanpur went into the

entrenchment now garrisoned by tlie English

soldiery.

It was on May 22 that European ladies

and children were taken to the entrench-

ment. Fletcher Hayes has graphically

described the condition of the inmates. He
says that when he went there, he found the

baggage of the Europeans coming in buggies,

palanquins and carts. Everyone was
trembling with fear from imaginary enemies.

The women were sitting round an ill-looking

dining table in a barrack. All round were
women, with infants in their arms, purses

and children and officers. Hayes adds that

if in these circumstances mutiny did take

place, none but the British were to be held

responsible because they proved to the

Indians how soon the English people get

terrified and how helpless they then become.

Shortly after May 26, the 2nd Regiment of

Avadh Cavalry arrived from Lucknow and

was put on patrol duty along with a picket

of the 2nd Cavalry. Their loyalty, how-
ever, began to be suspected and they were

accordingly marched out towards Farrukha-
^ bad on the Grand Trunk Road with the

ostensible purpose of guarding the highway.

After a few marches from the city, the regi-

ment mutinied and killed their European

officers. Some Sheikhs in the regiment, how-

ever, returned to Kanpur, bringing with

them an artillery officer who was saved as

he was with a separate battery detachment

much in the rear of the main regiment.

These Sheikhs were, however, dismissed by

the General.

E. THE OUT-BREAK

After a long suspense on both sides, the

mutiny did break out on June 4 late at

night. The beginning was made by the

2nd Cavalry. Men were in their first sleep

when a pistol was fired thrice and a

bright fire was lit.f It is said that Tika

the burning of a bungalow and a horse litter trheie Ihcic was a la.ge collection of grass.
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Singh, who was on picket duty with his

troops, had given the signal which was

promptly followed by others. The mutineers

ran hither and thither, some to set fire to

buildings, others to take possession of the

regimental treasure-chest. The whole

cavalry regiment then drew up in battle

dress on the road. Two sawars thereupon

proceeded towards the lines of the First

Native Infantry and shouted : ''Our Sube-

dar-major sends his compliments to the

Subedar-major of the First, and wishes to

know the reason for this delay, as the cavalry

are drawn up on the road.” The infantry-

men then began to dress themselves and load

their muskets. Shortly after, Colonel Ewart
arrived and entreated the soldiers in Hin-

dustani, asking them not to take part in "so

great a wickedness”, but his words went im-

heeded. The battalion in a body joined the

cavalry and both marched oif towards the

treasury and the magazine in Nawabganj.

But while this was happening, the 53rd and
the 56th Indian regiments were quiet and in

disciplined order. The Adjutants of these

regiments kept the sepoys at drill till long

after sunrise on the 5th. The Colonel of 56th

regiment actually sent his battalion to the

deserted lines of the 2nd Cavalry and col-

lected some of the arms and horses which
had been left behind. He then allowed the

sepoys to take off their uniforms and cook

their breakfast. Similarly, the Major of the

53rd Regiment allowed his men to go to the

lines after the drill. The Subedars and
Jamadars of these regiments were with the

British ofiicers in the entrenchment and it

was during this time that a sawar of the 2nd
Cavalry incited the sepoys of the 56th who
also now rose. The sepoys of the 53rd were
still unmoved. They collected in front of the

lines, not distant from the entrenchment,

with the intention, it is said, of placing them-
selves under the command of their European
officers. It was at this point that an error

of judgment is said to have been committed
by General '^ffieeler who ordered the guns of

the entrenchment to be opened on the waver-

ing sepoys. These faithful sepoys were
at first unwilling to believe that their com-
mander would repay their loyalty in this

manner, but it was not until the third round

was fired that they fled along the main road

to join the mutineers at Nawabganj.

At Nawabganj the mutineers marched in a

body to the treasury. The person who had
the keys with him was made to give them up.

A lakh of rupees were then taken out of

the strong rooms and distributed to the men
of the four regiments. Thereafter, the

insurgents went in different directions—some
broke open the jail setting the convicts at

liberty
;
others set fire to the Magistrate’s

comrt burning the civil and criminal records

in a big bonfire. Some others mounted an

elephant and paraded the streets with a flag.

Others again cut the cables of the bridge

of boats which connected the town with

Unnao, and many boats floated down the

river. European houses on*^the west side of

the city were burnt and plundered.

After these happenings, the mutineers

packed their things and, with a long caravan

of carts loaded with their goods and female

relations, marched towards Delhi which was
the rallying point of rebel sepoys from all

military stations. The forecast of 'General

Wheeler was thus vindicated. It was
another matter that on second thoughts the

sepoys returned back to Kanpur, a contin-

gency on which the General had not

calculated.

As the mutineers did not molest the

Europeans of the town, several of them sent

their servants to place all their property in

the boats which had been kept in readiness

at the ghats for proceeding to Allahabad.

Bazar coolies were not to be found to do
the loading and the official account has it

that some of the sepoys, who afterwards
joined the rebels, helped the personal

servants in the loading business. It was the

general belief amongst the Em'opeans that

after rising in mutiny, the troops would
pi’oceed to Delhi. For this reason, several
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Europeans, even- after the actual outbreak,

remained in their houses, Sir George Parker
the Cantonment Magistrate, being one of

them.

Though the I’ising amongst the sepoys was
a general one, there were some (Indian com-

missioned officers particularly) who stood by
the British and performed services for them
on .the day of the outbreak by bringing in

arms and ammunition from the regimental

magazines to the entrenchment. The official

account gratefully mentions the name of

Subedar-major Bhawanee Singh. It has
been recorded of him that he evinced much
noble devotion and fidelity in opposing the
mutinous sawars who demanded their
colours, and was severely wounded in the
result. ' He was removed to the entrench-

ment where he subsequently died from
further wounds inflicted by a shell. “Thus,

though an alien both to oim race and creed,

he gave his life freely for the Government
he had long honourably served”—Col.

Williams’ Synopsis of Evidence, page 3.

F. NANA MADE LEADER BY THE SEPOYS

On tiieir march to Delhi the mutinous

sepoys made their first halt at Kalyanpur,

a village on the Grand Trunk Road, some

eight miles from Kanpur. While the

encampment was at Kalyanpur, emissaries

of Nana Saheb are said to have gone there

and persuaded the sepoys to return to

Kanpur, explaining to them that it was

better for them to have their own way at

Kanpur rather than go to far off Delhi

where things might be uncertain. They

were also told that when a niunber of

European soldiers was still at Kanpur, it

was nothing short of a suicidal act on their

part to go to Delhi, leaving things as they

were at Kanpur. Whether it was Nana

Saheb’s own scheme that the sepoys should

be brought back to Kanpur, or whether his

advisers, particularly Azimullah Khan, were

the persons behind the scheme, is a matter

on which historians are disagreed. It

is also not clearly established whether Nana

Saheb himself went to Kalyanpur to prevail

upon the sepoys to return back or whether

only his agents went there to persuade the

sepoys, under financial inducements, to

return to Kanpur and to finish the

few Englishmen hiding themselves in the

entrenchment.

It is also said that Nana Saheb was ready

to accompany the sepoys to Delhi, but that

Azimullah Khan dissuaded him from that

course, saying that while he could play

an independent role at Kanpur, at Delhi he
would be subordinate to so many other

leaders.

Yet another version is that Nana Saheb had
no intention of leading the rebels either to

Delhi or at Kanpim, but that he was coerced

to assume their leadership under threat from
the sepoys. This theory of duress finds

support from the statement of Tatya Tope
made at his court-martial in which he
deposed that Nana Saheb was forced to

assume the command. A slightly varied

version of this account is that a deputation

of the Indian officers of the mutinous regi-

ments waited' on Nana Saheb and suggested

that, if he joined their cause, he would be
the master of a kingdom, but that if he sided

with the British, he would be put to death.

In a letter written to the British authorities

in 1859, Nana Saheb had, on his own part,

also asserted that he had been compelled

to join the rebels because he and his family

were at their mercy and that he had no
alternative but to assume their leadership.

There is still another story according to

which Nana Saheb had, quite some time
before the actual outbreak, been in league

with the sepoy-leaders and was inciting them
to mutiny. It is said that there were several

secret conferences between the sepoy-officers

and Nana Saheb. This possibility has, how-
ever, been discounted by official writers.
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For instance, Colonel Williams, who had

conducted a thorough inquiry into the

Kanpur mutiny, was imable to accept the

version of any previous imderstauding

between Nana Saheb and the sepoy-leaders ;

he stated that he could find no evidence in

support of this. Again, Thornhill, the Com-
missioner of the Allahabad Division, in

writing his report on the mutiny at Kanpur,

also came to the conclusion that there was
no previous understanding. His argument

was that "had there been any previous

understanding between the Nana and the

troops, there would have been no object in

the march which the sepoys made towards

Delhi”.

Sir George* Forrest could not, however,

accept the possibility of Nana Saheb having

been forced on threat of violence to join the

rebel cause. His argument is that Nana
Saheb had two guns and a body of armed
retainers with which he could stand any
possible attack by the mutinous sepoys.

But this argument is hardly conclusive

because the guns were those which the

British Government had presented to Baji

Rao to fire salvoes on festive occasions and
were almost useless as weapons of fighting

or of defence. As for Nana Saheb’s

retainers, their number was only 300 and
they were no match to the three infantry and
one cavalry regiments which had mutinied.

There was also the possibility that Nana
Saheb’s retainers had sympathies with the

sepoys and woifid not have saved him from
the latter’s onslaught had they indulged in it.

However, whatever may be the circumstances

of the case, the fact is not in doubt that

the same evening the rebel sepoys returned

from Kalyanpur and that Nana Saheb was
their head at Kanpur thereafter. The three

thousand sepoys at Kalyanpur are then said

to have elected Nana Saheb as their King
and expressed an ardent desire to see him.

It is said that Nana Saheb, with his brothers

Baba Bhatt and Bala Saheb, his nephew
Rao Saheb, and Tatya Tope and Azimullah

Khan, was in the vicinity of Kalyanpur.

When Nana Saheb appeared before the

sepoys he was hailed with tremendous

enthusiasm. Thereafter the sepoys, with his

consent, proceeded to elect their officers.

Of these, Subedar Tika Singh, the main

figure amongst the sepoys, was elected the

chief commander of the cavalry and was

given the title of General. Certain persons*

were appointed as Colonels. New regula-

tions for the army were also issued. Soon

afterwards, a grand procession was orga-

nised with an elephant at the front carrying

the flag of freedom. On the same day it was

proclaimed by the beat of drums that Nana
Saheb had commenced to rule.

*5111)011311 Dalblinnjan Singli of the S.'Ird Infantry was plarcd in charge of tlie same regiment, with the rank of
CoionrI, Willie liie CGih was put in charge of Subedar Ganga Din, also with the rank of Colonel.



CHAPTER NINETEEN

THE SIEGE OF ENTRENCHMENT : GENERAL WHEELER’S
CAPITULATION

A. THE SIEGE.

B. THE CAPITULATION.

A. THE SIEGE

About one thousand persons had taken

shelter in the entrenchment—^the fort of

despair. The number of men was 465 of

varying ages and professions. The number
of females, married and unmarried, was
about 280 and the number of children was
also nearly as many. All the men-folk who
were able-bodied and could bear arms, about

400 in number, were called together and

grouped in batches under military officers.’^

The enclosure of the entrenchment was about

200 feet square. It was on an open plain at

the end of the city and within range of the

infantry lines on two sides. The Magazine

was near Nawabganj.

On return from Kalyanpur, the rebel army

laid siege to the entrenchment. It is signi-

ficant that before the laying of the siege,

Nana Saheb sent a note to General Wheeler

notifying his intention to assault the en-

trenchment. It ran thus ; ‘*We are going

to begin the attack. We want to warn you

and, therefore, send you this previous

notice." This letter reached the General

either on the evening of June 6 or the morn-

ing of the 7th-

The receipt of this letter greatly perplexed

the old General. On the mutineers having

marched off on the Delhi road he had felt an
inner satisfaction and was now hoping to

make way by boats to Allahabad. All were
stunned by the news. Soon after, messages
were sent for everyone to collect within the
entrenchment. The women and children

were already there and so were the soldiers

on duty. But several Indian officers who had
not joined the mutineers, had gone to their

bungalows, and these now hastened to take
shelter in the entrenchment.

The siege of the entrenchment and its can-

nonading commenced at about 10 a.m.t in

the morning of June 7. There were four
guns—two of Nana Saheb and two heavy
guns which had been procured from the

Magazine. These were later augmented
by ten more brought from the Magazine.

Subedar Tika Singh of 2nd Cavalry, who
had been the most active promoter
of the revolt and who now received the

rank of General from Nana Saheb, was in

command of the operations. As the day
advanced, the gims of the besiegers poured
incessant fire into the entrenchment which
brought forth loud screams of women and
children. During the following days the

inmates had become accustomed to their fate

and the shrill lamentings gave place to "an

•Trevelyan, p. 86.

fThis is according to Sheier’s Account. Another \eriion is that the siege commenced in the afternoon.
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unnatural stillness, more pathetic than the

wailings of grief and the clamorous out-

bursts of terror.*

Thereafter for 21 days, the entrenchment

was subjected to cannonading day after day.

The protection offered by the walls arotmd

the entrenchment and the gmis mounted

within the enclosure would have been but a

feeble defence against a general onslaught,

had one been attempted. That the area was
heavily mined was the general belief of the

leaders of the revolt and this was perhaps

the reason why such an assault was never

attempted. But there was great enthusiasm

amongst the general public to join in the

firing on the entrenchment. Women helped

men and old men helped young men in the

work.

The green flag of the Emperor of Delhi was
hoisted in the city. On June 7 a proclama-

tion was issued in Hindi and Urdu from

Nana Saheb and distributed in the city and
amongst the sepoys. In it Hindus and Mus-

lims were asked to save the religion by their

united efforts. On the same day several

Englishmen who could not or did not go into

the entrenchment were sought out and

killed.

Two companies of the 48th Native Infantry

and one squadron of the 7th Cavalry were

encamped at Chaubepur some miles from

Kanpur. On Jmie 9 these troops mutinied

and murdered their officers with the excep-

tion of Lt. Boulton who found his way into

the entrenchment the next day.

On June 10 three boat-loads of refugees,

numbering 60—70 persons, came down the

Ganga from Fatehgarh. They ran aground

near Nawabganj and the whole party was
captui'ed. Later, they were put to the

sword.

The thatched roof of one of the barracks was
set on fire on June 13. This caused the loss

of all the hospital stores and at the same
time deprived many of the inmates of shelter

from the blazing sun.

On June 16 the besieging force was en-

couraged by the arrival of the 4th and 5th

Avadh Irregular Infantry which erected a
new battery which commanded the single

well from which the garrison obtained their

water.

Even while fighting was going on, Nana
Saheb made arrangements for the carrying

on of the civil administration. By the

sudden disappearance of British rule, the

administration was in confusion, but Nana
Saheb made all possible arrangements at this

critical time. Prominent citizens of Kanpur
were called together and at their desire he
appointed Hulas Singh as City Kotwal and
Chief Magistrate. He was given strict

orders to protect the citizens from disorderly

sepoys or bandit villagers. Another
person, by name Mulla, was appointed at the

head of the arrangements for supplying pro-

visions to the army.

A court was appointed to settle civil and
criminal cases. Jwala Prasad, Azimullah
Khan, Ram Lai, the Deputy Collector, and
others were appointed judges and Baba
Bhatt was made President. Persons found
guilty of oppression or disorder were severely

punished by this court. Much care was
given to the maintenance of public order.

Gradually, the functions of the court
increased and it also arranged for the supply
of ammunitions and clothes to. the army.
It tried the arrested English scouts and
Indian spies doing work for the English.

Due to his old age. General Wheeler left

the active duty of defence to his younger
officers, the chief of whom was Capt. Moore.
Though arms and ammunition within the
entrenchment were more than sufficient,

there was scarcity of foodstuffs. To this

Kaye, volume 11, page SIC.
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difficulty was added the constant firing from

the Indian army outside, causing havoc

amongst the besieged, fifty per cent, of whom
were women and children. The male

civilians who could fire were, along with the

soldiers, provided with muskets and allotted

their task in the defence arrangements.

The condition of the garrison went from bad

to worse every day. They were being

sustained by the hope of receiving reinforce-

ments from Lucknow, but no rescue party

arrived. General Wheeler managed to send

some notes to Lucknow through Indian

spies. One of these, bearing date June 14,

was addressed to Mr. Gubbins and ran as

follows : ''My dear Gubbins—We have been

besieged since the 6th by the Nana Saheb,

joined by the whole of the native troops

who broke out on the morning of the 4th.

The enemy have two 24-pounders. The

whole Christian population is with us in a

temporary entrenchment and our defence

has been noble and wonderful, our loss heavy

and cruel. We want aid, aid, aid ! Regards

to Lawrence—^Yours, etc., H. W.” A post-

script to this note was added to say that the

General needed a barely 200 men to finish

the rebels and then give aid to Lucknow.

What precise reply the General received

from Lucknow was never known but certain

it is that he received no succour, though he

received some encouraging reply. On the

18th June, General Wheeler again had caused

a note to be sent to Lucknow,

signature of Capt. Moore. It ran : Sir,

By the desire of Sir Hugh Wheeler, I have

the honour to acknowledge your letter of the

16th. Sir Hugh regrets that you cannot

send him the 200 men as he believes with

their‘assistance he could drive the insurgents

from Kanpur and capture their guns. Our

troops, officers, volunteers have acted most

nobly and on several occasions a handful of

men have driven hundreds before them. Our

loss has chiefly been from the sun and their

heavy guns. Our rations shall last a
fortnight and we are still well supplied with
ammunition. Our guns are serviceable.

Report says that troops are advancing from
Allahabad and any assistance might save
our garrison. We of course are prepared to

hold out to. the last. It is needless to

mention the names of those who have been
killed or died. We trust in God and if our
exertions here assist or save, it will be con-

solation to know that our friends appi'eciated

our devotion. Any news of relief will cheer

us. Yours, etc.—J. Moore, Captain,. 32nd
Regiment.”

The miseries of the besieged were greatly

added to for want of water. There was a
single well within the entrenchment and its

water supply was quite inadequate for a
thousand people during the hot month of

June. To make matters worse, the well was
a target of artillery-men outside with the

result that if a man appeared with a pitcher

during the day, a volley of grape was fired

on him. Darkness also offered but little

safety, because the sound of the creaking

tackle reached the besiegers who then opened

fire. Soon the beam and brick-work over

the well, which was giving some protection

to the drawers, was shot away and so buckets

had to be hauled up, hand over hand, from
a depth of sixty feet. It was not long

before the Indian water-carriers within the

entrenchment had been killed and their place

was taken by English soldiers who received

a wage of half a sovereign for every bucket

of water. The grown-ups, knowing what a

dear price was being paid for water in life

and money, bore their thirst in silence. The
same could not be expected of babies and

children who kept up a perpetual moan which

was most terrible to their parents to hear.

Children were seen ^'sucking the pieces of

old water bags, putting scraps of canvas and
leather strips into the mouth to try to get

a single drop of moisture upon their lips.”^

•Trevelyan, p. 130.
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Death amongst the besieged was taking its

toll at a rapid rate. Within three weeks,

250 souls, one-fourth of the whole garrison,

had breathed their last. It was a problem to

bury the dead. However, a place was found,

a sort of a well beneath the walls of an

unfinished construction, lying at a distance

of 200 yards from the rampart. During the

night, the dead bodies were taken there to

be given an improvised burial—this was not

possible during the day when battle raged

around that place. Even the hour of the

night was varied lest the besiegers came to

know of the melancholy proceedings.

Amongst the earlier casualties were
Mr. Hillersdon, who was killed by a round

shot, and Mrs. Hillersdon who a few days

afterwards was crushed to death by falling

masonry.

General Wheeler’s son, a captain in the army,

was also wounded. His two sisters and
mother were just going to give him medicine.

Before this could be done, there was an
explosion and his head was carried off by
a cannon ball. Magistrate Hillersdon had
also lost his life while talking to his wife in

the verandah. He was blown to pieces by
the bursting of a cannon ball on his head.

A few days later his wife died by the falling

of the wall at which she was leaning. In

one of these days seven women, who were
near a ditch in the entrenchment, were
also killed together by a bomb explosion.

Cholera, dysentery and t3^hoid too were
active taking a heavy toll. Those who
survived went almost insane from terrific

fright and ghastly scenes.

The situation of the besieged has been des-

cribed by Sherer thus : “Having at his

command a Magazine, stored with eveiy des-

cription of ammunition and ordnance, a

treasury full and the city bazar in his hands,

it is not to be 'wondered at, that he (Nana
Saheb) soon rendered the situation of the

Europeans next to hopeless. An incessant

fire of musketry was poured into the

entrenchment from the nearest buildings
;

guns of large calibre, drawing gradually

closer and closer, sent their shot and shell,

without intermission, against the brick-walls

of the barracks ; and carcases fired the

thatched buildings, in which numbers of sick

and helpless women and wounded men were
huddled together, many of whom were burnt
alive.”

He goes on to say : “The hospital stores were
lost or destroyed and all being now crowded
into one building, without medicine, the sick

and wounded died without relief. With the

greater portion of their ammunition spent,

the besieged were also forced to slacken their

fire. In short, their position was rendered
hopeless and helpless in the extreme

;
and all

this before the firing had lasted for half a
week.”

Sherer then concludes his account of the

miseries of the besieged : “The half-

destroyed walls of the barracks, or the tem-
porary expedient of piling up tents and
casks, formed the precarious but only
shelter that could be obtained. Pood could
only be carried from post to post by day,

and the dead were removed by night, and
thrown into the adjacent well \vithQut the
decency of burial. Relief was expected on
the 14th June

; but day after day brought no
succour. Roimd shot and disease were
doing their work, provisions ran short, and
the misery endured by all can hardly be
imagined.”'*

With little hope of receiving assistance in

time from Lucknow or Allahabad, General
Wheeler sent out some spies in order to

induce Nanhe Nawab to cause a rupture
amongst the rebels so that they could give

up the siege. The Nawab was promised a
big reward, including a large pension. The
name of the Nawab was particularised
because General Wheeler had known that this

'.SV/rjnV Account, page 0.
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nobleman had suffered humiliation at the

hands of the sepoys soon after the outbreak

and that his house had been sacked.

Although terms were made with him by Nana
Saheb later, the General thought it possible

that he could be deflected from the rebel

cause on promise of tempting rewards. But

his spies were unsuccessful in their mission.

They could not also induce the influential

people of the town, particularly the rich

business community, in giving assistance to

the besieged although heavy rewards were

promised.

B. THE Cl

By June 24, the besieged had almost reached

the limit of endurance. -General Wheeler

wrote thus to Lucknow, which was to be his

flnal message : “British spirit alone remains.

... It cannot last for ever .... Surely

we are not to die like rats in a cage,” The

rations were getting exhausted and people

were having only half meals for the last four

days. Ammunition was also getting

exhausted.

It was at this juncture that a truce was

negotiated. Whether the initiative came

from the besieged or the besiegers has been

the subject of controversy. Indian writers

hold that on the 24th or 25th June, the

General raised the white flag whereupon

Nana Saheb at once ordered the firing to

stop. Negotiations for surrender then

started. English writers, on the other hand,

adhere to the version that it was Nana Saheb

who initiated the negotiations by sending a

messenger in the person of a Mrs. Jacobi^

who, along with the Greenway family, was

confined in one of the rooms of the Savada

house where Nana Saheb had taken up his

residence.

Of all the days, the battle was most fierce

on June 23, which was the centenary of
Plassey. The cavalrymen were particularly

impetuous on this day and fought valiantly

galloping furiously forward within reach of
the guns of the entrenchment. The infantry«
men on their part advanced imder cover of
huge bales of cotton which had been brought
on the site, but these proved to be of little

use because they easily caught fire from the
guns of the Europeans. Many of the
sawars and sepoys were killed in a bold

endeavour to reduce the entrenchment which
they failed to capture.

It is said that the lady carried to General

Wheeler a note in the handwriting of

Azimullah Khan, but bearing no signature.

It read : “To the subjects of Her Most
Gracious Majesty Queen Victoria. All those

who are not in any way connected with the

acts of Lord Dalhousie and are willing to

lay down their arms shall receive a safe

passage to Allahabad.” After prolonged

deliberations with his officers, General

Wheeler decided to accept the offer. He
had no alternative because the provisions

had completely dwindled down and the

defence could not stand any longer. The
fear of rains soon setting in was also there ;

the walls of the entrenchement, which had
been shaken and riddled, would crumble

down, and in one barrack, which was now
without a thatch, the whole Company would
be flooded and the gun powder also rendered

useless. There was thus apparently no
choice between death and capitulation.

However, in order not to show an appearance

of eagerness to accept the offer, Mrs. Jacobi

was sent back with the word that an answer

would follow. The besieged had been there

for 21 days on 25th June.

•Some say that the lady was Mrs. Greenway. Mr. Greenway was a prosperous businessman of Kanpur and at the

outbreak he^and his family had been taken into custody by Nana Saheb’s men in the hope, it is said, of receiving

a ransom of some four lakhs of rupees. Thus, while the rest oE the Europeans were besieged in the entrenchment,

the Greenway family and Mrs. Jacobi, who had been captuied by the rebels while trying to escape to Lucknow

disguised in Indian clothes, were living in the Savada house.
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The next day, June 26, Azimullah Khan and

Brigadier Jwala Prasad were invited by

Capt. Moore and Capt. Whiting, the officers

to whom the General had delegated full

powers, to a discussion which took place at

some spot near the outpost. These officers

undertook “to deliver up the fortification,

the treasure and the artillery on the con-

dition that our forces should be marched

out under arms with 60 rounds of ammuni-

tion to every man ;
that carriage should be

provided for the conveyance of the wounded

women and children and that boats victualled

with sufficiency of flour should be in

readiness at the landing place.”*

These conditions were acceptable to Azim-

ullah Khan. The terms were thereupon

reduced to writing and Azimullah Khan came

back with the paper promising that he would

persuade his master to accede to these

proposals.

In the afternoon, the same day, a sawar came

to Capt. Moore to tell him that Nana Saheb

had accepted the terms and desired that the

barrack should be vacated that very night.

Indian writers have suggested that Nana
Saheb wanted this done lest the news of the

departing English might become known to

all and thus endanger their safety. This was
a real danger because there were in the town
large numbers of enraged sepoys who had

come from Allahabad and Varanasi and who
were bitter at the atrocities which had been

committed by the English at those places.

However, the besieged did not accept the

suggestion and sent Mr. Todd, who had been

Nana Saheb’s English tutor and whom the

Nana much respected, to persuade him to

agree to departure being delayed till the next

morning. Nana Saheb accorded to Mr. Todd
“a most gracious reception” and accepted the

suggestion. Brigadier Jwala Prasad, with

two other persons, came to the entrenchment

as hostages for his good faith.

During the night Brigadier Jwala Prasad

had expressed sorrow at the condition of the

besieged and promised to the General that

now he would do all in his power to protect

them from harm. His presence incidentally

served a purpose not contemplated earlier.

It happened that by accident a sentry in an

outlsdng barrack had dropped his musket
which exploded leading the besiegers to

believe that it was a fire from the entrench-

ment. A simultaneous discharge was there-

upon showered on the entrenchment from
the besieging batteries. At once Jwala

Prasad sent a message to the commander
outside to inform him of the true cause of

the accident whereupon the bombardment
ceased.

The boats with provisions were got ready

before sun-set and two or three English

officers accompanied by some cavalrymen
were taken on an elephant to the river-side

to see the arrangements. They saw 40

country boats, some of which had been

provided with roofs already while work on

some others was going on. They suggested

certain improvements whereupon 400 more
workmen were at once engaged to do the

needful. Some provisions were also placed

on the boats in the presence of the English
officers.

The negotiations, and consequential arrange-
ments, having thus been completed, the

besieged spent a care-free night after long

trials and tribulations. But their ill-luck

was still not exhausted and further miseries

were awaiting their turn on them. It is on
occasions such as these that the design of

Providence becomes baffling to man.

•Trevelyan, p. 1G8.
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THE SATTICHAXJRA GHAT

A. THE MELANCHOLY PROCESSION.

B. THE INCIDENTS AT THE GHAT.

C. NANA SAHEB’S ORDER SAVES WOMEN AND CHILDREN.

D. THE BOAT THAT ESCAPED.

ANNEXURE—HISTORY OP SATTICHAURA GHAT.

A. THE MELANCHOLY

The inmates of the entrenchment had little

packing to do for little worth removal had
remained. But '"some hid about their

persons, money or jewellery or fragments of

plate. Others seemed to think that a Bible

or a book of prayers was a treasure more
likely to be of service in the coming emer-
gency than turquoises and silver spoons and
gold sovereigns. The able-bodied folk,

intent bn the common safety, stuffed their

hats and pockets with ball-cartridges ; while

a, few, over whose hearts, softened by the

influence.of the occasion, affection and regret

held exclusive sway,, bestowed all their care

upon tokens which the dying had put aside

as a legacy for the bereaved in England.”

Many and strange were the relics and these

included 'locks of hair and stained sleeves

or collars, and notes scribbled on the fly leaf

of an orderly-book, . .

In the morning, carriage in the shape of

elephants, palkis, dolis and carts arrived to

take the people to the boats. Nana Saheb's

own elephant with a stately hauda was
especially sent to be used by Sir Hugh
Wheeler. The General was moved by the

PROCESSION

consideration thus shown to him, but in

order to avoid conspicuousness he preferred

to make the journey in a palki after sending

his wife and daughters on the elephant.

The sick and womided were carried in litters.

Capt. Moore went about the people explain-

ing to them that as soon as they got into

the boats they should soon make for the

opposite shore where further necessary

arrangements could be completed in compa-
rative safety. He was conscious that no dis-

cipline could be preserved during the em-
barkation. The men, women and children

then made their way to the Sattichaura

Ghat. This place was at a distance of one

mile to the north-west of the entrench-

ment. The bed of the Ganga was dry.

The arrangement for despatching the

garrison to Allahabad had been entrusted to

Tatya Tope. He had arranged for the boats

through Hulas Singh, the City Kotwal.

There was at first some difficulty in procur-

ing, at such short notice, the large number
of boats that were needed. Eventually,

Hulas Singh succeeded in persuading the

cliaudhari of the boatmen of Sattichaura

Trevelyan.
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to arrange for forty country boats of

large size. Some of these belonged to the

mallahas themselves while some others had

been borrowed from the citizens of Kanpur.

Tatya Tope had, as a measiire of precaution,

also arranged for some troops to be present

at the Ghat at the time of embarkation. As
a further precaution he himself was present

there with Azimullah Khan and some others.

Before the train of palkis left the entrench-

ment a drink of water was handed to the

ladies and the children. The procession was
headed by men of the 32nd Regiment. Then
followed the palkis carrying the wounded
who were bandaged with shirt-sleeves, old

stockings or strips of gown or petticoat.

Behind them there were elephants which

also carried women and children. In the

rear were the soldiers who could still walk
and fight. They had nothing like uniforms

on their bodies—^they wore discoloured

flannels and tattered nankeen and walked in

a pensive mood. There was a great crowd
of spectators all along the route, particularly

at the Ghat.

With the throng of the evacuees mingled a

number of sepoys who talked to the oflacers

under whom they had formerly served.

They expressed admiration for the remark-
able obstinacy of the defence and many
spoke words of sympathy for the distressing

condition to which the besieged had been
reduced. Some others shed tears in sincere

regret on hearing of the sad fate of the
missing officers.

A sad incident occurred while the party was
proceeding to the Ghat. Colonel and
Mrs. Ewart had been somehow delayed in

leaving the entrenchment
;
perhaps they were

B. INCIDENTS

Since the morning of June 27, thousands of

citizens of Kanpur began to assemble at the

Ghat to witness the scene of the departing

English. Azimullah Khan, Bala Saheb and

the last persons to make their way to the

river after the rest of the party had gone a

considerable distance. Because of his

wounds, the Colonel was being carried on a

bed of litter accompanied by his wife. It is

said that some disgruntled sepoys of his own
regiment approached him and in their fiuy

slew him and Mrs. Ewart. At least one of

the sepoys tried to stop the others from

killing Mrs. Ewart, but they paid no heed

to Iiis entreaties.

It was this Mrs. Ewart who had, just before

the mutiny, written in a private letter that

“an accidental spark may set the whole of

the regiments of infantry and one of cavalrj'

in a blaze of mutiny
;
and even if we keep

our own position where we are entrenched,

with six guns, officers must be sacrificed

;

and I do not attempt to conceal from myself

that my husband runs greater risk than any-

one of the whole force.” Col. Ewart himself

had similarly written * that “if the troops

did mutiny, my life must almost certainly be

sacrificed”. The Colonel had escaped injury

at the hands of mutinous sepoys although

on the day of the outbreak he was in the

midst of thein tr3dng to persuade them to be

peaceful. He had later sustained serious

injuries during the early part of the siege

and was carefully nursed by his faithful

wife. In this context, the circumstances of

his death, followed by the murder of his

dutiful wife, were all the more pathetic.

Embarkation into the boats was difficult

because they were at some distance from the

bank and the evacuees had to get into knee-

deep water. There was a scramble for seats

and children were particularly attracted to

the food which was stocked in one of the

barges.

AT THE GHAT

Tatya Tope were sitting on a carpet at the

temple of Hardeva to supervise the departure.

Numerous sepoys from Allahabad and

Varanasi had come during the preceding
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SATTICHAl'RA GHAT, KAM»lMl

Situated in the Cantonment aica on the ligJtt bank of the Ganga, a few fuilongs below the

Railway bridge, it wa« at rh’i» Giiat that airangemcnls had been made for the embaikation

of the Britishcis on their projerted Jolnnc^ to Allaliabad. Toitv laige counti) -boats had been

irapioviscd for the pin pose at a lew lioins’ notice, and fitted witli stiaw loofs and pio\ision-

ed with lations, 'J^atva Tope iras in chaige of the anangements, and, along with some

others, was seated on the platfoim in liont of the temple of Haidcva Mahadeva which

is seen in the pictiiie.

It was %vhen evciything was icady and the boats, with their passengeis, ireie about to make

the start that a bugle was suddenly sounded by some one on the bank, Theieupou, a

party of the sepoys, who had collected to sec the pitiable sight of the English in their mis-

fortune, fired upon the boats and a gencial massacre ensued—for ishich icason the place

began to be called “ Afassacie Ghat

(At page 284 tnfia has been shown the plan of the anangements made for the cmbaikalion.)
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BRIGADIER JWALA PRASAD

That for paiticipating in the struggle for freedom Biigadier Jwala Prasad should pay with

his life was not unusuaK but the unusual thing was that the rexengeful feelings of the British

led them to hang their piisoncr at the Sattichaiira Ghat which xvas really no place for this

piocecding. It was so chosen onl) because the dcpaiting English were fired upon and killed

heie by furious sepoys.

Biigadier Jwala Prasad, a pci'son of influence, belonged to a high family, and, before the

uprising, xvas on the staff of Nana Saheb. He had fought \aliantly in the defence of Kanpur

and had eventually escaped to Nepal. Thcie, xvhen i educed to extremities, he, like so many
fighters for freedom, sunendered. He x\as brought to Kanpur, subjected to humiliation, tried

and sentenced to death. Mr. Shcrer, the Collector of Kanpur, had shown him kindness by

loosening Ins fettci-s to enable him to cat his meals xvitli case. The unlucky Jwala Prasad

fell deeply grateful for this small mercy and blessed the kind-hcaitcd Shercr.
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ArEMORIAL CROSS AT SATTICHAURA GHAT
The Ciosb is situated on the platfoim of the temple of
Haidcxa A[ahade\a and is enclosed b\ an iion tailing. It

is only a few feet fiom the wall of the temple, the side-door
of which is seen in the hackgiound. The following
iv’oids aic insciihcd on it : “LX ^^E^^ORIA^r, 27TH

ISjT.” Until lecently it was a piotectcd monu-
ment under the Cential Aichaeological Depaitment. The
piotection has since been withdiaun b) a notification of

tlic (»o\ eminent of India.

GATE OF SAITICHAURA GHAT

Until 1926 the Sattichauia Ghat and its envitons remained neglected and onl) inquisiti\e

visitors went theic to sec the Ghat and the Memorial Cross on the platfoim of the temple.

In 1926 the site was laid out and a gale, as seen in this pictuie, was put up and the area

was enclosed. At the light of the pictuie is also seen a maiblc tablet with the inscription:

^^SATTICHAURA GHAT, MASSACRE GHAT, 1S57. This site was impioired and enclosed

in 1926 at the instance of the late Captain /. B. Hughes-Rondands, then Executive Officer,

Caivnporc Cantonment, This tablet was erected by Mr. \V. C. dc Norohna on the 15th

Sovembe) 1950”. Since .then, with the lestoration of the temple premises and the construc-

tion of an adjoining aslnam, the place is now a popular lesort for de\out people.



SITE OF SAVADA KOTHI, KANPUR
'Fhc siinivois ot the Satticliauia Ghat were first taken to the Savada House (or Kothi) where

they were kept for a few days. Thcicafter they were tiansfencd to Bibighar.

'fhc Savada Kothi exists n<3 longer—it was pulled down on the British tcoccupation of

Kanpur and its site was niaikcd In an obelisk which is seen in this pictuie. It carries the

biief inscription: “IX MEMORIAM, SAVADA KOTHI, 1857.” *

The Kotlii was situated in the Cantonment aiea near the place which is now occupied by
the ii-aining acrodiomc of the Indian Air Force. The mins of the Kothi arc underncatli

the eauhen mound on the lop of which stands the' obelisk sunounded by an iion railing.

The obelisk is a “piotccicd monument” under the Central Aichacological Depaitmcnt
whose usual notice ran be seen on the sign -post on the light side of the pictinc.
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week as also on the day on which the English
were leaving. These men were filled with
feelings of bitterness against the English
on account of the cruel revenge which
British officers and soldiers had taken on
their comrades and their wives and children.

Hundreds of yoimg men whose fathers had
been hanged in the shape of the figures 8 and
9 had also come there. There were also

the persons whose wives and infant children

had been burnt by CJeneral Neill. Fathers

whose daughters had their hair and clothes

set fire to were also crowding the place.

These men, smouldering in great anguish,

were thirsting for revenge on the English.

The sepoys of Kanpur learnt of these

cruelties from the men of Allahabad and
Varanasi.

It was in this state of affairs that the people

and the sepoys began to grumble that Nana
Saheb should have arranged for the safe

passage of the Europeans to Allahabad.

Many were filled with rage and were deter-

mined to take revenge.

There was a dead silence while the embar-

kation was going on. The passengers waded
through the water and took their seats in

the boats. There was no disturbance—^not a

sound was heard. The boats were all

crowded.

Nana Saheb had sent a letter to Sir Hugh
Wheeler at the Ghat expressing satisfaction

at the relief obtained by the General and

his soldiers and wishing him bon voyage.

General Wheeler sent a reply full of grati-

tude. As soon as Nana Saheb's messenger

went away taking this letter, Tatya Tope

waved his right hand as a signal for the

boats to start. The boatmen took to their

oars and a start began to be made.

Nearly at the same instant, somebody out

6f the great crowd of sepoys and spectators

sounded a bugle. Thereupon, some confu-

sion appears to have been caused in the

boats and the terrified boatmen began to

jump into the water and run towards the

shore. A soldier in the boat which carried

Mowbray Thomson and others fired at the

fleeing boatmen. This caused fiuther panic

all around. The sepoys, who were filled with

fresh memories of the atrocities committed

upon Indians by the British at Varanasi,

Allahabad and Fatehpur, could not restrain

themselves ; the boats began to be fired upon.

The English soldiers also fired towards the

bank. The thatched roofs of the boats

caught fire in the process.

Wlien the boats caught fire, many women
jumped into the water with their infants in

arms. Some were drowned ; some small

children were also drowned. Of the men,

some began to swim, some were drowned

and sevei'al were killed by bullets coming

from the bank. Of the women and children

who escaped being drowned, some died from

these bullets. Those of the evacuees who
had come wounded from the entrenchment

were left to their fate on the boats and many
were burnt to death. In the meanwhile, a

number of sawars rushed into the water

with their swords and finished many of the

survivors.

Tatya Tope, it is recorded, asked the people

not to kill the Europeans as it was a great

sin to kill persons who were at their mercy.

But nobody listened to him. The sepoys

were greatly agitated due to the atrocities of

the English at Varanasi and Allahabad.

C. NANA SAHEB’S ORDER SAVES WOMEN AND CHILDREN

In the meanwhile, a trooper ran to Nana

Saheb in the Savada house to tell him what

was happening. Nana Saheb immediately

sent him back with an order tha.t women

and childi’en were in no case to be slain.

On the arrival of the sawar with the Nana’s

order, the proceedings were at once stopped.

The survivors were taken out of water and

brought to the bank. Their number was
about 125. These consisted mostly of women
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and children. After providing them with

some refreshments the survivors were taken

to the Savada Kothi to be put up there.

The Englishmen who had survived were

made to stand in a line. The order that

they were to be executed was then read to

them. One of the party asked to be given

time to read to his comrades some sentences

from a prayer-book. His request was

granted. After the prayer was finished,

the prisoners were put to the sword. This

is significant when compared with the treat-

ment given by Europeans to captured Indians.

It is on record that before being put toi

death, Indian captives were sometimes forced

to do dirty things which deprived them of

their caste or religion
;
this was deliberately

done with that intention. In that light the

actions of Indians must be considered

moderate in comparison with those of Neill

and Renaud and other Europeans. In bium-

ing villages the Europeans did not care for

the lives of women and children
; indeed

they took pleasure in their dark misdeeds.

While on this subject of Nana Saheb’s order

for saving women and children, a reference

may be made to certain observations of

Sir John Kaye. This author has written his

book with a balance although at places he has
carried his rhetoric to disproportionate

lengths. He has tried to be fair to Indians,

but on this particular occasion he, like most
of the English writers, has not done justice

to Nana Saheb. One and all have repre-

sented him as lacking in all humanity and
good sense. The above-mentioned order of

Nana Saheb has unjustly been misinter-

preted by Sir John as meaning that while
"no more women and children should be
slain, but that no Englishman was to be
left alive.”* The point about ‘no English-
man being left alive’ is quite contrary to

the official version of the events. Thus, the

following paragraph occurs in the ‘Memo-

randum’ of Colonel Williams, Military

Secretary and Commissioner of Police, North-

Western Provinces, which forms part of the

Kanpur Narrative :

man of great influence in the city, and a govern-

ment official, has related a circumstance that is strange,

if true ; viz. that whilst the massacre was being carried

on at the ghat, a trooper of the 2nd Cavalry reported

to the Nana, then at Savada house, that his enemies, their

wives and children were exterminated. Some one present

remarked, *Yes, it was true, for an infant of a month old

'Was seen floating down the stream.' On hearing which,

the Nana replied that 'for the destruction of women and
children, there was no necessity’ and diiecled the sawar,

to return with an order to stay their slaughter.”

There is no mention here of Nana Saheb

having said anything even suggestive of the

point that ‘no Englishman was to be left

alive’.f Sir John Kaye has thus in his

rhetoric imported into the context something

which is not there and which is also not home
out by the officially recorded evidence.

It is not clear exactly to whom Nana Saheb’s

order was addressed—it might have been

either Bala Rao, his brother, or Rao Saheb,

his nephew, for Sherer has recordedt that it

was possibly one of these who gave orders for

the slaughter to cease. Thereupon, those

who were still uninjured were all collected to-

gether and carried off towards a large house

called “Salavadar” or Savada Kothi in the

south-east comer of the parade ground.

What precisely happened thereafter is imper-

fectly known, for Sherer’s Account only

mentions that it seemed likely that here“the

men were at once selected from amongst the

women and children, and there and then

slaughtered. The women were all huddled

together into an apartment, and kept close

prisoners’’.^:

During the confusion at the Ghat, some
sawars carried away a few European ladies

—

whether with good or evil intention is difficult

•Kaye, Vol. 11, p. 342.

the'^t™"'fnd "Sf
Englishmen, but no harm is to be done tome women and ciuidren . But the former part of the order as quoted by Savarkar has not been historically proved.

JSlicrers Account, page 8.
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to say—good if they meant to protect them

from' death or injury. When Nana Saheb

was informed about this he made the offend-

ing sepoys give up the ladies on pain of

severe punishment. And afterwards some of

these men were actually punished by Nana
Saheb. In spite of this, the younger Miss

Wheeler, who had been carried away on

horseback by a trooper of the 2nd Cavalry,

could not be restored because the sawar had

gone out of Nana Saheb’s reach. The

pathetic story of this unfortunate girl and

certain other incidents at the Sattichaura

Ghat form the subject of the next chapter.

The of&cial version also records that though

the events at the Ghat (and later at

D. THE BOAT

Bibighar) were horrible, the women-folk

were not subjected to dishonour. This is

what Commissioner Thornhill has put down
in his Report :

. the more searching the investigation into the

details of those horrible events, the greater has become
the assurance that the rumours of atrocious indignities

upon the person of our country-women, which at one
time were so rife, are almost without foundation.

"'It is not to be denied that one or two exceptional cases

may have occurred, but, as a general rule, the extirpation

of our race in India tvas the object by which these

murderers were actuated ; and in the persecution of this

design they ^v€ve swayed by no passion short of the thirst

of blood.

*‘The investigations recently completed by Col. 'Williams

appear to place this long-vexed question beyond a doubt

;

and the hearts of those who have been so tortured with

the thoughts of ivhat their dearest relatives may have

suffered before death, can now accept with confidence

the no small consolation which the result of these search-

ing enquiries has offered them.’’*

AT ESCAPED

In the midst of firing and confusion one boat,

escaping the fire in its thatch, drifted down
the stream. The occupants of the boat

included Mowbray Thomson, Delafosse,

Murphy and Sullivan. The boat moved

with volleys of shots fired on it from the

bank and before long many lay dead. The

wounded and the dead were so entangled

with each other that it was a problem to

separate them. Those who survived had

nothing to eat. On its journey the boat

was followed by a boat of the rebels who

shot arrows on the occupants. Somehow

the day passed and the boat continued its

journey the next day. It was again followed

by some fifty armed rebels and was now

grounded on a sand bank. Desperate as the

survivors were they fell upon the rebels

heavily, killing all except five or six. The

rebels’ boat which was seized contained a

quantity of ammunition, but no food which

was sorely needed.

The next day another boat of the rebels

began to pursue them. At the same time

they were also being fired upon by the

mutineers on the bank. The fugitives then

divided themselves into two parties—one

landed on the shore and the other remained

on the boat and faced the attacking boat of

the mutineers. The party which landed on

the bank consisted of seven men. They then

fired on the men at the banli and the latter

retreated. When after repulsing the muti-

neers these men went towards their boat

they found that it was not there. They were

in great difficulty for their pursuers had

returned back to attack them again. Find-

ing no alternative they ran to take refuge in

a nearby temple guarding it by their

bayonets. The rebels siwroimded the temple

and lit a fire at its door and threw

bags of powder on it. In order to

escape certain death by suffocation, the men
got out of the temple and tried to run away.

In the flight they were again attacked and

three of their party were killed. The four

survivors, namely Mowbray Thomson,

Delafosse, Mtirphy and SuUivan, all good

Paras. 7. 8 and 9 o£ ThornhiU's Report to Government, dated April 28, 1839.
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swimmers, jumped into the river and swam
on.

The person who had attacked the Europeans

on the shore was Babu Ram Baksh, a power-

ful taluqdar who with his men had come

against them. On the restoration of order,

he wandered about in disguise and ultimately-

settled down at a ghat in Varanasi. His

family barber was with him. One day in a

fit of rage the Raja struck the barber with

his sandal whereupon in utter disgust the

barber went to inform the authorities. Babu
Ram Baksh was immediately arrested, tried

and hanged.

The boat from which Mowbray Thomson and

six others had disembarked and which had
drifted away lea-ving this party on the shore

was later overtaken by the pursuing boat of

the mutineers and the occupants captured.

There were eighty of them comprising men,

women and children. They were taken to

Kanpur. On June 30, the women and
children were separated and confined in the

Savada Kothi where other Em-opeans were
already imprisoned. The separated men
were put to death.

To return to the four survivors, Mowbray
Thomson and others. After they had gone
down some distance, friendly voices greeted

them : “Saheb, Saheb, why keep away ?” So
saying they threw their arms in the river as

proof of their sincerity. In spite of this

assurance, the fugitives felt un-nerved, but
they thought that death would now be better

than further suffering. They swam to the
shore and, naked and exhausted, surrendered.

They were given asyliun by Raja Drigvijay

Singh. But before they went to the Raja’s

fort, they were fed by the kindly headman
of a nearby -village. The Raja had sent an

elephant to fetch them. In the way they

were received kindly by -villagemen who
offered them milk and sweet-meats.

On June 29, in the evening, they reached the

fort of the Raja who heard their woeful tale

and expressed surprise at their miraculous

escape. He extended to them his traditional

hospitality and for three weeks the English

fugitives remained there in peace and

freedpm. Every day. Raja Drigvijay Singh

used to come and ask about their comforts.

Their wounds were dressed by a local doctor.

The Raja advised them not to move out lest

they be taken prisoners by the rebels who

were still about them. But as their secimity

was getting endangered on account of their

long and continued stay, the Raja managed

to send them to a friend of his whence they

were able to reach Allahabad in safety.

These men had remained under the protection

of the Raja for about a month.

Five years after, Murphy left his old

regiment and came to India in another corps.

On his arrival, there was a whispering at the

mess that he was the man who had gone

through the ordeals of 1857. The matter

went up to the Commander-iii-Chief who at

once appointed him Custodian of the Kanpur

Memorial Garden.*

After a spell of leave in England, Mowbray
Thomson also returned to India for military

duty. He. was now and then called to

identify the suspected Nana Sahebs, whose

accoimt appears in Chapter 43.

•Trevelyan, p. 208.
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ANNEXURE
HISTORY OF THE SATTICHAURA GHAT

This Ghat is situated on the right bank of

the Ganga towards the southern end of

Kanpur. It is at a distance of two miles

from Jajmau and is included within the

limits of the Cantonment. There is a temple

of Lord Shiva at this Ghat.

The Ghat lays claim to no antiquity. It is

believed to have been constructed only a

hundred and fifty years ago. Originally,

the place was a burning ground for the dead.

Some 250 years ago two ladies became sati

at this spot and since then the Ghat began to

be known as the Sattichaura Ghat. In the

Cantonment registers it is recorded by this

name together with the name Massacre Ghat

which was given to it after the happenings

there on June 27, 1857.

Of the two ladies who became satiy one

belonged to a Dubey Brahman family—the

exact spot is still marked by a masonry

platform. The other lady was the widow of

a blacksmith and at the place of her immo-

lation a kachcha platform exists. Even

today ladies of the Dubey family collect at

the pucca chaura every year on the last

Monday of the month of Baisakh and carry

on music throughout the night. At the close

of the celebration, the prasad of the safi is

distributed.

After the two sati incidents a small hamlet

began to be raised gradually near the place

and the hamlet came to be known as Satti-

chaura village.

The residents of Sattichaura were largely

boatmen or mallahas. They transported

goods to distant places on their boats. The

river transport trade was a flourishing one

because in those days there were no railways

nor motor trucks ;
river traflic was, there-

fore, an impoi'tant means of transport. The

boatmen of this village were prosperous and
o^vned numerous large boats.

One of these boatmen, by name Hardeva, was
a moneyed man with a charitable disposition.

It was he who built the Ghat and the temple
on it. The temple is still known by his

name as the temple of Hardeva. The people

of the village called the Ghat also as the

Ghat of Hardeva.

Hardeva’s place as the mukhiya of the boat-

men was, on his death, taken by his son or

nephew, by name Samadhan, who lived

during the time of the mutiny. He, along

with other boatmen (Buddhu Chaudhari,

Lrochan Mallah and others), had provided

boats for the carriage of Englishmen to

Allahabad.

On restoration of British authority the

Government burnt the village of Sattichaura

as a measure of reprisal. A part of the

temple is also said to have been destroyed

by them. The ruins of the houses can still

be seen on the east side of the village. The
images of the temple were also removed and
thrown out. The women and children belong-

ing to the families of Samadhan, Buddhu
Chaudhari and Lochan were shot dead. The
village was deserted, the residents taking up
their abode at other places. The images
which were thrown outside the temple were
picked up at night by some residents and in

due course were installed in other temples.

One of these images, of Sanwaliya Shah, was
installed in the temple at Gola Ghat and is

still there. Every year to this day a well-

decorated boat goes from Sattichaura Ghat
to Gola Ghat where, after worshipping the

image of Sanwaliya Shah, celebrations are

held. A part of "the broken argha of the

image of Lord Shiva, which was installed

in the Hardeva temple, is still kept in

Sattichaura village.
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To commemorate the happenings of June 27,

1857, the British erected a Memorial Cross

on the Ghat. The monument was later in

1920 made over to the Central Archaeological

Department hy which it was declared as a

protected monument under the Ancient

Monuments Preservation Act. The monu-

ment so protected was described in a notifi-

cation of the Archaeological Department as :

“A Cross situated on the Massacre Ghat in

Kanpur with an area of 14 sq. yds. on a

partly demolished temple in the angle formed

by river Ganga on the north and a driving

road to the east.” In November 1959, the

Government of India decided to de-protect

the monument, and the necessary notification

was issued accordingly.

It was at this Ghat that Brigadier Jwala

Prasad was hanged on May 31, 1860. He
had taken a prominent part in the uprising

at Kanpur, being in command of the Indian

army. After the final re-occupation of

Kanpur he, along with other revolutionaries,

had made his way to Nepal where he was
apprehended by the Nepal Darbar and made

*Tliis account i<i ha^cd on an arlirJc of .Sri .Sliriniras
May 3, 1939.

over to the British Government. He was

tried and foimd guilty of the happenings at

Sattichaura Ghat and was sentenced to death.

It is also said that Samadhan, Buddhu
Chaudhari and Lochan Mallah were also exe-

cuted at this place. A part of the temple

is also said to have been destroyed by the

British.

During the British days, the Ghat was a

deserted place-^only a few people went there

for morning walk. Since Independence the

place has acquired some importance and each

year on August 16 celebrations are held in

memory of the martyrs of 1857. A mela is

also held on the occasion in which a wrestling

match is the special attraction.

A few years ago, the people of Kanpur

established at the place an institution called

Mahashakti Yogashram. It is housed in a

building of its own. Some other ' pucca

buildings have also sprung up in the locality.

The authorities of this institution have

installed images in the temple of Hardeva.

Regular worship is now done at this temple

which has acquired historical importance.*

lialaji ir.nr(Iit;.ar of Kanpur and published in the Pralap of



CHAPTER TWENTY^ONE

GENERAL WHEELER AND HiS DAUGHTERS

A. MYSTERY ABOUT YOUNGER MISS WHEELER.

NO DISHONOUR TO ENGLISH LADIES.

EVIDENCE ABOUT MISS WHEELER.

MISS WHEELER-’S SUICIDE.

B. ELDER MISS WHEELER AND SAD END OF THE GENERAL.

C. NANA SAHEB’S CHARACTER UPHELD.

Jit ^ ^ I

'mRft II

-LORD BUDDHA (See Vhammapada V~16.)

A. MYSTERY ABOUT YOUNGER MISS WHEELER,

Major-General Sir Hugh Wheeler, K. C. B,,

was a military officer of distinction and

experience. At the time of the rebellion he

was stationed at Kanpur as Commander of

the Kanpur Military Division. He was well

over seventy years of age and had with him
his family consisting of Lady Wheeler, a son,

Lieutenant G. R, Wheeler, who was an officer

in the 1st Native Infantry, and two

unmarried daughters, Lt. W^heeler had

already been killed by a round shot in the

entrenchment before the General had

surrendered his garrison to Nana Saheb.

The General himself was killed in the

incidents which took place at the Sattichaura

Ghat on June 27, 1857, while his wife and

elder daughter are also known to have been

killed either on the same day or later at

Bibighar.

The fate of the younger Miss Wheeler has,

however, remained xmknown and constitutes

one of the mysteries of the history of 1857.

One account is that this unfortunate girli

after having been taken away from Satti-

chaura Ghat by a sawar, committed suicide

by jumping into a well. Another version is

that, having been converted to Islam by the

sawar, she passed the rest of her melancholy
life in duress in the sawar’s zenana, A third

account is that she was taken to Lucknow
and lived there as a Muslim lady. After
the reconquest of Kanpur, British officers

Though one should live for a hundred years blind to the excellent doctrine, better to live one single day realizing

that excellent doctrine.
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made strenuous efforts to discover her, in

case she was alive. But no trace of her

could be found nor could anything be known
definitely about her fate.

NO DISHONOXJR TO ENGLISH LADIES

In the Report, dated January 13, 1859, of

Mr, Sherer, District Magistrate of Kanpur,

made through the Commissioner, Allahabad

Division, to the Government of the then

North-Western Provinces, a passing

reference has been made to the case of

Miss Wheeler. In dealing with the question

of possible dishonour of English ladies,

Mr. Sherer has observed that it is most

heartless to the friends of those who had
perished to argue whether dishonour to these

ladies was likely to have been caused or not.

Mr. Sherer’s point is that the question

should be decided on evidence and not on thin

possibilities of what may or may not have
occurred. And as regards evidence,

Mr. Sherer’s conclusion is that there is

hardly any evidence to support the case of

dishonour. He then refers to Miss Wheeler
and observes as follows :

“With regard to poor Miss Wheeler, i£ the drummers
evidence that he saw her at Futtehgiirh be true, the
other story of her drowning herself in a well here*
must be false, and vice versa. This case is not as yet
so clear.

Mr. Sherer concludes the point about dis-

honour by saying that, apart from the case
of Miss Wheeler and of another “girl in

Calcutta”, he had heard of no other cases.

EVIDENCE ABOUT MISS WHEELER

The drummer to whom Mr. Sherer refers

was Mr. John Pitchett. He was a native of
Arcot, was enlisted in 1846 and was attached
to the 6th Native Infantry as drummer. He
was one of the many persons whose depo-
sitions were taken in 1858-59 at Kanpur
under the direction of Lt.-Colonel G. W.
Williams, Commissioner of Military Police,

N. W. P. To a question put to Pitchett

whether any of the ladies confined in the

Savada house were taken away by rebel

soldiers, he replied in the negative. He pro-

ceeded to add that the youngest daughter

of General Wheeler was taken out of the

river by a sawar of the 2nd Cavalry at the

time of the happenings at the Sattichaura

Ghat. The sawar took her to the city.

Mr. Pitchett added that he had heard sepoy

Karim Ali say that she had been made a

Mohammedan and that he (Karim Ali) had

seen her in a sarai.

To another question, Mr. Pitchett replied

that he had heard that Miss Wheeler had

killed the sawar, his wife and three children

and then jumped down a well.

"Question : Do you know whether this was

true ?”

“Answer : It was not, for I saw the lady

afterwards with the mutineers

between Kanpur and Pateh-

garh. I heard from the sepoys

that the Nana had demanded

Miss Wheeler to be given up ;

the sawar refused to comply,

and the rumour was given out

that she had destroyed herself.”

That Miss Wheeler was taken out of the

water and carried away by a sawar is, of

course, not in doubt. Apart from the evi-

dence of Pitchett, many other witnesses have

testified to this effect. William Clarke,

t

musician of the Qth Native Infantry, said

that at the Ghat he had seen two sawars

carrying a lady on horse-back. He described

her as wearing "a Chintz gown, which

appeared to be wet ;
she seemed to be 18

or 19 years of age”. But he could not say

whether she was General Wheeler’s daughter.

He said that he had heard a rumour to the

effect that a sawar had carried away the

General’s daughter. Ewaz Khan, trooper of

the Second Cavalry stated that he had heard

•Kanpur.

|Deposition no. 2.
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that Nizam All, a sawar of his own unit, had
carried away General Wheeler’s youngest
daughter. He described Nizam Ali Khan as
a Pathan, resident of Rampur, aged 22 or 23
years with a fair complexion, height about
5 feet 7 inches, long nose, dark eyes and a
beard with a small moustache.

Shaikh Elahee Baksh* of the 56f7^ Native
Infantry had seen the lady being carried off.

“She had a green dress, her legs were hang-
ing over on one side of the horse and the

sawar held her with one arm”. He had
afterwards heard it said amongst the sepoys

that she was General Wheeler’s youngest

daughter and that she had later killed the

sawar and thrown herself into a well. Bhola

Khant sepoy and Ram Baksh, pay havaldar,

both of the 52nd Regiment, Native Infantry,

had heard that a daughter of General

Wheeler had killed nine men and then thi’own

herself into a well. Many other witnessesf

corroborated this version in essential parti-

culars, but they had all heard about this

—

none had seen the occurrence with his own
eyes.

The official version of the events, then

compiled, also accepts as correct the fact of

Miss Wheeler having been so carried away.

Also accepted as correct is the fact that

actually four English ladies and three

Eurasian women were carried off at the Ghat

by some sawars of the 2nd Cavalry and that

all, with the exception of Miss Wheeler,

were delivered up to Nana Saheb and were

placed in confinement with the rest at the

Savada house§ and were later I’emoved to

Bibighar. What happened to Miss Wheeler

eventually is shrouded in mystery.

Further in his evidence, Mr. Fitchett stated

that he had seen a European lady amongst

the women-folk of the sawars when, after

their defeat in the battle of Kanpur, they

were proceeding with tlieir wives and
children to Fatehgarh. “She v/as in a
native dress, silk pyjamahs and a chuddur
over her head, but was riding on a side

saddle”. He added that he saw her every
day during tthe march of the sepoys to

Fatehgarh. But he was not sure whether
she was General Wheeler’s daughter, as he
had never seen her before and was not

allowed to speak to her. She was the only

European lad5'’ in the camp and everyone

said that she was the General’s daughter.

Fitchett had seen the European lady again

when the mutineers marched back from
Fatehgarh to Bithoor to join the Nana who
had invited them, promising to disburse their

arrears of pay before they were required to

fight again, “The European lady” went with

the sawai's of the Second Cavalry and

remained for several days with the wives and

families of the mutineers in a village about

ten miles from Bithoor, under a guard of

150 or 200 sepoys. After Nana Saheb’s

defeat in the battle of Bithoor, these

mutineers with their families again went to

Fatehgarh where after some days they were

taken in the seiwice of Ahmad Yar Khan.

Fitchett says that he again saw the

“European lady” with the women-folk of the

2nd Cavalry-men on a day near about

the end of August, 1857. He also heard that

Ahmad Yar Khan "had demanded the

European lady ;
the sawars refused to give

her up ;
they said she had been saved at the

risk of her protector’s life and had become

a Mohammedan”. He also heard that

Ahmad Yar Klian would fight “the sawars

who were quite determined to defend the

lady with their lives ;
they said they would

be cut to pieces before they gave her up”.

The next day Fitchett saw two sawars going

towards Kanpur. "The European lady was

with them and from that time I missed her”.

•Deposition no. 11.

^Deposition no. 14.

SPagclfo” rhe'"S?nopsis’of the Evidence o£ the Kanpur Mutiny". AUo Nanak Chand's Diary, entry under the

date “27th June, Saturday”.
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Fitcbett added that the “sawar took her to

his village” the name of which he did not

know.

Doubts have been raised on some of the other

points in the testimony of Fitchett, but so

far as his narration of events about this

“European lady” is concerned there is no

reason to suppose that he was not telling

the truth. He could have no motive in

concocting facts which were not true in

relation to this particular matter. In the

course of his evidence he reminded himself

that he was on oath, and there are no cir-

cumstances to warrant that he was perjuring

himself. At the same time he clearly stated

that, as he had never previously seen Miss

Wheeler nor had he any opportunity to talk

to her during the marches, he could not say

whether the woman whom he calls “the

European lady” was or was not the

daughter of General Wheeler. So his evi-

dence leaves the identity of this lady un-

accounted for.

It further appears from the deposition of

William Thomas De’Cruze,* another musician
of the Qtli Native Infantry Regiment,
that "the European lady” in the camp of

the mutineers, when they were marching
from Kanpur to Fatehgarh, was the
daughter of “some indigo planter”. He had
no first hand knowledge of this, but was told

so by others. He also made the following
significant statement :

"The lady brought away by the trooper did not reach
Futtehgarh, but only some 12 miles this side o£ it, at
a place called Khudaganj Sarai, where it commenced
to be talked about that some trooper tras bringing
away a Christian woman ; the trooper, therefore, deserted
her, and no trace of her could be found.”

B. ELDER MISS WHEELER A

As regards the elder Miss Wheeler, it is

certain that she met her death, but where,
is not quite clear. According to the evidence
of Parmanand, General Wheeler’s Jamadar,t

MISS WHEELER^S SUICIDE

Save for the evidence of Fitchett, the bulk

of the evidence points to the conclusion that

Miss Wheeler had committed suicide by

jumping into a well. This version is not

really against the evidence of Fitchett

because when he said that he saw a European

lady in the camp ' of the families of the

soldiers during their march to Fatehgarh,

he was not at all definite whether this lady

was Miss Wheeler or some other because

he had not seen Miss Wheeler previously nor

did he get an opportunity to talk to the

"European lady” in the camp.

The “suicide” version is also consistent with

the fact that after the restoration of British

rule, the people were completely subjugated

and it could not have been .possible for any

Indian to have kept an English lady in his

household under duress. This was parti-

cularly so because the officers of the

Government were very anxious to discover

the whereabouts of Miss Wheeler. This is

also borne out by the fact that many of the

witnesses examined by Col. Williams, some

two years after the happenings at Kanpur,

were asked questions about Miss Wheeler

in the expectation that some of them might

be knowing anything definite about her.

It is also improbable that, if Miss Wheeler

were alive on the restoration of British

authority, she would not have escaped from

the custody of her captors. She could

never have reconciled herself to living in the

obscurity of an Indian family, belonging, as

she did, to the family of a high military

officer.

SAD END OF THE GENERAL.

the two Misses Wheeler were with the

General in the third boat which escaped from

Sattichaura. In the confusion that followed

on the boat being hit by a cannon ball near

•Deposition no. 5.

•fDcposition no. S3,
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Jajmau, one of the girls, according (to

Parmanand, jumped into the water.

Parmanand saw her being “taken out of the

Nala”, by a cavalry sawar. But he could
• not say whether this was the elder or the

younger Miss Wheeler. He added that he

also did not know whether the sawar took

her away or killed her. As there is over-

whelming evidence that the yoimger Miss

Wheeler was carried away** by the sawar,

the conclusion can be drawn that the elder

Miss Wheeler either perished here or later

at Bibighar. If she was taken from here

and included in the group of ladies and

children at the Savada Kothi then she must
have been amongst the ladies later killed at

Bibighar. The same remarks are applicable

to Lady Wheeler.

As for the General himself he met a sad

death. From the entrenchment to the Ghat

he was carried on the elephant which was
generallj^ used by him and which with its

howdah and its driver, Kasim Khan, had

been made available to him by the magnani-

mity of Nana Saheb. The elephant, in

its first round, had taken Lady Wheeler and

her two daughters to the Ghat. The driver

then returned to fetch the General whom,

meeting on the way mounted on a galloway,!

he likewise conveyed to the boats. Then

follows some conflicting evidence as to where

and how the General was killed. Two
witnesses (Mrs. Bradshaw and Mrs. Sett)

testified! that the General came last and

was carried into the water on a palki towards

the boat which he was to occupy. These

ladies said that they heard the General

saying to the sawar escorting the palki,

“Carry me a little further towards the

boat”
;
but the sawar answered, "No, get

out here”. As the General got out of the
palki, head foremost, the ^tnesses added,
the sawar gave him a cut with his sword into
the neck, and he fell into the water.

On the other hand Pitchett’s evidence was
that he had first heard from the sawars that
General Wheeler was killed at the Ghat by
the sawars

; that he took off his cap and
sword and belt and said, “They might then
kill him”. Shortlj'- afterwards, Pitchett had
heard some other sav/ars§ say that “General
Wheeler’s boat had got away”.

Evidence of other witnesses points to General

Wheeler’s death having taken place near
Najafgarh on the down-stream side of the

Ganga at some distance from Kanpur. The
General was in one of the three boats which
had escaped the disaster at the Sattichaura

Ghat. This boat was overtaken by the

pursuers after it had stuck on a sand-bank

near Najafgarh. Jamadar Sadhoo Singh

was in command of the party of the 2nd

Cavalry which was pursuing this boat.

Those of the occupants of the boat who
resisted arrest by this party were killed on

the spot and the rest were sent as prisoners

to Kanpur, Prom the statements of two

troopers? of the party it appears that General

Wheeler perished here. This is borne out

also by the evidence of Parmanand,

Jamadar,
I J

in the employ of General Wheeler.

He stated that he was with the General in

the third boat which escaped from Satti-

chaura. The boat was hit by a cannon ball

below the village of Jajmau about a gun-shot

distance from Sattichaura Ghat. The boat

swung round and “all the sahibs became

••Whcthershewascarried,iwayhercoratthcSattidiaura Gh.it becomes doubtful in the face of the Jamadar't

evidence.

tone of a small but strong breed of horses, peculiar to Gallotvay, a district in Scotland.

§Thcse“reriLLvars rsho had brought the surviving ladies and children from the Sattichaura Ghat to the S.ivada

Kothi. _ , _ . -

§Tilak Singh and Ghaffur Kban (nirfe page 14 of the “Sjnops.s of the Ev.dence>

I
[Deposition no. 3X
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terrified”. Parmanand himself ran off to

save his life and hid himself in a jhao jungle.

He could not, therefore, say what happened

to the General, but from other evidence it

can be concluded that General Wheeler was

killed here because he was not amongst the

prisoners of this boat who were brought to

Kanpur. The “Synopsis of Evidence”

attached to the Report of Colonel Williams

also gives credence to the version of General

Wheeler’s death taking place near Najafgarh

or Jajmau.*

C. NANA SAHEB’S CHARACTER UPHELD.

'

In the dark events of Sattichaura and

Bibighar, which have polluted the fair name
of our countrymen, there is one ray of light

here also—flight which upholds the character

of Nana Saheb. It is in evidence that Nana
Saheb had given orders that English women
and children who had survived the incidents

at Sattichaura Ghat were not to be touched

(molested) and that all women and children

were to be given upi. It has also been

established by trustworthy evidence that

Nana Saheb made the soldiers return the

ladies whom they had taken at the Ghat and
that as a penalty for their misdeeds he dis-

missed them from service!. Only the sawar

who had taken away Miss Wheeler did not

comply with the Nana’s order, nor could he

be found to receive his punishment before

Nana Saheb had to leave Kanpur and
Bithoor after the loss of the second battle of

Kanpur.

Miss Wheeler’s Valour

Whatever may have happened to Miss

Wheeler, her case will remain a tx'agic one,

more tragic perhaps than the cases of the

women who were slain at Bibighar. The

latter had met instantaneous though cruel

deaths, while poor Miss Wheeler had to suffer

dishonour before she could end her miserable

existence—a fate which she did not deserve

as the affectionate daughter of an old and

respected officer of high rank. At the same

time this deep tragedy has an ennobling

lesson, for it must be recorded to the credit

of Miss Wheeler that she showed extra-

ordinary courage and self-respect in that,

instead of reconciling herself to a life of

shame, she chose the only honourable course

open to her in those dark days, of ending

her life in the fashion of the Rajput ladies

of yore. But before this ill-fated girl

destroyed herself she gave proof of great

valour by killing her captor and several

others, the total number killed by her being

put variously at 5 and 9.

Such was the end of this brave and honour-

able girl who by so dying proved the tmth

of the poet’s verse :

H oC the S>nopMs.

fUepoMtions oE Mn^ Eliza Bmdshaw and Mrs. Elizabeth Sett—mde deposition no. 6.

JGhaus Mohammad of the 56th Native Infantry had deposed that Nana Saheb had issued orders b> beat of
tomtom that all Eiuopean ts’omen and children were to be {jiven iip—ncposiilon no. 14.

^*\Vhat is death r—onc’s oun infamy.
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THE ACCESSION OF NANA SAHEB

A. CELEBRATIONS AT KANPUR,

B. NANA SAHEB PROCLADVIED PESHWA.AT BITHOOR.

C. THE CASE OP NANHE NAWAB.

D. THE ADMINISTRATION OP KANPUR.

A, CELEBRATIONS AT KANPUR.

In the evening of June 27> 1857, all the

Indian troops were paraded for a general

review by Nana Saheb. According to

Shepherd,* these troops consisted of :

2nd Light Infantry

;

1st, 53rd and 56th Regiments of Native

Infantry of Kanpur ;

1st and 2nd Avadh Irregular Cavalry ;

Two Regiments of Avadh Native Infantry

from Lucknow ;

17th Regiment of Native Infantry and 13th

Irregular Cavalry from Azamgarh ;

12th Regiment of Native Infantry ;

14th Irregular Cavalry ;

No. 18 Pield Battery from Nowgong ;

Detachment of 10th Native Infantry from

Allahabad, and

Half regiment of newly-raised infantry at

Kanpur.

These troops had joined at Kanpur from

time to time since June 6. In additioi^

there was a large body of zamindars and

others of the neighbouring districts who had
come well-armed to assist Nana Saheb.

Even after June 27 troops continued to come
to Kanpur from the other places. By July

10, their number had swelled to 20,000

fighting men of all classes.

This large army assembled on the plain of

Savada on the north of the vacated entrench-

ment. Three salutes were fired, one of 21

guns for Naha Saheb as the sovereign, 17

each for Rao Saheb and Bala Saheb and
11 each for Brigadier Jwala Prasad and
Tatya Tope. Thereafter, a short speech was
delivered to the army praising them for

their great courage and valour in obtaining

a complete victory over the British and
promising them a reward of one lakh of

rupees.t

Kanpur had now been cleared of the

Europeans. On June 28, in the afternoon,

a darbar of surpassing grandeur was orga-

nised in honour of Nana Saheb. At first the

six Infantry and Cavalry Regiments, each

man of which was in* great spirits, were

^Freedom Struggle m V. P., volume IV, p. 587.
. „ . . .

.

. . , from dav-to-dav and eventually the army did not receive anythin?,
tit is said, however, that the payment was pnt ou trom uay ^.u ^ y j i / b
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drilled. The artillery-men were shown

special favour as they had played a pro-

minent part in reducing the entrenchment.

A salute of 101 guns was first fired in honour

of the Emperor Bahadur Shah. Then 21

guns were fired to greet Nana Saheb as the

Emperor’s representative. Bala Saheb,

brother to Nana Saheb, and Rao Saheb, his

nephew, were each honoured with a salute

of 17 guns. For the Commanders, Tatya

Tope and Tika Singh, 11 guns were fired. A
large assembly of revolutionaries was present

at the darbar at which Nana Saheb

announced the grant of rewards to the

soldiers. A big procession was also - taken

out the same day.

Present in this darbar were the zamindars of

the adjoining areas, with their forces, and

the gentry of Kanpur. The darbar was

inaugurated in the name of the Emperor of

Delhi. All present accepted Nana Saheb

as the Peshwa, but the formal ceremony of

installation was left to be performed at

Bithoor after two days. It is also said that

a sum of rupees one lakh was distributed to

the sepoys at this darbar.

Bala Saheb was very popular in the army

from the very beginning. On his, arrival

at the darbar, he was given a great ovation.

When Nana Saheb himself came the people

acclaimed him with shouts of joy.

B. NANA SAHEB PROCLAIMED PESHWA AT? BITHOOR.

A day was then fixed for the formal accession

of Nana Saheb as the Peshwa. June 30 was
found to be an auspicious day for the cere-

mony. As it was also decided that the

installation should take place at Bithoor

Nana Saheb and Bala left for that place,

having directed Baba Bhatt, Azimullah
Khan, Brigadier Jwala Prasad and Mtmshi
Shah Ali to conduct the affairs at Kanpur.
This was on the 30th.

At 5 o’clock in the evening of June 30*

the ceremony of installation was performed
in the Nana’s palace at Bithoor. In accord-

ance with traditional usage, Nana Saheb was
enthroned as Peshwa amidst the chanting of

Vedic hymns. Tilak was fixed to his fore-

head and a costly turban was put on his

head. Guns were fired and the large

assemblage present raised acclamations

blessing the new ruler. Nana Saheb was
seated on the historic throne of the Peshwas
which Maharaja Baji Rao had brought with
him from Poona.

An annotmcement was made that a large

quantity of gold had been sent to Kanpur to

be cast into bangles for the soldiers who

had taken conspicuous part in the struggle.

According to Sir George Trevelyan, Azhn-

uUah Khan received the revenue of the

Ganga Canal as the reward for his services.

At night there were illuminations and fire-

works at Bithoor as well as at Kanpur.

Hundreds of citizens from Kanpur had sent

presents to Nana Saheb on this auspicious

occasion.

In the Diary of Azimullah Khan, it is stated

that a procession with great ponip and show

was also taken out at Bithoor and the

temples on the ghats of the Ganga
were decorated and illuminated.

The celebrations continued for six days

during which feasts were given and music

and dance parties held. Thousands of

Brahmans were fed.
'

On Jiily 1, the following proclamation was
issued under the authority of the Peshwa :

"As by the kindness of God and the good fortune of

the Emperor all the Christians who were at Delhi.

Poonah, Sattara, and other places, and even those five

thousand European soldiers tvho went in disguise into

the former city and svere discovered, art; destroyed and
sent to hell by the pious and sagacious troops, who arc
firm in their religion

; and as they have been all

•According to another version the accession took place on July I, in the morning.
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conquered by the present Government, and as no trace

of Aem is left in these places, it is the duty of all the
subjects and servants of the Government to rejoice at
the delightful intelligence, and cany on their respective
work with comfort and ease.

*‘As by the bounty of the glorious Almighty and the
enemy-destroying fortune of the Emperor the yellow-
faced and narrow-minded people have been sent to hell,

and Kanpur has been conquered, it is necessary that

all the subjects and land-owners should be as obedient
to the present Government as they had been to the
former one; that all the Government servants should
promptly and cheerfully engage their whole mind in

executing the orders of the Government; that is the

in^mbent duty of all the peasants and landed pro-

prietors of very district lo rejoice at the thought that

the Christians have been sent to hell, and both the
Hindoo and Mohammedan religions have been con-

firmed; and that they should as usual be obedient to

the authorities of the Government, and never suffer any

C. THE CASE

While Nana Saheb was at Bithoor, the admi-

nistration of Kanpur was being carried on

by Baba Bhatt who had been appointed

Collector and by other fimctionaries

appointed under the new regime, prominent

among whom were Azimullah Khan, Bala

Saheb, Brigadier Jwala Prasad and General

Tika Singh. But Nana Saheh’s absence

from Kanpur led to certain intrigues.

Suggestions were made in certain quarters

that Nanhe Nawab should be the ruler of

Kanpur and not Nana Saheb. This gentle-

man had taken a prominent part in the

bombarding of the entrenchment, being in-

charge of a portion of the artillery which

he is said to have directed with some ability.

During the earlier part of the out-break

this nobleman had, owing to some misunder-

standing with Nana Saheb, been kept as a

prisoner, but later matters were made up

and the Nawab was given command over one

of the batteries. In commanding his battery,

Nanhe Nawab was also firing with his own

hands and it is said that one of his shots

burnt the thatched roof of the central

barrack of the entrenchment. Nana Saheb

was so delighted by the working of his

complaint against themselves to reach the ears of thp
higher authority."*

The same day (July 1) an order was sent
to Hulas Siugb Kotwal in these terms :

‘Whereas, by the grace of God and fortune
of the King, all the English at Poona and in
Punna have been slain and sent to hell, and
five thousand English who were at Delhi
have been put to the sword by the royal
troops. The Government is now everywhere
victorious

; you are, therefore, ordered to

proclaim these glad tidings in cities and
villages by beat of drum, that all may rejoice

on hearing them. All cause for appre-

hension is now removed.''!

r NANHE NAWAB

battery that he presented to him five

thousand -rupees in cash and it is

also said that hopes were held out

to him that, on the extermination of the

English, he would be made the Governor
of Kanpur.

Nanhe Nawab was one of the sons of

Motumaddaula, Icnown also as Agha Mir, a
Minister of King Nasiruddin Hyder of Avadh.
The Minister having lost his post in 1830

went to live at Kanpur. He was in receipt

of a pension assigned to him out of the

interest on the loan of Rs. one crore given

by King Ghaziuddin Hyder to the East India

Company, His own pension was Rs.20,000

per annum while his wife and daughter and
the eldest son were in receipt of an aggregate

sum of Rs.5,000. On his death in 1833, the

pension was allotted to his heirs, and Nanhe
Nawab, whose original name was Mohammad
All Khan, received a pension of Rs.4,500 per

annum with which he was maintaining

himself in his father's mansion at Kanpur.

Nanhe Nawab was held in high esteem by the

Muslims amongst whom he had a large

following. While Nana Saheb was at

•Caiunpore—by Sir George Trevelyan, pp. 226-227.

jKaye, volume H, p. 67S.
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Bithoor an incident occurred at Kanpur

which greatly a^tated the Muslims who

began to think of putting Nanhe Nawab as

the ruler of Kanpur. It so happened that

Baba Bhatt (Nana Saheb’s elder brother)

,

who was in general charge of the administra-

tion, had the hands of a Muslim butcher

chopped off for the crime of slaughtering a

cow. Another circumstance which caused

some general dissatisfaction was the distri- -

bution of the promised rewards of pay which

caused much wrangling and bitter speeches

against Nana Saheb.

It was in this context that the rule of the

Nana was threatened and Nanhe Nawab was

to take his place. Nana Saheb then soon

returned to Kanpur and succeeded in pacify-

ing the Muslims and others
;
several Muslims

were also appointed to the administration.

Thus Nanhe Nawab, who himself had no

grievance against Nana Saheb and was never

keen for power, was left where he was.

After the restoration of British authority,

Nanhe Nawab’s case was investigated by a

court of enquiry which cleared him of the

miurder of Europeans at Kanpur. But he

did not choose to stay on at Kanpur. He
went to Mecca in 1861 and died there.

On return from Bithoor on July 6, Nana

Saheb took up his residence in Noor

Mohammad’s hotel near what is now called

Phoolbagh. The building of Bibighar in

which the English prisoners were confined

was near at hand.

D. THE ADMINISTRATION OP KANPUR

It was difficult to keep the large body of

20,000 troops of all sorts under control ; it

appears that they indulged in excesses and
plunders on the well-to-do citizens. Under
the plea of searching for Eimopeans said to

be concealed in the houses of rich mahajans,
their houses were searched and they were
deprived of thpir valuables. The depreda-

tions of this uncontrollable army affected

both the rich and the poor and all felt equally,

miserable. It is said that the general popu-
lation began to desire the return of the
English so that they could resume their

peaceful occupations.

The administration of the district was in the
hands of Baba Bhatt, the elder brother of

Nana Saheb. He was assisted by some of

the old officials of the British regime, the

most prominent among them being Ram Lai,

Deputy Collector. On the restoration of

British authority, the part played by Ram
Lai was found out from the papers which
were seized from the office of Baba Bhatt,

and being unable to put up any defence for

what he had done, he was condemned and

hanged immediately after General Havelock’s

occupation of Kanpur.

The papers referred to also disclosed the

names of other officials who too were

punished by the British. 'Some informers

assisted the officers by disclosing the names

of persons who had paid complimentary

visits to Nana Saheb or had sent him presente

or who had joined him actively or acquiesced

in his rule. One of these informers had a

sad end. He was a sweeper in whose

possession some jewellery, which had belong-

ed to the lady prisoners, was later found. So

he was tried and hanged.*

At first a son of Haji Khanum had been

appointed Kotwal of the city. He was later

replaced by Hulas Singh who had held the

post under British rule and was an efficient

official. The infiuential residents and

mahajans who had much faith in him pre-

vailed upon Nana Saheb to re-appoint him to

that office. Paying tribute to Hulas Singh

Colonel Williams has recorded : ‘‘The city

*Hav€lack*s Afarc/i—pp, 201—S.
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was kept in continual alann by reported

intentions to plunder ; and it is clearly

proved from the evidence that the sagacity

of its Kotwal, Hoolas Singh, alone preserved

it from this danger, threatened alike fay

mutineers in search of wealth, and insm^gent

zamindars or land-holders thirsty to fae

avenged on the commercial classes who had
bought their estates when sold by decrees

of the civil courts".*

Arrangements for carrying on the adminis-

tration as best as the disturbed circum-

stances permitted were made.' Courts were

formed under the charge of Baba Ehatt

(Nana Saheb’s elder brother) . The punish-

ments awarded by these courts were rather

crude for normal times, but were perhaps

justified in the unsettled conditions then pre-

vailing as a result of change of sovereignty.

Bad characters were soon hauled up to be

paraded on donkeys throughout the city, and

their houses levelled with the ground. The'

hands of a thief were cut off for the offence

of plimder ; the same punishment was given

to a butcher for killing a cow.*

Arrangements for the collection of revenue

were also made. On June 30, Baba Bhatt

issued orders to tahsildars to send in the

revenue. It was also ordered that all

iudi'viduals not delivering up concealed

European property would be pimished, that

all houses having such property secreted in

them were to be searched. Also that

arrangements be made for distributing

rewards with gold bangles to the sepoys.

On an analysis of the evidence Colonel

Williams had come to the conclusion that

“the Nana and his coiut possessed little or

no authority over the rebel troops who, it

is evident, did just as they pleased—manned

the attacking batteries, and joined in the

assaults or not as they deemed fit—^the

greater portion taking their ease, lounging in

the bazars and on the banks of the canal,

and plundering the provisions as they were
brought into the city." He goes on to add
that the new officials openly indulged in

extortion and plunder, that parties crossing

the ferries were charged a rupee a head, and
if unable to pay were detained for days.

Even the mutineers from 'Varanasi on their

way to join the Nana’s camp were not

allowed to escape pa3ment for crossing at the

Jajmau ferry.

A section of the higher classes of Kanpur as

well as the masses firmly believed that the

power of the late rulers had in truth been

swept away, as it were by one fierce blast,

and to these the rule of Nana Saheb

appeared to have come to stay. They
willingly attended his court. There were

‘others, however, who hoped that, with their

resources and power, the British would not

take long to return ; these men kept them-

selves aloof from the new administration.

If they attended the Nana’s court or waited

on him they did so reluctantly and only in

the hope of saving themselves. They bided

their time—ready to retiun with the first ebb

of the tide. There were then others who
sat on the fence trying to play a double

game temporizing in some instances with the

new regime and yet keeping themselves

sufficiently protected from acts which might

mean their misfortune should the English

re-appear.*

At the same time it has been recorded to

the credit of Nana Saheb that he was con-

siderate to the British prisoners. “Beyond

the fact of their being kept in confinement

they do not appear to have been treated with

indignity, nor with greater hardship than

prisoners of any class or race under native

rule”—so writes Colonel 'Williams in his

Re'view of Evidence. He adds that clothes

•Colonel Williams’ Revievi of Evidence.
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recovered from washermen were distributed

amongst the captives ;
chapaties with dal,

prepared by cooks especially appointed for

the purpose, were daily served to them.

Later, at the request of the prisoners, meat,

in lieu of dal, was substituted and milk given

to the children, A lady of Nana Saheb’s

house-hold staff was also appointed to

supervise the affairs of the female prisoners

and to supply their wants. Similarly, the

Fatehgarh fugitives were very kindly treated

at Bithoor by Rao Saheb who provided them

with food and comfort.

Imaginary and garbled accounts of atrocities

alleged to have been committed by Indians

at Kanpur have to be read with caution, for

there are instances which clearly establish

that Nana Saheb’s administration was, if

anything, erring on the side of moderation.

There is, thus, the case of Mr. Shepherd,,

who was a clerk in the Commissariat and one
of the refugees in the entrenchment. His

wife and daughter were killed during the

early part of the siege. He thereupon under-

took the task of getting information from the

camp of the sepoys, and of sowing dissensions

amongst the people of Kanpur. He dressed

himself as an Indian cook and went out.

But no sooner had he gone a little distance

from the entrenchment than he was
arrested and brought before Nana Saheb.
Questions were put to him to which he gave
no satisfactory replies. He was first put in

a prison and later on July 12 was brought
before the court. He was awarded 3 years
rigorous imprisonment. This Mr. Shepherd
lived to \vrite later a book on the happenings
at Kanpur. This incident makes it clear

that even in the heat of war Nana Saheb’s
justice was merciful. This was in contra-
diction with that of the Europeans who on
capturing any Indian in or near the entrench-

ment instantly put him to death.

Nana Saheb had a great following. When
Kanpur became free, the whole of the North-

Western Provinces was flooded with a great

wave of revolt. Every day, fresh batches

of leading zamindars, not only of the Kanpur

district, but other surrounding areas, came

with their men to join Nana Saheb. Accord-

ing to the Kanpur Gazetteer the Chaudhries

of Bithoor were with him from the first and

these were followed by the Raja of Thathia in

the Farrukhabad district, Moti Singh of

Nanamau, the Rajputs of Kakadeo and other

villages in the suburbs, and those of Panki

Gangagunj. The more prominent were the

Rajas of Sheorajpur and Sachendi, who

brought with them most of the Chandels, and

the Raja of Nar, the chief of the Gams, all

of whom took an active part in the attack

on the entrenchment. Practically the whole

of the tahsils of Bithoor, Jajmau, Sheorajpur,

Narval and Rasulabad were in open

rebellion. Several tahsildars threw in their

lot with the Nana.

The Gazetteer also records that when the

success of the mutineers became known the

rebellion spread into the furthest parts of

the district and the zamindars of Sheoli,

Sakhrej, Khanpur, Gajner, Rasdhan and

many other places headed by the Goshains

of Sikandra, came into Kanpur, while

further aid was given to the rebels from

beyond the Ganga. In this manner practi-

cally the whole of the Rajputs, and parti-

cularly the Chauhans, Gaurs, Chandels,

Panwars .and Gautams, joined in the rising.

It is further stated that the part they took

was not an inconsiderable one, since it has

been averred that the English garrison could

have subdued the discontented and dis-

heartened mutineers but for the backing

supplied by the zamindars. The Gazetteer

mentions the reason for these people joining

the rebellion
;
it was that the majority of the

landlords had suffered from the revenue

administration of the past half century and

were consequently disaffected.
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RECONQUEST OF KANPUR BY THE BRITISH

A* HAVELOCK’S START FROM ALLAHABAD.

B. BATTLES IN THE WAY :

BATTLE OP PATEHPUR.

BATTIiES OP AUNG AND PANDU NADI.

BATTLE OF KANPUR.

a THE ENGLISH RE-OCCUPY KANPUR.

A. HAVELOCK’S START FROM ALLAHABAD

Through his spies, General Wheeler had been

able to send some messages for military

assistance to Allahabad, not knowing that

Allahabad too was in revolt since June 6.

But the up-rising there, though intense, was
short-lived and, with fresh European troops

which had since arrived from Varanasi with

Colonel Neill, the British were able to regain

the city on June 17. Colonel Neill, an

oflicer new to India, had been summoned
from Madras to Calcutta by Lord Canning

soon after the news from Meerut and Delhi

had reached the Governor-General. From
Calcutta he proceeded to Varanasi remaining

there from June 3 to 9. On June 5, the

sepoys at Varanasi were driven to mutiny by

a mismanaged affair of disarming them.

Colonel Neill took over command from

Brigadier Ponsoby and inflicted indiscri-

minate and cruel death on the mutinous

sepoys and disaffected people. 'Tt was

Neill’s hand that signed in letters of blood

the doom of Kanpur and decreed the ordeal

of Lucknow-”^

Neill left Varanasi on June 9 and, arriving

at Allahabad on June 11, assumed the

command of the garrison in the Fort. On
restoration of authority in the city, Neill

tried to go to Kanpur or to send a force

there, but he could.get no transport because

the city had been completely deserted on
account of the cruelties imposed by him on
the people. “The vengeance exacted in

Allahabad and the neighbourhood was so

mercilessly complete that the inhabitants

fled in terror before the very name of

Englishmen. In consequence carriage, tents,

provisions and stores were simply unobtain-

able and, in spite of the most strenuous

exertions of the Commissariat, Neill was
compelled, to his extreme distress, to remain

in Allahabad throughout the month of

June.”t

•Dr. Sen, page 154.

fAlIahabad Gazetteer, page 184.
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On account of its strong fort and strategic

situation AllEiliabad was now becoming a

great military base for tbe British. It was

from bere that troops were continuously des-

patched to feed the armies of Havelock,

Outram and later of the Commander-in-Chief

,

Sir Colin Campbell. Lord Canning himself

proceeded from Calcutta to Allahabad in

January 1858 to be nearer the scene of

operations. In February the same year he

formed the whole of the North-Western

Provinces, excluding the Delhi division, into

a single Lieutenant-Governorship and trans-

ferred the seat of the Local Govermnent

from Agra to Allahabad.

It was only on June 30 that Colonel Neill

was able to despatch a column of 400

Europeans, 300 Sikhs and 120 irregulars

and two guns to Kanpur under Major Renaud.

This detachment was to act as a sort of

advance guard to keep the road open for the

march of the main force which was to follow

a few days later. The primary object of

the colmnn, however, was to strike terror

in the country-side, for, not satisfied by his

atrocities at Allahabad, Neill had instructed

Major Renaud “to punish and destroy all

guilty villages along the route to Fatehpur”.

The Major “followed his instructions faith-

fully ; but as every village along the road

had joined in the revolt, the punishment

inflicted was indiscriminate and terribly

severe : so much indeed that when Havelock

left Allahabad on the 7th he found the

country-side deserted, supplies improcmrable

and corpses hanging from every tree.’’*

Major Renaud was followed by Havelock

who had arrived at Allahabad on July 1.

Havelock had been in the Company’s Army
since 1823 and had seen service in many capa-

cities, having received the honour of

Commander of the Bath for his exploits in

Afghanistan. In 1856 he was in command
of a division in the Persian War ufider

General Outram. On the conclusion of that

campaign, he had returned to Bombay in

the early part of 1857. At the out-break of

the rebellion he proceeded to Calcutta where,

on the reconunendation of the Commander-
in-Chief, the Governor-General at once

appointed him Brigadier-General with orders

to proceed immediately to Kanpur for the

relief of Sir Hugh Wheeler and thence to

Lucknow to support Sir Henry Lawrence.
Prom Calcutta, General Havelock then pro-

ceeded to Allahabad to form the movable
column which was to operate in the districts

in revolt. From Allahabad he now marched
to Kanpur at the head of 1,000 Europeans,

130 Sikhs, 40 volimteer horsemen and an
artillery of eight guns'.

The news of the Sattichaura happenings had
reached Allahabad on July 2. A steamer

was then promptly despatched up the Ganga
to rescue the fugitives, but it failed in the

mission, as the fugitives had soon been

caught by the Kanpur sepoys. As Renaud
had started only with a small force, word was
now sent to him to slow down his advance

and await the arrival of the re-inforcements.

He too had by now heard of the fall of

Kanpur when at Sirathu where he halted.

The force under Havelock now joined him on

July 12, near Fatehpur after having made
forced marches.

With General Havelock was Mr. Sherer, the

Collector of Fatehpur, who had fled to Banda
on the night of June 9 at the signs of the

approaching mutiny at his station. From
Banda he foimd his way to Allahabad whence
he proceeded to Kanpiu* with the relieving

party. Later, he became Collector of Kanpim
and Fatehpur. He is the author of the book
HavelocT^s March on Kanpur from which

some passages have, been quoted in the

present volume.

The armies of Renaud and Havelock com-
mitted great atrocities on their march from
Allahabad to Kanpim. According to Sir

Charles Dilke, villages after villages were

•Allahabad Gazetteer, page 185.
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cruelly set on fire and the innocent villagers Charles regretfully records, was most

were mercilessly destroyed. This, Sir shameful.

B. BATTLES

BATTLE OF FATEHPTJR

On July 7, Nana Saheb sent a division under

Brigadier Jwala Prasad to check the British

advance. His force consisted of 3,500 men
(two regiments of cavalry and three of

infantry) with 12 gims. He reached

Fatehpur on July 12, and precipitated a battle

with the British troops under a misappre-

hension that he was dealing only v/ith

Renaud*s advance-guard and not with the

combined forces of Havelock and Renaud.

He had not received timely information of

the junction of the two British parties.

The European troops were camping in an

open plain at a distance of four miles from

Fatehpur. Before marching on the town

Havelock sent a patrol of cavalry to recon-

noitre the area round Fatehpur. When this

party was near the town, Jwala Prasad

ordered his horsemen to rush upon them.

The British cavalry galloped back to their

camp pursued by the Indian cavalry. The

Indian infantry with their guns followed the

horsemen to give battle. Havelock lost no

time in deploying his troops in battle array

and launched a counter-attack, Jwala

Prasad’s men were until now under the mis-

taken impression that ’they had to deal only

with the small detachment of Renaud. So

they were taken completely by surprise when

they came face to face with a large well-

organised European force. The British guns

and rifles now opened on them forcing a

hasty retreat.

The British pushed forward causing confu-

sion in the nationalist troops. Yet they tried

to re-form themselves and made a bold stand

at a place further down the road. But they

were dismayed by the rifle-fire of the

^Europeans which reached them at an

unexpected distance. In the meanwhile,

IN THE V/AY

Captain Maud was able to move his guns in

the flank and his accurate fire demolished
the remaining confidence of the sepoys who
now fell back on their strong defensive posi-

tions in the town of Fatehpur.

The British force, however, continued to

move forward to capture these positions too.

The Indian infantry oifered strong resistance,

but this availed them nothing and one by one
eleven of their guns were captured along
with quantities of ammunition and baggage.
Still they made one final stand at a distance

of one mile beyond Fatehpur on the Kanpur
side before retiring to the village of Aung.

Jwala Prasad’s defeat was primarily due to

defective military tactics. He had never
seen battle before and was no match to the

experienced Havelock who had fought in

many actions and was adept in tactical

warfare. Jwala Prasad’s rout arose from
two causes—firstly he had no idea that he
was going to attack a large European force,

and secondly he made the mistake of choosing

an open plain for the battle in preference to

the defensive position which the town of

Fatehpur afforded.

The defeat of the nationalist forces at Fateh-

pur greatly encouraged the troops imder
Havelock’s command—in fact the morale of

the whole British army was resuscitated

because this was the first check that the

nationalist troops had met in the open field.

Havelock was filled with pride and issued an
• order of the day praising his men for their

pluck. From this moment the name of

Havelock became famous not only in India

but in England too.

On having obtained possession of Fatehpur,

Havelock gave the town to plunder which was
mercilessly carried out. The shops and
houses were sacked and the town was set on

fire.
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BATTLES OP ATING AND PANDU NADI

After Fatehpur, Jwala Prasad took up his

position in the village of Aung which afford-

ed a strong defensive position. Fresh troops

and gtms had arrived from Kanpur to re-

inforce him. General Tika Singh and Maulvi

Liaqat Ali of Allahabad were also there.

Havelock’s force resumed their march at

early dawn of July 15 reaching Aung after ^

day-break. The General sent about one-

third of his men as advance guard towards

the village. Indian guns then opened fire

and the sepoys advanced in front of their

main entrenched position. There was now
a long fierce fight. The sepoys fought

bravely, but could not long stand the wither-

ing fire of the British guns and their Enfield

rifles. So after a determined stand they had

to vacate their entrenched position in the

village at the point of the bayonet.

They now retired to a position down the

road near the bridge of the Pandu river—

a

position which had been strongly prepared

beforehand. A good deal of fighting mate-

rial and equipment fell into the hands of the

British here also. But in the fierce action

Major Renaud was mortally wounded and
was taken to the rear of the force. He died

of his wounds later at Kanpur.

Pandu is a small rivulet, but it had become
swollen by rains and was impassable. The
only way to Kanpur lay over the bridge

—

a fine masonry construction. The strategic

position of this bridge was very great. Tatya
Tope made plans to defend this bridge as
long as possible. The plan also included the
blowing up of the bridge in case its defence
proved unsuccessful. A strong force under
the command of Bala Rao had also arrived.

General Havelock realised the importance of

the bridge, because if the bridge were gone,
his advance to Kanpur would have been
halted. He, therefore, determined to secure
it before Tatya Tope’s troops could blow it

up. Although his men were tired, he ordered
the force to march to the bridge and they

reached it in two hours. When the British

force approached it, there was a sudden fire

from the defenders. By a bold move Gene-

ral Havelock was nevertheless able to

secure the bridge. An attempt to blow it up

had been made by Bala Rao before he retired

to a defensive position previously prepared.

But the explosion, which was aimed at the

bridge, was unsuccessful ; only the parapet

walls were destroyed, the arch remaining

steady.

The failure to blow up the bridge was fatal

to the defending force. ‘Several Indian

writers have lamented this mistake which

sealed the fate of Kanpur. It has been said

that the plan to blow up the bridge had been

unskilfully executed. The fire of English

guns on the bridge was very heavy ;
further

a bend of the river favourably enabled Cap-

tain Maud to plant his battery in such a way

as to pour the fire in the flank of the nationa-

list forces causing confusion amongst them.

So in the absence of a ‘cool head or a steady

hand’ the attempt to blow up the bridge

failed. Here also, the inexperience of Indian

commanders helped the British, for any one

with keen knowledge of military tactics

would have blown up the bridge while retir-

ing from the village of Aung after sustain-

ing a reverse there.

The British force having now crossed the

bridge occupied the opposite bank of the

river. There they remained for the rest of

the I5th. The next moi’ning they were again

on the march.

BATTLE OF KANPUR

The battle of Kanpur was now fought in

three defensive positions on one and the same

day, July 16; On the afternoon of the

previous day, Bala Rao, with a wound on

his right shoulder caused by a musket-ball,

carried information to Nana Saheb that

Havelock’s army had successfully crossed the

Pandu river and was now advancing on Kan-

pur. Nana Saheb called a conference of his
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advisers,to discuss the future com'se of ac-

tion. The council was held at Noor Moham-
mad^s hotel which was now the headquarters

of Nana Saheb. Opinion was divided
;
three

courses were suggested and discussed—^to

leave Kanpur and make a stand at Bithoor ;

to make a junction with the nationalist

forces at Fatehgarh under Nawab Tafazzul

Husain of Farrukhabad
;
to meet the enemy

on the road to Kanpur. The last-mentioned

course was adopted after much discussion.

So in the morning of July 16, preparations

were made for the defence of Kanpur and the

defence of the Peshwaship of Nana Saheb.

To dispute the advance of the British Gen-

eral, Nana Saheb himself set out at the head

of 5,000 men. The position selected for

this decisive battle was at village Ahirwan,

a short distance to the south of Kanpur

near the junction of the Grand Trunk Road

and the road to Kanpur.

All through the morning Nana Saheb’s

lieutenants, Tatya Tope, General Tika Singh

and Brigadier Jawla Prasad, were engaged

in the disposition of the troops and posting

guns at proper places. The troops were

posted a mile behind the fork created by the

junction of ^ the two roads. They were

arranged in the form of an arc bisecting the

two roads. Both the roads were cut across

by entrenchments so as to make them impass-

able. On the left side of the formation

some heavy guns had been planted and its

right side was protected by a walled village

with a grove of mango trees providing

excellent shelter. Heavy guns had also been

posted on this side. On both sides, there

were sepoys of the infantry, while the 2nd

Cavalry was in the rear.

This formidable disposition of the nationalist

troops has been admired by Kaye as being

the work of a brain possessing high military

skill. Who carried that brain has been left

unsaid by the great historian^ who contents

himself by remarking that ‘The troops of

Nana Saheb were disposed of in a manner
which taxed all the power of the British

Commander who had been studying the art

of war all his life. To Havelock's column
advancing along the great high road from
Allahabad .... the sepoy forces presented

a formidable front”.!

Resuming his march at day-break on July 16,

General Havelock covered 16 miles to arrive

at the village of Mahrajpur, six miles from
Kanpur. He halted here for refreshments,

meanwhile collecting information about the

disposition of Nana Saheb’s troops.

The General now planned the details of the

attack. He was in no doubt that a frontal

attack would be disastrous ; he also ruled

out an attack on the right flank. He saw
certain advantages in an attack on the left

flank. After explaining his plans to his

lieutenants, Havelock resumed his march at

1.30 p.m. when the heat of the sun was
intense and by which several of his soldiers

died. Some others lagged behind only to be

cut up later by Nana's horsemen. Still the

march continued for three miles after which

there was a fierce encounter between the

two armies. Both sides suifered consider-

able losses, but the struggle was grim and

sustained.

Ail the while General Havelock was in the

midst of action directing the operations.

The superior strategy of British generalship

again succeeded and a part of the nationalist

army was obliged .to fall back in a wooded

village on the Kanpur Road which provided

a strong defensive position. The rest of the

troops joined the centre of their force

is generally believed, however,

than Talya Tope.

fK.ayc, volume 11, page S75.

that the man who arrangal the force in this dexterous manner was no other
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against the impending British attack. In

the centre of their position a heavy howitzer

was posted and the troops rallied behind it.

A desperate hand-to-hand struggle ensued

after a short pause. Nana Saheb’s troops,

however, again lost their field and fell back

on a wooded village where some of the sepoys

had already taken their positions.

At this village again there was a stiff combat

of artillery between the two forces. Here

the sepoys showed great vigour and poured a

heavy fire on the enemy lines. The British

troops were weai-y and exhausted, but

General Havelock encouraged them by
enquiring who would take that village-

Thereupon a section of his force bounded
forward towards the village and the rest

followed quickly. The charge was successful

and the sepoys retreated upon Kanpur. It

now seemed that the day was lost to the

nationalist force.

Nana Saheb, however, made one more
resolute stand, although the successive routs

had baffled him not a little. He took up a
position on the road to the Kanpur Canton-

ment. Three guns, one a heavy 24-pounder
and the others of small calibre, were planted

here and fresh troops arrived from Kanpur
to give new strength to his defence. The
battle here was going to be the very crisis

of his future. Being well aware of this he
"threw all his individual energies into the
work before him and tried what personal

encouragement could do to stimulate his

troops.”* He flashed about on horse-back

encouraging his soldiers in the last effort of

supreme resistance. Writes J. C. Marshman
in his Memoirs of Sir Henry Havelock ;

“He (Nana Saheb) was seen riding about
among his soldiers, the band and the buglers
striking up as he approached. The greatest

animation pervaded the enemy ranks.”!

The result was favourable. The onward

march of the British was halted and the

“great tidal wave of British conquest

seemed for a moment to be receding.”? The

gun-bullocks of the English were so com-

pletely exhausted that the artillery could

not be brought in front, the soldiers too were

physically exhausted. They lay down on the

ground, partly to rest and partly to escape

the tearing fire of the Indian guns. The

Nana’s force was in great exultation. His

infantry were moving forward and the

cavalry were spreading themselves out to

encompass the enemy in swift destruction

whilst the gims continued to pour forth their

round shot in unintermittent stream.

(3e^neral Havelock, perceiving that the battle

would be lost the next moment, sent his son

to the spot where the men were lying down

with an order to rise and charge. The

command was immediately obeyed and the

men rushed forward, with young Havelock

at their head, to capture the heavy 24-

poimder gun which had been doing so much

havoc. Major Havelock steered his horse

straight for the muzzle of the gun. Its

round shot was now substituted by grape

which began to make deadly gaps in the

enemy’s advancing column. Still the

column did not stop, and eventually succeeded

in getting hold of the gun after a spirited

charge. The field was thereupon lost to the

nationalist force who now retired in confused

flight. Maud’s battery soon came up to the

front and by a heavy cannonade on the

retreating sepoys completed the victory in

favour of the English by nightfall.

Havelock’s troops were now completely

exhausted and could not move to the town

which was only two miles away. They

bivouacked as the sun went down, “every

•Kaye, volume II, pp. 379-80.

tP.ngc 310.

JKayc, volume IT. page .380.
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man too weary to need a pillow and too

thirsty not to relish even a draught of dirty

water.” ^

Some of the nationalist troops now crossed

into Avadh territory during the night.

They then reached Lucknow to aid the Indian

army besieging the British garrison in the

Residency. The majority of the troops,

however, made their way on the Grand Trunk
Road to Farrukhabad.

C. THE ENGLISH RE-OCCUPY ICANPUR

The next morning, July 17, Havelock pro-

ceeded to occupy the station which had been

in the hands of the nationalists since early

June. The sepoys had completely evacuated

the town except for a small body of horse-

men who had been left behind to blow up the

magazine which had previously been missed.

As the British advance-guard neared the

Cantonment a terrific explosion was heard

rending the ground beneath every one's feet

like a great earthquake. An immense

balloon-shaped cloud simultaneously went up

into the sky. This was at 6.30 a.m. The

magazine was completely burnt down.

The British flag now again flew over Kanpur.

General Havelock issued an order of the day

saying : “Soldiers, your General is satisfied,

more than satisfied, with you. He has never

seen steadier and more devoted troops.

Between the 7th and the 16th you have,

under the Indian sun of July, marched a

hundred and twenty-six miles and fought

four actions.”

Within a few days Brigadier-General

Havelock informed the authorities of his

victory over Kanpur. In a letter, dated

July 20, he wrote to the Army Headquarters :

“I have the pleasure to announce that the

triumph of the Maratha pretender, Nana
Saheb, adopted nephew (sic) of the late ex-

Peshwa Bajee Rao, has been of short dura-

tion. The treacherous proceedings by which

he composed the destruction of the force

under the gallant Sir Hugh Wheeler have

already been reported to the Commander-in-

Chief. I have now to announce the complete

discomfiture of his force, under his personal

command, and the capture of his cannon,

followed by the re-occupation of this station

which, since the 6th June, he had been

devastating and desecrating by every form of

cruelty and oppression.”

“Neill forgot that the entiie population of India rould not be

extenninated. and without the co-operation of the loral people,

he could not collect transport animals and ^rts. His strong

measures had scared away the peasants and from the

co^ntrYside, and with them disappeared the humble labourers

X aXinisrered to the daily needs of the army.^-nn. s. n. sen.

Eighteen Fifty-Seven, p. 156.

Kaye, volume 11, page 381.
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NANA SAHEB LEAVES KANPUR AND BITHOOR

On the loss of the battle of Kanpur Nana
Saheb had no alternative hut to fly for his

life. He had no time to go to Noor

Mohammad’s Hotel, his headquarters at

Kanpur. The British found it' just as it

had been left by him—on one side of the,two

central rooms he had his bed-room and on

the opposite side were rooms for pooja and

cooking ;
the central rooms, which were

very commodious, were reserved for

darbar. The witnesses examined by Colonel

Williams testified that Nana Saheb came
back to the city at nightfall riding a chest-

nut horse drenched in perspiration, and with

bleeding flanks. He was then seen galloping

towards Bithoor accompanied by some
attendant sawars. It is not clear whether

the v/ounded Bala Kao was also with him or

whether he had preceded him
;
possibly he

was with him.

Sherer’s Account contains the following des-

cription of Nana Saheb’s departure ; “To the

best of my information, he left Bithoor on
the evening of the 17th. He found it im-

possible to get any of the soldiers to rally

round him
;
they had throum off restraint,

and abused him and Baba Bhutt in open
terms, clamouring with threatening gestures

for money, and so off, helter-skelter, for

Fatehgarh. That evening he embarked
himseK and the ladies of his family on a
large boat. He had given notice that he
would drown himself, I suppose as a blind

to prevent pursuit, and it was understood
that the signal was to be when the light

was put out. The Gungapootras were

watching on the shore. About midstream

the light was extinguished, and with a yell,

that must have reached the boat, the men-

dicant Brahmins rushed up to the palace, and

commenced plimdering all they could lay

their hands on. The crafty Nana was dis-

embarking in the darkness on the other side ;

but if in so callous a heart, any bitter

reflections could arise, the ingratitude of his

adherents and the falseness of those he had

cherished, might well have induced them.”*

According to Charles Ball, Nana Saheb

reviewed his troops before leaving Bithoor.

A salute of 100 gims was fired in honour of

the Delhi Emperor, 80 in honour of his

father, Baji Rao H, and 60 in his own name.

Twenty-one guns each were also fired in

honour of his mother and wife.

Some months afterwards two spies, who had

been commissioned by Government to obtain

information about Miss Wheeler, passed six

days in the camp of Nana Saheb in the Avadh

jungles. They met a sepoy in the vicinity

of the camp. On being asked why they had

come there The spies represented themselves

as desirous of obtaining service and

reminded the soldier that they were old

acquaintances of his own. The man, who
was a good-natm-ed person, told them that it

was a dangerous neighbourhood for

strangers, but promised that, since they had

ventured so far, he would introduce them

to his fellow-men.

These spies found twelve to -fifteen thousand

people collected in the jungle. Food was

rage 11 of ShcrciN Acconni
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scarce and dear. There were only two tents

in which Nana Saheb and the immediate

members of his family were living. The
followers lived under trees in miserable

condition in tattered clothes. The most
poverty-stricken and dejected of all the

sepoys were trooper's of the 2nd Cavalry.

The number of horse-men in the camp
was about a hundred with two guns.

Nana Saheb, attended by a servant with an

umbrella, went daily to bathe in a river which

flowed at the foot of the hill where his

pavilion stood. A crowd regularly assembled

to pay their respects as he passed. The two

spies particularly noticed certain officers of

his household : the treasurer and paymaster,

the driver of his bullock-carriage, his chief

cook, and chief gardener, his barber, his

sweeper, his boatman and his wrestlers, both

Hindu and Mohammedan. Bala Saheb was

also with him. Their wives were living at

an adjoining range of hillocks in company

with the widows of Maharaja Baji Rao. The

ladies of the court travelled in six palanquins

and the gentlemen on as many elephants.*

After a few weeks, Nana Saheb left this

place and eventually found his way to the

solitude and the privations of the Nepal

Tarai.

Vishnu Godse in his Majha Pravas has des-

cribed how Nana Saheb with his family

crossed the Ganga at Bithoor and arrived

in Avadh territory. Godse was not an eye-

witness to the happenings at Kanpur ;
he

had heard about them while at Gwalior.

His description cannot, therefore, be ascribed

the authority due to a historical narrative,

yet the account given by him is substantially

in conformity with the accepted version in

its essential particulars. In addition, it

also contains certain details not found else-

where. An abstract of Godse’s account is

given in the following paragraphs.

On arriving at his palace at Bithoor Nana

Saheb explained to the ladies of the house-

hold that the British would now soon reach

Bithoor, that it was incmnbent on them
immediately to cross the Ganga and reach

Lucknow where their further line of action

could be chalked out in consultation with

the Begum of Avadh. The ladies were asked

to take with them whatever was necessary,

but having been struck dumb by the news
of the Kanpur disaster they knew not what
to take with them. The boats were ready at

the ghat and not a minute was to be lost.

They at once got ready to start.

Nana Saheb himself spread a large shawl

on the ground and collected in it all the

precious relics of the Peshwas. Amongst
these was a loin-cloth of Guru Ram Das
which the saint had presented to Chhatrapati

Shivaji. This used to be kept in a sandal-

wood box in the temple where it was daily

worshipped. The household jewellery was
also collected and tied in the shawl.

In a melancholy mood the party then left

the palace and arrived at the ghat. There

Nana Saheb offered prayers to mother Ganga

and, after making obeisance to the large

crowd of Brahmans and others who had

accompanied him to the ghat, asked the

boatmen to unmoor the boat in which the

party had by now taken their seats.

The party in the boat consisted of Nana

Saheb, Rao Saheb, Bala Saheb, the wives

of these persons and the vsddow of Baji Rao

and his unmarried daughter. A faithful

servant, by name Raghoba, also jumped into

the boat in spite of Nana Saheb’s remons-

trance. He said he had been brought up in

the Peshwa’s family from the age of one year

when his mother had died and that in this

hour of misfortune he could not keep away.

In this way there were nine persons on the

boat. The boatmen had been previously

instructed not to accompany the party and so

they came down. Thereupon, Rao Saheb

•Deposition no. G3 (of Narain and Show Raie, residents of Bithoor) in Colonel Williams' Enquiry.
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lighted six or seven candles and the boat

started with Bala Saheb and Raghoba at

the oars. As soon as the boat moved, the.

men and women present at the ghat raised a

cry of extreme anguish resembling that

which is uttered when a dead body is taken

out of a house.

After the boat had proceeded to a distance of

one mile the candles were put off. Then,

untying the shawl, Nana Saheb put into the

Ganga the precious heir-looms, sajdng that

now after 150 years when Peshwaship had

ended these pieces had little use in the world.

The spectators at the ghat seeing the light

suddenly go off thought that the boat had

capsized in the Ganga and that the party

had been drowned.

Reaching the other side of the bank, the

party had great difficulty in disembarking in

the darkness of the night and on account of

the existence of an extensive quagmire.

The ladies who had been accustomed to a

most comfortable life got into knee-deep

mud ;
their condition was most pitiable.

After a long time and much distress the

party reached dry land.

A village was seen nearby to which the party

proceeded and stayed near a temple. After

this tiresome journey the ladies were feeling

very thirsty, but there was neither bucket

nor rope to draw water. The loin-cloths and
shawls were then joined together and lowered

in a nearby well. When the extremities of

the clothes got wet they were pulled out and
water squeezed. In this manner the thirst

of the ladies was somehow quenched. Day-
break was still long off and the party spent
the rest of the night in restlessness.

During the preceding day, nobody had
taken meals and now, when the day broke,
hunger was upon- them. But neither the
ladies nor the men-folk had any money with
them. At this critical moment Raghoba,
saying that he had a rupee coin in his pocket.

immediately went off to purchase provisions

to cook the food.

Neither the men nor the women could eat

the crude food prepared by Raghoba, but

extreme himger made them eat a few morsels.

No sooner had they finished than there

arrived the village Mamladar, who had got

news that some respectable men and women
had arrived in the -village. After talks with

the men he was convinced that the party

belonged to Nana Saheb. He then imme-

diately went to his garhi to fetch palkis and

horses. He insisted on taking the party to

his residence. This Mamladar had received

an order from the Begum of Avadh that Nana

Saheb, after his defeat at Kanpur, was pro-

ceeding to Lucknow and that, if he came to

his village, all arrangements for his stay and

comfort be made by the Mamladar in the

meanwhile. So he made all possible arrange-

ments for the comfort of Nana Saheb and

his party at his garhi.

(God5e*5 account closes)

The village at which Nana Saheb was staying

was Patehpur Chaurasi. Before leaving it

for Lucknow, Nana Saheb sent his messenger

to Queen Hazrat Mahal with a letter solicit-

ing the Begum’s permission to enter her

capital. The Queen signified her assent.

Raja Jai Lai Singh, the Queen’s Manager,

was directed to take conveyances to

Fatehpur Chaurasi and fetch Nana Saheb to

Lucknow. Raja Jai Lai Singh proceeded

with two camels, some forty carts and 20—25

elephants. When the party left the garhi

of Jai Singh Chaudhari, it was heavily rain-

ing.

At Lucknow, Nana Saheb was welcomed by
Nusrat Jang -with 200 sawars, two elephants

and several camels. According to the

directions, of the Queen, Nana Saheb was
taken to be put up in Sheesh Mahal, the

luxurious residence of the former Nawabs
of Avadh. This palace was immediately

furnished for the distinguished guest and as

Nana Saheb entered it 13 guns were fired in
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salute.* This was in the third week of

August, 1857.

The following item appeared in the Hindu

Patriot, dated August 13, 1857 : “Nana

, . . . , we believe, heads the rebels of Oude,

and to rescue the garrison of the Luclmow
Residency out of his desperate hands will

demand a larger sacrifice than the force

under General Havelock can afford.”

Prom Lucknow Nana Saheb went in tuna to

various places where, in conjunction with

the other leaders of the revolt, he fought

many engagements with the British. These

places included Shahjahanpur (March,

1858), Bareilly (March, 1858), Mohammadi
(Bahraich) .j Nana Saheb was guiding the

operations from these places and fighting

actions as best as he could in collaboration

with others. Many handicaps came in the

way. Success was nowhere in his lot and

he was being hotly pursued by the British.

Being reduced to extremities in December,

1859, he, along with the Begum of Avadh,

crossed into the Nepal jungles. Thereafter,

a final and decisive battle was fought on the

banks of the Rapti against the forces led

by the Commander-in-Chief, Sir Colin

Campbell. The Genez’al’s forces wei-e

routed and he decided to give up the pursuit.

But Nana Saheb too was done up and laid

down his arms to pass into obscurity. An
account of his last days appears in another

chapter.

-The same journal (the JJengal Cn“ an
in one of the French papers to the effe« that

attack from Nana Saheb was apprehended This statement

is scarcely more extravagant ®
ail-Tiie

great number of letters sent to Europe y ry

Hindu Patriot. December 10, 18a7.

*Sayed Kamaluddin Haider Husain’s Sawanch-Uayat Saiatin Av
qe Bithoor and at the re-conquest

tAccording to certain writers, Nana Saheb was aUo
have, however, expressed themselves against

f. Kanpur by the Gwalior Regiment under Tatya Tope. Otner

ah view»



CHAPTER TWENTY -F IV

E

BIBIGH AR

A. WHAT WAS BIBKjHAR.

B. MOTIVE FOR DESTRUCTION OF PRISONERS,

C..HOW destruction was carried OUT.

To me the meanest ^oioer that blows

Can give thoughts that do often lie

Too deep for tears.

—WHJJAM WORDSWORTH.

A. WHAT WAS BIBIGHAR

From June 27 to July 15, 1857, Nana Saheb
had under him British prisoners, chiefly

women and children, whose number has been

variously put at 200 or figures near about

it. At the time of their destruction these

persons were confined in a bungalow called

Bibighar, It was a single-storeyed bmld-
ing constructed in Indian style with a court-

yard in the middle.

The name Bibighar was given to this parti-

cular house because it had been constructed

by an oflicer, some years before the revolt,

for the residence of his Indian mistress. In

the early days of the East India Company
it was customary for British military officers

to have Indian women living with them.
These ladies exercised much influence on
Indian sepoys. In this way the officers

indirectly rendered good service to Govern-
ment because they became better acquainted
with the character of their men and with
what was going on in the sepoy lines. In

course of time, however, this custom tended
to become a source of corruption. (Other

well-to-do Europeans, whether in service or

trade, had also adopted this practice as part

of the dignity and style appertaining to their

position)

.

The bimgalow was situated in old Canton-

ment. The site of it now lies within the

Tatya Tope Memorial Garden (previously the

Memorial Well Garden) adjoining Phool

Bagh. The exact place where the bungalow

stood was previously demarcated by a small

enclosure surrounded by iron railings.

Inside the enclosure there was a small marble

cross on which the following inscription was

engraved :

IN MEMORIUM
IN THIS SPOT STOOD

THE HOUSE OF MASSACRE
JULY 15,

1857.

The railings and the cross are now in the

compound of the All-Souls’ Church to which

the things of the “Memorial Well” were, after

the achievement of Independence, removed
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under an arrangement with Government

—

see Chapter 46 on memorial well garden.

Nana Saheb had been proclaimed Peshwa on

July 1, 1857, at Bithoor. Some days after,

news was received that Gteneral Biavelock,

who had marched from Allahabad for the

relief of Kanpur, was approaching. A
division was sent to check the advance, but

it was defeated.

Further encounters took place with similar

result. On the afternoon of July 15, Nana

Saheb learnt that General Havelock’s army

had crossed the Pandu river and was on full

march on Kanptir. Thereupon he decided,

in consultation with his advisers, to meet the

advancing force on the road to Kanpur. It

was also decided, according to most of the

British writers, that the prisoners of Bibi-

ghar should be destroyed. Various motives

have been imputed for this decision and these

have been dealt with later in this chapter.

It has been suggested that the military guard

on duty at the bungalow were required to

finish the prisoners, but they indirectly

declined to shoot the women and children.

Thereupon, five or six men are said to have
been deputed to kill the inmates which they
did by entering the building with swords.

Thereafter, the rooms were locked and the
following morning, on July 16, 1857, their

corpses were thrown in the well within the

compound of the bungalow.

A great deal has been written by contem-

porary British authors about the circum-

stances preceding the deplorable event and
the manner of the actual execution of the

orders of destruction and finally the disposal

of the corpses. Their accounts are based on
the depositions of witnesses which were
taken at Kanpur under the direction of

Lieutenant-Colonel G. W. Williams, Military

Secretary and Commissioner of Police, North-

Western Provinces, after the restoration of

British authority. The witnesses included

Christians, Muslims and Hindus, 63 in all.

There was also the journal written by Nanak
Chand, a resident of Kanpur. The journal

contains a narrative of the events at Kanpur
during the “Mutiny”. This journal was also

drawn upon for preparing the account of the

happenings.

B. THE MOTIVE FOR THE DESTRUCTION OP THE PRISONERS

Contemporary British writers have generally

accepted the theory that the prisoners had

been destroyed in order to remove evidence

in the event of the defeat of Nana Saheb s

forces by the approaching army of General

Havelock. This conclusion has been deve-

loped in the following words by Lieutenant-

Colonel G. W. Williams in his Memorandum,

dated March 29, 1859, prepared after the

recording of the evidence to which a reference

has already been made :

‘‘Reliable evidence, as far as it was protnirable, re^rd-

ing the massacre of the helpless captives in the slaughter

house, has been recorded, from which the following facts

have been gleaned

;

that the cause of their destruction was fear of betrayal,

should any simdve and be recovered by their

that on the steady and continued advance of the Bntisn

and after the second action, in which Bala Saheb was
severely wounded in the right shoulder, a hurried council

'ivas held

;

that fear and consternation filled the rebel camp, and
dismay, the hearts of all;

that this meeting was attended by many who, by

loans of money and aid in various other ways accorded

to the Nana, had implicated themselves in the revolt

;

that many and various were the projects suggested for

checldng the advance of the British, and securing their

mvn safety

;

Yet, notwithstanding that all felt their hour had well-

nigh come and that shortly a stem retribution 'ivould

be* exacted for the innocent blood, already so wantonly

shed, such was the fear of detection (by many who
had aided and abetted their chief) through their recog-

nition by the prisoners, particularly such of them as

Mrs, Greenway and other old residents of Kanpur, that

no fear of consequences could stay them from further

imbruing their hands in blood, and that of ^vomen and

children, deeming that thus they secured themselves

from further detection, especially those who had at

that early stage resolved that, should things continue
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to go against the rebel faction, they would change sides,

and if the evidence recorded be true, many of those

present at that council are notv again in Government

employ." (Page 20 of the Kanpur Narrative in the

Volume "Mutiny Narratives, North-Western Provinces,

1857-58".)

Another version is that the interception on

July 15, 1857, of a letter sent by one of the

female prisoners to the British garrison at

Allahabad prompted the decision to finish

the captives.

And yet a third reason that has been

suggested is that the annihilation of the

prisoners would probably prevent the further

approach of the British who were said to be

advancing solely for the purpose of releasing

such of their people as were in confinement,

and of avenging the blood of those who had
been slain at the Sattichaura Ghat.

(Synopsis of the Evidence of the Kanpur
Mutiny—^page 18)

.

Of the various witnesses who gave evidence

about the manner in which the prisoners were

destroyed, the statements of the following

two persons are reproduced below—these

persons heard the account of the happening

from the lips of some of those who had
carried out the Nana’s orders.

(i) Statement of Fanclmm, seller of betel

leaf, resident of Ooghoo (district Fatehpur )

:

“In the month of July, a year and half ago,

I was at my house in Ooghoo, when ten or

eleven persons, guards in the Nana’s employ,

who had fled from Kanpim, came to my shop
and asked for pan (betel leaf). I showed
them new betel leaf, when two of them told

me to fetch old betel leaf, otherwise they
would take my head off. I accordingly went
to another pan-seller and brought the kind
they asked for, and told them the price of

the same, i.e. ten pice. The two men said that
they would only give me two pice ; I replied

that the betel leaf was worth ten pice and
that they ought at least give me eight pice.

On which they said that they would kill me

and all my family. I stated I was a poor

man and had got the betel leaf from another

person. They then said that they had shown

no pity to the ladies and children whom they

had just massacred and who clung to their

feet, and that they would not have pity on

me. I wept, and my mother, hearing my
cry, came out and begged them not to hurt

me, and that she would let them have more

betel leaf
;
after this they drew water from a

well close to my house, near a temple, and,

conversing among themselves, I heard their

companions ask the two men, how many
ladies they had killed

;
they replied that

they had massacred 21 ladies and children,

and had received a reward of 21 rupees,

and added that at first the Nana ordered the

sepoys to massacre the ladies, but they

refused, and that they two, with three others,

carried out the Nana’s orders :

Ques. Do you know the names of those two

men ?

Ans. No.

Qties. Were those persons Muslims or

Hindus ?

Ans. They were Hindus and had chandan

applied on their foreheads.

Ques. Did any other person, besides you, see

them ?

Am. Besides my mother, thei’e was no one

there
; they frightened me greatly by

showing me a naked sword covered

with blood, which they said had been

used in the massacre of the ladies, and

that they would cut off my head with

the same.

Qties. Prom whom did you get the old betel

leaf for the two men ?

A7ts. Prom Tujjoo, seller of betel leaf.

(Some portions of the statement have been
omitted as being not material to the point.)
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(ii) Statement of Ganga Bishan Mahajan^
resident of Ooglioo :

Qxies* State what you know of the massacre
of the ladies on the 15th of July ?

Aws. The truth is that shortly after the

Nana fled and the ladies were

massacred, I was sitting under a

tamarind tree at Ooghoo, where all

the men of the village assemble, and
was conversing with a few others

about the massacre of the Europeans

at Kanpur ;
they said that the Nana

ought not to have • murdered the

women and children, upon which

Souracun (anglicized spelling of

Sheo Rakhan) Brahman of Ooghoo

stated that when the ladies and gentle-

men were massacred, the Nana’s

officials sent him to kill the ladies,

that he struck one with his sword

which bent, and he then felt pity and

did not again strike ;
he showed us

the sword which was bent. He said

that there were two or three

Mohamedans who killed all the ladies

and children. The men assembled

there saw the sword and heard this.

It was also known all over the village.

This is the only man of Ooghoo who
assisted in the murdering of the

Europeans.

Ques. Give the names of those who heard

Sheo Rakhan make this statement ?

Ans, There were many assembled, I do not

remember all their names, but those

that I do remember I give :

Thakoor and Bugtah (Bhagat)

Aheers
;

Kuneeah, Gunga, Sewa,

Chota and Ajoodeeah, Brahmans

;

Goolwah, Chowkedar of Kaharah

Oeewar, all these were assembled.

All the villagers heard that Sheo

Rakhan was one of the murderers, but

since the British rule has been re-

established no one, from fright,

speaks of it.

Qiies, Will these men give true evidence ?

Ans, Yes, I think they will, though some
from fright may not do so. If any of
the Government officials are sent to
the ^Tillage, I v/ould get all the men
state the truth.

Qnes. tVIiere is Sheo Rakhan now ?

I do not know where he is now ; he
left the village when the British rule

was re-established.

Ques. Why did you not report this before ?

Ans, Prom fear he would be hung, and his

death would be laid on my head, and
for this reason no one else gave infor-

mation.

Ques, When v/as Sheo Rakhan entertained

by the Nana ?

Ans, During the mutiny, but I do not

remember the date.

Qiies, Were your sons, Bachoo and Mundun,
in the service of the Nana ?

An^. I state the truth ; my sons were never

in the Nana’s service, but when the

' Nana fled, the mutineers took Bachoo

prisoner into the Nana’s camp for

about 25 days. Besides this, he never

was in the Nana’s service, and to clear

my sons I state the truth.

In reply to the question about the descrip-

tion of Sheo Rakhan, witness stated, inter

alia, that he was about 35 years of age and

always carried a sword.

The evidence of Colonel Williams’ 63

witnesses does not, however, prove in any

conclusive manner all the incidents con-

nected with the happenings. On a study of

the depositions of these witnesses the follow-

ing points emerge :

(i) The evidence of some of these

witnesses is contradictory in several

essential and basic points.
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(ii) The witnesses who have testified to

the occurrences at the Sattichaura

Ghat and at Bibighar have described

in unequivocal terms the happenings

both in respect of what they saw and

what they heard (i.e. the orders, etc.,

being given by Tatya Tope, Brigadier

Jwala Prasad and others). In the

confusion that prevailed at the Satti-

chaura Ghat it is highly improbable

that they could have seen and heard

the things in the vivid terms in which

they described them. Some of them

managed to get so near Tatya Tope

as to have heard the talk between him

and his colleagues. This is incredible.

(iii) The eye-witnesses and ear-witnesses

to the happenings at the Ghat and in

Bibighar are witnesses of a miscel-

laneous kind and many of them are

illiterate villagers, some of them being

merely youngsters of ^20—^25 years.

There must have been numerous res-

pectable people present at least at the

Ghat and it should not have been

difficult to produce some of them to

give a connected idea of the entire

proceedings. Few of such witnesses

were produced.

(iv) None of these witnesses was cross-

examined. In the case of some
witnesses, certain contradictory state-

ments, or patently untrue statements,

were put to them in the form of

leading questions by the officer record-

ing the evidence, and whatever they

stated in making the position clear

from their point of view was recorded.

No attempt was made to get at the

bottom of the affair or at the truth

by asking searching questions or

making some sort of cross-examina-

tion.

(v) Not unoften, a volley of questions, five

or six in number, were put to a
witness at one and the same time in a

most haphazard manner. The general

procedure is to put one question at a

time—after it has been answered,

other questions, one by one, are to be

put. Yet the witnesses seemed to

catch all the several and divergent

questions put simultaneously and

answer them almost seriatim. This

is surprising when it is remembered

that many of these witnesses were

illiterate villagers or city people of a

miscellaneous type who could not be

expected to comprehend all this. And
yet they. did. Here comes the possi-

bility of their having been tutored.

(vi) In analysing the evidence, Colonel

Williams has made adverse comments
upon the veracity of the witnesses.

(vii) Also in the covering note by Colonel

Williams grave doubts have been

expressed regarding the want of evi-

dence about the Ghat and Bibighar.

It has been observed by him that it

was a pity that proper evidence, which

must have existed with respectable

city people, was not there.

(viii) Witnesses had their necks in the neck.

Almost all of them had to be careful

to see that they did not directly or

indirectly implicate themselves or

were supposed to have implicated

themselves. Each must have enter-

tained the fear that after giving the

evidence he might himself be hauled

up for some act of commission or

omission, particularly of omitting to

report to the authorities the names of

the culprits, and so on.

(ix) The recording of evidence was more
in the nature of an 'apology' for an

enquiry, rather than a proper and

judicious investigation carried out in a

regular manner. The whole thing

has the colour of having been done in

a routine fashion to fulfil an order,

rather than an attempt to arrive at the

truth.
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(x) From the evidence recorded, it is pos-

sible to reconstruct several kinds of

versions of the events. And in fact

Sir Greorge Trevelyan and others have

made out graphic and horrid accounts

of the happenings by taking one thing

from one witness and another thing

from a second witness, and so on.

The Diary of Azimullah Khan also makes
mention of Bibighar. It states that the

prisoners at Bibighar, on hearing the news of

the success of the British at every place,

used to taunt the sepoys of the guard.

Complaints about this used to be brought to

Nana Saheb, but he gave no attention to it.

One day, a complaint was brought that one

of the male prisoners had threatened a

Muslim sepoy that he would have pig’s flesh

thrust into his mouth. This was greatly

resented by Nana Saheb who then gave

liberty to the sepoys to do as they liked,
^

whereupon the prisoners, including the

women and children, were taken to a small

distance from Bibighar and there all of them

were killed. But the genuineness of this

Diary, that is to say whether it was written

by Azimullah Khan himself or whether it is a

faked document written by someone after-

wards with an ulterior motive, has not yet

been established.

C. HOW THE DESTRUCTION WAS CARRIED OUT

The Kanpur Gazetteer refers to this subject

in a few words. It says that on the evening

of July 15, 1857, “the helpless captives in

the Bibighar were being foully mimdered at

the Nana's order”, and goes on to add that

“this was the final act of the Maratha’s rule,

for the receipt of the news from Aoung and

the arrival of Bala Rao, severely woimded,

threw everything into confusion at Kanpur".

Mr. Sherer’s Account is more detailed and

may first be quoted as representing the

British official version ;

“But we have now to narrate the last scene in the

Nana's rule at Kanpur,

“The battle of Aoung was fought early in the afternoon

of the 15th (July) and the Pandoo Nadee was forced,

to the best of my recollection, by about 11 o'clock the

same day. There was. therefore, ample time for the

news of the repulse and the steady advance of the

British troops to have {reached Kanpur early in the

afternoon. There is every reason, therefore, to suppose

that the fate of the unhappy captives was immediately

made the subject of discussion. The decision arrived at

is now known and execrated throughout the avilized

world. It was decided that the captives should be put to

death. The order was carried into execution about sun-

down, There were four gentlemen, three of them of the

Fatehgarh party, who by some miscliance, or for

other special reason, had been reserved from the £ate w icn

had already fallen upon their male companions. Th^
were first taken out of the Bibighar and murdered on e

high road. Then the general massacre commenced,

seems probable that vollies were first fired into the

and windows, and then that executioners were sent in to

do the rest with swords. If the work was anything i'

completed, it must have taken a considerable time.

length the doors were closed, and night fell upon what

had happened."

The Account goes on to add: "Early next morning,

orders were given for the Bibighar to be cleared. There

must have been near upon 200 corpses. So many, I do

not think, could have been thrown into the well. It

seems probable that a portion were dragged down to the

Ganga Considering the smallness of the house and the

CTowded condition of the captives, it is next to impossible

that all can have been slaughtered the previous night. It

is exercising therefore no morbid imagination and pander-

ing to no prurient curiosity to say that I hold no doubt

some of the living met a more terrible death than assassi-

nation, even by being plunged with their dead companions

into the tainted waters of the well.”

Mr. Sherer had himself been to Bibighar and

to the well on July 18, and described what

he saw in the following words : “And then

broke upon our sight that dreadful spectacle,

over the very idea of which there are still

broken spirits and widowed hearts mourn-

ing terror-stricken in distant England. I

have no more details to add to what is

already too well kno^vn and must dismiss the

sad subject with one or two brief remarks.

The stories of children found suspended on

the trees and of mutilated dead bodies lying

in the enclosiure are entirely fabrications.

There were no dead bodies, except in the

well. The well was narrow and deep, and

on looking down you could only see a tangled

mass of human limbs entirely without cloth-

ing. To the best of my helief there was not
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a word written on the walls. I searched

myself, and I know that others did so too,

but without discovering any intelligible

marks.”

In his Eavelock^s March on Kanpur* also

Sherer has made a reference to this subject.

General Havelock’s force entered Kanpur
on July 17 and the next day Sherer, with a

trooper by name Bews, went to see the Bibi-

ghar. One or two Britishers had been there

earlier, but the place had not been changed

so that Sherer found it in the same condi-

tion in which it was left by the mutineers.

IVhat Sherer saw is best described in his

own words : “The whole story was so un-

speakably horrible that it would be quite

wi’ong in any sort of way to increase the dis-

tressing circumstances which really existed.

And I may say once for all that the

accounts were exaggerated. The attack had
evidently been made from the front entrance,

and there is reason to suppose that it com-
menced by muskets being pushed through the

Venetians, and discharged. There had been
a rush across the court to the opposite side,

and a mass of human beings were collected

in the arched chamber facing the entrance.

And thither, doubtless, they were pursued by
the assassins with swords for the whole of
the pavement was thickly caked with blood.

Surely this is enough, without sa3dng 'the

clotted gore lay ankle-deep’, which, besides
being most distressing, is absolutely in-

correct. Then, as to what was lying about,
both of us thought it wonderful that the
small litter we saw could be the traces of
the numbers who had been shut up there.
There is no question in my mind that when
the bodies were taken away the place had
been tidied a little and painful objects had
been removed. There were certainly a few
odds and ends of clothing, some locks of hair,
some little shoes, straw hats, and so on.

Of mutilation, in that house at least, there

were no signs, nor at that time was there

any writing on the walls. It is well-known

that there were one or two books, and in

them some notes which have long since been

communicated to the public.’’

That the unfortimate prisoners at Bibighar

were killed on the evening of July 15, is an

established fact. It is also established that

the dead bodies or most of them were

thrown into the nearby well on the morning

of July 16. But to these facts of history

have been added, by some of the authors,

horrifying details as to the manner in which

the killing was done.

It must be admitted, however, in fairness to

those authors that their accounts, quite,

apart from the question of their accuracy,

were not tainted with motives of any evil

design—^they described what they, from the

material before them, honestly believed to

have occurred. The horror arises from the

rhetoric and the style of the particular

author rather than from his desire to paint

an uglier picture than what he saw in his

mind’s eye. It would be unfair, for instance,

to suggest that Sir George Trevelyan

writing in his Caxmipore was actuated by any

consideration other than the desire to record

conclusions honestly deduced fi’om the avail-

able data. All that can be said is that the

appraisal of evidence on any given issue must

largely remain a matter of honest difference

of opinion. And this is also true when

questions of interpretation of a series of cir-

cumstances are involved—circiunstances

which have not been described 'by direct eye-

witnesses of infallible judgment and un-

questionable integrity.

However, whether the foul deed was attended

by circiunstances of avoidable cruelty or

otherwise, is not very material to the point

Kan^'rt I®-!?"”’ ^3, 1859, which Mr. Sherer {.ns Magistrate ot

Govenmtent with l U
Allahabad Divrsion (Mr. Thornhill) and which the latter sent to the Local

subicauent events ct
Report is entitled Some Accounts of the Mutiny^ and

Qn}>nT. It tviU be found in the Government publication, Mutiny Narratives, N. W. Provinces.
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that the killing of helpless women and
children in cold blood must, at all times and
in all climes, be regarded as a matter of

profound sorrow and shame.

But without minimizing the barbarity which

must inevitably be involved in any whole-

sale destruction of some two hundred lives

of women and tender children it is necessary

to state certain facts in the interests of the

honour equally of Indians as of English-

men :

(I) No dishonour or indignity was done to

the female prisoners at any time during their

imprisonment (Sherer*s Account^ also para-

graph 7 of Mr. Thornhiirs letter to Govern-

ment, dated April 28, 1859)

.

(IT) None of the prisoners were mutilated

—

Mr. Sherer has candidly admitted in his

Account that with regard* to this ‘‘there

appears to have been a great deal of inten-

tional prevarication’’. Writing again in his

Havelock’s March on Kanpur he states in

chapter VIE that he had all along supported

the idea that there was no mutilation of the

prisoners, men or women, before death.

He had found no proof of it.
,
He adds that it

was possible that some mutilation after

death may have taken place and that was

with a view to get possession of the jewellery

worn by lady prisoners. For instance, he

says that, in one of his visits to the place, he

had found a hand under a bush which

appeared to be of a female. As to this,

Sherer came to the conclusion that it had

probably been severed for its idng and that

this had been done by the sweeper.

(ni) There was also no case of torture

(Sherer’s Account).

(IV) The professional sepoys had refused to

shoot the women and the children.

(V) The prisoners, beyond the fact of their

being kept in confinement, were not treated

with indignity, nor with greater hardship
than prisoners of any class or race under
Indian Military rule then obtaining {Review

of Evidence). Clothes were provided to

them and, for food, they regularly received

cJiapaties and dal—these were prepared by
especially-appointed cooks. Milk was also

sometimes given to the children. After-

wards, some meat was allowed in lieu of dal

at the request of the prisoners who had com-

plained that they were not accustomed to eat-

ing dal, A lady of Nana Saheb’s household,

Husaini Khanum, popularly known as the

Begum, looked to the wants of the prisoners.

(VI) The story that some of the female

prisoners used to be taken to Nana Saheb’s

stable for the purpose of grinding gram, was
probably untrue. It was put to several

witnesses during Mr, Williams’ enquiry and

was denied by them,^ It was only John

Fitchett who had deposed that every day

two ladies, whether young or old, were by

turns taken out of Bibighar for the purpose

of grinding gram for three or four hours.

When asked how he knew that they went to

grind gram he said that he had heard the

ladies say so, and that they often brought

back handfuls of ground gram which they

gave to the children. He added that they

were taken by the Begum to the Nana’s

stable in the next compound. But the denial

of this story by the other witnesses casts

serious doubts on the veracity of John

Fitchett regarding this part of his evidence.

(VII) The ladies were not molested either

by the soldiers on guard-duty or by any

other soldiers or by anyone else.f

The lesson

The taking of life is a terrible business, and

the horror is not diminished by the means

employed. The executioner’s axe, or the

guillotine, the gallows or the scaffold, the

sword or the dagger, the bayonet or the club,

. .. no. 2) anfJ of Thomas DcCai/c (clcposifion no.
See for insfancc the evidence of William Clarlc (deposition no. /

i/hhh
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the gun or the mouth of a cannon and the

electric chair must all be horrifying appa-

ratus when used in destroying life, as much
as the poison or the hands that strangulate.

And to these must now be added the nuclear

weapons and the poison gas. Some
killings are permissible, namely those on

the battle-field, the execution by process of

law, the killing of a person in self-defence

(under certain circumstances only, e.g. when
the killer’s life is threatened and in certain

other circumstances). Then there are kill-

ings which society or the law does not con-

done. But while all killings, permissible or

not, are horrible, the killing in cold blood

is horrible still and so is the destruction of

helpless women and children.

Viewed in this light, the massacre of the

women and the children at Bibighar must be
unequivocally condemned, at all times and in

all circumstances, regardless of the fact that

the persons killed belonged to a race or com-
munity which had either previously or after-

wards indulged in massacres more heart-

vending or of greater cruelty.

But beyond the fact that the ladies and the
children were killed, and the shame and
ignominy attaching to the misdeed, nO' other
accusations can be made, or have been proved,

against those who had a hand in getting

the massacre done or against those who
actually did it. It does not add to, or lessen.

the depth of tragedy if the victims were

killed by bullets or by swords, or whether

five men or seven killed all the victims, or

whether the persons who actually killed them
were jallads or guards or villains of this

kind or that ;
anyone who committed such

an act must be assigned to the sub-human

category.

At the same time, it is clear, read we may the

evidence of whatever witnesses we like, that

no more cruelty was employed than was
necessary for making life extinct, that there

had been no torture of any kind, nor any

disgrace to womanly honour.

It must also be stated that the soldiers

maintained the honour of their profession by

not shooting at the women and the children.

The manner in which the corpses were dis-

posed of the next morning, that is, by throw-

ing them in a well, is also immaterial to the

abhorrence of the actual slaughter. For

instance, so long as no proper burial was pro-

vided, it would have mattered little if the

bodies had been buried in a mass grave or

thrown into the river or burnt.

The atrocities committed by both sides can,

if desired, be read in detail in other works.

But the only purpose now served by the

record of these happenings is to put mankind
on its guard against the possibility of their

repetition in future struggles.



CHAPTER TIVENTY-SIX

RESPONSIBILITY FOR SATnCHAURA AND BIBIGHAR

A. NANA SAHEB NOT DIRECTLY RESPONSIBLE.

B. POINTS CONCBRMNG BIBIGHAR.

C. POINTS CONCERNING SATTICHAURA.

D. POINTS COMMON TO BOTH.

E. THEN MTHOSE RESPONSIBILITY ?

F. QUESTION OF MORAL RESPONSIBILITY.

**FriendSj Countrymen^ Ro7nanSj

Lend me your ears ;

I come 7iot to yraise Caesar

But to hu7*y him/^

— Aniony in Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar.

A. NANA SAHEB NOT DIRECTLY RESPONSIBLE

British writers,* with one or two exceptions,

have unequivocally put on Nana Saheb the

responsibility for the happenings at the

Sattichaura Ghat and later at Bibighar, In

doing so they appear to have been largely

influenced by sentiment. Their approach

has not been entirely impersonal. This is

not surprising because it must be admitted

as a historical fact that Englishmen lost

their lives at the Sattichaura Ghat in the

most tragic circumstances and that later at

Bibighar helpless women and children were

brutally done to death. In the face of such

deep tragedy it is but natural to be swayed

by emotion, particularly when the writers

were recording their accounts at the time the

incidents were still fresh in living memory.

We are not concerned here with the happen-

ings at the two places—^these have already

been described in earlier chapters. The

question is whether Nana Saheb was in fact

responsible for them. As already stated,

most of the British writers have not cared to

consider this point as a question—they

appear to have assumed that Nana Saheb,

and he alone, was the sole perpetrator of

these cruel and shameful brutalities. But

the blame on Nana Saheb, Sen.

Abul Kalam Azad in his Foreword to Dr. Sen’s — ^

dity of these views has been discussed in the last section of this chapter.

•some Indian writers too have. in varying degree, .st ~ on
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history must put a question mark against

such an assumption which has been asserted

as an established fact by a long line of able

writers.

It is to be noted in the first place that the

English were imable to capture the real Nana
though more than one person was arrested

on the ground of mistaken identity, only to

be released later. In spite of the proclaimed

reward of one lakh of rupees for his arrest,

he could not be caught. There are thus no
witnesses examined in open court about the
part of Nana Saheb in these happenings

—

witnesses who could have been properly

crpss-examined. It is to be remembered
here that the testimony of a witness who has
not been cross-examined on behalf of the
defence is of little value both under codified

law and under the rules of natural justice.

An honest witness may actually be describing

what he heard from others as if he actually

saw the event himself. Unless, therefore,

his misapprehension is cleared through cross-

examination his evidence would convey the
erroneous impression of being the testimony
of an eye-witness—and there is all the
difference between the evidence of an eye-
witness and hearsay evidence. According to
law, hearsay evidence is inadmissible.

Therefore, in the absence of a regular trial

B. POINTS CONC

The theory which has, generally speaking,
held the field is that it was Nana Saheb who
ordered that the prisoners be killed. This
theory has been questioned by Dr. Sen

—

page 159 of his Eighteen Fifty-seven. He
holds that while Nana Saheb “was legally
and morally responsible for the lives of his
prisoners and the massacre was committed
in his name”, there is no adequate evidence
to establish that the order for the killing
had actually been given by him. In this
connexion Dr. Sen refers to the following
circumstances :

. (1) The question is not yet settled beyond
doubt as to whether the massacre at

it would be unfair to cast blame in a one-

sided manner, so to say, on a person who
had no opportunity to defend himself. In

such circumstances, history would caution

a writer to be careful in recording an adverse

verdict, particularly when such a verdict

would impugn the national character of a

great people with a just pride in their tra-

ditions and civilization.

Viewed in this light it would appear that

British writers have not been fair to Nana
Saheb directly and to Indian nationhood

indirectly. They have chosen to call him
by all sorts of names and have used imbe-

coming adjectives to describe his character.

They have done this partly in anger, partly

in disdain, but no history would be worth its

name if written by a person in such a state

of mind.

With regard to Nana Saheb's responsibility,

there are certain points and considerations

which apply separately to :

(a) Bibighar; ’j and, in addition,

(b.) Sattichaura Ghat
; j

there are certain

(c) points common to both.

These have been dealt with under separate

headings in the order mentioned.

'HNG BIBIGHAR.

Bibighar was committed before Nana
Saheb had left for Bithoor or after.

Dr. Sen says that “it is impossible to

settle this point at this distance of time

unless some new evidence comes to

light”.

(2) Nana Saheb had himself asserted that

he had nothing to do with the murder
of women and children. These are his

words :

"At Kanpur the soldiers disobeyed my
orders and began killing the English

women and the ryots. All I could

save by any means I did save and,

when they left the entrenchment.
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provided boats in which I sent them
down to Allahabad. Your sepoys
then attacked them. By means of

entreaties I restrained my soldiers

and saved the lives of 200 English
women and children. I have heard
that they were killed by your sepoys

and hiidmashes at the time that

my soldiers fled Kanpur and my
brother^ was woimded. After this I

heard of the Ishtaharnama that had
been published by you and prepared to

fight and up to this time I have been

fighting with (against) you and while

I live will fight ”

—

vide Nana Saheb's

Ishtaharnama of April 1859, described

in (jhapter 42, Section C.

(3) Kusma Bai, daughter of Peshwa Baji

Rao (and sister to Nana Saheb by
adoption), believed her brother to be

innocent. She was about ten years of

age at the time of the ‘Mutiny*. In her

old age, she paid a visit to Poona and

was there interviewed by Sri V. K,

Rajwade and Sri Pandoba Patwardhan.

She then said that Nana Saheb had tried

his best to restrain the rebel troops ;

that he had nothing to do with the

massacre. This evidence could not, of

course, be conclusive, because it raises

the question as to how much a girl of ten

years was likely to know about the

policies of her brother’s court. More-

over, she was living at the late Peshwa’s

palace at Bithoor while Nana Saheb’s

headquarters then were at Kanpur.

(4) Dr. Sen asserts, on the point of Nana
Saheb’s alleged guilt, that ‘‘on such
evidence as was tendered before Colonel

Williams, no criminal court could convict

the most notorious malefactor”. He,
however, adds these words of caution :

“Absence of reliable evidence, however,

does not necessarily connote absence of

guilt”.

The above circumstances point to Nana
Saheb’s innocence in the Bibighar affair.

There are three possibilities :

(a) either that Nana Saheb was not present

at Kanpur at the date and the hour of

(b) or that, if he was present, he did not

himself order the massacre

;

(c) or that the decision to finish the

prisoners was taken at a council of pro-

minent persons presided over by Nana
Saheb, at which the latter was over-

ruled.

The last two possibilities have been dealt

with in the preceding chapter on Bibighar.

As regards the first possibility, it is esta-

blished that the massacre was carried out

late in the afternoon of July 15 and was
finished when it became dark. Early the

next morning the dead bodies were thrown

into the well. In considering the question

of Nana Saheb’s presence at Kanpur on this

day the chronology of events which took

place on the days preceding and following

this date may first be stated—these have

been taken from Sherer’s Account :

July 6,

1857

July 7

Chronology of Events

British Force under General HavelocK left Allahabad in the afternoon (Force consisted

of about 1,200 Europeans, 150 Sikhs and 20 or 25 Volunteer Cavalry) A few days before

that. Major Renaud had started from Allahabad for Kanpur with 400 Europeans and

about 400 Sikhs.

A division nndnr Brigadier Jwala Prasad was sent to eheeic the advance of the British ;

in three days it reached Fatehpnr where a battle was fought on the 12tb.

'•Bala Saheb or Bala Uao.
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July 11 • . The British Force reached Khaga in the Fatehpur district. General Havelock had heard

that the Rebel Force was advancing on Fatehpur, so on the mid-night of this date he marched

on to catch Major Renaud who was then only a short distance ahead. The two Forces

were amalgamated in the middle of the night and both of them then marched together.

July 12 . . In the morning at about 7 o’ clock the combined Force reached Belanda, about four miles

on the Allahabad side of Fatehpur.

The Rebel Force also advanced down the road and in the morning the battle of Fatehpur was

fought. The Rebel Force was defeated and turned towards Fatehpur. The British Force

advanced about a mile and a half on the Kanpur side of Fatehpur and there under the

trees waited for their camp to come up from Belanda.

Fatehpur was given to plunder by the British troops.

July 13 . . The British Force marched from Fatehpur in the morning, but the Sikhs were left belund

to set the town on fire in several places all at once.

July 14 .. The British Force encamped near the village of Kallianpur.

July 15 . . The British Force marched on towards Aoung in the morning. This village is on the Fateh-*

pur side of the Pandu river.

The Rebel Force had come up again and was in the occupation of the village. The battle

of Aoung was fought in which the Rebel Force again lost the day. Village Aoung (on the

Kanpur side of Fatehpur), to which the Rebel Force had retreated was also taken by General

Havelock. Thereafter, the British Force continued to push on and occupied the opposite

bank (the one towards Kanpur) of the Pandu river in order to prevent the bridge being

damaged by the Rebel Army. The British troops remained on the bank for the night of the

15th. In this battle Bala Rao, Nana Saheb’s brother, was severely wounded.

In the evening of this day the tragedy of Bibighar took place.

July 16 . . Early in the morning, the dead bodies were taken out of the building and thrown into the

well.

By sun-rise, the British Force was on the march again and passed through Sirsaul.

By 7/on;?, they reached the village of Ahirwan and rested Tor a couple of hours. Then at

2.30 p, m. they started for the last battle. The battle took place between Ahirwan and the

city of Kanpur and the Rebel Force was again defeated.

The day was, however, not won by the British, because Nana Saheb himself had taken up

a fresh position on the road leading to Kanpur Cantonment, where he had received rein-

forcements from the city. This engagement was also not successful and the Rebel Army

made a retreat.

July 17 . . In the morning, the Powder Magazine at Kanpur was blown up by the Rebel Force.

The British army was encamped at the Parade Ground.

In the evening, Nana Saheb left Bithoor. ‘To the best of my information, he left Bithoor on

the evening of the 17th”—Shcrer’s Account.
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July 18 . . In the morning tlie British troops were ordered to march by the Grand Trunk Road to

the Mission premises—this protected the station in the direction of Bithoor ; it also preser-

ved the soldiers from the temptations of liquor as well as from any desire to take vengeance

into their own hands.

The same day Mr. J. B. Shercr, with the permission of General Havelock, rode v/ith tv/o

cavalry-men into the city. He had the re-establishment of British pov/er proclaimed in

several places. At the Kotwali he met almost the whole mercantile population who, Shercr

says, “professed (I cannot say with what sincerity) the greatest delight at our return”. One

or two half-caste Christians who were concealed in remote lanes and alleys were also

libejjpted.

Mr. Shercr then proceeded to Hoor Mohammad s Hotel which had been ov.cupied oy Hana

Saheb. “It was,” says Shcrer, “found just as the Nana had left it. He slept on one side,

and on the opposite had rooms for pooja and cooking, keeping two large centre apartments

for durbar purposes.”

July 19 . . Major Stevenson of the Madras Fiisiheis went to Bithoor with a party of soldiers. The

place was found deserted and was occupied without the least resistance. Thirteen guns were

taken over besides a great deal of valuable property. The Nana’s palace was also destroyed.

It will be seen that the final battle with

General Havelock’s Force was fought on the

evening of July 16 on the road leading to

Kanpur Cantonment, and that Nana Saheb

was present in the action. The battle was

lost and Nana Saheb had to flee. He is said

to have crossed the Ganga at Bithoor (for

proceeding to Lucknow) on the night

between July 17 and 18 with his entire

family and trusted servants. If it be true

that Nana Saheb was present at the battle

and if he left Bithoor at the time above

stated then his presence at Kanpur on the

15th cannot be seriously questioned except

on the possibility that he was then not at

Kanpur but had gone to Bithoor (which by

the road then existing was 12 miles from

Kanpur) and where his entire household was

living. This is not altogether an impro-

bability for after the loss of the battle^ at

Fatehpur on July 12 (news about which

would have reached Kanpur the next day),

Nana Saheb might have thought of the safety

of his family and the arrangements to be

made for evacuating them from Bithoor in

the event of his final defeat.

On this important question about the possi-

bility of Nana Saheb being away from

Kanpur on the day of the Bibighar slaughter

something more remains to be said.

In the course of the collection of material

for the present book the author made efforts

to find out whether any data bearing on this

possible alibi could be found. While nothing

conclusive could be found in the works of

contemporary authors, some light on the

point was thrown from quite an unexpected

source ;
this was Munshi Brij Narain of

village Ramel near Bithoor. M. Brij Narain

has his ancestral house here. He was for

many years supervisor kanungo at Bithoor

and ultimately retired in 1947 after 33 years

of service. His age is near about 80 years.

His great grand-father, Munshi Balchand,

was for sometime in the service of Maharaja

Baji Rao, and, after the latter’s death, was

employed as Diwan of the Peshwa’s Subedar.

The author went to see this old gentleman

at Ramel in June 1958, in order to find out

whether he had any papers bearing on 1857.

M. Brij Narain though old in years had still

a sharp memory and said that although he

had no papers he had heard certain accounts

from his father, Munshi Jang Bahadur, who

too had served as Kanungo under the
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British Government. He had been born on

May 10, 1857, the date on which the

“Mutiny” had started and was, for that

reason, given the name of Jang Bahadur.

The author had no idea that M. Brij Narain

would be able to throw any light on the

question of this alibi and consequently did

not ask him anything about it. In the

course of the conversation M. Brij Narain,

however, spoke of the bravery of Bala Saheb

saying that there was no one to match Bala

Saheb in the art of war-fare and in personal

bravery. He was wounded in the right

shoulder in the battle of Ahirwan as a result

of which he fell from his horse and was
brought to Kanpur. He added that Bala

Saheb was wounded by the shot of one of

his own soldiers, who treacherously took aim
at him and womided him. M. Brij Narain

went on to say, of his own accord, that when
the news about the treacherous attack on

Bala Saheb reached Nana Saheb at Bithoor,

then he (Nana Saheb) said in despair that

they had now no chance of success and soon

thereafter left Bithoor with the members of

his family in which the wounded Bala Saheb
was also included.

The author was much surprised to hear this

from M. Brij Narain because this account

does support the possibility of the alibi.

The battle of Ahirwan was fought and lost

on July 16 in the afternoon when, accord-

ing to this version, Nana Saheb was at

Bithoor. The tragedy of Bibighar took place

on the evening of the previous day and as

Nana Saheb was at Bithoor on the 16th it

is highly improbable that he was at Kanpur
on that fateful evening. In order that there

may be left no doubt, so far as M. Brij

Narain was concerned, the author again put

to him the definite question whether at that

time Nana Saheb was at Bithoor and his

reply was definitely in the afiirmative. In

saying so (according to what he had heard

from his father and grand-father), the

Kanungo Saheb was not aware that this veiy

question had been raised by Dr. Sen—what

he said was a sort of non-controversial state-

ment, but his demeanour was positive, even

assertive.

The account of M. Brij Nafain i_s, of course,

a hearsay statement, but on a point of

historical controversy it is not easy to find

direct and conclusive evidence for one version

or the other. But the circumstances in

which M. Brij Narain made the statement

lends support to the theory of alibi. In

making his statement M. Brij Narain did

not connect it, either directly or indirectly,

with the Bibighar tragedy. He gave his

account quite independently of the latter and

this circumstance is important. Another

relevant point is that M. Brij Narain was

not also aware of the contents of Nana
Saheb’s IshtaJiarnama in which the latter

had disclaimed his responsibility for

Bibighar.

On this issue of alibi^ the evidence in favour

of Nana Saheb, though mostly circum-

stantial, is substantial, particularly when
regard is had to his own declaration of his

innocence. And he thus stands practically

cleared of any direct hand in the crime.

Similar would be the result if future re-

searches establish that Nana Saheb and his

family evacuated Bithoor on a date at which,

allowing for the arrangements to be made for

evacuating the big family, he could not have

been present at Kanpur on the fateful day.

C. POINTS CONCERNING SATTICHAURA GHAT

In the case of Bibighar certain motives have
been ascribed (for whatever they may be
woi'th) for the destruction of the prisoners.

For the happenings at the Sattichaura Ghat,

however, so far as Nana Saheb is concerned,

he could have no motive for luidng the

inmates of the entrenchment to the Ganga
and getting them massacred (here. For one
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thing, the besieged had been reduced to such

a state of misery that they could not have

held longer than a day or two. The hopeless

condition of the garrison was known to Nana
Saheb from the account of the prisoners*

taken now and then during the siege. In

these circumstances Nana Saheb and the

other leaders of the revolt would have enter-

tained no doubt that the garrison v/ould fall

any day. What then was the need to lay a

stratagem or to think of treachery. No
explanation for this is forthcoming. In this

connexion the following observations of

Dr. Sen speak for themselves :

“The boats were collected and fitted on very

short notice. They did not belong to

the boatmen, but to banias of Mahesh-

wari and Agarwal sections. The

proprietors were duly compensated for

their loss. On the evening of the 26th

when the Committee of Inspection went

to see them, many of the boats still lack-

ed their bamboo platforms and roofs of

straw. But thousands of labourers work-

ed all night to remove these deficiencies.

If Nana meditated treachery from the

first, one wonders why so much money

and labour were wasted on the boats, for

once out of the entrenchment, the

English would be as helpless in the

midst of a hostile crowd on land as they

were on the river. They had their arms,

and it could not be expected that they

would let their women and children be

slaughtered without a desperate fight.^^

Dr. Sen’s Eighteen Fifty-seve7'ij page 151.

It would be hazardous, from the point of

view of ascertaining the truth, to place

implicit reliance on the official narrative of

the happening as recorded in Sherer s

Account^ because of certain patent impro-

babilities in it. For instance, Sherer has

stated : “Meantime at the Kanpur Ghat,

after the partial escape of the two boats, the

massacre continued. Musketry was kept up
from behind the neighbommg garden walls,

and sawars made attacks on the helpless

crowd by riding in amongst them, and slash-

ing in all directions v/ith their tulwars.”

Nov/, if the sawars were “riding in amongst”

the evacuees and using their tulwars on them,

surely they were as much liable to be hit by

the fire of the musketry from the shore as

their victims. It is impossible to believe that

any sawar would have exposed himself to

such a risk. Either there was no firing

from behind the garden walls on the bank

when the sawars were doing their so-called

job or the sawars were not doing so when

the musketry was firing. Both could not

synchronize, and yet Sherer would ask us

to believe that this was so. If the details of

the happening which are based on the evi-

dence of so-called eye-witnesses are to be

read with caution, there is greater reason to

be cautious in reading averments about Nana

Saheb’s responsibility—averments which are

based on conjecture and not on any direct

evidence at all.

Far from being cruel-hearted Nana Saheb

was a noble soul. Giving evidence in the

enquiry conducted under the direction of

Colonel Williams, Parma Nand, Jamadar in

the employ of General Wheeler, said, “the

Nana sent some food for the garrison”t

after General Wheeler had surrendered and

the fighting over the entrenchment had

ceased. Of course, the sending of food was

an ordinary act of good behaviour, but some

of the British writers would wish it to be

believed that
^

Nana Saheb was virtueless

through and through. The above is one of

the many instances, though not of much

si^^nificance by itself, of Nana Saheb s

humanity and gentlemanliness. The accusa-

tion about Nana Saheb’s hand in Sattichaura

Ghat and in Bibighar would be incompatible

•These were mostly the spies which General IVhccIcrhHa sent out to spread

particularly between Muslims and Hindus.

fPage 74 of "Evidence”.

dissension amongst the sepoys.
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with the gentle character which Nana Saheb

is shown to possess.

In Lt. Colonel Williams’ Memorandum it is

stated :

“A man of great influence in the city and

a Government offlcial, has related a

circumstance that is strange, if true ;

viz., that whilst the massacre was being

carried on at the Ghat, a trooper of

the 2nd Cavalry, reported to the Nana,

then at Savada House, that his enemies,

their wives and children were extermi-

nated. Some one present remarked,

‘Yes, it was true, for an infant of a

month old was seen floating down the

stream’. On hearing which, the Nana
replied, that ‘for the destruction of

women and children, there was no neces-

sity’, and directed the sawar to return

with an order to stay their slaughter.”

Colonel Williams has qualified the above

incident with a doubt about its truthfulness,

but, on looking into the evidence recorded

imder his own directions, it will be found
that the incident was correct not only as

regards the stoppage of the destruction of

women and children, but also as regards the

destruction of all the evacuees. Here is what
Mrs. Eliza Bradshaw and Mrs. Elizabeth Sett,

who were amongst the evacuees (of the
entrenchment) taken to the Ghat, and both
of whom escaped into the city unhurt after

the remaining women and children and some
men had been taken away to the Savada
House :

‘‘Suddenly shouts were heard that the Nana
had ordered the firing to cease ; the
sepoys and sawars were not to kill any
more women and children

; there were
no European men left alive at the Ghat.
We hid behind some logs of wood. The
sawars and sepoys collected the ladies

mid children
; they were all seated on

the ground. Bhishties were sent for to
give them water

; they remained there
about half an hour, and then were taken

away by the sawars and sepoys, we
believe, to the Savada House. No, there

were no indignities offered to the ladies.

Their clothes were not taken away

;

some of the ladies had their ear-rings

tom out of their ears, but that was

whilst in the water. After they were

brought to the bank no one but the

guards were allowed to go near them.

We heard that it was the Nana’s order

that women and children were to be

given up.”

Now, if Nana Saheb had laid a plot for the

massacre of the evacuees at the Ghat, how
is his action in ordering the stoppage of the

killing, to be explained. Was it that, all

of a sudden, Nana Saheb was filled with com-

passion for the ladies and the children ?

But most of the British writers have accused

him of being altogether devoid of the

affections of the heart. The truth is that it

is impossible to reconcile the existence of

a previous plot with the subsequent stoppage

of the killing on the orders of Nana Saheb.

That Nana Saheb ordered the stoppage of the

slaughter is an established fact based on

definite evidence of eye-wdtnesses, but the

point about pre-planned massacre is based

only on conjecture. Therefore, according

to the rules of logic and the law of evidence

the theory of pre-planned plot on the part

of Nana Saheb must be rejected.

It mil also be seen from the evidence :

(i) that water was provided to the rescued

persons by bhishties who had been

specially called for the purpose ;

(ii) that no indignity was done to the

ladies
;

(iii) that the orders of Nana Saheb were

that the ladies were not to be touched ;

actually no one except the guards were

allowed to go near them
;

(iv) that Nana Saheb’s further orders were

that “all women and children were to be

given up”, which apparently means
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that the sawars, who had taken away
some of the ladies, were to surrender

them.

All these things point to the conclusion that

the allegation about the hatching of a trap

to finish the evacuees on the bank of the

Ganga is untenable.

The sepoys were quite courteous to the

evacuees before the embarkation was com-

pleted—^this has been averred by Captain

Mowbray Thomson in The Story of Caimpore.

Thomson was one of the evacuees of the

entrenchment who finally escaped and who in

1859 published a detailed narrative in

London.

In their depositions* Eliza Bradshaw and

Elizabeth Sett, who were amongst the

evacuees, have stated that most of the ladies

were taken to the Ghat on hackeries. “We
were about the centre with the driunmers

and their families. The sawars and sepoys

were on om right and left. No, they said

nothing to us ; they did not abuse us.”

If Nana Saheb and his advisers had evil

designs they must surely have been commu-
nicated to the sepoys who accompanied the

unfortunate evacuees to the Ghat. And in

that event the sepoys, as a body, could not

have been able to hide their inner feelings

and would not have shown courtesy and

decorum to their impending victims. It is

very difficult for a mass of people to put up

a show of friendliness when their inner

purpose is cruelty—individuals may, of

course, be able to feign such appearances,

but not a mass of people particularly with the

temper which the mutinous sepoys had at

that time.

In the Kanpur Narrative has been given a

plan showing the position of the Sattichaura

Ghat and the disposition of the boats pre-

pared for the reception of the evacuees. The

plan also shows the places where guns and

also a large number of sepoys and sawars
are said to have been concealed. On the

strength of this plan it has been argued that

treachery had been pre-arranged. A copy

of the plan appears on the next page.

An examination of this plan brings out

certain improbabilities and throws doubt on

the theory of the existence of a studied

design to finish the evacuees on their em-

barkation into the boats :

(i) The plan shows the situation of the

temple of Hardeva where Tatya Tope

and others are said to have been sea-

ted. Towards the north-west side of

the plan, near Mr. Christie's house, is

shown the position of one of the guns.

Now, shells fired fx’om this gim in the

direction of the boats would have had

to travel over the heads of Tatya Tope

and others and would have exposed

them to great risk. Either the gun

was not at the spot where it has been

shown or Tatya Tope and others were

not seated at the place indicated.

(ii) Again, shells from the two guns shown

on the opposite bank of the Ganga, if

they could destroy the boats and the

Europeans on the Kanpur side of the

river, could also fall on Tatya Tope and

his party who were in the direct firing

range. Such a state of affairs would

not have been allowed in any planned

offensive.

(iii) The soldiers amongst the evacuees were

armed with loaded muskets and Tatya

Tope and his party, sitting on the

chabutra, were easy targets for them.

Would Tatya Tope and his men take

such an entirely, unnecessary risk ?

(iv) The evidence recorded does not bring

out that Tatya Tope and the others

with him seated on the chabutra were

armed with muskets. If there was pre-

arranged treachery on their part, it is

•Deposition no. 6.
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inconceivable that they should be
leisurely sitting on the chabutra and
offering themselves as easy targets of

the rifles of the evacuee soldiers,

instead of riding on horse-back and
stationing theihselves at a place of

comparative safety,

(v) The placing of guns and stationing of

sepoys at and around the Ghat would
have been no more than the taking of

ordinary precaution in a situation such
as then existed. It does not necessarily

support the theory of a premeditated

plan.

The evidence which has been cited in support
of a pre-arranged plan may now be examined.
There is the deposition of Kalka Prasad^
who was employed as munshi of Mr. Thomas
Greenway, a wealthy merchant of Kanpur.
He stated that he had ^lieard that the Nana’s

intention was to massacre the Eui’opeans as

soon as they left the entrenohmeni”

.

He
added that he had informed his master about

this when he visited him in the entrenchment
on the 26th.

^^Question : How and when did you heai' of

the Nana’s intended treachery ?

Answer : Every day, after I was taken

prisoner and released by

Brigadier Jwala Prasad, he

ordered me to be in attendance

daily ; he used to question me
about my master’s money. On
the 25th June about 4.00 p.m.,

Jwala Prasad and Azimuliah

returned from the entrench-

ment. I was present at Shah

All Kotwal’s, who resided in the

Nana’s tent verandah. I over-

heard Jwala Prasad, Azimuliah,

Shah Ali, Ahmad Ali Vakil, and

another thanah jemadar, whose

name I do not recollect, talking

amongst themselves, saying

that this was a good oppor-
tunity of getting rid of the
Eiiroyeans,^^

At first the witness had stated that he had
heard that the intention was that the
Europeans be mui’dered “as soon as they left

the entrenchment”. Later, he stated that
he had heard Brigadier Jwala Prasad and
others saying that “this was a good oppor-
tunity of getting rid of the Europeans”.
There is thus an inconsistency in the two
versions he had heard. Apparently, the
witness, if he was stating the truth, had not
clearly heard what was said and supplied the

missing links from his own imagination. He
heard something' about getting rid of

Europeans, and this could have meant
“getting rid” of them by sendmg them to

Allahabad,

Taken as a whole, his evidence does not

make out a case for a pre-meditated plan,

although some British writers have assumed
that the evidence does indicate treachery.

Such an assumption would merely be a rash

conclusion and not a thought-out proposition.

Reference to the alleged pre-arranged plan

has also been made in the Diary of Nanak
Chand. The following is an extract from

the entry in it against June 26 :

“My servant, Sham Singh, brought me a

letter today. I learnt therefrom that

the boats have been constructed with

the greatest expedition
;

at the

same time an order was addressed to

Hulas Singh, Kotwal, to explain to the

bridge-contractor and ghat manfliee to

settle with the boatmen that the boat-

men must set the boats on fire upon a

signal from them (Jwala Prasad, Tatya

Tope, Azimuliah, etc.) and jump off and

swim to shore, the instant the Europeans

get into the boats.”

In the first place, the veracity of this Diary

has been seriously questioned by Dr. Sen.

•Deposition no. 20.
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In the second place, no particulars of the

letter to which Nanak Chand refers have

been given in the Diary. Who wrote that

letter ? To whom was it addressed ? How
did Sham Singh get that letter and from

whom ? There is no answer to these

questions in the Diary. The statement has

thus no more value than a hearsay statement

but imder the rules of evidence no value

can be attached to such evidence. In fact

hearsay evidence is no evidence at all and
for that reason is inadmissible in a comt of

law.

Nanak Chand’s Jomnal contains two
references to the alleged plot. The first is

under date June 20 and is in the following

words ;

“The 2Qth June, Saturday. A great friend of

mine has sent me a piece of correct

news today to the effect that a consul-

tation was held at the Nana’s, i.e. among
the following persons, viz. the Allahabad
Maulvi, the Chaudhari Azimullah, Shah
Ali, Ahmadullah, Ahmad Ali Khan
Vakil, Akbar Ali, Baba Bhatt, Jwala
Prasad and the Bala, and General Tika
Singh and others. It was suggested
that there was no other way of taking
the entrenchment than by using stra-

tagem, i.e. that they should swear and
pledge their words, and so induce the
Europeans to come out, and then
despatch them : for that they must kill

them in the long run, and fighting was
inconvenient as it cost the loss of many
lives. The Nana did not consent to

this ; but Bala said he approved of the
arrangement. A further consultation

was to be held at the spot where the
Nana erected a hospital for the wounded
and where doctor Hilaluddin attended,
but I could not learn what it was all

about. The fighting goes on as usual.”

In the beginning of his Journal Nanak Chand
has unequivocally stated that he was on the
most inimical terms with Nana Saheb, that

before the outbreak he had been cariying on

litigation against Nana Saheb in the court

of the Principal Sadar Ameen of Kanpur

and subsequently in appeal in the Sadar

Court for a sum of Rs.3,04:,70,653-ll-5, on

behalf of one Chimnaji Apa who was claim-

ing Baji Rao’s property, and that he had

more than once complained to the District

Magistrate, Kanpm’, about Nana Saheb’s

hostility towards the British. Therefore,

when Nanak Chand says that Nana Saheb

“did not consent to this”, he would not be

making an imaginary statement.

As regai’ds the others stated to be in the

conspiracy, it will be seen that Nanak Chand

refers only to a suggestion that was said to

have been made at the meeting about

“stratagem”
; there was no decision at all at

that meeting. The matter was to have been

considered at another meeting to be held at

another place. Whether the question was

discussed at another meeting and, if so, what

the final decision was, has not been mentioned

in the JoiunaJ. So, this evidence also does

not prove the existence of a plot.

In Nanak Chand’s Journal it has been stated

under date Jime 25, 1857, that after the

agreement had been reached between Nana

Saheb and General Wheeler, Hulas Singh

Kotwal had been ordered to arrange for the

boats. “The Kotwal had given strict orders to

the Commissariat ghat-manjhee to lay down

a firm flooring on each boat and he has

agreed . . . .” What was the necessity

for this “firm flooring” when the plan, as

alleged, was to destroy the Europeans on the

Ghat itself ?

Prom the above analysis it will be seen that

there is no direct evidence to prove the

existence of a plot to kill the Europeans on

the Ghat. There is, of course, some circum-

stantial evidence, but that is completely out-

weighed by other circmnstantial evidence

according to which there could have been no

such plot. Hence it must be held that no

previous plan was laid out for finishing the

Europeans at the Ghat. The happenings
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were due to circumstances arising at the stances to which a reference has been made

time of embarkation and to other circum- in a subsequent section of this chapter.

D. POINTS COMMON TO BOTH BIBIGHAR AND SATTICHAURA.

“Reading them (the evidence collected by

Colonel Williams) carefully and without bias

today one must doubt whether the Nana
Saheb was guilty of complicity in the murders

of our women and children as he is generally

believed to have been. I am rather of the

opinion that his hand, though guilty, was

forced by his more blood-thirsty followers

whose acts he dared not disavow. Even in

the present time, and in our own country,

we can point to similar toleration of equally

dastardly outrages. It is certain that on

more than one occasion the Nana befriended

the helpless creatures ;
indeed, treated them

with actual kindness. The massacre at the

Ghat was certainly planned with satanic

genius, and by a master-mind, which latter

the Nana certainly did not possess”,—Lt, Col.

P. C. Maude in Memories of the Mutiny :

with which ia incorporated the persoyial

narration of John Walter Sherer^ two

volumes, pages 108-109.

“In the absence of some proof, I should be

sorry—especially after the letters I have read

on the subject—^to attribute to the man

(Nana Saheb) that fiendish treachery and

horrible massacre which took place at

Kanpur in July, 1857. Nana Saheb had seen

so much of English gentlemen and ladies.,

was personally (if not intimately) acquainted

with so many of the sufferers, that it is only

fair to suppose that when he ordered boats

to be got ready he was sincere in his desire

that the Christians should find their way to

Calcutta, and that what ensued was in

violation of his orders, and the act of those

who wished to place for ever between Nana

Saheb and the British Government an im-

passable barrier, so far as peace and recon-

ciliation were concerned. No one knew

better than Nana Saheb that, in the event

of the British becoming again the con-

querors of India, the very fact of his having

spared the lives of those who surrendered

would have led to the sparing of his own
life, and hence the promise he made to Sir

Hugh Wheeler.”

—

john lang^ Wanderings

in India and other Sketches of Life in

HindostaUj pp. 412-13.

The wordings of Nana Saheb's Ishtaharnama

quoted earlier in this chapter appear to have

the impress of sincerity and his assertion

that he had no hand in the destruction of the

prisoners should not be summarily set aside.

Whether he had actually a hand in that or

not, he could never expect to be treated

by the British in the event of his surrender.

He could not, therefore, think of surrender

in any contingency whatever—^this he made

clear in the Ishtaharnama by sa3dng “and

while I live, will fight”. What motive, there-

fore, could he have in trying to refer to his

innocence. At the time the Ishtaharnama

was issued the mass of the people could have

no love for the British (though the uprising

had been suppressed) ,
if only for the reason

that the British had exacted cruel reprisals

on a large scale without proof of individual

guilt. And so Nana Saheb’s declaration of

his innocence could not have been intended

to placate his countrymen either. According

to the principles applicable to courts a person

is taken as stating the truth unless proved

facts or more trustworthy evidence or a

motive can be established for his making a

false statement. In the case of an under-

trial, for instance, it can be argued that he

has
*

a motive for telling untruth, the

motive being to escape punishment. But

even in criminal trials weight is, in appro-

priate cases, attached to the statement of

the alleged offender.

In the case of Nana Saheb’s Ishtaharnama

there is no apparent reason to suppose that

Nana Saheb was not stating the truth when
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he averred that he had no hand in the des-

truction of the women and the children in

Bibighar—^he was not a prisoner in the dock

nor is it possible to think of any motive

which would have impelled him to make a

false declaration.

It is also on record that although Nana
Saheb had grievances against Lord

Dalhousie, the previous Governor-General,

he was friendly with British officers as well

as with non-official Europeans resident at

Kanpur and with the Conunissioner who was
stationed at Bithoor during the life-time of

Baji Rao. He occasionally invited them,

with, their women-folk to entertainments in

his palace at Bithoor. His good relations

with these officers were reciprocated by the

latter who showed him all consideration

within the limits of Lord Dalhousie’s policy.

The Commissioner had even gone to the

extent of recommending that some portion of

the annual pension of Rs.8 lakhs formerly

received by the Peshwa should be continued

to his heirs, a recommendation which annoy-
ed Lord Dalhousie so much that in a minute
dated September 15, 1851, he observed :

“ I

consider that the suggestion of the Acting
Commissioner is uncalled for and' un-

reasonable.”

Nana Saheb’s expressions and actions of

friendliness to the Europeans were later

described as “outward relations of civility”

(Sherer’s Account) and “outward display of

friendliness” (Kanimr Gazetteer). This
imputation was unfair because before the
outbreak of the “Mutiny” no British officers

doubted the sincerity of Nana Saheb in his

goodness towards the English. Even after

the possibility of revolt drew nearer, the
District Magistrate, Mr. Hillersdon, had
approached Nana Saheb for help. He was
then residing at Bithoor, and came with 200

of his own soldiers and two guns. On May
26, he was put in charge of the Treasury

which was near his own house in Nawabganj.

It would be improper to suggest that all this

faith in the sincerity of Nana Saheb was

misplaced. The position appears to be that

the course of events at Kanpur compelled

Nana Saheb to fight the British and in so

fighting he tried to adhere, so far as was

possible in those days of excitement, to con-

siderations of humanity. For how else is it

possible to explain his action in sending the

following note to General Wheeler in the

entrenchment on the morning of June 6 :

“we are going to begin the attack, we
WANT TO WARN AND THEREFORE SEND THIS

PREVIOUS NOTICE TO YOU."

In the circumstances above described it is

extremely improbable that Nana Saheb

should have ordered the extermination of

the unfortunate prisoners at Bibighar. Sir

George Trevelyan in his Cavmpore writes

about Nana Saheb thus : “Nothing could

exceed the cordiality which he constantly

displayed in his intercourse with our country-

men. The persons in authority placed an

implicit confidence in his friendliness and

good faith, and the ensigns emphatically

pronounced him a capital fellow”. In the

absence of definite proof, which is entirely

lacking, it is unjust to hold such a person

as being directly and personally responsible

for the foul happenings either at the Ghat

or at Bibighar.

And lastly, in fairness to Nana Saheb who

has been greatly maligned by Englishmen

using high rhetoric in showering abuse on

him, the view can be held that, at all events,

his declaration of innocence in his IsMaliar-

nama is an expression of his sincere

repentance over whatever part he may have

played in the Bibighar tragedy.

E. THEN 'V^TIOSE RESPONSIBILITY ?

In the vei-y nature of things connected with definite conclusion as to who precisely should
Bibighar, it is not possible to come to a be held responsible for the foul deed. This
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is so because several parties were involved

and the evidence recorded by Colonel

Williams is not helpful in assessing

the part of the various parties in

the perpetration of .the crime. Mox’e

than sixty witnesses v.'sre examined

by the Colonel and many of them had

to say something about Bibighar. \’i^hile

on many points the witnesses have conti'a-

dicted each other, there are some matters on

which surprisingly enough several witnesses

have almost repeated the same testimony.

On a deeper study of the depositions it would

appear, however, that this cohesion is in

respect of things of which the wiimesses had

heard, but which they had not seen. For

instance, many witnesses stated that a sawar

had taken away General Wheeler’s daughter,

but they had all heard about this, not seen

the occurrence themselves. The evidentiary

value of such hearsay statements is

negligible.

Then there is also the point that the witnesses

were afraid lest an3d;hing said by them

might implicate them directly or indirectly.

This was the reason why persons who could

have been good and reliable witnesses did

not come forward to tender evidence. To

this difficulty Colonel Williams has referred

in his Review of the Evidence.

It is due to these handicaps that on this im-

portant issue the evidence is not of much

value though on other points of lesser interest

the statements made do enable a rough and

ready picture of the events to be re-

constructed.

Many witnesses deposed that the order for

the slaughter was given by Nana Saheb ,

some others said that it was given either by

Nana Saheb or by Bala Saheb or by Tatya

Tope, and so on. But on a close examination

it would appear that this part of their state-

ments was more in the nature of a surmise

than the averment of an actual fact. They

saw no written order of the Nana ;
they

did not see him giving the order, while those

who said that they saw him giving the

order were saying so in the belief that the

giver of the order was no other tlian Nana
Saheb himself. Now, Nana Saheb came into

prominence at Kanpur only on the occurrence

of the "Zvlutiny”
;
prior to that he v.'as living

in the seclusion of Bithoor, occasionally

entertaining Bi’itish officers and their

families to varied euteitaimnents. It was,

therefore, unlikely that people outside

Bithoor could recognise the Nana. Never-

theless, many persons belonging to places far

away from Bithoor avowed in their ewdence

that they saw and recognized the Nana at

the head of a party of rebels on this occa-

sion or that occasion—an averment which is

highly improbable.

The evidence also loses much of its weight so

far as this point is concerned because no

serious endeavour was made to cross-

examine the witnesses. WTienever such an

attempt was made the truth came out only

after cross-examination, not before. Let us

take an example. In his evidence, Chheda, a

servant of Mr. Thomas Greenway, merchant,

stated that the women and the children v/ere

massacred by the sepoys on the orders of

Tatya Tope and Bala Bhalt, “I was standing

at the time in the verandah”, says Chheda,

"and heard Tatya Tope and Bala Bhatt order

the sepoys to massacre tlie ladies and

childi’en, which order they carried out”. It

was then put to him that according to other

witnesses the sepoys had refused to murder

the ladies and that five other persons (not

sepoys) mui-dered them with swords, and he

was asked to say whether he peraonally

witnessed the massacre of the ladies. To

this Chheda gave an answer quite different

from his earlier reply. He said that "when

I heard the order given for the massacre of

the ladies, through fear, I left the place and

therefore did not witness the massacre”.

Another inconsistency in his evidence which

was brought out on close cross-examination

was that he had previously stated that Tatya

Tope and Bala Bhatt "came to the ladies

accompanied by armed sepoys for the purpose

of massacring them and the children, hearing
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which they all shrieked”. On cross-

examination, he said quite a different thing,

namely : ‘‘Tatya Tope and Bala Bhatt, when
they gave the order for the massacre of the

ladies, were in the compound of the house

where the Nana lived which was quite close

to the Bibighar where the ladies were

confined’.’.

Depositions of many other witnesses suffer

from the same fault. And when it came
to any accusation against Nana Saheb it was
assumed that the witness was telling the

truth and nothing but the truth. So no
searching questions were put to the witnesses

by the inquiring officer. But though it is

easy to find fault with the witnesses and the

inquiring officer at this distance of time,

one should not forget that when the inquiry

was made the whole atmosphere was vitiated

by all sorts of rumours of which Nana Saheb

was the chief target. The British officers

who conducted the inquiry were neither

judges of law courts nor trained in the art

of judicial inquiries, so it is not surprising

that they too, like the witnesses, were sway-

ed by the general gossip-mongering. The
name of Nana Saheb had created such a dark

impression on the English mind that it did

not then occur to the officers to pause and
ponder over the allegations and try to go
deeper into them. As Nana Saheb himself

had reached beyond the possibility of

capture, the witnesses found it convenient,

both with tlie idea of exonerating themselves

as well as to give satisfaction to the British,

to cast all blame on his name. Even those

who may have been well-disposed towards
Nana Saheb knew that their statements could

do no physical harm to the Nana because he
was beyond the reach of the authorities.

It is in these circmnstances that the evidence

concerning both Bibighar and Sattichaura

leads to no definite conclusion as to the per-

son or persons on whom responsibility in

each case rested although a large number of

witnesses had been examined.

What appears probable, however, is that

the woman, commonly called the Begum,*

had a prominent hand in this affair. She is

said to have brought some sort of order (from

whom and to what effect is not clear ) on the

basis of which she asked the sepoys of the

guard (or other sepoys) to shoot and kill the

inmates of the house. On their refusal, she

somehow arranged to procure two or three

executioners and two other men who, with

drawn swords, entered the house and did the

job. Whether she did all this on her own

accord or under directions from others re-

mains a mystery, but a version has been put

forward that this was all her own doing or

almost her own doing,f But whether she

acted on her own or imder someone’s ins-

tructions does not detract from the horrible

nature of the job nor does it provide any

extenuation of the foul deed which could in

no circmnstances be defended.

Coming now to Sattichaura, the circum-

tances lead to the very probable conclusion

that there was no pre-planning. What ap-

pears to be probable is that some incident

during the course of the embarkation of the

evacuees took place which caused provoca-

tion to the sepoys and their leaders making

them use the weapons which were originally

intended as a routine matter of caution and

as incidental to the arrangements for eva-

cuation. The possibilities of this aspect

of the matter have been discussed in the

chapter on Sattichaura Ghat, Chapter 20.

"."t®
Hiisaini Khaniim. She was a girl in the employ of Peshrva Baji Rao and conliniicd in

) after Ins death. She was looking after the ladies confined in Bibighar and served food to them.

to Sgt. rorbes-Mitchell by Mohammad Ali Khan, the Engineer rebel, shortly before his

ww T .‘ii
.'"fonnation I have from General Tat) a Tope who quarrelled with the Nana on this same affair,

win'f /-i.ic .1 1
*^ murder of the European women and children at Kanpur was a woman's crime. But

^natrausc she had for enmity against the unfortunate ladies, I do not know; I never enquired”.-rorbcs-Mitchcll, page
191. An account of tins great patriot. Engineer hfohammad Ali Khan, appears in Appendix U.
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F. QUESTION OP MORAL RESPONSIBILITy

Dr. Sen, while practically exonerating Nana

Saheb of the happenings at Sattichaura,

has nevertheless suggested that he could not

escape moral responsibility for Bibighar be-

cause he was the leader of the rebels at Kan-

pur in those fateful days. The late Maulana

Abul Kalam Azad has expressed his view

with somewhat greater definiteness in the

Foreword to Dr. Sen’s book. This is what

he writes :

‘Tt is said that he*- had themf murdered

in retaliation of the ati’ocities perpetrated

by the British in Allahabad. One wrong

does not however justify another. Nana

Saheb must be held responsible for the

murder of these helpless prisoners.”

With utmost respect to Maulana Saheb one

cannot help noticing the inconsistency in the

above observations. ' In the first place he

says that “it is said" which means that the

point is not proved or established ;
the word

‘said’ denotes only a possibility, not a' cer-

tainty. And yet from this mere possibility

Maulana Saheb draws the untenable conclu-

sion that Nana Saheb was, in fact, respon-

sible for the murder.

On the moral plane the responsibility must

extend further back into history rather than

be confined to Nana Saheb in respect of Kan-

pur, and to other leaders of the revolt in res-

pect of similar happenings at places

the latter had their sway* The point is that

these regrettable incidents of 1857 were m
cidental to an unsuccessful attempt to

throw the British, The British thenase ve

had established their foot-hold in ^ °

account of the dissensions amongst tn

former rulers of Indian territories an a

the latter acted in association with each otner

•Nana Saheb. .
_ . •

Women and children confined in Bibig sr.

jPage 15 o£ Eighteen Fipy-seven.

to resist British domination the mutiny would

not have taken place because the British

would not have been in India at all. Conse-

quently, the incidents complained of, would

also never have happened. The moral res-

ponsibility thus goes back to many known

and unknown figures further back in Indian

history.

And then the English themselves must share

at least the moral responsibility for these in-

cidents. They had no moral justification to

establish themselves as rulers in India and,

therefore, they ought to share the moral res-

ponsibility for the happenings on the Indian

side. It is also to be remembered that the

doings at Sattichaura and Bibighar took

place after the hideous acts of cruelty had

been done by General Neill and his soldiers

at Allahabad. The sepoys of Kanpur who

had heard of these inhuman atrocities on

their countrymen were burning with rage.

Fuel was added to fire by the misdeeds at

Fatehpur by Havelock’s troops marching

from Allahabad for the relief of Kanpur.

All these things filled the hearts of the Kan-

pur sepoys with bitter feelings against the

white race and they were longing for ven-

geance. No wonder, therefore, that in this

state of mind they lost sense of discrimina-

tion. And thus it is that the moral guilt for

Kanpur must be shared by the English people

too. In this context Dr. Sen has veiy aptly

observed : ‘‘If Nana is held legally respon-

sible for the crimes of his followers, the

moral gtiilt must be shared by Neill.’ i

Through this process of diffusion of moral

responsibility we are left with very little in

the way of moral responsibility of Nana

Saheb!
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While on this question, certain other matters

of broader implication might be mentioned

although they do not mitigate the horror of

the happenings.

In the days when the rebellion took place

the only method of settling disputes between

nations was resort to arms. Mahatma

Gandhi had not yet been born and the tech-

nique of ahimsa and non-violence had not

been heard of. The only method then known

to the world for resisting an aggressor was

to take up arms against him. The English

themselves had acquired their territories in

India through force of arms. No Indian

prince had willingly surrendered his domi-

nions to the East India Company, The

Company established its rule with the aid of

troops, both European and Indian.

What was then to be done if Indians thought

that there should be self-rule and that the

British domination should cease. There

were no constitutional means available by

which this could be done. There was no

elected Government which could be ousted

by vote. And if the Government could not

be ousted by vote, the only means to do

away with it was by means of the bullet.

The English, having established an empire

in India through the use of force, would

never have willingly given up their territories

at the mere wish of the Indians. (The posi-

tion in 1947 when the British withdrew from

India without bloodshed pertains to another

period of history and there was no possibility

of this happening in 1857) . Thus, in all the

circmnstances of the case the Indians could

only rise in arms against the British power
— a process designed to expel the British for-

cibly from India.

Having thus decided to finish the British

rule, the leaders of the revolt, the soldiers and

the civilian population had no alternative but

to exterminate the English by a sudden up-

rising. If Englishmen were allowed to leave

one town and proceed to another, that would

have meant the giving of an opportunity to

them to collect themselves and to wrest
power again from Indians. And yet, though
the destruction of Englishmen was the only

course open to Indian leaders, instances are

not wanting when, at a nximber of places, the

Indian sepoys and their leaders asked the

Europeans to leave the city with their

women and children and even arranged for

their safe escort outside the town. Some
instances of this kind have been described

in the section entitled Merciful Indians in

Chapter 48.

Looking at the matter from this aspect, it

would be unfair to accuse Indian leaders of

having planned the destruction of the British.

If anything, these Indians were fighters for

the freedom of their country and in the

course of that fight, which was of the nature

of total war, English commanders, soldiers

and civilians had to be finished. It is impos-

sible to speak of war without speaking of

destruction of hmnan beings. A party to an

armed conflict cannot accuse the other party

of killing its commanders and soldiers. The
British Government was a party to the con-

flict and it had, therefore, to take the conse-

quences of that conflict, consequences which

involved destruction of lives on both sides.

The killing of Englishmen would, of course,

have been unjustified if the English had said

that they were leaving the country with their

bag and baggage with no intention of return-

ing and offering hostages for the due perfor-

mance of their promise. But there was no

such gesture on the part of the English. On
the contrary, they declared that they would

re-establish their power and take revenge.

We have also a rule in the general law of the

• land of all countries that a person is excused

fromi the blame of causing the death of a

person who commits, or is about to commit,

criminal assault on him. This is also a

recognised moral law. Even Mahatma
Gandhi justified the use of violence by a

woman in order to protect her chastity

—

violence which, according to him, could be

carried to the extent of causing the death of
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the culprit. The practice of warfare goes

further in the matter of destruction of life.

For, warfare is nothing but legalised deshnic-

tion of life of the combatants on both sides

to a conflict.

In a war the question of numbers on either

side is immaterial. A commander with a
large force would be justified in annihilating

a small detachment of the enemy. There-

fore, to say that the sepoys, whose number
was large, unjustly attacked and killed small

parties of Europeans would not be a tenable

proposition in the context here discussed.

“Tlie vnll of God ’prevails. In great contests each

party claims to act in accordance with the will of

God. Both may he, and one must he, wrong.

God cannot he for and against the same thing at

the same time.’’

—

^abbaham mncoln.



CHAPTER TWENTY-SEVEN

BRITISH VENGEANCE AT KANPUR AND BITHOOR

A. KANPUR.

THE PLUNDERING.

NEILL^S ATROCITIES.

B. BITHOOR.

DESTRUCTION OP NANAIS PALACE.

THE CARNAGE.

“The English soldier is never a model of forbearance. When the blood is

up and the drink is down he is very terrible to all toho come across his

path. Even in fair fight with a Christian enemy, there are times and

seasons when the instincts of a brutal nature are stronger than the

conscience and the reason of the man. The honourable resistance of brave

men fighting for their hearths and altars, has often roused the passions

of our soldiery to such a height that they have spared neither sex nor

age, yielded to no pity, and abstained from no crime. But never, since

England had a standing army, have such provocations assailed our fight-

ing-men as those which hardened the hearts of Haveloc¥s battalions on

their march to Kanpur.”—sir John kaye*

A. KANPUR.

THE PLUNDERING

On arrival at Kanpur on July 17, 1857,

Havelock’s army was encamped on the

Parade ground. The occupation of Kanpur
was wholly military and so all authority was
vested in the military commander. On July

18, Sherer, with the permission of General

Havelock, had the re-establishment of

British power proclaimed in several places.

He later met almost the whole of the mercan-
tile population at the Kotwali where they
expressed great delight at the retmm of the

English. He also appointed a Kotwal and

the city police and took other measures of

a civil nature.

This was all right so far as it went, but

mention must be made of the terrible

vengeance of the re-established rulers. “It

mattered to them very little whom they

killed so long as they killed somebody. After

the first outbreak of joy and welcome the

inhabitants of Kanpur began to be aware

that the English were no longer the same

men, if indeed they were men at all. The

*nisiory of the Sepoy War, \^olumc II» page 389.
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citizens, with their wives and children,

poured forth into the country .... From
noon till midnight on the Lucknow and Delhi

highways were to be seen immense mobs
rushing eastward and westward in headlong

haste. They did well both for their own
security and for our honour. Of what did

take place, the less said the better ....
The heat of the climate and the

conflict, the scarcity of food and the

constant presence of disease, the talk

which they (English soldiers) had heard at

Calcutta, the deeds that they had been

allowed, and even enjoined, to commit

during their upward progress, had depraved

the conscience and destroyed the self-

control of our unhappy soldiers”—so writes

Sir George Trevelyan in his Cawnfore.

The following extract from Brigadier Neill’s

Journal gives some idea of the plundering :

"'Wednesday, 22nd There is great

plundering going on by the troops—^most

disgraceful—and on the part of the Com-

mandants, more particularly the Sixty-

fourth, a disinclination to prevent their men

misconducting themselves. I should have

adopted very decided steps with all these

regiments, and this force at first, but this has

been neglected. All have taken to plunder-

ing, and the example set by officers has been

very bad indeed ; the plundering of the

merchants and shop-keepers in the city by

bands of soldiers and Sikhs has been most

outrageous, and there has been no check to it.

Orders here seem to be unattended to.”

Further proof of the carnage committed by

the European soldiers is provided by the fact

that General Havelock, a sensible and God-

fearing Englishman, had to issue this order :

“The marauding in this camp exceeds the

disorders which supervened -on the short-

lived triumph of the miscreant Nana Saheb.

A Provost-Marshal has been appointed,

with special instructions to hang up, in

their uniform, all British soldiers that

plunder. This shall not be an idle threat.

Commanding officers have received the most
distinct v/arnings on the subject.”

A fine of three lakhs of rupees was imposed

on the city of Kanpur .as a punishment for

having accepted the rule of Nana Saheb.

This sum was successfully realized for there

were but few protests. One was from a

goldsmith who claimed that he was not a

regular resident of the city. He engaged a

solicitor from Calcutta, but the plea was not

listened to. On his enquiry, the barrister

was informed by Sherer that if the money
was not paid it would be realized as an

arrear of land revenue which meant that his

client could be put under arrest. The protest

was thereupon given up.

But General Havelock remained at Kanpur

only for a 'few days. On July 25, he led his

force across the Ganga to the relief of

Lucknow. His place was now taken by

Brigadier Neill who had arrived from Allah-

abad on July 20 and this officer did all that

was possible to dishonour the name of the

English people by resorting to deeds of a

most revolting character.

At Allahabad, Neill had received telegraphic

orders from the Commander-in-Chief

praising Havelock’s victory in the battle of

Fatehpur and adding that as Havelock’s

health was not strong and as the season was

very trying it was necessary to place the

command of the advancing force in hands in

whom perfect confidence can be placed so

that he could take over if Havelock became

unfit for duty. Neill was chosen for the job,

promoted to the rank of Brigadier-General

and directed immediately to join Havelock,

making over the command of Allahabad to

the next senior officer.

NEILL-’S ATROCITIES

So Neill arrived at Kanpur on July 20 with

a force of 400 men. He was well received by

Havelock who, however, fore-warned him

that he (Neill) had no authority whilst the
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General was there ;
that he was not to issue

a single order. At the same time it was
arranged that Havelock, while maintaining

his chief command, would push on his

arrangements for crossing the Ganga and

Neill would be in charge of Kanpur.

Neill’s first act was to enquire into the cir-

cumstances of the massacre at Bibighar with

the object of inflicting sordid punishments

and striking terror. In one of his letters

he wrote, “no one who has witnessed the

scenes of murder, mutilation and massacre

can ever listen to the word ‘mercy’ as applied

to these fiends.”

And Brigadier-General Neill soon made good
his intention, for Havelock had gone on
July 25 and he was now left in sole command
of the station. What he did is best described

in his own words. This is what he wrote in

a letter which Sir George Trevelyan has
quoted with a sense of profound shame and
disgust :

“Whenever a rebel is caught he is inune-

diately tried, and, unless he can prove a
defence, he is sentenced to be hanged at

once ; but the chief rebels or ring-leaders

I make first to clear up a certain portion of

the pool of blood, still two inches deep, in the

shed where the fearful mimder and mutilation

of the women and children took place. To
touch blood is most abhorrent to the high-

caste natives. They think by doing so they
doom their soul to perdition. Let them think

so. My object is to inflict a fearful pimish-

ment for a revolting, cowardly, barbarous
deed and to strike terror into these rebels.

The first I caught was a soubahdar, or native

ofiicer, a high-caste Brahmin, who tried to

resist my order to clean up the very blood

he had helped to shed ; but I made the

provost-marshal do his duty, and a few
lashes soon made the miscreant accomplish
the task. When done, he was taken out and

immediately hanged and after death buried

in a ditch at the road-side”.*

Of other similar cases, one was a Muslim

officer of the civil court who too had objected

to cleaning the blood. He was likewise

flogged and made to lick part of the blood

with his tongue. He was the person whose

son killed Neill’s son many years afterwards

for his father’s maltreatment. An account of

the case appears in Section I (A Son’s

Revenge) of Appendix D.

The Brigadier knew no compunction, for

about these barbarous proceedings he un-

ashamedly declared : f‘No doubt this is

strange law, but it suits the occasion well,

and I hope I shall not be interfered with

until the room is thoroughly cleaned in this

way”.

Sir George Trevelyan then compares the mis-

deeds of Neill with the cruelty which twenty-

five centuries ago Ulysses had inflicted on

his unfaithful maid-servants for their moral

lapses during his absence and adds that

whereas the primary object of the Greek

king was to sweep away the traces of the

butchery, and make his palace clean and

habitable, Neill “desired only to wound

the sentiments of the doomed men, and

prolong their prospect of death with a vista

of eternal misery. And this, in the crisis of

an insurrection of which the immediate

cause was the belief that the British

Government was attempting to tamper with

caste”,t

The courage and composure of those who had

been executed at Kanpur has been described

with remarkable frankness and clarity by

Sherer :

“That I may not have to return again to this

disagreeable subject, I will add a word or two

about executions. As a rule, those who had

to die died with extraordinary, I was going

•Trevelyan, p.igcs 273-4.

•flbid, page 275.
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HAJI RAO’S SAVORJ)

Amongst the hen looms of llic Nana Avas the famous swoid of Teshwa Baji Rao 11, \aluctl at

one l.iUi of inpccs accoiding to the cvnrcncy puces of those days. TIic whcica!)oiUs of tins

swoid afici the “mutiny” aie not known, but Sii Devi Diiyalu Gupla of Gupta Shashliala)a,

Kanpui, claims tliat he had got possession of a swoul oL Nana Saheb, IIcic lie is seen

|iicscnting the weapon to the Ihesident, Di. Rajcndia IMasad at Rashtiapati Bhawan,
New Delhi, on July 1, 1957.

It has, ho\se\ci, lunv been \euricd that this is not the same piccioiis swoul which Pesliwa

Baji Rao had hiought iviih him liom l*oona to Bithooi aftci his abdication in 1818. he

authoi ha<l wiitten to the ihesidcnt’s Scrictaiiat on this point and had icccivcd the icpl) that

the case had been icfeucd to the authoiitics of the National Museum, Ministiy of Scientific

Reseaich and Cultund Affaiis “for \eurication of the claim that it is a swoid of Nana Rao”.

7V/e tfsttil of ihi^ ifci ifiaitiaii /nu hetn stated ns folfows lii the leltei f\om the Xational Sfuseum
to the out hot, dated JtiJy 14, J961 :

' d'lie swoul was evamined by this Mnscnin and it was found that the blunt edge of the sw’oul

iieai the handle heat's an insciipiion in Nagaii chanictei's. It icacfs “Nana Rao”, followed h)

a Swastika and a date iti figuics, nainci) 1922 of tlic \’ikiam Sannat, coiiespomling to 18(>ld)5 Aa».

1 he leiieiing of the insciipiion is neithei \er) clcai not of high ouler. The hilt beais an
etnhieiii said to be Nana Rao’s emblem.

“
1 lie date gi\en on the swoul, Ai/., 1922 \ ikiain, coiiesi>onding to 1801-05 \.n. does not seem

to fit in A\ith the life sioi'y of Nana Rao. Tlicrc is no deiinitc trace of Nana’s .aciiiitics

aftci his defeat and flight fiom Kanpui on December G, 1857. Daily in 18,59 Nana Rao
Heel to Nepal ami wioic a defiani letici to General Hope Grant who was in chaige of the

miliian campaign in .\\adh.

“Since the swoul heats the name of Nana Rao it is Jikeh that it might li.nc been in IiK nsc
dining his w amici ings in the wild foicsts of Nepal, ami, as such, ilie swoul is of some
impotiancc.”

29C*D
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to say, courage, but composure is the word :

the Mahomedans, with hauteur, and an

angry kind of scorn ; and the Hindoos, with

an apparent indifference altogether astonish-

ing, When the London steamship went down,

south of the Land’s End, the Captain—^that

noble fellow who, when offered a seat in

the boat, said 'No, thank you, I will stay with

the passengers’,—about noon assembled all

who could come into the saloon, and gave

notice that he thought the ship v/ould keep

afloat till two o’clock. One who escaped

related that, in answer to this notice, an old

gentleman appeared at about half-past one

having arranged his dress for a journey,

strapped his wrappings together, and put his

money into a girdle. Even in that supreme

moment the Captain could not restrain a

smile. Some of the Hindoos treated death

exactly as if it were a journey.”

"One man, positively under the shadow of the

fatal tree, with only three or four minutes to

live, when his waist-cloth was searched (for

the benefit of his friends) ,
did not object to

one or two articles being taken out, but

demurred, peevishly enough, to giving up
a few apples of the jujube tree”.^^

Sherer records further that of all who had to

meet their end there was, to his memory,
only one man who died like a cowaz'd.. He
said that though he had not formally become
a convert to Christianity, at heart he was a
Christian and would do anything to show his

sincerity. When the authorities failed to

listen to this "he grovelled on the ground,

screamed and cried, and piteously entreated

for life. He would betray his cause, would
turn informer, would deliver hundreds now
in security and honour to the shambles—life,

onl3^ life ! And the poor wretch, . fainting

and foaming, had to be lifted within reach

of the rope”.t

In his characteristic manner Sir John Kaye
has condemned the barbarities' at Kanpur
and other places by observing rightly

:

"What is dreadful in the record of retribu-

tion is that some of our people regarded it

not as a solemn duty or a terrible necessity,

but as a devilish pastime, striking indis-

criminately at the black races and slaying

without proof of individual gnilV'.t

B. BITHOOR

DESTRUCTION OF NANA SAHEB’S PAUACE

On July 19, General Havelock despatched

Major Stevenson of the Madras Fusiliers

with a detachment to Bithoor. The place was

occupied without resistance and thirteen

guns removed from it, besides a great deal

of valuable property.

Nana Saheb’s castle was found abandoned

and at the mercy of the Major’s soldiers.
^

It

was soon
.

plundered and destroyed by being

set on fire and by bombardment.

There are, however, conflicting accounts as

to when the palace of the Peshwa was des-

troyed. Accordng to one version the

mansion was destroyed in July, 1857, after

Havelock had re-occupied Kanpur. The

other account is that it was destroyed by

Hope Grant in December, 1857, when he was

returning to Kanpur after finally routing the

forces of Nana Saheb at the battle of Sarai

Ghat. This is the view of Dr. Sen who

writes : "Bithur next demanded the attention

of the victor and Brigadier Hope Grant was

sent there. It was reported that Nana Saheb

had slept here the night before the battle, but

his palace was not the only object of British

wrath. Along with it the temples were also

*Mav€toch*s March on Cawnpore, pp. 203-4.

Vhid, pp.

^History of Sepoy War, volume II, page 403,
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demolished”.* In support of this Dr. Sen

has quoted Captain Oliver Jones as saying :

“His (Nana’s) palace was laid low, his

mosque blov/n up, and so completely that

there was literally not one stone left upon

another”.!

The Kanpur Gazetteer also contains appa-

rently contradictory statements about the

destruction of the Peshwa’s palace. At page

217 it states that soon upon the re-occupation

of Kanpur by Havelock a detachment was

sent to Bithoor on July 19, 1857, that the

place was found deserted and that “after

destroying the Nana’s palace and taking

sovivs. the. detevchms-wt e,a,TO.e.

back to Kanpur. In opposition to this it

has been stated further on in the book at

page 221 that on returning from Sarai Ghat,

Hope Grant marched to Bithoor on December

11, 1857, there blowing up the temple and

burning the palace, at the same time recover-

ing a large amount 'of treasure concealed by
the Nana. The position thus appears to be

that on July 19, the palace was but partly

desti’oyed
;
that it was left to be razed to

the ground on December 11 following.

Local tradition has it that in the Peshwa’s '

palace there were some women-folk at the

time it was set on fire. (This was quite

probable because Nana Saheb had taken with

him only five ladies of his house-hold when
he crossed into Avadh). Terror-stricken

the inmates ran to the roof of the building to

save themselves. But there was no safety

anywhere in the burning house—^they were
soon caught into fiames and were roasted

alive. It is also said that amongst the ladies

who perished there was one named Maina,
the unmarried daughter of Nana Saheb.
But in recorded history there is no mention
of Nana Saheb having had a daughter.
There was, however, a maid-servant by the
name of Maina Bai or Maina Vati in his

house-hold, and the confusion has probably

arisen from this. It is this girl who was
probably burnt to death in the palace, for it

is somewhere recorded that a beautiful

young woman was seen burning in the

Peshwa’s Bara by an Englishman.

THE CARNAGE

All other buildings connected with the name
of the Peshwa or Nana Saheb were razed to

the ground. Amongst these was the glass

temple of the Peshwa situated on the bank

of the Ganga near the Maharaj Ghat. It

was dedicated to Goddess Ganga and was

known as Ganga Mandir. It was a very

beautiful structure studded with coloured

pieces of glass, and richly decorated. This

too was reduced to ashes. Also destroyed

partly was the marble temple of Saraswate-

shwar which Baji Rao had built in memory
of his wife, Saraswati Bai. The inside of

the temple was studded with precious stones.

These were collected by the soldiers and thus

its beauty was gone.

Nearby, there was the mansion of Tatya

Tope. This too was burnt down. Several

other buildings were similarly destroyed. In

short, the British tried to obliterate the name
of Nana Saheb by destroying every thing per-

taining to him or his adoptive father. Twice

at least a Government steamer made its

appearance on the Ganga and opened fire

on the buildings on the bank. The signs of

the shots can still be seen.

The carnage at Bithoor is said to have con-

tinued for three days. Whoever was seen

on the streets was shot down. On the first

day the English soldiers plundered the houses

for gold and silver and Women’s ornaments.

The next day the Sikhs took utensils and

house-hold goods and on the third day the

Madras troops possessed themselves of

shawls and wearing apparel.

•Dr. Sen, page 233.

30 of Recntjrciiotn of n ]ywft^r Cnnipatpi iti ffulin h 1817-58, bj Captain Olncr J. Jon«.
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Vishnu Datt Godse has given the following

account of the doings of the British at

Bithoor :

After making arrangements for two days a
party of Havelock’s force proceeded to

Bithoor on the morning of the third day. No
resistance was offered because there were
no troops to do so. The Europeans entering

the town began to shoot whosoever was found
on the streets. In this way hundreds were
killed and the town presented a deserted

appearance. Thereafter, a merciless cam-
paign of plunder began. Some persons

taking the savings of their lives with them
were wanting to cross the Ganga at Dhruva
Ghat. They were intercepted and killed by
British soldiers

; those who succeeded in

getting to the other bank were molested by
undesirable characters.

The palace of Nana Saheb was also pillaged.

It was then bombarded. The beautiful Ram
Mandir temple was also destroyed. They
also destroyed the attractive garden of Nana
Saheb.

Godse further records that the British also

destroyed the temple of Saraswateshwar

Mahadev at the bank of the Ganga. This

temple had been constructed by Maharaja

Baji Kao in the memory of his wife, Saras-

wati Bai. It is said thp'^ ladv nossessed

great talents and excelled ail in -charity-

giving. She managed the internal affairs of

the palace with great efficiency ;
nobody

dared to act against the rules of etiquette

and behaviour. She used to turn out imme-
diately any servant who defaulted in duty
or decorum. Maharaja Baji Rao never inter-

fered in her management. When she died,

Baji Rao was lieart-broken. As she was
breathing her last, Baji Rao got twenty-five

thousand inipees given in charity through

her hands. One and a half lakh of rupees

were spent in the performance of the funeral

rites. At the place where her body was
burnt, Baji Rao erected a magnificent temple

and named it after the deceased as the

temple of Saraswateshwar, The temple was
made of marble. The Europeans destroyed

this temple too and broke and threw away
the image.

Godse has recorded that no mark of the

temple was left. But at that very place a

temple can still he seCn. Some say that

this is not the original temple, but a

partly reconstructed one on the walls of the

original structure. What appears to have

happened is that the temple was damaged by

the removal of the interior decorating

material. A local story about this temple

has been given in Chapter 7 dealing with the

town of Bithoor.

' No nRUTALITV, NO TORTURE, HAS EVER MADE ME TEEAD FOR

BrcAUSF I PREFER TO DIE WITH MV HEAD UP. V ITII

or SACRFD ^‘‘^^NCtPLES--PA^
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subjected to shameful tortures in January ISbl.
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THE BATTLE OF BITHOOR

C;ONCENTRATION OP NATIONALIST TROOPS AT BITHOOR.

HAVELOCK TOWARDS LUCKNOW.

THE ENGAGEMENTS.

THE INCIDENT OP ANGOORI TIWARI.

CONCENTRATION OP NATIONALIST

TROOPS AT BITHOOR

Shortly after the departure of General

Havelock from Kanpur on July 25, 1857,

nationalist forces began to gather at Bithoor.

Amongst these were the men of the 42nd

Native Infantry which, having mutinied at

Sagar, crossed the Yamima at Kalpi and,

accompanied by some irregular cavalry,

marched upon Akbarpur in the Kanpur dis-

trict. It is recorded that “no corps showed
more courage or greater ferocity” than this

regiment.'* It was supposed that from
Akbarpur they would turn off towards

Bithoor. However, before doing so they sent

a body of men to destroy the temporary

bridge over the Pandu. These men advanc-

ing rapidly attacked the thana at Sachendi,

captured the thanedar and put him to death.

The main force afterwards marched on Sheo-

rajpur (near Bithoor ) and here too the

thanedar was shot and his body was hung
downwards from a tree as a lesson to those

siding with the British.

After leaving Sheorajpur all the troops of
this regiment collected at Bithoor. They

were soon joined by the men of the 17th and

other regiments and by the sawars of the

2nd Cavalry and 3rd Infantry, This large

force was handicapped by the fact that it had

only two sipall guns. Tatya Tope in com-

mand of it now and then sent out sawars in

the suburbs of Kanpur during the night to

cause uneasiness to the British garrison.

(Brigadier Neill felt considerable anxiety by

the presence of so large an army near Kan-

pur. He was, of course, quite alert

and constantly marched out in the envii'ons

of the town with a couple of guns and all

his available men, keeping the steamer also

up and down the Ganga. This steamer made

two war-like visits to Bithoor too. He thus

tried to show in every way that he was pre-

pared for all eventualities.

HAVELOCK TOWARDS LUCKNOW

In the meanwhile General Havelock was

having a hard time in his march on Luck-

now. On July 26, he encamped at the

village of Mangalwar six miles on the Kan-

pur-Lucknow road. Reaching Unnao after

three days he encountered a strong sepoy

force and a hard battle was fought. - The

•Stiirci’s Xatmth’r, p.
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sepoys then retreated to Bashix’atganj, a

small walled town a few miles ahead of

Unnao. Here too he gained a victoiy but at

a severe cost to his small force.

At this time he received the news of the

mutiny at Danapur which rightly led him

to believe that he could not expect to receive

re-inforcements from Calcutta in the near

future. He now felt that he could not hold

his own against the determined nationalist

troops which were disputing his advance at

every stage. In these circumstances he

regretfully decided to fall back upon Mangal-

war, there to await re-inforcements with-

out which he could not proceed to Lucknow.

Reaching Mangalwar he apprised the

Commander-in-Chief of his difficulties : “My

force is reduced by sickness and repeated

combats to 1,364:*' rank and file, with ten

ill-equipped guns. I could not therefore

move on to Lucknow Avith any prospect of

success, especially as I had no means of

crossing the Sye or the canal. I have there-

fore shortened my communications with

Cawnpore by falling back two short march-

es, hitherto unmolested by the enemy. If I

am speedily re-inforced by 1,000 more

British soldiers and Major Olpherts’ battery

complete, I might resume my march towards

Lucknow. . .
.”**

On hearing of Havelock's retreat Bi'igadier

Neill, who was only his second in command,

wrote from Kanpur a censorious letter to the

General, saying, “ I deeply regret that you

have fallen back one foot. The effect on our

prestige is very bad indeed. . . . the belief

among all is that you have been defeated

and forced back. . . . The effect of youi

retrograde movement will be very injurious

to our cause everywhere . . .you ought to

advance again, and not halt until you have

rescued, if possible, the garrison of Luck-

[.".01

now.” These were improper and uncalled

for observations from a subordinate, and

Havelock wi’ote back saying that he did not

want, and would not receive, any advice and

reproof from an officer xmder his command.

And the insulted Havelock pertinently add-

ed that “a consideration of the obstruction

that would arise to the public service at this

moment alone prevents me from taking the

stronger step of placing you under arrest”.]-

Having in the meanwhile received a small

reinforcement of 257 men from Kanpur, the

General now again made his way towards

Lucknow on August 3. At Bashiratganj

there was again an engagement with the

sepoys who had re-occupied the place.

Although he won again, Havelock felt he

could not risk the loss of his small force by

continuing the march to Lucknow the pas-

sage to which was barred by some 30,000

nationalist troops here and there. He

thought that he should keep his force in-

tact until some error on the part of the

Indian troops might enable him to cut his

way through. He, therefore, retreated to

his base at Mangalwar on August 11, but

he could reach there the nationalist

forces again gave him a fight at Burhia-ki-

Chauki.

The unhappy Havelock was now informed

by Neill that the nationalist forces at Bithoor

were showing aggressiveness and that he

was in danger of being attacked at any

moment. On August 11 he wrote to the

General at his base at Mangalwar : “One

of the Sikh scouts I can depend on has just

come in and reports that 4,000 men and five

^s have assembled today at Bithoor, and

threaten Kanpur. I- cannot stand this :

they will enter the town, and our communi-

cations are gone; if I am not supported, I

can only hold out here, can do nothing

•Tlic original strength of his rohimn iras rtOO men ami ten light gmiS'

••Forrest, Vol. I, p. 490,

fForresr, Vol. I. pp. 491-92.
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beyond our entrenchments. All the country

between this place and Allahabad will be up,

and our powder and ammunition on the

way up—^if the steamer as I feel assured

does not start will fall into the hands of

the enemy, and we will be in a bad way”.*

THE engagements

On receiving this letter General Havelock

considered it his duty to return to relieve

Neill of a very genuine anxiety by dislodg-

ing the nationalist force from Bithoor. Hur-

riedly he re-crossed the Ganga to arrive at

Kanpur on August 13. The forces of

Tatya Tope had by now advanced quite near

Kanpur. On August 15 Havelock sent Neill

to meet them. An engagement was fought

near Kanpur and the nationalist force fell

back on Bithoor.

Then on August 16 Havelock marched on

Bithoor with a force of some 1,000 (750

Europeans and 250 Sikhs) and a complement

of guns imder his personal command. It

took the British force eight hours to reach

Bithoor after which there was a severe

engagement.

The Indian troops under Tatya Tope had

prepared a strong defensive position consist-

ing of thick ramparts and flanked by en-

trenched quadrangles. At the back of this

position was the town of Bithoor and on
either side were two villages connected by
earthworks. In front was plain land cover-

ed with sugarcane and castor plants with

interspersed habitation in small hamlets.

These provided good cover to the infantry.

As Havelock’s force was advancing Tatya
Tope sent a detachment of sawars to recon-

noitre the position of the attacking coliunn.

These men Were on the left flank of the
British column and were soon subjected to

fire from British guns. The two guns on

Tatya’s side at once returned the fire. Later,

there was hand-to-hand fight. After a hard

struggle the Indians fell back on their pre-

pared defensive position. There was then an

artillery duel between the two small guns of

Tatya Tope and fourteen British guns. The

Indian guns were so well served that the

British were unable to dislodge them in sjiite

of the greatly superior strength of their

own batteries. This made such a great

impression on General Havelock that he said

that “he had not seen fire kept up so well

since the days of Ferozshuhur” in the

Punjab when the Sikhs had offered strong

resistance in the First Sikh War,

Havelock, now realizing that nothing could

be gained by returning the fire, ordered the

guns to be captured by storming the

breast-work. The operation succeeded and

after a bitter struggle the two guns were

captured. The Indian troops then fell

back on the town of Bithoor. The British

marched on and met with strong resistance

from- the troops behind barricaded houses.

But the battle was already lost and Tatya

Tope’s troops escaped from the town.

The nationalist forces, though defeated in

this engagement also, had fought bravely

and with determination. General Havelock

paid a compliment to them in a despatch in

these words : “I must do the mutineers the

justice to pronounce that they fought obsti-

nately
; otherwise they could not for a

whole hour have held their own, even with

much advantages of ground, against ray

powerful artillery-fire,”** Sherer too has

recorded that the 42nd • Native Infantiy
“ really fought with great resolution from

behind their moorcha ”.t

The British troops bivouacked that night

at Bithoor. The next day they razed most

•IMU of this Idler lia^ hccu quoted hy Dr. Sen at page 207 of fiis booV.
•* roue‘il. A Hhinry of the Indian Mutiny, Vol. I. p. 507

^l!avelorK*s Match, page 189, footnote.
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of the buildings to the ground and returned

to Kanpur the same day.*

Whether Nana Saheb*was also v/ith this

force at Bithoor is a subject of controversy.

Some writers have said that Nana Saheb had

re-crossed to Bithoor from his camp at

Fatehpur Chaurasi on the Avadh side. The

question has been rendei'ed confused by the

fact that Sherer has given two conflicting

versions of the affair. In his official Narra-

tivej page 13, he is emphatic that Nana

Saheb was not there. 'Tt is certainly untrue”,

he writes, “though it has often been I’epeated,

that the Nana re-crossed to Bithoor at this

jimcture
;
he has never, since he left Bithoor,

re-visited this bank”. In his Havelock’s

Mai'ch on Kanpur^ he writes just the

contrary : “Bithoor was defended by several

regiments of mutinous sepoys, including

cavalry and artillery. They had thrown

up entrenchments with some skill, and

besides fighting with halters round their

necks, the Nana was defending what was

left of his house-hold gods and altars”.t

ANGOORI TIWARI

In connection with this battle Sherer has

recorded a story about Angoori Tiwari, the

spy of the Company’s Government. He says

that “our famous spy” was constantly bring-

ing up the minutest description of the move-

ments of the sepoys and especially those of

Nana Saheb and his followers. In fact the

attack on Bithoor had been undertaken

mainly on the information brought by

Angoori Tiwari. Fraser-Tytler, the Quarter-

Master-General, often asked Angoori Tiwari

where he got his information from and

pretended to disbelieve that he had obtained

anything by ocular observation. To this

Tiwari had replied that he would prove

things some day. ,

As the column tvas in the heat of attack on

Bithoor, Fraser-Tytler was observing the

position and movements of the opposing

force. Angoori Tiwari then went up to him
and in a whisper asked the Quarter-Master :

‘Do you see that bit of white knpra (cloth)

on a tree in front of you ? Well, take it

down quickly and put it in your pocket.’

Almost mechanically Tytler reached up to

the branch, pulled down the cloth and put it

in his pocket. After the action was over,

Angoori Tiwari came up to Fraser again.

The latter then took out the clotli from his

pocket whereupon Angoori Tiwari asked

‘just see if it fits this’ and so saying he

untied the end of his loin cloth and matched

the piece which had been torn from it.

Thus, Angoori Tiwari was able to prove it

fully that on the previous night he had

taken his obseivations himself.J

Tatya’s next move

After the defeat at Bithoor, part of Tatya

Tope’s troops went in the direction of Fateh-

garh and part to Sheorajpur, about twelve

miles from Kanpur on the Grand Tnmk
Road. Greneral Havelock was apprehensive

lest in his absence Tatya Tope might, with

these men, attack Kanpur, so he hurriedly

marched back to the city the next day

although his troops had been completely ex-

hausted by the previous day’s march in the

hot sun and by the subsequent fighting which

had been very bitter.

On his part, Tatya Tope now directed his

activities to Gwalior with a view to winning

over the famous Gwalior Contingent (a force

under British command)' and the 10,000 per-

sonal troops of the Maharaja Scindhia. He

succeeded, and with their help invested

Kanpur again in the following December.

The story of the re-capture of Kanpur by this

redoubtable hero appears in the next

chapter.

*Havclock^s March

f

p. 189, footnote.

^Ihid, pages 189‘9D, footnote.

tlbid.



CHAPTER TWENTY- NINE

KANPUR AGAIN IN INDIAN HANDS—AGAIN LOST

TATYA TOPE WINS OVER THE GWALIOR CONTINGENT.

DIFFICULT SITUATION OF THE BRITISH FORCE AT KANPUR.

NANA SAHEB AND TATYA TOWARDS KANPUR : DEFEAT OF GENERAL WINDHAM.

KANPUR IN INDIAN HANDS AGAIN ; ARRIVAL OF SIR COLIN CAMPBELL.

THE SECOND BATTLE OF KANPUR LOST.

BATTLE OF SARAI GHAT.
^ f

CONSEQUENCES OF DEFEAT ’. RE-BSTABLISHMENT OF BRITISH AUTHORITY.

TATYA TOPE WINS’OVER THE
GWALIOR CONTINGENT

’

The vanquished Tatya Tope (and Nana
Saheb, if he was with him) did not lose heart

although he had lost an important battle and
with it his base and stronghold of Bithoor.

His forces were shattered and his gims and
fighting material gone. With eyes still on
Kanpur Tatya Tope began to think of re-

organizing his broken forces and to raise

new levies. He had to build up a strong

force, but the task was not easy.

It then occurred to this military genius

that there was at Gwalior the renowned

Gwalior Contingent ** of 5,000 well-trained

soldiers with the full complement of arms

and ammunition. This Contingent consist-

ed of Indian sepoys belonging to the same

areas as the men of the Bengal Army, namely

Avadh and the North-Western Provinces,

and so they were inspired by the same feel-

ings as the people of the Bengal Army.

This Contingent was maintained by the East

India Company under the Treaty of Sub-

sidiary Alliance with the Gwalior Darbar.

It was ostensibly maintained in the interests

of tlje security of the Maharaja Scindhia

• The night ^vill pass and the bright day will dawn; the sun will rise and the lotus will bloom again in all its

beauty—while the bcc» imprisoned in a closed lotus, svas thus looking fonvard to a happy dawn, an elephant, alas

!

iip*rooicd the plant itself. [The lotus^flowcr closes its petals at night-fall and opens again at day-break.]

••This Contingent consisted of "the best troops in India which liad never been beaten, and ronsidcred them*
srhes huiiuiblc”—Forlies-Miichcll. p. l"t).
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and was paid for by him. Nevertheless, full

control over it was exercised by the British

Government who raised, teined and

officered it without reference to the Maha-
raja who had no authority over its affairs.

It was to win over this Contingent that

Tatya Tope now began to set his plans.

Along with that he also planned to get to

his side the 10,000 personal troops of the

Maharaja himself.

In June 1857, mutiny had broken out at

many more stations and the men of the

Gwalior Contingent had also arisen. Most

of the European officers of the Contingent

were put to death on June 14, but their

women and children were allowed to go

imharmed. The Scindhia did not know

what to do with these insurgents. He was

thinking of inducing them, by payment, to

leave Gwalior, but Major Macpherson, the

Political Agent, advised the Ruler to keep

on the men at Gwalior as long as possible.

Macpherson rightly thought that if the

mutineers left Gwalior they would certainly

harass the English somewhere or the

other. So the Maharaja took all of them

into his own service and continued to pay

their salaries pimctually. But the men

were not satisfied and asked the Maharaja

to lead them against the British. The

Maharaja, though inwardly in favour of the

British cause, dared not give a flat refusal,

but kept them on promises of his active

support in due time.

On July 31, a critical situation was reached

when a large body of mutineers from Indore

2.nd Mhow arrived at Gwalior. Prince

Peroze Shah also arrived by this time at

the head of 1,000 troops and several guns.

The men of the Gwalior Contingent and

Scindhia’s own troops then pressed him to

lead them to the help of the nationalist

forces at Delhi. The Maharaja told them
that the troops of Indore and Mhow should

first march to Delhi and that he would
follow them at the end of the rainy season.

By this and other artifices the Maharaja
succeeded in keeping them under control

until September when Tatya Tope arrived

to turn the scales.

After his repulse at Bithoor, Tatya Tope
had proceeded to Jalaun,^^ and from there

he watched the dissatisfaction of the

Gwalior Contingent and the Scindhia's own
troops. He then seized an opportune

moment for proceeding to Gwalior about the

middle of September to plead personally

with the leaders of the Contingent. Many
of them sincerely believed that the British

were out to enchristian the Indian people

and this was also the belief of the leading

citizens of the town. Prom all these persons

Tatya Tope received support. He had also

his son-in-law residing in the city, and a

resident of Bithoor was the Naib-Kotwal of

Gwalior. These advantages made it possible

for him to persuade the Contingent to march
with him to Kalpi—the base of his opera-

tions. The winning over of these well-

trained troops has been described as an act

of great foresight and tact of Tatya Tope.

But for his sagacity, this large army, which

after having mutinied, was whiling away its

time at the Cantonment of Morar (near

Gwalior) ,
would not possibly have been able

to render any aid to the nationalist cause,

Vishnu Datt Godse has thus described the

activities of Tatya Tope at Gwalior in his

Majha Pravas : “One day in the month of

Bhadon I found that there was a great

hubbub in the town of Gwalior. Gathered at

street-crossings the people were discussing

things in a very mysterious manner.

Cavalrymen were galloping hither and

~ SraS 2.. -rg rt g. .o „ ...» a,e cn.

tingent to his side. So Tatya Tope fiist went to Jalaun and then to Gwahor.
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thither. Most of the shops were closed.

Seeing all this I thought that this was all

connected with the mutiny. It was then

understood that Tatya Tope had come on

behalf of Nana Saheb to ask the Shinde

Sarkar (the Ruler) for troops; I saw Tatya

Tope in the baaar ; he had won over four

companies of the Morar Cantonment to his

side. Afterwards, Tatya Tope told the

Shinde Sarkar that during the days that he

remained at Gwalior he had done no harm
whatever to Gwalior or to the territories of

the Maharaja and that therefore he should

be given camels and other things. There-

upon, Jiyaji Rao Shinde (the Maharaja)
and Dinkar Rao (the Diwan) went to meet
him at the Cantonment of Morar which is

at a distance of six miles from the city.

Shinde Maharaj then informed Tatya Tope
that he would give everything that was want-

ed, but that he (Tatya Tope) should leave

his territory without doing any damage.

After that Tatya Tope was honoured with

betel, scent and the like, by the Maharaja.
Next day Shinde sent him away by giving

carts, horses, elephants, camels, bullocks,

mules and other miscellaneous paraphernalia

and in this way got rid of the trouble over

Gwalior.”

This description is true so far as it goes, but
it makes no mention that Tatya Tope also

brought away with him the troops of the

Gwalior Contingent. The position is, how-
ever, obscure and Dr. Sen too has not been
able to clear it. He says that it was in

October that these troops (who had been
receiving their pay regularly from the

Maharaja Scindhia and were stajdng in-

active at Morar Cantonment, having mutini-

ed in June), shook off their lethargy and
moved towards Kalpi and that the capable
and astute Tatya Tope took advantage of

their vacillation and assumed their com-
mand. Dr. Sen significantly adds : “What

actually happened behind the scenes we do

not know, Kunwar Singh was also on his

way from Banda to Kalpi about the same

time, Tatya’s agents might have finally

influenced the Gwalior men’s decision, but

still they moved in a slow and hesitant

fashion. They were 5,000 strong and had a

good train of artillery. On the 9th Nov-

ember they reached Kalpi and placed them-

selves under Tatya’s command.”*

In having thus seduced the Gwalior Contin-

gent Tatya Tope had achieved a great politi-

cal victory. But his aim had only been par-

tially fulfilled because he was not able to

bring on his side the Darbar’s troops which

were in the personal service of the Maha-

raja Scindhia. Had he succeeded in this

part of his mission also, Gwalior would

have become a strong nationalist base for

operations against Delhi, Kanpur, Lucknow

and other places.

With a large force at his command at Jalaun

consisting of the Gwalior men and other

levies, Tatya Tope was now in a position to

threaten the British base at Kanpur. After

making tactical arrangements for the pro-

tection of his base at Kalpi where he left

3,000 men and 20 guns, Tatya Tope crossed

the Yamima on November 10, making his

way towards Kanpur. But before describ-

ing his further movements, the position of

the English army in Kanpur should first be

reviewed.

DIFFICULT SITUATION OF THE BRITISH FORCE

AT KANPUR

Since August, General Havelock had been

at Kanpur. He was in difficult straits as

his effective force had been reduced to some

700 men only on account of the battles that

he had fought and the epidemic of dysentery

which had taken a large toll on the troops.

However, Kanpur was now strengthened by

the arrival of Sir James Outrara, This

• Dr. Sen, page 231.
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officer had been fighting in Persia. At the

time of the mutiny he was recalled, and

arrived at Calcutta on July 31, The Gov-

ernment of India decided to place him in

charge of the operations against Lucknow
which involved a virtual supersession of

General Havelock who until now had been

holding this duty. Technically, however,

this was not a supersession, because Outram
was senior to Havelock who had served under

him in Persia. Actually, the Government

of India meant no supersession, and in order

to remove any possibility of a contrary

impression, the services of General Havelock

were acknowledged by the Commander-in-

Chief in a telegram full of the highest praise.

General Outram arrived at Kanpur on Sep-

tember 15, and on the 19th the march
towards Lucknow was commenced by

Outram and Havelock. The forces under

them consisted of about 3,200 men of which

some 350 were Sikhs.

The relief of Lucknow was not an easy task

because the nationalist forces were there in

great strength and full of determination.

It became necessary, therefore, for the

Commauder-in-Chief also to lend his helping

hand to these commanders. Sir Colin

Campbell, who had earlier seen service in

India and had retired on account of some
disagreement with Lord Dalhousie, had now
been appointed Commander-in-Chief of the

Indian Army by the Home authorities at

London. He had arrived at Calcutta on

August 13, but took time to organise

administrative matters before thinking of

leaving Calcutta. Having done that, he

reached Kanpur on November 3 on his way
to Lucknow.

At Kanpur the Commander-in-Chief became

aware of the threat to the town by the

Gwalior Contingent which had mobilised at

Kalpi. Sir Colin Campbell was in a difficult

situation because on the one hand Kanpur

was gravely threatened and on the other the

British garrison at Lucknow was starving.

However, he made his choice in favour * of

Lucknow as he apprehended that unless

relief reached that place lurgently, the besieg-

ed men at the Residency would fail to hold on
further. He, therefore, left Kanpur for

Lucknow on November 9 with instructions

to General Windham that in case the Gwalior
Contingent advanced on Kanpur he was to

show the best front he could, but was not to

move out of the entrenchment unless com-
pelled by threat of bombardment.

The force at the disposal of General
Windham was small consisting only of 500
Europeans and some Sikhs. It was located

in an entrenchment which, on the re-occupa-

tion of Kanpur, had been prepared by Bri-

gadier Neill on the bank of the Ganga. As
the instructions given to him were to act

strictly on the defensive, Windham improv-

ed the defences of the entrenchment mak-
ing it as secure as its position and the avail-

able time permitted.

NANA SAHBB AND TATYA TOPE TOWARDS
KANPUR : DEFEAT OP GENERAL WINDHAM

On November 10, that is the day follow-

ing the Commander-in-Chief's departure for

Lucknow, Tatya Tope crossed the Yamuna
and moved to Bhognipur, a tahsil in the

Kanpur district. He left 1,200 men and four
gims there and advanced by Akbarpur to

Sheoli and Sheorajpur, each of which he gar-

risoned strongly with troops and gims.

These arrangements were completed by
about the 19th.

General Windham on his part had now
received some reinforcements so that his

force now totalled 2,400 men. When he
heard of the advance of Nana Saheb at the
head of the Gwalior Contingent he thought
that with his augmented force he was strong
enough to disregard the instructions of the

Commander-in-Chief. And he did so by
moving out of the entrenchment for the

purpose of giving a battle. About seven
miles from Kanpur an encounter took place

on November 26 at the Pandu Nadi. The
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loss on both sides was severe. General

Windham could not stand the on-slaught of

the Gwalior Regiment ; he now saw his

mistake and gave the order for retreat. The
troops retired in good order and encamped

on the plain outside Kanpur on the Bithoor

road for the night.

On the morning of the next day, the 27th,

Tatya Tope brought in his detachments from
Sheoli and Sheorajpur and delivered a strong

attack. The British force was pressed back

and considerable confusion prevailed in its

ranks. Windham was compelled to retreat

towards the entrenchment while one of the

British commanders held an advanced line

with the nationalist forces.

The next day* Windham’s force was almost

surroimded and at the end of five hours’

fighting the General ordered a whole-sale

retreat into the entrenchment. Much panic

and confusion was caused among the fl3dng
Europeans on account of the cannonading by
Tatya’s troops. " The men got out of hand”,

writes Forbes-Mitchell, "and fled for the fort

with a loss of over three hundred,—^mostly

killed, because the woimded who fell into the

hands of the enemy were cut to pieces,—and
several guns.”** The Rev. Mr. Moore,
Chaplain with General Windham’s force, has
thus described the panic amongst the flying

soldiers :

" The men got quite out of hand and
fled pell-mell for the fort. An old Sikh

Sardar at the gate tried to stop them,

and to form them up in some order, and
when they pushed him aside and rush-

ed past him, he lifted up his hands and
said, ' You are not the brothers of the

men who beat the Klmlsa army and
conquered the Punjab '.’ The aged
Sardar followed the flying men through

the fort-gate and patting some of them

on the back said, ‘don't nm, don’t be

afraid, there is nothing to hurt you’.”t

KANPUR IN INDIAN HANDS AGAIN :

ARRIVAL OP SIR COLIN CAMPBELL

Thus on November 29, the city of Kanpur

was again in the hands of the nationidist

forces with the British troops locked up in

the fort and in imminent danger of being

annihilated. Their desperate situation was,

however, providentially saved by the arrival

of Sir Colin Campbell at this critical junc-

ture.

The Commander-in-Chief had succeeded in

relieving the Lucknow Residency on Nov-

ember 17 after an operation of four days in

which some 500 officers and men were killed

and wounded, the Commander-in-Chief him-

self being amongst the wounded. His first

task now was to evacuate the women, the

children and the sick from Lucknow and

simultaneouly to proceed to Kanpur for the

succour of Windham. He accordingly left

for Kanpur on the morning of November 27

with a large convoy leaving General Outrara

at Lucknow, Sir Henry Havelock having died

on November 17. The Commander-in-Chief

carried with him 3,000 soldiers and his huge

convoy covered twelve miles in length.

On his way to Kanpur Sir Colin Campbell

heard the roar of cannon from the Kanpur
side which convinced him that the Gwalior

Contingent was in action. While he was
rushing on he received three messages in

quick succession from Kanpur for immediate

aid—^the last one informing him that

Windham had been driven into the entrench-

ment. Leaving his troops and convoy

behind the Commander-in-Chief galloped

forth with a few members of his staff. He
found the bridge of boats at the Ganga still

* Here there is sonic confusion about Uic dates and the actions foueht, for tlie account uiven by Forbes-Mitchell is
at some s-anance inth the narrative in the Kanpur Gazetteer.

t> /

••Forbes-Mitchell, p. 130.

IForbcs-Mitclicll, pages ISO-lSl.



DECEMBEI^ 6,1657
DI5P05ITI0W OF TATYA TO Pz’s TROOPS
DISPOSITION OF BRITISH TROOPS ^///^
ATTACK. BY BRITISH TROOPS

In November 1837, Tatya Tope ad\ancetl on Kanpur at tlie head of the Gwalior Contingent

whom he had won o\cr at the Cantonment at Morar (Gwalior) and of which he had assumed

command. He defeated Gcncial AVindham who was in charge of the British tioop.s at Kanpur

while the Command er-in-CIiicr, Sir Colin Campbell, had proceeded to Lucknow for the iclief

of the Rcsidenc)'. AVindham thcicupon took shelter in the entrenchment, and Tat) a Tope

\sas once again in the possession of the city. But his success was shoit-lived for Sir Colin

soon returned and defeated the nationalist forces who wcic taken b) sui prise while cooking

their meals. 7'he plan hcie shows the disposition of the troops on both sides and the lincN

of attack by the English Commandcr-iii'Chicf.
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ACTION IN THE SECOND UATTLE OF KANPUR. DECEMBER G, 1857

Biilish tioops under Sir Colin Campbell, the Cominander-in-Chief, defeated the Gwalior

Contingent and other nationalist foiccs under Tat) a Tope in the second battle of Kanpm.

This pictuie shows the Indian forces n)ing tow'aids Kalpi, puisued by the English aim).
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in tact and crossing at once to Kanpur he

found that the British army was at its last

gasp.

On November 29 the troops and the convoy

of the women and the sick came into Kanpur

and encamped in the Cantonment, The

nationalist forces were, however, in the

possession of the to\vn and their strength

was some 14,000 trained men at least and 40

guns, apart from the swarm of irregulars'.

Sir Colin Campbell decided not to engage in

battle until he had got rid of the non-com-

batants whom he arranged to despatch to

Allahabad and this took the next three days.

During this time only a few skirmishes

between the outposts took place. On the

night of December 3 the convoy of the

women, children and the sick which Sir

Colin had escorted from Lucknow was now

safely on its way to Allahabad. Still
^

the

Commander-in-Chief would not move until he

became sure that the convoy had got well

away from the danger zone.

In the meanwhile Tatya Tope directed a

heavy fire against the British Camp and on

December 4 attempted to destroy the bridge

of boats by burning it by fire rafts. He

was too late in this operation for he should

have destroyed the bridge before the Com-

mander-in-Chief and his force got into

Kanpur. Now, the bridge was well guarded

and his attempt failed. Sir Colin Campbell

was now ’free for action and launched an

attack on December 6.

THE SECOND BATTLE OF KANPXJR LOST

Thus began the second battle of Kanpur

between the British forces under the direct

command of the Commander-in-Chief, aided

by General Sir Hope' Grant, and the nation-

alist forces imder the command of Nana

Saheb in person who was still the proclaimed

Peshwa. With him were Tatya Tope,

Bala Saheb (brother to Nana Saheb) and

Babu Kunwar Singh, the Rajput Chief of

Jagdishpur (Bihar), as divisional comman-
ders. All the Indian officers of the Gwalior
Contingent were in their places as brigade

and regimental commanders. The Com-
mander-in-Chief had a strength of 5,000 in-

fantry, 600 cavalry and 35 guns. The nation-

alist troops numbered 5,000 well-disciplined

soldiers of the famous Gwalior Contingent,

10,000 sepoys of Nana Saheb from Kanpur,
Kalpi and Gwalior.

The action was joined by Sir Colin Campbell
himself leading the advance. The Indian

forces thereupon opened a tremendous can-

nonade on the British. The weak point of

the nationalist forces was the right which
rested on an open plain, the canal forming
the only obstacle. Sir Colin accordingly

decided to make a drive in that direction and
at the same time to cut off their natural

line of retreat along the Kalpi road, Tatya
Tope's centre was almost invulnerable and
his left was also strong . So Sir Colin left

these alone and determined to strike on his

right separating the Gwalior Contingent

from the troops of Nana Saheb and then to

destroy them in detail. Numerically, Tatya
Tope’s force was far greater than the

Europeans, but the Nana's men were raw
recruits.

The Commander-in-Chief's attack was,

however, a surprise one. The nationalist

troops “were cooking their breakfast and
their chapatis were still heating on the pan
when the onslaught was made, and they fled

all along the line.”* Still a terrific battle

was fought. There was first a vigorous

artillery duel for some two hours after

which a British column advanced to the

canal and opened fire on the centre of the

national forces. Other British Ck)mmanders
followed and in the face of terrific fire

stormed the position of the nationalist

troops and overpowered them.

Dr. Sen. page 232.
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The attack on Tatya Tope’s right wing was

also successful because by ' their tactical

moves the British commanders prevented

assistance being reached to that weak point.

The’ defeat of the Gwalior Contingent was

thus assured and their camp and magazines

and several guns could be captured. For

some time there was hand-to-hand fight in

which no quarter was given to either side.

But the sepoys were undone and they fied

in haste along the Kalpi road. The British

cavalry and artillery pursued them for

fourteen miles. They were cut down by
hundreds wherever they attempted to rally

for a stand. In order to facilitate their

flight they threw away their arms and ac-

coutrements, for none were spared, “neither

the sick man in his weakness nor the strong

man in his strength.”

Tatya Tope’s centre and his left, however,

still held the city, but they were practically

shut up, their sole line of retreat being

the Bithoor road. Having lost his camp,

and his strong troops on the right routed,

the Indian General regretfully realized that

his position was imtenable. So under cover

of the night he too withdrew. Due to a
mistake on the part of one of the British

commanders no pursuit was given and
Tatya Tope was able to escape with the

gims that were still left to him. Nana
Saheb with a large party of his followers

was also with the retiring men and all

reached safely to Bithoor.

By night-fall the battle-field was cleared

and a large quantity of ammunition, 32
guns and other fighting' material fell into

British hands. The killed and wounded on
their side numbered a mere 99.

BATTLE OF SARAI GHAT

The next day, December 8, the Commander-
in-Chief sent out Brigadier Hope Grant
with 2,700 men in pursuit. Arriving at
Bithoor he learnt that the sepoys were
at Sarai Ghat, a ferry 25 miles above
Kanpur. On reaching Sheorajpur the next
day he was told that the sepoys were

actually trying to cross the Ganga on the

right bank so as to pass into Avadh. The
men were actually preparing to embark
the guns on the boats when Hope Grant
came in hot pursuit. His troops rushed

through the ploughed fields and opened fire

on the boats. The sepoys returned the fire

and Indian sawars dashed at the British

guns.

In the meanwhile, the British infantry was
on the spot and the sepoys could not stand

the charge. They made for the boats.

The British opened fire on the retiring boats,

swamping many of them. Nana Saheb was
amongst those who safely landed on the

Avadh side. In the stampede that followed

a large number of sepoys were killed or

drowned. The baggage carts were left

behind and so also a number of women and

children. The English General took them
to a village in the rear where they were left

in safety.

The British troops halted at Sarai Ghat
for the 11th and 12th December. Provi-

sions were brought to the camp for sale by
the villagers who were well-received and

honestly paid for the supplies. So, though
only small batches of villagers had come
in the morning, they later came in by scores

with all sorts of provisions, such as butter,

milk, eggs and fniit.

The defeat of the Gwalior Contingent was
a decisive battle in favoim of the British.

Previously, they were mostly acting on the

defensive. People in general now began to

understand that the British were the win-

ning side. Their authority was restored.

On the 13th the troops marched back to

Bithoor in order to salvage a large amount
of treasure concealed by Nana Saheb in a

well in his mansion.

CONSEQXnSNCES OF DEFEAT :

RE-ESTABLISHMENT OF BRITISH AUTHORITY IN

KANPUR

The defeat of the Gwalior Contingent was
a severe blow to the Indian cause. Tatya
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Tope’s plan of re-occupying Kanpur and

making it a base of his operations was
now completely shattered. The British

star was now wholly on the ascent. Delhi

had been re-captured, Lucknow had been

relieved and Kanpur made safe. It now
only remained for them to spread out and

cover the rest of Northern India with their

authority. Yet, Tatya Tope’s spirit was

unbroken. His army was gone, his guns

lost ;
nevertheless he continued to harass

the British army for many more months.

As for Kanpur it was now laid low. The

final blow to Nana Saheb and Tatya Tope

proclaimed the supremacy of the British

and the people who had by now been feeling

sick of confusion and uncertainty generally

reconciled themselves to British authority.

The only exceptions were those who had

irretrievably committed themselves against

the English and these still held out,

Sherer was now in civil charge of the

station as District Magistrate. The tahsils

and the thanas were soon re-established

with the exception of those at Bhognipur

and Sikandra which remained under the

influence of the nationalist forces at Kalpi.

Much later, towards the end of May 1858,

when Kalpi fell, was order restored com-

pletely in the southern parganas of the

district. There were, however, occasional

attacks of sporadic nature imtil the end of

1858. Thus, in January 1858 expeditions

had to be led to Fatehpur, Jahanabad,

Bhognipur and Sikandra to meet several

parties of mutinous sepoys who were ulti-

mately driven across the Yamuna. Then

there was a raid by mutineers from Hamir-

pur who burned Ghatampur at the end of

March but were subsequently expelled. The

last of the flying attacks was by Prince Feroz

Shah at the end of 1858. These occurrences

had, however, only a momentary effect on

the people. The ordinary work of adminis-

tration ran almost smoothly since the capture

of the stronghold of Kalpi by Sir Hugh Rose
in May 1858.

On the restoration of British rule a gene-

ral enquiry was ordered by the Government
of India to investigate the circumstances

of the ‘ mutiny ’ at various places and the

results of these were published in due

course. The enquiry at Kanpm* was con-

ducted by Colonel Williams, Commissioner

of Police, and Military Secretary to the

Lieutenant-Governor, North-Western Pro-

vinces. But the results were not satisfac-

tory as proper evidence did not come forth

although the facts must have been known
to innumerable persons.

The Government, however, found it easy to

deal with the zamindars who had arisen

against their authority, especially those

who had taken a prominent part. Thus, the

whole estates of the Rajas of Sheorajpur,

Sachendi, Binaur and Nar were forfeited.

Also forfeited were the lands of the own-
ers of 61 entire villages and portions of

79 others. The Government thus acquir-

ed a large property for distribution to

loyalists. The chief recipients were :

Ishri Prasad, the Commissariat contractor,

who had brought supplies into General

Wheeler’s entrenchment at much per-

sonal risk and who afterwards render-

ed great service to the troops ; his

reward consisted of land in eight

villages, then assessed at Rs.7,180 ;

Nana Narayan Rao of Bithoor who receiv-

ed the village of Binaur assessed at

Rs.4,500 ;

Pandit Amamath, the tahsildar of Ghazipur

in the district of Fatehpur, who
saved the treasure and joined

Havelock ; he obtained villages assess-

ed at Rs.2,096 ;

Ishri Dube, the tahsildar of Sheorajpur, who
received a similar reward ;

Pandit Kashi Narayan, deputy collector of

Sagar, receiving four villages assessed

at Rs.5,000 ;
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Pandit Rati Ram Tewari of old Kanpur, a
Commissariat contractor, receiving

three villages
;

Rajput zamindars who defended Rasulabad
in April, 1858, among them being

Kunwar Chhatar Singh of the Etawah

district, Kinnar Singh, and Chaudhri
Lachhman Singh of Mainpuri.

Several other zamindars received minor
awards. So also were rewarded certain

Indian military officers holding the rank of

Subedar or Risaldar.

General Windham's defeat at the hands of Taya Tope
has thus been described by a British officer : “You will

read the account of the day’s fighting with astonishment,
for it tells how English troops, vfith their trophies and
their mottoes and their far-famed bravery were repulsed,

and how they lost their camp, baggage and position to

the scouted and despised natives of India 1 The beaten
Firanghies—as the enemy has a right to call them—have
retreated to their entrenchment amidst overturned tents,

pillaged baggage, men's kits, fleeing camels, elephants
and horses and servants. All this is most melancholy
and disgraceful."—Charles Ball, The Indian Mutiny,
volume II, page 190. ^



CHAPTER THIRTY

,
BITHOOR AGAIN—NANA SAHEB’S TREASURE

A. SALVAGE OF TREASURE.

B. THE SUBEDARS OF BITHOOR.

A. SALVAGE OF TREASURE.

After Nana Saheb had left Bithoor there

were rumours that a huge treasure had been

left behind by him. There were also specu-

lations about the place where it was hidden.

Actually, the treasure had been thrown in

one of the wells in the compound of the

Peshwa's palace and this was known to some
people. The Govemment also came to know
about it through Angoori Tewari, one of

their spies,

Sherer writes that many months after the

destruction of Nana Saheb’s palace, Lieut.

Malcolm of the Royal Engineers succeeded in

recovering it : '‘Lieut. Malcolm of the Royal

Engineers, with a great deal of trouble, and

no small amount of ingenuity, fished out of

a large well what was called the Nana’s gold

plate. This was immensely valuable,

because it really was of solid and very pure

gold ;
but it had no artistic importance of

the slightest degree. The trays and bowls

were of the rudest shapes that were com-

patible with the purposes for which they

were intended, and, in mean material, would

not have attracted attention, if discovered

in a South Sea Island”.*^

The recovery of this treasure was made in

December, 1857, when the British troops

marched back to Bithoor after defeating

Tatya Tope at Sarai Ghat. These troops

reached Bithoor on December 13, 1857.

With them was the celebrated Sergeant

William Forbes-Mitchell, author of the

Reminiscences of the Great Miitiny, He
has described how the treasure was seized

and the following account has been taken
from his book.

Forbes-Mitchell writes that after the rout of

Tatya Tope’s force at Sarai Ghat, the British

troops marched back to Bithoor with the

captured guns. “The reason for our return

to Bithoor was because spies had reported

that the Nana Saheb had concealed a large

amount of treasure in a well there near the

palace of the ex-Peshwa of Poona”. This

was a large and deep well in the compound of

his palace. It was not an easy job to salvage

the treasure from it. Strong frames were
erected on the top of the well and large

buckets of leather moimted on iron frames,

with strong ropes attached, were brought

from Kanpur.

The circumference of the well was large and
four buckets were run on four separate

pulleys mounted on the frame. Twenty-five

men were put on each rope, thus making a
total of hundred men. The water at first was
drawn out in large quantities so as to bring

'Havelock's March, page 167.
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its level down to enable the treasure to be

hooked and drawn up. After this had been

secured, only two buckets were used for

draining the water so as to keep the water

down and the remaining two were utilized

in drawing up the treasure. Each squad of

twenty-five men hauling up the buckets was
changed at every three hours. The men
inside the well who were drawn from the

Bengal Sappers and Miners were changed

every hour because they had very strenuous

work to perform standing in the water.

This operation went on for 12 days from
December 15 to 26 and involved an enormous
amoimt of labour, particularly to the sappers

who had to lift and sling a number of boxes

containing the plate and other valuables in

addition to thirty lakhs of rupees in cash.

The treasure salvaged from the well was
enormous. Thirty lakhs of rupees in cash

had been packed in ammunition boxes and
sunk in the well. These were recovered in

their entirety. Then there was a very large

amoimt of gold and silver plate and other

valuables. There was also a silver liowdah

which belonged to the ex-Peshwa Baji Rao.

All these were valued at one crore of rupees.

Thus, the British came into the possession of

a booty of one crore and thirty lakhs at

Bithoor.

In his Recollections of a Highland Subaltern

(pp. 194-95), Col. Gordon-Alexander has
made a mention of the articles taken out of

the well. After the level of the water had
been lowered some heavy beams were dis-

covered at the bottom. “As soon as these

heavy beams of wood were removed”, writes

the Colonel, “a great quantity of silver

plate—solid silver, be it understood—^was

brought to light, which owing to the action

of the water, came up jet black. Among
these articles, the State hoiodah of the ex-

Peshwa, in solid silver, was fished up, besides

quantities of gold plate and other valuables.

Below the plate, which was merely deposited

loose in the water, as if in a hurry, the

sappers came upon an immense number of

ammunition boxes tightly packed with

native rupees and gold mohurs (each gold

coin being worth rupees sixteen at least) , the

value of the coin alone being reported in

camp on December 27, to be over £2,00,000,

in addition to the value of gold and silver

plate and the ornamental jewellery”.

The sappers and miners and the troops who
had taken out this huge treasure and worked

to the utmost of their capacity in

the belief ‘that the treasure would be

divided as 'prize' amongst them. A rumour

had been circulated that each soldier would

receive a thousand rupees. It also appears

that the military officer in charge had given

some sort of assurance of a handsome pay-

ment being made. “But we never got a pie”,

writes Porbes-Mitchell, adding that a

paternal Government ignored the General’s

assurance on the plea that the men had

merely recovered the treasure carried off by

the Nana from Kanpur. The plate and

jewellery belonging to the ex-Peshwa were

also claimed by the Government as State

property and the troops got nothing ! The

soldiers had even to pay from their own
pockets for the replacement of their kits

which were taken away by the Gwalior Con-

tingent when they had captured Windham’s
camp.*

Nana Saheb’s property in Varanasi was also

confiscated by Government. These pro-

perties included a garden situated in Kabir

Chaura, five houses in Bhairon Bazar, a

mansion in mohalla Garhwasi on Mankamika
Ghat, another house and a temple in Bengali

Tola on Chaurasi Ghat and two other houses.

Also confiscated was the noted Lakshman-
wala mansion which the Government later

presented to Maharaja Scindhia of Gwalior.f

•Forbcs-Milchcll— o/ the Great Mutiny, pp.150—53.
tVarana^i Colicclorate Ba<ta no. 11. Register of 1800.
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B. THE SUBEDARS OP BITHOOR.

Ram Chandra Rao, the ancestor of this

family, was a faithful adherent of Peshwa

Baji Rao and came with him to settle down

at Bithoor in 1818. He was the ex-Peshwa’s

chief adviser and manager and remained so

until his death. He was succeeded by his

son, Nana Narain Rao. On succeeding to the

ex-Peshwa’s estate, Nana Saheb dispensed

v/ith his services. This caused bitterness

between the two, because as a faithful

servant of the late Peshwa, Nana Narain

Rao was keen to serve his successor irres-

pective of the fact that he could not, in view

of the lapse of Baji Rao’s pension, expect to

continue to receive his original emoliunents.

These ill-feelings became pronounced on the

outbreak of the rebellion when Nana Narain

Rao was imprisoned by Nana Saheb. It is

alleged that he was in danger of losing his

life but was somehow saved.

Before the outbreak both Nana Saheb and

Nana Narain Rao were on terms of social

familiarity with the European residents of

Kanpur. They were both commonly known

by the short name of Nana which is a

sobriquet in common use among the Maha-

rashtrians and is used for elderly, respectable

people of fame. It was in conformity with

this practice, that Narain Rao’s name was

preceded by the title ‘Nana’. This similarity

of names gave rise to an erroneous belief that

Nana Saheb was frequently to be seen at

Kanpur, riding or driving on the Mall, and

freely mixing "with Europeans. Actually,

Nana Saheb avoided coming to Kanpur,

although he was profuse in entertaining the

English gentry at Bithoor ; the reason pri-

marily was that a salute was not given to

him on entering the Cantonment. It was

the same consideration which weighed with

Maharaja Baji Rao in eschewing Kanpur.

The real matter was that the person

generally known in the town as the Nana

was not Nana Dhondu Pant, but Nana

Narain Rao, the elder son of Subedar Ram

Chandra Pant, who, after his master’s death,

resided at Kanpur.

Nana Narain Rao took no part in the up-

rising
;
on the other hand he was helpful

when Government’s authority was restored.

He used to be called by the Magistrate of

Kanpur for identifying persons arrested now
and then on suspicion of being Nana Saheb
and who used to be brought to Kanpur for

investigation. On that account, certain

writers of Hindi books on the rebellion of

1857, have written harshly about Nana
Narain Rao. In the course of his studies,

the present author felt doubts whether these

writers had been fair to this gentleman. He
accordingly wrote to one of the several

surviving members of this family, making
an inquiry on certain points. The reply

which he received from Sri Vyankatesh
Vaman Subedar, a young member of this

family, and an Advocate at Indore, clears

a good deal of the misunderstanding.

Extracts from his letter, which is a sincere

and straightforward presentation of the case,

are given below :

"As you say, authors of certain recently published Hindi
boolcs on tne events of 1857, have omitted to give correct
facts regarding our family and some of them have been
even unfair enough to discredit our ancestors without
even taking pains to visualise the situation with which
they were faced after the end of the rebellion when
the Britishers got an upper hand over the rebels at
Bithoor.

Fortunately or unfortunately, it was at the time of
surrender (or rather truce) that the name of our great
grand-father, Nana Narain Rao, comes into the picture
in relation to the events of 1857 at Bithoor. You can
^vell imagine that in all kinds of wars and political
uprisings a stage precipitates when truce becomes an
essential shield for cither of the contesting parties. The
circumstances are always of delicate significance and
there is great latitude for historians to colour the events
connected therewith according to their own inclinations.
However, the fact remains that it is not the events
that precede the truce as the events that follow it

that really decide the propriety and expediency of a
truce. In the works of reputed authors I have not
found anything disgraceful to our great grand-father
Naha Narain Rao.

In this short letter I ivould state that Bithoor would
have been completely destroyed but for the efforts of
our great grand-father Nana Narain Rao, who approached
the General of the British army and boldly told him
that it was futile to annihilate the innocent residents
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of Bithoor when Nana Saheb Peshwa, W’hom the British

army wanted to arrest, had already crossed the Ganga
on his way to Avadh. The Commander of the British

army placed trust in our great grand-father and found

that Nana Narain Kao was the next man after Nana
Saheb Peshwa trho had control over the masses of

Bithoor and the neighbourhood and that iras ^vhy our

great grand-father t\ras entrusted ^v'ith the Avork of

administration and control of the remnants of the

property of the Pesh^va.

Later on, drastic changes tv'crc introduced- in the policy

of the British Government in India and an era of

industrial reforms and scientific advancement came upon
our countr)% The intellectual classes ivere completely

won over by the technological progress of the westerners

and our people meekly accepted the rule of the British

who now proclaimed that the prosperity and progress

of the country was their predominant aim.

Our grand-father, Purushottani Rao Tatya, was one of

those persons who were greatly impressed by the

scientific achievements of the British. He '^vas very keen
to get the benefit of the scientific inventions for his

brethren at Bithoor. Formerly, the British Government
was wholly reluctant to consider any reforms for the
town of Bithoor, the centre of the rebellion and the
home of Nana Saheb Peshwa. However, he made
persistent efforts and pecuniary sacrifice, and ultimately
succeeded in getting Bithoor placed on the rail-map of
India as early as 1884. The credit for a dispensary'
equipped with up-to-date medicines and appliances and
the linking of Bithoor ivith the Lower Ganga Canal
also goes to our grand-father.

Ill comparison to the big land-holdci:s of Uttar Pradesh
our grand-father ivas a man of limited means, but he
Iiad earned a high reputation in the counsels of the
Lieutenant-Governor as well as the Government of India
because of his frankness, independent thinking and fore-

sight.

It is not possible in this letter to give a more com-
prehensive account of the achievements at Bithoor
through the untiring efforts of our ancestors, but I hope
that '^vhat I have ivTitten will go a good ivay in placing
our revered ancestors at their rightful places in the

history of the great uprising and the events following it/*



CHAPTER THIRTY-ONE

THE UPRISING AT DELHI : EMPEROR BAHADUR SHAH

A. DELHI AND ITS EMPEROR.

B. BAHADUR SHAH PROCLAIMED HEAD OF NATIONALIST
GOVERNMENT.

C. SIEGE OP DELHI AND ITS RE-CAPTURE.

D. EXTERMINATION OF MALE POPULATION
AND SACK OF CITY,

E. INHUMAN MURDER OP EMPEROR'S SONS.

F. THE FATE OP THE EMPEROR.

**Clothed in nvy hicrial sheets

I shall spend my remaining days,

In the seclnsi07i of some garden/^

—^EMPEROR BAHADUR SHAH.*

A. DELHI AND ITS EMPEROR.

The decline of the Moghal empire had begun

with the death of Aurangzeb in 1707.

Bahadur Shah I, Jahandar Shah and

Farrakhsiyar followed in quick succession.

The murdered Parrukhsiyar was, in 1719,

succeeded by Mohammad Shah after three

princes of the royal family had sat on the

throne for a few months one after the other.

During Mohammad Shah's reign (1719—48)

the Marathas planted their standard in Delhi

and played an important part in the history

of India. In 1739 the city was plundered

by Nadir Shah with slaughter and' rapine on

an unprecedented scale involwng between

1,20,000 to 1,50,000 victims. After 58 days

he left Delhi carrying with him treasure

worth some ten crores and other property

valued at several crores, besides the cele-

brated Peacock throne. Mohammad Shah
was followed by two rulers before the

succession passed to Alamgir n (Aurangzeb

having been styled as Alamgir I) in 1754,

the last real emperor who was assassinated

in 1759.

Since Nadir Shah’s invasion, the gradual

collapse of the empire had begun to take

place under the repeated blows dealt with

•The Emperor was a poet and he had uttered this prophetic muse in desperation during the siege of Delhi little

knouinc what fate had in store for him. Though he ivas the Head of Government, the forces under him indulged

in excesses against the citirens. and unable to prevent them, he had begun to think of abdicating and going to Mecca.

It was during this period of despondency that he composed these lines. This is an English rendering of the original.
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by Ahmad Shah Durrani on the one hand

and the Marathas on the other. Before the

final disruption of the empire in 1760 the city

of Delhi was devastated by a civil war with

daily combats in the streets for six months

and was twice sacked by the Durrani (or

Abdali) when the horrors of Nadir Shah
were repeated.

On the murder of Alamgir II, a period of

unexampled confusion prevailed. Shah
Alam had now become the Emperor (1759)

,

but due to the intrigues of his Wazir, the

empty sovereign moved from place to place,

an exile from Delhi. The city was again a
prey to the Durrani. At last the Marathas
restored Shah Alam to his capital in 1771.

In an effort to shake off Maratha influence

he was utterly defeated, and in 1788 the

royal palace was permanently occupied by a
Maratha garrison and the King remained a
mere cypher in the hands of the Scindhia.

This was until 1803 when the Marathas were
defeated at Delhi by Lord Lake and the

British took the puppet Kang under their

protection and made him their pensioner.

Henceforth the empire of Delhi, which had
shrunk merely to a small district round

Delhi by the year 1760, was confined merely

to the palace of the Emperor, the city

together with the Delhi territory having

passed under British administration.

Shah Alam was, in 1806, succeeded by his

son, Akbar n, who held the title of Emperor
till 1837 when Bahadur Shah IT, who was
destined to play an important part in 1857

and to make the line of Babar extinct, came

in to occupy the palace. For 53 years, since

1803-4 imder the protection of the British,

the remnants of the Moghals enjoyed the

long immimity from war and blood-shed and

there occurred nothing at Delhi to disturb

its monotony of peace and prosperity. The

calm was now to be violently broken by the

stormy events of the war of Indian

independence.

B. BAHADUR SHAH PROCLAIMED HEAD OF NATIONALIST
GOVERNMENT.

Bahadur Shah was only a titular Emperor
and his authority did not extend beyond the

Red Fort in which he lived. He was re-

ceiving a pension of Rs. 1,00,000 per annum
from the East India Company. Even so,

he enjoyed certain privileges of a sovereign.

The Governor-General whenever he passed

through Delhi used to wait bare-footed and
bare-headed before the Emperor’s throne,

humbly enquiring about his health and duti-

fully presenting nazars to the Emperor whom
he used to call reverently “the Ruler of the

Universe”. This custom had, however, been

stopped a long time before the mutiny.

During the early part of 1857 an uneasy
presentiment is said to have prevailed among
all classes of society in Delhi. There was also

a vague feeling of excitement in reference

to some unexpected event—a feeling which

was again said to have been eagerly fomented

by intrignaes in the palace. The exaggerated

reports of the Persian war in which the

British were then engaged added to the

general excitement. At last the storm burst

on May 11.

In Chapter 17, an account of the mutiny at

Meerut has already been given. It was
there stated that after rising in revolt, the

Meerut sepoys marched to Delhi. Their

number was 2,000 strong. After marching

all the night between May 10 and 11, they

reached Delhi, a distance of about 32 miles,

in the morning of May 11. During the

march, the sepoys had split into two portions.

The advance party of the rebel army entered

Delhi through the Kashmir Gate.* This

•Delhi n Kalled city with many gates.
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party consisted of cavalry-men who galloped

towards the Fort. The Company’s army at

Delhi also then rose against their officers

and killed them. The first one to be killed

was Colonel Ripley who met his death in

trying to pacify his sepoys.

The rear party of Meerut consisting of

infantry entered the city by the Calcutta

Gate. They then set fire to the bungalows

of the English in Daryaganj. Many were

burned in the blazing buildings and those

who tried to escape were put to the sword.

The sepoys and the town people then began

to enter the Royal Palace in the Port, the

residence of the Emperor. They were shout-

ing victory to the Emperor. In the Palace,

the rebels killed several Englishmen who
were residing in the fort or had come there.

Amongst those killed were Mr. Frazer, the

Commissioner, and Mr, Hutchinson, the

Collector.

The cavalry then pitched their quarters in

the Palace and the sepoys retired to the

Dewan-e-Khas of the Fort.

A conference between the leaders of the

sepoys and the Emperor and Queen Zeenat

Mahal was held to decide the further plan

of action. It was realized that there was
now no point in waiting until May 31.

Eventually, the Emperor decided to take the

side of the revolutionaries. In the mean-

while, a large part of the Indian artillery

at Meerut had also arrived at Delhi. A
royal salute of 21 guns was fired in honour

of the Emperor. A leader of the sepoys

then made the following submission to the

Emperor :

Leader of sepoys—^Khavind ! The English

are defeated at Meerut ;
Delhi is in our

hands and all the sepoys and others

from Peshawar up to Calcutta are

awaiting your orders. The whole of

Hindustan has arisen to break the chains

of India’s slavery and to acquire their

God-given independence. At this time

take up the flag of liberty in your hands
so that the warriors may assemble to

fight imder it ! Hindustan has begun to

fight to get back Swaraj and if you
accept the leadership, we will drown all

these firangi demons in the ocean or give

them as food to the vultures. (Charles

Ball, India7i Mutmy, volume I, page 74)

.

Emperor—^I have no treasury and you will

get no pay.

Leader of the sepoys—^We will loot the

English treasuries all over India and lay

them at your feet (Metcalfe)

.

The imwilling Emperor at last declared that

he would accept the leadership of the revo-

lution. Thereupon the sepoys and the crowd
applauded the royal decision.

What part the royal princes, Mirza
Moghal, Mirza Khizr Sultan (sons) and
Mirza Abu Bakr (grandson of the King)

played in persuading the aged Emperor is

not known
;

it can only be surmised that in

their ardent desire to restore the glory of

their house they were keen to seize this

opportimity which had come in their way.

As regards Queen Zeenat Mahal it has been

suggested that she played an important part

in sowing the seeds of the rebellion and that

she it was who persuaded the peace-loving

monarch to take the side of the rebels and
accept their leadership. The last secret

meeting at which the mutiny had been finally

planned was attended, it is said, by at least

24 Indian rulers. This meeting had been held

under the patronage of Begum Zeenat Mahal.

It was then decided that the rising should

take place simultaneously all over India on

May 31, 1857. It has also been held that the

emblem of the rebellion, namely the white

lotus and the chapati, was designed by the

Queen
,

herself. This emblem was carried

from regiment to regiment, from one village

to the other, as the symbol of allegiance to

the national cause.

So whatever may have been the proceedings

behind the scenes, the wavering Bahadur
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Shah, was obliged to dismo.unt.the fence by

night-fall and cast his lot for war. And
Dr. Sen records that “at midnight, twenty-

one salvoes announced that the descendant

of Babar had assumed the reins of the

empire.”^

In the city, hundreds of citizens took up

whatever arms they could get and went about

the streets killing stray Englishmen. At
noon they surrounded the Bank of Delhit and

killed Mr. Beresford, the Manager, and his

family. Later, they killed all the Christian

workers in the printing offices of the Delhi

Gazette.

The mutineers also attacked the British

arsenal situated near the palace. The
arsenal contained over 9 lakh cartridges,

some 8,000 rifles and guns. It was in charge

of nine Europeans and some Indians. The
Indians having soon joined the revolu-

tionaries, only the Europeans remained to

protect it. The sepoys continued their

assault even though they feared that if the

defenders blew up the arsenal, many sepoys

would be killed. This is actually what
happened because the protecting party

having lost all hope of preventing its capture

blew it up. Of the nine Englishmen three

perished in the explosion,t About 300
sepoys in the neighbouring streets were also

killed. Tlie blowing up of the magazine was
a most gallant act on the part of the English
soldiers who preferred death to handing it

over to the revolutionaries and surrendering

themselves.

The sepoys got a good store of arms in the
arsenal and this compensated for the loss of

the lives on their side.

The Company’s army at Delhi consisted

entirely of Indians officered by the British.

There were three regiments of infantry, the

38th, the 54th and the 74th, and a battery

of artillery, also manned by Indians. They
had. their quarters in the Cantonment a few

miles from the city beyond the ridge over-

looking the city at the village of Rajpm'

where the University is now sited. The 54th

were promptly marched down to the main-

guard just within the Kashmir Gate, where

a detachment of the 38th was posted. In

their hearts they had S3mipathies with the

mutineers so when ordered to fire on the

insurgents they refused. This was also the

condition of the 54th. Several European

officers were cut down either by the

insurgent troops or by men of their own
regiment. Soon after, the artillery officers

arrived with their guns whereupon the

insurgents and the greater portion of the

54th dispersed. The guns were planted

before the main guard whereafter the 74th

also arrived under Major Abbott and the

whole force remained all day at the main
guard, joined from time to time by a few
European fugitives who miraculously escaped

from the city.

After the blowing up of the magazine the

sepoys of the three regiments, both in the

Cantonment hnd at the main-guard, broke

into open mutiny. All day long they had
been hovering on the brink of mutiny, but

were restrained by the fear that white regi-

ments were expected to arrive eveiy moment
from Meerut. When the day wore on and
no regiments arrived, the sepoys began a

massacre at the main-guard by a murderous
volley fired into the midst of English officers

and fugitives from the city, among whom
were several ladies. A few escaped by an
embrasure in the city wall, and clambering
across the ditch sought refuge in the Canton-
ment. The women and children were
collected on the flag-staff tower on the

^Eighteen Fifly-scitett, page 72.

|Thc banV ^vas mostly British owned.

JLt. \Vnioiigliby, their leader, escaped onlv to die at the hands of the villagers on his way to ^^cc^lt. The
remaining five received the Viaoria Cross.



EMPEROR BAHADUR SHAH
It was moic by coincidence than by design that Bahadur Shah became the s)inbolic head of

the National Go\einmcnt to whom all other Icadcis of the revolt owed allegiance. Left to

himself, he would have been content to pass his days in the quictitude of his palace wit/iin

the foit. But the scpo)s wanted a leader and vrould not let him alone.
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Hnihng fioin Uareilh Rnkhl Khan marched uuh his

bngadc to Delhi whcic I mpcioi Bahadur Shah made him

Commandci ut Chief of the nallouaU^t forces in super-

session of 1‘uncc Mn/.i Mogh.ih Ins own son On the

defeat of ilic nationalist foiccs, Bakht Khan plcadct! uith

the I mpcioi to accompanv the ainu to Asatih and to

continue the fight Bm the rmperor, with the weight of

^t.u^ on fiun, and feeble m mind ami bod), chose l!ic

roiueiuent counc of placing himself at the meres of tfic

British Commanders

QurcN z nr NAT mahal
A \soman of cxtraovdiuais intelligence, she is said to ha\c

taken a prominent pait in the planning of the rcioU The

emblem of the icbclhon, the white lotus and the chafmtiy was

the pioduct of her biain She also succeeded in pciMiadmg

the wascung 1 mpeioi to as'-umc the Icadciship of the

sepoNs and the nation
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summit of the ridge. But as the remaining

guns had also by now been seized by the

mutinous sepoys the only recourse now was

to take to flight in which the surviving

European officers joined.

Every vestige of British authority was now

stamped out of the Cantonment, as in the

morning* it had been stamped out from the

city. All through the night and the follow-

ing days, the fugitives toiled on. To some,

kind villagers gave help, others they des-

poiled. Many perished miserably on the

road, or, unable to proceed, fell prey to

marauding bands of robbers. The re-

mainder, struggling painfully on, often

assisted and sheltered by gentle people, and

especially the Jats, at last found a refuge in

Karnal and Meerut,f

The Emperor, when he came to know about

the killing of Europeans, gave strict orders

to stop it. Many Englishmen were thus

saved from death and made prisoner in the

palace. But the popular fury against the

very name of the English was so great that

after a few days the Emperor was compelled

to turn over the fifty prisoners, who were

European and Eurasian residents of Mohalla

Daryagunj, to the rebel mob. This was on

May 16. They were then taken to an open

maidan in the fort, with a rope thrown

round the whole party so that none could

escape, and massacred. The dead bodies

were then collected into carts and thrown

into the Yamuna.$

The massacre of the English which had

begun on May 11 ended on May 16. Between

C. SIEGE OP DELHI

General Anson, the Commandei’-in-Chief,

received the orders of the Governor-General

this period many Em’opeans fled Delhi as

already stated. But the women were
neither dishonoured nor harassed, though
those included in the party of the 50 pri-

soners were all killed. This is what Sir

William Muir, the then Head of the Intelli-

gence Department at Delhi has written :

“However much of cruelty and bloodshed

there was, the tales which gave currency of

dishonour to ladies were, so far as my obser-

vation and enquiries went, devoid of any
satisfactory proof”. The rumours to which
Sir William Muir refers were spread mostly

by English missionaries and were to the

effect that English women were made to walk
naked in the streets of Delhi, that they were
outraged openly, that their breasts were cut,

that small girls were outraged, and so on.

The falsehood of these stories has been ad-

mitted by all British historians.

Both Englishmen and Indians were stunned
by the news that Delhi had been captured by
Indian sepoys. This news travelled like

lightning. When it reached the Governor-

General at Calcutta, he could hardly believe

it. The leaders of the revolution at other

places, who had planned for the up-rising to

take place on May 31 all over the country,

were bewildered too. It was to be now de-

cided whether a general up-rising should at

once take place at each and every other

military station or whether May 31 should be

awaited. By this sudden up-setting of their

plans they were, however, left in a state of

indecision which was as harmful to the

cause of the revolution as it was beneficial

to the British who got breathing time to

prepare for the worst.

AND ITS RE-CAPTURE.

to proceed to Delhi to re-capture it. The
General at that time was at Simla and he

•By 8 o’clock in tiic morning the mutineers from Meerut rrere the sole masters of every' yard ivithin the city walls

csccnt tlie magazine and the main-guard just within the Kashmiri Gzte-Delhi Gazetteer (1912), p. 31.

hOc/hf Cnzrtterr fl921), pp. 32-33. '
'

, u u ^ c.
'

t-'k sweeper who helped to dispose off the corpses, aftenrards deposed that there were hut five or six men among

them t the rest were women and childicn—ndhi Gazetteer^ p. 33,
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knew that Delhi could not be re-captured

without sufficient preparations. He pro-

ceeded to Ambala, the seat of the Army
Headquarters then, to make arrangements

for the march on Delhi.

After General Anson left Simla there was

great uneasiness among the British officers

living there during the summer. A rumour

was circulated that a Gurkha battalion had

also arisen and was proceeding to Simla.

English women and children began to run

hither and thither. The men were so

frightened that in their attempts to escape,

they left the women and children behind.

The panic, however, subsided because no

Gurkhas were there. A similar occurrence

had taken place at Calcutta. There the

rumour was spread that the regiment of

Barrackpur was in arms against the English.

As a result, English men, women and
children were seen running towards the fort.

Some would hide in the comers of their

offices leaving their work aside
;

some
booked their passage to England.

On arrival at Ambala General Anson began
preparations for making the army ready to

march to Delhi, but, as the Indian camp
followers and labourers had left their jobs,

great difficulty and delay occurred in

making the preparations. English officers

and soldiers had been habituated to depend

entirely on their Indian employees to assist

in all sorts of job. Apart from the em-
ployees, the civil population also kept them-
selves aloof and gave no assistance to the

British. Thus observes Kaye : "Natives of

all classes held aloof waiting and watching
the issue of events. From the capitalists to

the coolies all shrank alike from rendering

assistance to those whose power might be

swept away in a day”.

In between Ambala and Delhi there lay the

Indian States of Patiala, Nabha and Jhind.

These used all their strength in favour of

the British. In each' one of them the
messenger of Bahadur Shah, who had
brouglit invitations to them to join him.

was killed. They opened their treasuries for

the British and with the help of their armies

arranged for the safe conduct of the English

force to Delhi and even fought against the

Delhi revolutionaries. In addition, the

rulers of these States tortured and murdered

the members of the families of the Punjab

-sepoys who had left their homes to join the

army of the Emperor.

The Commander-in-Chief, General Anson,

left Ambala for Delhi on May 25, 1857. His

passage was safeguarded by the Maharaja

of Patiala who sent sepoys and artillery with

his brother to guard the Thaneshwar Road,

The Raja of Jhind took up a strong position

at Panipat. In this way uninterrupted com-

munication with the Punjab was rendered

secure, Genei’al Anson, however, was in

weak health and the sudden rising of the

sepoys and the capture of Delhi had unnerved

him. Emaciated by mental and bodily

worries he died of cholera on arrival at

Karnal on May 27. Sir Henry Barnard

thereupon took his place as Commander-in-

Chief.

The new Commander-in-Chief, who had lately

seen service in the Crimea, was new to India

also. With his troops and the European re-

inforcements which he received from

Brigadier Wilson of Meerut who had now
joined him, the Commander-in-Chief reached

Badli-ki-Sarai, five miles from Delhi, on

June 8. There a battle with the rebel army
took place. The nationalist troops fought

courageously, but the superior generalship of

the British won the battle for them. They
then pushed forward and occupied the famous
Ridge, the low range of hills that form the

outer rampart of Delhi. The Ridge faced

the north side of the city.

General Barnard’s force was too small for an

investment being attempted on the city. So
he spent many weeks encamping on the Ridge

and facing fierce attacks from the nationali.st

forces. General Barnard died on July 9 and
his place was taken by General Reed. lie

too vacated his post due to illne.ss and
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proceeded on leave. The command was now
taken by Sir Archdale Wilson.

It was clear to the new Commander-in-Chief

that Delhi could not be relieved without

additional reinforcements. These came from
the Punjab where the Chief Commissioner,

Sir John Lawrence, had successfully checked

all mutinous tendencies. At the end of
July Sir John took counsel with his officers

amongst whom was General John Nicholson,

then Deputy Commissioner of Peshawar. It

was then decided that for the greater need of

Delhi the troops of the Punjab must, even at

a risk to the province itself, he sent to Delhi.

On September 6, a relieving army with a

heavy siege-train under Nicholson arrived

for the assistance of General Wilson. The
effective rank and file of all arms now
amounted to some 8,700 men of whom 3,300

were Europeans. Acting with them were
2,300 Indians from Kashmir and some
hundreds from Jhind.

Although Sir Archdale Wilson was in formal
command it was General Nicholson who was
to be the leader of the great assault by which
the city was ‘eventually to be taken. The
siege of Delhi which had gone on for three

months was now to terminate with the

advance into the city. Until the arrival of

the reinforcements from the Punjab, the

British force was actually more besieged than
besieging, and during July and August des-

perate encounters had taken place between
the opposing forces.

Inside the city, things were in a sorry plight.

The King was helpless* although everything

was being done in his name and orders were

being issued to the zamindars of the district

for. the collection of revenue. He was only

nominally at the head of the affairs and,

though treated with reverence, the real

power was in the hands of the soldiers. On

the petitions presented to him he recorded

his signatures or passed short autograph

orders.

The mutineers quarrelled among themselves

and the Meerut mutineers particularly com-
plained that

,
the Delhi-men had enriched

themselves with the plunder of the local

treasury while they suffered every privation

and want. For non-receipt of little or no
regular pay, they recouped themselves by
plundering weak but wealthy persons. The
bad characters of the town too had their

way and there was disorder all over.

The treasury was empty when a large army
had to be fed and a war fought, A com-
mittee of administration was formed, Mirza

Moghal was appointed Commander-in-Chief

(later to be replaced by General Bakht
Khan) and the other royal princes were
invested with, high military rank, but they

had neither the experience nor the capacity

to control indisciplined troops. This was
also the case with the nobles who formed the

council, so disorder continued. Shops were
closed and business was at a standstill.

Mounted on an elephant the King went about

appealing to the traders and the citizens to

resume their occupations, but their fear

could not be allayed. “From house to house

the unwilling King was distracted by cries

and petitions—now from the servants of the

murdered Europeans, now from the shop-

keepers whose shops had been plundered.

Appeals were made to him to repress the

plunder and rapine now common throughout

the city”—so wrote Mimshi Jivan Lai, quoted

by Dr; Sen.f

The King did what little he could to restore

order. He deprived one of his sons of his

military rank on the ground that he had

indulged in plundering and had him put

under arrest. He also passed orders that

•He had wiittcn a letter to the Commissioner, Agra Division. iVlr. Haney, who some years previously had been

Commissioner at Delhi, telling him of the outbreak and piotestit^g his helplessness— Gazetteer, pp. 43-4-I.

Pages 74-75.
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persons indulging in plunder would be

hanged even if they were his own sons. He
also threatened to abdicate. He is said to

have written to the Rulers of Jaipur,

Jodhpur, Bikaner, Alwar and Patiala expres-

sing his desire to abdicate in their favour

once the foreigners were expelled from the

land.

The British commanders on their part were

busy making their preparations. When
these were completed it was decided to storm

the city on the morning of September 14,

under the over-all command of General

Nicholson. The assaulting troops were

divided into four columns each assigned

with the task of attacking particular gates

and places some of which had a day before

been breached by cannon fire. One of these

columns suffered a heavy reverse and had

to beat a retreat. Two other columns had

also to struggle hard because the nationalist

troops would not yield an inch without des-

perate fighting. But the column bearing

number 3 which was to blow the Kashmiri

Gate and march into the city succeeded in its

task after bitter fighting. At last this gate

was blown open with a tremendous crash

and the British penetrated into the city.

At the end of the day the English forces

had occupied a part of the city walls and
got a foot-hold witlxin the town, but only

at the tremendous loss of some 1,000 men
and 66 ofiicers, which meant that about two
men out of every nine were killed and
wounded. Foremost on the fatal list was
John Nicholson himself who was carried to

the rear. But he lived long enough to hear
of the success of the whole attack and the
complete occupation of the capital for he
died a lingering death on September 23.

The capture of Delhi was primarily due to
the daring and leadership of Nicholson who
led his column in person and was the first to

mount the ladder and gain the city walls.

His death was widely mourned, and has been

described thus in the characteristic language

of Sir John Kaye : “Thus died John

Nicholson, in the prime of his life, amidst

a great wail of the universal Camp ....
Then from city to city, from cantonment to

.cantonment, went the chequered tidings
;

Delhi had fallen, the King was captive—but

John Nicholson was dead”.*

The nationalist forces \mder General Bakht
Khan fought desperately and bravely for six

days more within the city walls to defend

their remaining positions, but failed to hold

them. On September 20, the British entered

the Emperor's palace and celebrated their

triumph by eating dinner in the Diwan-i-

Khas. The city had been evacuated except

for a few brave sentries who did not leave

their posts at the palace gate. They met a

heroic death, with muskets on their shoulder,

grim and unmovable,t No one found in the

palace was left alive and no one asked for

quarters.

The re-conquest of Delhi cost the British

over 3,800 men and officers killed, wounded
and missing, between May 30 to September
20. This number was exclusive of the Sikhs,

Punjabis, Gurkhas and other Indian sepoys

who fought on the British side and whose
number in killed and wounded could not be

correctly computed. That they fought with
the greatest bravery and uncommon devotion

has been acknowledged by many an English
historian. As for the casualties on the side

of the nationalist forces, these too were
heavy, but have not been computed. Their
total strength had been put at 40,000 on the

eve of the assault. This is not wide of the

mark when it is remembered that Delhi had
become the rallying point for all. In parti-

cular, it was greatly strengthened by the
Bareilly Brigade which, after having
mutinied, came over to Delhi.

•Volmne in, p.-iRct Cr>8 anil CiCtO.

fKaic. volume HI, page G33.
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And thus was Delhi r^-occupied with the help

of well-armed and trained British troops

commanded by several veteran officers fresh

from the battle fields of the Crimea and
Persia and aided by heavy guns. But the

fight put up by the nationalist troops was so

fierce that the British generals were, after

the onslaught of September 14, thinking of

giving up the battle and retiring to the Ridge

to await for a more propitious opportunity

on the receipt of additional reinforcements.

Delhi was then under the jurisdiction of the

Lieutenant-Governor of the North-Western

Provinces. On the re-conquest of Delhi,

the Local Government published the follow-

ing announcement in the Agra Gazette Extra-

ordinary of September 30, 1857 : ‘‘Mr. B. A,

Reade, in charge of the Government of the

North-Western Provinces, has the gratifica-

tion to announce, for general information,

the receipt of a despatch, dated 22nd instant,

from Colonel Becher, Quarter-Master-General

of the Army, reporting the complete re-

occupation of the city of Delhi on the 21st

idem. In anticipation of the orders of the

Supreme Government, to whom it belongs to

commend this great achievement, a Royal
Salute has this day been fired from the

ramparts of the Port for the assurance of

loyal subjects of the British Government
and the discouragement of its enemies’\

D. EXTERMINATION OP MALE POPULATION
AND SACK OP CITY.

Thus re-conquered, Delhi remained for some

timet under military authority. It was
sacked by British soldiers and their Indian

allies all of whom mercilessly slaughtered

the male population and plundered the people.

Writes the Bombay Telegraph : “All the city

people found within the walls when our

troops entered were bayoneted on the spot
;

and the number was considerable, as you

may suppose when I tell you that in some

houses forty or fifty persons were hiding”.

On September 21 the streets were found

“deserted and silent, they resembled a city

of the dead on which some awful catastrophe

had fallen. It was difficult to realize that

we wei'e passing through what had been, only

a few days before, the abode of thousands

of people”.+ In every direction there lay

scattered dead bodies of sepoys and citizens

which remained lying for several days—the

stench from the decaying bodies was said

to be unbearable.

About the indiscriminate slaughtering in

which the British army mercilessly indulged,

the poet Ghalib, who was there at the time,

has painfully recorded in his Dastambu :

**God alone knows the number of pei’sons

who were hanged. The victorious army
entered the city along the main road.

Whomsoever they met on the way was killed.

The white men on their entry started killing

helpless and innocent persons. In two or

three mohallas the English both looted the

property and killed the people”.

That the poet was not wz’iting in poetic

exaggeration is borne out by Kaye : “Many
who had never struck a blow against us—^who

had tried to follow their peaceful pursuits

—

and who had been plundered and buffeted by
their own armed countr3mien, were pierced

It was in February, 1858, that the imperial city with the surrounding tcrritorjMvas transferred to the Local Govern-
ment of the Punjab, which was turned into a Lieu tenant- Governorship, a post held by Sir John Lawrence. The
iccognition of the services of Sir John in the recoveiy of I)clhi \ras one of the reasons for the transfer.

fit was not until Janiiaiy, 1858, that the city was made o^cr to the civil authorities and not until July following

that the civil courts irerc re-opened.

JSiege of Delhi by C. J. Giiffitbs, p. 199.
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by our bayonets, or cloven by our sabres or

brained by our muskets or rifles”.* The

historian goes on : “Some of the best and

bravest of our officers sanctioned, if they did

not take part in, these outrages ; and it is

doubtful whether they could have controlled

the excesses of their fighting men, especially

when they were maddened by much drink”, t

Space permits of the mention of but one or

two specific instances. In one case a number
of villagers were hung because they had been

found in possession of some new pice and it

was rashly supposed that they were parti-

cipants in the plunder of a neighbouring

treasury wMch h.ad coutaiued new coins also.

Afterwards it was found that these copper

coins had been paid to them for milk, vege-

tables and grain by a detachment of British

troops themselves. The account of this

tragedy was widely current for a long time

and Kaye in referring to it has said that,

though he has no authentic evidence of the

truth of the story, he is relating it as some-
thing very like truth.J

Another case was the slaughter of some 200
men. It happened that some Mazhabi§
Sikh soldiers were killed in a lane of the
city. The British troops proceeded to the
place and indiscriminately slew many on the
spot. Others “against whom blood-proofs,

as also relics of our murdered country-
women, children, and other Christian
j'esidents” were found {on their persons or in

their houses) were, following the example of

Neill at Kanpur, made “to labour in

cleansing our polluted lines before their final

punishment”.)!

In addition to indiscriminate murder,
hundreds were executed after a mere show

of summary trial. Ihe Delhi Gazetteer

records that the Special Commission

appointed for the summary pimishment of

offenders convicted 2,025 persons, acquitting

1,281. Of the convicts 392 were hanged, 57

sentenced to life imprisonment and many
more to shorter terms. But the book adds

that these figures do not show all the pimish-

ments inflicted and then quotes the official

report in which it was said : "It is difficult

to analyse all that may have been done

during that period of excitement”. The

Gazetteer further states that “the Delhi

district received a lesson which will never be

forgotten .... the city retained only one-

fourth of its former population'’'
.'i'l

Amongst those condemned to be hanged were

no less than 21 princes of the Royal family.

They too were tried summarily and though

there were doubts about the evidence pro-

duced the verdict against them was pro-

nounced simply because they belonged to the

family of the ex-Emperor. They were

hanged the same day.

When Indian life was so cheaply taken, it

is no wonder that property should have been

seized on a mass scale without the least

scruples. Systematic plunder continued for

many days. In the temples idols were

removed and theii’ pedestals broken in search

of hidden treasure. In deserted houses the

floors were dug and the walls broken for

the same purpose.

An Assistant Surgeon had written in a report

that the houses were desolate and plundered,

that the plunder daily being found in the city

was more than enormous, it was almost

incredible, and that every officer present at

the siege was able to retire from service at

Kinr. \olimie IH. pnftc 0%,
I//11U

^Volume Ilf. p. r»38. ffKH-notc.

ninongst the Iliiuhi^ taking to Sikh religion ate known hy lUU name.
^Kn)c, volume HI. p. S37.

^ ^*^^*^\* Gazetteer doet not sped fi rally 'ay so. the rctlured figtire of population apparently
into af«»nnf the people nho find dc^erirtl the dreaded city and those who wcie forcibly expelletl.
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once. This was no exaggeration for there

were many proved cases in which the ill-

gotten gains of the officers were of the order

of two lakhs of rupees. The number of

those who collected Rs,10,000 or so was very

great. So a large number of men got their

discharge from the Company’s army at the

earliest possible opportunity and returned

to England with the booty. There they sold

the plundered jewels and ornaments to the

jewellers who exhibited them in their

windows for re-sale.

Apart from the plunder done by the soldiers

and the officers, the military authorities

collected from the inhabitants prize money
amounting to about 35^2 lakhs of rupees.

Owing to the murder of some European

officers who had straggled from the lines,

almost the whole population was expelled

from the city, because the military autho-

rities, who were in charge, pleaded their

inability to make security arrangements on

account of shortage of men. These persons,

driven with their women and children from

their hearth and home, lived in great misery

crowded in hovels in the villages near Delhi

without change of clothes and without

shelter. All the gates of the city, except

two, were closed to prevent men coming

back—^the Kashmir Gate was kept open for

the entry and the Lahore Gate for the exit.

Later, the order of expulsion was somewhat

modified, the Hindus being generally ad-

mitted, but Muslims still rigorously excluded.

Eventually, persons desiring to return were

admitted on payment of a fine equal to 25

per cent, of the value of their immovable

property with a rebate of 15 per cent, on

the calculated amount in the case of Hindus.

Still, the misery of these men made them

come back to their bare walls and empty

houses for all their movable property was

gone.

The extreme distress of these people was
later admitted in an official letter which
stated : “The policy of the Military

authorities has, it is too evident, occasioned

a vast amount of misery and distress indis-

criminately among the innocent
; even among

those who suffered bitterly from the Mutineer
reign at Delhi”.*

With carnage all round, there was one
relieving feature of the calamity—the
women-folk were not dishonoured or
harassed. Sir John Kaye has been able to

aver that from the mass of documents he
had before him for writing his famous
history he could “clearly derive the one grati-

fying fact that the women and children were
almost uniformly respected. A stray shot

might now and then have inadvertently

carried death with it, but no intentional

outrages were committed”.!

Of the many proofs of forbearance which the
noted historian had before him he has quoted

one as a sample. The European troops had,

after the general assault, taken possession

of a large house, the basement and court of

which were filled with women and children

of respectable families, who were much
frightened and naturally so. But the

soldiers treated them as if they had been
their own sisters and passed them out care-

fully and kindly on their way to the Kashmir
Gate which was all that could be done for

them at the moment.

Many women had, however, thrown them-
selves into wells (as had been the case in

Jhansi) for fear of being molested by the

soldiery. A number of wells thus got filled

with their dead bodies. Some of them who
jumped later did not die because the water

had already been covered. When British

officers tried to take them out they shrieked

•Quoted by Dr. Sen, p. 117.

|Kayc, volume III, page 639.
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and said that for the sake of God they might

be left to their fate, that they were wives and

E. INHUMAN MURDER

On their defeat the nationalist forces made
their escape from Delhi and went mostly

towards Avadh. The Emperor, with several

members of the royal family and a large

following, took refuge at Humayun’s tomb

some miles distant from the city. There,

on September 21 he surrendered to Major

Hudson, acting under the authority of

General Wilson. He was taken to the city

as prisoner. Next day, Hudson again went

to Humayun’s tomb to arrest the Emperor’s

sons, Mirza Moghal and Mirza Khizr Sultan,

and grandson, Mirza Abu Bakr. They tried

to obtain an assurance that their lives would

be spared, but this was not conceded.

The Princes were taken captive and Major
Hudson proceeded with them towards the

city. On the way, he forced them to get down
from their bullock-chariots and made them
strip off their outer garments, Hudson then

murdered them in cold blood. He admitted

in a letter to his wife that he had deliberately

shot each Prince one after another. Hudson
had sent to his wife in England a turquoise

armlet and signet rings which belonged to

these Princes who were deprived of them
before they were shot.

It is also on record that the severed heads

of these Princes were later sent by Hudson
to the Emperor and his Queen as ^presents’

from him. Another version is that Hudson
himself took them to the Emperor and,

presenting the covered tray containing the

heads, said that it was the present* from
the East India Company which had remained
in abeyance for many years. As the cover

was lifted the already broken-hearted King

daughters of respectable families and should
not be molested but shot straightway.

OF EMPEROR’S SONS

was horrified to see the ghastly sight and in

a voice of profound anguish uttered the

words : 'Mercy of God ! the descendants

of Taimur used to come in the same manner
with reddened faces before their father’.f

Thereafter, the heads were exhibited for 24
hours in front of the Khooni Gate and the

trunks were hung in front of the city Kotwali.

The next day they were thrown into the

Yamuna.

By his brutal act Hudson blackened the name
of Englishmen, Though some of them have
tried to find an apology for him by saying
that he carried out the execution on account
of the fear that the mob which was follow-

ing might have attempted to rescue them,
the more frank and thoughtful writers have
condemned him in .unequivocal terms.

General Hope Grant considered it as "most
uncalled for”. Historian Malleson has
written a long condemnation : "A more
brutal or a more unnecessary outrage was
never committed. It was a blunder as well

as a crime. It is true that the gossip of

the camp had accused the princes of the

imperial house of having instigated the

massacre of our countr3mien and countxy-

women in the month of May, but not a single

item of evidence had been adduced to sub-

stantiate the charge. It is quite possible

that a fair trial might have cleared them \

or had it convicted, them, the British public

would have enjoyed the satisfaction of

knowing that they deserved the fate which
would then have befallen them. The princes

.surrendered as pri.soncrs of war. It is idle

to say that unless they had been shot* they

•The icfcrcnrc is to the uhich the rmperor prcxiniisly u.rc! to icccivc foui limes n ywr from the Company.
•fThc Kords fpoVen in nindiistani were

:

^ tth ^ ^ I
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In 184G, Delhi contained 25,618 houses, 9,945 shops, 201 mosques, 181 temples, 1 church and

196 schools of all kinds.

The inhabitants consisted of 71,500 Hindus, 66,100 Muslims and 330 Chiistians, total 1,37,930—

divided almost equally between males and females.
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would have been rescued. No attempt was
made by the crowd to wag a finger on their

behalf . . . . It is to be regretted on every
ground that he (Hudson) gave way to the

prompting of his nature. ... In the history

of the Mutiny there is no more painful

episode than that connected with his name
on this occasion.’’

The crime of Hudson grieved the people of

England too. Writes Kaye : ^‘And although

Hudson at one time believed that the ‘whole

nation’ would rejoice, I may aver without

hesitation that the general feeling in

England was one of profound grief not un-

mingled with detestation. I never heard iHe

act approved ; I never heard it even

defended”.'*'

Khwaja Hasan Nizami, the noted writer and

P. THE FATE OF

When Bahadur Shah had taken refuge in

Humayun’s Maqbara, his Commander-in-

Chief, General Bakht Khan, pleaded with

him to leave Delhi and accompany the army -

to Avadh and continue the fight. On the

other hand his near relation, Ilahi Bux, who
was in league with the British, advised him
to surrender. The old and feeble King
listened to the easier alternative and

surrendered to Major Hudsont on the con-

dition that his own life and the lives of Jawan
Bakht, his youngest son (by Zeenat Mahal),

and his (the King’s) father-in-law, Ahmad
Quli Khan, would be spared. They were then

taken back to the city, Queen Zeenat Mahal

in one palki with her son Jawan Bakht, and

in another the Emperor. They were con-

fined as prisoners in the Red Fort.

The Emperor himself was ill-treated by the

British before he was transported to Burma.

Mr. Layard, a Member of British Parliament,

who visited Delhi at that time, has written

historian of Delhi, has recorded a still more
devilish act connected with these murders.

It is that after having shot the Princes dead,

Hudson cut off their heads and taking their

warm blood between the palms of his hands
drank it saying that if he did not do so he
would go mad. There is no mention of

this in the books written by English-

men, but
,
Khwaja Hasan Nizami in

his book Delhi Jcee Janhanee^^ empha-
tically asserts that this happening is correct.

He says that he had heard about it from
hundreds of citizens of Delhi and that in

addition one of the favourite associates of

Mirza Ilahi Bux (a relation and counsellor

of the Emperor), who had seen the occur-

rence, had narrated it to his (the Khwaja’s)

father.

THE EMPEROR

thus : ‘T saw the broken-down old man not

in a room but in a miserable cell of his palace

lying on a bedstead with nothing to cover

but a miserable tattered coverlet. He rose

with difficulty from his couch, showed him
his arms which were eaten away by disease

and by flies partly for want of water. He
lamented that he had not enough to eat. Is

that the way in which, as Christians, we
ought to treat a King ?”

Mr Layard also saw the condition of the

women of the Royal family who had all been

“huddled up in a corner with their children”.

He was told that they were allowed only 16

shillings a day for their maintenance.

The famous Sir William Howard Russell,

the world’s first war correspondent, who
visited India in 1857, after reporting the

Crimean War for the has made
certain observations about Bahadur Shah.

He says that the Emperor was no doubt “a

Kaye, volume XU, p. 654.

+Hc had obtained the permission of General XVilson to negotiate for the King’s surrender through Ilahi Bux, but

the condition of sunendcr mentioned to the General that only the King’s own life would be protected.
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weak and cruel old man, but to talk of

ingratitude on the part of one who saw that

all the dominions of his ancestors had

gradually been taken from him by force or

otherwise till he was left with an empty title,

a more empty exchequer and a palace full

of penniless princes and princesses of his own
blood, is perfectly preposterous”.

The King and the Queen were tried before

a Military Commission on the charge of

encouraging and abetting acts of rebellion

and murder.® As for the murders, his

defence was that he had sent his eldest son,

Mirza Moghal, to rescue the British prisoners,

but that he either reached the place too late

or that he failed to convince the rebels, and

it was thus that the prisoners were slain.

This defence was borne out by recorded evi-

dence. The penalty for waging war against

the Government with which the King and the

Queen were charged was death. But it was
brought out that, as a condition of their

surrender, Hudson had promised that their

lives would be spared. According^, they

were not subjected to capital sentence, but
were condemned to imprisonment for life.

They passed the rest of their imhappy days

as State prisoners in Rangoon.

The unlucky ex-monarch did not, however,

live long afterwards to count his miserable

days. He died in 1862 at the age of eighty-

seven.

'‘I do» without the slightest hesitation, declare my humble

disapprobation of persons in high authority announcing that

upon the standards of England '‘VENGEANCE’*, and not

“JUSTICE”, should be inscribed/*— Disraeli (Earl of

Bcaconshcld) Queen Victoria’s Prime Minister, 1874—1880,

•One of the charget of being accessor)* to ”ihc slaughter of 49 Christians, cbicflv women and children, within
the pabce-rs'alU”. The trial u^as held in the Emperors o'mt Hall of Audience.
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• Two types of persons in the world pierce through the circle of the sun and reach the heaven, namely the yogi

with controlled desires and one who dies fighting in the field of battle.
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A. EARLY LIFE

BIRTH AND PARENTAGE

The history of the world records the life and

career of many glorious women who have

left behind an immortal name for one reason

or the other. There are examples of re-

markable women warriors ;
many have

shown their genius in other fields. But no

other woman in history has excelled the

great Laxmi Bai in valour in the field of

battle where she fell fighting in the prime of

her youth. And amongst those who laid

down their lives in the war of 1857, the Rani

stands out as the most illustrious persona-

lity. By her heroic death Rani Laxmi Bai

kindled the fire of patriotism in every heart

and her name is uttered with love and admi-

ration in every Indian home. Even the

British have admired her for her courage

and fighting talents. Sir Hugh Rose felt

no hesitation in describing her as “the
BRAVEST OF THE BRAVE”.

Rani Laxmi Bai was born with the maiden
name of Manu Bai at Varanasi on October

21, 1835, in a Maharashtrian family of hiun-

ble status. Her father, Moro Pant Tambe,
was on the personal staff of Chimnaji Appa
(brother of the deposed Peshwa Baji Rao),

who was passing his days in exile at Vara-

nasi as a pensioner of the British Govern-

ment. On the death of Chimnaji Appa,

Moro Pant, being left without any means of

support, moved to Bithoor where Maharaja
Baji Rao had settled himself after losing his

kingdom in 1818. Baji Rao gave him a

place amongst his retinue on a salary of

Rs.50 per mensem. At this time Manu Bai

was three yeai-s of age. Two years later she

lost her mother. Her inborn talents soon
attracted the notice of the ex-Peshwa who
began to bestow his alTection upon her. She
was brought up in comfortable surroundings

and Nana Dhondu Pant and Rao Saheb were
amongst her plajunates, though much gi-eat-

cr in age.

Under the fostering care of Maharaja Baji

Rao, Manu Bai was brought up in

womanly accomplishments. In addition she

learnt horse-riding, the use of the sword and
the rifle. Much is not known of her early

life at Bithoor, for she remained there only

until the age of 14, when she was married

to Raja Gangadhar Rao of Jhansi.

The story is often told, and told with authen-

ticity, that on one occasion the boy prince

Nana Saheb and some other boys of the

Peshwa’s family refused to take Manu Bai

on a joy ride on the Maharaja’s elephant

whereupon she began to cry. Her father,

who happened to be present, felt aggrieved

and in that condition told her in disgust :

“ You were not born to ride an elephant

;

now keep quiet.” But Manu’s stout heart

was not to be depressed by these words of

taunt, and before leaving the place she shout-

ed at Nana Saheb :
“ I will show you ! for

your one elephant, I will have ten ; remem-
ber my words.” These were prophetic words
for she did have many elephants, and besides

many other things too, when she be-

came the Rani of Jhansi by marriage with
Raja Gangadhar Rao.

On account of her good nature and large-

heartedness, Manu was liked by all her play-

mates and young Nana Saheb’s refusal to

give her a seat in the howdah was hot in-

consistent with the special affection in which
he held her for it is not uncommon among
children to tease their play-mates and delight
in doing so without meaning offence or har-
bouring ill-will. But a gro\\m-up man, such
as Manu’s father was, could not understand
the fun of the children and unneccissarily
said harsh words to his loving daughter.
The affection of these two play-mates conti-
nued for life.

MARRIAGE AND WIDOWHOOD

Maharaja Baji Rao, who had already taken
upon him.self the responsibility for bringing
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up Manu Bai, whom he had nicknamed as

Chhabili, was now in the look-out for a suit-

able match for the growing girl about whom
her own father was also getting anxious.

Baji Rao was desirous of marrying the girl

in a prosperous family and this now became
possible as Raja Gangadhar Rao, a widower
of 40, was anxious to re-marry. At that

time Manu Bai was but 14 years. Though
there was much diversity in age, Baji Rao
approved the offer of Gangadhar Rao for the

talented girl was fully qualified for the role

of a queen. The marriage was performed

at Jhansi with great pomp, the entire expens-

es having been provided by Maharaja Baji

Rao. Many ruling princes were present.

Soon after the marriage, Manu, now Rani

Laxmi Bai, began to take interest in the

affairs of the State although this was not to

the liking of her husband. Further handi-

caps arose out of the fact that the ruling

powers of the Raja were restricted by the

British Government who interfered in the
administration through a Deputy Political

Agent, Captain Dunlop.

With Raja Gangadhar Rao the Rani made a
pilgrimage to Allahabad, Varanasi and Gaya
in 1850. At every place the Government had
arranged for their proper reception.

A son was born to her in 1851, but died three

months later to the deep sorrow of all.

Gangadhar Rao's heart was broken
;

he
began to decline in health. The following

two years were passed in indifferent health

and the feeble ruler could not survive beyond
November 21, 1853.

A day before his death. Raja Gangadhar
Rao and Laxmi Bai had adopted as a son a
child of five years who now bore the name of

Damodar Rao. The ceremony of adoption

was performed according to the strict injunc-

tions of the Shastras so as to leave no room
for doubt about the validity of the adoption.

B. ANNEXATIO]S[ OF JHANSI

Lord Dalhousie, the Governor-General, un-

justly declined to approve the adoption.

Jhansi was incorporated in British India in

March 1854 under the Doctrine op Lapse.

The famous words “ Mera Jhansi nehi denge”

were uttered by her when Major Ellis, the

Political Officer, communicated to her the

Government's decision to take over the prin-

cipality. Actually, however, she made
no resistance to the annexation, and quietly

moved from the fort to the palace assigned

to her in the city.

Lord Dalhousie sought to support his arbi-

trary order by the argument which he used

in his minute of February 27, 1854 :

There is no heir of the body of the late

Raja—^there is no heir whatever of any

Raja or Subedar of Jhansi with whom the

British Government has at any time had

relations : the late Raja was never expected

by his own people to adopt, and an adoption

by the previous Raja, whom the British Gov-

ernment had constituted hereditary chief of

Jhansi, was not acknowledged by the British

GrOveiTiment. Wherefore it follows that the

right to refuse to acknowledge the present

adoption by Gangadhar Rao is placed beyond
question."

UNJUSTNESS OF THE ANNEXATION

In order to appreciate the invalidity of

Lord Dalhousie's action, it would be conve-

nient to refer briefly to the creation of the

Jhansi Raj and its subsequent treaties with
the British Government.

Bundelkhand had long struggled to main-
tain its independence against the Emperors
of Delhi. Thus the Bundela Chief, Champat
Rai, in the later part of the reign of Shah
Jahan, asserted his independence, and his

son, the famous Chhatrasal, founded a king-

dom in the eastern part of the province of

Bundelkhand, the ruler of the western part

continuing to owe allegiance to Delhi. Raja
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Chhatrasal made Panna his capital and held

the fort of Kalinjar which has been famous

as the most impregnable fort in Indian

history. The annual land revenue of Raja

Chhatrasal was of the order of one crore of

rupees and he had within his territories the

celebrated diamond mines of Panna.

On Chhatrasal being attacked by the Nawab
of Farrukhabad, Mohammad Khan Bangesh,

the former sought the aid of Peshwa Baji

Rao I who immediately came to Chhatrasal’s

rescue and utterly defeated the Bangesh

Nawab. In his gratefulness, Raja Chhatra-

sal assigned a large part of his territory to

Baji Rao whom he now began to hold in the

relationship of a son, in addition to his two
natural-born sons. The donated territories

included the district of Jhansi which was
governed by Peshwa Baji Rao I and his suc-

cessors through an officer who was styled as

Subedar (or Governor) of Jhansi. Later,

the subedarship became hereditary in the

family of Raghunath Hari Nevalkar who ab-

dicated in favour of his brother, Sheo RaO
Bhao. In 1804, the East India Company,
by an agreement made on February 6, enter-

ed into a defensive alliance with Sheo Rao
Bhao who at the same time continued to be

under the suzerainty of the Peshwas of

Poona whom he paid a yearly tribute which
was to continue to be paid, the British

themselves claiming no tribute from the

Bhao. This agreement proceeded on the

basis that friendship and alliance subsisted

between the British Government and the

Poona Darbar and that Sheo Rao Bhao was
a tributary of the Peshwa. Raja Sheo Rao
Bhao undertook not to give protection in his

countrj' to any person who was at enmity
with the British Government. He also

agreed to join the British forces with his

arm}' in punishing the disaffected persons in

the counti-}’ adjoining his territoiy.

Sheo Rao Bhao was succeeded by his

grandson Ram Chandra Rao, who entered
into a separate engagement with the British

in consequence of the fact that now the

Peshwa had, by a treaty of June 13, 1817,

transferred the principality of Jhansi to the

British Government. This transfer of

sovereignty necessitated a new engagement

which was concluded between the British and

Ram Chandra Rao, then a minor, acting

under the guardianship of Gopal Rao. Arti-

cle 2 of this treaty which guaranteed the

principality of Jhansi to Raja Ram Chandra

Rao, his heirs and successors, ran as

follows :

'‘The British Government, with a view to confirm

the fidelity and attachment of the Government of jhansi,

consents to acknowledge and hereby constitutes Rao
Ramchand, his heirs and successors, hereditar)' rulers

of the territory enjoyed by the late Sheo Rao Bhao at

the period of the commencement of the British Gov-

ernment, and now in the possession of Rao Ramdiand,
excepting the Pergunnah of Mote, which being held by

the Jhansi Government in mortgage from Raja Baha-

dur, will continue on its present footing until a settlement

of the mortgage takes place between the parties. The
British Government further engages to protect the

aforesaid territor)' of Rao Ramchand from the aggression

of foreign powers.**

By the other articles of the treaty Raja Ram
Chandra Rao agreed to submit to the arbitra-

tion of the British Government, his disputes

with other States and to abide by its award,

to maintain no correspondence with foreign

States without the consent of the British

Government, and to give no asylum to crimi-

nals of the British Government. Ram
Chandra Rao also agreed to employ his

ti'oops, at his own expense, in co-operation

with the British Government, on all occasions

in which the interests of the two Govern-

ments would be mutually concerned. On
such occasions the Jhansi troops shall be

under the orders and the control of the Bri-

tish commandei’. Certain other subsidiary

terms were also provided for.

On his death in 1835, Ram Chandra Rao,

dying issueless, was succeeded by his imclc,

Raghunath Rao. The latter also died with-

out any legitimate male issue in 1838. The

principality then came into the hand.s of

Gangadhar Rao whose claim was recognised

by the British Government in preference to

other contestants. He was invested with
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ruling powers in 1843. In the intervening

period between 1838 and 1843, the State

remained imder the direct management of the

British Government, the reason given being

the alleged incompetence of Gangadhar Rao.

Before the actual transfer of administration

to Raja Gangadhar Rao in 1843, an agree-

ment was signed between him and the British

Government on December 27, 1842. This

document was formally ratified by the Gov-

ernor-General on January 20, 1843.

Under this agreement, the State of Jhansi

(with the exception of certain territories

yielding an annual revenue of Rs.2,27,458

which were to be retained by the East India

Company towards one-half of the cost of

the Bundelkhand Legion) was to be made
over to Raja Gangadhar Rao on January 1,

1843, or as soon thereafter as possible. But

the most important provision relevant to the

question of succession was that this agree-

ment guaranteed the continuance in force of

the former treaties between the Jhansi

Chiefs and the British Government, which

meant that the clause of the treaty of 1817

quoted earlier was to remain in full force

and effect. Thus, according to the agree-

ment of 1842, read with the treaty of 1817,

it was not within the competence of the

British Government to de-recognise the adop-

tion made by Raja Gangadhar Rao prior to

his death. The position may be thus stated:

Article 2 of the treaty of 1817 constituted

Raja Ram Chandra Rao, “ his heirs and sue-

cessors'" as hereditary rulers of the territory

of Jhansi. This meant that the British

Government were bound to recognise the

heirs and successors of Raja Gangadhar Rao

also as hereditary rulers of Jhansi. Now,

according to Hindu law, an adopted son is as

much an heir and successor as a natural bom
son. The British Government would have

been bound to recognise, as ruler of Jhansi,

the natural-born son of Raja Gangadhar

Rao born in 1851 had he lived, and so under
the rule of Hindu law they were bound to

treat any adopted son of the Raja on the
same footing as a natural-born son, because
the rights of an adopted son are at par with
those of a natural son. The non-recognition

of the adoption was thus a violation of the
solemn engagement made by the British Gov-
ernment with Raja Gangadhar Rao and on
this argument the annexation of Jhansi was
both illegal and unjustified.

RANI^S REPRESENTATION

Against the order of Lord Dalhousie, the
Rani represented her case to the Court of
Directors and for this purpose sent her
agents to London. The Directors, however,
upheld the decision of the Governor-General.
In this mission the Rani had to spend some
sixty thousand rupees. The Rani's hopes
had arisen from the fact that, in the past, the
State of Jhansi had all along been
friendly and helpful to the British Govern-
ment. She also lay in some store by the
kharita which, on the day of the adoption.

Raja Gangadhar Rao had placed in the
hands of Major Ellis, the Political Agent at

Jhansi, in which the dying Raja had request-

ed that “ in consideration of my loyalty, the
Government should treat this child with
kindness. The administration of the State

should be vested in my widow during her
lifetime as the sovereign of this principality

and mother of the child adopted,"*

In consequence of the annexation, the Gov-
ernment sanctioned to the Rani a pension
of Rs.60,000 per annum and she was per-

mitted to live in the palace in the city. She
was exempted from the jurisdiction of

British courts and this privilege was also

extended to her personal retinue.

As for the adoption, it was allowed to have
its effect so far as family treasimes and the
personal property of Raja Gangadhar Rao
were concerned. On that ground, a sum of

Parasnis, Jhnusi Satisthanchya MaJwrnui Lahshmibai Snheb Hynnchen Chaiita, pp. 43-44.
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rupees six lakhs which Raja Gangadhar

Rao had left in the treasury at the time of

his death was held in trust by the Govern-

ment of India for his adopted son. But cer-

tain villages which during the earlier regime

had been assigned to the temple of Maha-

lakshmi, the family deity of the Raja, were

resumed by Government. This action caused

great distress to the Rani and roused popu-

lar feelings against the Government. But a

greater offence to the Rani and the people

C. MUTINY

HOW IT OCCURRED

On annexation, the Rani was made to vacate

the foi-t in which she had been living when
the Raja was alive. She now moved to the

palace assigned to her in the city. Her

troops were dismissed and the 12th Infantry

of the Bengal Army occupied the fort under

the command of Captain Dunlop. Captain

Alexander Skene was appointed Political

Officer in charge of the district.

The story of the greased cartridges was now
prevalent at Jhansi as at other places. The
news of the uprising at Meerut and Delhi in

May 1857 was received at Jhansi also, but

Captain Dunlop saw no sign of disquiet

among his sepoys. Trouble, however, start-

ed on June 5, on the receipt of a chit,

brought by some one from Delhi, stating that

the whole army of the Bengal Presidency

had mutinied and as the Regiment stationed

at Jhansi had not done so, the men compos-

ing it were outcastes or had lost their faith.

How the trouble started has been described

in a note of June 6 from Captain Gordon,

Deputy Superintendent of Jhansi, to Major
Erskine, Commissioner, Saugar Division :

“ At Skene’s request I send you a few lines

to tell you that the Wing of the 12th or

rather a portion of it have broken out into

open mutiny in Cantonment, seized the Star

of Jhansi was the introduction of cow-killing

which, during the time qf the Raja, was
never allowed in the town of Jhansi.

It is stated that in protest the Rani declin-

ed to receive the pension, but Dr. Sen has

held that, after refusal in the first instance,

she reconciled herself to her lot and accept-

ed the pension which was found subject to

many deductions, including that on accoimt

of Raja Gangadhar Rao’s debt which she

thought was a liability on the State.*

AT JHANSI

Port which contains the magazine and all tlie

treasure amounting to about 41 lakhs of

rupees. They have been joined by the Artil-

lery and the only two guns we have here.

The following was the way in which they

did it. At about 3 p.m. yesterday a lot of

the sepoys, having raised a clamour that the

Magazine was being attacked by dacoits,

made a rush for the place. A number of

men, not implicated directly, got in with the

mutineers, and at once loaded the guns and

put them in position. The good or rather

the lukewarm men got out again in the even-

ing, but the Magazine is still held by about

50 men and the two guns. We are in this

fix, that none of the men of the Wing, nor,

I believe, the Cavalry can be trusted. I

could dislodge the mutineers in the Fort with

Thakoors, but the first shot would throw all

the rest into open mutiny.”

Immediately, Skene and Gordon took shelter

into the fort along with the European and
the Christian families of Jhansi. The
Indian servants of European officers did not

follow them into the fort, but on the first

day they had free access to their masters and
their meals were served from outside. Those
sepoys who had not yet joined the mutiny
slept in the lines on the night between June
5 and 6, and Captain Dunlop was left to

entertain hopes that they would keep steady.

Dr. |>. SriO,
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This was, however, not to be, for the next

day Bakshish Ali, the Jail Darogha, joined

the mutineers with his guards. The sepoys

then shot Captain Dunlop and some others.

They also killed the two sepoys who had
tried to protect a British officer named
Taylor. On the 8th, Captain Gordon met

his death with a shot through his head which

was fired either by the mutineers or by the
,

Captain himself to commit suicide in

despair.

In the afternoon of the 8th took place the

massacre of European men, women and chil-

dren in circumstances which are still the

subject of debate. According to Dr. Sen,

Captain Skene came out of the fort in the

afternoon of that day along with the rest of

the European party. As the fort had
been blockaded and as there were no provi-

sions inside, it was only a question of time

how soon the fugitives would yield to hiuiger.

It was in these circumstances that Captain

Skene had decided to come out of the fort.

But whether he did so on the assurance of a

safe conduct on the part of the rebels, or

with any terms at all, remains yet to be final-

ly established. Be that as it may, the whole

party of men, women and children were put

to the sword when they reached Jokhan

Bagh where their dead bodies lay exposed

for three days, after which they were buried

in a common pit. Bakshish Ali, the Jail

Darogha, had taken a leading^ part in this

indiscriminate slaughter from which only

one woman, with two children, managed to

save herself. This lady was Mrs. Mutlow

who, while leaving the fort, had put on

Indian dress which fitted in her dusky com-

plexion.

Wild stories went about the dishonour said

to have been done to the victims. These

were, however, set at rest by the inquiry

conducted a year later by Sir Robert

Hamilton. His findings were : “It no-

where is stated that before death any sort

of indignity was offered to any single one of

the unfortunate sufferers, and not only is

there no evidence, but on the contrary it

may be safely asserted that not one of the

bodies was afterwards mutilated or ill-treat-

ed ; unquestionably they were left, on the

spot where they fell, exposed
;
their clothes

were doubtless stolen and carried away
and the corpses of some (not of all) stript,

but nothing more. The exaggerated state-

ments that have appeared in the public

prints may confidently be contradicted

;

what actually occurred was most painful to

the relations and friends of the deceased and
to humanity, without their feelings being

harrowed by monstrous details as contrary

to fact as their invention is repugnant to

every Christian feeling.”*

RANI ASSUMES THE ADMINISTRATION

On June 12, the rebels made for Delhi after

extorting a large sum of money from the

Rani. Thereafter, she assumed the adminis-

tration of Jhansi. In her letter to Major
Erskine, Commissioner and Agent to the

Lieutenant-Governor, Saugar Division, she
explained that she was not with the rebels,

that she had to pay them money on their

threats of violence and that in taking up the

responsibility for the administration she had
acted in the interests of the people. She
invited the Government to send troops for

the maintenance of law and order.

Major Erskine had no reason to suspect the

sincerity of the Rani^s letter. In forward-

ing it to the Governor-General he added that

what the Rani had written agreed with what
he had heard from other sources. At the

same time, Erskine authorised the Rani “to

collect the revenue, to raise police, and to do
everything in her power to restore order and
that accounts will be settled with her when
officers reach Jhansi when she will be libe-

rally dealt with”. He also sent her a draft

Foreign Political Consultations. No. 280. December 30, 1859 (Supp.).
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proclamation in the name of the British

Government, but to be issued by the Rani

herself. By this proclamation all inhabi-

tants of the district were called upon to

obey the Rani agreeably to the custom of the

British Government. A copy of this pro-

clamation appears as Annexure I to this

chapter.

The Governor-General did not entirely agree

with Major Erskine, but had no alternative

save to approve the arrangement on a condi-

tional basis. The view of the Governor-

General was that the Rani, at all events, gave

assistance to the mutineers and the rebels,

that she gave them guns and men.

In the meanwhile, the Rani had to face trou-

bles from some of her own neighbours. Of

these, the rulers of Orchha and Datia greatly

harassed her. The army of Orchha held

siege of Jhansi for over a month and a half.

It was defeated only after the mutinous

Gwalior troops came to her rescue. The
Raja of Bazpur also helped the Rani in scat-

tering the Orchha army.

In the meantime, the Rani had organised

her own army of 14,000 sepoys with 20 guns.

She was apprehensive that in the long run
the Bi'itish would not leave her alone and
that, when they were in a position to do so,

they would displace her. She was led to this

conclusion because the British sent her no
help—on the other hand the Chiefs of Datia
and Orchha, who had harassed her, were pro-

fessing allegiance to the British. But with
all this she was, until Januaiy or February,

1858, still prepaz'ed to make over Jhansi to

the British, should they treat her with
honour and kindness.

On Januaiy 26 the Rani had sent her vakil

to the Commissioner, her idea being that if

D. THE BRITISH

Sir Hugh Rose was now on his way to Jhansi
with the intention of capturing the Rani
alive, if possible. On her part the Rani after

the vakil was treated kindly she would not

fight, but return all the territory
; on the

contrary if the ofiicers showed displeasure,

she wotild fight to the last. . Though her pre-

parations for defence were in full swing, she

was, in the month of Febiniary 1858, still

unwilling to fight. In the middle of March,

however, she appears to have been influenced

by her advisers who advocated an aggres-

sive policy. They were of the opinion that

it was not proper to give up the State which

she had recovered.

The Rani was now left with no alternative

in face of the British indifference to her

good intentions. In fact Lord Canning in a

letter of February 11, 1858, addressed from

Allahabad to Sir Robert Hamilton had given

instructions to the latter that, if the Rani

fell into British hands as a result of the

attack which Sir Hugh Rose was preparing

to make on Jhansi, she should be tried

through a special Commission (j|^ot by court-

martial) . For this purpose. Sir Hugh Rose

had been separately directed to make over

the person of the Rani to Sir Robert. The

latter was also directed that the Rani should

be sent to Allahabad in case some difficulty

was experienced in keeping her prisoner

at Jhansi, but before she was so sent a pre-

liminaiy inquiry in the charges against her

should, in any case, be made at Jhansi. It

was explained also that she should not come
to Allahabad under any doubts about her

future treatment. How the Government
would treat her would depend on the sen-

tence passed on her. From this it was clear

that the Governor-General considered the

Rani as a leader of the rebellion—she was
also being accused of having had a hand in

the massacre of English men, women and
children in Jokhan Bagh.

INVEST JHANSI

taking counsel from her advisers w'as left

in no doubt that to submit was to court dis-

honour—that honour could be saved only
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by fighting. On March 20, Sir Hugh Rose,

commanding the Central India Field Force,

arrived at Simra—one day's march from
Jhansi. The following day he invested the

town. Some time was spent in studying the

defences of the city and the fortress. Even-

tually, a siege was laid and the attack on

Jhansi commenced.

The city and the fort were heavily and efii-

ciently defended. There were at the Rani's

disposal 10,000 Bundelas and valaities and

1,500 sepoys, including 400 cavalry-men.

She had also between 30 and 40 guns. There

was determined resistance on the part of

the defenders.

For several days, Sir Hugh Rose carried on

heavy artillery fire against the city walls.’*^

Much ammunition had been spent in the pro-

cess and little was left for further operations.

Sir Hugh Rose accordingly decided to adopt

the operation of ‘ escalade ^ which meant

scaling the walls with ladders. Preparations

were made for this, but the operation had

to be stayed due to the approach, from the

side of the Betwa, of the army of the Peshwa

under the command of Tatya Tope.

TATYA TOPE COMES TO AID

Information had been received by the Gene-

ral that Tatya Tope's main body of the

army would, after crossing the Betwa at

night, attack him on March 31, or so. This

happened as anticipated, for after crossing

the Betwa, Tatya Tope took up a position in

the order of battle. At night he lit an

immense bonfire on a high mound as a signal

to the Rani of his arrival. The defenders

of Jhansi welcomed him with shouts of joy

and salvoes from their batteries.

Sir Hugh Rose was perplexed because on one

side there was the force of the Rani in the

city and the fort, very considerable in num-

ber, and on the other there was the formi-
dable army of Tatya Tope eager for battle.

But the General felt confident on account
of the high spirit of his soldiers. Several

skirmishes were fought in which Tatya
Tope suffered reverses. Working on his own
formula that “ the best way with Indians for

making up numerical inferiority is a deter-

mined attack on their weak point", ^ Sir

Hugh Rose made two attacks which succeed-

ed in throwing the whole of Tatya Tope's
first line into confusion and forcing him to

retire. Soon after, the retreating troops

were scattered in every direction. The sol-

diers of Tatya Tope had fought with des-

peration, but were now completely beaten
after incessant fighting for 48 hours. The
British succeeded in killing 1,500 of them
and capturing their artillery, stores and
ammunition.

JHANSI FALLS

Sir Hugh Rose now again tmmed his atten-

tion to the city of Jhansi. He had already

seen the fighting qualities of the defenders.

In a despatch describing the capture of

Jhansi he praised the manner in which the

defenders served their guns, repaired their

defences and re-opened fire from damaged
batteries. “The women were seen work-
ing", wTites Sir Hugh, “in the batteries

and carrying ammunition."

The Rani herself, with her attendant ladies,

was constantly moving amongst the defen-

ders giving directions and watching the pro-

gress of the fight. The escaladef, for which
preparations had been made before Tatya
Tope had appeared on the scene, was now
effected with success. Possession of the city

and of the Rani's palace was then taken, but

only after bitter fighting. In the palace it-

self there was much hand-to-hand fighting,

particularly with 30 or 40 sawars of the

• At that time the city of Jhansi was four and a half miles in circumference and was surrounded by a fortified

wall 6 to 12 feet thick and 16 to 39 feet high, with numerous flanking bastions.

tThis is an operation of making entry into a city surrounded by defensive walls, or into a fort, by

scaling the walls with the help of ladders.
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Rani’s body-guard. Sir Hugh Rose has

described their bravery by saying that they

" defended the stables, firing with match-

locks and pistols from the windows and loop-

holes, and cutting with their talwars and

from behind the doors. When driven in,

they retreated behind the houses, still firing

or fighting with their swords in both hands,

till they were shot or bayoneted, struggling

even when dying on the ground to strike

again”.

The Rani, who till now had been supervising

the fighting arrangements and the artillery

guns, also took part in actual fighting after

the British had forced their way into the

town of Jhansi, the fort being still in her

hands. She fought at the head of her

Afghan soldiers numbering 1,500 who had
been in her service for long. Sir Hugh
Rose’s troops could not stand the onslaught

of these feai'less men who were cutting down
the British soldiers with their swords. They
therefore dispersed and began to shoot at

the Rani’s soldiers from secluded places.

She was then in imminent danger of being

shot down and would certainly have been
killed or captured had not an aged sardar

persuaded her to return to the fort.

According to the well-known writer, Sri

Vrindaban Lai Vanna of Jhansi, the Rani
was fighting with two long swords in her two
hands, holding the reins of the horse in her
mouth. Sri Varma says that after the death
of Raja Gangadhar Rao, Rani Laxmi Bai
used to practise the art of managing the

hoi-se with tlie reins in her teeth and wield-

ing two swords by her two hands. She
practised this regularly Uvice a week in the
garden attached to her palace. Sri Varma
had heard this account from Turab Ali who
was in the Police sendee of the East India
Company and was stationed at Jhansi. He
died in 1943 at the age of 115.*

Of the other cases of desperate fighting on
the part of the defenders, mention ma}' be

made of certain other sawars who had
remained in a room which was on fire. Half

burnt, with their clothes in fiames, they

rushed out hacking at their assailants. All

of them were eventually killed, but only after

inflicting severe casualties on the enemy.

Another case was of a retainer who tided to

blow up himself and his wife ;
failing in the

attempt, he endeavoured to cut her to pieces

and then to kill himself. In another case

two valaities, when attacked, threw a

woman who was with them into a well and

then jumped down in it themselves.

For two days there was bitter street-fighting

even from house to house, from room to

room, the defenders fighting like tigers.

The non-combatants amongst the popula-

tion suffered as heavily as the combatants.

It is on record that those who could not

escape threw their women and babies down
the wells and then jumped in themselves.

THE RANI ESCAPES

After the capture of the city, the British

were able to take possession of the fortress

without difficulty, because the Rani had

escaped from the fort on an earlier night.

She had let herself down from a turret

window and coming down below found a

horse waiting for her—^it had been brought

there with the connivance of an Indian regi-

ment with Sir Hugh Rose. She mounted
straightway, placing her little adopted son

on the saddle in front of her, and rode off in

male attire from the besieged fort in a

manner which has no parallel in history.

The Rani was accompanied by a faithful

escort of 300 valaitics and 25 sawars. With
her was her father Mama Saheb, but he later

got separated from the party when it became
scattered. However, the Rani herself with
a few sawars proceeded along the Kalpi road
in the direction of Bhander where she had
originally intended to go. But Mama Saheb

• TahmanVar, page 1C3.



RAJA GANGADHAR RAO, HUSBAND OF
THE RANI

Dying in the fulness of manhood. Raja Gangadhar Rao

had, a day previous to his death, adopted Damodar Rao,

a boy of five years, as his son. He had expressed an

ardent wish that, during the son's minority. Rani Laxmi

Bai should act as his regent. But the British Govern-

ment ignored the adoption and incorporated the principa-

lity of Jhansi in the Company’s domains. This action

was resented by one and all, and ^vas one of the

predisposing causes of the “Mutiny”.

“THE BRAVEST OF THE BRAVE"

This picture of the Rani of Jhansi is from her laige size

portrait published by the Chitrashala Press, Poona. Of
the several pictures of the Rani, this is reputed to be

the most authentic.

+ + +





THr STRCAM WHFRH THE RANT FELL FIGHTING
Befoic the Rani ^\as icndcied incfTcctne she had cut moic than one assailant 1 lie side of

hei head and right e\c haMng then iecei\cd a fatal ^\ound, she was earned blec<ling to the

asJnam of Baha Ganga Das Tlicic, uttering the name of God in a fcehle hut fmn \oicc, the

great soul passed into cternit).

RANI LAXMI BAFS SHRINE, GH^ALIOR

On the spot ulicie the Rani’s pious bod\ was cremated, a simple but dignified monument
was laiscd It is a conscciatcd place of national pride and rc\eicnce
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had lost his way and in the morning found

himself at the gates of Datia, faint and
exhausted. He was immediately arrested

and sent to Jhansi where he was tried and
hanged at Jokhan Bagh.

The Rani herself had covered 21 miles during

the night. In the morning, when her escape

became known, Sir Hugh Rose ordered a

pursuit. The Rani was halting for a short

time at Bhander when the pursuers reached

the place. She had to fly hastily leaving

an unfinished breakfast behind. The pur-

suers saw her escaping on a grey horse with

four attendants. Forty of the Rani's faithful

followers turned back on the pursuers and in

the resulting fight were slain to a man.

The pursuers were now in the sight of the

Rani, but could not overtake her as she was

an excellent rider. The leader of the pursuit

party, Lieutenant Dowker, then received a

severe wound and fell down from his horse

whereupon the pursuit was given up. Who
gave him the wound was a point on which

Lt. Dowker said nothing in his report.’^

Indian writers hold that the wound was

inflicted by the Rani herself, in a sword fight

at Bhander, the small village where she had

stayed for breakfast. As she was about to

finish the meal, Dowker with his party came

up and attacked her. With her swift action,

the Rani gave the Lieutenant a powerful

stroke of her sword disabling him so severely

that he was thrown off his horse. But for

the assistance of his party, he would have

been cut up. The Rani then made off with

her attendants which included a lady.***^

The Rani's flight was a signal for a general

retreat. The defenders lost heart and

began to leave the town and the fort. Many

of them were killed, and 'The woods, gardens

and roads round the town were strewed with
corpses of fugitive rebels". “The rebels,

who were chiefly valaities and Pathans gene-

rally sold their lives as dearly as they could,

fighting to the last with their usual dexterity

and firmness"—^writes Sir Hugh Rose.

These fighters as well as the other defenders

had inflicted heavy casualties on the British

force.

The following passage occurs in Sir Hugh
Rose’s report! in commendation of the con-

duct of his troops in the capture of Jhansi :

“They had to contend against an enemy more
than double their numbers, behind formi-

dable fortifications, who defended them-
selves afterwards from house to house, in a
spacious city, often luider the fire of the fort,

afterwards in suburbs, and in very difficult

ground, outside the walls. The investing

cavalry force were day and night for 17 days

on arduous duty, the men not taking their

clothes off, the horses saddled and briddled

up at night. The nature of the defence and
the strictness of the investment gave rise

to continued and fierce combats
; for the

rebels, having no hope, sought to sell their

lives as dearly as they could. But the dis-

cipline and the gallant spirit of the troops

enabled them to overcome difficulties and
opposition of every sort, to take the forti-

fied city of Jhansi by storm, subduing the

strongest fortress in Central India and kill-

ing 5,000 of its rebel garrison."

Sir Hugh Rose concluded his report with

these significant remarks about the treat-

ment of women and children by his soldiers :

“The Commander-in-Chief will learn with

pleasure that the troops under my command
treated with great humanity the women and
children of Jhansi ;

neither the desperate

•His version was this : "I was gaining fast on the Rani, '^vho with four attendants was escaping on a grey hone,

when 1 was dismounted by a severe wound and would have been almost cut in half but that the blow was turned by the

revolver on my hip. I was thus obliged to give up the pursuit and the lady escaped for the time being.’*—Tfie

United Service Magazine, Vol. LIV, New Series (October 1918-March 19. 1919).

• • Tahmankar, page 131.

(•Republished in N. W. P. Gazette, dated June 29, 1858 at pages 268 et seq.
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resistance of the rebels, nor the recollections

of Jhansi of last year, could make them

forget that in an English soldier’s eyes

women and children are sacred ; so, far from

hurting, the troops were seen sharing

their rations with them. I gave orders also

that the destitute women and children of

Jhansi should be fed out of the prize grain.”

Finally, Sir Hugh Rose expressed regret for

the considerable loss which the British force

had sulfered. He added that this was
caused by the strict investment which pro-

ved so fatal, but that the loss of his force

was comparatively much smaller than that

of the Rani who lost 50 to 1 British killed,

not counting the wounded on the English

side.

SACK OF JHANSI

The citizens of Jhansi were subjected to

ruthless plunder. The famous library of

Sanskrit manuscripts which Raja Gangadhar
Rao and the earlier Rajas had built up was
totally destroyed. Officers and soldiers went
into every house and searched its dark cor-

ners, pulling dovm parts of walls which look-

ed of recent built. The images of gods found

in temples received particular attention of

the plunderers. They were collected in great

numbers and every officer and soldier sought

to get one or two pieces. These images
were of various metals made Avith rare work-
manship and some were decorated with

ornaments of gold and silver. In addition,

they also obtained a large booty of jewels.

This was in addition to the immense des-

traction of valuable property in which the

victors indulged.*

THE RANI AT KALPI

Another hattle.—^The Rani now arrived at

Kalpi near about midnight after covering a

distance of 102 miles on horse-back in the

space of 21 hours through rough country

and having engaged in desperate fights on the

way. For a woman, this was a remarkable

feat, remarkable equally as her escape from

the Jhansi fort. Her break-through the

British cordon round the city has been

described by British authors as' a marvellous

and audacious feat.

At Kalpi she was received at the headquar-

ters of the Peshwa. Kalpi had now become

the collecting place of the leaders of the

revolt. Rao Saheb of the Peshwa’s family

with Tatya Tope and the Nawab of Banda

were already there.

Sir Hugh Rose nov; marched on Kalpi, but in

the way he had to face an encounter again

with Tatya Tope in which the latter was

defeated, although he and his troops fought

courageously. The rebel army now advanced

on the town of Kunch on the Jhansi road to

meet the enemy. An action was fought, but

the Indians unable to hold on retreated to

Kalpi.

At Kalpi a number of bitter actions were

fought. The sevei’ity of the fighting can be

imagined from the fact that the sepoys had

taken an oath by the sacred waters of the

Yamtma to fight to the last. On May 23, the

leaders had been compelled precipitately to

evacuate the stronghold of Kalpi. The Gov-

ernor-General was so much gratified by tlie

fall of Kalpi that he sent to Sir Hugh Rose

a telegraphic message of congi'atulations.

E. GWALIOR.

MAHARAJA SCINDHIA DEFEATED BY RANI

The leaders of the revolt held a representa-

tive council to decide their future course of

action. Rao Saheb suggested that they

should proceed to the Deccan over which his

ancestors had niled and wdiere the name of

the Peshwa still carried weight. He thought

Dr. Sen, page 28S. foot-iiole.
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that many of the former chiefs would sponta-

neously side with him. The leaders, now
left with no funds and supplies, were imable

to imdertake the project, so it was decided

that they should first go to Gwalior to woo
the support of the Maharaja Scindhia whose
predecessors were Sardars of the Peshwa’s

fore-fathers. The leaders acted accordingly

and on June 1 captured Gwalior along with

its fort.

It was the Rani who had led the attack on

the Scindhia's army consisting of 8,000 men
and 24 guns at a place eight miles ‘ from

Gwalior. She had only 200 cavalry-men

whom she led to attack the Maharaja’s guns.

Scindhia’s artillery-men left their guns

when they came to know that the Rani was

leading the attack. The large army now
melted away, many leaving the field, many
others fraternizing with the attacking force.

On being defeated the Maharaja took to Agra

and foimd protection with the’ Lieutenant

Governor there. Rao Saheb took over

charge of the city in which no looting was

done. The civil and military officers of the

Maharaja were confirmed in their appoint-

ments. Some 20 lakhs of rupees were

obtained from the Gwalior treasury and from

the house of Diwan Dinkar Rao and one or

two others. The major portion of this

money went towards the salaries of the

troops.

For reasons which are not quite clear, Rao

Saheb preferred to stay at Gwalior instead

of making for the Deccan according to the

original plan. At Gwalior, he tried to con-

ciliate the representatives of the ruling

house, but without success.

English commanders were taken completely

by surprise when the rebels obtained control

of Gwalior. British 'historians have praised

the action as a brilliant coup. Credit for its

planning and execution has been variously

given to the Rani of Jhansi by some, to Tatya
Tope by others.

SIR HUGH ROSE BEFORE GWALIOR

In the meanwhile Sir Hugh Rose was in hot

pursuit. After having left Kalpi on June 6,

he was now before Gwalior on the 16th.

Several battles were fought. ** The battle

plans were effected mainly under the direc-

tion and personal supervision of the Rani

who, clad in military attire and attended by
a picked and well-armed escort, was cons-

tantly in the saddle, ubiquitous and untir-

ing.” {The Times correspondent writing on
August 3, 1858).

The result of these battles went in favour of

Sir Hugh Rose. On the 19th he won the

battle of Gwalior and captured the fort next

day.

THE RANI FALLS FIGHTING

In one of these battles the Rani was mortally

wounded by the troops imder the command
of Brigadier Smith and died shortly after-

wards. There are different accounts of her

death. According to one version she was
killed on the second day of the battle of

Gwalior. At the time of receiving the fatal

wound she used her sword to the utmost

—

she fought with her sword valiantly. Later,

she was cremated.^

Another account has been given by Sir

Robert Hamilton who made an inquiry on

the spot. This is his report :
” There is

a matter connected with the manner in which

the Jhansi Baee was killed which is not in

accordance with the result of my enquiries at

the time and on the spot. The fact that the

Rani had been killed was not known to

Brigadier Smith’s camp until he heard of it

by a note from me. It occurred, from all I

could ascertain, whilst the Rani with a group

in which were the Rao Saheb and Tatya was
looking at the advance on the heights early

Tahmankar, page 168.
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in the day. The Ranee was on horseback,

and close to her was the female (a Mohame-

dan long in the family) who seems never to

have left her side on any occasion. These

two were struck by bullets and fell, the Rani

survived about 20 minutes ; she was carried

towards Phool Eagh, the Rao Saheb attend-

ing her. This event quite upset the Chiefs,

and caused the greatest consternation.

Arrangements were instantly made for burn-

ing the body which was conveyed in a palkee

to the bank of the river between the Phool

Bagh and the Fort, and from thence, it not

being practicable to get the palkee over the

enclosure of the garden near a temple, the

body was lifted out and carried by the atten-

dants over the enclosure to a spot under

some fine large trees where it was burnt.

Hardly had the ceremony been performed

when the charge of the 8th Hussars came

almost up to the garden and temple. Six or

seven of the persons who had fled ....
were said to have been cut down. It

was evident that the ceremony had been

interrupted, for when I went to the spot

Dr. Christison picked up fragments of bones

which proved that the usual custom of sift-

ing the ashes had not been performed.”*

Yet a third account is that the Rani received

the death wound while "fighting at the head
of her troops, dressed in a red jacket and
trousers, and with a white turban on her

head."** She is also said to have been wear-
ing at the time the famous pearl necklace

which had been taken from the Scindhia’s

treasury when the rebel army had captured

Gwalior. Tradition has it that this necklace

had originally formed part of the Portuguese
regalia which had been taken by the Mara-
thas hundreds of years before. It is also

stated that after the Rani was mortally
wounded she distributed her ornaments to

her troops, that the whole army mourned her

loss and that her body was burnt with great

ceremony by her troops.

RANI-’S LAST MOMENTS

The last hours of this gallant lady have been

immortalised by the people of Jhansi and

Gwalior in ballads and songs. Tahmankar
gives the following accoimt of the last

moments of the dying queen :
" Exhausted

by continuous fighting from morning till

dusk and now bleeding heavily from the

mortal wounds, Rani Laxmi Bai lost cons-

ciousness while her few remaining followers

watched her helplessly. The Babaf appre-

hended that the end was near and went to

her side to console her. Gently he poured

some holy Ganges water in her parched

mouth and she opened her eyes for a

moment and murmured the name of

Damodar, her adopted son. Lovingly she

felt him all over and turning to her trusted

Sardar, Ramchandra Deshmukh, whispered
' I leave my Damodar in yoxu’ charge ’. These

were her last words. She closed her eyes

and entered eternity.”

Srimati Yamuna Sheorey, granddaughter of

the late Chintaman Rao Tambe, brother of

the Rani, contributed an ailicle on Rani

Laxmi Bai, to the Independence Day Supple-

ment of the Amrit Bazar Patrilca, dated

August 15, 1957. In it she gave this account

of the Rani’s last fight and subsequent death

:

“ June 18 dawned. It was a hot day and the

Rani took a cup of lemon juice. She

had already donned her red soldier's

attire. And so did her men and women
soldiers. And the bombardment from

the British cannon began. The Rani

immediately mounted her steed and

plunged into the battle-field. Tlic

British Generals were aghast at her

daring.

• Dr. 295,

Owcll, page SI.

Cangatla^. a \scU-Vao\v*n of G%%*alIor.
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'' Suddenly, the bayonet of a white soldier

pierced the lower side of her chest and
blood gushed out from her body. She
turned round like a wounded lioness and
finished the attacker. She saw her dear

maid and friend Mundar Bai falling dead

by the bullet of another soldier. She

struck him by the sword with full force

and cut him into two. Another soldier’s

bullet hit the Rani in the left thigh.

She dropped the sword from her left

hand to press the wound and with her

right hand she hit the assailant who
collapsed on the spot. Now only three

or four soldiers remained around ' her.

One of them struck the Rani on the

head with his sword. The right side

of her head was cut and her right eye

bulged out bleeding. Still she hit back

the soldier and cut out his shoulder.

His faithful Pathan Sardar, Gul Moham-

F. ESTIMATE

HER PERSONALITY AND CHARACTER

Rani Laxmi Bai has truly been given a place

amongst the greatest women in the history

of the world. Her valour was unsurpassed;

her organising capacity was remarkable.

She had the gift of a remarkable intellect and

was held in great affection and esteem by the

people of Jhansi. She has been described as

the Indian ' Joan of Arc and many legends

have grown round her name.

With perhaps one exception, British writers

have spoken highly about this great woman.

According to Major Malcolm, the Commis-

sioner at Saugar, the Rani bore a very high

character and was much respected by every

one at Jhansi. Sir Hugh Rose has also

praised her in words which have become al-

most axiomatic ;
when the General was told

of her death, he exclaimed :
" The Rani of

Jhansi was the bravest and best military

leader of the rebels”.

mad, pounced on the soldier and cut him
into pieces and then he turned towards
the remaining soldiers with the same
murderous intent who then fled away for

safety.

“Her followers canned her bleeding

to the hut of Baba Gangadas. The
Sadhu recognised her and put the holy

Ganga water in her mouth. She was
heard to mutter Har Har Maliadeva and
became unconscious. After a while,

she regained consciousness and whis-

pered Om Namo Blmgwate Vasudevaya

(^^ between her pale

lips and passed away into eternal sleep.

“ The Sadhu consoled the bitterly weeping
Sardars, A funeral was hurriedly made
up of dry grass. Dust went into dust.

Her wish that her body should not fall

into British hands was fulfilled.”

THE RANI

The Queen of Jhansi had a magnetic perso-

nality, stout body with fair and handsome
features. The following is the description

of the Rani’s person by the well-known bar-

rister, John Lang, who was consulted by her

after the annexation : “She was a woman of

about the middle size—rather stout, but

not too stout. Her face must have been very

handsome when she was younger, and even

now it had many charms—^though according

to my idea of beauty, it was too roimd. The
expression also was very good, and very

intelligent. The eyes were particularly fine,

and the nose very delicately shaped. She
was not very fair, though she was far from
black. She had no ornaments, strange to

say, upon her person, except a pair of gold

ear-rings. Her dress was a plain white mus-
lin, so fine in texture, and drawn about her

in such a way and so tightly, that the outline

of her figure was plainly discernable—and a
remarkably fine figure she had. What
spoilt her was her voice.”*

John Ung, in India (London, 1859), pp.93*9L
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During her administration of Jhansi, she

showed remarkable capacity for govern-

ment and organisation. She used to hold

regular courts and give quick decisions in

civil and criminal cases. She organised a

large force of warriors, and trained men and

women in physical culture and fighting. She

personally used to visit the sick and to com-

fort them. The citizens of Jhansi felt that

Laxmi, the goddess of wealth and purity,

had personally come in the shape of the

Rani to reign over them and to save the

down-trodden India from the British. ‘ She

is good and brave, just and generous and

above all pure in mind and body ;
indeed

the holy crusader and the annointed saint,’

this is what the people used to say of her in

her life-time.

The Rani lived a life of great piety. She rose

early and, after ablutions, spent the time in

worship and listening to Puranas. After

breakfast, she inspected her troops. Then
she attended to State business which carried

her up to noon. After mid-day meal, she

would occasionally have a little rest. In the

afternoon she inspected the presents which
had been brought in the morning, accepting

those which she liked and ordering the rest

to be distributed amongst the servants. At
about 3 in the afternoon she held darbar. She
then wore a male attire consisting of a
pyjama, a coat of dark blue colour, a silken

turban and an embroidered dupatta round
her waist with a bejewelled sword hanging
by the side. She sat in the darbar behind a
curtain, dispensed justice and transacted
State business like any big ruler.

In her widowhood she never wore any attrac-

tive ornament. The only ornaments on her
person were a pair of diamond bangles, a
sober pearl necklace and a diamond . ring.

Her female dress was made up of a spotless
white sarcc and a plain white bodice. Her
hair were never dressed in the conventional
fashion. They were only gathered together
at the back of the neck.

Evenings were again devoted to worship. On
Tuesdays and Fridays she visited the Maha-

lakshmi temple, going there in procession.

Dinner -was seiwed at about nightfall and

thereafter she did not come out. Before retir-

ing she passed an hour or so with her three

maid servants who remained faithful to her

to the last.

Malleson wrote about her :
" Whatever her

faults in British eyes may have been, her

countr3mien will ever remember that she

was driven by no ill-will into rebellion and

that she lived and died for her country.”

RANI NOT GUILTY OF JOKHAN BAGH MASSACRE

Lord Canning’s Government, however, car-

ried a contrary impression. This was pro-

bably because the authorities connected her

grievances (against the British) with the

revolt of the sepoys at Jhansi. Dr. Sen has

ably analysed the circumstances and the

evidence in the case and has come to the

conclusion that the Rani was unjustly accus-

ed of responsibilty for the mutiny at Jhansi

and for the murders that followed. The

same conclusion has been reached by

Tahmankar.

The Rani’s innocence was confirmed in

1889 by Mr. Martin, an Englishman who was

at Jhansi at the time and who wrote the

following letter on August 20 of that year

from Agra addressed to the Rani’s adopted

son, Damodar Rao :
" Your poor mother

was very unjustly and cruelly dealt with—
and no one knows her true case as I do. The

poor thing took no part whatever in the

massacre of the European residents of

Jhansi in June 1857. On the contrary, she

supplied them with food for two days after

they had gone into the fort—got 100 match-

lock men from Kurrura, and sent them to

assist us, but after being kept a daj' in the

fort, they w'ere sent away in the evening-

She then advised Major Skene and Captain

Gordon to fly at once to Datia and place

themselves under the Raja’s protection, but

this even they would not do ; and finally they
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were all massacred by our own troops

—

the Police, Jail and Cas :

MEMORIALS TO THE RANI

A modest monument had been raised in

Gwalior at the place where the Rani’s mortal

remains were cremated. It is regarded as

a consecrated place and is visited by thou«

sands to pay homage to the illustrious lady.

After Independence, the Uttar Pradesh Gov-

ernment also erected a memorial to her at

Jhansi. It is a bronze statue at the foot of

the fort.

Other memorials in bronze or stone also

exist. She is also immortalized in sweet and

inspiring ballads in which people sing her

praise with reverence. But her most effec-

tive memorial is to be found in the hearts of

her loving countrymen for whom she lived

and died.

U. P. GOVERNMENT HONOURS RANI^S

GRANDSON

On the occasion of the centenary of 1857
celebrated on May 10, 1957, the Government
of Uttar Pradesh granted, in sacred memoiy
of the Rani, a sanad and a monetary award
to Sri Laxman Rao Jhansiwala, son of

Damodar Rao, the Rani’s adopted son. Sri

Jhansiwala (died in 1959) came from Indore

to Lucknow, on the invitation of Government,

to receive the presents from the hands of the

Governor at an impressive public ceremony.

The sanad given to him is reproduced

as Annexure n at the end of this chapter.

Sri Jhansiwala was also given pensions by
the Government of India and the Uttar

Pradesh Government.

Every revolution is the black'boar^ upon which shining deeds
of vulour^ uiiscliisliticsSf snd show white It is the
strong Personality s opportunity. And the Indian Mutiny tvas
no exception. The brave man jt as a call to show his
mettle ; the unselfish man. as th^g occasion for supreme self-
surrender ; the man of resource. ^5 chance to make a pos-
sible future out of a black presei^t^^GiBERNE Sieveking in A
Turning Point in the Indian Mutiny

^

• Parasnis, p. 125. Martin's letter was actually seen by Pavasnis, though it is not now traceable with Damodar Rao's

descendants who live at Imli Bazar, Indore.
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ANNEXURE I

“proclamation for jhansi'^

Major Erskine, Commissioner, Saugar Divi-

sion, had, with his letter of July 2, 1857, sent

to the Rani the following proclamation, both

in Persian and Hindi, with his seal and sig-

nature announcing that until further orders

the Rani will rule the district in the name of

the British Government :

Proclamation for Jhansi—^Be it known to all

people belonging to, or residing in, the

Government District of Jhansi, that owing

to the bad conduct of the soldiers some valu-

able lives have been lost, and property

destroyed, but the strong and powerful

British Government is sending thousands of

European soldiers to places which have been

disturbed, and early arrangements will be

made to restore order in Jhansi.

Until officers and troops reach Jhansi, the

Rani will rule in the name of the British

Government and according to the customs of

the British Government, and I hereby call on

all great and small to obey the Ranee and to

pay the Government revenue to her, for

which they will receive credit.

The British Army has retaken the city of

Delhi and has killed thousands of the rebels,

and will hang or shoot all the rebels where-

ever they may be found.”

ANNEXURE JI

SANAD GRANTED BY U. P, GOVERNMENT TO THE
GRANDSON OF THE RANI OP JHANSI

wd'sicTT Htmr Hit's

tiV ^ Hnsfhi 'ehtr' ^ ^ ^rr ^ i ^ otr r ^ ?

'hR ^ni W HRI ^ ^ ^ ?flT H^ HRUtHT ^ TiTT, tW-HH cT-H tfrhnRY Wfe ^ tSTTRl t I

wjzz,:
I
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CHAPTER THIRTY -THREE

BEGUM HAZRAT MAHAL OF AVADH:

THE UPRISING AT LUCKNOW

A. THE HOUSE OF AVADH.

B. QUEEN HAZRAT MAHAL.

C. THE OUTBREAK.

D. THE SIEGE OF THE RESIDENCY.

E. BIRJIS QADAR PROCLAIMED KING, HAZRAT MAHAL REGENT.

F. THE RE-CAPTURE OP LUCIU^OW.

G. THE VALOUR OP INDIAN WOMEN.

H. THE PLUNDERS AND MASSACRES.

I. THE MEMORIAL.

"I have little doubt in my mind that 1856, ivhen Avadh ivas annexed,

marked the beginning of a rebellious mood in the army generally and in

the Bengal Army in -particular.”—^maulana abul kalam azad in the

FOREWORD TO DR. SENA’S ‘^“'EIGHTEEN FIFTY-SEVEN”.

A. THE HOUSE OF AVADH

The founder of the ruling dynasty of Avadh
was Nawab Saadat Khan, Burhan-ul-Mulk,

the Subedar or Governor of Avadh, a province

under the Mughal Coui’t of Delhi. On the

next page is given the geneology of the House

of Avadh to which Queen Hazrat Mahal, who
played a prominent part in the uprising at

Lucknow, belonged.
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GENEOLOGY

(The figures in brackets indicate the year of accession)

Saadat Khan, Burhan-ul-Mulk

Subedar of Avadh and founder of Avadh dynasty.

First Nawab (1732)

Safdar Jang (Nephew and son-in-law of First Nawab)

Second Nawab (1739)

Shuja-ud-daula

Third Nawab (1753)

Asaf-ud-daula (by Bahu Begum)
Fourth Nawab (1775)

Saadat Ali Khan (by Khurd Mahal)

Sixth Nawab (1798)

Wazir Ali

Fifth Nawab (1797)

(Reputed son of Nawab
Asaf-ud-daula ;

reigned

for four months and
was deposed in 1798).

Ghazi-ud-din Haider
First King (1814).

(Received title of King
from the British Govern-

ment in 1819)

Nasir-ud-din Haider
Second King (mi).

Muhammad Ali Shah

Third King (1837)

Amjad Ali Shah

Fourth King (1842)

Wajid Ali Shah

Fifth King (1847).

In February, 1856, tlic

British annexed Avadh.

Wajid Ali was remo-

ved to Calcutta on a

monthly pension of

one lakh. Died on

September 21, 1887.

Biirhan-ul-Mulk himself draws his origin

from a ruler of the tribe of Turcoman of Asia
Minor, by name Kara Mohammad. It was in

1732 that Saadat Khan was appointed by the

Emperor of Delhi (Mohammad Shah) as the

Governor of Avadh with headquaHers at

Paizabad. Afterwards, he received the title

of Burhan-ul-Mulk and was present at the
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battle against Nadir Shah on the day
previous to the massacre of Delhi in March,

1739,

On the death of Saadat Khan, the first

Nawab of Avadh, the province or Suba

passed on to his nephew and son-in-law,

Safdar Jung, who became the second Nawab.
In 1748, the Emperor Ahmad Shah appointed

him as Wazir of the Empire whereupon the

office of Nawab began to be known as Nawab-

Wazir. Safdar Jung was in 1753 succeeded

in the office of Nawab-Wazir by his son,

Shuja-ud-daula, who played an important

part in the early history of the British

people in India. He was present at the

second battle of Panipat between the Peshwa

of Poona (Balaji Baji Rao) and Ahmad Shah

Abdali in 1761. Later, along with the

Emperor Shah Alam and Mir Kasim, the

Governor of Bengal, he was defeated by the

British in the battle of Buxar in 1764, As a

result, he had to make a treaty of subsidiary

alliance with the Company under which he

had to engage for the payment of an annual

subsidy for the maintenance of the Com-

pany’s troops in his territory. But the

British were still apprehensive of the designs

of the Nawab who had the Emperor com-

pletely in his power and so they concluded

further treaties with him restricting his

troops and territories.*'

Shuja-ud-daula died in 1775 leaving his son,

Asaf-ud-daula (by Bahu Begum) to

succeed him as the fourth Nawab. He
shifted the seat of Government from Paiz-

abad to Lucknow. A new treaty was con-

cluded between him and the Company’s

Government by which, among other things,

the monthly payment for the British troops

was raised to Rs.2,60,000 for each brigade

that crossed his border. He also ceded to

the Company all the districts dependent on

Raja Chet Singh of Varanasi, including

Varanasi, Jaunpur and Ghazipur, In his

pecimiary embarrassments, he endeavoured

to deprive his grand-mother and Bahu
Begum, his own mother, of the property

which had been left to them, resulting in a
complaint to the Governor-General by Bahu
Begum in 1775 that the Nawab had extorted

from her a sum of Rs.26,00,000. Later, there

was an agreement between Bahu Begum and
Asaf-ud-daula by which she was maintained

in the enjoyment of her jagirs and property,

the British Company guaranteeing the terms

of the agreement.

In 1781, Asaf-ud-daula again found a pretext

to deprive the ladies of their lands and
treasure on the alleged ground of their being

implicated in Maharaja Chet Singh’s

rebellion. In the impeachment of Warren
Hastings, who was Governor-General then,

one of the allegations was that Warren
Hastings had a hand in the objectionable

actions of the Nawab with respect to these

ladies. There were several treaties between
the Company and the Nawab and by one of

them, made in 1787, the Nawab was to make
a fixed annual pa3mient of Rs.50,00,000

to the Company in lieu of all claims. A large

part of the balance said to be due to the

British Government was remitted by this

transaction,

Nawab Asaf-ud-daula was exceedingly

generous, bordering on extravagance. To
relieve distress caused by famine he built in

1784 the great Imambara at Lucknow
at a cost of a crore of rupees. This

large austere building contains the world’s

largest vaulted roof over the central

hall. There are galleries and corridors

above, which form complicated and inter-

sected labyrinths. Close to the Imambara
he built, simultaneously a large and
imposing gate-way known as the Rumi
Darwaza which is said to be a copy of one
of the gates in Constantinople.

•The Nawah^s army not to exceed 55,000 men, none of isiiom Tccrc to he equipped or drilled like English tioops.
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Asaf-ud-daula died in 1797 to be succeeded

by Mirza Ali or Wazir Ali. But the British

were not in favour of enthroning him.

So, on the ground that his paternity was

thought to be spurious, he was deposed after

a few months, his place being taken by the

eldest sund\'ing son of Shuja-ud-daula and

brother of Asaf-ud-daula, who became the

sixth Nawab with the title of Saadat Ali.

The new Nawab owed his elevation to the

Company with whom he entered into treaties

favourable to their interests. Thus, by the

treaty of 1801 Saadat Ali ceded to the Com-

pany lands in the Doab and the whole of

the Rohilkhand yielding an annual revenue

of Rs.1,35,25,475 in lieu of the old subsidy.

He also agreed to establish in his dominions

such a system of administration, to be

carried on by his own officers, as was to be

conducive to the prosperity of the subjects,

and undertook further to act agreeably to

the counsel of the officers of the Company.
In this way the East India Company stepped

into the administration of Avadh making
themselves morally responsible for the wel-

fare of the people. At the same time, the

Nawab’s troops were reduced to four

battalions of infantry and one of najibs,

2,000 cavalry and 300 gdlandazes.

At Saadat Ali Khan’s death the Nawab-
Wazirship passed to his eldest son, Ghazi-
uddin Haider, in 1814. Five years later, in

1819, the British Government confeiTed on
him the dignity of .“ICing” and thenceforth
the Avadh rulers styled themselves as Kings.
Although the Nawab-Wazirs were dc facto
independent of the Emperor of Delhi whose
power was dwindling, they owed dc jure
allegiance to the Court of Delhi in whose
name they had been niling. This last vestige
of connection with the Emperor now came to
an end w'itli the assumption of the title of
King by Ghaziuddin Haider with the support
of the Government of the Company. Thus,
the East India Company which had pre-
viously depended on the pleasure of the
Emperor, became the "king-nuilcei's". And

the new King little knew that the “king-

makers” would themselves become the rulers

of his kingdom in the not distant future.

Four kings succeeded Eiing Ghaziuddin

Haider, the fifth and last one being Wajid

Ali Shah from whose hands the kingdom

passed to the East India Company. His first

successor was Nasir-ud-din Haider, his son,

who became the second King on his death in

1827. Having died childless in 1837, as a

result of poisoning by his own family, Nasir-

ud-din was succeeded by Muhammad Ali

Shah, his imcle, who became the third King

at the age of 70. The fourth Ifing was

Amjad Ali Shah who succeeded to the Crown

in 1842 on the death of Muhammad Ali Shah.

Kings Ghaziuddin Haider, Nasir-ud-din

Haider and Muhammad Ali Shah lent large

sums of money to the East India Company

as perpetual loans bearing interest at fixed

rates with the stipulation that the proceeds of

the interest were to be applied by the Com-

pany’s Government in the payment of

pensions in perpetuity to stipendiaries

specified by the loanee, and the successors of

such stipendiaries. These payments, which

are known as wasikas, are still being made

by the Union Government as successor to the

British Government.

Amjad Ali Shah died in February 1847 and

was succeeded by his son, Wajid Ali Shah,

the fifth and the last King of Avadh.

One of the provisions of the treaty of 1801

between the Company and Nawab Saadat Ali

IGian was that the Nawab-Wazir should

introduce, under the advice of the British

Government, such a system of administra-

tion as would be conducive to the prosperity

of his subjects and be calculated to secure

their lives and property. In 1831 Lord

William Bentinck, the Governor-General, had

warned King Nasir-ud-din Haider that if he

failed to improve the administration, the

settlement of the countiy would be made by

British officers. A few months after the

accession of Wajid Ali Shah, the Governor-

General, Loi’d Hardinge, came to Lucknow
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again to warn the King that, if within two
years the administration was not reformed,

the British Government would be compelled

to assume the powers of administration in

Avadh. Although no improvement was
made by the King to the satisfaction of the

Company, the threat remained ineffective

because the British Government were pre-

occupied with the Second War with Burma.

In 1854, the Resident at Lucknow was asked

to report on the conditions in the kingdom.

His report painted a gloomy picture of the

administration which he characterised as

most deplorable adding that the improve-

ments, which Lord Hardinge had suggested

seven years previously, had not been effected

in any degree. The British Government

thereupon resolved to take over the adminis-

tration of Avadh in one form or another. A
draft treaty was presented to Wajid Ali Shah

providing that the civil and military govern-

ment would vest in the East India Com-

pany for ever ;
that the title of King would

be continued to His Majesty and the lawful

male heirs of his body ;
that the King would

be treated with due attention and honour ;

that he shall have exclusive jurisdiction

within the palace at Lucknow and certain

other areas near about, except as to the

infliction of capital punishment ; that Wajid

Ali Shah shall receive a pension of rupees

twelve lakhs a year ;
that the Company

shall maintain, for the King, palace guards

at a cost not exceeding rupees three lakhs

per annum ;
that the same amount of pension

shall be granted to his successors and finally

that the King’s collateral relatives would be

separately maintained by the Company’s

Government. The King was allowed three

days to consider and sign the treaty.

King Wajid Ali Shah declined to accept these

terms. Thereupon the British Government,

in February, 1856, annexed Avadh to their

dominions. A pension of rupees twelve

lakhs was later offered to the King which

he accepted in 1859. His collateral relatives

were provided for by separate stipends. The
title of King was to remain personal to Wajid
Ali Shah to be discontinued on his death. So
also a reduced pension was to be allotted to

his successors. The British Government
purchased a residence for him at Garden
Reach in the suburbs of Calcutta where his

retinue were to remain under the Company’s
civil and criminal jurisdiction, but the King
himself was exempted from the process of

the courts except for a capital offence. He
was subjected to certain other restrictions

and, at the same time, provided with certain

privileges over and above the ordinary

subjects.

Wajid Ali Shah died in September, 1887,

whereupon the British Government took over

the administration of his estate. His pro-

perty was disposed of and the proceeds

applied in granting stipends to his family

and dependants.

On annexation, the Avadh family became
extinct as a "ruling dynasty’’. Numerous
families, mostly resident at Lucknow, are in

receipt of wasikas or political pensions, the

wasikas being payable out of the interest

accruing on the various loans taken by the

British Government from the rulers of Avadh
from time to time.

On annexing Avadh, Lord Dalhousie issued a

proclamation which concluded thus : "To

those who shall, immediately and quietly,

submit themselves to the authority of the

British Government, whether amils or public

officers, jagirdars, zamindars or other inha-

bitants of Avadh, full assurance is hereby

given of protection, consideration and favour.

The revenue of the districts shall be deter-

mined on a fair and settled basis. The
gradual improvement of the Avadh terri-

tories shall be steadily pursued. Justice

shall be measured out with an equal hand.

Protection shall be given to life and pro-

perty
;
and every man shall enjoy, hence-

forth, his just rights without fear of molesta-

tion”. It has been recorded by General
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to redressing the people’s grievances. He
disbursed the arrears of pensions, showed

courtesy to the taluqdars, hut it was too late

now to bring down the feelings which had

already iiin so high. Apart from the general

disaffection, the Company’s ti'oops were no

less embittered by the stories about the

greased cartridges and other measures which

had caused the coimtry-wide feeling that the

Christian Government of the East India

Company was out to destroy the religion and

caste of every Indian.

The army units at Lucknow consisted of :

7th Avadh Regiment

;

7th Light Cavalry ;

13th Native Infantry ;

32nd Regiment of Europeans.

48th Native Infantry ;

71st Native Infantry
;

84th Native Infantry

.

In the early part of April 1857, Dr. Wells,

an English Sturgeon of the
,
48th Indian

Infantry at Lucknow, had inadvertently

tasted a bottle of medicine by applying the

bottle to his mouth before passing it on for

the treatment of a sick Indian soldier. This

was construed as a flagrant violation of the

privileges of caste and an attempt to insult

the religion. Bitter comments on the

incident appeared in the newspapers of the
time and the doctor thanked himself for

having been able to save his life by escaping

from the bungalow which was set on fire.

Tlience forward the sepoys began to hold
nightly meetings, and fires in the Cantonment
were a frequent occurrence. Then again
another incident indicative of the forth-

coming trouble took place on April 18, when
a clod was thrown at the Chief Commissioner
whilst he was out driving ; this insult was
a sure indication of the deep-seated dis-

content. Some days aftenvai'ds on May 2,

the 7th Avadh Regiment "i*efused to bite the
cartridge when ordered by its own ofiicers,

and nj^in by the Brigadier”. A mutiny
followed, but things were controlled by dis-

banding the regiment.

Sir Henry Lawrence, realising the seriousness

of these happenings, concentrated on precau-

tionary measimes. He concluded that an

attempt at conciliation would be preferable

to drastic measures. Accordingly, he held

a big public darbar on May 12, to reward

certain loyal Indian army officers and sepoys

and to pacify the people. He took great

pains in organizing this function. At this

darbar, which was largely attended, Sir

Henry Lawrence with his own hands pre-

sented dresses of honoiu* (including shawls

and timbans), swords and purses to those

sepoys who had shown their loyalty towards

the British.

Before the conclusion of the darbar, Sir

Henry made an eloquent speech in Hindus-

tanee. In it he dealt with the importance of

loyalty, adding that British protection would

be given both to Hindus and Muslims against

mutual injury. The Chief Commissioner

reminded the audience of the kind things

done by the British Government, contrasting

the Company’s rule with that of Indians.

“Alumgere in former times, and Hyder Ali

in later days”, said Sir Henry Lawrence,

“forcibly converted thousands and thousands

of Hindoos, desecrated their fanes, demo-

lished their temples, and carried ruthless

devastation amongst their household gods.

Come to om* times. Many here present well

know that Runjeet Singh never permitted his

Mohammedan subjects to call the pious to

prayer, never allowed the muezzin to sound

from the lofty minarets which adorn Lahore

and remain to this day a monument of tlieir

magnificent founders. The year before last

a Hindoo could not have dared to build a

temple in Lucknow. All this is changed”.—^Page 33 of volume I of the Punjab and

Delhi in 1857 by J. Cave Browne.

Sir Henry’s discourse had some elTect on a

section of the people, particularly on military

pensioners of Lucknow who later assisted the

British during the future course of events.

But the exhortation could not ward off the

coming events because many things said by
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BRINCE BIRJIS OADAR
On the capluic of Lucknow b) the nationalist foices, Birjis

Oadar, uhile still a boy, was pioclaimcd ^Vali or Governor

of A\adh undei the legency of his mother. Queen Hazrat

Mahak Latei, the ill-fated I’lince found an asylum in Nepal

with his mother.
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Sir Henry Lawrence in the address were but

a distorted and exaggerated version of the

truth.

The news of the mutiny of Meerut reached

Lucknow on May 14, and the next day came
the news of the capture of Delhi. Sir Henry
was now placed in supreme charge of Avadh
with the control both of the army and the

civil administration.

The regular uprising at Lucknow took place

on May 30 at night at the Cantonment of

Muriaon. Sir Henry Lawrence was having

his dinner when at 9 o'clock he heard the

news of the rising of the 71st Regiment.

It had been previously settled among the

sepoys that at 9 o'clock a detachment of

this regiment would attack the bungalows

of the English. A gun used to be fired at

9 o'clock every day to announce the time to

soldiers and others. As soon as this gun

was fired on that night the soldiers rose.

The mess house of the 71st Regiment was set

on fire and the Englishmen were fired at.

The first victim- among the English was

Lt. Grant who in attempting to escape had

hidden himself under a mattress. The

sepoys came to know about it, dragged him

out and killed him. Then came the turn of

Lt, Hardinge who was guarding some streets

with his cavalry. He received a sword cut.

Brigadier Handscomb was also killed.

On the morning of May 31, Sir Henry

Lawrence marched on the rebels with the

English soldiers under him and a few sepoys

who were still loyal. On the way, the 7th

Cavalry Regiment, which was with him till

then, also rose. He had no alternative but

to leave them to join the rebels and returned

to his place. Before sunset the 71st Infantry,

the 48th Infantry and the 7th Cavalry

Regiments together with irregular troops

hoisted the flag of 'freedom. The English

could do nothing although they had the whole

of the 32nd Europeans stationed at Lucknow
in addition to the artillery. The sepoys had,

however, broken av/ay without making a
stand. Some of them were taken prisoner,

tried by court-martial, and many were
hanged. A portion of the rebels now
marched off to Delhi. The loyal sepoys,

whose number was about 1,200, remained on.

They were eventually sent on leave, but 500
Indian soldiers threw their lot with the

British to defend the Residency against their

own country-men.

After the outbreak on May 30, there were
some disturbances in the city, but the police

were able to suppress them. Sir Henry
Lawrence now transferred his headquarters

from the Cantonment to the Residency in

which European women and children had
also been removed, some of them being ac-

commodated in the Machchhi Bhawan, But
the tides of the revolution had by now swept

the surroxmding districts and there were up-

risings now almost in all the 12 districts in

which Avadh was then divided, notably

Sitapur, Faizabad, Bahraich and Gonda.

Sir Henry Lawrence began his preparations

by fortifying the Residency and the Machchhi
Bhawan, To these places English women
and children were to be taken for safety.

The Residency was then a sort of small

fortified mohalla in itself occupying the

highest point of an elevated plateau sloping

down sharply towards the river Gomati. The
Machchhi Bhawan was also a large fortified

palace on a high elevation on the bank of

the river. The magazine stores previously

under the charge of the sepoys were removed

to this building which was now guarded by

European soldiers. Supplies of wheat and

other provisions were also stored there as

well as in the Residency. Sir Henry also

arranged for the giving of military drill to,

and the teaching of the use of the rifle by,

•Thus, the Muslim rulers patronised and encouraged non-Muslims who occupied high ranks in civil and mih'tary office,

and in the court of Ranjit Singh the Fakir brothers occupied a position of trust and influence. Not so under the Com-
pany’s Government.
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certain ofGcials and non-officials. The

British also sent a mission to Nepal request-

ing for help from Rana Jung Bahadur, the

Prime Minister and Commander-in-Chief of

Nepal.

The sepoys on their part were equally active

in organising themselves secretly. The first

signs of open revolt came, however, from the

villagers of Malihabad, about 14 miles from

Lucknow, on May 27, when armed villagers

watched the movement of British troops

through that area. Captain Hutchinson,

Militaiy Secretary to the Chief Commis-

D. THE SIEGE

The whole province of Avadh became inde-

pendent about the 10th June. Sepoys and

volunteers from different toAvns and districts

marched towards Lucknow. At Lucknow
Sir Henry Lawrence was still holding the city

although the British had lost the whole

province.

In the course of his preparations to meet the

onslaught. Sir Henry Lawrence had, after the

revolt of the sepoys on May 31, formed a

regiment of Sikhs and another regiment of

loyal Indians.

Both sides were ready for the conflict, but

they postponed the struggle. Both of them
awaited the result of the rising at Kanpur.
Each party was basing its hopes regarffing

Lucluiow on the result of the fighting at

Kanpur. Sir Hem-y Lawrence had Avritten

to Lord Canning on June 23, expressing the
hope that “if Kanpur stands, it is doubtful

whether Lucknow will be besieged at all’’.

On June 28, came the news that not a single

Englishman was left alive at Kanpur.
Further, after General Wheeler’s capitulation

.some of the nationalist forces of Kanpur
marched to Lucknow. On June 28, they were
at Nawabgunj, 20 miles from Lucknow. Sir

sioner, reported about this event in these

words : “Om’ march through Malihabad was

watched by armed villagers, and this only

14 miles from Lucknow, where three months

previously they dared not have lifted a finger

and where the year before, in September, I

had encamped in perfect security.’’*

By the middle of June, British authority had

collapsed throughout the province of

Avadh. But the city of Lucknow was still

open and European fugitives from out-sta-

tions still found their way to this last refuge

of the new regime.

OF RESIDENCY.

Henry Lawrence at once withdrew his troops

from the Cantonment to the Residency. In

the meanwhile a collection of rebel troops

who had marched from Faizabad, but had not

yet entered Lucknow, marched up to Chinhat,

a village about 8 miles to the east of the

city, to attack the English. Maulvi Ahmad

Ullah Shah of Faizabad was at their head.

On his part Sir Henry Lawrence was doing

everything possible to save Lucknow. He

had a feeling that unless the Kanpur defeat

was counteracted, not only the Residency at

Lucknow but even Fort William at Calcutta

would not be safe.

Instead of waiting in the Residency, Sir

Henry Lawrence went out with a force of

700 men to Chinhat with the idea of over-

powering the mutineers there. The compo-

sition of his troops was some 400 Europeans

of the 32nd Regiment, the rest being Sikhs

and some local sepoys.

A fierce engagement was fought on June 30,

in which the English were completely

defeated. They retreated from the battle

field with great loss. Of the 400 English

soldiers nearly 150 were killed, in addition

many Sikhs and Indian sepoys (fighting on

•Hutcliimon : Saimthf o( fvents in Avatih, pp. 55-50,
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the British side) were also killed. On the

field of battle the English left behind two

guns and a howitzer. The line of the retreat

‘‘was marked by the bodies of the 32nd,

their arms, their accoutrements ; men were

falling untouched by ball ; the heat of a

June sun was killing more than the enemy

. , . . In one fatal day the 32nd have left

3 officers and 116 men to tell the tale of

British heroism ;
but alas ! also of British

failure”—Rees, L. E. R., in the Personal

Narrative of the Siege of Lucknow (London

1858), p. 90.

The nationalist forces were in hot pursuit

until Sir Henry Lawrence, with the survivors,

took shelter in the Residency. Thus ended

the battle of Chinhat.

On their defeat at Chinhat, the British were

entirely demoralized and there was wide-

spread panic. In the Residency, there was

utter confusion. Women and children were

flying to the Resident’s house from all the

outposts, and everyone thought of his life

only. But the nationalist troops failed to

take advantage of this confusion. If they

had followed the retreating enemy
^

they

might have got a foot-hold on the Residency

itself. As things were, the British got a

respite and made up for the defeat by

strengthening the garrison.

The next day, July 1, the pursuing Indian

army forced their .way into the city of

Lucknow. Both the Residency and the

Machchhi Bhawan were invested by the

sepoys. Sir Henry Lawrence thought that he

could not defend both the Residency and the

Machchhi Bhawan. He, therefore, vacated

the latter in order to make the defence of the

Residency more effective. The arsenal in

the Machchhi Bhawan, containing a large

quantity of ammunition, was accordingly

blown up and all Englishmen were brought

within the Residency, at the dead of night.

There were enough stores, provisions, arms

and ammunition in the Residency to stand a

long siege. In it there were now about one

thousand Englishmen and a considerable

number of loyal Indian sepoys. Besides,

numbers of personal servants of the officers

were also there.

Sir Henry Lawrence made preparations for

defending the Residency against the

nationalist forces who were collecting out-

side. A regular siege of the Residency then

began. The Residency was built by the

Nawabs of Avadh for the accommodation of

the British Resident at their court. It was
completed in 1800 and was a very beautiful

building set in extensive surroimdings on a
high mound facing the Gomati river.

Soon after laying siege to the Residency the

Indian troops occupied the nearby houses and
mosques from which they could send fire to

the buildings within the Residency enclosure.

In the process of investment, the besiegers

exhibited great ingenuity and much perse-

verance and this was acknowledged in the

official despatch prepared in due course by
Brig. Inglis. Maulvi Ahmad Ullah Shah
of Paizabad was the main source of inspira-

tion to the revolutionaries and with him
were Raja Gur Bux Singh of Ramnagar
Dhameri and Raja Nawab AH Khan of

Mahmoodabad with their respective forces.

Besieged with the English in the Residency
were Indians of high rank who had earlier

been placed in detention by the Chief Com-
missioner as a precautionary measure. The
elder brother of Wajid Ali Shah, Mustafa
Ali Khan, was there—^he had been excluded

from succeeding to the kingdom by his father

because of his weak-mindedness. Also with
the besieged were Mirza Mohammad
Humayun and Mirza Mohammad Shikoh, the

princes of the Delhi Imperial Family, who
were living at Lucknow in the court of Wajid
Ali Shah. The British thought that the

rebels might make political use of them and
so they had been taken into custody.

There was also the young Raja of Tulsipur,

the owner of a large estate in the Terai, as

also Nawab Rukn-ud-daullah, a son of Nawab
Saadat Ali Khan, one of the former rulers of
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Avadh. Mingled with these dignitaries were

miscellaneous kinds of people, such as civil

servants, merchants and professional men.

There were then some Frenchmen, an Italian,

a German, and so forth.

Sir Henry Lawrence was killed a few days

after the commencement of the siege by a

shell bursting in the room occupied by him.

A day earlier, a shell had fallen on that

apartment and Sir Henry had promised to

his staff that he would shift to a safer place.

Before that could be done, the fatal shell

burst in the same room and mortally

woimded the Chief Commissioner. In the

darkness caused by the bursting of the shell,

one of the staff asked the Chief Commis-
sioner ; “Sir Henry, are you hurt ?” After

a short while a feeble voice was heard to

say : “I am killed”.

, The surgeon soon came and on interrogation

told the Chief Commissioner that he had only

about 48 hours to live. Sir Henry then
busied himself vsdth making valuable sugges-

tions about the defence and appointing

Major Banks as his successor. Till the last

moment, he retained consciousness and per-

formed his duties in giving detailed instruc-

tions. And thus died a noble soul in the
fullness of manhood and in tr3dng “to do his

duty”.*

Before the news of the death of Sir Henry
Lawrence reached England, he had been
nominated to succeed provisionally to the
Governor-Generalship in the event of the
death of Lord Canning or his resignation,
until such time as a successor arrived from
England. This was abundant proof of the
reputation he had won during his 34 years’
aer\'ice in India. Sir Henry was a man of
devout religion ; and God-fearing. He had
much influence over the Indian people
because he made allowances for many of
their prejudices and habits. Besides being

generous and considerate he always showed

appreciation of their many good qualities.

The besieged experienced great hardship

during the siege. Women and children were

accommodated in tahkhanas, as these places

were the safest from shots and shells. The

houses within the Residency compound were

over-crowded and this made it impossible to

segregate the patients when cholera and

small-pox broke out. There were deaths

ever5rwhere and two incumbents of the office

of Chief Commissioner were killed within

three weeks, the first being Sir Henry

Lawrence and the second his successor,

Major Banks. The Avindows of the houses

were barricaded with book-cases to protect

the houses from musket-balls. Up to July 7,

the deaths averaged about 15—20 daily and

were mostly caused by rifle and musket-balls.

Many persons were killed from the shots of

one of the rebels who fired from a house

almost without ever missing his aim.

When the ammtmition of the nationalist army

ran out, they fired with bullets made of wood,

pieces of iron, copper coins and horns of

bullocks. These missiles also found their

marks.

The nerves of both men and women in the

Residency entrenchment suffered severe

strain. They began to think of extreme

measures in case the nationalist forces forced

-their way into the fort. The women-folk

began to think of destroying themselves in

that event and some of the ladies kept prussic

acid nearby to serve as an instant poison.

Even the high-placed soldiers, such as

Colonel Inglis, at one time talked of the

blowing up of w'omen at the last moment
But some of the ladies maintained their

balance ; amongst them was one Mrs. Case

who did not think it right to resort to whole-

sale destruction. She was prepared for

death in whatever form it came from the

•"IIcTc lio HcniT l.anTcnre who trietl to do his
the Luchiiow Rniilcocy.

duty". .nrc the words inscribed on his epitaph in the Rroiindi of
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enemy and to leave the rest in the hands of

Him who knew what was best for them.

Martin Gubbins, the Financial Commissioner,

who was amongst the besieged, has des-

cribed how one day a military officer took

him aside and told him that his (the military

officer’s) mfe had desired that she should be

killed by him if the besiegers forced their

way into the Residency, and that he had

agreed with her. The officer then went on to

suggest that he was willing to do the same

deed of despair in respect of Mrs. Gubbins,

should Mr. Gubbins himself were to fall

earlier. The officer then asked for a pledge

from Mr. Gubbins that if he himself perished

before destroying his wife, Mr. Gubbins

should be ready to put a pistol-ball on the

officer’s widow. Mr. Gubbins, however, de-

clined to give any such pledge saying that the

necessity for it had not arisen, that there

was, therefore, no need to provide for it, and

that, in any case, he could not undertake to

do such a deed.*

Now and then the besieged sent out small

parties of daring men, both Europeans and

Indians, to fight the nationalist forces. This

served to keep up the morale of the defenders.

In one of these sorties, the English were

successful in raiding a house (near the

Residency enclosure) from which a marks-

man had been inflicting death after death on

the besieged. It is recorded that his every

bullet found its mark and in admiration of

his skill the besieged had nick-named him

BOB THE NAILER. ' The raid was a surprise

E. BIRJIS QADAR PROCLAIMED

The nationalist army soon found that it was

necessary to have a proper and dignified

leader in whose name and under whose

authority the war and the civil administra-

tion could be carried on. They began to

one, the inmates were taken unawares and
Bob was killed at his post.

After the capture of Kanpur by General

Havelock, the besieged began to entertain

high hopes of relief coming from that direc-

tion. But it took long to come, and many
became sullen in despair. Some became so

hopeless of life that their existence became a
burden to them

;
they began to envy the lot

of the dead when carried to their graves

every evening. There were one or two cases

of suicide too, a Lieutenant by name
Graham being one of them.

The siege of the Residency lasted for 87 days.

During this period the nationalist forces

made four serious attempts to capture it by

general assault, but none succeeded. They
fought with daring, advancing towards the

entrenchment regardless of the fire from the

ramparts which literally mowed them down.

The number^ of the besieging force was
estimated at greatly varying figures.

According to one estimate it was from twenty

to forty thousand, according to another full

one lakh. But in any case it is to be remem-
bered that it consisted mostly of ill-armed, ill-

disciplined and ill-trained contingents of

peasants supplied by the taluqdars of Avadh.

These were really of little military value

against the trained Europeans who were well

supplied with cannon, rifles and ammunition.

The nationalist forces also carried out mining

operations which caused great danger to the

besieged, but the Residency could not be

carried by mining alone.

KING, HAZRAT MAHAL REGENT

search for a person in the royal household

and approached several wives residing in

Lucknow of Wajid Ali Shah to set up their

son as king. On account of the fear of

consequences none agreed save Begum

•Rlutmies in Oudh by Martin Richard Gubbins, page 349.
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Hazrat Mahal. Her son, Mirza Birjis Qadar,

was thereupon proclaimed King of Avadh

imder the suzerainty of the Delhi Emperor

to whom he was to pay tribute. As Birjis

Qadar was a minor ( 11 years ) ,
Begum

Hazrat Mahal was appointed Regent to carry

on the affairs of the State in his name.

The task before Queen Hazrat Mahal was

full of difficulties from the very beginning.

In the first place, the other Begums as well

as the members of the royal family did ndt

like the installation of Birjis Qadar and the

concentration of power in the hands of

Hazrat Mahal. She had, therefore, to

coimteract the conspiratorial activities of

these ladies and this required much tact and

perseverance. As a shrewd lady she herself

took up the work of supervising all civil as

well as military matters and was thus able

to ward off the consequences of palace

intrigues. There was then the problem of

maintaining law and order in the city, a

problem which had become acute as a result

of the sudden disappearance of British

authority. In order to secure effective co-

operation of all elements, the Queen consti-

tuted a Court of Administration which
included Nawab Sharf-ud-daula who was
appointed Naib, Mammu Khan (the ex-

King’s Prime Minister) as Dewan, Husain-
ud-daula as a General and Raja Jai Lai Singh
as Collector of the Army. Maharaja Bal
Kishan, the Finance Minister of Iving Wajid
Ali Shah, was offered Finance Ministership

w'hich he first declined, but was later per-

suaded to accept. The Court used to meet
twice or tliricc a week in the Tarwali Kothi
which now’ houses the State Bank of India.

Later, proclamations were issued to all

taluqdars and zamindars informing them
that the ancc.stral kingdom of Avadh was
now rc.stored to the rightful owner of the
realm and that a handful of foreigners who
had remained would soon be exterminated.
Arrangement.s wore also made for enlisting

troops for new regiments and commanding

officers to them were appointed.

There were several British prisoners at

Kaiser Bagh under the control of Queen

Hazrat Mahal. The revolutionaries, fired

with feelings of revenge, requested the Queen

to hand over the captives to them. They

took away the men-folk, but the noble Queen

declined to make over any of the women and

children. Even British historians have

praised the Begum as the upholder of the

dignity of womanhood.

The nationalist forces had several leaders,

besides the members of the Coimcil of Admi-

nistration. Nana Saheb was there. So also

were there Maulvi Ahmad Ullah Shah of

Faizabad and Babu Kunwar Singh. General

Bakht Khan, the Commander-in-Chief of the

nationalist forces at Delhi, who had come

to Lucknow after extricating his forces from

that city on its re-capture by the British,

was also there. Prince Feroz Shah too was
in the city. The supreme and co-ordinating

authority was, however, exercised by Queen

Hazrat Mahal as the Regent to young Birjis

Qadar who had been selected as Nawab on

July 7 and who was crowned as "Wali” on

August 6, 1858.

Certain incidents connected wdth the revolt

prove that the Queen had the qualities of a

military leader on the one hand and of a

statesman on the other. In order to make
the city of Lucknow safe from the advancing

forces of the British from Kanpur, she lost

no time in making a grant of Rs.5,00,000 for

a protecting wall being built around tte city.

Later, she made endeavours to win over Rana
Jang Bahadur of Nepal to her side by pro-

mising him Gorakhpur, Azamgarh, AiTah,

Chhapra and Varanasi. The British on

their part had tried to win over Nepal by the

promise of Gorakhpur and a part of Avadh.
Though eventually the Rana sided with the

British, the fact remains that Begum Hazrat
Mahal had played, unsuccessfully though, a

diplomatic tramp card in the affair.
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R THE RE-^CAPTURE OP LUCIQ^OW.

After the Indian rule of some three months
the British were able to re-captnre Lucknow
in April, 1858, by forces under the command
of Sir Colin Campbell, the Commander-in-
Chief, aided by Maharaja Jung Bahadur, the

Prime Minister and Commander-in-Chief of

Nepal. The Nepal Darbar owed a grudge to

Avadh beca\ise Nawab Ghaziuddin Haider

had rendered financial help to the Company
during the difficult days of the Nepal War
and for which the British Government had
raised his status to that of a king and had
made some territorial concessions in his

favour.

The importance of re-occupying Lucknow as

soon as possible had been emphasized by the

Governor-General in a letter to the Com-
mander-in-Chief, written in January, 1858,

which ran : “Every eye in India is upon Oudh,

as it was upon Delhi. Oudh is not only the

rallying place of the sepoys,—^the place to

which they all look, and by the doings in

which their own hopes and prospects rise or

fall,—^but it represents a 'dynasty : there is a

King of Oudh seeking his own. Oudh and

our dealings with it have been in every

native's mind for the last two years. The

attention of all native chiefs is drawn to see

whether or not we can retain hold of what

we have taken".

Before the arrival of Sir Colin, Gtenerals

Outram and Havelock and Neill had come

from Kanpur to the aid of Lucknow, but were

unsuccessful in ousting the nationalist troops.

These Commanders accompanied by 3,000

troops had set forth from Kanpur on

September 19 and, arriving on the outskirts

of Lucknow, found the nationalist forces

within and round about Alambagh. A fierce

battle was fought on the 23rd in which the

English were able to capture this important
post which they made their base of opera-

tions. Subsequent battles took place on the

following days and in one of them General

Neill was killed. But though the British

were able to secme some parts of the city,

the Residency and Alambagh remained sepa-

rated from each other. Thus, the British

found themselves besieged at both the places

without any effective means of inter-

communication.

Sir James Outram now (September 26)

assiuned supreme command of the military

and also took over the office of Chief Com-
missioner. He held on during October and
November in the midst of severe attacks

from the nationalist forces until Sir Colin

Campbell came to his succour. On
November 16, the Commander-in-Chief met
with stiff resistance of 3,000 brave sepoys

armed with muskets who defended the

enclosure at Sikander Bagh till the last hero

fell. The Commander-in-Chief was struck

by the valour of these men and, like a true

soldier, gave credit to his enemy by record-

ing : “There never was a bolder feat of

aims".

Over two thousand of the nationalist troops

were killed in almost hand-to-hand fight in

defence of Sikander Bagh
; their bodies were

found strewn about in the building and the

central court. Not a soul had escaped to

tell the tale and the silence round about

was agonizing. Forbes-Mitchell has re-

corded the case of two officers of the

nationalist force who met a brave death

inside a dark room while defending their flag.

After occupying Sikander Bagh, the British

advanced towards the Shah Najaf* where too

•Shah NajaC also called NajaE Ashraf. is an imitation of the mausoleum (of the same name near Karbala m
Arabia) of All, son-in-law of the Prophet. It was built by King Ghazi-ud-dm Haider for the mtemm^t of his remains,

and on his death in 1827 he was buried there. His Queen. Mubarak Mahal also hes buried m it. The tombs are m
solid silver and gold. The building stands on the bank of the.Gomati. and the inside is profusely decorated with

chandeliers and floral designs. During the Moharram and on the death anniversary of the Queen Mubarak Mahal the

premises are tastefully illuminated.
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the nationalist forces had now collected, and

a heavy cannonade was maintained against it

for three hours. The place was subsequently

stormed and captured and thus on November

17, Campbell and his forces were able to

establish communication with the Residency

which lay beyond.

It was not, however, before several days’

fighting that Sir Colin could liberate the

Residency and carry the besieged women and
children to Kanpur. The nationalist troops

in and aroimd Lucknow numbered some fifty

thousand, and with the small force at his

command Sir Colin could not expect to hold

Lucknow. It was for this reason that he
evacuated the Residency (November 22, mid-

night) and arranged to carry the women and
children and the wounded to Kanpur. The
evacuees were taken via Dilkusha and
Sikander Bagh to Alambagh and thence to

Kanpur. They were accompanied by the

Commander-in-Chief himself who had to

leave for Kanpur to save it from the

threatened attack by Tatya Tope at the head
of the Gwalior Contingent.

Lucknow was now left in charge of General
Outram with some 3,000 to 4,000 troops at

the Alambagh base. Hei-e he was attacked
by the nationalist troops several times, but
continued to hold on, on the strength of
superior military taetics and resources in

arms and ammunition. Begum Hazrat
Mahal, seated on an elephant, also took part
in one of Uie attacks, but the British could
not be dislodged.

In the meanwhile the Commander-in-Chief
had defeated Tatya Tope at Kanpur and was
now free to put all his forces against
Lucknow. He arrived again on March 2,

with a large army. There was stubborn

resistance and the city was resolutely

defended for a week. On March 9, the

British were able to launch a general attack

and in a few days Outram captured Hazrat-

gunj, Kaiser Bagh* and Musa Bagh.t

The nationalist forces fought a series of des-

perate battles with admirable courage as is

borne out by the fact that, in the Begum

Kothi, 860 of them were foimd dead in the

central court alone when the building was

stormed. Begum Hazrat Mahal herself

maintained her courage and bearing in the

midst of successive reverses, and moved

amongst the troops during battle unmindful

of her personal safety. At Musa Bagh, a

place of retreat of the nationalist forces, they

held on for some days against the British

onslaught, as a result of thfe inspiration pro-

vided personally by the Begiun.

Queen Hazrat Mahal was living in the palaces

of Kaiser Bagh with the young King. On

several occasions she was threatened with

capture by the British, but she resolutely

remained in the palace lest her flight might

cause demoralisation in the nationalist forces.

However, near about the middle of

November, the British onslaught on Kaiser

Bagh was imminent and it was then, on the

advice of her Ministers, that along with King

Birjis Qadar and the ladies of the household,

she vacated the palace and took up I’esidence,

one after the other, at various private houses

in the city.

It is recorded that the British sent several

messages to the Queen to return to Kaiser

Bagh promising to her many inducements,

including even the return of the kingdom to

King Wajid Ali Shah, if only the Queen

could end the war. But the Queen and her

,
.All SIuli, v-rre cornpIeleU in 18'iO. They conjistcU of larcc and arlhtic

U3S a

Krglmcnf
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advisers considered ^ the offers as merely

deceptive and impossible of fulfilment.

Amongst the notable Eux’opeans killed in

Lucknow were Sir Henry Lawi’ence, the Chief

Commissioner and the supreme army com-

mander for Avadh ; General Havelock,*

General, Neill. Also killed was Major
Hudson who had become notorious on

account of his having murdered the three

princes of the Imperial Family after the fall

of Delhi. The Commander-in-Chief, Sir

Colin Campbell, himself naiTOwly escaped

death by suffering a mere wound. In the

rank and file of the British, casualties were

heavy.

On the side of the nationalist forces various

computations have been made. According

to one calculation the number who laid down
their lives was 75,000, including those who
were summarily hanged before the siege

began, and the innumerable civilians who
were killed in cold blood after the re-capture

of the city. * It is said that the massacre of

the population was on a scale imheard of
;

every house in which the conquerors entered

was turned into a slaughter house of men,

women and children.

On the fall of Lucknow the city people, aware

of the fate of Delhi, started running away

with their womenfolk carrying infants in

their arms. When they reached one of the

bridges over the Gomati the British turned

the guns on them killing and drowning

thousands of innocent people. Those who
had not joined the train of refugees and had

shut themselves in their houses did not meet

with a better fate. They were mercilessly

bayoneted in^ their rooms. Hundreds of

girls committed suicide by jumping into

wells to save their honour.

Forbes-Mitchell records that many of the

men had to be dislodged from closed rooms

by throwing in bags of gun-powder with slow
matches fixed to them. When these

exploded they set fire to the clothing, cotton-

padded quilts and furniture in the rooms.

Consequently in the inner apartments of the

palaces there were himdreds of dead bodies

half-burnt
;
many wounded were burnt

alive with the dead, and the stench from
such rooms was horrible,t

On the re-taking of Lucknow, the Governor-
General issued a general order which was
published in the Supplement to the North-
Western Provinces Gazette, dated April 13,

1858, With this order were also published

the despatches of the Commander-in-Chief,

General Sir Colin Campbell, containing an
account of the re-captm*e of Lucknow, The
Governor-General profusely admired and
congratulated the Commander-in-Chief on
the capture of “the strong city of the rebels’*.

Other officers who assisted him were also

thanked.

During the last days of the operations,

Maharaja Jang Bahadur, the Prime Minister

and Commander-in-Chief of Nepal, was asso-

ciated with the army under Sir Colin

Campbell’s command. The Governor-

General expressed his thanks “for the hearty

co-operation which the Commander-in-Chief

received from His Highness Maharaja Jang
Bahadur and for the gallant bearing of His

Highness* troops**. The order concluded

with these words : “To the officers and men
of every service, soldiers, seamen and marines
composing the forces by which Lucknow
was taken, the Governor-General desires to

express his admiration of their conduct

and to tender to each individual the thanks of

the Government of India. His Lordship

will take the earliest opportunity of bringing

under the favourable notice of Her Majesty’s

Government and of the Hon’ble the Court of

Directors the services rendered by the Force.

•He ,was not killed in battle, but died of dysentery at Alambagh where he was buried,

’^Reminiscences of the Great Mutiny, page 229.
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In testimony of these services, the Governor-

General is pleased to direct that every officer

and soldier, European and Native, and the

officers and men of the Navy who took part

in the capture of Lucknow, shall receive a

donation of six months’ hatta”.

The Governor-General also issued a procla-

mation (which has come to be known as

‘Lord Canning’s Proclamation’) in which the

people of Avadh were told that their capital

was now at the mercy of the British Govern-

ment against which they had ranged them-

selves. They were also told that those who
had been steadfast in their allegiance to the

British would immediately be rewarded. It

was proclaimed also that mth the exception

of loyal taluqdars, the proprietary rights in

the soil of the province stood confiscated, to

be disposed of by the British Government in

a befitting manner. It concluded : “To those

taluqdai's, chiefs and land-owners, with their

followers, who shall make immediate submis-
sion to the Chief Commissioner of Oudh,
surrendering their arms and obeying his

orders, the Right Honourable the Governor-
General promises that their life and honoim
shall be safe, provided that their hands are
not stained with English blood, murderously
shed. But as regards any fmther indulgence
which may be extended to them, and the con-
dition in which tliej'^ may hereafter be placed,

they must throw themselves upon the justice

and mercy of the British Government.’’

This proclamation had, however, little effect

upon the taluqdars who did not choose to

submit on its tei-rns. The thi’eatened confis-

cation of tlieir lands meant the breath of
their life, because to lose their lands was to

live without honour. They were left with
little faith in British justice and lesser in

British mercy. So, contrary to tlie expecta-
tions of Lord Canning, hostilities at once
broke out afrc.sh over a much wider area
than before. The British had no doubt
gained i)o.sses.sion of Lucknow, but outside,

things were in a turmoil.

After the fall of Lucknow, the Queen retired

with a large following across the river

Ghagra and posted herself in the fort of

Baundi in the Bahraich district. She forti-

fied the stronghold with heavy gxms and

troops made up of 1,500 cavalry and 500

mutineer sepoys Avith a train of najeebs and

followers. The taluqdars of Ava^ volun-

tarily brought the revenue payable by them.

Many of them tendered gifts of their

valuables and money to the Queen.

The Queen though vanquished at Lucknow

was successful in stirring the rest of Avadh.

There were a series of sporadic risings in

different parts of the province and the

English had to face the toughest encounters

in the whole history of the rebellion. The

taluqdars and zamindars, who rode with their

irregular levies, were greatly attached to the

Queen and her cause. The Begum never

thought of surrender for a moment. After

the issue of the proclamation of Queen

Victoria, the Begum published a coimter pro-

clamation under the seal of King Bii’jis Qadar

warning the people of Avadh not to be misled

by false promises. They were urged not to

place their faith in the offer of pardon.

Portions of the proclamation read thus : "At

this time certain weak-minded, foolish people

have spread a report that the English have

forgiven the faults and crimes of the people

of Hindostan
;
this appears very astonishing,

for it is the tmvarying custom of the English

never to forgive a fault, be it great or small

;

so much so that if a small offence be com-

mitted through ignorance or negligence they

never forgive it. . . . Therefore, we, the

ever-abiding Government, parents of the

people of Avadh, with great consideration,

put foi'th the present Proclamation, in order

that the real object of the chief points may
be exposed, and our subjects be placed on

their guard.’’

The British star was, however, on the ascent

and the Begum’s efforts for further straggla

bore no fruit. Yet having once taken up
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arms, she would not think of lasdng them

down. She could no longer hold on to

Baimdi against the attack of the Commander-

in-Chief and in December, 1858, left the fort

and wandered about in the Nepal Terai with

a small number of faithful soldiers, half-

armed, half-fed and without artillery. It

was some time in the last quarter of 1859 that

she ultimately crossed over to Nepal where,

after much difficulty, she found refuge.

Amongst her faithful followers in Nepal were
Rana Beni Madho Singh and Miftah-ud-daula.

She spent the rest of her days at Kathmandu
with her son Birjis Qadar. She died in 1874.

G. THE VALOUR OF INDIAN WOMEN

A feature of national pride in the battles of

Lucknow was the prominent part which the

women-folk took, not only in the subsidiary

actions of the struggle, but in actual fighting.

In one of the six attacks on Alambagh the

Queen herself had appeared on the battle-

field to encourage her troops. On February

25, 1858, accompanied with her officers, she

went on an elephant to supervise the defence

arrangements and fighting operations. So,

though Lucknow was lost, the valour of

Indian womanhood was left to fill some proud

pages of Indian history.

In the battle of Sikander Bagh one of the

ladies fought with great gallantry, and

eventually braved death with extraordinary

courage after having killed many a

European soldier. Sergeant Forbes-Mitchell

was an eye-witness to her last moments and

the case is best described in his own graphic

words i *Tn the centre of the inner court of

Secunder Bagh there was a large peepul tree

with a very bushy top, round the foot of

which were set a number of jars full of cool

water. When the slaughter was almost over,

many of our men went under the tree for

the sake of its shade, and to quench their

burning thirst with a draught of the cool

water from the jars. A number, however,

lay dead under this tree, both of the Fifty-

third and Ninety-third, and the many bodies

lying in that particular spot attracted the

notice of Captain Dawson. After having

carefully examined the wounds, he noticed

that in every case the men had evidently been
shot from above. He thereupon stepped out

from beneath the tree and called to Quaker
Wallace to look up if he could see any one
in the top of the tree, because all the dead
imder it had apparently been shot from
above. Wallace had his rifle loaded, and
stepping back he carefully scanned the top of

the tree. He almost immediately called out,

*T see him, sir !” and cocking his rifle he
repeated aloud, T’ll pay my vows now to the

Lord, before His people air. He fired, and
down fell a body dressed in a tight-fitting red

jacket and tight-fitting rose-coloured silk

trousers ; and the breast of the jacket burst-

ing open with the fall, showed that the

wearer was a woman. She was armed with a
pair of heavy old-pattern cavalry pistols,

one of which was in her belt still loaded, and
her pouch was still about half full of ammu-
nition, while from her perch in the tree,

which had been carefully prepared before the

attack, she had killed more than half-a-dozen

men. When Wallace saw that the person

whom he shot was a woman, he burat into

tears exclaiming : Tf I had known it was a
woman, I would rather have died a thousand

deaths than have harmed her’.”*

* Another case is recorded of an elderly woman
who, a few days after the fall of Lucknow,

was noticed lurking near the Iron Bridge and

collecting small pieces of rags. Later, she

was found dead, but ^‘close to her hand lay

a piece of cotton, like a candle wick, and

^Remintscences of the Great Mutiny, pp. 57-58.
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partially burnt, while nearby, hidden by the tragedy embittered her flickering life, historj*

rubbish, appeared through the floor, close to will never discover”.*

where the dead womans hand rested, a
That there were other instances of women

bamboo containing a slow ma.tch . The
fighting for tile, defence of the city is borne

bamboo led to an enormous mine (Major Gor(jon Alexander who has recorded

Majcndie in Up among the Pandies or A amongst the slain at Sikander Bagh

Year’s Service in India, 1859, pages 236—38)
. there were a few amazon negresses and that

Dr. Sen poignantly observ^es about this old “they fought like wild cats, and it was not

lady : “What wrongs her feeble hands strove till after they were killed that their sex was

to avenge will never be Imown. What even suspected”.!

H. THE PLUNDER

On its fall, the city of Lucknow was the

victim of severe plunder at the hands of

British soldiers. In this respect this unfor-

tunate city fared no better than Delhi, Jhansi,

Bithoor and other captured towns. The
war correspondent of the London Times, Sir

W.H.Russell, described Lucknow as he saw it

on March 11, 1858, in these W'ords : “Not
Rome, not Athens, not Constantinople, not

any city I have ever seen, appears to me so

striking and beautiful as this, and the more
I gaze the more its beauties grow upon me.”

He was looking at the city from the minaret
of the Dilkusha Palace. A week later, when
Lucknow was completely recaptimed by the

British, it was a dead city in the literal sense

of that e.xpre.ssion. The once gorgeous
rooms of its palaces were strewn with shat-

tered mirroi-s, broken furniture, battered

statues and putrid corpses. The river

Gomati was full of swollen bodies and birds

of prey filled the sky. Beautiful buildings

of the city presented a miserable appearance
w’ith walls and gilded domes riddled with
bullets and cannon shots.

The sack of the city began from the first

day the British launched their attack. The
*

principal place.s attacked were the royal
palaces spreading from Hazratganj to
the Re.sidenc.v. The buildings were first

damaged by bombardment and later stoimed

Fifty-jrt'fn, p.
rif I Tiordun Atrxnnder’i nreoUrriiont

t

tn ;r?dh tmdrr 5rr Cof/n H-ondon,

AND DESTRUCTION

by the infantry. Then followed plunder

and murder. The Begmn Kothi in Hazrat-

ganj, the Magbara of ICing Amjad Ali Shah,

the Noor Baksh palace, the Zahur Baksh

palace and the Kaiserbagh palaces came in

for plunder in turn. The Kaiserbagh

palaces were more of a fairy land than a

part of the earth. They were built in

exquisite- style and luxuriously furnished.

They contained a large collection of pieces

of precious art and treasures which were

accumulated from the time of the first Nawab

Burhan-ul-Mulk Saadat Khan. The gardens

in the extensive yard were maintained in

great beauty, with fountains, orange groves,

aqueducts and moulded lamp-posts.

Maddened by thirst for blood and greed of

gold, the conquerors ran from room to room

collecting things of value which they could

can-y and destroying the rest, such as

mirrors, pictures and vases. They took out

precious stones from the hilts of swords,

butts of pistols and other fireanns and also

from costly dresses.

The royal library in Kaiserbagh consi.sting of

about 40,000 books and manuscripts of great

value was completely destroyed in the fight-

ing in Kaiserbagh.

Sir William Russell thus Avrites about tlic

happenings following the storming of the

>t n JUj'Utnnd Siihnllrm durine the enmt'aient of the OJ'd

IW).
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Begam Kothi : “The scene of plunder was
indescribable. The soldiers had broken up
several of the store-rooms and pitched the

contents into the court which was lumbered
with cases, with embroidered clothes, gold

and silver brocade, silver vessels, arms,

banners, drums, shawls, scarfs, musical

instruments, mirrors, pictures, books,

accounts, medicine bottles, gorgeous

standards, shields, spears, and a heap of

things, the enumeration of which would make
this sheet of paper like a catalogue of a

broker’s sale. Through these moved the

men, wild with excitement, "dnmk with

plunder’. I had often heard the phrase, but

never saw the thing itself before. They
smashed to pieces the fowling pieces and

pistols to get at the gold mountings and the

stones set in the stocks. They burnt in the

fire, which they made in the centre of the

court, brocades and embroidered shawls for

the' sake of gold and silver. China, glass

and jade they dashed to pieces in pure

wantonness ;
pictures they ripped up, or

tossed on the flames ;
furniture shared the

same fate.”*

According to Forrest the Kaiserbagh palaces

became a ruined charnel-house by nightfall

when, on account of the darkness, the

plunder had to be compulsorily suspended.

Amongst the plundered things was the golden

tazicL which had been made at a cost of

several lakhs for the young King Bii’jis

Qadar, for the Moharrum of August 18o7.

The original iazia belonging to the Royal

Family had been taken with him to Calcutta

by Nawab Wajid Ali Shah, and this new one

was made for Birjis Qadar out of the sub-

scription of several lakhs which the people of

Lucknow had raised. It was found in a

dargah by British soldiers who, not knowing

whether the diamonds in the crescent and the

star on the dome of it were real or imitation,

cut off the whole dome and presented it to

their Lieutenant. It eventually foimd its

way to London where it was sold for £80,000. f

A hundred books have given an accoimt of

the plunder of Lucknow, but by far the most
vivid and authentic is to be found in the
book of' Major Forbes-Mitchell. He was an
eye-witness to the happenings, was dis-

tressed by the black deeds of his colleagues

and has, without fear, recorded them faith-

fully. “The sights that then met our eyes

in the streets of Lucknow”, writes the
Major, “defy description. The city was in

the hands of plunderers
; Europeans and

Sikhs, Gkjorkhas, and camp-followers of

every class, aided by the scum of the native

population. Every man was in fact doing
what was right in his own eyes and 'hell

broke loose’ is the only phrase in the English
language that can give one, who has never

seen such a sight, any idea of the scenes in

and around the Imambara, the Kaiserbagh,

and adjacent streets. The Sikhs and the

Goorkhas were by far the most proficient

plunderers, because they instinctively knew
where to look for the most valuable loot.

The European soldiers did not understand
the business, and articles that might have
proved a fortune to many were readily parted

with for a few rupees in cash and a bottle

of grog. But the gratuitous destruction of

valuable property that coxild not be carried

off was appalling. Colour-Sergeant Graham,
of Captain Burroughs’ company, rescued

from the fire a bundle of Government of

India promissory notes of the value of over

a lakh of rupees, and Mr. Kavanagh, after-

wards discovering the rightful owner,

secured for Sergeant Graham a reward of

five per cent, on the amount.”.t

Forbes-Mitchell goes on to add that it is

impossible to find words to depict the scenes

which met one’s eyes at every turn in the

•Sir W. H. Ru'iseU, My Diary in India, 1858-59, Vol. T, p. 333.

‘•Forbes-Mitchell, pp. 226-27.

iHeminiscences of the Great Mutiny, pp. 220-221.
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streets of Lucknow. Mad riot and chaos

reigned—sights fit only for the Inferno. He
had previously only heard the phrase "drunk

with plunder”, but he saw it now in right

earnest. Soldiers went mad Avith pillage and

wild with excitement ;
they were followed

by crowds of camp-followers too cowardly to

go to the front, but as ravenous as the

ATiltures which followed the army and preyed

on the carcases of tlie slain.

Later, prize-agents were appointed and

guards placed at the different thorough-

fares to intercept camp-followers and other

plunderers, on their way back to camp, who
were thus made to fisgorge their plunder,

nominally for the public good or the benefit

of the anny. "But it was shrewdly suspected

by the troops that certain small caskets in

battered cases, which contained the redemp-

tion of mortgaged estates in Scotland,

England and Ireland, and snug fishing and
shooting boxes in every game-haunted and
salmon-frequented angle of the world, found

their way inside the imiform-cases of even

the prize-agents. I could myself name one

deeply-encumbered estate which was cleared

of mortgage to the tune of £1,80,000 Avithin

tAvo years of the plunder of Lucknow ....
Before Ave left LucknoAV the plunder accu-
mulated by the prize-agents Avas estimated at
over £6,00,000 (according to The Times of
31st of May, 1858), and Avithin a week it

readied a million and a quarter sterling.

What became of it all ?”*

In a single store-room, Avhich had but a
mocle.st appearance, enormous wealth Avas
found. There AA^ere big boxes containing the
finest Kashmir shaAvls, silver-mounted and
jCAvdlcd sword.s, a solid gold casket, divided
into compartmenLs, each compartment full of
gtMUs, such as diamonds, rubies, sapphiz-es

and cmerald.s. There AA’cre also numei-ous

tiaras studded Avith precious stones, including

diamonds.!

After its capture, the city Avas handed oA'er

to the ciAzil authorities. A proclamation

was issued annoimcing that persons absent

from their houses would be treated as rebels

and all their property Avould be confiscated

unless they presented themselves AAdthin a

fortnight. There was hardly a family from

which at least one member was not missing.

Consequently, thousands of houses Avere con-

fiscated and hundi'eds of thousands of men

Avere rendered homeless. Large tracts of

land were declared ‘nazool’. The movable

property in these houses was put in charge o!

px'ize-agents who acted no better than greedy

bandits. They practised diabolical torture

to make the peoirle reveal tlieir hidden

wealth.

As a result mohallas after mohallas Avere

deserted. The nobles Avere now reduced to

paupers.

Buildings were also not left alone. The

houses of the rebel leaders and many
members of the Royal Family were razed

to the gi’ound. The Farhat Baksh Palace,

to the west of Chhatar Manzil, and the

Kaiserbagh palaces, to the east of the great

quadrangle, Avere amongst those which were

razed to the ground. The other buildings

and residences situated in the area noAV

occupied by the Victoria Park and the open

ground near it met the same fate.

The Daulat Khana was a palace built by

NaAvab Asaf-ud-daula on the bank of the

Gomati to the east of the Roomi Danvaza.

Nana Saheb had stayed in it as a guest of

Queen Hazrat Mahal during his sojourn in

LucknoAv. In their wrath against Nana
Saheb, the British pulled dOAVTi this palace

too.
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Numerous other buildings were levelled to

the ground in order to facilitate the occu-

pation of the city and to provide better

defence in the event of future attacks from
outside or uprising within. The Machchhi
Bhawan Palace, was selected as the key
position of the defence plan and the mass of

houses round about it were brought down.

Similarly, the habitations about Badshah
Bagh were entirely swept away in order to

make the place safe as an outpost.

Such was the fate of a great city, the centre

of learning, culture and theology in North

India. For two centuries Lucknow had been

renowned throughout the countries of the

eastern hemisphere as the seat of literary

men, poets and craftsmen, making a notable

contribution to the composite culture of

India. In the field of fine arts it had few
rivals, while the courtesy and etiquette of

its people is still cherished by all lovers of

good manners and chaste living. And our
grief becomes the greater when we remember
that though the valiant people of Avadh in

the course of ten days obliterated the English

administration from their land, there was,

on their part, no cruelty, no vengeance.

^‘The brave and turbulent population, with a
few exceptions, treated fugitives of the
ruling race with marked kindness and the

high courtesy and chivalry of the people of

Oudh was conspicuous in their dealings with

their fallen masters."'^

I. THE Memorial

On the occasion of the centenary celebra-

tions of 1857, the Uttar Pradesh Govern-

ment erected at Lucknow a Martyrs’

Memorial Tower in memory of the fighters

for Indian independence. It is sited between

the Chhatar Manzil (which now houses the

Central Drug Research Institute) and the

Iron Bridge, adjoining the river-bank road

and facing the ruins of the Residency.

The tower is 68 feet high with a basement of

eight feet square which gradually diminishes

to six feet square at the top. The tower is

made of pure marble with an ornamental

capital at the top. The platform on which
the tower stands has also a three-inch marble

facing, and at its four corners are four small

elephant-shaped fountains.

The Memorial is abundantly illuminated at

night and presents an appearance of charm
and dignity.

*rorrcst’s Slate Papers, Volume II, 3
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A. THE NAWAB OP BANDA.
THE nawab’s DESCENT FROM He derived his parentage from Peshwa Baji

THE PESHWA Rao I, being his great grandson, through

At the time of the rebellion Nawab Ali Mastani'* the Peshwa’s favourite concubine.

Bahadur n was the titular Nawab of Banda. Here is his geneology :

Geneology

Peshwa Baji Rao I Mastani (Concubine)

(It is said that Baji Rao
had carried her oflf from
the siege of Jaitpur.t)

Nawab Ali Bahadur I 1st Nawab
(Died 1802)

(AH Bahad^ and his cousin, Ghani Bahadur, had served the Maratha army to the
north of Delhi, Ali Bahadur commanded a division, and Ghani Bahadur
Dccamc the first Maratha Governor of Saharanpur after its capture in 1789.)

Shamsher Bahadur 2nd Nawab Zulfiqar Ali Bahadur 3rd Nms^ob

(Had been granted Jh^/r and privileges (Died 1849)
by British Government). (Died 1823)

|

Ali Bahadur II 4lb Nawnb

(Succeeded as Nawab in 1849. Took prominent

in the rebellion. Surrendered on the Queen ^
^

tion and was granted a pension of Rs. 4,8W p.a*;‘

•An account of ihi^ lady appears in Chapter 5, Section D (Peshwa Baji Rao 1).

iMSOTnsinKlcd ^/n‘l74G''''
Bhiiragarh opposite the town of Banda and on the oilier side of the Ken riser.
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The great Bundela King, Chhatrasal, had
bequeathed one-third of his territories to

Peshwa Baji Rao I, as a mark of his gratitude

for the Peshwa’s timely aid against the
Bangesh Nawab who had attacked him. The
Peshwa in his turn later divided this Bundel-
khand territory into three parts—one part
going to the family of the founders of the
Jhansi Raj, the other to one Govindpant Kher
with headquarters at Sagar and the third

consisting of Banda and Kalpi, to his illegiti-

mate son, Ali Bahadur I, who became the

first Nawab of Banda.

Soon after 1800, Ali Bahadur I attacked

and took Ajaigarh and re-occupied Jaitpur.

He then laid siege to Kalinjar, but died in

1802, before the great fortress could be
captured. Earlier, he had concluded an
arrangement with the Court of Poona by
which the sovereign and paramount right of

the Peshwa over all the conquests of Ali

Bahadur was declared and acknowledged.
His eldest son, Shamsher Bahadur, was
absent at Poona at the time. His cousin,

Ghani Bahadur, put Ali Bahadur’s

younger son, Zulfiqar Ali, on the masnad,
assumed command of the troops and con-

tinued the siege. Shamsher Bahadur, on
hearing of his father’s death, hurried to the

camp at Kalinjar, seized Ghani Bahadur and
confined him in the fort of Ajaigarh (where
he was afterwards poisoned) and himself

took his father’s place.

Meanwhile, by an agreement of 1803 with the

British Government, the Peshwa had under-

taken to cede in perpetuity to the East India

Company from the province of Bundelkhand,

conquered for the Poona State by Ali

Bahadur, territory yielding a revenue of

Rs.36,16,000. Though Bundelkhand had
belonged to the Peshwa, he was induced to

part with it in lieu of certain territories in

the southern Maratha country, which were

included in the cessions made by the

Treaty of Bassein. From its situation in

the neighbourhood of their position on

the Yamuna, Bundelkhand was very

important to the British. But the
province could not be obtained without
expelling certain chieftains who, though
tributary to the Peshwa, were averse to

place themselves under the yoke of the
British. Hence foi* the acquisition of the
province, an expedition was necessary. So
from Allahabad, a detachment of British

troops crossed the Yamuna and entered

Bundelkhand in September, 1803. This
force could not have so easily accomplished
the occupation of Bmadelkhand had not a
soldier of fortune, named Gosain Himmat
Bahadur, offered his services to the British

and shown the way in which they could

easily acquire the province. The offer of

Himmat Bahadur was accepted and he
joined the British with a large body of

troops. There was no difficulty in reducing

the petty chieftains and their forts. But the

nominal ruler of the province, Shamsher
Bahadur, still held out and so the united

forces of the British and Himmat Bahadur
crossed the river Ken on the outskirts of

Banda in October and found the army of

Shamsher Bahadur di*axvn up to oppose them.

There was a battle fought at a place nine

miles from Banda, but Shamsher Bahadur
was easily defeated. He eventually surren-

dered early in 1804, on the assurance of an

annual allowance of Rs.4 lakhs in perpetuity

for himself and his family. Afterwards a

large area near Banda was granted to him

for himself and his troops and he

was allowed to maintain a bodyguard "'armed

and dressed like the Company’s troops”.

On his death in 1823, Shamsher Bahadur was

succeeded by his younger brother, Zulfiqar

Ali. The latter died in 1849, whereupon the

Nawabship passed to his son, Ali Bahadur H,

who, at the time of the rebellion, was in the

enjoyment of the full pension of Rs.4 lakhs

which had originally been granted to his

uncle.

Nawab Ali Bahadur 11 has been described by

Sherer (who was at Banda at the time of the

uprising) as "a youngish man, small and
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slight, but very active in frame, and with a

lively kind of fatuous manner about him . . .

his natural disposition was easy and good-

natured and he seemed free from

resentment”.*’

THE OUT-BREAIC

At the time of the rebellion there were in the

Cantonment of Banda three companies of the

1st Native Infantry the headquarters of

which were at Kanpur. Lieutenant Bennett

was commanding these companies. Besides,

there was a partially disciplined body of 125

troops in the service of the Nawab. The Col-

lector of the district v/as Mr, F. O. Mayne.

At Karvi, a sub-divisional headquarter, there

was stationed Mr. Cockerell, the joint

magistrate.

In the beginning of June, 1857, rumours were

current in Banda that the mutineers from
Kanpur were marching to assist their

brethren at Banda. As a measure of pre-

caution Mr. Mayne, at the invitation of the

Nawab, sent the European ladies to the

Nawab’s palace for protection. With them
was also sent half the party of European
males to look after the ladies. On June 12,

two bungalows were set on fire by bad
characters. Mr. Mayne then thought it

prudent to abandon his house and move to

the palace whither the Nawab was anxious

he should come at once. Things went on
well for two or three days. The Nawab was
very civil to the Europeans who were well

provided for by him. Once or twice he went
to them in the evening to enquire about their

comforts.

On June 14, the three companies of the 1st
Native Infantry, having received news of

, the mutiny of the I’est of the battalion at
Kanpur, refused to give up the treasure under
their guard and also sent advice to the jail

darogha not to allow the stores and the two
cannon mounted there to be removed by the
Collector. Mr. Mayne thereupon decided

to take forceful possession of the cannon and

to overawe the mutinous sepoys, with the

aid of the Nawab’s men and some troops of

Ajaigarh. The troops were drawn up in the

court-yard of the palace with the Nawab
himself on horse-back to assist the Collector.

The Nawab’s commander was for some

reason unable to take the command of the

Nawab’s troops
;

so with the Nawab’s

consent. Lieutenant Bennett was placed in

charge. The Nawab’s troops resented this,

broke out into open mutiny and attacked the

Lieutenant with bayonets.

Great confusion now prevailed and a lai’ge

disorderly mob collected there. It was with

difficulty that the people could be restrained

by the personal interposition of the Nawab.

His troops then marched off to the Canton-

ment of the Native Infantry, singing a jehad,

and the sepoys rose and armed themselves,

sounding the alarm. The only hope of safety

for the English women and men lay in flight.

The Nawab himself was perplexed ;
he dis-

mounted and came to Mayne to tell him :

“This is no place for you any.longer. When
my own servants disobey me, I am powerless.

I recommend you to go to Nagode. Stay

here, if you like, to-night
;
the palace is at

your disposal, but I say again, I cannot trust

my people any longer”. Sherer records that

Mayne had then told the Nawab : “If I do go,

I delegate my authority to you, and you must
hold Banda for the British Government”.

Meanwhile, his attendants and influential

people of the town took the Nawab to his

private apartments. .Other well-meaning

citizens came up and strongly urged

Mr. Ma3me to fly before the Nawab’s guards
returned. The decision was then taken and
in hurry and scuffle the whole party left the

Nawab’s palace at 8 ij.m. on June 34,

escaping by a few hours the attack by a

detachment of sepoys sent down to intercept

them. They marched 36 miles to Kalinjar

UnvrhrVs ^fnrrh on Canniliort,
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during the night, the ladies travelling in

phaetons. Finding the people hostile there,

the party went on to Nagode where they
arrived in safety on the morning of June 16.

From there they were conveyed to various

places of safety.

THE NAWAB PROCLAIMED RULER OF BANDA

After the party had left Banda, the Nawab
immediately proclaimed his own rule and
made arrangements through the Govern-

ment police for preventing the town fi'om

being plundered. The mutineers, that is to

say those who had mutinied against the

Nawab himself, marched to the jail, released

the prisoners and took possession of stores

and cannon. They then proclaimed their

own rule in opposition to that of the Nawab.
However, the Nawab's claim to rule was
contested meanwhile by Ranjor Dauwa of

Ajaigarh and, on Jime 17, the officers of the

mutinous sepoys paid a state visit to the

Nawab and agreed that pending a reference

of his claim and that of his rival to the Nana
Saheb of Bithoor, he should rule the country.

They left Banda on June 19, taking treasure

and ammimition with them. The Nawab
made arrangements for the administration of

the town and the district.

The Nawab was surrounded by advisers who
prompted him to make himself independent.

Gradually, a large number of mutineers

collected around the Nawab, and his forces

numbered about 12,000. By this time the

Nawab had given up all thought of associa-

tion with the British and entered into

correspondence with other leaders of tfie

rebellion. He began to fortify Bhooragarh

Fort near Banda bn the other side of the

Ken river and sent forces to assist Tatya

Tope in an attack on Charkhari. He also

determined to capture Kalinjar which was
then held by the Panna forces, but before

he could do so and consolidate his position,

he wag attacked by Major-General Whitlock.

BRITISH RE-OCCUPATION AND ATROCITIES

General Whitlock, with a Madras column,
advanced towards Banda in April 1858 and
fought an action against the Nawab. The
battle took place about five miles from Banda.
The place for the battle had been selected by
the Nawab “with consummate judgment and
in every respect well-adapted for the pro-

tection of his capital”. The Nawab's
artillery commanded the main route on which
the British force was moving. This enabled

the Nawab to withdraw his guns, if hard-

pressed. Such a withdrawal could be made
in the numerous ravines and nalas covering

his whole front, affording excellent cover.

The force with Major-General Whitlock

totalled 1,899 of all descriptions. With the

Nawab there was a force of 6,000, with 3,000

in reserve, all under his personal command.

The Nawab's army could not stand the fire

of the British artillery, but his troops

engaged in desperate resistance. There was
much hand-to-hand fighting. The Nawab’s

losses were considerable and he had to retire.

He left the field leaving behind a thousand

of his men, 800 of whom were amongst the

killed. The main body of the rebels fled

towards Kalpi, but the Nawab himself first

returned to Banda, collected his belongings

and rejoined the main body of his troops

at Jalalpur.

Soon after, some of the inhabitants of the

city of Banda approached the British force

with a flag of truce. They informed General

Whitlock that the Nawab had fled and that

the town had been evacuated. General

Whitlock entered Banda on April 28, and

found the town totally deserted and the civil

station a heap of ruins.

The British troops thereafter occupied the

palace of the Nawab where they found a

large quantity of ammunition, much valuable

property, forty thousand rupees in cash,

elephants, camels and cattle with grain worth

Rs.2,000. There had been great panic before
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the Nawab left his palace because the British

troops found, on occupying the building, that

food was under preparation for the Nawab.

Major General Whitlock has recorded that

“the contest was a lengthened one, but

Europeans and natives fought well and

manfully”. (Despatch no. 138, dated

April 24, 1858, from Major General G. C.

Whitlock, published in the N. W. P. Gazette,

dated June 22, 1858, pages 227 et seq.)

Mr. Mayne, who had escaped to Allahabad,

came back to resume charge of the district

on April 29. The settlement records of 1842,

the patwaris’ papers and the English corres-

pondence of the last five years, which had

been handed over to the Nawab for custody,

were recovered, but all other signs of British

administration had disappeared.

Mr. Mayne at once set to trace out the rebels

and punish those who had been prominent

in the neighbourhood of Banda itself. At
page 191 of the Banda Gazetteer (1909

edition) it is stated : “The villages which
had most deeply committed themselves by
the plunder of their neighbours, the ill-

treatment ‘of Government officials or

European fugitives, and the destruction of

public property were visited with the severest

punishment, their villages destroyed and
their lands confiscated”. By the end of the
year 1858, the district was restored to com-
plete tranquillity.

The Nawab had shown goodwill towards the
British on many occasions. Thus on June 30,

a party of British prisoners was brought to

Banda by certain zamindars. The prisoners
were most kindly treated by the Nawab and
his mother. The Nawab then sent them
under escort to Nagode where they reached
on July 12. The Nawab had been in corres-
pondence with Mr. Mayne at Allahabad and,
on August 1, he wrote to him that he was
trjing to restore order by pacifying the
mutineers, but could make no headway for

•Hiwda Ga-.ettffr, p. 188.

want of men and coin. Mr. Mayne credits

him with good intentions at heart, adding

that “he was essentially a man of pleasui’e

and incapable of transacting the most trifling

public business ; he was entirely in the hands

of those about him and he acted by their

advice”,*

English writers have . held the Nawab
responsible for the murder of Mr. Cockerell,

the Sub-Divisional Officer in charge of Karvi.

Mr. Cockerell was unaware of the distur-

bances at Banda and had, therefore, left

Karvi with some of the treasure on the

morning of 15th June. It has been alleged

that on reaching Banda he tried to get an

audience with the Nawab, but was murdered

at the gateway of the courtyard and his

body thrown to the dogs. In the Gazetteer

at page 188, it has been observed that “it is

impossible to absolve him (the Nawab)

altogether from blame for Mr. Cockerell’s

murder and the treatment of the body”.

After his flight from Banda, the Nawab
joined the forces of Tatya Tope. Eventually,

he took advantage of the Queen’s proclama-

tion and surrendered soon after its publica-

tion in November, 1858. The British

Government granted him a pension of

Rs.400 per mensem.

THE RAOS OF KARVI

The family of the Raos of Karvi which took

a prominent part in the rebellion traces its

ancestry to the Peshwas of Poona. Under

an agreement of August 14, 1803, with the

British Government, Amrit Rao, brother of

the last Peshwa Baji Rao n, received a

pension of Rs.7 lakhs annually from the East

India Company together with a jagir in the

Banda district. He took up his residence

at Karvi. He was succeeded by his son,

Vinayak Rao, who retained the pension, but

it ceased with his death in 1853. He left

two sons by adoption, Narayan Rao and
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Madhav Rao, but Government refused to

recognise either and the jagir was resumed.

After the out-break at Banda, Narayan Rao
and Madhav Rao proclaimed their rule at

Karvi. The Nawab of Banda finding himself

in financial difficulties on account of the

large number of troops which he had to

support wanted to take a loan from Narayan
Rao. On November 15, the Nawab per-

sonally went to Karvi with a force of 2,000

men. There he succeeded in raising two
lakhs of rupees from Narayan Ra5. An
agreement to divide the district of Banda
between them was reached. It also provided

for the assumption of the title of Peshwa by
Narayan Rao. Both parties meanwhile
carried on collections of revenue. The
Nawab returned to Banda early in December,

1857.

Although the Nawab of Banda had been

defeated and the British authority had been

restored in the city of Banda, Karvi was
still held by Narayan Rao. On having

received re-inforcements General Whitlock

marched on Karvi on June 1, 1858. The
army of Peshwa Narayan Rao consisted of

rabbles and before the English General

entered Karvi these men fied precipitately

to the hills south of Karvi. Narayan Rao
and Madhav Rao thereupon surrendered

unconditionally, with all their guns and

treasure. The treasure was enormous and
was stored in the tahhhanas of the Bara at
Karvi. It later became famous as the
“Banda and Karvi prize-money”.

Narayan Rao was later tried and sentenced

to transportation for life, but the sentence

was remitted by the Governor-General and
he was placed under surveillance at Hazari-

bagh where he died in 1860. Madhav Rao
was pardoned in consideration of his youth
and he and his two sons were educated at

Bareilly and subsequently given an annual
pension of Rs.25,000,

Through the good offices of Mr. Mayne, the

title and a portion of the estate were given

to Srimant Rao Balwant Rao Harijog, the

adopted son of Vinayak Rao’s only child, a
daughter. He had remained loyal and had
rendered considerable assistance in the resto-

ration of order. He died in 1902 and was
succeeded by his adopted son, the latter being

the son of Ram Chand Sheo Ram of the

Vaishampayan family of Maharashtra

Brahmans. This family had been for gene-

rations the family priests of the Jogs who
came from the Konkan. The Jogs formerly

bore the title of Srimant, cormoting con-

nection with the Peshwas of Poona, and

Rao Balwant Rao was permitted to retain the

title.

B. THE NAWAB OP FARRUKHABAD

,
EARLY HISTORY

At the time of the rebellion, Tafazzul Husain

Khan was the Nawab of Farrukhabad. For

having taken active part in the revolt he

was seized by the British, was carried to

Aden and thence sent across the frontier

from where he made his way to Macca. This

was done under peculiar circumstances which

appear later in this chapter.

Tafazzul • Husain Khan belonged to the

branch of Bangesh Pathans and for that

reason the Nawabs of this family were

known as Bangesh Nawabs of Farrukhabad.

The ancestor of this family, Mohammad
Khan Bangesh, came from Kohat and settled

in the Farrukhabad district. For some time

he served Aurangzeb as a 'cavalry officer.

After the death of Aimangzab he rendered

signal service to Farrukhsiyar who gave him

the dignity of “Charhazari” (commander of

four thousand) and awarded him jagirs in

Kalpi and Kunch. For further services to

the Delhi Court Mohammad Khan was given

the title of Ghazanfar-i-Jang (lion of fight)

and many other honours, with added jagirs
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in the Farrukhabad district. He died at the

age of 80 in 1743.

By the treaty of November 10, 1801, the

Nawab Wazir of Avadh ceded to the East

India Company, certain territories in Avadh,

his parganas in Farrukhabad as well as the

tribute of four and a half lakhs of rupees

per annum paid by the Farrukhabad Nawabs
to the Avadh treasmy. Thereupon, Nasir

Jang, the Nawab of Farrukhabad, concluded

a treaty with the East India Company in

June, 1802, by which he ceded his territories

to the Company in return for an annual

allowance of Rs.l,08,000 for himself and his

dependants. What was left to the Nawab
were only certain rent-free grants and jagirs.

Nasir Jang was thus reduced to the position

of a titular Nawab with no territorial

jurisdiction.

Nasir Jang committed suicide in 1813 and

was succeeded by his minor son, Khadim
Husain. He died in his youth of small-pox

at Delhi to be succeeded by his infant son,

Tajammul Husain. It was on Tajammul
Husain’s death without issue in 1846 that

Tafazzul Husain, his first cousin, succeeded

to the title as the ninth Nawab.

THE UP-EISING AT FATEHGARH

At Patehgarh, a few miles from Farrukh-

abad, was posted the 10th Native Infantry,

It was commanded by Colonel Smith. As a
measure of precaution, the Colonel sent the

English women and children and the non-

combatants, totalling some 115, to Kanpur
early in Jime, 1857, when nunours about a
possible up-rising were gaining currency.

Mr. Probyn, the Collector, was also with
them. On the way, some of them took shelter

with a friendly zamindar and later returned

to Patehgarh
;
others numbering some 65,

reached Nawabganj, on the outskirts of

Kanpur. Here they were seized by the

mutineers, taken to Kanpur and met a sad

death.

About the middle of Jxme the Sitapui

mutineers arrived at Patehgarh. Thereupon

the few Europeans that had remained on

took shelter in the fort. Colonel Smith was

warned by his Indian ofldcers that they were

no longer under his orders. Thereafter, ihe

sepoys placed themselves under the Nawab
as their leader. Being a representative of

the former ruling dynasty of Farrukhabad,

he was formally proclaimed the ruler of his

ancestral principality.

Colonel Smith and his men were besieged in

the fort for about a fortnight. The

defenders were by now reduced to extre-

mities and could not hold the fort further.

So the Colonel evacuated it along with the

rest of his companions and proceeded in

three boats towards Kanpur on July 4 at

2 a.m. in the morning. The mutinous people

fired on the boats on the way and many were

killed. Of those who escaped some were

later captured at Bithoor and met the same

fate as the earlier fugitives.

Some of the fugitives had previously been

captured by the Patehgarh mutineers and

these, some eight or nine women and

children, were kept as prisoners in an out-

house of the Nawab. These, along with some
Emopeans captured from hiding places in

the city, were after some days put to death

on July 23, against the wishes of the Nawab,
It has been suggested that “this senseless

murder of women and children seems here,

as elsewhere, to have been induced by the

absiurd fancy that the extirpation of the small

British colony in India was the extirpation

of the whole British race’’.*

THE NAWAB’S RULE

The Nawab governed the district for seven

months. On Jime 18, he had formed a
national Government. His territory, which

•FamiVhabad Gazetteer (1911), p. 1C2.
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included not only the district of Farrukhabad
but parts of Etah also, was divided into two
great shires, eastern and western, and
placed in charge of nazims or collectors.

Courts were also established, the highest

being the privy council which heard appeals.

Under the privy council there was a court

of three muftis which decided all civil

matters. Minor criminal cases were tried by
tahsildars. The tahsil and police circle

machinery of the British Government was
retained. Rent and revenue cases were also

tried by tahsildars according to the procedure

obtaining in British times.

The main soimce of income was the land-

revenue as in British days. In order to

supplement it heavy octroi duties were im-

posed. Excise duty and tolls on ferries were

amongst the other sources of income to the

national exchequer.

The nationalist army originally consisted of

the 41st Native Infantry from Sitapur and

some other troops from that station. In

addition a party of cavalry was raised

locally. All totalled some 2,200 men. Later,

the Nawab added eleven regiments of

infantry and cavalry and an artillery of

200 men with 24 guns. Agha Husain was

the Commander-in-Chief.

Thus, for seven months the Nawab
carried on the administration. The English

historians have described him as a rather

weak ruler, but they have also been fair to

him by adding that his administration was

better than that of other local rulers in the

adjoining districts,

• KESTOKATION OF BRITISH AUTHORITY

AND REPRISALS

In the meanwhile the British authority was

being gradually re-established on all sides.

In September, 1857, Delhi came back into the

hands of the British and towards the end of

November, 1857, Lucknow was relieved by

Sir Colin Campbell. After the relief of

Lucknow, the Commander-in-Chief had

retiumed to Kanpur to meet the Gwalior Con-
tingent under Tatya Tope. On the defeat
of the latter, he thought of reducing Fateh-
garh. A British force from Delhi was
already on its way to Fatehgarh, and
Sir Colin now advanced on the city by the
Grand Trunk Road from Kanpur. The
Nawab sent his whole force to oppose the
British advance, but this was defeated and
routed by the Commander-in-Chief on
Januaiy 2, 1858, near Khudagunj, One of

the Nawab’s army commanders, by name
Thakur Pande, was slain on the field of

battle. He was popularly known as

Collector Thakur Pande because he was in

charge of the administration of half of the

territories imder the style of Collector. On
Thakur Pande being killed, the survivors

came back to Farrukhabad.

The British force continued its march on
Farrulchabad, but before its arrival the

Nawab and Prince Firoz Shah and others

crossed the Ganga and found a temporary

refuge at the court of Khan Bahadur Khan
at Bareilly,

The Commander-in-Chief entered the fort at

Fatehgarh on January 3, 1858, and found

in it Government property worth over Rs,10

lakhs consisting of immense stores of

seasoned wood (for the use of the gun-

caiTiage factory which the British had

formei-ly established at Fatehgarh)
,
gims of

all calibres, clothing, tents and ordnance

stores of all kinds. The Nawab had

established in the fort a gun, shot and shell

fomidry as well as a powder manufactory,

but when he evacuated the place none

thought of blowing up the place to prevent

these valuable things falling into the hands

of the British.

After the occupation of the fort, a force was

sent out to the neighbouring areas to catch

and hang the people. At each halting place

a court of summary jurisdiction was held

which condemned to death scores of men for

their supposed atrocities at Fatehgarh in the
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previous June. The prisoners were hung

upon the branches of trees. One such mass

execution has been described by Forbes-

Mitchell. He says that in the town of

Palamau which had been a hot bed of

rebellion, the Civil Commissioner, guarded

by the military, held his court at the police

station. A great number of arrested persons

were brought up and according to Forbes-

Mitchell "they wei’e marched up in batches

and shortly after marched back again to a

large tree of the banyan species which stood

in the centre of the square and hung thereon.

This went on from about 3 o’clock in the

evening till day-light the follovsdng morning
when it was reported that there was no more
room on the tree, and by that time there

were one hundred and thirty men hanging
from its branches. A grim spectacle

indeed.’’*

The castle in which the Nawab had been
living was razed to the grotmd. Its site is

now occupied by the tahsil building and the

town-hall. His wife, Bilqis Zamania Begum
was deprived of all her belongings. She
passed her miserable days near the site of

the palace itself. Several male members of

the Nawab’s family paid with their lives.

REWARD ANNOUNCED FOR NAWAB’S CAPTURE

As for the Nawab himself the Governor-
General announced a reward of Rs.10,000 for

his capture and published the following pro-

clamation in the Government Gazette
(N. W. P.) of May 4, 1858 :

*'27th April, 1858.—No. 201.—The following Proclamation
issued by the Government of India in the Foreign
Department is published for general information;

rROCLA^rATION

24th April, 1858.~No. 765.~It is hereby notified that a
reward of Rs.10.000 will be paid to any person who sliall

deliver alive at any British Military Post or Camp, the
rebel Tuffuzzool Hoscin Khan. Ex-Nawab Races of
ramiclcabad.

It is further notified that in addition to this reward, a
free pardon will be given to any mutineer or deserter or
to any rebel, other than those named in Government

Proclamation no, 476 of the Ist instant, who may so

deliver up the said Tuffuzzool Hosein Khan.

By order of the Right Hon*ble the Govemor'General of

India.

G. F. EDMONSTONE.

Secretary to Government oj Jndifl.

loith the Covcnwr-Gcrtcral

Published by order of the Right Hon’bic tlic Governor-

General.

W. MUIR,

Secretary to Government, iV. IK. P."

The Nawab and the other defeated leaders

of the rebellion who had been driven out of

their home districts were hemming in a

narrow region of the Terai on the Nepal

border. Sir Colin Campbell was in their

pursuit with plans to push them further

north into Nepal and at the mercy of Jang

Bahadur who had no sympathy with them.

Sir Colin accomplished his task and returned

to Lucknow in January, 1859. But in the

meanwhile a number of nationalist leaders

surrendered, the Nawab of Farrukhabad

being one of them. He surrendered to

Major Barrow on promise that his life would

be spared.

The Nawab was tried before a Special Com-

missioner on various counts, the main among

which was that of rebellion and waging war

against the British Government and acting as

a leader and instigator in revolt. He was

convicted and sentenced to death and all his

property was adjudged to be confiscated.

But it came out at the trial that before his

surrender a letter had been written to him
by Major Barrow, the Special Commissioner
with the Camp of the Commander-in-Chief, in

which he was invited to surrendei’. In this

letter the Nawab was told that pardon had

been extended to all who had not personally

committed the murder of British subjects

and that if he had not peraonally com-
mitted the murder of any British subject

he might surrender without apprehension.

^Itemtniscenccs, pp. 1C9-70,
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The Government condemned and disavowed

this act of Major Barrow, but forbore, in

consequence of it, from carrying out the

capital sentence on condition that Tafazzul

Husain should immediately quit British

territories for ever. He was carried to Aden
and sent across the frontier in the direction

of Macca. He died at Macca on February 19,

1882.

As regards the Treaty of 1802, to which a

reference has been made earlier, it was held

that, as between the British Government and

the Nawab, the treaty was cancelled by

Tafazzul Husain’s rebellion, but that

this breach of engagement by Tafazzul

Husain did not of itself aifect the

rights of third parties recognised or created

by the treaty. The pension guaranteed by
one of the articles, and the property and

annual payments guaranteed by certain

others, were, therefore, resumed and a small

subsistence allowance was granted to those

who were dependent on these payments and

had no other means of support, provided they

took no part in, and gave no encouragement

to, rebellion. Also certain other pensions

and rent-free lands and jagirs were continued

to the holders provided they were not im-

plicated in the rebellion and provided further

that they did not hold their pensions or lands

on condition of service the performance of

which was no longer possible.

Porbes-Mitchell in his Reminiscences has, it

may be mentioned here, erroneously written

that after the re-capture of Farrukhabad the

Nawab was arrested, bound hand and foot,

and carried by coolies on a common country

charpoy. Some sort of crude trial was held

and he was sentenced to be hanged. Forbes-

Mitchell has averred that the poor Nawab
“was first smeared over with pig’s fat, flogged

by the sweepers and then hanged. This was

done by the orders of the Civil Commissioner.
Both Sir Colin Campbell and Sir William
Peel'were said to have protested against the
barbarity, but this I don’t know for certain.”*

This is apparently a case of mistaken iden-

tity ; the \vriter has confused the Nawab
himself with some one out of the members
of his family who too were, in courtesy,

known as Nawabs and some of whom had in

fact been hanged on the re-capture of

Fatehgarh.

THE STRANGE CASE OF NIYAZ MUHAMMAD

One of the rebel leaders, Niyaz Muhammad,
who neither surrendered nor was captured on

the restoration of British authority, had an

extraordinary future. For many years he

evaded apprehension by taking to a life of

wandering in the course of which he visited

Macca a number of times. He later took

service with the Nawab of Junagarh. In

1872 the Nawab came to Bombay where

the Governor-General was staying. Niyaz

Muhammad, who was with the Nawab, was

recognised, arrested, tried and condemned to

death. In appeal before the High Court he

pleaded that as a subject of the Rampur State

he had owed no allegiance to the Bidtish

Government. This plea was made on the

ground that the Penal Code, which made the

waging of war against the Sovereign an

offence, irrespective of the nationality of the

accused, was not in force at the time when

Niyaz Muhammad had taken part in the

rebellion. The Chief Justice, dissenting from

his brother Judges, held that the plea was

good. The majority of the Bench hearing

the appeal, however, held a contrary opinion,

and so the judgment on Niyaz Muhammad

was confirmed by the majority view. At

the same time, in view of this plea, the High

Court commuted his sentence to transporta-

tion for life.t

•/2tfmmi5ccnc«, p. 169.

tGazetteer of the Farrukhabad District (1911), pp. 170-171.
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ANNEXURE

LETTER OF THE NAWAB OP BANDA TO RAO SAHEB AT KALPI

{Translation)

“23rd Rajah, Samvat 1914, ‘Son-like’ Ali

Bahadur salutes ‘father-like’ (Rao Saheb)

with his head on his feet. With your bless-

ings the servant has to convey the following

news with regard to 20th Rajab (March 7,

1858) at Banda.

A letter addressed to Srimant Rajmanya
Rajshri Narayan Rao Saheb was received

from Peshji on your behalf. It has been des-

patched through a messenger. The reply

when received will be sent to you.

I think, as already submitted by me, the

servant is in the know of the whole position

regarding the management of the ghat at

Rajapur, but he is unable to write it. What
Ramji and Leghe jamadar have told you must
also have come to your notice, who is like a
father to me. In order that the dispute may
not develop further without your orders and
information when the mismanagement of the

ghat at Rajapur Mau is known, orders may
be given to the servant.

Bhagcheedana and other ghats have been
managed well, but the rajas and raises of

that place are of the opinion that there is

ahvays the danger of the British army
coming through Rajapur and other routes.

It does not, therefore, appear proper to
leave this place unguarded even for a second.

By the grace of God and the sacred majesty

of the Maharaja, Rajshri Tatya Tope has

won a great victory at Charkhari. This

makes us sure that victory will be won at

the fort also. All sardars are there, but

among them Fateh Nabis and Jawan Hard

specially appeared to be active. With this

victory at Charkhari, the rule of our Gov-

ernment vidll be established in the whole of

Bundelkhand.

Your servant hopes that you are gaining in

eminence and prosperity as the good of your

servant lies in the enhancement of your pros-

perity. Considering the household of the

servant as your own you, who are father-

like to me, have always been kind to me and

the honour of my family has been bestowed

by yourself.

As soon as the order, dated Phagun Sudi

(February 28, 1858) is issued, all the work

here will be done with your advice. You

may not have anxiety about anything. With

the grace of your feet, who is father-like to

me, ever5d;hing will be all right. The

arrangements made by you may be main-

tained as at present. Your servant is free

from anxiety in this behalf. It is the duty

of the servant to intimate all the happenings

on this side. After this whatever orders are

given will be fully complied with. This is

what I have to submit.
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BABU KUI^TWAR SINGH, THE HERO OF BIHAR
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HIS INFLUENCE AND ACTIVITIES.

BATTLES WITH THE BRITISH : BANDA AND AZAMGARH.

RETURN TO JAGDISHPUR AND DEATH,

HIS CHARACTER,

**And it is said of him^ that he severed his

injured hand with one stroke of his otvn

sivord and offered it to the holy waters of
the GangaJ*

SECRET PREPARATIONS

As we shall see in a subsequent chapter, the

revolt was a country-wide endeavour to throw
off the yoke of foreign domination, in this

effort everyone—young or old—^played his

part as best as he could,

Babu Kunwar Singh was a respected land-

lord of Jagdishpur in Bihar. He had large

and valuable estates in the district of

Shahabad. His tenants paid him a total rent

of no less than Rs.3 lakhs per annmn out of

which he paid about Rs.l^/^ lakhs as land

revenue to the Government. When the

mutiny broke out, he had counted 80 years

of his age. Still, forgetting the demand of

weariness, he too donned his battle-dress and

took out the sword from the scabbard to

participate in the nation’s urge for freedom.

History is proud to recall the gallant

encounters which he had with the British

forces in many a battle. Even English

writers have, in their love of hero-worship,

paid him glowing tributes for his military

genius and deeds of valour.

As late as June 14, 1857, the Commissioner
of the Division, Mr. Taylor, wrote to the

Government of Bengal that ''many people

have sent me letters imputing disloyalty and
disaffection to several of the zamindars,

especially Babu Kimwar Singh. My per-

sonal friendship for him and the attachment

he had always shown me enabled me con-

fidently to contradict the report”. Even the

Magistrate of Shahabad felt the same way.

He said that the Commissioner had unflinch-

ing faith in the fidelity of B. Kimwar Singh

and so he saw no reason to suspect his

activities.
0

According to Sir George Trevelyan, had
Kimwar Singh been only 40 years of age,

the defence of Arrah would have become

more formidable, and the Englishmen

Kunwar Singh.
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should consider themselves fortunate that

old age had reduced his military strength to

a great extent.

Despite the wholesome confidence which

Kimwar Singh enjoyed, the Commissioner,

in order to allay the fear of other officers,

who regarded Kimwar Singh as a great rebel,

sent the Deputy Collector of Arrah—Syed

Azimuddin—^to watch his activities. In

furtherance of the same desire, or rather to

take him into custody, he invited him to

Patna for a conference. Since, however,

confidence in the British had suffered a set-

back on account of their imprisoning the

Wahabi leaders whom they had similarly

called to a conference, the game was not a

secret one and Babu Kunwar Singh politely

declined the invitation and sent word that,

due to his age and sickness, he was unable to

undertake the journey. It is said that he
had determined to oppose if he were called

by force.

The preparations which he had made in his

estate were done in such a masterly manner
that in spite of the confidential enquiries that

were made by the authorities, nothing came
to light which could point to preparations of

any sort. On the contrary, the enquiries led

to the belief that his subjects had no cause
of complaint or grudge against the English.

Kunwar Singh was, at the material time, a
financially broken person—he was negotiat-

ing for a loan of 20 lakhs of rupees in order
to clear off his debts and this money was to

be gradually liquidated from the proceeds of

his estate through the Collector of Shahabad.
Apart from the smaller amounts which had
been advanced to him, Kunwar Singh could

not collect the entire amount that he needed.

It was in this state of his troubles that the

Suddar Board of Revenue sent instnietions

through the Commissioner of Patna that,

unless he managed to secure the entire loan

fTliesc tivo brollien also tool, a prominent pan in
lKa)c, Vol. HI, pp. 99-100.

within a month, he would be left without

British protection. Some negotiations for a

loan of rupees ten lakhs were started with

Narayan Rao and Madhav Rao (sons of

Vinayak Rao), the wealthy Raos of Karvi,t

in the district of Banda, but the transaction

did not materialise. He was now in a serious

predicament. Kaye has remarked :
“ The

support of Government was suddenly with-

drawn. There is but one thing that could

have kept the old Rajput free from the en-

tanglements that surrounded him and that

one thing was such aid from Government as

would have enabled him to end his days in

quietude and peace, and to leave an honour-

able name behind him in the district. But

instead of this, he was, like many others,

di’iven to despair.”t

The British authorities felt that he had

dragged himself to the misery of debt because

of the huge amoimt he had spent on construc-

ting a temple, and that he deserved no

sympathy in consequence.

HIS INFLUENCE AND ACTIVITIES

Whatever his financial position, he wielded

great influence over his ryots who were his

staxmeh supporters. So, when the banner of

revolt was raised by him, he was not without

a long train of followers. Wherever he went,

he was welcome and people joined him and

his cause. As a true Rajput, once he had

come to the battle-field, he did not know to

retreat or surrender.

The area of operations of Kunwar Singh was

the whole of Bihar and the eastern districts

of Uttar Pradesh. He was in touch with

Nana Saheb. The men of the 40th Indian

Infantry and the Bhojpuri soldiers (on leave)

were the prominent members of his army
fighting bravely under his leadership.

e reben!on-^^^ Chapter 34, Section A, last siib-section.



*‘Apait from Jiis debts and his insnboidination to Uiitish iiile, Koer Singh was a fine
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liked by the Kuiopcans geneialh Mi Halls, (nil Smgeon. quoted by Gibernc Sie\eking

in A Tiijfihig Point in tiie Indimi Mutiny
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The news of the country’s rule having been

taken over by the rebellious leaders at Delhi

reached all parts of the country. There-

upon accelerated preparations were set on

foot for up-risings in other parts of the

country. Patna was the centre of the

Wahabi activities intended to oust the

English. The authorities on their part were

determined to curb the movement even by

employing repressive measures. These

caused the Patna revolt on July 3. This

was followed by the uprising of the 7th, the

8th and the 40th Native Infantries at

Danapur on July 25. Malieson wrote that

these soldiers were openly propagating that

the Englishmen were depriwng the Indian

sepoys of their arms and ammunition and so

they should be killed.* General Lloyd was,

however, able to defeat these mutinous sepoys

and restore order with the result that the

rebel sepoys crossed the Sone to Arrah.

BATTLES WITH THE BRITISH :

BANDA AND AzAMGARH

The Indian sepoys on being defeated at

Danapur entered the city of Arrah on July

27. They broke open the jail and released

about 400 prisoners. Then at the treasury

they possessed themselves of Rs.85,000.

Kunwar Singh who was keenly watching

these activities seized the opportunity and

met the rebels. The bungalow of Mr. Boylef

was surrounded, and on July 30 a battle took

place on the bank of the Ganga between the

men of Kunwar Singh and Capt. Dunbar in

which the latter’s army was totally

defeated. Capt. Dunbar was also killed in

action. As soon as the news reached Major

Eyre, he came with his troops to a village

'near Arrah and an action was fought on

August 3. The English had the upper hand

on account of the timely receipt of re-

inforcements, and Kunwar Singh was

defeated.

On this defeat, Kunwar Singh withdrew
himself to his home-tovii of Jagdishpur

where he was supported by the local rebels

and the Bhojpuri soldiers who were on

furlough. He raised his military strength to

3,000. A battle then took place at Dilawar,

a village nearby, between his army and the

men of Major Eju’e on August 12, when too

the British gained supremacy.

Kimwar Singh was now forced to take

shelter with the men of the 40th Native

infantry in the hilly tracts of Shahabad

where he again organised himself. From
there he proceeded towards Sasram, from

where he went to Rohtas along with his

younger brother, Amar Singh.

Sasram and Rohtas were ready beds for

sowing the seeds of rebellion as the Pathan

residents of these places had already been

disaffected on account of the atrocious

treatment meted out to them by the

authorities.

Prom these places Kunwar Singh proceeded

towards Rewa. On his way he was re-

inforced by the rebels of Ramgarh and

Danapur and now he had an army of 5,000.

In Rewa, he organised the rebellion through

the Thakurs of Shahajpur. Persons who

helped Kunwar Singh in Rewa were Hashmat

All and Har Chand Raj. However, the con-

ditions in Rewa were not very favourable.

The Raja of Rewa had been persuaded by

Osborne, the Political Agent, to oppose the

rebels. Finding little response from the

local ruler, Kunwar Singh had to leave this

place, and according to Dr. Sen ‘‘if Shah

Kabiruddin was correctly informed, the old

chieftain was at this juncture deserted by the

majority of the sepoys and had with him

only five hundred followers”. During the

month of September, Kunwar Singh remained

in the Mirzapur-Rewa region and kept the

authorities at both the places upset.

•Page 1S7 of Jixvaniyan.

tHc was a Railway Engineer. His bungalow was fortified

could in the last resort take refuge.

by the authorities as a place of defence where Europeans
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Jagdishpur, on, being abandoned by Kunwar

Singh, fell to the lot of Englishmen. It met

the most retaliatory treatment at the hands

of Major Eyre. He burnt the magnificent

temple in constructing which Kunwar Singh

had rendered himself insolvent. The palace

and other important buildings of the town

were levelled to the ground. The temple was

demolished '‘because it is known that the

Brahmans have instigated him to rebellion”.

The destiniction of the temple was dis-

approved by the Commander-in-Chief, who
described the Major’s action as a “mistaken

view of the duties of a Commander at the

present crisis”.

The vengeance of the British was not con-

fined to the altar of God and the abode of

man. Many of the rebellious population

were caught and hanged. Even wounded
sepoys were hanged in revenge, it is said,

for similar treatment of the British at Arrah.

Banda,

On September 29, Kunwar Singh reached

Banda with 2,000 soldiers and was received

cordially by the Nawab. The citizens also

warmly welcomed him and assisted him in

organising his troops. Numerous soldiers

from Avadh came to join him. In the mean-
while conditions at Delhi had changed. The
rebellion had been quelled and British

authority was re-appearing. This necessi-

tated a change of his plans. Kunwar Singh
now proceeded with his men to Kalpi,

arriving there on October 19, 1857. He was
in communication with the Gwalior Con-

tingent. On November 3, Tatya Tope was
defeated at Kalpi whereupon Kimwar Singh
moved towards Lucknow. He was welcomed
there by the Begum of Avadh who presented
a robe of honour to him. Farman for
Azamgarh was also conferred upon him.

He was present also at the second battle of
Kanpur which the Gwalior Contingent under

the leadership of Tatya Tope fought against

the British Commander-in-Chief, Sir Colin

Campbell, in November, 1857,

Azamgarh,

The English activities being now centred at

Lucknow, Mirzapur, Rewa and Kanpur,

Kunwar Singh took the opportunity of

pouncing upon Atrauli, a village 20 miles

from Azamgarh. Col. Milman was imable to

meet the onslaught with his small force of

286 men of the 37th Native Infantry, 60

men of the 4th Madras Horsemen and two

guns. Kunwar Singh fought the enemy on

guerilla pattern and forced Milman towards

the forests. Milman and his men fled to

Azamgarh for refuge. He wrote to

Varanasi, Allahabad and Lucknow for help.

The succour came from Varanasi and

Ghazipur. Now Col, Dames with 350 men
attacked Kunwar Singh on March 27, 1858.

In this combat also, Kunwar Singh proved

his superiority. His next plan was to incite

the people of Varanasi and Allahabad to rise

again.

In the meanwhile, however, Lord Mark Kerr

was sent from Allahabad to relieve

Azamgarh. He arrived there on April 6

with 22 officers and 444 soldiers and attacked

Kunwar Singh from the left. At the

material time, Kunwar Singh and his men
were in the town while their opponents were
in the fort. Kunwar Singh fought a series

of rear-guard actions showing a remarkable
military genius in their organization.

Malleson writes about him : “He kept

Douglas at bay till he had secured two lines

of retreat for his main columns, which he
had divided. He then fell back leisurely, and
though many of his men were cut up, they
maintained to the end of the day their

determined attitude. As soon as Douglas’s
pursuit—continued for four or five miles

—

relaxed, the two divided columns re-united,

and took up a position for the night”,*

Page 2C3, Dr. Sen.
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The strength of Lord. Mark Kerr was later

supplemented by Sir Edward Lugard.

Kunwar Singh's army was no match to this

combination and so he decided to return to

Bihar. On April 15, 1858, he was attacked

by General Lugard. By now the old

warrior had exhausted much of his physical

strength and his men had become dis-

organised. He now planned to reach

Ghazipur across the Tons. Near the river,

an action was fought and the valour shown
by Kunwar Singh in this battle is treasured

in history. Two British Generals were

killed. General Lugard then ordered General

Douglas to attack him with 7,000 men.

There was a fight on April 17 and Kunwar
Singh again forced the opponent's army
to retreat and came to Ghazipur via

Sikandarpur.

RETURN TO JAGDISHPUR AND DEATH

Kunwar Singh now wanted to return to his

home town by crossing the Ganga. When
he reached the shores, his secret service-

men informed him that he was being followed

by General Douglas and others, and they had

in fact already arrived near the river. To

countermand this imminent danger, Kunwar
Singh got a immour spread that on account

of shortage of boats he and his men would

cross the river on elephants. To lend

credence to the rumour, he diverted some of

his men on elephants towards the west. The

trick worked well. Thinking that Ktmwar

Singh and his men were going away on

elephants, the English followed the fleet. In

the meanwhile, during the night, Kunwar

Singh set off on boats with his men. When,

in the early hours of the morning, General

Douglas came to know of the trick played

upon him, he reached the Ghat and began to

shower bullets. But by now the entire

army of Kunwar Singh had reached the

other side. He was himself in the last boat.

It is said that a bullet struck his left wrist

•which he at once severed by his right hand
and placed the detached limb in the sacred
current of the Ganga as his last pious
offering.

Thus, after having defeated the British in

many actions, Kunwar Singh managed to

reach Jagdishpur on April 22, 1858. Though
he was in intense pain on account of his

severed hand, Kunwar Singh met his people

with great ovation and warmness. He was
shocked to hear of the atrocities which his

dear people at Jagdishpur had suffered at

the hands of the British. His brother Amar
Singh and his followers were there. Like a
brave General, as he was, Kunwar Singh lost

no time in setting himself to task again.

He posted his men at all sides of the town
for its defence. The English had already

gained superiority over the nationalist forces

at other places and an attack on Jagdishpur

was for them a matter of a few hours.

It took less time than anticipated. On
April 23, 1858, siege was laid on Jagdishpim

by Capt. Le Grand and his men who com-

prised Europeans and Sikhs. Seeing the

formidable strength of the enemy, Kimwar
Singh retreated with his men to the forests

and awaited an attack there. Le Grand
followed him and made an assault. Kimwar
Singh met the challenge from all sides for

which Grand and his men were not prepared.

The English army lost its morale and lost

the battle too. Le Grand himself was killed.

Out of the 200 British soldiers, only 80

returned alive. Of this number, 35 had fled

earlier from the scene of action.

After having given this smashing defeat to

the English, Kunwar Singh announced him-

self as the Ruler of Jagdishpur on April 23,

1858. But his wound had become septic and

his condition was serious. He rapidly dete-

riorated and breathed his last on April 26*

with the halo of a great General and a

greater patriot.

•According to Col. CorHeld. his de.th took place on 24th April-r« his letter to Col. Birch, dated 2nd May. 1858,

quoted by Dr. Sen, foot-note, p. 263.
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HIS CHARACTER

Kunwar Singh was an extraordinary man.

He was not only brave, but kind-hearted too.

Mr. Taylor, the Commissioner of Patna,

wrote about Kunwar Singh : “A man of

noble and ancient family—a generous and

popular landlord much loved by his tenantry

and respected throughout the district both by
natives and Europeans”.

He lived and died a hero. During the time

it fell to him to assume the reins of govern-

ment he showed himself a far-seeing states-

man and a successful administrator. He
was a philanthropist as well as a man of

ideas. The British commanders have
candidly acknowledged that he was a clean

fighter who never sullied his hands with
innocent blood and pi’otected British women

and children. At Arrah, Kunwar Singh had

several Eurasian families in his power, but

he left them all iminjured on his departure.

It has been recorded that he did not parti-

cipate in any of the “atrocities which were

generally committed by the rebels”.*

The Indian soldiers of Captain Le Grand’s

defeated army consisted mostly of Sikhs.

After the defeat, they were all captured.

Kimwar Singh treated them with respect and

sent them to their respective places without

causing them any harm or hmniliation. This

was proof of his intense love for the country

which he carried in his heart and which pre-

vented him from discriminating even against

those of his country-men who had preferred

to side with the British and fight against

him.

Did we Ihlnk rictory great 7

So It is. But now it seems to me,
When it cannot be helped,

That defeat is great ;

That death and dismay are great.

*Or. J. J. Halls in Tti’o months at Arrah, p. 80 .
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A. OTHER PLACES IN

VARANASI

In 1857, Varanasi was a place of strategic

importance from the military point o view.

It lay on the line of communication he ween

Patna and Allahabad. Moreover, there were

NORTH-WESTERN PROVINCES

at that time residing at Varanasi some

princes of the Delhi Royal Family and the

British Government were not imnaturally

apprehensive that these nobles might exploit

the situation to the detriment of Government.
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There were then numerous other nobles exiled

from their home-land and living in town as

State prisoners. Coupled with all these

factors, there was also the consideration that,

as a city sacred to the Hindus, any untoward

incidents occmring here were bound to have,

as in fact they did have, far-reaching reper-

cussions throughout the country.

The civil officers of the station were men of

experience and ability. The Commissioner

was Mr. Tucker, a man of deep religion.

Relying upon the goodness of God he used

to drive, dm-ing the gathering storm, through

the city unarmed
;
the driving whip which

he carried was neither an instrument of

attack nor defence. The Collector, Mr. Lind,

was a man of balanced judgment.

Mr. Gubbins, the Judge, was tactful and
resolute. Brigadier Ponsoby, the officer in

charge of the military establishment, was
courageoiis, though not quite steady. The
37th Native Infantry was posted at the

station along with a Sikh Regiment and an
Irregular Cavalry.

These wise officers, if left to themselves,

would have saved Varanasi. In fact the

Commissioner had written an optimistic note

to the Governor-General saying that his game
was ‘‘to keep in good spirits”. And pretty

well he played his game imtil a new situation

was created by the arrival of General Neill

on June 3, 1857.

IVhen the news of Meerut and Delhi reached
the Governor-General he smnmoned Neill*

and his Fusiliers from Madras to Calcutta.

By that time Kanpur and Lucknow had not
arisen and the Governor-General decided to

send Neill to reinforce those places, via
Varanasi and Allahabad. It was thus that

Neill had come to Varanasi. A relentless,

offensive and short-sighted man, he created,

no sooner than he airived, an ugly situation

and up-set the steady atmosphere of the

station.

Mutiny had by now broken out at Lucknow

and on June 4, came the news of the up-rising

at Aizamgarh where the sepoys had taken

possession of the treasure and, though some

of them had escorted their officers to a safe

place, they would not fight their brother

sepoys. Brigadier Ponsoby was unnerved

lest the example of Axamgarh might be

followed at Varanasi. He commimicated to

Neill that as a precaution he would be dis-

arming the 37th Native Infantry on the

morning the next day. This was on the 4th.

But Neill, in his foolhardiness, pressed the

Brigadier that the disarming should be done

that very afternoon. Immediate arrange-

ments were made accordingly and a parade

was assembled at 5 o’clock without the sepoys

knowing what it was for. The disarming

was to be done with the help of the Sikhs

and the cavalry-men, who were considered

reliable, and the European soldiers whom
Neill had brought with him, but these had

not yet arrived at the parade ground. An
order for the piling of arms was then given,

and six companies in succession silently

surrendered their weapons.

It was at this moment that the European
soldiers came up with cartridges and grape-

shots. This caused an apprehension amongst
the disarmed sepoys who thought that the

Europeans would now attack and kill them.

Brigadier Ponsoby tried to re-assure them
but without success. Some of them ran

to re-arm themselves for defence. The
Europeans then opened fire immediately. It

was in the midst of these happenings that

the Sikhs and the irregular cavalry-men also

came on the parade ground and were bewil-

dered as they had not been taken into con-

fidence about the pm'pose for which the 37th

had been called on parade. So they also

began shooting. In the confusion that

*** China \var, hut on account of the up-risings at Meerut and Dellii tlic expedition uxi*
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prevailed, Brig. Ponsoby, though the senior

officer on the spot, was superseded by Neill

who took over the command. The sepoys

were soon suppressed—and this was not

difficult for most of them were unarmed

—

but it is on record that the Governor-General

shared the Commissioner’s view that the dis-

arming affair had been grossly mismanaged.

It appears that in the general confusion there

was indiscriminate firing by the Europeans

in which the Sikhs were also hit. There-

upon the Sikhs joined the sepoys. It is said

that together they attacked the English

artillery thrice. This was probably the only

prominent occasion in the history of 1857

when the Sikhs sided with Indian sepoys

—

Hindus and Mohammedans—and fought

against the British. Later, however, the

Sikhs were won over by the English officers

through the loyalty of their leader Surat

Singh. The cause of the sepoys at Varanasi

was lost, but most of them retired fighting

out of the field and spread in the neighbour-

ing areas.

After the failure of the sepoys on June 4,

wholesale arrests followed. It was note-

worthy ,that at Varanasi no English blood

was spilt. In^ the whole province of

Varanasi, not a single English life was taken.

The people, far from acting in revenge,

cordially bid farewell to the fleeing English,

themselves assisting sometimes to yoke the

animals to their carriages.

General Neill now embarked on his notorious

career of atrocities which have been con-

demned even by English writers. He

organised detachments of the English and the

Sikhs and these were sent to the neighbour-

ing villages of Varanasi. Anybody whom
they saw was cut down or hanged. Such a

large number of men were hanged that the

Scaffolds that were erected could not serve

the purpose. , Trees were then used as

scaffolds and on the several branches of each

tree people were hanged. This went on

incessantly night and day.

One of the foul devices adopted was to take
prisoners on elephants under trees and then
to tie their necks to the branches. The
elephant was then moved and the corpse
hung by the branch. The more gruesome
part of this affair was the fact that English
soldiers adopted this method to derive amuse-
ment. Not only that, prisoners were hanged
in various sorts of figures

; some were hung
in the shape of the figure *8\ some in the
shape of *9 ’—History of the Indian Mutiny^
by Kaye and Malleson, volume n, page 107.

Not satisfied by these atrocities, which were
on a mass scale, the English officers adopted

another method of destruction. They razed

entire villages to the gi'ound. A village was
first set on fire from all sides. Those trying

to escape were shot. In this way hamiess
people, invalids, women and children, the

blind and the lame, were burnt in the mass
of flames. The fires were so quickly lighted

and skilfully arranged that very few had
chance of escape. Those who tried to

escape were shot—Indian Mutiny by Charles

Ball, volume I, pages 243-44.

It must also be recorded to the utter shame
of Neill that on one occasion some boys,

who perhaps in mere sport had flaunted the

rebel colours and gone about beating tom-

toms, were tried and sentenced to death.

Author after author has condemned Neill

for his doings. Sir John Kaye writes :

''Already our military officers were hunting

down criminals of all kinds and hanging

them up with as little compunction as though

they had been pariah-dogs or jackals or

vermin of a baser kind’’. Many of the

writers were so disgusted that one of them
wrote saying that it was better not to write

anything about Neill’s revenge.

Although the rising was nipped in the bud,

yet the news that this city had risen spread

like lightning all over northern India. In

the result, different military stations, which

were waiting for the turn of events, began to

rise in succession. Another wide-spread
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repercussion was that the sepoys of the

Bengal Army, who had not yet mutinied and

who had some faith in the British Govern-

ment, now came to realize the bitter truth

that even the most faithful of them was not

safe against the faithlessness of the British

people in India. The atrocities of Neill, both

at Varanasi and subsequently at Allahabad,

were the direct cause of the massacres at

Kanpur and the fierce fights at Lucknow.

ALLAHABAD

In spite of the premature out-burst at

Meerut, the central region comprising

Allahabad, Kanpur, Lucknow, Varanasi, the

other districts of Avadh and eastern Uttar

Pradesh kept to the time schedule which had
been fixed for the general up-rising, namely
May 31, 1857. In this connection the follow-

ing letter sent by Nana Saheb to Maulvi

Liaqat Ali, the leader of the Allahabad revo-

lutionaries, is of significance :

“The 31st May was fixed as the scheduled

date to start a country-wide war for

‘Swarajya’. This schedule was pre-

pared by the brain-tinist of the revolu-

tion. England, together with other

European nations, is waging war against

our neighbourly coimtry China. On the

7th May, nearly four-fifths of the British

forces have sailed for China, leaving the

defence of the territories administered
by the East India Company in India

almost entirely on the Indian section of

the British army. This east-ward move-
ment of British troops has left in India
nearly two hundred British officers and
only ten companies of English soldiers

of the Irish Fusilier class and others.

The Indian soldiers—^Hindu and
Muslim—to a man had pledged their

whole-hearted support to the cause of

‘Swarajya’. Thus you would see that in

this golden setting of opportunities, the
day of retribution was fixed for the 31st

of May. The foolhardiness of the

Meerut patriots has greatly injured oiu'

cause. The Governor-General has sent

SOS to Malaya to divert the major portion

of the China-bound English soldiers

back to India. However, we in this

region have pledged to stick to the

schedule. We are firing the first cannon

shots at Kanpur on 31st of May.

Lucknow, Paizabad, Banaras and Allah-

abad are to follow immediately. May
God make our plans succeed and our

coimtry free from the groaning yoke of

Firangees’’.*

With all the roads leading from Calcutta

towards Delhi and the Punjab, passing

through the city of Allahabad which being

situated at the confluence of the Ganga and

the Yamuna, with the grand fort of Akbar
near the confluence, the station was a stra-

tegic place from the military point of view

and had its own importance.

Preparations for the rebellion were made
with care and caution leaving the British

ofiicers completely in the dark. When the

news of Meerut arrived, there was not a

single European soldier at Allahabad. Only

the 6th Sepoy Regiment and about 200 men
of a Sikh regiment from Ferozpur were at

the station then. Later, the Avadh Cavalry

was brought to reinforce the place.

The rising took place on 6th June. There
being no British soldier at Allahabad, the fort

was entirely in the hands of Indian sepoys.

The out-break started with the sepoys of the

6th Regiment coming out with their swords
from their barracks. The Avadh Cavalry-
men refused to draw their swords against
their o\vn country-men—the sepoys in the
opposite camp.

The treasury with 30 lakhs of rupees was
captured by the rebels on June 14. The
same day in the afternoon a procession was

•Sir John K;i)c, Confi^rnlinl Urcotdf of the CnU India Company, \olumc IX, pp. 180-87.
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taken out and the nationalist flag hoisted

with due ceremony at the Police Station and

the multitude saluted the flag.

Since the Sikhs who were in the fort did not

co-operate with the outside rebels, the foi^t

remained in the hands of the British. But

for this event, the situation would have gone

completely out of control of the authorities.

The rising at Allahabad was a people^s rising.

Even old military pensioners enrolled them-

selves as volunteers. Kaye says : “And

with them went on not only the sepoys,

who a day before had licked our hands, but

the superannuated pensioners of the Com-

pany’s native army who though feeble for

action were earnest in their efforts to stimu-

late others to deeds of cowardice and

cruelty”.* The shopkeepers, too, did not

lag behind. According to General Neill,

“the majority of the chief merchants and

others have shown the worst spirit towards

us. Many of them have taken active part

against us”. Hindus and Muslims, young

and old, soldiers and citizens, all had arisen.

The whole Allahabad shook with tremor.

Kaye wrote : “For, not only in the districts

beyond the Ganges, but in those lying

between the two rivers, the rural population

had arisen .... and soon there was scarcely

a man of either faith who was not arraigne

against us”.

Matilvi lAaqat All

The leadership of Allahabad was assumed by

Maulvi Liaqat Ali. He had b^n a teacher

and was respected by all for his purity an

simplicity of life. He was also a religious

preacher—a mullci—and belonged o

Chaubis Parganas. He was declared as t e

representative of the Delhi Emperor
^

special ceremony held for the purpose wi

great pomp and show.

The Maulvi chose Khusro Bagh for his hep.d

quarters. He began to organize the civil

administration from there. The anarchy, the

confusion and the trouble which came in the

wake of the rebellion were suppressed by
him in a diplomatic manner. The happen-

ings at Allahabad were regularly reported

to Delhi until he remained in charge.

Maulvi Liaqat Ali tried to capture the fort,

but before he could do so, General Neill

arrived from Varanasi and took over the fort

on June 11. Prom June 12 he began his ope-

rations. For full six days the nationalist

troops offered a tough and dogged resistance

in every quarter of the city. But the

superior arras of the British and a ruthless

slaughter by them won the day for the

English. There was also a false rumour

that the English were going to blow up the

whole town and this led the people to leave

the city en masse.

Khusro Bagh was now attacked by the

British force. In spite of the brave defence

put up by the Maulvi, it was, clear that he

could not hold for long. On the night of

17th June, he left for Kanpur with all his

followers.

The message of 14th June, which the Maulvi

sent to the Emperor at Delhi, unfolds the

situation of those days : “Your Majesty will

be pleased to know that the city and the

district of Allahabad are flying the national

flag. The people have thrown off the foreign

yoke. Hindus and Mussalmans have joined

hands as blood-brothers. Unfortunately we

have not yet been able to take possession of

the fort. We are short of proper types of

cannon and catapults. A constant watch is

kept over the Sikhs inside the fort.

Virtually, they are prisoners and there is no

way for them to escape. The district of

Allahabad, with the exception of Jamnapar,

has joined the forces of freedom. Chail,

Atharban, Phaphamau, Soram, Mansetha,

Dahiawan, Taraul, Baispur, Dhurawal, Kara,

Koram, Tardih, Baundi Kotwa and Sikandara

Page 193, volume II.
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villages have so far sent their tribute in

men and money and have pledged their alle-

giance on our side. By tomorrow morning,

I am despatching a force of five hundred

cavalry-men with five cannon and ten

thousand coins of silver for the defence of

Delhi. It may be .of interest to Your

Majesty that fresh forces tmder Neill and

Havelock have arrived at Allahabad and are

taking positions in the fort. The entire

population on the way from Allahabad to

Fatehpur is with us and the enemy forces, if

they dare march towards Kanpur, would

neither get a grain of com nor a drop of

water. Our resistance will continue in spite

of all formidable odds”.*

To all intents and purposes, the mutiny was a

people’s uprising. Even to sell Commodities

to the British was considered to be a sin.

Any action to the contrary was heavily

punished by the community. A baker who
had sent bread to the English had his hands
and nose chopped off. This created great

difficulties for the Europeans.

After the departure of Maulvi Saheb, the city

fell to the British power and heavy penalties

in the shape of unparalleled barbarity were
inflicted upon the people of the ‘guilty city’.

Writes Sir John Kaye : ‘‘Day after day
arrests were made of those suspected of com-
plicity in the outbreak. Four Commis-
sioners specially empowered for the purpose

dealt out the sternest justice with utmost
rapidity. In three hours and forty minutes

634: persons were tried, sentenced and
hanged on the neem trees near the Kotwali”.

'The procedure adopted by General Neill was
both cold-blooded and indiscriminate. When
General Havelock reached Allahabad, he
found corpses hanging from almost every tree

and dead bodies littered throughout the town.
Hundreds of women had thrown themselves
in wells in order to escape the possibility of

dishonour.

Even the children did not escape the fury

of the British vengeance. Mr. Edmonstone
wrote to his wife in England : ‘‘The little

children inhabiting the lanes arovmd Kotwali,

where our officers and men are camping, were

bold and impudent beyond description. They
would appear from nowhere, in a row of

procession, waiving their green flags with

the ensign of golden sun, right at the face

of the commanding officer. When they

made themselves unbearable with their im-

pudence, the commanding officer made short

work of them by hanging fifty of them on

the nearest neem trees. The little devils,

while moimting the scaffold, were still

uttering slogans for the freedom of their

land”.t

AGRA

Agra was the headquarters of the Lieutenant-

Governor of the North-Western Provinces,

which post was held by Mr. Colvin.

Mr. Colvin had previously implored the

sepoys to remain loyal and not to be agitated

by the news from Meerut. He assured the

sepoys in a speech delivered in Hindustani
that the Government had full confidence in

their loyalty. Thereafter things calmed
down. But soon after, the rising at nearby
Aligarh followed by those at Mainpuri and
Etawah caused a panic at Agra and
Mr. Colvin could not decide which of the

conflicting counsels of his officers he should
follow. On May 25, he issued a proclama-
tion announcing that ‘‘soldiers engaged in

the late disturbances who are desirous of

going to their homes, and who give up their

arms at the nearest Government civil or
military post, and retire quietly, shall be
permitted to do so unmolested . . . .

”

This offer of unconditional pardon was repu-
diated by the Governor-General whereupon
a new proclamation was issued in which it

was made clear that ‘‘unconditional pardon
cannot be extended to those regiments which

•The Trial of Dahadur Sliali, Tx. pa{>cr no. 381.
•INativc Nantitive, page 181.
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have killed or wounded their officers or other

persons, or which have been concerned in the

commission of cruel outrages'*.

There were two regiments of Indian sepoys at

Agra. These were disarmed on May 31,

1857. Most of the disarmed men went home
on leave.

On account of his weak health, the

Lieutenant-Governor could not properly

control the administration. Ever3.'body was
pulling in his own direction and the .situation

has been well described in these words :

'"The civil authorities disputed with the

military, the militia with the regulars, and

all among themselves : and, as if this were

not enough, some of the civil officials made
a very unprovoked attack on the Roman
Catholic bishop and clergy".*

While Mr. Colvin was apprehending trouble

at every moment the revolted regiments of

Nasirabad and Nimach marched on Agra.

On July 5, the “ loyal " troops of the Ruler

of Bharatpur were sent against them. These

troops, however, refused to draw swords

against their own countrymen. They said

that though they would refrain from rising

against the English, because such were the

orders of their Ruler, they would not fight

against their own brethren.

This instance proves that whatever may have

been the attitude of the Rulers of Indian

States themselves towards the English

Government, their people and sepoys were

not only not with the British, but were

against them. However, Brigadier Polwhele

marched on the regiments of Nasirabad and

Nimach which were coming to attack Agra.

A battle took place near Shahgunj, for the

whole day. The British force could not,

however, stand the attack of the revolu-

tionaries and retreated. But they were not

pursued by the rebels.

On July 6, the town of Agra also revolted,

the police people being at the head of the

revolutionaries. A procession was organised
ajid the Kotwal and other police officers

walked in the front line. It was proclaimed
that the English rule was at an end and
that authority had been transferred to the
Emperor of Delhi.

Mr. Colvin, together with all the English at
Agra, retired into the fort. This was an
impregnable fort and the English seemed to

be safe there at least for some time. The
persons who took shelter in the fori were not
only the Britishers, but residents of many
other lands. At first Indian servants were
not admitted into the fort, but they were
called back v/ithin two or three days when
it was found that the Europeans could not

look after their daily needs. The fori was
not besieged, but the inmates were not aware
of this fact—they were under the mistaken

impression that they were besieged. With
the return of the servants, however, the truth

v/as known.

Mr. Colvin was still not sure which side the

Maharaja Scindhia would take. If he had
felt that the Scindhia would be against him
Mr. Colvin would possibly have surrendered

the fort. However, it became clear soon

from letters received from the Scindhia that

he would help the British. Mr. Colvin, how-

ever, could not bear the great strain, and died

on September 9, 1857, to the deep sorrow of

the Government of India.

After the re-capture of Delhi, which followed

the death of Mr. Colvin, General Greathed

became free to bring relief to Agra. A battle

took place with the insurgents, which

included the Indore sepoys, resulting in

British victory. Agra was safe from now on

(October, 1858) and the city gradually

returned to its normal life.

AZAMGARH

On the night of June 3, English officers of

the 17th Native Infantry Regiment were

Thornhin, page 262.
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dining together at the Club. There was then

a tremendous noise and a whisper went romid

amongst the diners that the sepoys had risen.

Then -followed the noise of drums and

clarionets. The English began to nm for

their life. The sepoys, however, had no

thoughts of revenge and so they took charge

of men, women and children and ordered

them to leave Azamgarh at once. The

sepoys even provided carriages to them. It

was an example of extraordinary magna-

nimity on the part of the sepoys who, after

taking away the handcuffs of the English,

put them in carriages and even gave a few

sepoys as guard. The whole caravan, in-

cluding the flag and other signs of British

rule, then started for Varanasi. Writing

about the praiseworthy conduct of the sepoys,

Sir John Kaye writes : “It is stated on the

authority of Lieutenant Constable of the 17th

that the sepahis behaved with romantic

courtesy. They formed a square round their

officers and said they not only would not

touch them, but would protect them”.

The carriages going to Varanasi having got

full, some of the Europeans took the way to

Ghazipur. Amongst these was Mr. Astell,

the Judge, whom the same sepoys of the 17th

Native Infantry Regiment escorted to a
distance of ten miles.

The sepoys also came in the possession of

treasure amounting to seven lakhs in

strange circumstances. It appears that the

Accountant General had ordered the

removal of the treasure from Gorakhpur to

Azamgarh. With a sum of five lakhs.

Lieutenant Palliser of Gorakhpur reached
Azamgarh whore another two lakhs were
added to it. The Lieutenant apprehended
the loss of the treasure even at Azamgarh
so he marched towards Varanasi on the night
of June 3, before the 17th Native Regiment
had actually arisen. Three hours after

Palliser had left Azamgarh, the 17th
Regiment rose in revolt. Bui only two
Europeans were killed—a lieutenant and a

sergeant. They then went in pursuit of

Lt. Palliser, overtook him on the road to

Varanasi, took the treasure from him and

returned to Azamgarhi In seizing the

treasure from Palliser and his men, the

sepoys behaved with courtesy and restraint

Lt. Palliser gratefully acknowledged, on

reaching Varanasi, the kind treatment of the

sepoys towards him and other officers while

relieving them of the treasure.

In the uprising, the people also participated.

They began by hoisting the flag of indepen-

dence on the residential places which were

previously in the occupation of the English.

The next morning the sepoys drew up a

great military procession through the town.

Soon after, however, they marched to Faiz-

abad, but a detachment of them is said to

have gone to Varanasi too.

By the time these sepoys of the 17th

Regiment reached Faizabad, the dark deeds

of Neill at Varanasi had filled the people

with horror and the nationalist troops with

deep feelings of revenge. The 17th Regi-

ment was now encamping at a few miles

from Faizabad intending to march on the

town in the morning of June 9. But on the

previous night the sepoys of Faizabad too

rose in arms. The European officers were,

however, allowed to escape in foixr boats. At

10 p.m. the boats passed the camp of the 17th

Regiment who intercepted them . and killed

almost all the occupants.

Thereafter this Regiment came to Kanpur
where General Wheeler was being besieged

by Nana Saheb. After they had capitulated

and were being provided by Nana Saheb
passage to Allahabad on the morning of the

27th June, it was this Regiment of Azamgarh
which opened fire on the boats. Colonel

Williams has borne this out in his report

when he says that the Europeans embarked
on the boats at about 9 a.m. and simul-

taneously, as if by magic, with the roar of

cannon along the bank, were instantly taken
up by the guns of the 17th Native Infantry
of Azamgarh. From this circumstance it
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has been held by several writers, some even

British, that Nana Saheb was not to blame
for it. ‘‘He had not that spirit of revenge

which had gripped the heart of Subedar-

Major Bandhoo Singh of the 17th Regiment,

N. L, who was once a nobleman steeped into

Indian tradition of war, and gave shelter to

the unarmed, but who had lately, as a result

of Colonel Neill's mass slaughter of

innocent Indians, taken a vow of revenge”.

So writes Sri Kalka Singh, M. P., in an article

entitled Memory of an 1857 Regiment”,

published in the Independence Day Supple-

ment to the Amrit Bazar Patriha^ dated

August 15, 1957.

See Kalka Sfrrgfr corrrfcfcfes' the above article

.with the words : “The slaughter of the

officers at Paizabad and Kanpur by the 17th

Native Infantry of Azamgarh, threw a wave
of horror in England and the terrified

Englishmen thereafter adpoted a milder

course for suppressing the revolt”.

Towards February, 1858, Azamgarh was

occupied by Kimwar Singh, after repulsing

British troops twice. Soon after, a large

European force under Lord Mark Kerr was

sent from . Allahabad to relieve Azamgarh.

Kuttwar Singh seeing no chance of stand-

ing against this formidable army retreated

towards his home town of Jagdishpur.

There were several engagements during this

retreat and in one of them a prominent

civilian of Azamgarh, Mr. Venables by name,

was wounded and died subsequently. High

praise was bestowed on him by the Governor-

General who caused the following notifica-

tion to be published : ”It is with deep

regret that His Ljordship has to announce

the subsequent death of Mr. Venables of

Azamgarh from the wound received by him

while gallantly assisting in the pi^suit

of the rebels under Kunwar Singh.

Mr. Venables, although bound to the service

of the State by no tie, save his courageous

and patriotic spirit, had rendered the most

•Notification no 103, dated Ma) 7, 1858, republished in

valuable assistance to Government from the
commencement of the mutiny, and had been
greatly distinguished by his intrepidity and
energy, tempered with a singularly calm and
sound judgment. The Governor-CJeneral

records with much sorrow his sincere respect

for the memory of Mr. Venables”.^

GORAKHPUR

The troops at Gorakhpur consisted of some
detachments of the 17th Native Infantry

and 12th Irregular Cavalry. Subsequently,

one Gurkha regiment also arrived to help

maintain order. The chief civil European
officers were the Judge, Mr. Wynyard, the

Magistrate, Mr. Paterson, and the Joint

Magistrate, Mr. Bird.

Mohammad Hasan.

The Indian sepoys were disarmed on

August 1, 1857, following the murder some

days previously of Major Holmes by the men
of his own regiment stationed at

Segaulee and other disturbances which had

earlier taken place in the district and as a

result of which communications were inter-

rupted. Conditions in the district deterio-

rated and on August 12, Mohammad Hasan,

who had earlier saved Colonel Lennox and

his family, occupied the tahsil of Captaingunj

at the head of a nationalist force.

Later, the British with the exception of

Mr. Bird evacuated Gorakhpur, entrusting

the administration of the district to a com-

mittee of certain Rajas. Mohammad Hasan

now advanced on the town entering it on

August 20, in a public procession and was

welcomed by the populace. Mr. Bird

escaped into the forest and Mohammad Hasan

announced a reward of Rs.5,000 for his head.

Mohammad Hasan who, before the advent of

the East India Company into the district, was

its Nazim or Governor, now assumed that

title and began to administer the affairs with

the aid of a council. He continued in his

service as many of the employees of the

the N. W. P. Ga2ette, dated June 8, 1858, page 177.
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former regime as agreed to serve him
;
in

fact he had issued an order to them to con-

tinue to sei’ve him which was obeyed by

several. The landed proprietors who had

submitted to his authority received dresses

of honour, salutes of gims and were permitted

to exercise civil and criminal authority. In

short his administration was firm and secure

for the time being.

Maharaja Jung Bahadur of Nepal was now
advancing with a Gurkha army for the relief

of Lucknow. His troops fought several

actions with Mohammad Hasan who being

ultimately defeated left the station by cross-

ing the Ghaghra at Tanda with his principal

officers.

FATEHPUR

At Fatehpur the revolt came from the general

population under Munshi Hikmat Ullah,

Deputy Collector. There were no troops at

the station except a small detachment of 50

men of the 6th Native Infantry which had
its headquarters at Allahabad. These men
were there to guard the treasury. The
British officers at the station included

Mr. J. W. Sherer, the Collector, Mr* R. T.

Tucker, the Judge (brother of Commissioner
Tucker of Varanasi)

, an opium agent, a salt

agent, a doctor and three or four persons

connected with the Railway then under
construction.

On June 8, 1857, there was nervousness

amongst the Europeans on account of the

disquieting rumours about Allahabad and
Kanpur. By night-fall the police deserted

• their posts. Next morning the people of the

town attacked the treasurj% but were repulsed

by the guard. Some of the men proceeded

to the jail and thereafter the Mission pre-

mises and the dak bungalow' were plundered

and burnt. The people were joined by men
from the surrounding villages and by some
escaped prisonei's from Allahabad. The civil

lines were then attacked and several houses

pUmdoi’cd, but no English life was taken.

Munshi Hikmat Ullah visited the Collector in

the afternoon. Thereafter, in the darkness

of the night the Collector and other European

officers, with the exception of Mr. Tucker,

fled to Banda, which was still quiet, reaching

there the next day.

Mr. Tucker had, from the very beginning,

refused to abandon his post, as he considered

it his duty to remain at Fatehpur to the last.

On the 9th he had shot down single-handed

some of the rebel men, but the next day he

met his own death. The Commissioner of

Allahabad in his report to Government,

submitted after the restoration of authority,

paid a tribute to him in these words : ‘It

is impossible not to admire, how far

it may be regretted, the heroic devotion of

Mr. Tucker
; nor is it much a matter of

wonder that his conduct and his personal

powers actually succeeded in preserving, for

a few hours longer, some show of order.

Mr. Tucker, by his earnest and open profes-

sion of religion, and by his unbounded
pecuniary liberality, had commanded the

respect, if not the affection, of a large

number of the inhabitants of the city, and
when the excited mob returned in trimnphant
procession from his slaughter, two Hindus
of the town stood out before them and
reviled them as the murderers of a just and
holy man

; it is scarcely necessary to add
that they immediately shared his fate’*.

In July, 1857, the British troops, under Major
Renaud followed by those under Havelock,
marching from Allahabad to the relief of

Kanpur, took severe vengeance on the town
and the neighbouring villages. Innocent
people were indiscriminately slaughtered.
Munshi Hikmat Ullah was hung and villages
were burnt. The town was also given to
plunder.

ETAWAH

Mr. Allen O. Hume, who later founded the
Indian National Congress, was the District
Magistrate at Etawah, He formed a corps
to guard the roads round the town. On
May 19, 1857, there was an engagement
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between this corps and some sepoys coming
from Meerut. The sepoys were captured and
disarmed. All of a sudden, however, they

seized their arms and killed their captors.

The sepoys then entered a Hindu temple

nearby, hiding themselves in it. Mr. Hume
with his Assistant Magistrate, Mr. Daniell,

and some Indian soldiers proceeded towards

the temple. On approaching it Mr. Hume
found that the town-people were giving food

to these sepoys and singing their praise.

Notwithstanding this situation Mr. Daniell

rushed towards the temple, only to be shot

down by the sepoys inside it.

Thereafter, on the news of the execution of

a spy at Aligarh reaching Etawah on

May 23, all the Indian troops rose at night

with sword in one hand and lighted torch

in the other. The sepoys then took the

English camp, looted the treasuiy and broke

the prison. They, however, gave option to

the English officers to leave the place

instantly failing which they were threatened

with destruction. The officers took advant-

age of this offer and hid themselves, with

their wives and children, wherever they

found a place. Mr. Hume himself left

Etawah.

Etawah was then proclaimed as an inde-

pendent town and all the sepoys proceeded

to join the army at Delhi. These sepoys

were a detachment of the 9th Native Infantry

which was stationed at Aligarh.

ALIGARH

The mutiny started at Aligarh on the evening

of May 20, 1857, as a result of the execution

a short time earlier of a spy who had been

arrested at Boland (near Aligarh) for spy-

ing amongst the sepoys. He was then sent

to Aligarh where he was sentenced to be

hanged. The sentence was carried out before

the whole regiment of the 9th Native

Infantry stationed at Aligarh, The men of

this regiment, who had planned to rise at a

later date, could not now restrain them-

selves and rose in arms the same evening.

The 9th Regiment was regarded by the
English officei's as the “most loyal* ^ regiment.
But the resentment against the British was
so great that this regiment also could not
maintain its loyalty. In their magnanimity
the sepoys allowed the officers to leave

Aligarh. The officers, with their wives and
childi’en, and several qther Europeans, in-

cluding Lady Outram, left Aligarh quietly

by midnight,

RonmKHAND : bareilly, shahjahanpur^
MORAUiVBAD, BOTAUN AND BIJNOR

The Rohilkhand of those days comprised the

districts of Bareilly, Shahjahanpur, Morad-
abad, Budaun and Bijnor, with a Commis-
sioner in charge with his headquarters at

Bareilly. Large assortments of Indian

troops at various stations had been posted,

but the concentration was at Bareilly which
was the main town and where the troops

consisted of the 8th Irregular Cavalry, the

18th Infantry Regiment, the 68th Infantry

Regiment and a batteiy of Indian artillery,

all manned by Indian sepoys.

The sepoys, in spite of the provocations,

stuck to the original date—31st May—^for

the start of the uprising. Thus, the

mutiny in these districts started on the

appointed day, and within the course of the

day, British authority at all these places

came to ah end. The majority of the

English officers were allowed to escape
;

only in a few cases were they captured and

put to death.

Bareilly

It was on May 14 that news of the Meerut

rising reached Bareilly, The Englishmen

there sent their families to Naini Tal as a

precautionary measure although they had

much faith in the loyalty of the sepoys.

They had still greater confidence in

the Indian cavalry. In order, however,

to avoid risks the English officers ordered

a parade on May 15, and informed the

sepoys that the objectionable cartridges

will no longer be given to them and
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that they should have no fear on that

score. The sepoys said nothing though this

re-assurance had apparently little elfect on

them. The parade passed off peacefully as

the sepoys had decided to wait for the

appointed day. Their patience was praise-

worthy, because they had also received a

message from the Commander of the Indian

Army at Delhi asking them to come to Delhi

immediately.

There were rumours that the rising would

take place on the 29th or the 30th May,

but both these days passed off without any

untoward incident. On the 31st May as

the clock struck 10, a gim was fired in the

sepoy lines and with it the soldiers rose to

a man. In the early morning that day the

residence of a Captain had been set on fire,

but not much significance was attached to

it by the ofiicers. It was a Sunday and the

morning parade had also passed off smoothly.

The Europeans had also offered their prayers

in the church without finding any sign of

trouble an^here.

The revolt began by the 68th Infantry

Regiment attacking the English officers near

their lines. Small detachments went to the

various bungalows. Some others began to

kill Englishmen and some began to put the

bungalows on fire, as previously arranged.

The terror-stricken Englishmen ran towards
the Cavalry lines. On arrival there, they
ordered the Cavalry Regiment to march on
the mutineers. But the cavalry sided with
the latter. The English lost all chance of

saving their lives and began to fly towards
Naini Tal, Only 32 officers, however, could

reach that place safely. The rest were killed

either at Bareilly or on the way. By the
afternoon the British rule at Bareilly had
come to an end.

Bakht Khan, the Subedar of the sepoy
artillery, whose name has already been
mentioned, was made the Commander of the
troops. He exhorted the sepoys to do their

•PiocmUn"' tilt' Go\cnii!iicn! of N, \V. I*.. I’oliiK-nl

duty in sustaining the newly-established rule.

Thereafter, he went through the to\^Ti

followed by the new officers seated in the

carriages previously used by European

officers. But soon after, Bakht Khan pro-

ceeded to Delhi at the head of his troops

and there became the Commander-in-Chief

of the nationalist forces under the Emperor.

Khan Bahadur Khan.

Khan Bahadur Khan, a prominent figure of

Rohilkhand, thereupon organized a new
force which in course of time swelled

to 30,000 men. He established his head-

quarters at Bareilly, proclaiming himself the

ruler of Rohilkhand in ‘the capacity of

Subedar (Viceroy) of the Delhi Emperor.
His rulership was acclaimed by the whole

populace.

Khan Bahadur Khan was a person of high

antecedents and enjoyed great fame in

Rohilkhand. He was a grandson of Hafiz

Rahmat and in that capacity was in receipt

of a political pension (Rs.1,200 per annum)
from the British Government. The circum-

stances of this grant are given in the follow-

ing narrative ; "Hafiz Rahmat was the ruler

of the Bareilly district during the Rohilla

ascendancy in the Kuttair Provinces
;
a fight

ensued between him and the Nawab Wuzeer
Shooja-od-dawla (of Avadh) for some breach
of promise on the part of the former in 1774
A. D., in which the former was killed, which
resulted in the usurpation of his fief and its

annexation to the domains of the con-
queror who made some provision for the
support of the survivors of the vanquished,
which descended to them down to the cession
of half of the Wuzeer’s territory to the
British Government in 1801, when, agree-
ably to a treaty concluded between the two
powers, the continuance of these stipends
was stipulated for".*

Khan Bahadur Khan was a favourite of the
Biitish Government too. He was a retired
udicial officer having served Government

Department, for April. 1851.
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in this capacity, and was in receipt of a
service pension also, in addition to the

political pension.

Khan Bahadur Khan organised a proper

Government for the province and assessed

land revenue in the name of the Emperor of

Delhi. He also formed a militia of the

citizens. The Indian officers who were hold-

ing office under the East India Company
were confirmed in their posts. In other

words, by dint of his administrative ability

he continued the administration of every

department and there was no interruption in

work on the change of Government.

Khan Bahadur Khan used to send to the

Emperor an account of the happenings in

Rohilkhand written by himself. He also

issued a proclamation which he posted

throughout Rohilkhand. In it he appealed

to all Hindus and Muslims to work unitedly

and not to fall into the deception of the

English people. He warned them against

the British who tried to incite the Hindus

against the Muslims and the Muslims against

the Hindus. It referred to the absorption of

'native* territories into the Company's

dominion and cited the example of Nagpur

and Lucknow. It was added that killing of

cows would be stopped. The proclamation

concluded with the warning that if anyone

opposed the new rule he would be struck and

would be guilty of the sin of suicide.

Though old in years and physically feeble,

Khan Bahadur Khan ruled over Rohilkhand

from where British authority had completely

disappeared. Having proclaimed himself

the Viceroy (Subedar) of the Emperor he

sent a nazar and rich presents to Delhi and

obtained the necessary farman of his office.

He appointed a committee of eight persons,

Hindus and Muslims, to carry on the admi-

nistration. Amongst these was Sobha Ram

who' held the office of Dewan. The British

made an endeavour towards the end of 1857

to raise a Hindu revolt against Khan Bahadur

Khan and although a sum of Rs.50,000 was
allotted for the purpose, the efforts were
unsuccessful.

Having reduced Lucknow, the Commandex'-
in-Chief, Sir Colin Campbell, now turned his

attention to Rohilkhand. The province was
entered into by his troops from many sides

and in Ma}'', 1S58, Sir Colin won the battle

of Bareilly after a desperate fight. Nana"'

Saheb is also said to have been present in

this battle. The gliazis of Khan Bahadur’s
Rohilia Cavalry made a furious charge on the

British troops who mowed them down by
their artillery fire. But the gliazis were
undaunted and died in the cause of religion

without seeking quarter. Thereafter, the

English troops proceeded the next day
towards the city of Bareilly, but were
encountered in the w'ay by a party of Khan
Bahadur’s troops which held a bridge over

a small river flowing by Bareilly. These

v/ere easily repulsed and the British force

occupied Bareilly, Khan Bahadur Khan
having left for Pilibhit.

After some further engagements later on,

Khan Bahadur Khan, with other nationalist

leaders—^Rana Beni Madhav Singh, Begam
Hazrat Mahal, Nana Saheb, Bala Saheb,

Jwala Prasad, Mammu Khan, Amar Singh,

Menhdi Hasan and others who had been

driven out of their home districts—^found

his way to Nepal.

ShalijahanpuT

Shahjahanpur is about 47 miles from

Bareilly. The 28th Infantry had its head-

quarters there. Although the news of the

Meerut rising reached Shahjahanpur on

May 15, the sepoys kept their plans secret

until May 31. On that date, which was a

Sunday, the English were in church. The

sepoys rose at that time and proceeded

towards the church. The Chaplain came

out to see what was happening and then his

head was cut off. The City Magistrate,
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Mr. Rickets, fell while running. Another

batch of sepoys had made their way to the

Cantonment and started killing and burning

there. The Assistant Magistrate was killed

in the verandah while trjing to escape. Dr.

Bowling was shot down while addressing the

sepoys and in the course of which he used

the word “seditious” for the sepoys. The
mutineers then went away towards Mohamdi.

By the evening of May 31, Shahjahanpur

also came into the hands of the rebels.

Moradabad

Moradabad is about 48 miles north-west of

Bareilly. The 29th Infantry Regiment and

half a battalion of Native Artillery were
stationed there.

The sepoys of Moradabad also had received

information of the happenings at Meerut, but
they kept up appearances till May 31. On
that day, the sepoys began to collect on the
parade ground. There they declared that the
rule of the Company had come to an end.

They also said that the British should
depart from Moradabad within two hours
failing which they would be killed. The
police of Moradabad also announced that they
would not now obey the orders of the officers.

The citizens of Moradabad too made a similar
announcement. Thereupon, the Judge, the
Magistrate, the Civil Surgeon and others
together with their families left Moradabad
without the least protest. Those of the
Englishmen who were found in the town
after the expiry of two hours were killed. It
is said that the Commissioner, Mr. Power,
and certain other Englishmen embraced
Islam to save their lives.

Here also by the afternoon the rebels were
in full possession of the toAvn over which the
green flag began to fly.

Budaun

Budaiin is situated between Bareilly
and Shahjahanpur, In Budaun the big

zamindars and their tenants were greatly

disaffected with the Company’s rule because

of heavy taxes and oppressive measures.

The town people of Budaun first rose in

revolt. This was on June 1, 1857, in the

evening. Thereafter, the sepoys at the

treasury, the police and the leading citizens

announced by beat of drum that the English

rule had come to an end. Being part of

Rohilkhand this district too came into the

jurisdiction of Khan Bahadur Khan.

The sepoys, took the treasure and marched

towards Delhi. English, officers, including

the Collector, began to run. about in the

forests at night. Some of them were killed,

some died for want of food while some lived

under the protection of kindly Indians.

, Bijnor—Sir Syed Ahmad.

At Bijnor, Munshi (later Sir) Syed Ahmad
Khan, who subsequently founded the Aligarh

College (afterwards turned into University),

played an important part in support of

British authority. He was the Sadar Amin

(Civil Judge) at Bijnor when, about the end

of May, 1857, the District Jail was attacked

by the people. The assailants were, how-

ever, quickly dispersed. Afterwards, when

the mutinous sepoys of Roorkee came to the

town, this officer persuaded them to leave the

Europeans alone. After the sepoys had

left the station, Nawab Mahmud Khan

surrounded the house in which the English

were sheltered. Again Syed Ahmad came

to their succour and made a settlement with

the Nawah that the Europeans should be

allowed to go unmolested to Meerut. The

district of Bijnor, however, remained in the

hands of the Nawab till the English returned

to claim it. Subsequently, the Nawab
himself was ousted by other competitors, and

with the ajjproval of the British authorities,

Syed Ahmad was commissioned to run the

administi’ation in collaboration with some

influential people. Certain incidents, how-

ever, brought the Nawab again in power till

the eventual restoration of British rule.
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B. OTHER PLACES IN AVADH

FAIZABAD

Maulvi Ahmad Ullah Shah,

The rising at Faizabad came into form on

the arrest of Maulvi Ahmad Ullah Shah.

The name of Maulvi Saheb finds a conspicuous

place in the history. of 1857. On his pro-

perty having been confiscated by the British

Government some time before 1857, he

became a preacher and toured all over

India secretly preaching revolt against the

alien rule. Wherever he went, he aroused

deep respect for himself. He was in touch

with the leaders of the time. The royal

family of Avadh also welcomed him at

Lucknow. He wrote pamphlets advocating

the complete annihilation of foreign rule.

Eventually, the Government arrested him and

put him on trial. On conviction he was

sentenced to death. He was awaiting execu-

tion in jail when the revolt broke out and

the sepoys went to the prison and released

him.

Maulvi Ahmad Ullah Shah was a broad-

minded person. He had no personal enmity

with the English people. As soon as he

was set free by the sepoys, he wrote a letter

to Colonel Lennox (who was then in his

custody) thanking him for the permission

which the latter had given him to use a huJcka

while he was in prison.

He took steps to prevent loot and disorder.

Public buildings and the arsenal were

guarded. He advised the English officers to

abandon Faizabad immediately. He per-

suaded the men of the 15th Regiment who

had subsequently resolved to kill the English,

to honour the pledge that had been given to

them earlier. Boats were provided for them

and they were also given some money for

out-of-way expenses. They were allowed to

take along whatever belongings they could.

This was followed by a proclamation on

June 9 that the Company’s rule had ended

and that Nawab Wajid Ali Shah had come

back to power,

While proceeding to the boats, the English-

men were attacked by the sepoys, resulting

in the death of several officers, including

the Commissioner. Only one boat escaped

and safely reached the English Camp with

the help of boatmen.

Colonel Lennox was one of those who
escaped unhurt from Faizabad. Of the kind

treatment that he received at the hands of

his captors on the way he has left the follow-

ing record : “While we were running, the

men of Nazim Hossein Khan caught us.

One of them drew out his revolver, gnashed

his teeth and said that his hands were

throbbing to despatch the Feringhis away in

an instant, but that he could not do it ! We
were next taken up to the Nazim. He was
sitting in fhe darbar leaning on a cushion.

He told us to drink a little sherbet and rest,

and not to be frightened. When the

question arose as to what quarters should be

given to us, an angry servant suggested the

horse-stables nearby. The Nazim rebuked

him for this, but immediately another broke

forth, ‘Why all this trouble ? I will just

kill these Feringhi dogs’ ! The Nazim
thundered against them all and promised us

our lives. We hid near the zenana through

fear of the mutineers. We got good cloth-

ing and rest”.

From Faizabad, Maulvi Ahmad Ullah Shah
proceeded to Lucknow, the seat of the revo-

lution in Avadh. He defeated the English

force in the battle of Chinhat near Lucknow

and was thereafter amongst the prominent

leaders at Lucknow under Begam Hazrat

Mahal. Though with no military training,

he had the natural instincts of a born leader.

He never missed a weak point in the enemy
line and always strove to strike at it. After

the fall of Lucknow, he was still active and

fought several actions, particularly in the

towns of Rohilkhand. He had succeeded

in occupying Shahjahanpur. The British

garrison at that station had taken shelter in
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an entrenchment which held on for eight days

before Brigadier Jones came to its succour.

The Maulvi Saheb did not, however, retire

without a fight. He had in the meantime

been re-inforced by Shahzada Firoz Shah and

Begam Hazrat Mahal. But Jones repulsed

their attack and Shahjahanpur was saved.

From Shahjahanpur, the Maulvi Saheb now

proceeded to Mohamdi and later on June 5 he

reached Powain, a small fort some miles from

Shahjahanpur. The Raja of Powain would

not, however, receive him. He closed the

gate of his fort against the incomer. The

Maulvi charged the gate with his elephant,

but before a break-through could be made
he received a fatal shot from inside the

garrison and fell dead on the howdah. His

dead body was then captured by the Raja

who severed his head and sent it to the

Magistrate of Shahjahanpur. There it was
exposed at the Kotwali. The Raja received

the sum of Rs.50,000 which the Government
had set on this hero’s head.

Thus perished a great patriot, a great leader

and a great man. Even Englishmen have
spoken of him as “a man of great abilities, of

undaunted courage, of stern determination,

and by far the best soldier amongst the

rebels.”*

The highest tribute has been paid to him by
Malleson who says ; “If a patriot is a man
who plots and fights for the independence,

wi'ongfully destroyed, of his native country,

then most certainly the Maulvi was a true
pati’iot. He had not stained his sword by
assassination, he had connived at no
murders ; he had fought manfully, honour-
ably, and stubbornly in the field against the
strangers who had seized his country, and
his memory is entitled to the respect of the
brave and the true-hearted of all nations”.t

Aviar Singh
The rebellion in Bihar mainly centred round

SITAPUR

Sitapur was the headquarters of the Com-

missioner of Sitapur and other high officials.

The 41st Infantry and the 9th and the 10th

Irregular Infantries were stationed there.

Some fires were caused to the bungalows

occupied by the Europeans on May 27, but

they did not know that these were the pre-

monitory symptoms of the rising. No
special attention was, therefore, given to

them, particularly as the sepoys themselves

helped in putting down the flames.

On June 2, the sepoys complained that the

flour bags being given to them contained

powder of bones, and on that ground refused

to take them. They also insisted -that the

bags should be thrown instantly into the

river. The officers accepted the protest and

the bags were so disposed of.

In the afternoon of the same day, the sepoys

rushed into the gardens of their English

officers and began to pluck and eat the fruits.

Protests from the officers were of no avail.

On June 3, a batch of sepoys captured the

treasury and the rest went and attacked the

bungalow of the Commissioner. Before

that they had killed Colonel Birch and

Lieutenant Graves.

The 9th Irregulars also killed their officers.

The Commissioner, his wife and his son were

killed while trying to cross the river. In all

about 24 English lives were lost. Some of

the Englishmen sought protection with some

zamindars and lived secretly in their houses

for some ten months. After the recapture of

Lucknow by the British they were taken

there safely.

All the sepoys of Sitapur then proceeded to

Farrukhabad.

Kunwar Singh, an account of whom has been

given in Chapter 35. His younger brother,

C. BIHAR

'Sir Tliomn? Senton quoted bv Hr. Sen. pnee S'lC
.Sen. pape
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Amar Singh, also made his name as a great

leader and fighter. While Kunwar Singh was
away fighting in the North-Western
Provinces and Avadh, Amar Singh continued

the struggle in Bihar. He took up the

leadership of the people of Shahabad and
instilled fresh vigour in the masses. He
carried on a long and desultory war and was
successful in occupying Sasram and Rohtas.

The British got very anxious about the

conditions in Bihar, one of the reasons

being that this pro\dnce was a grower of

opium and so Government revenue was
seriously affected as opium cultivation

received a serious set-back.

On Kunwar Singh’s death on April 24, 1858,

the command of his troops devolved on Amar
Singh. Amar Singh ran a parallel Govern-

ment in the district of Shahabad. His

tenants were deeply faithful to him. He
appointed his own magistrates and judges.

And just as the British Government had

placed a price on his head, so he too set a

price on the heads of high English ofiicials.

Justice was properly administered and the

lands of revenue defaulters were sold to

realize the arrears.

But there were heavy odds against Amar
Singh for large British armies were detailed

to defeat him. He fought on, pursued by

British generals, until October, 1859, when

he took shelter in the Terai jungles along

with the rest of the nationalist leaders.

Besides Shahabad, Gaya was another place

where the tide of the rebellion had its sway.

A significant feature here was the part

played by villagers in organising some sort

of village unions to raise the flag of inde-

pendence. The people who took part in the

struggle included pensioners of Government

and people possessing extensive landed

properties. Hyder Ali Khan and Judhar

Singh were the prominent leaders in this

district. The followers of the former fought

fiercely crying Hvder Ali Raja’, and the

latter set up his rule making gi’ants of land
to his men.

In Shahabad division too there was a formi-

dable upsurge under two brothers Nilambar
and Pitambar whose father’s estate of

Palamau had been confiscated by the East
India Company. By the end of 1858, the

whole of the Palamau region had passed into

the possession of the nationalist leaders.

All classes of people, villagers, village-

headmen, military pensioners and even
religious mendicants took part in the

struggle. It is noteworthy that not in a
single instance was the Government’s offer

of reward for the apprehension of rebels

responded to.

The rebellion in Sambalpur was particularly

intense. Sambalpur was annexed by the

British Government in 1826, the claims of

Surendra Sai to the principality having
been disregarded. Surendra, with the

members of the family, raised the banner of

revolt and was joined by a number of land-

holders who were disaffected by the revenue

measures of the Government. From 1857
to 1862, he remained in a state of war, ran

a parallel government of his own and kept

the whole region in a state of excitement.

The rebellion here was wholly a struggle of

the people of the local tribes. The na-

tionalist forces made a cordon of outposts at

distances of some four miles each which

obstructed the attacks of the British who
were often ambushed in dense jungles. The
English had to despatch troops from several

quarters to suppress the revolt in Sambalpur.

Next to Kunwar Singh, the Kols of Singh-

bhum played a significant part in the upsurge.

Arjun Singh, the Raja of Porahat, led the

Kols furiously against the English. Prior

to the revolt he had his arrow circulated

amongst large numbers of disaffected Kols,

symbolizing his preparedness for war. By
January, 1858, the whole of Singhbhum was
at war with the British. Down to the end

of 1858, the Kols fought desperate^. The
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British were obliged to offer terms of

amnesty to Arjun Singh who later surren-

dered in the following February.

The condition of Bihar was described in a

letter of an opium planter, Solano by name,

addressed to the Lieutenant Governor. In

it he said that nothing was left to the

Europeans but a heap of ruins and referred

to the wide-spread belief that Kunwar Singh

would not permit Shahabad to be in peace

so long as life was in him. In his reply the

Lieutenant Governor made mention of the

general disaffection which prevailed in Bihar

D. THE

It was the Punjab which saved England’s

Indian empire. “Had the Pimjab gone, we
must have been ruined. Long before re-

inforcements could have reached the upper
provinces, the bones of all Englishmen
would have been bleaching in the sun.

England would never have recovered from the

calamity and retrieved her power in the
East”—Life nf Lord Lawrence, volume IT,

page 335.

The reasons why the Sikhs did not only keep
aloof from the revolt, but even whole-
heartedly helped the English have been
variously analysed. In the first place, there
was for various reasons great discord
between Hindus, Muslims and the Sikhs in

the Punjab. The other circumstance was
that the Sikhs had been brought under the
sway of the English only about eight years
previously when in 1849 the Punjab was
annexed. The Sikhs had not yet been dis-

illusioned of the rule of the East India
Company.

The English also took advantage of an
ancient imophecy believed by the Sikhs,
namely that the Khalsa would one day march
upon Delhi (the spot where an earlier
Moghal Emperor had killed their Guru) and
ra;!e it to the ground. To thi.s prophecy
the English officers added a rider to the effect

and occasioned, partly by the villagers and

the police who were imwilling to lay their

hands on the mutinous sepoys lurking in the

district, and partly by the influence of

Kunwar Singh and by a general belief that

he was soon to return victorious to his

estate. It is on record that the people of

Shahabad wrote a letter to Kunwar Singh

urging him and the other leaders not to

accept any proposals for peace with

Government, but to continue the struggle

because peace would mean death. A pro-

mise was added that supplies would be

reached to them by boats.

PUNJAB

that the assault would succeed only when the

Khalsa and the Company joined hands. This

modified prophecy did the trick, for the Sikhs

believed in it. A false proclamation was

also posted at places in the Punjab that the

first order of Bahadur Shah at Delhi was the

massacre of all the Sikhs. This aroused

further feelings of hatred in them towards

Delhi.

The nationalist leaders on their part had

greatly tried to get the Sikhs on their side.

But for the reasons already stated the

English succeeded in winning them over com-

pletely on their side. This turned the scales

in favour of the Company. In a letter of

October 21, 1857, Sir John Lawence, the

Chief Commissioner of the Punjab, had

written : “Had the Sikhs joined against us

nothing, hiunanly speaking, could have saved

us”.

In the Punjab were stationed some 36,000

non-Sikh sepoys, belonging to the districts

east of the Punjab, and some 24,000

Europeans and Punjabis, These ‘eastern

sepoys were known as Purhtas and

between them and the Sikhs bitter

feelings had been coming on, one

of the reasons being that it wa.s mainly

the Pnrbia sepoys who had conquered the

Punjab for the English. On the out-

break at Meerut and Delhi, the British
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officers in the Punjab deliberately put across

the term Piirbia because it ‘'revived the

contempt and hatred with which the class

had ever been regarded ; it widened the

breach between the Punjabee and the

Hindustanee and rendered any coalition the

more difficult”.^

After the execution in early April of Mangal

Pandey, there occurred mysterious fires at

Ambala and other Cantonments in the

country. Ambala was the chief head-

quartens of the Company’s Army and the

English Commander-in-Chief stayed there.

Houses of English military officers were

every now and then set on fire. There were

many fires, but how they were started

remained a mystery. Monetary rewards

were announced by the Commander-in-Chief

but no one could trace those who took part

in setting the fires. General Anson, the

Commander-in-Chief, was in great despair

and wrote to the Governor-General : “It is

really strange that the incendiaries should

never be detected. Every one is alert here,

but still there is no clue to trace the

offenders”. Towards the close of April, 1857,

he again wi'ote to the Governor-General :

“We have not been able to detect any of the

incendiaries at Ambala. This appears to me

extraordinary
;
but it shows how close are

the combinations among the miscreants who

have recourse to this mode of revenging

what they conceive to be their wrongs, and

how great is the dread of retaliation to

any one who would dare to become an

informer”.

The plan fixed was that on May 31, 1857, the

whole of the country should burst out in

universal conflagration so that the English

should have no room to escape.

When the news of the uprising at Meerut

and Delhi reached Lahore on May 12, there

were hurried consultations between Robert

Montgomery, the Judicial Commissioner at

Lahore, and the principal civil and military

officers. Sir John Lawrence, the Chief Com-
missioner, was not there, being on his way to

Murree. These officers tried to find out what
was the real state of affairs in the minds of

the spoys in Lahore and the camp at Mian
Mir nearby. As a result of secret inquiry

they gathered the information that the

sepoys were steeped in revolt up to the

neck—^they were only awaiting the signal for

rising in open revolt.

It was thereupon decided to disarm the

sepoys immediately. On May 13, a general

parade was called at Mian Mir, but the pur-

pose of disarming the men was kept secret.

While the sepoys were doing normal move-
ments at the parade, they were suddenly

surrounded by English cavalry and artillery.

The Indian regiments got confused and when
ordered peremptorily to give up arms they

did so and without a word walked back to

their lines. Their number was 2,500 and
though filled with rage they did nothing

because of the artillery guns about them.

Later, many of these men were murdered in

pitiable circumstances under the orders of

the Deputy Commissioner of Amritsar,

Mr. Cooper. An account of this appears in

Chapter 47, entitled and that well at

AJNALA.

Simultaneously with the disarming of the

sepoys at Mian Mir, the English artillery

had put a battalion of English troops into

the^fort of Lahore and disarmed the sepoys

there too. It is to be noted that the Lahore

fort was garrisoned entirely by Indian

sepoys—this was so because the camp at

Mian Mir in which English troops were

stationed was quite near Lahore. After

disarming the sepoys, the British troops

turned them out of the fort and occupied it.

When the news spread that the authorities

had disarmed the Mian Mir sepoys and taken

•J. Cave-Browne’s The Punjab and Delhi in 1857 pp. xv-\vi of the preface.
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the Lahore fort, British prestige gained

ground in the Punjab. Had there been any

delay in disarming the battalions at Mian

Mir, there would have been, within a fort-

night, a general uprising of the Indian

regiments at Peshawar, Amritsar, Pilhur

and Jallundar because at these places the

Indian sepoys were marking time, waiting

for the sepoys of Mian Mir to attack the

Lahore fort and thus give a signal for mass

uprisings.

The next place to be occupied by the English

was the fort of Govindgarh near Amritsar.

The English attached great importance to

Amritsar in view of its being a holy place

for the Sikhs and so were anxious to prevent

any untoward things happening there.

Rumours had gone round that the disarmed

sepoys of Mian Mir were going to take

possession of Govindgarh fort. The English,

perceiving the danger, immediately occupied

it with the help of Jats and Sikhs. This

was on or about May 13. In this way the

English found themselves in safety both at

Lahore and Amritsar.

At Feroxpur, the English had an undefended
arsenal. There were two regiments of

Indian sepoys here, but the authorities did

not suspect their fidelity. However, the two
regiments were separated from each other.

One day the English officers had the sepoys
marched through the bazars. The shop-
keepers and customers now spurned the
sepoys to action. In the result a war-cry
was raised. But before anything further
could be done the English blew up the arsenal
thinking that it was difficult to save it.

Thereafter the people of the town of
Fei-ozpur also rose and bunit bungalows,
tents, hotels and churches. Englishmen
were being hunted, but they had previously
received tclcgi’ams of warning from Meerut
and had hid themselves. The sepoys on
their jiart marched off towards Delhi. Later
the English army came and took possession
of the town. Indi.scriminate massacre and
inhuman cinclties were then committed on
the town people.

The sepoys at Jallundar had also made secret

preparations and had drawn up a plan. The

sepoys waited patiently till the arrival of

the hour agreed upon. It was on June 7

that the signal for the rising was made.

This signal was the setting on fire of the

bungalow of the Colonel of the Queen’s

Regiment. Thereupon the sepoys rose in

revolt at midnight. The rising was so

sudden that, even though there were

European soldiers and artillery-men, all lost

their nerve. The English—men, women and

children—^began to run to places of safety.

The sepoys, however, did not kill their officers

because of the confidence which the latter had

till the last reposed in the sepoys. In their

magnanimity, the sepoys returned this good

turn by leaving the British officers alone.

The higher authorities had been thinking of

disarming the men, but their officers were

against this.

The sepoys then marched to Pilhm’ where

there was another Indian contingent. The

Pilhur sepoys received them, and imder the

leadership of Indian Jamadars and Subedars

the combined force marched to Delhi via

Ludhiana. Near Ludhiana a British force

met them and there was a vigorous fight

during the night. Eventually, the British

(aided by the Sikhs) lost the field and fled.

The sepoys then entered the town of

Ludhiana about mid-day. Ludhiana had

become a powerful centre of secret activities

against the British and the people of the toum

were anxious to break away from foreign

yoke. The whole town rose. Houses of

Englishmen, English newspaper presses, and

Government stores were burnt. The prison

was broken. Whatever belonged to the

Government and whatever was English was

bunit down. The remaining property was

razed to the ground.

Ludhiana was the key to the Punjab and if

the sepoys could have held the fort there

instead of marching to Delhi, it would have

meant a great shock to British power. The

sepoys knew this, but were without a leader

and without ammunition. They had,
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therefore, no alternative but to march
towards Delhi where the neiwe-centre of

Indian independence had been created. The
British soldiers at Ludhiana were so com-
pletely demoralised by all that had happened
that though the sepoys used to march in

procession by day, the English troops made
no pursuit.

A contingent of Indian sepoys was stationed

at Peshawar also. It consisted of 3,000

sepoys and 500 sawars. These men had been
considerably agitated on hearing the news
of the disarming of their colleagues at Mian
Mir. The Commander and other officers,

however, had faith in their men and they

felt aggrieved at the contemplated disarming

of this regiment also. Eventually, it was
decided to disarm them on May 22. The
sepoys knew nothing about this till they

gathered on the parade and were ordered to

pile their arms. Seeing no alternative thej’’

obeyed. It is important to reeord that some
of the English officers were imable to look

calmly at this—^they threw their own swords

on the pile of arms as a protest against what
they considered unmerited humiliation of

their corps.*

There was stationed at Hoti Mardan the

55th Regiment of Native
The ColoneVs Suicide,^ - , mu

Infantry. The Govern-

ment of the Punjab believed that this

regiment would also mutiny, but Colonel

Spottiswoode, the chief officer in command,

insisted that his sepoys would never rise

against their officers. The Colonel was over-

ruled and it was decided to disarm his

regiment. On the night of May 24, 1857,

the Indian officers went to him to hear what

he had to say. This regiment had com-

mitted no outward act of mutiny—indeed the

demeanour of the men towards their officers

had been perfectly respectful. Colonel

Spottiswoode was moved by what his Indian

officers told him and, as he himself had

nothing to urge in support of the disarming

which had been decided upon against his
advice, his heart was broken for he had a
genuine love for his men. So when they
left, the melancholy officer, feeling that he
had nothing to live for when his faithful men
were being suspected and disarmed, retired

to his room and ended his life with his own
hand.

Wlien the sepoys heard of the ColoneFs
suicide they rose and attacked the treasury

and then marched off towards Delhi. The
English army was in hot pursuit and these

sepoys had no chance of escaping because

the whole of the Punjab was against them.

They had the possible alternative of sur-

rendering, but decided to die fighting. The
pursuit was being done by Colonel Nicholson

who was often on horse-back for 24 hours

without disarming. More than a hundred

died fighting. Some others tried to escape

into Kashmir, but Maharaja Gulab Singh,

the ruler, prohibited them from entering his

country. He also gave orders that any of

these sepoys found in his territory should be

instantly killed. Some 120 were captured,

of whom a terrible example was to be made.

Some were hanged, some others blown from

the mouth of guns. It is to be noted that

these sepoys had not committed a single act

of atrocity on the British and the penalty

which was imposed on them was not only

imwarranted, but was also inhuman.

It is also on record that before being put to

death these brave soldiers were cruelly

tortured. English historians probably were

genuinely ashamed of this inhuman slaughter

and for that reason have omitted to make

mention of this matter in their books. The

famous historian Kaye has, however, made a

sort of suppressed hint on the subject in the

following words :
‘‘ Though I have plenty

of letters with me describing the terrible and

cruel tortures committed by our officers, I do

not write a word about it, so that this subject

should be no longer before the world

•Holmes, pp, 325-26.
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At some other places also, similar disarmings

were done—some of these concluded quietly ;

in others there was resistance and mutiny.

Mention may now be made of some incidents

which took place at Sialkot following the

mutiny there on July 9, 1857. When the

mutiny broke out here, the English officers

ran to take shelter in the old fort. Some
were killed, but the women and children were

not touched*^ and many of the officers owed
their lives to their personal servants and to

sepoys. Some sepoys gave shelter to a

niimber of Europeans in the regimental

quarter-guard and later in the cover of the

night escorted them to the fort with their

families. Money was also supplied to them.

In one case they took great risk by taking the

wife of the European quarter-master

sergeant to her bungalow to fetch some
cash. It happened thus : “The lady

was seen weeping by the Havildar

in-charge and on enquiry replied that

though the sepoys had saved her life she

was penniless as everything had been left

behind in the bungalow. She was then

taken, under a guard with fixed bayonets, to

her house in the Cantonment where she

collected her cash and other valuables.'’t

The mutineers soon left Sialkot. They were
later pui-sued by Nicholson and there was a
sharp fight. Eventually the men fell into his

hands and were destroyed in detail in a river

island in which they had taken shelter.

Thus, within a short time, all the regiments
of Pufbias in the Punjab were eliminated by
fair means or foul. The Chief Commissioner,
Sir John Lawrence, was not happy at the
policy of declaring war on all sepoys, whether
loyal or disloyal, but he saw no alternative

course. He expressed his feelings thus

;

“The misfortune of the present state of

affairs is this,—each step we take for our

own security is a blow against the regular

sepoy. He feels this, and on his side takes

a further step, and so we go on, until we
disband or destroy them, or they mutiny and

kill their officers”.?

The Punjab Government was now able to

devote all its energies to the task of reinforc-

ing the Commander-in-Chief in re-capturing

Delhi. India had to be saved and Lawrence

did not hesitate to strain the resources of the

Punjab to their utmost limit. And here we
might record that the English army commit-

ted cruel barbarities on their way to Delhi.

In village after village people were caught

and put immediately before a court-martial.

Prior to being hanged these \mfortxmate

people were cruelly treated. The hair on

their heads were pulled out and their bodies

pierced by bayonets while the scaffolds were

being erected. Cow’s flesh was forced in the

mouth of innocent people before they were

put to death. This was most agonizing to

them as they would think nothing of death

and torture, but were pained to lose their

caste in this inhuman manner.

It is also on record that the officers of coiuts-

martial used to swear that they would pro-

nounce the death sentence indiscriminately.
“ Officers, as they went to sit on the court-

martial, swore that they would hang their

prisoners, guilty or innocent, and, if any
dared to lift up his voice against such indis-

criminate vengeance, he was instantly

silenced by the clamours of his angry
comrades. Prisoners condemned to death
after a hasty trial were mocked at and tortur-

ed by ignorant privates before tlie execution,

while educated officers looked on and
approved". §

•Only one Mn. Hunter and her baby were tille.1, but the offender was not a sepoy
IDr. Sen. page S59.

^

JKa)e. \o1ume 11, page 472,

pihtory 0/ the Ittdim Mutiny, by T. H. Holmes, page 124.
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E. RAJPUTANA

The British possessions in Rajputana, though
very small, had in them three important
military stations—Ajmer, Nasirabad and
Nimach. The region was only nominally in

the charge of the Lieutenant Governor of the

North-Western Provinces because the direct

responsibility for the peace and good govein-

ment of the tract rested with another officer

known as the Governor General’s Agent in

Rajputana. At the time of rebellion, the

Agent was Mr. George Lawrence, a brother

of Sir Henry Lawrence who himself had held

that office before being put in charge of

Avadh.

Of the three stations mentioned, nothing

happened at Ajiner which was the arsenal of

Rajputana. Two companies of the 15th

Native Infantry which were stationed here

to guard the arsenal were tactfully replaced,

and things went on well for the Government.

But mutinies occurred at the other two

places.

Nasirabad is a small town about twelve

miles from Ajmer. Here were stationed a

company of English soldiers with artillery,

the 30th Native Infantry, the first Bombay
Lancers and the 15th Regiment of sepoys

which had been lately brought from Meerut,

The sepoys of this regiment were full of rage

against the Government. On May 28, all the

Indian sepoys at Nasirabad rose in revolt

and took possession of the artillery from the

European soldiers. In an attempt to recap-

ture the artillery, many English officers were

killed, but the Bombay Lancers discreetly

retired. Giving up all hope of success, the

English fied. The bungalows of the

English were burnt ; the treasury was taken.

A Commander was elected by the sepoys

from amongst themselves and from him the
sepoys received presents in the name of the

Emperor of Delhi. The sepoys then march-
ed off towards the Indian capital.

The subsequent insurrection at Nimach was a
small affair. The station lay about 120 miles

to the south of Nasirabad. The Indian

sepoys there soon leanit of the happenings at

Nasirabad. On June 2, Colonel Abbott took

an oath from the sepoys—^they swore by the

Ganga water and the holy Qoran that they

would remain true to their salt
; on his part

the Colonel swore by the holy Bible to his

confidence in the faithful intentions of the

sepoys who then calmed down. On the

evening of the 3rd, however, information was
received that European troops were coming.

This caused an alarm amongst the sepoys

who rose in arms. The English officers fied

to Udaipur while the sepoys made off for

Delhi. Soon afterwards the station was
occupied by contingents of the rulers of

Mewar, Kotah and Bundi, all allies of the

English.

Trouble also occurred in some of the Indian

States of Rajputana. The rulers themselves

stood by the British, but the troops of the

rulers were excited over the question of

religion, and some serious incidents took

place here and there, particularly in Kotah.

Of the rulers, the Thakur of Awah got into

trouble with the British although his quarrel

was with his liege-Iord, the Maharaja of

Jodhpur, and not with the English, But some

misunderstanding was caused and the Thakur

had to evacuate his stronghold in January,

1858. He later surrendered, was tried but

was acquitted.

p. CENTRAL INDIA

Under the supervision of the Central India

Agency, there were six Indian States—Gwa-

lior, Indore, Dhar, Dewas, Bhopal and Jawra.

At Gwalior and Indore the insurrection was

serious. At certain other places too the

people under the leadership of their chiefs

took up arms.

GWALIOR

Under an old treaty of ‘Subsidiary Alliance’
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with the East India Company, the Maharaja

of Gwalior had to pay the cost of a con-

tingent of troops which the Company main-

tained at Gwalior. This was known as the

Gwalior Contingent and was separate from

some troops in the personal service of the

Maharaja. It consisted of Indian sepoys

under the direct command of British officers,

owing allegiance to the Company and not

to the Maharaja.

In the evening of June 14, 1857, the Gwalior

Contingent rose against its British officers.

Houses occupied by them in the Cantonment

of Morar, near Gwalior, were set on fire.

The men-folk were mostly killed, but the

women were spared. During the whole night

the search for Englishmen went on. Some
found their way to Agra. Even in the

Maharaja’s Palace no Englishman was
allowed to remain on. The English women
were collected together and put in prison.

The Maharaja Scindhia acted like a dummy
and remained in his Palace. After Gwalior

had been cleared of the English, the leaders

of the revolt asked the Scindhia to become
their leader. He kept them on promise for

some time and ultimately declared himself

in favour of the British Government. What
would have happened had the Scindhia joined

the revolutionaries has been described in the

Bed Pamphlet, page 194, as follows : “It was
a most favourable moment for recovering

his lost authority. It was merely necessary

to accede to the proposal of the mutinous
Contingent and to avenge himself on the

British. Had he so acceded, had he put

hitnself at their head and, accompanied like-

wise by fiis trusty Marathas, proceeded to

the scene action, the consequences would

have been 'aiost disastrous to ourselves. He
would ha\T^^ought at least twenty thousand

troops, ont’"^a.lf of tliem drilled and dis-

ciplined by ‘European officers, on our weak
points. Agifa and Lucknow would Iiave at

once fallen. \ Havelock would have been shut

up in Allaha^^'^^^ and either that fortress

would have be'a” be.sicgcd or the rebels, giwng

it a wide berth, would have marched through

Benaras on to Calcutta. There were no

troops, no fortifications to stop them”.

This rebel Contingent remained inactive at

Morar Cantonment until .September, 1857,

when Tatya Tope paid a visit to Gwalior and

persuaded it to march to Kalpi to join the

nationalist forces concentrated there.

After the defeat of Tatya Tope and the Rani

of Jhansi in the battle of Jhansi, much still

depended on the battle of Kalpi. With the

exception of Delhi, the greatest concentration

of Indian soldiers and leaders of the revolt

was at Kalpi. The battle of Kalpi was,

therefore, of far-reaching consequence both

for the Indians as well as the British. The
revolutionaries lost this crucial battle and
had to flee. They proceeded to Gwalior and

occupied it on June 1, 1858.

Much now depended on the attitude which
Maharaja Jiyaji Rao Scindhia adopted to-

wards the national cause. If he sided with the

revolutionaries the scales could still be
turned against the British. On the other

hand, if he sided with the British, the revolu-

tionaries would lose heavily from the tactical

point of view. The people of Gwalior were
all for joining the revolutionaries. But the

Maharaja rode off to Agra to seek British

protection.

Gwalior remained in the possession of the

nationalist forces under Rao Saheb (who had
been formally installed as Peshwa at a colour-
ful ceremony in the fort) only for about
three weeks. Sir Hugh Rose, who had
defeated the nationalist forces at Kalpi, came
in pursuit. After fighting some minor enga-
gements, he won the battle of Gwalior on
June 19, 1858, and re-installed the Maharaja
Scindhia on his gaddi the following day.

On Jime 14 was published a general order of
the Governor General announcing the
lecove^ of the town and fort of Gwalior
by Major General Sir Hugh Rose on June 19,
1858, after defeating the rebels who had
usurped’ the authority of the Maharaja
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Scindhia. It was further announced that

on June 20, 1858, the Maharaja Scindhia,

accompanied by the Governor General’s

Agent for Central India and Sir Hugh Rose
and escorted by British troops, was restored

to his palace and was welcomed by his

subjects. The general order expressed satis-

faction in the re-establishment of the admi-

nistration of His Highness the Maharaja
Scindhia. The Governor General also, in

appreciation of Maharaja Scindhia’s friend-

ship and his gratification at the re-establish-

ment of His Highness’ authority, ordered the

firing of a Royal salute at every principal

station of India. The notification concluded

with the words : “The promptitude and
success with which the strength of the

British Government has been put forth for

the restoration of its faithful AUy to the

capital of his territory and the con-

tinued presence of British troops at

Gwalior to support His Highness in the

re-establishment of his administration will

afford to all a convincing proof that the

British Government has the will and the

power to defend those who like Maharaja
Scindhia did not shirk from their obligation

or to hesitate to avow their loyalty’’.*

INDORE

The Indian troops of Indore also decided,

after secret communications, to stage a

rebellion. On July 1, 1857, Saadat Khan, a

nobleman at the Indore court and an officer

of the State Cavalry, ordered the army to

fall upon the English at the Residency. The
troops then raised the flag of freedom and at

once marched with their guns on the

Residency. The Indian troops at the Resi-

dency, who were with the British officers,

refused to fire on the attackers. The English

then lost all hope and fled Indore. They
were enabled to do so by the magnanimity
of the Indian troops at the Residency who
had guaranteed them their lives and pro-

tected them till the end.

The British suspected that the Maharaja
Holkar, Tukoji Rao H, a young man of 21
years, was behind the revolt. The suspicion

had arisen from the fact that Saadat Khan
had gone straight to the Darbar in his blood-

stained clothes after the attack on the

Residency and had openly vaunted about his

share in the happenings of the morning.

But the Maharaja could not arrest him with-

out endangering his own person and he had
also to think of the ladies in the palace.

Within the Indore territory and some
thirteen miles from the town there was the

fort and cantonment of Mhow garrisoned by
Indian as well as European troops of the

Company. Trouble at Indore was, in a few

hours, followed by an out-break at Mhow
where Indian sepoys predominated. The
commanding officers with two others were

killed, but with the aid of his artillery

Captain Hungerford held on the post. The

next day the mutineers went to Indore,

thence to Gwalior.

This Captain Hungerford later assumed the

authority of the Political Agent and called

for an explanation from the Maharaja Holkar

about his suspected part in the uprisings at

Indore and Mhow. The Maharaja sent a

well-drafted reply through his Prime Minister

and Ti’easurer w'hich might interest the

inquisitive reader. He wrote :

“No one in the world regrets more than I do

the most heart-rending catastrophe

which befell at Indore and Mhow. My
troops, probably imder the influence of

the Mhow mutineers, mutinied openly

on the morning of the 1st instant ;
and

the very companies and gims that were

sent to protect the Residency picked up

a general quarrel with some one and

began at once to fire upon the Residency

house. The mischief done was great

;

many lives were lost. No companies of

the Contingent, etc., assisted the British

•Notification no. 1855, dated June 24, 1858, N, W. P. Gazette, dated June 29, 1858, page 255.
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officers, but it is cheering to hear that

Colonel Durand (Political Agent)

,

Mr. Shakespear and family, and others

went away quite safe. The rascals then

plimdered the whole Residency.

“The next morning the Mhow troops, after

committing similar brutalities, arrived

here
; the whole town was in a panic.

A greater part of my troops were in

open mutiny, and what remained could

not be trusted. The Mohammedans
i-aised a standard of ‘Deen’ and the dis-

order was complete. Under these sad

circumstances the mutineers exacted

their own terms. They not only demand-

ed the heads of a few Europeans whom I

had concealed in my own palace, but also

of a few officers of the court who were

supposed to be in the British interest.

They prepared to plunder and destroy

all if I myself did not come out. I had
no alternative left but to offer them my
own person, but I would not allow the

poor Europeans to be touched before

being killed myself.

“After plundering the British treasury, and
the carriage from the town, and taking

with them all the guns which had gone
over to them in a state of mutiny, all

the mutineers of this place and of I^ow
have marched off last night in a body
towards Dewas.

“The tale is a painful one, and will be des-

cribed to you in detail by Rao Ram-
chundcr and Bukshee lUiooman Singh,

who are bearei*s of this to you. I have
not, even in a dream, ever deviated from
the path of friendship and allegiance to

the British Government. I know their

sense of justice and honour and will

make them pause before they suspect,

even for a moment, a friendly Chief,

who is so sensible of the obligations*

he owes to them, and is ready to do any-

thing for them ;
but there are catas-

trophes in this world which cannot be

controlled, and the one that has

happened is one of the kind”.t

SHAHZADA FEROZ SHAH OF MANDISORE

Amongst the top-ranldng leaders of the

rebellion was Shahzada Feroz Shah, a

member of the royal family of Delhi. He
was a direct descendant of the first Bahadur
Shah and was until 1855 living at Delhi.

He made a pilgrimage to Mecca in 1855,

returning to India in May, 1857. He was
then still in his twenties. That he landed

in Bombay in May, 1857, is not in doubt, but

whether he first went to Delhi has been

doubted. In Jime, he was in Sitamau, where-

after he came to Mandisore (Central India)

where he began a jehad (religious war)

against the British. He was expelled from
the town by the Governor, whereupon he

retired to an obscure mosque, but soon drew
a large following of Afghans and Mekrani
Muslims. The Governor of Mandisore was
taken prisoner by these people and Prince

Feroz Shah was installed as the ruler of the

place.' In a few months his following in-

creased to about 18,000. He then sent his

troops against Nimach which they besieged.

In October-November, 1857, British troops

advanced on Mandisore and defeated the

forces of Feroz Shah who had earlier left for

Gwalior to assume the command of the

Indore rebels. He later assisted Maulvi

Ahmad Ullah Shah of Faizabad in his attack

on Shahjahanpur and subsequently joined

Rao Saheb and Tatya Tope who had by now
proceeded to the Nepal Tarai. Thereafter,

he wandered in the Sironj jungles. Nego-
tiations for his sm’render to the British

authorities were for some time on foot, but

he eventually refused to lay down arms on

the terms desired. He could not accept any

•TJtf jounj; HotUir waj indebifti to Sir RoI>crt Hamilton, the previous Aftrnl to the Governor General, for hh pddi.

iFormt, A //Mfoty o/ \oliitnc IIT, pp. 110*11.
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I’estriction on his movements, nor would he

allow his few followers to he disaimed.

After long wanderings, he ultimately found

his way to Mecca to die.

OTHERS

There had been rumours that the Maharaja

Holkar had joined the rebellion and this led

to up-risings outside Indore too. Raja

Bakhtawar Singh of Amjhera attacked the

British Cantonment at Bhopawar and

destroyed it. The few Englishmen there fled

for their life. They were first protected by

the minor Raja of Jhabua and were later

rescued by cavalrymen sent by the

Maharaja of Indore. Raja Bakhtawar

Singh was later arrested, tried and hanged.

At Dhar, the soldiers of the minor Raja over-

powered the old fort, but the situation was

G. BOMBAY

In the Bombay Presidency, risings took place

at Satara, Kolhapur, Nargund and in the

district of Sawantwadi.

At Satara, the uprising was started by a

Hindustani chaparasi who was captured and

hanged for trying to seduce the 22nd Regi-

ment of the Bombay Native Infantry. He
thus spoke to the spectators from the

scaifold : “If they were the sons of Hindus

and Mohammedans they should rise, if off-

springs of Christians they would remain

quiet*'.

H. BENGAL

No organised rebellion took place in these

regions, but some disaffected Chiefs showed

signs of discontent, and some sporadic out-

bursts of activity took place in certain areas.

Thus the Raja of Panchet, Nilmani Singh,

was taken into custody oh suspicion of

plotting against the Government—a suspicion

which was strengthened by the recoveiy, on

search, of arms and military stores from his

controlled by the arrival of English troops.

There was also the Amin of Mahidpur who
helped the revolutionaries in the revolt at

the Cantonment of Mahidpur. He too was
later captured and put to death.

There were others too who identified them-
selves with the national cause such as

Shanker Shah (a descendant of Rani Durga-
wati) of Gai’h Mandla, who, with his son,

paid the price of patriotism with his life.

Raja Thakur Sarju Prasad of Vijai Raghav-
garh (in Jabalpur district) was amongst
several others who were sentenced to impri-

sonment for life.

The Adivasis of Sendhwa and Barwani were

also organised into revolt by Bhima Naik who
fought against the British. He was later

arrested and served a term of life

imprisonment in the Andamans.

PRESIDENCY

Dr. Sen has observed that it was really

strange that the Peshwa's cause should find

so little support in his own home province.

In the city of Bombay, a conspiracy was dis-

covered by the Police Commissioner and

was nipped in the bud.

It was thus that after a feeble and indifferent

demonstration of discontent the country of

Maharashtra did nothing further in the

rebellion.

AND ORISSA

palace. In a trial on a charge of rebellion

he was acquitted, but his imprisonment

continued.

The aboriginal tribes of Orissa also showed

some signs of overt activities, but their

insurrections were not serious.

A close watch was kept by Government on

several influential persons, particularly of

the zamindar class, whose loyalty was
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suspected and some others were detained as in the Alipur jail where numerous retainers

State prisoners. Most of them were lodged of ex-King Wajid Ali Shah were also kept.

I. ASSAM

The rebellion in Assam could not take a

serious turn because the Government were

able to enforce precautionary measures and

because of the fact that there were no large

military establishments of Indian personnel

in that province who could take up arms

against the established Government. Raja

Kanderpeshwar Singh tried to raise the men
of the old Assam Militia to take possession

of the province. Maniram Datta, the Diwan

of the Raja, was hanged on the charge of

inducing his master to revolt and to wage

war against the State. The Raja himself

was imprisoned.

Several princes of the Manipur royal family

were also kept under detention because of

reports that some of them were in operation

J. GENERAL

In the provinces and regions dealt with in

the foregoing sections of this chapter there

were other places too where the flag of free-

dom was unfurled by the soldiery assisted by
the general population. But as in the places

covered by these pages, so in others not so

covered, the viodns operandi was similar in

some respects and dissimilar in others. While
in many cases the sepoys shot their offlcers

on parade and/or killed them in their

bungalows, there were also not wanting ins-

tances where protection was given not only

to English women and children, but also to

the ofScers themselves. There were yet
cases in which the mutinous sepoys made
elaborate arrangements for the evacuation
of the English from the disturbed station,

providing them with money for expenses on
the way and bidding them farewell wth tears

in their eyes.

The general pattern which ran through the
rebellion was the capture of British canton-
ments and .stations, the seizure of treasure
and the proclamation of Indian nile. In the

on the banks of the river Barak. One prince

of this family, Narendrajit Singh, had

actually joined, with his followers, the

Chittagong mutineers who, on suffering a

defeat near Sylhet, had entered Manipur

territory. The Diwan of the State was also

associated with nationalist activities.

Narendrajit Singh was successful in breaking

the arrest and escaping to Manipur.

The Raja of Tippera also came imder cloud

on account of his lukewarm attitude in the

apprehension of the Chittagong and Dacca

mutineers.

There were some other incidents of lesser

significance but on the whole Assam did not

give any serious trouble to the British

Government.

CONCLUSIONS

process of captirre, European officers were

either killed, as happened in many cases, or

were allowed to leave immolested, as happen-

ed in some others.

Whether the revolt was a pre-planned affair

or a sporadic rising is a subject which has

been dealt with in another chapter, but here

it may be mentioned that a sort of vicious

circle was in action in spreading the revolt.

As a measure of precaution and safety, the

British disarmed suspected Indian regiments;

this led to panic amongst those regiments
which were thought to be loyal, the panic

ultimately leading to revolt. There was then
the further disarming of even non-suspcct
battalions and this led to more uprisings,

and so on, till the whole of the northern
India was thro^vn in a general conflagration.

In many cases the ‘mutiny’ was the immediate
outcome of self-defence which the sepoys
adopted following the security mcasui'cs

undertaken by the British
; in some instances

these measm'cs consisted of the arrival of

European troops.



CHAPTER THIRTY-SEVEN

THE LAST BATTLE.

The battle of Kalpi in May, 1858, in which the

combined Indian forces imder several distin-

guished leaders, amongst whom were the Rao
Saheb, the Rani of Jhansi and the Nawab of

Banda’^, were defeated, was one of the major

engagements of the war of 1857. There-

after, the Indian forces under Tatya Tope

captured Gwalior and there Rao Saheb was

installed as the Peshwa. After the disaster

at Gwalior, Tatya Tope began his remark-

able career of guerilla warfare. For almost

one year he defied the most vigorous efforts

of British commanders to capture him. The

gifted leader always outwitted them and

even when it seemed that the net was closing

round him he effected miraculous escapes

and carried out daring coimter-strokes which

baffled the seasoned English generals running

in his pursuit. It was a truly marathon race

in which he was never really beaten. Until

Sikar, Tatya had led the British generals a

jogtrot. “Each one of them coveted the

credit of netting the arch-rebel, and free

exchange of information amongst the dif-

ferent detachments was probably on that

account lacking” (Dr. Sen, p. 374), “The

columns were all commanded by officers of

zeal and experience”, writes Mr. Paget in

Camp and Cantonment (pages 441-42) ,
“and

they all wanted to be the one to catch Tatya

Tope ;
and as each wanted his own column

to do it without interference from another, in

addition to chasing the rebels, the columns

were often running from one another”.

In this race, Tatya Tope had been rushing

from place to place. From Central India

he had gone to Rajputana, thence he ran to

Bundelkhand
; Madhya Pradesh was his next

objective. From Madhya Pradesh he found
his way to Baroda

;
pushed back from there

he came to Rajputana again. He had no
difficulty in crossing the Chambal, the Betwa
and the Narmada, though these rivers ham-
pered the progress of the pursuing British.

He was at home in hills and jungles, finding

the shortest cuts and getting help and co-

operation from the primitive tribes as easily

as from the peasants of the plains.

Tatya Tope’s last battle, which was also the

last battle of the war of liberation of 1857,

was fought at Sikar on January 21, 1858,

with the British troops under Colonel

Holmes. Sikar is a small town in what pre-

viously was the Jaipur State, about 40 miles

north-west of the city of Jaipur and some
25 miles south-west of Udaipur.

With Tatya Tope were the Rao Saheb, who
had been installed as Peshwa at Gwalior,

and Prince Feroze Shah and his followers.

The Prince had dramatically escaped from
Lucknow on its relief by Sir Colin Campbell.

He crossed the Ganga in early December
1858 and baffled pursuit for some days. How-
ever, on December 17 he was overtaken by
General Napier and defeated at Ranod, on
the right bank of the Sindh. But the Prince

again escaped with a large portion of his

force to join Tatya Tope at Indergarh in

January 1859.

The nationalist army had by now lost all its

hope and enthusiasm and the fight at Sikar

•Tatya Tope was not there. He had gone in disguise to Gwalior to win over the Gwalior Contingent and succeed-

ed in that mission.
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was more a routine affair than any feat of

arms imdertaken with a mission or serious-

ness. The result was thus a foregone con-

clusion. After their defeat the patriots lost

all nerve and morale. Tatya Tope made his

secret way to the Peron forests where he

found a temporary shelter until his capture

in treacherous circumstances by Major

Meade in the following April. Rao Saheb

and Feroze Shah, from whom Tatya Tope had

voluntarily separated, made their way to

Kaushani, some 80 miles east of Jodhpur,

reaching their destination on February 10,

1859. They were pmsued and their remain-

ing followers were dispersed. Both of them

now went and hid themselves in the Saronj

jungles some distance from Guna (now in

Madhya Pradesh)

.

Thus ended a great war—a war of libera-

tion without parallel in the history of the

world. And though the war was lost, it laid

the foundations of the freedom that was to

be achieved nearly a century afterwards, not

by arms, but by a unique techmque

discovered and applied by the Father of the

Nation.

**Lord Canning presents Ins humble duty to your Majesty, and begs permission to offer to

your Majestv his respectful thanks for your Majesty's most gracious letter of the 18th of ^^ay.

"Lord Canning ventures to believe that he is ^vell able to figure to himself the feelings ^vith

which your Majesty ^vill have welcomed the termination of the mutiny and rebellion in India,

and of the chief miseries which these have brought in their train The truth is that,

although this termination has long been steadily and surely approaching, it is but just now that

it can be srid to be complete in the eyes of those who are near to the scene of action. It is

only within the last three weeks that the exertions of our troops on the Oudh and Nepaulcsc

frontier, and in some other parts, have been remitted, and almost every Gazette has recounted

engagements •with the rebels, whidi, although they have invariably had the same issue, sv’ould

scarcely have consisted svith a declaration that peace and tranquillity were restored. Now,
however, militar)' operations have fairly ceased, and the rains and the climate, whidi would
make a continuance of those operations much to be regretted, will do their work amongst the

rebels ivho are still in arms in the Nepaul jungles more terribly than any human avengers.*'—

r;om the letter to Qtteen Victorin from Earl Conning, Governor-General, dated July 1859.



LAST lUrTLK AT SIKAR

(Jfniuaiy 21, 1859)

ALo showing Tat>a lope’s lacc in giiciilla wai, commencing horn the disastei at Gwalioi

in June 1858 and ending with Iiis defeat at Sikar

{Scale : One inch to fift) miles)
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CHAPTER THIRTY-BIGHT

THE RESTORATION OF BRITTSH AUTHORITY

A. THE DUAL POLICY :

REPRISALS AND REPRESSION

CONCIUATORr 3WEASURES

B. LEGISLATIVE ENACTJVIENTS

C. DECREES OP THE GOVERNMENT

D. LORD CANNING'S PROCLAMATION

E. MISCELLANEOUS

ANNEXURE : resolution of the governor-general indicating the
POLICY TO BE FOLIUWED IN THE BURNING OF VILLAGES AND OTHER MEA-
SURES OF EXTREME SEVERITY.

^'The restoration of British authority was secured not only hy the sword,
but by unspeakable atrocities. Hundreds were executed without trial.

There was hardly any region in Northern India where corpses hanging
from the gibbets did not remind the people of the vengeance of the Govern-
ment ”

—

MAULANA ABUL KALAM AZAD, IH THE FOREWORD TO DR. SEN’S
“EIGHTEEN FIFTY-SEVEN,”

A. THE DUAL POLICY

The last event of importance in the rebellion

was the capture, trial and death of Tatya

Tope in April 1859. With the power of that

great leader thus eliminated, the insurrec-

tion was practically at an end—^practically,

because in Bundelkhand, Sagar and Narbada

territories, and elsewhere too, bands of

nationalist fighters still persisted. They

were like the dying embers, still

smouldering on, of the fire which had

swept over the country. These brave peo-

ple, though left with no hope of success,

would not lay down their arms without a

struggle. The Government had to employ

many columns of troops to liquidate

them. It was not until almost the end of

the year 1859 that normal conditions were
restored.

In order to suppress the rebellion, so deep
and wide-spread. Lord Canning's Govern-
ment had to resort to contradictory measures.

On the one hand repressive measures

were adopted and the fighters for freedom
dealt with ruthlessly amounting to great

cruelty in many cases. Along with

them others also suffered only because they

had failed to assist the rulers or because they

had, under compelling circumstances, sympa-
thised with, or given help to, the mutineers
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or their leaders. There were then others

who were wholly innocent of any hand in

the rebellion, but who had to pay the

penalty of suspicion. There were also not

wanting cases in which whole villages were

set on fire or plundered—^the women and the

children, the old and the infirm, were the

victims equally with the suspects. All this

was done to strike terror amongst the people,

as it was believed that by these methods the

suppression of the revolt would be speedily

possible.

As opposed to these atrocities, the Gov-

ernor-General also took measimes to con-

ciliate the general population with a view to

bringing in the peaceful elements of the

country to his side and also to placate those

of the leaders of the revolt whom the ad-

ministration considered to be men of honour
and who would not lay down their arms
under threat of force. Amongst these con-

ciliatory or diplomatic measures were the

several proclamations of Lord Canning and
the Lieutenant Governor of the North-Wes-
tern Provinces ; a reference to these has
been made later in this section.

Some of these proclamations were issued

prior to Queen Victoria’s proclamation of

November 1858, and one proclamation cal-

ling upon the people to act loyally to the
British Sovereign was issued soon after the

Queen’s proclamation.

Sorroio of Canning and Victoria

It must also be recorded to the credit of Lord
Canning that though he could not prevent the

atrocities which he abhorred he laid down
for himself a judicious policy to follow : ‘T

will not govern in anger. Justice, and that
as stem, as inflexible as law and might can
make it, I •will deal out. But I null never
allow an angrj' or indiscriminate act or word
to proceed from the Government, so long
as I am responsible for it.”

And though Lord Canning cannot be absolv-

ed of tlie moral responsibility for the ruth-
Icssness committed, he hira.self was unhappy

over the happenings. Writing to Queen

Victoria he frankly admitted that “there is

a rabid and indiscriminate vindictiveness

abroad, even amongst many who ought to

set a better example, which it is impossible

to contemplate without a feeling of shame

for one’s countrymen”. This foimd a res-

ponse from the Queen : “Lord Canning

will easily believe how entirely the Queen

shares his feelings of sorrow and indigna-

tion at the un-Christian spirit shown, alas !

to a great extent here by the public towards

India in general.”

This policy, which may be called the dual-

faced policy, generally ran through the

entire history of British rule in India.

Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru has, in his

Discovery of India, referred to one aspect

of this policy by observing that on the one

hand the British policy was to secure the

unification of India, and to this end various

measures were adopted from time to time,

and on the other hand there was also the

policy to break feelings of imity amongst

the Indian people by encouraging some times

one vested interest and some times the other,

and following what is generally called the

policy of divide and rule.

British resourcefulness had been taxed to the

extreme in recovering the empire and, at

times, it seemed as if the British rule in India

was doomed. In any case, but for certain

chance successes the suppression of the

revolt could not have been accomplished
within the time in which it was actually sup-

pressed, and, but for these chances, the

bloodshed and the misery on both sides

would have been much more appalling.

REPRISALS AND REPRESSION

Many Englishmen were against the policy

of ruthlessness that was adopted. We have
already quoted tlie feelings of the Governor-
General himself. Sir William Russell was
another distinguished person who strongly
recorded his protest against " all the.se kinds
of vindictive, non-Christian atrocities such
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as sewing Mohammedans in pig-skins, smear-

ing them with pork-fat before execution and

burning their bodies and forcing Hindus to

defile themselves.'^ He characterized them

as spiritual and mental tortures to which the

foreign rulers had no right to resort and

which they dared not perpetrate in Europe,

and added that they would ultimately recoil

on the English people themselves.

Sergeant Forbes-Mitchell has candidly des-

cribed the brutalising of Indian sepoys as

well as civilians by European troops. In

respect of Civil Commissioners appointed

for the trial of ‘ Mutiny offences ' he has not

hesitated to express his disapprobation of

their methods. In this connection the

following observations from his Reminiscen-

ces are remarkable for the straight-forward

manner in which he admits the excesses per-

petrated by his countrymen :
“ Asiatic cam-

paigns have always been conducted in a more

remorseless spirit than those between Euro-

pean nations, but the war of the Mutiny, as

I have before remarked in these Reminiscen-

ces, was far worse than the usual type of

even Asiatic fighting. It was something

horrible and down-right brutalising for an

English army to be engaged in such a strug-

gle in which no quarter was ever given or

asked. It was a war of down-right butchery.

Whenever the rebels met a Christian or a

white man he was lulled without pity or

remorse, and every native who had assisted

any such to escape, or was known to have

concealed them, was as remorselessly put to

death wherever the rebels had the ascendant.

And wherever a European in power, either

civil or military, met a rebel in arms, or any

native whatever on whom suspicion rested,

his shrift was as short and his fate as sure.

The farce of putting an accused native on

his trial before any of the civil officers

attached to the different army-columns, after

the civil power commenced to re-assert its

authority, was simply a parody on justice

and a protraction of cruelty. Under mar-

tial law, punishment, whether deserved or

not, was stem but sharp. But the civilian

officers attached to the different movable
columns for the trial of rebels, as far as they
came under my notice, were even more
relentless. No doubt, these men excused

themselves by the consideration that they
were engaged in suppressing rebellion and
mutiny, and that the actors on the other side

had perpetrated great crimes."

“ The Commander-in-Chief, Sir Colin

Campbell, was wholly opposed to extreme
measures and deplored the whole-sale exe-

cutions by the civil power
On one occasion he expressed his great dis-

gust at seeing a mango-tope between Fateh-

garh and Kanpur full of rotting corpses of

men who had been hung by the orders of

the Special Commissioners a few days
before”.

The extent of brutality committed by the

authorities has been described also by many
other English authors who have expressed

their strong disapproval and even abhor-

rence at those foul deeds. Reference to such
atrocities has been made in several of the

earlier chapters. Here are some further

extracts ;

“ We set fire to a large village which was
full of them. We surrounded them, and
when they came mshing out of the flames,

we shot them”—Charles Ball, Indian

Mutiny

j

volume I, pages 243-44.

and I know that at Allahabad there

were two whole-sale executions .... And
afterwards Neill did things almost more
than the massacre, putting to death with

deliberate torture in a way that has never

been proved against the natives.”—Sir

George Campbell, Provisional Civil Com-
missioner in the Mutiny, as quoted in The
Other ^ide of the Medal by Edward
Thomson, page 81.

Of the prisoners of the 55th, a more
awful example was made. They were tried,

condemned and every third man selected

to be blown away from guns.”—Narratives

of the Indian Revolt, page 36.
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“ Soldiers and civilians alike were holding

bloody assizes, or slajdng natives without

any assize at all, regardless of sex or age.

Afterwards, the thirst for blood grew

stronger still. It is on the records of

our British Parliament, in papers sent

home by the Governor-General of India

in Cmmcil that ‘the aged women and

children are sacrificed, as well as those

guilty of rebellion’. They were not deli-

berately hanged, but burnt to death in

their villages, perhaps now and then acci-

dentally shot. Englishmen did not hesi-

tate to boast, or to record their boasting

in writing, that they had spared no one,

and that peppering away at niggers was
very pleasant pastime, enjoyed amazingly.

And it has been stated, in a book publish-

ed by official authorities, that ‘ for three

months eight dead-carts daily went
their rmmds from sunrise to sunset to take

down the corpses which hung at the cross-

roads and market places’, and that ‘six

thousand beings had been thus summarily
disposed of and launched into eternity.’*

an Englishman is almost suffo-

cated with indignation when he reads that

Mr. Chambers or Miss Jennings was
hacked to death, by a dusky ruffian,

but. in native histories or, history being

wanting, in native legends and traditions,

it may be recorded against our people that

. mothers and waves and children, with less

familiar names, fell miserable victims to

the first swoop of English vengeance ”

—^Kaye’s History of the Sepoy War,
volume n.

“ That parade was a strange scene

The troops \vere drawn up on three sides

of a square, the fomlh side being occu-

pied by ten guns The first ten of

the prisonci-s were then dashed to the guns,

the artillery officer waved his sword, you

heard the roar of the guns and above the

smoke you saw legs, arms and heads flying

in all directions. There were four of these

salvoes and at each a sort of buzz went
through the whole mass of the troops, a
sort of murmur of horror. Since that

time, we have had execution parades once

or twice a week, and such is the force of

habit we now think little of them”—^Narra-

tives of the Indian Revolt, page 36.

‘‘ One trip I' enjoyed amazingly
; we got on

board a steamer with a gim, while the

Sikhs and the fusiliers marched up to the

city.t We steamed up throwing shots

right and left till we got up to the bad

places, when we went on the shore and

peppered away with oim gims, my old

double-barrel bringing down several nig-

gers, so thirsty for vengeance I was. We
fired the places right and left and the

flames shot up to the heavens as they

spread, fanned by the breeze, showing that

the day of vengeance had fallen on the

treacherous villains. Everyday, we had

expeditions to bum and destroy disaffected

villages, and we have taken our revenge.

We have the power of life in

our hands, and I assure you we spare not.

The condemned culprit is placed

under a tree, with a rope round hiS neck,

on the top of a carriage, and when it is

pulled off, he swings.”—Letter quoted by

Charles Ball in Indiaii Mutiny, volume I,

page 257.

‘‘General Havelock began to wreak a terri-

ble vengeance for the death of Sir Hugh
Wheeler. Batch upon batch of natives

moimted the scaffold. The calmness of

mind and nobility of demeanour which
some of the revolutionaries showed at the

time of death was such as would do credit

to those who martyred themselves for

devotion to a principle.”—Charles Ball,

Indian Mutiny, volume I, page 388.

•At Atbl.ab.ul.

tAlbhabail.



THE VICTORIA CROSS

Several Biiiibh Militaiy ofiiccrs wcic awaitled the \hctona

Cross, the highest honour that can be bestowed by the

British Sovereign for ^alollr in the field of battle. A
civilian, by name T. H. Ka\anagh, also leccived the

award for his daring exploits connected with the lelief

of the Lucknow Residency. An account ot these can be

read in his book Hoiv I luoti the Vtcto)ui Cioss, The
medal was instituted by Queen Victoria in 1836, but it

was not until 1912. that the award was opened to lirdiau

soldiers. Thcieafter, a piopoitionatch laigcr numbei

of Indian combatants reccned the Cioss in the First

WoiUl AVar, thus pioring the fighting qualities of Indian

soldieis. I'he medal is cast in bion/e

“THE MUTINY” MEDAL

This was the medal which was aw'aidcd posthumously in

lespect of soldicis on the Biitish side who died fighting

brarely in militaiy actions dining the “Mutiny”.
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r N I) I A N V n r m l d h

7 hiN t\as anothci tktoiatiou a\sa^dci^ Vo l\\uish lioops ciiip^o^cd in U>c sn):>)>T^>^\on o? vUc

U nas idc last medal given the ^a^L India Company in ibc name ol tbe Ibitisb

CJoi cmmcni. TUw ncic the following bars lo il : “DVddlV*, gmnicd to those cmplo>ctI

againu Delhi fiom Max lo September IS-i? ; **DEri:NCn Or EUCKNOW**, ‘ KEETn' Or
I.tiCKKO\V‘' ami '‘JA'CKXOlV*’, given to those conncctctl nith tlic opetations bi jLiiCAnov\, ami

'‘CEN'TRAL JXDIA'*, granted to troops ernp}o)cd in the actions in Jhansj, Kalpi, CMUilioi and

olhei places in Central India from Jantiarj to June J8j8,

Ptic ohvetse of the /ucdal has, as tisuaf, (he QueenS head; nhile the icvcrsc, ns shnun aWc,
has a standitig figure of Utiiannia with a shields and hci tight hand outstretched nith a

wreath of /auic/, the Jhitisfi lion appearing in the background.
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*' Without the least agitation he mounted
the scaffold even as a yogi enters

samadhi Ibid.

“ .letters which reached home in 1857

in which an of&cer in high command
during the march upon Kanpur reported

‘good bag to-day
; .

polished off rebels/

it being borne in mind that the ‘rebels’

thus hanged or blown from guns were not

taken in arms, but villagers apprehended

on ‘suspicion’. During this march, atro-

cities were conunitted in the burning of

villages and massacre of innocent inhabi-

tants at which Mohammad Tughlak would

have stood ashamed.”—Greater Britain

by Sir Charles Dilke.

*‘ Old men who had done us no harm, help-

less women with suckling infants at their

chests, felt the weight of our vengeance

no less than the vilest malefactors ”

—

Holmes' Sepoy War^ pages 229-30.

” All the city* people found within the

walls when our troops entered were bayo-

neted on the spot ;
and the number was

considerable, as you may suppose when I

tell you that in some houses forty or fifty

persons were hiding. These were not

mutineers, but residents of the city, who

trusted to our well-known mild rule for

pardon. I am glad to say that they were

disappointed.”—^Letter in the Bombay

Telegraph by Montgomery Martin.

“ A general massacre of the inhabitants of

Delhi, a large number of whom were

known to wish our success, was openly pro-

claimed.”—Chaplain’s Narrative of .the

Siege of Delhi, quoted by Kaye.

“ After the siege* was over, the outrages

committed by our army are simply heart-

rending. A whole-sale vengeance is being

taken without distinction of friend and

foe. As regards the looting, we have

indeed surpassed Nadir Shah !”—Life of

Lord Lawrence, volume n, page 262.

Thus, “man’s inhumanity against man made
countless angels weep”. . Thus was the revolt

suppressed. And thus failed the grand
endeavour of a great people to throw a
foreign power out of the country. It has
been suggested that there were many who
were fighting for the revival of the vanished

glories of the Moghal empire
; many others

who aimed at re-establishing the power of

the Peshwas.t Be that as it may, the un-

controvertible fact remains that the Indian

people made a gigantic struggle for

freedom—a struggle which has a unique

place in the history of the world.

conchjatoky measures

Amongst the conciliatory measures adopted

by the Government there were certain pro-

clamations of Lord Canning, the Governor-

General, and the Lieutenant Governor of the

North-Western Provinces. Most of these

were issued soon after the outbreaks at

Meerut and Delhi. Almost the first of these

issued by the Governor-General on May 16,

1857, made this announcement :

"The Governor-General of India in Council has warned
the Army of Bengal that the tales by 'svhich the men of
certain regiments have been led to suspect that offence
to their religion or injury to their caste is meditated by
the Government of India are malicious falsehoods.

"The Governor-General in Council has learnt that this

suspicion continues to be propagated by designing and
evil-minded men, not only in the Army, but amongst
other classes of Che people.

" He kno'ivs that endeavours are made to persuade Hindus
and Mussulmans, soldiers and civil subjects, that their

religion is threatened, secretly as well as openly, by the
acts of the Government, and that the Government is seek-

ing in various ways to entrap them into a loss of caste

for purposes of its own.

"Some have been already deceived and led astray by
these tales.

" Once more then the Governor-General in Council warns
all classes against the deceptions that are practised on
them.

"The Government of India has invariably treated the

religious feelings of all its subjects with careful respect.

The Governor-General in Council has declared that it

will never cease to do so. He now repeats that declara-

tion, and he emphatically prodaims that the Government

• Of Belhi.

fp. E. Roberts, for instance.
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of India entertains no desire to interfere with their reli.

gion or caste, and that nothing has been or will be done
by the Government to affect the free exercise of the obser-

vance of religion or caste by every class of tlie people.

“The Government of India has never deceived its sub-

jects, therefore the Governor-General in Council now
calls upon them to refuse their belief to seditious lies.

“ This notice is addressed to those who hitherto, by habi-

tual loyalty and orderly conduct, have shown their attach-

ment to the Government and a well-founded faith in its

protection and justice.

“The Governor-General in Council enjoins all such per-

sons to pause before they listen to false guides and trai-

tors who would lead them into danger and disgrace.*'

Simultaneously, on the same day (May 16,

1857), the Lieutenant Governor also issued

a proclamation informing the “faithful sub-

jects of the British Grovemment”, that active

measures had been, eommeuced “for the

signal punishment” of the mutineers of

Meerut and Delhi and calling upon the “loyal

people” to watch the attempts at flight of the

insurgents after they had been attacked and
dispersed by the British troops. It was
added that the British Government would
always highly value and reward the services

of its good soldiers, that it would ever

strictly respect their rights, usages and reli-

gious feelings and consider them as its

children, entitled to its protection in their

vigour and in old age, and Anally that “it

will punish the acts of faithless traitors

with swift justice.”

In an earlier proclamation, issued a day
before, the Lieutenant Governor had declar-

ed that evei*y landholder joining in the resis-

tance against Government would for-

feit all rights in his lands which
would he confiscated and transfer-

red in perpetuity to tlie “faithful taluq-

dars and zaraindars of the same quarters
who may shew, by their acts of obedience to

the Government and exertions for the main-
tenance of tranquillity, that they deserve
reward and favour from the State.” It con-
cluded wiUi the words : "The powerful
British Government will in a marked manner

recompense its friends and punish its ene-

mies.”*

By another proclamation issued on May 25,

1857, the Lieutenant Governor made it

known that all soldiers engaged in the “late

disturbances’.’ who were desirous of going to

their homes and who give up their arms at

the nearest civil or military Government

post, and retire quietly, would he permitted

to do so xmmolested. Further, that all those

who appeared in arms against the Govern-

ment after this proclamation would be treat-

ed as open enemies.

By the proclamation of September 29, 1857,

the Lieutenant Governor called upon all

landholders and tenants, and all well-dispos-

ed subjects, to give all possible assistance

to the authorities in “bringing to justice the

sepoys who have mutinied upon lying pre-

texts and interferences with their religion

and caste and associated themselves with jail

felons and miscreants of every description

after vain efforts to contend with the

British Government at Delhi and elsewhere,

and are now fleeing from the punishment due

to their crimes.”

The Governor-General also annoimced the

institution of a medal by Queen Victoria to

be granted to the troops in the service of the

Queen (that is troops which came from

England and which formed part of the Home
Army as distinguished from the Company’s

Army) and of the East India Company who

had been employed in the suppression of tlic

rebellion. This medal was also available to

those civilians who had been “actively engag-

ed in the field, or othenvise, before the enemy

during the operations”.1-

In order to encourage loyalty amongst Indian

soldiers, increased power was delegated to

commanding officers and high civil officials to

promote Indian non-commissioned officers

-I’focUmaiion dated May 15, 1657, publUlied In ihe Agra Government Garette, dated May 1C, 1657, 1'.xtniordinaty.

tNotiriralion no. SC2. dated Aiigntt CO. 1658.
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and soldiers on the scene of their good
deeds” and to confer upon them the **Order

of Merit”. The idea was that the reward
for "eminent gallantry, loyalty and good con-

duct” might be prompt and might be confer-

red on the soldier in the sight of his

comrades.

It being the desire of the Governor-General

"to seek out, acknowledge and suitably

reward meritorious conduct” of persons who
had rendered valuable assistance to Govern-

ment during the rebellion, lists of such

persons were prepared. These lists were to

include all persons who had rendered aid

either in the repulse of mutineers, in main-

taining order or subordination in giving

protection to Governments officers or other

European refugees, or had assisted Govern-
ment in any other way,* After the comple-

tion of these lists, rewards in various forms
were distributed, mainly by the grant of land

in ihuafi tenure and of cash rewards. In

some cases villagers of specified villages were
given a grant equal to one year’s rent. As
a mark of the approbation of Government
of the services rendered by a village in the

district of Suitanpur, a well was constructed

for the convenience of the inhabitants,t

On December 17, 1857, a notification , was
issued prohibiting the indiscriminate plun-

der of loyal as well as disaffected villages by
detachments of troops employed in restoring

order.

B. LEGISLATIVE MEASURES

The Governor-General in Council passed

several enactments providing for the punish-

ment of persons who took part in the rebel-

lion and also providing for certain other

matters for subduing the revolt, such as for-

feiture of property. There were also passed

certain Acts intended to meet the situations

arising out of the rebellion, and finally in

1860 an indemnity law was made for the

purpose of indemnifying officers of Govern-

ment as well as non-officials in respect of

certain acts done in the. course of the rebel-

lion and its suppression.

The purport of some of the important Acts

is as follows :

ACTS OF 1857

(1)

Trial and punishment of offences

against the Articles of War for the

Native Army—The Act was meant to

facilitate the trial and punishment of

offences committed by Indian officers,

soldiers or followers in the service of

the Company. Under it Military

officers could appoint courts-martial for

the trial of these persons (Act Vn of

1857).

(2) Prevention, trial and punishment of

offences against the State—The offences

covered were rebellion, ‘waging of war
against Government and harbouring or

concealing offenders guilty of

the above offences. The punishment

provided for rebellion or war was death

or transportation for life
^
or imprison-

ment up to 14 years with forfeiture of

property, a lesser punishment being pro-

vided for harbouring or concealment.

Provision was also made for houses

being searched for arms and the con-

fiscation of the arms discovered therein

(Act XI of 1857).

(3) Apprehensmi and trial of Indian officers

and soldiers for mutiny and desertion—
The sentence passed in such cases was

• N. W. P. Gazette, dated March 23, 1858, page 21.

IN. W. P. Gazette, dated Match 23, 1858.
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unappealable, and if the sentence was

death it could be carried into execution

immediately. Larger landholders were

also made responsible for communi-

cating to Government information about

persons guilty of mutiny or desertion

hiding in their estates (Act XVII of

1857).

(4) Forfeiture of property for mutiny—^It

was provided that any Indian officer or

soldier convicted of mutiny shall for-

feit all his property of every description

(Act XXV of 1857).

(5) Importation, manufacture and sale of

arms and ammunition and regulation of

the right to hecp arms—Government

were also authorized to seize arms and

to disarm persons going armed. Penal-

ties were provided for manufacturing or

dealing in arms and ammunition without

license. Informers were to be rewarded.

(ActXXVni of 1857).

(6) Marking of offenders—^An Act was pas-

sed on December 17, 1857, amending
the Articles of War for the Native

Army. The number of the Act was
XXXn of 1857. This Act provided for

the marking of offenders convicted of

mutiny or desertion. It gave power to

the Government to direct that all or

any person or persons subject to the

Articles of War for the Native Army
who may have been convicted of mutiny
or desertion shall be marked on the

arm with the letter M in case of convic-

tion for mutiny and with D on comic-
tion for desertion. This mark was to

be put on the left side two inches below
the arm-pit. In addition, he could

also be marked with an3
f other mark

for the purpose of identifying him at

nny future time or of denoting the

punishment to which he had been sen-

tenced. The letter was not to be less

[CHAP. 38

than one inch long and was to be made
in such a manner that it was not liable

to be obliterated. Courts of law were

also given similar powers of ordering

the marking in like manner.*

ACTS OF 1858

(7) Escaped offenders—Offenders escaping

from jail and persons harbouring them
were to be punished. The neces-

sity for the Act arose from the fact that

during the rebellion many jails w'ere

broken open and the prisoners were for-

cibly released and, therefore, after the

restoration of order it was considered

expedient to provide for the apprehen-

sion of such of these offenders as had

been convicted of serious offences.

Provision was also made for the punish-

ment of offenders who, having escaped

from jail since May 1857, did not surren-

der themselves wdthin one month from

the passing of the Act. Transportation

for life was the punishment for such

persons. Landholders were declared

accountable for giving information of

any escaped prisoners hiding them-

selves within the limits of their estates.

. Neglect to do so was pimishable with

imprisonment up to six months and fine

up to Rs.200 (Act V of 1858).

(8) Impressment of labour—^After the res-

toration of British authority it became
necessary to construct numerous buil-

dings for the accommodation of Euro-

pean troops the number of which had
greatly increased by re-inforccmcnls

brought from England. But artisans

and labourers were difficult to procure

for none would come willingly. As there

was no law' to compel the attendance

of these men it became nece.ssary to

pass an Act for compelling this class of

people to erect the building.s. In other

W'ords, it was found nccassary to

N. r. Gj/cac ibtctt Apitl 1?,
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^'impress” artisans and labourers for

this purpose. This word ‘impress'’ and
its grammatical variation ^^impress-

ment^' are technical terms of law.

The Act provided that every person impres-

sed shall be paid the full market value

of his labour. The Act also gave autho-

rity to officers to impress boats, carts,

bullocks or other animals, which were
considered necessary for the erection of

military works. For these also full hire

at market rates was to be paid. The
Act also provided for the punishment

of persons who absconded or concealed

themselves after impressment or who
refused to work. The extent of punish-

ment was fine up to Rs.50 and, in

default, corporal punishment up to 15

stripes with a ratan. Europeans and

females were exempted from corporal

punishment. The Act, which came into

force in January 1858, was of a limited

duration (Act VI of 1858).

(9) Confiscation of villages—Provision was
made authorizing the confiscation of

villages, the imposition of fines and

the forfeiture of offices in cases of rebel-

lion and other crimes committed by

inhabitants of villages or by members
of tribes. Proprietors of land who
failed to assist in the suppression of the

rebellion or in the apprehension of

rebels, mutineers or deserters were also

made liable to punishment. (Act X of

1858).

(10) Corporal punishment—During the

rebellion, Jail buildings in many parts

of India had been destroyed making

it difficult to confine convicts sentenced

to imprisonment. To meet this diffi-

culty, an Act was passed providing

that, instead of sentencing an offender

to imprisonment or any other punish-

menfc, the magistrate may sentence

him to corporal- punishment not

exceeding 30 stripes with a ratan in

respect of certain specified offences

such as robbery, theft, receiving of

plundered property. The Act also pro-
vided for corporal punishment in cer-

tain other classes of cases in lieu of
fines. Europeans, Americans and
females were specifically exempted
from the operation of this Act.

The life of the Act was two years with effect

from April 4, 1858. Its number was
XI of 1858 and it bore the title ”An
Act to authorize corporal punishment
in certain cases*'.

(11) Authentication of stamps—^In another
Act, provision was made for the
authentication of stamps issued from
the Stamp Office, Calcutta. This was
necessitated by the fact that in the
course of the rebellion a large quan-
tity of stamp paper had been plunder-

ed from treasuries and from the posses-

sion of stamp-vendors, and it was
necessary to prevent the use of this

plundered paper for writing deeds
(Act XIX of 1858).

ACTS OF 1859

(12 ) Forfeited property—An Act was passed
to provide for the adjudication of

claims to property seized as forfeited.

Courts of special commission were to

be appointed by the Government and
were to consist of not less than three

Commissioners who were to sit toge-

ther for the trial and determination

of claims. The Act also defined the

powers of officers to whom commis-
sions may have been issued for the

trial of ‘heinous offences*.

ACTS OF 1860

(13) Indemnity Act—Act no. XXXIV of

1860 indemnified officials as well as

non-officials in respect of fines and
contributions levied, and acts done

“during the late disturbances**. The
necessity for this Act arose from the

fact that during the rebellion officers
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of Goveniment had collected fines and

penalties in respect of acts which,

imder the law as it stood before the

passing of this Act, had not been de-

clared offences punishable in any

manner. Therefore, the levy of fines

and penalties for such acts was illegal.

It was to legalise them that the Act

was passed.

Again, contributions had been collected com-

pulsorily from the members of the public for

the reconstruction of, or repairs to, public

buildings destroyed during the rebellion, as

well as for other puip)oses. Such compidsory

contributions were also illegal because they

were not authorised by the law then in force.

The above Act legalised these contributions

too.

C. DECREES OF

The fmictions of the ordinary criminal comds
were suspended and martial law established

in almost the whole of the North-Western
Provinces and Avadh. It was laid down that

immediate trials would be held by courts-

martial of persons taken in arms in open
hostility against the British Government or

othenvise taking part in the up-rising and
that they would, for certain specified offen-

ces, be liable to the punishment of death and
the forfeiture of all their property, movable
and immovable. This was done under the

powers vested in the Government by Regula-

tion X of 1804. Gradually, the relative

notifications were recalled so that by July

1859, martial law ceased to exist in those

territories.

The Governor-General also decided to disarm
parts of the North-Western Provinces lying

north of the rivers Yamuna and Ganga, and
further directed that a general search and
.seizure of aims by Magistrates and Collectors

.shall be made.

But for the passing of this Act the officers

concerned had rendered themselves liable to

civil, as well as criminal action in respect of

their illegal acts. It was necessary, there-

fore, to indemnify the officers for those acts,

and provision to this effect was made in the

Act.

The date with effect from which the indem-

nity provided for in the Act was operative

was May 10, 1857, which was the date recog-

nised as the date on which the rebellion

commenced.*

The Act covered only those cases in which

fines and contributions had actually been

collected. It did not authorise the levy of

any fine or penalty, or contribution, not al-

ready levied.

GOVERNMENT

The proclamation of the Local Government

of Agra, dated September 29, 1857, called

upon landowners and loyal subjects to give

assistance to Government in the arrest of

rebel sepoys and to render other assistance.

All persons were also warned against pur-

chasing arms, elephants, horses, camels and

other Government property taken by the

rebels imder pain of the “severest penalties”.

Persons obtaining such property and taking

it immediately to the nearest civil or military

authority were promised rewards.

In addition to the confiscation of landed pro-

perty and deposits in treasuries belonging

to percons who had taken up arms against

the Government, elephants, camels, bullock.s

and mules were also confiscated in large num-
bers. The fit animals were made over to the

Commissariat, otliers were sold by auction.

The Govemor-General in Council promul-

gated in December 1857 and March 1858 a .set

of lilies for the forfeiture of military

pensions. The spirit of the iiiles wa.s made

*
'I'liu vii llip (Jjtp on which the intitiny al Mcrnit tool place.
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applicable to civil pensions also. Accord-
ing to these rules every pensioner of

Government who :

(a) concealed or harboured any per-

son whom he knew to have been guilty

of mutiny or acts similar thereto, or

(h) failed to do his utmost to secure

the apprehension and conviction of such

offender, or

(c) neglected to give immediate

notice to the civil or military autho-

rities of any mutinous or rebellious

designs of which he had information

was, in addition to the punishment to which
he was liable fay law, to forfeit his pension.

It was further laid down that all male pen-

sioners who shall fail to present themselves

at the treasury or who, coming in, shall fail

to establish a reasonable ground for believ-

ing that they had not only not joined in the

rebellion, but that they had according

to their opportunities taken part with the

Government, would forfeit their pensions.

Upon the arrival of any pensioner at the

treasury a committee of officers was to make
a rigid enquiry and to record its opinion

whether or not the conduct of such pensioner

had been such as to call for a forfeiture of

his pension.

The following classes of pensioners were ex-

empted from forfeiture under this order:
“ Cripples, and those who were infirm from
great age or the effects of disease, whether

D, LORD CANNINGS

In regard to Avadh in which the rebellion was

most acute and deep-rooted, Lord Canning

adopted the extraordinary courise of declar-

ing the confiscation of estates of the taluq-

native officers or soldiers, or their heirs, and
who from those causes had not been accus-

tomed theretofore to attend in person to

receive their pensions
;
insane pensioners ;

women and children and widows of members
of the ORDER OF MERIT/^

Many treasuries in the North-Western Pro-

vinces had been plundered during the rebel-

lion. The question arose about the refund
of the deposits which members of the public

had made in them prior to the out-break.

The Government of India approved the fol-

lowing principles to be observed throughout

the country in dealing with claims for the

refund of such deposits :

1st. All deposits made in pursuance of legal

process or judicial procedure are

repayable by Government.

2nd. Deposits made for the convenience of

Government to be repaid,

3rd. Deposits made for the convenience

of depositors, other than those under

the first head, to be at the risk of depo-

sitors, payment in case of plunder

being withheld. Every case of doubt

to be referred to Government for

orders*.

As regards deposits payable to persons who
had been adjudged rebels, the Governor-

General directed that such deposits should,

as a matter of course, be carried to the

credit of the State, the sentence so adjudg-

ing them being accompanied by the sentence

of confiscation**.

PROCLAMATION

dars with certain specified exceptions. The
confiscation was made on the final recapture

of Lucknow by Sir Colin Campbell on March

15, 1858, by a proclamation issued on that

* Circular no. 5, dated December 13, 1858, of the Sudder Board of Revenue, published in the N. W. V. Gazette, dated

December 21, 1858.

••N. W. V. Gazette dated May 25, 1858, page IG4.
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date and which in history is famous as Lord

Cannmg^s Troclamation* It is reproduced

below :

*‘Thc Army of His Excelleitq’ the Commander-m-Chief
is in possession of Lucknow, and the dty lies at the mere)'

of the British Government whose authority it has for nine

months rebclliously defied and resisted.

This resistance, began by a mutinous soldier)*, has found

support from the inhabitants of the city and of the Pro*

\ince of Oudh at large. Many who owed their prosperity

to the Britisli Government as well as those avIio believed

themselves aggric\'cd by it have joined in this bad cause

and have ranged themselves ^v’ith the enemies of the State.

They have been guilty of a great crime and have subjected

themselves to a just retribution*

The capital of their countr)* is now once more in the

hands of the British Troops.

From this day it will be held by force which nothing can

withstand and the authority of the Government will be

carried into ever)* comer of the Province.

'Fhc time then has come at which the Rigltt Hon’blc the

Governor-General of India deems it right to make known
the mode in which the British Government will deal with

tlic Taluqdars, Chiefs, Landholders of Oudh, and their

followers.

The first care of the Governor-General will be to reward
those who have been steadfast in their allegiance at a

lime when the authority of the Government was partially

oyci borne, and who have proved this by tlic support and
assistance which they have given to British ofneers.

Therefore, the Right Hon'blc the Governor-General here-

by declares, tliat Drigbyjeye Singh, Rajah of Bulramporc,
K<H)lwunt Singh, Rajah of Padnaha, Rao Hurdco Buksh
Singh of Kuiiarcc, Kashcc Pci'shad, Taluqdar of Sissain-

dcc, Zuber Singh. Zemindar of Gopal Khair, and
Chundcc L;ill, Zcniijidar of Moraon (Baiswarah), arc

hencefonvard the sole, hereditar)* proprietors of the land
which they licld when Oudh came under British Rule,
subject only to such moderate assessntent as may be im-
posctl upon them ; and that these loyal men will be
furtlicr rcrranlcd in such manner and to such extent as,

upon consideration of their merits and their position, the
Goscmor-Gcncral shall dctcnninc.

A proportionate measure of reward and honour, accord-
ding to their deserts, will be conferred upon others in

whose fas our like claims may be established to the satis-

faction of the Goscuunent.

The Goscinor-Gcncral further proclaims to the people
of Oudh that, s\it1i the alx)sc-mcniioncd exceptions, the
piopriciar)* right in the soil of the Province is confiscated

to ilic Btitish Ckncmmcni which will dis{>osc of that right

in such maimer as to it may seem fitting.

To tliose 'raluqdars. Chiefs. Landholders, with their

ftdUmcn, who sliall make immediate submission to the
Chief Ounmosioncr of Oudh, surrendering ihdr arms
and obe)lng Ins onicrs, the Right Hon'Idc the Gosemor-
Gcneral promises that ilieir lives and honour shall be
wfc. provided that their bands aic not siaincsl with
Fnglislr BIockI immlerouslv shctl.

P.ui as regards an) further indulgence schich mas he ex-
tended u> ihem. and the condiiiou in wlitch the) ma)
hereafter he placet!, tlin must throve Ihcmiehes iqKm
ihr jutiiir and meux of the Britlsfi Government.

To those amongst them who shall promptly come for-

ward and give to the Chief Commissioner Urcir support

in the restoration of peace and order, this indulgence will

be large and the Governor-General will be ready to view

liberally the claim w’hich they may thus acquire to a rcsti-

union of their former rights.

As participation in the murder of Englishmen or English-

women will exclude those who arc guilty of it from all

mere)*, so 'will those wiio have protected English lives he
specially entitled to consideration and Icnicnc)*.*’

The effect of Lord Canning's Proclamation

was that it swept away all prior titles,

though the Government, when engaged in the

work of pacifying and settling of the coun-

try, did not make an arbitrary or wholly new

re-distribution of property or proceed upon

the notion that prior rights were to go for

nothing. In very many cases, probably in

the great bulk of properties, they inquired

who would be entitled if no confiscation had

taken place, and effected settlements with

those persons.

A few days later, the Chief Commissioner of

Avadh, Sir James Outram, addressed a par-

wanah to the landholders of Avadh, sending

this Proclamation with it and informing

them that if they at once came in ready to

obey his orders, provided they had taken no

part in the atrocities committed on helpless

Europeans, none of their lands would be con-

fiscated and that their claims to lands held

by them prior to annexation would be heard.

Later, in June 1858, the Chief Commissioner

addi'essed a letter to all the taluqdars inform-

ing them that if they presented themselves

at Lucknow and tendei'ed their allegiance all

their offences would be forgiven. It was

added that many taluqdars had presented

themselves and had been pardoned and their

estates re-settled with them for three years,

but that some were still at lai'ge in rebellion.

It also contained the followng conciliatory

sentiments :

The Cliicf Comiui^vioucr Iuk been given to urulcmantl
that 5<;me pci'^iu, fiom Ignorance and c\‘n lendcnc)*, arc

ining to mhlcad I'aluqdaK and others with evil rr|>ori«

and ialve rcprc^c^tations to the cfTcct th.*u the Govern,
inent should not he tnuted as all ilic pet«»ris truimlng
In the city will he made Chiivtlans, and tlu^se who will

not prcseiit ihctiuclves will he hanged. 'Iliwc ground-
!r<s r union r% arc spicad h) Ihmc only who, from cnmplo
ciiv in the murder of Europeans, are Ik^otuI the pale
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of mercy and pardon ; and because they are ^ well a^varc
of this, they wish to mislead you also into the belief that
the Government is egually severe upon you, and by
keeping you back wish to deter you from taking advan-
tage of the period of amnesty, after which, as a matter
of course, you will be charged with protracted rebellion.

The object with which this letter is written to you is to

assure you that the Government will preser\’e to you
your life and property and confirm you in the estates pos-

sessed by you during the na^vabee. A rahdaree penva-
nah (safe conduct pass) is herein enclosed to pass you
without any hindrance to the city ; and on your present-

ing yourself, the conditions of the puttabs and habooH-
yats will be made known to you, ^vhich if not accepta-

ble, you will be at liberty to return unmolested.

The term allowed in the pass is 30 days within which
period they should attend ; if not, the Government for-

ces will proceed against the estates of recusants and des-

troy them as they have done the city of Lucknow, and
such recusants rrill meet w'jth the punishment which
their protracted rebellion will entail upon them.

This is the last invitation to be issued, and if you do not
take advantage of its liberal provisions, the result will be
unfavourable to you ; but the Chief Commissioner confi-

dently trusts you will see the advantage to be gained by
rendering your allegiance and the consequent benefit

resulting to yourself therefrom.

If you cannot present yourself, you may send your agent

to represent you.'"

Lord Canning’s Proclamation was the sub-

ject of some harsh criticism in the House of
Commons where members accused the Gover-
nor-General of an unjust and .repressive act
iri confiscating estates in this arbitrary and

. summary manner. The Chief Commissioner
' as well as certain senior members of the Civil

Service were opposed to its issue but Lord
Canning overruled them all.

The Proclamation had not, however, the
desired effect of obtaining the submission of

the taluqdars, although the Chief Commis-
sioner did much to pacify them. But they
had little faith in the promises of the Gov-
ernment and the result was that the field of

rebellion was widened instead of being short-

ened. And it took many more months before

the backbone of the revolt in Avadh was
broken. Rana Beni Madhav Singh, one
of the several taluqdars who did not surren-

der, fought to the last of his resources and
crossed into Nepal only when reduced to

extremities.

E. MISCELLANEOUS

Lord Canning shifts to Allahabad^

In February, 1858, the Governor-General

himself took over the direct administration

of the North-Western Provinces with the idea

of more effectively subduing the rebellion.

In order to be nearer the main scene of opera-

tions, Lord Canning also moved his head-

quarters from Calcutta to Allahabad as a

temporary expedient. In consequence, the

office of the Lieutenant Governor of the pro-

vince was held in abeyance. It was also pro-

vided that for the time being the Governor-

General alone would exercise, during his

absence from the Council of India, whose

seat remained at Calcutta, all the powers

which were exercisable by the Governor-

General in Council, in every case in which he

thought it expedient to do so. During this

period of direct administration of the North-

Western Provinces by the Governor-General,

the orders and notifications pertaining to the

Local Government were issued in the name

of the Governor-General and were authenti-

cated by the signature of a Secretary to the

Government of India who described himself

as ‘'Secretary to the Government of India

with the Governor-General.’^

Maharaja Jung Bahadur.

The restoration of British authority parti-

cularly in Avadh was greatly facilitated by
the assistance which the Government receiv-

ed from Maharaja Jung Bahadur, Prime
Minister and Commander-in-Chief of Nepal.

The Maharaja was shown great honour by
the British as can be seen from the following

notification published under the authority

of the Governor-General on February 3,

1858 :

“ The Maharaja Jung Bahadoor, Prime
Minister and Commander-in-Chief of

Nepal, will shortly enter the plains of

Hindoostan at the head of a large force,

destined to co-operate with the British
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troops in the restoration of order in the

British Provinces.

“ The Right Hon’ble the Governor-General

in CJouncil directs that the Civil and Mili-

tary authorities of the principal stations

through which His Excellency may pass

shall unite in paying to His Excellency the

honour and the attention which are due to

his exalted station.

“ At every principal Military station, post

and camp, a salute of 17 guns will he fired

in honour of the Maharaja Jung Bahadur,

a salute of 13 guns in honour of the Maha-
raja’s Second in Command, General Runo-

deep Singh, and salutes of 11 guns each

in honour of Generals Bukht Jung and

Khurg Bahadoor, commanding divisions in

the Nepalese force.

“ The Maharaja Jung Bahadoor will be ac-

companied by Brigadier General Mac-
gregor, C. B., in the capacities of Military

Commissioner and Governor-General’s

Agent, and all Civil authorities in the dis-

tricts through which the Nepalese camp
may pass are hereby required to give

immediate attention to all requisitions

which may be addressed to them by that

officer.”

Loss of property.

The Court of Directors desired the Govern-
ment of India to investigate the nature and
extent of loss of property occasioned by the
rebellion without prejudice to the decision of

the Directors whether compensation for such
lo.ss shall be given or not. Accordingly the
Governor-General issued certain directions

to be observed throughout the North-West-
ern Provinces.

A Commissioner and a Deputy Commis-
.sioncr were appointed to receive claims for

compensation which were to be submitted to

the Commission within three months, i.c.

before August IS, 1S5S. A claim exceeding

* N. w. r. 11. if's, p i(v, n.

Rs.50,000 could first be filed with a general

estimate of loss within the above date.

Detailed schedules could be filed within a fur-

ther period of three months. For persons

residing out of India three months’ grace was
allowed.

Subject to the above provisions, applications

were to be received from the people of the

country for compensation on account of loss

of property caused by their known loyalty

and attachment to the British Government.*

Refusal of leave.

In order to conserve British man-power in

India the Governor-General ruled that mem-
bers of the Bengal Civil Service shall not

be granted leave of absence during the sea-

son 1857-58 except on medical certificate.

This restriction was also applied to the mem-
bers of the Civil Service in the Presidencies

of Madras and Bombay.

Treatment of sepoys on leave

The Governor-General also laid down rules

for regulating the cases of Indian army offi-

cere and sepoys who were on leave when their

regiment mutinied or was disarmed. The
general rule to which some exceptions were
admitted was that officers and men of the

regiments which had mutinied were to ho

discharged on their presenting ‘ themselves
for duty on the expiry of the leave. In the

case of disarmed regiments the officei-s were
allowed to join duty on the expiration of

their leave.

Help to survivors

The Court of Directors expi'csscd to the Gov-
enior-General their anxious desire that every
measure of succour within tlic power of Gov-
ernment should be promptly afforded to the

survivors of those who had sulTercd from
the loss of relations and property during
"the recent disturbances", especially to the

widows and orphans of civil and militaiT,'

officers who had fallen \ictims to the out-

break. The Governor-General thcrcui>on
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notified in November 1857 a set of rules

for regulating the grant of assistance to

sufferers in consequence of the '^mutinies''.

These rules provided, among other things,

for the grant of money to European and
Indian civil and military officers who had lost

their property ; for pension to the families

of those officers who had been killed and
who had left no means of support to their

dependents ; for pension also to the destitute

families of Europeans killed in the ‘'muti-

nies'\ and for the grant of free passage to

England to women and children. The rules

also contained provision for the appointment

of special officers to deal with the applica-

tions for relief.

Treatment of officials leaving their posts.

Certain principles were laid down for the re-

appointment of officials who had left their

posts during the rebellion. The basic

principle was that those of the officers would

be re-appointed to their original posts who
had been driven from their posts by the

attack of insurgents, who had gone to their

homes with unblemished reputation and had

subsequently displayed no treasonable or

suspicious conduct.

It was further laid down that the onus of

proof of good intentions in such cases shall

be on the official desiring re-instatement. It

was explained that no Indian official, high

or low, who had disappeared during the crisis

would be re-instated unless he coidd show

to the complete satisfaction of his European

superior that he had exerted himself to the

utmost of his power to support the Govern-

ment and to protect European life, or that

his not appearing on the side of the British

Government arose from circumstances

beyond his control. If he could not satisfy

his European officer on these points he was

not to be again employed "under a Govern-

ment which he has probably betrayed, and

[‘J33

of which at best he has proved himself a cold

friend,""*

Forfeiture of miiafis and pensi07is.

The Governor-General had issued instruc-

tions regarding the forfeiture of mnafis in

the villages of the Agra, Meerut and Delhi

Divisions. By a subsequent order of May
1858 those instructions were made applica-

ble for general adoption in all the divisions

of the North-Western Provinces. The
Sudder Board of Revenue accordingly issued

instructions to all Commissioners that "a
careful statement should be drawn up, as

early as convenient, of the behaviour, during

the late disturbances, of all muafidars of

holdings above 10 bighas and of all persons

receiving pension either political or elee-

mosjmary." It was also directed that this

important work was no longer to be delayed

as it could best be done while evidence was
fresh. Prompt arrangements were also to

be made for the management of forfeited

lands and orders issued for the resumption

of forfeited pensions.

Fund in England.

A fund was raised in London for the relief of

the sufferers from the revolt in India. The
Shah of Iran and his Prime Minister announ-

ced their intention of sending contributions

to this fund. This was mentioned in a des-

patch of December 15, 1857, from Her
Majesty^s Minister at Tehran addressed to

the British Foreign Office, in which he

observed that this gesture on the part of the

Shah and his Prime Minister would "prove

a heavy blow and discouragement to the

malcontent and insurrectionist Muslim party

in India. It sweeps away the religious capi-

tal on which they have hitheifco been trad-

ing when it proves that the chief of the great

sect in the cause of which they pretend to

have been fighting as champions thus openly

repudiates the deeds and expresses his com-

passion for the victims of their atrocious

Agra Government Gazette, dated Febmary 2, 1858, page 49.
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cruelty.” The British Minister at Tehran

added that it was true that other

princes in Europe had set the example of be-

coming subscribers to the same fund, but

they were friends of the British Government,

whereas in the case of Iran the British had
been engaged in war lately, and it was
only a few weeks earlier that the British

troops had left Iran.

The above despatch was acknowledged by
the British Foreign Office in the following

words : ”Her Majesty’s Government
are highly gratified at this proof of friendly

feeling towards England on the part of the

Shah and the Sardar Azim, which they

regard also as a testimony on the part of His
Majesty of the righteousness of the cause in

which England is engaged and that no just

complaint exists on the part of the Moham-

medans against this countiy and Govern-

ment”*.

The reference in the despatch of tlie British

Minister at Tehran to the “malcontent and

insmTectionist Miislim party in India” goes

to show that the revolt was not confined to

disgruntled Muslim sepoys only, but was

much more broad-based, and embraced the

Muslims in general.

The acknowledgment sent to the despatch by

the British Secretary of State for Foreign

Affairs also lends support to this view invis-

much as it seeks to defend the proposition

that Muslims had no “just complaint” against

the British Government. The implication

is clear that the Muslims rose against the

British Government even in the absence of

a “just complaint.”

“One of ihc Rica test tlifTiculties wliich lie ahead—and Lord Canning grieves to say so to your

Majesty—will he tlic violcm rancour of a vciy large proportion of the English community
against every nalivc Indian of every class To those whose hearts have heen loni by

the foul barbarities inflicted upon those dear to them any degree of bitlcmcss against the

natives may be cxcuscih No man will dare to judge them for it. But the cry is raised

Umde^t by those who base been sitting quietly in their homes from the beginning and have

sulfcrrd little finm the coiuuhions aroimd them unless it be in pocket. It is to be feared

lliai Ibis feeling of c'caspciTiiion will be a great impediment in the way of restoring iianqnillity

and go<><l Older. e\rn after signal ictrilnuion shall have been deliberately mcasnretl out to all

thief offenders/'—From the httn to Queen llctoih from Visrouut Cunning. Goi^niior-Cturral,
iintnl Septrmftrr 25, 7^57.

• N. W. r. C.ifetfe. dated VU) IF. pate 12^,
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ANNEXURE

RESOLUTION OF THE GOVERNOR GENERAL INDICATING THE POLICY TO BE
FOLLOWED BY CIVIL OFFICERS IN THE BURNING OF VILLAGES AND OTHER

MEASURES OF EXTREME SEVERITY.

The local Civil authorities had played their

part in the arrest and punishment of mutine-

ers and deserters. The Governor-General in

Council issued a resolution on July 21, 1857,

expressing approbation of the services of the

officers in this matter. The Governor-Gene-

ral approved of the severe punishments

awarded to such persons to show to the peo-

ple “that the just fate of the mutineer is

death” and that the British Government was

powerful to inflict the penalty. In order,

however, to prevent measures of extreme

severity being too hastily resorted to or carri-

ed too far, the Governor-General issued in

that resolution detailed instructions for the

guidance of Civil officers in the exercise of

their powers in the case of mutineers, deser-

ters and rebels.

The following extracts from the resolution

t

indicate the general policy which was to be

adopted by Civil officers in this matter :

“ 8. The Governor-General in Council is anxious to pre-

vent measures o£ extreme severity being unnecessarily

resorted to, or carried to excess, or applied without due

discrimination, in regard to acts of rebellion cxjmmitted

by persons not mutineeis.

" 9. It is unquestionably necessary in the fii'St attempt to

restore order in a district in which the Civil authority has

been entirely overthrown, to administer the law with

such promptitude and severity as will strike terror into

the minds of the evil-disposed among the people, and

will induce them by fear of death to abstain from phin-

der, to restore stolen property and to return to peaceful

occupations. But this object once in a great degree

tained, the punishment of crimes should be regulated

with discrimination.

10. The continued administration of the law in its

utmost severity after the requisite impression has been
made upon the rebellious and disorderly, and after order
has been partially restored, would have the effect o£ exas-
perating the people, and would probably induce them to
band together in large numbers for the protection of
their lives, and with a '^'iew to retaIiation~a result much
to be deprecated. It would greatly add to the difficul-

ties of settling the country hereafter, if a spirit of ani-
mosity against their rulers were engendered in the minds
of the people, and if their feelings were embittered by
the remembrance of needless bloodshed. The Civil

officers in every district should endeavour, without con-
doning any heinous offences or making any promises of
pardon for such offences, to encourage all persons to

return to their usual occupations, and punishing only
such of the principal offenders as can be apprehended, to

postpone as far as possible all minute enquiry into poli-

tical offences until such time as the Government are in a
position to deal with them in strength after thorough
investigation. It may be necessary, however, even after

a district is partially restored to order, to make examples
from time to time of such persons, if any, who may be
gtxilty of serious outrages against person or property, or
who, by stopping the dak or injuring the electric telegraph
or othenvise, may endeavour to promote the designs of
those who are waging war against the State.

*‘11. Another point to be noticed in connection with
this subject is the general burning of villages, which the
Govenior-General in Council has reason to fear may have
been carried too far by some of the Civil officers employ-
ed in restoring order.

“12. A severe measure of this sort is doubtless necessary,

as an example, in some cases where the mass of the in-

habitants of a village have committed a grave outrage,
and the perpetrators cannot be punished in their per-
sons ; hut any approach to a wholesale destruction of
property by the officers of Government, without due
regard to the guilt or innocence of those who are affect-

ed by it, must be strongly reprehended. Apart from
the effect which such a practice would have upon the
feelings and disposition of the country people, there can
be no doubt that it would prevent them from returning
to their villages and resuming the cultivation of their

fields, a point at this season of vital importance, inasmuch
as if the lands remain much longer unsown, distress and
even famine may be added to the other difficulties with
which the Government will have to contend.*'

+The resolution also contained four speciHc rules (not quoted in the present extracU) for dealing with muaneers or

desertm arrested by the Civil power, according to tlie class to which the mutineer or deserter belonged with reference

to his acts or omissions,
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should also be started against persons whe-

ther high or low who have indulged in per-

sistent rancour against Government or have

persisted in opposition to Government’s au-

thority after re-occupation of stations. This

too points to the fact that there was a gene-

ral defiance of British authority by people

high and low alike and that the measures

suggested had application to the general

population as distinguished from mutinous

sepoys against whom action was to be taken

in accordance wth other provisions.

An Act (Act X of 1858) was passed by the

Legislative Council of India in March, 1858,

authorising the confiscation of villages, the

imposition of fines and the forfeiture of

offices in cases of rebellion and other crimes

committed by inhabitants of villages. It

also provided for the punishment of proprie-

tors of land who neglected to assist in the

suppression of the rebellion or in the appre-

hension of rebels, mutineers or deserters.

The passing of this Act is proof of the fact

that the revolt was wide-spread and covered

almost the entire population of the North-
Western Provinces. There were several

other enactments of the Governor-General

in Council which also establish the same pro-

position. Their substance has been given in

the previous chapter.

Most of the leadei-s of the revolt had nothing

to do with the Company’s army—nor were
they professional soldiers. Nana Saheb, Tatya
Tope, Rani Lakshmi Bai, Maulvi Ahmad
Ullah Shah, Kunwar Singh, Begum Hazrat
Mahal, Prince Firoz Shah, Rana Beni Madhav
Singh, Maulvi Liaqat Ali, the Raos of Karvi,
arc some examples, to say nothing of the
Emperor Bahadur Shah, the Nawabs' of
Banda and Farrukhabad.

So was the case with the Jat leader of Baraut
(Meerut), Shahamal, who had 4,000 Jat fol-

lowers, who fell fighting* and whose head

was exhibited to induce the people to return

to normal activities.

Similarly at Kanpur, Nana Saheb had with

him a much larger number of zamindars

and their followers than the number of

sepoys who had mutinied.

Though the mutinous sepoys formed the

nucleus of the nationalist army, it was great-

ly supplemented by a mass of new recruits.

These came from every section of the popu-

lation and from every community. During

the course of the war, the British at one time

said that it was a Muslim movement, at an-

other that it was a Hindu bid for supremacy.

This was entirely untrue because at all

stages both commimities were well represent-

ed in the .nationalist army ; the Rani of

Jhansi had her Afghan guards, Nana
Saheb had his Azimullah Khan, the Nawab
of Farrukhabad had his Thakur Pande (po-

pularly known as Collector Thakur Pande)

and, for Bahadur Shah, Sikhs fought against

the British in the siege of Delhi. Vilayatis

or Afghans predominated in the nationalist

force at Dhar and Mandisore. Even some

stray English soldiers were on the side of

Indian leaders, and fought and died for

India.!

The war in Avadh has been acknowledged

by almost all historians, including the Bri-

tish, as a war of independence and not a mere

mutiny. The whole province joined in the

revolt and the civil population supported

Queen Hazrat Mahal. Even Lord Canning,

the Governor-General, candidly admitted

that the struggle in Avadh was "in a real

sense a national up-rising.” So also "the

movement in Shahabad (Bihar) had all the

dignity of a national revolt and v,'as support-

ed by many of the minor zamindars and more
or le.s.s openly by all the Rajput population

SliJliama! \s-ai unicl. Ij) a bullet, jet be cxiuld not be o\cr’j>otterc<l. He then cut by the suiud. Wtifec -t-
I nnncKby : I ps\e him the cetnnil shot which went through him, haring entered his back, citron whicli he at once drop*
I>eti, titit rcnncring hiintrU in a moment he wounded me in two nl.irej I then had lime In draw my iwntd
Slid n'f him a gjdiing r.DUiul in the neik"-nr. Chaudhuii. pace O',

11 or p.atti(nl.crc, lee Appendiv I), .v'rdion II, cniiileti *• Ueliel ruruinmnc"
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of the district”—this is what a British

officer wrote to another on September 25,

1858. It is also on record that after the res-

toration of British authority whenever the

police went to arrest the rebels in the vil-

lages of Shahabad, the people drove out the

policemen.**

Writing in 1922, Prof, A, B. Keith says :

“The Mutiny of the Bengal Army in 1857,

supported by elements of the civil popula-

tion, proved that the Company’s administra-

tion, despite its merits, had failed to keep

in effective touch with Indian opinion.”!

During the course of the rebellion Mr.

Ernest Jones, a noted labour leader of the

time, declared that “the revolt in India was
not a military mutiny, but a national insur-

rection.”

Then we have the evidence of the famous

Irish historian, Justice MacCarthy, who
writes : “It was not alone the sepoy who rose

in revolt—it was not by any means a merely

military mutiny, it was a combination of a

military grievance, national hatred and reli-

gious fanaticism against the English of

India. The Meerut sepoys found in a mo-

ment a leader, a flag and a cause, and

the mutiny was transformed into a revolu-

tionary war.”

In a broadcast message to the nation on the

occasion of the centenary of 1857, President

Rajendra Prasad said that the movement of

1857 was “the most determined and wide-

spread of the risings” which had taken place

till then against the East India Company.

“There is little wonder, therefore, if writers

and historians have described this movement

as a national war of independence", said the

President. He also expressed the view that,

by whatever name the movement may be des-

cribed, it was not purely accidental—the

people of India as a whole had never accept-

ed the rule of the East India Company with

alacrity.

Prime Minister Jawahar Lai Nehru in his

Discovery of India writes : “It was much
more than a military mutiny ; it spread
rapidly and assumed the character of a popu-
lar rebellion and a war of Indian Indepen-
dence”, Again, in a public address at Delhi
on the occasion of the centenaiy celebrations

of 1857, he observed that the struggle of

that year affected the minds and hearts of

millions of common people and became in

their minds a struggle against British rule.

“Clearly, it was the manifestation of the

anger of the people against the British. It

was also the manifestation of an effort to

throw out the British from India”, added
the Prime Minister.

Valuable light on this controversy has been

thrown by Dr. S. B. Chaudhuri of the West
Bengal Educational Service in his Civil

Behellion in the Mutinies, 1857—59. In it,

the author has supported the view that the

events of 1857 were not merely a military in-

surrection as is sometimes believed, but that

it was a general uprising of the whole peo-

ple against British rule. In support of this

view, the author has given reference to au-

thoritative texts, events and circumstan-

ces which go to show the nature of the ris-

ing and the part played by the general popu-

lation in it. The book is said to be a pioneer

work on a neglected aspect of the revolt of

1857, namely the aspect concerning the part

played by the civil population in the up-

rising.

Dr. Chaudhuri observes that the two aspects

of the upi'ising of 1857 are quite distinct and

well-marked, so that a separate treatment of

the “civilian rebellion” is not only feasible

but desirable. He has accordingl5'' presented

this aspect of the matter in his book.

In his foreword. Dr. Radhakrishnan has

come to the conclusion that, after reading

Dr. Chaudhuri's book, he is left with the

impression that the mutiny was accompanied

•• Dr, Scn> page 204.

fSpeeches and Documents on Indian Policy, volume I, XXIV of the Preface,
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by an uprising of the civil population as well.

This is what he writes ; . I have felt

impressed by the attention he (the author)

devotes to the various forces and factors of

discontent that lay outside the orbit of the

immediate causes of the so-called Sepoy War.
To this aspect of the problem some attention

was necessary. Dr. Chaudhuri’s two books
provide the answer. His conclusion that the

movement expressed a profound desire for

freedom on the part of the people of India

and that it was not merely a feudal move-
ment, but had within it the germs of pro-

gress, seems to be fully sustainable.”

The following are the fiuther observations

of Dr. Radhakrishnan ; "The death of

Emperor Aurangzeb in 1707 hastened the

disintegration of the Moghal Empire. The
Rajputs, the Sikhs and later the Marathas
resisted tlie Moghal rule. In many parts the
people could not bear either their vices or
the remedies for them. Several European
powers came in for purposes of trade and
after the battle of Plassey in 1757 the British
established themselves as the paramount
power in the country There was a
general belief among many Indians that
the Company’s inile would come to an end,
as it did 100 years after the battle of Plassey
in 1757. The two years 1857—1859 were
characterised by chaos, terror and violence.
. . . .The magnificent feats of heroism and
the valour of the Rani of Jhansi, Queen

Hazrat Mahal, Nana Saheb, Tatya Tope,

Bahadur Shah and his Queen Zinat Mahal,

Kunwar Singh and many others do honour to

human natime and its love for freedom.

Their deeds are celebrated in song and story.

The uprising was a great political event

which left a deep mark on the minds and

hearts of the Indian people It may be

true to say that the year 1857 marked the

beginning of a new era which ended in the

transfer of power in 1947 If the resis-

tance was suppressed it was not only because

of the superior technical power and discipline

of the British, it was also because of the

defective and divided leadership, of personal

jealousies and intrigues on the Indian side."

The learned philosopher and statesman goes

on to add that “communal differences were

not pronounced and princes, landlords and

sepoys fought on both sides The one

lesson which our past history gives us is that

the country has not been conquered from

without, it has often been defeated from

%vithin. Religious differences, regional diffe-

rences, social differences, economic differen-

ces, have often stood in the way of our unity.

. . Freedom is not fulfilment. The country

is not an old curiosity shop of ancient monu-

ments, nor can dams, hydro-electric projects

and tractors, essential as they are for feed-

ing our millions, make people great. Gov-

eiTiments come and go and nations change

and lose their faces.”

Sir Hciirj I-Tiucncc, cs>ciiliall) .1 fiicml of ihc iiaihcs, tlioiiglil riiropcaiu loo apt lo o\cr.
\aUic ihcin'cl'cs and tlidr on a Co\crnincn(, and lo undervalue the tiaihe Go\ernnicnt of the
couiiir). II** ihoufjlit. too, lhai ilic people had just cause for complaini, and that affeclion
M .1 feeling "o fiast no riglii lo cliallcngc fiom our nalisc subjects in India .Aliens

'>e jie fiom ilicm, in blix-Kl. in feding. in religion; nonisc mingling niih tlicin in social
inis Kouise. and. tiiicrclianging fevs biruli} offiies, «c ti.nc no right lo expect from them lore
and ssmpjiln. Umsi td all .I'sislaiue and suppoti.—m sviix r.t nmxs in Miilhiirs iu Oiidli,



CHAPTER FORTY

CAUSES OF FAILURE

BRITAIN'S SEA POWER

SUPERIOR EQUIPMENT ; LONU'RANGE GUNS

TELEGRAPH AND RAILWAYS

LACK OF LEADERSHIP AND CO-ORDINATION

WANT OF NATIONALISM

**How far high faitiiTe overleaps

the bounds of lov) successes/^

SEA-POWER

'"The defeat of many Brathwaites and Bailies

will not destroy them (the English) . I can

ruin their resources by land, but I cannot

dry up the sea/**'—so said Haider Ali when
dying. He had won victories over the Gene-

rals named, but he knew that this availed

little because of the strength of Britain's sea-

power. If this was true during the time of

Haider Ali (died 1782), it was true with

greater emphasis at the time of the rebellion

for within a few weeks of the news of the

outbreak reaching England, 30,000 troops

sailed for India.

The British, after the initial shocks and
failures, were thus sustained by the hope of

receiving re-inforcements from home. Their

defeat, therefore, did not demoralise them
as happened in the case of Indians—^the lat-

ter’s defeats brought them only despair, be-

cause they were left with little hope of suc-

cour and of retrieving^their position. Never-

theless, it must be said that they fought on

in spite of the odds against them and their

many handicaps. Many of the leaders were

too brave and honourable to - think of sur-

render even in their extremities, the case of

Eana Beni Madhav Singh being a striking

example.

The British Navy also assisted the land for-

ces. Amongst the notable services rendered

by the Navy, mention may be made of

Captain William Peel, who, in command of

H. M. S. Shannon, was proceeding to China.

This Captain Peel was the third son of Sir

Robert Peel, for some time the Prime Minis-

ter of England. He was diverted to India

to fight the rebellion and soon formed his

Naval Brigade of some 500 men and marched
to the front with his battery of heavy guns.

He had earlier won the Victoria Cross in the

Crimean War. He brought to bear his quali-

ties of leadership in many a battle with the

Indian forces in the initial stages of the

struggle. He was with General Havelock

in the march to Kanpur and the success of

the British in the various battles of Kanpur
was due to the efficacy of Captain Peel’s

brigade. He was severely wounded in the

final assault on Lucknow and died shortly

afterwards of small-pox when he had begun

to recover from his wound.

Colonel Wilk’s IJislojy of Mysore, He was Resident at Mysore from 1803 to 1808.
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SUPERIOR EQUIPMENT^ LONG-RANGE GUNS

The British artillery, with long-range guns

and adept artillery-men to man them, was a

most effective weapon in the hands of the

British. It was through these guns that the

English generals were able, with small for-

ces, to repel large numbers on the rebel side.

It was with the aid of their superior artil-

lery that forty years previously, the British

had been able to rout Peshwa Baji Rao n
in 1818, and it was the same weapon which

saved them in 1857. The celebrated histo-

rian of the Maratha period, Vishwanath

Rajwade, \^Tites : “K any of the Maratha

troopers accompanying the Peshwa Baji Rao
n in his flight before the British regiments

of General Smith and others during the early

months of 1818 were asked why he ran away
and what particular fright had seized him,

he would have unhesitatingly answered that

he was not at all afraid of the white biped,

but of the powerful long-range guns which
he handled and the superior scientific equip-

ment that he possessed in the art of con-

ducting war”.

In other military equipment also, the Bri-

tish were far superior to the insimgents.

Thus, the sepoys used the old type of muzzle-

loading guns which were excelled by the

newly invented breech-loaders of the English

troops.

TUB TELEGRAPH AND THE RAILWAYS

The electric telegraph and the railways were
the other advantages on the British side

which greatly assisted them in planning and
co-ordinating their military actions.

Through the use of the telegraph and the
post, British commanders obtained valuable
information which enabled them to adjust
their plans to the quick-changing situations.

"It is that accursed string that strangles

us", were the words uttered by a condemn-
ed .sepoy when he was being led for execu-
tion—r,o saying he had pointed to the tele-

graph iKilc.s and wires.

Then again. Sir W. W. Hunter in of

[cn\p. 40

India Series ( Clarendon Press, 1905 ) has

observed that "the railway and the telegraph

were worth thousands of men to us in tie

mutiny of 1857 and it is by the railway and

telegraph that India is now strategically

held.”

The telegraph enabled the Commandcr-in-

Chief to receive at his break-fast table the

latest news from the Government of India;

it klso enabled the Governor-General at Cal-

cutta, and later at Allahabad, to receive at

dinner time reports of the day’s battles

fought hundreds of miles away.

LACK OF LEADERSHIP AND CO-ORDINATION

Amongst the rebels there were no doubt

leaders of calibre and distinction, but they

were too few for the needs of the vast num-
ber of sepoys and others who had taken up
arms. There was also the greater handicap

of the lack of a powerful central authority

to direct the course of war on the part of the

Indians who fought stray actions in an

uncoordinated manner. On the British

side, on the other hand, there was the force-

ful central leadership of the Governor-

General and the Commandcr-in-Chief with a

band of experienced generals who had been

fighting in and out of India, which the lead-

ers of the sepoys had not.

There was also lack of coordination in Indian

ranks. Each one of the leaders was look-

ing to his own affairs, his own victoiy, his

own safety. Of courae, the principle was not

forgotten that individual safety lay in the

strength of all, in the capacity of the whole

country as repre.sented by the totality of the

strength of individual leaders, but perhaps

things were beyond their control. In propor-

tion to the weakness of Indians in this res-

pect, the strength of the British lay in their

powers of co-ordination and planning.

As a result of this .superiority, the British

were able to conccnti'ate their energies ac-

cording to the needs of the different theatrc.s

of the conflict. As a classic cxamjile may
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be mentioned the action of General Wheeler,

who though himself in imminent danger at

Kanpur, sent a part of his meagre European
troops to Lucknow where, he thought, the

position was more serious/ This reminds

us of the ennobling example of Sir Phillip

Sydney who, when lay dying on the field of

Zutphen, waived from himself the cup of cold

water that was offered to him, with the

words :

“GIVE IT TO THAT POOR MAN ; HIS NECESSITY
IS GREATER THAN xMINE/'

WANT OF NATIONALISM

Another cause of failure in the words of

Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru was "'a lack of

national feeling which might have bound
the people of India together/' ^'The feu-

dal chiefs had the sympathy of the masses
over large areas, but they were incapable,

unorganised and with no constructive ideal

or community of interest. They had already

played their role in history and there was
no place for them in future. Many of their

number, in spite of their sympathies, thought

discretion the better part of valour, and

stood apart waiting to see on which side

the victory lay. Many played the part of

Quislings. The Indian Princes as a whole

kept aloof, or helped the British, fearing to

risk what they had acquired or managed to

retain. There was hardly any national and

unifying sentiment among the leadei’s and a

mere anti-foreign feeling, coupled with a

desire to maintain their feudal privileges,

was a poor substitute for this'^.f

With the exception of a few chiefs, such

as the Rani of Jhansi, the Begum of Avadh,

the English were able to count on the loyalty

of most of the Indian rulers and their minis-

ters. Thus, Sir Dinker Rao, the Dewan of

Maharaja Scindhia of Gwalior, and Sir Salar

Jung, the Dewan of Hyderabad, not only

held themselves aloof from the rebels, but

also assisted the Company in many ways.

There was then Maharaja Jang Bahadur, the

Prime Minister and Commander-in-Chief of

Nepal, who marched with his Gurkhas to

help the British Commander-in-Chief in the

relief of Lucknow. Finally, there were the

Sikh soldiers who remained loyal and fought

along with the British troops.

'The important thing in life is not the triuraph but the struggle. The

essential tiling is not to have conquered but to have fought well.’

•Writing to the Governor-Gencral about this. Sir Hugh 'Wheeler said : “This leaves roe Arcak, but 1 trust to hold

my own until moie Eiuopcans ani\c.“

fThe Discovery of India, page 269.



As to the qucstio7i of Ajmn and Us inen of eminence^ he assured that

were yore to destroy thesc^ yon could never alter the climate that hred

thcniy so that others of the same descri'ptioii \mll necessarily rise in their

place. Eiidcavour^ therefore, to enslave them by obligations, ayid yo 2i will

render them sincere hi their adherence, nay, the most submissive of all

your vassals.^^

When Alexander was trying to conquer the coimtry of Ajam, he foU7id

it abounding hi persons of intellect and talent, with men of eminence and
bravery, whom it seemed as prejudicial to the safety of his empire to

spare, as it was repugnant to the pinnciples of equity to co:terminatc. In

his perplexity, Alexander wrote a letter secicing the advice of Aristotle,

his preceptor and minister. It is the great philosopher's reply which has
been quoted.
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THE CONSEQUENCES

fChapters 41 to 51
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“If for j;ootl thou bcarcst pain, the

pain nuUircth not, ilic good endiircih
;

if for oil thou ciijojcst pleasure, the

pleasure endureth not, the evil

endtncth.“-~/liu/ot/e.



CHAPTER FORTY-ONE

END OF THE EAST INDIA COMPANY; THE QUEEN’S PROCLAMATION.

A. ENGLISH PUBLIC OPINION AGAINST THE COMPANY,

AN ACT FOR THE BETTER GOVERNMENT OP INDIA.

RESOLUTION OP THE COURT OF DIRECTORS ON THE DISSOLUTION OF THE
COMPANY.

B. QUEEN VICTORIA’S PROCLAMATION.

C. EFFECT OF TRANSFER TO THE CROWN.

To everything there is an endj a7id to the regime of the East India Company
aJsOj there was now an end.

A. ENGLISH PUBLIC OPINION AGAINST THE COMPANY

Even prior to the mutiny, public opinion in

England had gradually grown against the

East India Company. In the first place, the

Company's administration was far below the

standards which enlightened public men of

England would have wished to be followed.

In their opinion there was much mal-admi-

nistration in Indian affairs, which had

caused just discontent amongst the Indians

themselves. The feelings of sober English-

men about the Company’s Indian Govern-

ment were effectively voiced in the following

terms by John Malcolm Ludlow :

“ The present system of Indian Govern-

ment has failed in practice in every-

one of the requisites of good government.

It has failed to give security to person or

property throughout by far the greater

portion of India : sometimes by leaving
' the subject exposed to the open violence

of brigands, always by placing him at the

mercy of oppressive and fraudulent offi-

cials.

The judicial system is dilatory, costly and
inefficient.

** The revenue system. . . . seems devised in

its different branches so as to promote the

largest possible amount of oppression, ex-

tortion and immorality.

'' As a matter of fact, the population are,

in most parts of the coimtry, sinking alike

in physical condition and in moral charac-

ter.

“ Many of the above-mentioned evils are of

British introduction ; others have been
aggravated under British rule.

A wholly new vice—drunkenness—^has been
introduced among the Hindu population, is

largely spreading and is fostered by the

exigencies of the public revenue”^

Another reason why the average Englishman

in England was against the East India Com-
pany lay in the fact that the Directors of

the Company held almost virtual monopolies

JStithh Indttt, its Races and its History, Vol. T, pp. 53 ^}— 37.
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over every sphere of administration

economic as well as political. The people of

England, through their Parliament, had prac-

tically no say in the affairs of India. Of all

these monopolies the one which caused most

bitterness to the general population of

England was the monopoly of the Company

over public appointments in India. This

monopoly enabled the authorities of the Com-

pany to send out military and civil officers to

India out of their own family circles or from

amongst their friends and adherents.

Sir Charles (afterwards Lord) Metcalfe had

also %vritten that it ivould be better for India

if her government were transferred from

the Company to the Crown. He said :

“ Although it seems to be a matter of in-

difference to the native population whe-

ther India be governed through the Com-
pany, or directly by the Ministers of the

Crown, it is not so to another class of sub-

jects.

" The Europeans settled in India, and not in

the Company’s service, and to these might

be added generally the East Indians of

mixed breed, will never be satisfied with

the Company’s government. Well or ill

founded, they will aways attach to it the

notion of monopoly and exclusion. For the

contentment of this class, which, for the

benefit of India and the security of our

Indian Empire, ought greatly to increase in

numbers and importance, the introduction

of a King’s government is undoubtedly
desirable.

" A King’s government is also the one which
is most likely to be pennanent, as the

Companj'’s hold under a Charter must be
liable to periodical changes and reversions,

whether for renewal or subversion.”*

For these reasons there had been one or two
earlier attempts in the Briti.sh Parliament to

oust the Company from the sovereignty of

India and to take over the Government direct-

ly in the hands of Parliament in the name of

the British Crown, as was the case in the

administration of England itself. However,

due to the efforts of influential personalities

behind the East India Company, those

attempts bore no fruit.

AN ACT FOR THE BETTER GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

On the occurrence of the revolt, the question

was revived in all seriousness and the pres-

sure of strong public opinion caused the Bri-

tish Cabinet to introduce in Parliament a

Bill for the transfer of Indian affaire from

the hands of the Company to those of Parlia-

ment through the Crown. This Bill was
meant to replace an earlier Act which had

been passed by Parliament and by w'hich the

East India Company were allowed to conti-

nue to administer its Indian teri’itories hi

trust for Her Majesty until Parliament

should otherwise provide. Under that Act

the Company held all property and rights in

India in trust for Her Majesty.

"While this Bill was pending before Parlia-

ment, the Directors of the Company submit-

ted an elaborate petition protesting against

the Bill on the ground that the Company had
secured numerous advantages to tlie people

of India as well as to the people of

England by their sound administration and
had created an Indian Empire for the British

people. But this petition failed to influence

either the British Cabinet or Parliament; so

also failed the other efforts of the Directors

to prevent the transfer. The Billt was duly

passed into “An Act for the better govern-

ment of India” on August 2, 1858,

The main features of this Act were :

(a) The East India Company was divc.stod

of all control over the affairs of India:

this control now became vested in Her
Majesty, and was to be exercised

Si-tfrthnf fran Paftrrs.
i Thr n;ri dniin- \hr ViUnc of Pnlnicnron fin.iJIv

v*i^ llir Protir* MfUj^Jer.
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in her name by the authorities named
in the Act All British territories in

India were now held in the name of Her
Majesty ; so also all property, movable
and immovable, previously belonging to

the Company and situated in India.

India was to be governed henceforth

by, and in the name of, the British

Crown.

(b) The Crown was to administer India

through a member of the British Cabi-

net who was designated as the Secretary

of State for India, to be assisted by a

Committee called the Council of India.

The two together were known by the

name of the Secretary of State for India

in Council. This body was now invest-

ed with all the powers which were pre-

viously exercised by the East India

Company through the Court of Direc-

tors, the Board of Control or other

Committees of the Company. In other

words, the Secretary of State in Coun-

cil was the immediate agent of Parlia-

ment for the discharge of its responsibi-

lities in Indian affairs.

(c) The Council of India was to consist of

15 members to be chosen in accordance

with the provisions of the Act. The
duties of the Council were to conduct,

imder the direction of the Secretary of

State, the business transacted in the

United Kingdom in relation to the Gov-

ernment of India and the correspon-

dence with India. At the meetings of

the Council the view of the Secretary of

State was to prevail except in specified

classes of cases which the Act required

to be decided by a majority of votes.

All orders and communications sent to

India were to be signed by the Secretary

of State and so also every other

order or document meant for use in the

United Kingdom. In like manner all

communications from India were to be

addressed to the Secretary of State in-

stead of, as was formerly the case, to

the Court of Directors or the Secret

Committee' of that Court.

(d) The Act contained subsidiary provisions

about appointments to public services

in India and the authorities by which
such appointments were to be made.
Provision was also made for the disposal

of the stock of the Company and the
payment of dividends thereon.

(e) The officers and servants of the Com-
pany now became the officers and ser-

vants of Her Majesty.

(/) All treaties made by the Company were
declared as binding on Her Majesty and
all liabilities arising on contracts or

otherwise of the Company were taken
over by Her Majesty.

(^f) Finally, provision was made for the pro-

clamation of the Act in India as soon
as possible after a copy of the Act had
been received by the Governor-General
of India. Pending such proclamation,

things done in India in the name of the

East India Company were to be entirely

valid and effectual.

RESOLUTION OP THE COURT OF DIRECTORS

After the Act had been passed on August 2,

1858, the Directors of the Company recon-

ciled themselves to their great loss. And,
as is characteristic of Englishmen, they did

so with grace and good feelings. If a com-
parison were to be made, the instance can

be cited of the good grace and the decorous

manner in which, after the decision that

India should become independent, the Bri-

tish transferred power to Indian hands in

1947.

A special and last meeting of the General

Court of the Company was held on August

SO, 1858, in which a resolution on the seve-

rance of the connection of the Company with

the Government of India was unanimously

passed. It recorded the warmest thanks of

the Company to its servants and officers of
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every rank “for the fidelity, zeal and effici-

ency with which they have performed their

several duties, and offers to them its best

wishes for their future prosperity”. Their

past services were eulogised by saying that

the Crown would possess no servants abler,

none more devoted, than those who had been

trained by the Company. The resolution ex-

pressed the trust that it may be recorded in

the pages of impartial history that the mem-
bers of its civil and military services show-

ed the highest qualities of the statesman and

the soldier.

Finally, the resolution referred to the good

which the Company’s Govermnent had
brought to India and prayed the Almighty
that the Queen’s Indian reign be blessed by
the speedy restoi'ation of peace, security

and order and prosper Her Majesty’s efforts

B. QUEEN VICTO

After the passing of this Act a day was
appointed on which the proclamation of the

Queen of England taking over the adminis-

tration of India was to be read to the people

of India at important cities and military es-

tablishments. The day fixed by the Gov-
ernor-General was November 1, 1858, and a
Gazette notification announcing the coming
event also directed that all public offices in

India were to be closed on that day and the

day following.

The Queen’s proclamation to the Princes,

Chiefs and people of India was publicly read

in English and in Hindustani on the glacis

of the Allahabad Fort on Mondaj', Novem-
ber 1, 1858. There were present to hear tlie

proclamation, the Civil and Military' officers,

all European residents of the station and the
inhabitants of the city'. The English and
the Indian troops garri.soning the Fort were
also prc-sent.

for the welfare of the millions of Her Majes-

ty’s Indian subjects.

The Directors forv'ai'ded an extract from
this resolution to the Governor-General in

Council for promulgation in a suitable

manner. The Governor-General had the

extract published in the Gazette of India

with the addition of his own observations

in which he said that the Company’s parting

words of good-will and approval would be

received with respectful thankfulness by the

vast community of Indian civil and military

services. The Governor-General added that

amongst all the servants there was but one

feeling of acknowledgment of the just,

considerate and liberal treatment which had

ever characterised the Great Company wliich

had now ceased to govern the British terri-

tories in India.*

.’S PROCLAMATION

Lord Canning, who was now to become tlie

Viceroy and Governor-General, arrived on

the spot at 5 p.m. The Commander-in-Chicf

also came with him. On their arrival the

troops presented arms.

The Secretary to the Government of India

with the Governor-General then read the

proclamation fii-st in English and then in

Hindustani. Thereafter a Royal salute was

fired from the I’amparts of the Fort and the

troops presented arms.

In the same evening there was an exliibition

of fire works. On the following night there

was a general illumination of the station and

city of Allahabad and the lOiusroo Bagh.f

No special circumstance attended the reading

of the proclamation at Kanpur. There wa.s

a parade and "a sufficient but no remarkable

collection” of Indians. The document was
read by Mr. Batten, tlie Judge, who happened

of ImHa. dalfU November 8. 16,*S.

1 Coifrtimrnt of In<Iia‘« iiotlficilion no. 503 of Noi ember 1838.
Kbti'uio n.ipli v.-a» ibe lieadqiiartcrs of the nalion.ilin Govcmtiient of All.ibabad kUJi M.aubi I.i.iqat Al! ar tlii*

by Jaluinqir as a j>lra«tire re<ort during hij jtay at All.ibabad. and u.il later ofaipIf<l by bi»
iciicllioiu Mil Kliu-.tixa, vbci «aj kept ar a State prisoner here. He dicil ibcrc in 1022 and vas biiiieil in it.
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to be the senior civilian at the station.

He read it out from a carriage.

Just a day prior to the issue of the proclama-

tion an unfortunate incident, in which two
persons were killed in tragic circumstances,

took place. A Rajput chieftain, by name
Gulab Singh, who had taken part in the fight-

ing at Kanpur and had later fled across the

Yamuna, came over to his home in the

Kanpur district on the morning of October

31, after having read that the proclamation

was going to be issued the next .day. On
coming to know of this a thanedar, who was
rather hot-headed, went to arrest him, an

act which was not really justified. The police

surrounded his house, but the constables did

not dare to face the old Rajput who was sit-

ting on a charpai. Thereupon, the thanedar

himself rushed into the house with a drawn
sword in his hand. No sooner did he

approach him than Gulab Singh shot him
with a revolver. Before the thanedar, who
was mortally wounded, fell down, he succeed-

ed in slaying Gulab Singh ;
both fell dead

in the court-yard of the house. Mr. Sherer,

the Magistrate of Kanpur, was eventually

touched by this tragedy, and as a trophy

later bought Gulab Singh’s revolver at a pub-

lic auction at a cost of Rs.40.^

In her proclamation the Queen annoimced

that she had taken over the Government of

India, and called upon all Indians, who had

in consequence become her subjects, to bear

allegiance to the Crown of England and to

submit themselves to the authority of those

whom the Crown may appoint to administer

the affairs of India. She went on to say that

she had appointed Lord Canning, the Gov-

ernor-General of the East India Company,

to be her first Viceroy and Governor-General.

She also confirmed, in their respective

appointments, all civil and military personnel

who had been in the service of the Company.

She undertook to abide by all the treaties

made with Indian Princes by the Company.

The Princes were assured that the Crown
desired no extension of its territorial posses-
sions in India and that the rights, dignity
and honour of Indian Princes shall be respec-

ted.

The Queen declared herself bound to her
Indian subjects by the same obligations of
duty which bound her to her subjects resid-

ing in the United Kingdom and elsewhere,

which obligations the Queen undertook faith-

fully and conscientiously to fulfil. She dis-

claimed any desire to interfere with the
religious feelings and observances of the
Indian people in the following graceful

words

:

'' Firmly relying ourselves on the truth of

Christianity, and acknowledging with
gratitude the solace of religion, we dis-

claim alike the right and the desire to

impose our convictions on any of our sub-

jects. We declare it to be our royal will

and pleasure that none be in any wise fav-

oured, none molested or disquieted, by
reason of their religious faith or observan-

ces, but that all shall alike enjoy the

equal and impartial protection of the law;

and we do strictly charge and enjoin all

those who may be in authority under us
that they abstain from all interference

with the religious belief or worship of any
of our subjects on pain of our highest dis-

pleasure”.

The proclamation also announced that

Indians would be freely and impartially ad-

mitted to offices in the service of the Gov-
ernment of India. The Queen also announ-
ced that, generally in framing and adminis-

tering the law, due regard shall be paid to

the ancient rights, usages and customs of

India.

Referring to the rebellion, the Queen deeply

lamented the evils and the misery which it

had brought upon India. She then observed

that the power of the British had been shown

HaveIock*s March on Kanpur, pages 316—318.
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by the suppression of the revolt and she now
desired to show her mercy by pardoning the

offences of those who had taken up arms

against the Companj^ but who now desired

“to return to the path of duty”. She con-

firmed the promises of pardon made by Lord

Canning in respect of the people of Avadh
in his proclamation of March 15, 1858, and

made a further declaration that :

“ Our clemency will be extended to all offen-

ders, save and except those who had been

or shall be convicted of having directly

taken part in the murder of British sub-

jects, with regard to such the demands of

justice forbid the exercise of mercy”.

She then went on to add ;

“ To those who have willingly given asylum

to mm'derers, loiowing them to be such,

or who may have acted as leaders or insti-

gators of revolt, their lives alone can be

guai’anteed
;

but in apportioning the

penalty due to such persons, full considera-

tion will be given to the circimistances

under which they have been induced to

throw off their allegiance; and large in-

dulgence will be shovTi to those whose
crimes may appear to have originated in

the credulous acceptance of the false

reports circulated by designing men”.

As regards all others in arms against the

Government, the Queen promised uncondi-

tional pardon, amnesty and oblivion of all

offences on their i-eturn to their homes and
peaceful pursuits. It was laid dowm that

these terms would be extended to all those

who complied v-nth tlie conditions before

January 1859.

The proclamation concluded with lofty senti-

ments couched in graceful language, part
of which were the Queen's omi words in.ser-

ted by her in the draft which had been sub-

mitted for Royal approval :

“ When, by the blessing of Providence,

intcninl tranquillity shall be ro.stoi-ed, it is

our carne.sl de.sire to stimulate the peace-

ful industry of India, to promote works of

public utility and improvement, and to ad-

minister tlie government for the benefit

of all our subjects resident therein. In

their prospeidty Avill be our strengtli, in

their contentment our security, and in

their gratitude om* best reward. And may
the God of all power grant to us, and to

those in authority under us, strength to

carry out these our wishes for the good

of our people”.

Queen^s Interest in the drafting of the Pro-

clamation.

The proclamation when first drafted by a

Cabinet Minister was not acceptable to the

Queen at several places. It contained cer-

tain passages which had the ill-taste to

allude to the Government’s power to under-

mine Indian religion and customs. Tlie

Queen was offended at this threat, and it is

on record that Her Majesty objected to the

elause which declared that she had the power

of undermining Indian religion. The Queen

suggested that this subject should be intro-

duced in the declaration in the sense of deep

attachment which Her Majesty feels in her

own religion and that the comfort and solace

which it provides will preclude her from any

interference with the Indian religions and

also that her servants Avill be directed to act

scrupulously in accordance with her direc-

tions.

With these specific suggestions, the Queen
had the whole proclamation re-m*itten by
Lord Derby to whom Her Majesty’s dc.sirc

was conveyed in these words : “The Queen
W’ould be glad if Lord Derby would VTite it

himself in his e.xcollent language bearing in

mind that it is a female Sovereign who
speaks to more than a hundred million.s of

Eastern people on assuming tlie direct gov-

ernment over them after a bloody civil war,

giving them pledges which her future reign

is to redeem and c.xplaining the principles

of her government. Such a document should

breathe feelings of gcncrosily, benevolence
and religious toleration and point out the
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privileges which the Indians will receive in The European population of India testified

being placed on an equality with the subjects their enthusiasm by holding religious servic-

of the British Crown, and the prosperity es, military salutes, concerts, displays of bun-
following the train of civilisation”. tings, banquets, illmninations and fire-works.

Lord Derby wrote out the proclamation Thousands of Indians also signed loyal

entirely in the spirit of Her Majesty’s desire. addresses to the new Government. In order

The Queen was satisfied. But she still felt to make the influence of the proclamation

that a proper finishing touch was lacking in fully effective. Lord Canning imdertook ex-

the draft. And she added the following words tensive tours of the country. During these

as the last sentence : “And may the God tours, he received the Princes in darbars and

of all power grant to us, and to those in rewarded those whose 'loyalty’ during the

authority under us, strength to carry out revolution had been conspicuous,

these our wishes for the good of our people”. implications of the Proclamation

Reading of the Proclamation at other places jt jg ^ be noted, however, that noble and
The proclamation was translated into every philanthropic sentiments incorporated as

language and dialect of India and read cere- they were in the proclamation, the dociunent

moniously in the great centres of population itself was not a treaty and it did not impose

and at every civil and military station in any legal responsibility or obligation on the

British India. At the same time. Lord part of the British Government to fulfil the

Canning himself also issued a proclamation promises contained in it. An eminent

calling upon all the subjects of Her Majesty English jinist—Sir James Stephen—^went to

to give their loyal obedience to the British the extent of characterising the proclama-

Sovereign. tion as “merely a ceremonial document”.

C. EFFECT OF TRANSFER TO THE CROWN

The transfer of power from the Company to which the territories of many rulers were

the Crown had a far-reaching effect on the incorporated in the British dominions. The

princely order. The office of Viceroy came Queen’s proclamation had specifically made

into being in order to facilitate dealings with the point that the British Government had

Indian Princes who were put in direct rela- now no intention of extending its dominions

tionship with the British Crown through the and it was in fulfilment of that promise that

Viceroy who acted as the Crown representa- the right of an Indian rider, without male

tive in India. All matters connected with issue, to adopt an heir to succeed to the

Indian Princes and their states were dealt gaddi was recognised. Certain other privi-

with in a separate department under the leges of lesser importance were similarly

direct charge of the Viceroy himself. recognised.

Contrary to the policy which was being The revolt in India, though it had greatly

followed during the administration of the weakened, was still alive particularly in the

East India Company, certain rights and pri- province of Avadh, when the British Parlia-

vileges of Indian Princes were specifically ment passed the Act for the transfer of

recognised. Lord Dalhousie’s “Doctrine of Indian administration to the Crown. That

Lapse” was abrogated—^under it a ruler of by itself did not have much effect in liqui-

an Indian state without a male issue could dating the revolt. So, the Queen’s procla-

not adopt an heir to succeed to his gaddi with- mation, which was a most diplomatic move

out the permission of the British Government on the part of the British Cabinet, came to

which was rarely given, and as a result of fulfil the real purpose. It was calculated to
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smoothen the rebellious feelings of the Indian

people and to reconcile them to the rule of

England. And in achieving this object the

proclamation succeeded admirably.

The revolt was thus of advantage to the

Bi'itish nation in that it brought about the

transference of the Indian dominion from the

hands of a small body of men to the control

of the British people as a whole through

their Parliament. Avenues of employment

were thrown open to the general public of

England. Previously, such appointments

were the monopoly of certain families of

selected people who had a hand in the East

India Company or who were associated with

it. These appointments, particularly in the

Indian Armj^ were of special value to the

British public as a whole.

The events of the rebellion had also produc-

ed a certain amount of sobriety amongst the

British officers, both civil and military, and

they took the lesson that merely dependence

on brute force was no solution of the Indian

problem nor could India be held long under

British bayonets. This had a steadying

influence on the future administration of the

country.

To the Indians also, the rebellion was not

without its fi-uits. Though for a time it

seemed that the people had been laid low.

but actually the stories of atrocities com-

mitted by the British generally roused some
sort of nationalist feelings amongst the peo-

ple and they began to think in terms of self-

government.

It was the nationalist impact created by the

I'evolt which was the seed of subsequent

movements launched for Indian self-govern-

ment. This seed grew in different and, at

times, opposing directions. For instance, it

gave rise on the one hand to the terrorist

movement, particularly in Bengal, and on

the other it produced a body of eminent

public men who believed in constitutional

agitation to attain Swaraj. There were

others who were aggressive in their agita-

tion, but who did not advocate teiTorism as a

means of attaining their goal. The sober

elements in the country realized that power

could not be wrenched from the British

through force of arms and that other

methods must be pursued. The Non-coopera-

tion and the Civil Disobedience movements

of Mahatma Gandhi were, so to say, the

lessons of the rebellion.

It is true that the revolt was effectual in

consolidating British power in India, but at

the same time it was also the starting point

towards Independence which eventually

materialized in 1947.

•The Queen ncVnoivlcdRcs the receipt of Lord Canning's letter of the 19th October, which slie

received on the 29t!i November, ii'htdi has given her great pleasure.

Ii is a source of great satisfaction and pride to her to feel herseU in direct communication 'with
that cnormotM rmpirc which is so bright a jewel of her Crown, and which she would wish
to sre happy, contented, and peaceful, ^^ay the publication of her proclamation he the
l>rginning of a new era. and may it draw a veil over the sad and bloody past I

The Queen tejotets to hear that her Viceroy approves this passage al>otu religion. She rtrongly
itnhtetl on it ... ,

The Queen mn^t express our admiration of Ijord Canning's own rroclamalion, tfjc wording of
which is beautiful. Tlic telegram rcceised to-ilay brings continued gofvj nes\*Tf, and announces
her prvM-hm.itioji basing iKtn read, and having prrKluccd .a good etlcct/'-rrom Ottrrn Victoth
tn Viici'nni Conning, d.sled Oecembrr JS}S, ^
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in us. Dangerous it is to he an heir/^

—^NIETZSCHE.

A. REWARD FOR NANA SAHEB’S ARREST

The following annoimcement of the Governor-

General in Council appeared in the Gazette of

India, dated August 19, 1857, and republished

.

in the Agra Government Gazette, dated

October 6, 1857 :

‘Tt is hereby notified that the Governor-

General of India in Council will pay the

sum of fifty thousand rupees (50,000

Rs.) to any person or persons who may
apprehend Sreemunt Dhondoo Pimt

Nana Saheb of Bithoor, in the district

of Cawnpore, commonly called the Nana

Saheb, and deliver him into the secure

custody of any British Civil or Military

officer, or who may give such informa-

tion and aid as will lead to his appre-

hension.

'‘Such person or persons will also receive a

free pardon for any ounces committed

against the State, provided that he or

they shall not have taken part in the

murder of British subjects’'.

In order to facilitate the recognition of Nana
Saheb, a description of his person and
appearance was also published in the Gazette

and the newspapers. This is how the des-

cription ran :

“description of NANA SAHEB OF BITHOOR

The Nana is 42 years of age, hair black, com-
plexion light wheat-coloured, large eyes

and flat round face. He is imderstood

now to wear a beard. Height about 5
feet 8 inches. He wears his hair very

short (or at least did so), leaving only

so much as a small skull-cap would
cover. He is full in person, and of

powerful frame. He has not the Mara-
tha hooked nose with broad nostrils, but
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a straight well-shaped one. He has a

servant with a cut ear who never leaves

his side.”

In spite of this announcement, and the vigor-

ous measures adopted hy Government, the

Nana Saheb could not be apprehended.

Seven months passed by without any news of

the Nana reaching the authorities. Govern-

ment’s keenness to capture him was so great

that the reward was increased to one lakh

of rupees by the following proclamation,

dated March 18, 1858, published in the

Gazette of India :

“It is hereby notified that a reward of one

lac of rupees will be paid to any person

who shall deliver alive at any British

military post or camp, the Rebel Nana
Dhondoo Pant of Bithoor, commonly
called Nana Saheb.

“It is further notified that, in addition to this

reward, a free pardon will be given to

any mutineer or deserter or rebel who
may so deliver up the said Nana
Dhondoo Pant.

By order of the Right Hon’ble the

Governor-General.”

According to this pi'oclamation, if Nana
Saheb was delivered by “any mutineer or

deserter or rebel”, he woiild, in addition to

the monetary reward, also receive a free par-

don for his acts, however serious they may
have been in the eyes of the British. It was

later thought tliat it would not be proper to

extend a free pardon • in the case of the

following even if any of them brought in

the Nana :

(1) Nawab of Farrukhabad.

(2) Nawab of Banda.

(3) Tej Singh, Raja of Mainpux’i.

(4) Khan Bahadur Khan of Bareilly.

(5) Walidad IGian.

In the opinion of the Government the guilt of

these persons was too great to warrant a

free pardon in any circumstances whatever.

For this reason a proclamation was publish-

ed in the Gazette of India, dated April 18,

1858, by which the above-named persons

were excluded from the benefits of the pro-

clamation of March 18, 1858, quoted above.

B. GENERAL BELIEF ABOUT HIS DEATH IN NEPAL

In Sawa)ic Eayat Salatin Avadli it is written

tliat after his defeat at Kanpur and Bithoor,

Nana Saheb escaped to Avadh, and in the

third week of August 1857 wrote to Begum
Hazrat Mahal seeking permission to stay in

her territory. The Queen immediately sent

horses and elephants to bring Nana Saheb
to Lucknow wiUt due courtesy. She sanction-

ed a sum of Rs.15,000 for the feast to be
given in his honour. She also presented a
jewelled sword to Nana Salicb. According
to Kamaluddin, Nana Saheb remained in

Lucknow till May 1858 Avhen he proceeded

to hide himself in the jungles of Bahraich
where he remained up to December. There-

after he went into the Nepal fore.sts.

It has been stated in the Kanpur Gazetteer

that after the loss of the battle of Ahinvan
in which Nana’s brother, Bala Rao, Avas

severely wounded, Nana Saheb “had fled

Avith all haste to Bithoor AA’hence he esca])cd

across the Ganges only to die, as is now com-

monly belicA'cd, a miserable deatli from fever

and gangi'ene in the swamps of the Nepal

Terai.”

(a) Sharer’s version—Mr. J. B. Shcrer, the

Magistrate and Collector of Kanpur, in his

HavclocJc’s March on Kanpur has expre.s.scd

the belief that the death of Nana Saheb took

place in the jungles of Nepal in the \Adnter

months of 1859-60. He saj's that the event
of the death was marked by the arriA'al
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through Avadh of a body of people who had
been in attendance on the Nana or support-

ed by him.

Sherer then narrates what he was told by
Brigadier Jwala Prasad who had been cap-

tured in Nepal soon after the alleged death

of Nana Saheb. He was brought to Kanpur
tmder a very strong guard and had fetters

put on him. When Jwala Prasad was in the

lock-up at Kanpur awaiting his certain death,

Sherer had his fetters loosened in order to

enable him to take his meals with a little

more convenience ;
for this act of small

mercy Jwala Prasad was very grateful to

him. It was in this state that Sherer asked

him about Nana Saheb to which Jwala

Prasad replied ‘that he was not present when
the Nana died, but that he attended when
the body was bumf. From Jwala Prasad’s

demeanour and the way the answer was
given Sherer concluded that Jwala Prasad

had no intention to deceive. Moreover,

Jwala Prasad knew that his sentence did not

depend on Sherer and, for that reason, was

not afraid of that officer and gave a straight

forward answer. Sherer “fully believed

him".

The fact of Nana Saheb’s death was also

corroborated according to Sherer by the per-

sonal barber of Nana Saheb, who along with

others had been arrested in Nepal at the

time of Jwala Prasad’s capture and brought

with the latter to Kanpur. When asked

whether Nana Saheb was really dead this

barber affirmed that it was so.

With the nobility of his heart, Sherer was

pained to note the expression of m-faithful-

ness which this barber exhibited. “I regret

to say”, writes Sherer, “he was very faith-

less and ungrateful to his patron. He never

mentioned his name without an abusive

expression . . . Alas ! for human nature”.

In these ciremnstances Sherer has asserted

that the doubts about Nana Saheb’s death

were unreasonable. He concludes that Nana
Saheb’s death “was indistinct and insigni-

ficant, shrouded by the malarious Nepalese
forest, and producing little effect but the

dispersion of a band of moribund vaga-
bonds.”*

(b) AzimullaJi Khan’s Diary—^Referring to

Nana Saheb’s last days the Diary begins by
saying that Nana Saheb was hiding himself

in Lucknow, but afterwards the spies gave
information about him to the British. He
took whatever property he could take with
him and threw the rest in the river Ganga.
(It is not clear how this could be because the

Ganga is far off from Lucknow. The des-

cription is quite confused here) . The author
says that when Nana Saheb came to Luck-
now Nawab Birjis Qadar had 101 guns fired

in salute. He was put up in a grand palace

and was greatly honoured. Thereafter,

Nana Saheb with a large force went into

the jungles of Bahraich. The ladies were
sent to Nepal (where two villages were pur-

chased in their names)
,
the men remained in

the jungles of Bahraich where several en-

counters took place with the British forces.

Later, Nana Saheb crossed into Nepal
and was staying near the place where the

ladies of his household were living. The
Prime Minister of Nepal wanted to arrest

Nana Saheb and make him over to the

British. It was arranged one day that two
persons, one of whom resembled Nana Saheb
and the other Bala Rao, should kill each
other near the palace of the Ruler of Nepal.

One of these persons, named Madhav Lai,

resembled Nana Saheb, the other, Alopi Din,

a yanda, resembled Bala Rao. The dead
bodies of these two persons were identified

as those of Nana Saheb and Bala Rao. They
were cremated by the authorities of Nepal
and the ashes were sent to the British. But
the British continued to be suspicious.

In the concluding portion of the Diary, the

author describes how Nana Saheb was

Havelock’s March on Kanpur, pages 328—SO.
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hiding from place to place imder assumed

names in order to escape arrest. Eventually

in 1926, Nana Saheb died at Nimsar Misrikh

(now spelt as Naimisharanya) on the banks

of the Gomati in a remote and deserted place.

‘The third son of Nana Saheb performed the

funeral rites.’ The author adds that he was
there at that time and that he gave his

Diary* to Nana Saheb’s grandson and then

came away.

(c) Neivspaper reports—^In the Friend of

India (Calcutta)
,
tiie following news appear-

ed in the issue of November 10, 1859, about

the death of Nana Saheb in Nepal on Sep-

tember 24, 1859 :

“The death of Nana Saheb continued to be

reported. A correspondent of The
Englishman reports that he died on 24th

September of fever at a place called

Taraghurrie near Dhang and Deokhur
(Nepal). He had suffered previously

from repeated attacks and at one time

was so ill that his attendant believed

him to be dead and the usual gifts were
distributed amongst the Brahmans. He,

however, recovered partially and did not

die till the 24th September. His dead
body is said to have been seen by credi-

ble witnesses and to have been burnt in

their presence with the usual Hindu
rites.”

A fortnight after, in the issue dated Nov-
ember 24, 1859, of the same paper, a fmther
account of Nana Saheb’s death was given.

The account was based on what a Brahman
priest, named Badri, who attended the Nana
during his illness and was present when he
died, had stated on his return to Gonda.
He said that ho received several gold mohurs
for his services to the Nana on whose death
he left tlie camp. He produced these gold

mohurs in proof of the truth of his state-

ment. It was found that this man •was

employed ns a spy in Nana’s camp and the

*T}ie gcniilnmcss of ihii Diary ii prcatly in doubt.

newspaper expressed belief in what he had
said.

(d) Kusuma Bai’s version—She was Baji

Rao’s daughter and had been married at an
early age, but was staying in the house of

her adoptive brother, Nana Saheb. So,

when Nana Saheb’s family fled Bithoor she

was also among them and came with the

party to Nepal. She was there when Nana
Saheb’s death is alleged to have taken place

—

her age then was twelve years. She lived

up to 1917. Three or four years before her

death she had gone to Maharashtra and there

gave a brief account of Nana Saheb’s death

somewhat in these terms :

When Nana Saheb went to Nepal no one was

prepared to give him shelter. The Ruler

of Nepal compelled him to leave, but how
could he go into British territory ;

day

and night the British authorities were

after him. On account of these physical

troubles he began to suffer from fever.

Nana Saheb was lying imconscious in

fever, even then the Ruler of Nepal took

no pity on him. The order for him to go

out of Nepal was still being pressed

upon him. In this condition, the follow-

ers of Nana Saheb sent the ladies to a

nearby village and took away Nana

Saheb himself with flve or six sawars to

a small spring in the jungle near the

village of Deokhari. It was here that he

died. The people present there per-

formed his last rites by biuning the

body according to Hindu custom. With

his ashes they came to the ladies

amongst whom Kusuma Bai was also

present. She said that in her presence

the subsequent rites were performed.

She was then aged 12.

The well-known historian, Rajwade, rcljdng

on this version certified that Nana Saheb'.s

death took place in Nepal shortly after 1857.
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There was thus a general belief that after

his last and final defeat in the engagement
in January 1859 with General Sir Hope Grant,

Nana Saheb with his followers crossed the

Rapti and took refuge in Nepal where he
died after a protracted illness.

The fact of his death at Nepal has, however,

not been conclusively proved and doubts have
been raised whether his death did actually

take place at the place and time stated. The
Government of Nepal pretended to show that

they were satisfied that he was dead. But
the Government of India were still left in

doubt and Nana Saheb became a bogey.

From time to time accounts were published

in newspapers of persons believed to be Nana
Saheb having been caught in the guise of

faqirs at this place or that fair in British

India. Sanyasis were arrested on suspicion

of being the Nana. Subsequent investiga*

tions showed that they were all cases of mis-
taken identity. These have been dealt with
in the next chapter entitled “Persons sus-

pected as Nana Saheb”.

On September 8, 1860, the Resident at Nepal,

Colonel Ramsay, wrote a letter to the Gov-
ernment of India in which he expressed grave
doubts about the death of Nana Saheb. Copi-

ous extracts from the letter were published

in an article in Volume XII, pages 59—62 of

the Proceedings of the Indian Historical

Records Commission (December 1929)

by Brajendra Nath Banerji.

An analysis of the whole matter does go to

show that the fact of the Nana’s death was
a made-up one and was given publicity by the

Nepal Government for reasons which we shall

presently see. But in the meanwhile certain

intervening events should be mentioned.

C. ms PROCLAMATION AND ISHTIHARNAMA ; NEGOTIATIONS FOR
SURRENDER

Proclamation

In the South there was practically no sign

of up-rising against the British. The
rebellion had its roots in North India ; south

of the Narmada, the British were having an

easy time. In order to incite the people of

the South also to rise against the British,

Nana Saheb had a forceful proclamation

issued to the people of that region. It was
issued sometime in September 1858 and

a copy of it was forwarded to the Bombay
Government with a letter of the Magistrate

of Dharwar, dated September 28, 1858. The
proclamation, which is preserved in the

National Archives, New Delhi, is translated

thus from the original Persian character :

‘‘From Dhondo Pant Nana Peshwa, Pant Pradhan, to all

the Surinjamdars, Jageerdars, Deshmooks, Deshpand^a
and other Jamcedars, Patels, Coolkemees (Kulkamis),

Naikwads, Shetsundees and the whole of the population

of the Deccan and the Carnatic, it is ordered to be pro*

claimed that

:

The English, who are ‘JCaffurs* came to this countiy

under pretence of carrying on trade* Afterwards, insti-

gating Beditlon among our Suxinjamdars and practis-

ing treachery, they seized all the Hindu and Mohamme-
dan kingdoms, imprisoning some of the descendants of

the former kings and driving others to beggary, they
themselves enjoy the country. This is well known to the

whole of you.

The *KafEurs’ upon the strength of their acquisition of

the Empire have turned very arrogant and, keeping up
outward appearances of justice, have most unjustly

destroyed Hfe and acquired wealth and property. They
have been endeavouring to delude and convert the

population of this country by indudng them to abandon
their otvn religion and caste, but having failed by mild
means to do this they were about to use force.

Tyranny, wickedness and injustice having been much
practised by the 'Kaffur* English on the faithful and
sin-fearing, I have been commissioned by God to punish
the ^Kaf&rs* by annihilating them and to re-establish

the Hindu and Mohammedan kingdoms as formerly and
to protect our country, and I have conquered the country
north of the Narbuda (Narmada) river. To submit to

and live under such wicked ‘Kaffurs* is disgraceful. So
immediately on the perusal of this prodamatory destroy

the *Kaffurs*. By this you %vill gain merit, your manli^

ness mil be shown and your courage will be proved.

*‘Ye heroes 1 this is the best time for you to avenge the

wrongs and wickedness perpetrated by the ‘Kaffur*

English on your grandfathers and on your kings. By
allowing such an opportunity to escape do not suffer

the stain of being effiminate and foolish to attach to

the people of the South. At the present time the

English, having disagreements among themselves about
their religion, are quarrelling and fighting and killing

each other. Tire French and the Russians who entertained
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from a long time a hatred against the English and

a design to turn them out of Hindustan have thought

this a proper time to carr)’ it out and with this inten-

tion the)’ have been sending armies b) sea these three

months past. The Chinese also have declared vrar

against these ‘'Kaffurs^ and the latter having no army to

send against the Chinese are much alarmed. The Per-

sians. Afghans and Biloochees, moreover, arc ready with

their armies collected to aid us. In short, this is the

golden time to root out completely the English from this

countr)'. The “Kaffur’" English, in order to discourage

the population, fabricate false information of their hav-

ing retaken Delhi and other places and having defeated

us, and make it known among the public, but such ought

not to be believed. If you allow this time to escape

all of you will be liable to punishment from us and for

that guilt vshatever Jageers. Lands, and otlier subsis-

tence )ou may possess v\iU be brought under attaclimcnt.

This proclamation is published by order of Ullcc Shan.

Biindccgan, Ullcc Hoozoor, the Emperor of Delhi, by
Nana Rao Pant Pradhan Pcshvsa.

IsMiliarnama

The authority of the British Government

was completely established in all parts of

India by the end of 1858. The leaders of the

revolt who ‘had escaped capture had now no

alternative but to hide themselves with their

adherents in the forests. The majority of

them were in the thick and malarious jungles

of the Nepal Tarai. Nana Saheb with his

followers was also there. He then issued

an ^slitiharnama bearing date April 20,

1859. It was addi'essed to Her Majesty

Queen Victoria, the Parliament of Great

Britain^ the Court of Directors of the East
India Company, the Governor-General, the

Lieutenant Governor and all civil and
military officers. It was in the Persian

character with the seal of the ‘‘Maharaja of

Bitlioor”. Translated into English it reads

as follows :

**you have forgiven the crimes of all Hindustan, and
murderers have been pardoned. It is strange that )our
^epovs have Hlletl )our vvomcn and children and
Mumnuxv Khan and the people of rank of ranrukhabad,
wlio tndv are murderers, have been forgiven, and )ou
have written to Jung Bahadur tn send the Begum and
the Rajas to their own cnunlr)’ under Ills guarantee. It

is suqiridng that I, who have joinct! the rebels from
helplr<mc*s have not been forgiven. I have com-
riittn! no murder.

ITid Crneral Howh Wheeler) not «ent for me from
Biihoor mv ^tdicrs would not have tthelle'l ; h«idei lie

fbd no: *rud for mv fanilv to the entrenchment. My

'{foirirn Vobiical Conniltations, Mas 27. Nos

soldiers were not of my own countq% and I previously

urged tliat so insignificant (gareeh) a penon as rav-self

could render no material aid to the Bntish. But Gene-
ral Howla (W^hcclcr) would not listen to me and invited

me into the entrenchment.

When )our army mutinied and proceeded to take posses-

sion of the treasur) m) soldiers joined them. Upon this

I reflected that if I vvent into the entrenchment ra) sol-

diers would kill my family, and tliat the British would
punish me for the rcbcUion of my soldiers ; it w*as there-

fore better for me to die. My lyots were uigcnt and I

wTis obliged to join tlic soldiers. For two or three )can
I petitioned {**roobkary kiya**) the Sarkar, but no atten-

tion W'as paid to it.

At Cawnporc the soldiers disobeyed my ordcis and began
killing the English W’omcn and the X)ots. All I could

save by any means I did save and, vvhen they left the

cntrcndiment, provided boats in which I sent them
down to Allahabad, )our sepoys attacked them. By
means of entreaties I restrained my soldiers and saved

the lives of 200 English women and cliildrcn. I have
heard that thev W'crc killed by )our scpo)s and hud-
mashes at the time when my soldiers fled Cawnporc and
my brother was vvounded.

After this I heard of the Ishtihamamah that had been
published by )ou and prepared to fight and up to this

time I have been fighting with yoih nnd while I live,

will fight. You arc aware that I am not a murderer, nor
am I guilty ; neither have )ou p.isscd any order concern-
ing me. You have no cncra) besides me, so as long as I

live I will fight, I also am a man. I remain two covs

distant from .... It is strange that )ou, a great and
powerful nation, have been fighting with me for two
)cars and have not been able to do an) thing; the more
so when it is considered that my troops do not obey me
and I have not the possession of my country. You h.vvc

forgiven the crimes of all and the Nepal Chief is your
friend. With all this )ou have not been able to do any-
thing. You have drawn all to )our side and I alone am
left, but )ou will see what the soldiers I have been pre-

sen ing for two )cars can do. We taill meet, and then /

xcill shed your blood and it will flow kuree {sic-^hnee}

deep, 1 am prepared to die.

If J alone am worthy of being an enemy to so powerful
a nation as the British, it is a great honour to me, and
n’cry w’fj/i of mv heart is fulfilled; death will come (o

me one day, IVhat then hazfe / to fear 7 But those
xchnm you have taken to your side unll on the day fixed
turn upon you and kill you. You arc wise, but have
errcil in vour wisdom.

I sent a letter to Chundcmiiggcr. hut it did not rwch
This has disappointed me or )ou would have seen what
I could do I will however still try’ for Chundcmtiggcr
If you think proper send an answer to this.

A wise cnem) is better than an unvvisc fn’end/*t

Negotiations for snrrcndcT

A duly sealed copy of this Ishiiharnama was
sent by Nana Saheb throuj’h a messenger
to Major Richardson, commanding the

Nitlonal Ardii\«, New Dfllil,
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GOVLRNMENT COLLEGE, BAREILLY

Aftei his defeat at Kanpin, Nana Saheb went about to se\cial places accompanied b) his

lloops He e\enluall) i cached Bareilh on Maich 25, 1858 and sta)ed there till the end of

Apiil the same ^cai AVith his famil) and a laige tieasuic he occupied this building as the

guest of Khan Balndui Khan who had dcclaied himself as the Goiernoi of Rohilkhand

with headquailcis at Baicill} It was when the position at Bareill} was about to become

untenable that he made his wa) towaids the Nepal Tarai, fighting, along with othei leaders,

scveial actions on the w ' »• . r., _i_. i
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Bengal Yeomanry Cavalry, who had his camp
in Gorakhpur. Major Richardson sent a

reply through the same messenger on the

same day saying that the Queen’s proclama-

tion was meant for all persons, that the

terms imder which the Nawab of Farrukh-

abad, the Nawab of Banda, the Chieftains

of Avadh had surrendered themselves, were

equally open to him and all persons wishing

so to surrender. Major Richardson added

that if he, Nana Saheb, had not murdered

women and children, as he had avowed in

the IsMiharmma, he could surrender with-

out fear. The Major also asked for a reply.

On April 25, 1859, Nana Saheb sent a reply

which was received by Brigadier Rowcroft,

commanding Gorakhpur District. This too

was in the Persian script, its English

translation being as follows :

Free Translation in English : "Major Richardson in

his reply to my Ishtihar received on the 23rd April,

1859, has noticed only one of the many subjects contained

in it. This I accept, but I cannot surrender myself in

this manner; if a letter mitten by Her Majesty the

Queen and sealed with her seal, and brought by the Com-

manding Officer of the French ("Fransee") or the second

in Command, reach (sic-reaches) me, I will, placing

reliance on these officers, accept the terms without hesi-

tation.

Why should I join you, Icnowing all the dagahazi perpe-

txated by you in Hindustan ? U you arc heartily desirous

of putting an end to the trouble of the country, an auto-

graph (authographed) letter of Her Majesty, brought by

the Commanding Officer of the French, I will accept.

Some years ago, 1 sent an Filchee* to London, by whom
Her Majesty sent me a letter imtten with her own

hand and sealed with her own seal. TThis I have in

my possession to this day. If you wish it, the thing can

only be done in this “tvay, and to this I consent. If not,

life must be given up some day. Why then should 1 die

dishonoured 7

There will be ^var bet^veen me and you as long as I have

life, whether t be kilted or imprisoned or hanged ; and

whatever I do ^vill be done ^vith the sword only. Never-

theless if Her Majesty’s letter as above described comes

to me, and this may be, I will present myself. If you

consider it proper, be sure to send me an answer.”

The same day the Brigadier sent a reply to

Nana Saheb forwarding a copy of the

Queen’s proclamation, adding that if there

was anything which he could not understand,

it would be explained to any responsible mes-
senger sent by him and to whom the Briga-

dier guaranteed safe conduct both ways. The
Brigadier cautioned the Nana that by adopt-

ing the style of defiance his case became
worse because he could never expect to com-
pete with so great a power as the British.

The Brigadier implored the Nana to study

the most noble terms of the proclamation and
to make up his mind.

The Nana Saheb could not place his faith on
such vague assurance and decided to pass his

days in physical suffering and mental

troubles in the malarious Tarai rather than

surrender to the British in whose sense of

justice and fairplay he had lost all faith some
years ago when they had unfairly disconti-

nued even a portion of Baji Rao’s pension to

him and the other unjust decisions relating

to his succession.

It would be of interest to mention that when
the Governor General was informed of the

terms of Major Richardson’s reply he dis-

approved of its form. The Governor Gene-

ral explained that “all overtures from the

Nana, or from any other rebel who has been

proscribed or who stands suspected of taking

part in murder, are to be answered by a

simple reference to the Queen’s proclamation

and nothing more.” The Lieutenant Gover-

nor had also taken objection to Major

Richardson’s reply. In his view the officer

had gone beyond the strict terms of the

Queen’s proclamation. He added that the

Major’s letter led to the inference that if the

guilt of murder could not be brought home
to the Nana he would be free from all punish-

ment notwithstanding his persistence in the

rebellion. The view of the Lieutenant Gov-

ernor further was that Major Richardson

should have intimated distinctly to the Nana
that he would he tried and that if acquitted

of murder he would be exempt from capital

pimishment and nothing more.

Ambassador or messenger.
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In these circumstances, the Governor Gene-

ral asked the Local Government to inform

Major Richardson telegraphically that “he is

not to reply to any further letters from the

Nana without taking instructions upon them

and that if any more are received by him he

is to send copies immediately to the Local

Government and the Government of India.”

This is what was stated in a telegram dated

May 2, from the Government of India to the

Local Government. It was followed by a

letter dated May 13, 1859, in which the Gov-

ernment of India conveyed further instruc-

tions to the Local Grovemment in the

following terms ;

(1) As the Nana has failed to avail himself

of the Royal proclamation the terms of

it will no longer be extended to him, it

had ceased to have effect so far as he

was concerned.

(2)

, If he is taken captive or if he smTendcrs

he will be tried for the crimes of which

he stood charged without reference to

the proclamation. If he again offers to

surrender, he must be told that he will

have to face trial, nothing more should

be communicated to him.

D. NANA SAHEB AND THE NEPAL DARBAR.

The number of Indian Sepo3rs who had taken

shelter in Nepal was nearly 60,000. This can-

not be said to be an exaggerated figure when
it is remembered that after the reconquest

of northern India the British laid a big net

to get hold of the revolutionaries, either by
capture or, as it happened later, by induc-

ing them to voluntary smrender xmder the

terms of the Queen’s proclamation. The only

place where they could go was Nepal which
was an independent sovereignty and where
tlic troops of the Government could not set

foot without the permission of the Nepal
Darbar. The principal leaders of these revo-

lutionaries were Nana Saheb, his brother

Bala Saheb, Queen Hazrat Mahal and her

young son, Prince Birjis Qadar.

The Prime Minister of Nepal, Rana Jang
Bahadur, was greatly embarrassed by the

presence of tlicse persons with their families

and the large following of sepoj^, who in

.some cases were also accompanied by the

immediate members of their families. His
ombarras.sment arose from the fact that

Nepal was an ally of the British, and in ful-

filment of that relationship Rana Jang
Bahadur had come down wth an army of
Gurkhas to the succour of the British and'had
fought along with them in the relief of
Lucknow. At the .«ame time he feared public

disapprobation by handing over these leaders

to the British.

On January 15, 1859, Maharaja Jang Baha-

dur had written to Begum Hazrat Mahal that

she should quit Nepal territory, failing which,

in pursuance of the intimate friendship

existing between the British Government and

the Nepal State, the Gurkha troops would

make war upon her. This and the other

threats from the Nepal Government had un-

hinged the refugees. Nevertheless, enter-

taining some faith in the benevolence of Jang

Bahadur they continued their efforts to win
his good-will. In consequence, he relented

somewhat because, in conformity with the

traditions of the Nepalese people, he could

not openly apprehend the fugitives and make
them over to the British. In these circum-

stances the Government of Rana Jang Baha-
dur decided to make the rebel chiefs surren-

der by persuasion, reserving the use of force

as a last resort, if it so became ncccssarj'.

Finding themselves in extreme trouble, witli

little to eat and no place to stay without
molestation, many of the leaders surrendered
tlieraselves. Some others Vr'orc suffered to
bo apprehended by the British authoritie.s

direct, and some were made over to them
by the officers of the Nopal GovemmonL
There were some encounters also between the
Ncpale.se troops and the refugees, in one of
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which the famous Rana Beni Madhav Singh
of Avadh met his death along with many of

his followers.

As regards Begum Hazrat Mahal and her

son, the attitude of the Nepal Government
was somewhat conciliatoiy and they were
eventually allowed to stay on.

Similarly in regard to Nana Saheb, his

brother and their family, Jang Bahadur did

not consider it proper to adopt the extreme

course. They were eventually left to them-

selves, but in doing so Jang Bahadm* felt it

necessary to give some satisfaction to the

Government of India. This he did by adopt-

ing a novel course as we shall presently see.

With regard to Nana Saheb particularly,

Rana Jang Bahadur was in great predica-

ment. Jang Bahadur knew that if there was
any person against whom the British enter-

tained the bitterest feeling it was Nana
Saheb. He knew also that if he turned over

Nana Saheb the British Government would

try him for his life and in all probability he

would be executed. Jang Bahadur shuddered

at the prospect of being an instrument in

bringing' about the death of a high class

Brahman. These feelings were in conformity

with the traditions of Nepal where a Brah-

man was held so sacred that even if he com-

mitted murder he could not be pimished with

death. Indeed, in one of his conversations

with Colonel Ramsay, the British Resident

at Nepal, the Rana had told him that if a

Brahman were to kill the king or a woman
or a Brahmani bull (the slaughter of a bull

was considered a greater crime in Nepal than

the slaying of a woman), he could not be

executed for it.* The scruples of Rana Jang

Bahadur about Nana Saheb were thus imder-

standable.

A ftuther complication arose from the fact

that the Nana’s capture carried a reward of

one lakh of rupees. This was an amount
tempting enough even to a Nepalese Prince,

but Jang Bahadur wo\ild not dare to take it

openly as a price of surrendering a Brahman
to be tried for his life. Such was the opi-

nion expressed by Col. Ramsay in the letter

to the Government of India to which a refer-

ence has already been made. Colonel Ramsay
fimther records that Maharaja Jang Bahadur
had told him near about June 1860 that
he (Jang Bahadur) “could catch him (the

Nana Saheb) at any time he pleased, but that
it could only be done by treachery and that
he would do nothing that was dishonour-
able”.

Placed in such a position Maharaja Jang
Bahadur wrote a letter to Nana Saheb sug-
gesting that Nepal was no place for him and
his followers. The reply sent by Nana Saheb
is remarkable for its fearless tone and will

interest the reader :

"We have received your letter. We have been hearing
the reputadon of Nepal at distant places, all along the
country. Indeed, in spite of my reading the history of
many ancient kings of India and seeing the character
of many present rulers, I believe that Your Majesty's
deeds stand matchless I For you did not hesitate to
render help even to the British—the very people who
have borne evejy sort of jJl-wiJJ toward5 your people.
And yet, as soon as they asked for help you have rushed
to their assistance. There is no limit to this your
generosity I Well then, shall it be unnatural of me to
expect that the descendant of the Peshwas who had all

along been friendly towards your people will not be
denied hfelp from Your Majesty, specially when you have
given it so freely to the British who bore avowed enmity
towards you ? He who admitted the enemy inside
will not at least turn his friend out I

It is utterly unnecessary to repeat here the welWcnmm
story of the wrongs under which Hindustan is groaning,
how the British people have broken treaties, trampled
down their promises, snatched away the crowns of the
Indian Rajas. It is equally unnecessary to describe how
even the religion of the land is threatened as soon as the
kingdoms of the land are destroyed. It is too well known.
It is for this reason that this war is waged. We are
sending Shrimant Bala Saheb, our brother, to you and
he will dear up other things personally"!

This letter did not make matters any the

easier for Jang Bahadur who then sent his

Colonel BaJbhadra Singh to Nana Saheb and

•Letter from Col. Ramsay, British R.esident at Nepal to the Government of India, dated September 8, 1860, quoted

in the artide by Brajendta Nath Banexji at pp. 60-62 of the Proceedings of the Indian Historical Records Com-

mission, Vol. XII (December 1909).

fCharles Ball, Indian Mutiny, Vol. JL
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the other leaders. He was told that if Maha-

raja Jang Bahadur gave them his help then

they would dash on Calcutta and conquer

territories for the Nepal Government. How-
ever, if the Nepal Government could not give

help, then at least it should give them asylum

in Nepal where they will live imder the

orders of the Darbar. Whereupon Colonel

Balbhadra Singh advised them to seek the

asylum of the British who had ‘opened wide

the door of mercy’. He received the reply

that they had heard of the Queen’s proclama-

tion, but that they would not prefer to save

their lives at the expense of some of their

other comrades whom the British would not

spare in any circiunstances. They added

that they were ready to throw their arms

before Maharaja Jang Bahadur and would

submit to him unhesitatingly even if they

were to be killed. But they could not sub-

mit to the British by risking some of their

own bretliren to the vengeance of Govern-

ment.

There were several consultations of this

natime with Rana Jang Bahadur at the end

of which he unequivocally told them that if

he had wanted to help them he would not

have gone witli his army to the relief of the

British in the battle of Luclmow. At the

same time he had allowed the British to enter

Nepal in pursuit of the refugees. Thus,
losing all hope most of the men hid their

arms and made for their homes. The Bri-

tish authorities facilitated their return by
refraining from causing them the least

trouble. Only a handful iinconquerable souls

stayed back thinking it dishonourable to sur-
render. So, instead of returning to their
liomes they escaped to Uic jungles preferring
the life of half-starvation and total privation
to the dishonour of abject surrender. Among
those who remained on w’cre Nana Saheb,
Bala Saheb and Queen Hnzrat Mahal.

About tins time Nana Saheb wrote a letter
to General Sir Hope Grant in which he con-
demned the unjust rule of the British and

concluded with these poignant words

:

“What right have you to occupy India and

declare me an outlaw ? Who gave you the

right to rule over India ? What
! 3’ou,

Firangis, are the kings and we thieves in

this our own country ?’’ These are said to be

the last recorded words of that great leader

in his utter extremities and misfortune.

What actually happened to Nana Salieb

thereafter is one of the mysteries of 1857.

Reverting now to the story of^’Nana Saheb’s

death, Jang Bahadur appears to have taken

recourse to a sort of stratagem. He began

to tell the British Resident, Colonel Rarasaj',

that the ailing Nana would soon die. Some

time in September-October 1859 a short

report of a few lines about Nana Saheb’s

death was sent by the Nepal Darbar to the

Resident who felt great doubt about its

authenticity in the circiunstances stated. He

thought it likely that the reported death was

a ruse to cover tlie Nana’s escape into the

mountains. Some days later the Resident

was, on enquiry, told by Rana Jang Bahadur

that he had received no further particulars

of the death, whereupon the Resident observ'-

ed that the original report required confinna-

tion. To which the Rana replied that he

himself was quite convinced of its truth. But

the Resident was left unconvinced because

the Rana had declared long before-hand that

the event would take place, and when it was

reported he seemed anxious that it should at

once be taken for granted, and avoided recur-

ring to the subject.

It was in this waj' that Maharaja Jang

Bahadur solved a difficult situation. He had

thus given what he believed to be full satis-

faction to the British without damaging his

reputation by turning over the Nana which

com^e he could never have adopted. But tlie

British Resident, though he did not prcs.s

Jang Baliadur by further uneasy enquiries on

the subject, carried the impression, since the

time he was told about the impending death

of Nana Saheb, that he would be suffered to

make hi.s cjicape. This imprciision wn.s
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strengthened by the subsequent circum-
stances attending the report about his death.
The Resident duly reported his impression
to the Government of India,

Jang Bahadur’s position vis^a-vis the Nana
was delicate for another reason also. Nana
Saheb had appealed to the compassion of the
Prime Minister of a brave nation, referring
to the latter’s Kshattriya blood and to himself
as a Brahman by saying that it was enjoined
by the religion of the Kshattriyas that they
should give protection to cows and Brahmans.
It was in this context that Jang Bahadur
had told one of the officers of the British

Residency that if, when he (Jang Bahadur)
goes down into the Tarai at the head of his

troops in the cold weather, the Nana were to

seek an interview with him and were to

throw himself down at his feet and claim

his protection as a Brahman, what could he
do ?

Colonel Ramsay gave another strong reason

for doubting the reports about Nana Saheb’s

alleged death. The family of Nana Saheb
showed no signs of mourning on hearing

about the death, nor did they observe the cus-

toms which the Maharashtra Brahmans are

usually so punctilious in following. He then

proceeds to say : ‘‘Their hair was long and
they wore coloured clothes. Some weeks,

however, after their arrival here, but long

before Bala Rao’s wife died, they went
through the ceremonies which attend mourn-
ing for a near relative. They cut off their

hair, dressed themselves in white, and dis-

tributed alms to a large number of faqirs

who were fed, as is customary upon such

occurrences, with dahi^ choora^ sweetmeats,

etc. etc. I got glimpses on many occasions

E. DID HE TAKE REFUGE

A most extraordinary account of Nana
Saheb’s last days is given in the book ^Jx^ra-

Spectal Correspondent by G. Ward Price, a

of several of the members of the family in
their attire when they first came up here,
but on the day of the late marriage of the
heir-apparent, when I passed their residence
to take part in the procession, they were sit-
ting at a large open window, all clad in
white, and a Brahman Havildar who is con-
stantly with me (the man who was promoted
and was presented with a sword by Lord
Canning for good conduct in the eventful
year 1857) afterwards told me that their
hair was cut and that they then for the first
time adopted the usual marks of mourning.”*

Baji Rao^s mdoivs settle in Nepal

The two widows of Baji Rao, the widow of
Nana Saheb, and the widow of Bala Rao
(Nana’s brother) were allowed to spend
their last days in Nepal. Baji Rao’s
daughter; Kusuma Bai, was also with them.
She had been married prior to the mutiny
but subsequent to the death of Baji Rao.
But the girl, instead of proceeding to her
husband’s house at Gwalior, had remained at
Bithoor with Nana Saheb. It was thus that
she found her way to Nepal along with the
other ladies of the Peshwa’s family. Some
time after the restoration of peace, she
came down and joined her husband in
Gwalior.

Baji Rao’s senior widow was known in Nepal
as Dakshini Maharani Peshwa. She bought
there a large estate comprising some eight
villages in exchange for gold and precious
jewellery. These villages are known by the
collective name of Ranigunj and lie on the
border between India and Nepal. She died
in 1896 whereupon the villages and other
properties of Dakshini Maharani were taken
over by the Nepal Darbar.

IN MACCA OR TURKEY ?

veteran English journalist, and published in
1957 by George Harrap & Co., London. The
book contains reminiscences of the exciting

•Col. Ramsay’s letter, dated September 8, 1860, already icfcrred to in an earlier foot note.
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life of the author who has roamed the world

for exclusive stories.

According to the account given by Ward
Price, Nana Saheb spent twenty years in

Macca and ten years in Constantinople and

was thereafter murdered for some political

reasons. Here is the full story in the own
words of Ward Price :

“In those (lass there cxistctl, under the British Foicign

OfTicc, a department known as the Lc\*ant Consular
Service. 'I’his w'as rccniitc<l among young Englishmen
who, after a special training at Cambridge University,

were sent out to Turkey as *student-interpreters' to

qualify as specialists in the problems of what is now
knoAvn as the Middle East. Their early years were spent
as vice-consuls in the primitive towns of Asia Minor,
such as Erreroum, Diarbckir and Van, where they had
the invidious function of keeping watch on the corrupt

and oppressive practices of the local Turkish Valis, or
vhew

Some of this picked team became talcntc'tl diplomatists and
rose to posts of imj)ortancc in the British Foreign Scrs icc.

T)T)ical among them was the Consul-General in

ConstantinojJlc, Sir Harr)' Eyres, svbo afterwards became
British Minister in Albania. lie was a handsome man,
of great dignity and charm.

It was from Sir Harry Eyres that I heard the strange
sioiy of the end of Nana Saheb who in the Indian
Mutiny of 1857 captured Cawnporc and whose subsequent
fate bad remained a mystciy*.

Many years after the Mutiny, Mr. .Arthur Baker, the
proprietor of the largest British store in Constantinople
was visited by a middle-aged Turk with the request that
he would go to sec an old Englishwoman in lus father’s

harem.

*Vou know pcrfcctlv well that I cannot possibly visit a
'Einkish harem,’ said the surprised Mr. Baker.

’This is a special rase for which safe anangcincms base
been made' was the reply. ’She is my mother, and
sriy old. She was bom into an English f.imily, an*I

until she xvas fourteen scar's of age she lived in India.
.Stic is now djing, and her last wish is to speak to one of
her fcllow-countrsrncn again.*

Baker escTiinally consent ctl, ami he aftcrwanls declared
that this vhii to the weary* old Errgllshwoman at ihc point
of <leath In 5>i.*rml>oul was one of the most pathetic
expriiencct of his life. The husband svas away, the
tenants had hem sent out. and he found hing on a
touch, a shriscllctl oh! lady ^\ho irretl plainlhcly to
>peak to him in English, for fdiy sears she had never
useil her natise longue. Yet there svas no mistaking
hrr rrational ch.'rracter. although her svhole life had l>een
sjvrnt as a pris/mer of Asiatia. Her name svas .Mice
< byinn. and she svas the daughter of a British captain.

Whrn Nana Sahrh captured f^ivnporc in 1857. she s^^as

a girl of fourteen and s'as canir<l off to Ik* addesl to his
harem Yvhrrr she i^mainH for tssenty sear^.

Mie had then lK*n» laVm to Mecca svherr she had lisr<l

ff>r tvtenli di'o se.ai<. She was next hrnnglit to Constan-
linnjdr ami had Ikyo iheie for abmt ten ^e.ars sriirn
fbler sidteil lirr.

She told him that while at Mecca she had several timw
tried to get letters out to England by a i‘ctuming pih
grim. Ericb time she svas betrayed, and eventually resign,

cd herself to her fate. Sire cxplainal to B.akcr 111.11 her
husband was bitterly anti-British.

Soon aftenvards she died, and svas burictl as a Tuikidr
svoman in the ccmctcty of Eyoub.

At about the same time her aged husband was murdered
in Stainboul for political reasons connected with Stdian

Abdul Hamid. After the murder Baker tohl his story in

confidence to a Turkish Minister called Ri/a Bash.i who
said, ‘The husband seas an Indian Moslem and carnc to

C.onsiantinoplc as a political agent of the Chcrif of

Mecca. He passed under the name of Dundbu Panth, hut

)ou British knesv him as Nana Saheb.’

Some ycau; later, while he was still a junioi consul. .Sir

Harry Eyres was sent to Acre to sec the Baah, the head of a

small Shi-itc sect expelled from Persia. While he usn

there some Indian Afosicms svho svere also sisiting the

Baah remarked that Nana Saheb had been krllctl in

Ckmstantinoplc— tlius confirming Kira’s sloiy.”

This is a very unusual account and, due to

the eminence of Ward Price as a journalist,

cannot be lightly set aside. The story poses

a question of great historic value relating to

the events of 1857, particularly because the

last days of Nana Saheb have so far remain-

ed a mystery although many conflicting

accounts have been given about his wander-

ings and capture.

It is to be noted, however, that there is no

corroborative evidence in support of the

above stoiy. In fact the evidence so far j)ub-

lished goes against it as will be seen from

the analysis which follows.

In the Kanpur Narrative have been publish-

ed five lists :

(i) List No. 1 contains, (a) the names of

those who went into the entrenchment,

including European civilians of Kan-

pur, ib) the names of tho.se "who arc

supimsed to have pcri.shcd outside the

entrenchment”—these are mostly the

names of non-official ladic.s and gentle-

men, (c) names of Europe.sn Iroop-s

who Avere killed between June 6 and

30, 3857, (d) names of the Avornen of

the 32ncl Regiment and the number of

their children and (r) name.s of mu.si-

cinns of NntiA'c Corps and their fami-

lie.s ;
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(ii) List No. 2 contains the names of those

who left Patehgarh on June 3, 1857, and
‘‘are supposed to have perished at

Kanpur on the 12th of that month’’ ;

(iii) List No. 3 contains the names of those

who left Fatehgarh on July 4, 1857 ;

some of these were killed on the way,
the rest were captured at Bithoor on
July 10 and taken to Kanpur ;

(iv) List No. 4 contains the names of indi-

viduals who entered the entrenchment

and ultimately escaped, and

(v) List No, 5 contains the names of the

residents of Kanpur who did not enter

the entrenchment and yet escaped with

the aid of “natives”.

These lists are authentic and purport to be
exhaustive, but in none of them does occur

the name of Captain Clayton, the father of

the lady mentioned in Ward Price’s book.

Nor is there any mention of any “Alice Clay-

ton” the name of the lady in the book. In

fact no “Clayton”, Mr., Mrs. or Miss, is men-
tioned in any of the lists. The question of

the capture of “Miss Alice Clayton” by Nana
Saheb for his ‘harem' does not, therefore,

arise at all.

It is also in evidence that after Nana Saheb

had left Bithoor on the re-capture of Kanpur
by the British and was, along with a sizeable

retinue and the immediate members of his

family, hi(hng in a jungle there was no

European lady in his camp. Two residents

of Bithoor, Narain and Bhow Rai, were sent

out as spies by the authorities to gain infor-

mation about Nizam Ali Khan, a sawar of the

2nd Light Cavalry, who was reported to have

taken away the daughter of General Wheeler

at the time of the happenings at the Satti-

chaura Ghat. They had given evidence about

the composition and the condition of Nana
Saheb’s camp in the jungle. They got access

into the camp through Gopal, a sepoy at the

Nana’s camp, whom they used to know at

Bithoor. The following is the relevant por-

tion of their deposition :

“He (Gopal) asked why we had come to the
jungles, we told him, to seek service

through an eunuch named Narain in

the Nana’s employ, and then reminded
Gopal that we had seen him at Bithoor ;

he told us that we must be very careful

as it was dangerous entering the camp,
and that as we had come thus far he
was to take us with him as residents of

his village which was near Banaras. We
were six days in the Nana’s camp, and
saw his brothers, Bala and Baba Bhatt,

also the following individuals of his

house-hold : Shudaseo Punt, Odagur
the treasurer, Abhadunk pa3Hnaster,

Dharee, the eunuch Narain, Subadar
Bajaba, Beharee chobdar, Pachaie an old

and favourite attendant of the Nana,
Lutchmun the driver of the Nana’s
bullock-carriage, Mahadeo the baker,

Dhunee the gardener, Bukna the bath
attendant, Cheitoo the sweeper, Lalla the

boatman, Ramchum and Pooloo, Hindu
wrestlers, and Nujeem the Mohamedan
wrestler. These we recognized from
having seen them at Bithoor. We heard
that the widows of Baji Rao were in

camp ; they were the two called

Mooneea Bale and See Baie, also a
daughter of the Peshwa’s named Beea :

there were also the Nana’s wife and
Bala's wife and another lady whose
name I do not know.

Question : Was she an European ?

Answer : No, a native lady, the wife of a
Rao residing to the South, but we
do not know the name.

Question : Did you hear of any Europeon
ladies in camp ?

Answer : No.

Question : Did you see the Nana ?

Answer : Yes, when he used to go down to

the river to bathe
;
he was attend-

ed by Bala and his servants with

an umbrella held over his head.
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A number of people used to

assemble to pay their respects to

him as he passed. The Nana
had shaved olf his beard. Bala

had the mark of a bullet wound
on his right shoulder. We heard

in camp that the Baies were

anxious to get away from the

jungles.

Question : Did you hear anything of Nizam
Ali Khan ?

Answer : We did not, for we were afraid to

leave Gopal’s protection and be

too particular in enquiries.”

Now, had Miss Alice Clayton been taken over

by Nana Saheb for his “harem” she should

surely have been in the camp in the jungles.

A further circumstance against the story in

Ward Price’s book is that there is no men-
tion in the evidence of any of the 63 witnesses

examined at the instance of Lt. Colonel Wil-

liams of any European girl having been taken

by Nana Saheb as a mistress in his

household. Nor is there any such mention
in Nanak Chand’s journal. On the other

hand, the evidence is to the effect that Nana
Saheb had actually made those sepoys who
had taken away some European ladies at the
Ghat to deliver them up.

In these circumstances it is difficult to rely

on the stoiy in the book of Ward Price. The
material so far available in published records

is against the possibility of Nana Saheb hav-
ing taken refuge in Macca and Turkcj' and
spent over thirty veal's in these places.

It is possible, howcN’er, that the [lerson

believed to be Nana Saheb, as in Ward Price’.s

book, was a case of mistaken identity, that is

to .say he was some other Indian who had

[CIIAI'. -i2

taken part in tlie ‘mutiny’ and who went first

to Macca and then to l^key. The only one

who could have been such a person was Azim-

ullah Khan about whose last days nothing

is definitely known. It is possible that Azim-

ullah Khan assumed the name of Nana Saheb

in Macca and Turkey because Nana Saheb’s

name was then known all the world over and

Azimullah IGian might have thought that by

impersonating Nana Saheb he would receive

consideration from the Governments of

Arabia and Turkey. A point is added to this

possibility by the fact that returning back

from England, Azimullah IGian had visited

Constantinople and other Middle East

comitries—^he had also been to the Crimea

to see the Crimean war. Azimullah Ifhan

was well-versed in English and other

languages and had a most impressive and

charming personality ;
so he could freely

move about in foreign countries, particularly

those under Muslim rule. This could not

have been possible for Nana Saheb who knew

no English and who had no experience of

foreign countries nor could his orthodox

maimer of living permit him to go to Macca

and Turkey.

In order, however, to get some verification of

this possibility, the present author wotc a

letter to Mr. Ward Price explaining the case

and enquiring whether he could throw any

light on the possibility of the gentleman at

Constantinople being Azimullah Khan. Mr.

Ward Price replied to say that the account

in his book was based on what he had heard

from Sir Harrj' Eyre.s, the Briti.sh Consul-

General in Constantinople, that Sir Harry
Eyi'es was now dead and that he himself

knew nothing further in the affair. A copy

of the author’s letter to Mr. Ward Price and

the latter’s reply will bo found in the

Annexure at the end of this chapter.

P. A CLALMANT : THE NANA SAHEB MEMOPvIAL,

A few years ago. a i>erson by name Suroj
Pratap, nAsident of Pratapgarh, claimed him-
rclf to bo the descendant of Nana Saheb. His

voi-Kion is that Nana Saheb roturned from
Nepal toward.s 1900 and .settled domi rccretly

at Pratapgarh with hi.s wife. He saj'.s that
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On Apiil 29. !H79, iccched in ilie Foicign Dcpautncnt of (lie Goxcinmciu of India.

n IcKci pniportiiig )ia\c‘ i)ccn H'nt i>\ \;nin .Saheb. 7 he Icttci n’aN onginaii) reteivcti

in iljc Mccio)’*; oKice u'lientc ii “inin'*fei icci for disposal lo ihc Scciciais to the Go\*

ennnciu of India in the Foicign Pcparlincnt *' on Ainil 2"i. 1879, o\ci the siqnatmc of the

Piivatc Sen clan t(» the X’iceun.

7 I>e piiipoU of ihc leitc! (oi petition) was iccotded in a clciical note of the roicign Dep.m*

ment. I he pnrpou ^vas siiangc and unintelligihle— it Avas to tlic elfcLl tliat Xana 8aheh \k;\%

on his deaih hed . that he had a plan lot clearing the conntiA of Ghiistians; that he Avas

connected A\ith a person called “ Saijnga " A\ho liad a claim on (he g^nhh* of Jaipur; that

iheie e.as tiecomo hniied at ccitain specilietl place-*. It com hided with the leipic-st that

the iieasine he <Uig up and piescnied to .Satjnga Avho Avas then >aid lo he in lUigland.

7 he fits! page of the lettci is missing: so it is not possible lo sa\ lo A\hoin it A\as addle^sc^I,

7 he last page ends Aw’ih the Awnds; "I.neuell. dear hiother, faiewell—Vonis in allliiiinn

and decline*', and then theie is the signainie c»f “Nana Sahel) of llilhoor

I he petition is a long one and makes little sense. I heic is luithing in it to make* it cleai

Acho this “Satjuga** A\as and A\hat iclaiionship Xana Saheh liad Acith him.

I \eninalh, after ccmsiiliation Avith the Home Dcpaitmcni, the jictiiion Avas filed on Ma) 2(i,

1S7‘>. It can noA\ he seen in tlie National .VichiAes, Nen Delhi, Aviih loieign Depaitmem

(»eneia! Docket No. 1117 of 187*9 : Ihocecdings lor .May 1879, No. -lOS.

7 he esistence of this kttei lias fieen htongin to lig'.it hs Di. M. I,. Uliaigasa in liis Hindi

hook. .Venof Sfdnh. puhlishi^d h\ i!»e Infotmation Depailment of the 1‘tlai Piadesh (h>Aein-

meni tlphl). He li.is suggested ttiat iiuoiigaiions into tins siiange leliei might tlnmc

light on the last daAs cd Natia .Saheli which at pieseni ate shiouded in nusten, lor one

thing, if the antfientuitA of (he fettei is c'stahlMieif. it A\ouh! loncfiisiAelA pio\e tfiat. com
IIan to the geneial !>eliel. Nana S.iheh did not die in Nepal in I8*i9..

(Sfr aho page ffi^.D

)

Pndi
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MORK Auor r 'nil-: u/r i i:r

(C’oniinncd fionj paj^r Rj8-U)

1 lie of tlie Icilii I.iiiu'Micci tlic fate of Saijug;!, adtiinjz lliat !i0 <li<l nni even know

wJictlici ilte (hiM uas a!i\c oi dead. He had lioped to ^ee him glow up a^ a gieat man. ami.

if ihiN wish liad m.itci i.di/ed, hi-s nn\eijc\ uonld ha\e been gieath mitigated, I fun lollou

ina»heit*nt ideas ahotil the eai!\ life of the diild and In’s mothei who had been shown

a still-bom iliild in place of the one she had acinaih given biith to; tliat though the hub’s

suspicious luul been uiiised, she kcj>i mum fiom feat that her husband might get angi\

cm hei giving biitli to a still born child. 1 his was the leason, the lettei savs, win the

mvsieiv of the c*ise v\as not made known. Refeiiing i<» the bov, the leitei savs that on

CHcasions he h.id behaved with uniaikable (ouuige.

I heie is abo a mention of a faithful peI^ol^ Debi by name, with whom the child h.id

ic'mained foi some time ; of the suspicions of the Police : of the leiuin of Debi and .Saijuga

to Kanput ; of the sepamtion of the cliild ftom Del^i, c'tiused bv the authoutics.

Wilting about hinisell the* petilionei s.ns that he vcould not live to sliow his face; that aftei

Ins death theie would be found in his siudv-ioom documents which would )>iove ol gieai

value in the hleian and the histoiic;iI spheu‘s, paiticulaib in laigland.

I he entile letlei is full of similai disjoitued and appaientb meaningli*ss stalemeiits vchich

make no s(>n\e It was piesinnahlc liecatise of this that the (•oveinmeiU of India did not l.ike

till* lettei seiioiisb and deposited it after a snmman eiupiin', ‘I heie is little doubt that, il

the (iovemmeni id Indhi had belicwed that the lettei had come fiom the leal Nana, thev

vomld have c~ansed full invc'stigatioiis to lie made vcilli a view to apptehending him. rhcdi

keemuNs to catch .Van.i Salieh and to tiv Itim h.id not diminished as would he evidc*nt ftom

the fact lliat in 1871 a person n.tmed janma Das feu' Hanwanta) was ai tested cm suspicion cd

being ilie Nana, and a \c*ts thoiongh empiiiv to c*stal)Iish his ideiitiiv had been made, hist

h\ iht‘ Disitict Magisiiate cd Kanpni, and llien hv Mi. lit/p.niick. Depiitv .Sccietaiv to the

(oveuiment ot India in the I egisl.uive l»ep.tUinenl. 'I he I.ittei Iiad been spt'c ificallv dejmltd
feu tbe pnipose and lie cAamined main witnesses at («w.diot and Kanjnn. It veas oidv

wlun it was toiuhisi\eIv piovcil that the prisoriei was not the leal Nan.t that he was jelcMsed.

.\n accotini id tfiosc* jiioteedings oj.tv he u-.id in i haptc*! f i, section D. t^hi(h begins .n

p.igc- H7.

I ^ |»
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his father, Ram Sundar Lai, was the son of

Nana Saheb, that he is thus his grandson.
He petitioned the Uttar Pradesh Government
desiring that he be declared as the grandson
of Nana Saheb. In support, he produced the

Patwari’s Examination Certificate of his

father and an alleged will of Nana Saheb.

But the certificate really gave no support to

the case. In it the name of Ram Sunder
Lai’s father has been given as Madho Lai.

There is a subsequent addition in the cei'ti-

ficate in which the words ‘Nana Saheb’ have
been imserted after the name of Madho Lai.

The caste there is shown as Kayestha.

As regards the alleged will of Nana Saheb,

this appeared to be a made-up document, and

after due enquiry its authenticity remained

completely doubtful. Suraj Pratap also pro-

duced statements of two persons, residents of

district Pratapgarh, but these also were

found to give no support to his claim.

He also produced a printed booklet purport-

ing to be the ‘Diaiy of Diwan Azimullah

Khan.’ This is both in Hindi and Urdu. In

the Hindi version there is an admixture of

Brij Bhasha and the local dialect, while in the

Urdu copy there is an admixture of Hindi

and Urdu styles. Its authenticity has so far

remained doubtful. The last pages of it, in

which Suraj Pratap’s relationship with Nana
Saheb has been described clearly, appear to

be interpolations even if the rest of the diary

could, for the sake of argument, be accepted
as authentic.

In these circumstances the Uttar Pradesh
Government came to the conclusion that
Suraj Pratap’s claim was untenable. The
declaration asked for by him was accord-
ingly refused.

Memorial to Nana Saheb

Nana Saheb left no children. So, after his

death the family of Baji Rao became extinct.

On the occasion of the centenary celebrations

of 1857, the Uttar Pradesh Government erect-

ed a memorial to Nana Saheb at Bithoor.

It is in the form of a bronze statue installed

on the land which had formed part of Baji

Rao’s mansion, and which has now been laid

out. On the pedestal the following words
are inscribed :

qRT

The road which branches off from the Grand
Trunk Road at Kalyanpur and goes to

Bithoor, a distance of seven miles {twelve

miles from Kanpur)
,
has also been named as

“Nana Saheb Peshwa Marg” to commemorate
the memory of the great leader.
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annexure

[Referred to at page J/68)

LETTER FROM THE AUTHOR TO MR. G. WARD PRICE^ JOURNALIST AND

CORRESPONDENT^ LONDON, DATED AUGUST 4, 1958

Dfar .Sir,—! beg to introduce nusclf as an Indian citi-

7cn, ic^idcnt of the city of Lucknow in the State of

Uttar Pradesh. I hold an appointment under the State

Go\cmmcnl of l/ttar Pradesh, hut this letter is cntircl)

unconnected wdih my ofiicial position. It is concerned

with a stibjcrt in which I ha\c been making icscarch

for <omc time, viz. the life and historj’ of Nana Saheb
of 1857 fame. .And my reason for w'riting this letter

is that in ^our recently published book. i:\tra-Sl>ecinl

Correspondent, )on have made a mention of the last

da)s of Nana Saheb, which, according to llic account

in )our book, were spent in Turkc).

2. Some mouths a^o. 1 bad read a newspaper ic\icw'

of jour book. In it w'as quoted the account of the wife

or ilic mistress of Nana Saheb, originally Miss Alice

Clajton. The facts about Nana Saheb mentioned in the

review* seemed to be verj unusual, and I immediately
oidcrcd a copj through my book'supplicr wlio got it

fiom the publislicrs within a feu* dajs.

3. I have found it a chauning book of great historical

value. Rut much more startling is the account con-

tained in it about the subject of my inicic*st, viz, Nana
Saheb. 'I he account is contained at pages dl— KJ and,
for rend) reference, 1 am enclosing the relevant cvtract.

*1. According to the namiivc in voui book:

(«^i) Miss Clavion bad been cairic<l off by Nana Salicb in

1857 when he capturctl Caw'npoic; she was tlicn

1*1 Jem'S of age;

{h) ^hc icinaincil in Nana Saheh's harem (in Indi.i) for

20 jears;

(() then she had Intern taken to Macca where she temain-
cil foi 2i vear'*;

(d) tlicrcaftcr, Nana Saheb took her to Consinniinoplc
vUieic she rcmainetl for ten jears and tlicn dieil

;

Nana Salicb find come to Omslaniinojilc as a pnli*

liial agent of the Chciif of M:ucn; hr U'fn hehn’rd
/<» hr 071 *Indinn Modrtii *

;

(c) N.ma Saheb lud been imiidcrctl in Constantinople
for political rcasoin ctmncrtcd wiib tlic Sult.in of
‘! utkev some time after .Miss Claj ton’s ileaih.

.5. .\ll (Iiis reads miisi cvtraoidinarj bet:ausc ibe remtds
that V\c have ficrr in India go to sluur

:

{:) that Nana S.abcb was an orthtwlov Rrabman. iliat

Ur had a wife living, itmi he rturh! not, n< cording
to the iradiimns of his f.imily, take u Chrisiijir
as his vUfc, and that ihtre ciirunol.murv m.ilr it

fviirmch iniprohahle that he vvotiM have talrn tin'

lad) mtntionnl in jour Ixvcd, vir. Ahte tbvion, as
his wife or partner

{ht that at the time of ihr rapture of (bwt)j>ote. .Vana
Sahrli did not, in fart, lair anv 1 uiopeau ladv in
l.u J.uLortndd ;

fc) that when he left Kanpur and afterwards dis-

appc.ircd, he did not take wiili him any Lurope.vn

lady. In fact, he had with him only his wife, his

hi other, his hi other's wife, his adoptive mother, a

step-mother, a manied step-sister and a ]vcnon:d

servant

;

(d) that there arc authentic lists of Kuropcans of Kan-

pur, including civilians and soldiers, who were killetl,

wounded or taken prisoner during the time of Nana
Saheh's nilc. TIicsc lists arc comprehensive, but

ihcic is no mention of any Miss Clajlon or C4ipiam

Clajion or any Clajton whatsoever. Ap.art from

Kanpur, there was no other place fiom which, acavrd-

iug to proved facts. Nana Saheb could Ivavc captured

any Liuopcan ladj*. How could then any Miss Clav-

ton fall into tlie hands of Nana Saheb.

G. In the light of these facts it seems cxtrcmclv impio-

hahlc that Nana Saheb could have taken any Mbs Ckij-

inn or any other Luro])ean W’oman in his harem.

7. Against tliis improbability, there is the siatcmcnt of

an r.ugUsU lady. She was old, and the statement was

made when she was in the contemplation of death.

And ,as we know, **Tnuh sits upon the lips of djing men".

In addition, she could liavc no motive in calling one of

her counirjmcn to her death-hed in those unusual cii-

cumsianccs and giving him a narration of her life of

Mifrering.

8. 'rherc is also no icason to doubt the account which

.Sir II.Tuy I'vics gave jou about this mjstcrious l.idj. It

is inic that Sir llariy had no first-hand knowledge of the

woman's stoiy. hut thcic is also no reason why Mr. Raker,

the r.nglish merchant, should have told Sir Ilarrj' anj-

ihing hut the tnith.

Ik And added to tht*sc factors is the fact th.it w'c in

India have not been able to lince with any dcrmhtnc'S

the wlicic.ahouis of Nana Saheb after the iccaptuic of

Kanpur h\ the Riitisli noi do v\c know for ceriam vriiere

:ind vriien he <licd. It is, iheicfoic, not po^dhle fn

impugn the stoij of Mi. Ibkcr on anj fonrhisivclj piovni

facts.

JO. Nana Saheh's going out <if India to c'sr.ipe the

Rritish Govcmmciu is ot course cjuiic probable, hut fiom
the arrouni in the IwK>k it appears that he left Indb 20
\c.irs after tlie Muiiiiy. If he was able to evade the

Rriiish aiithoriiits for *20 jears. k is 5ti.mige that after

such a Jong peiiiKl he shotihl have found k nccecvarv

to h*.ivc the couutiy for reasons of safely. 'Ihr yrurral

belief is th.*it Nana Saltch remained in Nepal 'feral viian-

ih'ring fioiu place to nlaic brcaiivc the Prime Minister

and <>>mmander iii-Ciilcf of Nepal, Kana Jang Ralbihit,

vMuild not allow him an asvluin in his tenitorj. k
further briicved that he died in tlie jungles a few vcat»

after the Nfutinv. All the same, there it nothing pali'ntb

impfot)a!)lc in Nana Sahrh having b^n pUerd m ruth
tHiumtiancev as ne<r-s*itaied hit drpartuic even after a

Iap*e u( 2u \catv. 'lo tins c-xtmt, thrrrfotr, the ttnrv

if/ul !iV Mr. Ral rt cuuld perhaps accepted
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11. But serious doubts arise about Nana Saheb having
taken Miss Alice Clayton in his harem.

12. Could it be a case of mistaken identity so far

as Nana Saheb himself was concerned ? In 1857, Nana
Saheb had a close associate, by name Azimullah Khan,
who, shortly before the Mutiny, had visited the United
Kingdom and some European countries, including Turkey.
He 'ivas well-versed in the English and the French lan-

guages, and by the charm of his personality had estab-

lished some contacts in England. He might have created

some contacts in T'urkcy also, although we have no proof
of this except that he had been a visitor to ConstaU'

tinople. After the recapture of Kanpur by the British,

nothing is definitely known of AzimuUah Khan either.

His end, like that of Nana Saheb, has been a mystery.

The possibility of AzimuIIah Khan having gone to Macca
and thence to Turkey is greater than the possibility of

Nana Saheb (who was an orthodox Brahman and did not

know English and had not been outside India) going and
settling in a Muslim country. It is on record that seve-

ral leader's of the Revolt of 1857, Muslims by religion,

did go to Macca to escape the British, although none of

them rraited as long as 20 yeai^. Is it that AzimiiHah
Khan gave himself out as Nana Dhondu Panth {whose
name was well-known outside India also) in the hope that
he might receive the sympathy of the people of those
countries ? And Miss Clayton could not have been able
to detect this assumption of name by Azimuilah Khan.

13. If, therefore, the supposed Nana Saheb who died in
Turkey, was really Azimuliah Khan, then the story told
by Mr. Baker could not be doubted on the basis of proved
facts available to us in Irrdia.

14. I must apologize for the length of this letter; a
journalist of your reputation must be a very busy person.
But. believing in your capacity, I have ventured to write
in the hope that you might find it possible to throw
some further light on this mysterious subject. I shall be
most grateful for this assistance in solving a riddle of
Indian history.

15. Finally, be so good as to bear with me for the liberty

I have taken in writing this letter—we have still bonds of
friendship and affection with the English people.

Reply from Mr. G. Ward Price, 40, Hill

Street, London, dated August 22, 1958.

Dear Sir,—I thank you for your long and interesting

letter of August 4, dealing with the story of Nana Saheb,

I regret that I can throw no further light irpon this than

the narrative related by the late Sir Harry Eyres.

In view of the trouble that you have taken to supply

me with the details of another version it occurs to nrc that

you might like to have them back, and I accordingly

return the documents herewith.

Yours very truly,

C. WARD PRICE.

Mr, a. S. Misra,

25, Blunt Square,

Lucknow.
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A. SEARCH FOR NANA SAHEB

After the re-establishment of their authority,

the British made sti'enuous efforts to appre-

hend the principal leaders of the revolt. The
reprisals by the authorities against the civil

population, the mutinous sepoys and others

who assisted the rebels, were in addition to

the capture and execution of those who were
considered to be the leading offenders.

Amongst the latter, no person was, in the

eyes of the Government, a greater offender

tlian Nana Saheb. They believed him to be

guilty of the killings of Europeans at the

Sattichaura Ghat, and later of English

women and children at Bibighar in Kanpur.
They were full of vengeance against the

Nana and his family and left no stone un-

turned to get hold of him in Nepal through
the good offices of the Nepalese Prime Minis-

ter, Maharaja Jang Bahadur. But
though the latter was no friend of the Nana
he would not blacken his hands by turning

him over to the British who, he knew well,

would never sfiare him. At the same
time, Maharaja Jang Bahadur would not also

likf to ilisplenre the Brili.^h. He, therefore,

ainingcd thing;! in .‘•uch a way as to :hicld

the Nana and at the same time to avoid the

ill-will of the Government of India. He had

it made out first that the Nana was suffering

from a severe illness and later that he had

died. With this story he surreptitiously

suffered Nana Saheb to escape to a safer place

within the jungles of Nepal.

Though the British raised no issue with the

Nepal Darbar about the alleged death of

Nana Saheb, they had strong suspicions that

he had been allowed to escape and tliat he

might possibly be hiding himself in some

part of India in the guise of a faqir or mendi-

cant. The Governor-General in Council had

already announced a reward of one lakh of

rupees to any person who gave information

leading to the an'cst of Nana Saheb. In

addition to the monetary award, a free and

unconditional pardon was also pi-omi.sed in

case the person delivering up the Nana haji-

pened to bo one who had taken part in the

‘mutiny’, even if he (barring a few .S{)ccified

exceptions) wa.s guilty of the murder of

EuroiKian.s. Nominal rolls of the Nana, hir

brothel's and ndherent.s, giving full ji.irticu-

lar.s about their physical Vniild and
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appearance were published in various lan-

guages and widely circulated.

At different times several persons were
arrested on suspicion of being the Nana.
Elaborate enquiries were made to establish

their identity, but in the end all of them were
found to be spurious Nana Sahebs and were
consequently released, the announced reward
having never been claimed by any of the

informants.

We shall here deal with three persons arrest-

ed at different dates on suspicion of being

the Nana and about whom recorded procee-

dings exist in the archives of the Uttar Pra-

desh Government. These persons were, (1)
Hurjeebhoy Brahmachari, arrested at
Karachi, (2) Appa Ram, arrested at Ajmer
and (3) Jamna Das (or Hunwanta, as he
later called himself) arrested at Gwalior.

We shall also deal with the Baba of Sarai
Miran and Kali Sadan Baba of Naimishara-
nya who were believed by the local people to
be the Nana of Bithoor, but about whom the
Government had taken no proceedings as the
suspicions were no more than vague doubts
on the part of the local population and the
authorities had no reason to share those
suspicions.

B. HURJEEBHOY SUSPECTED AS NANA SAHEB

There was an arrest at Karachi on Novem-
ber 30, 1861, of a person who finally gave his

name as Hurjeebhoy Brahmachari. Along

with him was also arrested a person who was

thought to be his companion. They were

arrested on their being suspected of being

the Nana and his attendant who, according

to the nominal roll, never left his side .

Enquiries for determining the identity of

Hurjeebhoy were, under the directions of

the Government of India, made by the Gov-

ernment of Bombay and the Government of

Bengal. Several witnesses were examined.

Eventually Hurjeebhoy’s identity as being

the Nana Saheb of Bithoor could not be es-

tablished and he was, under the orders of

the Government of India, released.

They were arrested on the report of an

officer of the Customs Department at

Karachi, by name Pedro De*Souza, a Roman
Catholic Christian, serving as an appraiser

in the Customs Office. His statement made

on December 7, 1861, before the Deputy

Magistrate of Karachi, describes how these

persons came to be arrested :

''On Friday the 29th November at 3 p.m. I was in the

Customs Office when two men who represented them-

selves as Brahmins landed from a cotlia which had arrived

from Dwarka. The man with his cut ear had a bundle

of beads in his hand. As the heads were not allowed to

pass until it was ascertained whether they were dutiable

or not, the two men were brought into the office. While
coming into the office, the stout man told the peon
he had come from Dwarka. The beads were taken to
Mr. Dabjeell for orders and the two remained in the
office.

I asked the stout man for his name. The first name he
gave me was a Hindoo name, but the surname was a
Mohammedan. I asked Mr, White if the man did not
appear to be a suspicious character. I also alluded to the
recent notices in the Our Paper regarding the Nana Saheb
trying to pass through Karachi. Mr. White also thought
the man a suspicious character. I then asked him to
take out the descriptive rolls of the Nana and other
mutineers. On reference thereto, Mr. White considered
him to correspond with the description given of the Nana.
Mr. Dabjeell having let the beads pass free, the stout
man left the office first, Mr. Simson, the head clerk, was
engaged in looking over the rolls when he noticed the
remark that a servant with a cut ear never left the
Nana’s side, and as the second man passed, he saw that

he had a cut in the ear. This confirmed our suspi-

cions still further. The two men went away.

In the evening I told the Fouzdar that these two parties

had passed through during the day. and said that I sus-

pected one was the Nana Saheb, more espedally with
regard to the man with the cut ear, who was along with
him.”

With regard to the reference to the ""des-

criptive rolls” in the above statement it is to

be explained that such rolls of persons who
were believed to have taken part in the rebel-

lion, but could not be found, were widely cir-

culated by the Government and were avail-

able not only with the police authorities all

over British India, but also with many other

offices likely to come across any of those per-

sons. The descriptive roll of Nana Saheb
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and his family and attendant had likewise

been circulated and was available with the

Customs Office at Karachi. In that descrip-

tive roll, Nana Saheb was described as

follows :

Name
Caste

Age

Complexion

Stature «ind personal

appearance.

Form of face

Form of nose

Form of eyes

Teeth

Marks on breast

Colour of hair

Ring marks on cars .

Nana Rao Dhondhoo Punt.

Dckhany Brahmin.

36 years in 185S.

Fair.

5 feet 8 inches ; powerful appear-

ance and stout.

Flat and round.

Straight and wclhshnpcd.

Large round eyes.

Regular.

Covered with hair.

Black.

Yes.

Remarks . . Has the features of a Maratha
strongly depicted ; on one of
his toes has a lancet mark, and at

present by wearing a beard he
presents a Mohamednn appear-
ance. A sen'ant with a cut-car

never leaves his side.

As soon as Pedro De’Souza's report was
received by the i^olice an immediate search

for the two persons was instituted, but with-

out success. The next morning the search

was resumed and Hiu'jeebhoy was found in

tlie mai'kct buying vegetables at about 9 a.m.

He V'as arrested and shortly afterwards his

companion was also ar-rested. Both had put
up in a house in the vicinity of the market.

The police took these men before the Deputy
Commissioner, Karachi, "who recorded their

statements. After making certain enquiries

and ex.amining several witnc.sses who had
given out that they had previously seen the
Nana, he made a repoi't to the Commi.ssioncr
of Sind. A report was then made to the Gov-
ernment of Bombay who submitted the
matter to the Government of Incli.n. The
conclusion of tlie Government of Bombay
v::\? that there wa.s a !ni.spicioii.s rcremblance
between Ilurjcebhoy and llie Nana of
BiUioor, bxst that Govonimonl were unable
to come to a final conclusion on the point.
Th.ey. a.'d:cd for the iiirtruetions of

the Government of India, suggesting that

the persons might be sent to Kanpur in

order that their identification may be satis-

factorily determined. The Government of

India approved the suggestion and arrange-

ments were made for tlie prisoners being sent

to Kanpur via Calcutta. (The headquarters

of the Government of India were then at

Calcutta.)

The Government of the North-Western Pro-

wnces were at the same time requested to

have a searching enquiry made tlirough the

District Magistrate, Kanpur, about the

identity of the prisoners with the help of

the residents of Kanpur and Bithoor. At the

same time, the Government of Bengal were

requested by the Government of India that

on the arrival of the prisoners at Calcutta

arrangements may be made for sending them

in safe custody to Kanpur. The prisoners

arrived at Calcutta on May 14, 1862, and

were taken into the custody of the Commis-
sioner of Police, Calcutta. The Commissioner

was going to make immediate aiTangc-

ments for their safe transmission to Vara-

nasi whence they were to be forwarded to

Kanpur, but before this could be done the

Commissioner, in circumstances which are

not quite clear, took statements of four jier-

sons with regard to the identity of the

prisoner Hurjeebhoy. The}' were dcfinilelv

of the opinion that the prisoner was not the

Nana of Bithoor.

The first of these v.dlnesses wa.s Hormasjee
Mody, a re.sident of Calcutta, who slated that

he had for long been employed under the

Nana from July 7, 1852, till December 18.55.

Ho said that ho had gone twice to England
for the Nana and knew him intimately.

hTody added : "the penson .shown to me i.s

not the Nana and is not the least like him".

The .second witnc.s.s had been a band.smnn in

a regiment at Knnjiur for three years up to

1856. Ho jmid that ho had been frequently

to Nana Snhcb’.s house at Bithoor to play
with the band at balls and partien. Ho said :

" I tliink I .should know the Nana by .sijdit J
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he was a stout man, dark complexion, long

heard—^he used to wear a ring in his ear,

his caste was Maratha and he had a mark
under the left eye. I have seen the man in

the lock-up; I do not think he is the Nana.

The Nana was a darker-complexioned man
about the same size and make. This man has

none of the gentle bearing of the Nana.”

The third witness was Lala Ishwari Prasad

who was a resident of Kanpur, but was at

that time at Calcutta. He had occasion to

see the Nana at Kanpur. He said that to his

“eye” there was not the slightest resem-

blance between the prisoner and the Nana,

The last witness was Major R. C. Wroughton,

Deputy Commissioner-General, Calcutta, He
deposed : “I was at Kanpur from 1850 till

August 1856. I have frequently seen the

Nana. I was constantly a guest at his

Bithoor house and visited him and his family

frequently in his palace. The person shown

to me is not the Nana, nor is he in the least

like him. His mode of conversation and tone
are not in the least similar.”

The evidence taken by the Commissioner of

Police was forwarded by the Government of

Bengal to the Government of India and in

the meanwhile the transmission of the priso-

ners to Kanpur was stayed.

On a perusal of the report of the Bengal Gov-
ernment, along with the statements of the

witnesses the Governor-General in Council

came to the conclusion that the testimony
of the four persons, all of whom knew the

Nana well and one of whom was Major
Wi’oughton who had declared that there was
no resemblance to the Nana, was amply
sufficient to prove that the prisoner was not
the Nana. The Governor-General accord-

ingly asked the Bengal Government to send
the man and his companion back to Bombay.
Action was taken accordingly and Hurjee-
bhoy and his companion were, eventually

released. The Government of the North-
Western Provinces were also informed.

C, APPARAM

On June 22, 1863, were arrested at Ajmer

three persons, the first being believed to be

Nana Saheb, the second bore the name Narro

Pant Bhatia Bhatt, the third a blind Brah-

man priest. These men were arrested by

Major A. G. Davidson, Deputy Commissioner

of Ajmei', under very peculiar circumstances.

On June 22, 1863, while Major Davidson

was holding court a faqir came to him at 2.00

p.m. and wanted to speak to him privately

on a matter of immediate importance. The

visitor, on being taken to another room, told

Major Davidson that he was an employee in

the Secret Seiwice, producing papers in proof,

adding that he was in pursuit of Nana Saheb

who had just arrived in Ajmer and was put-

ting up with his party at a distance of 300

yards from the Kutchehry. Major Davidson,

therefore, made arrangements for the arrest

of the Nana and for this purpose obtained

the assistance of the military. After some

search, which was necessitated by the fact

that the party of the suspects had in the
meanwhile moved to another place of stay,

the persons were arrested without resistance.

They were kept in the Military Lines imder
the charge of an European guard.

In the morning Major Davidson got out the
descriptive roll of the Nana, his family and
his adherents and comparing it with the
principal prisoner was struck by the resem-
blance, The Major had known of previous

cases in which the alleged Nana had been
captured and later released on being found
to be a different man, yet he felt convinced
that in the present instance he had got the
real Nana, so striking was the resemblance
in several particulars with the description of

identification marks and other particulars

as stated in the descriptive roll.

Major Davidson thereafter drew up a detail-

ed report and fonvarded copies to the
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Government of the North-Western Provinces

and other authorities.

This supposed Nana carried the name Appa

Ram or Appaji Saheb. The blind priest vith

him was named Sundraj.

Major Davidson had also got the suspected

Nana Saheb examined by the Civil Surgeon,

Ajmer, who testified that the prisoner

answered in nearly every particular to the

published descriptive roll of the Nana.

Another person by name Sergeant Major

Wilkinson also recognised the prisoner, ins-

tantly on seeing him, as being the Nana.

He said that he had seen the Nana previous

to the ‘mutiny’ and had frequently spoken

to him. He added that, though the suspect

had very much changed in his appearance

since he had seen him last, the form and
style of his features were cxactlj' those of

the Nana.

The Goveinment of the North-Western Pro-

vinces, on receipt of tlie report of Jlajor

Davidson, asked him to send a photograph
of the Nana and, if possible, to send the

pri.'^oner to Kanpur for identification. The
Ix)cal Government akso infonned the Gov-
ernment of India of the whole position.

After .some inten'cning corre.spondence, the

suppo.sod Nana wa-s brought to Kanpur on
August 22 and put in custody at the Disti'ict

Jail. Under the orders of the Local Gov-
ernment, the District Magistrate of Kanpur
made a detailed enquiry into the identity of

the BUBpect and in tliat connexion took the
evidence of Indian and European witnesses
and the statement of the susjrcct hinnself.

In bin f-talement the prisoner gave his name
us Apjra Rnm, j'on of Damodar, bom in the
village of Neri near Tlichjjur (then in Cen-
tral Piovincc-s—now Madhya Pradesh). He
addc-<l that thi.s villajje, which wa.s situated
by a rivi-j*. had been wa.»hcd aw:i\’ three yean?
ago whcreujrnn the Inh.abitants di.‘q>erscd in

the adjacent village:;. He .".aid that the men
who U'ed to know him when ho virdted the
place ri.K ye.ar,-; ago h.ad .•^ince all died,

suggesting for that reason, tliat tliere was no

point in making a reference about him to the

District Officer, Dichpur. The prisoner added

that at the age of ten year's he had been to

Bithoor, but since then he had never been

to Kanpur. He began a pilgi'im’s life at the

age of twelve and had been continuing so

since then. He gave his caste as Brahman.

Of the witnesses, the most important was

Dr. Cheke w'ho had formerly been the Civil

Surgeon of Kanpur (1849—1853) and had,

in tliat capacity, been the medical adviser

of the Nana before the ‘mutiny’. At the time

•w’hen his evidence was taken he was posted

as Civil Surgeon, Varanasi, and was specially

called to Kanpur* to identify the prisoner.

He deposed that the suspect was much

older (at least fifteen years older) than

the real Nana, darker and more com-

mon-looking. Before giving his evidence,

he had medically examined the sus^iect and

had come to the conclusion that the suspect

could not be the real Nana.

The other European witnesses also stated

that the prisoner did not answer their re-

collection, of the Nana of Bithoor.

Of the Indian witnesses, several belonged to

Bithoor and they knew tlio Nana verj' well.

They also supported Dr. Cheke's view that

the prisoner was much older than the Nona

could have been and that in other particulnm

too the resemblance did not fit in.

Another vvitne.ss wn.s Noor Mohammad, the

owner of the hotel in which Nana Saheb had

stayed during the Kanpur rov'olt. He also

failed to identify tlie prisoner as the rC'al

Nana. An equally important vvitnc.^s was

Narayan Rao, the son of Ram Chandra Pant,

Subodar to the late Pc.shvva Baji Rao, and

he too averred that the pri.soner vv.a.s not the

Nana. One or two witnc.'sse.';, hovvover. main-

tained, though with no show of certainly,

that the pri.soner was the Nana.

As a rc."uU of this enquiry the District

Magi.strnto, Kanpur, came to the eortcIu."lon
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that the prisoner was not the I'eal Nana of

Bithoor. He submitted a report to this effect

to the Local Government. The District

Magistrate added that he had written to the

Deputy Commissioner of Ilichpur with a copy

of the statement of .the prisoner only to as-

certain, if possible, whether what the priso-

ner had stated about him being a resident of

Neri was correct. He had received no reply,

but in view of the clear and conclusive evi-

dence he saw no reason to postpone the sub-

mission of his report pending the receipt of

a reply from Ilichpur.

The Lieutenant Governor of the North-Wes-

tern Provinces was left in no doubt, after a

perusal of the evidence taken by the District

D. JAMNA DAS

This person, Jamna Das, was arrested in

Gwalior in 1874 along with an attendant,

Munshi Prem Raj. The circumstances of his

arrest were peculiar. Shortly before this

arrest, a rumour had gained currency in

Gwalior that Nana Saheb, under disguise,

was in the vicinity of Gwalior putting up in

some jungle. Later, this man, according to

the version of Maharaja Jiyaji Rao Scindhia

of Gwalior, sent a letter to the Maharaja

narrating his pitiable condition and seeking

asylum and help from the Maharaja. Being

an ally of the British, the Maharaja could

not think of helping the Nana. In fact he

could have no sympathy with the revolution-

aries who, imder the leadership of Rao Saheb,

the Rani of Jhansi and Tatya Tope had

driven him out of Gwalior in the course of

the ‘mutiny *. It was the British who later

restored him to his gaddi and palace after

driving out the insurgents. As a sort of re-

payment for this gratitude, the Maharaja

thought of getting hold of this person and

turning him over to the British. He, accor-

dingly, marched with a party to the jungle

and apprehended the Nana and his attendant.

Magistrate, that the case was one of mis-

taken identity and that this conclusion was
not affected by the fact that the statement
of the prisoner had received no authentica-

tion from Ilichpur. The Lieutenant Gover-
nor, therefore, directed the release from
custody of Appa Ram, the supposed Nana.
This was in November 1863.

The prisoner was thereupon released from
custody and the papers and other things

which had been recovered from him at the

time of his arrest were restored to him.

Major Davidson, the Deputy Commissioner,

was informed of the decision and of the

release of the prisoner.

(or HUNWANTA)

Munshi Prem Raj. The prisoners were then
made over to the British Resident at Gwalior
who had his seat in the Cantonment of

Morar* near Gwalior.

Colonel Osborne, the Resident, made an
enquiry into the identity of the prisoner

(who now gave his name as Jamna Das) and
examined several witnesses. In the result,

a 'prima facie case appeared to be made out

that the prisoner was the Nana,

However, before putting the man on a
regular trial, the Government were advised

that the identity of the prisoner be further

established by his being sent to Kanpur
where there would be many persons who
had known the Nana and who could state

with authority whether the suspect was the

real person. Accordingly, he was sent to

Kanpur where the District Magistrate,

Mr. Daniel!, held a thorough enquiry to es-

tablish the identity of the prisoner. He con-

ducted elaborate proceedings in which he

took the statement of the prisoner and the

evidence of many witnesses—^Indian and

• The Cantonment of Morar was in British territory, having been ceded by the Maharaja Scindhia by the treaty

of December 2 , 1871.
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European—belonging to Bithoor, Kanpur
and otlier places.

The District Magistrate, Kanpur, conducted

the jirocecdings himself. He was assisted bj'

Mr. Goad, the Superintendent of Police.

The prisoner gave his name as Hunwanta, a

Maratha Kshattriya, bom at Varanasi. At
the age of 10 he went to Indore and became a
faqir under the Raj Guru of tlie Maharaja
Hollcar. He made pilgrimages to holy places

and also travelled to Assam. He said

that three years prior to his arrest in 1874,

he had left Assam on his way to Indore via

Gwalior and while there, had been made over

by the Maharaja Scindhia to tlie British

authorities at Alorar. He described the cir-

cumstances in which this occurred. He said

that he was sta3nng in the company^! other

faqirs at the dharmashala of Mahant
Aj'odhya Das who conducted woiship at a
temple which the lilaharaja Scindhia used to

visit. There he heard that the Maharaja
was anxious to have a son born to him, and
things v.’ore so arranged that it was told to

the Maharaja that the prisoner could con-

duct praj’ors wliich might provide a son to

him. Evcntuallj', the prisoner was taken
to the Maharaja’s palace and there prowded
with meals and a good quantity of bhang
which made liim intoxicated. The ne.xt daj'

he was put into a carriage which took him
to Morar Cantonment where he was imme-
diatclj' taken into custody bj' the British

ofiicen;.

Tisi:; ver.-ion of the pri.soner about his arrest

wa:; doubted bj' the District Magistrate who
felt that all the li.Tmc* the affair was shroud-
ed in much ob.':curil\*.

At iCi'.ninir, tlic prisoner wa.s confined in the
Cantonment under a Militarj* guard and in

the amingemcnts that were made for feed-

ing him. p!xcautinn.s wciv taken to guard
:.:;:unst chasiccs of the prlioancr committing
1 uicM'* b.v swalhsv.’ing fwii.son.

'rhe [(’.xio '-.Ungs couducUul by

[cntr.

Mr. Daniell maj’- now be brieflj’' described.

Mr. Daniell found that the difficulties in-

herent in the proper identification of the pri-

soner had been increased by tlie printing

and sale in the bazar of Kanpur of n large

number of photographs of the man. The.se

had been so badty got up as to create an

impression in the mind of everj' one that tlie

prisoner was not the Nana. However, the

Magistrate tried his best to prevent people

from seeing the prisoner while in custody

with the Militaiy authorities.

Before the actual commencement of identifi-

cation, Mr. Daniell and Mr. Goad spent the

whole morning examining the witnesses, who

had been brought fi'om Bithoor, as to what

tliey knew of the iierson of Nana Saheb ;

the circumstances under which; and the

number of times, thej' had seen liim ;
his

apiiearance, physique, peculiarity of features

and voice
;

personal marks, and so on.

The prisoner was then brought in a closed

carriage fi'om tlie Cantonment and

taken wdthout being seen by any one in a

tent. Hei'e he was shaved of his beard and

made to look like a Hindustani. He was

then re-dressed and made to sit witli six other

men similarly dressed in white and whom
the District Magistrate had chosen from

tlie city policemen for their general resemb-

lance in appearance and size with the }>ri-

sonei'. All the seven men sat in a circle on

a carpet. Then each witness was separateh’

brought into the tent and .asked to saj' wlio

among them was the Nana. Mr. Daniell

had t.akon such careful precautions in the

matter that lie regretted that in one .''mail

item there remained a special peculiarity in

the prisoner which was not sharod b.v the

rest of the .'•mall a.ssembl\' and (hi.a nro^*

out of the prisoner having been freshly sliav-

cd—a circumstance which caused some atten-

tion to be attracted towards him.

The result of this identification is now dfs*

cribed. The witncriTc-;> which Mr. Daniell h.nd
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selected for the identification of the

prisoner were :

(1) Nana Narain Rao, son of Ram Chandra

Pant, who was Peshwa Baji Rao's confi-

dential adviser. On his father's death,

Narain Rao had succeeded him as the

Peshwa's vakil. After the Peshwa's

death, Narain Rao was dismissed by-

Nana Saheb and this led to enmity bet-

ween the two during the 'mutiny'.

Narain Rao ran the risk of losing his

life on this account.

(2) Srimati Adla. She was a prostitute,

and it is said that she had associations

with Nana Saheb.

(3) Kesho Ram Vaidya. He used to treat

Nana Saheb for small ailments and had

occasions to obsexwe every part of his

body.

(4) S. Shastri. He was the Peshwa's

head-servant and I’emained in that office

till Baji Rao's death.

(5) Jugal Kishore Jauhari. He was Nana

Saheb's man of business and used to see

him periodically for several years in

connection with money-matters.

(6) Hormasjee Mody. He was a witness

from Bombay. He said that he had

several interviews with the Nana in

connection with the mission which Nana
Saheb had sent to England to plead his

case for pension before the Home Gov-

ernment.

(7) Some other witnesses of a miscellaneous
• type.

All the witnesses failed after carefully exa-

mining the seven men to recognise the Nana
Saheb in the prisoner. It was only Narain

Rao who, after looking round the group for

some time, pointed out to the prisoner and

said : "I have doubts about this man.”

However, he examined the man again after

the other witnesses had played their part,

and admitted that the prisoner did not, in

any particulars, agree with the description

he had given of the Nana.

Afterwards, after each witness had given his

verdict, he was confronted with the priso-

ner and asked to describe how the prisoner

differed from the Nana, Each declared

that the prisoner had no resemblance in form
or feature to the Nana.

Srimati Adla was very distinct in her opinion

and spoke contemptuously of such a man as

the prisoner impersonating Nana Saheb.

On a careful consideration of the identifica-

tion proceedings, the statements of the wit-

nesses and all the connected circiunstances,

Mr. Daniell came to the definite conclusion

that the prisoner was not the Nana
;
this

opinion was fully shared by Mr. Goad, the

Superintendent of Police. Mr. Daniell was
further of the opinion that the prisoner was
an ignorant man in a low rank of life.

Mr, Daniell drew a report and sent the record

of his proceedings to the Government of the

North-Western Provinces who addressed the

Government of India for the release of the

prisoner.

The Government of India were, however, not
prepared to take any risk in the matter and
would not order the release of the prisoner on
the basis of the proceedings of the District

Magistrate, Kanpur. On the suggestion of

the Advocate General with the Government
of India, they entrusted the final investiga-

tion of the case to an officer of legal acumen
and experience, Mr. D. Fitzpatrick, Deputy
Secretary to the Government of India in the
Legislative Department. To assist Mr. Fitz-

patrick, the Local Government of U. P. had
deputed, at the request of the Government
of India, Mr. H. Goad, District Superinten-

dent of Police, Kanpur.

Mr. Fitzpatrick, after going through the
evidence which was already on record and
taking some further evidence, came to the

definite conclusion tKat the prisoner was
not the Nana and made a report to the Gov-
ernment of India accordingly.

The Government of India 'entirely' concur-

red in the conclusion of Mr. Fitzpatrick that
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the man %vas not the ICana. In consequence

of the ordei'S of tlie Government of India

proceedings against the prisoner were drop-

ped at Kanpur.

The prisoner was, however, not released from

custody, but was sent back to Gwalior under

police escort to be made over to the Gwalior

Darbar. This was done because the man
had been arrested in Gwalior territory by the

Maharaja Scindhia and had been made over

to llie British Government through the Poli-

tical Agent at Gwalior. The Government of

India having done with the prisoner, could

have released him at Kanpur but for the fact

that the Gwalior Darbar w'anted him back.

For this pui*pose the Darbar had taken extra-

dition proceedings for getting the prisoner

back from British territory. Accordingly,

an extradition warrant had been issued by
the Political Agent at Gwalior, which was
received by the Govemment of the North-

Westeni Provinces through the Government
of India for execution by the District Magis-

trate of Kanpur. The prisoner was accord-

ingly taken to Gwalior and made over to

Colonel Osborne, the Political Agent, on

January 21, 1875.

The repoil of tlie })rocccdings of Mr. Filz-

})atrick contained in his loiter to the Govern-

ment in the Home Department, dated Decem-
ber 15, 1871,* was published in the Ga::ettc

of India dated January' 2, 1875. With that

Jotter was also published the order

of Uie Government of India in which they had
accejjted the conclusion of Mr. Fitzpatrick.

This order contained in tlie letter

of the Government of India addressed

to Mr. Filrpatrick, No. 1G18, dated Decem-
l>^^r 31, 1874. These two letters are repro-

duced below. Mr. Fitzpatrick’s letter is an

5ntt^*‘»*' tinir statement of the circumstances

in v-hich Im rave hi*^ decision that the nn^ert-

ed p-'CMm was not tlie'Xnna Saheb.

IrUrr Mr. I> to the

r»f HUs. to Mr. Art* U’f

Hot^clU ofTiclntmg Secretary to the Goumttiffi! of

Home Department, rc<»ardinp the aHc<:ed Nana Dhord.'x^

Pant of Bithoor, dated December 15, 187*1.

liaxc the Iionour to rcpoit that on the receipt of )oar

No. 3593, dated 11 th ultimo, I procccdctl immediately lo

Oiwnporc and subsequently ^vent on to Gi^’alior uuh a

\iew to irncstigatinp the ca<c of Jumna D.is5. the man
supposed to be the Nana, and his attendant Pemraj

2.

As the charge against both the acaisc<l rcstct! entirely

on the allegation that the former u*ns in fact the Nana
Dhoondhoo Tunt, it seemed clear that it r^'as to the quej.

tion of his identity uith that person that I ought fint

to apply myself, and I accordingly at once cntcnwl upon

it su'tli the \cr>’ able a^'^istance of Mr. H. Goad, the police

officer specially deputed hy the Goscnimcnf of the North*

Western Provinces in this inalicr.

3.

The result of the enquiry sve base made, shortly

Slated, is that the attempt to identify the prisoner Jumna
Dass avith the Nana has utterly failed and that in come*

qucncc I base felt it to be my duly to advise Mr. Goad

to apply for the discharge of both the primnen. 7 hit

he did on the 10th instant, and his application vos at

once acceded to by the Magistrate (Mr. Clannort

Danicll).

4.

As matters have turned out, there has been, contrary

to v\hai v\as at first apprclicndcd, so little in the vsay of

conflict in the evidence that I deem it unnecessary to

trouble you with any minute disnission of if. .and shall

accordingly confine myself to the following lirief remntU.

5.

Kot one of the witnesses examined has positively

Colonel Nfowbraj Tliomson ;

Baba Apfich; Unna Bhut:
Dad.a Bhul.

found in the statements of

margin.

declared the man Jumnt

Dass to be the Naan

Tlic nearest npprtvch to

an identification is to Ik

the persons named in iH?

fi. 7'he statement of Colonel 3fov\brtiv 7 honuon ii rf

course above »uspidnn ; but it must l^e remrmberetl tNt.

rrlfbratcd as C.oJonoJ I'homson's name is in connection

VMth the Cawnpore rcb'^llion. he appears to have fceti th<^

Nam but twice; and 1 nnv add lh.it his icadlrcflMi cd

that pen/)n so fafnt in the year lfo2 tf*4f he lien

wrote to the Magistrate of,Cawnpore saying that he fh\

not ihlnh he cmild rcto^nusc the Nana if put ly'fore him

7 111' iKint* so. if is no nutter (nr lurpriis* that

rhonisfin should decline, as lie d^rj. to expres any

tor r>p»nion.

7. 7}r circtimsranre that r/doiKl 7hom'nn fount <n

the pritoTi^-r a marl which he ha/|. fu-hue rer*ht^' > pn.

iha^ he v>tn*dd expe<* to find r/n the wf'dl

*U’d<ed teiJh l>e of gteat itMf*^ui5iKe if the <u* e*"

d'uue 40 tf r I'-ft fo? anv do*dj% in ih^

.
j
1,.. f-v » t (.> si f ^ a di*e I J •un 2. 1*7';. pres r,? r/

«

*
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of the evidence to "which I shall presently refer, it cannot
be looked upon as anything more than an accidental

coincidence.

8. Baba Aptieh, though he positively identified the

prisoner as the Nana before Colonel Osborne, has since

considerably modified his statement. He no’W can say no
moie than that the prisoner appears to him to be the

Nana, and he explains his former positive assertion by
saying that he saw the prisoner only from a distance and
was in at the lime.

9. Unna Bhut has completely withdrawn the positive

statement he made before Colonel Osborne. He now
goes no farther than to say that the prisoner is like the

Nana, particularly about the forehead.

10. As for Dada Bhut, he clearly desires to convey the

impression that he believes the prisoner to be the Nana,

but all attempts to get a direct statement from him on the

point have failed. For reasons -with ^vhich it is unneces-

sary to trouble you here, I regard the evidence of this

witness with much suspicion.

11. Any account of the evidence beating in favour of

the identity, "would be incomplete if it omitted to notice

the so-called identification by the Maharaja Scindhia

which has been so much dwelt on, especially in the news-

papers ; but the truth is His Highness has never profes-

sed to recognise the prisoner as the Nana. All he has

said amounts only to this, that from the knowledge dis-

played by the prisoner of the circumstances of an inter-

view which took place between the Nana and the Maha-

raja before the mutiny of 1857 and in particular from

the prisoner's being aware that a sword of a peculiar des-

cription (termed a “Sosun putta") was presented to the

Nana at that interview, he “infers that the prisoner must

be” the Nana. But such facts, though useful auxilia-

ries to other evidence leading the same -way, do not of

themselves warrant the inference dra^vn. The circums-

tance of a sword of the description referred to having

been presented must of necessity have been known to

several persons besides the Nana, and any one designing

to personate the Nana would have little difficulty in

obtaining a knowledge of it.

12. I may add that since an interview he had with the

prisoner in our presence on the first instant, at a time

when the case was much more developed, the Maharaja

has been much shaken and seems to admit that he was

misled.

13. In concluding my remarks on this part of the case,

I ought to mention that two witnesses named Roshun

Khan and Mahomed Mookeem examined by Colonel

Osborne, and "ivho may be termed \sutnesses in favour of

the identity, were unfortunately forgotten when "we were

at Gwalior, and "we accordingly had not the advantage

of hearing their statements from their own mouths;

but as neither of them professed actually to identify the

prisoner as the Nana, it did not. seeing the absolutely

conclusive nature of the other evidence, seem worthwhile
to delay the application for discharge by sending for
them to Cawnpore.

14. Such is the evidence that might be adduced in favour

J. N. Tresidder, Deputy Surgeon
General, John Poiver, Judge of
Moradabad, Musammat Adia,
Suddack Wrestler, Nana Narain
Rao, Mundey Gunga Poote,
Kesho Rae Baid, Cbeddie Mistree,
Sadasheo Shastree, Jogul Kishore,
Hoormusjee Bazoon Moodi,
Jewan Singh, Hillalloodeen,
Noor Mohummud, Deen
Mohummud, Ruggoonundim
Sehae, Ram Newaz, Luchmun
Singh, Buldeo Singh Resaldar,
Gunput Rao, Ram Chand, Dada
Bbut, Ruggonath Rao, Govind
Pundit, Ruggonath, son of Bah
kishen, Dada IVIahajiin, Buldeo
Singh, son of Esarce Singh,

of the identity. Against
it we have the evidence
of twenty-seven wih
nesses named in the
margin, almost all of
whom seem highly com-
petent to speak on the
point.

Some of these witnesses

say the prisoner is like

the Nana, but all agree

in declaring most posi-

tively that he is not the

man.

We considered the
evidence of the first eighteen of these witnesses amply
suflScient. The remaining nine were subsequently
examined at the request of the Maharaja.

15.

The conclusion at ivhich I have arrived on the
evidence of these ivitnesses is strongly confirmed by the
circumstance that, while the Nana ought now to be
over 50 years of age, the prisoner is, in the opinion of
Dr. Norman Chevers and the other medical officers

w^ho have examined him, not more than about thirty-five,

forty-five being the utmost limit which any of them
thinks it within the range of possibility that he could
have attained.

16, This conclusion is further confirmed by the follow-
ing circumstances

:

Firstly

:

That the Nana is clearly shown to have worn an
ear-ring of the description termed bbik bake which
the medical officers are unanimously of opinion must
have left a mark in the upper rim of liis ear, while
no trace of such a mark can, on the most minute
examination with lenses, be detected on the prisoner.

Secondly : That Kesho Rae Baid states that the Nana had
sustained a considerable loss of tissue by sloughing
from a virulent disease, ^vhi]e the prisoner shows no
sign of having suffered in this way.

17. Finally, notwithstanding what has been said by some
persons to the contrary, the prisoner’s entire appearance,
bearing and mode of speaking are unmistakeably those of
a person of a very low rank of life. I myself was quite
startled on first going into his cell at finding the sort of
person I had before me, and I subsequently observed the
same effect produced on General Daly when he first saw
him. Mr. Goad, "who is as competent to form an opinion
on a matter of this sort as a native would be, assured me
that from the first moment he met the prisoner on his
way up from Gwalior he felt satisfied that he could not
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\yt the man : I may add that Mr. Goad judged from

his acrciit that lie M'ns a nathc of the country about

Bcnarc'. and this he has since declared him^cU to be,

IS. Under the dratmsiances, I ha\c deemed it unncces*

'aiy% for the puqw'cs of the question arc now consi-

dering. to institute an) «pcda! cnquiiy as to tijc Marathi

dgmturc afiixtd (o the letter svhlch the pri'oncr sent to

the Mahanija ; but 1 xnay mention that Nana Narain

Rao, when ihoun that signature, stated viihout one

moment's hesitation that it was not the handu riling of

the Nana ; and indeed any person can see for himself

that it is altogether of a difTcrcni character from the

signatures of the Nana on the Go^cmmcnt Promissory*

Notes produced from the Loan Department. The priso-

ner, I may add, states that he can neither read nor

WTilc the Marathi character.

19. In conclusion, I base only to sas that the prisoner

(Jumna Dass) has entirely luthdrann the statement he

original!) made before Colonel Osl)omc, and has given

us a detailed history of his life vs Inch he describes as

having been from his eleventh )enr that of a wandering

fnVeer of the most ordlnaty description.

1 avs.ait the in«lnict!ons of tlic Governor-General in

Council as to any further enquiries regarding him that

it mav be deemed advisable to male."

Letter No. IMS, d.atcd Fort Wllhm, the 3ht DwinUr,
1874, from Mr. Arthur Howell, ofGdating Secretary to the

Goremment of India, to Mr, D. ntrpatricl, Depufj Secre-

tary to the Government of India, LcgislnliTC Department.

"I am tUrcclcd to aclnovs ledge your letter of the !5ih

instant, reporting the result of )our investigation Into

the ease of the man arrested at Gwalior as the Nana
Doondlioo Punt of Bithoor, and of Pemraj, his attendant

2. The Government of India entirely concur in vour

conclusion lhaC the man is not the Nana.

S. The report of )our proceedings will be published in

the Gazette of India for general infonnaiion. And I am
desired to convey to )ou the thanks of the Government

of India for the caic )ou have taken in conducting the

investigation. 1 am further to acknowledge the sen ices

rendered by the ofliccrs attaclicd to the Government of

the NorthAVestern Provinces, partindarly Mr. C, Dinlcll.

Magistrate of Cawnporc, and Mr. If, B. Goad, Dhtrict

Superintendent of Police, and also of Dr. Cheven v%!k)

was specially deputed from Calatlta to aid )oi! in )our

enquiries.

4. Instnictions will be given as to the disposal of the

pri<oncr as soon as the Government of India receive a

reply to a communication whicli lliq* have addrcsuxl to

His Highness the Maharaja Scindhia upon the subject."

E. THE BABA OF SARAI MIRAN

About three miles from Sarai Miran, near

Kannauj in tlic FamiWiabad distriet, there

is an old temple of Lord Vislnvanath situated

on a high mound on the bank of the Ganga.

Tlic place was said to be haunted. Then
came n sanyasi who made enquiries about the

temple and the mound. On being told that

it was haunted, he immediately took one or

two men with him and went to the mound.
Tiie temple itself was in a neglected state

and ro wa.*; an old well near it. The san3’asi

r.aid that he v.’ould not talco a drop of water
until the temple and the well were cleaned.

Hi.s desire was roon complied with bj* the

villngen?, and the sanj'nsi took up his rc.si-

«lf>nce there. T^KSter, he got the temple rejiair-

ed and had marble fi.xed on its floor. No
bMy knew from where he got the money. He
U‘ ^d to h'.ave Ihf' mound only once in the daj'

for going to th<' Ganga for hath. He deeo-

rr.trd the idol in thf* te.mp’e with g'reat

d'votion pi’d u'-fKl to apply .''eent to it.

Thl*” fanya*-! was iKli'ved bj’ the local peo.

j’le to 1>" Ni na Fal,« h lV*dr.v.a. Aftrr a j taj*

of many years, he left the place in great

remorse on the ground tliat he had given

false evidence in a murder ease which had

occurred in Sarai Jliran.

The Baba had acquired fame in the di.slrict

of Fannikhabad, particularly in the locality

of Kannauj. The people of Sarai Mirnn ii.'^cd

to go regularly to the Vishwnnath temple to

have his darshan and blc.ssings. He was
believed to posso.ss mj’sterious powci's and
people u.'jcd to benefit by hi.s blc.ssings.

Tlic murder case in Sarai Miran had cati'jcd

a great sensation in the Fai-rukhabad dis*

trict because the parties involved were well-

to-do and well-known jTcrson.s, The victim

was a small bo^’, and the son of one of th'‘

two brothel's who were living in separate

hoiwcs in Sarai Miran. Tlie invcfdipntion

made by the Police fdiowed that the t’.vo

btoUic!*:! were not on good terms although

outward relation.'!' wete maintained and the

women-folk of Oie two hou'^es tf'ed to n5e*'t

on festive ccfa’^ions. One d.a\% ff'tlvitiea
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were going on in the house of one of the
brothers and the ladies and the children of

the other brother were also there. This boy,

along with other childi’en, was playing out-

side the house and no body took notice of

them imtil the afternoon. When the mother
of the boy was ready to leave, it was found
that the boy was missing. A frantic search

was made, but to no purpose. Suspicions

against his uncle were, however, roused.

In the meanwhile, the uncle had gone to the

Baba and told him that he had mm’dered the

boy and thrown his body in a well at a small

distance from his house. He felt remorse-

ful for what he had done. The Baba told

him that though he had done a most foul

deed, he would protect him in view of his

repentance. He then came back to his house.

Later, the victim’s father also went to the

Baba and told him all about his misfortune

in the hope that the sanyasi, who Imew astro-

logy also, might be able to give some clue

about the boy. The Baba comforted him
and told him what had happened and advised

him not to institute a case against his

brother.

Eventually, however, a case was started.

The prisoner took the plea that he was at the

Vishwanath temple at the time the mimder

was said to have been committed. As the

Baba was greatly respected even in official

circles, the case hinged on what he had to

say. The Baba, having already given his

word of protection to the prisoner, deposed

that the prisoner had been with him for quite

a long time in the Vishwanath temple. This

meant that the prisoner could not have been

present in Sarai Miran at or near about the

time the murder was committed. The time

of the murder had been previously ascertain-

ed by the police from the evidence of wit-

nesses who had deposed that at about a cer-

tain specified hour they had heard a sound

resembling that caused by the throwing of a

heavy object in the well from which the body

of the victim had been taken out. The court

believing the statement of the Baba acquitted

the accused.

As the people of the locality did in fact

believe that the mimder had been committed
by the boy’s imcle and that the Baba had
given false evidence on oath, the sanyasi be-

came very dejected. He told some of his

confidants that he had to make prayashcMtta
for the sin of having given false evidence

and that he was going to leave the Vishwa-

nath temple. So saying he quietly left the

place. It was believed that he had gone to

Naimisharanya.

Sri Amrit Lai Nagar, in his book Gadar Ke
PTiool (pp. 165—168), has given the above

account based largely on what he learnt from
Sri Balbhadra Prasad Misra, Deputy Director

of Information, Utttar Pradesh Govermnent,

and whose home is in Sarai Miran. Sri Misra,

on his own part, had heard the account from
his grand-father. Pandit Medai Lai Misra

who in his time was a big zamindar and a
person of great piety and truthfulness, res-

pected by one and all. He used to pay occa-

sional visits to the Baba and had heard from
the lips of the Baba himself the incident

above described.

The question whether this Sanyasi Baba was
the Nana Saheb of Bithoor was never inves-

tigated nor enquiries about its authenticity

made by the police of the district. The mere

belief of the local population that he was

Nana Saheb cannot, however, by itself be

taken on its face value. The identity of this

sanyasi as Nana Saheb is thus no more than

a remote possibility.

It is also said that this Sanyasi Baba was the

very person who later lived in Naimisha-

ranya and who was known there as Kailashan

Baba or Kali Sadan Baba. There too he was

believed by some people to be the Nana of

Bithoor.
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F. IvAIIJ^SHAN BABA

Another version is that for a number of years

Nana Saheb lived at Naimisharanya in the

guise of a sadhu under tlie assumed name of

Kailashan Baba or Kali Sadan Baba. This

Kailashan Baba had come to Naimishai-anya

about 1885-86 and sta3'ed at Janld Kimd.

There is in Naimisharanya an ancient temple

of Lalita Devi with a beautiful marble floor.

This marble v/as laid by Kailashan Baba.

He also built the Kalika Devi temple and a

Shiva temple at a place 10 miles from Naimi-

sharanya. He did not raise local subscrip-

tions for either of these works. The temple

of Kalika Devi could not, however, be com-

pleted because Baba Kailashan either left

Naimi.sharan3'a or died. He used to pay the

mazdooi's on every Fi’idaj’ and whenever he

was .shoit of funds he used to go inside the

jungle for getting money. After he had
left Janki Kund several poreons made dig-

gings in the jungle, but foimd no treasure.

It is al.so .said that he used to carry' a stick

in which precious stones were secreted. He
used to distribute a lot of sweets and monej'

to the local people, particularlj' children, at

Janki Kund.

No bodj" knew e.xactlj' from where Kailashan

Baba had come. The local people believed

G. A
There is also a belief that Nana Saheb spent

hi.'; last days in Gujarat. Several stories are

piwalcnt in thi.s connection. Some saj' that

he lived in a temple in the jungle near
Shihorc in disguise.

Tiic stoiy goe.s that it wa.s the custom of

Nana Saheb to {jcrfonn the annual ahraddh of

his fon-faU'.cn! at Rajkot or nome town on a
fived date every year, but the hou;'e at which
ho })erforTned the ceremony changed
fnvm year to year. In one j-e.ar he enrne,

riding on lunre-bacl:, to the hoin-x- of one
Vni'dinmnayan Uitadlrvayn, a priori, at noon
time niul with hm jv-rmi; ’:ion and help j)er-

fonr.'-'I tlj'; .'Kfruld!, in his house. In the

OF NABnSHARANYA

that he was the Raja of some place and had

come from Poona. He did not mix with local

people. Some used to say that he was a rela-

tion of Nana Saheb and of Peshwa Baji Rao
of Bitlioor. Otliers said that he was Nana
Saheb himself. Some people had also heard

that he was an absconder of the mutiny.

Kailashan Baba had one attendant who used

to cook his food. The Baba was described as

a irerson of ordinary height, of wheat com-

plexion, long white hair and beard. He
used to wear’ white clothes.

After staying at Janki Kund for some three

j'cai's, he went to a place called Kailashan

on the bank of the Gomati, about 10 miles

from Naimisharanya. It is said that ho died

at Kailashan in the month of Kartik, two

days after the full moon. He stnj’cd in

Naimisharan3’a (Janki Kund and Kaila-

shan) for about 20 3'cai's.

The above account has been compiled from

the statements of severxil old people wlio had

been inteiwiewed in December, 1954, by n

Research OlTiccr of the Committee on the

History of Freedom Movement sot up bA' the

Government of Uttar Pradesh.

LEGEND

cour’se of the ceremony the priest Avn.*; as-

tounded to find that the name.s of his (Nana
Saheb’s) forofather.s which lie had pronounc-

ed dur-ing the cercmon3
' 'veae tlio.se of the

Pc.shwas of Poona. However', the jn'icsl .said

nothing at the time, and after flnmhing Ihc

cer-cmon3' the gentleman rode nv:ny.

Soon the new:; went round that on a .specifir

day every year Nana Saheb come;: to the city

to {wrform the idiraddh of lii;; ancc.'torr.

On hearing of it the GoA‘cj*nmont began to

think of capturing the Nana ami for this pur-

IW’ made it Irnou-n tliat .'tn3'ont* who h< il><’d

in hi:; appivlo n.sion v.’ouid r-ecrivi- n larg*-

reward. Ne.st A'oar Nann Snheb went to the
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house of another priest and asked him to

arrange for the performance of the rites, to

which the priest agreed. Nana Saheb went
away promising to come soon afterwards, but

in the meanwhile the priest carried the

information to the local British officer. The
officer asked the priest to arrange for the

performance of the shraddli on the first

storey of his house. He also undertook to

provide five Brahmans to be fed on the occa-

sion by Nana Saheb. Arrangements were

made by the priest accordingly. As Nana
Saheb was awaiting the arrival of the Brah-

mans, he saw five men robed in silken dress

coming towards the house, walking in the

style of soldiers. He at once understood

the foul play by which these European sol-

diers had been dressed like Brahmans. Put-

ting on his clothes and sword, he asked that

the Brahmans be sent up-stairs. They were

then made to sit at their proper places, and

after some items of the ritual had been gone

through, Nana Saheb asked them to touch

their eyes with water and then close them.

When they did so, he went behind them and

hit the disguised soldiers with his sword.*

Whether some of them were killed and some

ran away is not known, but they could not

secure him. Nana Saheb then told the priest

never in future to act as a traitor. So say-

ing he jumped on his horse and disappeared.!

• Another version is that after the spurious Brahmans had dosed their eyes, Nana Saheb quickly left the place.

tSan 1857 Ki Chingariyan by Shrinivas Balaji Hardikar of Kanpur, pp. 54-55.
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Second wife
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NOTE—raij/a Topers original name was Ram Chandra Pcmdurang Rao,
hilt it gave place to the popular name Tatya Tope^ mis-spelt as Tantya or
Tantiya Topi, This mis-spelling occurs in Government documents and
records of the time and has thus crept in books, including Dr, Sen^s Eigh-
teen Fifty-Seven, In Marathi language the word Tatya is expressive of

affection, and this teas his house-hold name. Later, the word Tope was
added on account of the fact that Peshwa Baji Rao had prese^ited to him a
costly cap (topee) of rare design and which he greatly valued. Another
version is that this surname ivas given to him because he had for some time
served as an artillery-man in a British Top-khana,

Tatya Tope was horn in Maharashtra m a

Deshashtha Brahman family as one of the

eight sons of Pandurang Rao Bhatt (or

Yavlekar) . His year of birth has been vari-

ously put at 1812, 1814 and 1816, but greater

reliance is being placed on the second men-
tioned year.

Pandurang Rao Bhatt was an employee in

the household stafi of the last Peshwa Baji

Rao. He was amongst the numerous adhe-

rents who followed the deposed monarch to

Bithoor in 1818. At that time Tatya Tope
was a small child of about four years. Little

is known of his early life save that he was
possibly a playmate of Nana Saheb and that

he was held in affection by Baji Rao under

whose general supervision he grew up.

Tatya Tope had from childhood a martial

bent of mind and learnt the use of the sword

and the gun and was a good horseman. It

is said that for a time he served imder the

East India Company in an artillery regiment

of the Bengal Army. He could not, however,

carry on in a mercenary army for long be-

cause of his temperamental independence and

organising capacity—qualities which were

rather a disqualification for an Indian sepoy

of the British army. He was eventually

taken in the household staff of Maharaja

Baji Rao to whom he was greatly attached.

On the death of Baji Rao, Tatya Tope became

the Manager of Nana Saheb. In that capa-

city he must have come in contact with the

European officers and their ladies who used

to visit Nana Saheb at Bithoor frequently.

He must have been quite popular among
them and this provides a circumstance to

European ladies having silently prayed for

him when he was being hanged at Sipree,

Tatya Tope was a well-built young man of

medium height. His large and penetrating

eyes were set in a dark-coloured face with
marks of small-pox. John Lang, who had
seen him at Bithoor, describes him thus :

“ He was a man of about the middle height

—

say, five feet high—^rather slightly made,
but very erect. He was far from good-look-

ing. The forehead was low, the nose rather

broad at the nostrils, and his teeth irregu-

lar and discoloured. His eyes were expres-

sive and full of cunning like those of most
Asiatics ; but he did not strike me as a man
of eminent ability.”*

His knowledge of Marathi, Hindi, Urdu and
Gujarati was good, but in English he could

only sign his name. He was reticent in

speech and usually answered questions by a
simple yes or no.

Role in rebellion

Tatya Tope joined the rebellion after Nana
Saheb had been chosen by the sepoys as their

leader. He was present at the siege of the

entrenchment and later played an important

part in the battles for the defence of Kanpur
which were fought with General Havelock’s

force advancing from Allahabad. In the

final battle fought on July 16, the defence

Wanderings in India, pp. 410-11,
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forces led by Rao Saheb, Tatya Tope, Briga-

dier Jwala Pi'asad, Bala Fwao and General

Tika Singh were defeated. Tatya Tope and

other commanders then made their way to

Avadh. Soon, however, Tatya Tope reorga-

nised liis forces and established himself at

Bithoor with the idea of capturing Kanpur.

At this time General Havelock, who after the

recapture of Kanpur had proceeded to Luck-

now, returaed to Kanpur and on August 16

attacked Tatya Tope’s force at Bithoor,

Though his troops fought bravely, victory

went to the British.

Tatya Tope and Rao Saheb then made their

way to Gwalior where they won over the

famous Gwalior Contingent to their side.

From there they came and established their

headquarters at Kalpi. In November 1857,

Tatya Tope came dov-m to Kanpur again with

a large force and defeated Major General

Windham who was commanding Kanpur.

Windham’s troops were routed and took shel-

tei" in the cnti-enchment. The revolution-

aries were now in the possession of the

lowm. This victory too was short-lived for

Tatya Tope’s force was defeated on Decem-
ber 6 by Sir Colin Campbell, the Commandcr-
in-Chief, v,-ho now atrived from Lucknow to

the a.n«:istancc of Windham. Tatya Tope
then proceeded to Charkhari and obtained

j'or.‘ ''5''-ion of the tovTi.

In the meanwhile Jhan.«i had been surround-

ed by British troops under Sir Hugh Ro.se.

On becoming aware of this Tatya Tope pro-

ccc<led to the Rani’.s assistance, but his army,
though large, could not stand tlie tactical

moves of the rea.'’oned General and Tatya
Toi>c had to retreat. Tlicrcafter a great

battle at Konch wa.s again fought by

B. CAPTURE AND

T.aty.a Tout's bast b.attle with the Brithh
pl.aee on J.-'nuary 21, at Sikar in

It.ajputana where he wn.” completely defeated

hy Colonel Holme*'. After thi' , Rao Snheh
and Fjror Shalt, who liad b'>rn %vith him :n
li.t.g, !• ft him V.'ttli a few followe.’r h.e now

him against Sir Hugh Rose. Here nko
Tatya Tope was routed whereupon he pro-

ceeded towards Gwalior. In the way he wa.t

joined by Rao Saheb and Rani Laxmi Bai of

Jhansi who after the fall of Jhansi had to

leave her fort. Their combined forces then

attacked the city and the fort of Gwalior.

Maharaja Jiyaji Rao Scindhia could not

stand the attack and flew for lus life to Agra
where he placed himself under British protec-

tion. At Gwalior, Rao Saheb was proclaimed

Peshwa in place of Nana Saheb who had now
taken to some unknowm place.

On June 16, 1858, Sir Hugh Rose anived in

front of Gwalior. In the battles that follow-

ed the Rani of Jhansi was severely wounded

and died shortly afterwards. The field was

then lost and Tatya ToiJC and Rao Saheb had

now’ to leave Gwalior. After some day.s they

again fought an action against the British

at Zora Alipur where tlie rcvoluUonaric.s

were almost completely done up. A larj’c

quantity of fighting material fell into the

hands of the British.

Tatya Tope was now’ greatly wc.akcnecl in

men and rc.sources and adopted guerilln w.'ir-

fare and fought many actions again.^l the

British. His capabilities as a guerilla leader

have been universally recognised and he is

reckoned amongst the outstanding Icadcm of

the w’orld in this kind of warfare. lie could

not, how’cvcr, ro-c.slabli.sh liimscif anywbcie.

At the same time the Brili.sh forcc.s which

wore in hot pursuit of him wore out-wittod

for almost a w’liole year. Hi.s d.aring, initia-

tive, countcr-.slrokes and miraculou.'; escape.’!

b.afncd all the English commnndeir. who were

punniing him from place to place.

COUP.T-MARTIAL

look rtielter in the Paron jungle in the terri-

tory of hi;: friend Rain Man Singh, the chiof-

t.'tin of Nnnvnr in the Gwalior State. He
lived in hiding until April of the r'arne year

when wa.‘! raptured by the Briti'h with (he

a"'’i' t.anc<’ of Raja Man Singh.
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According to Tatya Tope’s statement before

the court-martial, Man Singh had been seeing

him off and on regarding their future course

of action. Man Singh h^d taken no part in the

‘mutiny’, but had rebelled against his

master, the Scindhia, who had deprived him

of his estate. Hoping to get assistance from

the British in recovering his lands, Man
Singh, who had so long been wandering in the

jungles, had now surrendered himself to

Major Meade
;
this he did after consulting

Tatya Tope. Thereafter some further con-

sultations between the two took place and it

was decided that the next meeting would

take place after three days. On the appoint-

ed night Man Singh came again and this is

what happened according to Tatya Tope’s

statement :
“ He (Man Singh) came ac-

cordingly on the night of the third day and

spoke a great deal to me and told me that he

had met Major Meade and that his disposi-

tion was good. When I asked him what he

advised—whether I should go or remain

—

he said he would reply in the morning. I

then went to sleep and during the night some

of the sepoys of the Government came and

seized me and took me to Major Meade’s

camp.”

Describing the capture, Major Meade says

that Man Singh himself assisted in Tatya

Tope being caught and bound. When Tatya

Tope had fallen asleep after midnight (till

which hour Man Singh had been in conversa-

tion with him) “the sipaliees were then

fetched by Man Singh and Tatya Tope was

secured and pinioned, his arms being seized

by Man Singh himself ;
unforttmately

during the confusion two pandits, who had

been with him, managed to escape on horse-

back”,

A vivid account of the circumstances which

led Man Singh to betray Tatya Tope has been

given by T. Rice Holmes in A History of the

Indian Mutiny. It is reproduced in

Anneooure I at the end of this chapter.

At the time of his capture the following pro-

perty was taken from Tatya Tope : One
horse, one sword, one kukriy three gold arm-
lets, one copper armlet and 118 gold mohars.

After having turned over Tatya Tope to

Major Meade, Man Singh asked that the gold

mohars be given to those of his men who had
been despatched to track Tatya Tope as he

had promised to give them the money if they

were successful. After obtaining higher

sanction, Major Meade made over 97 mohars
to Man Singh, retaining 21 for distribution

amongst the party of his own men who had
assisted in the capture.

The Trial

In anticipation of the capture of Tatya Tope

the Governor General had passed orders in

October 1858 that on being caught he should

be tried by court-martial. On receipt of the

report about the capture the Government of

India re-affirmed the original order saying,

“ Let the trial of Tatya Tope by court-mar-

tial at Goona proceed, and let the sentence

be carried out

A court-martial consisting of Captain Vaugh,

President, four Members and a Judge Advo-

cate-General, all Europeans, was constituted

by the order of Major Meade, commanding

at Sipree.f Tatya Tope was charged under

Act No. XIV of 1857 which provided for

the trial and sentence of persons accused of

having been in rebellion and having waged

war against the British Government and

which also contained provisions for the cons-

titution of courts-martial for the trial of

offences under it.

The court-martial assembled at Sipree (now

in Madhya Pradesh) on April 15, 1859, in

an officer’s bungalow.

• Foreign Political Proceedings, 26-4-1859, Consultations Nos. 155—166, National Archives, New Delhi.

tSluvpuri is the traditional name oE the place.
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Talya To])C, who was described in the pro-

ceedings as “ a resident of Bithoor in the

district of Kanpur in the territory of British

India and in the service of the late c.r-Peshwa

Bajce Rao, a pensioner of the British Govem-

ment”, was brought before the court. The

order appointing the court-martial, with

namc.s of the President and Members, was

read out and the prisoner was asked whether

he objected to be tried by the court as consti-

tuted to which a reply was given in the nega-

tive.

The President, Members and Judge Advocate-

General were then sworn in and the follow-

ing charge was read out

:

“ Charged—with ha\dng been in rebellion

and having waged war against the

Briti.sli Government between June 1857

and December 1858, and having espe-

cially been leader of, and present with,

the Rebel Army which fought against

the British Force under hlajor-General

Sir Hugh Rose, K. C. B., near Jhansi

on or about the 1st April 1858, and also

one of the leaders of, and present with,

the Rebel Anny which having attacked

and defeated Maharaja Scindhia near
Gwalior on or about 1st of June, 1858,
occupied Gwalior, and subsequently
fought, at or near Gwalior, against the
British Force under the same Major-
General Sir Hugh Rose, K. C. B., bet-
ween 19lh and 21st June, 1858.

R. MEADE, Major,
Camp. Sii)rcc

) Commanding
inth April. 1859. f Field Force.”

He wa.s n.«-.kcd whether he pleaded guilty or
not. “Hot guilty” was the repl}'.

/V number of witnc;'.'''c.‘! for the prosecution
VA-ro c-vnmined. Almost all of them identi-
n.-d the accu.'=e!i a.n being no other than Tatya
Toj.i'. Tiicy alro dci)n:;cd that they had .seen
him at this jlace nr that place, commanding
the tvlK-l .-irmy and attaching the British

force. Thus, one of the witnesses said thi*

he had seen Tatya Tope about a year ago at

Jhansi commanding the rebel army and

attacking the English troops who had

sieged the Rani of Jhansi. Another wilncs.t

deposed that he had seen him near Maharaja

Scindhia’s palace at Gwalior where he was

addressing the people telling them that he

would take care of them, that the Gwalior

troops would now be commanded by him ins-

tead of by the Maharaja Scindhia.

Tatya Tope had no counsel to defend him.

At the close of the examination of each

prosecution witness, Tatya Tope was ashed

whether he wanted to put any question to

the witness by way of cross-e.xaminalior..

He declined to do so except in two cases. He

produced no defence evidence cither.

After the witnesses had been examined the

original document in Urdu purporting to be

a statement or confession said to have been

dictated by the accused on April 10, 1859,

was produced and proved. It had two signa-

tures of Tatya Tope, also the signature of the

person who had taken dowm the dictation, the

signature of a witness and the signature of

Major Meade. The writer of the original

document was Munshi Ganga Prasad. Ik

deposed that the statement had been dictat-

ed to him b3’’ prisoner Tatya Tope and tahen

down from his own lips. He added that

the statement had been made by the own

free will of the pi-isoner who had been

repeatedly asked if such was the ca.se.

Thi.s document had been translated >nlf’

English by Lt. Gibbon, intei-prctcr to

Court, who deposed that he was present on

the previous day when in the niondng

contents of the original document in llrdu

were I'cad over to Tatya Tope by ^fun'hi

Ganga Prasad in the presence of

Meade. He added that the prisoner had

slated that the document was "in all

perfectly correct and that it hnd been diri*v

ted by his own fi'ce will and acconl”. h'-
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concluded by saying that he had made a care-

ful translation into English of the original

document.

In that statement Tatya Tope had given his

name, the name of his father, the place of

his residence, his age and his profession.

He then proceeded to narrate the events lead-

ing to the uprising at Kanpur and the part

taken in it by Nana Saheb and himself. He
went on to say that after the defeat of the

rebel army by General Havelock's force,

which had arrived from Allahabad, the Nana
Saheb, along with Bala Saheb, Rao Saheb
and himself, with all their wives, crossed the

Ganga at Bithoor and landed on the other

side near Fatehpur Chaurasi in Avadh terri-

tory.

He then described how after some time the

rebel forces were re-collected, and with the

help of the Gwalior Contingent, which had
joined the rebels, the British were attacked

at Kanpur. The rebels were, however,

defeated and had to flee.

After describing the other battles which took
place between the nationalist armies and the

British at various places and some connect-

ed incidents, he concluded how he separated

from the army of Rao Saheb and came to the

Paron jungle where he met Raja Man Singh.

C. HIS

Immediately on the pronouncement of the

sentence Tatya Tope was carried off to the

fort of Sipree where he remained for three

days before he was executed on April 18 in

the evening in the presence of a large assemb-

lage. As in life, so on the approach of death,

Tatya Tope was fearless
; indeed, it is record-

ed that during these three days he wailed

impatiently for death. On one day he once

expressed a hope that Government would

provide for his old father and his family and

not punish them for what he had done,

because they had nothing to do with his

actions.

At 5 o’clock in the evening of the 18th he

He explained that he had quarrelled with
Rao Saheb in the course of which he had
told the latter that he could flee no longer and
that he would leave him as soon as possible.

He accordingly left Rao Saheb who had a
force of about six thousand with him. Tatya
Tope took with him three men, two to cook

his food and one groom, three horses and a
pony, but the groom ran away after march-
ing two stages.

He then briefly described how he had been

captured during his sleep in the night and
brought to Major Meade’s camp.

He also avowed that he had nothing to do

with the murder of any European men,

women, or children, neither had he at any

time given orders for any one to be hanged.

On this point it is important to state that

the charge itself did not include any allega-

tion that he had taken part or assisted in the

murder of Europeans or others.

Extracts from this statement of Tatya Tope

have been given in A7inexiire II to this

chapter.

The proceedings had started in the morning
of April 15 and in a hurried judgment pro-

nounced the same evening the court found

him guilty of the charge. He was sentenced

to death.

DEATH

was brought out of the fort to the place of

execution. A company of British soldiers

was guarding him. The gallows stood in the

centre of a hollow square round which the

troops of the station were drawn up. The
onlookers covered every spot from which the

execution could be seen.

For some reason a delay of some 20 minutes

had occurred in bringing the great hero to

the spot. On his arrival. Major Meade read

out the charge, the finding of the court and

the sentence. No sooner had he finished than

the fetters were taken off the legs of Tatya

Tope who then, with a firm step, mounted the

ladder on to the platform. He was pinioned
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and tied. Then like a true hero he thrust

hi.s head of his otsti accord into the noose.

The bolt was drawn and after a slight strug-

gle* the groat soul left its mortal remains.

It is said that Tatya Tope ascended the

gallows with a serene countenance to meet

death with a hopeful expression. English

women present in tlie gatliering folded their

arms in silent prayer.

After the execution, his hair were reverently

collected by English ladies** who had been

his admirers. These are still preseiwed in a

London Museum and were seen some years

ago by Sri Som Narayan Sinha, a political

worker of Kanpur during his visit to England.

No sooner had the troops left the place than

m.my amongst the spectators rushed to touch

the feci of the great martjT before reluming
grief-stricken to their homes.

Preserved in London in the Royal United

Sen'ice Museum is also the uniform which

the great hero used to wear. It is an achkan

made of black woollen material, embroidered

in gold and silver and carries tliis descrip-

tion : “Coat of tlic Indian rebel leader, Tantia

Topi, who was hanged on the 18lh April,

1850”.

An atmy ofiicor i.s also said to have drawn a

.small i>cncil sketch of Tatya Tope ju.st before

the execution. This drawing is reproduced
in Dr. .^en's Eujhtrcn Fifty-seven, and faces

p.ngc 137. In the table of contents it hfus

been dc.‘;cribcd a.i “Fi-oin a contemporary
.‘'ketch by Lt. Baugh”.

lie \r<is unjustly put to death

Serion.'i dmibl‘> wero e.\])re;-?cd about the

h-gality and jiuilice of Tatya Toj>o’.'> execu-

tion. Not being in the scr^-ico of the Coni-

patiy’.n army, he could not l)e treated .is a

“mutineer”, lie wa.s ako not a “lebe!"

• h luttf* iJ.f tint

4* *!,^r It X XuU h’.i I su

because during the life-time of Peshwa Baji

Rao he was the latter’s subject and not .a

British subject—the adherents of Baji Rao,

and he was one of tliem, wero exempt from
the jurisdiction of the Company’s courts.

He was a loyal soldier of tlie family of the

Peshwa and fought for the liberation of his

countiy. As he was not a British subject he

could not legally have been chai-ged with the

crime of raising an armj'’ against the Com-
pany in the capacity of a British subject.

On capture, he was thus a "prisoner of war”

and should have been tx-eated ns such. He
had no hand in tlie murder of the Europc.ms

either at Sattichaura Ghat or at Bibighar.

In fact no such chai'ge was framed again.sl

him nor was any evidence led to that effect.

Viewed in this light Tatya Tope's e.xecution

was illegal and amounted to a "judicial

murder”.

A British historian, G. A. Furoe, in his

book, The Art of Marching, has Ihu.s com-

mented on the event : "With verj' good

reason, the jmstice of the sentence has been

questioned inasmuch as for the majority of

the population the I’ising of 1857 was a

national contest a.nd not a I’cbcllion,

Colonel G. B, Malleson in hi.s History of the

Mutiny h.as also cxpi'es.Hcd himself agaimst

the validity of the sentence. He writc-s :

" Public opinion at the time ratified the jim-

tice of the sentence, but it m.ay, I think, be

doubted whether posterity xvill confiim that

verdict. Tatya Tope was not a born .ccrvnnt

of the British rule. At the time of hi;; birth,

i.c. about 1812, his mn.ster wa.s the IndejH-n-

dent lailer of a large jMirlion of We;<tcni

India. He w.as under xio obligation to senv
faithfully and truly the race which had rob-

bed his ma.'der ; and when the ma-stcr, un-

boxmd equally by any tie to the Engli;'h. raw

the op];ortunity of recovering the territoric.*:

(: i fittlv fir iiiitn,: ij|i tf»r

31 <*{t frt v.'rtr IWj'Jift <C m I! fr» >



TATYA TOPE
It has been said of him that he was by far the biggest brain on the Indian side, that had

there been a fc\* moie like him India would ha^c been wrested fiom the British. For two

long years latya Tope kept the English Generals at bay, and it was only through treachery

that he could be captured. In England and Europe the name of Tatya Tope had at the

time become more popular than the names of the English Generals fighting in India.

)2 *.
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of the Peshwa, Tatya Tope, as his compa-
nion obeyed his orders and followed his

fortunes. He declared that he had commit-

ted no murder. He was not charged with

committing any,' He, a retainer of the ex-

Feshwa's family, was charged with fighting

with the English and on that chai’ge alone

he was convicted and hanged. Surely, under

the circumstances of the case, the punish-

ment was greater than the offence.'^

In the afternoon of April 19, 1859, a tele-

graphic message was sent from Indore by
Capt. Herbert to the Government of India at

Calcutta saying that “Tatya Tope was sen-

tenced to death and executed yesterday at

Sipree. He was fully identified and
acknowledged himself.” The Local Govern-

ment of the North Western Provinces also

received a telegram from Major Macpherson
at Gwalior saying that he had received a

telegraphic message from Major Meade
that Tatya Tope was tried, sentenced and
executed at Sipree on the 18th.

A life of unique valour, burning patriotism

and self-sacrifice thus came to an end.

fk ^ ^ %^ 'O C O V « '

Treatment of his family

Tatya Tope’s father and family had been
arrested at Gwalior and investigations about
their implication in the rebellion were made
by Major Meade. He was satisfied that the

family had not in any way assisted in the

mutiny nor had any of them helped or en-

couraged Tatya Tope in his actions. They
were thereupon allowed to return to Bithoor

and in order that they may not be molested

in the way or at Bithoor Major Meade fur-

nished them with a parwana stating the

fact of their arrest and subsequent release

on May 27, 1859, and testifying to their

innocence. The parwana directed them to

take up their residence at Bithoor and for

this purpose to present themselves before the

Magistrate of Kanpur.

On the strength of this parwana the family

found their way to Bithoor and lived there

for some time. But they had no means of

livelihood there, so Tatya Tope’s father, with

some members of the family, went to settle

at Varanasi where he later died.

Of the six step-brothers of Tatya Tope the

third one, namely Lakshman Rao, remained

at Bithoor and re-constructed the ancestral

house which had been destroyed by army
officers. He is no more now, but his son

Narayan Rao Tope, is still living at Bithoor

in the same house.

D. THE PERSON HANGED : WAS HE THE REAL TATYA TOPE ?

The circumstances in which Tatya Tope was
captured, tried and hanged have given rise

to doubts whether it was the real Tatya Tope
who was hanged or whether he was a “sub-
stitute” whom Man Singh got captured and
thus saved the real Tatya Tope. These
doubts have gained cun^ency by the declara-

tions which Tatya Tope’s nephew, Narayan
Rao of Bithoor, has been making since Inde-

pendence that the person hanged was some
other man. These doubts have found support

from certain historically accepted cir-

cumstances. The position in this respect

was carefully analysed in a learned article

contributed by Sri Shrinivas Balaji Hardikar,

a political and social worker and President,

District Congress Committee, Kanpur, to the

Weekly Hindustan (Hindi) (Special Inde-

pendence Day Number) dated August 17,

1958. The article is entitled “Tatya Tope

was not hanged”. Here is a summary of

the article :

•Death is certain of him ivho is bom ; so for the inevitable, it is not proper for you to bewail Lord Krishna to

Aijun in the Geela.
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Sri Niuayaii Rao’s jwints in support of his

contention ai-e :

(^/) Sliortlj' after tlie hanging of the alleg-

ed Tatya Toi>e, his father, Pandurang

Kao, along with the members of his

family, was released from the Gwalior

Fort. They came then to their home at

Bithoor but the house had been razed to

the ground by the authorities and he had

no place to stay nor any lielper to aid

him. At that veiy time Tatya Tope
came to Bithoor in the guise of a sadhu

and gave some money to his father. It

was then that his father was able to put

up a kuchcha house for himself and the

members of his family.

(b) In 3SG1, took place the marriage of the

sistci- of Tatya Tope, by name Durga.

She was mairied in a family of Varanasi.

At that time also Tatya Tope came in

disguise and gave money for the mar-
riage.

(r) In 1SG2, Tatya Tope's father and mother
died. Tatya Tope was present in the

gu!<'-e of a muyasi at their death-bed.

Bnlaji Hnrtiikar’.s nryumcnis.

Sii Ilardi’rar .'-ays that at find he did not
attadi value to the.se stories. However, as

time went on. iie had occasion to read the
bi»f)i:‘; of .enme l^nglish writers and had
funm d the firm belief that the pen:on hang-
ed at ftipiee (Shivpuii) wn.s not Tatya Tope.
H'* th(* following arguments for hi.s

viiw :

r 1.^57,
, tv/j'^lvo pontons of Taly;i

Top family, including ins father,

wr* ' I'epl in Gwalior Fort
uiv* into Ihfir ro\t*^cc(!entr'.

IL n\ itJj' j
’ Uukrnini Bni and hiis

:

Ihn V pn‘*oncrr.

riu y found to Innofcnt and
' Tatya Tojk-Y fatl\<*r

of hi*' fninily tlirrr*

to Ihth'Mr to tlv

,rt‘rd ihfiotiUir thr* farnilv

broke up ; thixte brothers went away
to Nepal, two of them obtaining ser-

vice under the Nepal Government, the

third looked after the property of Sai

Bai, widow of Baji Rao, who Iiad set-

tled in Nepal. Another brother of

Tatya Tope, Ram Krishna Pandurang,

reached Baroda in search of employ-

ment. There he met the Maharaya

and said that he was the brother of

Tatya Tope and wanted emplojancnl.

The Maharaja, ai^prehending trouble

with the Government, put tlie man
before the Assistant Resident who
took a written statement from him.

Of the questions the officer a.skcd, one

was ‘where is Tatya Toiie these daj’s’ ?

This %vas in 1862. Now, when Tatya

Tope had been hanged in 1859, this

question by a re.sponsib!e officer would

not have been asked if the man hang-

ed was the I'eal Tatya Tope.

(ii) The answer which Ram Krishna Rao

had given to the Assistant Resident

was significant. He had said ; *I do

not know. Since the time we separat-

ed from Tatya Tope, we have never

met him nor have heard about him.

If Tatya had actually been hanged, the

members of his family would not have

been ignorant of his death.

(iii) In the .same way in 18G2 when Rao

Saheb, the brother of Nana Saheb, was

being tried at Kanpur, this question

was put to him ; ‘where i.s Tatya

To|k; these days ?’ Tlii.s question wn':

also significant, having been jnit after

the hanging of Tatya Tojh? three years

back. If no doubt had existed about

the identity of the jwnion hanged,

what was tin* need or occa-don for thB

que'-tiun ?

(iv) Atcording to the piocedine which Ind

been invariably adopted in the trial of

rnutim^er. and lebel* the trial of T.atyr.

Top*' should have held at iCanpur,

the dijtrii't of his tesideni' •% ThefC
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was no need for his trial at Shivpuri

where he could not be properly identi-

fied. There wUs something sus-

picious about the whole affair. Khan
Bahadur Khan, the revolutionary of

Bareilly, was arrested in Nepal, but

was tried at Bareilly. Rao Saheb, the

nephew of Nana Saheb, was appre-

hended in Kashmir, but tried at Kan-
pur. Moro Panth Tambey, the father

of the Rani of Jhansi, was arrested in

Datia, but was taken to Jhansi for

trial. Jwala Prasad had surrendered

himself in Nepal, but it was at Kanpur
where his trial was held. Sita Ram,
the son of Rango Bapuji, was brought

to Satara for trial. Also, several

other persons who had been arrested

on the suspicion of being Nana Saheb

were brought to Kanpur for identifica-

tion. Why then was Tatya Tope, who
was arrested in the jungle of Peron,

tried at Shivpuri and why was he not

brought to Kanpur where he could

have been properly identified ?

(v) Ail the leaders of the revolt who could

be arrested by the Government were

prosecuted in the ordinary criminal

courts or by special commissions. The
cases of Bahadur Shah and Rao Saheb

are examples—the former was
prosecuted before a Commission, Rao
Saheb before a regular court. Con-

trary to this practice Tatya Tope was
court-martialled. There was no need

to make an exception in this case, but

it was the intention of the authorities

to hide certain matters from public

attention. If he was prosecuted

before an ordinary criminal court or

before a special commission, the things

which the authorities wished to hide

would have been exposed.

(vi) The general belief that Tatya Tope

was betrayed by Raja Man Singh is

not free from suspicion. In the long

statement which Tatya Tope made

after his capture it was clearly stated
that prior to surrendering himself
to the British, Man Singh had made
consultations with him (Tatya Tope).
Further, the spies of Tatya Tope used
to meet Man Singh in the British

Cantonment, where he was held. It

is hardly possible to believe that the
able and cautious Tatya Tope would
so easity repose complete confidence

in a person like Man Singh who was
friendly with the British army officers

and under their full control.

(vii) In the long statement of Tatya Tope
there is no mention, direct or implied,

of Man Singh having betrayed him,

nor are there any condemnatory re-

marks about him. If it was a fact

that Man Singh had betrayed Tatya
Tope, then the latter would surely

have said harsh things about his for-

mer friend.

(viii) After the surrender of Man Singh the

British officers had given him a pro-

mise that if he could get Tatya Tope
arrested the Government would use

their influence with the Gwalior

Darbar in getting back his jagir. But
after the arrest and subsequent execu-

tion of Tatya Tope the British did

not fulfil this promise. How could

this be accounted for ? Sri Hardikar

makes the point that if the person

whom Man Singh got arrested was
really Tatya Tope, then certainly the

Government would have got the jagir

returned to him as was done in the

case of many other persons who had
aided the British, The reason why
this was not done in the case of Raja

Man Singh is, according to Sri Hardi-

kar, that the authorities seriously sus-

pected that the person who had been

arrested through Man Singh was not

the real Tatya Tope.

(ix) Man Singh, who was in great diffi-

culties, was being helped by the
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British in order to induce him to

secure tlie arrest of Tatya Tope be-

cause the latter could not be caught

without the assistance of some person,

such as Man Singh, who knew the

whereabouts of Tatya Tope. It was

believed that Man Singh was shield-

ing Tatya Tope from capture in the

jungles of his former jagir. It was
the conwetion of British Commanders
that the Military forces alone could

never apprehend Tatya Tope. At that

time G^eral Napier had succeeded

Sir Hugh Rose to the Command in

Central India, and the new officer

began to think of plans to get on

Tatya Tope. General Napier had
under him Major Meade who was in

charge of a cavalrj’’ regiment. Major
Meade, in order to put pressure on

Man Singh, arrested the ladies of his

family. Man Singh was naturallj'

anxious about the honour of his

family and so he consulted Tat5'a

Tojic. Thus he (Man Singh) .surren-

dered himself to the British as stated

by Tatj'a Tope. In his statement

Tatya Tope said that Man Singh had
consulted him before surrendering

himself. Sri Hardikar obsen-es that

it was unthinkable that a bravo and
sf'lf-respecting person like Tatya Tope
v.‘ould have advised Man Singh to

E. ESTI.MATE

Though Tatya Tojk} had no regular military'

c-diication during his boyhood and youth
and though lie had seen no service in the
f.^ld, h« gave proof of his military' geniu-S in

all his r.nmjrdfm'’. He wn,s a honr leader,

organircr and had all the gifts, of a grc.it

mdit.nTy general. It ha.s been raid of him
that he by far the bi,ggc' t brain on the
Indian fhle that with a few morv like him

sun-ender. In the dilemma in which

klan Singh was placed he had to think

out a way to save the ladies. So, it

was settled between Man Singh and

Tatya Tops that the former should get

the ‘double’ of Tatj’a Tope arrested

and handed to the British so that the

ladies could be released and at the

same time the real Tatya Tope could

also escape. There was no dearth of

men in the camp of Tatya Tope who

could sacrifice themselves for their

beloved leader and one such person

did actually come forward. And it

was he who was then arrested by

hlajor Meade, and hanged after a

hurried trial.

Conflict of ci'id'-nri'

Tire National Herald of 19lh May, 1957, con-

tains certain obsen'ations on Tatya Tope’.s

end in the editorial column Notes on ih>'

Netes. It refers to tire conflict of evidence

on the question whether this leader wa.s ac-

tually hanged or whether some other person

was taken prisoner under the name of Tatya

Tope, was tried and hanged. There is no

doubt that as shown by Sit Hardikar the cir-

cumstances of the arrc.st, the summary trial

and the hurried execution do reise doubt.s

about the real Tatya Tope having been iKitic-

cd. In any case, the matter is a fit subject

for further research.

OF TATYA TOPE

India would have been wre.strd from tfi'*

Engli.sh.*

Colonel Malcolm writes about him thu'? :

" For two long yeans Tatya Tojw waged n’-

Icntloss war ngain.st the Briti.sh in the face

of man}’ odds. His soldiers were h.slf-dir-

cipHnod and he had to keeji together a fore--

of beaten roJdicni who ’.vere bound with r.o

tie to his person. He had to colier’. fiehfirig

i ,I ( » * 1 1
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weapons and stores, a difficult task in itself,

and on top of it he had to induce recruits to

join the service which promised only insis-

tent flying at 60 miles a day. Yet with these

handicaps, he harassed the English and caus-

ed so much loss to them as no other leader

of the revolt had done. His successes were
few, defeats many

;
yet he neither lost heart

nor courage—it seemed as if defeat gave him
a new spirit and further spurs for fresh

action. In England and Europe the name
of Tatya Tope had at the time become more
popular than that of most of the English
generals.”

He was innocent of the atrocities at Kanpur.
Some British writers have, without proof,

accused him for the happenings at the Satti-

chaura’ Ghat and the massacre at Bibighar.

Others have held him innocent, and he
himself declared in the statement made after

his capture that he had no hand in the mur-
ders

; that he had, on the contrary, gone out

of his way to protect English women and
children.

Tatya Tope came into real prominence only

after the back of the movement had been

broken. He refused to recognise defeat

in the face of the fact that most of the

nationalist leaders had been liquidated and
that he himself had practically no chance of

success against the powerful Government.

But he knew no dismay and refused to recog-

nise defeat. Even in his extremities he never

thought of surrender.

It has been said that like Napoleon he could

excite people wherever he went and secure

shelter even from those who knew that the

harbouring of a person like him was to court

death.

William Russell, the celebrated war corres-

pondent of those days, wrote as follows on

January 17, 1859, in praise of Tatya Tope :

** Our very remaz’kable friend, Tatya Tope, is

too troublesome and clever an enemy to be

admired. Since last June he has kept Central

India in a fervour. He has sacked stations,

plundered treasuries, emptied arsenals

;

collected armies, lost them ; fought battles,

lost them
; taken guns from native princes,

lost them
; taken more, lost them ; then his

motions have been like forked lightning; for

weeks he has marched thirty and forty miles

a day. He has crossed the Narbada to and
fro

; he has marched between our columns,

behind them and before them. Ariel was
not more subtly aided by the best stage

mechanism. Up mountains, over rivers,

through ravines and valleys, amid swamps,

on he goes, backwards and forwards, and

sideways and zigzag ways—now falling upon

a post-cart and carrying off the Bombay
mails—now looting a village, headed and

barred, yet evasive as Proteus.”

After their defeat in the third battle
.

of

Kanpur the revolutionaries under Tatya Tope

had proceeded to Kalpi. In January 1858, he

laid siege to the town of Charkhari and in the

beginning of March the town was captured

and later the fort of Charkhari also fell into

his hands. This campaign was conducted by

Tatya Tope in such a masterly manner that

Mr. Corney, the Assistant Magistrate at

Charkhari, wrote the following despatch to

the Governor-General in praise of the abili-

ties of the insurgents ; ‘The enemy con-

ducted all their operations very systemati-

cally. They could afford their relief parties ;

while some fought, others rested ; as

one set was observed going away, another

was seen coming to take its place even

during the continuance of the conflict. They

had their bugle calls during the last grand

assault, and each separate band of match-

lock-men was led on and performed its

assigned task under the tuition evidently of

some of the smartest sepoys who had been

instructed by us in the art of war. They

had their hospital doolies and they appeared

to have a large well-regulated bazar with

abundance of supplies. They in short dis-

ulaved all the active energies of the battle-

field.”
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ANNEXURE 11

{Referred to at page 491)

EXTRACTS FROM THE DEPOSITION OF TATYA TOPE

TAKEN AT CAMP MUSHAIRI^ IOtH APRIL 1859^ IN THE
PRESENCE OF MAJOR MEADE^ COMMANDING FIELD FORCE

[
The original is in Persian character.

My name is Talia Topi ; my father’s name is Pandurang,

inhabitant of Jola Pargana Patoda Zilla Myeir (Maihar?)

I am a resident of Bithoor. I am about forty-five years

of age, in the scr\dce of Nana Saheb, in the grade of

companion or aide-de-camp.

In the month of May 1857, the Collector of Cawnpore
sent a note to the Nana Saheb at Bithur, asking him to

forward his wife and children to England, The Nana
consented to do so, and four days later the Collector wrote

to him to bring his troops in from Bithur. I rvent Avith

the Nana with about one hundred sepoys and three hun-
dred matchlock-men and two guns to the Collector's

house at CaAvnpore. The Collector ^vas then in the en-

trenchment and not in his house. He sent us word to

remain, and we stopped for the night at his house. The
Collector came in the morning and told the Nana to

occupy his own house which was in Cawnpore. IVe re-

mained iheie for four days, and the gentleman said it

was fortunate we had come to his aid as the sepoys were
disobedient, and that he would apply to the General on
our behalf. The General wrote to Agra, whence word
came that arrangements would be made for the pay of

ouv men.

Two days afterwards the three Regiments of Infantry and
the Second Light Cavalry surrounded us and imprisoned
the Nana and myself in the Treasury and plundered the
Magazine and the Treasury of everything they contained,

leaving nothing in either. The sepoys made over two
lakhs and eleven thousand rupees to the Nana, keeping
their own sentries over it. The Nana was also under
charge of these sentries, and the sepoys who were with us
joined the rebels. After this the whole army marched
from that place, and the rebels took the Nana Saheb and
myself and all our attendants with them and said, ** Come
to Delhi.” Having gone six miles from Cawnpore the
Nana Saheb said that as the day was far spent it was
better to halt, and march next day ; they agreed and halt-

ed. In the morning the whole army told the Nana to

go with them towards Delhi. He refused, and they
then said, "Come with us to Catvnpore and fight there”.
The Nana objected to this, but they would not listen to
him, and so taking him as a prisoner they marched to-

^vards Cawnpore and began to fight there. The fighting
continued for twenty-four days, and on the twenty-fourth
day the General raised the flag of peace and the fighting
ceased. The Nana got a female, who had been captured
before, to ^vrite a note to General Wheeler that the sepoys
would not obey his orders and that if he wished he would
get boats and convey him and those with him in the
entrenchment as far as Allahabad. An answer came from
the General that he approved of this arrangement, and
the same evening tlie General sent the Nana something
over one lakh of rupees and authorised him to keep the
amount.

This is the authorized translation
]

The following day I went and got ready forty boats,

and having caused all the gentlemen, ladies and
children to get into the boats, I started them off to

Allahabad. In the meantime, the whole army, artillery

included, having got ready, arrived at the river Ganges.
The sepoys jumped into the water and commenced a
massacre of all the men, women and children and set the

boats on fire. They destroyed thirty-nine boats. One,
however, escaped as far as Kalakankar, but was there

caught and brought back to Caivnpore, and all on board
of it destroyed.

Four days after this the Nana said he was going to Bithur

to keep the anniversary of his mother’s death ; (he

sepoys allo'tved him to go, some of them ‘accompanying
him. Having kept the anniversary they brought him
back to Cawnpore, and took for their pay the money
they had first made over to the Nana's charge, and made
arrangements to fight at Hasua Fatehpur, where
they heard some Europeans had arrived from Allahabad,

and they told the Nana to accompany them. The
Nana refused. The Nana and I remained at Cawnpore,

and sent Jawla Prasad the Nana’s agent with them to

Fatehpur. Being defeated there, they retreated to

Caumpore and the European force' pressed them

the tvhole ^vay to Cawnpore, when there was a battle

for about two hours and the rebel army tvas again defeat-

ed, and ran aivay from Catvnpore.

Under these circumstances the Nana and I fled to Bithur,

arriving there at midnight, and the rebel army followed

us. Next morning the Nana, taking some money with

him, went to Fatehpur*. The rebel army followed and

looted the place. The Nana, Bala Saheb, Rao Saheb and

I, 'with all our wives crossed the Ganges in boats, and

arrived at Fatehpur in the Lucknow territory, and put

up with Choudri Bhopal Singh, Some days passed when

the 42nd Native Infantry arrived at Sheorajpur and wrote

to the Nana to send there some one to take them to him.

# #

I had been quarrelling with Rao Saheb all the way from

Deogarh Bari, and told him I could flee no longer, and

that I would leave him on the first opportunity. The

opportunity occurred here, and I left him and

accompanied the above-named parties in this direction.

^Vhe^ I left the Rao Saheb he had about six thousand

men with him. I was accompanied by three men, two to

cook my food and one groom, three horses and a pony.

The two Pandits were Ram Rao and Narayan. The

groom Govind left me and ran off after coming two stag^.

We reached the Paron jungle and met Raja Man Singh.

Ajit Singh took leave of Raja Man Singh and went home.

Narayan Singh and I remained with Raja Man Singh.

'Village of Fatehpur Chaurasi.
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The Raja said, “\Nrhy did you leave your force ? You
have not acted rightly in so doing/' I replied that I was
tired of running atvay, and ivould remain with him
whether I had done right or wrong,

-1 heard after this that Rao Saheb's army had gone to

Patan and thence towards Sironj. I told Raja Man Singli

I would send a man to obtain news of them, and he
approved of my doing so. I sent a man accordingly, and
got information that the Rao Saheb was not there, but
Emam Ali, Woordic Major, Feroz Shah and Adil
Mohammad, Nawab of Ambapani, Were there with eight

or nine thousand men. Emam Ali, Woordie Major of the
5th Irregular Cavalry, UTOte to me to come and join them.
I had lost ray master’s (the Nana's) seal, and had
another made up at Paron.

When I heard as above from the Woordic Major, I sent

a man to Raja Man Singh who was at Mahudia in

!Major Meade's camp to inform him that I had received

a note of this purport and to ask him if I should go or
remain. Raja Man Sin^h had consulted me before
giving himself up to Major Meade, and had left one of

his men with me, saying "stop wherever this man takes

you". Raja Man Singh replied to my message that he
would come in three days to see me and we should then
decide what to do.

He came accordingly on the ntght of the third day and
spoke a great deal to me, and told me that he had

met Major Meade and that his disposition was good.
When I asked him what he advised whether I should go
or rcmain^hc said he would reply in the morning. I
then went to sleep, and during the night some of the
sepoys of the Government came and seized me and took
me to Major Meade's camp.

{Signed by Taniia Topi),

Question by Major Meade : Have you made this state-

ment of your own free will and tvdthout compul-
sion ? And has any promise been made or hope
held out to you to induce you to make it?

Ansxceri I have of ray own free will caused this state-

ment to be written, and no one has forced me,
or held out hope or promise of any sort to

induce me to do so.

Signed by Tatia Topi, Agent of Nana

Saheb, and two witnesses.

The above deposition or statement ^vas made by the

prisoner Tantia Topi in my presence on the lOth of
April, 1859, at Camp Mushairi, of his own voluntary act

and without compulsion of any sort, or promise made or
hope held out to him as inducement to make it.

(Sd.) R. J, Meade,

Major, Commanding Field Force,

^

•Military department Proceedings, no. 5 of 1859,
Consultations, 2n<J September, No. 144, National Archives, New Delhi.



CHAPTER FORTY-FIVE

LAST DAYS OF OTHER LEADERS OF THE REVOLT

1 . THE FUGITIVES IN NEPAL

2 . MEMBERS OF NANA SAHEB'S FAMILY

3 . BEGUM HAZRAT MAHAL

4 . RANA BENI MADHAV SINGH

5 . PRINCE FIROZE SHAH

6. KHAN BAHADUR KHAN

7 . MUHAMMAD HASAN

8. SOME OTHERS

NoTE-~T//f5 chapter deals only tuith the cases of some of the

leaders. Accounts about others appear in the relevant chapters.

1 . THE FUGITIVES IN NEPAL

As has been stated elsewhere in this book
most of the nationalist leaders were driven

from their districts and found their way to

Nepal. But that country gave them no
asylum. Maharaja Jung Bahadur had dec-

lared in unequivocal terms that ‘*an inti-

mate friendship exists between the British

Government and the Nepal State, both of

them are bound by treaty to apprehend and
surrender to the other the enemies of

either .... the Nepal State will neither

assist, show mercy to, nor permit to remain
in its territories or within its frontier*' those

who had taken up arms against the British.

So, while Jung Bahadur could not tolerate

the existence of these people in his terri-

tories, he hesitated, having regard to the
traditions of his country, to capture these

princely refugees by force and hand them to

the British. In the circumstances he pre-

ferred to use persuasive measures to make

the rebel chiefs surrender. Failing surren-

der by persuasion, he decided to use force.

It was because of this attitude of the Nepal

Darbar that the unfortunate fugitives and

their followers moved from place to place

within the Nepal and Terai forests, suffer-

ing great privations. The poor sepoys had

no money to buy their food for which the

Gurkhas demanded high prices—some of the

sepoys even sold their muskets to buy rice.

Many died of starvation, many more of fever

and dysentery. Those who survived were

being pursued by Gurkha troops trying

either to capture or to expel the unwanted

guests.

Reduced to these extremities many leaders

resigned themselves to their fate and surren-

dered to the Nepal Darbar to be made over
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to the British Government*. But several yet

remained steadfast and would not think of

laying down their arms.

2. MEMBERS OP NANA SAHEB'S FAMILY

Rao Salieb ; He had been hiding himself in

Jammu territory and had with him his wife

and child. He was arrested at Chenani, his

whereabouts having been disclosed to the

Deputy Commissioner of Sialkot by a person

who had a personal grudge against him. He
was tried at Kanpur and, though he had no
hand in the murder of Europeans at Kanpur,
was found guilty—‘‘Bibighar had to be

avenged” and Rao Saheb was hanged for

the sins of others. Further particulars of

this leader, who was proclaimed Peshwa at

Gwalior, appear in Appendix B.

Bala Salieb : A fugitive in Nepal, Bala Saheb
made some endeavours to settle the terms

of his capitulation with the British Com-
manders. On April 25, 1859, he sent a letter

to Major Richardson in which he pleaded his

innocence saying that he had all along acted

under duress and in the influence of Nana
Saheb. He also stated that he had saved the

life of an English child—a daughter, aged

about 10 years, of the Judge of Fatehpui"

—

that he was keeping her concealed with his

wife and that he had shown her to General

Badri Nar Singh, the brother of Maharaja
Jung Bahadur. The letter ended with the

words : ‘Thus I continued heljiless. I am
guiltless and this will be found to be the case

on enquiry. If you send a reply, I will come
to you and relate every thing Who-
ever dies, dies alone, for thus it happens.

According to your reply I will act’M

In reply, Major Richardson referred to

Queen Victoria’s proclamation, sending a

copy of it in Nagri bearing the Queen’s seal

and adding that if he wanted anything

*The total niunbci o£ aimed rebels made o’^er by the

Ur. Sen, page 371.

fForeign Political Consultations, May 27, 1857, Nos.

tibid.

further to be explained he (the Bala) could
send a trust-worthyman to whom everything,

not understood, could be explained. The
Major’s letter ended with the words : “You
mention that you have a Christian child with
you. Recollect you are a man and as such it

is your duty to protect that child from harm.
Terms beyond those of the Ishtihar of Her
Majesty, I have not the power to offer you.

As I have no person who can well read Sans-

crit I have had difficulty in reading your
representation. It will be better if you write

in Oordoo (Urdu) or Nagi4,”J

Bala Saheb did not, however, surrender, but
his life was soon claimed by the malaria of

the Tarai. The Nepal Darbar were good
enough to allow his widow to stay on in

Nepal along with the two widows of Baji

Rao and the wife (or widow') of Nana Saheb.

The young daughter of Baji Rao, Kusuma Bai

by name, was also with this group. Prior to

the out-break at Kanpur, she had been

married in a family of Gwalior and when
peace v/as restored she came down to live

with her husband at that station.

It is said that the jewels of Baji Rao, which

were with his widows, eventually found their

way to the Nepal Darbar, and some of them,

it is said, are studded in His Majesty’s royal

crown.

3. BEGUM HAZRAT MAHAL

She too had taken shelter in Nepal, The

British tried to induce her to come back to

India by assuring her all honours befitting

her rank and promising a suitable pension to

her independently of the allowance which

was being paid to her husband, the ex-King

Wajid Ali Shah, living in Calcutta. But

she thought it dishonourable to accept these

overtures. She preferred to spend her days

in suffering in a foreign land than to accept

Govemment of Nepal to their British allies was 2.000—

63-69, National Archhes, New Delhi.
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a pension from the British, and thereby

tacitly I'enounced the rights of her son to the

Avadh kingdom.

Writes Sir William Russell : “The Begum
declares undying war against us ; and in the

circmnstances of the annexation of the king-

dom . . . . ,
the apparent ingratitude to the

family for money lent and aid given a^t the

most critical times, has many grounds for

her indignant rhetoric.”*

4. RANA BENI MADHAV SINGH

Amongst those who would not lay down their

arms was Rana Beni Madhav Singh of

Shankerpim in Avadh. He had proved a
great headache for the authorities. He had
a lai’ge army of matchlock-men and cons-

tantly harassed the British troops. Accord-

ing to Russell, “Beni Madhav Singh had long

headed the Byswara district and tribe which
fm'nished in the old days about 40,000 of the

finest of our sepoys to the Bengal Army and
had naturally great influence in the country.”

Along with his brother, Gajraj Singh, he
plunged himself into the national struggle

and with the leaders of Lucknow fought in

the battle of the Residency. After the loss

of Lucknow, he carried on his exploits on the
Grand Trunk Road and latei* resorted to

guerilla warfare.

Ultimately he too found his way to Nepal.

There, he did not respond to the overtures of

Maharaja Jung Bahadur to surrender him-
self. Eventually, he fought the Gorkhas in

the Dang valley and died a heroic death with
many of his soldiers. Also died with him his

brother, Gajraj Singh. His surviving bro-
ther along with the Rana’s widow and son
(then 14 yeai-s of age) were in Nepal till

December 1859. Eventually, the son
received from the British Government an
estate yielding an income of Rs.6,000 a year,

and was sent to Sitapur to be educated.

It is on record that the brave Beni Madhav

Singh when fighting in his town, Shankerpur,

was surrounded by the English commanders

on three sides with strong armies. He would

still not capitulate although the Coimnander-

in-Chief had sent him a message sapng that

if he surrendered he would be pardoned and

given back all his estate. To which the

Rana, as a true Rajput, replied : ‘It being

henceforth impossible to defend the fort, I

am going to leave it, but I will never surren-

der myself to you, for my person belongs not

to me, but to my King,’ meaning the King

of Avadh.

5. PRINCE FIROZE SHAH

Feroze Shah did not stay in India. In 1860

he was in Kandha ;
the next year he was

found in Bokhara ;
another year later he was

at Tehran. Between 1863 and 1868, he was

moving from place to place between Herat,

Bokhara and Kabul. He was then at Samai’-

kand and Constantinople. Thus, wandering

from place to place in far-off lands with no

money, he was living on the charity of local

princes.

Feroze Shah found a final asylum in Macca

in 1875. At the time he left India, Feroze

Shah was in his early youth, full of life and

activity, but his destitution, anxieties and

the physical hardships to which he was put,

brought all the signs of old age in a young

heart. His age at the time of the revolt was

27 or 28 years. Nov/, in 1875 at the age of

45, he was a broken-down, old looking man
nearly blind of one eye and lame. He was
in a state of great poverty and, with his wife

along with him, lived a miserable life on a

small allowance made for his support by the

High Sheriff of Macca. He died there in

December 1887.
f

Prince Feroze Shah was a patriot of the high-

est order. Without resources or follow-

ing, he raised a large army and bravely

fought the British, suffering heavily for his

country. He openly, condemned the massacres

•Russell, Vol. I, pp. 274.5.
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of English women and children perpe-

trated at some places by furious sepoys,

though he himself was relentless in his

vengeance against the ruling power. He had
issued a proclamation on February 17, 1858,

which stated : “The delay in defeating the

English has been caused by people killing

innocent children and women without any
permission whatever from the leaders whose
commands were not obeyed. Let us avoid

such practices and then proclaim a sacred

war.'"^ The Prince's own hands were never

soiled by the blood of innocent victims. He
fought and killed combatants in open

warfare.

Though young in years, he was a saintly

person and lived a pious life notwithstand-

ing his imperial descent. It was his piety

which took him to Macca to die a coveted

death.

Peroze Shah's widow applied for, and

received from, the Government of India a

compassionate allowance of Rs.5 per mensem
in November 1881. The broad-hearted Vice-

roy, Lord Ripon, raised this amount to

Rs.lOO per mensem with retrospective effect

tenable for life. The condition attached to

the allowance was that the lady should never

return to India.

6. KHAN BAHADUR KHAN OF BAREILLY

After his defeat and failures Khan Bahadur

Khan too eventually found his way to Nepal.

There, as already stated, the Nepal authori-

ties would not give shelter to the rebel leaders

and Khan Bahadur Khan, along with several

others, simrendered, and was made over to

the British. He was put on trial. In his

defence he pleaded that had he been guilty

he would not have surrendered. The evidence

was strong against him. It was found that

four English officers had been murdered at

Bareilly in his name, if not under his direct

orders. At least one Englishman had been

murdered in his presence. He had also

issued a proclamation that anyone giving
shelter to Europeans would be punished with
death.

In these circumstances, his plea was not
accepted and he was sentenced to be hanged.
The British regarded him, next to Nana
Saheb, amongst the “most active instigators

of murder in the rebel ranks". For the fight

for the freedom of his country he thus paid
with his life. Had he succeeded, he would
have been the ruler of Rohilkhand which he
held in his sway for many months. But the

penalty for waging war against a ruling

power is, in the case of defeat, death, and the

valiant Rohilla leader, like so many of his

countrymen, paid for his patriotism with his

life.

His Finance Minister, Sobha Ram, was
imprisoned for life. He was sent to Moul-
mein where, as a cripple, he lived a miserable

existence.

7. MUHAMMAD HASAN

The British authorities were keen about his

surrender as he had not been guilty of Eng-
lish blood and had in fact saved the lives of

Colonel Lennox and his family when they
fled Faizabad. He was with the nationalist

leaders in Nepal when overtures were made
to him by Sheikh Khairuddin, Deputy Col-

lector of Gorakhpur. A lengthy correspon-

dence was exchanged between the two and in

one of his letters Muhammad Hasan wrote

that he was relying on the omnipotent God
for his life and that so long as He protected

him no enemy could do him harm, that Gov-

ernment having committed every description

of oppression it was foolish for him to have

any hope from them even though he had

“^saved Colonel Lennox and his two ladies.

When this correspondence reached him, the

Governor General directed that Muhammad
Hasan be excused in consideration of his

having sheltered and treated kindly Colonel '

Foreign Secret Consultations, No. 122, April 30, 1858.
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Lennox and his family and that in the event

of his falling into the hands of the Com-
mander-in-Chief or seeking tenns, he should

receive an assm’ance not only of life and

liberty, but of a liberal maintenance allow-

ance, although his removal from the scene of

his recent hostility to Government would be

necessary. So, eventually he was prevailed

upon to surrender.

Muhammad Hasan had been the Nazim or

Governor of Gorakhpur before its incorpo-

ration in British India and had lost his

office on annexation. During the rebellion

he had again become Nazim, but he had no

landed property. For his maintenance the

British granted him a pension of Rs.200 p.m.

with instructions to live in the district of

Sitapur.

8. SOME OTHERS

Jwala Prasad

Brigadier Jwala Prasad, one of the chief

lieutenants of Nana Saheb, was also one of

those who surrendered in Nepal. He was
brought to Kanpur in a miserable condition

and humiliating manner, was tried and hang-
ed at the Sattichaura Ghat on May 3, 1860.

Raja of Mainpuri

Tej Singh, the Raja of Mainpuri, had sur-

rendered earlier in June 1858. He was pro-

mised his life and had received the assimance

that no indignity would be offered to him,

that even if it was found necessary to

imprison him, he would be kept separate from
ordinary criminals. He lived at Varanasi on
a subsistence allowance of Rs.250 p.m. Rao
Bhawani Singh, his uncle, who had helped
the British Government, was given the Raja’s
estates in Mainpuri.

Bakht Khan

The end of Bakht Khan is not definitely

known. After the fall of Delhi he came to

Lucknow and took part in the defence of

that city and the subsequent campaigns, but

what precisely he did are matters of surmise.

It is believed that he was killed in an action

on May 13, 1859.

Maulvi lAaqat Ali

What became of Maulvi Liaqat Ali of

Allahabad is shrouded in mystery. Sir John

Kaye says that after the defeat at Allahabad

he went towards Kanpur. None of the in-

numerable persons arrested and tried at

Allahabad, and this went on for several

months, ever mentioned as to what had

happened to him. One account is that he

was arrested at Bombay and after a trial

deported to the Andamans.

In recognition of the services rendered to the

-national cause by Maulvi Liaqat Ali, the

Government of India have granted compas-

sionate allowances to certain of the descen-

dants of the two daughters of Maulvi Saheb

(he left no sons) who were found to be living

in indigent circumstances.

Devi BaTcsh Singh and others

Of those who preferred a life of misery to

laying themselves at the mercy of the power

against which they had taken up arms, seve-

ral were claimed by the malaria of the Nepal

Terai. Among these heroes were Raja Devi

Baksh Singh of Gonda, Chakledar Hardatt

Singh of Khairabad ( Sitapur ) ,
Gulab Singh

of Biswan. And so also perished many
other warriors whose names their country-

men do not know, but who died for the noble

cause of their motherland.
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The boast of heraldry^ the pomp of power,

And all that beauty, all that wealth ever gave.

Awaits alike the inevitable hour.

The paths of glory lead but to the grave.

GREY, ELEGY 'WRITTEN IN A COUNTRY CHURCH-YARD.

ORIGIN.

The Memorial Well Garden* traces its ori-

gin back to’ 1857, when, on the morning of

July 16, the dead bodies of English women
and children—^the captives housed in Bibi-

ghar and slain on the evening of July 15

—

were thrown into a well situated near the

abhorred house of their captivity.

From June 27, 1857, onwards, Nana Saheb

had under him British prisoners, chiefly

women and children who, at the material

time, were confined in a small bungalow
called Bibighar. Their number is variously

put near about 200. Nana Saheb had been
in undisputed control of the city of Kanpur
for some weeks. Some days after he had
been proclaimed Peshwa on July 1, 1857,

news was received that General Havelock,

having marched from Allahabad for the

relief of Kanpur, was approaching. A
division sent to check the advance was

•Almost invariably this has been written by authors and historians as ^'Memorial Well Gardens", but the present

author has preferred to use "Garden" instead of "Gardens" except where excerpts have been reproduced.
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defeated. Further encounters took place

with no better result.

On the afternoon of the fateful day—the

15th of July, 1857—^Nana Saheb learned that

General Havelock's army had crossed the

Pandu river and was in full march on Kan-

pur. He thereupon decided to meet the

advancing force on the road to Kanpur, It

was also decided, it is alleged, at the insti-

gation of a courtesan, that the prisoners at

Bibighar should be destroyed.

It is said that on the evening of July 15, the

guard on duty at Bibighar, having indirect-

ly refused to shoot the women and children,

five men were deputed to finish them, which

they did by entering the room with swords.

Thereafter, the rooms were locked, and the

following morning their corpses'^ were

thrown into the Well within the compound
of the bungalow. It is also said that one or

two children who had escaped slaughter the

previous evening and who, to save them-

selves, ran about or roimd the Well, were also

caught by the sweepers and thrown alive into

the Well.

A few of the persons who were not com-

pletely dead were, it is said, also thrown
down—half-living, half-dead. This is based

largely on the evidence of John Fitchett, a
drummer of the 6th Native Infantry. The*

following is an excerpt from his statement :

“At about 8 b'clock the next morning, the sweepers
living in the compound, 1 think there were three or four,

were ordered to throw the bodies into a dr)^ well, near
the house. The bodies were dragged out, most of them
by the hair of the head ; those whose clothes were worth
taking were stripped. Some of the women were alive, I

cannot say how many, but three could speak, they prayed

for the sake of God that an end might be put to their

sufferings. I remarked one very stout woman, a half-caste,

^vho was severely wounded in both arms, who entreated to

be killed. She and two or three others were placed against

the bank of the cut by which bullocks go down in draw-
ing water from the well. The bodies were then thrown
doAvn,

Ques, : How far were you from the '^vcll ?

Alts.: About 100 paces. Yes, I saw this; and I know I

am on my oath.

Qttes . : Were there many people present ?

Am : Yes, there ^vas a great crou’d looking on ; they were
standing along the walls of the compound. They
^vere principally city people and villagers. Yes,

there were also sepoys.

Ques.

:

How old were the boys that you sa^v the next
morning alive, and were they Europeans ?

Atis,

:

Yes, they were fair children, the eldest I think

must have been six or seven and the youngest
five years; it was the youngest who was thrown
in by one of the siveepers. The children were
running round the well, 'ivhere else could they

go to ? and there was none to save them.

No, none said a n'ord, or tried to save them.”

(Page 9 of the Narrative),

It has further been alleged that some of the

unfortunate victims were mutilated. This,

however, has been disbelieved'by Sherer, the

then Magistrate of Kanpur, and rightly.

When the scene of occurrence was later visit-

ed by Sherer in the company of Bews, a

trooper,, he found the place in the same con-

dition in which it was left by the ‘mutineers’.

What he saw in the Well was a terrible

sight :

“AVhen 'we got to the coping of the well, and looked over,

we saw, at no great depth, a ghastly tangle of naked
limbs. I heard a loiv cry of pain, and szw Bews almost
crouching with a sickening anguish. There is no object

in saying more.”f

It is not clear from this description whether
this “low cry of pain" was from inside' the

well, or outside, that is, whether it was Bews’

•Said to be about 200 in number. In Shereris Narrative doubt has been expressed about such a large number of
bodies being thrown into the Well which was a narrow one and was far too small for all. He says that it seems
probable that a portion were dragged down the Ganga U’hich was at no great distance. This is also the version which
Sherer gives in his Havelock*s March ojj Kanpur. He adds there that at that time he was told about .some of
tbc bodies having been carried to the river. In the Narrative Sherer lias also obsen'ed that considering the small-
ness of the house (Bibighar) and the crowded condition of the captives, it was next to impossible that all could have
been slaughtered the previous night. 'It is exercising, therefore, no morbid imagination and pandering to no
prurient curiosity to say*', adds Sherer, “that I hold no doubt that some of the living met a more terrible death than
assassination, even by being plunged with their dead companions into the tainted waters of the WelP’-pagc 10 of the
Nanatwe, ^ ®

\lfavelorI:*s Mairh nn Kanpur by
J. B. Sherer,
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cry. If it was from inside the well, then it

was most unfortunate, from the view-point of

history, that it did not occur to Sherer and
his companion to save this life

;
because, had

he saved it, there would have been at least

one person who could have narrated thfe

actual happenings. Many questions would
then have been set at rest : who ordered the

unfortunate massacre
;

who actually per-

formed the inhuman task, and so on.

As it is, the account of the incident that we
find in the books is based on doubtful evi-

dence—evidence more of *'what might have
happened’^ rather than of “what actually did

happen”.

Various motives have been imputed for this

outrage on humanity. The one generally

put forward by English writers is that the

idea was the removal of evidence against

Nana Saheb and his men. According to one

version, the interception on July 15, of a

letter sent by one of the female internees

to the British Garrison at Allahabad, prompt-

ed the decision.

After seeing the Well, Sherer took the first

opportunity of conferring with General Have-

lock, and he did so on July 18. The Gene-

ral asked : “Please at once procure coolies,

and have it filled up with earth.” The order

was carried out and by an arrangement with

the Commissariat, the Well was immediately

filled “in a rough manner”.

A week later, that is on July 25, 1857, Briga-

dier General Neill, who had taken command
from General Havelock, passed the order :

“The Well in which are the remains of the

poor women and children so brutally murder-

ed by this miscreant, the Nana, will be filled

up, and neatly and decently covered over
to form their grave ; a party of European
soldiers will do so this evening, under the
superintendence of an officer.”^

In order to remove any misunderstanding
about the filling of the Well twice, Sherer
has clarified that the order of General Neill

related to putting on more earth on the Well
to form a sort of mound to mark the spot.

From the extract given above it will be seen

that General NeilPs order was that the Well

will be filled up and covered to form the grave

of the dead. But another account^ has
it that the corpses were taken out of the Well.

WQiether they were put back in the Well or

were buried in the adjoining spaces, which
are described as the two burial grounds, is

not clear.

HOW THE MEMORIAL WAS RAISED.

Later, on the restoration of British autho-

rity, a fine was imposed on the city and the

money devoted to the Memorial Garden.!

According to another version, the fine was
imposed only on the “disloyal citizens” of

Kanpur.

Be it as it may, the wisdom of raising the

Memorial through fines realized from the

public cannot be left without question. The
sanctity attached to the Memorial was thus

wholly lost in the eyes of the general public

and the subsequent endeavours of the autho-

rities to make it a consecrated place in the

true meaning of that expression proved
futile. The denial to Indians of free entry

into the Garden did not retrieve the unpopu-
larity which attached to this monument in

the eyes of the Indian people.

•Sherer's Havelock's March on Kanpur. The aspersion cast on Nana Saheb by General Neill in the above quota-

tion is entirely misconceived. It has not been proved that Nana Saheb had either ordered or instigated the murders—

on the contrary the truth is that he had no hand in them. Whether he is to be held 'morally’ responsible for them or

not is another matter. He has been held innocent even by some of the British writers. Noble as he was {see Chapter

21 on General Wheeler and his daughters), it is impossible to assume that he could have approved, much less ordered,

the commission of such a ghastly act. The question of Nana Saheb’s responsibility for Bibighar (and the Satti-

chaura Ghat) has been discussed in Chapter 26.

**Memoues of Kanpur, being articles from the Imperial Gazetteer, NortlulVestern Provinces,

j Kanpur Ga/ctieer, page 222.
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DESCRIPTION OP THE MEMORIAL.

The Kanpur Gazetteer (page 267) thus des-

cribes the Garden : “Next come the Memo-
rial Gardens within which is the famous

well, enclosed by a carved stone screen and

surmounted by an angel from the chisel of

Baron Marochetti. Hardly, is a cross rest-

ing on a pedestal of black marble to mark the

site of the Bibighar, and within the groimds

is a small cemetery in which were bimied

those who fell in the defence of Wheeler’s

entrenchment.”

The Memorial thus raised was protected by
railings. There was this inscription on the

pedestal of the angel : “Sacred to the perpe-

tual memory of a great company of Chris-

tian people who were cast into the well below,

on the 16th day of July, 1857”.

Nearby is the place where once stood Bibi-

ghar, and a stone was fixed there on which
was inscribed : “Here stood the House of

Massacre.”

The Garden stretches into an area of 40

acres. Outside the iron railings (provid-

ing the boundary of the Garden) and in a
spacious plot of some two acres, is the bunga-

low which during the British regime was
occupied by the Superintendent of the

Garden.

The Garden, which had been beautifully laid,

was well-maintained during British regime.

It continues to be so maintained to this day.

CONTROL OVER GARDEN DURING BRITISH RULE

Till 1863, the Garden remained under the

control of the Military authorities. There-

after, it was handed over to the Civil

administration.

Rules for the maintenance of the Garden

were then framed by the Local Government
in 1863. It was laid down (rule IH) that an
European would be in charge of the Garden
and that other necessary establishment for its

maintenance would be provided at the cost

of Government.

The Garden continued to remain under the

management and control of the Local Gov-
ernment through an official committee of

management till the end of July 1919. On
August 1, 1919, the Garden was transferred

to a society, registered as “The Cawnpore
Memorial Well Gardens Society.”

The transfer was made by a registered deed

by which the Secretary of State for India

transferred to the Society the Memorial Well

Garden subject to the condition that the

Society shall not alienate the property with-

out the prior concurrence of Government.

The transfer was made in view of the impend-

ing “reforms”* by which certain subjects

which were described as “transferred sub-

jects” were put in charge of Indian Ministers.

One of these subjects was “Agriculture”

which included matters concerning gardens

in general. Accordingly, this Garden would

have come in the portfolio of the Minister for

Agriculture with the consequential risk of

the “out-of-bounds” character of the Garden,

so far as Indians were concerned, being dis-

regarded.

The idea underlying the transfer was stated

in the Legislative Council in 1920 in these

words ; “The propriety of restricting the

admission of Indians into the Memorial
Gardens was raised in the time of Sir James
Meston’s Government. When the question

was raised the European community of

Kanpur recognised that the maintenance of

the Gardens was not, in the circumstances, a

proper charge on Provincial revenues. They,

therefore, offered to put up an endowment
fimd sufficient to maintain the Gardens in

future without other help. This solution was
accepted by the Local Government and the

Government of India, and the Gardens were
transferred to a registered body. In future,

from the next financial year, there will be no

Known as the "Montagu-Chelmsford Reforms".
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charge in respect of these Gardens on the

Provincial budget,”^

The reason why expenditure on the main-

tenance of the Garden was considered as an
inappropriate charge on Provincial revenues

was explained by Government in a later

answer given in the Legislative Council to a
question asked in 1926 : '"These gardens con-

tained the Memorial of a particular commu-
nity and it was thought desirable that the

cost of maintaining them should be met from
funds provided by that community. The pri-

vate society to which they were transferred

was willing to establish a fund to meet all

expenses. The gardens were accordingly

transferred to it.”

Prom a reply given to another question in the

Legislative Council in 1926, it appears that

the expenditure on the maintenance of the

Garden was of the order of Rs.16,000 per

annum between the years 1915—1920.

Thus we see :

(a) that the Garden was originally raised

out of a fine imposed on the residents of

Kanpur
;

(h) that the Garden was first maintained by

the Military authorities till 1863 and

thereafter by the Civil administration till

March 31, 1920, and

(c) that it was then transferred to a regis-

tered society on April 1, 1920.

In reply** to a question in the Legislative

Council in 1938, however, the Government

stated that "the Kanpur Memorial Garden

is the private property of a society, regis-

tered under Act XXI of 1860,t and this gar-

den was not laid at^the cost of the public,”

which, as we have seen above, is not correct,

inasmuch as the garden was laid at public

costj and was maintained for a period of

more than half a century at the cost of the

taxpayer who was, as we shall see presently,

not even allowed to have a free access to the

premises.

British officers were very keen, and rightly,

about the proper maintenance of the Memo-
rial. In June 1927, Major-General A. B. E.

Cator, General Officer Commanding, Lucknow
District, § visited the Garden. On noticing

that the inscriptions on the graves were get-

ting very faint and might become illegible in

a year or two he wrote to Sir William Marris,

the Governor of Uttar Pradesh, suggesting

that the inscriptions be repainted. He
added that if funds were not available for the

purpose, he himself could raise sufficient

money by voluntary subscription only if Sir

William had no objection to that course.

The raising of any subscription was imneces-

sary for Sir William Marris took up the

matter with the Garden Committee, which

was responsible for the up-keep of the graves

in the cemetery, and got the inscriptions

repainted at once.

ADMISSION TO GARDEN.

Admission of visitors to the Garden was
subject to the rules framed first by the Gov-

ernment and later by the Society. Whilst

there were no restrictions on the admittance

of Europeans to the Garden, there was
always much fuss about the entrance of

Indian visitors.

The rules framed by the Local Government

in 1863, provided that the Garden would be

open to the public under special permission

•This reply was given by the Government to a question tabled by C. Y. Chintamani (who was a Member of the

Legislative Council) regarding the throwing open of the Garden to the general public.

••The question was put in July 1938. by Br. Jawabar Lai. M. L, C., of Kanpur,

fSocieties’ Registration Act, I860.

tJ;Fines realized from the people are treated as ‘‘public revenues’* the world over.

§This refers to ‘Military district’ which was much bigger in area and jurisdiction ib^" a ‘Revenue district. The

former Military districts have since been re-named as Sub-areas. so we have now the Lucknow Sub-Area m place

of the old Lucknow District.
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to be obtained from a member of the Manag-

ing Committee (rules IV and VI) . This was,

however, amended in the same year in March,

and the Custodian of the Garden was autho-

rised to permit all respectable Europeans to

the consecrated places, while for Indians it

continued to be necessary to obtain a spe-

cial order of a member of the Committee in

order to be able to enter the Garden and the

enclosure within it.

In 1902, the Garden was visited by an

European gentleman, Mr. Smedley by name.

He was accompanied by an Indian friend. At

his visit, some unpleasant incidents occurred.

Consequently, the rules framed in 1863 were

revised and rule VI was changed to read as

follows :

“ VI. The Memorial Gardens shall be open to the public

at such hours as the Committee may from time

to time determine

:

Trovidcd that native Indian visitors who desire admis-

sion to the Gardens or to any of its enclosures

shall obtain a pass from the Magistrate and Collec-

tor or, in his absence from the station, fiom the

Judge/'

After the management of the Garden was
taken over by the Cawnpore Memorial Well

Gardens Society, that body framed its own
rules for admission in April 1920. These

have been reproduced in Anneccure I at the

end of this chapter.

Here again a special clause was put in to

regulate the entry of Indian visitors. Clause

VII of the rules read : “VII.—^Indian visitors

who desire admission to the Gardens or to

any of its enclosures should first obtain

a pass from the Secretary or from the
Chaplain of Cawnpore (Cantonments) or the

Chaplain of the Christ Church (Civil Lines)

Later, in November 1938, new rules were
made by the Society. One of the rules pro-

vided that all visitors would be charged two
annas as admission fee and the revenue so

obtained was to be utilized for the upkeep of
the Garden.

The payment of this levy of -|2|- as admission

fee did not, however, entitle an Indian visitor

to enter the inner enclosure, that is, the

enclosure which surrounded the Well itself.

This question was taken up in the year 1946,

by Sri H. K. Kirpaiani, a retired i.c.s. officer

who, at that time, was Industrial Adviser to

the Government of India. As a result of

his visit to the Memorial he wrote to the

Chief Secretary, Uttar Pradesh, Sri H. J.

Frampton, suggesting that it was improper

that there should be discrimination between

persons who purchased tickets to see the Well

as regards the degree of approach to the Well.

Sri Kirpaiani was informed, as usual, that

the Gardens were the property of a private

society and that society had framed its own

rules for the admission of visitors and that

according to rule VT the inner enlosure con-

tained the Memorial Well and the two burial

grounds which were consecrated land and

that, consequently, only Christians were

admitted to the enclosure. The reply added

that in the case of non-Christians, admis-

sion could be obtained by special permission

from the Society.

Sri Kirpaiani then took up the matter with

the Society. He cited the example of West-

minster Abbey in London which though

consecrated ground, where lie the remains of

the illustrious dead of England, is open to

admission both to Christians and non-Chris-

tians alike. He then suggested that the

Society might consider the question of doing

away with the restriction. In any case, he

added that if it was not possible to do so,

then, in fairness to the intending visitors, a

notice should be displayed at the entrance of

the Garden indicating clearly that admission

to the inner enclosure was restricted to Chris-

tians only. Further, a clear warning to this

effect should also be mentioned on the admis-

sion tickets.

Subsequent developments about the matter

are not relevant in view of the fact that with

Cf. note at ilic end of the niles u'ith Annexure I.
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the impending attainment of freedom in

August 1947, the question of the future of

the Garden as a whole assumed considerable

importance.

On account of the pressing and general

demand of the Kanpur people, negotiations

were undertaken by the Uttar Pradesh Gov-
ernment with the Society for the re-transfer

of the Garden to them to be used on an
object of general public utility. Pending
finalization of the arrangements the Society

was urged to remove, with effect from
August 15, 1947 (the first Independence

Day)
, the restriction on the entrance of the

general public within the Garden and the

Memorial proper and to do away with the

entrance fee of two annas per head. The
Society agreed and the Garden, which had
remained more of less inaccessible to the

general public, except by special efforts, for

nearly ninety years, was thrown open to

them on August 15, 1947, the day on which

the country gained its freedom. An
announcement to this effect was made by
Pandit Govind Ballabh Pant, then Chief

Minister, Uttar Pradesh, in his address to

the people of Kanpur in Phoolbagh the same
day.

It was unfortunate that some indisciplined

behaviour was .
exhibited by certain mis-

creants on the opening of the Garden, and

disrespect was shown to the Memorial pro-

per. This action was condemned by the City

Congress Committee in unequivocal terms

in a press statement.^ The Government also

expressed their deep regret to the Society and

undertook to assist in the arrangements for

the immediate repair (without cost to the

Society) of the damage done to the Memorial.

The following are some of the observations

made by the State Government in their letter

to the Society :

“ Government have since learnt with deep regret that some
miscreants damaged the monuments and desecrated the
tombs on August 15 ... . The Government cannot
too^ strongly condemn the conduct of the hooligans whose
actions tend to biing the general public into disrepute.
It is their desire and determination that the memorials
of all sections and classes, particularly those to which
sanctity is attached, should be protected. They are glad
to note that the Kanpur City Congress Committee has
already condemned the incidents in strong terms in a
press statement,’*

QUESTIONS IN COUNCIL.

The restrictions imposed on Indian visitors

were always a matter of controversy, and
were never acceptable to Indian honour and
Indian sentiment.

It was with a view to tide over this difiiculty

that the Garden had earlier been transferred

by Government to the Cawnpore Memorial
Well Gardens Society so that Government
could always advance the plea that the Memo-
rial, being the private property of a Society,

it was the Society’s 'prerogative’ to make
iniles of its own for the admission of visitors.

Persons attired in kliaddar had to face impe-

diments in entering the Garden. Gandhi

caps were forbidden. Prior to 1925, the

passes issued for entry into the Garden
sometimes contained a manuscript endorse-

ment at the back to the effect that persons

wearing Gandhi caps were not admitted to

the Garden. This practice arose from the fact

that prior to that year the students of one

or two local colleges, who had been admitted

to the Garden, it is reported, behaved in a

manner not only inappropriate to the asso-

ciations of the place, but as if they deli-

berately desired to annoy other visitors. The
offending students had almost without excep-

tion been distinguished by wearing Gandhi

caps. Similar incidents were now and then

witnessed.

•The statement read : “We express our sorrow over the shameful incident which occurred in the Memorial Well

Garden on August ID. Some ' uncultured miscreants not only tampered with the Bowers and beautiful plants of the

Garden but also damaged and desecrated certain tombs and the Memon^. The Mcmonal e premise

opened by the City Congress Committee on their own responsibility. The miscreants have not only put the Congress

to shame but have also insulted the Indian culture. Such an act calls forth strong condemnation.

“The Memorial Well and Garden are still
_

private propeity owned

mittee publicly expresses its sorrow over this incident and assures the that the gr Y V V

the repairs. Our representative is meeting the trustees in this connection.
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In connection with certain questions in the

Council, it was, however, explained by Gov-

ernment on behalf of the Society that the res-

triction against wearing of Gandhi caps was

not in any sense a general one, but was only

imposed in the case of students of local edu-

cational institutions when it was feared that

they would raise some sort of agitation with-

in the precincts. By mistake, however, the

offending note was endorsed also on certain

passes meant for others, but there was no

intention of making the prohibition a general

one applicable to all Indians, because such

a prohibition could not be justified. On the

suggestion of Government, the Society

agreed to withdraw the prohibition against

the wearers of Gandhi cap, even against the

students.

The following answer which was given by
Government in the Legislative Council in

1925 illustrates the position regarding the

wearers of Gandhi cap vis-a-vis the entrance

to the Memorial Garden :

“The non-official Secretary of the Cawnpore Memorial
Well Gardens has informed Government that the students

of /one or tivo local schools have, in the past, behaved
in a manner not merely inappropriate to the associations

of the place, but as if they desired to annoy other visitors.

On three occasions (one in the presence of the Secretary
himselQ Gandhi caps were made prominent in such
demonstrations. In October, the Secretary had to deal
with an application from 80 persons connected with a
local institution. After some hesitation he arranged
that the applicants should enter in small parties and, to

preclude a repetition of previous scenes, added a supple-
mentary proviso that Gandhi caps were not to be worn.
The proviso was, perhaps, unfortunately worded, but
was not intended to be in any sense a general prohibition.
The Government will now suggest to the Secretary that a
proviso of this kind is undesirable.”

Another incident which gave rise to interpel-

lations in the Legislative Coimcil occurred

on December 27, 1925, at 10.00 a.m. A
party* of Congress visitors forcibly entered

the Gai’den without obtaining the usual

passes. The members of the party dis-

regarded the protest of the gateman who
drew their attention to the rules that a pass

was necessary
;
the rules were displayed on

a notice board at the gate. The District

Magistrate received the information about

an hour after the incident and, in consulta-

tion with Mr. Shakespeare, the President of

the Governing Body, it was decided to close

the‘ gates of the Garden temporarily. The
party was still inside when the gates were
closed, but the members were allowed to go
out soon aftemards when they desired to

do so. Before leaving, they handed a pencil-

led note to the gateman signed by seven mem-
bers of the party :

“We entered the Memorial Gardens in

Indian dress in spite of the objection

raised by the keeper,”

The signatories to the note werfe :

(1) Dr. V. H. Rutherford, m.p. (England).

(2) Sri T. C. Goswami, M.L.A. (Bengal).

(3) Dewan Chaman Lai, m.l.a. (Lahore).

(4) Sri N. C, Chandar, m.l.c. (Bengal).

(5) Sri Nalini Ranjan Sarcar, m.l.a.

(Bengal)

.

(6) Sri Bidhan Chandra Roy, M.L.C.

(Bengal)

.

(7) Rai Harendra Nath Chaudhari, M.L.C,

(Bengal)

.

Questions in connection with this incident

were asked in the Legislative Council by

Sri Damodar Das. They were answered by
the Finance Member, Sir S, P. O’Donnell.

The questions were three in number, but

only a single reply was given :

” The Gardens in question are private property and
managed by a private Society, One of the Society’s

rules requires that Indian visitors, who desire admis-
sion to the Gardens or to any of its enclosures, should
fiist obtain a pass from the Secretary or from the Chap-
lain of Cawnpore (Cantonments) or the Chaplain of

Christ Church (Civil Lines). Such passes are freely

given. The Government are not concerned in the manage-
ment of the Gardens. The party including the gentle-

men named (i.e. named in the question) entered the
Gardens against the rule quoted.”

•The part) consisted of 20 members—all Congressmen. They were at Kanpur in connection with the session of the
Congress ^vhich was being held there.
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Dr. Rutherford, however, was not an Indian

and so the rule did not apply to him. The
objection to his entrance, it appears, was
taken because he was wearing a Gandhi

cap.

RE-TRANSFER OF GARDEN TO GOVERNMENT.

In April 1947, the Society asked for the con-

currence of Government in the transfer of a

part of the Garden to the Kanpur Develop-

ment Board possibly on account of financial

stringency. While this proposal was already

under consideration, the date of Indian

Independence was approaching and the pub-

lic of Kanpur had raised the question about

the future of the Garden. The City Congress

Committee in particular had suggested that

since the Society found it difficult to main-

tain such a big Garden it should be taken

over by Government and used for the gene-

ral purposes of the public.

The Government then suggested to the

Governors of the Society that “nobody can

gain by perpetuating bitter memories, and a

memorial of this type is not likely to advance

the cause of Englishmen in any way in the

new order in free India.”

After protracted deliberations, it was decid-

ed that the Garden be transferred to the

Government, with the exception of the

Garden Cottage and its appurtenant land,

etc., which were to be transferred to the

Lucknow Diocesan Trust Association, an

ecclesiastical body. The area transferred

to the Association was approximately one-

fourth of the total area.

Accordingly, a deed was drawn up in April

1949 and the re-transfer effected by its regis-

tration, whereupon the Garden reached a new

and honourable phase in its history.

TRANSfTIR OF ANGEL.

With the decision to re-transfer the Garden

to the State Government, it was also unani-

mously decided by the Board of Governors

that the Angel at the Well, the surrdbnding

screen as also the grave-stones in the two

cemeteries should be removed to a separate

site within the compound of All-Souls

Memorial Church in the Cantonment under
the care of the Lucknow Diocesan Trust.

This decision was soon carried out—see the

deed dated April 20, 1949, regarding transfer

of the Memorial to All-Souls Church,

Kanpur—Amiexure II at the end of this

chapter.

The Government arranged at their own cost

for a well in the compoimd of All-Souls

Memorial Church to be properly fitted with

electric pump and motor along with all neces-

sary pipes, electric connection and the like,

for the due maintenance of the compoimd
of the Church to which the Angel, the tomb-

stones and other stone work were transferred

and re-erected.

The bungalow outside the boundary railing of

the Garden was handed to the Lucknow
Diocesan Trust with the object that its rent

could be utilized for the up-keep and preser-

vation of the re-erected Memorial in All-

Souls Memorial Church.

Only the surface structures of the Memorial

were removed to All-Souls Church in 1949.

The Well itself was not re-dug, nor was the

masonry platform (over the Well, on which

had stood the Angel and the surrounding

screen) dismantled. Similarly, the graves

in the two cemeteries were not re-dug
;
only

the inscriptions which marked the spot of

each grave were transferred to the compound

of the Church. (The graves were earthen

ones with no stone or masonry construction

over them) , The bones of the dead persons

are thus still in their original place of rest.

NO CONTROVERSIES NOW.

The Memorial need not have been the sub-

ject of controversy during the days of the

British ; it is to be regretted that it was.

Since the dawn of civilization the dead are

held in reverence in all countries, and in India

particularly homage to the dead has almost

acquired the shape of an institution. The

Hindu has set aside a spell of fifteen days
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in a year for propitiating the souls not only

of his ancestors, but of all the dead of the

world. Each day in the morning after a

thorough wash-up he prays for the peace of

the dead, offering water (mingled with seeds

of rice, barley and black sesame), incense

and sweet-smelling flowers. In this fortnight,

as well as in the rest of the year, some days

are earmarked for special offerings and obla-

tions to his immediate ancestors. The
Muslim also has his own methods for venerat-

ing the memory of the dead. It is, therefore,

unthinkable that Indians would ever uphold

the desecration of any place sacred to the

memory of the dead, or of any memorial to

which sanctity is attached.

The difliculty about this Memorial, however,

arose from the fact that it did not seek so

much to commemorate the sacred memory of

the dead as it sought to keep fresh certain

bitter memories of history—^memories of

which every Indian could not 'but feel

ashamed. It was thus that the ^Memorial
gave rise to bitterness, a consequence which
could not have been in the contemplation of

those who consecrated the " place to the
memory of the unfortunate-men, women and
children who were laid there.

However, these memories have now been
wiped out by the graceful^ setfiement which
was arrived at in 1949 and’jh'reaching which

the Governors of the Society and the Dio-

cesan Church Trust on the one hand and the

Government of Uttar Pradesh on the other

have all shown a spirit of accommodation,

self-respect and large-heartedness. The
Memorial now is at once an object of popular

sanctity and a ‘historical symbol’ instead of a

perpetual reminder of unpleasant incidents

and cause of racial bitterness. “All’s well

that ends well”, and so these dead, for whom
all 'shall pray, are now resting in perfect

peace and quietitude. Nil nisi honum.

RE-NAMING OP THE GARDEN

The sacrifices made in 1857 by our country-

men in the great up-rising were not forgotten

by a gi’ateful people. On the achievement of

Independence, the seeds of which were sown

with the blood of inmunerable men, women
and children who suffered for the cause of the

country, fitting memorials were raised all

over the country. And to commemorate the

name of one of the great heroes of the time

—

Tatya Tope—^the Garden was re-named after

him. It is now called Tatya Tope Memorial

Garden [Udyan). His imposing life-size

bust in bronze lends an air of solemnity to

the precincts.

And thus has been restored to the Garden

its rightful place in the history of our

national struggle.
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ANNEXVRE I

OLD RULES FOR ADMISSION I'D THE MEMORIAL GARDEN

I. The Gardens which surround the Well containing

the remains of those who were massacred at Cawnpore in

the month of July 1857 shall be known as the Ca^rnpore

Memorial Well Gardens.

II. The Gardens, tlie Well surmounted by the Memoiial,

and the enclosed burial grounds are the property of a

society styled the Cawnpore Memorial 'W^ell Gardens, and
their management is vested in the Board of Governors

of the Society.

III. It is expected that all who seek admission to the

Gardens will bear in mind the character of the place

and the events with which it is connected and will abstain

from acts of an unbecoming nature.

IV. The following acts are prohibited udthin the Ca\vn-

pore Memoriaf Wcff Gardens :

1. Riding or driving at a rapid pace.

2. Holding parties of pleasure, such as picnics, and
the playing of games of any kind.

3. The playing of music.

4. The bringing in of dogs. (These, if secured, may be
left in charge of the gate-keeper).

5. The introduction of hackney carriages.

6. The picking of flowers or the breaking of plants.

V. The Gardens shall be open from sunrise to 7 p.m.
from March to October, and to 6 p.m. from November
to February.

VI. The Memorial IVeil shall be opened during the
folloosing hours

:

f 7 a.m. to 10 a.m.

,
1st April to 15th October^ and

1^4 p.m. to 6.30 p.m.

16th October to 31st March—8 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.

VII. Indian visitors who desire admission to the Gardens
or to any of its cnclosiues should first obtain a pass from
the Secretary or from the Chaplain of Cawnpore (Canton-
ments) or the Chaplain of Christ Church (Civil Lines).

VIII. European children under 10 years of age shall not
be admitted unless in the company of adult relatives or
European attendants.

By order of the Governoi's,
Cawnpore: J, G. RYAN,

Isl April, 1920. Secretary.

Note—These rules were amended by the Society in 1938.
The amendments provided that turn-stiles would
be set up and that all visitors, whether Europeans
or Indians, ^vill be charged a small amount (two
annas) for admission, the amount thus collected

to be devoted to the up-keep and improvement
of the Gardens. Certain categories of persons—
such as the original donees, their nominees—and
soldiers, whether British or Indian and the Police,

weie exempt horn the payment.

Further, to the Memorial proper, viz. the memorial with-
in the screen, and the two adjoining burial
grounds, none except Christians could enter
without special permission from the Honorary
Secretary of the Society or his Deputy.

ANNEXURE II

DEED DATED APRIL 20, 1949, LAYING DOWN THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS ON
WHICH THE MEMORIAL RE-ERECTED IN THE COMPOUND OP ALL-SOULS

CHURCH, KANPUR, SHALL BE MAINTAINED BY THE LUCKNOW DIOCESAN TRUST

This INDENTURE made on the twentieth day of April 1949
BETWEEN the Cawnpore Memorial Well Gardens, Kanpur—
a Society registered under the Societies Registration Act
XXI of 1860, tvith its registered office at Kanpur (here-

inafter called "the Society”) of the first part and the

Governor of the United Provinces (hereinafter called "the

Governor”) of the second part and the Lucknow Diocesan
Trust Association, a Company registered under the Indian

Companies Act, 1913, with its registered head office at 4,

Queen’s Road, Allahabad, and a Branch Office at 16/48
Civil Lines, Kanpur (heieinafter called "the Company”)
of the third part;

WHEREAS by an Indenture dated the First day of August,

one thousand nine hundred and nineteen, made between
the Secretary of State for India in Council and the

Society, the premises ordinarily known as the Cawnpore
Memorial Well Gardens, then described in the records

of the Municipal Board, Kanpur, as premises nos. 16/16
and 16/16-A and now described in the records of the

Cantonment Authority, Kanpur, as premises Nos. 1/A and
143 and more fully described in detail in annexures

‘A’, and ‘C’* attached to these presents were trans-

ferred and conveyed unto the Society by the Secretary of

State for India in Council with a vimv to the preservation

and maintenance thereof;

•Not printed.
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AND “WHEREAS o^ving to the Constitutional changes taking

place in the count^>^ the Society have by another* inden-

ture made on the Twentieth day of April one thousand

nine hundred and forty-nine retransferred and reconveyed

the area of 40 acres rero rood and 5 poles of the aforesaid

Cawnpore Memorial Well Gardens recorded as No. 1 /A
in the books of the Cantonment Authority, Kanpur, to

the Governor, absolutely for ever, and have with the con-

currence of the Governor consented to transfer the remain-

ing area measuring 2 acres, 1 rood and 2 poles recorded

as no. 143 in the House-tax Register of Cantonment
Authority, Kanpur, to the Company, for the purpose of

utilising the income therefrom on the preservation and
maintenance of the Memorial and Tomb-stones to be
remo\ed from the Kanpur Memorial Well Gardens;

AND “ivHEREAS the Company has agreed to the utilisation

and preser\'ation and maintenance of the Memorial and
Tombs as aforesaid upon terms and conditions as here-

inafter set forth

;

NOW THIS DEED WITNESSES aS folIOWS :

1. That the property, i.e. all that piece of land measur-
ing 2 acres 1 rood and 2 poles now existing outside the

railings surrounding the Memorial Well Gardens in the

North-^vest, more fully described in Annexure 'B’f attached

to these presents with all the main buildings, out houses,

stables, garages, ^vaterways and electric fittings and other
appurtenances along with the accompanying rights of
easements (hereinafter mentioned as “the said pre-

mises”) be and is hereby granted and conveyed to the
Company to hold the same unto the Company on the

terms and conditions hereinafter contained.

2. That the Company shall pay all local, provincial and
Central Government taxes and cesses to “tvhich the pro-
perty hereby granted and conveyed is either now subjected

or which may be imposed upon it hereafter,

3. That the bungalow and its out-houses, garages, stables,

etc, which are now in the tenancy of the British India

Corporation Ltd. may continue to be let to them on any
amount as may be agreed upon.

4. That the Company shall be bound to utilise any
income derived from the said premises over repairs and
maintenance of the said premises and shall be further
bound properly to preserve and maintain the Memorial
and Tomb-stones, etc. which are to be remo\ed from the
said Memorial AVell Gardens to All-Souls Memorial
Church, Kanpur Cantonment.

5. That the grant hereby made shall continue in force

so long as the Company does not commit a breach of
the conditions contained in paragraph 4 or the object for

which the grant is made has not ceased.

6. That the value of the property hereby transferred

for the purposes of stamp duty is fixed at rupee one.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF Sir Robert Menzies, Chairman, and
Arthur Reginald Stewart, Honorary Secretary and Treasu-
rer for and on behalf of the Society, Kishan Chand, Collcc-

toi and District Magistrate, Kanpur, for and on behalf of

the Governor, and the Principal Officer of the Company
in charge of the Kanpur Branch Office for and on behalf

of the Company have signed this deed and the common
seal of the Company has been affixed on the day and year

first above written.

For and on behalf For and on behalf For and on behalf

of the Society of the Governor of the Company

R. Menzies, K. Chand, (Sd.) (Illegible),

C/wirman. Collector and Principal Officer

DisUict Magistrate, in Kanpur,
Kanpur,

(Seal of Lucknoiv
Diocesan Trust Association,

Kanpur, 1924)

Registered at no. 644 wdth its original at no. 643 in

Book No. I, Volume 1468, on pages 180 to 186, on April 23,

1949.

•This has not been printed. Its substance has, however, been given in the above clause. That deed also contains
an important stipulation namely that the Government would not allows any kind of building to be erected on those spots

at w’hich the ^Vcll and tlie tw^o cemeteries had previously existed. The exact w'ords as contained in clause 5 of it

read : ”5-That the transferee (Governor) covenants with the transferor (Memorial 'Well Societ>) that he would not
allow’ any building of any kind, t>’pe or description to be built upon that particular part of the area on wdiich noisr

(that IS before dismantling) stand the said "W^ell and the tw’o cemeteries and further that the said part of the
area shall ne\er be used or allowed to be used for any purpose other than that of a public park.

fThis too has not been printed.



CHAPTER FORTY-SEVEN

AND THAT WELL AT AJNALA

The Memorial Well at Kanpur in which were
thrown the dead bodies of English women
and children in July 1857, had a grim parallel,

but with a difference, in the Punjab at a place

known as Ajnala in the district of Amritsar.
In a well at Ajnala were thrown by village

sweepers the bodies of Indian sepoys of the
26th Native Infantry. The tragic circums-

tances in which Mr, Frederick Cooper, the

Deputy Commissioner of Amritsar, perpetra-

ted this gruesome deed may be briefly

narrated.

In the Punjab were posted a number of Indian

regiments of which the 26th Native Infantry

was one. This regiment consisted of Pur-

bias, that is, persons hailing from the Uttar

Pradesh side and the surrounding areas.

Between these Purbia sepoys and the Sikh

regiments there were feelings of bitterness,

the reasons being historical. The Purbia

sepoys in the Punjab were thus in hostile

surroundings.

The news of the uprising at Meerut and Delhi

reached Lahore soon after the occurrence.

On the ground of suspicion about their

loyalty, the Indian Infantry regiments in the

Punjab ( with the exception of the Sikh regi-

ments ) were disarmed. This was done on

the morning of May 12, at the Mian-Mir

Cantonment w’here a parade was held and

where along with the 26th Native Infantry

were also disarmed the 16th and the 46th

Native Infantries and the 8th Native Cavalry,

No prior notice of the contemplated disarm-

ing was given and when the sepoys formed

ranks on the parade they discovered that

there were loaded guns round them. They

were told that they were being disarmed in

the interest of preserving their reputation.

The sepoys quietly threw away their arms
and thus 2,500 men were rendered armless
and marched off to their lines in the escort

of 600 Europeans.

We are concerned here only with the 26th
Native Infantry which remained in the Mian-
Mir Camp without arms and so was harmless.

The disarmed sepoys were not allowed to go
home as it was feared that they might turn
rebels. They were thus in a state of virtual

confinement in the camp. Fearing a worse
fate they were naturally anxious to get away.
On July 30, their opportunity came and they

fled the camp. Major Spencer, who tried to

obstruct their flight, was, in the melee, killed

by hatchets and knives—^the only weapons
the disarmed sepoys had. Similarly was
killed the Sergeant-Major who came to the

assistance of Spencer. A dust-storm which
arose at that moment provided cover to the

fugitives who disappeared in an imknown
direction.

The next day the Tahsildar of Ajnala, who
came to know of their whereabouts, attack-

ed them with a police force and killed ^150

of the unarmed and hunger-striken fugitives.

Thereafter, Frederick Cooper, the Deputy
Commissioner of Amritsar, with a party of

horsemen, arrived and found them crowded

in a miserable condition in an island in a

river. They were tightly secured with ropes

and brought ashore. Some of them drowned

themselves in despair in the river and thus

found a more agreeable death than that

wheh awaited their captured comrades. Two
hundred and eighty-two prisoners were thus

brought to Ajnala. Frederick Cooper consi-

dered all of them to be murderers, and un-

justly decided to hang them. But as night
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had fallen, the executions wei-e postponed

for the next morning, and for the purpose of

hanging a large supply of rope was ordered.

For the night, the prisoners were confined

in a small room in the Tehsil building.

The following morning when the hangings

were to commence it was found that the sup-

ply of rope was insufficient for so many of

the culprits, whereupon Frederick Cooper

decided to have them shot in small batches.

This was done and 150 of the helpless victims

were thus executed in cold blood for no

offence other than the attempt to escape and

the death of two British officers whom they

had killed in self-defence. These officers

had been killed by some of the flying sepoys

whom they had tried to intercept.

After the execution of the above number,

one of the executing soldiers swooned away,

he being the oldest member of the firing

party. In the result, the firing was for a

while suspended. On the firing being resum-

ed, 87 more were done to death making a

total of 237, still leaving 45 men within the

small room. It was then found that the

remainder would not come out. Preparations

for entering the room were made after tak-

ing precautions against resistance or at-

tempts at escape. But it was little expected

that an awful fate had befallen the rest of

the prisoners, for when the door was opened

a ghastly sight was seen. They had all died

or nearly died during the night. These
unfortunate persons had anticipated their

doom by a few hours and had died of heat,

fatigue and suffocation.

Under the orders of the dishonourable

Cooper the 45 bodies “were dragged into

light, and consigned, in common with all the

other bodies, into one common pit, by the

hands of village sweepers.*”

Such was the end of these innocent sepoys

at the hands of a cruel Englishman who later

boasted of “the clemency and the justice of

the British.”*

It is a pity that high British officers instead

of raising a finger against the brutal deed

of Frederick Cooper should have showered

approbation on his action. So wrote Sir

John Lawrence, the Chief Commissioner of

the Punjab : “I congratulate you on your

success against the 26th Native Infantry.

You and your police acted with much energy

and spirit and deserve well of the State.”

Robert Montgomery went on to applaud

Cooper by saying, "All honours to you for

what you have done and right well you did

it.” This murder of helpless victims was

also praised by Rice Holmes who considered

this act as a “splendid assumption of res-

ponsibility.”! But sober Englishmen were

not slow to condemn Cooper in strong

terms.**

The pit referred to by Cooper was an old dila-

pidated well near the Tehsil building. After

the bodies had been thrown in, it was cover-

ed with earth and a sort of mound came into

existence reminding the people of the pitiable

tragedy.

While at the Well at Kanpur a magnificent

and costly memorial was raised by the

British at the expense of the Indian tax-pay-

er, the Well at Ajnala remained a neglected

place ; only an earthen mound marked the

spot where 282 innocent Indian sepoys were

buried after having been done to death by

bullet and suffocation. The question of put-

ting up a suitable memorial there was, some

time ago, being considered by the Punjab

Government.

• Cooper, pp. 162 63.

•ffiistory of the luciian Mutmy, p. 363.

••The pcr%ertcd Rice Holmes went to the extent of characterising the protests of these rndishmen as the *’hy5.
tcrical crjcs of ignorant humanitarians”--j6W.

or &



CHAPTER fORTY-EIGHT
SOME GENERA3- REFLECTIONS

A. MERCIFUL INDIANS

B. HINDU-MUSUM UNITY

C. THE STANDARD^ OF JUDGMENT

A. MERCIFUL' INDIANS

Thomson, Delafosse*, Murphy and Sullivan

were four amongst the few Englislunen who
had managed to escape death at Sattichaiura

Ghat* The boat in which they had escaped

was later grounded in the bed of the Ganga,
but they were keeping themselves on the

river in order to be safe from the rebellious

villagefolk on the bank. They had been in a

miserable condition for some three days and
were now despairing their life.

It was in this condition that these fugitives

were befriended by certain villagers who
gave them shelter at great risk to their own
lives from the turbulent country-side. They
were received kindly and provided with every

comfort respecting food and rest. They were
* then taken to Thakur Drigvijay Singh, the

taluqdar of Murarmau. As they passed

through the villages peasants offered them
milk and sweetmeats. The Raja of Murar-

mau protected them in his fort for three

weeks. Their wounds were dressed by the

village doctor. They were provided with

clothing and given meals thrice a day. The
Raja’s wife sent her servants constantly to

ask for their welfare. But they were forbid-

den to go outside the walls as the vicinity

was infested with rebels of whom some were
inside the Raja’s foii: too.

Such was the hospitality shown in the true

traditional style to these fugitives whom the
kind Raja had taken under his mercy.t

There were numerous instances of a similar

kind in which Indians showed their inherent

hospitality in giving shelter to Englishmen
in distress. Charles Ball has referred"^® to

a case of some white people running for life

pursued by rebellious people with intent to

kill. At that moment a village family came
forward to intercept the pursuers, telling

them that these fugitives had just dined with
Rajputs and that, therefore, even though the

fugitives were heartless enemies, there could

be no question of killing them.

There were cases in which village women
saved the lives of the children of fugitive

Europeans by painting them black and dres-

sing them in Indian clothes to hide their

identity. The nobles of Avadh, where the

uprising was most fierce, were particularly

generous to the English found running for

, ^rved in the Education Department of the U. P. Govem-
• Sir Claude F. Delafosse, the grand-son of this gentleman s^^

became the Vice-Chancellor of the Allahabad Uni-
ment rising to the post of Director of Public Instruction used to show great respect to the descendants
versity. Sir Claude, in gratitude for the goodness done to nis &

of the village headman who had saved the fugitives.

t Trevelyan's Cawnpore, pages 264—269.

Indian Mutiny, Vol. I.
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shelter here and there. Forrest acknow-

ledges the benevolence of the people of

Avadh in treating Englishmen in their mis-

fortune with incomparable generosity-

Indian followers and attendants counted by

many hundreds shared the misfortunes of the

British officers, whom they were serving, and

their wives. Oswell paying a tribute to them
observes that they “displayed throughout

a devotion and a constancy that has been well

described as unparalleled in the reco‘rds of

any nation.” He goes on to quote the case

of a British regiment which was asked to

name a person amongst them whom they

considered most worthy of the Victoria Cross,

an honour which the Commander-in-Chief

proposed to confer on the regiment for its

gallantry. And^'the person whom the mem-
bers of the regiment unanimously selected

for the honotir was no other than the regi-

mental bhishti. “The deeds of these men
have in the main been left imrecorded, and

their bodies rest in un-named graves, but

they were none-the-less heroes, and their

deeds will ever be written in the hearts not

only of their own coimtrymen in India but

of Englishmen.”*

B. HINDU-MUSEIM UNITY

A remarkable feature of the uprising was
the deep sense of national brotherhood which
united the Muslims and the Hindus in the

common cause of expelling the foreign rulers

from Indian soil. There were no conununal
feelings either amongst the sepoys or

amongst the Indian chiefs, landholders and
the common people who as one man rose

against the mighty empire. The Muslims
rose, fought and suffered as much as, if not
even more than, their Hindu brethren.

Before the advent of the British there was
no such thing in India as Hindu-Muslim prob-

lem. It is true that during the mediaeval
period most of the invaders from the north-

west professed the faith of the Prophet, but
they came not to attack a non-Muslim popu-
lation, but to a country reputed for its wealth
and prosperity. Those of the conquerors
who made India their home made no "discri-

mination against the Hindus—perhaps the
only instance of such discrimination is to be
found in the latter part of the reign of
Aurangzeb when certain special taxes were
levied exclusively on the Hindu population.

Even so, it must be recorded to his credit

that he made assignments to Hindu shrines
and Hindu saints as well. (Here we can

leave out of account the plunder and des-

truction of temples, which blackened the

name of some of the Muslim invaders and

rulers—an explanation for this is to be found

in factors other than in the untenable theory

of discrimination against the Hindu popula-

tion as a whole. For the same reason the

prosel3i;ising activities of some Muslim

rulers have to be left out of account for

separate discussion.)

The rulers of India professing the Muslim

faith freely employed Hindus in important

and confidential positions—^the treasurers of

these rulers were almost invariably Hindus.

Conversely, Hindu rulers did not hesitate to

place confidence in Muslims. Aurangzeb had

many Hindu generals to fight for his empire.

Shivaji had his Muslim commanders and

soldiers and even on his personal staff he had

Muslims who were no less trustworthy than

men of his own community. The famous

artillery expert, Ibrahim Gardi, fought as

an Artillery Commander on the side of the

Marathas against Ahmad Shah Abdali in the

third battle of Panipat. In short, Indian his-

tory is full of instances many of which are

touching examples of what the Muslims did

• Osivell, Vol. I, page XX of the Introduction.
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for the Hindus and the Hindus did for the

Muslims.

The British found that they could not estab-

lish their superiority in India imless resort

was had to some high policy of State or to

some stratagem. They foimd that the policy

of “divide and rule” would be helpful in

consolidating their power and they did not

hesitate to introduce it wherever possible.

But the result of their attempts, as the

events of 1857 proved, was only skin-deep.

In the fight of 1857 there were no dissensions

amongst the Hindus and the Muslims. The
whole struggle was imbued with feelings of

brotherhood—a national struggle in the ful-

lest meaning of that expression.

The Hindus and the Muslims alike sponta-

neously proclaimed Bahadur Shah as the

Emperor of India and accepted his suze-

rainty. The Rani of Jhansi, the Nana Saheb

and all others had declared their allegiance

to the Emperor and acted in his name as his

agents or governors. The Emperor on his

part conducted himself as a national sove-

reign as is home out, amongst other things,

by one of his proclamations which included

these words ; "A devout Hindu would res-

pect a devout Muslim and a devout Muslim
would honour a pious Hindu.”

Maulana Abul Kalam Azad in his Foreword
to Dr. Sen’s Eighteen Fifty-seven has laid
stress on this aspect of the struggle. He
says that Hindu-Muslim unity exhibited
during the struggle was a spontaneous one
which had its roots in the friendly relations
between the communities which had develop-
ed on a permanent basis as a result of com-
mon life for centuries. There was no occa-
sion or need for the leaders of the revolt to
make any appeal for unity in this cause.
This is how the Maulana Saheb states the
position in his own emphatic words : "The
movement started on May 10, 1857, and conti-

nued for about two years. During this
period there were many glorious as well as
dark deeds perpetrated by combatants on
either side. There are instances of shining
heroism and almost unbelievable cruelty.

We do not, however, find during the whole of
this period, a single instance when there was
a clash or conflict on a commimal basis. All

Indians—^whether Muslim or Hindu—looked
at things from the same point of view and
judged events by the same standards.”

C. THE STANDARDS OP JUDGMENT

In judging the actions of Indian soldiers who
took part in the revolt one has to apply the

standards which prevailed in those days.

Thus, in 1857 there were no Geneva Conven-

tions relating to prisoners of war and the

treatment of wmmded soldiers. It is on

record that General Wheeler fighting from

within the entrenchment at Kanpur had im-

mediately put to death any Indian soldier

belonging to the rebel side who fell into his

hands. His explanation was that he had

neither arrangements nor space for keeping

the captives as prisoners of war, nor was it

politic to do so. In this connexion Captain

Mowbray Thomson, who was one of the be-

sieged, has recorded that it was a terrible war

that recognized no past conventions or

humane law, and neither party would spare

a prisoner. The first prisoner taken by the

besieged managed to escape. "It was not

desirable”, says Thomson, "that very fre-

quent accounts of our destitute condition

should be conveyed to the rebels
; so in

future to remedy this evil, all we took

were despatched without reference to

Headquarters.”*

British writers have found no fault with these

and similar actions on the part of European

commanders in the war of 1857. But those

very writers have been Critical of compar-

able actions on the part of Indian leaders and

commanders. The object of the nationalist

forces in taking up arms against the British

•Thomson, page 75.
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Government was to expel a foreign power

from Indian soil. With this end in view, the

taking and maintenance of prisoners belong-

ing to the British nationality would have

been inconsistent with the purpose for which

the war was being waged. As regards

attacks on, and destruction of, British civi-

lians it is to be remembered that these could

not be treated in isolation and as separate

from the British array, because civilian Emo-
pean officers were also capable of bearing

arms and were actually taking part in the

hostilities. And at all events, they were

potential soldiers and had to be dealt with

accordingly. The British writers could not,

therefore, in fairness to Indians, apply one

standard to Englishmen and another to

Indians.

Much criticism has been levelled against

Nana Saheb for his treatment of British pri-

soners taken at the Sattichaura Ghat. So far

as their maintenance is concerned it has

been proved by evidence that they were being

fed regularly and that they were not requir-

ed to do hard labour although some unprov-

ed suggestions were made that the ladies

were required to grind gram. The treatment

thus meted out to them by Nana Saheb was
quite in conformity even with the present-

day Geneva Conventions, although those

conventions had not been then heard of.

Under the present Conventions a prisoner of

war is to be properly fed, and not be subject-

ed to hard labour. Nana Saheb treated the

prisoners thus, even without the sanction of
the Geneva Conventions, Taking any view
of the matter, this must be recorded to his

credit.

As against this, mention should be made of

the treatment accorded to Indian prisoners

taken by the British. It is in evidence that

they were mercilessly hanged en masse with-

out trial. Many were tied to the end of

cannon to be blown off, and rnany were shot

in cold blood. Compared with the atrocities

committed by the British army and civilian

officers in the name of a progressive country,

the actions of Indian nationalist leaders pale

into insignificance.

Why wqre the massacres at Kanpur and
other places committed ? Violence can never

be justified. And violence when it goes to

the extent of killing innocent men, women
and children has no justification under any

circumstances. But this is true only when
we are dealing with moral judgment
and moral responsibility. Actually, what
happens is that when passions of a multi-

tude are excited, the faculty of judgment is

lost and terrible deeds are done. This is

particularly so when a people have remained

under the oppression of another race. Again,

when a mass of people are caught by the

fear that their religion is being attacked,

that they are in danger of being converted

to another religion, by trick or subtlety,

they wait for an opportune moment to rise

against those who hold sway over them.

And when they rise, feelings of bitterness,

hatred and revenge reach the maximum limit.

It is in such a state of mind that brutal deeds

are committed even by persons not disposed

to evil. Examples of this are numerous in

history ; they took place in every region and

country.

Some parallels.

We have thus Brutus rising against Caesar.

The people of England similarly rose against

their King, Charles I, and beheaded him. We
have Cromwell of England causing terrible

bloodshed and taking cruel vengeance on

the Irish people with the object of subduing

their country. History records how Crom-

well was enraged at the sturdy patriotism of

the. Irish, how he cut to pieces helpless

women—not sparing the infants in their

arms.

The unfortunate incident involving the kill-

ing of English women and children in Kanpur
was not a cold-blooded act on the part of the

sepoys. They were filled with passion on

accoimt of the extreme excitement and hatr-

ed against the English for the oi^pression
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which they had been committing for a long

time, for the inroads into religion which

they were practising with dexterity, for the

inhuman cruelties which had been committed

by Neill and his associates on innocent

Indians at Allahabad, Fatehpur and Vara-

nasi, The sepoys were thus filled with

extreme indignation against the very name

of the English. The massacre, though

morally wholly unjustified in any circumstan-

ces, is to be viewed in this context.

When the sepoys of Kanpur, who were cap-

tured in the battle of the Kali river near

Kanpur, were being mounted on the scaffold

an officer asked them the reason why they

had massacred English women and children.

Their reply was : Does anyone kill a snake

and leave its off-spring alive. ” The sepoys

also used to say : “To extinguish the fire

and leave the spark, to kill a snake and

preserve its young, is not the wisdom of the

wise.”

We have the example of the massacre of the

Turks by the Greeks in 1821 when 21,000

Turkish peasants—men, women and children

—^were put to whole-sale massacre. The

explanation was that the Turkish population

in Greece was too small to be kept within the

country and too big to be removed outside ,

therefore, to kill them all was “a necessary

measure of wise policy.”

The Articles of the United Nations Charter

prohibiting genocide have been necessitated

by historical facts such as these.

Sir William Russell, the famous correspon-

dent of the London Times has made certain

observations regarding the Kanpur massacre
in his Diary at page 164. He writes : “We
who suffered from it think that there never

was such wickedness in the world
; and the

incessant efforts of a gang of forgerers and
utterly base scoundrels have surrounded it

with horrors that have been vainly invented

in the hope of adding to the indignation and
burning desire for vengeance which hatred

failed to arouse. Helpless garrisons sur-

rendering without condition have been mas-

sacred ere now Risings, such as that

of the actors in the Sicilian

Vespers*, of the assassins who smote and
spared none on the eve of St. Bartholomew,!

have been over and over attended by inhuman

cruelties, violation and tortures. The his-

tory of mediaeval Europe affords many
instances of crimes as great as those of

Cawnpore. The history of more civilised

periods could afford some parallel to them
in more modern times and amidst most civi-

lised nations. In fact, the peculiar aggrava-

tion of the Cawnpore massacres was this that

the deed was done by a subject-race, by black

men who dared to shed the blood of their

masters and that of poor helpless ladies and

children. Here we had not only a servile

war and a sort of Jacquerief combined, but

• A vesper bell is a bell rung in churches to summon worshippers to vespers, the evening prayer. Bet^usc in 1282.
A vesper oeu is a

^ -r_ tliis massacre is known in history as the Siahan Vespers,
the vesper bell gave the sigial^
It took place in Sialy

Sicilians were ultimately roused and the insult done to a Sicilian girl by a
morality. Ihe national ^dings of

met. fixed a signal and tvhen the vesper bell rang on Mareh
^heir vespers.^Four thousand Frenchmen, including many

’’”+Thir^masraCTe took “^in France on the eve of St. Bartholomew's Day, August 23, 1572, when the people

wer^bily observing the festival. At that time there were two powerful families in Franre one under the leader of the
were pusy ooservu

tYinrHprpfl n^arlv a thousand Protestants when thev were

the massacre would start, me ternoie siauguier wcukun —
some 4 0^ in number, were brutally slaughtered. The massaci^ continued for several days m the provinces and

about another 10,000 were killed. All that was shameful, dastardly and inhuman was done.
aDOUL aiiotncx lu,

_ ^ ^ fVtf. ri«inor nensnnts aira,nRt cru
JThi

French ^ , .

peasants against the oppressive

3acquerie began lo be used in the sense indicated.
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we had a war of religion, a war of race, and

a war of revenge, of hate, of some national

promptings to shake off the yoke of a stran-

ger and to re-establish the full power of

native chiefs and tiie full sway of native

religions.”

Gruel necessity.

“ Cruel necessity” were the words Oliver

Cromwell murmured on seeing the beheaded

body of King Charles I who had been execut-

ed on January 30, 1649, after a trial con-

ducted under the authority of Parliament.

Cromwell had a hand in the capture of the

King and in starting the trial. After the

execution, he visited the King’s body in the

middle of the night and there silently utter-

ed the. words above quoted. There was no
doubt that the execution was a cruel one,*

but as to its necessity historians are still

disagreed.

During the ‘mutiny’ too, there were many
abhorrent deeds committed by the mutineers,

and many others committed by the British.

The latter have sought to bring their deeds

under the category of ‘cruel necessity’.

There is no reason why the actions of the

Indians too should not be viewed in the same

light and excused on the same ground.

Turn not to repose in sleep till thou hast taken account with thy

soul of three things ; whether thou hast that day committed

any wrong ; whether that day thou hast gained any knowledge ;

whether any previous achievement has perished by neglect.

—^Aristotle to Alexander.

•ft was a cold day, snow having fallen, and so the condemned King put on his warm under-clothes to safeguard
against shivering on the scaiFold—shivering which, the King thought, the on-lookers might incorrectly ascribe to
fear of approaching death. He met his death in a dignified manner and assisted the executioner in arranging his hair
under a cap so that the neck may be fully exposed to the stroke of the axe. He then' kt id himself upon the block,
gave his own signal whereupon the executioner, in a single stroke, scvcicd the King’s head According to custom, the
executioner heid up the head for the people to see. Then “there was such a groan by the thousands tlien present",
WTOle a contemporary diarist, “ as I never heard before, and desire I may never hear again
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A. RESULTS OP THE REVOLT

After the restoration of authority, the British

made many changes in their policy towards

India. The Cabinet in England was now
left in no doubt that, unless a new attitude

was adopted, it would not be possible to hold

this large sub-continent with the limited

number of European soldiers available for

service in India even assuming that the coun-

try could be held on the strength of English

bayonets. So they designed a policy by
which, without the need of a large European
army, they could rule over their Indian

empire.

In the first place, the rulers created vested

interests and sought to protect them. The
princes and landholders were an important

link in the chain of these interests. During

the time of the East India Company, the

princes were being gradually eliminated so as

to bring larger territories under direct

British rule. This policy was now abandoned

and Indian rulers were guaranteed their prin-

cipalities with the right to adopt. Big land-

holders owed loyalty to the Government be-

cause they could maintain their position only

under the protecting wings of the foreign

power. The princes and taluqdars thus be-

came the main support of British rule.
'

There were then the Indian members of the

services, now a class by themselves. After

the revolt, Indians came to be recruited in

large numbers because the Government had
foimd that Indian officials had served the

Company well and could be relied upon.

Though kept only in subordinate positions,

they formed a block of loyal persons interest-

ed in the continuance of British rule under

which they were flourishing.

In the army, which was now re-organised,

tribal and commimal loyalties and selections

were encouraged and for this purpose groups

were formed amongst Indian soldiers. Popu-

lar newspapers were kept away from Indian

troops and other measures adopted so as to

isolate the Indian section of the army from
the Indian people. All this had the basic

motive of preventing any sentiment of natio-

nal unity taking seed in the country’s troops.
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As if all this was not enough, encourage-''

ment was given to fissiparous tendencies in

the body politic of the'' country and reactio-

nary elements received support. Religion

and provincialism were ready instruments by
which disintegrating tendencies could be

nurtured, and full advantage of this was
taken by the authorities. The conservative

elements in society also received support.

Endeavours at social improvement through

legislation and otherwise were simply not

countenanced.

In order to co-ordinate all these measmes
to prevent the growth of Indian nationalism,

the administrators adopted the attitude of

superiority complex, the idea of a master

race, a race fitted to rule over other countries.

However, these attempts at disrupting

unity and nationalism amongst the Indian

people brought only temporary results. For,

the foundation of the Indian National

Congress, and all that it stood for, was not

now far off.

B. INDIAN NATIONAL CONGRESS ;
FREEDOM ACHIEVED

THROUGH MAHATMA GANDHI

The uprising of 1857 had proved the futility

of physical force against the powerful

British arms. In suppressing the ‘Mutiny’,

the rulers had also suppressed all future pos-

sibilities of armed insurrection against estab-

lished authority by pursuing the policy of
‘ divide et impera \ But the crushing of

India’s physical might still left the way open
for constitutional agitation against the faults

of British rule, against the evils of foreign

rule itself. A spirit now began to grow in

favour of self-rule or, to use a more effective

expression then in vogue, ‘Home Rule’. The
role of organising a freedom struggle on
these lines was taken up by the Indian
National Congress formally founded in 1885.

A. 0. Hume.

Amongst the many remarkable features of
British association with India, there was this

one, namely the foundation of the Congress
by an Englishman—and an Englishman who
had been in the civil service of the Com-
pany and of the Crown for the long period of
33 years. This remarkable person was Allan
Octavian Hume, C. B., who is justly styled
as the Father of the Indian National
Congress.

Allan\^Hume had joined the Bengal Civil
Service in 1849 at his 20th year. Before his
service ran into 9 years, the ‘Mutiny’ had
broken out, and as a District Officer at

Etawah he then showed his capabilities both

as a civilian and as a soldier. Hume had an

eventful career as a District Officer, a Com-

missioner of Customs,- a Secretary to the

Government of India, first in the Home De-

partment and then in a newly-organised De-

partment of Revenue and Agriculture (1870

—1879) . He, however, preferred to sacrifice

that coveted and formidable position in which

he had constant access to the Viceroy in

the cool climate of Simla, rather than accept

a policy which prevented men of rigid princi-

ples and unselfish candour, as he undoubted-

ly was, becoming the responsible advisers of

Viceroys. (It is recorded that his displace-

ment was due to the expression of his views

with great freedom without regard to what

may be the wishes or intentions of his

superiors. If he believed a particular policy

to be wrong, he opposed it without hesitation,

using plain language in expressing his views).

Prom the heights of Simla he then came

down to the Board of Revenue at Allahabad

in 1879 and retired from seiwice in 1882.

After retiring from service Hume settled

down in Simla and started a newspaper

under the title of People’s Friend. On March

1, 1883, he wrote a letter to his friends in

India, emphasising the necessity of forming

a political party and asking them to select

20 true friends of India as a nucleus. Over

two years later, on Decemebr 28, 1885, a





ALLAN OCTAVIAN HUME, C. IL

He had within liim the compelling spiiit, but his ciaving

was not for battle, but for goodwill. He was in bioiheily

accoid with the Indian people, meditative and saintly.

It pained his soul to think that the West should deny

to the East the jo)S of fieedoin, which should be

the common heiitage of both. Inspiied by these ideas,

the c.v'-Secietary to the Go\ eminent of India founded

a gicat oiganisation, and is tiiily leveied as ihc

FATHr.R or run Indian national congri ss.

SARDAR VALLARHBHAI PALEL

Independence has been achieved by the clToits

and saciifices of many, but to a single man—Sardar

Patel—belongs the cicdit for the unincation of free India.

This man of extiaoi dinary courage and decision saved

the countiy fiom disintegiation following tlie lapse of

paiamountcy over the lonner piinccly States announced

by the Biitish Government in the Indian Independence

Act, 1947. By it the suzerainty of the Biitish Cioun

over the Indian Stales lapsed, and with it lapsed aho

the tieaties between the Crown and the Ridel'S of

those States.
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meeting was held at Bombay and the Indian

National Congress was formally brought into

being, with the wise and firm W. C. Bonnerjee
as the first President.

Objects of Congress.

As Hume explained, the Congress organisa-

tion was only one outcome of the labours of

a body of cultured men, mostly Indians, who
boimd themselves together to labour silently

for the good of India. The fundamental

objects of this national movement were

three-fold and were expressed in the follow-

ing terms :

Firsts the fusion into one national whole of

all the different elements which consti-

tute the population of India.

Secondj the gradual regeneration along all

lines, spiritual, moral, social and poli-

tical, of the nation thus evolved.

Third, the consolidation of the imion between

England and India by securing the

modification of such of its conditions as

may be unjust or injurious.

Thus was set forth in simple language the

great scheme for restoring the ancient gran-

deur of India in happy partnership with

the British people. It was a Herculean task,

but Hume brought to it the necessary ele-

ments of genius—^the power to formulate a

lofty ideal, and with infinite patience and

industry to work out the practical details

and give them shape. In a word, he possess-

ed the personality needed for success in a

heroic enterprise.

The Congress acquiesced in British rule in

India while yet protesting against certain of

its policies. This was so until 1889 when its

original objectives were replaced by the

creed of promoting, by constitutional means,

the interests and well-being of the people of

the British Indian Empire. These constitu-

tional means, imtil 1905, were limited to the

submission of petitions and memoranda and

the passing of resolutions at public meetings

requesting Government to provide a larger

Indian element in the Civil Service and the
Anny, to enlarge public civil rights, to pro-
vide technical education, to abolish duties on
Indian textiles, and miscellaneous things
of that kind.

The early years of the 20th century were
marked by rapid changes in the economic
conditions of the country. Education was
also spreading and liberal ideas were grow-
ing. Ideas of nationalism began to be
nurtured. Congress workers also had by 1905
changed their tone and demands, and became
more insistent. The following year saw the
remarkable victory of Japan over the vast

Russian Empire and this gave a great fillip

to nationalist ideas in all the countries of the
East. This led the Congress to declare, in

1907, that their objective was the attainment

of a form of government similar to that

enjoyed by the self-governing members of

the British Empire. Congress leaders con-

tinued to criticise the Government’s financial

policy, their sources of revenue and military

expenditure in more aggressive, realistic and
well-informed terms. The demand for

compulsory primary education began to be

advocated with greater force. With the

Swadeshi movement on, the form of Congress

activities underwent a change and acquired

a national significance. There was ferment

in the political life of the country resulting

in the separation from the Congress of a
large section of radicals who maintained

their independent existence for some eight

years. Thereafter, the Home Rule agitation,

coupled with the promise of the British Gov-

ernment, during the First World War, of

self-determination for the Indian people,

served to attract the politics of the country

to the Congress platform.

Mahatma Gandhi on the scene.

Par-reaching changes were produced by the

First World War and certain actions of the

British Government, notably the Amritsar

Jallianwala Bagh Massacre in 1919, stirred

Indian feelings. Congress leaders began to

see the disparity between British professions
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and the opposing actions of the Government

of India. The nature of the freedom strug-

gle was completely changed to a new creed.

This was the creed of swaraj or self-rule,

within the empire, if possible, without it, if

necessary. Under the leadership of

Mahatma Gandhi the Congress launched in

1920 its non-violent non-co-operation move-

ment. This struggle, which had mass appeal,

particularly the rural population, continued

for some two years, when in 1922 Mahatma
Gandhi was arrested, tried and imprisoned.

At the annual session of the Congress held at

Lahore in 1929, the Congress, under the

Presidentship of Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru,

elaborated its creed of swaraj. The peo-

ple voted for 'purna swaraj—complete inde-

pendence. This purna sioaraj meant the

severance of British connection. A resolu-

tion of the Congress fixed January 26 to be

observed as Independence Day every year.

Then followed the first Civil Disobedience

Movement of Mahatma Gandhi in 1930, the

starting of the movement being in the form
of the historic Dandi March, headed by
Mahatma Gandhi, to break the salt laws.

The second Civil Disobedience Movement was
again laimched by him in 1934. During
these movements masses of people courted

imprisonment for breaking the laws relating

to Government’s salt monopoly, forests, land-

tax, sedition, and the like.

Earlier, there had been agitation against

the Simon Commission appointed by the

British Cabinet in 1928 to review the working
of the Government of India and to make re-

commendations for further reforms. The
Commission was boycotted by the Congress
but subsequently it participated in the Round
Table Coherences in London (1930—32).

As a result of prolonged discussions, far-

reaching 'Reforms were ushered in the
form of thfe Government of India Act, 1935,
providing fo^ the scheme of a federal cons-

titution, for Imdia with the Indian Princes as
an integral part of the scheme and with a
large measure 'of autonomy in the Provinces,

The elections preceding the inauguration of

this Act returned Congressmen to the Pro-

vincial Legislatures in overwhelming num-

bers. The Congress then decided to give a

trial to the scheme of Provincial Autonomy,

and Congress Ministries were formed in al-

most all the Provinces. In their short term

ot office imtil 1939, these Ministries took

great strides for agrarian reforms, civil

liberties, prohibition, education and the

improvement of the conditions of industrial

labour.

The resignation of Congress Ministries in

1939 was the outcome of the British Cabinet

declaring India, without her consent, to be a

country at war with (jermany in the Second

World War. Provincial Autonomy and Pro-

vincial Legislatures were then suspended,

giving place to direct rule by the bureaucracy.

Quit India.

Under the leadership of Mahatma Gandhi

again, the Congress passed the famous

QUIT INDIA resolution at its Annual Session

at Bombay on August 9, 1942. The follow-

ing morning all top-leaders of the Congress

were arrested and many remained in jail until

the end of the War in 1945.

The Labour Government had now replaced

the Conservatives in Britain and the new

Government sent the Cabinet Mission led by

Secretary of State Lord Pethick Lawrence

for discussions about the coimtry’s future

constitution with India’s leaders. The talks

began on April 1, 1946, and the Congress on

behalf of the Indian people agreed to work

at the Centre in the Interim Government
which was formed in September 1946. There-

after, negotiations with the British Govern-

ment were pursued leading to the historic

announcement of June 3, 1947, in which the

British Cabinet declared their final plan for

the establishment of the Independent

Dominions of India and Pakistan, a plan

which was accepted both by the Congress

and the Muslim League.
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Independence

According to the original announcement the

transfer of power to the two Dominions was
to be made by the end of June 1948. To
give effect to the scheme of transfer, the

British Cabinet selected a soldier of great

calibre, wisdom and drive in the person of

Lord Louis Mountbatten, The noble Lord

pushed through the scheme in record time so

that with the passing by Parliament of the

Government of India Act, 1947, the transfer

of power was effected on the mid-night of

August 14-15, 1947, Thus August 15, 1947,

saw the fulfilment of Mahatma Gandhi’s

objective of a free country and an

independent nation.

With the withdrawal of the British as the

paramount power, Indian States posed a
serious problem. But through the efforts

of the distinguished patriot and statesman,

Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, the problem was
solved by the voluntary surrender of their

ruling powers by the Indian Princes, Thus
what was so long a separate entity in India's

life was integrated in the general framework
of a mighty country.

In record time, the Indian people gave them-

selves a republican constitution so that on

January 26, 1950, the Union of India became

a Sovereign Democratic Republic, securing

to all its citizens liberty in the fullest mean-

ing of that expression.

Sub-joined to this chapter is an annexure

showing the Chronology of the Congress.

1885

1905

1906

1907

1909

1916

1917

1919

1920

1922

1924

1927

1928

1929

ANNEXURE

CHRONOLOGY OP THE CONGRESS

. The Indian National Congress founded.

. Partition of Bengal,

Dadabhai Naoroji in his presidential address at Calcutta proclaimed Swaraj

as the goal of the Congress.

Agitation against partition of Bengal—^Boycott of British goods—Split in

the ranks of Congress at Surat.

The Indian Councils Act—The Minto-Morley Reforms.

Lucknow Pact—Home Rule League formed.

Declaration of the Secretary of State promising responsible government to

India.

Rowlatt Act and Jallianwala Bagh massacre.

Inauguration of Non-cooperation Movement by Mahatma Gandhi—Death

of Lokmanya Tilak.

Mahatma Gandhi’s arrest, trial and imprisonment.

Swarajist Party enters Legislatures.

Statutory Commission set up under Sir John Simon Boycott by most

sections of Indian opinion.

The Bardoli no-tax campaign under the leadership of Sardar Vallabhbhai

Patel.

Lahore Congress passes Independence resolution under the presidentship of

Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru—26th of January fixed as Independence Day

to be celebrated every year.
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1930

1931

1932

1935

1937

1939

1940

1941

1942

1944

1945

1946 (15th March)

1946 (1st April)’

1946 (2nd September)

1946 (16th October)

1946 (9th December)

1947 (20th February)

1947 (24th March)

1947 (3rd June)

1947 (15th August)

1950 (26th January)

Civil Disobedience Movement by Congress—Gandhi’s historic Dandi
March—^Incarceration in Yervada Jail—First Round Table Conference.

Gandhi-Irwin Pact signed—Second Round Table Conference.

Communal Award—Gandhiji’s fast, resulting in Poona Pact.

Government of India Act providing for Provincial Autonomy and Federal

Centre passed, Orissa and Sind constituted separate provinces.

Introduction of Provincial Autonomy—Electoral victories of the Congress-
Popular Ministries in provinces formed.

Second World War—Congress protest against India being declared a belli-

gerent without her consent—Resignation of Congress Ministries.

Muslim League’s Pakistan resolution.

Viceroy’s Executive Council expanded.

Rejection of Cripps’ proposals both by the Congress and the League—
“Quit India” resolution passed by the Congress—^Arrest of Congress

leaders—^Wide-spread disturbances in India.

Gandhi-Jinnah talks in Bombay.

Congress leaders released—^Breakdown of Simla Conference on Wavell

Plan,

Premier Clement Attlee’s statement in the House of Commons stating that

no minority would be allowed to veto the progress of the majority.

Cabinet Delegation’s talks with Indian leaders started.

Interim Government formed.

Muslim League members join the Interim Government.

Inaugural Session of Constituent Assembly.

British Government’s announcement fixing June 1948 as deadline for

complete transfer of power.

Lord Mountbatten of Burma took charge as Viceroy.

Announcement of the final plan of the British Government to form two

independent Dominions—India and Pakistan,

British authority voluntarily withdrawn.

Constitution of India inaugurated—^India becomes a Sovereign Democratic

Republic with Dr. Rajendra Prasad as the first President and Pandit

Jawaharlal Nehru as the first Prime Minister.



CHAPTER FIFTY

OUR FREEDOM—what IT MEANS

Where the mind is vnthout fear and the head is held high ;

Where knowledge is free ;

Where the world has not been broken up into fragments bp narrow
domestic walls ;

Where words come out from the depth of truth ;

Where tireless striving stretches its arms towards perfection ;

Where the clear stream of reason has not lost its way into the dreary

desert sand of dead habit
;

Where the mind is led forward by Thee into ever-widening thought

and action :

Into that HEAVEN of freedom, my father, let my country awake.

—RABINDRA NATH TAGORE,

Sometime ago, Prime Minister Nehru felt

hurt to know that some of the best Indian

scientists preferred to remain abroad and

even to settle down in foreign countries

because those countries provided them better

facilities for work. He reminded them that

individuals could not set aside "certain bonds,

responsibilities and obligations” which they

owed to their own country. It may be true,

the Prime Minister added, that India could

not provide them the inducements which

foreign countries could afford, yet that was

no reason for them to stay abroad when
their own country needed their services.

It is perhaps not always realized that the

State, or the country, with all its deficiencies,

has claims upon its citizens—claims which

are not related to civil or political rights

which the State guarantees to them. We are

apt to forget the truth of the sa3dng that it is

only in the world of duties that rights have

any meaning.

One cannot detach himself from the idea of

his country in any situation or circumstance.

We should take pride in the State not only in

all its glories, but also in all its shortcomings.

This idea has been enshrined in a metaphor
relating to a tree and its flowers in the

following beautiful verse of Meer Anees :

fh ^ wihTT gam t

fwt R

^ w RKu it

^ ^ TOST H

'jngm af TW? ii

We have paid the price for our freedom, price

in the form of the self-sacrifice of thousands

of men and women. It is well, therefore, to

remind ourselves that our freedom means

that we possess, to quote the famous words

of Abraham Ldncoln a "government of the

people, fay the people, for the people” ; that
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we have the power to choose our own gov-

ernment, i.e. the persons who should manage

our affairs for us
;
that we can change the

government through the incalculable power

of the vote, the ballot being more powerful

than the bullet ,' that we are a sovei'eign

nation not depending on the will of any other

country and have given to ourselves a demo-

cratic constitution in which justice, liberty,

equality and fraternity are secured to all and

in which the fundamental rights of the

citizens have been guaranteed.

In the search for economic and social reme-

dies the people have to be careful not to

imdermine the supremacy of their parlia-

mentary institutions. “The road to economic

security, by way of political dictatorship, is

the most costly thoroughfare that the folly

of man has ever devised” (William Mimro
in Governments of Europe). This is how it

happens—^people will not prefer to starve in

order to preserve the ministerial line, the

dignity of the State or the freedom of

speech ; in their misery they will turn to

some true or false prophet who promises to

solve their problems
;
then reaching the pro-

mised land of work and security they dis-

cover to their dismay that they have pawned
their liberties as the price of the change.

Adolph Hitler imderstood this psychology
and turned it to his advantage. He found that
every individual, whether rich or poor, has
in his inner being a feeling of unfulfilment

;

that life is full of disappointments which
people cannot master

; that slumbering some-
where is the readiness to risk some final

sacrifice, some adventure in order to give a
new shape to their lives. And the- great dic-

tator made it his business to canalize that
urge for political purposes and succeeded in

hypnotizing the German people.*

In their time, the Greeks were the most
civilized people in the western world, and
they were the only free people then. Because

of that, overwhelming armies of Persians

were defeated by small Greek forces, proving

the truth of the axiom that one free man is

superior to many who are subject to the will

of a tsrant.

And it was the free Greeks who created the

first democracy in the world. They were

thinking people, they taught their sons to

think, to be independent men. Theirs was a

free state which had come into being through

thought. They knew that their country was

free because they were free, not that they

were free because their country was free.

They also knew that they were free because

they willingly obeyed the law, not only the

written law, but still more the imwritten law,

for there are many qualities which cannot be

encompassed within a written code, but

which depended on a man’s free choice.

The ideals of the Greeks made them a

flourishing people for 2,500 years. , But they

were ruined by a slackness that gradually

overcame them. They began to think of

security and a comfortable life more than of

freedom
; they wanted the State to give to

them, not that they give to the State ;
and

Anally the freedom that they wanted most

was freedom from responsibility. And in

the process they lost not only their freedom

but also their security and comfort. Greek

history has thus a valuable lesson for

us. (Reader^s Digest)

.

Like all free countries we have the privileges

incidental to liberty and many rights and

advantages too. At the same time, we have

responsibilities and liabilities too which are

inherent in our freedom and are necessary

for its preservation. We may thus remind

ourselves that we owe a duty to the State

which has claims upon our love and rever-

ence. Here' we may distinguish between the

State and the Government which happens to

run the State for the time being. This is

s3mibolised in the famous Shakespearian

PuUi Hanfstacngl in liitler—The Missing Years.
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line : love not Caesar less, but I love Rome
more.”

All citizens of the country owe unequivocal

allegiance to the State even though some may
be opposed to the Government in power. This

means that if one is dissatisfied by any

action of the ruling party, his allegiance to

the State would still remain unaffected.

People are, however, apt to forget this some-

times, for instance on occasions, when in their

agitation against the Government, they begin

to injure the State by destroying State pro-

perty—^the property of the Nation. They do

so forgetting that the country is their own,

that the country’s property is their own as

much as the Himalayas and the Taj.

Our freedom also requires us to be a discip-

lined people so that we may be able to hold

our own amongst the nations of the world.

Discipline is 'a broad-based expression and

in that sense applies to a methodically

planned and calculated way of life—it covers

every action of the individual and his be-

haviour. Thus, it is not confined to the class-

room or to military drill
;
it covers also the

way in which we conduct ourselves and per-

form our duties. A public servant habi-

tually going late to office is as much guilty of

indiscipline as a student creating nuisance in

the class-room. “K there is one thing India as

a country needs to-day, it is discipline. It has

intellect, has ideals, has the great heritage of

the past and a great dream of the future. But

the co-operating element that links the great-

ness of the past and the hope of the future

lies in that one subtle word discipline which

all must interpret rightly and follow

loyally”—Sarojini Naidu.

Our freedom also means that we have to

give up recourse to alibi and accept responsi-

bility where it is due. The citizens of a

free nation cannot afford to disclaim it at

pleasure. When something goes wrong, one

is tempted to put the responsibility on some

other by taking a plea in the nature of an

alibi The defence may sometimes be valid,

but often it points to an escapist mentality.

For any evils present in the country, each
one of its citizens is equally responsible in the
moral sense. If a public servant takes ille-

gal gratification, we blame the Government,
If there is indiscipline, we blame the stu-
dents. But why should we forget that
amongst the public servants we have our
own kith and kin

; amongst students we have
our own sons and daughters. And do we
not owe a duty to reform them ? Do we not
need to search our own heart to remove the
corruption and indiscipline from ourselves ?

Our liberty also requires us to respect the
liberty and the rights of others. One would
be abusing his liberty if he tries to gain an
undeserved advantage over another in his
career, trade or profession or in his daily
life and conduct.

As free citizens, it is everybody’s duty to
preserve the Constitution and the democratic
form of government which it enshrines

—

this is the very basis of our liberty. It is

also to be remembered that democracy is not
merely a form of government

; it is a way of

life, a way of thinking; a way of doing things.

And finally it is well to remember the words
of wisdom of the great political philosopher,

John Stuart Mill : “A people may prefer a
free government

; but if from indolence, or
carelessness, or cowardice, or want of pub-
lic spirit, they are unequal to the exertions

necessary for preserving it, if they will not
fight for it when directly attacked

; if they
can be deluded by the artifices used to cheat

them out of it ; if by momentary discourage-

ment or temporary panic or in a fit of

enthusiasm for an individual they can be

induced to lay their liberties at the feet of

even a great man, or trust him with powers
which enable him to subvert their institu-

tions—in all these cases they are unfit for

liberty”.

^ ^ VfiRT,
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THE lesson of HISTORY
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“All soldiers and others unconnected with

the acts of Lord Dalhousie, who will lay

down their arms and give themselves up,

shaW be spared and sent, in Miababad”—-ib\s

is what Nana Saheb wrote to General Whee-
ler on the morning of June 26, 1857. Gene-

ral Wheeler was at that time besieged in the

entrenchment along with his soldiers and

European women and children. The plight

of the besieged was more miserable than can

be described
—“the ladies and others had

been maddened by suffering”*. The 'Unfor-

tunate garrison surrendered on terms that

were agreed upon, but here we are concerned

neither with the condition of the besieged nor

with their surrender. We are concerned with

what Nana Saheb and the other leaders of

the revolt were fighting for.

Nana Saheb had been brought up in luxurious

surroundings. He was heir to the ea;-Peshwa

Baji Rao, though on the latter’s death in

1851, the Government did not continue to

Nana Saheb any portion of Baji Rao’s pen-

sion, nor paid any stipend for the main-
tenance of the two widows of the late Peshwa.
Nevertheless, Baji Rao had left substantial

assets which came in the hands of Nana
Saheb as his adopted son. This enabled him
to live in comfort in his father’s mansion at

Bithoor and to keep up some show of princely

state for he was allowed to retain a force

of 500 men and three gims.

Nana Saheb made great efforts to secure the

continuance to him of Baji Rao’s pension, in

substantial part, if not in whole, but Lord

Il?Abswi5Vfe, tba; re.js.ita'i

the claim. Nana Saheb had his claim then

advocated in England through Azimullah

Khan, but again without success. He then

reconciled himself to his ill-luck, and main-

tained cordial relations with European

officers and civilians of Kanpur, inviting them

occasionally to entertainments at Bithoor.

So far this was all in the fitness of things—:

indeed, it must be said to the credit of Nana
Saheb that he harboured no malice against

the British officials and the English gentry

of Kanpur, although he considered himself

aggrieved by Lord Dalhousie’s order which

was endorsed by the Company’s Directors in

London.

When the revolt broke out Nana Saheb sided

with the rebels. The precise circumstances

in which he did so are not material here.

There is no doubt that he joined the cause of

the rebels primarily from motives of patrio-

tism—^to see his country freed from a foreign

Government. He staked a large fortime and

a comfortable life in that struggle. He did

so in a manner so imreserved and with such

a relentless spirit that he expected no quarter

from the British Government in the event of

their success. And so it was that when he

•Shercr’s Account,
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lost the final battle of Kanpur he had to flee

with his family and faithful adherents. He
was then in the prime of youth and, accord-

ing to common belief, passed the rest of his

long life as a fugitive in distress. So, in

common with all the patriots of the day, he

paid a heavy price for his country. A grate-

ful nation has erected a memorial to him at

Bithoor at the place where Maharaja Baji

Rao’s mansion had stood in majestic form
in the midst of a flourishing people.

This is all as it should have been. But may
not one ask : is patriotism enough ? This

soimds strange for if patriotism and self-

sacrifice are not enough then what is ? For

an answer we may ask yet another question :

What precisely has the patriot been fighting

for ? Here the difference must be recog-

nized between fighting, from motives of

patriotism, of course, against a Lord Dal-

housie or a General Havelock, and between

fighting for the cause of the country against

the forces opposing that cause regardless of

the 'personality of those behind that opposi-

tion and without any ill-will against them.

The latter kind of fight is the one which

Mahatma Gandhi started against the British

Government in 1921 and which ultimately

brought us Independence in 1917. That

fight differed from all earlier struggles

against the English. The Father of the

Nation did not fight a Lord Irwin or a Sir

Winston Churchill, but fought against the

system by which India was being ruled by
a foreign people. And in that fight he had
hot the slightest malice against any English-

man whether a Viceroy or a Provincial Gover-

nor. And when Sir Winston Churchill des-

cribed him as THE NAKED FAQIR
Mahatma Gandhi was simply amused

although many of our countrymen got

annoyed at that description.

And while on this subject, it would be inte-

resting to recall an incident in the life of

Hazrat Ali, the fourth Khalifa. A wicked

person, by name Omar Ibn-i-Afadood, had
used xmbecoming language for the Prophet
in the presence of Hazrat Ali who thereupon
took him to task. In the course of the

physical struggle* which ensued Hazrat Ali

brought him down and sat on his chest with a
dagger which he was about to thrust in his

body. Before, however, he could do so, the

offender spat on the face of Hazrat Ali,

whereupon the latter released him from his

grip, leaving him to make good his

escape. Ibn-i-Abdood was wonder-struck

by this behaviour and asked Hazrat
AJi why, instead of slaying him the

very moment he had spat on him, he left him
alone. The wise Khalifa explained that

v/hen he first attacked him his sole purpose

was to fight for a cause by which he thought

God would be pleased. He had no personal

ill-will against Ibn-i-Abdood. But when he

spat upon him his anger was roused and a

feeling of revenge entered his heart. It then

occurred to him that to kill the man at that

moment would be doing an act, not for a

cause or to please God, but only to satisfy

his own revengeful spirit. The worthy Haz-

rat AU added that killing him on a personal

score would have undone the pious deed he

was about to perform, so thinking he had let

him off.

We have a similar elevating instance in the

battle between Lord Krishna and his disciple

Arjun. The Lord was Arjun’s guru and in

addition both had profound love for each

other. Yet they fought a furious battle

between them for a cause. Before

beginning the combat, Arjun sent

aiTows at the Teacher’s feet in saluta-

tion, and the Lord replied by blessing his

pupil.

A further elevating example of fighting with-

out ill-will is to be found in the Mahabharat.

Before the fighting of the great

battle actually begins between the armies

of the Kauravas and the Pandavas arrayed

•Such a sort of struggle is technically called the fight of the Khandak.
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in the field, Yudhishthir, with his brothers,

goes to Pitamah Bheeshma who is on the

side of Duryodhan. After due obeisance

Yudhishthir asks for the kind blessings of

Bheeshma which are given with deep

sincerity—a noble example indeed of the lofty

height to which human nature can rise.

These examples have been cited to illustrate

a point and are not intended to belittle the

sacrifice made by Nana Saheb or to impugn

his intentions. He was unsuccessful, but his

sacrifice and suffering did not go in vain. The

failure of 1857 laid the foundations of the

success of 1947. Indeed, the leaders of 1857

died to be reborn as the leaders who secured

Independence.

We must consider Nana Saheb in the context

of the times in which he lived. In that con-

text he was justified in joining his personal

grievance (against the East India Company)
with the cause for the liberation of the

coimtry. Such was the case with almost all

who took part in the revolt. The sepoys had
the grievance of greased cartridges ;

Indian

ofiicers had personal grievances against their

British masters
;
the Rani of Jhansi had been

deprived of her principality
;

the young
wife of the Chief of Nargund (South India)

had been refused the right of adoption

whereupon she “had resolved upon giving

her whole life for the destruction of the

Peringhis” ; the dispossessed landlords were
fighting for their lands

;
Begum Hazrat

Mahal was wanting to restore her young son

to the throne of Avadh, and Kimwar Singh
too had his grievances against the English.

Thus, though every one had some personal

account to settle with the British, they all

were, at the same time, inspired also by the

nobler motive of expelling the foreigner.

They were patriotic and coimageous and have
a high place in our esteem, but we ought not
to hesitate in acknowledging that the weak-
ness of the struggle lay in personal consi-

derations having been mixed up with the
national cause. The British Government
did not omit to take advantage of this weak-

ness for in Queen Victoria’s proclamation

promises were made that the religious beliefs

of the people would never be interfered with,

that Indians would be freely admitted to the

services, that an issueless ruling prince could

adopt an heir to the gaddi, that those who
had taken up arms would be pardoned, that

their property shall not be confiscated, and
so on. So when the personal grievances

were promised to be redressed the struggle

lost its vitality—^it was forgotten that good
foreign rule is no substitute for self-

government. With a few praiseworthy

exceptions the fighters lost their morale and

surrendered.

One thing which history reminds ourselves

is our tendency of isolationism in all spheres

of life—social, economic and political. This,

amongst other subsidiary reasons, has been

the main cause of our ills in the past and it

is this tendency which must be scrupulously

guarded against if Indian history is not to

repeat itself.

Nana Saheb took up arms against the

British. He succeeded in reducing them at

Kanpur. He was then proclaimed Peshwa and

although he annoimced his allegiance

to the Emperor at Delhi in whose name he

acted he allowed himself to believe that with

the conquest of Kanpur the whole of India

had changed hands. He forgot that conquest

of Kanpur was but an isolated event and did

not mean the end of British power in the

whole of India. He carried on his adminis-

tration at Kanpur as if the English had

ceased to exist anywhere in the country. In

sasdng this it is not intended to belittle the

many difficulties which he and the leaders of

the revolt at other places had to face, but

the fact remains that they all acted in isola-

tion. The British not only took advantage

of this, but also created isolation where it

did not exist. It then became easy for them

to reduce the leader of each place sepa-

rately—a purpose they were easily able to

achieve with comparatively smaller troops

and weapons. .
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Going further back in history we find that

Prithvi Raj was left alone to fight the

invader on more than one occasion. Other

rulers of India kept themselves aloof,

foolishly thinking that it was a personal

affair of the Delhi monarch to defend his

kingdom. Again, in the third battle of

Panipat the Marathas alone were left to meet

the powerful invading army of Ahmad Shah
Abdali. Other powers in India, the Rajputs

'

for instance, remained aloof ;
the Jats, who

had first joined the Marathas, cleared away
before the fighting began. So the Marathas

were completely routed and ruined. The
subsequent expansion of British power in

India was largely due to this disaster.

In a letter to the Home authorities in England

Governor Verelst described this spirit of

exclusiveness as a powerful reason for the

security of the Company’s position. He held

that the discordance of the principles, views

and interests of the neighbouring Indian

powers always defeated any project by a

single ruler against the British though such

a project could easily have been accomplished

by an association of several rulers. He then

added that ‘‘the majority of the present

princes of Hindustan become jealous and

suspicious of each other, and ever ready to

throw in their weight against anyone whom
they see rising too high above the common
level. For this reason, they at first looked

on our successes with an evil eye ; still our

generosity to Shuja-ud-daula, oiur attention

to our treaties and public faith and above all

our moderation in not pushing our victories,

begot a confidence in us they had not in

their countrymen, and made them rather

ambitious of our friendship than jealous of

our power.”—^Henry Verelst, Governor of

Bengal, after Clive, 1767.

Apart from isolation in the political field this

tendency manifested itself in other spheres

too. In the field of science and technology

we contented ourselves by the gifts of our

forefathers without taking to research and

development. In economics and sociology

also the tendency to aloofness had foimd its

way, both in the commimity as well as in the

individual who began to consider himself as

an altogether separate entity.

In a message to the people on May 10, 1957,

when the country was celebrating the cen-

tenary of 1857, Dr. Sampinmanand, Chief

Minister of Uttar Pradesh, referred to the

lessons which that great uprising has for us.

In his view the principal cause of the failure

of 1857 was the absence of a common ideal,

so that its one lesson is to find out a unifying

ideal which shall integrate the peoples of

India into a symbolic whole and prevent the

loosening of the bonds that should hold the

national structure together. Here are some
profitable extracts fi'om that message :

“Be the judgment of the scholars what it

may, the public cherishes the memories
of the leaders of 1857 with respect and
affection. Some of them, like Rani
Lakshmi Bai and Kunwar Singh, have
become almost legendai^y figures. Their

lives inspired thousands of those patriots

who took part in our long struggle for

independence. . . . But the inspira-

tion is not the only thing that those

events have to give us. There are

important lessons which we may ignore

only at our peril. The causes which led

to the failure of that great adventure

have not been wiped out. Ninety years

of foreign rule welded the different

parts of the country much more closely

together, politically, economically and
emotionally than it had been in 1857, and
powerful centrifugal forces are at work
even to-day. Anything affecting one
part of the country sends a wave of

feeling and sympathetic reactions pulsat-

ing all down the country much more
powerful than any impulse could have
done in those days. But fissiparous

tendencies have raised their head, all

the same .... Eighteen hundred and
fifty-seven ended in failure not only

because it carried no strong all-India

appeal, but because there was no strong
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connecting link amongst the actively

participating units. . . . They had

no idea of what the ultimate shape of

things would he.”

Dr. Sampumanand then observes that one of

the lessons of 1857 is to overcome the ten-

dencies which stand in the way of a miited

India with a mission of its own. The country

"can hold its components together only

through the mechanism of an ideal and a

philosophy which shall appeal not only to

the intellect but to the emotions. . . Indian

culture is the joint product of the thoughts,

the creative genius and the aspirations of a
thousand men drawn from all over the

country. Cannot we,
,
when celebrating the

events of 1857, dedicate ourselves once more
to all that India stands for ? Let us not be
ashamed to proclaim that India has a mis-

sion, that her independence means that or

nothing at all. It is for our thinkers to tell

us what it' is that India symbolises, but it is

• for the leaders of public opinion to encourage

the thinkers to speak.”

And to conclude my humble work I can find

no better words than :

c\

mchral i

The mother and the motherland arc greater than Heaven itself.
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Incite thy subjects to cultivate science; and him that is eminent in

science be careful to distinguish rvith unusual patronage and

favour—by this practice thou tvilt be promoting thine omi popu-

larity and the kingdom’s good together. To these two qualities is

to be attributed the extraordinary duration of the Empire of

Greece, for the kings constantly impressed upon their subjects the

necessity of acquiring knoivledge so much so that girls used to .

acquaint themselves at their father’s house jvith the prittciples of

morality, religion, medicine and astrottomy,

—Aristotle’s advice to Alexander.



APPENDIX A

ORGANIZATION OF THE COMPANY*S ARMIES IN 1857

At the time of the rebellion the armies of

the East India Company consisted of three

separate units, namely :

The Bengal Army
The Madras Army
The Bombay Army

In other words, there was a separate army
for each Presidency, and each army was a

distinct entity. The Company's possessions

extended far and wide and so the troops of

each Presidency Army operated within the

territorial jurisdiction of that Presidency.

If they had to go to fight in an area outside

the Presidency they were compensated for

their field service by the payment of hatta or

premium. This, however, used to be with-

drawn on the return of the unit to its home
station.

The arsenals were in the hands of Indians.

In Delhi alone, about 300 guns and 20,000

rifles fell into the hands of the nationalist

forces on the outbreak at that station.

The lines of communication from Calcutta to

Peshawar were being guarded by detach-

ments of the Bengal Army alone. In the

rainy season the roads turned into strips of

bog making movement of artillery-men diffi-

cult. Rivers provided another means of

commimication, but the passage was treache-

rous on account of crossing currents and

changing sand-banks.

While the Madras and Bombay Armies were

enlisting all classes, including Christians

and scheduled castes, the Bengal Army was a

virtual monopoly of high caste Brahmans and

of Rajputs belonging mostly to the eastern

- districts of what is now the State of Uttar

Pradesh. For that reason the troops

of this army were nick-named Puvbicis

(Easterners)

.

The figures about the strength of the Com-
pany’s armies in 1857 and some basic parti-

culars about them may be seen in chapter 13
dealing with ‘State of India in 1857’.

The British officers in the Bengal Army were
senile men. They were allowed to serve till

the age of 70 ;
Sir Hugh Wheeler, the Com-

mander of the unit at Kanpur, was well over

70. They had created monopolies, but were
incapable of enforcing discipline. Indian

officers served up to the age of 50. The Army
Reforms of 1824 had improved things to

some extent, but there was discrimination

between the British officers of the Royal
troops (that is troops belonging to the Bri-

tish Sovereign) and the officers of the Com-
pany’s armies. This caused resentment

amongst the Company’s officers. The pro-

portion of British officers in each Indian Regi-

ment (then called Native Regiments) was
also very high.

The chart below shows the average composi-
tion of an Indian (‘Native’) Regiment some
time before 1857 :

REGIMENT

Commanded by a Colonel.

2 Grenadier Under a total of 22 8 Battalion or In-
Companies. European officers. fantry Companies.

,
^

Each of these consisted of :

1 Subedar

1 Jamadar

5 Havildars

1 Drummer
1 piper

1 Packally

65 Sepoys

75 All Indians.
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The total strength of the Regiment thus

worked out to :

Europeans Indians

Officers :

1 Colonel

I Captain
(Commandant)

4 Lieutenants
6 Ensigns
10 Sergeants

22

2 Grenadier 8 Battalion

Companies : Companies

:

2x75 .. 150 8x75 .. 600

Followers .. 13 Followers .. 48

833

Indian personnel

Subedars . . 10 Same as in pre-

Jamadars .. 10 vious column.

,
Indian Adjutant 1

Indian Doctor 1

Havildars . . 50

Drill Havildar 1

Naiks 50

Drill Naik . . I

Private sepoys 900

Recruit boys 80

Packallies . , 10

Total .. 1,114 Total 1,114

Total, British and Indian . . 1,161 1,161

The. above strorvgth was later inereased and
at the beginning of the ^'Mutiny” the per-

sonnel of a Regiment was almost thrice the

previous number. It consisted of two
Battalions, each having eight Companies

(Grenadier and Infantry) and the entire

Regiment was, as before, commanded by a

Colonel. The chart below shows the normal

composition of a Regiment in 1857 :

REGIMENT

Grand Total : 5+1,161+1,161 . . 2,327

OR

British. . 99

Indians . 2,228
2,327

ARMS AND EQUIPMENT OF A BATTALION (IN-

FANTRY) JUST BEFORE THE “MUTINY”.

Arms :

Flint-locked muskets, called “Brown Bess’** These

were percussion smoothbored muskets.

Commanded by a Colonel

!

Headquarters Battalion Battalion
(8 Coys.) ( 8 Coys.)

Briiish personnel

Colonel . . 1 Lt. Colonel . . 1 Same as in pre-

Captain .. 1 Major .. 1 vious column.

Lieutenant .. I Adjutant .. 1

Paymaster ., 1 Captains .. 3

Surgeon .. 1 Lieutenants ..
*

11

Ensigns* . . 5

Assist. Surgeon 1

Sergeant-Major 1

Quarter-Master
Sergeant . . 1

Drum-Major .. 1

Pipe-Major . . 1

Drummers . . 10

Pipers . , 10

Total 5 47 47

Weight .. 11 lb. 4 oz. with bayonet.

Length 3 ft, 3 inches.,

Diameter of bore ,753" smooth bore.

Charge of gun- 6 drams with 3 flints to

powder. every 60 rounds.

Gun-powder . . Ground gun-powder.

Capacity . . Smashed bores and stopped

the enemy.

Range .. 150 yards.

Length of bayonet 17 inches.

Cartridges for Ball cartridges were intro-

muskets. ducedin IWl. These were

standard cartridges with

percussion caps. The car-

tridges had to be greased

with a composition consist-

ing of 8 parts of gingili oil

and 7 parts of bees-wax.

These cartridges were

housed in a pouch of 10

capacity.

•An ensign was the lowest commissioned rank for British officers in the army of those days.
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Leather accoutre-

ments.

Officers (British),

Native com-
mandants and
Company offi-

cers

Sergeants

Pouches.
Belts.

Frogs for bayonet scabbards.

Scabbards for bayonets.

Hatchets carried by sepoys.

Carried a light automatic

fusile operated by flint to

act as a medium of giving

order signals. This fosile

was later superseded by

swords.

Carried a sword and a

battan.

Signalling equipment ’.

Flags . . 16 signalling flags of various

colours and sizes.

Heliographs . , 2

Telescopes . , 2

Hand signalling

lamps . , 2

Beghie’s B. B.

pattern, lamps 2

Signalling cypher
wheels . , 2

Dummy keys . . 2

Entrenching tools :

Axes .. 2| lb.—90

Crow-bars . . 5 ft. 6"—

2

4 ft. 6"—

2

Hammers, sledge 10 lb.—

2

Hooks, bill-handled 40

Shovels . . 90

The executive command and the interior

economy of the unit was the responsibility

of the Indian officers (suiedars, etc.)

British commanding officers and their staff

were responsible for training and tactical

handling. Sir George Trevelyan describes

the Indian portion of the composition of a

regiment of the Bengal Army in these

words ; “In every regiment there was a

Soubahdar-major, or native colonel ;
and in

every company a Soubahdar, who answered

to a European captain, and a Jemmadar, who
answered to a European subaltern. These

were the commissioned officers who wore
swords and sashes, sat on a court-martial,

and were saluted by the rank and file

There was no approach to friendship or even

to familiar intercourse between them and

their Saxon brethren in arms, who consider-

ed that, if they offered their Soubahdar a

chair during an interview on regimental

business, quite enough had been done to mark
the difference between a commissioned and

a non-commissioned sepoy. The sergeant

and the corporal were represented by the

havildar and the naick ; titles which make

the list of killed and wounded in Indian

battles so bewildering to an English reader.

Thus the Brahmin battalion had a complete

outfit of Brahmin officers, and this it was

what rendered the rebellious army so terribly

efficient for evil. When every Englishman

in a corps had been murdered or scared away,

the organization none-the-less remained in

tact. The regiment was still a military

machine finished in every part, compact,

flexible, and capable as ever of a great and

sustained exertion of strength and courage.

This imperfect, but, it is to be feared, tedious

sketch of the composition of our native force,

as it existed before the mutiny, may well be

closed with the oracular words of Sir Charles

Napier, the Cassandra of the old Bengal

army : 'Your young, independent, wild cadet,

will some day find the Indian army taken out

of his hands by the Soubahdars. They are

steady, respectful, thoughtful, stern-looking

men ;
very zealous and militai’y ;

the sole

instructors of all our soldiers’,”*

The Indian troops wore, like their British

counterparts, red uniforms (with black

trousers), hence the rack-name LaJ Pdltan

for the Company’s Army.

The Indian sepoys lived in Sepoy lines which

generally consisted of long rows of huts built

of mud in a frame-work of bamboos and

Cawnpore, pages S9*40.
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thatched with straw. ‘Barracks’ was another

name given to these .structures. Every

soldier had his own separate room where he

kept the women of his household. The

Indian officers of each company had their

habitations at the two ends of each row.

These consisted of two or three cabins round

a small courtj^ard, fenced with a mud wall

a few feet high.

Each regiment had a bazar for itself which

supplied the wants and ministered to the

pleasure of the battalion. Sutlers, corn-

merchants, cloth merchants, sellers of silver

ornaments and tobacconists were all there.

Besides, prostitutes also plied their trade.

The European officers of the regiment were

living in separate and spacious bungalows

designed and decorated according to the rank

of the occupant. Sir George Trevelyan

has graphically described how the English

subaltern wore out “the weary hours of the

interminable Indian day ;
smoking, dozing,

playing with his terrier ;
longing for the

evening, or for a call from a brother-officer

with whom he may discuss the Army List

and partake of the ever-recurring refresh-

ment of brandy and soda-water
;
lazily en-

deavouring to get some little insight into

the languages of the hateful East by the

help of a fat, fa'wning native tutor, and a

stupid and indecent Oordoo work on mytho-

logy :
pondering sadly on home landscapes

and home recollections, as he gazes across

the sharply-defined line of shadow, thrown
by the roof of the verandah, into the out-

door heat and glare, •with no pleasanter

object of contemplation than the Patna-

sheep belonging to the Station Mutton Club,

and his own modest stud, consisting of a
raw-boned Australian horse and an old Cabul
pony picketed under a group of mango-trees
near the gate of the compound”.

Sir George goes on with his description :

“The door into the Sahib’s bedroom stands
open, like every other door in British India

;

the multitude of servants, and the necessity

for coolness, forbidding the very idea of

privacy. There stands a bedstead of wood,

worm-eaten, unplaned, unpolished, enclosed

on all sides with mosquito-curtains of white

gauge, the edges carefully tucked in beneath

the mattress, through which is dimly seen

the recumbent form of the Sahib, clad in a

silk shirt and linen drawers, the universal

night dress of the East. The poor boy is

doing his best to recover, during the cooler

morning hours, the arrears of the sleepless

night, which he has passed in a state of

feverish irritation—^panting, perspiring, tos-

sing from side to side in desire of a momen-
tary relief from the tortures of prickly heat,

the curse of yoimg blood
;
anon, sallying

into the verandah to rouse the nodding

punkah-puller, more happy than his wakeful

master.”

If the European officer happened to be a

married one, he was assigned somewhat
better quarters described thus by Sir George

Trevelyan : “The home of a married pair

may be somewhat more comfortable, and the

residence of a man in high office considerably

more magnificent
; but the same charac-

teristics prevail everywhere. A spirit of

scrupulous order, and a snug domestic air,

are not to be attained in an Indian household.

At best a semi-barbarous profusion, an

untidy splendour, and the absence of sordid

cares, form the compensation for the loss of

English comfort. Still, the lady must have

her dra'wing-room, where she can display her

wedding presents, and the purchases which

she made at the Calcutta auctions during the

cold season before last. The Commissioner
must have his sanctmn, where he can wallow

in papers, and 'write letters of censure to his

Collectors, letters of explanation to the

Revenue Board, the letters of remonstrance

to the local military authorities. The epi-

cure cannot do without a roofed passage

leading from his kitchen to his parlour ;
nor

the sporting man -without a loose box for

the mare which he has entered for the

Planters’ Plate at Sonepore.”

The average height for the sepoys of the
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Bengal Army was 5'—8" and dressed in their

uniform of scarlet coat • and black trousers

presented an impressive appearance from
a distance. They were, however, never able

to make themselves comfortable in the

uniform which they took off as soon as they

were off duty.

The pay of the sepoy was Rs.7 a month with

free uniform and accoutrements, the

emoluments of cavalrymen being higher. But
even with this salary the sepoy was held in

considerable prestige in the society of his

village. On account of his periodical expen-

diture on marriage feasts and other fre-

quent customary celebrations he was gene-

rally always in debt.

On the march, the Indian troops were accom-

panied from station to station by the women-
folk of their families who travelled in small

carts in the rear. With them were also the

sepoys’ male dependants and relations.

With every Indian battalion were attached

two or three holy men who did duty as un-

official regimental chaplains for the sepoys.

These men were highly regarded by the

soldiery. When the battalion was on march,

these men usually preceded it “in orange or

salmon-coloured linen, if by good luck they

deigned to wear any clothes at all ;
their

locks of long hair matted in strange fashion

with grease and dirt
;
their bodies sprinkled

with ashes and daubed with coarse paint”.’^

Most’ of the sepoys of the Bengal Army were
high caste Hindus. Gradually, these sepoys

became indolent and discipline was lax, so

there were frequent cases of insubordination.

But for some unaccountable reasons Euro-

pean officers tolerated their men to extreme

limits. Sir George Trevelyan has in his

characteristic style thus described the laxity

of Indian sepoys : "A party of native in-

fantry in a night-march presented an appear-

ance, absurd indeed, but to a thoughtful

spectator not without serious significance.
The men struggled along, carrying in their
hands some beloved pipe, their most treasur-
ed possession, while their muskets were care-
lessly flung into the bullock-carts, in which
not a few sepoys were snoring comfortably
amidst the baggage. Even those on foot
dozed as they walked, with that imaccount-
able capacity, common to all Hindoos, of
going to sleep under the most adverse cir-

cumstances
;
the collar of their great-coat

turned up and kept in its place by a strip

of calico
;
their ears protected by folds of

cloth passed underneath the chin and fasten-

ed over the top of the head, with a regimen-
tal forage-cap perched on the summit of this

unsightly and unmartial headgear. In some
corps men had so little respect for military

iTile and custom as to strip off their uniforms

even when in guard. There were those who
in great part attributed these irregularities

to the abolition of corporal punishment
effected by Lord William Bentinck, that wise

and ti’ue friend of the native population of

India At the siege of Mooltan,

where native troops from all parts of India

were collected into one army, the vile temper

of the Bengal sepoys and the extraordinary

indulgence displayed towards them by their

officers became painfully apparent. These

insolent high-caste mercenaries positively

refused to labour in the trenches, and endea-

voured to induce or force the modest and

trusty Bombay soldiers to follow their

example. On one occasion a mob of these

rascals, being unable to persuade a fatigue-

party of Bombay men to strike work, pro-

ceeded to revile and at length to stone their

worthier comrades. A captain in a rifle regi-

ment marked the ring-leaders, but the Bengal

officers flatly declined to take any steps in the

matter, and the story was hushed up in order

that their feelings might be spared.’’t

The regiments were filled with the people

who belonged to the same caste and were

•Trevelyan, p. 24,
^Trevelyan, pp, 15—17.
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inter-related. In his outspoken style Sir

George Trevelyan has described this state of

affairs in these words : “Respect for the

obligations of blood-relationship is so strong

in the Hindoo mind that jobbery and nepo-

tism flourished in oriental society to an ex-

tent which would seem inconceivably auda-

cious to the colder imagination of a western

public servant. The system of family patro-

nage runs through all ranks and classes. The
Indian judge loves to surround himself with

clerks of the court and ushers from the ranks

of his own kindred. The Indian superinten-

dent of police prefers to have about him
inspectors and sergeants, bound to his

interest by nearer ties than those of oflicial

dependence. The head-bearer Alls his

master’s house with young barbarians from
his native village ; and, in like manner, the

veteran sepoys took measures to keep the

regiment supplied with recruits from the

neighbourhood in which they themselves had
been born and bred. No strapping yoimg
Tewarry, or Pandey, who had a mind to

shoulder the Company’s musket and touch

the Company’s rupees, had long to wait for a

place in the section of which the sergeant was
his xmcle and the corporal his brother-in-law.

On the other hand, a stranger was soon

driven from the regiment by that imtiring

and organised social oppression in which
military men nearer home have sometimes

proved themselves adepts. And so it came to

pass in the course of time that the company
partook of the nature of a family, and the

battalion of the nature of a clan. The con-

sequence was that there existed a sympathy
and free-masonry throughout the ranks of

quite another tendency from that tone of

regimental patriotism and martial brother-

hood known in European armies by the title

of esfrit de corps. Such a state of things

afforded peculiar facilities for conspiring. A
disaffected body of sepoys possessed the
power of a host and the discretion of a
clique. The most extensive and perilous

designs could be matured in perfect secrecy,
and carried into effect by the weight of a
vast and unanimous multitude’’.*

The sepoys were incredibly ignorant of the
extent of British resources. They firmly
believed that the population of the British
Isles was one lakh only. They also held the
conviction that all the available male popu-
lation of England was already in India.

The sepoys, most of whom were high caste
Brahmins, were very particular about their
meals and the manner in which they cooked
it. Sir George Trevelyan has in satirical

language described this thus : “The mind of
the sepoys reeked with religious prejudice.
He had adopted his profession in accordance
with the dictates of his superstition. He
belonged to a sacred order, and his life was
one long ceremony. He could not pre-'

pare his simple food without clearing

for himself a separate plot of ground
secure from the intrusion of others. Should
a stranger step into this magic ring, the food
which he had cooked was thrown untasted
away. When some Bengal regiments were
serving in China, it occasionally happened
that an unlucky native of that country, intent

on theft or barter, set his profane foot with-

in the hallowed circle, and was immediately
saluted with a volley of threats and missiles

from the outraged soldier whose meal he had
spoiled. The bewildered wretch would take

to flight across the camping-ground, plung-

ing through the kitchens, defiling dinners by
the score, and, in whatever direction he
turned, rousing about his ears a swarm of

indignant himgry Brahmins”. Sir George

adds that if any sepoy was inclined to

become lax in his observances, his latitudi-

narian tendencies were checked by the holy

men attached to each regiment.

If the story of the greased cartridges is to be

read in this context, there would be left no

•Trcv-elpn, pp. 18-19.
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doubt that the proximate cause of the up-

rising was the fear of loss of religion caused

by the real or imaginary content of the

objected grease.

Reorganisation after rebellion.

As from November 1, 1858, on which the

Queen’s proclamation was read in India, the

Company’s armed forces also passed under

the Crown. The Crown forces in India now
consisted of :

(i) the Presidency Armies of Bengal,

Madras and Bombay

;

(ii) the Punjab Frontier Force, which con-

sisted of 14 new battalions and the

troops of the old Punjab Irregular

Force ,*

(iii) the Hyderabad Contingent, and

(iv) the Irregular units.

The Bengal Army was greatly reduced

because except for some battalions which had

remained loyal to the Company, the rest had

been disbanded. All the British officers were

given the Queen’s Commission and brought

on a common roll. Indian officers received

the Viceroy’s Commission. All the Euro-

pean forces were enlisted into the British

imits of the Indian Army and the distinc-

tion between Royal and other troops was
finally removed. Ail the forces were now
dressed in hlmhi and became the common
forces of the Crown.

Other reforms were also made and a gene-

ral reduction in expenditure was effected in

1861. The strengtli of European person-

nel was limited to 80,000 men. Indian artil-

lery units had also been disbanded. But it

was not until 1895 that the three Presidency

Armies were unified into one single Army of

India.

Brigadier Rajendra Singh, the noted soldier

and writer of many useful military and

general books, pays the following tribute to

the Indian soldiers of 1857 ; "His success and

failure both throw light on the great quali-

ties of the Indian soldier ; he was prepared

to lay down his life for the cause he che-

rished, he had only to be clear of his loyalty.

Those who turned revolutionaries, fought and

died for the freedom of the country ;
they

had their great qualities of courage, valour

and sacrifice ;
while those who remained firm

to the Company and gained victory for it,

displayed their inherent loyalty, discipline

and integrity.”*
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SOME SKETCHES—INDIANS

I. RAO SAHEB

n. RANA BENI MADHAV SINGH

m. AZIMULLAH KHAN
IV. AZIZAN

L RAO SAHEB

Early life—^Pandurang Rao was one of the

five sons of Madhava Rao who had married
three wives

; Rao Saheb was the only son
from, his third wife. As a result of the adop-
tions made by Baji Rao II, Rao Saheb also

became one of his adopted sons, Nana Saheb
being the principal adopted son becoming the
•head of the family on Baji Rao’s death. Rao
Saheb’s original name was Sita Ram, but
when Baji Rao adopted him he gave him the
name of Pandurang Rao. The members of
the family, the servants and other people
called him Rao Saheb by which name he is

commonly known. During Baji Rao’s time
he lived in the Peshwa’s family as one of his
sons. At Baji Rao’s death, Nana Saheb, as
head of the family, treated him as before and
there was no change in his boarding and
lodging arrangements

; at the same time
Nana Saheb began to pay him an allowance
of Rs.200 a month for his personal expenses.
Little is known of his early life—he came into
prominence only after the outbreak of the
mutiny at Kanpur. At that time he was 30
years of age.

Part in the reheJlion—^Rao Saheb took a
prominent part in the rebellion although at
his ti’ial he maintained that he was neither
a rebel nor a leader of the rebels, nor ever

fought against the Government. He explain-

ed that Nana Saheb, Bala Rao, and Tatya

Tope were the real leaders and masters of

the army. As regards his part at Kalpi and

the fight with the British, he stated that he

was under the authority of Tatya Tope and

of the army, and so had to go wherever the

army went. Dr. Sen has explained that Rao

Saheb made this statement just to save his

own skin—^Tatya Tope had already paid the

penalty of his life and Nana Saheb and Bala

Rao were beyond the reach of the authorities.

Actually, Rao Saheb was one of the promi-

nent leaders of the revolt and the part taken

by him in it has already been noticed iii<

the relevant chapters.

Proclaimed Peshwa at Givalior—Rao Saheb

was proclaimed Peshwa or the head of admi-

nistration on Jtme 3, 1858, at Gwalior which

he, along with Rani Laxmi Bai, Tatya Tope

and the Nawab of Banda, had captm'ed. A
grand darbar had been assembled for the

purpose at which a large assembly of guests

was present. The sardars, noblemen, ban-

kers, merchants and the representatives of

the people were seated according to court

precedence. A special seat was provided

for Tatya Tope
; he was seated with his

Rohilla, Afghan, Pathan and Rajput
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commanders in their colourful uniforms. It

was a spectacular scene/'

Rao Saheh himself was dressed in the

traditional royal robes of his family ; round

his neck was a necklace of large pearls and

strings of diamonds. On entering the darbar,

the attendants, in red and gold robes,

hailed him and the whole assembly paid him
homage by standing in their seats. Vedic

prayers chanted as the Peshwa ascended

the throne and a salute of 101 guns marked
his formal accession as the new ruler.

The sardars offered their swords to the

Peshwa in token of their allegiance and he

touched them to signify his acceptance of

their homage. They also received his sin-

cere thanks and robes of honour and titles.

All present congratulated the Peshwa for

establishing Indian raj and reviving the glory

of the country. The spirit of liberty was re-

born and all felt the glow of freedom.

A large party of Brahmans was fed for two

weeks ; in return they prayed for the

Peshwa's victory and prosperity.

All this impressive ceremony was intend-

ed to create a new rallying point for the

rebels all over the country. It was now
expected that the Maratha princes in the

South would rise in a body to side with the

Peshwa whose family still commanded love

and sympathy in that region. Only forty

years had passed since the Peshwa family of

Poona lost its kingdom to the British.

The Rani of Jhansi had, however, her own
views in the matter and she was right. In

her opinion this was the time for the consoli-

dation of their position and for the making of

preparations to meet the British attack which

would not take long in coming. To spend

time and energy in these outward shows

would avail nothing against the enemy. She

had advised accordingly and in order to show

her disapproval she had the moral courage

to stand aloof from the ceremonies. Later,
she again gave out her mind, but in the flush

of victory which had easily brought much
treasure, military equipment and a large and
trained army her v/ords went unheeded. The
result was that Sir Hugh Rose had little diffi-

culty in uprooting the rebel forces from
Gwalior which was re-taken on June 18, 1858,
after it had been in the hands of the Peshwa
for 18 days. The Rani of Jhansi was killed

in defending the attack.

St(>hs€quent fights and wanderings—After the

loss of Gwalior Rao Saheb, accompanied by
Tatya Tope, the Nawab of Banda and some
army, left Gwalior. Two or three days later

when they were at a distance of some thirty

miles away from Gwalior a detachment of the

British force came in pursuit. In the battle

which followed Rao Saheb was defeated again

and his guns captured. The party then went
from place to place followed by the British,

and engagements took place every now and
then. Rao Saheb with Tatya Tope also

crossed the Narmada more than once. They
were later joined by Firoz Shah, but even so

fared no better.

The British negotiate for his surrender—
his refusal—Rao Saheb along with Firoz

Shah had separated from Tatya Tope after

the disaster of Sikar. The British comman-
ders were after them and tried to cordon the

Sironj jungle in which the two had taken

shelter. The whole forest was searched and

the rebel camp was discovered, but the

British could not lay hands on Rao Saheb
and Firoz Shah who had again disappeared.

The two leaders had, however, now no hope
left and some overtures to the British

commanders for negotiated surrender were
made.

On February 19, 1859, two persons were
arrested near Nimach, who claimed to be

envoys from the rebel camp and in whose
possession two letters were found. In one

^Tahmankar, page 158.
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letter a clear explanation of the terms of the

Queen’s proclamation was asked for and

amnesty sought on behalf of Rao Saheb and

Firoz Shah. It was stated in it that if these

two leaders were convinced of safety, not a

single soul would remain in arms against

Government. The other letter stated that

the limit for surrender fixed in the Queen’s

proclamation was January 1, 1859, to which

a further extension of six months was allow-

ed by a marginal note on the proclamation.

It added that if the leaders of the revolt

could be assured of safety then they would

surrender themselves. The Superintendent

of Nimach, Captain Dennys, sent a reply to

the effect that with regard to every one who
surrendered under the proclamation the pro-

mise made therein would he rigidly observed

and that this applied equally to Rao Saheb

and Firoz Shah as to common soldiers.

Later, near about March 14, an agent of Rao

Saheb had been to Sir Robert Napier with

peace proposals which enumerated the items

of indulgence which Rao Saheb expected to

receive from the Government. The agent

received the reply that Rao Saheb had

already been previously informed that only

his life would be spared and further that he

would not be treated with personal indignity.

It appears that Baba Saheb Apte, son-in-

law of Maharaja Baji Rao, who was occupy-

ing a high rank imder the Maharaja Scindhia

of Gwalior and who was in the good books

of the English had pleaded with the Govern-

ment on behalf of Rao Saheb as

well as of Nana Saheb and Bala Saheb, He
had addressed a letter to Sir Robert Hamil-

ton, the Governor General’s Agent in Cen-

tral India, who replied to say that if Rao
Saheb surrendered, his life would be pardon-

ed, that he would not be put into irons or

imprisonment, would suffer no indignity and
tliat a provision would be made for his main-
tenance. Also, that he would have to reside

in such part of India as the Government may
fix for him. It was added that these terms
were being made to him provided he had not,

with his hand or tongue, incited or caused

the murder of British subjects. But Rao
Saheb preferred not to surrender on these

terms.

Capture, trial and death—^After separating

from Tatya Tope in the Peron jungle Rao
Saheb wandered about disguised as a mendi-

cant in the territories and jungles of Gwalior

and Tonk. He had with him three persons,

one Umrao (a Muslim gentleman), a perso-

nal servant and one another. After a few
days, the two other men left him, his perso-

nal servant staying with him.

Sometime afterwards, Umrao came back with

Rao Saheb’s wife and her old mother. With
these ladies with him, Rao Saheb considered

it improper to stay in the jungle. So he came
to Pushkar near Ajmer. After this, he went
to Thaneshwar in the Punjab, then to Jaipur

and Delhi. He had adopted the name of

Lakshman Das Pandit. He had a mind to

go and take shelter in Kashmir and with

that object first went and stayed at Chandini

in the Jammu territory.

In the meanwhile, he sent his wife’s mother

to Kashmir, but he himself remained at

Chandini with his wife who was expecting a

child. Here he used to go to a temple at a

distance of three miles from the town. One

day when he came out of the temple and was

about to mount his horse, he was met by a

mendicant who accosted him. This man was

Bhima Rao who had been with Tatya Tope

at the time of the Kanpur uprising and who
had been imprisoned at Kanpur by or at the

instance of Rao Saheb. After staying with

Rao Saheb for a month and a half he went

away saying that as there was now no danger

for him (Bhima Rao), he was going home.

Sometime afterwards, this Bhima Rao

returned with the Deputy Commissioner of

Sialkot by whom Rao Saheb was arrested.

Rao Saheb was brought to Kanpur for trial.

In his statement before the court Rao Saheb

vehemently denied that he had any hand in

the massacre of the English at Kanpur, That

his statement was true was borne out by the
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enquiry which Colonel Williams had made
much before his arrest about the Kanpur hap-

penings. Of the sixty-one witnesses examin-

ed by that officer none accused Rao Saheb of

committing, abetting or even inciting the

murder of any Emopeans. But, as Dr. Sen
observes, “Bibighar had to be avenged and
Rao Saheb had to atone for the sins of

others'’. So in the trial, fresh witnesses

were produced and these obliged the Govern-

ment by testifying to his guilt. The result

was a foregone conclusion—^he was found

guilty on August 20, 1862, and was hanged

at Bithoor in front of his own palace.^

The story is told and believed by the people

of Bithoor that before the time fixed for

his execution, Rao Saheb had expressed a

desire to have a dip in the holy Ganga, which

was granted. For this purpose he was taken

to the bank of the river without the chains

being removed from his hands and feet as a

measure of caution against his possible

escape. In the meanwhile news was carried

n. RANA BENI

One of the noblest heroes of 1857, Rana Beni

Madhav Singh (or Baksh) spurned all offers

of the British Government inviting him to

surrender. He fought to the last and was

eventually killed at the head of his troops in

Nepal while fighting against the Gurkhas of

Maharaja Jung Bahadur, the Prime Minister

and Commander-in-Chief of Nepal. He was
one of the few top leaders of the revolt who
died a soldier’s death on the field of battle.

The Rana belonged to a high-class Khattriya

family of Bais Rajputs of Avadh. He was
quite advanced in age at the time of the

rebellion, but little is known of his early

life. His father, Ram Narain Singh, was a

relation of the Taluqdar of Shankarpur, by

name Shiva Prasad Singh. Beni Ma^av

Whether the execution was carried out at Bithoor or

of Jhansi (p. 173) says that he was hanged at Bithoor.

old Kanpur.

to the officer in charge of the execution that

if Rao Saheb was allowed to enter the stream,

even with chains on, the authorities would
not get him back because, feigning to take a
dip, he would make a deep dive and would re-

appear at a distance of several miles thus

making good his escape. The officer was
told by those near him that people had seen

his diving feats and that what had been
conveyed to him confidentially would cer-

tainly come to pass. The officer then

arranged for Rao Saheb to be bathed with

the holy water outside the stream ; he was
not allowed to enter the river for a dip.

And thus ended the eventful life of a brave

and honom’able patriot who, in association

with Tatya Tope, played a leading role in the

rebellion. It is a pity that enough is not

known about this hero who violently shook

the foundations of British rule. Let us hope

that some inquisitive scholar will, in his time,

'

supply the deficiency.

MADHAV SINGH

was taken in adoption by Shiva Prasad Singh

who had no heir of his body. By the time

of the revolt, Rana Beni Madhav had made
a name for himself and was regarded as the

chief of the Baiswara clan of Rajputs. He
was related to Babu Kunwar Singh of Bihar

by the marriage of his son to the latter’s

daughter. His extensive property included

four forts of which Shankarpur was one.

The “mutiny” in the Rae Bareli district had
broken out on June 10, 1857, but there were
no bloody massacres nor any extensive

uprisings. The taJuqdars, who had suffered

the loss of large parts of their lands on the

annexation of Avadh a year ago, became
independent and resumed charge of their

estates. The most conspicuous of these was

at Kanpur, is not quite clear. D. V. Tahinanl;ar in his Ham
But another version is that he was executed in Tewari Bagh,
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Rana Beni Madhav who kept in the field an

army of 15,000 men and sent military aid

to Lucknow, later going there himself. He
had made himself practically supreme in the

south of the district. His fort at Shankarpur

was famous for its design and strength—^it

was considered to be one of the strongest

in Avadh. Its outer ditch was nearly 8 miles

in circumference,' and within it there were

three separate strongholds, the intervening

space being occupied by dense thorn jungles,

traversed by a few narrow foot-paths.

Rana Beni Madhav made his influence felt

far and wide and, on more than one occasion,

actually threatened the road between Kanpiir

and Lucknow.* It is said that in May, 1858

he had a force of 80,000 at his disposal at

Jasanda near Bani some miles from Lucknow
on the Kanpur-Lucknow Road.f He was
present in the actions at Lucknow and had,

along with other leaders, received from
Begum Hazrat Mahal a khillut binding him
to march to the attack on Alambagh.

After the re-occupation of Lucknow by the

British force. Begum Hazrat Mahal and her
Commanders left the city for different desti-

nations. Rana Beni Madhav returned to

his fort at Shankarpur and began prepa-

rations for the drawn-out guerilla warfare in

which he was second only to Tatya Tope.

The Commander-in-Chief, Sir Colin Campbell,
was after him, but before attempting to

reduce this powerful leader by armed might
he extended to him tempting offers for
surrender. To this end Sir Colin had the
following letter sent to him over the
signature of Major Barrow, the Political

Agent at headquarters. The letter was
dated November 5, 1858, and was sent from
the British Camp at Udaipur to ascertain
the Rana’s intentions about taking advantage
of the amnesty promised in Queen Victoria’s

proclamation :

“The Comraander-in-Chief having received the fullest

po^v^ers from the Govemor^General to deal with all

insurgents either by^ force of arms or treaty, as may seem

to His Excellency to be right according to the offences

and claims to consideration of each individual, sends

the Proclamation of the Queen of Great Britain to Rana

Bainie Madhoo.

“The Rana is informed that under the terms of that

Proclamation his life is secured on due submission being

made. The Governor-General is not disposed to deal

harshly, but Bainie Madhoo must recollect that he has

long been a rebel in arms, and but very recently attacked

Her Majesty’s troops. He must, therefore, make the

fullest submissive surrender of his forts and cannon, and

come out at the head of his sepoys and armed followers,

and with them lay doivn his arms in the presence of

Her Majesty's troops. The sepoys and armed followers

will then be allowed to go to their homes without

molestation, each of the former receiving a certificate

from the Commissioner.

“AV^hen complete surrender and submission has been

made. Bainie Madhoo will not have cause to distrust

the generosity and clemency of the Governor-General;

and even his claims on account of estates he may

consider himself ’v\T:ongfully deprived of, may be heard;

but, in the meantime, before submission is made, and

the arms of the Rana, his sepoys and followers, publicly

laid doivn, no treating is alloived by the Governor-

General.

“The Commander-in-Chief warns Bainie Madlioo to lose

no time. His columns are closing round the Rana, and

any delay on Bainie Madhoo’s part will deprive liim of

the benefit of the Queen's merc)% and render it impos-

sible for the Govemor-GeneiTil to exercise generosity in

his behalf. The fate of himself, of his family, and of

his followers, is in his own hands."

With reference to this offer, Rana Beni

Madhav explained that he was a faithful

subject of the King of Avadh, that one king

was all that he could serve and that having

pledged his loyalty to Birjis Qadar he could

not desert him or his cause.

But though he rejected the offer of a nego-

tiated peace, the Rana was not in a position

to bear the onslaught of the guns and the

large combined force of the Conunander-in-

Chief and General Sir Hope Grant when they

assaulted his fort on November 11, 1858.

Nor had he the resources to withstand a siege

• Gazetteer of the liae Bareli District, p. 151.

fHopc Grant, Incidents, pp. 284—6.
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by a powerful army equipped with long-range

guns. So, with a master-stroke of strategy

Rana Beni Madhav evacuated his fortress at

the midnight on November 15 with almost

all his guns and troops, some 15,000 in

number, and a large amount of treasure,

going to the jungles of Purai, eight miles

from Rae Bareli on the Unnao Road. On the

16th, the British forces occupied Shankarpur,

but nothing was found save one or two old

guns.

After evacuating Shankarpur Rana Beni

Madhav collected together his men at the fort

of Daundia Khera on the Ganga and strongly

entrenched himself in the jungles until

attacked by the Commander-in-Chief in

person on the 24:th November. On his

refusal to surrender here too, the fort was
stormed. In the action Beni Madhav lost

500 dead, or drowned in the Ganga. He then

proceeded to the north-west and ultimately,

after fighting several guerilla actions, found

his way to Nepal.

Am account of his many exploits must be left

to be read elsewhere, but here it may be

recorded that up to the last Rana Beni

Madhav stuck to his uncompromising fidelity

to the Begum of Avadh—^he rejected all offers

of amnesty made to him by the Commander-
in-Chief, Having sworn to fight for her, the

Rana, even in his extremities, never wavered

in his consistency to the Begum and her son,

Prince Birjis Qadar. He “certainly pro-

fessed a great zeal for the cause of the

deposed King and maintained an obstinate

resistance to the last. His loyalty was
possibly genuine

;
but there can be no doubt

that he was highly incensed with the British

Government on account of the loss of so many
of his villages at the summary settlements:”^

A more ennobling reason for Beni Madhav’s

refusal to surrender lay in the fact that he

had given his word of honour to the son of

a friend of his, who had fled to him to escape
being hanged—his father and brother having
already been executed on accoimt of the dis-

pleasure of the authorities. Beni Madhav
had assured him of protection and it was
to honour that assurance that the valiant

Rana held back from the British. While the
authorities, in their overtures to him, had
promised him all consideration, Beni Madhav
knew that the fugitive young man with him
would not be spared. On this subject, Sir

William Russell wrote as follows in The
Times of January 17, 1859 :

'*A kinsman and great friend of ius resided, at tlie time

of the outbreak, on his estates bcuveen Allahabad and
Fiutehpoor. The Commissioner (Chester), aware of his

character, ^vrotc to him to say that he was to remain

in his house, and give us such aid as he could render.

He did so : he provided coolies, transport and stores for

our troops. Some Sikhs quarrelled with his villagers

;

and in the fight, it is said, a few men lost their lives.

The zemindar was called in to Futtehpoor, and he and

his elder son were hanged. The second son fled to Bainie

Madhoo for protection, and was assured that he would

never be abandoned. Out of the 223 villages on Bainie

Madhoo’s estates, 119 tvere taken from him on the

second revision, after annexation ; but, as he was assured

that any complaints of unjust treatment in former days

wmld be considered in the event of his submission,

it must be supposed he had some strong personal feeling

at work (to account) for the extraordinary animosity he

has displayed against us’',f

While in Nepal he had to face the threats

of Maharaja Jung Bahadur who, as an

ally of the British, could not tolerate the

presence of the nationalist leaders in his

kingdom. He wrote threatening letters to

the Rana and others. “If your troops will

not disperse and leave this country, the

British forces will soon come up from the

southward and from the westward and the

Goorkhas shall advance from the northward

and from the eastward and shall attack them,

and they will so entirely destroy them that

no traces of their existence, not even their

names, shall remain”, so wrote Maharaja

^Gazetteer of the Rae Bareli District, 1905, p. 147.

•j-Quoted by Montgomery Martin in The Indian Empire, Vol. 11, p. 498.
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Jung Bahadur to Nana Saheb, Rana Beni

Madhav and Mammoo Khan, in a letter of

September 1859.* He required them to “lay

down their arms at the Towleywa Gutchery

and proceed quietly to their homes in the

British provinces. The door of pardon is

still open to all who have not committed

murders.”

As regards their families Maharaja Jung

Bahadur said : “If your females and children

do not desire to leave the country, we shall

not force them to do so, hut they shall

remain in it subject to the conditions we
formerly made with them, that is they shall

hold no communication with their relatives

in the plains of India, nor with other persons,

British subjects there, nor with any one

except by our permission”.

He concluded by saying : “I advise you to

leave this country and to throw yourself at

the mercy of the British Government”.

Several of the leaders did follow Maharaja

Jung Bahadur’s advice, but not the valiant

Rana. In consequence, Jung Bahadur made
good his threat by sending a strong force

against him. In the ensuing battle the Rana
and his brother, Gajraj Singh, and many
of their faithful followers fell fighting.

Thus perished the great hero of Shankarpur.

But in so dying for his country and his prin-

ciples he has left behind an example of

imique valour and self-sacrifice. There is

no memorial to him save in the hearts of a
grateful people, and in the' country ballads

that are still sung in his praise.

Speaking of the character and sincerity of

Rana Beni Madhav Singh, Montgomery
Martin wi’ites : “Bainie Madhoo, the Rana of

Shunkerpoor (another Rajpoot of similar

rank to Lai Madhoo Singh, and whose son

had married the daughter of Kooer Singh),

abandoned his fort on the approach of Lord
Clydef (November 15), and marched off,

with his adherents, treasure, guns, women,
and baggage, to join the Begum of Oude and
Birjis Kudder, who was, he said, his lawful

sovereign, and must he obeyed as such. He
proved his sincerity at heavy cost

; for

—

though offered his life, his lands, the redress

of injuries, the full investigation of

grievances—^he rejected all, and became a
homeless wanderer in the Terai, for the sake

of the Begmn and her son, to whom he had
sworn fealty”.

Like a true Rajput, the Rana used his sword
only in the field of battle. He had not raised

his hand against unarmed Europeans or their

helpless women and children. In the records

"oFthe Government his name appeared only in

the list of “rebels”, and not also of those who
stood charged with murder and atrocities.]:

The Governor-General, the Commander-in-
Chief and the Chief Commissioner of Avadh
were in their heart admirers of the Rana for

his valour and high descent. For this reason

they were genuinely anxious for his co-

operation and friendship. This is evinced

by the fact
,
that they made repeated

endeavours to secure his surrender while he

lived
;

after his death the Government
granted to his minor son, then 14 years of

age, lands yielding an income of Rs.6,000 a

year. The authorities were also solicitous

about the upbringing of the boy who was
sent to receive his education at Sitapur.§

Rana Beni Madhav was greatly loved and

admired by the people of Avadh. To this

day, they sing ballads in praise of his

heroism and his principles. These are

mostly sung on the occasion of the Holi

•Foreign Political Consultations. 30lh September 1859, Nos. 201-6, National Archives.
tSir Colin Campbell, the Commander-in-Chief, u-ho later became Lord Clyde.
JLcttcr from the Commissioner, Lucknow Division, to thp rhJnf a ju oqo e . on ibko

quoted at page 583 ol Freedom Struggle in V. P., Vol. 11.
Commissioner, Avadh, no. 238 of May 30, 1859

grorcign Department Troccedings, nos. 214-15, March 9,1860,



RANA BENI MADHAV SINGH

Spinning all kind and well-meaning ofTeis of the British, he prcfcircd the life of a homeless

wanderer in ihc Nepal Teiai for the sake of the Begum and her son. By falling on the Ijcid

of battle, Rana Beni Madliav Singh conscciated his name as a man of gicat \aIoni and

honour, as a man of gi cater patiiotism.
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AZIMULLAH KHAN

Till the cnch A/iimillah Khan scncd Nana Saheb u'ith deep de\otion. When in England to

plead the cause of his inastei, he great
I>

impressed the aiistocrats of London in whose society

he was soon admitted. ^Vith fine featnies and cultivated manners he was much admiicd by

high class English ladies amongst whom he moved with natuial case.
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A Z I Z A N

When ihc bannci of ficcdoin ^vas laiscd at Knnpiu, lids icinaikablc lad) slaked Iici all in

ihe taiise of ih»' tounin. On the icconquest of Kanpur she was aucsted by General ^a^ clock

uho [>jnniiscd to spaic hci life if onh she iclcntcci. but the bia\c A/i/an dethned. As the

bullets of the hiing sijuad piciccd her bod\, she jcincmbcicd hei niaslci and cikd

Xnnn Snhcb Ki )ni.
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festival. A portion of one of the more ^
popular of these is being Riven here : 1 •

•^T 1

HfTf HT,

pi ^

cT^ I Vm Ho I

HH a't ^ tfkH H

f I Ho J

H HTHT, enm

^fT ^ I ^o u

ni. AZIMULLAH KHAl^

Azimullah Khan had begun life as khid-

matgar or foot-man in an Anglo-Indian

family. In spite of the handicaps of his

profession, he soon acquired a thorough

knowledge of the English and the French

languages. Later, he studied in a school at

Kanpur. For some time he was a teacher in

the same institution. It was at this time that

Nana Saheb who had now succeeded Baji

Rao came to know about him and took him
in his own service as vakil or prime agent.

The above account of him by Captain

Mowbray Thomson is somewhat different

from that of Shepherd who says that Azim-

ullah Elhan was a charity boy having been

picked up together with his mother during

the famine of 1837-38 ;
that the mother

though in a state of starvation would not

consent to her son being christened. He
received his education in a mission school at

Kanpur where he was paid a monthly scholar-

ship of Rs.3 while his mother served as an

ayah. After finishing his studies which ran

up to a period of 10 years he became a

teacher in the same school, leaving that job to

become ultimately attached to Nana Saheb.

t

In his Diary

j

a reference to which has been

made later in this note, Azimullah Khan

makes a mention about himself. He says

that he was a Muslim orphan when he was

taken to the palace of Baji Rao who brought

him up with great affection. This version

is thus at variance with what has been

recorded about him by the writers just men-
tioned.

Before Nana Saheb received a reply

from the Court of Directors in London
rejecting his memorial for Baji Rao's

pension, he had sent Azimullah Khan to

England to plead his case with the Home
authorities. He reached London in the sum-
mer of 1853 and was cordially welcomed by
London society. To the Londoners every

Indian visiting England was a prince or a
nawab. Azimullah Khan was also thought

to be one of this class. There v/as nothing

unusual in this because he carried with him
diamonds and Kashmiri shawls and a charm-
ing personality—all of which enchanted Eng-
lish ladies of distinguished families. He was
given all sweet flattery and was held on the

same footing as the Prime Minister of Nepal
or the cir-Ruler of the Punjab. He soon

made a name amongst the titled ladies of

London and was moving in high society. It

is said that in the parks of London crowds

of women collected to have a look at the great

Prince of India, as Azimullah Khan was
known amongst the Londoners. Not a few
English girls showed their keen desire to

marry him and wrote to him expressing their

feelings freely.

But none of these things, nor an audience

with Queen Victoria, availed him in further-

ing the cause of his master. The authorities

of the East India Company did not cancel

tShepherd's Persoml Narrative of the Outbreak aud Massacre at Cawnpore, p. H,
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the order of the Governor-General, Lord

Dalhousie, by which the ece-Peshwa’s pension

had been stopped at his death. Azimullah

Khan had, for his assistance in this mission,

an Englishman named Mr. Biddle.

Azimullah returned disappointed to India

and was able to satisfy his master that

the Board of Control of the East India Com-
pany had influenced the Ministers of the

Queen of England against the justice of his

case.

On his way back to India Azimullah paid a

visit to Constantinople at the time when the

British were suffering defeat at the hands

of the Russians in the Crimea. There he

heard and saw for himself the superiority of

the Russian power over England, and on
reaching India he informed the people that

the down-fall of British rule in India was
approaching. The famous journalist. Sir

William Russell, who had met him at Cons-

tantinople has recorded the following des-

cription of Azimullah Khan : “I went down
for a few days to Constantinople and, while

stopping at Misseri’s Hotel saw, on several

occasions, a handsome slim young man of

dark-olive complexion dressed in an oriental

costume, which was new to me, and covered

with rings and flnery. He spoke French and
English, dined at the table d’hote and, as far

as I could make out, was an Indian prince

who was on his way back from the prosecu-

tion of an unsuccessful claim against the
East India Comany in London.”

He stayed for a while with Sir William at

the Crimean front ‘to see those great Roos-
tums—^the Russians—^who have beaten the
French and the English together’. There he
saw the British army in a state of depression
and formed a very unfavourable opinion of its

morale and physique in comparison to that of

the French. He was also enabled to see

—

through the good offices of Sir William who
obtained for him a pass from the British
General—^Russian batteries at work against
the English and the French. Soon after he

had to leave the camp suddenly in an early

morning, and as Sir William was asleep he

scribbled a note for him sa3nng ‘Azimullah

Khan presents his compliments to Russell,

Esquire, and begs to thank him most truly

for his kind attentions, for which I am most

obliged’.

Kaye has described Azimullah Khan as ‘‘a

young and astute Mohammedan, with a good

presence, a plausible address, and a know-

ledge of the English language”. He dressed

himself in flne clothes and was looked upon

as an Indian prince by the gentry of London.

The high society of the metropolis was

attracted towards him and English ladies of

good families sought his favours.

Kaye records that though outwardly Azim-

ullah Khan was a gay, smiling, voluptuous

sort of person, intent always upon the

amusement of the hour, he was inwardly

brooding over some unexpressed feelings. It

was for that reason that Rango Bapuji, who
was still resident in England then, was

attracted towards Azimullah Khan. Rango

Bapuji was a person of rare ability and per-

severance and fought the case of the Satara

princes for the restoration of the principality

which had been annexed in 1848 on the death

of the ruler, Shahji, without issue. He too,

like Azimullah Khan, did not succeed in his

mission.

Both persons are said to have planned, on

their disappointment with the Directors,

schemes against British rule in India.

Though not reaching an unequivocal con-

clusion, Kaye has hinted at this possibility by

observing : ‘‘Though of different race and

different religion, these two men were knit

together by common sympathies and kindred

tasks, and in that autumn. of 1853, by like

failures and disappointments to brood over

and the same bitter animosities to cherish.

What was said and what was done between

them no historian can relate. They were

adepts in the art of dissimulation.”
*

Kaye, Vol. I, page 110.
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Several Indian writers have held that these

two gentlemen had in fact prepared schemes
to be put into action on their return to India,

Azimullah Khan in the North and Rango
Bapuji in the South,t

Azimullah Khan's Diary

This Diary is an unpublished document in

the possession of one Suraj Pratap of Pratap-

garh, who calls himself the grandson of

Nana Saheb. His claim has not, however,

been accepted by the Uttar Pradesh Govern-

ment to whom he made several representa-

tions. The original book is in Urdu and
Suraj Pratap claims that it is in the hand-

writing of Azimullah Khan himself, A
Hindi transliteration of it has been published

by Sri Durgesh Pratap Narain Pande. The
noted historian, Dr, Ishwari Prasad, has

written a foreword to the Hindi version in

which he observes that so far as the ques-

tion of the authenticity of the Diary is con-

cerned, it is necessary to prove it, but that

apart from this it has its own importance.

The Uttar Pradesh Government have expres-

sed grave doubts about its genuineness. The

Diary which is a short booklet gives a brief

account of the parentage and early life of

Nana Saheb ; the part he played in the 1857

struggle
;
his marriage with the Princess of

Sangli ; an account of Baji Rao and other

miscellaneous matters. References to it

have been made at several places in the pre-

sent book.

After Nana Saheb’s defeat in the battle of

Kanpur and his evacuation from Bithoor,

the British made a search of his palace and

appurtenant buildings and there discovered

bimdles of letters addressed to Azimullah

Elhan by high class ladies of London—letters

which were couched in terms of the most

intimate friendship. He had continued to

receive such letters from England and France
on his return to India, Some of the letters

were written in French. They later found
their way to England to be published under
the title Indian Prmce and English Peeress—
"Trince", because the London people con-
tinued to believe that Aizimullah Khan was an
Indian ruler.

Nothing is definitely known about the last

days of Azimullah Khan although it is said

that he died at Bhutwal some time in

October 1859,* In fact the published records

make little mention of him after the first

battle of Kanpur when Nana Saheb, on being
defeated fay General Havelock, left Kanpur
for good. It is probable, however, that he
went to Macca where he obtained an impor-
tant appointment under the Cherif of Macca
who later sent him as a political agent to

Constantinople, • Possibly, he lived in Macca
and Constantinople for some thirty years
and at the latter place died at the hands of

an assassin for political reasons which had
some connection with the Sultan of Turkey.
Further particulars about this have already

been given in Chapter 42, dealing with the

last days of Nana Saheb.

Azimullah Khan was the chief adviser and
confidant of Nana Saheb, and it is the view of
British historians that he was the brain
behind the uprising at Kanpur, that he had
also a prominent hand in the organisation of
the rebellion throughout the country.

Writing about Azimullah Khan, Dr. Sen has
observed that he was a remarkable person.

'Tt is no discredit to him that he was a man
of humble origin and had once earned his

living as a lowly waiter. He improved his

position and educated himself. He learnt to

read, write and speak English and French
and became a school-master, not a mean
achievement for a man who started life with

fRango Bapuji had stayed in England for several years even after the failure of his mission. He ^vas no%\r without
funds because the Satara Princes had no further interest in him. He was involved in debt and the authorities of the
East India Company, in spite of the troubles which he had given them over the Satara case, repaid his debts and, in
addition, gave him 2,500 pounds and a free passage to India where he returned in December, 1853.

•Dr. Sen, page 368.
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SO many handicaps. Nature had endowed It was no small compliment to his accom-

him with well-favoimed features and a charm- plishments that he won the affection of

ing personality, to which he added, hy his elderly matrons of the British aristocracy,

own efforts, cultivated manners, and when he and fair maidens found in him an object of

reached England he was admitted to the best love and admiration in spite of ‘the shadowed

society where he moved with natural ease. livery of the burnished sun’.”t

IV. AZIZAN

“Oh woman ! in our hours of ease.

Uncertain, coy and hard to please ;

When pain and anguish wring the hrow,

A ministering angel thou.”

—SIR WALTER SCOTT,

The Battle of Flodden Field,

This lady played an important part in the

uprising at Kanpur. At the very beginning

of the revolt she collected a squad of Indian

ladies, brave and fearless. The members of

this party put on male attire and went riding

on horses, with sword in hand, telling the

people about the nation’s war. They also

tended wounded sepoys and looked after their

comforts. They distributed milk, fruits and

sweetmeats amongst the sepoys. When
needed, they also helped in reaching supplies

and ammimition to the fighters at the

entrenchment, regardless of the fire from
the enemy. All this was the result of the

inspiration provided by the example of

courage and devotion of this great lady,

Azizan.

In his Diary^t Nanak Chand has praised the

bravery of Azizan saying that she was always
armed and present at the batteries helping

the sepoys, that she was greatly attached to

them and that Azimullah Khan was specially

enamoured of her.

On Sunday, June 7, a proclamation was
issued in two languages abjuring all true

Hindus and Muslims to unite in the defence of

their religion and to rally round the Nana,

The call was promptly obeyed by all. “Azee-

zan, the Demoiselle Theroigne of the revolt,

appeared on horse-back, amid a group of her

admirers, dressed in the uniform of her

favoured regiment, armed with pistols, and

decorated with medals”.*

In Colonel Williams’ enquiry, Jankee Prasad,

a merchant of Kanpur, deposed that Azizan

lived in Lurkee Mohal and was very intimate

with the men of the 2nd Cavalry and was in

the habit of riding armed with the sawars.

“The day the flag was raised, she was on

horse-back in male attire decorated with

medals, armed with a brace of pistols, and

joined the crusade. I saw her as thousands

of others did also.” **

Azizan was arrested on the recapture of Kan-

pur. She was brought before General Have-

lock who was struck by her surpassing

beauty. He could not believe that such a

good-looking woman could have the manly

qualities which she possessed. He suggest-

ed that if she showed repentance and apolo-

gised her life could be spared. But she

refused the offer. When asked what she

wanted, her bold reply was : “I want the

destruction of the British.” She was ordered

to be shot dead. As several bullets pene-

trated her body she cried 'Nana Saheb Ki

Jai’. No sigh of pain escaped her mouth.

General Havelock was left perplexed by her

bravery.

’\Eightecn Fifty’Scvat, pages 12G-27.

JUnder entrj' dated Friday, June 19, 1857.

•Sir George Trevchan, page 99.

••Evidence of Jankee Prasad, merdiant of Kanpur, deposition no. 22 at page 53.
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This account of her death appears in the

book, San 1857 Ki Chingariyan, by Shri-

niwas Balaji Hardikar of Kanpur who is

welWcnown for his knowledge of the events

in Kanpur and Bithoor during the rebellion.

Doubt about its correctness, however, arises

from the fact that Azizan herself was one of

the witnesses in the enquiry conducted by

Colonel Williams after the restoration of

British authority. She could not, therefore,

have been executed by General Havelock as

in the version of Sri Hardikar. At all

events, the matter cannot be said to be free

from doubt.

In the same book Sri Hardikar has^ also

written that Azizan was the lady who insti-

gated the murders in Bibighar. Here also

there appears to be some confusion. Accord-

ing to the enquiry of Colonel Williams there

was another woman, called the Begum who,

according to the Colonel, is said to have

carried the order for the massacre of the pri-

soners to the sepoy-guard placed over them

and who, on their refusing to execute it, is

said to have returned to fetch five men to

finish the prisoners. This woman, named

Husainee Khanum, was one of the four slave

girls of Bajx Rao. On his death she came

under the control of Nana Saheb who con-

tinued her in his service.

It was about ’this girl, the Beguin, that

several witnesses • in Colonel Williams’

enquiry deposed that the order for the killing

of the prisoners was brought by her. Again

it was apparently this lady whom Mohammad

Alit had in mind when he told Forbes-

Mitchell that a lady was behind the Bibighar

massacre, but that he (Mohammad Ali) knew

not the motive which prompted her to do this

foul act. In these circumstances it is not

correct to associate the name of Azizan with

the massacre at Bibighar.

Colonel Williams also refers to another

woman named Adia and writes about her
thus : '"Adla, by birth and profession a
courtesan, bom at Mugrasa, resided with the

Nana from 1850, and from receiving Rs.200

p.m. and becoming a favourite, was, it is

said, endowed with the jewels belonging to

the widows of the late Peshwa, valued at

Rs.50,000, On the Nana’s flight from
Bithoor, she was sent in a boat some distance

up the river ; but returning to Ca^vnpore in

August 1857, was secreted in a house in

the Butcher-khana, went from thence to

Misreepore, zillah Humeerpore, and is now
said to be at Mugrasa, near Kanpur, under

the care of a man named Mundhoo ; having

promised, she states, to await one year at

Kanpur the return of the Nana to that

station. The sister of Mundhoo, named
Kareena, resides with Oojagur Dobey, of

Dahabey, zillah Cawnpore, and the jewels

are said to be secreted in his house”,^'

But this lady too seems to be different from
Azizan, because according to the evidence in

Colonel Williams’ enquiry, Azizan was in the

keeping of Seth Kalloo Mai of Kanpur, while

Adla was residing at Bithoor under the care

of Nana Saheb since the days of

Maharaja Baji Rao (1850).

Azizan was a lady of great charm and
beauty. Though a dancing girl by birth she

was second to none in the love of her country
for which she made the supreme saczifice.

She could easily have continued to live a
luxurious life, but when the banner of free-

dom was raised she could not sit idle ; the

flame of freedom in her was so intense that

she staked her all in the cause of the country.

She set an example of Indian womanhood by
her daring, her power of organization and
her patriotism. The people of Kanpur and
Bithoor still cherish her memory with kindly

thoughts.

+A note on this gentleman will be found in Section III of Appendix D.

•Colonel Williams* Memorandum, dated March 29, 1859, pages 20-21,
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I. LORD CANNING

n. SIR COHN CAMPBELL (LORD CLYDE)

TTT GENERAL SIR HUGH ROSE

IV. BRIGADIER-GENERAL NICHOLSON

ANNEXURE : LORD CANNING’S LETTER
TO QUEEN VICTORIA

I. LORD CANNING
(I8I2-I862)

A short note on Lord Canning is here being

given as it was during his Governor-General-

ship that the rebellion had broken out, that

the British authority was re-established and

the administration passed from the East

India Company to the British Crown. It

was he who, under the new dispensation,

became Governor-General on the one hand
and Viceroy, representing the Crown in

its relations with the Indian Princes, on the

other. Though in the suppression of the

revolt many evil things were done by British

commanders and others without his approval

and for which the moral responsibility

must rest on Lord Caiming, his sincerity of

purpose, his goodness of spirit, his benevo-

lence of character have been universally re-

cognised—even by his severest critics of

whom not a few were Europeans. It was an
irony of fate that with the inherent humanity
of his nature, he was criticised by a Cabinet

Minister of England as having been too

harsh, while the European community in

India characterised him as being too lenient

in his measures for the suppression of the

mutiny.

Lord Canning was bom in 1812 as the third

son of George Canning, one of the most

attractive of British statesmen. George

Canning had a celebrated career in England;

he was a Cabinet Minister for some years

and ultimately rose to be Prime Minister. He

had held that office for six months when

death separated him from it in 1827. Earlier,

in 1822, he had accepted the office of Gov-

ernor-General of India, but when his ship was

about to sail he received the offer of Foreign

Secretaryship which he was glad to accept,

abandoning his journey to In^a.

The younger Canning received his education

at Eton and Oxford where he won many dis-

tinctions. After taking his University

degree and celebrating his marriage, he

entered the House of Commons, but shortly

afterwards on the death of his mother in

1837 he became a Peer and sat in the House

of Lords. After being for a short time

Under Secretary for Foreign Affairs he be-

came a member of the Cabinet during Lord

Palmerston’s Prime Ministership. Later,

he was appointed Governor-General of India

on Lord Dalhousie’s retirement.

The Court of Directors of the East India

Company gave him a banquet on the eve of

his departure for India
;
there he uttered
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words which were almost prophetic of the re-

bellion which was to come a year after. He
said : “In the sky of India, serene as it is,

a small cloud may arise, at first no bigger

than a man's hand, but which, growing

bigger and bigger, may at last threaten to

overwhelm us with ruin,"

He took charge of his office in February 1856

and immediately plimged himself in his

duties with his characteristic energy. It took

him several weeks of hard work to be able to

get abreast of current events.

Lord Canning was both laborious and cons-

cientious in his work. He went to the very

depth of every question, and minor problems

received as much of his attention as weighty

questions of State. It was a quality of his

temperament that he did not treat small

things as small but gave them the same de-

termined care as to matters of importance.

It is said of him that he was never content

with anything short of perfection.

Lord Canning had not been long in office

when the grave signs of intending rebellion

began to show themselves. For teaching the

use of the recently-introduced Enfield rifles to

sepoys. Rifle Depots had been established at

different centres. The use of the new rifle

involved the biting with teeth of cartridges

which were lubricated with grease. The

rumour went round that the grease includ-

ed cows’ fat, which was abhorrent to the reli-

gion of the Hindus, and pigs’ fat which a

Mohammedan could not touch imder the

canons of his faith. Many cases of insubor-

dination occurred in the process of forcing

the cartridges on the sepoys. There were

also mysterious fires in several military sta-

tions. All these were premonitory signs of

the rebellion which broke out finally at

Meerut in May 1857.

The course of the rebellion and the methods

adopted to suppress it have been dealt with

in appropriate chapters. Here, we need only

briefly refer to the character of Lord

Canning in dealing with the situation. His

liberal and just temperament urged him to

the policy that justice and patience should be
the key-note of the Government in dealing

with the rebels, once they had ceased their

resistance. His coimtrymen in India would,

however, press him to adopt a policy of ven-

geance which was so opposed to his concilia-

tory inclinations. Shortly after the out-

break at Meerut, Lord Canning issued a pro-

clamation in which he insisted upon the

necessity for discrimination in the

treatment of the rebels. The Europeans in

India denounced this as too lenient

a measure
;

in their derision they gave
him the title of ' Clemency Canning’. But
these very men afterwards were fair enough
to acknowledge that this title was the highest

honour which could have been bestowed
upon him.

In his letters to England he expressed him-
self against ruthless repression

;
in a letter

to Queen Victoria he wrote : “There is a
rabid and indiscriminate vindictiveness

abroad even among those who ought to set

a better example," But Lord Canning was
not unnerved by the accusation of the

European community about what they called

his undue leniency. He was hurt, of course,

by the charge of undue severity which a
Cabinet Minister had brought against him.
This charge had reference to Lord Canning’s
proclamation to the landholders and inhabi-

tants of Avadh, a proclamation by which all

except a few Taluqdars were to lose

their proprietary rights in land. But while
making this proclamation he had separately

expressed his opinion that the punishment
of forfeiture was to be enforced with an in-

dulgent hand and was to be altogether re-

mitted on timely submission or other valid

ground. Further, the actual terms of the pro-

clamation made it quite clear that the British

Government would liberally treat all those
who threw themselves on the justice and
mercy of Government. Upon this proclama-
tion Lord Ellenborough, a Cabinet Minister,

wrote to Lord Canning desiring him to miti-

gate the severity of the decree of confisca-

tion. In reply Lord Canning explained that
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his policy, if steadily pursued, offered ihe

best and the earliest prospect of restoring

peace upon a stable footing. He concluded

by sasdng that he was prepared to resign if,

after a careful consideration of all the cir-

cumstances, his policy did not commend
itself to Her Majesty’s Ministers.

It must also have caused great pain to the

noble Lord to hear that certain politicians in

Parliament had attempted, though unsuccess-

fully, to get his name excluded from the

vote that was passed by the British Parlia-

ment early in 1858, thanking the civil and

military officers of the Company for their

zeal in the suppression of the mutiny.

Lord Canning shifted his headquarters

from Calcutta to Allahabad in the beginning

of 1858 in order to be able better to super-

vise the military operations. At the same
time he took over the administration of the

North-Western Provinces. He had to put in

very hard work on accoimt of this additional

duty in addition to the important work of

reconquest. This caused a great strain on
his health.

After British authority was restored, and
after the Governor-General Canning also be-

came the Viceroy on the transfer of the ad-

ministration to the Crown, he devoted him-
self to the task of constructing peace and the
reforms connected with it.

Lord Canning lost his wife during the con-

cluding year of his Indian career. She died
towards the end of 1861 and was buried in a
park at Barrackpur within a few miles of
Calcutta. On her tomb-stone Lord Canning
had the words inscribed : ‘Honours and
praises written on a tomb are at best a vain
glory’. Lady Canning’s death was mourned
by large numbers in India for her nobility of
character, pleasing manners and all that
goes with English womanhood. *

A letter which, on her death, Lord Canning

wrote to Queen Victoria is reproduced in the

annexure to this appendix.

In March 1862, Lord Canning handed his

office to Lord Elgin. When he left India a

week later he was described as “looking

pale, wan, toil-worn and grief-stricken” on

the day of his embarkation. His health had

completely broken down and it was as if the

great administrator was returning home only

to die. His end came in June of the same
year in the 49th year of his age. He was
buried in Westminster Abbey, a place

reserved for the burial only of the Sovereigns

of England and its noblest sons.

Lord Canning’s administration was just and

honourable on the whole. He was always

considerate in passing orders and sometimes

his sense of justice and fairplay stood in the

way of taking immediate decisions. In con-

sequence, he was accused of wavering and

undue leniency.

The conduct of Lord Canning in restoring

order'had been the subject of a tribute, more
befitting his character than many others,

by Mr. Wilson, the first Finance Member of

the Government of India, on the occasion of

his first Budget speech in 1860 when he said:

“The future historian of India will dwell with

pride upon the fact that India was govern-

ed during this period of disturbance by a

noble man who never, in the midst of the

greatest peril, allowed his judgment to be

swayed by passion or his fine sense of

honour and justice to be tarnished by even

a passing feeling of revenge.”

There are many more tributes to the work
and character of this noble Englishman, and

these could be read in Sir H. S. Cunning-

ham’s Earl Canning, but we may conclude

this sketch by Lord Curzon’s words

:

“Neither let them forget the Viceroy,

Canning, calm amid the tumult, silent in the

face of obloquy, resolute through all upon

the great and crowning lesson of mercy.”

,* Miiiiny, Canning had a tremendous amount of labour to do at the desk. Like a true wife,
Lnd} Capning fliarcd in this toil, often copying out for him confidential minutes of great length.



Jn lus icply to Queen \*icioiia, acknowledging tlie dignii) oi the 01*51 Viceroy of India, he

wrote : “It is Lord Canning 5 earnest hope and piaycr that, so long as this high function shall

be in his trust, it may be administered in a spirit not unworthy of )Our Majesty, and that

when he shall delher it again into your Majesty s hands, it may be found to be without spot

or stain from any act or word of his.” Handing over his office to Lord Elgin he sailed for

England in March 1862, tcil-noin by incessant woik, and grief-stiicken by Lady Canning's

death. As if he had returned home only to die, “Clemency" Canning, a broken-hearted man,

was ovei taken by death in June of the same )ear. leaiing behind a name for magnanimity and

inflexible justice.
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SIR C O LIN C A M P BELL
lie set gicat stoic by discipline, and \ct be bad a fellow-feeling with bis soldieis and ibey

with him. ‘^ir Colin was at bis best in tbe tliick ol bailie, but be would never sacrifice bis

aimy in vain conflict with insnnnountable obstacles. In 1851-52 be fought against ibc bill-

tribes bc^oiul ilie Indus, but after beating them in light be objected to huining villages for

the Climes <if one or two. Later, be also olijectcd to the intcifcicnce of civilians in mililai^

nuuieus and this led to a disagreement witli the Goxcinor-Ceneial, Loid Dalbousie. On a

matter of piintiple the gallant soldici piefeued to icsign Ins post, but was dcstinetl soon to

leiuin to India ici iccoiujiicr the cinpiic for England. He was then in Ids (>5th year.

5GMi



SIR HUGH ROSE
The love whidi his soldiers boie him is thus testified in the woids of Sir Hugh Rose

himself: “Tacse noble soldieis ne\er proffered one complaint. They fell in their ranks,

stiuck down by the sun, and exhausted by fatigue, but they would not inciease the anxieties

of their Geneial oi belie their de\otion b) complaint. No matter how gieat their exhaustion,

or how deep their shoit sleep, they always sprang to my call to aims with the heaiticst good-

will,” It was the piivilcge of Sir Hugh Rose to fight against the Rani of Jhansi, and it was

his fuithcr prixilege to pay tp the dcpaited Queen the highest tiibutc which a soldier has

ever paid to a soldier—“the bravest of the biavc”.

5G4-C



G E N E R A E X I C H O L S O N

John Nicholsoix never fulfilled what so many people icgaul as one nl tlic gicai ohjccis of

rxisience— he iic\cr inairicd. His mother was his gicatest friend. His let lets to her hear

testimony to tho fact that she stayed in the same place in his ilioiights in India ns she had

clone Avhile he was in England. Nicholson was laic in many ihings—chaiactei and ronsis-

lenq’—hut abo\e all in his reverence foi. and diitx towards, his affectionate mother.
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n. SIR COLIN CAMPBELL (LATER LORD CLYDE)
(
1792—1863

)

When the mutiny broke out, General Anson
was the Conamander-in-Chief in India, He
died suddenly from cholera when proceeding

from Ambala for the relief of Delhi. Sir

Colin . Campbell, then 65 years of age, was
appointed by the Queen to the Supreme Com-
mand in India on July 11, 1857. On receiv-

ing the appointment he said ;
“ Never did

a man proceed on a mission of duty with a

lighter heart and a feeling of greater humi-

lity.” He was in London then. On being

asked when he could be ready to start,

‘tomorrow* was his answer, and true enough

he set out for India the very next day, July

12, 1857.

Sir Colin Campbell was a Scotchman, having

been born in Glasgow in 1792. At the age

of 16, he entered the army and in his early

career distinguished himself in fighting cam-

paigns. In one of the engagements he was

severely wounded and was lying in hospital.

Before his wounds were healed he left his

bed to take part in another attack. This

breach of military discipline was, however,

overlooked on account of the personal gal-

lantry which he had again displayed.
^

Later, he took part in the war of 1812,

between America and England ; also in the

China War and in the Second Sikh War. He
received the distinction of K. C. B, for steady

coolness and military precision in the opera-

tions.

He had hoped to retire from active service

after the Sikh War, but could not be spared

as he was required in the Crimean War which

had now broken out. His wish to retire at

the end of the Crimean War could not also

be fulfilled, although he had reached an age

when one could justly claim to be permitted

to live a restful life. His country needed

him for service in India to fight the great

rebellion.

Sir Colin took up his command in India in

August 1857. The Commander-in-Chief in

India was in charge of all military operations,

but Sir Colin Campbell personally conducted
only the northern ones leaving his lieute-

nant, Sir Hugh Rose, to conduct the opera-
tions in Central and South India.

Sir Colin Campbell’s personal campaigns in-

cluded the final capture of Kanpur (when he
defeated Tatya Tope in the last battle of

Kanpur in December 1857) , and the relief of

Lucknow. Delhi had already been retaken
when he was at Calcutta. But he exercised

direction and control over all military opera-

tions against the leaders of the rebellion.

The qualities which made Sir Colin a great

General were his extreme caution and
thoroughness which allowed him to leave no-

thing to chance. He always prepared all his

plans most carefully beforehand and in this

work he gave extraordinary care to details.

He laid down his office in 1860 after British

authority had been completely restored. He
received the Peerage under the title of Lord
Clyde. Afterwards he was created Field-

Marshal. He died in 1863 in his seventy-first

year and was buried in Westminster Abbey,
the resting place for the great men and wo-
men of England.*

In the annals of the Mutiny, the name of

Sir Colin Campbell is ranked amongst the

saviours of British rule in India, which, but
for men like him, would have disappeared

in the storm of the great revolt. At the

same time it ought to be recorded that,

though he was relentless in his military

operations, he consistently disapproved of

oppressive measures against those in arms
or the brutal treatment of suspects by the

civil authorities. On more than one occa-

sion he emphatically protested against such

inhuman proceedings which have tarnished

many an English name of those days.

He died lamented by the Queen, the Army, and the people”, are the words inscribed on his tomb-stone.
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m. SIR HUGH ROSE—AFTERWARDS LORD STRATHNAIRN
(
1801-1885 )

Prior to the mutiny, Sir Hugh Rose had seen,

no service in India. He was sent out to India

in September 1857 and landing at Bombay
took over the command of the Poona Divi-

sion. Before touching on his campaigns for

the suppression of the rebellion, his earlier

career may first be noticed.

He was born in Berlin and began his military

career in the British Army, which he enter-

ed as an ensign in 1820 at the 19th year of

his age. He sought service in Ireland and

Malta and received early promotions not so

much on account of military qualifications

as on account of the courage and humanity

which he showed during an out-break

of cholera among his troops at Malta. He
visited every sick man of the regiment, en-

couraging everyone round him by his activity

and cheerfulness. He chiefly distinguished

himself during the Turco-Egyptian war in

S5nia.

For a time he served as British Consul-

General for Syi’ia. While on this post he
gave proof of his cool presence of mind, a
quality which aided him all through his

career. Civil war was going on between two
hostile sections of the Syrian population and
one day he found the opposing forces firing

at one another. Without hesitation and at

great risk to his life he rode between them
and succeeded in stopping the fight by the
sheer force of a strong will.

He seiwed also in the Crimean War against
Russia, acting as the Queen’s Commissioner
with the French Army and carrying the
rank of Brigadier-General. During the ope-
rations before Sebastopol he displayed cons-
picuous gallantry for which the French Com-
manders thanked him deeply.

Mention here might be made of an incident
during the Crimean War in which he creat-
ed a great impression on the Russians.

The story is briefly told thus in the words of

a Russian officer : ‘He (the Russian officer)

had seen through the mist, a tall gaunt

figure riding leisurely down the road under a

withering fire from the whole line of pickets;

the horseman turned neither to the right

hand nor to the left, nor could the Russians

hit him. Suddenly, they saw him fall head-

long with his horse. After a few minutes,

paying no attention to the firing, the myste-

rious horseman got up, patted his horse, and

led the animal leisurely back up the road.

The Russians were so awe-struck that an

order was sent along the line to cease firing

on the man

For his services in the Crimean War the

British Government conferred on him the

honoim of knighthood.

Thereafter he began his Indian career in

command of the Poona Division as already

stated. Three months afterwards in Decem-
ber 1857, he was appointed Commander of

the Central India Field Force, which was to

subdue the rebellion in Bundelkhand, Central

India and Malwa
;
the Commander-in-Chief

himself being engaged in reducing Avadh
and the North-Western Provinces. Sir Hugh
Rose conducted these operations with great

military skill. It is on record that in five

months Sir Hugh Rose’s force traversed one

thousand and eighty-five miles, crossed many
large rivers

; captured two fortified cities

and two fortresses, all strongly defended ;

fought sixteen actions ; captured twenty

smaller forts, and never sustained a check

against the most warlike and determined

enemy led by the most capable commanders
then to be found in any part of India. In

recognition of his services the Queen of

England gave him a signal honour by creat-

ing him a Grand Commander of the Bath.

Parliament also thanked him profusely.

OswcU. Vol. I, pagci 7C-77.
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Sir Hugh Rose was, after the conclusion of

his task with the Central India Field Force,

appointed Commander-in-Chief of the

Bombay Army in 1859. The following year

he succeeded Sir Colin Campbell as the

Commander-in-Chief in India.

On return to England after serving for five

years as Indian Commander-in-Chief the

distinguished General was made a peer and

he selected the style of "Lord Strathnaim of

Strathnairn and Jhansi”. Later, he received

the highest military rank of Field-Marshal.

He died at Paris in 1885.

The secret of success of Sir Hugh Rose lay
in the fact that he always made to the post
of danger never sparing himself or
others. He did everything with courage,

thoroughness, earnestness, unflinching devo-

tion to duty. His rapid marches and indomi-
table energy had created great impression on
the rebels and their leaders. The principle

which he followed in dealing with them was :

“When your enemy is in the open go straight

at him and keep him moving
; when behind

rampart, still go at him, and cut off all his

chances of retreat when possible : pursue
him, escaping or escaped”.!

IV. BRIGADIER-GENERAL NICHOLSON

(1822-1857)

In common with all men of distinction John

Nicholson had his failings—and to these we

shall refer later—but the most noble thing

about him was his deep affection and

profound reverence for his mother, a pious

lady with faith in the true values of life.

She did all she could to make her children

upright and conscientious and it is to her

that Nicholson owes his reputation as a man
of integrity and high character. In this

connection a letter which she wrote to John

at school will bear reproduction. He was

then in his twelfth year, and had spent more

than the amount of his weekly allowance ;
it

was this lapse which gave the occasion for the

subjoined letter written on April 24, 1837 :

MY DEAREST CHILD^—I 'would havc met your ivishcs and

answered your last letter immediately, but have had a

return of the pain in my side, which (while it con-

tinues) quite prevents me using my right arm. ... I

rather think you misunderstood your uncle, nor would

I write to him, as I know he is living too fast, and finds

it enough to meet his own expenses. Should he remember,

well and good, but on no account whatever would I

expose myself to the imputation of being covetous.

I will, for this time, give you the money you require.

In future you must be content with your weekly

allowance. "What other boys have ox do, cannot be a

rule for you, who are the son of a ‘widow with five

boys to educate. Do not then, John, feel any false

shame at not having money; such a feeling might lead

to SERIOUS ILL-CONSEQUENCES,

‘'Say honestly, openly, you can’t afford such or such a
thing as may be proposed. I feel no shame at saying

I can’t afford to enter into the same expenses as

Mrs. Scott or Mrs. Cleaver do. I want you to be an
open, manly character, afraid of nothing but of doing
what is wrong. You will, if you are diligent in your
studies now, have the opportunity of gaining an honour-
able independence hereafter. In the meantime you
must endeavour to acquire good principles, good habits,

and a sufficient degree of knmvledge and information to

carry you respectably tlirough life, and ever bear in

mind that without a good character, education cannot

serve you. Mr. Ormsby told us in his sermon last night,

that if we prayed as we ought, we ^vould strive to live

as we prayed. Think of this, dearest, and ask yourself,

how do I pray ”

Nicholson carried these words of his mother
as the breast-plate of his character as regards

‘^gaining an honourable independence here-

after’^ and being “afraid of nothing”.

The place which his mother occupied in his

heart was so deep-rooted that Nicholson

felt no necessity for taking a partner in life.

The letters exchanged between them, and
which are preserved, form valuable pieces in

f Oswell Vol. I, page 82.
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English literature. One of them has just

been quoted ;
here is another from John ;

'^MY DEAREST MOTHER,—I camc here this morning from

Pcshawur, where I have been spending a fe^v days ^vith

the Edwardes. You will see by the papers that pre-

parations are in progress for the establishment of a

Afission at Peshawur. I have given 500 rupees to^sTirds

it on your account, but my name will not appear on

the subscription list, as for certain reasons I have pre-

ferred subscribing anonymously.

“If you have not received any rent from the Caldbecks,

I would ask you not to take any. It ^vould seem to me
inconsistent with the friendly relations which I believe

exist between you, to take rent for accommodation which

one friend should be happy to have an opportunity

of affording another.

“Where do you think of spending the coming summer?

I hope you will go to the sea-side ; sea-bathing seems

to agree so with you and Lily. . . . —Yours

affectionately, j. nicholson." {Written from Camp Kohat,

April 13, 1854).

In 1850, Nicholson had decided to go to

England on furlough. This decision was
influenced by his constant illness during the

preceding ten years, but one special reason

for this determination was his thought for

other iieople than for himself. His own
brother William had died in India following

an accident and John Nicholson, always full

of thoughtfulness for his mother, felt that

he was needed at home to help her bear this

calamity.

Apart from being a dutiful son, Nicholson

was a considei’ate friend. In 1851, a post

of Commandant fell vacant in the Punjab
Frontier Force, for which Nicholson sub-

mitted an application. A little later he came
to know that one of his old friends. Colonel

Chamberlain, was a candidate for it.

Nicholson lost no time in withdrawing his

application and at the same time %vriting to

Chamberlain saying that his (Chamberlain’s)

claims were greater than his own
; that he

wished him all success.

For years after his arrival in India,

Nicholson had been in ill-health. But he had
a strong determination which enabled him
successfully to overcome this handicap.
Once he was in bed with a severe attack of

fever when Sir Henry Lawrence, Chief Com-
missioner of the Punjab, came jto tell him
about a local rebellion. “Never mind the

fever ; I will start to-night’’. This is what
Nicholson told Sir Henry. Writes a brother

officer, who was present when Nicholson,

forgetful of his fever, attended the call of

duty : “Never shall I forget him as he pre-

pared for his start, full of that noble

reliance in the presence and protection of

God, which, added to an unusual share of

physical courage, rendered him almost invin-

cible. It was during the few hours of his

preparation for departure that his conduct

and manner led to my first knowledge of his

true character, and I stood and watched him
—so full of spirit and self-reliance, though
only just risen from a sick-bed—^with the

greatest admiration.”

It is good that he did not marry for no dame
Nicholson could have long put up with his

fiery temper. His outbursts of anger were
frequent and in that state of imbalance he
often used to strike. On account of this

weakness he was in continuous quarrel with

colleagues and senior ofBcers some of whom
were excellent men.

About 1850, Sir Henry Lawrence, the Chief

Commissioner of the Pimjab, having received

several reports about Nicholson’s quick

temper, decided to give him a brief friendly

advice. “Don’t think it is necessary to say
all you think to everyone”, observ'ed Sir

Henry. “The world would be one mass of

tumult if we all gave candid opinions of

each other. I admire your sincerity as much
as any man can do, but say thus much as a
general warning. . . . From what I saw
in camp, I think you have done much towards
conquering yourself

; and I hope to see the

conquest completed”.

The reply of Nicholson was characteristic.

After making a feeble defence of having
spoken openly to the English officers of the

Punjab amy in condemning their habit of

plundering the natives, though he was aware
his doing so had brought upon him much
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xinpopiilarity, he proceeded to thank Sir

Henry for the ‘friendly advice’. “I am not
ignorant of the faults of my temper and you
are right in supposing that I do endeavour

to overcome them—

I

hope with increasing

success. I readily admit that my temper
is a very excitable one, and wants a good
deal of curbing. A knowledge of the disease

is said to be half the cure, and I trust the

remaining half will not be long before it is

effected.”

For the life and career of General Nicholson,

the reader must turn to his interesting

biography by Captain J. L. Trotter, and to

the unique collection by Sir John Kaye,

entitled Lives of Indian Officers (1889).

Here, we shall content ourselves by saying

that this distinguished soldier and adminis-

trator, who died in the fulness of youth at

the age of 35, was born in 1822 in Ireland

as the third son of a physician, Alexander

Nicholson
;

that in 1839 he entered the

Bengal Army and soon saw service in the

First Afghan War, 1839—42 ;
that he dis-

tinguished himself in this and other

campaigns ; that in 184T he was in charge

of a district in the Punjab where he did much
to pacify the country after the First Sikh

War. He was appointed Deputy Commis-
sioner of Bannu on the annexation of the

Punjab, and in that capacity became a kind

of legendary hero with many tales of his

stern justice, tireless activity and towering

personality. Among these stories, one

relates to the occasion when, on being

attacked by a gliazi^ he snatched the musket
from a sentry's hand and shot the assailant

dead. On another occasion he put a price

on the head of a notorious outlaw, but find-

ing no one daring enough to earn it, himself

rode single-handed to the man’s village and,

meeting him on the street, cut him down. It

is no wonder then that the villagers

worshipped him as a god under the title of

Nihalsain.

Though a severe officer, Nicholson was emi-
nently just—he would personally go to the
scene of a crime or a legal dispute to settle

the matter on the spot. In criminal cases, he
gave the offender a chance to redeem his

character.

He was one of the Commanders of the British

Force which had collected to recapture

Delhi. Amongst a wavering group of senior

officers, Nicholson forced the issue of an
immediate assault on the city and was
himself chosen to lead the attacking column.

On the morning of September 14, 1857, he led

a thousand troops in the attack on the walled

city and succeeded in entering it.^ There-
after, he tried to clear much more ground
than his wearied troops could undertake.

As they hesitated, he turned back to

encourage them and in that condition

received a mortal shot. His powerful

physical frame, however, preserved his life

for nine days whereafter he breathed his

last on the 23rd following.

By an rmfoitunate irony, a serious estrange-

ment took place between the two friends,

Nicholson and Colonel Chamberlain, and
efforts at reconciliation bore no fruit for

long. Though Chamberlain made some over-

tures of good feeling, Nicholson remained
adamant. At last, Sir John Lawrence
succeeded in restoring the broken friendship

which lasted till the death of Nicholson when
Chamberlain most devotedly and untiringly

nursed his dying friend. So, in his last

moments the gallant General had the comfort

of the presence of one of his closest friends

—

a comfort which everyone would wish to

have at his last hour.

In his “Mutiny” report. Sir John Lawrence,

the Chief Commissioner of the Punjab, wrote

thus : “Brigadier-General John Nicholson is

now beyond human praise and human reward.

But so long as British rule shall endure in

India, his fame can never perish. He seems

Nicholson led his column in person and was the first to mount the ladder to gain the walls.
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especially to have been raised up for this

juncture. He cro^vned a bright, though

brief, career by dying of the wound he

received in the moment of victory at Delhi.

The Chief Commissioner does not hesitate

to affirm that without John Nicholson Delhi

could not have fallen”.

And the author would close this sketch by

copying a touching letter which Nicholson’s

mother wrote to the Prime Minister of

England after her son was no more :

Letter from the mother of John Nicholson to the Earl

of Derby, Queen Victoria’s Prime Minister.

**My Lord,—As the mother o£ General Nicholson, I beg

leave to submit to your Lordship's consideration the

following statement.

"I have lost three sons in the Indian army in defence

of Her Majesty's dominions. My first was at the siege

of Jcllalabad, and was killed in the Kyber Pass, My
second fell a victim of fever at Suken, that grave of

Europeans. My third. General Nicholson, who earned

for himself the fatal but glorious distinction of leading

the assault at the storming of Delhi. Of him, my Lord,

I need not speak. His deeds are imperishable, and it

was a mournful gratification to one to read your

Lordship's eloquent and generous tribute of praise to

his memory, spoken in the House of Lords at the opening

of the session. From my heart I thank your Lordsliip

for it.

“I have still, thank God, one son remaining, and he

lost his right arm at the siege of Delhi in command
of Coke’s Rifles. He was invalided and sent home. It

is for him I now solicit the honour and favour of

your Lordship's powerful patronage. I cannot bear the

thought that my only sundving son should return to

India, ^vhere his three (brothers) found an early grave.

My request is that your Lordship svill kindly give him
some government appointment either in England or

Ireland that svill keep him at home.

“That your Lordship may know what situation he is

qualified to hold, pray allosv me briefly to give an

outline of his tsvelve years' ser\dce in India : First,

an infantry oCGcer through all the Punjab campaign,

for 'Which he got a medal, was Aide-de-Camp to Sir J.

Thackwell at the battle of Chilliamvallah, and his

regiment, the 31st, received the thanks of the General

in command. He 'was at the end of the campaign

transferred to the Punjab Cavalry by Sir FI. Lawrence,

first as adjutant and aftenvards second in command.

The two years previous to the Mutiny he acted as

Captain of the Punjab Police Force for the officer in

command, 'who 'U’as in Europe on medical certificate.

“On the officer's return, my son rejoined his own troop,

and was with it at Delhi. But 'when all the principal

officers of Coke's Rifles were cither killed or wounded,

he volunteered to take command of them .... and

on that memorable day led them into action, 'ivhcn

he lost his right arm. ... I remain, Your Lordship’s

humble and obedient servant, c. nicholson"*

slept and dreamt that life was beauty ;

I »oke and found that life was duty.

•This letter bears no date. It has been quoted by Gibcme Sic\'cking in his A Turning Point in the Indian
Mutiny, pp. 216.17.
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ANNBXURE

[Referred to at page 564]

LETTER PROM LORD CANNING TO QUEEN VICTORIA

INFORMING HER OF LADY CANNING^S DEATH

{November 22, 1861)

Lord Canning presents his humble duty to your Majesty,

Your Majesty will have heard by the last mail of the

heavy blow which has fallen upon Lord Canning. The

kindness of your Majesty to Lady Canning has been

so invariable and so great that he feels it to be right

that your Majesty should receive a sure account of

her last illness with as little delay as possible.

The funeral is over. It took place quite privately at

sunrise on the 19th. There is no burial-place for the

Governor-General or his family, and the cemeteries at

Calcutta are odious in many ways: Lord Canning has,

therefore, set a portion of the garden at Barrackpore

(fifteen miles from Calcutta) apart for the purpose.

It is a beautifuUspot, shaded from the glare

of the sun by high trees, and amongst the bright shrubs

and flowers in which she had so much pleasure.

Your Majesty will be glad, but not surprised, to know
of the deep respect 'which has been paid to her memory,

not only by the familiar members of the household

and intimate friends, but by the Civil and

Military bodies, and by the community at large

Lord Canning feels sure that your Majesty will not

consider these details as an intrusion. He feels sure

of your Majesty’s kind sympathy. She loved your Majesty

dearly, and Lord Canning is certain that he is doing

what would have been her wish in thus venturing to

write to your Majesty. In the last connected conversation

which he had with her, just before the illness became

really threatening, she said that she must 'ivrite again

to the Queen

Whether all might have gone differently if the first plan*

had been held to, God alone knows. His will has

been done.

THE queen’s reply

{January 10, 1862)

Lord Canning little thought when he wrote his kind

and touching letter of the 22nd November, that it

would only reach the Queen when she was smitten and

bowed down to the earth by an eventf similar to the

one which he describes—and, strange to say, by a disease

greatly analogous to the one which took from him

all that he loved best, ...»
To lose one’s partner in life is, as Lord Canning knows,

like losing half of one's body and soul, tom forcibly

away-and dear Lady Canning was such a dear, worthy,

devoted wife I But to the Queen U is not tha

only, it is the stay, support and comfort which is lost 1

To the Queen it is like death in life I Great and small-

nothing was done without his loving advice and help..

May God comfort and support Lord Canning and may

he think in his sorrow of his widowed and broken-

hearted Sovereign—bowed to the earth with the greatest

of human sufferings and misfortunes I She lived but

for her husband I

Tadv Canninc was very keen to be present at Allahabad at Lord Canning's magnificent investiture

darhar Lt iras persuaded to stay back at Darjeeling by Lord Canning u'ho entreated her not to undertake the

fatiguing journey of 900 miies in unpropitlous weather.

j-The death of Prince Consort, on December 14, 1861, at "Windsor.
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IV. INDIAN SWORDS

I. A SON’S REVENGE

This is the story of an unusual revenge by a

son for the death of his father. On March

14, 1887, that is about thirty years after the

mutiny. Major A.H.S. Neill, Commander of

the Second Regiment, Central India Horse,

was shot dead on parade at Augur in Central

India. This Major Neill was a son of the

well-known Brigadier-General Neill, com-

manding at Kanpur dm-ing the mutiny. The
person who shot him was Mazar Ali, a sawar

of the same regiment and a son of Suffar

Ali, dafadar of the Second Regiment, Light

Infantrj', who had taken part in the uprising

at Kanpur.

After the recapture of Kanpur by General

Havelock, large nmnbers of persons were
immediately arrested for having taken part

in the massacre at the Sattichaura Ghat
and Bibighar. One of these was this dafadar

Suffar Ali who was accused of having cut

off General Wlieelet's head at the Satti-

chaura Ghat on June 27, 1857, just when
the General alighted from his palki at the

edge of the bank to go to his boat further in-

to the water. He was tried and, though he
stoutly denied the charge, was sentenced to

death under the summary orders of General

Neill to which a reference has been made in

Chapter 27. Suffar Ali was, before being

hanged, taken to Bibighar, was flogged by
sweepers till he cleaned up the assigned area

of the blood-stained floor by licking the blood

with his tongue. Just before being hanged,

Suffar Ali abjured every Muslim present in

the crowd which had assembled to watch the

execution to have a message sent to his

infant son, Mazar Ali, at Rohtak to the effect

that his father had been unjustly defiled by
order of Greneral Neill before being hanged
and that his dying message to him was to

avenge the death of his father on General

Neill or any of his descendants.

Mazar Ali, on growing up, had taken service

in the army and had served under Major
Neill for many years not knowing that he
was the son of General Neill whom his father

had cursed. The Major on his part had
been treating Mazar Ali 'with special

kindness. One day when Mazar Ali was lying

ill in hospital a fakir came to him. He told

him of his father’s dying imprecation adding
that it was the decree of fate that Mazar Ali

should shoot Major Neill who was the .son

of General Nei}l. Mazar Ali carried out the
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fakir’s behest on parade the next day. No
one then knew what the apparent reason was
for this cold-blooded murder.

Mazar Ali was tried and sentenced to death.

After his execution a leaflet was widely cir-

culated in the bazars of upper India des-

cribing Suffar All’s imprecation and his son’s

revenge. It was printed in Urdu v/ith an
English translation underneath and the

latter is reproduced below :

The imprecation vociferated by Suffur Ali, Dufadar,

2nd Regiment Light Cavalry, who was executed at the

Slaughter-house, on the 25th July, 1857, for killing Sir

Hugh Wheeler at the Sutteechaura Ghat ;

Oh Mahomed Prophet 1 be pleased to receive into para-

dise the soul of your humble servant, whose body Major

Bruce's Mehtur police are now defiling by lashes, forc-

ed to lick a space of the blood-stained floor of the

slaughter-house, and hereafter to be hanged, by the

order of General Neill. And, Oh Prophet I in due

time inspire my infant son Mazar Ali of Rohtuck, that

he may revenge this desecration on the General and

his descendants.

Take notice 1—Mazar Ali, Sawar, 2nd Regiment, Central

India Horse, who, under divine mission, shot

Major A. H. S. Neill, Commanding the Corps at Augur,

Central India, on the 14th March, 1887, was sentenced

n. REBEL

Strange though it may sound, but it is a fact

that several European soldiers joined the

rebels and fought with them against the

British. In the newspapers issued in 1857-

58, reports appeared that Europeans were

seen in the ranks of Indian forces. There

were talks to the same effect.

One such case was at Lucknow. Here an

European soldier was seen directing the artil-

lery fire against the British in the action

which took place at Chinhat near the Kukrail

river, Mr. Rees, an eye-witness, saw this

European wearing his sword and attempting

to make his men follow him and dash against

the British.
** He was a handsome-looking

man, well-built, fair, about 25 years of age,

with light moustaches, wearing the undress

uniform of an European cavalry officer with

a blue gold-laced cap on his head.” It was

to death by Sir Lepel Grifiin, Govemor-GeneraVs

Agent.

Forbes-Mitchell has given an account of this

unusual incident in Appendix *A’ to his

Reminiscences, The account is based on
the information given to Forbes-Mitchell at

Jhansi in 1892 by a person who had sensed

in the Company’s army and had also been in

the service of Maharaja Scindhia of Gwalior
before the mutiny, and who was at Kanpur
when the rebellion broke out and was also

present when the city was retaken by Gene-

rals Havelock and Neill, This person had
supplied to Forbes-Mitchell a copy of the

leaflet which has been reproduced above.

Forbes-Mitchell had taken pains to ensure

the correctness of the facts which he wrote
down and which he believed to be true.

In an issue of the Calcutta Statesman a refe-

rence to Mazar All’s case was made. The
Editor had himself seen a copy of the leaflet

and was left in no doubt that this leaflet was
widely in circulation in upper India shortly

after Mazar Ali paid the penalty with his

life.

EUROPEANS

suggested that this European was possibly
“ either a Russian or a renegade Christian”.

Another case has been mentioned in The
Siege of Delhi hy an officer who served there’^

(name not given), published in Edinburgh
in 1861. This European was killed in the

battle of Budlee-ki-Sarai. Concluding the

description of the battle the author

observes : “And sad to tell, an Eui’opean

deserter from Meerut had been struck down
fighting in the sepoy ranks, and was recog-

nised by his former comrades.” The name
of the European has not, however, been

mentioned, but from other sources also the

^oint has been verified that he was the very

person who had accompanied the mutineers

from Meerut to Delhi and fought and died at

the above battle.
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The same writer again refers to two

Europeans fighting on the side of the rebels

in the siege of Delhi. It is stated that some

British officers saw with their binoculars two

Europeans with solar helmets manning the

rebel batteries.

Yet another case was of an European who
belonged to a regiment of Bareilly. He came

to Delhi with the Bareilly Brigade in which

he was a Sergeant-major. Emperor Bahadur

Shah employed him next below General

Bakht Khan, the Commander-in-Chief of the

nationalist forces at Delhi. Throughout the

siege of Delhi, this officer commanded the

rebel artillery. He was described as being

the most energetic commander that the rebels

had, and they showed him the greatest

respect. On the day Delhi was retaken by
the British, this Sergeant-major fought

most vigorously, riding from post to post,

trying to rally the dejected sepoys and
bringing up fresh troops to the support of

the assailed points.

After their defeat at Delhi the rebels retired

to Mathura where the same Sergeant-major

was again seen supervising the arrangements

for crossing the Yamuna. Thirty thousand

troops had collected there under the com-

mand of General Bakht Khan, but the

sepoys paid more respect to the European
Sergeant and implicitly obeyed his orders.

Whether he later joined the army of Queen
Hazrat Mahal at Lucknow is not clearly

established, but after the fall of Lucknow he
was seen at Port Rooyah where Raja Narpat
Singh was fighting and where he was put in

the command of the sepoys. In the siege

which the British laid to that fort, this very
Sergeant-major killed Brigadier Adrian Hope
by a gun-shot fired from a high tree within

the fort.

After the loss of the fort of Rooyah, this

Sergeant, along with the sepoys, hid him-
self in the jungles. Later, the rebels attack-

ed Shahjahanpur and fought several other

actions throughout the hot weather of 1858
mostly under his guidance and that of

General Bakht Khan.

Eventually, this European officer was forced,

along with the sepoys, to take shelter into

Nepal territory. There, the sepoys decided

to surrender themselves to the British under

the terms of the Queen’s proclamation in

spite of the remonstrances of the Sergeant

who told them that they would not be spared

by the British. The sepoys, however, were
in their extremities and would not listen to

him. They sent one person from amongst
themselves to gather information as to what
had happened to the other parties who had
given themselves up to English. He brought

the report that all sepoys who had not taken

part in murdering European officers were
being allowed to return to their villages ;

were being paid for this purpose Rs.2 in cash

and provided with a pass. Most of the

sepoys thereupon left Nepal to return to tlieir

families after surrendering themselves to the

neax’est English post. The European
Sergeant-major then wept in agony saying

that he had neither home nor country to

retijm to. The final fate of this unfortunate

European was neither known nor heard of.*

m. THE SAD END OF MOHAMMAD ALI KHAN, THE "REBEL ENGINEER”

Towards the end of February 1858 was execu-

ted at the British camp at Unnao a very
handsome person in the prime of life dressed

in scrupulously clean white clothes. He had
been accused and found guilty of espionage

in the British lines. This person was
Mohammad Ali lOian who belonged to a most
honourable family of Rohilkhand and who,
after college education, had taken a degree in

engineering at the Thomason College,

• Condensed from Appendix B to Forhes-Mitch ell’s Reminiscences,
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Roorkee, passing out as the best student of

his year, gaining many marks in excess of

European pupils. He served for some time

as a military engineer under the East India

Company, but resigned as, imder the condi-

tions of those days, he found his service full

of disgust and humiliation although he was
second to none in his profession. He had

been to England twice. How this remark-

able person came to be executed as a spy is a

pathetic story which has been related at

length by Sergeant Forbes-Mitchell in

his Reminiscences.

After the re-capture of Kanpur by the

British, their immediate problem was the

relief of Lucknow. Preparations on a large

scale were made and a whole army was

massed at various places between Kanpur

and Alambagh (Lucknow), preparing for a

siege of the town. A division consisting of

several regiments was encamping at Unnao

under the command of General Sir Edward

Lugard and Brigadier Adrian Hope pre-

paring for a march to Lucknow within the

next few days. Sergeant Forbes-Mitchell

was in that camp.

One day came into the camp a person calling

out : 'Tlum-cakes
;
plum-cakes ; very good

plum-cakes ! Test and try before you buy’'.

Forbes-Mitchell called this man to his tent

and was greatly impressed by his deportment

and features which were altogether different

from those of the usual camp-followers.

The man gave out his name as Jamie Green

and that of his companion—who carried the

basket over his head—as Mickey, Forbes-

Mitchell was doubtful whether this person

had the necessary licence for visiting army

camps, but his doubts were set at rest by

Jamie Green who showed an order authoris-

ing the bearer by name Jamie Green to visit

military camps for the sale of his plum-cakes,

in the handwriting of Brigadier Ardian

Hope himself.

Forbes-Mitchell was also impressed by the

purity and easy flow of English in Jamie

Green’s conversation which pertained to

subjects like the strength of the army, the

preparations going on for the siege of

Lucknow, and so on. Jamie Green also

shared interest in the newspapers which were

on Forbes-Mitcheli’s table and he read them
with curiosity saying that he was anxious to

know what the English press said about the

mutiny. Forbes-Mitchell could not resist his

temptation to know how Jamie Green had
acquired such fluency in his English. This,

the latter was able to account for to the satis-

faction of the Sergeant by saying that his

father had been a mess khansama of a

European I’egiment, that he himself had been

brought-up to speak English from his child-

hood. These, and certain other circum-

stances, which he mentioned, left no doubt

in the mind of the questioner.

The next day in the evening Forbes-Mitchell

was informed that Jamie Green, the plum-

cakewallah, had been discovered to be a spy

from Lucknow and had been sentenced to be

executed. As it was too late to carry out

the sentence that night, he was to be kept

in custody in the camp rear-guard at which

Forbes-Mitchell was at that time on duty.

Forbes-Mitchell was sincerely sorry over the

fate of this man because, during the earlier

day, he had been drawn towards him and

had formed a high opinion of his abilities.

Soon after, Jamie Green and his companion

were brought and handed to Forbes-Mitchell

for safe custody till the following morning

when they were to be executed.

No sooner that the prisoner’s were in the

hands of Forbes-Mitchell than several sol-

diers of the guard proposed to bring some

pork from the bazar and break the caste of

the prisoners—a practice which the British

had freely adopted in those days before exe-

cuting their Muslim prisoners. But Forbes-

Mitchell strongly disapproved of such a

course and warned his men that if any one

attempted to molest the prisoners he would

have him arrested for disobedience of orders.

Besides, he also said that it would he an act
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unworthy of a British soldier. "I shall never

forget the look of gratitude which came over

the face of the imfortunate man who had

called himself Jamie Green, when he heard

me give these orders”, writes Forbes-Mitchell.

The prisoner also at once said that it was

an act of kindness which he had never ex-

pected and for which he was truly grateful.

Then he unhesitatingly pronoimced his belief

that Allah and His Prophet would requite

this kindness by bringing his benefactor

safely through the remainder of the war.

Forbes-Mitchell thanked him for his good

wishes and his prayers and then caused his

hands to be unfastened to allow him to per-

form his evening devotions, and permitted

him much freedom.

Sergeant Forbes-Mitchell had little fear of

his prisoners attempting an escape, but he

decided to keep awake the whole night with

the primary purpose of giving his prisoners

all possible freedom and privilege during the

last night of their earthly existence. After

the performance of their evening devotions,

a sumptuous meal was provided to them.

Jamie Green was also allowed to smoke a

hukka and to rest himself on a comfortable

rug. Jamie Green expressed his deep grati-

tude to Forbes-Mitchell, adding, " Doubtless,

Allah will reward you. Sergeant Saheb,

in his own good time for your kindness to-

wards his oppressed and afflicted servant”.

There was a night-long conversation between

Forbes-Mitchell and the prisoner whom
he had almost begun to love. WTien asked if

it was really true that he was a spy, he said

that, in the ordinary meaning of the term,

he was far from it. “ I am no spy ” he said,

“but I am an officer of the Begum’s army,

coming from Lucknow to gain reliable

information of the strength of the army
siege-train being brought against us. I am
the Chief Engineer of the Army of Lucknow
and came out on a reconnoitring expedition,

but Allah has not blessed my enterprise. I

intended to have left on my return for

Lucknow this evening, and if fate had been

propitious, I would have reached it before

sunrise tomorrow, for I had got all the infor-

mation which was wanted
;
but I was tempted

to visit Unnao once more, being on the
direct road to Lucknow, because I was
anxious to see whether the siege-train and
ammunition-park had commenced to move.”
He added that it was his misfortune that at

that very time he was denounced as a spy
by a person who wanted to save his own neck.

Forbes-Mitchell’s interest in the life of his

imfortimate prisoner increased because he
thought of writing an account of him to his

friends in Scotland. Jamie Green gave an
account of himself most willingly as this was
the only way in which he could return, even
in a very small measure, the good turn which
the Sergeant had done to him. Here is the

story in his own words :

You ask me what my name is, and state that you intend

to write an account of my misfortune to your friends in

Scotland. Well, I have no objection. The people of

England, and by England I mean Scotland as well, arc

just and some of them may pity the fate of this servant

of Allah. I have friends both in London and Edinburgli

for 1 have t^wce visited both places.

“My name is Mohammad Ali Khan. I belong to one
of the best families of Rohilkhund and was educated in

the Bareilly College and look the senior place in all

English subjects. From Bareilly College, 1 passed to the

Government Engineering College at Roorkee and
studied engineering for the Company’s sendee and
passed the senior student of my year having gained many
marks in excess of all the European pupils both civil and
military. But 'udiat Av'as the result ? I was nominated to

the rank of Jamadar of the Company’s Engineers, and
sent to serve with a company on detached duty on the

hill roads as a native commissioned officer, but actually

subordinate to a European Seigcilnt, a man who was my
inferior in every w’ay except \pcrhaps in mere brute

strength, a man of little or no education, who would never

have risen above the grade of a working-joiner in England.

Like most ignorant men in authority, he exhibited all

the faults of the Europeans wduch ^most irritate and dis-

gust us—arrogance, insolence and selfishness. Unless

you Icam the language of ray countrjTncn, and mix

wdth the better educated people of this countr)*, you

will never understand nor estimate at its full extent

the misclnef which one sudi man docs to your national

reputation. One such example is enough to confirm all

that your worst enemies can say about your national

selfishness and arrogance, and make the people
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treat your pretensions to liberality and sympathy as

mere hypocrisy.

“ I had not joined the Company’s sendee from any desire

for wealth, but from the hope of gaining honourable

service
;
yet on the very threshold of that service I met

with nothing but disgrace and dishonour, having to serve

under a man whom I hated, yea, ivorse than hated, whom

I despised. I wrote to my father and requested his per-

mission to resign, and he agreed with me that I, the des-

cendant of princes, could not serve the Company under

conditions such as I have described.

** I resigned the service and returned home, intending to

offer my services to his late Majesty Nasir-ud-deen, King

of Avadh, but just when I reached Lucknow I was

informed that His Highness Jung Bahadur of Nepal, who

is now at Gorakhpur with an army of Goorkhas coming

to assist in the loot of Lucknow^ was about to visit

England, and required a secretary well acquainted with

the English language. I at once applied for the post and

being well backed by recommendations both from native

princes and English officials, I secured the appointment,

and in the suite of the Maharaja I landed in England for

the first time and, among other places, we visited

Edinburgh, where your Regiment, the Ninety-third

Highlanders, formed the guard of honour for the recep-

tion of His Highness. Little did I think, when I saw a

kilted regiment for the first time, that I should ever be a

prisoner in their tents in the plains of Hindustan but

who can predict or avoid his fate ?

“Well, I returned to India, and filled several posts at

different native courts till 1854, when I was again asked

to visit England in the suite of Azeemullah Khan, whose

name you must have often heard in connection with this

mutiny and rebellion. On the death of the Peshwa, the

Nana had appointed Azeemullah Khan to be his agent.

He, like himself, had received a good education in

English, under Ganga Din, Head-master of the Govern-

ment School at Kanpur. Azeemullah Khan was conHdent

that, it he could visit England, he would be able to have

the decree of Lord Dalhousie against his master reversed

and when I joined him he was about to start for Englan .

well supplied with money to engage the best laivyers, and

also to bribe high officials, if necessary. But I need

not give you any account of our mission. You already

know that. So far as London drawing-moms went it

proved a social success, but as far as gaming our end, a

political failure; and ,we left England after spending

over £50,000 to return to India via Constantinople in

1855 ^From Constantinople we visited the Crimea, where

we witnessed the assault and defeat of the English on the

18th of June, and were much struck by the ivretched state

of both armies in front of Sebastopol.

"Thence we returned to Constantinople, and there met

certain real or pretended Russian agents who made large

promises of material support if Azeemullah could stir up

a rebellion in India. It was then that I and Azeemullah

formed the resolution of attempting to overthrmv the

Company’s Government, and Shookr Khooda 1 we have

succeeded in doing that; for from the newspapers which

you lent me, I see that the Company's * raj ' has gone and

that their charter for robbery and confiscation will not

be renewed. Although ^ve have failed to west the

country from the English, I hope we have done seme

good, and that our lives will not be sacrificed in vain ;

for I believe direct Government under the English Par-

liament will be more just than Tvas that of the Company,

and that there is yet a future before my oppressed and

down-trodden countrymen, although I shall not live to

see it.

“ I do not speak, Sahib, to flatter you or to gain your

favour. I have already gained that and I know that you

cannot help me any further than you are doing,

and that if you could, your sense of duty would not let

you. I know I must die; but the unexpected kindness

which you have sho’^vn to me has caused me to speak my

mind. I came to this tent with hatred in my heart and

curses on my lips ; but your kindness to me, unfortunate,

has made me, for the second time since I left Lucknow,

ashamed of the atrocities committed during this rebellion.

The first time was at Kanpur a few days ago, when Colo-

nel Napier of the Engineers was directing the blowing

up of the Hindoo temples on the Kanpur ghats, and a

deputation of Hindoo priests came to him to beg that

the temples might not be destroyed. * Norv, listen to me,

'

said Colonel Napier in reply to them : 'You rvere all

here when our women and children were murdered, and

you also well know that we are not destroying these tem-

ples for vengeance, but for military considerations con-

nected with the safety of the bridge of boats. But if any

man among you can prove to me that he did a single

act of kindness to any Christian man, woman or child,

nay, if he can even prove that he uttered one word of

intercession for the life of any one of them, I pledge my-

self to spare the temple where he worships’. I was stand-

ing in the crowd close to Colonel Napier at the time and

I thought it was bravely spoken. There was no reply,

and the cowardly Brahmins slunk away. Napier gave

the signal and the temples leaped into the air ; and I was

so impressed 'tvith the justness of Napier’s remarks that

I too turned away, ashamed,’’

Upon this Forbes-Mitchell asked him : "Were you in

Kanpur when the mutiny broke out?,’’ To which he

replied : “No, thank God I I was in my home in Rohil-

khand ; and my hands are unstained by the blood of

anyone excepting those who have fallen in the field of

battle. I knew that the storm was about to burst, and

had gone to place my 'vvife and children in safety, and

I was in my village when I heard the news of the muti-

nies at IMcerut and Bareilly. I immediately hastened to

join the Bareilly Brigade, and marched witli them for

Delhi. There 1 W'as appointed Engineer-in-Chief, and

set about strengthening the defences by the aid of a

party of the Company’s engineers which had mutinied on
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the march from Rooi-kee to Meerut. I remained in

Delhi till it was taken by the English in September. I

then made my ^va> to Lucknow ^vith as many men as I

could collect of the scattered forces. AVe first marched

to Mathura, where we were obliged to halt till I threw"

a bridge of boats across the Yamuna for the retreat of

the arm). We had still a force of o^er thirty thousand

men under the command of Prince Feroz Shah and Gene-

ral Bakht Khan. As soon as I reached Lucknow I ivas

honoured with the post of Chief Engineer. I was in

Lucknow" in No\ ember when your regiment assisted to

rchc\e the Residenq. I saw" the homblc slaughter in

the Secunderbagh. I had directed the defence of that

place the night before, and was looking on from the Shah

Najaf when ^ou assaulted it. I had posted o\er three

thousand of the best troops in Lucknow" in the Seamder-

bagh as it was the key to the position, and not a man

escaped I nearly fainted ; my liver turned to water when

I saw the green flag pulled down, and a Highland

bonnet set up on the flag staff vrhich I had erected the

night before. I knew" then that all was over, and

directed the guns of the Shah Najaf to open fire on the

Secunderbagh. Since then I have planned and superin-

tended the construction of all the defensive v\orks in and

around Lucknow. You will see them when you return,

and if the sepojs and artillcry-mcn stand firmly behind

them, many of the English array will lose the number

of their mess, as you call it, before you again become

masters of Lucknow.”

After his story was finished, Forbes-Mitchell

asked him several questions about the inci-

dents of the mutiny at Kanpiu'. To these he

gave straight-forward and convincing

answers to which reference has been made in

other parts of the book.

Day was now breaking and Forbes-Mitchell

permitted his prisoner to perform ablutions

and moi’ning prayers. Forbes-Mitchell

observes that during his whole conversation

Mohammad Ah IChan once and only once

showed any weakness when, in alluding to

his wife and to two boys at their home in

Rohilkhand, he remarked that they would
never know the fate of their unfortimate

father. But he quickly checked himself say-

ing that having read French and English
histories he should show no weakness.

In the end Mohammad Ali lOian took out a
gold ring from concealment among liis hair

and requested Forbes-Mitchell to accept it as

a token of his gi atitude and to keep it in

•loibcs Mildicl], Tlcmittisccnces, Ch.nptcr X.

remembrance of him. He said it was the

only thing which he could give as the rest of

his valuables had been taken from him when
he was arrested. He went on to say that

though the ring was worth not mox'e than
Rs.lO it was a talisman which had been given

to him by a holy man in Constantinople.

Mohammad Ali Khan then placed the ring on
the Sergeant’s finger with a prayer for the

wearer’s preservation. He also advised his

benefactor to look at it and remember him
when he, the Sei’geant, was in front of the

fortress at Lucknow as by doing so no evil

would befall him.

Just as he had finished speaking, a guard
from the Provost-Marshal came and, with
a "sincere feeling of pity” for the fate of bis

extraordinary prisoner, Forbes-Mitchell made
him over to the guard.

Forbes-Mitchell concludes the narrative

thus :

“ Immediately after, I received orders that

the division would march at sim-rise for

Lucknow and that my party was to join

the rear-guard after the ammunition-park
and siege-train had moved on. The sim
was high in the heavens before we left the
encamping groimd and in passing under a
tree on the side of the Kanpur and
Lucknow road, I looked up and was
horrified to see my late prisoner and his

companion hanging stark and stiffened

corpses I could hardly repre.ss a tear

as I passed.”

During the assault on the Begum’s Kothi at

Lucknow, Forbes-Mitchell remembered
Mohammad Ali Khan and looked at the ring.
“ I am thankful to say”, he writes, "that I

went through the rest of the campaign with-
out a scratch and the thoughts of my kind-
ness to this unfortunate man certainly did
not inspire me with any desire to shirk
danger.”

Forbes-Mitchell adds that he kept the ring
ever aftenvards as “the only piece of 'mutiny
plunder’ I ever jiossessed and shall hand it

down to my children together with tlic

history of Mohammad Ali lOian.”*
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IV. INDIAN SWORDS

With the mechanisation of warfare which
commenced with the first World War of

1914—18, hand-to-hand fighting has been
gradually decreasing. Prior to the invention

of gun-powder, swords and spears were the

principal weapons with which the soldiers

fought. Indian swords far excelled English
(Birmingham) swords in strength and
cutting capacity. In the ‘mutiny’, when it

came to hand-to-hand fighting, those of the

sepoys who had Indian swords proved their

superiority over the European troops.

The blade of the Indian sword was curved
and this added to its effectiveness as a
cutting weapon. In comparison, the straight

English regulation swords were far too blunt.

The edge of Indian talwars used to be so

sharp that it could split a hair. Sergeant

Porbes-Mitchell in his Reminiscences has
written, in praise of Indian swords, that in

the fight at Luclmow, Indian sepoys armed
with indigenous talwars from the armoury
of the King of Avadh killed and wounded a
large proportion of British troops by sword
cuts. He has written at some length on the

subject and this note has been condensed

from his account,

Porbes-Mitchell has given some incidents to

prove the superiority of the Indian sword.

In one case dmng the fighting at Lucknow
one James Ready was attacked by a sawar

armed with an Indian sword. In one stroke

of his talwar over James Ready’s head, the

sawar severed his skull cleanly in two parts,

cutting right through his neck and half way
down through the breast-hone. His brother

John Ready who came for assistance and

pierced his bayonet fatally on the sepoy’s

side, simultaneously received a blow from the

same sword and was cut right through the

shoulder diagonally across the chest and

his head and right arm were cleanly severed

from the body."^' Both the combatants fell

dead together. In the meanwhile the third

brother, Sergeant David Ready, came on
the spot, took the talwar which had killed

his brothers and himself used it in cutting

off, with terrible effect, the heads of men as
easily as if they were mere cabbage. After
the fight the sword was examined by Forbes-

Mitchell who found it of ordinary weight,

well-balanced, curved about a quarter circle,

shax’p as the sharpest razor and as rigid as

cast iron.

In another instance, an Indian sepoy had, by
one stroke of his sharp curved talwar, lopped

off his opponent’s right arm, one leg above

the knee and wounding the other thigh and
the other arm.

In a third case a British officer was hewn
into two by a stroke delivered from behind

by an Indian sword which cut through an
ammimition-poiich severing the officer’s back-

bone and cutting his heart into two.

In those days the test for a good talwar-

blade was by using it over a good-sized fish

which, wrapped up in cotton quilt, was
placed on a cliarpaL If the sword did not cut

the fish into two at a single stroke, it was
considered of no worth. The blades of

Indian swords were forged after mixing in

the steel a large quantity of arsenic which

added to their strength, preserved the blades

from rust and enabled them to be sharpened

to a fine edge. The art of making such

swords is now a lost one.

Porbes-Mitchell concluded his description by
suggesting that experiments be made for

improving the straight regulation swords,

manufactured in Birmingham, on the lines of

Indian talwars which were greatly superior

in every way.f

• Such a stroke was called I

fAppendix 'C* in Forbes-Mitchell's Reminiscences.
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CHRONOLOGY OF NANA SAHEB

Note : The Chronology of the rebellion appears in Chapter 17, entitled ^^Mntiny at

Meerut—Spread of the revolt
''

1824

1827

1839, Dec, 11 ..

1851, Jan. 28 ..

1851, Sept. 15 .

.

1851-52

1852, May 18 ..

1853

1856 (late in the year)

1856

1857, May 22 ..

1857, June 4 ..

1857, June 5 ..

Birth of Nana Saheb in village Venu, taluqa Nastrapur, South India.

Nana Saheb’s father, \vith his family, comes to Bithoor to live as a depend-

ant of Maharaja Baji Rao. In the same year Baji Rao adopts Nana Saheb

as his son.

Maharaja Baji Rao executes will making Nana Saheb sole heir to his property

and title.

Death of Maharaja Baji Rao ; Nana Saheb succeeds him.

Minute of Lord Dalhousie discontinuing Maharaja Baji Rao’s pension to

Nana Saheb.

Nana Saheb submits memorials to the Governor-General and the Court

of Directors of the East India Company regarding continuance of Maharaja
Baji Rao’s pension to him. (The memorials were rejected).

Directors of the East India Company endorse Lord Dalhousie’s decision order-

ing the discontinuance of the pension.

Nana Saheb sends Azim Ullah Khan to England to plead his case for pension

before the Court ofDirectors of the East India Company. He reached England
in the summer of 1853. The mission was, however, unsuccessful.

Nana Saheb visits Lucknow and other important places in northern India

for the ostensible purpose of pilgrimage. It is said, however, that he made
these journeys in furtherance of the scheme of the rebellion.

Nana Saheb’s marriage with the Princess of Sangli. This was apparently

his second marriage. The date of his first marriage is not known, but accord-

ing to the custom of the family and the practice of the times he must have
been married during his “teens.”

At the request of Mr. Hillersdon, District Magistrate of Kanpur, Nana Saheb
comes from Bithoor to Kanpur with his soldiers and guns to guard the

treasury and the arsenal.

Second Cavalry and First Native Infantry revolt at Kanpur at night.

The rest of the sepoys at Kanpur rise in arms.

Jail at Kanpur broken ; treasury looted. But officers left unmolested.

Revolutionary troops march off towards Delhi, halting at Kalyanpur.

Nana Saheb brings back the troops from Kalyanpur to attack British en-

trenchment at Kanpur.

Nana Saheb proclaimed as leader of sepoys at Kanpur.
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1857

June 6

June 8

June 10, II, 12

June 24

June 26

June 27

June 30

July 1

July 5

July 6

July 7

July 10

July 13

July 14

July 16

July 16

August

November 26 • •

November 27 . •

December 6

1858

March 18

September

Nana Saheb heads the revolutionaries at Kanpur.

British entrenchment at Kanpur attacked.

General Wheeler requests Nana Saheb to let the Europeans go to Calcutta.

Bombardment on entrenchment continues ; 3 more guns brought against

the British.

Firing continues at Kanpur ; many Europeans killed.

Revolutionaries fire carcases at the entrenchment.

Nana Saheb issues orders to the Kotwal of Kanpur.

General Wheeler surrenders.

Nana Saheb sends carts, dolies and elephants for European women, sick and

children to be taken to the river-side to proceed to Allahabad.

Massacre of Europeans at Sattichaura Ghat,

Nana Saheb reviews troops ;
guns fired in his honour.

Letter from Nana Saheb to officers of 41st Native Infantry.

Investiture of Nana Saheb as Peshwa at Bithoor.

Proclamation issued by Nana Saheb.

Order issued by Nana Saheb to the Kotwal of Kanpur.

Another prociaipation of Nana Saheb.

Proclamation printed by the order of Peshwa Bahadur.

Proclamation ofRevolutionary Government at Kanpur outlining the orgam'sa-

tion of troops.

Nana Saheb’s message to the officers of the Army.

Report about Nana Saheb’s advance on Grand Trunk Road to meet Major

Renaud’s detachment,

Nana Saheb’s orders to Thanedar of Sirsaul.

Spies at Kanpur beheaded.

Message from Nana Saheb to ameers of Cavaliy, Artilleiy and Infantry at

Lucknow.

First battle of Kanpur. Revolutionary forces defeated.

Nana Saheb leaves Kanpur.

Proclamation of the reward of Rs.50,000 by the Government of India for the

arrest of Nana Saheb,

Sharp fight between Gwalior Contingent and General Windham at eight

miles from Kanpur.

Gwalior Contingent attacks Nawabganj, Kanpur. British forces retire into

the entrenchment.

Revolutionaries attack and retake possession of Kanpur.

Encounter between Sir Colin Campbell and the revolutionaries at Kanpur,

Government of India announce increase in the amount of reward for the cap-

ture of Nana Saheb from Rs.50,000 to Rs. 1,00,000.

Nana Saheb’s proclamation to the people of the South.
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1859

January

March 28

April 20

April 25

September 24 .

.

November '

1859-60 (Winter)

1861, Nov. 30

1863, June 22 .

.

1874

1907

Last engagement of Nana Saheb with British troops under General Sir Hope
Grant.

Nana Saheb and the Queen of Avadh reported to be at Butwal.

Nana Saheb’s Ishtihaniama addressed to the Queen ofEngland and the British

authorities in India.

Reply sent by Major Richardson to Nana Saheb’s Ishtiharnama.

Letter from Nana Saheb from Deogarh to Major Richardson.

Reply to the above letter transmitted from Dhukhri Camp.

Petition from Bala Rao to British Government.

A correspondent of The Englishman reports death of Nana Saheb.

Reports circulate again about Nana Saheb’s death in Nepal.

Reported death of Nana Saheb in Nepal, but perhaps not actually died.

(Actual date and year of death still a mystery).

Hurjeebhoy arrested at Bombay on suspicion of being Nana Saheb.
Later released.

Appa Ram arrested at'Ajmer on the same suspicion.

Released later.

Jamna Das arrested at Ajmer on the same suspicion. Also released later.

Reported death ofNana Saheb in Constantinople at the hands of an assassin

—

version of G. Ward Price in Extra-Special Correspondent,
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EPILOGUE

AN EXPLANATION

“Impey, sitting as a judge, put a man un-

justly to death in order to serve a political

purpose. No other judge has so dishonour-

ed the English ermine* since Jeffreys drank

himself to death in the Tower.”t So wrote

Lord Macaulay in his famous essay on

Warren Hastings. Sir Elijah Impey was the

Chief Justice of the Supreme Court at Cal-

cutta during the Governor-Generalship of

Warren Hastings (1774—85) and the man
unjustly put to death was Maharaja Nand

Kumar, the reputed nobleman and ftmc-

tionary of Bengal. The political purpose was

to get rid of Nand Kumar who had fallen

out with the Governor-General, had openly

accused him of bribery, and was holding

documents in support of the charge. But

no sooner had he levelled the accusation

against the powerful Warren Hastings than

he himself was arrested on a warrant of the

Supreme Court and was tried on a charge

of forging a bond for a few thousand rupees.

A trial was held and Impey obliged the

Governor-General by pronouncing a verdict

of guilty and sentencing the Maharaja to

death against all canons of justice and juris-

prudence—there was no evidence worth the

name against him, and forgery was not a

capital offence in India, though in England

it was punishable with death. The sentence

was soon carried out and Maharaja Nand

Kumar was publicly hanged at the maidan
of Calcutta on August 5, 1775, an innocent

victim of political aggrandisement.

If a judicial murder could thus be committed,

it is no wonder that eighty years later an-

other person of repute and respectability was
unjustly accused of the baser crime of kill-

ing helpless women and children—a crime

which he was incapable of committing or

sanctioning. But while in the case of Maha-
raja Nand Kumar an atonement came in the

form of impeachment of Warren Hastings

and the disgrace of Impey, by the justice-

loving people of England, the same people

unfortunately continue still to malign the

name of Nana Saheb. Thus, in the Encylo-

paedia Britannicat the following entry

occurs under NANA SAHEB :

“ Nana Sahib, the common designation of Dandu Panth,
an adopted son of the ex-Peshwa of the Marathas,

Baji Vao, 'vv'ho took a leading part in the great Indian
Mutiny and was proclaimed Pesh'iva by the mutineers,

Nana Sahib had a grievance against the British Gov-
ernment because they refused to continue to him the

pension of eight lakhs of rupees (£80,000) which was
promised to Baji Rao by Sir John Malcolm on his

surrender in 1818. This pension, however, was only
intended to be a life grant to Baji Rao himself. For
this refusal the Nana bore the British a lifelong

grudge, which he washed out in the blood of women
and children in the massacres at Cawnpore. In 1859,

w’hen the remnants of the rebels disappeared into

Nepal, the Nana was among the fugitives. His death
was reported sometime aftenvards, but his real fate

remains obscure.”

•The fur of an animal of the same name, used in robes of judges and peers, as emblem of purity.

T (I , ft,,. Tnrrt rhaticellor o£ England during the reign of James II. whose favourite lie was. For

V- -I ftfl fJal nf many OSes the Same "Judle Jeffreys” has become a b)nvord of Infamy. After
his ‘"S'l-hand^ness in

^ on th™ approach of William of Orange, Jeffreys also tried to escape in disguise, but was

Sel^nd iS^on'd o'i'^London. There he died in April 1689 as a result of excessive drinking.

:fVoIume 16, 1949 edition,
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The description given-Vashed out his life-

long grudge in the blood of women and chil-

dren in the massacres at Cawnpore’—treads

prima facie plausible and convincing in the

contejct. Nothing, however, can be farther

from the truth. Let us examine :

(a) The ex-Peshwa Baji Rao had died in

1851 and the question of pension was

finally decided against Nana Saheb in

1853 when his appeal to the Court of

Directors failed. Four years after-

wards the mutiny broke out. So, if he

bore the grudge, can it be called a life-

long grudge ?

(b) Then, if he did bear a grudge, he did it

against Lord Dalhousie and the high

authorities in England, and never

against English women and children

who, even after the failure of his appeal,

continued to enjoy his hospitality and

bounty at Bithoor along with the male

members of the European gentry and
the official class of Kanpur. The Col-

lector, Mr. Hillersdon, and his wife,

and General Sir Hugh Wheeler had all

through imiilicit faith in his goodness

and helpfulness.

(c) It was established by contemporary
official enquiries that when the enraged

sepoys were killing the Europeans at

the Sattichaura Ghat it was an order

sent in writing by Nana Saheb that

saved the women and children on that

fateful day. These were taken in his

pi’otection and kindly treated till grim
fate befell them at Bibighar some three

weeks later.

In this connection a pertinent question

arises : why all this mud-throwing on Nana
Saheb ? As we have seen, a political pur-

pose had to be served by sentencing Nand
Kumar, and Impey found a suitable opportu-

nity of doing a good tium to a former school-

mate and a subsequent benefactor.* Simi-

larly, there must have been some motive

working against the Nana, and this we shall

now proceed to discuss.

Firstly

There is no doubt that European soldiers

and civilians were killed at the Sattichaura

Ghat and that afterwards helpless women
and children were mercilessly done to death

at Bibighar. So, there had to be discovered

some prominent person to be proclaimed as

the perpetrator of these foul deeds. Bruta-

lity and evil had to be personified.

For the Jokhan Bagh massacre at Jhansi,

the name of the Rani of Jhansi was readily

available
;
for the killing of the Europeans

and Eimasians of Daryagunj, Delhi, Bahadur
Shah and the imperial princes were ready

at hand
;
for the Banda and Farrukhabad

crimes there were the respective Nawabs to

be conveniently drawn into responsibility.

Things were not difficult at Kanpur too, for

there was the Nana, the remnant of the

House of the once famous Peshwas who had
ruled over a large part of Hindustan. The
actual slayers were the city butchers and
one or two hired assassins, but these were
insignificant men whose names carried nei-

ther emphasis nor spectacular effect. The
Nana was the mler of Kanpur, had a

“grudge” against the British, so he could

plausibly pass as the real culprit, the very
personification of inhumanity.

At the same time, many grim stories about
gruesome mutilation of bodies and dishonour
to ladies were concocted and circulated.

But these happened to be too fantastic to

hold belief. They were, therefore, given up
after official investigations were eompleted.

But there was no one to wash the mud so

deeply throwm over the Nana, and the

fiction persists to this day.

•Impey li.Td been irrcpilarly prnnied some valuable contracts by tbc Governor-General, anti the former was
seebing to repay tins obligation.
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In this context it might interest the reader

to know that in England there was the gene-

ral desire to make out the Nana as the most
extraordinary monster of ferocity and
slaughter, like some of the favourite charac-

ters in the earliest dramas. In 1860, there

was exhibited at a fair in England a large

canvas daub purporting to represent ‘ the

Nana; and Sherer, who was in England then,

found it “a terrific embodiment of matted
hair, rolling eyes and cruel teeth'', altoge-

ther imlike the real person.

In France too, after the massacre had gene-

rally become known, the Nana was turned

into an European notoriety. The French-

men, with their love for melodrama and

taste for contrast, concocted his personality

“out of cruel instincts, exceeding those of

ordinary barbarism, on the one hand, and

with delicate and luxurious habitudes on the

other”. They exhibited him as “a scented

sybarite who read Balzac, played Chopin on

the piano, and lolling on a divan, fanned by

exquisite odalisques fx’om Cashmere, had an

English child brought in occasionally on a

pike, for him to examine with 'pince-nez'\^

Secondly

There was also the craving to make an

examplef of Nana Saheb, if only he could be

caught. (A reward of one lakh of rupees

had. been announced for his capture alive ;

in addition a free pardon was promised to

the captor even if he had committed the

murder of European women and children)

.

In the case of lesser-Imown offenders the

authorities in many cases tortured the cul-

prit, disgraced him and took his caste

before putting him to death. In this res-

pect, they tried to out-do the old forms of

indigenous punishment such as the tramp-
ling of the culprit by elephant

; blowing him
off from the mouth of a cannon.

They had also read in history how Aurang-
zeb had treated the captive Shambhaji before

his life was ended.:!: What exactly the

authorities were contemplating to do with
Nana Saheb in the event of his capture will

never be known, but certain it is that he
would not have escaped a barbaric form of

disgrace—^more revolting than the inhuman
treatment which was meted out to less cele-

brated names.

In this comiection some of the readers will

recollect that during the Second World War
a wealthy American citizen had annoimced
a big reward for one who could bring Adolf
Hitler alive. He said that he would then
put him in a cage to be publicly exhibited

aroimd the world. If such thinking is

possible in the present stage of advanced
civilization, it is easy to conceive of the

debasing brutality in which the vengeance
of the rulers would have exhibited itself a
hundred years ago against a person whom
they had led themselves to believe to be the

murderer of women and children in cold

blood.

Thirdly

The British had committed monstrosities on
a large scale in the course of the suppression

• Sherer, page 164.

•fSorae o£ the British officers u’ere very keen to give wide publicity to the ‘examples’ that they had made. At

the Ajiiala massacre {see Chapter 47) there was one sepoy who was so severely wounded that he was unable to walk

to the place of execution. He was reprieved that he may himself proclaim the cruel murders of his fellow

sepoys, which he had witnessed-a proceeding which, it was thought, would not otherwise be believed by the people.

Another case is recorded by Montgomery Martin :
" There will be some stragglers ; have them all picked up.

You have had slaughter enough. We want a few for the troops here, afso for evidence".

hands
led through
57.

the market place of Tulapur-
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of the revolt*. There was no justification

for these, and enlightened Englishmenf,

both in India and England, had raised their

voice against the foul deeds. In these circum-

stances, it should not seem surprising that

a cloak to cover their atrocities was sought

to be found by presenting a barbarous mons-

ter on the Indian side,—charged with the

most evil of human actions and unsurpassed

cruelties. And there could have been no

better person to chose for this garb than

Nana Saheb, and the opportunity was most

readily availed of. In this way it was pos-

sible to place before the bar of world opinion

some extenuating circmnstance for the

heinous things done by persons who claimed

to reform and civilize the “backward peo-

ples" of the earth.

AN APPEAL

It is remarkable of Englishmen that they

have not hesitated to put down on record

the praise due even to those who took up

arms against British rule. Thus, after the

British forces succeeded in relieving Arrah,

thirty sepoys were taken captive among the

townspeople. After a drumhead court-

martial they were promptly hanged, or in

effect strangled, in the gardens of the

Arrah House. But the British writers have
been very fair to record that ‘all met death

with dignity’, that the only request made in

most instances simply was that they might
be allowed to adjust the rope themselves.!

So, there seems no reason why historic

justice should not now be allowed to this

unfortimate figm-e of Indian history and his

character washed of the blasphemy with

which his name has been unjustly tarnished.

The author appeals to the English people

to re-write Nana Saheb, to re-write their

valuable Encycl/jpaedia so as to retrieve his

character in order that this scion of the

famous House of Peshwas may be restored

to his rightful place as a worthy, reputable

and patriotic figure in the pages of 1857.

"Good name in man and woman, dear my lord.

Is the immediate jewel of their souls :

Who steals my purse steals trash ; ’tis something, nothing
;

’Twas mine, ’tis his, and has been slave to thousands
;

But he that filches from me my good name
Robs me of that which not enriches him
And makes me poor indeed.’’*®

So could Nana Sahel} have said.

•Writes Gibemc Sicvcking in A Turning Point in the Indian Mutiny: "It is .t known I.ict tliat after Cawnporc,
Englisli otTicers used to encourage their men to treat the natives barbarously ; used to watch with a smile while their
men pricked tlie captives with their bayonets, whilst they were forced to 'eat cow’s flesh, and pig’s flesh, a few
moments before they rvcrc hanged. Indeed, what happened in many cases could be called by no other name than that
of revenge-indefensible, barbarous and unworthy of the troops of a Christian country . , He has also painfully
recorded ; "One cannot but deeply regret tJie manner in which some of our countrymen forced the mutineers’ rela-
ttons~not only thcmsclvcs~to sin against their religion just before dcalh'^

fFor insunncc. Benjamin Disraeli, who later became the Prime Minister of Queen Victoria, said thus in a specdi at
Newport PagncU on September 30. 18j7 : *‘The horrors of ;var need no stimulant. Yhc horrors of a war carried
on as the war in India is at present, especially need no stimulant. I am penuaded that our soldiers and sailors will
pcact a retribuUon which it may perhaps be loo terrible to pau.se upon I for one protest against tak-
ing Nana Saheb as a model for the conduct of the British soldier. I protest against meeting atrocities by atrocities

JGIberne Sieveking, page lOG.

••Shakespeare, Othello, ihc Moor of Venice,
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I. MILITARY TERMS,

n. SPECIAL TERMS.

I. MILITARY TERMS.

Advance base .... An advance base is estab-

lished in a theatre of war when it is

impracticable to maintain the armed
forces operating in the theatre directly

from the main base.

Due to time taken in development of

natural resources or of artificial faci-

lities the extent to which the forces

can be maintained vdll be restricted

and the advance base will, of neces-

sity, depend on the main base. The
authorities controiiing the main base

will often arrange for certain ship-

ments to be made from outside the

theatre of operations directly to the

advance base.

An advance base generally requires

most of the facilities needed in a main

base. Given time and the necessary

natural and economic facilities, an

advance base can be developed into

a main base when it becomes desirable

to do so.

In air-bome assault, it means a base

established to step up the range of

aircraft from which a force may be

launched or maintained by air.

Advance guard A moving detachment

that protects the head of a moving

column for attack. It is also respon-

sible for the gaining of information in

regard to the enemy and the ground.

brushing aside minor opposition and
covering the development of the
greater strength required to overcome
opposition too strong for it. Its com-
position and strength will depend on
the troops available, the ground and
the enemy opposition.

Barrage It is a moving belt of fire, pro-
viding a screen behind which the
attacking troops advance. Its aim is

to neutralize the enemy on the ground
over which own armour and infantry

will pass, sufficiently long to enable

them to get close to the defenders.

Battle drill Battle drills are set drills

for movement by sub-units or even by
groups within sub-units in battle.

They ensure that time is saved and
issue of orders minimised. These are

practised during training.

Battle procedure .... The process of simul-

taneous action by commanders and
troops at all levels, including recon-

naissance, planning, issue of orders

and correct positioning of troops for

battle. This ensures that comman-
der’s orders and development of troops

are carried out without delay.

Beach-head .... (Amphibious operations)

The initial foothold on enemy-occu-

pied territory which is gained by the
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assaulting units/formations. Its ex-

tent must be sufficient to preclude

enemy interference by aimed-small-

arms-fire and, if possible, observed-

artillery-fire on to the beaches.

Bivouac The place where an army halts.

Bridge-head .... An area of ground held or

to be gained by own troops on the

enemy’s side of an obstacle. The main
function of troops holding a

bridge-head is to prevent enemy
action from interfering with the

passage of troops over the obstacle,

or with the work of establishing

crossings over the obstacles. For
this purpose, aimed-small-arms-fire

and, if possible, observed-artiUery-fire

by the enemy, must be prevented.

In amphibious operations the sea is

the obstacle and the bridge-head is

termed as beach-head.

Cannon A gun or piece of ordnance,

commonly applied to any form of fire-

arm fired from a carriage or fixed

mounting, in contradiction to small

arms which are fired without a rest or

support.

Cannonade Continuous gun-fire ; to

bombard.

Carbine .... A rifle with a magazine which
fires a bullet.

Close reconnaissance Reconnaissance

carried out immediately ahead of own
forward troops to obtain detailed

information of the ground and of the

enemy’s location, strength and move-
ments.

Column A body of troops on the move.

Covering fire A type of artillery sup-

porting fire which aims at neutralisa-

tion of enemy small-arms and anti-

tank weapons and which can engage
the assaulting troops in an attack or

counter-attack.

Covering troops .... A formation or detach-

ment (generally of all arms) detached

to observe, harass and delay the

enemy’s advance so that he is pre-

vented from interfering with a vdth-

drawal and/or preparation for

defence. The covering troops carry

out this task initially from a covering

position and subsequently from
successive delaying positions.

Detachment .... A portion of an army or

navy taken from the main body and

employed on some special service.

Ensign .... The lowest commissioned rank

for British officers in the army in

olden days.

Escalade .... The action of scaling the walls

of a fortified place by means of lad-

ders.

Field force .... A force which goes to war.

Flank guard .... A detachment, not neces-

sarily mobile, that protects a force on

the move (and sometimes its axis of

communications) from attack from
the flank. It may get out ahead of

the moving force in order to seize suc-

cessive tactical features flanking the

axis of move and hold them for as

long as necessary. Its composition

and strength \vill depend on the troops

available, the ground and the likel}'

threat.

Force It is also used to denote a mili-

tary or naval imit.

Fort A fortified place
;
a position forti-

fied for defensive or protective pur-

poses, usually surrounded b3f a ditch,

ramj^art and pai’apet, and garrisoned

with troops.

Fortress .... A strong place. A military

stronghold.

Forward base .... A base for fonvard hold-

ings and installations, when the dis-

tance between the forward fonnalion
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and the base or the advance-base

becomes too great to guarantee punc-

tual delivery.

Fusiliers .... Infantry units organised to

fire a fusillade with their light

weapons. They were light troops,

that is lightly armed and lightly

equipped, and formed the leading

echelons of the army. Indian Ai'my

units adopted this, and there were

fusiliers in the Madras Army. But

these were disbanded when the

Madras Army was re-organised into

the Indian Army under the Kitchner

Reforms of 1903. There are no

fusiliers now.

Garrison A body of soldiers stationed

in a place for its defence.

Grape A teim used to signify the type

of contents in a shell. In the olden

days the shell used to have something

like a .12 bore ammunition, that is a

lot of small pellets which on explosion

used to split into small bits. Hence

known as grape.

Grenade A hollow shell filled with gun-

powder thrown by hand or shot from

a rifle.

Grenadiers A term denoting a type of

infantry battalion which derived its

name from the fact that its men

were equipped with grenades. These

grenades were thrown at enemy posi-

tions by selected men before the heavy

infantry advanced and closed with the

enemy and attacked the positions.

There is still one Grenadiers Regi-

ment in the Indian Army.

Gun A weapon consisting essentially of

a metal tube from which heavy mis-

siles are thrown up by the force of

gun-powder or by explosive force of

any kind.

Guns and howitzers These are equip-

ments which have the following pro-

perties :

() they give to projectiles a specified

initial velocity and direction of

motion, and

() they do so by the rapid burning
of a propellant charge in a cham-
ber, producing gas under px'es-

sure which forces the projectile

to move along a barrel (also

called ‘bore’ or ‘piece’).

The basic differences are :

Gun .... Equipment for low-angle

firing of shells at high velocity.

Howitzer .... Equipment for high-

angle firing of shells at low velo-

city,

Havildar A sepoy (Indian) non-com-

missioned officer, corresponding to a
sergeant.

Main-guard .... A part of the advance

guard which goes out of the main
body of the army when it is

advancing tO’ meet the enemy.

Match-lock A musket (any kind of

smooth-bore military hand-gun) with

a lock containing a match for firing it.

Gun with lock in which match is

placed for igniting (maldng intensely

hot, heating to the point of combus-

tion or chemical change, setting fire

to) powder.

Match-lock-men^ Men working on or

using match-locks.

Mortar .... A weapon which fires a shell at

a high trajectory.

Musket This term was generally

applied to the firearm of the infantry-

soldier from about 1550 up to and even

beyond the imiversal adoption of rifled

small az’ms in about 1850—60.
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assaulting units/formations. Its ex-

tent must be sufficient to preclude

enemy interference by aimed-small-

arms-fire and, if possible, observed-

artillery-fire on to the beaches.

Bivouac The place where an army halts.

Bridge-head .... An area of ground held or

to be gained by own troops on the

enemy’s side of an obstacle. The main
fimction of troops holding a

bridge-head is to prevent enemy
action from interfering with the

passage of troops over the obstacle,

or with the work of establishing

crossings over the obstacles. For
this purpose, aimed-smah-arms-fire

and, if possible, observed-artillery-fire

by the enemy, must be prevented.

In amphibious o-perations the sea is

the obstacle and the bridge-head is

termed as beach-head.

Cannon .... A gun or piece of ordnance,

commonly applied to any form of fire-

arm fired from a carriage or fixed

mounting, in contradiction to small

arms which are fired without a rest or

support.

Cannonade Continuous gun-fire
;

to

bombard.

Carbine .... A rifle with a magazine which
fires a bullet.

Close reconnaissance Reconnaissance

carried out immediately ahead of own
forward troops to obtain detailed

information of the ground and of the

enemy’s location, strength and move-
ments.

Column .... A body of troops on the move.

Covering fire .... A type of artillery sup-

porting fire which aims at neutralisa-

tion of enemy small-arms and anti-

tank weapons and which can engage
the assaulting troops in an attack or

counter-attack.

Covering troops .... A formation or detach-

ment (generally of all arms) detached

to observe, harass and delay the

enemy’s advance so that he is pre-

vented from interfering with a with-

drawal and/or preparation for

defence. The covering troops carry

out this task initially from a covering

position and subsequently from
successive delaying positions.

Detachment .... A portion of an army or

navy taken from the main body and

employed on some special service.

Ensign .... The lowest commissioned rank

for British officers in the army in

olden days.

Escalade .... The action of scaling the walls

of a fortified place by means of lad-

ders.

Field force A force which goes to war.

Flank guard A detachment, not neces-

sarily mobile, that protects a force on

the move (and sometimes its axis of

communications) from attack from
the flank. It may get out ahead of

the moving force in order to seize suc-

cessive tactical features flanking the

axis of move and hold them for as

long as necessary. Its composition

and strength will depend on the troops

available, the ground and the likely

threat.

Force It is also used to denote a mili-

tary or naval unit.

Fort A fortified place
; a position forti-

fied for defensive or protective pur-

poses, usually surrounded by a ditch,

rampart and parapet, and garrisoned

with troops.

Fortress .... A strong place. A military

stronghold.

B'’orward base .... a base for forward hold-

ings and installations, when the dis-

tance between the forward formation
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and the base or the advance-base

becomes too great to guarantee punc-

tual delivery.

Fusiliehs .... Infantry units organised to

fire a fusillade with their light

weapons. They were light troops,

that is lightly armed and lightly

equipped, and formed the leading

echelons of the army. Indian Army
units adopted this, and there were

fusiliers in the Madras Army. But

these were disbanded when the

Madras Army was re-organised into

the Indian Army under the Kitchner

Reforms of 1903. There are no

fusiliers now.

Garrison A body of soldiers stationed

in a place for its defence.

Grape A term used to signify the type

of contents in a shell. In the olden

days the shell used to have something

like a .12 bore ammunition, that is a

lot of small pellets which on explosion

used to split into small bits. .
Hence

known as grape.

Grenade A hollow shell filled with gun-

powder thrown by hand or shot from

a rifle.

Grenadiers A term denoting a type of

infantry battalion which derived its

name from the fact that its men

were equipped with grenades. These

grenades were thrown at enemy posi-

tions by selected men before the heavy

infantry advanced and closed with the

enemy and attacked the positions.

There is still one Grenadiers’ Regi-

ment in the Indian Army.

Gun .... a weapon consisting essentially of

a metal tube from which heavy mis-

siles are thrown up by the force of

gun-powder or by explosive force of

any kind.

Guns and howitzers .... These are equip-

ments which have the following pro-

perties :

(a) they give to projectiles a specified

initial velocity and direction of
motion, and

(b) they do so by the rapid burning
of a propellant charge in a cham-
ber, producing gas under pres-

sure which forces the projectile

to move along a barrel (also

called ‘bore’ or ‘piece’).

The basic differences are :

Gun .... Equipment for low-angle

firing of shells at high velocity.

Howitzer .... Equipment for high-

angle firing of shells at low velo-

city.

Haveldar A sepoy (Indian) non-com-
missioned officer, corresponding to a
sergeant.

Main-guard .... A part of the advance
guard which goes out of the main
body of the army when it is

advancing tO’ meet the enemy.

Match-dock A musket (any kind of

smooth-bore military hand-gun) with

a lock containing a match for firing it.

Gun with lock in which match is

placed for igniting (making intensely

hot, heating to the point of combus-

tion or chemical change, setting fii^e

to) powder.

Match-lock-men ^ Men working on or

using match-locks.

Mortar .... A weapon which fires a shell at

a high trajectory.

Musket This term was generally

applied to the firearm of the infantry-

soldier from about 1550 up to and even

beyond the universal adoption of rifled

small arms in about 1850—60.
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Musket ball .... The ammunition used for

muskets.

Najib .... a militia man
;

an irregular

soldier.

Prize .... Prize, in law, may be defined as

the vessels or goods of the enemy
captured by a belligerent captor on

the high seas, rivers, ports or land.

In other words, it means property

seized in war.

The property in prize does not pass to

the captor until it has been brought

within jurisdiction and adjudicated

upon. But, on the contrary, the pro-

perty in captured warships passes, on

capture, to the captor ;
they are

brought to the prize court only for

the determination of prize money.

Prize court .... A court having jurisdiction

to adjudicate upon ‘prize’ or property

seized in war.

Quarter-guard .... A guard provided at

the residence of officers and men to

protect them during the period of

sleep or rest. It now symbolises the

small detachment which presents com-

pliments to the visiting officer and
to guard arms during non-training

periods.
'

Reconnaissance Reconnaissance is the

process of obtaining information by
direct examination of an area of

ground. It may be either strategic or

tactical.

Regiment . . . . Is a term to denote a static

formation which has a number of

small imits. In the Armoured Corps

there are battalions which are called

regiments, while in the Infantry the

regiment consists of a number of

infantry battalions, the infantry batta-

lion being a unit of field formation.

The regiment, therefore, denotes a
home for the active battalions.

Risala .... Cavalry.

Risaldar .... a cavalry commander.

Round shot ... A solid ball of iron which
used to be hurled at the defensive

position of the enemy to break walls.

Sabre .... A cavalry-sword having a curved
blade specially adopted for cutting.

Sepoy .... An Indian soldier.

Shrapnel .... Is similar to grape, but is a
modeni term to signify that the shell

itself bursts into small short pieces.

Siege-train .... Is a term which signifies a
column of transport. In old days it

consisted of bullock-carts, elephants

and other means of transport. Now,
it includes railway trains, motor
lorries and even aeroplanes which
‘may carry’ such equipment as will

be needed to overcome prepared defen-

sive positions like a fort or a fortress.

SoRTp: .... A small detachment sent out for

action, as for example, a sortie of

aeroplanes sent out for reconnaissance.

Storm .... This word is used when the posi-

tion is assailed en masse and against
an enemy which is not prepared to

give in.

SuBA OR SuBEDAR .... The chief Indian
officer of a company of infantry.

(As civil terms both mean the

governor of a province during Muslim
administration. The word suba also

means a province.)
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H, SPECIAL TERMS

Baee (Bai) • . . . This usually appears as a
suflix to the names of Maharashtrian
ladies

; it literally means a lady.

Barkandaz . . ,

,

An armed retainer or an
armed policeman.

Batta .... Premium or discount. The
sepoys of the Company’s armies were
paid an additional allowance {IjaUa)

when they had to go for a fight in

far-off lands. It was mostly intended

to cover the higher cost of living at

those places.

Eilchi or Elichi An envoy or diplomatic

agent.

PiRANGi OR PiRiNGi The term was applied

by Indians to denote an European.

Firman .... An order, grant or patent. The

term was mostly applied to orders

issued during Muslim administration

over the seal of the sovereign.

Ghazi .... a Muslim engaged in a war of

religion.

Inam In its technical sense it means

rent-free land.

Karinda .... An agent.

Kharita The silk bag in which a noble-

man used to enclose his letter ;
from

which it came to mean a letter.

Mazhabi Sikhs These were the descen-

dants of a body of sweepers whom

Guru Govind Singh had sent to Delhi

to fetch the body of his mart3rred

father, Guru Teg Bahadur Singh, and
whom he received into the Sikh Khalsa
for their daring courage,

Nazim .... Governor.

Peshwa .... It is a Persian word, which
means the foremost or the head (o/.

the expression Peslivoa Jcliandan^

meaning head of family) . During the

time of Shivaji and the Peshwas, Per-

sian was, to some extent, being used

as a language for official purposes.

The word Peshwa was accordingly

adopted from Persian to denote the

position of the First Minister of the

Maratha empire, the nominal head of

the empire being the Raja of Satara,

the direct descendant of Shivaji. In

course of time, the Peshwa became

almost completely independent of the

Raja of Satara, but the designation

Peshwa continued to he applied there-

after.

Tatya .... a Marathi word used as a sur-

name for a high-placed person of

universal respectability.

VUiAYATi OR Wilayati .... Vilayat means a

kingdom or country. The Afghans

specially applied this word to their

own country, hence they were known
in India as ViJayatis.

Wali Governor.
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^An exiiaustive list of the books and papers bearing on the rebellion

can be seen in Dr. S. N. Sen’s Eighteen Fifty-Seven and in the several

volumes of Freedom Struggle in Uttar Pradesh : Source Material, publish-

ed by the Uttar Pradesh Government.

Aitchison’s Treaties A collection of

Treaties, Engagements and Sanads

relating to India and neighbouring

countries compiled by C. U. Aitchison

of the Bengal Civil Service, Under Secre-

tary to the Government of India in the

Foreign Department. (Revised and
continued up to 1929 by the authority

of the Foreign and Political Depart-

ment.) It is in several volumes.

Volume V deals with Central India

(Part n—^Bundelkhand and Baghel-

Khand and Gwalior), and Volume VH
with Bombay Presidency (Part I—^The

Peshwas, etc.).

Ball^ Charles History of Indian

Mutiny. Two volumes, London.

BasUj Major B. D Rise of Christian

Power in India. Calcutta, 2nd edition,

1931.

Bradshaw^ John lAfe of “ Sir Thomas
Munro" in the Rulers of India Series.

(Published by the Clarendon Press,

Oxford, 1891). Sir Thomas Munro
served the East India Company from
1780 when he arrived as a military

cadet till his death as Governor of

Madras in 1827. In his administration

he followed the maxim : “It is not
enough to give new laws or even good

courts
; you must take the people with

you and give them a share in your

feelings, which can only be done by
sharing theirs” {Life of Mountstuart

Elphinstone by Colebrooke) . His

name was held in the greatest reve-

rence in the districts of Madras in

which he had served
;

the people of

one district called him Mandava Rishi.

BrownEj J Gawnyore and the Nana of

Bithoor. Cawnpore, 1890.

Cave-BrownEj J The Punjab and Delhi

in 1857. Two volumes, Edinburgh,

1861.

Chaudhuri, Dr. S. B Civil Rebellion in

the Indian Mutinies, 1857—59. Dr.

Chaudhuri is a member of the West
Bengal Educational Service ;

formerly

he was a Reader in the Department of

History, University of Dacca. There is

a foreword by Dr. S. Radhakrishnan,

Vice-President of India. [First pub-

lished in September 1957 by the World
Press (Private) Calcutta.]

Cooper^ F. The Crisis in the Punjab,

from the 10th of May until the fall of

Delhi. London, 1858.

Dey^ N. L Oeographical Dictionary of

Ancient and Mediaeval India.
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Dharaini Pal^ Dr Tatya Toye, The
Hindustan Times, New Delhi, 1957.

Diary of Azhviullah Khan^ Dewan of

Nana Saheb. This Diaiy is an un-

published document in the possession of

one Suraj Pratap of Pratapgarh, who
calls himself the grandson of Nana
Saheb. The original Diary is in Urdu
and is said to be in the handwriting of

Azimullah Khan himself, A Hindi

translation or transliteration has been

published by Sri Durgesh Pratap Narain

Pandey.

Dr. Ishwari Prasad, the well-known

historian, has written a foi’ewoi’d to the

Hindi version. In it he has stated that

so far as the question of authenticity of

the Diary is concerned, it is necessary

to establish it. But apart from that, the

Diary is an important document accord-

ing to Dr. Ishwai'i Prasad.

The Diary gives a brief account of the

parentage and birth of Nana Saheb, his

adoption by Baji Kao, his early days in

Bithoor, the part he played in the strug-

gle, his marriage with the Princess of

Sangli, an account of Baji Kao and such

other matters.

District Gazetteers op the United Pro-

vinces OF Agra and Oudh. These

were published by the authority of the

Local Government. There is a sepa-

rate volume for each district. It con-

tains statistics of the district, the des-

cription of its physical features, its agri-

culture, trade and commerce, an account

of the towns. It also includes a^ chap-

ter on the history of the district in

which events of the rebellion have also

been described.

Dufp^ Grant .... History of the Marathas ,

Three volumes, 1826.

Edwards, William Personal adventures

during the Indian RehelUon in Rohil-

hhandj Futtehgiir and Ondh. London,
1858.

Forbes-Mitchell, William .... Reminiscen-
ces of the Great Mutiny 1857—59.

The book was first published in London
by Macmillan & Co. in 1893. It was
reprinted in 1894, 1895, 1897 and 1904.

(The References in the present book are
to the 1904 edition.)

The book includes the description of

the siege, relief and capture of Luck-
now and of the campaigns in Rohil-

khand and Avadh. It also gives an
account of the uprising at Kanpur.

Forbes-Mitchell was a Sergeant in the

93rd Sutherland Highlanders’ Regiment
which was part of the British Army in

England. It was an infantry regiment

of 1,100 soldiers under the command of

Colonel Adrian Hope. It had started

from England for the China expedition.

In the way, orders were received in

August 1857 that the Regiment must
proceed to India to quell the mutiny.

This Scottish Regiment took a promi-

nent part in several battles of the revolt.

After disembarking at Calcutta it pro-

ceeded to Varanasi, thence to Allahabad,

thence to Kanpur via Fatehpur.

It was while serving with this Regiment

that Forbes-Mitchell obtained first-hand

information of the scenes and incidents

which he describes in the book. Other

incidents mentioned in it, which he had

not seen with his own eyes, were care-

fully verified before being put in print.

The v/hole book was pursued with great

care by another officer who was present

at many of the operations.

Forbes-Mitchell endeavoured to write in

an objective manner. He writes, *'I

wish my readers to know that I merely

describe facts as they appeared to me
in 1857. Nothing is farther from my
intention than to revive the old race-
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hatreds
;
the real causes of the mutiny

and its horrors have yet to be written.”

Foreign Political Consultations^ 1857

—

59 Government of India Proceed-

ings. National Archives, New Delhi.

Foreign Secret Consultations, 1857—59

.... Government of India Proceedings.

National Archives, New Delhi.

Forrest, G. W History of the Indian

Mutiny Three volumes, Edinburgh

and London, 1904—12.

Freedom Struggle in Uttar Pradesh, 1857—
59 : Source Material In five

volumes, published by the Information

Department of the Uttar Pradesh

Government on behalf of the U. P.

Advisory Board for the History of

Freedom Struggle. All these volumes

have been edited by Dr. S. A. A. Rizvi,

Member-Secretary to the Board, and

the first three volumes edited also by
Dr. M. L. Bhargava, Research Officer

in the Board, as co-editor with

Dr. Rizvi. They contain an exhaustive,

authentic and very valuable source

material for historians and research

scholars. The books have been “so

ably and coherently edited” (The

Statesman) that, while serving the

needs of historians, they also hold the

interest of the reader as books in their

own right.

The first volume deals with the Nature
and Origin of the Struggle. In the

subsequent four volumes the mass of

material has been divided geographical-

ly—the second volume dealing with
Avadh, the third with Bundelkhand and
Adjoining Territories, the fourth with
Eastern and Adjoining Districts and the
fifth with Western Districts and Rohil-

khand.

Gazetteer of the Delhi District .... This
is Volume V-A of the Punjab Dis-
trict Gazetteers published in 1912 under

the authority of the Punjab Govern-

ment. The ori^nal Gazetteer of Delhi

was first published in 1883-84 and had

also been compiled by the same Govern-

ment.

Gazettes op Government of North-
Western Provinces, 1857, 1858, 1859.

Gazettes of India op 1857, 1858, 1859.

, Godse, Vishnu Bhatt .... Majha Pravas.

In Marathi. Published in 1907. It has

been translated into Hindi by Sri Amrit

Lai Nagar of Lucknow.

The original author was a resident of

South India and had set out for the

North shortly before the outbreak of

the rebellion. His object was to get

some money and commodities in the big

yagna which Maharani Baiza Bai,

widow of Yaswant Rao Holkar, the

Ruler of’ Indore, was going to perfoi'm.

But in the meanwhile the rebellion had
broken out and he saw many happenings

with his own eyes at Gwalior, Jhansi

and other places. On return to his home
he recorded his reminiscences in

Marathi which after a long time were
published in 1907 under the name men-
tioned above.

Gordon-Alexander, Lieut.-Col. W Re-

collections of a Highland Subaltern

during the Campaigns of the 23rd High-
landers in India under Colin Campbell,

Lord Clyde. London, 1898.

Griffiths, C. J Siege of Delhi. London,
1910.

Groom, W. T With Havelock from
Allahabad to Lucknow. London, 1894.

Gubbins, Martin Richard . ... An Account
of the Mutinies in Avadh and of the
Siege of the Lucknoro Residency.
Mr. Gubbins was a member of the
Bengal Civil Service and at the time
of the rebellion was Financial Commis-
sioner of Avadh. He entered Avadh
at the time of its annexation by Ihe
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British, During the space of 14 months
between this and the outbreak, he
was in constant touch with the Indian

population and his door was open to

all who desired to make any communi-
cation on business. He was amongst
the besieged at the Residency and his

book thus carries the authority of one
who had first-hand knowledge of the

events.

It was first published in England in

June, 1858.

Gupta^ Rajanikant .... Sipahi Juddher
Itihas. In Bengali. Five volumes.

' Calcutta, 1886—1900.

Halls, Dr. J. J Two Months at Arrah
in 1857, London, 1860.

Hanfstaengl, Putzi .... Hitler—The
Missmg Years, London, 1957.

Hardikar^ Shriniwas Balaji . . . 1857 Ki

Chingariyan, In Hindi. Sahitya

Niketan, Kanpur, 1957.

Holmes, T. R History of the Indian

Mutiny. London, 1898.

Hutchinson, Capt. G Narrative of

the Miitinies in Ondh. Calcutta, 1859,

Innes, Lieut.-Gen. j, J. McLeod ....
Lucknow and Oudh in the Mutiny.

London, 1896,

Jones, Captain Oliver J Recollections

of a Winter Campaign in India in

1857-58. London, 1859.

Kanpur Gazetteer .... Kanpur : A Gazet-

teer, being Volume XIX of the District

Gazetteers of the United Provinces of

Agra and Oudh. It was published in 1909

under the authority of the Local Gov-

ernment. It replaced the old Gazetteer

of Kanpur which was published in 1881.

Kanpur Narrative The full name is

^^Narrative of events attending the out-

break of disturbances and the restora-

tion of authority in the district of
Kanpur in 1857-58. This* Narrative
was submitted by Mr. C. B. Thornhill,

Commissioner, Allahabad Dmsion, to

the Government of the North-Western
Provinces, with his letter No. 268 of

April 28, 1859. It forms part of the

Mutiny Narratives of the North-West-

ern Provinces^ 1857-5S^\

Kaye, Sir John William A History of
the Sepoy War in India. In three

volumes. London, 1878—80.

This is a standard and most popular

work on the rebellion of 1857. It has

been written in a rhetoric style which
engrosses the attention of the reader

throughout.

Kieth, Prof. A. B Speeches and docu-

ments on Indian Policy. Two volumes.

Oxford, 1922.

Lang, J Wa7idermgs m India a7td other

Sketches of Life in Eindusta7i. London,

1859.

Ludlow, John Malcolm British India,

its Races and its History coTisidered

%oith refere7ice to the Mutmies of 1857.

Two volumes. Cambridge, 1858.

Majendie, Major V. D Up among the

Pandies : or, a Yearns Service m hxdia.

London, 1859.

Majumdar (R. C.), H. C. Raychaudhri
and K. Datta An Advaxiced His-. .

toi^y of Lidia. Macmillan, London, 1956.

Malleson, Col. G. B India7i Mutiny of

1857 with Portraits and Plans. Third

edition. London, 1906.

Marshman, j. C Memoirs of Sir He7iry

Havelock. London, 1860.

Martin, R. Montgomery .... The Indian

Empire. Three volumes. London,

1858—61.

Mooicerji, Dr. R. K Nationalism in

Hmdu Culture. Delhi, 1957.
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MowATj R. B New History of Great

Britain. Oxford, 1926 edition.

Munro^ William Benett Governments

of Europe. This is a standard book

on the forms of Government of Euro-

pean countries with an analytical des-

cription of the principles of government

and the specialities of the constitutions

of the European countries, particularly

the United Kingdom.

Mutiny Narratives^, North-Western Pro-

vinces, 1857-58. This was printed

and published imder the authority of

Government. It contains district-wise

narratives of events attending the out-

break of disturbances and the restora-

tion of British authority in the various

districts of Uttar Pradesh (then known
as the North-Western Provinces) in

1857-58. The narrative of each district

was prepared by the District Magistrate

and submitted to the Commissioner of

the Division who in turn submitted it

to the Local Government. The
narratives were prepared under the

directions contained in Government
order No. 212, dated April 30, 1858,

and were to be laid before the

Governor-General.

Nagar, Amrit Lal Gadar Ke Phul. (In

Hindi) . Published by the Informa-

tion Department of U. P. Government in

1957.

Nanaic Chand .... Diary of events during

the uprising at Kanpur. Printed

with Mutiny Narratives, Kanpur Sec-

tion.

Nana Saheb’s Ishtiharnama .... This
Ishtiharnama was addressed to Her
Majesty the Queen of England, the
British Parliament, the Court of

Directors of the East India Company,
the Governor-General of India, the
Lieutenant Governor of the North-
Western Provinces, and all officers,

civil and military. It was delivered to

Major Richardson in April, 1859, and
has been reproduced in Chapter 42.

Nehru, Jawaharlal .... Discovery of

India. Published by the Signet Press,

Calcutta, 1946.

The book was written by the author in

Ahmednagar Port Prison during the five

months from April to September, 1944.

This was his ninth term of imprison-

ment in the struggle for Indian inde-

pendence. Along with the author

there were in the prison other eminent

Indian leaders such as Maulana Abul

Kalam Azad ;
Pandit Govind Ballabh

Pant, Acharya Narendra Deo and

Mr. Asaf Ali.

The book deals with the history of India

written in a completely new style. It

lays emphasis on the cultural and social

aspects of Indian thought and analyses

the basic ideas of Indian culture and

tradition. It traces the history of India

from the ancient times up to 1945, when
the foundations for the Independence

ultimately achieved in August 1947 were

being laid. It gives a lucid interpreta-

tion of modern problems seen in a broad

and full historical focus by one of the

noblest personalities of our age.

OsWELL, G. D Rulers of India,

Volume I {the Mutiny era and after).

Published by the Clarendon Press,

Oxford, in 1908. The author was the

Principal of the Rajkumar College,

Raipur. In this volume he gives

sketches of Lord Dalhousie, Lord
Canning, Sir Henry Lawrence, Sir

Hugh Rose, Lord Lawrence, Lord
Mayo and General Havelock.

Parasnis, D. B Maharani Lahshmi Bai

Saheb Hyanche Oharitra. In Marathi.

Satara, 1894.

Poona Gazetteer Gazetteer of the

Bombay Presidency, Volume XVHI,
Part ni—^Poona (1855). Published
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under the authority of Government.
It contains a vivid account of many
matters connected with the Peshwas of

Poona.

RaikeSj C 'Notes on the Revolt in North-

Western Provinces of India, London,
1858.

Rajendra Singh^ Brigadier History of

the Indian Army, This is an im-

published book by an Army officer of

great experience and ability. ^Brigadier

Rajendra Singh is the author of several

books on Army matters, the most popu-

lar of which is his book Organisation

and Administration in the Indian Army.

Review of evidence "Beuieto of the

evidence taTcen at Kanpnr regarding the

revolt at that station in June and Jtdyj

1857’% is the full title.

This document was prepared by Lieute-

nant Colonel G. Williams, Military

Secretary and Commissioner of Police,

North-Western Provinces. It is dated

at Allahabad December 31, 1859. It is

printed in the volume entitled Mutiny

Narratives^ North-Western Provinces

j

1857—59.

Rizvi, Dr. S. a. a See Freedom Strug-

gle in Uttar Pradesh and Sangharsh-

Kaleen Netaon Jci Jeevaniyan.

Robertson^ H. D District duties during

the Revolt in North-Western Provinces

of India in 1857. London, 1859.

Russele^ Sir W. Howard .... My Diary in

India in the year 1858-59. Two volumes.

London, 1860.

Sangharsh-Kaleen Netaon hi Jeevaniyan,

Part I, second edition. This has been

published by the Information Depart-

ment of the Uttar Pradesh Government

on behalf of the Advisory Board for the

History of Freedom Struggle in U. P.

It contains short biogi^aphical sketches

of (1) Nana Saheb, (2) Maulvi Ahmad
Ullah Shah, (3) Tatya Tope, (4)

Nawab Khan Bahadur Khan, (5) Babu
Kunwar Singh, (6) Maharani Lakshmi
Bai and (7) Rana Beni Madhav Singh.

These monographs have been written by
several officials of the Advisory Board
under the general supervision of Dr. S.

A. A. Rizvi of the U. P. Educational

Service and Member-Secretary of the

Advisory Board. They contain a suc-

cinct account of the principal events of

the life of these leaders and the part

played by them in the uprising of 1857.

Sardesai, G. S Main Currents of

Maratha History. Bombay, 1926 ; 1949.

Sardesai^ G. S New History of the

Marathas. This is a book in three

volumes published in 1948 by the Phoe-

nix Publications, Bombay. It is a stan-

dard work on Maratha history which

the reputed author has written after

long years of study and research.

Savarkar^ V. D The Indian War of

Independence^ 1857. This book was
originally written in Marathi in 1908,

by Savarkar, the noted revolutionary,

when he was 24 years of age and was in

London. But no publisher in India

could be found willing to publish such

a revolutionary book. An English

translation was then secretly made in

London'and through novel devices was
printed in Holland, and smuggled to

France, England and India for secret

sale. But before it was actually print-

ed, the British and Indian Governments

had got scent that it was being printed

somewhere. They proscribed it al-

though it had not yet been printed and

published—an altogether imprecedent-

ed action. Subsequently, the book was
openly published in France and was
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read by interested persons in England,

Ireland, France, Russia, America, Egypt

and Germany,

In India, the work became the master-

book of the revolutionaries. The demand
for the book from all quarters was so

great that its copies used to be secretly

sold and resold, in some cases at the

price of Rs.300 each. The ban on its

entry into India was eventually lifted by
the Congress Government of Bombay in

May 1946, whereafter in 1947 the first

authorised version was published in

India.

The author himself had been carrying

on revolutionary activities against the

British Government in India since 1910

when he was arrested in the campaign
of prosecutions launched by the Govern-

ment against the revolutionaries. There
is, however, a separate story about his

escape, re-arrest, prosecution and trans-

portation to the Andamans for two
life sentences amounting to some 50

years of imprisonment.

Sen, Dr. S. N Eighteen Fifty-Seven.

A new history of the struggle. Pub-

lished by the Government of India in

1957, but they have made it clear, and
rightly, that they are not in any way
committed by any expression of the

author’s opinions.

Dr. Sen, an eminent historian, was for-

merly Vice-Chancellor of the Delhi Uni-

versity. He was commissioned by the

Union Ministry of Education to write

this book. In that connection he went
to England also to study the mass of

material which is available only in that

country. His directions were to write

the book from the standpoint of a true

historian.

The book, written in a masterly style,

is a standard work on 1857 and very
popular. New materials hitherto un-

examined have found place in the book

and Dr. Sen has ably presented both

sides of the medal with an objective and

impartial interpretation of the events.

Sharma, S. R The Making of Modern

India. Orient Longmans, Calcutta,

1951.

Shepherd, W. J A personal narrative

of the outbreak and massacre at Cawn-

pore during the Sepoy Revolt of 1851.

Lucknow, 1879, 1886.

Sherek, J. W ShereiFs Account. The

full name is “Some Accounts of the

Mutiny and Subsequent Events at Kan-

pur" by Mr. J. W. Sherer, District

Magistrate, Kanpur. It is dated Janu-

ary 13, 1859, and forms an enclosure to

the Kanpur Narrative.

Sherer, J. W Havelock’s March on

Gawnpore, 1851. The author was a

member of the Bengal Civil Service and

had come to India in 1846. He served as

Assistant Magistrate in certain dis-

tricts, and immediately before the revolt

was Magistrate and Collector of Fateh-

pur. On the out-break at Fatehpur he

secretly escaped to Banda whence he

went to Allahabad. Prom there he

accompanied General Havelock on his

march to Kanpur. Later, he became
Collector of Kanpur.

The author has described in detail all

matters connected with the prepara-

tions for the march, the recapture of

Kanpur and the state of affairs at

Kanpur after the restoration of the

British authority. It also includes a

narration of the punishments meted out

to those who were captured as also to

civil employees of the Company and

members of the civil population who
were found or suspected to have aided

the revolutionaries. The account given

in the book is authentic in every respect,

being an account written by an eye-

witness.
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The author has tried to approach the

subject in a balanced spirit and the

description of the events which he has
given is couched in simple language. He
has not hesitated in denouncing certain

exaggerated accounts of the unsatisfac-

tory happenings at Kanpur during the

rule of Nana Saheb.

SiEVEKiNG, I. Gibernb ... A Turning
Point in the Indian Mutiny, London,
1910.

Smith, Goldwin .... Lectures on the Study

of History. Second edition.

Smith, Vincent, A Oxford History

of India. Oxford, 1958. Third edi-

tion, edited by Percival Spear.

SoiiVYNS, P. B Les Hindous. In French.

1811.

Standing, Pnbcy Cross. . . . Guerilla

Leaders of the World.

Statistical, Descriptive and Historical

Account of the North-Western Provinces

of India, Volume VI (1881) .... This

contains three sections, one dealing with

Kanpur, the other with Gorakhpur and

the third with Basti. The Kanpur
Section has been written by Mr. F. N.

Wright of the Bengal Civil Service.

The whole volume has been edited by

E. T. Atkinson of the Bengal Civil

Service and a Fellow of the Royal

Geographical Society. The volume

was printed in 1881 under the

authority of the Government of the

North-Western Provinces.

Mr. Wright had a great deal of local

knowledge of the district of Kanpur and

for this reason his statements are of

particular value from the point of view

of accuracy.

Synopsis of Evidence The formal des-

cription is Synopsis of the Evidence of

the Kanpur Mutiny. This too is printed

in the Volume Mutiny Narratives.

Tahmankar, D. V. . . . . Rani of Jhansi.
London, 1958,

Temple, Sir Richard .... Oriental

Experience.

Thomson, Captain Mowbray .... Story of
Oaicnpore. London, 1859.

Thomson, Edward . . . The Other Side of
the Medal. London, 1925.

Trevelyan, Sir G. B Camipore. This

book was first published in 1865 in

London by Macmillan & Co. It deals

with the happenings at Kanpur from
the time of the outbreak until the tra-

gedy of Bibighar. It also contains a
chapter describing the city of Cawnpore
and the Cantonment with an account of

the Indian troops with European
officers stationed there. The causes of

the mutiny have also been briefly

discussed.

The narrative in the book is mostly

based on the investigations made by
Colonel Williams, the Diary of Nanak
Ghand, the Story of Cawnpore by

Captain Mowbray Thomson, Go'vern-

ment Narratives of the Mutiny and the

Records of the Home Office, Govern-

ment of India, then at Calcutta.

Sir Geoi’ge Trevelyan came to India in

1862 as the Private Secretary to his

father. Sir Charles Trevelyan, then

Finance Member to the Government of

India ; it was then that he wrote the

present book and two other humorous

books, The Dak Bungalow and the

Competition Wallah. But he is best

known for the Life and Letters of Lord

Macaulay, his uncle, a book which is re-

cognized as a masterpiece of biography.

Ward Price, G. Extra-Special Corres-

pondent. This book contains the

reminiscences of the exciting life of a

journalist who has roamed the world
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for exclusive stories. In this book the

author gives a fascinating account of

oif-the-record interviews with Hitler,

Mussolini, Lord Curzon, Kamal Pasha,

Duke of Windsor, Ludendroff, Churchill

and many others. The book also con-

tains a description of the last days of

Nana Saheb and about which a
reference has been made in Chapter 42

of the present book.

Warner, George ; Marten and Muir
New Ground-work of British History.

1943-edition.

Williams, Lieut.-Col Memorandum on
the investigations regarding the out-

break at Kanpur in June 1857. This

has been printed with the Mutiny
' Narratives, North-Western Provinces,

in the section relating to Kanpur.
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Note 2—An effort has been made to make it fairly descriptive, but

names and places, not of importai\ce to the subject-matter

discussed, have been omitted.
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THE CARAVAN HAS PASSED^ BUT ITS GLORY AND GRANDEUR CAN BE EASHY
IMAGINED FROM THE MARKS LEFT ON EVERY ROAD.



INDEX
A

ABDALI, AHMAn SHAH
Invasion ot India 22,

Batile of P'anipat; defeat of Maratfias .. 78-80.

Plundered Delhi and ^lathura .. 79.

Mad no designs to rule India ; wanted only a icgular
source of income from the Punjab

; anxious to
scciu'e goodwill of Maiathas; treaty with Peshrva
Madhav Rao I, signed in 1763 .. 81.

ACTS:
Goycinmcnt of India Act, 1833, regulating administm-

tion of India through Past India Company ;

empowered the Company to 5Uper\'ise the affair's of
India through Court of Director's, Court of
Proprietors and Commissioners for the Affairs
of India .. IG5.

Eirrancipation of the Slaves Act, 1833 .. 165.

Caste Disabilities Removal Act, 1850 .. 182.

Act VII of 1857 ; trial arrd punishment of offences
agarnst the Articles of War for the Native
Army ,, *125.

Act XI of 1857
;

preverrtion, trial and punishment of
offences against the State, searching of houses for
arms . . 425.

Act XVU of 1857 ; apprehension and trial of
Indian officer's and soldier's for mutiny and
desertion .. 425—26.

Act XXV of 1857 ; provided for forfeiture of property
for nrutiny 426.

Act XXVIII of 1857; importation, manufacture and
sale of arms arrd ammunition and regulation of the
right to keep arms . . 426..

Act XXXII of 1857 ; marking of offenders convicted
of mutiny or desertion . . 426.

Government of India Act, 1858; super-session of East
India Company and vesting of British Indian
territories in the Crown of England . . 23—24

;

448-49.

Act V of 1858
;
providing for punishment of offender's

escaping from jails, and of persons harbouring
them .. 426; 437.

Act yi of 1858 ; impressment of labour ;
compelling

artisans and labourers to attend to the erectiotr of
buildings for European troops . . 426—27.

Act X of 1858; confiscation of villages in

cases of rebellion and other crimes committed
by inhabitants . . 427 ; 438.

This Act proved that the revolt was rvide-spread . . 438.

Act XI of 1858 ; authorizing corporal punishment in

certain cases . . 427.

Act XIX of 1858 ; authentication of stamps plundered
during nrutiny .. 427 ; 437.

Act IX of 1859; providing for the adjudication of

claims to property seized as forfeited . . 427.

.^ct XXX IV of 1860 ; indemnifying officials as well as
non-officials in respect of fines and contributions
illegally levied and iinautliorizcd acts done during
the disturbances .. 427—28.

Government of India Act, 1919 ; introduced reforms
in the Government of India by which was secured
the increasing association of Indians in adminis-
tration . . 25.

Government of India Act, 1935 ; scheme of Federation
of India . . 25 ; 530.

Indian Independence Act, 1947 ; India attained the
position of a sovereign Dominion ..25; 531.

AFGFIANISTAN
IVars with— (1839-42) .. 179-80.

Scjro)s' disinclination to serve in——and British
insistence on it, one cause of disaffection of
sepoys . . 1 79—80.

AGHA GHULAM ALI
One of the two noblemen of Dacca who had gi\en

financial assistance to rebellious regiments .. 214.

AGRA
Tj-ansfer of seat of Local Government from—to

Allaliabad . . 256.

Re\olt at Agra .. 394—95.

Agia relieved by General Greathed in 1858 . . 395.

AHMAD, SIR SYED
(See Syed Ahmad Khan, Sir)

AHMAD ULLAH SHAH, MAULVI OF FAIZABAD
Finds a conspicuous place in the histoi7 of 1857 . . 403.

Antecedents ; confiscation of property and arrest, death
sentence; outbreak, and his release from prison by
inutineci's; good attitude towards the English;
end of Company’s rule at Faizabad

;

encoiinteis with the English at Lucknorv and
Shahjalranpur . , 403.

Froceeded to Mohamdi and then to Powain, a small

fort near Shahjalranpur; shot dead from inside

the fort ;
Raja of Powain rervarded Rs.50,000

for his head ; tributes by Englishmen for his

patriotism . , 404.

AJMER
No mutiny at .. 411.

Two companies of the 15th Native Infantry* replaced

tactfully at .. 411.

AJNALA
Massacre of innocent Indian sepoys at . . 519—20.

Brutal massacre at-—praised by British officers . . 520.

AKBAR. PRINCE
Made peace with the Rajputs, which enraged
Aurang/eb, his father 62.

RcNoUcd against his father with the help of Duig*« Das
and King Shambhaji . . 62, 63,

Fled to Iran ; died a broken-hearted man . . 64.
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ALAUDDIN KHILJI
riist Muslim loiler to cany arms to the South .. 21.

ALBUQUERQUE
Captured the port o£ Goa . . 43.

Steps taken by him to strengthen rortuguese hold

on India . . 43—44.

ALEXANDER
Invaded India in 32G 13. C. .. 19.

ALI BAHADUR I

First Nawab o£ Banda . . 372—73.

ALI BAHADUR II

{See Nawab of Banda)

ALIGARH
Mutiny at Aligarh . . 399.

ALI NAQI KHAN
E.V'ministcr of ^Vajid Ali Shah, Nau'ab of Avadh,

arrested at Calcutta and jailed . . 213.

Had a hand in secret organisation ^vhich led to

revolts in Northern India . . 214.

ALLAHABAD
Ocaipied a strategic position and became a military

base for the British . . 256, 392.

Transfer of the seat of Local Government from
Agra to . . 256.

Revolt at . . 392-94.

Uprising and out-break, capture of treasuiy by the

6th Sepoy Regiment . . 392.

Recapture of—atid cold-blooded atrocities of
Neill .. 255, 394.

Atrocities of Neill at . . 42

L

Lord Canning, Governor-General, shifted from Calcutta
to~to be ncaier the main scene of opera-

tions . . 431 ; 564.

Reading of Queen's Proclamation at—Fort . . 450.

AMAR SINGFI
Younger bi other of Kiinwar Singh . . 404—405.

A great leader and fighter in Bihar . . 405.

Occupied Sasram and Rohtas . . 405.

Ran a parallel Government in Shahabad . . 405.

Fought uith British till October, 1839, Avhen he took
shelter in Tarai jungles . . 405.

AMBALA
Mysterious fires at-— . . 407.

AMERICAN CIVIL ^VAR
Fought during 1861—65 .. 178.

AMIR CHAND
{Sec Omichand)

AN.VNDI BAI
AYife ol Raghunath Rao ; .suspected of having a hand

in the murder of Peshwa Narain Rao . ; 91.

ANGOORI TEWARI
Spy of the Company's Government .. 303.

Attack on Bithoor undertaken on his infonna-
tion . . 303.

Also gave inlonuation about ti'casurc at Bithooi . . 313.

ANNEX.VTION—of Avadh . . 187 ; 353.

—of Satara, Jhansi, Nagpur and other places under
Doctiinc ol Lapse .. 184—87.

ANSON, GENERAL
British Commander-in-Chief ; inarch on Delhi

suppoitcd by armies of Patiala and Jhind; his death

due to cholera . . 322.

M\sicrious fires at Anibala ;—unable to detect the

incendiaries .. 407.

APPA SAIIEB SHAHJI
Made Raja of Satara by the British . . 69.

AnnCNatiou of Sataia on his death 69.

ARABS
Invaded India in A. D. 711 .. 21.

ARJUN SINGH
Le<I tlie Kols against the British at Singhbhutn,
Bihar . . 405.

Britisli obliged to offer terms of amnesty to him,
suricndcrcd to the British . . 406.

ARMS
Sci^iiie of—and gcnciai disarming .. 428, 430.

ARMY (ARMIES)
Mutinies in Bengal Army before 1857 .. 158.

Lesson of mutinies in Bengal and Madras armies . . 159.

Clear iccord of Bombay Army as compared to Bengal
and Madras armies . . 159.

Bombay Army treated on a preferential footing . . 159.

Bombay Army not only did not mutiny, but took
active pait in siippiessing the uprising in Bengal
A liny .. 159.

Position of British Indian armies before the

‘‘mutiny". .. 173—74.

Secret pi epa rations for revolt made in all Indian
Regiments of Bengal Army . . 204.

Headed by Maharaja Jung Bahadur of Nepal, Gorkha
Army fought several actions, helped in the relief

of Lucknow and defeated Mohammad Hasan at

Gorakhpur . . 398.

Bengal Army guarded the lines of communication from
Calcutta to Peshawar . . 543.

AYliilc Madras aiidjlombay armies enlisted all classes

ot people Bengal Army was a virtual monopoly of
high-caste Hindus . . 543, 547.

Organisation of the ‘Company's Armies in

1 857 . , .543 e/ seq.

Disci iminat ion between Britisli and Indian
officci's .. 54.'}, 515.

Lite in Bengal Army described . . 5‘j5—46.

Pay of sepo)s in Bengal Army Rs.7 per month .. 547.

Sepoys of Bengal Army indolent and insub-
ordinate . . 547.

Caste feelings in Bengal Ainiy .. 547—18.
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ARMY {concluded)

Sir Gcoigc Tvcvcly.'in's cicsaiption of laxity among
Intlian sepoys . . 517—18.

RC'org-.inisaiion after rebellion . . 549,

Bengal Aimy greatly rcdncctl after icbellion ,, 549,

ARSENAL
BiitLh ai'scnal at Delhi attacked by miuincci'S . . 320.

Blowing up of magazine at Delhi, a gallant act of

the Engihh who piefcrrcd death to suucndeung
the Jiiiigazinc and themselves . . 520.

ASAF-UD-DAULA
Attempts to dcpiivc Begums of A^adh of thcii

property .. 35L
Construction of lininnbara at Litcktiow 3,51.

A5UOK
Grandson of Cliandia Gupta Manna .. 19.

Came under the influence of Buddha .. 19.

Disuiption of countr)' on lits death .. 19.

ASllTA
Battle of“betwecn the Veshwa and the Bjilish .. 105.

ASHTA PRADIIAN
Name of Boaid of Adintnistratioii constituted by

Shivaji . . fiO.

ASIATIC SOCIETY
A ccntic of oiicnial learning sponsoicd b) '\Vaucn

Hastings .. 50.

ASSAM
No oigtiniscd icbellion in— .. 416.

ASSOCIATION. LUCKNO^V DIOCESAN TRUST
An ecclesiastical body to which Gaidcn Cottage and its

apurtenant land weic tiansfcrrcd by the Kanpur
Alcnioiial Well Society .. 515.

ATinVALE. BALWANT RAO
Father of Peshwa Baji Rao's widow .. 143.

Filed a claim against Nana Saheb on behalf of the

minor daughters of Baji Rao, which was

rejected .. 143,

ATROCITIES
Unprecedented atrocities committed by the British

dining the “inutiny", descixbcd . . 32.

AUCKLAND, LORD
Governor Gcneial ; wai with Afghanistan 188, 189.

AUNG (FATEHPUR)
^

Battle of Nana Saheb arm}' ivith Hat cloek s

Loops . . 258.

Indian sepoys ^acatcd their cnticnchcd position aftci

a determined stand at— . . 258.

AURANGZEB
His death in 1707 . . 55, 67.

Shalijabau’s Viceroy in the Deccan . . 58.

AUSTRIA
. ^

Rose against the Habsburgs prior to IntUnn

“Mutiny” .. 1G3.

f AUTHORITY
1 Restoration of British authority after ‘'mutiny'" in
^ A^'adh and other places gicatly facilitated by the
* assistance of Mahaiaja Jung Bahadur, Commander-

j

in-Chief of Nepal . . 431.

;
See also “Restoration of aiuhorii)”.

I

I
AVADH

I Gcneulogy of the House of— .. 319—50.

I Rising discontent in— . . 35 1—55.

i Attempts of Sir I lent y Lawience at conci-

I
liaiion . . 355—56.

j

Deep-looted icbcIUoti . . 429.

1
Bcnc\olence of people of—in Heating Englishmen in

I their misfouiine .. 522,

!

A/AD. MAULANA ABUL KALAM
Ills view that Nana Saheb must be held morally

icsponsiblc for the minder of helpless prisoneis at

Biingliar quoted and discussed .. 291.

Emphasizes in his Foreword to Dr, Sen's Eighteen

fifty -seven that Hindii-MusUm unity exhibited duiing

the ficetlom struggle was a spontaneous one .. 523.

A/AMGARII
I'piisiiig at—described .. 390; 395—97.

Safe resale of the English ;
ticasuic amounting to

Rs.7 lakhs seized . . 396.

Oa'Upatioii by Kunwai Singh; arriial of Loid Mark

Ken, and Biitish ic-occupation .. 397.

A/AM SHAH
^ ^ ,

Second suiviving son of Auiangzcb, pioclaimcd

himself Emperor . . 67.

Fought against Shah A lam, his elder brother, for

tlic Mogliul throne, and was killed in battle . . 67-68.

. 146.

197.

A/JMULLAH KHAN
AN^as deputed to London to plead Nana Saheb s case

for continuance of Baji Rao's pension to

bun .. 145, 200.

Intel view ^\ith Queen Victoiia .. 145.

Failuic of his mission . . 145.

IVas appointed Diwan of Nana Saheb

Confidant and adviser to Nana Saheb .

He atul Rango Bapuji pieparcd a scheme ot recoU

to be put in action on their leturn to India .. 201.

Characterised the entrenchment at Kanpur as the

“foit of despair” .. 224.

Doubts laiscd by historians as to whether Nana Saheb

or uas behind the plan for the return to Kanpur

of mutinous sepo}s proceeding towards Delhi .. 2^7.

Dissuaded Nana Saheb fiom accompanying mutinous

sepoys to Delhi . . 227,

Appointed as one oC the judges to settle citil and

criminal eases at Kanpur .. 230.

Negotiated nith Captain Mooic for the

suriender of tlic British garrison 'j,es>egcd in

'Wheelei’s entienchment at Kanpur .. loS oi.

Brief sketch of AzimuIIah Khan’s life and

work . . 557—60.
^ ^

Sir ^V'illiam RiisselFs and Sir John Kaye’s description

uf A/inuiIlah Khan .. 5>S.
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A7.IMULLAH KHAN {concltulecl)

His visit to Constantinople at the time of the Ciimcan

War . . 558.

His view's about the British anU the Russians .. 558.

AVhile in London, he and Rango Bapuji^ planned

schemes against British nilc in India . . 558.

Chief adviser and confidant of Nana Saheb ; accord-

ing to British histoiians said to be the brain behind

the uprising at Kanpur . . 559.

B

BAIL^DUR SHAH I

(Sec Shah Alam)

BAHADUR SH^Mi II

Sunning descendant of Moghal line in 1857 .. 10.

Leaders of revolt agiccd to make him sovereign poKcr
if “Mutiny” succeeded . . 10.

Fall of Delhi and capture of BaJjadur Shah left lea-

ders of revolt with none to take his place as sovereign

power . . 11.

Bahadur Shah a mere pcnsionci, his prciogativcs and
pii\ilege5 being reduced gradually .. 189.

Meerut mutineers on i caching Delhi made him assume
the reins of empire on ^lay 11, 1857 .. 189, 319.

Said to be in league with Ii-an, having sent one Sidi

Kambar with Icitci”s to Shah of Ir-an .. 199.

Succeeded to the Moghnl throne in 1837 . . 318.

Accepts Icadcnhip of rcrolution .. 319.

Messenger's of Bahadur ShaJi to Patiala, Nabha and
Jhind Stales killed . . 322.

Mutineers defeated at Delhi and Bahadur Shah
surrendered to Major Hudson . . 328, 329.

Ilis sons inuidcrcd by Major Hudson and their heads

sent to him as present . . 328.

His iil-trcatmcnt before being transported to Burma,
and Mr. Layard’s comment on this . . 329.

Sir W. H. Russell’s observations regarding Bahadur
Shah .. 329-30.

Tried before Militar*\’ Commission and condemned
to life imprisonment . . 330.

- State prisoner in Rangoon till his death in 18G2 . . 330.

BAHU BEGUM
Own mother of Asaf-ud-daula .. 351.

Complained to Governor -General that Nawab Asaf-

ud-daula had extorted Rs.26 lakhs from her .. 351.

Agreement with .Vsaf-iid-daula for restoration of licr

jagrrs and property . . 351.

Asaf-ud-davrla tried to depiiNC her of her lands aird

ticasurc in 1781 .. 351.

BAIZA BAI
Wife/widow of Daulai Ruo Sciudhia .. 197.

Regent of Jankoji, minor ruler of Gwalior . . 197.

Expelled from Grvalior in 1833 .. 197.

Dissatisfied with British Government, she planned a
conspiracy against the British, but on Jayaji Rao
coming on gnddi, she withdrew and Nana Saheb
stepped into her shoes .. 198.

His Diufy described . . 559.

Nothing definitely known about his last days .. 559.

AZIZAN
Played impoitaiu part in the uprising at Kanpur . . 560.

Arrest on the re-capture of Kanpur and
execution . . 500.

Doubts about her association with Bibighar massacre
discussed .. 561.

She planned a grand >agna in Mathura, but could
not do so as “Mutin)” broke out .. 198.

BAJI RAO 1, PESHIVA
A ruler of great distinction .. 11, 55.

Second Peshwa, cider son of Balajr Vishwa-
nath ; . . 55, 72.

Excelled in tlic qualities of valour, statesmanship,
learning and accounts , . 72.

Rescue of Chhatrasal, Bundela chief, high light of his

military skill . . 72—83.

His mother Radha Bai’s pilgrimage of Northern India
a gieat success .. 73—74.

Mastani, a dancing girl, presented to him by
Chhatiasal. accompanied him in military' campaigns
and rode side by side .. 74.

Masiaui’s arrest and confinement hastened his death
in 1710 , . 75.

Sii Richard Temples tribute to his great work .. 75.

BAJI RAO II

The last Peshwa, made over his kingdom to

British in 1818, thereby extinguishing indigenous
rule . . 23, 50.

Chose Bithoor for his residence after his

surrender .. 56.

Died in exile at Bithoor in 1851 .. 56, 108, 128, 187.

Bequeathed all his property to his adopted son, Dhondu
Pant Nana (Nana Saheb) by a will . . 57, 139, 140.

Defeated by the British in 1818, but managed to

escape . . 68.

Inv£Miturc as Peshwa .. 99.

Maladministration ; discontent among his people . . 99.

Reasons whv Peslnva Baji Rao 11 lost his

kingdom ..*99-100.

Lr il influence of Daulat Rao Sciiidia and Sharza Rao
Gliatgc brought about bis downfall . . 100.

His defeat in 1802 by Holkar and his flight from
Poona ..'100.

Treaty with East India Company .. 102.

Re-enters Poona . . 103.

Lord Valentia's account of his meeting with him given
in his book of Travels .. 103, 109—111.

Frequent frictions with the British .. 103.

Made to sign a treaty with British .. 104.

Murder of Gangadhar Shasirr further strained his

relations with British .. 101.
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BAJI RAO II {concluded)
Hostilities again opened . , 105.

Leaves Boona precipitately .. 105.

Battle of Ashta lost .. 105.

Surrenders to General Malcolm 107.

Terms known as rropositions to Baji Rao delivered
to, and accepted by, him . . 107—108.

British Government ceased to address Iiim as Pesinva
and Pant Pradhan . . 125.

Raja Shiva Prasad meets him at Bithoov .. 126.

Legends about him . . 126—127.

Funeral rites performed by Nana Saheb . . 128.

His character . . 128—20.

Standing instmetions issued by Lieut.-Governor for

preserving peace and security of bis property on
ins demise , . 139—40.

Commissioner at Bithoor asked to send prompt report
on the property left by Baji Rao on his dcatli . . HO.

Details of the report submitted by Mr. Morland and
his rccommcncfation that a portion of BajV Kao^s

pension be continued for the support of his

family .. 141.

Directors of East India Company endorsed Governor-

General’s decision that adopted son and dependants
of Baji Rao had no claim upon the British

Government . . 142.

BAKHT KHAN
Subedar of sepoy artillery' at Bareilly . . 400.

Made local commander of nationalist troops at

Bareilly . . 400.

Proceeded to Delhi and became Commander-in-Chief
of the nationalist forces under the Emperor of

Delhi .. 400.

BALAjI BAJI RAO
Eldest son of Baji Rao I, succeeded him as third

Peshwa . . 55, 75.

Received from King Shalui the icveniie of thirty

villages as his emoluments . . 75.

Practically head of Maratha Government after the death

of King Shahu . . 76.

Led four expeditions . . 70.

Deprived of his office . . 76.

Re-invested . . 77.

His antiy defeated by Ahmad Shah Abdali at the

second battle of Paiiipat . . 78.

His dcalh in 1761 .. 81.

BALAJI VISH^VANATH
Appointed Minister to King Sliahuji and called first

Peslvwa . . ll» 55.

Sketch of his life . . 69—72.

BALA SAHEB OR BALA RAO
Brother of Nana Saheb . . 228.

Fought at the battle of Pandu Nadi and

wounded . . 258.

BANDA
Fourth Nawab of— , kno\m as Nawab Ali
Bahadur II . . 372-77.

(Sec also Nawab of Banda)

Outbreak at— . . 374-75.

British re-occupation of—and atiochies .. 375—76.

BAPU GOKHALE
Gallant General of Peshwa Baji Rao II killed in action

at Ashta , . 105.

BARRACKPUR
Mutiny in Barrackpur in 1824 .. 155, 156—158.

BATTA
Stoppage of batta a souice of grievance of the

sepoys . . 180.

BENGAL
No organised rebellion, but sporadic outburst of

activity .. 4l5.

BENGAL AR^^IY
{See Army)

BENI MADHO SINGH. RANA
A taliiqdar of Avadh vrho was told that people would

rise after distribution of chapaties . . 202.

Biitish offered him liberal terms of sunender, but
he refused and fought against the British till he
crossed into Nepal . . 431 ; 504.

Last days .. 431.

Fought the Goikhas, and vras killed .. 504.

Short sketch of his life . . 553—57.

BENTINCK, LORD IPILLIAM
^Vas Governor of Madras at the time of the Vellore

mutiny in 1806 .. 153.

As Governor-General abolished Sail in 1829 .. 182.

BHATT, BABA
Brother of Nana Saheb .. 228.

Appointed president of the couit set up at Kanpur
to settle civil and criminal cases 230.

Administcied Kanpur as Collector .. 251, 252—53.

BIIAU, SADASHIVA
Cousin of Peshvra Balaji Baji Rao, and Coinmander-in-

Cliicf of Mniathas .. 79.

Pought again*;! Shah Abrlali at the second battle of

Panipat .. SO.

Slain in battle . . 80.

BHAWANEE SINGH
One of the Indian commissioned officers at Kanpur
who stood by the British .. 227.

Severely wounded in opposing mutinous sawars and
died subsequently . . 227.

BHIMA IL'VO

Got Rao Saheb anrested at Chandini in Jarainii territory

through treachery . . 552.
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BICIGHAR (KANPUR)
British used to associate Nana Sahebs name with

butcheiy of men and women at Bibighar . . 2.

Description of Bibighar . . 266—07.

Various versions by British authors about the circum-

stances preceding the massacre . . 267.

Motives for the destruction of piisoncrs

at— .. 267—71.

Various versions about the actual massacre . . 267—72.

Some extenuating facts about the massacre . . 273.

Lesson of the massacre . . 273—74.

Nana Saheb's responsibility for Bitiighar massacre

discussed . . 276—2H0.

Question of Nana Sahcb*s moral responsibility for

Bibighar massacre discussed . . 291—93.

Small bungalow in Kanpur . . 507.

Memorial V^ell Garden raised near the \Vcll situated

in Bibighar . , 507—09.

Motives imputed for Bibighar massacre . . 509.

Aspersion cast by General Neill on Nana Saheb for

massacre at Bibighar misconceived . . 509 (footnote).

BIHAR
Rebellion in mostly confined to Shababad

district . . 214,

Uprising in . . 401.

BIJNOR
Revolt at . . 402.

BIRD, MR.
Joint Magistrate at Gorakhpur who escaped into the

forest on the advance of rebel force under
Mohammad Hasan . . 397,

Reward of Rsii,000 announced for his head . . 397.

BIRJIS QADAR
Son of Queen Ilazrat Mahal . . 200, 362.

Proclaimed Ruler of Avadh under suzerainty of Delhi
Emperor .. 362.

BITHOOR
A town near Kanpur called Brahmavart or Bithoor

chosen by Peslnva Baji Rao II as his residence after

surrender to English .. 56, 114, 124.

A jagir at Bithoor assigned to Baji Rao II which
lemained with Nana Saheb on Baji Rao's
death .. 56, 125.

Baji Rao II died in exile at Bithoor in 1851 to be
succeeded by Nana Saheb .. 108, 186.

Situation of .. 114.

Area and population .. 115.

Fail's and maikets .. 115.

CALCUTTA
'SVajid Ali Shah, Nawab of Avadh, and his minister,
AH Nat^i Khan, arrested at— .. 213.

Citizens of—denounced the mutineers .. 214.

Lord Canning, Govcrnor-Gcneral, shifted his head*
quaitcrs ffom—to Allahabad during mutiny to be
nearer the' scene of opemiions .. 431, 561..

C.\MPBELL, SIR COLIN
Routed in battle with Nana Saheb on the banks of

the Rapii . . 265.

Ilistoiy of—through the ages .. 116— 118.

Part plajed during ‘'^futiny”., 118.

Peshwa’s temple at saved from destmetion by Nawab
of Lucknow, a nobleman ..119.

Present importance .. 119.

Tatya Tope's mansion at Bithoor blown up by
British .. 120.

Other things of interest in Bithoor . . 120—22.

Destruction of toAvn by British prc\'ented by Subedar
Narain Rao . . 122.

Slianiwar Bara Mansion at built by Baji
Rao H .. 121,

Mcmoiial to Nana Salicb erected at—on
Independence . . 125, 469.

Raja Shiva Prasad's meeting with Peshwa Baji Rao
at .. 126.

Nana Saheb fond of receiving English men and women
as guests at Bithoor 135.

Nana Saheb proclaimed Peshwa at Bithoor . , 250—51.

Nana Sahclj leaves Bitlioor on being defeated by
Havelock at Kanpur . . 262.

Major Stevenson occupied-—on July 18,

1857 .. 279, 297.

Nana Saheb 's castle destroyed .. 297—298.

All buildings connected with Nana Saheb razed to the
ground . . 298, 302—303.

Atrocities by Havelock's troops . . 299.

Saraswatcslnvar temple damaged . . 299.

Battle at between Havelock and Tatya
Tope .. 302—03,

Salvage of Nana Saheb's treasure .. 313—14.

Subedars of Bithoor ., 315—16.

BOARD OF CONTROL
of the East India Company; constituted with two

Ministers of the British Crown and others,

which virtually exercised supreme authority in all

important matters . . 165.

BOMBAY ARMY
(Sec under Army)

BOSE. NETA SUBH.AS CHANDRA
Escaped fiom confinement in India and raised the

Indian National Army in South East Asia .. 25.

BRITISH OFFICERS
Atrocities committed by far exceeded actions of

Indians .. 524.

BUDAUN
Revolt at— . . 402.

c
Appointed Commandcr-inChicf of Indian

-'\rmy . . 307, 505.

Relieves Lucknow Residency and then moves
to Kanpur for the succour of General
AVindham . . 308, 565.

Launched a surpiise attack on Kanpur and re-

captured it . . 309, -565.

Narrowly escaped deaili at Lucknow . . 365.
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CAMPBELL (concluded)
His despatches containing an account of re-captme oC
Lucknow published the geueial older issued
by the Govcmor-Gencral .. 3G5.

Biicf sketch of Jiis life and chaiaclcr .

.

CANNING, LORD
Succeeded Lord Dalliousic as Govcinor-Gcncial in

18^6 .. 23. 51.

Enforcement of Hindu AVidous’ Reman iage Act during
his regime lent support to unfounded lumours that

he had been sent to India to coni eit Indian
2
?eopIe

to Christianity . . 182.

Became aware of the ical danger not until Ma) 31,

1837 212.

Did not lose comiiosiuc oti hearing of happenings at

Meerut and Delhi .. 212, 213.

Took steps for the collection of as man) Luiopcan

troops as possible . . 213.

Requested Lord Elgin, nho was piocceding on the

China expetlition, to dhcit his Uoops to India .. 213

Passed a law putting icstiictions on nc\ss
2
)apcis . 213.

His Govcinmcnt had to rcsoit to cruel and icpicsshc

mcasuies for suppicssing the ^vidcspiead rebellion,

but adopted, at the same time, conciliatoiy or diplo-

made measures sucli as the issue of ivcll-mcaiiing

proclamations . . 419—420.

Cannot be absoUed of moial icsponsibility foi the

atiochics committed by his Generals and

olheis . . 420.

E\picsscd to Queen I^ittoiia his unhappiness oiei the

happenings . . 420.

His Pioclamaliou of May 10, 1857 .. 123—121.

Announced the institution of a medal by Queen

Victoria for troops cmplo)ed in the suppiession ot

the revolt .. 421.

Legislative measures passed during his regime . . 425.

His Proclamation of March 15, 1858, to ‘'cuue the sub-

mission of taluqdais of Avadh .. 429—4al.

Took over direct adirrinistiation of North Western

Piorinccs m rebruary 1858 .. 431.

Moved his headquarters from Calcutta to

Allahabad .. 431, 564.

Issued a resolution iudicaling the policy to be

follorsed by civil olTiccrs in burning villages . . 'tJj.

Present at Allahabad Fort at the time of the reading

of Queen’s Proclaiiration . . 410.

Became Viceroy and Gorernot -General of

India - . 450, 56 1.

Short sketch of his life atrd work . . 502—61.

His letter to Queen Victoria on the death of Indy

Canning, and the Queen's reply .. a/ 1.

^Mminy^at Velloie ako picccded by distubution o£

rbapatis ,

.

155.

Different ve.sion. regarding the fint distribution of

rhdlmth ., 201, 205,

l-urpncp behind the distribution of chapath not so far

clear Iv established . . 203.

CHHATRAPATI
A title which descended from Shivaji to his

sncccssoi's . . 55 (foot-note).

Received allorvance for himself and his family from
the Pesiiwas .. 55.

No powers except to bestow official robes of Peshwa-
ship to newly-installed Pesiiwas .. 55.

After death of Shahnji, Chhatrapatis of Satara
giaduall) reduced to the position of hostages 55.

CHHAT RASAL
ramous Bundela Chief who was rescued by Peshwa

Bnji Rao I .. 72.

Defeated Mohammad Khan Bangesh with the help of
Peshrva Baji Rao I . . 73.

Assigned to Peshrva Baji Rao I a large jagir in

Bimdelkhand and {Jicscntcd Mastani, a dancing girl,

to him . . 73.

CIIIMNAJI APPA
Younger brother of Peshrva Baji Rao II, and younger

son of Raghuiiath Rao, was granted an annuity
of Rs. trvo lakhs by British . . 72, 76, 109.

CHIMNAJI APPA, EIGHTH PESHIYA
Nana Fadnar is got him adopted as son by Yashoda Bai,

and installed him as Eighth Peshwa .. 95—96.

Captured and made prisoner in 1796 . . 96.

CHRONOLOGY
Indian— . . 15—17.

Of the lebellion .. 215—218.

Of erents r\hich took place from July G, 1857 to

July 16, 1857, in connection with the battles for

Kanpur . . 277—79.

Of Indian Naiional Congress . . 531—32.

Of Nana Saheb . . 580—582.

CLYDE, LORD
(Sec Campbell, Sir Colin)

COLWN, MR.
Lieut.-Gorcinoi of Noith-Wcstem Provinces with

headquaitcis at .4gra .. 394.

Offered unconditional pardon, to rebels, which was
repudiated by Governor-General . . 394.

On outbreak at Agra, retired with all the English into

the fort . . 395.

Could not bear the strain and died . . 395.

COMPANY
(See East India Company)

COOPER, FREDERICK
Deputy Commissioner of Amritsar . . 407, 519—20.

Under his orders, Indian sepoys of 26th Native
Infantiry" were murdered and their bodies throun into
Ajnala IVell .. 407, 519-20.

CRIMEAN lYAR
Description . . 166—67.

Said to be a contributory cause for the rcrolt in
India . . 166.

Encouraged discontented sepoy's and Chilian elements
lo rise against British authority .. 167.

CULTURAL HERITAGE
CnUiiral heritage of India described . 27 28.
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DALHOUSIE, LORD
Last but one Go\cinoi-Gcncral of Last India

Company . . 23. ^

His Doctiiiic of Lapse aggla^atcd the discontent .. 23.

Added laigc tciiitoiics to liritish India by the anne-

xation of the I’linjab, A\adh, Nagpur and ininoi

piincipahtics like Jhaiisi, Salai.i and Sambhal-
pui . 50—51.

AVhoIc of India imdci sua) of Butish duiing his

regime .. 51.

Agiced uith the Lieutcnant-Go>cinoi that Mi. Moi-
land’s iccommcndation that a poition of Baji Rao
II's pension be continued to Nana Saheb Avas un-
reasonable .. 141.

His minute in connexion with the discontinuance of

Baji Rao’s pension termed as classic .. 141.

His conclusion legaiding Baji Rao’s pension cndoised
by the Diieclors of the Last India Company . . 142.

Infouned Baji Rao II that his leprescntation foi the

pioAision of a monetar)' help to Nana Saheb Avould

be consideied at an appiopiiatc season .. 144.

Disalloucd Nana Saheb to succeed to title and seal

of Peshua Baji Rao 11 . , 145.

Nana Saheb’s A\cII'ieasoned lepiesentation in tliis con-

nexion icjccted by him as Goicrnoi -General in

Council 115—146

As Goveinoi-Gcneial-in-Countil, he passed a Regula-
tion icpcaling an eailiei Regulation exempting
Peslu\a Baji Rao fiom the authoiity of oidniary

laAV con Its . 116.

Handed o\ei chaigc of his office to Loid Canning
some months before rebellion broke out . 171.

Undertook a programme of rvoiks of pnblic utility

like metalled roads, load-biidges and the electric

telcgiaplr in India . . 175.

Introduced the fiixt all-India stamps and onc-anna
post .. 175.

Invoked the Doctrine of Lapse A^hich led to the

annexation of Satar’a> Jhansi, Nagpur, etc. . , 185—87.

Dining his jegime tciiitoiics equal to ncaily trvicc

the area of Lngland and IVales an ere added to

British India .. 187,

'The kingdom of Aradh an as the laigcst tciiitoiy

annexed by him . . 187.

Nana Saheb had a giicNance onl) against him, but
did not entcitain any inimical feelings tow aids

the Lnglish gentry at Kanpur .. 224.

ITujusth dccUncd to approAc the adoplioti of Damo-
dai Rao by Raja Gangadhai Rao and Rani Laxini
Bai . . 333.

Rani I axmi Bai’s lepiesentation against his oidci

rejected b) the Couit of Diieclois .. 335.

Issued a piodnmaiion on annexation of Aradh 353.

DAJ^IODAR RAO
Adopted by Raj.a Gangadhai Rao and Rani Laxmi

Bai .. 3.33.

Ills adoption not appioNcd 1)\ Loid Dallioiisic , 333.

DASSA BABA
On his advice Nana Saheb got piepaicd a small idol

of lotus seeds, diAided it into small fragments and
placed them in rhajmtis AN’hich AN’cre distributed far
and near 198.

Assured Nana Saheb t/iat his influence anouIcI picAail
ANhcicNCi tlic enchanted chabatis an ere circu-

lated .. 198.

Took actiAc part in counti) ANide plan of exteiiirina-

tion of Englishmen m India . . 198.

DAT4A, MANiIU\M
DiANan of Raja KandeipcshAWar Singh of Assam hanged

for inducing his master to icAoIt .. 416.

DAULAT RAO SCINDHIA
A friend and bcnefacloi of PeshANa Baji Rao II .. 99.

Baji Rao II depended on his advice .. 100.

Had pci son al animosity Avith YashAiant Rao
Holkar .. 100.

VashANant Rao Holkar defeated him at the battle of
Poona .. 100.

Ruler of GAN\'ilior .. 197,

Mauled to BaiAa Bai in 1798 197.

Died in 1827 .. 197.

DLCRLLS or GOVERNMENT
After tlic icstoiation of authoiitv. Gov einoi -General

passed many decrees, regulations, etc. Dcsci ip-

lion of .. 428-29.

DELHI
Cavalry at iVIeciut marched to Delhi to capture the

city and to proclaim aged Bahadur Shah as de facto
ruler of India .. 211.

Idea of taking hold of Dellii on liixt onslaught was an
action of great foresight because it meant the des-
truction of British prestige .. 211.

Capiuic of Delhi .. 215.

rieice battle in Delhi on June 23, 1857 .. 216.

Entrance of Gcneial Wilson’s army in Delhi .. 217.

Uprising in Delhi; description of .. 317—330.

Massacre of Englishmen in Delhi .. 321.

Siege of Delhi and its re-capluie by the
British 321-25.

Sack of Delhi city and slaughter of male population
by the British . . 325—28.

Inhuman muulcr of Emperor Bahadur Shah’s sons at
Delhi .. 328-29.

DHAR
Uprising at— , .. 415.

DIIONDU PANT NAN \

(See Nana Saheb)

DINKLR RAO, SIR
Devvan of Maharaja Scindhia of Gwalior, who not only

kept aloof from rebels, but a^jsisted the Company in
many w’nvs .. 413.

Butish able to count on his Jojaltv .. 113.
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DISCONTENT—among the Indian people bcfoic the mutinj';
general causes ol— 175-70.—among the Indian sepoys in Ecngal Aimy .. 179—81.—among the masses one cause of iiuitmy .. 181—84.

DOCTRINE or LAPSE
Caused dissatisfaction amongst ccitain special

classes .. 179.

General description of—-ami annc\atifms made under
it .. 181-87.

DOST MOHANfMAD
Ameer of Afghnnisian ^\ho concluded a ticat) of

fiicndship with the Biitish \\hich he kept during
the icbellion .. 173.

Biitish aimy took him captbc in 1830 .. 188.

Rcdiislallcd as Amcci of Afghanistan .. 189.

DRIGVJJAY SINGH, RAJA
Ga\c as)lum to foui fugitive Englishmen uho had
siuvhed the Sattichaina boat tiaged>, and arranged
for theii safe conduct to Allahabad . . 240.

DRUMMOND
His speech in the House of Commons condemning the

Company's administration in India and showing
genuine S)mpath) for the IncUau people

quoted .. 175—70.

E

HAST INDIA COMPANY
India remained under the East India Company fiom

1GI2 to 1858 when the Crown of England assumed

direct administration . . 23.

By Gorernment of India Act, 1858, the Company was

superseded and Biitisli tcnitoiics became ^e^tcd in

the English Ciowu .. 23.

Tcriitoiies conquered and annc\cd Company and

subsequently b) the Ciowu, formed into

piocinces .. 2L

Chait showing the consiiiiitional dexelopmcut of the

Company 3G—42.

How Company came to be founded . . 15—48.

The Company as emphe buildei .. 48—51.

EaiiUs of Company's nile . 51—52.

Constitutional porvoiN and position of Compan) dis-

cussed . . IG5.

In 1857, British India was governed dircctl) h) East

India Companv m accordance wuth the Statutes of

Parliament . I7I

In all external affairs, Indian States weic under the

authoiity of the Company till the time of

“ mutiny ”
. . 172.

The Company had thice separate ainiics—one in

each Presidenq .. 173,

Cost of the Compands armies 174.

General discontent amongst Indian people against the

administration of the Company .. 179,

English public opinion against the Company . . 147-48.

View of Sii Charles Metcalfe regarding transfer of

rule from Company to Crown quoted .. 448.

DUFF, GRANT (CAPX. GRANT)
Amhm of the Htstoiy of the Marathas quoted to show

that the rccouls of East India Company Wcie not
altogether authentic . . 7.

Acted as Resident and guaidian to Raja Piatap Sinh
of Siitaia 68.

Invested with the pow’ci's of administration at
Sataia 68.

DUPLEIX
Auivcd in India in 1731 .. 45.

Beaune Govemov of rondicheu7 ^7^1 •• 43*

C.ipturcd Madras in 1746 .. 45.

DURGA D VS

Eamous Rajput who sided wdth Prince Akbai in his
icvolt against Emperm Auiang/cb .. 62.

Auiangzeb defeated him and Piince Akbar .. 02.

Fled low aids south with Prince Akbai .. 62.

Prince Akliai paited fiom him in 1687 .. 64.

Ucsto^icd great caic and solfcicctdc foi Piince Akbai
sou and daughter wdio wcic left wntli him .. 64.

Auiangzcb effected a reconciliation with him in
1G% .. G4.

Akbai\ son and daiightci restored to Aurane/eb
b)— .. f)k

Passing of an Act foi the hctiei government of India
m 1858 divested Company of all coiitiol over Indian
affaiis .. 418.

Special and last meeting of the General Court of the
Company passed a resolution conveying thanks to
Its ofliceis and servants of every rank .. 449—50.

Effects of tian;.fei of powci to Ciow’n discussed 453,

Organisation of the Company's aimies . 343—49.

Re oigamsation of the vaiious armies after the
^hnutiiiy '

, - 549.

FLLENBOROUGH, LORD
Govcinoi Gcneial who prohibited legal recognition

of Slav eiy in India . . 165.

ENGLAND
State of England ncai 1857 dcscubed 162—63.

Some cailiei events in England discussed .. 163—65.

Economic life and state of arts and sciences in England
at the time of Indian mutiny .. 167—68.

ENGLISH, LANGUAGE
At the instance of Loid Macaulay, the—replaced

Pei Sian as the official and hierary' language of the
Indian Government . 50.

ENTRENCHMENT
Place at Kanpur selected by the Biitisli for piotection

of thcii families from icbcis .. 221.

—oidercd to be stocked with provisions .. 225.

Eiuopean ladies and children taken there on May 22.

1857 .. 225.

Siege by rebels . . 229—233,

Capitulation by the British .. 233—34.

Evacuation of the British .. 235—36.
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EPILOGUE
An explanation and an appeal regarding Nana
Saheb .. 583-86.

ETA^VAH
Revolt at .. 398-99.

EUROPEANS, REBEL
Several cases of rebel Europeans ^vho joined the

mutineers described . . 573—74.

EWART, COLONEL AND MRS.
Last persons to leave the entrenchment who were killed

by some disgruntled sepoys . , 236.

Circumstances of Col. Ewart’s death followed by
Ml'S. Ewart’s murder, most pathetic .. 236.

EXHIBITION
Great of London held in 1851 .. 168,

F

FAIZABAD
Upiising at—^^vith the anest of Maulvi Ahmad Ullah

Shah .. 403-401.

FARRUKHABAD ^FATEHGARH)
Tafazzul Husain Khan was Nawab of—at the time

of rebellion . , 377.

iVIutinecrs besieged the fort of Fatehgarh . . 378.

Colonel Smith, being reduced to extremities, evacuated

the fort of . . 378.

Nawab of Farrukhabad ruled the district of Fatehgarh

for seven months , . 378.

Commander-in-Chief entered Fatehgarh fort on
January’ 3, 1858 .. 379.

Mass executions . . 380.

Reward announced for capture of Na^vab of

Farrukhabad .. 380.

Nawab of Farrukhabad surrendered . . 380.

Nan'ab of Fanoikhabad tried and convicted , . 380—81.

Nawab of Farrukhabad quits British territories and
dies at Macca .. 381,

FATEHPUR
Battle of Fatehpur . . 257.

Revolt at Fatehpur described . . 398.

FATEHPUR CHAURASI
Nana Saheb stays at—village after being defeated at

Kanpur .. 264,

Tatya Tope said to have met Nana Saheb at Fatehpur

Cliaiirasi and to have discussed mattei3 with

him .. 305 (foot-note).

FEROZPUR—in the Punjab, revolt at— .. 408.

riROZE SHAH, PRINCE
Rc-iii forced the forces at Sliahjahanpur but Jones

repulsed the attack . . 401,

—was a member of the Royal family of Delhi, and
one of the top-ranking 103001*5 ot the rebellion . . 414.

Made a pilgrimage to Macca in 1855 and returned

to India in May, 1857 . . 414.

Started jehad against the British at Mandisore
(Ceniral India) 414.

Governor of Mandisore taken prisoner .. 414.

—became ruler of Mandisore .. 414.

British trOops defeated—in October-November
1857 .. 414.

Went to Macca where he died .. 415.

Dramatic escape from Lucknotv; overtaken by General
Napier and defeated at Ranod ; escaped and joined
Tatya Tope at indergarh ; battle at Sikar .. 417.

Escape to Kaushani and then -to Saronj Jungles near
Guna . . 418.

Last days spent outside India .. 504—505.

His ^ridow granted a compassionate allowance of Rs.5

per month which n’as later raised to Rs.lOO per
month on the condition that she did not return
to India . . 505,

Terms of surrender negotiated w’ith the British, but
without result . . 552.

FITCHETT, JOHN
A drummer in Gth Native Infantry^ at Kanpur .. 508.

His evidence regarding Bibighar massacre quoted ; , 508.

His account disbe]ie\'ed by Sherer, then Magistrate

of Kanpur , . 508.

FORFEITURE
Forfeiture of property for mutiny . . ,426.

Instructions regarding forfeiture of muafis and pensions

issued by Governor-General after the mutiny .. 433.

FORT ST. GEORGE
Established at Madras . . 46.

FORT IVILLIAM
Established at Calcutta . . 47.

FRANCIS MARTIN
Laid the foundations of PoudicheiT)’ in 1674 . . 45.

FRENCH EAST INDIA COMPANY
Sent its fust expedition to reach Surat in 1068 .. 45.

FURSE, G. A.

A British historian whose comment made in his hook

The Art of Marching regarding unjustness of the

death sentence on Tatya Tope, quoted .. 492*
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G
GANDHI, MAHATMA
Through his message of love and non-violence,

—

able to get freedom for India u’ithout shedding a
drop of English blood .. 4.

Appeared on the Indian scene and intioduccd his first

non-violent technique in Indian politics in the fonn
of non-co-operation movement of 1920 .. 25.

Declined any office under free India . . 25.

Freedom achieved by India through the efforts of

Mahatma Gandhi 528—32.

Under his leadership Congress launched, in 1920, a

non-violent non-co-operation movement .. 530—31,

Arrested in 1922, tried and imprisoned .. 530—31.

First Civil Disobedience Movement started by him
in 1930 .. 530. 532.

Second Civil Disobedience Movement launched by him
in 1934 .. 530.

Quit India Movement started by him in 1912 . , 530.

GANGADHAR RAO, RAJA
Ruler of Jhansi 185, 331.

Adopted a son iii 18.53, but adoption not recognised

by Lord Dalliousie . . 185, 333.

Afanu liai (who assumed the name of Rani Laxmi Ilai

after her marriage) married to him , . 333.

FI is only sou died soon after birth . . 333.

Health declined; death in 1853 .. 333.

Non-recognition of adoption, a violation of the agree-

ment made by the British Government Arith

him . . 335.

Requested Major Ellis to treat his adopted son with

kindness . , 335.

Adoption recognised by Governor-General so far as liis

family treasures and personal pioperty were

concerned . . 335.

GANGADHAR SHASTRI
A high officer of Baroda Darbar .. 101.

Deputed to settle disputed accotints between Poona

Government and Baroda Darbar .. 104.

British Government gave iiim a special guaiaiUee of

safety at Poona .. 101.

Murdered at Pandharpur where he had gone to offer

worship 104.

Trimbakji, a minister of Uic Peshwa, declared to he

his mindeier by a treaty signed at by

Peshwa Baji Rao with the Biilish Government . . 104.

GANTOOR
. ,

Madras Aimy at Gantoor mutinied jn 179/ when sepo)s

refused to obey orders . . 159.

GAYA
Rebellion in . . 405.

GHAZIUDDIN HYDER
Ruler of A%'adh on ivhom Brltisli Government con-

ferred the dignity of “King” . . 352.

Succeeded by four kings . . 352.

Lent latge sums of money to East India Company

as perpetual loans . . 352.

)
GODSE, VISHNU DATT
Author of Marathi book MajJia Prnvas (My Journey)

which gives a first-hand account of happenings at
Jhansi, Gwalior and other places .. 198, 305.

GOPIKA BAI
Married to Peshwa Balaji Baji Rao .. 76.

Ably guided lier son Peshwa Madhav Rao I . . 82.

lYent mad with grief on the death of her suiTiving
son, Narain Rao, tlie ruling Peshwa, but regained
her mind ’^rhen his ^ridow, Ganga Bai, gave birth
to a posthumous son . . 90.

GORAKHPUR
Revolt at—dc>ciibcd ., 397—98.

GOiaNDGARH FORT
Occupied by the British with the help of Jats and
Sikhs before the disarmed sepoys of Mian Miv could
lake possession of it . . 408.

Its occupation prevented any imtowaid happenings
at Amritsar . . 408.

GRANT, BRIGADIER SIR HOPE
Said to have destioycd Peshwa Baji Rao's palace at

Bithoor while returning fiom the battle of Samigbat
. . 297, 298.

Sent out to Bithoor, whereafter he. fought the battle of
Saraighat and defeated mutinous sepoys under
Tatya Tope . . 310.

Along ^vdtii the Commandcr-in-Chief assaulted the fort

of Raua Beni Madhav who evacuated it . . 554.

GRANT, CAPTAIN
(See Duff, Grant)

GRANT, GENER^IL SIR PATRICK
His personal letter quoted in House of Lords to show

that news about Kanpur inassacie was merely a
nimouv . . 169.

GREATHED
Commissioner with Baji Rao at Bithoor .. 142.

Lt.-Governor expressed concurrence with his viesv

regarding relations between the widows of Maharaja
Baji Rao on one hand and Nana Saheb on the
other, and authorized him to make some declaration

which would induce the widows to submit to the

authority of Nana Saheb . . 142.

Offer to relinquish the title of Commissioner at

Bithoor, which tras accepted . . 143.

GULAB SINGH, MAHARAJA
Ruler of Jammu who was said to have financed the plan

of the mutiny .. 198.

GURKHA ARAIY
(See Army)

GWALIOR
After his defeat at Bithoor, Tatya Tope directed his

activities to—to Arin over the famous Gwalior
Contingent . . 303-06.

With the help of the G\raIior Contingent, Tatya Tope
regains Kanpur .. 308.

Revolt at Gwalior desciibed .. 41 1—13.
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H
HARDIKAR, SIIRINIVAS BALAJI

Piesident, Disnict Congiess Cominittcc, Kanpur, '\vIio

wiotc the article “Tat\a Tope was not hanged" in

AVcekly Hindustanis Special Independence Day
Number of August 17, Hl;8 . 193.

A suminaiy of his aiticlc given to show that the

pci>on who ^\as hanged by Biitish was not Tatya

'Xopc, and his arguments for tliis theoiy .. 493—90,

As shown by him, the circumstances of aiicst, hmiicd
trial and immediate execution of Tatya Tope do

laisc doubts about his identit) , , 49G.

HASTINGS, WARREN
Company's fust Goteinor-General (1771) .. 49.

Despite diflicultics, devoted himself dining his regime

(1774—85) to assuiing the foundation of Biitish

dominion in India . . 49.

Some CHOI'S invohed him in a memoiable impeachment
which lasted from 1788 to 1795 .. 49—50,

Also lemembeicd foi his lotc of oiiental

litciatuie . . 50.

HAVELOCK, GENERAE
His antecedents . . 251i.

On the outbreak of mutiny, piocceded to Calcutta

and thereafter formed the nio\ able column to operate

in the distiicts in ic\olt .. 256.

Marcli to Kanpm ;
his tiooj^s coiutnittcd atiocitics in

the way . . 256.

Battle of Fatchpm . . 257 .

Battles of Aung and Pandu Nadi . 258.

Battle of Kanpur . . 259.

Re-occupied Kanpur .. 261,

Enial battle Avith liis foicc fought on July 16,

1857 .. 279.

Plundeiing by his arm) at Kanpui .. 294—95.

Moved towards Lucknow for its lelief .. 295, 300

Encounteis with mutinous sepoys at Unnao . . 300, 301.

Ecll back on Mangahvar .. 301.

Again moved towards Lucknorv having icceiicd a small

1 e-infoicement .. 301.

Engagement with mutinous scpojs at Bashiiatganj,

which he won . . 301.

Again fell back on MangaIwai . . 301.

Encountci with mutinous sepo)s at Biuhia-ki-

Chauki . 301.

Received a lettei from General Neill to come to the

relief of Kanpui . . 301—02.

Moved to Kanpur and fought against Tatya
Tope .. 302.

Mai died on Bithoor .. 302.

Battle of Bithoor .. 302—03.

HAZRAT MAHAL, BEGUM
Queen of 5Vajid Ali Shah, who, with her son, Biijis

"Qadar, had stayed on at Lucknow and exploited the

disaffected nobles of the Court to icgain the throne

for hei son . . 200, 35 1.

Nana Saheb wiole a letter to her seeking pennission

to enter Lucknow .. 2C1.

Glossed into Nepal jungles with Nana Saheb .. 265.

Eaily life . . 354.

Appointed Regent to Birjis Qadar, her son, who
was pioclaimcd King of Aiadh under the
suzerainty of Delhi Empeior . . 362.

IIci Rcgcnc) full of diOicuIties . . 362.

Made endeavoms to W'in ovei Rana Jang Bahadui of
Nepal to hei side . . 362.

proved amongst the nationalist troopb unmindful of
hei pci&onal safety .. 364.

Remained in licr Kaiseibagh palace tiuoughout the
revolt to keep up the morale of the nationalist
foi cos .. 361.

ReceiAed se\enil offeis fiom the British GoA’einmcnt
to retnin to Kaiserbagh palace, but icfuscd them,
considering them deceptive and impossible of ful-

filment . . 364—365.

Manhi Ahmad Ullah Shah, one of the prominent
leaders of icAxiIt, sensed iindei her .. 403.

Re-infoiccd nationalist foices at Shahjahanpur .. 401.

Prcfeiied to spend hci da)s in suffering in a
foieign land than to accept pension from the
Biitish .. 503—04.

Sii 5VilUam Russcil quoted to shoAV that she declared
unching Avai against the Biitish .. 501.

Rana Beni AfadhaA iecci\ed a hhillut fiom her .. 551.

IIEARS.VY, GENEIL\L
Officer Commanding the Presidenc) Di\'isioii at Meenit

Avho, Avith his tAVo sons, nishcd to anest Mangal
Pnndey . . 205.

HIKMAT ULLAH, TilUNSHI
Deput) Collecini at Fateh pur, Avho Jed the iCAolt

tlieie . . 398.

5\^as hung in July, 1857, b) tbc Biitish .. 398.

IIILLERSDON. MR. AND AIRS. C, G.
Collector of Kanpur and his wife Avho had implicit

faith in Nana Saheb 220.

Asked foi Nana Saheb’a help in meeting distnibanccs
and to take chai-gc of the treasur)' at

Kanpui . , 222—24.

Both died dining the siege of the entrenchment

;

one killed hv a lound shot and the otlier by falling

masoniy .. 232.

HISTORIAN
Difficulties of his task discussed .. 6—10.

HOLKAR, AfALHAR RAO
Defeated Mahaiaja Aladlio Singh of Taipur in

1761 .. .83.

Was attacked and killed by Dnulai Rao Scindliia's

men . . 100.

HOLK^VR, 7UK0JIRA0 H
Biitish suspected him to be behind the jcv oU at

Indore .. 413.

AVas asked to explain his suspected part in the uprising
at Indoic and Mhoiv .. 413.

His explanation quoted .. 413—14.
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IIOLKAR, YASH\VANT RAO
Defeated Veshwa Baji Rao II in 1802 .. 100, 101.

Took to a life of brigandage .. 101.

Left Poona under advice of the Biitish 102.

HOLMES, T. RICE
Author of A Ilistoty of the Indian Mutiny in ^vllich

he gi\cs a a bid account of the circumstances which

led Man Singh to betray TaUa Tope .. *180.

Reproduction from his book of exccipts giving (he

account of captuie of Tat) a Tope .. *190.

HUGHSON. SERGEANT->fAJOR
AVas wounded by Mangal Pandey ^vhcn he oidcrcd

the sepoys to aricst Mangal Pandey who had got

excited on learning that the lOtli Native Infant 17

at Meciut was soon to be disbanded , . 205.

HULAS SINGH
Appointed City Kotwal and Chief M.igislialc of

Kanpur by Nana Saheb . . 230.

Arranged for boats for despatching the English Iiom

Kanpur to Allahabad . . 235—3(5.

On July 1, 1857, an order was sent to him to pioclaim

that the new Indian Go\ eminent was victoiious

cvciywhcic .. 251.

HUME, ALLAN OCTAVIAN
Founded the Indian National Congicss in

1885 .. 24, 529.

IVas District Magistrate at EtawaU when Indian tioops

thcic icvolted . . 398—99.

I

INDEl’EXDKNCE
Indian—^Act, 1947, passed by British Pailiamcnt . . 25.

Eighteen fifty-seven laid the foundations of Indian

. . 34.

Complete declared to be the goal of Indian

National Congress in 1929.. 530.

—achieved by India in 1947 .. 531.

INDERGARH
Prince Fcioz Shah escajiing from Lucknow joined

Tatya Tope at in January, 1859 .. 417.

INDIA
Uniqueness of described . . 12—14.

Its history and culture described . . 1 4—3 1

.

—-attained the position of a sovereign Dominion in

1947 .. 25.

Scat of the oldest cir’ilization, the Indus Valle) Civili-

zation . . 27.

Greatness of India as described by foreigners . . 27—28.

in 1857 .. 171—7(3.

,*Vn Act for the better government of . • 448—49.

Union ol became a Sovereign Democratic

Republic .. 531.

INDIAN NATIONAL CONGRESS
Founded by Allan O. Hume in 1885 . . 24, 528.

History of . . 528-32.

Objects of— . . 529.

Chrortolog) of .. 531—32.

Left Etawali . . 399,

Justly styled as Father of the Indian National
Congicss . . 528.

Ills antecedents .. 528—29.

IIUNGERFORD, CAPTAIN
Held the post at Mhow near Indore with the aid of

his aitillciy when the scpo)S there rose in

rchcllioir .. 413.

.\s Poliliail Agent he asked for the explairation of

Maharaja Ilolkar . . 413.

HLSAINT KHANUM, alms BEGUM
A lady of Nana Saheb's Iiousehold ; looked after the

wants of tlic prisoner's at Bibighai . . 273.

Said to bare had a prominent hand in the Bibighar

massacre 290.

HVDLR ALI
Harassed the Biitish, but witli the fall of Tipu Sultan

in 1799. British supremacy completely established

in the South . . 23.

Defeated h\ Maiathas in 17(55 .. 83.

Ilis \ic\\s about British sea-power quoted to shorv that

one of the causes of the failure of the revolt was

Briuiiii's sea-power .. 141.

HYDLR .VLl KHAN
One of the prominent leader's who took part in the

lesolt at Ga\a .
40'5.

INDUNS. MERCIFUL
Instances of during the "mutiny” 521-22.

INDIAN SIVORDS
Superiority of—described .. 5/9.

INDIAN OMANHOOD
c *. - q*»

Loftv traditions of as represented by Savitu, Srta.

I ’anna Mialva Bai, Princess Zebuiinisa, Chand Brbi,

Mii-a Bai, Rani ot |hansi, Begum Hazrat Mahal and

Kamala Nehru - . 28-31.

INDORE
Revolt at 113-11.

INDUS VALLEY CIVILIZATION
Described . . 17.

India, seat of .. 27.

^47tlr Native—stationed at Banackpur mutinied

in 1824 .. 157.

3jih Nathc—stationed at Bairackpur dis--

banded . . 204.

]<lih Nalite stationed at Baihampuv biought to

' llanackpur for being dbarmed .. 20...

1st, 53id and 56th Indian—stationed at Kanpui .. 220.

49nd Native—having mutinied at Sagar, matched to

Bithoor via Kalpi, At-barpur, Sachetuh and

Slieorajpur .. 300.

37th Native—,
stationed at Vaianasi. disarmed .. 390.
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INFANTRY (concluded)

17th Native—stationed at Azamgath took part in

levolts at Azamgarh, Faizabad, Kanpur and
Gorakhpur . . 395—97.

6th Native—stationed at Allahabad . . 398.

9tli Native—stationed at Aligaih revolted Avheii a
spy ancsted at Boland (near Aligarh) tvas exeaited

before them , . 399.

68th Nathc—ictoUcd at Baicilly .. 400.

28th Native at Shahjahanpur lose and captuied
Shahjahanpur on May 31, 1857 .. 401—2.

29th Native—at IMoradabad revolted and captuied
the town . . 402.

41j:t—-icroltcd in Sitajnu .. 404.

JAINISAI
rounded by Loid Mahabir . . 18.

Laid stiess on the uni tv of the uni\'ersality of

life ..18.

JANG BAHADUR, MAHARAJA
Pi hue Ministei and Commaiidci -in -Chief of Nepal ;

an ally of the British during **mutin)” .. 173, 462.

Matched in peison with his Guikha soldici's for the

relief of Lucknow .. 173, 443, 4G2.

Begum Hazint Mahal made endeavours to win him
o\ci to hei side by piomising him Goiakhpui, Azam-
gaih, Airah, Clihapia and Varanasi, but failed . , 362.

The Biitish, on t licit pait, tried to win him o\ci and
succeeded . 302.

Aided Sir Colin Campbell in the re-captuic of

Lucknow in April, 1858 .. 363.

Governor-General e\piesscd thanks for the heaity co-

operation which the Comiiiandei-in-Chicf, Gene-
ral Sii Colin Campbell, rcccitcd from him and
foi the gallant beating of his tioops . . 365.

Restoration of authoiity, paiticularly in Avadh,
gicatly facilitated by the assistance which the

British received from him .. 431.

Gicat honour shotm to him by a notification of

February 3, 1858, whcicby a salute of 17 guns was
to be hied in his honour at every' principal militaiy

station .. 431.

Feared public disappiobation in handing o\cr Nana
Saheb and otlicr nationalist leaders to the

Biitish . . 462.

^^ade efforts to pcisuadc nationalist leaders to sur-

icndcr to the British . . 462.

Did not consider it piopcr to adopt the extreme
coiusc in the case of Nana Saheb . . 463.

'SViolc a letter to Nana Saheb. suggesting to him to

leave Nepal, and Nana Saheb s reply ihcieto . . 46.3.

Sent Colonel Balbhadra Singh to Nana Saheb and
othci Icadcis, and the latlcis icaction .. 163—61.

Adopted a stratagem, and infoimcd the British that

Nana Saheb had died 461.

J WVAHAR LAL TOYARI, SUBEDAR-MAJOR
President of the milit.nry* court constituted to fry' ^^angal
Pandey . . 206.

55ih Regiment of Nathe—stationed at Iloti Mardan
was ordered to be disarmed, but in. the meantime
mutinied on hearing of Col. Spottiswoode's

suicide . . 409.

30th Native—stationed at Nasiiabad (Ajmci) revolted

on May 28, 1857 .. 411.

ISHTIHARNAMA
Nsued by Nana Saheb on Apiil 20, 1859, quoted to

show that Nana Saheb had nothing to do with
the muidcr of women and children at Bibi-

glm .. 276-77.

Full text of .. 460.

A duly sealed copy of—sent to Major Richaidson
who replied that if, as avowed in it, Nana Saheb
had not miiidered rvomen and children, he could
-suricnder without fear 460—61.

j

JAAVAN BAKHT, PRINCE
Son of Empcior Bahadur Shah^ whom the British

olfcied to recognise as lightfiil successor to Bahadur
Shah if the latter gave up certain privileges, but
the Empeioi declined the bai'gain 189.

JHANSI
Jbincipality of ceded to the East India Company
by Peshwa Baji Rao II . . 185.

Shco Ram Bhao became Raja of in 1832 . . 185.

Raja Gangiidhar Rao, last ruler of , died without
leaving any natural heir .. 185.

Adoption of a son by Raja Gangadhar Rao to succeed
to Jhansi Raj not recognized by Lord Dal-
Iiousie .. 185.

—annexed by Loid Dalhousie under Doctrine of

Lapse .. 185, 333.

Role of Rani of—in piciraiation and planning of the

“mutiny’* . . 200.

—in Bundelkhand was one of the chief theatres of

“mutiny” . . 214.

Battle in—commenced on Match 21, 1858 .. 217.

FoU of—captured by the British in 1858 .. 217.

Uprising at Jhansi described .. 331—48.

Annexation of—by Biitish Govcinmcnt unjust
. . 333—35.

Representation of the Rani of Jhansi against annexa-
tion of— .. 335.

Consequences of amicx’ation of .. 335-36.

Rani of Jhansi assumes administiation of . . 337.

Investment and capture of—by the British . . 338 -40.

Sack of . . 342.

“Proclamation” for—— . . 348.

JUNG BAHADUR, MAHARAJA
(Sec Jaiig Bahadur, Maharaja).

J\FAL.\ PILVSAD, BRIGADIER
Appointed judge of the couit set-up dining Nana’s

lulc at Kanpur .. 230.

5Vcnt to the cnticndmient as one of the hostages, and
arranged for the crncuation of the Biitish .. 234.

Took a prominent part in the uprising at Kanpur
I uhcic he was in command of the Indian foiccs ,.212
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J\VAL\ PRASAD, BRIGADIER (co«di/c/rrfj

A salute of 11 guns fued in his honour at the parade
of Indian tioops on June 27, 1857 .. 249.

His part in the battle of Fatelipur .. 257.

Fought battles at Aung and Pandu Xadi . . 258.

Battle of Kanpur .. 250.

K
KALl'l
Capture of—by Tat) a Tope on No\ ember 9,

1857 217.

Rani Lavmi Bai proceeds tow aids—on Maich 24,

1858 217.

Capture of by the British on Ma) 2, 1858 .. 218.

Aiihal of Rani Ln\mi Bai at .. 342,

Became a collecting place for tlic leaders of the

levoU .. 342.

Sir Hugh Rose marched on—- . 342

Sc\cral bitter actions fought at .. 312.

Lcadcis of ie\olt compelled to e\acuatc stionghoUI

of .. 342.

KANPUR
Chief interest of the icbeUion centred round , LucE-

now% Delhi and Jhansi . . 214.

Beginning of leiolt in Kanpur on June 4, 1857 . . 2lfi

Siege of enticnrhmcnt begins at—on June 7,

1857 .. 21G.

Darbar of Nana Saheb at on June 28, 1857 ». 216.

First battle of—^on July 16, 1857 . . 217.

Bibighar tragedy in—on July 16, 1857 . 217.

Capture of by the British on Jul) 17, 18 >7 217.

again in possession of rc\oUitionaiies on Aoienr-

bei 26, 1857 .. 217.

Attack on by Sn Colin Campbell on Dccembci I,

1857, which lasted till Deccmhci 6, 1857 .. 217.

Recapture of——by the Britisli on. December G,

1857 .. 217.

Importance of—as a military station .. 219—20

Uprising at desciibcd . . 219—28

Incitement at inci eased on the leceipt of tlie news

of happenings at Meerut and Delhi . . 220—-,-..

English families took refuge in entrenchment

at . 225.

Mutinous scpo)s first mmed towards Delhi, but

returned to soon , . 227.

Siege of entrenchment at—described . 229—

Hoisting of the flag of Emperor of Delhi

at— .. 230.

Celebrations at to mark the accession of Nana

Saheb .. 249-50.

Administration of—by Nana Saheb describ-

ed . . 252—54.

Nana Saheb gets new^s about the advance of Havelock

towards . , 258.

Battle of—described .
258—Gl.

Re-occupation of^—by the British .. 261.

^fadc his way to Nepal tvhcic he was apprehended by
the Nepal Darbar and made over to the British
Gor eminent .. 242.

Tried and found guilty and sentenced to
death ., 212, 506.

Hanged at Sattichaina Ghat on May 3, 1860 .. 242,506.

Nana Saheb leases—and Bitiroor on being defeated
. . 262-05.

British ^engeancc and plundering of—des-
cribed . . 294—97.

Difficult position of Havelock at—-, ,. 306.

Arihal of Sir Cohn Campbell at .. 307—8.

Defeat of Gener-al ^Vindham at , w^hich passes into
Indian hands again .. 308.

Nationalist forces defeated at the battle of— . . 309—10.

Reestablishment of British authority in .. 310—12.

Kanpur Memorial Well Garden described .. 507.

KHAN BAHADUR KHAN
\ pioininent figure of Rohilkhand proclainred him-

self the lulei of Rohilkhand w’ith headquarters at

Bareilly as Subedar (Vicero)) of Delhi
Emperor . 400.

A man of high antecedents, being grandson of Hafiz
Rahmat and receiving a political pension from tire

British Go\ eminent .. 400.

A faiouiitc of Che British Government too, having
seiAcd as judicial officer and receiving ser\4ce pen-
sion also .. 400—1.

Organised a proper go\emment for Rohilkhand . . 401.

His force repulsed by Sir Colin Campbell in 1858 in the
battle of Bareilly .. 401.

Left Bareilly for Pilibhit , 401.

Fought some other engagements with the British and
then found his W’ay to Nepal wnth. other rerolu-

tionaiy leadeii, .. 101.

last days of—described .. 505.

Surrendered, and was made orei to British by Ncp.al

authorities .. 505.

Put on trial and found guilt) of ha\ing a hand in

the murder of British officers . . 505.

British regarded him as next to Nana Saheb, that is,

amongst the ’most acthe instigators of murder in

the rebel ranks' .. 505.

KHAN, SIR SVED AHMAD
{See Syed Ahmad Khan, Sir)

KOLHAPUR
One of the places in Bombay Presidency W’here ris-

ings took place .. 214, 415.

KUN5VAR SINGH, BABU
One of the foremost leaders of rcrolt and hero of

Bihar ; led the rebellion at Shahahad . . 214.

Assumption of leadership by—on July 27,

1857 217.
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KUNWAR SINGH, 'RATSV {concluded)

Capture of Azamgarh by—on March 22,

1858 .. 217.

Occupied city of Azamgarh on March 26,

1858 .. 217.

Defeat of Lord Mark Kerr by—on April 6,

1858 .. 218.

Capture of Jagdishpur by—on April 22,

1858 .. 218.

Death of— . . 218.

A respected landlord of Jagdishpur in

Bihar * . 383.

Even British writers have paid glowing tributes to his

military genius and deeds of valour .. 383.

Preparations for revolt in his estate done in a masterly

manner so that none knew about them . . 384.

—operated in whole of Bihar and the eastern dis-

tricts of Uttar Pradesh .. 384.

LAHORE
On hearing of the news of uprising at Meerut and

Delhi, British authorities at decided to disaim

the sepoys there immediately . . 407.

A general parade called at where English Cavalry"

and artillery' surrounded the sepoys who tvalked

back to their lines giving up their arms .. 407.

Many of the sepoys murdered in pitiable circumstances

under orders of Deputy Commissioner of Amrit-

sar . . 407.

Sepoys in Lahore fort also disarmed and
turned out , . 407.

Uprising at Peshawar, Amritsar, Pilhur and JulUmdar
checked due to disarming of sepoys at Lahore . . 408.

LA^VRENCE, SIR PIENRY
Chief Commissioner of Avadh during ^'mutiny” . . 196.

Led to entertain suspicions about the intentions

of Nana Saheb when the latter visited him on a

courtesy call at Lucknow . . 196.

Visit of Nana Saheb to—as described by Martin
Gubbins .. 196,

rinding that there was discontent against the British

in Avadh,—^adopted the policy of winning over
the zamindars to his side ., 355.

Eires in the Cantonment and a clod thrown at

were the first signs of revolt at Lucknoiv . . 350.

Attempted to conciliate the sepoys and the people
by holding a public darbar on May 12, 1857 to

reward certain loyal Indian army officers and
sepoys . . 356.

Delivered a speech at the darbar describing the good
done by the British Government . . 356.

His address failed to ward off the coming
events .. B5G.

•—placed in supreme charge of A\’adh with control
both of Army and Civil .Administration . . 357.

Battles 'trith the British especially at Banda and
Azamgarh . . 385—87.

Returned to Jagdishpur on April 22, 1858, with a
severed hand . . 387.

British army, which laid siege of Jagdishpur, defeated

by him , . 387.

Proclaimed himself ruler of Jagdishpur on April 23
1858 .. 387.

Death on account of septic wound .. 387.

His character described , . 388.

KUSUMA BAI
Daughter of Peshu’a Baji Rao and sister of Nana
Saheb by adoption . . 277.

"W^as of 10 years of age at the time
of ‘'mutiny” .. 277.

Her opinion that Nana Saheb did his best to restrain

rebel troops, and that he had nothing to do with
Bibighar massacre, quoted to show Nana Saheb's

innocence . , 277.

Heard of the uprising at Lucknow on May 30 and
marched on May 31 against the rebels, but returned
ivhen the 7th Cavalry Regiment also rose and later

the 71st Infan tr)% the 48th Infantry and 7th Cavalry
Regiments hoisted the flag of freedom .. 357.

—transferred his headquarters from the Cantonment
to the Residency at Lucknow in which European
ladies and children ivere also removed .. 357.

Fortified the Lucknoiv Residency and the Machchhi
Bhawan . . 357.

Sent a mission to Nepal asking for help from Rana
Jang Bahadur, the Prime Minister and Commander-
in-Chief of Nepal .. 358.

made preparations for defending the Resi-
dency . . 359.

'Was killed a few days after the commencement of the
siege u’hen a shell burst in the room occupied by
him , . 360.

Was nominated to succeed provisionally to the Gov-
ernor-Generalship before the news of his death
reached England . , 360.

LAWRENCE, SIR JOHN
Chief Commissioner of Punjab . . 410.

Not happy at the policy of declaring war on ell

sepoys in the Punjab whether loyal or disloyal but
saw no alternative course .. 410.

To save India and to re-capture Delhi,—did not
hesitate to strain the resources of the Punjab to

the utmost .. 410.

LAXMI BAT, RANI OF JHANSI

In the mutiny too, two great ladies, one—and (he
other Begum Hazrat Mahal, distinguished them-
seh'es . . 30.

British took possession of Jhansi in escheat, granting
a pension to— ,.185.

Refused to draw the pension .. 180.

Her part in the planning of the “mutiny" . . 200.
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LAXUl BAI, RANI {concluded)
Her letter showing her pan in the planning of the

revolt appears to be foi-ged and rcquiies further
scrutiny .. 200.

Captuie of Gwalior by mutinous sepoys uudci—and
others on June 1, 1858 ,, 218.—fought valiantly against the Biitish foiccs in
Gwalior on June 17, 1858 .. 218.

Died on the battle-field on June 18, 1858 .. 218.

Her early life and paicntagc . . 532.

Her marriage with Raja Gangadhar Kao of
Jhansi .. 333.

Adopted Damodar Rao as sou, nho rvas not recog-

nised by Lord Dalhousie , . 333.

A son born to her, but died three months latci rvhich
event contributed to her husband's dcatli in

1853 .. 333.

Her repiesentation against annexation of Jhansi . . 335.

On capture of Jhansi by mutincci*s,—assumed the

administration of Jhansi . . 337.

British plans for het capture . . 338.

Escapes from Jhansi . , 340.

Fighting superr iscd personally by hci . . 340.

Joins leaders of revolt at Kalpi . . 342.

Defeats Maharaja Scindhia at Gwalior .. 313.

Falls lighting . . 343.

East moments of—dcsciibcd .. 314—15.

Estimate of her personality^ and character 345—46

Not guilty of Jokhan Bagh niassacic .. 346.

Mcmoiials to her raised at Jhansi and Gwalior . . 347.

Her grandson honoured by UtlaY Pradesh Gorern-

ment . . 347—48.

Helped Rao Saheb in the capture of Gnalioi .. 550.

Opposed holding of ceremonies on the capture of

Gwalior, on the ground that no time should be

lost in consolidating the nationalist position and in

making pieparations to meet British attack which

was coming 551.

Her words irnheeded in the flush of rictory aird Sir

Hugh Rose had little difficulty in re-taking

Gwalior .. 551.

Killed in defending the British attack .. 551,

M
MADHAV RAO I, FOURTH PESHWA
Also kiiowir as Sawai Madhav Rao Ballal 11.

Greatest Peshwa and one of the most lematkable

rulers in history under whose rule Marathas weie

able to re-establish their authority which thev had

lost by the defeat at Panipat . . 22.

Dissensions among Marathas occuued following his

death ill 1772 . . 22.

Died "without issue in 1772 haring nominated his

vonngcr brother, Naiain Rao, to succeed him as

Peshrra . 22, 84—85.

Signed a lieatv of friendship r\iih Ahmad Shah \bdali

in 1763 ..81.

LEGISLATIVE MEASURES
Passed by the Gorenior General providing for the
punishment of persons rvho took part in the re-
bellion, etc. . . 425—28.

LIAQAT ALL MAULVI OF ALLAHABAD
Text of the letter Nana Saheb wrote to him intimat-

ing 'that May 31, 1857 had been fixed for the
countiy-wklc revolt .. 392.

Assumed leadciship of Allahabad .. 393.

Declared as repiesentathe of Delhi Emperor at a spe-
cial ceremony 393.

Tried to capture Allahabad fort .. 393.

Sent a message to the Emperor at Delhi intimating
the situation at Allahabad . . 393.

Could not hold on for long and left Allahabad for

Kanpur . . 393.

Last da)S of

—

described .. 506.

His descendants granted compassionate allowances by
Go\crnment of India in recognition of his ser\4ces

to the national cause .506,

LIBER rv
Amongst other causes, a world-wide spirit of was a
coiniibutory cause of the Jndiiin mutiny .. 177—78,

LUCKNOW
Uprising at—dcsciibcd .. 349—71.

Siege of the Residency .. 358—61.

Recapture of 363—67.

Plunder and destruction at— ,. 368—71.

MarUiV Memorial Tower raised in-—in memory of

fighters for Indian Ir^dcpendence . . 371.

LUDHIANA
Re\olt at destiibed .. 408—9.

Had mutinous sepoys held the fort at—instead of

marching to Delhi, it rvould have meant a great

shock to British porvei . , 408.

LUDLO\V, JOHN MALCOLM
His views about Company's Indian Government con-

tained in his book British India, its Races and its

History quoted . . 447.

His life and achievements as Peshwa des-

cribed .. 82-87.

In the beginning conducted the adininistration under
the regency of his uncle, Raghunath Rao .. 82.

Fought against Nizam Air of Hyderabad who sned
for peace . . 82.

Fought against his unde but his anrry was surrounded
and he surrendeied . . 83.

Led an expedition to Carnatic and defeated Hyder
AU of M)Sore .. 83.

Sent an expedition to Delhi and capfnied if .. 8>—SI.

Marched on Raghunath Rao, wdio surrendeied and v^as

taken prisoner . , 84.

His wife Rama Bar became snti .. 85.
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MADHAV RAO I, FOURTH VLSmVA (concluded)

Excelled as an administiator» general and states-

man . . 86.

Tiibiitcs to his ability and characlei by Kincaid and
Sir Richard Temple quoted . . 86—87.

AIADIIAV R.\0 II, ShVE^rn PESHAVA
Also known as Sauai Aladhav Rao Naiayan .. 93.

His life and achie\ements dcsciibcd .. 93—95.

Posthumous son of Ganga Bai and late Peshna
Narain Rao

; pioclaimed Peshwa b) the Council ot

Administration . . 93.

His success in the battle of Kharda in 1795 regarded
as an event of great importance . . 94.

Accidental death in 1795 iv^hcn he fell doivn from the
palace balcony .. 56, 94.

MADRAS ARMY
(See under Ann)) ..

MAHATMA GANDHI
(Sec Gandhi, Mahatma)

MAIL
Long time, that is, tuo to thicc months, taken in mail
between India and England in the da)s of the
‘‘nimin)'’ .. 169.

MALLLSON, COLONEL G. B
His llt^toiy of the Mutniy quoted to show that he

loo did not think that the sentence inqDosed on
7 at) a Tope nas valid .. 492—93.

MANUAL PANDEY
Ills part in the lebellion described . . 204—8.

Incident desciibed in which Mangal Pandc) nas
im oh ed . . 205—6.

His couit martial and execution . . 206.

Ka)cs statement that Mangal Pandc) nas intoxicated
examined . . 207—8.

In fact, Mangal Pandey’s excitement nas due to othci
causes . . 208.

Dr. Sen quoted to show that Mangal Pande)’s lead ga\c
a new tum to scpov-inovement .. 208.

The question whether Mangal Pande)’s action before
the appointed date caused harm" to the whole
mutin), discussed .. 208.

Though his cffoit failed it succeeded in la)ing the
foundations of the Independence non m 1947
208.

Before mounting gallons, Mangal Pandc) named his
comi-ades to take a lesson from his maiuidom
.. 209.

MARTIAL hAW
Suspension of the functions of oi dinar) criminal

courts and csiabhslimciu of in almost the nhole
of North-AVcsfcin Pio\inccs and AmuIIi pioxkling
for immediate tiials and punishments . . 428.

^

MASFANI
Dancing girl nho nas presented by Maharaja

Chhatrasal to Peshwa Baji Rao I . 73.

Peshna Baji Rao I gicath dc\otcd to hci .. 74.

She accompanied Peshwa Baji Rao in his military

campaigns and lode side by side B’ith him .. 74.

suddenly seized and kept in confinement during
Baji Rao's absence fiom Poona in 17.39 75.

Her confinement broke the heart of Peshua Baji Rao
and Jed to Jiis death . . 75.

Ended hci life on hearing of Baji Rao’s death . . 75,

MA7AR ALI
Manv )cais aftci the ’‘mutiii)”, a sauar of Second

Regiment, Ccntial India Hoi'se, and the son of

Siiffai Ali, dafadai, of the Second Regiment, Light
Infantn, shot dead Major A. H. S. Neill, Com*
inandei of the same Regiment, in rerenge for the

disgraceful execution of his fathei by General Neill,

the Majoi’s father, at Kanpur in 1857 .. 572.

1 lied and sentenced to death . . 573.

Aftei his execution, a leaflet in Urdu describing his

icrengc r\as cii dilated in the bnzais of Upper India

.. 573.

Voibcs-MitcheBN arcouni of ibis ic\engc as given in

Appendix A to his book Reminiscences .

.

573.

MEADL. MAJOR RICHARD
Captuicd Tat) a 7’opc in Pci on foicst with the help

of Raja Man Singh nho acted tieacherously .. 418,

489.

An oflicei of the Gnalioi Contingent who was deputed
b) Gcneial Napiei to attack Tat) a 7’opc and Raja
^laii Singh 199.

MI ERU7
Mutiii) bloke out actuaJl) on ^fa) 10, 1857, the

icgiiiicnts being the first to fire the shots . . 204.

the hugest military station in India then .. 209.

Mutin) at described .. 209—12.

Sepo)s who refused to touch the greased cartridges

ncic tried by court-martial and sentenced to ten

)cais' ligoious imprisonment .. 209.

Civil and militaiy officci-s lost all their moialc and
Luiopcan Icadciship at—comidctcly failed .. 2IL

British authors welcomed mutiny at—since they

thought that if Meerut had not risen on May 10,

1857, before the scheduled date, British empire would
have ccrtainl) been lost in India .. 211.

Rising at scivcd as warning to British authorities

.. 2II.

ITematuic outbreak at completely dislocated

mutineers’ plans, enabling the Biitish to reconquer
one h\ one all parts of India vrlrich had declared

independence .. 212.

Victory pillar erected b) Uttar Pradesh Govenrment
at—on the centenary of 1857 ..212.

ME^rORML W'Lhh GARDEN
Mnrph) appointed as Custodian of Kanpur .. 240.

Re-named as Tatva 7'opc Memorial Gaidcn .. 267»

516.

Description of— .. 507—18.

Origin of . 507—9.

Raised through fines imposed on the people of Kanpur
cit) . . 509.
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MKNrORlAL ^VEhh OAKmK (conrinded)

Control over—during British nile .. 510—1 1»

Admission (o—(hiown open to general public after

protnicted negotiations .. 511—15.

Questions in Council .. 513.

tiansfcrred to Lucknow Diocesan Tiust Association

in 1919 .. 5)5.

Angel at the— , the sunouiuling screen, etc., removed

to the compound of AlLSouls’ Mcmoiial Cliuich .

.

515.

OKI lules for admission to— .. 517.

Terms and conditions on whicli— ic-erected^ in

compound of All-Souls' Church, Kanpur .. 517—18.

«—at Kanpur had a grim pandicl at Ajuala in the

Punjab . . 519.

^mo^r
Poll and Cantonment of—lay 13 miles from Indore

where India!! sepoys picdominatcd and killed com-

manding onicers with two others .. -113.

Captain Hungcrfoid. however, held on the post at

—

with the help of lus arliller)' .. 113.

MIAN MIR
, ^

A place near Lahoic where a gcncial pamdc of

Indian regiments !vas called on May 13, for disarming

the sepo)S .. 407.

Disarming of sepovs at—cheeked a gcncial upi'ising

at Peshawar, Amritsar and otlicr places . . 408.

MIR JAFAR
, , . ^ ,

PIa\cd into the hands of Clive who made him Subedar

of Bengal on' British victoiy at Idassey 4S.

pension to Nana 3aheh for the support of the
lamily and the adherents of the late Peshwa Baji
Rao II was not accepted by Governor-General who
chanictcuscd it as uncalled for and unreasonable
.. HI.

MOM^BHAV THOMSON, CAP I AIN
One of the four Miniiois of the Sattidiatna Ghat

incidents at Kanpui . . 239—40.

One of the evacuees of the entrenchment at Kanpur
who finally escaped and who, in 1859, published in
London a detailed naiiativc called T/ic Story of
Cdienporc , . 283.

MUIR, 51R WILLIAM
Head of Intelligence Department at Delhi quoted to

show that talcs of dishonour to English ladies at
Deliu wcic luuiuc .. 32L

MU'NJjUL K. M.
The fhcoiy that Nana Saheb was the plannci of the
"mutiin" scheme finds support fiom

—
’s letter pub*

lisiird in iJie Book I'nivciMty Journal stating that
Nana Saheb had gone to hh giancifathcr for money
for the aimpaign he was planning .. 195—97.

MUTINIES, EARLIER
Eailier—described .. 155—158.

Other—dcsciibed .. 158—59.

General causes of eailici—discussed .. 159.

Ml^TINY
Clauses of^—classified and desciihcd . 177—92.

^Volld-widc spiiit of libert) one of the contributory

causes of— .. 177.

MIR QASIM
.

Succeeded as Navv'ab of Bengal in I /OO . , -lo.

Defeated by the British at the battle of Buxar . . 49.

MOH.^MMAD ALI KHAN
The rebel engineer who was executed at tlic Biitisii

camp at Unnao, having been found guilty of espion-

age in British militaiT lines .. 574.

Belonged to an honoinablc family of Kohilkhand, took

a degree from the Rooikcc Engineering College and

took up service with the East India Company as a

military engineer, but resigned on finding the ^con-

ditions full of disgust and hmnihation .. a/4-/a.

Sergeant Forbcs-MitchclPs narra^tivc of his arrest and

execution, recounted ,. 575-/8.

MOHAMMAD HASAN ,

His part in the revolt at Gorakhpur, described ..

Defeated in several actions with the forces lender

Maharaja Jung Bahadur of Nepal and lied .. 3J8.

Last days of— . . 503—6.

MOORK, CAPTAIN • . . , ^ r

Due to old age General 3V!jccIcr left the defence

airangcmcuis at Kanpur to—, an ofitcer umlcr him

230.

MORADABAD
Revolt at , described .. 402.

MORLAND, K. H.
District Magistrate, Kanpur,

for the coiuinunncc of a

whose recommendation
portion of Baji Rao’s

Warnings of .. 178.

Jawahailal Nchiu on causes of— .. 179.

Oucstion whether—was pre-planned, discussed .

.

' 195-203.

Tours of Nana Saheb in connection with the planning
of— .. 193-90.

Pait of Baiza Bai in planning the— , discussed .. 197.

Part of Bahadur Shall, Queen of Avadh and Rani of

Jhansi in planning the— , discussed .. 199.

part of Azimiillah Khan and Range Bapuji in planning
the.—discussed .. 200—1,

Preparations for the—through mjstcrious hut open
distribution of chapaties made of flour . . 201—3.

Complete secrecy in planning the maintained

;

quotation from Gcoigc I.c Grand Jacob's Western
India .. 203.

——scheduled to stait on May 31, 1857, but broke out
at Mceiut on ^fay 10. 1857, in advance .. 204.

at Mccnit .. 209—12.

at Calcutta .. 2I2-H.

at Kanpur .. 219-28. 233-6L 301-12.

—in Delhi .. 317-.30.

—at Jhansi . , 336—40.

—in Avadh and at Lucknow . . 350—71.

—at Banda and Farrukhabad . . 372—82.

—at Varanasi . . 389—92.

—at Allahabad ,, 392—94,
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MUTINY (co77cIuded)

*—at Agra . . 394—95.

—at Azaragarh . . 395—97.

—at Goi-akhpur .. 397—98.

at Fatchpiir . , 398.

at Etawah , . 398.

at Aligarh . . 399.

at Bareilly .. 399—401.

at Shahjahanpur . . 401—2.

at Moradabad . . 402.

—at Budaiin . . 402.

—at Bijnor . . 402.

.—at Faizabad . . 403—4,

at Sitapur . . 404.

in Bihar . . 401 -6.

—in the Punjab . . 406—10.

—in Rajputana .. 411.

in Central India .. 411—15.

•—in Bombay Presidency .. 415.

-—in Bengal and Orissa . . 415—16.

—in Assam . . 416.

, a people's uprising and not merely a mutiny of

scpoj's, discussed . . 436—40.

Causes of failure of the discussed , . 441—43.

Consequences of the—discussed . . 448—54.

Results of the—discussed .. 527—31.

MURPHY
One of the four survivors of the Sattichaura Ghat

incidents at Kanpur . . 239—40.

N

NADIR SHAH
India subjected to loot and destruction in 1719

b> .. 22.

Delhi plundered b>—nith slaughter and rapine on

an unprecedented scale , . 317.

NANAK CHAND
Has Avritten a Dw)\ of events dining the uprising at

Kanpur .. 199, 596.

His asset tion in his Diary that, befoic the outbreak,

Nana Saheb had tampeied with the sepo)s and won
their confidence in seicial sccict conferences, ques-

tioned b) Shcicr .. 199.

Entries in bis Dimy refening to the alleged pic-

arranged plan to get rid of f.uiopcans at Satti-

chaut'a Ghat, discussed . . 285—87.

In his D/Vi/T, he has^ pniiscd the braiciy of A/izan

saying tliat she was always picscnt at the batteries

helping the scpo)S . . 560.

NANA FADNAVIS
Peshwa Nai*am Rao lan his administration on his

advice .. 87.

Succeeded in bringing the culprits of Naraiu Rao's

murder to book . . 92.

Acted as senior Minister to Naiain Rao's son. Peshwa
Madhav Rao II .. 94.

Laid a novel plan by irhich Chimnaji Appa became
Peshwa on the death of Madhav Rao II . . 95—96.

Later began to doubt the coi redness of his mo\c in

not supporting Baji Rao . . 90.

Fled Poona and protected himself in the mountain
fastness of Mahad ; from there carried on his secret

moves . . 96.

Ccdoncl Palmers words that with his death dcpaitcd
all the wisdom and moderation of the Maratlia

Government, quoted . . 99.

Grant DufPs tribute to his greatness, quoted . . 99
ffoot-notc).

NAN.\ S.AHLB
No name in the annals of "mutiny" better known in

the Axoihl than the name of— .. 1.

His name iras in those da}s a dreaded name for

children in English homes .. 1.

No name in the udiolc history of India more detestable

to Englishmen than that of 1.

Ilis head t-airied a rcwaid of one lakh of rupees, but
he passed beyond the reach of British authority .. L

Now and then persons irere arrested on suspicion of
being , only to be icleascd later .. 1.

No iiamc in Indian histoiy so gicatly and spitefully

maligned as that of . . 2.

Common belief among people both in India and in

England that had resorted to an act of grave
treachery against the inmates of the Kanpur ‘fort*,

etc. . . 2.

Unfair to attribute ulterior motives to British authors
for attributing evil things to . , 2.

If—had been captured and tried, no court could
have licld him guilty and he would also have had
an opportunity to dear himself . . 2.

Validity of the theory of his' hand in the Sattichaura
Ghat and in Bibighar questioned by Dr. Sen in

liis book, but the latter has at the same time
held—morally responsible for these happenings,
^rhich vie^v has beeti endorsed by Maulana Azad in his

forcu'ord to Dr. Sen’s book . . 2.

Not right to fix moral responsibility on . . 3,

was the eldest suniving representative of the line

of Pcslnras . . 10.

By his uill Pcslnva Baji Rao II had bequeathed all

his property to his adopted son ; East India
Company recognised him as Baji Rao's heir in

respect of personal property only . . 57.

Baji Rao’s pension and privileges, including inimiinily

lioni pioccss of British courts, not continued to

him . . 57.

at Bitiioor remained ruth 57.

Non-rccognition of his claim to Baji Rao's pension,

and other incidents, influenced the course of events

of 1857 .. 57.

Baji Rao II adopted—as his son ; after the death
of Nana Sahel) the familv of Baji Rao !)ccainc

extinct .. 108.
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NANA SAHEB
Parentage and earl> life of—described 130-38

His birth and adoption 130—31

Gencolog^ of— 131

His upbunging and clniacter 132—30

Pcrsoinl appeaiance 133

Attainments and chamctci 134—Pi

His fondness for cnlemming guests 133—36

His other hobbies 13G

Mystery about his pictmc published in the lllustjated
i ondon uhich, it later transpired^ 'was that
of Ajodhya Piasad, a banker and conimissaint
contiactor at Mceiut 136—38

Sevcial other spurious pictures of-—published in

Indian ne^sspapeis and books, these ha\c been
gi\en in the piescnt book 138

Se\eral genuine pictures of also published , these

too ha\e been reproduced 138

His succession to Pcshua Baji Rio IT

described 1 30—53

Will of Peshua Baji Rao II bequeathing all his

piopert) and pi ivj leges to—quoted 140

Colonel Manson dnccted b) Go\enimcnt carefull) to

abstain from admitting any light of to inliciit

anything more than the peKonal property of Peshua
Baji Rao II 140

Ml Morland recommended that a portion of Pcshisa

Bayi Rao"s pension be continued to—for the suppoit

of Baji Rao’s family and adherents, and the rejection

by Governor General of the xecommcndation
characterising it as uncalled for and iinieison

able 141.

His memorial rejected by the Court of Dircctois,

and informed that the pension of his adoptnc
father was not hereditary, that he had no claim

whatever to it and that his application was wholly

inadmissible 142

His dispute with Peshwa Baji Rao’s widows

described 142—43

His memoiials to Lieut Goiernor, Goi emor General

and finally to the Court of Directors against dis

continuance of pension, rejected 1 14

Sent his Diwan, Azimullah Khan, to plead^ Ins case

m London, but without success 144—45

led to entertain hopes of recening a portion of

Peshwa Baji Raos pension by the fact that

Maharaja Baji Rao had prciionsly been informed

by the Goiernor Gcneial that the subject of making

a monetary proMsion for would he considered at

an appropriate season 144

His memorial to Governor Geneial made out a full and

reasoned out case 144

Discontinuance of pension to——regarded as unfair by

many an Englishman of that time 145

According to Azimullah khan’s Diary , did not openh
express his bitterness towards the English, but made
secret preparations against the Company’s Goiern

meiil 145

Tours of the country undertaken by—to organise a

reiolt against the Goiemment 145

iecictly infoimcd people during the toui-s that the
ie\olt would stait on May 31, 1857, throughout
the country . 145,

During his touis,—also met Maharaja of Sangh, who
married Ins niece to him 145

Succc>sion to Baji Rao s title and seal refused
to— 145

s lepiesentation against discontinuance of titles, etc
lejccted 145—46

Coiisequcntb ,—was left with the simple descnption
of Srimant Nana Dliondii Pant Bahadui 116

Giaintcd only a life interest in Peshwa Baji Rao’s
jagir 146

Exemption fiom pioccss of ordinary law courts also
withdiawn 146

Supply of ainniunition to him also discontinued 146

Vppomted Azimullah Khan as his Diwan 146

Icxt of Ins memoual to Go\ei nor Geneial legarding
pension and jagir 147—49

1 ext of his memoual to Court of Directoi'S regaid
ding pension and jagu 149—52

Icxt of his memoual to Gmemoi General regard-
ing succession to Peshwa Baji Rao’s title and
seal 152—53

Discontinuance of Peshwa Baji Raos pension to—also

consideicd a case of ’lapse’ under the Doctrine of
Lapse, It being a lapse, not of territory, but of
pension 186

Entertained a legitimate gneiance against the Com
panj s Government on account of pension not being
continued to him 187

Pait of—in the planning and preparation of the
mutiny , discussed 195—99

Elis tours to Lucknow and other places, accompanied
by Tat) a Tope and Rao Saheb 195—96

First place \isitcd by him was Delhi where he met
Emperor Bahadur Shah and his Queen Begum /eenat
Mahal and discussed secret plans 196

Came to Lucknow in Vpnl 1857 195

Then letumed to Bithoor tia Kalpi 196

Said to ha\e written letters to several Indian
lailcrs 196

Said to have sent out numeious pcisons in the guise

of sadJius^ faqtrs and pilgrims who contacted men in

bazais, fan's and other places and incited them
against Government 190

Diary of Azimullah Khan state-* that secretly in

formed people dining lus tours that ’mutiny’ would
start on May 31, 1857, thioughoiit the countn 196

riicory that was the planner of "mutiny” finds

suppoit from the information contained in Sri K Af

Munshi's letter published in the Book University

Journal* which reveals that Sri Mimshis grandfather
was approached by Nana Saheb in the guise of a
sadhn for money foi planning the "mutiny” 197

stepped into the shoes of Maharani Baiza Bai when
the latter withdiew from the preparations icgarding

the ’’mutiny 198

Several historians have held that , being a person

of ordinary brains and average capacities could not
have undertaken such a gigantic task as the planning
of a country wide rebellion 198
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NANA SAHEB (couthiued)

Approached by Collector Hillersdon for help in poS'

sible disturbances at Kanpur . . 222»

According to official version,—himself ofFeied

assistance in case of an outbicak . . 222.

Mowbray Thomson quoted to shoes' that Collector

Hillersdon invited— to take chaige of the tieasury at

Kanpur .. 222.

Mrs, Hillersdon had implicit faith in . . 222.

Vaiious \eisions about secret meetings of with
would-be nuitineeis .. 223—24.

Doubts expressed as to AS’hether—had a hand in

the return to Kanpur of mutinous sepoys pioceed-

ing towards Delhi . . 227.

Version of Tatva Tope and others about the intentions

of 227-28.

pioclainied as leader of the sepoys at Kanpur . . 228.

Letter to General ^Vheelcr about his intention to assault

the entrenchment . . 229—30.

Subedar Tika Singh made General b) .. 229.

Issued proclamation on June 7, 1857, asking Hindus
and Muslims to saNe religion by their united
efforts . , 230.

Made aiiangemenis for the running of civil administra-
tion at Kanpur while fighting was going on . . 230.

General Wheeler raised the white flag whereupon
ordered the firing to stop . , 233.

accepted tenns of truce . . 234.

People critical of for agreeing to the safe passage of

Eurojieairs to Allahabad . . 237.

Order of sa\es rnglish wonrerr and children at

Sattichaura Ghat . . 237—39, 248.

V'ersiorrs about his fairness to the English . . 238—39.

His character rrphcld . . 248.

Accession to Peshwaship desci ibed . . 249—54.

Parade of Indian troops held after evacuation of the
English at Kanpur . . 249.

Darbar held in his honoirr . . 249—50.

Installed as Peshwa at Bithoor, and a proclamation
issued on July 1, 1857 .. 250.

Suggestions made in certain quarters that Nanhe
Nawab, and not should be the nrler of
Kanpur .. 251.

His adnrinisti'atron of Kanpur .. 252—54.

Considerate towards Britisli prisoners .. 253.

Had a great following after the capture of
Kanpur . . 254.

Sent a division under Brigadier Jwala Prasad to
check the British advance near ratehpur . , 257.

Gets information about the advance of General
Havelock’s army towards Kanpur . . 258.

Lca\cs Kanpur and Bithoor on being defeated by
General Havelock . . 262.

Vaiious versions as to bow Ire left Kanpur
and Bithoor . . 262—65.

Reception by Begum Ilazrat Mahal of—at

Lutkrrow . . 264.

Fought eirgagements against Sir Colin Campbell at

Shahjahanpui', Bareilly and Mohammadi (Bahraicli)

and finally on the banks of the Rapii before passing

into obscurity . . 265.

His icsponsibility for Sattichaura and Bibigbar, dis-

cussed . . 275—93.

Not diicctly responsible for the killing of Europeans
at Kanpur . . 275—76.

Points concerning Bibigbar .. 276—80.

Points concerning Sattichaura Ghat 280—87.

Points common to both Bibigbar and Sattichaura

Ghat .. 287-88.

Question of moral responsibility of—for happenings
at Bibigbar discussed .. 291.

Castle of plundered and destro)cd .. 297.

Battle of Bithoor, and doubts if ^ivas thcie . . 303.

Lost the second battle of Kanpui . . 309.

Safely landed on the Avadh side on defeat at Saiai

Ghat .. 310.

Sahage of the treasure of Nana Saheb at Bithoor
described .. 313—14.

His pioperty in Varanasi confiscated by Govem-
. ment . . 314.

dispensed i\itli the sen ices of Nana Naiain Rao,
who was the chief advisei and manager of Peshwa
Baji Rao II at Bithoor .. 315.

Nana Narain Rao imprisoned by . . 315.

His letter to Maiilvi Liaqat AH at Allahabad intimating
to him that May 31, 1857, was the scheduled date
foi the ‘'mutiny” throughout India . . 392.

“Mutin)”, a people’s uprising as most of its leaders,

including Nana Saheb, had nothing to do with the

aimy of the East India Company, nor were they

piofessional soldiers . . 438.

L.nst days of—described . . 455^)9.

Rcwaid of Rs.50,000 for his arrest announced in the

Gazette of India .. 455.

A description of his person and appearance also

published in the Gazette and the newspapers to

facilitate his recognition . . 455—56,

Reward for his capture incicascd to Rs.l lakh .. 450.

General belief about the death of in Nepal,
desci ibed .. 456—59.

His piodaniation to the people of the South to

rise against the Britisli . . 459—60.

His Ishtihamamn to Queen Victoria, quoted .. 460.

Negotiations for his surrender, desnibed .. 460—61.

Negotiations of with the Nepal Durbar for permis-

sion to take shelter in Nepal territory .. 462—61.

Hesitation of Nepal Durbar to capture .. 463.

Rana Jung Bahadur, Prime Minister and Com-
mandcr-in-Chief of Nepal, icsorted to a stratagem,

and reported to the British Resident, Colonel Ram-
say, that was dead .. 461.

Doubts about his death expressed by Colonel Rams.'iy

.. 465.

His widow spent her last dajs in Nepal .. 465.
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NANA SAHEIj (concluded)
G. Waul I’licc’s stoiN about his taking tefuge in Mecca

oi- Tinkcy, clescubed .. •I0’)~G().

No coiix>bot.ui\c c\idcncc in suppoU of C. Waul
Ihicc’s .stoi\ about the last clajs of—in Mecca or
Tiiikc) .. ‘10‘G~G8.

G. Waul Piicc’s account of— , a ease of mistaken
identity . . 108.

Accocmt gi\cn In Mi. G. AVaul iMicc nliout taking
icfugc in Mecca ov "luikc^ based on nhat he liad
heard fioin Sii H.iii) V.mcs, the Biitish Consul-
General in Constantinople, and since he t\as dead,
no furtlicr light could be thiown on the
c\cnt .. dC8,

Suia) Pnitap, a lesidcnt of Pnuapgaih, claimed him-
self be the descendant of . . ‘108.

A will said to base been w'liacn b) piodiiccd b)
Stuaj Pratap to snppoit his claim .. 4o9.

His bron/c statue installed at Bithooi as mcmoual
to him b) Httai Piadcsh Government 469.

Pcisons suspected to' be , dcsciibcd .. 172—85.

Seal eh to appichcnd and other Icadcis of the

“muling” .. 472—73.

Hilljeebhoy suspected as . . 473—75.

Appa Ram suspected as . 175—77.

Jamna Das suspected to be-— . . 177—82.

Baba of Sarai Miran bclic\cd to be . 482—83.

Kailashan Baba of NaimishaiauNa said to be—him-

self .. 484.

Legend about ha\ing spent his last cia>s in Gujarat,

described . . 484—83.

Tat) a Tope was possibh a plasmaic of— .. 487.

Aspcision cast on—b^ Gcncial Neill that he brutally

murdered poor tvomcn and childien in Bibighar,

entirely misconceived .. 509 (foot-note).

Milch ciiticism levelled against foi his tieatmcnt of

Biitisli piisoncis at Sa ttichain a Ghat, but the ticat-

lUcnt niclcd out to them w^as cpiitc in conformity

even with the Geneva Conventions which did not

exist at the time . . 524.

Lesson of and of histoiy . . 530—40.

—'harboined no malice against Biitish ofiicials h) the

1 ejection of his claim foi pension . . 530.

Was justified in joining his personal giicvanccs

against the Company’s Government with his dcsiie

for the liberation of his coimtiy . . 5SS.

Although unsuccessful, laid the foundations of the

independence achieved in 1947 .. 538.

Foigot that the corupicst of Kanpni was an isolated

event and did not mean the end of Biitish power

in India . . 538.

—and othei leadcis of the “niutin)” acted in^ isola-

tion which resulted in their subsequent easy elimina-

tion In l!ic British . . 5.3S.

A/imiiUah Khan’s Dunx in the possession of Sen a]

Piaiap of Pmtapgaih, who calls himself the giand-

son of » not considcied genuine .. 559.

Chronologv of . . 580—82.

Fntry regaiding—quoted fiom Encyclopaedia

liuUnwtca lo show that Biitish still routimic to

malign . . 583.

Motive behind the Biitish mud-lhiowing on—dis-
cussed 581.

The Biitish had a ciaving to make an example
ol— . . 585.

I hcic was no bcttci pcison for the Biitish people
than to laliel as a haibaicms monstci on the
Indian side, in older to justify thcii own
at loci tics . . 586.

Appeal lo Lnglnli wi iters to ic*wiitc and thcii Ln-
cychpacdut Eutautiica. .

,

586.

His hhiilunjiauui dcsciibcd .. 596.

NANA SAIIEIVS FAMILY
Last da)s of mcmbei*s of .. 503.

NANU KLMAR. MAHAIG^VJA
Fcailcssly opposed ^\'aiien Hastings foi which he paid

the penallv of his hie . . 154.

I njusil) sentenced to death b) Sh Elijah Impc), Chief
Justice of the bupicmc Court, Calcutta, foi political

considciations . 583-

Fubhclv Iiangcd at Calcutta on August 5, 1775 .. 583.

An atonement m the case of—came in the foim of
impeachment of AVaiicn Hastings , . 583.

N.WHE NAWAB
Took a piomtnent pait in the bombauhnent of the
cuticnchmcnt, being in chaige of a poition of
aitiilcr) 251.

Suggestions made in ccitaiu quaitcis that should
be tlic lulci of Kanpiu and not Nana Saheb .. 251.

One of his shots burnt the thatched root of the cciitial

baiiack of the cnticnchment, for which Nana Saheb
picscnicd him Rs 5,000 in cash and a pioiiiisc lo

make him Covcuior of Kanpur on the cxtcimination
of the English .. 251.

One of the sons of Nawah Motumaddaula, a Muiislcr
of King XaMiuddin H)cler of Avacih .. 251.

clcaied of tlie chaigc of muidei of Euiopcans at

Kaiipui b) a court of enqiuiy . . 252*

^\ cut to Mecca in 1861 and died theie .. 252.

NARAIX RAO
Fifth Feshua who luled only for nine months .. 55—56.

Muideicd in August, 1773, as a icsult of a
conspitacv . - 56

His mil] del sowed the seeds of disiuption of the

Nfamtha kingdom . . 56.

His Feshwaship desciibed . . 87—90.

NARAIX RAO, NANA
Received the village ol Binaui assessed at Rs.4,500 as

icvsaid foi lo)alt\ to the Biitish .. 311.

Subedar of Bithoor, cldei son of Suhedar Ram Chandia
Pant . 315.

Sii Vvankatesh Vaman Subedar, a voung member of
Subedai familv asseiis that Bithoor would have been
completely dcstvo)ed if—had not appi cached the
Gcneml of the Biitish Aini) and boldly told him
of the futility ol the step . . 315.

NARAVAN RAO TOPE—of Bithoor; nephew' of Tatva Tope .. 193.

His declaiation that the person hanged was not the

leal latva Tope has given luiienq’ lo doubts about
this mat (Cl . 493.
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KARAVAN RAO TOVT.~ (coik litdrd)

PosUion about thU contention ciUcfuUy analysed b)

Shrinixas lUilaji Hartlikar .. Ofi.

Honoured l)y Uttar Tradcih Govcinincnl, on the occa-

sion of the ccntcnaiy celebrations of 1857, by the

giant of a sanad and other token presents . . 498.

NARGUND
One of the places in Bombay Prcsidenc)’ xvhere rising

took place . . 415.

NASIRARAD
One of the tlnce important militan stations in Raj-

piuana .. 411.

Rexolt at ,
described .. 411.

N\UVAB OF BANDA
Fourth Naxvab of Banda, Nawab Ali Bahadur II was

the titular Nawab of Banda at the time of

icbellion . . 372.

Fii-st Naxvab, Nawab Ali Bahadur I . . 372—73.

Second Nawab, Nawab Shamshcr Bahadur . . 372—73.

Thiid Naxvab, Nawab Zulliqar Ali Bahadur . . 372—73,

Fourth and last Nawab, Nawab Ali Bahadur
11 .. 372-77.

NFHRU. JAWAHARLAU
First Ibime Minister of Independent India .. 25—2G.

1 1 is observation in the Disconciy of Iinlia that Indians

submitted to insulting treatment at the hands of

forcigneis -uilhout icsistancc, commented upon
.. i54.

His book Discoveiy of Jndui described .. 596.

NEILL, BRIGADIER-GENERAL
Happenings at Sattirhaura and Bibighar took place

due to hideous acts of cruelix by and his soldiers

at Yaianasi and Allahabad .. 291.

Dr. Sen's obsenation that must share the moral
guilt with Nana Saheb, quoted .. 291.

Journal of quoted to give some idea of the plunder-

ing done by Biitish troops at Kanpur . . 295.

Gcncial Havelock’s ]>lace at Kanpur taken by who
arrixed from Allahabad on July 20 .. 295.

Piomoicxl to the xTink of Brigiulicr-Gcncral and
directed to join Max clock, making ox^cr Command
of Allahabad to the next senior ofliccr . . 295.

His own x'ci'sion of his atrocities at Kanpur contained
in one of his Icttcis, quoted . . 296,

Misdeeds of rompaicd to the ciuelty of ljl)sscs 25
centuries ago . . 296.

became anxious due to the presence of Tatxa Tope’s
troops near Kanpur . , 300.

Ciiiicizcd General Hax clock for his ictrcat on the

march to Lucknoxx’, xvhich was icsentcd by Havelock
in a letter to him .. 301.

.\irixal of at ^’alanasi cicaicd a new situation and
upset the steady atmosphcic ihcic ., 390.

In his foolhardiness—[)iesse<I Ung;ulier PonMiliy to

disarm the 37lh Natixe Infanliy in the afternoon of

June 4, instc-ad of the following morning .. 390—91.

Embarked on a career of atrocities xxdiirh haxc been
condemned cxen by English wnters .. 391.

British xvriters xrcic so disgusted by the doings of

—

that one of them wiote that it was better not to xx’ritc

about them .. 391.

Atrocities of—both at Varanasi and Allahabad xvcrc

the direct cause of the massacics at Kanpur and of
the fierce fights at Lucknoxr . . 392.

Acts ol icveiigc done b) xveie both cold-blooded as
xxcll as indisciiininatc 391.

Took ox Cl command fiom Gcncial llaxclock .. 509.

Passed an order for filling' iq:) the xxcll (^^cmorial
'W^cll at Kanpui) and covering it ovei to form the
graxe of the dead .. 509,

Aspersion cast on Nana Saheb by—in bis order men-
tioned abox^c xras cntiicly misconceived 509
(foot-note).

NEILL, MAJOR A. H. S.

Commander of Second Regiment, Central India Hotsc,
and son of Brigadier-General Neill . . 572.

Many years after the “mutiny", Ma/ar Ali, a saxvar of
that Regiment, shot dead as a revenge for the execu-
tion of Suffar Alt (father of Mazar Ali) by liis

father, Brigadier-General Neill, at Kanpur in

1857 .. 572.

Mazar Ali xvas being treated xxdth special kindness by ,

but a fakir told Mazar Ali of his father’s dying
impiccation to axenge his death on Gcncial Neill or
any of his descendants . . 572.

NICHOLSON, BRIGADIER-GENERAL JOHN
Captuic of Delhi was primal ily due to his daring and

leadciship . . 324.

Fatally xvounded on the battle-field .. 32

L

Life-sketch of . . 567—70.

NIGHTINGALE, FLORENCE
Popularly knoxvn as the I,ady of the Lamp, she oiga-

nised a coips of educated and dexoted girls to go
to the front in the Crimean AVar to iclicvc tlic

miseries of the xvounded .. 170.

Remembered as the cieator of model n muring in
hospitals .. 170,

.Vxvarded Older of Merit for her xx’ork .. 170.

Died in 1910 .. 170.

NILMANI SINGH
Raja of Panchef in Bengal xvho was acquitted on a

chaigc of rebellion, but his imprisonment con-
tinued .. 415.

NIMACH
One of the thicc impoitaiit military stations of the

Biitish in Rajpulana .. 411.

Rex'oU at , a small affair .. 411.

Scpo)S made otf from to Dcllii .. 411.

Soon aftenvards,—xvas occupied by contingents of
the Ruleis of Mcxx’ar, Kota and Bnndi. xxho xmc
snpportci-s of the British .. 411,

NIYAZ, MGHAMM.M)
E.xadcd appichcnsion till 1872 xxlicn he xvas recognised,

aj rested, tried and sentenced to iIc.Tfh, but the
jxMiahx xvas. on appeal, latei conimnied to transiJOiia-

tion foi life .. 381,
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NIZAM A LI
Maichcd townids Poona, but halted by Pcshwa Madhav
Uao I .. 82.

Asked for terms oC peace . , 82.

Raghunatli Rao showed extvaovdinaiy concession to

—

bv accepting his light olTcr of tenitoiw worth
Rs.^lO lakhs .. 82.

OMICIIAND
Known also as Amii Chand, he was a banker ^rho was

associated in the famous plot hatched by the East

India Company to dethrone Sirajuddaula . . 18.

ORISSA
Practically no mutiny in , although there wcic some

iigns ot oNcit activities which were not seriotts . . 415.

OSWELL, G., D.
His book Auh’is of India, Volume I, quoted to show

the unparalleled devotion and constancy shown
by the Indian followers and attendants for the

Ihitisli ofTtcers under whom they served .. 522.

His book described .. 59fi.

[l>27

U’as hnahy dctcatevi in 17(ia, aitd uas made to surieuder
tciriiovy wotih Us.82 lakhs by the ticaty of Auranga-
bad .. 8").

Victory otcr——icttietcd the position of the Peshwa’s

Government which had sulTered a great set-back

b) the defeat in the battle of Panipat ., 83.

OUTRAM, GENERAL SIR JAI^fES
A British olTicer having experience of fighting in

Pensia recalled at the time of “mutiny” and placed
in chaige of operations against Lucknow in viitnal
supcrsc^^ion ot General Havelock .. 307.

Arrived in Kanpur and then mardied to Lucknow
for its relief . . 307.

After the relief of Lucknow Residency on November
17,'—was lelt at Lucknow .. 308.

As Cliicf Commissioner of Av'adh addressed a par^
icana and a letter to landholders of Avadli sending
a copy of Queen A’icioria's proclamation and inform-
ing them that if they presented themseUe^ and
tendered allegianic, all their olTcnces would be
foi given .. 4.30.

PAGET, SIR ED^VARD
Commander-in -Chief before the "mutiny” ;

received

a memorial from the sepovs of the Bengal Army
about their grievances . . 1.57.

Gave no serious considciation to the repicsentation

of the sepoys . , 157.

Matched in person to Baiiackpur and told the sepo)S

on ^parade that they had the altcrnativ'c cither of

proceeding to the front at Burma or of laying

down their aims . . 157.

Kave’s description cjf and the massacre of sepoys

under his ordeis . . 157—8.

PALMER, COLONEL
British Resident at Poona who paid a tribute to Nana

Eadnavis slating that he was a man on whose death

departed all the wisdom and model at ion of the

Maratha Government , . 99.

PALMERSTON. LORD
Prime Minister of England whose tiibutc in the House

of Commons to the antiquity of the Indian people,

quoted . . 28.

PALTOO, .SHEIKH
A Mohammedan sepoy of the Gicnadier Company vrho

seized Mangal Pandey by the vv'aist and ihiis jiavTd

ivv'o British officers fiom Ids fatal blows .. 20 ».

PANDEY, MANGAL
(See Maugal Pandey)

PANDU NADI
Battle of—; encounter at—between the forces of

General Windham and Tatya Tope resulting in

Windham’s ictieat .. 307—8.

PEEL, CAPTAIN 5PILLIAM
In command of H. M. S. Shannon, ibiid son or Sir

Robert Peel, Prime Minister of England, diverted to

India to suppress the rebellion ;
foimation of a

Naval Brigade by him .. 441.

Biought to lieai his qualities of leadeiship in many
a battle with Indian foiccs .. 441.

Success of the British in various battles of Kanpur due
to the efficient y ol his Brigade .. 441.

.Sevciel) wounded in the final assault on Lucknow and
died shmtiy aftcrwaids of smallpox .. 411.

PENSIONS
A set of rules promulgated by the Gov ernor-Genci*a!

in Council for the foifeiture of military for

suspicion of having taken pait in, or given help to.

the lebellion .. 428.

Spirit of the aliovc i tiles made applicable (o forfeiture

of civil—also .. 429.

ComUtious under which forfeited . . 429.

i*ESHA^VAR
Revolt at described 409.

PESIIWAS
of Poona described . . 53—98.

Table of . . 54.

Narrativ'e of . . .55—57.

Tablc of Shiv'aji's line .. 57.

Life of Sbivaji, nilli vriiom (be liistoiy of Peshwas
begins, descril)ed .. 58—62.

Life of Sliamhhaji, successor to Sbivaji, desciibcd . . 62—
65.

Life of Shambhaji, successor to Sliiv'aji, des-

cribed . . 02—65.

Lives of latei sutcessojs .. 68—69.

Eiist Pcshwa Balaji Vishwanath . . G9—72.

Second Peshwa Baji Rao 1 . . 72—75.

Third Pcshwa Balaji Baji Rao .. 7.5—82.

Fourth Peshwa Mad hav Rao I . . 82—87.
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PKSfnVAS- (concluded)

Fifth Pcshwa Naraiii Rao , . 87—90.

Sixth l^eshwa Raghunath Rao .. 90—93.

Se\enth Peshwa Madhav Rao II (Sawai Madhav Rao
Naiaian) .. 93—

9

j.

eighth Peshwa Cliimnaji Appa . . 95—96.

Last Peshwa Baji Rao II ., 06, 99—]I2.

PLASSLY
Battle of in 1757 in which Naw’ab Siiajuddaula w^as

capiuicd and Mir Jafai pioclainied Subcdai of

Bengal .. 48.

Belief that the Biilish uile wwild last onlj a bundled
ycais after the battle of—created a spiiit of excite-

ment amongst the discontented Bengal Army and
the people in gcnciai in 18>7 .. 190,

POLITICAL POSITION
•—of India in 1857 .. 171—173.

PONSOBV, BRIGADILR
w'as the Commanding Officer at \^aranasi in 1857

;

w'as unnened lest the example of Azamgaih might
lead to rc\oIt at Vamnasi , 390.

As a piecaiition, he pioposed the disarming of the

37lh Native Infanti*} on June 5, morning; but Neill

pressed him to disaim it on June 4, afternoon . . 390.

Tiicd to assiiie disarmed scpo)s that no haim would
be done to them, but did not succeed in allaying

theii feais . . 390.

superseded by Neill .. 391.

Q
QIXEN HAZRAT MAHAL

,

(See Hazrat Mahal). i

QL'CEN VICTORIA
(See \'ictoria, Queen). I

R
RADH\ BVI
Wife of Pcshw’a Balaji Vishwanath w’hose success as

an oigani7er and statesman due in no small measure
to hei . . 71.

A shiewd lath, w’ho came to be uni\eisall) 3e\eicd

during hci widowdiood of 33 )cai's .. 71.

Some idea oi Baji Rao I’s gicat inHucncc could be
had fiom the fact that-—iccchcd a lo\ing welcome
fiom all quaitcrs during her pilgrimage of Not them
India . . 73.

Hei pilgi image to Noithcui India dcsciibcd .. 73—74.

Imitations pouied in fiom Rajput ptinccs and
Moghul officials in Noithciu India icqucsting Baji

Rao 1 to send to \isit the sluincs in ihcii

estates . . 7.3.

Visited Nathdw’aia, Mathura, Viindaban, Kimikshctra,
Pia>ag. Vamnasi. Ca^a, Sagar and laiptii duiing hci
pilgi image ..74.

RAH BARI.LI
Mutin> at—bioVc out on June 10, 1857 ; Rana Beni
Madhav Singh *s pail in it .. 553—54.

RAGHOBA
{Sec Raghunath Rao).

PRATAP SINfl, RAJA
Succeeded King Sliahn II in 1808, while still a
minoi .. 68.

In J8I7, Baji Rao took him in his running fight

with the Biilish . . 68.

Captured b\ the Biitish in 1818 .. 68.

7’he Biitish put him as Raja of Sataia in 1818 68.

An impicssi\c peisonalit) with the Biitish w'ho made
liim a Membex of the Ro>aI Asiatic Society of

Lngland . . 69.

Relations with Go^clnol of Bombay became stiaincd

and he wms chaiged W'ith sedition to o\ei throw' the

Biitish Gotcinmcnt .. 69.

Deposed in 1839 .. 69.

Died at 5^^)7Ulasi in 18)7 ,. 69.

PROPERTY
Goveinoi-Gcncml issued diicctions foi collection of

iiifoiTnation legarding natuie and extent of loss

of occasioned by the lebelliori . . 432.

PLNJAB
Re\olt in tbe—described .. 406—10.

PURBIAS
Nick-name for the scpo)s of the Bengal Aini), since

they mostly belonged to the eastern districts of the

Noith'AVcstein Piminces and .A^adh .. 543.

‘QITT INDIA' MOVCMCNr
Staitcd b) Mahatma Gandhi in 1942 .. 25, 5.30.

Last movement befnic the acliic\emcnt of Independence

In India in 1947 . . 530.

RAGHUNAIIT RAO alias RACIIOB \ DAD V

Second son of Pcsliw'a Baji Rao I became tlic Com-
mandei of Pcshw’a'j, annies .. 55.

During minoi ii\ of Pcshw'a Madliat Rao I, acted as

Jiis icgcnt .. 55.

Acqniicd such a posilion of pow'ci that he made
cndeavouis to secnic the Pcsbwasliip and eten-
tualJy succeeded in pioclaiining himself as Peshw’a

(latei deposed) . . 50.

Entcicd into negotiations with the Biitish and con-
cluded iieatics with them, hut eventually they were
obliged to abandon his cause . . 56.

Gi*anted a monthly pension of Rs.25,000 hy the

Pcshw'a In the ticat) of Salbai .,56.

Died in 1782, a few' months aftci the ticnl) .. 56.

AVas ncvci well-disposed tow'aids Pesliwa iVfadhav Rao
I, as he biinsclf was an aspiiant to Pc'thwaship .. 82.

Began to have Ids own wa) by ignoiing Peshwa
Madhav Rao I. even after the "lattci had attained

majoritv . . 82.

Civil wai with Pesliwa Madhav Rao I who could not

accept liin demand for a separate jagir of Ks. 10 lakhs

a vear and five important forts .. 82—83.
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RAGHbNVTH R VO KACIIOIW (concluded)
Left Pooni on learning that l^cshna ^fadha\ Rao I

mlcndctl to put bun in confinemcnl 83

Collected a foice oC *>0 000 and on No\tml)Ci 7, 1702,
fought a st\eic bitilc against the Peshua, but %Mih
out au) dccisnc result . 83

His ami) suiioundcd Afadha\ Rao s ami) and the
Pcs!n\a suiiendcicd 8 5

Peace concluded 8J

Could not again reconcile hi in self to the using gicat-

ne*ss of Peshua iMadha\ Rao I 81

Peshwa Madha\ Rao I demanded the complete sui

lender of b) peisonal negotiation oi, filling

that, a decision b) aims 81

Collected a consideiable foicc but could not with
stand Peshwa Mailliai Rao Is attack 81

Suiicndeicd to Peshwa Madhai Rao I 81

Biought to Poona as a pusonci and confined in

the Pcshwas own 1* dace 81

Histoiians suggest that lapid decline of Marathas
pinnaril) due to his intiigucs 81

At first unwilling to go with Peshwa Niiam Rao to

Raja of Sitaia foi the lohcs of Peshwaslup foi the

foimcr eveepL on condition of icceiving a fief of

Rs2‘i lakhs, but was iillnnalch prc\ ailed upon to

go 87

Kepi undci house ancsi 88

Planned to finish Peshwa Naiam Rao and to become
Peshwa himself 88—8h

Conspiicd foi the imndci of Peshwa Xaiain Rao SO

Pioclaimcd b) the Gendi soldicis as the maslci of the

State aftei Nai tin Raos mtiidet 00

Pioclaimed himself Peshwa ,
was dcclaicd main culpiit

in the niuidci of N.uam Rao 90

Nobles of the coiiit and the public icfnscd to accept

him as the legal head of the State 01

Maratlia Go\ eminent engaged in war with the Biitish

foi eight )cais to setme his pci son 02

IjlUinatcl) seemed b) the Maiatha Goiemment and

suiiabl) dealt with 92

Ills end in 1783 dcscubed 92

RAJLNDRA PRAS\D, DR
1 list Picsidcnt of the Indian Republic 20

RAJPO TAKA
bpiisnigs 111 Rajpuiana dcsciilied 'I II

RAMA BAI
V\ ifc of Peshwa Madha\ Rao I. a pious and devoted

lad) , became at T hem ncu Poona, on the death

of hci husband on Vovembci 18 1 772 81

R\M BAKSH, BABIj
A powerful I aliKjdai who itfackcd the rmopeans
who had escaped in two boats Iroin the Satti

chaina Ghat, Kanpui 2I0

Wandered in disguise on icsfoiation of ordci, but

his haihci, whom he had siiiick in angei, gave in foi

mation to BiUish aiuhoutics about his whcie

aboius 210

Aiiesled, tiled and hanged 210

RVM CHANDRA R\0, RVJV
Succeeded Sheo Rao Bhao as Subcdai of Jhansi 334

Signed ticatv of alliance with the Biitish who re-
(ognued him as uilci of Jhansi 334

Died issuclcss in 1831 331

R \M L VI

V Dcpiitv Collcctm, who was appointed judge of the
conn istabbslicd at Kanpui to settle ciul and
cuimnal eases dining Nana Saliehs admiius
traiion 230, 212

On the lesioiation of Butish authoiit). Ins part m
iliL icliel administiation was found out from papers
and lie was hanged 212

RVM SHVSIRI
Chief Insure of the Maiathas at the lime of Peshwa

Vfadfiav Rio I 81

Invcstigiied the nuiidci of Peshwa Naram Rao and
lomid Ragluinith Rao as the main cuIpiit (latci

icsigned lus office) 00 91

Recalhd to his oflicc of Chief Justice aflei Raghunath
Rhis icgime was hnishccl 95

Remained head of the Peshwa’s Judiciaiy till his death
in 1780 01

R VNADl
. Jl S riCL MAH VDl V

1 ounded ilic Piaitinna Samaj in ^^ahalashtl'a on the
lines of Biahmo Simaj 24

RWf.O BVPl JI

A pcison of laic abiht) and peiscveiance who had
been to 1 ngl ind to plead the case of the Satara
Ihinces for the restoration of their pnncipalit) which
had been anneved in 1848 200, 518

Did not succeed m his mission 200—1, 558.

Mas atiiactcd towauls A/inuiHah Khan in

1 ngland 200

He and V/imulIah Khan planned schemes against the

Bmish 201, 518

RV\1 OI JHVNSI
(S^t I a\mi Bai)

R VO SVHI

B

Neplicw ot Nana Saheb who was fonnali) proclaimed
Peshwa on the occupation of Gwalior b) Rani
Ia\nu Bn and othci leadeis of the revolt . 10

Vccompanied Nana Saheb on his tours 190

Piescni at Kal)anpui when Nana Saheb was elected

then leader by the sepo)s 228

A salute of 17 guns fned m his honour when a paiade
of Indian Hoops was licld to celebrate the captine
of Kanpui 249

I cttci of Nawab of Banda to—at Kalpi . 382

Mas picsent at the battle of Kalpi in Ma\ 1818 when
the nitionalist foices wcic defeated 417

Was installed as Peshwa at Gwalior 417.

I scaped to Kaiishaiu, 80 miles east to Jodhpur, on
defeat at Sikar 418

Hid himself in Samnj jungles near Guna (Madh)a
Piadcsh) 418

Mas hiding himself in Jammu leuitoiy with Ins wife

and cluld 503

Viicstcd at Chcmni, tried at Kanpur, found guilt) and
Jnnged foi the sms of othei's 503

Life sketch of 550—53
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Eaily life desaibed .. 550.

Pait in the “mu tin)” .. 550,

riodaiinctl Peshwa at Gwalior .. 550—51.

Subsequent fights and wanderings .. 551,

The Biitish negotiate foi his simendcr and his

refusal . 551—52.

Captiue, tiial and death . . 552—53.

Pla)cd a leading lolc in the lebcllion . . 553.

REBELLION
(See iSIiitin)).

RELIEF
A set of lilies was fmined foi icgu la ling the gmnl

of to siifieieis in consequence of the

‘niiUinics’ . . ^32.

Fund opened in England foi the sufTeicis fiom the

leiolt in India .. 433.

RENALD, MAJOR
While marching with a detachment to Kanpui,

—

look seicie \engeancc at Eatchpui w’heie innocent

people w’cic indisniminately slaughtered and lillagCs

aftci Milages ciuclly set on fne . 250—57, 308.

II is detachment w’as meant to act as an adiancc-guaul
to keep the road open for the maich of the main
foice led by Gcneial Havelock . 250.

Moitall) wounded at the bailie of Pandn Nadi and
died at Kanpui . 258.

Slaitcd fiom Allahabad to Kanpiu w4th 400 Euiopeans
and about 400 Sikhs a few' days hcfoic Tnh 0,

1857 .. 277.

His foue amalgamated with General Ila\ clock’s aimy
on July n. 1857 .. 278.

RLSIDENCV
Siege of Lucknow' described ., 359—61.

RIA’OLT
(See undci Mu tin))

REWARDS
C liicf iccipicnts of gi\cn to Io)aHsts by the Biitish

out of the laige loifeiicd piopciiics of
/amindais .. 311—12.

ROIIILKH.SND
Mutiny in l)i\ision described .. 399—402.

ROMAIN ROLL.\ND
Views rcgaiding ImluEb gieaincss quoted .. 28

ROSE, CENER \L SIR HUGH
Eell no hesitation in dcscubing Rani La\mi Bai as “the

l>ia\cst of the bra\c“ .. 332.

S\L\R JUNG. SIR
Dewan of Ihdciahad who not only kept himself aloof

fiom the icbcK, but also assisted the Biitish in

many w'aNs .. 113.

S \M \DIIAN
Boatman of Sattichaina \illagc who piovidcd boats foi

the evacuation of the Eaiglish to Allahabad .. 211.

IXccutcd at Sattithaiim Ghat .. 212.

SVMBVLPUR
Revolt at—dcsciibcd 405.

Deputed to niauli on Jhaiisi to capture Rani La\nu
Bai alive, if possible .. 338.

Diiccted to make over the pcison of Rani La\mi Bai
to Sii Robcit Hamilton who was to tiy lier thiough a
special commission instead oi by couit

inaiiial .. 338.

Anived at Siiiiia, one dav's maich fiom Jhansi, com-
manding the Cenlial India Eicld Foice .. 339.

Invested Jhansi ., 339.

Caiiied on heav) aitillciy file against the tilv wjills of

Jhansi for scvcial class .. 339.

Decided to adc>pt the operation of 'escalade’ (scaling

the walls), hut sta)ed it on the appioach of 'Eatva

Tope .. 339.

Succeeded in tin owing the w’holc of Tat) a Tope’s
fust line into confusion and scattciing his

scpo)S .. 339.

Ilis icpoit in commendation of the conduct of his

Hoops quoted .. 341.

Evpicsscd legiet foi heavy Biitish losses in the
inv'cstment of Jhansi , . 342.

^farched on Kalpi wlicie a niimhci of bitter actions

weic fought 342.

Gov Cl noi 'Gcneial sent a tclcgiaphic message of congni'
tulations on his success at Kalpi . . 342.

Scvcial battles fought at Gwalior with the Rani of

Jhansi .. 313.

3\ on the battle of Gwalior and ic*installcd the

Mahaiaja Scindhia on his gaddi .. 313, 412.

Had little difficulty in upi noting the rebel fotccs at

Gvvalioi wlio wasted time indulging in mciiy-making
to cclcbiaic thcii victoiy .. 551.

Life sketch of . . 500—07.

Knighted, cieatcd G. C. B., made a pcei under the

stjlc of Xoid Siiathnaim of Stiathnaim and Jhansi’
and given the Jiighcst military lank of Field-Marshal

.500-67,

Died in Paiis in 1885 507.

Sccict of success of—dcsciibcd . . .507.

RUSSELL. SIR AVILLIAM H.
APiitci of My Dimy in India in the yeai 1858—59;
quoted to dcsriibe the cjillons murder of an Indian
boy .. 32.

Recorded his piotcst against Biitish atioritics

chaiactciising them as vindictive and iin-

Chiistian .. 420—21.

His obsenations in his Dimy legaiding Kanpur
massacre, quoted . . 525—20.

s

S‘^An>URi\AXAXD, DR.
His message on centenary celebrations of 1857 quoted

to sbow' that the piincipal cause of the failuic of

1857 lay in the absence of a common
ideal ,. 539—10,

S.ARAI CIIAE
Palace of J’cshw'a at Bit boor destroyed by Gcncml
Hope Giant while ictimiing to Kanpui after the

battle of— .. 297-98,

Battle of—dcsciibcd .. 310.
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SARVSUAfl B\r
Temple or Sniasw.utslnsai Mali h1c\ hiuU b) Peslnva

Uiji Rao II in mciuoi) of lus —it Bitliooi,
(ltslio>ed In the Uuiish 299

A lifh of gicat talents nlio excelled all in chautv
gn ing 299

S AS VRAM
Occupied fi) Vinai Singh in Bihai 10 >

SVIARA
King Sliahup tJ^lablishcd ImmcK a( , and lub sue

CLbsoi's became the tiiulai Rajas of . j*>.

King Raja Ram ci>ta\)lisbcd his nen caj)iial

at— G6

loit of capluicd b> the BiiUsh 68

The Biitisli annexed Raj in Apiil 1818 on Shaluiji
Appa Saheb djing issuchss 69

Vnncxaiion of one of the piedisposing cames of
the iciolt 69

Rango Bapuji sent to England to plead the case of
the I’linccs of foi the ic:>toration of Sataia piinci

palils I n, 200, >‘58

Iiixt puncipaUt) to fall a pic) to the Doctunc of
Lipsc 185

^\as one of the places in Bomba\ Picsidcnc) Avhcic

upiismg took place

Upiising at dc^cllbcd 115

SATIICIIVURA GHAT
Public used to associate Nana Saheb with—massacic
without pausing to think that the accusations

against him might not be tiuc 2

Massacre at dcscuhcd 255—12

Incidents at the de^cubed 230—57

llisloi) of 241—12

Nana SihcbN lesponsibilit) foi the happenings at

discussed 275—70 280—88

Question about lus moral lesponsibdit) 291—93

lhakur DngMjai Singh showed hospitaht) and gasc

piotcction to foul Butish suim\ois of

massacre 521

SxVWAT MADHW R\0 B VLLAL
{See Madhas Rao I)

S WVAT MADHAV R \0 NAR W VN
(See ATadhas Kao IT)

SAWAN I UMRI
Biogiaphy of Raja Sln\a Prasad which contains ,m

.accm nt of the Rajas iisit to Peshwa Baji Rao II at

Bithooi 126

SHAHABAD
Rebellion in Bihai jnostl> confined to undci Babu
Kunwai Singh 211, 405 »

SHAH ALAM
FIdci hiothcr of V/am Shah and «^on of Vinangzeb who

contested the tluonc of Delhi and became Inipcioi

m 1707 assuming the title of Bihadiu Shah 68

Died in lebiuais 1712 68

SHAHxVMVL
.

Tat Icidei ol Biiaiit fMceiul) who fell fighting and

uho^e head was exliihiied to induce the pcopfi

to iciurn to noimal art t\ities 438

Di Chaudhiis hook quoted (o show that fought
hiavclv c\cn afiei he was sc\ciel) wounded 138
(foot note)

SinPIJAHANPUR
IMule filing fiom I mknow Nana Saheb fought with

the Butish at—in Mauh 1858 205

Rooh at—desenbed 101—2

Maubi \hmad Llldi Shah of Faizabad
occupied 103

Bugadiei Jones s*i\ed 101

SII\H or IRVN
Contacts established with bj the I’jinccs of the Delhi
Royal lamil) 199

SHVHni, KINC.
Giandson of Shn^iji and son of Shamblnji 55

Capluicd b) Auiangzcb and kept m long
captniU 55

Regained lus ficcdom on tlic death of Vuiangzcb in
1707 55

Succeeded m lee^ncung his lost lights thiough
Balaji Vishwanuh who became lus Peshwa oi Inst

mmistci 5'=^.

C.iaduall), became onh a nominal head of the
Maiatlias the ical auihonty being exeicised b>
Peshwa Biliji Vishwanath 55

Diul in 1719 55

Ills life desenbed 66—68

Faia Bai icpudiated his claims and actually marched
against him 08

1 ua Bai s siippoueis won o\ci b) him 68

on the Intllc against Taia Bai 68

Ruled foi 10 )cais 68

led a life of simplicit) and pieis 68, 77

His two queens used to intcifcie m the adnunislialion

and demanded laige sums of monc) 76

Dismissed his Peshwa in 1717, but icinstatcd him
afici two months 76—77

His jici'sonal qualities desenbed 77

Sn\HU II KING—of Salaia was looked upon b\ the Peshwa's Goicin
ment as a costi) appendage 68

His allowances i educed 68

Died ni 1808 68

sn wiBUvyi
Son and sucressov of Sliuaji 55, 61

Ills life and the mam csciUs of his rule dcs
cubed 62—65

SIIVMSHFR BAHVDUR
Illcgitinntc son of Peshwa Bi)i Rio I fiom Maslani
wlio latci became the fust Nawab of Banda 55
7 k 572

Died in 1825 373

SHVMW \R BVR V

was the name of Peshwa Baji Rao‘s imnsion in

Ilithooi dcstiojcd b) the Butis/i dining the
' mutni) 124.

In the campU'. of—the Litai i^adtsli C/oicinmenf
have elected a niemmnl to Nani Salieh (25
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SHAXnVAR PALACE—Wtis the name of the icsidence of the ^e^h\^as in

l*oona . . 9G.

Its dcsciij>tion , . 98.

SHAMvER SHAH
A descendant of Rani Diugaunli nlio belonged to

Gaili Mandia in CeiUinl India; identified Iiinisclf

with the national cause .. 415.

raid the piicc of icbcllioii nith his life .. 115,

SHERER, J. W.
His book Havelock’s Mm eh on Caivnlwic, 18)7, quoted

to show that Nana Saheb uas not the biiiin behind
the planning of the "nuitin)" .. 199.

Collector of Eatchpur who had fled to Randa on the

night of June 9, 1857, at the signs of the appioach-

ing mutiny at his station . . 25C.

From Banda, piocccdcd to Allahabad and thence

to Kanpur . , 256.

Became Collector of Kanpiu and Fatchpui 276.

His account of Bibighar massacic quoted fiom his

report to the Commissionci, Allahabad Di\i-

sion . . 271—72.

His account of Bibighar massacie quolccl fiom his

book Havelock’s March on Caienpore, 1857 .. 272,

AVith other Euiopcan ofiiccis, fled to Banda ftom
Eatchpur . , 398.

His book quoted .. 508.

Conferred with Gencial Havelock about Mcinoiial AVell

Garden at Kanpur . . 509.

Author of Havelock’s Match on CawnpotCt 1857, which
dcsciibcs in detail all matters connected uith the

pieparalions for the maich fiom Allahabad, the

iccaptuic of Kanpui and the state of allaiis at

Kanpur after the restoration of Biitish aiitho-

lity .. 598—99.

SHIVAJI
and his successors dcsciibed . . 57—69.

Table of Shi\aji’s line .. 57,

ShhajEs life and achievements .. 57—02.

SHIVAJI II

IV’idow of King Raja Ram, Taia Bai, had hei voting

son, then 4 ycais old, pioclaimed as Chhatiapati

under the st)lc of and herself caiiicd on the

administration in his name . . 66.

SHIVA PRASAD, RAJA
Met Peshwa Baji Rao II at Bithooi and wrote an

interesting account of it in his biograpin . . 126.

SIAI.KOI'
Incidents at dc^sciibcd .. 410.

.SIDI KAMBAR
In employ of Empcior Bahadur Shah, who visited

Iran with letters fiom him .. 199.

SIKAR
Last battle of Taiva Tope, vrhich was also the last

battle of the wai of liberation of 1857, fought

at .. 417.

Tatva Tope defeated at— .. 118.

SIKHS
Rise of the—W’ho became a powciful f.nrtoi in the

political set-up of the countrv . 23.

Achieved gicat success tindci the famous ^faliaraja

Ranjit Singh . . 23,

Subjugated b) the Biitish b\ 1849 .. 23.

Ehiec bundled—iachidcd in Havelock’s aimy on its

match fiom Allahabad to Kanpur .. 256, 302, 307.

7 ook utensils and bnusc-Iiold goods in the plunder
at Biilioor 298.

Anihsis of the icasons win—not onlv remained aloof
fiom the icvolt hut even whole-hcaitedly helped the
English . . 406—7.

Remained loval to the Biitish, fought along with
them . . 443.

SINGHBHUAf
Kols of in Bihai plavcd a significant pait in the
upsurge , . 405.

By Januaiy, 1858, the whole of—was at war with the

Biitish .. 405.

'Jill Dcccinbci 1858, Kols of fought dcs-

peiatcly .. 405.

'I he Biitish offcicd tcims of amnesty to Arjun Singh
who latci siMicndcied .. 406.

SIRAJ-UD-UAULA
Nawab of Bengal v\ifh whose defeat at the battle of

PJassc) in 1757 Clive laid solid foundations of Biitish

political powei in India .. 23, 48.

SI I A PUR
Revolt at described .. 401.

Sn ARAM BABA
An anchoiitc who was intcuogated b\ the Judicial
Commissionci of M\^orc and who gav'C paiticulais
to (Jov eminent about the picmcditatcd plans of
the “mutin)” . 198.

SKETCHES
Lives of some Indians, namely Rao Saheb, Rana

Beni l^Xadhav Singh, Aziniullah Khan and
A^izan .. 550—61.

Lives of some Euio])eans, namely Loul Canning, Sir

Colin Campbell, (Icncral Sii Hugh Rose and
Biigadici -General Nicholson .. 562—71.

SPENCER, HERBERT
A gieat thinker whose book, Social Slaltslics, quoted

for the causes of Indian discontent before the
“mutin>” eia .. 176.

SPO’J TlS^VOODl:, COLONEL
Chief ofliccr in command of the 55th Regiment of
Native Infantiv at Hoti Maidan, who, despite the
Punjab Chncninicnt’s belief that scpO).s there would
miitinv, insisted that his men would icmain
loyal .. 109.

as
^

ovciinlcd and oidcicd to disaiin his
icgiment .. 409.

Committed .suicide in disgust foi the dishonour of
his sepovs ,. 109.

SI’IAT.NSON, MAJOR
Sent 1)\ Hav’clotk to occup\ Biihooi w hich was occupied

vxitliont icsisi;u]cc .. 297.

SERA'l IINAIKN, LORD
(.Str Rose, Sii Hugh).

SULLIVAN
f)ne of the foni snivivots of the .S.itthhaiira Ghat

iiKident at Knnpin .. 2.39.
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SWORDS
liulinn Swoids)

SYID AHMAD KHAN, SIR
lliought that the ciunlalidn oC cfmlmth in India
bdoic the “nnuin)'* was a talisman to waid oR

TALUQDARS
RstattN of—clodaicd confiscated uiih ccitain specified

exceptions undci land Cannings piotlainaiiou of
Match la, 1S:>8 .. ‘129.

TAFYA lORK
Nana Sahtb nas accompanied on his toms .. 1%.

When Xan.i Saheb nas called to Kanpiii h\ M.igis*

irate Hilletxdon, went with Jiini, with 209 aimed
letamcix and two guns iindei his thaige .. 222.

Statement of made at his coiut-inaitial lends sup-
poU to the thcoiy that Nana Saheb had accepted
the Icadcixhip of the scpo

5
s nndci duic'ss oi under

tiueat fioin tiicm . . 227.

Piesent at Kalianpur when Nana Saheb was elected

leader b) the sepoj s . . 228.

Enti listed with the aiiangcmcnts fui despatching
the BiiiisU Oanison fiom Kanpui to Allaha-

bad .. 235—30.

Ashed the people m)t to hill fin open ns . 237.

A salute of 1 1 guns fued in his honoui to cclcbiate

the accession of Nana Saheb 249.

Mansion of—at Uiihooi was bnint by the Biitish as

a rcpibal foi Ins pait in the icbellion . 298.

Fought an engagement against Cicncial Hascloch for

the dclcnce of Kanpin .. 302.

Battle agjiuist General IIa\ clock at Bithooi des-

nibed .. 302.

Diiccted Jiis actnitics to Gwalior with a \icw’ to

winning o\ci the lamons Gwalior Contingent .. 303.

Sucteeded in winning o\ci the Gwahor Contingent;

inicsted Kanpiu .. 303, 301.

Mo\cs towaids Kanpin .. 307.

His plan to ic occupy Kanpur and to mahe it a base

of his opciations was shattcicti on the tlcleat of tlic

Gwalioi Contingent , 310—11.

His forces came to the aid of the Rani of Jhansi . . 339.

Genend Su Hugh Rose made tiro attacks and mic-

cceded in ihiowing the whole of his fn^st line into

conlnsion and made him ictiic fiom the iclief of

Jhansi .. 339.

Aftci the ilisastcr at Gwalioi—began his lemaihablc

carcci of gueiilla waifaie .. 417.

Biitish Commandei's made iigoions cfibits to captuie

him, hut he outwitted them all and effected mim-
ciiloiis escapes . . 417.

—lushed from place to place till his last battle which

was fought at Sihar on januai) 21. 1858 .. 417.

Witli his defeat at Sihar, escaped to Pcion forests

whcic he was t^puned b\ Majoi Meade in

ircacheious circumstances .. 418.

Tnal and <?eath of—dcsciibed .. 4Sfi—93.

His caily life and geneology .. 48G—87.

!
cholcia epidemic which was pi c\ ailing at that time
in Noith -Western l*io\inccs and in oihei nails of

* India .. 20J,

Assisted the Biitish dming “mmin)” at Bijnoi ., 402.

Commissioned to uin the loud admiiiKtiation on itsto-
' lauon oi BniJsli inie in Bijnoi .. 402.

T

j

Role in lebclhon .. 487—88,

' Captuie and coiiit maiiial 488—91.

f Sentenced to death and executed ., 491—92.

Cnjustncss of his death sentence discussed .. 192—93.

licaimciu of his famd) .. 193.

j

Question w bethel the peisou hanged was the ical

I
latsa lope discussed 493—Ob.

)

Fstimaic of—, .. 4%—97.

Colonel 5falcoIm s tubnre to him . 49fi'-97.

* Sir Wdhnm Russell’s tubiite lo him 497.

Memouals elected in his honoiu .. 498.

i. R. 1 Holmes’ account of liis uiptmc . 499.

J xtiacis fiom his deposition inatJe before Afajor
Meade . 500—1,

)

1

'1 Vl\ V 7 01T. MCMORTVL G^RDKN
I Afemon.d Well Caiden oi Kanpui ic named
f as— .. 2fiG, 516.

j

TlMhU', SIR RICHVRD
' His {iibntc to Peshwa Baji Rao I as a fighting

I i‘oshwa t|Uoled liom Ins booh Oittnial Evpeu-
, ence , , 75.

His tiibutc to Peshwa Madli.is Rao I as the moilcl

)

pimtc quoted fiom the same booh 87.

I

TERMS

^

fdossais of militai') , . 587—90.

Glossal) ot special—, 591.

rHOMSON. MOWBRA\
{See Mow bras 1 homson

)

* THORNHILL
Coinmissioiiei of Allahabad Dbision dining mutiny

also holds in his icpnit that thcic existed no pi-c-

MOWS undcixtanding between Nana and the
seposs . . 199.

TIKV SINGH. SIBLDAR
On pic hot dui) with his tioops of 2nd Casaln, he is

said to ha\c gnen the signal foi the ouibicah of
f imum\ at Kanpui . 225—26.

i riectcd Chief Commandei of the Ca\aln and given

j

the lank of General b) mutinous sepovs .. 228.

j

In command of the operations against the cnticnch-

meiu .. 229.

j

One of Nana Salicb’s lieutenants at the barilc of
i Kanpin .. 259.

^ IIPU SVLl \N
Like his fathci, Ifvdei Vli. harassed the Biitish,

but with his fall in 1799 at the battle of Seiinga-

patani in which he was shim jn the thick of oom-
hat, Biitish supiemaq' was established nlnto^t com-
pletely ill South India 23, 50.
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ACtcr the death of—his tuo sons and the^manbers

of his faiTijh %\erc Kept in piotccthc custody in

the foU at Vellore .. 155.

TODD, Mr,
,Xan 4i Saheb's English tutor, 'ivas sent by the

besieged garrison in tlie entiendiinent to pcisuadc

Nana 6ahcb to agree to the departuic of JCnglish-

men from Kanpui being postponed by a fcir hours

till the morning of June 27 .. 254.

Nana Saheb ga\c—a giacious leccplion and accepted

the suggestion to dcia) the departure .. 251.

TJIADD AND COMMERCE
Position of in India in 1857 .. 171—75.

V
VALtNTIA, LORD
A ivell'Knonn tia\cllcr uho came out to India, visited

Poona and met Peshua Baji Rao II .. 103.

Left a gi'aphic account of his meeting uith Peshua
Baji Rao II in his book. Travels, 'idiich ghes an in-

sight into the royal customs and manners of the

Peshuas .. 103.

7'c\t of his account of the meeting uith Peshua Baji

Rao icpioduccd . . 109—12.

VARANASI
Nana Saheb's propcit) at confiscated by Goiein-
ment .. 314.

Re^olt at—desenbed 389—92.

VASCO DA GAMA
A pait\ of Portuguese adventurers under his leadership

lii>t set anchoi at Surat in May 1498 . . 23.

Reached Calicut in 1498 . . 43.

VEDIC CIVIEIZVTION
desenbed .. 17—18.

VELLORE
MiUiii} at dcsciibcd .. 155—55.

A7:XABLrS. MR.
Prominent civilian of Ayamgarh who uas uonnded in

one of the engagements during the leticat of the
Bu’tish annv and died subsequently . , 397.

Governor General bestowed the lughest praise on him
foi the assistance icndcrcd b) him . . 397.

VICTORY Pll.IAR
Erected at Mccnit bv Uttar Pradesh Govcnimcnt in

’ meinon of the maitvrs of 1857 .. 212.

VICTORIA, QUEEN
DilFciiiig 'vexsions as to liow she received the news

w
WAJID j\U SHAH. KING

rifth and last King of Avadh whose Kingdom was
anna\cd b) the Btitish on giounds of misrule and
t)rann\ .. 187, 352.

After the anncsaliou, was required by the East
|

India Companv to reside at Calcutta , . 187.
j

Passed the rest of his dajs in Calauta in mclanchol)
j

sunonndings as a pensioner of the British Gov-
ernment .. 187—

j

TREASURIES
Government of India appiovcd ccitain piinciples

regarding refund of the deposits made b\ the
public in those—m the North 5Yestem Provinces
which had been plundered during the rebellion,

except in those eases where the deposits had been
made bv the rebels . , 429.

TULYA PAAEAR
Sex V ant of Raghoba and one of the conspirators in the

murder of Peshwa Naiain Rao . . 89.

His pait in the murdet of Pcshw'a Naiain Rao des-

cribed .. S9.

TooK part in the murder of Peshwa Narain Rao
undex Anandi Bai’s ordci's .. 91.

Ultimately secured in 1780 and done to torturous

death .. 92.

about her becoming Queen of England, quoted to

show that it is not easy to separate the time from
the false when accounts given even b) trustworthy

eve-witnesses clilTci from each other .. 7—10.

East India Company superseded and British territories

in India vested in the Crown; hei famous pio-

damation issued to the princes and the people of
India . , 23—24.

was the icigning sovcieign of England at the time
of the Indian “imuin)”, and Lord Palmerston was
hci Piime Ministci .. 162.

Acted as a link between different parts of the empire
and made the Giown a populai institution at home
and abroad .. 103.

Expicssed her feelings of sorrow and indignation to

Lord Canning about the behaviour of British officers

ill suppicssing the “mutiny** .. 420.

Hei pioclamation described . . 450—53.

Her reply to Lord Canning’s letter of November 22,

1851, written by him after Lady Canning’s death,

reproduced .. 571.

VISHWAS RAO
Eldest son of Peshwa Balaji Baji Rao vvho fought at

the battle of Panipat against Ahmad Shah Abdali
in 1751 and fell fighting .. 80.

VIJTIOJI HOLKAR
Son of TuKoji Rao HolKar wlio took to a life of

brigandage and became a terror to Peshwa Baji

Rao II .. 101.

Captincd and executed bv being tiamplcd under the

feet of an elephant .. 101.

\7/AGAPATTAM
Serious mutiny at—by Madras Army in 1780 .. 158.

During the “mutiny” and his hixnistcr, Ali Naqi
Khan, arrested and incarcciatcd in Calcutta

fort .. 213.

A few months after the accession of— , Lord Hardingc,
Governor-General, came to Lucknow to warn him
to refonu his administration .. 352-“55.

British Government icsolvcd to take over the adnii-

iiisiratiou of Avadh from ,and to tliat end^ pre-

sented a dm ft treaty to be assented to, and signed
by, him within three days .. 353.
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AVAJID ALT SHAH, KING-
(
Coucluclcd

)

Declined to accept British terms .. 553.

His dominions annexed 353.

Accepted a pension of Rs.l2 lakhs a year from the
British Government . . 353.

Title of king was to remain personal to him .. 353.

Other restrictions imposed on liim . . 355.

Died in September 1887 . . 353.

WARREN HASTINGS
Although extolled as the builder of BiitisU empire

in India, yet tvas brought to trial before the House
of Lords for his doings in India , . 5.

His work as first Governor-General from 1774 to

1785, described . . 49—50.

WELLESLEY, COLONEL
Brother of Governor-General, Lord AVcUeslcy, who
advanced on Poona to restore Baji Rao to his

|

gaddi . . 102—3.
|

i

WELLESLEY, LORD '

j

Governor-General of India during 1798—1805 ; added i

fresh territories to British India and made alliances
|

with Indian rulers ..50.
j

!

IVHEELER, LIEUT. G. R,
'

Son of Major-General IVheclcr, the Ofliccr Command-
ing at Kanpur . . 243.

Killed in the entrenchment by a toiind sliot before

the surrender of General IVhcelcr's garrison to

Nana Saheb . . 243.
j

WHEELER, MAJOR-GENERAL SIR HUGH
Oflicer-in-Command of the Garrison at Kanpur, who
had fought in Afghanistan and the Punjab and was

vciy popular with the sepoys . . 220.

Remained calm although there ts^as excitement all

round due to happenings at Meerut and

Delhi .. 221.

Blamed for having chosen the entrenchment, in pre-

ference to the Magazine, for the protection of

English families at Kanpur . . 224—25.

Received a note from Nana Saheb notifying his inten-

tion to attack the entrenchment .. 229.

Delegated active duties of defence to Capmin Moore

and others due to his own old age , . 230.

Wrote to Lucknow for help .. 231.

His son wounded . . 232.

Sent some spies to induce Nanhc Nawab to cause a

rupture amongst the nationalist forces . . .,3.,—

Raised the white flag, uhcrcupon Nana Saheb ordered
firing to stop . . 233.

Decided to accept offer of truce .. 233.

Sent a note full of gratitude to Nana Saheb just as
the boats taking the English fugitives to Allaliabad
were about to start . . 237.

Killed at the Sattichaum Ghat . . 242, 247.

Action of in sending a part of his mcagie European
troops to Lucknow when he himself was in immi-
nent danger at Kanpur, commended . . 443.

Suffar All, dafadar, accused of cutting off his head at
the Sattichaura Ghat on June 27, 1857 .. 572.

IVHEELER, MISS (ELDER)
Elder daughter of General IVheelcr of Kanpur; her
end . . 243, 24a—47.

WHEELER, MISS (YOUNGER)
Younger daughter of General Wheeler of
Kanpur , . 243.

M) stery about , . 243—46.

Various versions about her fate, . . 244—46.

Committed suicide . . 24G.

WILLIAMS, LIEUT.-COLONEL G. W.
Militai\ Sccrctaiy and Commissioner of Police, Norih-

IVcsteni Provinces, who wrote the ‘Memorandum on
the investigations regarding the outbreak at Kan-
pur in June 1857’ . . 267.

His Mcmoiandum, quoted , . 267, 282,

Conducted a general enquir)' into the circumstances
of the “mutiny" at vaiious places .. 311.

His Memorandum, described . . 600.

IVINDHAM, GENERAL
Instructions given to-—that in case the Gwalior Con-

tingent advanced on Kanpur, he should show the
best he could, hut not to move out of the entrench-
ment unless compelled to do so by threat of bom-
bardment . . 307.

Disregarding these instructions, moved out of tlie

entrenchment for tlie purpose of giving battle to

nationalist forces . . .307.

Encounter at Pandu Nadi ; forced to

retreat . . 307—8.

IVholcsale retreat into the entrenchment .. 308.

Panic among flying soldier as described by Rev. Moore,
Chaplain with the force of .. 308.

Sir Colin Campbell, the Coramandcr-in-Chicf, was
informed of his retreat into the entrenchment .. 308,

Y

YESU- BAI

Saintly widow of King Shambhaji, helped Raja Ram,

Shambliaji’s brother, to escape, thus preventing his

capture by Aurangzeb ., 65.

Captured with her son, Shahu, and taken to Emperor

Aurangzeb .. 66.

Received tender treatment in captivity through the

good offices of Zinat-un-Nisa, daughter of Aiirang-

7eb - . 66—67.

Shahu, who had scaired his own release earlier, tried un-

successfully for a time to secure her release from
captivity 70.

Was ultimately released and delivered to Peshwa
Balaji Vishwanath in March. 1719 7L .
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ZEENAT MAHAL, BEGUM
Young queen of Emperor Baliailur ShaJi ; the British

oflered to recognise her son, Jan an Bakht, as

heir-appaicnt on condition that Emperor surrendered

certain royal piirilcgcs, hut Bahadur Shah declined

the offer . . 189.

Nana Saheb paid a visit to Emperor Bahadur Shah
and , and discussed secret plans for the counti^^-

rvide rebeUion 196.

—played an important part in sowing the seeds of
fhe rautirry’ and in persuading Emperor Bahadur
Shah to accept the leadei:ship of the nation and
to take the side of the nationalist forces .. 319.

Emblem of rcljcllioii, namely wliite lotus and chapati,
was designed by her .. 319.

ZINAT-UN-NISA BEGUM
Daughter of Auiangyeb who tenderly treated Shahu
and Yesu Bar rrhile in captivity in Anrang7cb*s
camp in the Deccan . . 66—67.

^Vith lier help, Peshwa Balaji Vishwanatir established

contact wdrii captive Shahu and conveyed the news
oi the outside world to him .. 70.

ZULEIQAR AEI BAHADUR
Third Karrab of Banda . . 372—73.


